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The present Part completes the publication of the MS. materials which Mr. Lane left for the
continuation of his Lexicon. The incompleteness of these materials has already been explained in
the Preface to Part W. My original intention was to compile the missing articles from Mr. Lane's MS.
copy of the Táj-el-'Aroos, with the addition of such notes as he had himself prepared during the

progress of the work.

This intention, however, was modified when the publication of the Tāj-el
"Aroos at Boolák deprived Mr. Lane's MS. copy of its peculiar importance. The text can now be

consulted by any scholar for himself, and to offer a bare translation of it, in a Lexicon intended

mainly for the use of scholars, would be superfluous. The great value of Mr. Lane's work lies
not so much in his translations from standard works of Arabic lexicography, as in the
comments and explanations which he was able to add from his own profound knowledge of the

language and its literature.

Any scholar can translate the Táj-el-'Aroos : but none could have

elucidated the obscurities of the native lexicographers with the precision and illumination which

characterize Mr. Lane's commentary. The translation from the Táj-el-'Aroos has therefore been
abandoned, and the Supplement appended to the present Part, instead of containing all the articles
omitted from Parts W.-VIII., includes only such notes as Mr. Lane had made from time to time
with a view to the eventual writing of these articles.

These

notes

are not to be accepted as the

final decision of their writer, far less as finished or even approximately complete articles. They
have not enjoyed the benefit of his revision, and many of them are clearly the record of con
temporary speech, which he would doubtless have excluded from a Lexicon of the classical
language.

Nevertheless, Mr. Lane's habitual accuracy and caution are sufficient guarantees that

these notes were not made without careful deliberation.

They contain many significations which

are not to be found in the ordinary dictionaries; and the numerous cross-references, which I have

verified, will prove of service, and to some extent supply the want of more complete explanations,
especially for the commonest meanings of words. The notes refer chiefly to the less common
meanings, and those most familiar to the student will often be found missing.

With regard to the “Book II.” which Mr. Lane contemplated, and which was to contain
rare words and explanations, I am obliged to admit that the materials are wanting.

Some few

articles are partly prepared, but are not sufficient to warrant any prospect of this part of the
work being completed. It is the less needed since the publication of the late Professor Dozy's
valuable Supplément.

Fifty years have passed since Mr. Lane undertook to write this Lexicon, and thirty
since the first Part appeared. If there has been considerable delay in the production of the
recent Parts, I must plead that the collation, revision, and verification of about two thousand

columns of this work represent no little labour; and this duty has had to be done in the midst
of other and no less pressing occupations.
S. LAN E-POOLE.

1st January, 1893.
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[Book I.]

Gº”
a’
-

The twenty-fifth letter of the alphabet; called because it signifies a sound, like &- (TA,) and

&: it is one of the class termed iº

[or

& (K,) contr. to

6 :
-

(TA)

3 Quick; snift.

-

&

The lion :

analogy, because the verb is (K:) so called because of his quick leaping, or

liquids]; and is a letter of augmentation. — & intrans., (TA,) He (a man, S) moaned; or springing. (TA.) = § bull that
A
lon's much.
with teshdeed, and preceded by a fat-hah, is breathed violently, or nºith moaning; or uttered
sometimes redundantly affixed to a word at the his voice or breath nºith moaning; syn. &i, (S, (TA.) – A man having a high voice. (TA.)
end of a verse: see an ex, voce 5. — J, the sign
TA) and 3.43: ($, K.) or it signifies he uttered a *** [Birds of the kind called] As uttering
of the dual, with damm, in one dial., instead of louder sound than such as is termed
(K.) = cries.
(S, L, K.) [In the CK, for Ata is put
kesr, see ---. – See also sº. — As a 3é He enried him; (K;) [as also §§). E. <5,

&

-

Al3s. See an ex, voce

numeral, it denotes fifty.

35, He malked, or

inf. n.

*] – Also, Winds
$º. (A.)

ment, at a slow pace. bloncing violently: (TA:) pl.

(L.)

t

º: u. gtº & & Supplicate thy Lord

*
~U

of...?.

1.4.

-

3. 3. (S3) & The lion. (K)
neith the utmost humility, or abasement, and

R. Q. 1. out. He fed him, or nourished him,

earnestness, of n!hich thou art capable. (TA, from

(K.) = He restrained him, or turned him

nell.

back, (El-Umawee, S, K,) from a thing that he

&"

... f.

o:

a trad.)
?»

•

vº) Jº &9, aor. “, inf. n. &22, He n'ent,

9 go.
desired to do. (El-Umawee, S.) = & Jºë,
-Le [A place where a nind blon's nith a swift
98.2.
2? journeying,
went
anay,
departed,
forth
or
set
inf n. *t and it tº ; [the latter an unusual form
course and with a sound]. Ex.

1.

-

-

~#~~
of inf n.8) and 'tū; He was reak, (M., K.) through the land, or earth. . ($, K.) —ſº

&

The men's, tidings, or information, went, or went
or confused; ($;) and not firm or sound, (S, M.,
-*t,
judgment, or opinion. (S, M., K.) – anay, through the land. (T.) —
in his£-3
K,)
of:

£o 2

* ,” 2 *, * ****

#2

tº Je Jºe," tº

º

8-9

Jº UU He was weak in the affair. (S.) —
2-3
**, *.*.
23-2
4-c.

º, and wišč, He was unable to do it.

*:::

-3-

.

— UU, inf. n.

itä;

2?--

(AA;) and

v Útěj;

aor. 2, inf. n.

: 2: 3, The nºind became

*

-

- a-

º

".

in a state

+

. .

---

(K.) of commotion: in neith a snift course, and with (S) — [A place where birds of the kind called
Ex.
The As utter their cries].
(S;) a sound. ($, K.) — &

3–9. -**

He was neak, feeble, or remiss. (AA, S, T.A.)

... to.”

n-ind passed sniftly over the place.

2,i

&# (like Jº

(TA.) –
[pass. in form but neut. in

U-u-o

+

" ºr 333i:

+

R. Q. 2: see R. Q. 1 in three places.

(TA [but quoted in the S as an ex. of
signification] TA) The people experienced, or
sense].)
former
Üü and * :U\} (S, K) and * *,353 and Wüü. suffered, a swift and sounding rind. ($, K.)
#:

--8-

- o P.

cº-

in the

3.2.

*.*.
Weak; conardly. (S, K.) – UU. One niho fre [See an ex. voce

&t.

-

tº:- Jº Jº est

<--i.q. J.A.o [app. A distorted
0

s!-53-0
#2-

“

quently turns about, or rolls, the pupil, or black [The camels were snift in their pace]. (TA.) – story]:
(K:) so explained by ISk, as occurring
part, of his eye. (K.)
4-5. -*t i. q. ---, [app., The odour dif. in the following verse:
st.*.

(AA, S.) fused itself strongly or poncerfully]. (T.A.) =
(aor. 2, inf n.
TA,) It (ºn owl) uttered
sū Lº <2\, & Jºk [Good betide him
cry;
moaning
or
hooted;
syn. AU : (K:) and
a
who hath died in (the time of) weakness!] i.e., in
(aor. 2 and
a man. (TA.) –
the first of El-Islám, before it acquired strength, in like manner
a £2
(TA.)
adherents
assistants
multiplied.
and
(S,) and its
TA,) He (a bull) loned.
-, inf n. tu and
(TA.)
(K)—ººl J,
(aor. 2, TA,) He humbled,
--?.
?-?. ,
3.2.
*UU, #3353, and UL-2 : see Ú9.
or abased, himself, with earnestness, in suppli
1. ãº's
He ate neakly,
cation, to God. ($, K.) =
3UU : see the verb. – Weakness.

&

&t,

º

2:

o

...

8-399,

•, 6 &

i\sa-Yi

•,~

*

* :
*A-9

+

-

&

a

º

o

i e- :

•

&:

or feebly. (K.)
• 5.

•

cº, (TA,) and *, (K,) agreeably with analogy,
(TA,) inf. n.

<, (S,

K,) of the measure

Jº,

?:

+

3

*

3.

* G - i.e.

*ść, (aor.

2, A, inf. n.

$6,

L,) A

calamity befell him: (K:) or pressed heavily upon
him, and distressed him. (A.) – See <t.

cº Wind in a state of commotion: (S,
-*

K:) swift in its course, and making a sound:
pl.

** **

sº

… o.º.

2-35°

* **

3.2

gº,
&

1. Sº, aor. 2, (S, K,) contr. to analogy, like

•

tº:-- *-cºre - c.

ãº.

(TA.)

--~

*>

§§ and WJºsu, (S, L. K) and º (L, K) A
calamity: ($, L, K:) pl. of the second, &
347

2752

30 — tº
**

* *

*

3.

---

[Book I.
s

tº: & He did it lastly, or latterly, or last of

(L)–36 iss, and "Jº, and "º, (A, L.)

s. 2 #

ºf

*Pººl see 4.5-1. –

&; *::: + That part of

A calamity that presses heavily, and distresses. (A.) all (S, A, K.) And tº 1. He came lastly, a horn that is above the knotty portion, to the
or latterly, or last of all: (A :) or slowly, tardily, eartremity: [i.e., the smooth part]. (TA.) –
U839: see 29.
or late. (TA.) And jø. &: tº: tieſ He *:: f The spout, or tube, of a jug. (TA.) —
a 3.
through n'hich the
2333 : see 5U.
overtook us after the day had declined ; (Ibn t A pipe of a tank, or cistern,
• 2 of
• *-'Abbād, K;) i.e., he held back from us, and then water flows: either from ~5, or from Jººſ as
Jºu
followed us in haste, fearing escape. (TA.) – signifying “an internodal portion” of a reed, or
---

6 -.

º-.

º
-- -

a state of slowness cane. (TA.) – 3% <ºf : The [bronchi, or]
air-passages of the lungs. (K.) *J.; Or 34:
postponed, delayed, or retarded, it, syn. *i; or tardiness. (Zj.) = Th also explains :45 as
is said to signify the same, in an instance men
(S, M, A,” K,”) namely, an affair. ($, M.) – signifying Distant or remote. (TA.)
tioned by IAar, in which a poet speaks of the
He made it (a thing) to be distant, or remote;
substance resembling lights which a camel in heat

1. it, or , (s) if nºt, G, A, K.) He Jé also signifies Motion in

put it at a distance; put # or sent it, anay, or
jar anay. (TA) = -$5 also signifies The

[bu, &c.

protrudes from his mouth, and which is called
*

•

alº, as coming forth -ºš & : in which case,

~~

the word, if -ºſ, may be a pl., regularly 31,
of which the sing is *: or, if with dammeh to

taking, or reaching, [a thing,) absolutely, or neith
the hand, or nith the eartended hand; (A, K3)
tº .

40

w 2;

… of:

-

and so "Jºšš, (Mºb) and Jºsé, (Mºb, K.)
and J.; ; (IDrd, TA:) or "Jºšć, with ,

- e.

See Supplement.]

3.

-

•of

-

-

1. --, aor. 2, inf n. *-* ($, K) and J.; and the hemzeh, it may be a contraction of

signifies the taking from a distant place; and Jú; and " •: ; He (a goat) uttered a sound,

~5-9),

** a coll. gen, n., in a pl. sense. (TA)

-

without , the taking from a near place. (Th,
or cry, [or rattled, and was eaccited by desire of
TA.) You say, &, inf. n. Jº, I took it, or

--> A way, or road. (K.) [Ex..] … 39. 25,
the female : (S:) or uttered a sound, or cry, [or Reep to the way, or road. (As.) — J.- *::::
reached it, absolutely, or nºith my hand, or with rattled, when eaccited by desire of the female, (K,)
it is said 2in* ~*
the or at rutting-time. (TA) -º es.” lsº º t A track, or streak, (iiº) in a mountain, (K,)
my extended hand. (TA.) Andºf.
appearing distinctly thereins ofthe dial of Hudh
23
Kur, [xxxiv. 51, W Jºãºſ...} G"> and Jºur),
presence
like
as
Do
not
cry
out
[in
my
vºlt
with and without e, accord. to different readers:
eyl: (TA:) Ex. ** Jé es: -ºš [He went
---...

-

(TA :) with , the word is from

Jººl,

-

-

-

-

the 3 he-goats rattle at rutting-time]. Said by 'Omar along every track of the mountain, or mountains].
to some persons who had come to make a com

being changed to , because of the dammeh; [so

(TA.) [As a coll. gen, n., used in the pl. sense:
(TA) — [Hence, J.3 + He ex.] Málik Ibn-Khalid El-Khuzá'ee says,

that the meaning is, But hon shall the attaining

plaint to him.

of belief be possible to them 7) (Zj, Bd;") or from

desired seasual intercourse.

(TA)—º. 3

9 o

22

wo:

-

º

Jºaº tº aist. *

3.36 as signifying <-5 [see 6 below]; so that t He was proud, or behaved proudly, and magni

+

>

the meaning is the reaching [or attaining] from fied himself. (K.)
[On the top of a lofty mountain, the streaks of
afar : (Bd:) or from Jº, meaning, “motion
2. ---, inf. n. **, It (a plant) produced a which are green]. (TA.) – º: ! A ron of
in a state of slowness or tardiness:” (Zj:) or it
knoted stem. (K)—ºes; J. : [Verily trees (K) &c. (TA.) [See Sºil
2:
• 3
2 of .
is from JºJ) <º, (Bd,) inf. n. Jºu, (IB, TA,)
like a plant An elevated tract of land: (Ki) one that is fine

—º

-

I see evil, or the evil, to have grown,
signifying I sought, or sought for or after, the producing knotted stems]. (TA.)

(Jºy) and elevated; pl. “…º. (TA.)
thing; (IB, Bd:) [so that the above phrase in
An internodal portion of a reed or cane;
the Kur. may be rendered But hon shall the seeking
4. 3%. J.i. * t[Length of celibacy made
of belief be possible to them 2) — It also signifies, him to be desirous of seasual intercourse]. (TA.) such a portion thereof as intervenes betn-een two
(namely Jº) The taking [a thing]: and seizing — `', inf. n. ~\º!, if not a mistake for cººl, joints, or knots: (Lth, S:) i.g. Jºsé, [which
violently: (A, K:) or taking in a violent seizure: inf n. Sºuji, meaning “he became pubescent,” signifies as above, and also a joint, or knot,

iº

º

-

you say,

4:5, inf. n. Jºë, he

a violent seizure.

... O

-

-

-

took him, or it, in probably signifies He was excited, and uttered

with reference to a reed, or cane, or a spear-shaft:

(K) as also 'ºi (Lih, K) and "Jºi, which

(TA.)

libidinous sounds, with the desire of sexual inter
latter is probably a contraction: (K:) [see below:]
course.
(TA.) See R. Q. 1.
(S:) [or
and
or
the pl. of 4,931 is
6. Jºãº He, or it, became, or remained, be
5. - … It (water) was made to flow; or nas ~33) is a coll. gen, n., of which the n. un, is a 3:31,
hind; became delayed, or retarded; it became
• 5* * *.
set
a flowing. (K.)
postponed; syn. 2:5; ($;) and so V Jºj, said
and the pl. --ºul - see also art. --5)]. –

*::

--ºff.

-

#4-5 i,j

29. Jº- Make thow the
f He (a man, TA) [Hence,)
TA,) said of an affair. (S.) – He, or it, became talked nonsense, (and uttered libidinous sounds, affair, or case, [uniform, or] one uniform thing.
distant, or remote; or he n'ent, removed, retired, TA,) in concubitu : (K:) implying his acting (Fr. in TA in art.
– [Also, 4 sheath of a
or nithdrew himself, to a distance, or far anay; like a he-goat at rutting-time. (TA.) - He
2 of
plant. See i.e. axi. – And Any kind of tube.
($, TA) as also 'Jºtal. (TA) = See also 1, prolonged his nork, to do it well. (K.)
See J-45]
in three places.

of a man; (Bd, xxxiv. 51:) and "Jºël, (S,

R. Q. 1: see 1.

—-º:

**)

|

8: see 6, in two places.
º,

à A disagreeable, or abominable, smell. (K.)
Probably a mistake for

#;

and therefore not

mentioned by the leading lexicographers. (TA.)

--,”

(K;) possessing might or strength, courage, valour,
*

2 -

9 ..

or prowess. (TA.) You say also, Jºš jºš An
6

&" * A-- table (335us) made of palm-leaves.
-

WOce

CŞº, q.v.)

tº,

-

K.)
(#)

O -

-

[See
2-3.
[Se tº]

= U3,,

aor.
, inf. n. º
*-3 and
#2:
ºv. -,

*>

?,3, He was eralted, or elevated. = *** **,

overcoming decree; as also Jºlº. (TA.) See
• 2 of

also art. Jºss.

(K,) inf. n. tºº, (TA,) He uttered a
he (a dog) cried, or barked.
(K, lon, voice, or sound: or£2.
1.

Jº Strong; overcoming ; or prevailing;

~~)

a so?
Or

~~}} :

2 of
See

*:::

• - 20%

and aºl.

(K) inf n. J.; and tº, (S) He assaulted them;

Book I.]

tº — cº-º

came forth upon them : (K:) like

&

2753

and 43: information, or men's. (K.). * J- *:::::::

&&.]

(MF)—º

& 4 An elevated, or a
protuberant, or gibbous, place (K.) — Hence
it is said in a trad., & Jº liai 9 [Pray
and W

(in the Kur, x. 54) means And they will ask thee
to
t; He went forth from a land to another land. inform them, [saying,) Is it true? (Bd.)
(S, K.) [See &%)
Jºš 4+ &tº i.g. 4. <º, tº Information; a piece of information; intelli not upon the place that is elevated, or protube
The land brought, or led him : (S, L:) [accord. gence; an announcement; men’s; tidings; a piece of rant]. (K.)
he came upon them.

(AZ, S.) [See also

-

-

5. o.p.s.

to Golius, The land brought, or produced, it: but news; an account; a narrative, or narration; a
ãº, (K, in the CK #3) in which the . is
it is a phrase well known to the learned among story: ornhat is related from another orothers: syn. sometimes softened in pronunciation, and soine
the Arabs in the present day, as similar to Šišū Jºë-: (§, Mºb, K.) it is generally held to be syn. times [or rather generally] changed into 3 which

&j “his dust, or earth, (i.e. the place of his with 2: ; but accord. to Er-Răghib, signifies is incorporated into the preceding 2 so that the
burial,) called him:” and the explanation which I an announcement of great utility, from nihich re word is written and pronounced 3,3, (TA,)
have given is confirmed by the citation, in the S, sults either knowledge or a predominance of opinion, Prophecy; the gift of prophecy; the office, or
of the following verse, of Hanash Ibn-Málik, and true. (TA) plºi (K) –... tº function, of a prophet. (MA, K.) Dim. ãº.
immediately after at <º in the sense of 4 state-:] [Kur, lxxviii. 2,] accord. to some, The fºur-an : (S, K.)

others say, the resurrection: and others, the case

&º

act. part. n. of tº. – A bull [app. a
in the Kur,
xxviii. 66, (ºl ºfte <3) signifies The
*] that goes forth from one land or
allegations, pleas, or excuses. (TA.)
country to another. (T.A.) — A torrent that
[Then take good care of thyself; for deaths (of
$ºo.
comes forth from another land or tract. (S.) —
39 An eminence, or protuberance, in the earth, A man coming forth uneaſpectedly from an un
various kinds) bring (or lead) a man into every
valley (or place): i.e., fate brings him to the or ground. (TA.) — #. A lony voice, or sound: known quarter. (S, A.) — [See also
place where he is destined to be buried, where ($, K:) or the cry, or barking, of dogs. (K.)
ever it be]. ($) — tº, aor. 2; see 4.
2- #,G =&e Js, i.a. “ ãº-, [Have

*

- 53 - 4-i-43

"

*

3% Jé J, 9–9 & 3

º

of the

Prophet. (TA) —: iú9,

&-

‘Cººl

º, (S, K,) pronounced with

. in the dial. ye any current news? or—news from
of the people of Mekkeh, (S,) whose pronuncia place? &c.; see iºle-]. (A.)
tion
of it is disapproved by Sb on account of its
8. Stu He acquainted or informed him, and
2.

tº:

a distant

see 4.

the latter did the same.

(K.) — Also, simply, uncommonness; (TA;) by others,

IIe acquainted or informed him.

(TA.) —º (§, K, TA;)

Cº. without 2:

He quitted their neighbourhood; withdren to a

Jºaº used in the sense of the measure Jºão [i.e.

distance from them. (K.) [See also art. 33.]

Jº.

3% stºl, and 4, (and <e, S, K, art.
2,e}) and ' tº (S. K) and ' tº, (S, TA)

Ol"

Or

~~

A prophet: (TA:) of the measure

Jai.

(IB) or

1. Sº, (S, M, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. &:

and

Jes (S, Es-Sunoosee) <º ; [which two ns, see mentioned as substs. ;)
and "cºjº (M3) and "--ºl; (Fr, $, K;)

Jºi.

(Es-Sunoosee) i.e., who acquaints or

4.

[respecting which last see below;] It (a thing,
informs mankind, (S,K, TA,) or who is acquainted M, or a leguminous [or other] plant, S, K,)
or informed, respecting God and things unseen :
each followed by G or aw; (TA;) He informed or accord. to some, it is derived from is: and gren: ; gren forth ; sprouted; vegetated; or ger
minated. (S, M, K.) As disallows V c-ji in
him, or told him, of it: (K:) or these verbs,

štº signifying “elevation ;” (see art. 23;)

this sense; but AO allows it, alleging the words
followed by •Ü, signify he made him to know it;
in which case it is originally without . ; or, of Zuheyr, Jig W <ºf 3. Ji- [Until, nºſen
and followed by a2, he informed him, or told him,
• 2 c5
accord. to others, from º in a sense given
of it. (T.A.) — Es-Semeen says, that tºl and
the leguminous plants gren) -3 and Y ~5
*". and 2:6-1 and 2-, when they convey the below; that of “a conspicuous way.” (TA.) are said to be like ius-J ºlae and ºtºlao!. In
It is a less special word than Jº, [when thereby
meaning of knowledge, are triply transitive, or is meant an apostle of God] ; for every J3-, is the Kur, xxiii. 20, Ibn-Ketheer, Aboo-'Amr and
•

•

*

…

may govern three objective complements, the
a Jº,
but not every Jº is a J2-0. (T.A.) Pl.
greatest number that any verb can govern: (TA:) 3-2
of
•º-31
(S,
K, without , because the , is changed into
[ex. (.56 º º &: I acquainted Zeyd that
'Amr was standing] — It is also said, that "tº U3 in the sing., $,) ºt: (S,K, like tº [pl. of
two preserving
has a more intensive signification than tº ex. _2)=l TA,) and lº! [K, •these
* >
* …, Jº Jú lá, Jú & [Who the original radical J and cº-3, (K,) without , :
6

•,•o

•

-

-

*-

•

• * *

o.p.

of

2 *o .

El-Hadremee read cº-º: others, < 5: but
ISd says, that, accord. to the former reading,
some hold Jº, which follows tº 5, to be re
-

…

d …

y o z

dundant; and others hold that st-5 tº is under
..º.

o a

stood after tº 5.

Fr holds them to be syn.

(TA.) — 3-- à- & 4 <. He, or it, grew
hath acquainted thee with this? He said, The (TA :) but some pronounced the first and last of in a good manneſ, condition, or state. (L.) –

Knowing, the Intelligent (God), hath apprized me; these pls., in the Kur-án, with ...; though the

& 3, infn. 323, 1 It (a girl's breast) became
Kur, lxvi. 3]. (TA.) — Sb has mentioned Ul more approved pronunciation is without ... (TA.) swelling, prominent, or protuberant. (K.) –
($, K,) with those who make
-- ef
3: [for &: Ul] as used for the sake of The dim.7- -is cº-º-º,
Jº < , and Y <i, The land produced,
conformity in sound with a preceding word. the pl. ivº [or 3Lºl J 3; ->but with those who make or gave growth to, plants, or herbage. ($, K.)
6

a’,

* ~ *

tº

(M, TA.) [See art. º-] =tº Cº. He cast,
or shot, but did not split, or cleave, or make a the desert said to Mohammad, ań.

the pl. -º, it is 3. (K) – An Arab of

ū, and 2. <!, inf n. G-43, ! He fed or nourished,
slight cut, or scratch: (S, K:) or, did not pene the latter disapproved of his pronouncing Jº in or reared or brought up, a child: (S, K :) he
nourished a girl, and nursed her up well, hoping

trate.

(K.)

º

this case with 2, because, as it signifies An emi

o ºw.

that she might profit excellently. (T.A.) – sº-3
grant, he meant thereby to call him an emigrant
5. tº, (S, K,) said to have been pronounced
from Mekkeh to El-Medeeneh. (S, K, TA.) — & & 4 ãº [f Plant the term of thy life
with . universally; (Sb, S3) but in the L, J, *C.
A conspicuous, an evident, or a clear, nay. before (lit. between) thine gyes; i. e...Keep it ever
(TA;) He arrogated to himself the gift of pro
(K.) Hence, accord. to some, the apostle [or before thee]. ($) – “…, inf n. *----, He
phecy, or office of a prophet. (L, K.)
rather
prophet] is so called, because he is the planted a tree. (M, S, K.) — He son-ed seed,
a. *
*
10. U.J. U-1 He sought, or searched after, conspicuous, evident, way, that conducts to God. (M,) or grain. (A.)
-

347 *

-
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sº - sº
o .

*

6 p.e.

d ...”.”

4. &l, (S. K.) infin. Mº [for which ºf a-ºl- og --> There grew up unto them young -º- [see below]: (K:) or a kind of thorny
occurs, as shown below], (TA,) He (God) caused offspring, (S, K,) that became conjoined to the trees, having branches and leaves, neith a fruit of
vegººſe, old, and increased their number. (TA.)
Dim. the kind called > i.e., round; called in 'Omân
• *
or germinate. ($, K.) – sº-3', inf. n. Stºl; à-33. (L.) —23. à-º'-- º Jº J. [Verily • 30%; n. un, with 3: AHn says that there are
it, or made it, (a plant) to grow,

• *

>,

>

- *

>

*

* *

• -

-

<!.

occurs in the Kur, iii. 32; the sons of such a one are an evil offspring]. (S.) two species of cºº; one of these is a kind of
ºš & iíº &-i L. How good is the thorny and short trees, also called
and lxxi. 16; t He (God) caused a child to
ſq. v.]
grow. (TA.) – See 1. – ºl His (a boy's) manner, condition, or state, in nihich grow having a fruit resembling a bubble, in nihich are
for which inf. n.

-j-

-

o,” ºr

* .2

hair of the pubes gren forth; ($, K;) he having
(* “43 tº, see 1) the camels &c., (Jº)
nearly attained the age of puberty. (TA.) He
and children of the sons of such a one 1 – iºus
(a boy) became hairy: and in like manner a
(TA) and 3.5 (pl. of the former] (S, K) In
girl. (Mgb.)

red grains, having an astringent effect upon the
bowels, used as a medicine; the other species is a
large species of trees: ISd says, An Arab of the
desert, of the tribe of Rabeea, described to me

experienced young men. (S, K.) You say, 3. the 459: as [a tree] resembling a large apple-tree,
#ū- Jº, and ~!ºl, This is the saying of the leaves of n!hich are smaller than those of the
10. azºº...] [He endeavoured to make it grow,
inexperienced young men. (TA.) – <-ſº The apple, having a fruit smaller than the »;, in
5 : see 1.
…)

or vegetate, or germinate]. (TA, art. J-M'.)

name of a certain sect niho antroduced strange tensely black and intensely sneet, with grains, or
innovations in El-Islām. (A, TA.) El-Jāhidh stones, nºbich are put into scales, or balances:
[evidently meaning the carob, or locust-tree, (see
[by means of date-stones],

23.9% <-- [He gren it, or raised it, by means

of seed], and sº
and Jºãº [by means of planting].

couples them with the aasſ. (MF)

(Mgh, art.

$

6

20.

-j-) whence our term “carob,” applied

o'.

wº-ºo: See sº-º-o.

~~.)
º

o -

-

& 3 and " 3.3 [properly coll. gen. ns.] are <-2 t Origin, or race, [from which a man
syn., (S, K,) [signifying A plant, a herb : and springs;] syn. J3. (L.) So in the phrase Jº <!
plants, herbs, or herbage:] whatever God causes 33- < tWerily he belongs to an excellent race; is
to gron, vegetate, or germinate, in the earth : of an excellent origin]: and so in the phrase 2,4- Jº
(Lth:)

the latter is an inf. n. used as a subst. :

(Lth:) or it is a subst, which is used in the place

<sº

to a

small weight, the twenty-fourth part of a grain].

[of the most generous of origins, or races.]

(L (see -jū and ºil)
“tº

1. *-j, aor. 3, inf n. &; (and 'J', K5)
i.g. Jº; (AZ, S, K;) i.e., He dug with the

(Fr.:) n. un. of the former (TA.) — << A place in nihich plants, or hand. (AZ, $)—3, aor. 2, inf n. 4.3, He
(S, K:) dev. from the constant took forth, or dug out, dust, or earth, from a well
of which herbs, gron,
course of speech : analogically it should be
the pl. 3.5% is mentioned in the K in this art.,
or a river. (L.) —º cº º f They searched,
* … : (K:) as the aor. of the verb from
and frequently occurs in other works]. —Jº
or sought, for, or after, the thing; inquired re
which
it
is
derived
is
not
…,
with
kesteh
specting it; sought for information respecting it;
-: Jºi, <
a A people of the highest rank,
or nobility, and a people whose property has but there are other examples like it; as *—. searched into, inquired into, investigated, scruti
&c.; W. <--ó, however, also sometimes nized, or eacamined, it. (TA.) = <<, [aor. ,]
grown to the most flourishing state by means and
of their own exertions. (L, from a trad.)
inf n. <, ! He nas angry. (K.)
occurs. (TA.) [Pl. <!...]
of an inf. n. of

<º :

iš. (AHn;) [and of the latter ãº

49

&k.

4 - d.

... o.

- - -

º

ed

º

àº; The manner, form, state, or condition,
~\-e
in which a thing grows, or germinates. (L.) —
herbage].
a :) &-Verily he, or it, is of a goodly

Jº

[Land abounding mith plants, or

6.

jºš

cº lsº f They searched into each

-

&

(K, voce

other's secrets.

i-ſ, &c.)

(A.)

lºo -

<º.

manner, &c., of growth. (L.)

(contr. to analogy, S, [for 34)A

plant caused to grow, or germinate. ($, K.)

33.

*.

~% º [Sugar-candy;

so
called in the present day;] an admirable kind

<! Firmly rooted; syn. Jºk. (TA.)

of sugar, of which are made pieces resembling
crystal, intensely white and lustrous: app. Persian,
and post-classical. (M.F.)

<--- and W ---, (K,) the latter so written,
not as being
originally, but for the sake of

See

-

8. Jººl: see 1. – He took ; received into his
hand. (K.) — He tucked up the skirts of his
shirt, or the like, nihen sitting on the ground. (K.)

— It (J22- or the like) increased in size (9) in
the nater: (K:) as also jº).

(T.A.)

SO

10.

•- &é *

Jº-1 : He eacamined his

agreement in sound [with respect to the first and
< <--- Vile, and contemptible, or despic second vowels), (AHei,) a subst., signifying brother respecting his secret. (A.)
able :

(Lh, K.)

said of a man, and of a thing. What grows, or germinates, of slender (i.e. small,

(TA.) In some copies of the K, and in the L, TA,) trees, [or shrubs,) and large : (K:) ex.,

of i-, we read 2.É. [accord. to which,
r]. (TA)
the meaning is vile, and poor].

instead

*

--- * * * *

*

3. A trace, vestige, or mark : (K:) a trace,
or mark, of digging : (A:) pl. &ºi. (TA.) —
2. 2.- .2 o - 22
of . ~
tº: $4. aſ cº, U* I san, not the man himself,
-

-

[A desert in nihich there gren, not aught of shrubs or the thing itself, nor any trace of him, or it.
i-3 sing of Jú, which latter signifies or of large trees] : (TA:) young shoots of palm (L.) – See <<º:
time ridges that are raised along the edges of trees: (IKtt :) the prickles and branches that
3.3 The dust that an animal digs up with its
rivulets such as are called cºs is (in the CK, are cut off from a palm-tree, to lighten it.
cº-º) to retain the mater: <-5\:J" being expl. (AHn, as from "Eesa Ibn-'Omar.) – Pieces of feet in running. (IAar) — " iº (S, K) and
the hump of a camel. (L.)
3-5 and '3- (L) The dust, or earth, that is
by cº sta.j: so in the L, &c.; in several
* • 2.
~~~~5:
see stre—-3.
taken forth, or dug out, from a nell or a river:
copies of the K we read, in the place of 3U ac",
º

g

Juatl: but this is a mistake. (TA.)

*:::: [coll. gen,

n.] A certain species of trees:

(S, L. K.) pl. of the first, -º (A)—i.e.

and W *::: Earth, or dust, taken forth, or dug
*\sº Jé sº What is fresh, or new, of (S:) poppy-plants; syn. Jºº-º **: and
anything, when it is growing forth small. (TA.) other trees of a large kind; or the trees called out, from a well or a river. (L.) — &- Wāº
o

-

º

Book I.]

<-- tº
:

*:
&º

Jºlsº

(S, K, &c.:) or
...U+, and
Flesh-meat buried by a beast of prey against the n:hich fresh milk is mized up, or beaten up, in the named
(IKh.) [See also
time of want. (IAth, from a trad.) = << manner eaplained voce
which latter form is related by IAth as
is
it
but
to
IAar;
of
accord.
A species
sea-fish;
the one retained in the memory, a certain kind
also said, on his authority, that it is called <<;
6 *
->
3
called in relation to a place named

3.

&%)

therefore it seems that one of these two words is
a mistake for the other, or that they are two dial.
forms. See also <!, in art. Jºy. (TA.) =

sº-º:

is tº

See

See

**.

º

-

-

6

• , of

* <- t Very bad, evil, nicked, or corrupt:

of L-º-, so
Jº-31; of wool, having a nap, or pile, without
a border; one of the meanest kinds of coarse

&º.

rºl and

of:

"&"

garments: its I, accord. to some, is an augmenta
The fruit of a certain Indian tive letter. (TA.)

(K:) applied to a man: (TA:) the latter word tree, (K,) nºbich is preserved, or made into a con
&xº~ : See **.
is an imitation sequent to the former. (S, and fection, nith honey; in form like the peach, nith
some copies of the K.) =2;in i: (sº and the head edged (-5-3) ; [but this seems rather to
º
&
resembling the
2.3% ! [He revealed the elicited secret of the apply to a kind mentionedtobelow,
1. *, aOr. 2: and z, [the former of which,
El-'Irak; and has
almond;] it is brought
people, and their elicited secrets]. (A.) —ovº nithin it a stone like that of the peach : (L:) an accord. to the Msb, seems to be more common,]
&% *** ! [Between them are enmity and arabicized word, from [the Persian] Jºi [or &#1. inf n. tº and - and -3 and -º (S, K)
tº and tº and tº and tº º, .
of
* . .
secrets elicited]. (A.)
(K.) — Hence W ~|~!, (L) with kesreh to the and
(K,) the last having an
(L,) and
*: ;
arabicized
an
word:
app.
confections:
Medical
~,
intensive and frequentative signification, (TA,)
4-e see tºº.
or confections, or preserves, made nith honey, He (a dog, S, L, K) barked. (L.) – Also,
(S:)
***
• Joë
iſ,...; A certain game (played by children, TA,) of the gº and **! and the like. (L.) – (sometimes, S,) tsaid of a gazelle, (T, S, K,)
in which something is buried in a hole dug in the Accord. to AHn, 2-3) is the name of Certain when he has advanced in years, and his horns
º

no •

6

-

-

o 2.0 -

:*,

&:

-

o

•

ground,and henhotakes it forth wins the game. (K.) trees abounding in Arabia, in the districts of have branched forth: (T:) and I of a he-goat,
º

º

--> →

'Oman; planted; they are of two kinds; one of (K,) in coupling-time: (L:) and t of a serpent;
these has a fruit resembling the almond, n-hich is (K;) meaning he uttered a cry, or sound: (L:)

-

*5-0 : see tºº.

3%

• *f.
signifying
Jºué- -às, -ºx ºvºº sº t[The occasions smeet from the commencement of its growth; the also of a hoopoe, (**) inf. n.
: (L:)
age
of
reason
by
cry,
harsh
a
uttered
it
for the scrutiny of their conduct appeared, and other has a fruit in appearance like the Damask
--

... o -

d. •

6.2.2

-“ ”

their evil qualities were not hidden]. (A.)
**
1.

£3, aor. 2, inf. n. **, IIe und a loud,

plum (~~~), is at first sour, and then be
comes sweet when ripe: each has a stone, and
has a sneet odour: the fruit of the sour kind is
pressed don’n in jars, or earthern pots, [-º

and ; of a lion, inf. n.

9.

(3, signifying

he uttered

a cry (L, K) like the barking of a nhelp. (Aboo
Kheyreh, L.) – 3&

2-3 and * & (T,

Msb,) and Y 4-9, (T,) The dog barked at him.
so I read for ºl.e-:] while fresh, and kept until (Msb.)— 2. Sº sº º & +[Such a one is
->

or rehement voice, or cry. (TA.) — 2-3, inf. n. it attains to a ripe state, nºken it becomes as not hon:led at nor barked at): i.e., by reason of

£4,

though it mere the banana, in its odour and taste: his weakness, no account is taken of him, and
repitum ventris emisit; pepedit. ($, K.) — the tree grows great so as to become like the neither good nor evil is said to him. (L.) –
He (a dog) barked; n-alnut ( ji-) n:hich it resembles also in its leaves: ~3 the (a poet) satirized. (A.) — Jº->
and
Il.
He miced up, or beat and nºhen it attains to perfection, the sneet [fruit] Jºſe t"I'hy revilings reached,or overtook, me. (L.)
i.g. * (S, K.) =
is yellon; and the bitter, [or sour, red. (L.)
up, fresh milk, with a as tº, until it became froth,
3: see 1.
6 of
6 of
in which state it is eaten nith dates, taken up with
* : See &l.
4. *~! and W *~~, He made him (a dog)
three fingers. Only the Benoo-Asad did this.
bark : (S, K:) Jó. W cº- he eaccited, or
to
of
a
in
state
become
has
that
Dough
He mired up Gºs. &c. (TA) &º
(IKh.) –
fermentation, and inflated, or sn’ollen, (S, K,) induced, the dog to bark : said of a man when,
Milk miced up, or beaten and sour: (TA:) in some books written with 2-; having lost his way, he imitates the bark of that
and W
up, in the manner explained roce *3. (IKh.) but heard from the Arabs with ~, accord. to animal, in order that a dog may hear him, and,
and "āść A kind of food of the Arabs Aboo-Sa’eed and Abu-l-Ghowth and others: (S:) imagining him to be a dog, may bark, and so
there is no word like it except Öği. (S, K.) guide him. (L.) Said also of a guest, [or one
in the time of paganism, (in seasons of dearth, or
who would be a guest, and who desires to guide
• , of
3.
famine, TA,) made by micing up, and beating
Jºº-ºº: see usºle--". – Also, A mess of himself to a place of entertainment]. (A.) [See
up, soft camel's hair ( ris) nºnth milk. (K.)
broken, or crumbled, bread, (~13) in nºhich is an ex. cited, from the poet El-Akhtal, voce
# , o
º: wºment, in voice, or cry. ($, K.) [some degree of] heat. (K.)
~23.)

º, Pepedit, certo modo: (TA:) inf. n.

tº ºf gº

tº,
&

--

--

-

£º

*:

-

**

**

º

º

--→ •

#ſoud

** and W Jºe” A dog * * nº (K;)
&” [The
a loud-barking dog. (S.) [See tº

-

3

-

10: see 4.

• -e -

Cº.

£e, (S,

K,) the latter word
3. being
5

-

wooden implement called] a tº-2, for

ſº

formed after the manner of

(S,) and

"&º,

Jºy. tº and Jº ãº,
o .

rel. n.s. of

: ~~,

each with
fet-hah to the -, contr. to analogy, (K,) the
and -isſe.
(El-Mufaddal.) [See also i-3.) latter disallowed by IKt, but occurring in a trad.
ãº The anus; syn. <-ºl. ($, K.) — and in poetry, and not to be disallowed because
S. 5 since there are many such rel.
<tº <<3= Pepedit. (S.) – is tº A nooden contr. to3analogy,
3
-2 ns., as Lºjºre and CŞj', &c., (TA,) A certain
up]

Jay- (K) &c.; (TA;) also called Jº-2

6

: The clamour, confused noise, or mixture

of voices, of a tribe, (S,) or of a people, (K,) and
the barkings of their dogs, (S, K,) and the cries
of their other animals. (A.) — Subsequently
put in the place of t Multitude, and might, or
power: (S:) and signifying 1 a numerous as
sembly. (K.) El-Akhtal says,

implement at the end of which is a thing resembling

a 4&is [or the round head of a spinale], with kind of .\.<>, so called in relation to a place

:

2
*

-

23

- -- - -

a

* --> 59-) &

+

-
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tº -º

[Verily strength, or eminence, or lordship, and
multitude, and might, or ponyer, belong to Dárim].

of Er-Ruásee, by Fr, who says that he had not
heard it from the Arabs, but that the authority
1. 33, aor. 2, inf. n. 43, (§, L, Mºb, K.) He of its transmitter is worthy of reliance, (TA,)
(S.)
cast, thren, or flung, it anay, as a thing esteemed and W. *: (L, K;) I He made beverage of
of no account or importance : this is the original
A man (L) having a vehement, or loud, voice. signification; and in this sense it is mostly used the kind called Jº-º. (S, A, L. K.)— Also,
in the Kur-án: (Er-Răghib :) he cast, thren, or ºf 33, (Lh, IAth, L.) and Çe, (IAth, L.)
(L, K.) – "
with dammeh, (K,) or
... • *.*

-: A dog that bark much. (A)—tº
£º,
tº:

(as in the L) t A hoopoe

(**) that cooes (3:3)

much.

tº: f A gazelle

(IAqr, K.) –

that cries

much, or often: (IAarºj and " tº the same
applied to the female. (AA, K.) =
small [shells such as are called]

*: White,

-3.3 : (TA :)

flung, it (S, A, L., Msb. K.) from his hand, (S, L,) and * ºl, but this is seldom used, (Kutr, Lh,
before him or behind him : (L, K:) and he cast, ISk, and others, and L.) and Y 3-1, (L,) the
thren, or flung, it far anay, or to a distance: made, of the dates, and of the grapes, beverage of

(L:) and (so in the L; but in the K, or) he cast, the kind called J-3; (Lh, L;) he left the dates,
thren, or flung it in any manner: (L, K:) ' * and the grapes, in water, that it might become
has teshdeed given to it to denote frequency, beverage of the kind so called. (IAth, L.) –
or repetition, of the action, or its application Also, "Jºlt He made for himself that beverage.
to many objects. (S, A, L.) – ** 3. JHe
(A.)— & 3: & ! Such a one boils against

small, white [shells such as are called] -*, of
Mekheh, (T, K, TA,) i.e. brought from Mehkeh : thren, his signet from his hand. (L, from a
me like [the beverage called]
(TA:) put into [necklaces such as are called]

-ºš (K, TA) and tº,

---

4-3. (A.) = -k3,
trad) — sº ſº sº (Kur, iii. 184)
f [lit., And they cast it behind their backs;] means ſaor = 1 (S. L. K.) inf n. 43 (L.K) and 333,
and they did not observe it; (namely, their ºve ($, K,) It (a vein) pulsed; (L, K5) a dial. form
* **

and used for repelling

the [evil] eye : (TA:) n, un, with 3. (K.)

nant;) they disregarded it. (Beyd.) – Jº is
tº: £º.
both by act and by word; having for its objects both
and accidents: (L:) you say 24, 3.
&-4 A dog having a loud bark. (Lh.) substances
f He dissolved the league, or covenant, and cast it
Lé Jºſé A barking dog; pl. £º Jºe, from him to him with whom he had made it :
and 3.
£4. (L.)
(A, L, Mºbi") and J. (… 3.3% Jé &

of Jaj. ($, L.)

See

and

* List; sº &

4-12 I [Each party of
them cast from him, to the other, the league, or
3:… Je-j A man likened to a dog. (L.) — covenant, by nihich they had made a truce; i.e.,
each party of them rejected it, or renounced it, to
: A man reviled. (L.)
* ,

4

oe

its-º : see
6

go ...

ºr ,

tº.

º. 2 .

the other]. (T) and 333, J| 33, and "ºu,
! He cast from him the league, or covenant, to

**

the enemy, and dissolved it : and Y sºuri f They

2 : see 1.
3.

ºu,

inf. n.

$34,

He bargained with

him by saying, Thron, thou to me the garment, or
piece of cloth, (A’Obeyd, L, K,) or other article
of merchandise, (A’Obeyd, L,) or I nill thron, it
to thee, and the sale shall become binding, or
settled, or concluded, for such a sum : (A’Obeyd,
L, K :) or, by throning to another a garment, or
piece of cloth, the other doing the like: (Lh, L, K:)
or, by saying, When thou thronest thy commodity,
or when I thron my commodity, the sale is bind
ing, or settled, or concluded, for such a sum :

4. 2-3). He somed in a land such as is called mutually castfrom themselves theleague, or covenant, (Msb:) or, by saying, When I thron: it to thee,
or when thou throwest it to me, the sale is binding,
“3. (K, TA.)
and dissolved it. (A)See also 3–4, sº
or settled, or concluded: (Mgh, art. J-J :) or,
; : The small-pow; ($) in an absolute sense: º I [lit., He cast my affair behind his back; by saying, When I throw the pebble (L, K) to
(TA:) or the small-pox of sheep or goats &c., meaning,) he did not perform my affair; (A;) thee, (L,) the sale is binding, or settled, or con
(K,) — Also, ($, K.) and W
(K,) Blisters, he neglected it. (Msb.)- u-4. S; āşş $33

3–3,

f Such a woman thren out a goodly, beautiful, or
or pustules that fill with water, on the hand,

cluded: (L, K.) or by another's throwing a pebble
ºf and 5-a... * * *, * o –
w him (L.) ºn &&- and
-

pretty, saying. (A.) – 25-

aft $43,

ſº *

and

(S, K,) occasioned by nork : (K:) when they
break, or dry up, the hand becomes callous by
work: [a coll. gen. n.:] n. un, with 3. (TA.) –
Also " . 3 Marks of fire, [or blisters occasioned

à-il, f I thren to him the salutation. (A.) –
3& &# [I had such a thing as it were thronºn

3--" *—i- &- signify the same; (Mgh;) as

I had it thronºn in my way;] I had it

bidden. (L5 – 94.9, inf n. *ſū; and

to me;

also

Mij} &

(A:) such bargaining is for

"'53-1; ; They retired, each of the two parties,
offered, or presented, to me, the meeting with
apart, in war. (L, K.) – <!-12.3%, and
being appointed, or prepared; as also * <j.
: see tº:
* 3.5, He retired from them to a
(A)–4, 33
place
aside,
or
apart, in war, for a just purpose,
*: A hill, or mound, such as is called 1.e4. the eaccellence of) the mother that brought thee
(S:) or elevated ground: (TA :) or elevated and forth !] (A.)– 33 He threnforth earth or dust (3-1, in the 'Eyn for war, -j-", TT,) they
doing the like: (Lth, T, L:) or these two phrases,

by burning,) upon the body.

it

…

6 o'.

**

3 & To God (b. attributed --" "

loose ground, not consisting of sand, but of hard and [in digging a hole &c.); as also & 3. (A.) See
stony earth: (Th, K :) pl. J-9 : (K:) it has a also $3.3. –3. He threw dates or raisins into
broken pl. of the class proper to substs, because it a bag of skin, and poured neater upon them, and
is an epithet in which the quality of a subst, pre left the liquor until it fermented and became in
dominates. (TA.)
toricating : (T:) [or, simply, he steeped dates or
raisins in water; for the beverage thus made,

***

A proud, a haughty, or an imperious,

man: ($, K:) pl.

$º. (S.)— A speaker.

called 3-3, was not always left until it became

followed by £- Jº , are used when there is
between two parties at variance a covenant, or
league, or a truce, after fighting, and they desire

to dissolve the league, or covenant, and each party
casts it from him

(śī)

to the other: thus,

ãº Jº tºº, in the Kur, viii. 60, lit.,

(K.) intoxicating, as is shown by several trads.] — cast thou from thee, to them, their league, or

lº- 33, (S, L, K, &c.,) the most usual form
. Rude, coarse, rough, gross; (K;) an epithet of
the verb, (Kz,) aor. :, only; (MF;) and
applied to a man. (TA.) – 2 º 4-5 Dust of W $33, (A, L, K,) and Y *', (L, K,) a form

covenant, in an equitable, or just, manner,J means,

•

announce thou to them that thou hast dissolved

the league between thee and them, so that they

a dusky colour, and abundant." (L, K.) [See an used by the vulgar, (S, IDrst,) and rejected by may have equal knowledge with thee of the
ex. WOCe

34°,

art.

àº)

Th and others, but mentioned, on the authority dissolving thereof and of the returning to war:

-

2757
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Jº) until it becomes strong; (Msb;)
Jº
being
expressed
juice,
or
the
like,
that
is
left
(#)
Jºs: (Lh:) <!- $3.5 also signifies he
1. 3, (T, S, A, K,) aor. -, (S. K.) inf n.
[for a time to acquire strength] : (L, K:) it is
made war with him openly; (S, L, Mgb;) and
;, (S,) He, (a man, S, A,) or it, (anything, T,)
said that this word is originally of the measure
is syn. with <!- º, J. : (L.) and sº
Jas in the sense of the measure Jºiº, but that raised, or elevated, a thing : (T, S, A, K.) or }:
(T, L:) .13. Jºe here signifies

j-

Ls”

i.e.,

#sº Jé they made n'ar with them openly, in an it has become obsolete in this latter

signifies specially the raising of the voice : (MF,
from the first part of the Keshshāf) or the rising of

sense, and,

equitable manner, declaring their hostile intention, applied to the beverage, is used as though it were
so with the Arabs; and one says Jºy.
so that it was equally known to their enemies and a primitive substantive, as is shown by the form thevoice;
22°.
inf
n.
5,33,
meaning, the man spoke in a high
themselves. (L.) See also 1. –2:34 t I acted
2

-

-

-

-

of its pl, (M,F) which is 333i, (S, I, MF;)
contrarily to, or differently from, or adversely to, for a word of the measure Jºsé in the sense of tone : (IAmb:) and 23, inf. n. $3, he (a man)
uttered a sound: (A:) and [the inf. n.] 35.3,
them; or nas, or became, contrary to, or different
the measure J5xão has not this form of pl.: signifies the crying out, or shouting, from fright,
from, or adverse to, them; syn. *. (Msb.) (M.F.) wine expressed from grapes is also called
*
: ,.
*
: .
or fear : (T, K:) and Jºãº ãº, the singer's
4 : see 1.
Jº-º, like as J-3 is also called 2-6- . [Je—º is
raising his voice from a lon, to a high pitch.
6 : see 1.
-

-

6 o'.

-

6 .

•

a coll, gen, n., and its n. un, is with 3:] 33-3 (S. K.) — ºn 23, ($, M, A, K.) aor. 2,
8. J-31 | He ment, nithdren, or retired,
signifies some 3–3; lit., a portion thereof. (M, K,) inf. n. Jº, (S, M,) He pronounced the
aside, or apart, from others; separated him
3 9-2
letter nºith hem: (3:3). ($, M, A, K.) Jº
(Mºb, art. 2-) See also j. (L.)
self from others.

(S, A, L., K.) – stºl

G& (Kur, xix. 16) f She withdrew, or retired,
to a place apart from her family, (L, MSb,) far

aray. (Mºb)— sº & £º IIe withdrew,
or retired, from his people. (M.) – à-6 Jº!
He went aside. (T.) See 1. – And see <!

º .

:

-

º

-

* $ [The tribe of Kureysh]

dº o .

do not pronounce

3-º-º: see Jº-º, and 33-c.

with hemz. (S.) A man said to the Prophet,

§§

ºf J-3 (, ſo Prophet of God]; and he said
Jºjº º, i. e. Pronounce not thou my name

[One who thron's things anay often, or

quickly]. See

$ºſ. =::

[One n:ho makes,
with hemz: (M:) for the tribe of Kureysh did not
(TA.) And when El

or sells, the beverage called 3-3]. ($, K, art.

pronounce with hemz.
in art. º.º.

jº.)
Mahdee performed the pilgrimage, he preferred

3: A little; a small quantity; (S, A, L, K;)
JºJ) &e of nealth, or property; (S, A, L;)
as also V $3.3 [which is a word much used though

5*. ... o

3.x:… A pillon, or cushion; (Lh, S, A, L, K;) El-Kisãee to recite the prayers in El-Medeeneh,
and the people of that city disapproved of his
wpon which one reclines, or sits : so called be
pronouncing with hemz, asking him wherefore
cause it is thrown upon the ground to be sat he did so in reciting the Kur-án in the mosque
I find it explained in few lexicons]; (L, TA;)
of the Apostle of God. (TA.)
because what is little is thrown away, and dis

upon (L.) pl. º.º. (A) Ex. Je sº

regarded: (A :) and in like manner, of herbage,

ºtºl

[They sat cross-legged upon the pillon's,
8. Jºi It (a heap of wheat) rose, by additions.
(T.) – It (the body, M, K, and a wound,

and of rain, and of hoariness or hoary hair, or cushions]. (A.)

(S, A, L,) &c.; (L:) and a small number of
3,... A child cast out by its mother (T, S, L,
men: (A, L:) and the latter word, a piece, or
Msb, K) in the road, (T, S, L, K,) on the
portion, of a thing,
such as a perfume : (L:) pl.
6 of
occasion of her bringing it forth, and mhich a
of the former, šuº : (L, K:) [and of the latter, Muslim picks up and maintains; whether a

T, A) snelled; became snºollen. (T, M, A, K.)

— It (the mouth, TA,) became blistered, or
vesicated. (K, TA.) And sº stºl His arm,
or hand, became blistered. (S, A.) — He (the
33.1—Jºn & Sºi (K, TA) : The refuse bastard or lanfully begotten; (T, L;) a found >, M, and the -º-, K) ascended the 2.
of the people; (TA;) mixed people of the baser ling : (L, K:) such may not be called a bastard [or pulpit]. (M., K.)
sort. (K, T.A.)
because its kin may be established: (T, L:) also,
sing. ofºi, (T, S,) which signifies Heaps,
$3.5 cº & & tº ; see #3+. — t a bastard; (L, K;) because such is cast away
syn. Jºël (M, K,) or a collection, (M, S,) of
33; J-4-, and " $33, He sat aside, or apart.
(A, L:) pl. masc. &º and #4; (L;) Alsº, (S, M, K, MS,) meaning of wheat, and of
(S, A, L, MSb, K.)
2 : 0.
and pl. of 3.3-3, 3.13. (A) — sº, and barley, [or other corn,) and of dates: (MS:) or
$3.3 : see 33: — and 3.3-3.
W
+ A eve or other animal (L) that is not [in the TA, and] granaries (jºi) of Alsº : (in
-

3:

in the road. (L.) fem, ś, ź (L) and '33.- :

6 - e.”

ge -

33-3

3- Cast, thronºn, or flung, [&c.; see 1 ;]
the present day, a granary:] what is called (sº
(K;) i. q. 3:...(L) But see below. — "33-3 eaten, by reason of its leanness : (L, K:) so being also called 3: because the Alale, when
wº

The earth or dust that is thronyn forth from a called because it is cast away. (L.) – Jºe poured in its place, rises: and the pl. pl. [i. e. pl.
hole or the like that is dug; as also ãº-º: pl. 55-233 Jº He (Mohammad) prayed upon the of 391 ) is
(T.) — jūji also signifies
tomb of a foundling: or, accord. to another read
3.13. (A,” L.) Yaakoob asserts, that the 3 is
A merchant's magazine, or chamber, ( <,) in
a substitute for tº. (L.) — 3- 1 A hind ing 33-, 2-3 Usſe, meaning, upon a tomb apart, n:hich he puts together, in order, or piles up, his
of becerage, made of dates, and of raisins ; i.e., (L,) or distant, (K,) from other tombs; (L, K;) goods. (M, K.) [In the K, it is added, that
must; and of honey; i.e., mead; and of n!heat, like an expression occurring in another trad., the sing, is 33 : but this addition seems to be
and of barley, &c.; i. e. wort: (L:) or made of "Jº- 2.É. 3. he passed by a tomb apart from misplaced ; for jūj) in the last of the senses here
g

*c >

0.

-

3-ºi.

po -

e-

2

2.

• & P

© e.

dates, or of raisins, which one throws (3:2, i. e. other tombs. (L.)

explained, as well as when applied to a granary.

jk,

whence its appellation,) into a reselor
* He
skin of water, and leaves until it ferments (3953,
T, L, or Jºe, Mgh) and becomes intoxicating, (A.) — 3.º. and W

jº *

and to a collection of Alalo, appears to be a pl.

is far from his house. without a sing.]

3:. [A man &c.,] aside,
§: Anything rising from a thing. (M, A, K.)
– A swelling in the body. (M., K.) – I. q.
35. A [meaning the sound, or the character, so

or not so long as to become intoricating: before it or apart, or separate, from others; (L;) [See
has become so, it is a lawful beverage : (T, L:)

whether intoxicating or not, it is thus called:
(L:) or it is thus called because it is left (3-3,

also

3, … and see a verse of Lebeed, voce J2j]

6 w

4-3 -

-

• *

Jºº-º-o: see Jºº-º-o:

4

called].

(T, S, K.)

27.58
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ºpts [in a mosquel: out, or forth, (Mgh, Mºb, K,) a thing, (Māb, (a vein, or an artery,) pulsed, or beat, (TA,) [or

(M, TA:) so called because of its height: (S, TA,) [as] a leguminous plant, (S) or a thing throbbed;] was, or became, in a state of motion,
buried, (Mgh,) or a thing after burial, (TA,) or agitation. (S, A, K.) – [Hence, Jaº Lº
M, A, K.) (pl.2%.]
[as] a corpse; (S, TA;) whence Jºj, q v. : *-a= é- Aſ ! [No party-spirit, or zeal in the
93.2
(S, Mgh:) he made a thing that was concealed cause of his party, became roused, or eaccited, in
J-º-o: See 25-0.
or covered to come out or forth, or to become him;] he did not aid his people, or party, against
iſ,..., ătººl: see the first paragraph of art. apparent. (A, K.) — [Hence, º Jº 34, oppression;
rvas not angry, or zealous, for them,
Jºe.
(A, TA) inf n, as above, (K, TA) file draws and did not defend them. (A, TA.) – And
* Pronounced nºith hemz ( * ). (T.) forth sustenance hence and thence for his family, W *** Ja; t His anger became roused, or ex
*** * * .
22 * * * r.
el T
or household: (A:) or the gains, or earns, or
ãº Juaş, and "āº, i, q. 52-e [i. e. Poems
cited. (A, TA.) – [Hence also, it.} ~43,
seeks sustenance, for them. (K,” TA.) – And
of which the verses end with hem2].
aor, as above, (in the L, written 2, but this is
39's Jºs, (A, TA) and 3-2-1, infn. doubtless a mistake, J # The bonels became in a
as above, (K, TA,) t He dran's forth, or elicits,
state of commotion. (TA.) – And 3,9] Jé
secrets, and discourse, narration, or information :
+ The lightning flashed lightly, or slightly, (K,
1. §3, aor. 2, inf n. #, He called him, or
(K,” TA :) or }: < signifies + I divulged TA,) like the Je. of a vein or an artery. (TA.)
named him, by a by-name, surname, or nickname;
6

6,

no,”

no •

a

-

he by-named him, surnamed him, or nicknamed

the secret. (Mºb.)—And 32%, "Jºël He

= See also 4.

forth, or eactracted, the veins. (A.) –
*i; (S, Msb, K;) mostly signifying dren
Also, He removed, a thing from over another
he called him, or named him, by a nickname,

him; syn.

2: see 4, in two places.

a

thing which it covered or concealed; (A, Msb,”
4. &e Jº- <! The fever made his
K;) and earth from a thing beneath it: (A, vein, or artery, to pulse,
beat, (TA,) [throb, or
(TA;) as also W %: (K :) or the latter is with
Msb:") whence Jº,

name of reproach, or an opprobrious appellation;

q. v. (M5b, K.) – And become in a state of motion or agitation. (A,
repetition, of the action, or its application to hence, jºin Jº [He uncovered, or he rifled, or TA') — Jºãº Jaºl, (T, S, M, A, Mgh) like
many objects: you say, cº-rejº "jº J')3 ransacked, the grave]. (A, Mgh, Msb.) = Also, Çai, (Lth, T, M.,) but the former is the more
He dug with the hand; as also & 3. (AZ, in approved; (Lth, 'Eyn;) and Çe Jaºl; (A,
Such a one by-names, surnames,
or [rather] nick
• *- : *
$, art. ‘tº.)
Mgh;) or tº Jaºl; (AHn, K.) and tº "Jaj,
names, the children; syn. •rº. (S.) –3:

teshdeed to denote muchness, or frequency, or
-

O -

**

*

*

~ *
-

o

-

, of

reproached, him; or the like.]

* >

5. 39-'9" cºe Jº-rº sº [app. t He endeavours

(TA.)

ić,

6, 1943, (Mºb, K.’) or *% ºut,
(S,) They called one another by by-names, sur
names, or [rather] nicknames: (S, Msb,” K :)
or they upbraided, reproached, or reviled, one
another; (K, TA;) calling one another by
names of reproach. (TA.) So in the Kur, xlix. 11;
where the doing so is forbidden. (TA.)

K:) or he put the string of the bon in motion,
[or made it to vibrate,) (A, K,) or pulled it, (T,
S, M, Mgh,) and then let it go, (S, Mgh,) in

8: see 1.

2 : see 1, in two places.

The trade, or occupation, of the

Jºº. order
that it might trang, (S, K,) or produce a

(TA.)
5 *

sound: (T, M, Mgh:) and jºv Jail (S, A,
•

[äte-º Earth extracted from a well or burrow Mgh) signifies the same :

Hence,

or the like.

gº

i-

(S, Mgh :)

or he took

the string of the bow with the ends of his two
[The earth

fingers, and then let it go so that it might fall
eatracted by the jerboa in making its burrow].
against the handle of the bon: . (Jm :) and Jaºji
(T in art. Ax.)

[or, accord. to the Msb, it seems to be

jº he pulled the string of the bony without an
Jº One who rifles, or ransacks, graves; niho arron, and then let it go : (Yaakoob :) or he

for it is there said to be an inf. n. used as a

takes forth the dead from them; or who uncovers pulled the string of the bon, and then let it go

33,

3.

* ~ *,

inf n, Jaºji (AHn, TA) in the K, Q. "Jº,
which is a mistake; (TA;) [He tranged the
§: also signifies He upbraided, or to draw forth or elicit, or he searches out, secrets]. bon;] he made the bon to give sound: (AHn,
a

is also syn, with jºin; (Ki) or is like the latter:
(TA;) [i.e.,

•

subst., but this form I have never met with graves. (Mgh, Msb.) See 1, in two places.
elsewhere, A by-name; or surname; or nich
Jº A thing that is taken, dran'n, or pulled,
name; syn. -iſ: (S, Msb, K;) mostly, the
out,
or forth: (Lh:) the loner part of leguminous
latter; i.e., a name of reproach ; an opprobrious
plants
taken, dramºn, or pulled, out, or forth :
appellation : (TA :) but Kh, [makes it, contr.
(S,
K:)
or trees pulled out by the trunk and
to common usage, to signify a proper name; for

so that he heard it give a sound. (Lh.) Hence

the proverb, 23, 2-4, Jé!, (S,) or * &
zºº, (A,) I Tranging the bow without fastening,

binding, or bracing, the string; meaning
! threatening without the means of execution]:
applied
to him who pretends to that which he
•,•
*, o E
he] says, that names are of two kinds; jº tºº.), roots: (K:) as also W is,…i. (TA:) or W both has not the means of performing. (A, TA.)
signify what is torn out by the rain : (AHeyth:) [See also art. 355..] And a poet says,
such as 35 and *: and Zé it…i. such as
pl.

or

Jº-º,

(S, K,) the pl. of both the above
W
22 - 0: , a 2- • *, of ~
(A Heyth.) — Also, Full-grown unripe +
*** **, *)')
dates that are pierced neith thorns in order that
[I will assuredly shoot thee with a shooting, not a
of pretension to respect, or his rank or quality, they may ripen. (TA.) – And the pl. signifies mere
tranging]: meaning, my pulling [of the
Small arron's. ($gh.) Some say
that this pl.
and in his natural disposition. (K.)
not be a threatening, but execution.
bow)
shall
has no singular. (M.F.)
(TA.) – You say also, <ā. Jº Jägi
353 Ja-2 A man who is much accustomed to
* > 20%
**
a 3-1; see Jº, in two places.
call others by by-names, surnames, or [rather]
[The separater and loosener of cotton by means of
the bon; and mallet made his mallet to cause the
nicknames. (K.)
string of the bon to vibrate]. (A, TA.)
U-9

Jº and Jº, and the like: (TA) pl.jū. ($)
3. Ignoble, or mean, ($gh, K,) in his grounds
6.-->

words.

*

* … •

*

1. Jºg, aor. , (§, Mgh, Mºb) inf n. Jº, 1. Jé, aor. 2, inf. n. Jº and &laº (S, Jº [an inf. n. used as a subst, signifying
(S, A, Mgh, Msb, K) He took, drew, or pulled, A, K) and Jae-j, (so in a copy of the S,) It The pulse]. - Also, 4 pulsing vein, or artery :
o

-
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as in the saying à: “…i.

Ji- [The physician **, (K.) It (water) welled, or issued forth. (S,

felt his pulsing vein, or artery: or his pulse]: K.) = See also 4.
but it is more chaste to say "...a... q.v. (TA) —
2: see 4.

[app. an inf. m. of

ſºl

signifies the same as

-º- *tº t'The draning forth, or eliciting,

(cº-) of discourse. (TA.) And ºğl Y Lºs,
Jé. – [It is also used as an epithet. 3: see 10.
accord. to the K, or, accord. to $gh, on the
You say, Jiří Šºš, as also "JA3, and " Jº,
authority of Ibn-Abbād, "4-º', (TA,) + He
4. laº! He (a digger) reached the nater:
(Sgh, K,) and W Jº, (A, TA,) ta heart that
drew forth, or elicited, (gº-b) speech. (Ibn
(AA, S:) or reached the first that appeared of
is sharp in intellect, clever, acute, (A, Sgh, K,) the water of a nell, (K, TA,) and produced it, 'Abbād, Sgh, K.) And...ixi "agit Herevealed
See also

0 °.

6 &x

and very brisk or lively or sprightly or prompt. or fetched it out, by his labour. (TA.) And
knowledge, and spread it among men. (TA.) –
(A, TA.)
4.4% es: laº! He produced, or fetched out, by Jill la-'t He sought to obtain offspring from
labour, water from good clay, or from clay con the mare : occurring in a trad.: but accord. to
W Jº S3, (Sgh,) There is not in him any motion: taining no sand. (T.A.) = [It is also trans.: one
relation, it is
meaning, “he sought
(S, Sgh, K:) or sound, or voice, nor pulsation:
what was in her belly.” (TA.) = He (a man)
(AA, in S, art. Jaze-:) or strength: (IDrd:) and ' '...Lº (IAgr, M, TA;) in the K "lj; became a [naturalized] Jº [or Nabatha'an).
with fet-h to the second letter, only used in a
(TA;) and "tº, (M, K [in the CK with ($,” TA.) It is said by Eiyoob Ibn-El-Kirreeyeh,
negative phrase: (L:) As says, I know not what
teshdeed to the rºl) aor. -, (TA,) inf. n. *: ;
is *.*, ($ in art. Jai-) or Já-. (TA) (M;) He produced, or fetched out, by his labour
[The people of 'Omân are Arabs who became
—Jº 3%, see #.
[in digging], the water of the well; syn. ºui; naturalized Nabathaans, and the people of El
(M, K;) and of the first, (TA,) and last, (TA,) Bahreyn are Nabathaeans who became naturalized
Jº See Jºº.
[or rather of all,) tº L. rºs--l. (K, T.A.) Arabs]. (S, TA.) [See also 5.]
• * ~ * of ~

J. S. Jº-ºw, (IDrd, S. K.) and Jº

Çºl,

you say, i.e. ºl, and "…l. (M. K.)

bººkºº Jºãº JºJº

is: [A single pulsation]. You say, i.a.s 3-5 And [Ji laº), inf. n. bº, and **a-1: JHe
3. *::= 3. [I san, a slight flash of lightning, (a digger [of a well]) produced, or fetched out,
like a single pulsation of an artery]. (A, TA.)
*

:

Jºsé [part. n. of 1]. You say, & &2% L.
-

º

What first appears of the mater of a nell

by his labour, or work, the nater. (Mºb.) – (IDrd, K) when it is dug; (IDrd;) as also viº:
See also 10, in five places. =
also signifies (K:) or the mater that comes forth from a well
The producing an effect, or making an impression; nºhen it is first dug : (Zj:) or the nater that issues
forth from the bottom of a well when it is dug;
syn.jö. (Ibn-Abbād, $gh, K.)
(S, accord. to one copy;) or this is termed "kº.
5: see 4: – and 10. = *::: also signifies
(S, accord. to another copy; and TA:) pl. ſo
He affected to be like, or imitated, the laº; [or
pauc.] £3i and [of mult.] bº. (TA.) —
Nabathapans]: or he asserted himself to be related
4- sº -: &
to them. (K, T.A.) [Compare 10, in the last [Hence the saying,)
+ Such a one's promising is near, [but] his fulfilling
of the senses assigned to it below.]
is remote : i.e. he promises, but does not fulfil.

tº:

* 2:

Jacº: See Jºaº.

:: * * * *-

*3

.

JJJé-Lº) Jay G [As long as there remains in me

a little artery pulsing, I will not abstain, or hold
back, from aiding thee]; i.e., f as long as I
remain alive. (A, TA.) – [Hence,) f Anger.
(Lth, A, K.) See 1, where an ex. is given. —
# An archer: lit. one niho has a twanging. (Mgh.)

b:

8: see 10.

~ſil Jé. The place where one sees the heart

(IAar.) And 43 53 S cº, (TA) and

pulsing, (TA,) or in motion; (A, K5) and where
10. Ja…!: see 4, in two places: its primary
one perceives the gentle sound of its [pulsation, orj signification is [that mentioned above,) from º
motion. (A, O.) You say, * **) J.-- signifying the “water that comes forth from a
[The physician felt his place of pulsation], and well when it is first dug.” (Zj.) – And hence,
* [their places of pulsation]. (A, TA.) (Zj,) He drew out, or forth; eactracted; educed;

*3 & #3; S, (ISd, TA,) t Such a one's depth
is not known, (K,” TA,) and the eactent of his
knowledge : (TA:) or such a one's depth is not
known; meaning that he is cunning, or possessing

intelligence mixed with craft and forecast. (ISd,

produced; elicited; fetched out by labour or art; TA.) And *: Jú ºj & t Such a one is
— al-e Ja… al -ºxº to means f He has no
invincible, and inaccessible to his enemy. (TA.)
got out; or eactorted; syn.
(Zj, S;)
origin [known]; like
*: (A, TA;) nor thing: (Zj:) and + He made anything to appeara #3 also signifies A well of which the water
any people [to whom he belongs]. (TA.)
after occultation; as also "laº!; (B;) [i.e. he has been produced, or fetched out, by labour [of the
t it (anything) digger]. (S, T.A.) – And What oozes, or eacudes,
[A pain causing pulsation, or brought it to light :] and
nas made apparent, after occultation; as also from a mountain, as though it were sweat, coming
throbbing]. (L, T.A.)
(K:) or the latter, [simply, + it was forth from the sides of the rock. (TA.) = *…,
(S, K,) or "
(A,) The nooden
made apparent. (L.) And [hence] : He (a
mallet with which one separates and loosens cotton lawyer)
elicited (2-3-2-1) an occult, or esoteric, and £39, (K,) the last is a pl. (AAF, S,
by striking with it the string of a bone; syn. doctrine of lan', by his intelligence, and his labour,
Msb) of the first, (AAF,) and the second is [a
-º-, like
(S;) or #3: . (A, K:)
or study: (K, TA:) or you say *~, meaning quasi-pl. n.] like
(AAF, L,) [The Na
is said by Kh to occur in poetry as [its + he elicited it (~~~), namely a judicial sen
bathapans;] a people rvho alight and abide in the
tence, by labour, or study; as also " alº, inf. n.
meaning ~32. (S.)
[see
between the two 'Iráks: (S, K.)
£3. (Msb:) or the warried out the knowledge or a people (T, M, Mgh, Msb) who alight and
- -

-

•

…)

*... • *

*.

-

gº's

4.

-

*::::::

Jº 3-3

Jºe,

iás,

ºf:

($, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "kº, (S, Msh, K.)

Jº-3

-º-,

Jº
wº

**

£iº

* -- ~ *

ă2...e.: see what next precedes.

of it. (Jel. iv. 85) And tie 42 hºl, and

abide, (T, TA,) or who used to alight and abide,

9.4, and Suº, He drew Jorth,

la:3

1. ſº, aor.

and :, int. n. b:

elicited, or eac (Msb) in the als. (T, M, Mgh, Msb) of El
torted, (cº-) from him knowledge, and gºod, 'Irak: (M, Mgh, Msb:) afterwards applied to
(S, K) and or nealth, and property. (TA), And Y bû miced people; or people of the lonest or basest or
348
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* -8
|

-

-

3

a

* ** *** *

** ..

meanest sort; or the refuse of men; and the [and so in the CK, but the former is the more mentions the saying Jºuji Y ** arº-1, ºu 3:
fe .
235 - 23 e.
vulgar sort thereof: (Msb:) the people to whom correct, TA) He (a man, L) became dirty Giº) sº Jº Jºſs tº [When El-Jebhah (the
these appellations properly apply were called after having been clean. (IAar, L., K.)
tenth of the Mansions of the Moon) sets anti
1.3 because of their fetching out by labour
# A small hollon, or cavity, in [stones of the heliacally, (for the setting, not the rising, is here

Cºlº)

(TA :)

what comes forth from the lands:

[for they were distinguished for agricul

ture; and hence their proper appellations are
used as equivalent to “clowns,” or “boors:”
but a derivation commonly obtaining with us is

meant, and this it did, about the commencement
kind called] &siº, (K,) in which the rain-water of the era of the Flight, in central Arabia, on the
collects. (TA.)
11th of February,) the people assist their beasts,

much, or frequently, in bringing forth, and deliver
them, and the first of the truffles are gathered].
Thus he relates the saying, with teshdeed to the
that from Nebaioth the son of Ishmael:] the
1. t:3, aor. , int. n. 13.3 and #, (S, K,) It
st
of 2-3, to denote frequency of the act. (L.)
n. un, is W
sncelled; smelled up; rose; gren up. (K.) Said
in form, [but neut. in significa
K) and Yūkº, (IAar, $, Mºb, K.) like Jºlº, of a plant, &c. (S.) – tº, (S, K.) inf. n. t;#, — st-º-º-, pass.
• ?:
* 1: .
(TA,) It protruded, or projected, from its place, tion,] if nº (S, K, &c.) and &– ; (TA;)
without becoming separated. (S, K.) – tº It and "sº-sºi, (K,) also pass in form; and some
t

*% cº, laws. MºMº

6

-

*

>

-

-

($) and 'º, K) and 'º, º

gº, (S) and "Jºš, (§, K) like Jº, (5)

(an ulcer, or a wound,) swelled. (S, K.) —
disallowed by IAar, (Mgh, TA,) and, It (a girl's breast) swelled forth, or became pro say <<, but this is rare, and not heard by
IAgr; (TA;) and some, also, say "3-isi,
accord. to Lth, "Jºu..., but this [also] is dis minent, or protuberant. (TA.) – & She (a (Lth, Kr,) but Az holds this to be a mistake;
but this is

allowed by IAar.

girl) gren up, (S,) and became marriageable. (TA;) She (a camel, IAar, S, K, &c., and a
—24: ū, inf n. 13, BHe rose, or mare, IAqr, and a sheep or goat or other
eacalted himself, above them. (TA.) – [You quadruped, Msb) brought forth : (T, Msb, TA:)
say, tº: Šiš Thou despisest him, and he or one does not say #1 < unless a man

(Mºb.)

(S, K.)

# i.”: .

3

ju.

:

riseth, or eacalteth himself: (S:) or – he emu assist at the bringing forth. (Lth.) Thus one
lateth thee: or – he becometh great. A proverb, suppresses the objective complement of the verb.

-

º

see tº.

And one also says 3% ââ +: The she-camel
or design by outward appearance, but keeps it brought forth a young one: and in like manner
said of him who does not manifest his character

lolº :

kº
*

2.

and

kº.
3

.22

secret: or of him who advances and exalts him
3

one says of a ewe or a she-goat: and sometimes,

.

Uskº and Jºº and Jºº

self by his cunning, while thou thinkest him

senseless, or negligent. Accord. to some, it is with the same meaning, J3 așUl <--ii, in the
sº ºis-5, without 2: See art. 3-5. (TA.) = act. form. (Mºb.) One also says Jº W <--ić
tä He went up from one country or land to an The camels brought forth. (A.) [You say,)

:

[*, &c.

6

other.

See Supplement.]

o'e ,

5.

(TA.) = evºke tº

He came upon them; Jºi

&#, (Lth) and Y: £i, (L,) The people's

camels or sheep or goats brought forth: (Lth, L:)
'',: they had pregnant camels bringing

syn. & (S. K.)

or

cº

8. […] He rose, or exalted himself. (K.) –
forth. (K.) One may also say 39.
3 tº He encountered him; met him; opposed
meaning The young one of a she-camel &c., [see
it is mentioned in the K shows that Fregards the himself to him. (K, TA: the verb is explained in
<, above,) neas brought forth, or born. (Msb.)
J as a radical letter; and though it is said in
the
K
by
sº)
the TA that its being so is doubtful, he is right
! [The
See 4. — [Hence,) ---

&#,

& i.4. tºº, q.v. (TA). [The place in which

&# *}

accord. to those who hold that every letter of an
*-*
arabicized word is to be regarded as a radical if
it, or a letter for which it is substituted, is found
1. -íč, aor. 2, inf n. **, It snelled forth;
in the original.]
became prominent, or protuberant. (S, K.) Said

wind assists the clouds in the discharging of their
rain; i.e., dran's forth the rain from the clouds.
It was produced, it resulted, or
(A, L.) —
was a natural consequence.]

ſé

of a girl's breast. (S.)
2 : see 1.

[2:9,

a

See Supplement.]
1.

**, ($, K, &c.,) aor. 2, (as in the L, [but

~~

1.

3. [aor. 2,]

inf. n.

&#,

I believe this to be a mistake, J) or 2, (accord. to
; ($;) and Y:31;
i4, 34°, inf. n. the Msb, MS, MF) inf. n.

**

<< *; (K) and <3, inf. h. Łºś (L, K.) [It
(a cooking-pot) boiled: &c.] – (*

9-. <3

His nostril became inflated, or sncollen,
of anger. (K.)

ty

(A;) He assisted a she-camel, (S, K, &c.,) [and
a mare, see

<},

4.

<:

She (a camel, S, and a mare, S, K,

or other solid-hoofed animal, Msb,) became preg
nant : (T:) and so W <, said of a she-camel,
(Mgb,) or other beast; but this is rare: (Es
Sarakustee, Mgb.) or attained to the time of
bringing forth : (S, K:) or became evidently

and a ewe or she-goat (Msb) pregnant: (Yaakoob, S, Msb:) accord. to IAar,

[or other quadruped], in bringing forth; delivered
7"eason

<i. in the pass. form, signifies she (a

mare,

her of her young one; acting to her as a midnife
and a camel,) became near to the time of bringing
does to a woman. (T, Msb, &c.) The original

2. c is He explained news, tidings, or a form of expression is º tº #3 He assisted her forth ; and he had not heard <º, in
report. (K.)
in bringing forth a young one; delivered her of a

the act.

form. (TA)—see 1and8.—sº or &:

(?)
El-Kumeyt has used the f It produced a thing as its fruit, or result. Ex.
form * * #1 in the sense of -ºš but it is not jià. º lºft
Impotence and
commonly current in Arabic. (TA.) AHn remissness combined together, and produced, as
Ayoung one.

5. See R. Q. 1.

(Msb.)

Jºjº

• *..

R. Q. 1. &# (in a MS. copy of the Kvěš,

-

** – 2:5

Book I.]
2 * * * *

-

. . .

g

o -

: See

their result, poverty. (A, L.) And alsº º

3-5. —º.
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# ;] or that the is what
** -i. and added for the sake

3.3 : He sat [as in the case of

išsu% is .3 : 3 This preamble will not pro- accomplishing a nant of nature. (A.)
:
duce a praiserworthy
result. (A.)
isi. The anus; syn. J.-l; as also as-2. of the metre. (TA.)
is termed

-

5. ex: She (a camel) breathed hard (-)-5)
that her young one might come forth. (K.)

•

-

e.

6 *

~

6.

(K)
2 -

8.

<+.

<<!,

in art.

t”.

-

2

6: see 1.

+3] assisted
in bringing forth; delivered. (Mºb, T.A.) —

8 & 3 (L, K, TA: in the CK-sº

Also, A she-camel [&c., see

is sº

A she-camel &c., [see

-

<: ,] bringing

&# Sneat. (K.) – See what follows.
&: The gums of trees: ($, K:) one should
º

camel) went anay at random, and brought forth; (T;) and so, accord. to Kr, " **,

She (a

See

-->

82°, (S,) as is commonly

not say

said: (TA :)

forth in a place unknown : (K:) or she brought which, he says, is the only epithet of this it is doubtful whether its sing. be
forth by herself, unassisted by any one; (Yaakoob, measure from a verb of the measure Jº, some other form. (M.F.)
L;) as also "-i. (L.)
except Jºš. (TA) pl. -jū, ex.
* … ſº o
é,

**

º, ...

-

- ©

6

- -

•

3

o

º

a-º. The poder; or the anus: syn. Sº-l.

e
-

-

22

-

.

23-4, &c., What is brought forth by a camel &c.;

or of

tº: C-3. A butter-skin that sweats much. (A.)

tº: see :- 3. — [Also, an inf. m. in the she-camels bringing forth. (A.)
sense of a pass. part. n., like Jº- in the sense of
5

&#,

(L, K)
o' --

and what are brought forth by camels &c., collec
1. t-3,
2.aor. :, infin. e-3. He,º or it.'.sneated.
*
tively; a brood thereof; its, or their, increase, or (L.) — -3, aor. : , inf. n. - and cº-, It
tº- A certain bird, (L, K,) bald-headed,
offspring; as is plainly shown in the lexicons &c.,
found in sandy tracts. (L.)
(a leathern vessel, or skin,) sneated, or exuded
-

y

>

º o

2

2 e.

33, and 1.3

: moisture, (S, L,) as when a skin sweats with the
also applied, in the TA art. Claw, to the young in butter that is in it. (L.) — » ~5,
iſ aor. T, inf n.

in many passages: for ex., see

*

º 6 -

the belly of a mare].

2-3 and

**, (AZ, S, K,) a rºom epithetiºn
of

**, It (sweat)

3,4,]

**

sneat eacudes.

The pores through which the
(S.)

exuded (S, L, K)

from the skin, (L, K,) or from the roots of the

a verb of the measure Jasi, (Kr) and "…, hair; (T, L;) and grease, from a skin; and
(AZ, TA,) or the latter is not allowable, (S, K.) moisture, from the soil. (L, K.) – [And said
and W
(Kr,) A she-camel, (S, Kr.,) or a of moisture, It percolated: see an ex. voce

**,

1.

**,

(S, L, K,) aor. 2, (K, J.K.) or 2,

#

&#

, (S, L.) He pulled a thing
& [Such a (L, JR,) inf. n.
mare, (S, K,) or other solid-hoofed animal, (Msb) &J–- &:
removed
it from its place;
pregnant: (Lth:) or that has attained to the one sneats like a butter-skin]: said of one who out, or up, or off;
time of bringing forth : (S, K:) or evidently is fit. (A)—tº 2-9, sº --- The displaced it. (S, L, K.) He extracted, or
pregnant: (Yaakoob, S, Msb:) or near to the camel's protuberance behind his ear dripped with pulled out, a tooth: (S, L:) and, a thorn from his
Or
time of bringing forth, and big-bellied. (AZ.) – sneat, by reason of his journeying during a foot (S, L) with an instrument called
[See also is sº..]
vehemently hot summer-day. (L.) — --- cº- (L:) or he extracted in a general
:
£ººl, inf n.
+ The tears flowed. (M.F.) sense. (L.) It (a hawk, or falcon, L, K, and
: e: : See &:-.
|— 4-3 It (heat, L, K, and some other thing, a vulture, L,) pulled off, or tore off, or snatched
2
- 4 Syoung one of a she-camel &c. [see L.) made him to sneat. (L, K.) [Its acr. anjay, flesh (S, L, K) with its bill: (S, L:) and
upon
seems to be
; and MF thinks that, in an a raven, or crow, in like manner,... ao & sore
o
sº and <= j brought forth. (Mºb) —
the back of a camel. (L.) — al-2ſ cº- &:

***,

º

-

#,

- -

-

ë.

...

+ Any produce, fruit, result, or natural

."

| instance which follows, it may be written with !

He was removed, or taken anay, from his com
F observes, that f
* * >
panions.
(A.) *::: Jº- J-2 ãº!" a-3
fallen
into
three
errors
J
has
with
respect
to
speech or saying: a necessary inference: the
[saying that
(in the place of f Death removed him from among his people.
conclusion of an argument or of a syllogism; pl.
(A.) – See also <3.
You say, 42.É.
U-6 *:: º which is put, in some copies of the S,
consequence, of a thing: (KL:) [the sum of

a

after the tº by poetic licence.]

£º:

**)

•

*

6 -

«»

* 9 -

“.

&#9

£º,

**

2"> a

&tº

t[This is one of the fruits, or results, of thy as is mentioned in the TA,) is like
An instrument with which thorns are
l, and
generosity]. (A.) [For another ex. see 4.] – citing these words of Dhu-r-Rummeh, describing
is 33 tº They are both of one age: said of two a camel making his voice to reciprocate in the extracted from the foot; syn. Jºãº (S,
L, K:) cº-tº- the same, having two extremi
sheep. (Yoo, S.)
cº2. The sheep, or *-i-º-º-º,
ties. (Az, L.) See Jºe.
goats, of such a one are of one age. (S, K.)|.
ºn tº tº: * * itä,
•]
use's ** J3)] (JA 1 This child is one born in
first, because the root of the present art. is sound,
the same month, or year, as my child. (A.)
J
... [so that tº-Sl has no place in it; secondly,
-jū A man assisting a she-camel &c. [see > -º) because this word has no meaning (in this art.
1.33, aor. , (S, M, A, Mºb) inf n. 3,
in bringing forth; delivering her; or one who | TA); and thirdly, because the [correct] reading (S, M, Msb, K,) He pulled a thing, (S, M,
assists her in bringing forth; who delivers her. is º, meaning “casts forth” the froth of the Mşb, K,”) [as, for instance,) a garment, or piece
o

**

...”

•*

º

*

•

** *

• ?

-

-

-

…)

(Msb, T.A.)

mouth.

Neither IB nor IM has animadverted

of cloth, (A,) and his 24-3, which a man is

#.

The time at nihich a she-camel, (S,) or a on J in this case. MF, however, observes, that required to do three times after Jº, (S, TA,)
mare, (K,) brings forth. (S, K.) Ex. âûle iſ one relation of a verse &c., does not impugn the hard, or with vehemence. (S, M, A, Msb, K.)
correctness of another relation that differs from
He drew a bow vehemently : (K,” TA:) he
º Jé The she-camel arrived at the time of it; and that perhaps the c of z-U-5 is a substi —
drew the bow-string strongly; (TA;) or so that
her bringing forth. (S.)
|tute for 2; such substitution being frequent; the bon nearly broke. (A.) — He rent a
348*
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garment, or piece of cloth, with his fingers or as above, (K,) the gains, or earns, or seeks
with his teeth. (M, K.) And [in like manner, sustenance, for his family, or house-hold. (Lh,

tºº J.-:) sº The bon's broke their strings.

K.' TA)—le Jé &

- sº t He

(IKtt.) — He snatched a thing unawares. (K,” takes [or acquires] of every science. (A,” TA.)
TK.) — He acted ungently, roughly, harshly, or

violently, (K,” TA,) in an affair. (T.A.)
** Gº 3-, (T, M,) inf. m. as above, (T,)
(a man) was as though he were pulling, in
nºalking : (T:) he leaned in his walking;
also V 3-3). (M.)

2

e .

• * *

d

*

-

à:- The moisture eacuded by a skin, such as
3.

-

is called J3 or ?u.. (K.)
&ć and " é. [A man who is in the habit of
divulging, or spreading, dispersing, or dissemi

|-- S! Ja-1 Le He took not save a little.
nating, men's, tidings, or information, or n:hat is
—
(TA.)
talked of, or n:hat should rather be concealed]. (Th.)
He
his
Jºë. [A kind of tweezers;] an instrument 36 One niho traduces the Muslims behind their
as with rehich one extracts, or draws or pulls out backs, but saying of them rhat is true, and men

or forth, (S, A, K,) a thing (S,) or a thorn, tioning their vices, or faults; pl. &ü: (AA:)
(A, K,) and the like, (K,) and hair; (TA;) [the pl. only is mentioned in the K, and explained
8. 2-3. It became pulled (M, K) hard, or
as signifying persons who traduce others behind
with vehemence. (M.) – See also 1, last signi i.a. Cºti. ($, K.)
fication.
their backs, but saying of them what is true].
[ Ja- &c.,

10. aſsº &. J.--. He pulled his 24-3 so
Jº, in purify.

see Supplement.]

as to express the remains of his

#2 A small portion
*

ing himself in the manner termed als---!;

of n:ool orith n·hich one

*

*

anoints (K) a mound. (TA.)

(M,” A, K,”) being earnestly desirous and
1.

careful to perform this act [fully]. (A, K.)

33, [aor. 2,] inf. n. ë, It (a bone) distilled,
• * :

*

or let flon, the oily matter that was in it: (TA :)

}: &l.

A thrusting, or piercing, in which [as also <<!.

ertraordinary force or energy is eacerted, (M, K,)

-

33, aor. :, inf. n. < (S, K,)

* . .

~~, acr. 2, [inf. n. ~~3,] It (flesh-meat)
became changed, or altered, and stank : formed
-

and 34 ($) and '33. (K) iſ (a kin)

as though pulling vehemently that by nihich the

eruded (S, K) the clarifted butter that ga, in i. : by transposition from 3.5 (K.) and so a wound.
weapon passes in the person thrust, or pierced :
app. an inf. n. used as an epithet: (M :) or like cº-o. (TA) — e-es-, -º- “… <!, (TA.)
a thrusting, or piercing, that is like a snatching (accord. to one reading, strº-J) 33, TA) And
w

-

wnan.ares.
recorded

(ISk, T, S.)

The saying of Alee,

in a trad.* lººk,

has been ex

-

thou sneatest like the butter-skin.

(S, from a

trad.) – <3, aor. :, inf. n.

IIe sneated

<,

*:: ãº A gum that is flabby and bleeding:
and in like manner

ić, a

lip : (TA:) [as also

º, ,

plained as meaning Thrust ye, or pierce ye, by reason of fatness, and appeared as though he à-3].
neith extraordinary force or energy : and as were anointed: as also 3... (TA:) or he sweated
-

though snatching unanares. (TA.) [See art.

J

by reason of his bigness, and his abundance of

2:..] Accord. to IAar, (T,) #3 iº signifies flesh. (A’obeyd) – 33, Go in the TA)
A thrust that passes through. (T, K.)

1.3-, aor. 2, (S, M, A, Mºb, K.) and z, (M,

[aor. 2,] or "...i.5, (so in the K,) He wiped his

Mºb, K) inf n.5 ($, M, A, Mºb, K) and jº,

6, o .

3.3 A hard, or vehement, pull: (Msb:) hand (K) with a napkin: as also 3. (TA.) – (M, K,) or the latter is a simple subst., (S, A.
33, [aor. 2,] He anointed a wound : as also é. Msb,) He scattered a thing, sprinkled it, strenced
pl. 3.53. (S, Mºb)—see;

(TA)—33, aor. 2, (S. M. L. K.) and -, (M, it, dispersed it, or thren, it dispersedly, (Lth, T,
A bon, that breaks its string, by L, K,) the latter [which deviates from a constant M, A, Msb, K, TA,) with his hand; (Lth, T;)
reason of its hardness: ($, K:) pl. 36: (S:) rule] thought by MF to be a mistake, he not as, for instance, grain, (Lth, T,) and fruit and
• 2- 5
the like, (Msb,) walnuts and almonds and sugar,
or 35"> Crº signifies bon's having the strings knowing any authority for it except the K, and (Lth, T,) and pearls, &c.; (A:) as also "...is,
disallowed by the T, (TA,) inf. n. é, (S;) and
broken. (M.)
3,33 Jº

"cis, inf. n. 3.35 (TA;) He divulged, (S, (M, K) infin. ...; (TA) for the latter is with

Íñº,

teshdeed to denote muchness, or frequency, or
disseminated, (TA,)
repetition, of the action; or its application to
news, tidings, or information, (K,) or what was
many objects: see 3:...] — tº *::: ! The
talked of: (S, TA:) like 34: or he spread what
should rather be concealed than spread. (TA.) palm-tree [scattered or] shook off its unripe dates.
(A) — *…i.23 ** t He smote him with a
[See also tº 5.]
knife and scattered his intestines]. (M, A.) —

in the K, I suspect to be a mistake for K,) or spread,

2, ... • -

3,9-e J
* - -

U

1. *, (S, A, K,) aor. 2, inf n. J-4,
(A, K,) He extracted; or dren, or pulled, out,
or forth; (S, A, K5) a thing, (S,) or a thorn,

dispered,

2: see 1.

Jºš * &
time intestines like

• *O ~

(A, K,) and the like, (K,) and hair, (TA,) with
the

Jºº. .

(S, A, K, TA:) he plucked out

hair or the like. (IDrd, K.) — He plucked,

! [I will assuredly scatter
as one scatters the contents

R. Q. 1. j. He sneated much. (K.) –
of the stomach of a ruminant beast]: said in
threatening. (A.) – tºº f He (a man, M)
3 J A wall (laºle-) that is moist, or damp, (K,) had many children born to him. (M, K, TA.)

See 1.

-

or pulled, flesh, and the like, by pinching it
with his fingers, (Lth, K,) and by taking hold and flaccid. (TA.)
upon it with his teeth. (Lth, T.A.) — J
Jº $5–1, aor, and inf n, as above, The << *-* 354- [Very bad, or corrupt speech]:
locusts ate the herbage of the earth. (TA.)— J is here an imitative sequent to J.E.

tº: cº &- <-- tº I did not obtain,
(S,)

or take, (A,) from such a one anything.

(S, A) — alſº cº-º. (Lh, TA) inf. n.

And ºi, ſº sº, (T, A, Mgh TA) and
tº 5, (T, Mgh, TA) and ºe, (A, in art.
Jºe) f The noman brought forth many children;

(K.)
(T, A, in art. Jºë;) scattered children;

º

•

-

-

-

-

(K.)

sº

-

Jº Ointment with which a round is anointed.

to the husband. (Mgh.)—25&l,i} : He spoke,
or talked, much. (M, K, TA.) – &#9; *

*
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J
t

! He hastened, or nas quick, in his reading, or logists do not allow *3i, from jº); one only

reciting. (A)—3:5, aor. :, inf. h. 34% !

He

9.

“

9 -

a

2- : see U-5: and

• & A

-

*:

and

**.

=

says, ºf and *, +3, and "2:…l. (T.) No f Loquacity, (M., TA,) and the divulging of

(a beast of carriage, M, K, and a camel, M, and instance of "Jº-1 used transitively has been secrets. (TA.)
except in a trad. of El-Hasan Ibn-'Alee,
an ass, T) sneezed [app. so as to scatter the heard,
2. of
2- : Loquacious; one who talks much : as
moisture in his nostrils] : (T, M, K, TA:) or did ań º [He ejected the contents of his nose;
6 - e.

•,• b , o
* ... •

also "X. (M, K) and '5%: ($gh, K) or

with his nose what is like sneezing : (T:) he (an or he blen, his nose]; as though the root [º]
ass, and a sheep or goat) sneezed, and expelled were regarded in it, or as though it were made to vainly or frivolously loquacious, and a divulger of
nºhat annoyed or hurt him, from his nose : (A:)
secrets : (A:) fem. §: ; only. (M.)
import the meaning of Jº. (Mgh.)
Or

sº she (a ewe or goat) ejected from her nose

nºhat annoyed or hurt her. (S.) And 3:3, (Fr,

2 : see 1, first signification.

T, IAth, Mgh, Msb,) aor. 2, (T, IAth,) inf. n.
3.

}:

ſºu

He contended nith him in scattering,

(T, Mgh) [and app.3.−, as above], I He [a strening, or dispersing, a thing or things. And
a3
***, ** ***** -, .

man] blen, his nose;
nose; syn.

sected

the mucus from his hence,

i.e.: ; (IAth;) as also Wyº.1: (S,

-

–53)

o,3\º

& [lit., I san,

him con

tending nith him in scattering pearls: meaning,)

#3 [A single act of scattering, strencing, dis
persing, or throning dispersedly, with the hand.
And hence,) – 1 A sneeze : (K:) or the like
thereof; peculiar to a beast of carriage (S) [or
other beast, and a fish, as appears from what
here follows.] It is said in a trad. (A, TA) of

K, art. Jas-e :) and he ejected n-hat was in his ! I saw him holding a disputation, or colloquy,
Kaab, (TA) ºs- #335-1 (A, TA) The
nose, of mucus, and of that nihich annoyed or hurt njith him, in beautiful, or elegant, language. (A.)
locust is [produced by] the sneeze of a fish: or, as
him, in performing the ablution termed 3-33 ;
4 × 5] as syn. with 3:3 and 2:…! and 2-1: in a trad. of I’Ab, sº- §3 the sneeze of the
(Sgh, TA;) as also *3i, accord. to some :
6

p.p.

see 1, latter half, - &:- ! He made his nose to
(TA:) or * :: signifies he ejected what nas in
his nose; or he emitted his breath from his nose ; bleed; syn. *i. (S, A, K.) You say, 4.4%
or he introduced the nater into his nose; as also §§§ ! [He pierced him and made his nose to
Y_i = 1 and 72:-1: (Ki) but this last explana bleed]: (S:) and §§ 49.3 [He smote him and
tion is outweighed in authority; the form "2+3) made his nose to bleed]. (A.) – f He threw him
is disallowed by the leading lexicologists; and
down upon his 5:5, (M, A, TA) i.e., (TA)
the author of the K, in respect of this form, follows
[upon the end of his nose: or] upon his *:::
Sgh, without due consideration : (TA:) [accord.
(K, TA.) You say, a-93 &é §§ <ſ. ! [He
to the more approved opinion,)2+3 signifies he
scattered what n'as in his nose by the breath; as pierced him and thren him donºn upon the end of
also V, -śl and "xº~l: ($:) or, as some of the his nose from his horse). (M., A.")
learned say, he snuffed up water, and then ejected
what neas in it, of anything annoying or hurting,

5:

or of mucus; as also "Jº-1: (IAqr, T, Mgh :)
or "A-1 (T, M, IAth, K) and "2+3", (K.)

6:

;

fish. (TA.) [From this it is inferred that the
locust is, like fish, lawful to be captured by one
in a state of
; The end of the nose:

25-1-

(IAqr, T :) or i, q., 23:5-; (A:) or the A3-si
nith nihat is next to it : (M, K:) and (M, A.;
but in the K, or) the interstice that is betnceen the
tno mustaches, (S, M, A, K,) against the parti
tion between the two nostrils: (S, M, K:) so [in
a man and in the lion: ($, M :) or the nose or

the lion. (M) — Hence, (T, &c.,) sº, (T,
2-8 #3, (T, A,) t Two stars,
between which is the space of a span, Gº, [said

$, M, K,) and

see 8.

in several law-books to be the twelfth part of a

º,

and therefore twenty-two minutes and a

8. AE-31 ($, M, A, Msb, K) and W35us (S, half, accord. to modern usage; but there is reason

he snuffed up water, and then ejected it (T, M.,
IAth, K) by the breath of the nose : (T, M, K:) M, A, K) and "2.5 (M, K) It became scattered, to believe that ancient usage differed from the
strenn, dispersed, or thrown dispersedly : (S,” modern with respect to both these measures, and
M, A, Msb, K:) [or the second more properly was not precise nor uniform;]) and in [or between]
signifies it became scattered, &c., by degrees, which is a particle G. j) of white, as though it
others say that the latter signifies he ejected what
was in his nose, of mucus &c.; agreeably with gradually, or part after part; resembling ſºju.5 were a portion of cloud; it is the nose of Leo,
&c.; and the third, being quasi-pass. of 2, denotes [which the Arabs extended far beyond the limits
a trad. to be cited below: (Msb:) IAºr says,
muchness, or frequency, or repetition, of the which it has upon our globes, (see
(S,
that W_i:...! signifies he snuffed up water, and put
action; or its application to many things.] You K,) and is a Mansion of the Moon : (S:) [app.

accord. to some, º and "…] signify he (a
person performing º snuffed up water: but

£53)]

in motion the

5:3, or end of the nose, in purifica

Say,

tion: (T [in the Mgh, this explanation is ascribed

J.e.,&

Sºº-º-º:

+ The stars becama dis the Aselli; Asellus Boreus and Asellus Australis;

persed: or became scattered like grain. (TA.) two small stars in Cancer, betneen which is a

to Fr;]) and Fr, that 33 and "2+3" and "xº~!
And lº-S1 and Y lºs ! [They (meaning men)
signify he put in motion the 5:3. in purification.
became as though they were scattered by the hand].

little cloud or nebula, called Prasepe : (see Pliny,
l. xviii. c. 35:)] a certain star or asterism, nihich is

(T) It is said of Mohammad, $3 & 4 &t= (A) [And ºn "...tº, and é9, The hair,

of the stars or asterisms of Leo, and which is a Man
sion of the Moon: (M:) [app. meaning the same,

2

e. e.

…•

* *

jº- * Jé, J. [He used to snuff up water and the leaves, fell off, and became scattered, by
or Praesepe :] or a certain star in the sky, as though
three times, every time ejecting it; &c.] and this degrees.] AndJºãº W25us f The people fell sick
indicates that "Jº-1 differs from Jºº-l. (T, and died [one after another]: (M, K:*) or you it were a particle (; ki) of cloud, over against
Mgh, Mºb.) And it is said in a trad, 5. say ū. W bjú lsº [they fell sick and became tno small stars, in the science of astronomy per

jū <i:1,

(S, Msb,) and 3:33,

taining to the sign of Cancer [though accord. to
with the

conjunctive 1, and with damm and kesr to the tº,
(Mgb) When thousnuffest up water, scatter what is
in thy nose by the breath; ($;) or eject what is in

thy nose, of mucus, &c.; (Mºb:) or, as A'Obeyd
relates it,
he relates

*:::#;

inf. n.

jū; (Msb:)

or, as

it; it; <º 6, with the disjunctive

1; and he does not explain it; but the lexico

separated by death, one after another].
See also 1, latter half, throughout.

(A.) = the Arabs belonging to Leo]: (T:) [app. Praesepe;
the two small stars adjacent to it being the

Aselli:] a certain star, as though it were a par
ticle ( • *!) of cloud; so called because it appears

10: see 1, latter half, throughout.
3&

.

2: 3 f [Prose ; so accord. to general usage: as though the lion had ejected it from his nose:
and] rhyming prose: contr. ofA. :

so called as

(A:) [app. meaning the same :] in the Megista

being likened to [scattered pearls, or] scattered [of Ptolemy] it is mentioned by the name of the
manger [i.e., Prasepel, and the name of the two
grain. (TA.)
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small [for 3rºl in my copy of Kzw, I

read *}; i. (A, TA.) [See also *…]

[Book I.
You say

jº

3rºfi-a!!,] stars is the two asses [i. e., the Aselli):
&- << 1 obtained [somewhat] of the
(Kzw, Description of Cancer:) or the nose and
scattered [sugar or fruits &c.]. (Mgb.) And
nostrils of the lion, consisting of three obscure
tº: cº; 3: &- tº ºf U. We did not obtain
stars, near together: -ji, is [before them, and
is] the two eyes of the lion, consisting of two stars, aught of such a one's scattered things, such as
sugar and fruit. (TA.) — Accord. to some,
before which is ãººl, consisting of four stars:
(AHeyth:) [app. meaning the Aselli together i.g. *: in the first of the senses explained above.
neith Praesepe :] three stars, near together; the (Msb.)

&’
*

3.

…

1. 2-3, aor. 2, inf. n.

*** (§, K) and tº,

(TA,) It (a wound, or an ulcer) flowed with its
contents [namely purulent matter, or blood]: (As,
$, K:) or exuded its contents: and in like

manner, it (the back of a beast) floned with puru
lent matter: and it (the ear) flowed with blood
and purulent matter. (TA.)
and

=& - #,
it is said &: and **)

nose of the lion; [app. meaning the same;] which
3×3 t A female, (S, K,) or woman, (M,) having (in the TA, art. **,
compose the Eighth Mansion of the Moon: (Kzw, numerous offspring : (S, M, A, K:) and so a
Description of the Mansions of the Moon :) male, (M,) or man. (TA.) – f A ewe, or she accord. to IAqr, are syn. (TA) 23 &e
signifies i, q. & . (TA.)
[these descriptions apply to this Mansion of the goat, (TA,) having a nide orifice to the teat: inf. n.
Moon accord. to those who make º to signify
(K, TA:) as though she scattered the milk.

º #,

&’,

“the heliacal rising:” see

2.É. Jjº,

R. Q. 129 º' (inf n is…}, s ) He

in art.

J53:] or the bright star [app. meaning B] in
Cancer: (Kzw, Description of Cancer:) [this

(TA.) – See also;3.
re-

the Moon accord. to those who make

º

mind, (S) and did not execute it; (TA;) he thought
upon the thing, or affair, but did not determine

*...* >

6 - - ->

agrees with the place of the Eighth Mansion of

agitated the thing, or affair, to and fro, in his

• 22
See 25-0.

* * :

.

** JHe

35t-3: see JU-3, in three places.

upon it. (S. K.) See R. Q. 2. — Jº

36 (A) and **::. (A, K) f A palm-tree (#3)

drove back the camels from the water: (L:) or

to

signify “the anti-heliacal setting:” see again

2.É. Jú.] The Arabs say stá #! <<1% §
ãº, meaning, When 3×J! rises [heliacally], the

he drove them back time after time to the tank, or
that shakes off its unripe dates: (A:) or of which
cistern;
expl. by wº- Jºe º (S, K:)
the unripe dates become scattered. (K.) – And
the former, I A sheep or goat that coughs, so that [but Jº, meaning here to, seems to be a mistake

unripe date begins to have its redness intermiaced

with blackness: its rising is very soon after that
of sº [or Sirius: about the epoch of the

something becomes scattered from its nose; as also for cº, from]
36 : (As, S:) or a sheep or goat that ejects from

a 9 ×

9

,

o,

.

3*

*

tº-3
its nose what resembles norms; as also

*:::::

Flight, it rose heliacally, in central Arabia, on the
17th of July, O.S.; and Sirius, on the 13th of the (M, K:) or that sneezes, and ejects from its nose
nhat annoys or hurts it, resembling worms. (TA.)

same month). (M.)

*

--

•* >

L3’
9°3 →elº) ºf Jº
5-

e3

-

-

-

-

a 3's-e

+

[Until, when he finds not a place of refuge, and
• ?:

º

*3

Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

What becomes scattered, strenn, or dis

Jº:

drives them back from the water, (accord. to the
explanation in the L,) fearing to be shot at, so

*... .

see j-.

5 ed

persed, of, or from, a thing; (S, Msb;) as also

*:

that all of them are thirsting]. (S.) – . : •

*ść, (M. K.) and "3, (K, [but see::::..])
*::::: (Msb:) so the Y sº :

*::: 3,

J. J. Pearls scattered, or strenn, much. (S,

He moved about [a thing; in the S, on the
authority of A'Obeyd, a man], (S, K,) and

and, as some say,

r

of wheat, and of barley, and the like: (Lh, M:) TA) See:..
turned over and over. (TA.) – One says,
•. º:
or jū signifies the crumbs of bread, and of every
Jºe: see 230.
thing, that become scattered around the table: (T.)
the thing over and over in thy mind, and perhaps
3,
or the crumbs of the table that become scattered
25- J22 and VX-5, Pearls scattered, strenn, thou wilt find a way of egress, or escape]. (TA)
6 ed

6

Jo e

g

*

around; as also W #3: (A:) or this last, nhat
dispersed, or thronen dispersedly, nºith the hand.
becomes scattered from the table, and is eaten in
(A," TA.) See
and }:4. You say

alsojº,

the hope of obtaining a recompense [for preventing
its being thrown anay or trodden under foot].
(Lh, M, K.”)

•

- 6 -

*-i-, (inf n.

is “3,

S,) He went round
• * > .

about in fright, or fear. (S, K.).

i.ii.

!--->

*::::: ;: aſº Ště [As though his speech mere IIe moved the morsel to and fro in his mouth,
and did not snallon, it; like ~1
(Aboo
scattered pearls]. (A.) – ãº. Jºë 4; t He Turáb.)
---

Jº, with kesr, a subst. from 5: 5, (S, A, Msb,)
signifying The act of scattering, strening, dis
persing, or throwing dispersedly, [anything, (Lth,
T, A, Mºb,) [and particularly fruits and the like,
such as] walnuts and almonds and sugar [and
money, &c., on festive occasions,] and grain.
(Lth, T.) You say cº; jū- **.* I nas
present at, or I witnessed, such a one's scattering

has [numerous] young children. (A, art. Jºë.)
– Also 23:… A kind of sneet-smelling flower;
º

pe

R. Q. 2. . *: He was in a state of commo
(TA;) [the gilliflower: so called in the present tion, or agitated, and confounded, perple.ced, or
day: see also Jºël – See also Jºº.
amazed. (K)—º J --, and "23 – 3,
IIe was confounded, or perplexed, and agitated, in
°,
In a scattered or strenn state; in a state
j
his judgment, or opinion. (TA.) — 4.- &:
of dispersion; (M3) as also "33, (TA,) and His flesh became much and flabby. (S.) Accord.
to F, this
a mistake
~3; but Hr agrees
withis J.
(TA.)for &-3
*::3, which last is applied to a thing and to herein
•o p
--

s

Jºe .

(M.) See also *, and jé, and 3:...

(Lth, T, A) of fruits, &c. (Lth, T.) And Ča.

things.

* Jº

You say W.3& j. [Pearls in a scattered state].

We were at his scattering. (A.).

Also, What is scattered, strenn, dispersed, or (TA.)
thronn dispersedly, (A, Msb, TA,) of such things
*. :: *

as sugar and fruits and the like, (A, TA,) [and

J

*

|-3
** * >

º

•. 22.2

: See 2-0.

-

1. ***, aor. 2,
(S, K,) inf. n.
(so in the
65 o .
$: in the TA, 3-5: [but this I think a mis
-

money, &c., on festive occasions;] a subst., (A,

TA) in the sense of sº, (A, Msb, TA) like

Jºe in the sense of ºz,

(M5b ;) as also

[ lat-5, &c.

See Supplement.]

take:)); and Volºſ (Lh, K) and Y º: (S,
K;) He affected him, or it, by an evil, or a
malignant, eye. (S, K.)

-
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* ~

*

2 p.

--

verb bears two contr. significations: (K:) or the Alºyſ 3,3-. (TA.) In like manner, W **-lº
two significations are not necessarily contr.; for The heart thereof that has [as it were] no -#
#
gºal 3-3, and cºal i3-5, and cºal "Je-3, a courageous man may be not generous, or liberal; [or bark] upon it:
or the best, or most excellent,
and cºal º, Having an evil, or a malignant, and a generous, or liberal, man may be not thereof. (K.)
eye; (Fr, S, K;) and ponyerfully affecting there courageous. (M.F.)
---> : see what next precedes.
5 and 8: see 1.
- *

© -

© .

.e.

-

…)

with.

(K.)
8.

:

-

o - e.

-

-

# , .

*-

IIe selected him; chose him; ($;)

preferred him above others. (TA.) See also

Jº- and *: and 3-3 : see cºlº.

…

*9.-

…

o

--

e

~~~~

A man who begets generous, noble, or

*

~~~). — See 1. – ºs-tº -ºš He went to liberal, children; such as are termed tº 3. (K.)
ºf a .
it. An affecting with an evil, or a malignant, collect [the kind of bark called] •+. (TA.)— In like manner, i-. #2, and W *: (S,
eye: (Ks:) force, or eagerness, of look : (Ks, A poet says,
K.) pl. of the latter Jºss-tº. (S.) – "-la--IAth, S:) lust, or desire, or a hankering after g
-

thing.

(Ks, K.)

Ex.

4.ii.9 Jº it: º

Jº Jº 25 ºf

-

+

also signifies A woman who has generous, noble,
or liberal, children; such as are termed 4.-.
(TA.)

2 of
ºš.
(S) Avert the beggar's evil eye; (Ks;) or the
~~~~" uselae Jº Jº's
force, or eagerness, of his look at thy food, or at
thee; (S;) or his lust; or accomplish his desire, meaning, O thou n'ho assertest that I take the
A neak man: ($, K:) pl. -**.
4. and also **•2. – ***
and avert his eye from thy food, in compassion for verses of other poets and appropriate them to (TA.) See -:2
him; (TA;) do this by giving him a morsel. myself, and, and as it were, take the bark of other
An arrow that has neither feathers nor head;
(S) — º 3. it: 4. 3; Avert from thee trees than my onwn 'iddh, to tan therewith . . . (A’Obeyd, S;) that is trimmed,
shaped, or pared,
o

-

-0.

+

**

the desire of this thing. (TA.)

(TA) [See tae.]
g

~~ :

See

but has neither feathers nor head. (A5, A'Obeyd,
K.) — ** An iron with which a fire is
stirred. (K.)

-

~~9.

~~
1.

ā-ā -º-, aor. : and 2, inf. n. -*, IIe

--

The bark

(**) of trees:

($, K:) or the

***

A vessel that is capacious within :
took off the bark of the stem, or trunk, of the tree: rind of the roots thereof; or of n-hat is hard (K:) a capacious vessel of the kind called :35:
(S:) or **, aor. and inf. n. as above; and thereof. (K.) The soft peel of branches is not ($:) or nºide, or capacious, in the bottom F i.g.
**3, inf. n.
and Wax=31; He took off thus called; nor is the rind of roots called *3, -º-, which, accord. to ISd, is the correct
word; but others say that the ºr and C3
its bark; barked it. (ISd, K.) See 3. = but --~ : n, un. is . (TA.)
--, aor. :, inf. n. *3, He was generous, alſº ãº A bite of an ant. So in a trad., may be interchangeable. (TA.) – **** *A*

-º-º:

-

- d -

-

c.

9 o'

-

A hide tanned with the bark of the trunk of the

2.

noble, or liberal, &c.; [see J-5). (Mºb, K.)

accord. to one reading: accord. to another reading,
($) — *~~ fü. A skin tanned with
He, or it, was eaccellent, or choice. (MA.)
it is *3. Both these words are given by IAth
the same : (S, K:) or with [the kind of bark
[Said of a horse and the like, He nas generous,
on the authority of Z. (TA.)
called] -: (K:) as also
(S, K) and
excellent, strong, light, or snift.] – < **t :

&-

is

see 3.
2 : see 1.
-* *

and

*::

See

*

--- A generous, noble, liberal, man;
**

J.- : (Aboo-Mishal, K.) but the last is dis.
approved by ISd, because it is of the measure
(S, K;)

***

Jºie,

which is not used in the sense of the

3. * 4.3 4-5 [He vied with him, or strove one distinguished by rank or quality, nobility or
ineasure Jºº.
(TA.)
to surpass him, in generosity, nobleness, or libe eminence, reputation or note or consideration;
rality; and he surpassed him therein.] (TA, (K;) excellent; of great north in his kind; one
** Select; chosen; choice: (K:) an epi
who is like his father in generosity and actions: thet applied to anything. (TA.)
art. Jºs-.)

(TA) as also "Jºš (K) [explained as sig
4. re-3) He begot a generous, noble, or liberal,
nifying “liberal, generous”] and W is 33 (S. K.)
~~~
child; such as is termed ---. (S.) [This or you
call a man ºrº-3 when he is generous,
1. --5, aor. 2, inf n. <; and "c-j;
verb, being coupled in the K with “, might noble, or liberal; but when he is unequalled
be imagined syn. therewith ; but this, accord. to among his people in generosity, &c., you say (TA;) and " ----' and "e-l; (K;) He
the TA, is not the case.] El-Aasha says,
<º W ãº sº, in measure like a*- : (El-'Alam extracted, dren out, or caused to come forth, (K,
-

*

-

.

. . . of

,

• ?:

*

* el-º's clej! --~!

*

Y-5 Lolº ºka-i 3.

ºf " . , *

Es-Sakhāwee:)

+

** * * * * : *
+

TA)a thing: apparentlymore especially used with

[but MF doubts the correct
reference to what is talked of, or news, tidings, or
ness of this measure; and seems to think that the

correct word is 'aº; ) Asi. * is 3 3A is said

the like. (TA)—“, aor. 2, (and "---,
inf n. 3-5, TA) and "--as He searched,

($) He begot a generous son in the times when his of a man when he is the man, among them, who or sought, for, or after, it; inquired respecting it;
parents (rejoiced) in him, nihen they produced him; is distinguished by generosity, &c. : (S:) pl. sought for information respecting it; searched
and excellent was that nihich they produced. & and ºf and 44 (K)—- into, inquired into, investigated, scrutinized, or
Accord. to one reading, the second word is 2ú: Eaccellent, as an epithet applied to any animal; examined, it; i.e. an affair. (A$) — 93-,
(IAth;) a generous, excellent, camel or horse;
and
is also read in place of ol. J/3 Juojl;
one of high breed; (ISd;) a strong, light, snift, [aor. 2,] inf. n. <+, He dug up the contents of
in which case, 2ū is fig. the agent of ~~31. camel: (TA:) you say * #5 as well as a grave. (TA, from a trad.) = J: “. &
(TA.) – c-a-31 is said of a woman, in the same
cº, (inf n. <--, L.) Such a one seduces, mis
sense. (T.A.) See also -sºl. – “…a-31 [as Jºse asus (K) pl. -- ($, K) and -3.
or leads astray,
Fr, S, K, or,
also -r-sºl] He begot a convardly child: (from ($.) — cºil <!- The most excellent, and the
accord.
to A'Obeyd, (sº, with the unpointed
**, the “bark” of a tree: TA:) thus the purest, parts of the Kur-án. Of such is the

2.3% ºf

had,

(sº,
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8, i.e., summons, by a cry, to seaition, or the like, mation respecting them; searching into, inquiring
S,) and implores aid of, the sons of such a one. into, investigating, scrutinizing or examining,
them : (K:) a man n-ho searches after nen's,
(Fr, S, K.) [See 10 in art. 32.]

($)— — — &&. and " -uś, t 4 near
place; syn. Jºs.. (L.) — cº- Javº t An

diligently, or nith labour, or perseverance, or emergetic rising, or raising of one's self. (L.)
He searched, or sought, for, time after time, and elicits it; (As;) as also [You say,) *::: tº: 28 Lik Jº Jää f He
• 2 &
•
* ~ *
or after, nen's, or tidings. (TA.) [See also 1.]
rose quickly tº employ himself in this affair.
jºs-S) ºr els-3. (TA)
5.

jºš <-->

(A.)—see
---.
cº
2- . . .

lº-3 [They revealed secrets, one to an
other]: 3-3 signifies the same as 53, (K)
and <--3. (TA.) — lºt: [They searched,
6.

ãº--l <---, (S, Msb, K,) aor. 2.; and

i-seº Jº A patient mind. (K.) — tº
* --~!, (Mºb, K) infºn, ºlº (Mºb;) **** 4. Jº My mind does not patiently
1.

investigated, scrutinized, or examined, together]:
<--tº signifies the same as <<13. (TA.)

à-la- Patience. (K.)

cº

The want, or thing wanted, became attained, refrain from it. (L.)
8. Jºs-3) He, or it, became inflated. (K.) or accomplished. (S, Msb, K.) – -ºš , aor. - ;
• 6 of
— e-º-' His fatness became apparent. (K.) (Msb;) and W tº-1, (S, Msb, K.) inf. n. .e.:
*U 3. An easyy affair. (($, K.) – See
º

*

- d.

One says ità e :==3| The ene became fat. cº-l; (Msb;) He succeeded; he attained, or
(TA.) – See also 1.

10.

accomplished, his nant, or meants, or the thing,
things, that he wanted. (S, Msb, K.) —
or
ś Jºs-tº-1 He exposed himself to a thing;

tº

or ventured upon it: (S, K, TA:) he devoted [You say,] Y

&isit. Such a

$3 &$3

º

o

cº-

A man who attains, or accomplishes,
his want, or wants; pl.
U-2 and
Le :
-

•

2.

--

--

->

ce

cº

himself eagerly to it, and set about it, or com one did not prosper, or succeed, nor attain, or (S, K:) as also '**'. (L, K.)
menced it. (TA.) – See also 1.
accomplish, his want, or nants. (S.) —
**** [a pl. of which the sing, is app.
º IIis affair became easy. ($, K.)
<-- and "3-3 A coat of mail; syn.
-

-

-

--

-

£2.

g ...".

-

i-º, meaning, acc. to analogy, A cause of

4; see 1–éº-3-ºl (S) and “sº

(K) – Also, (or " **, S,) The pericardium;

success, or of the attainment, or accomplishment,
syn. -liſ -3%. (S, K:) pl. ***
(S.) — 4, (TA,) I accomplished for him his want. of one's wants, or of a thing : see an ex. voce
(S, TA) <- &
The house (<) of a man: pl. ºi. (K.)
º God accomplished
(A, TA, art tº--)
for him his want : (K:) or, helped him to
• * of
attain,
or accomplish.
[So tº3!
Jº
º:
ſplish, it. (TA.)
(
) - [So,
aes., aſ God made, or may God make, his
$3, see &
1. 3-3, aor. 2, (§, L.) inf n. 2-3, (L.K.)
nork to succeed, prosper, or have a good issue or He overcame, conquered, subdued, overponiered,
<--> f A hidden secret. (K.) – See <--. result..] – 4: *3) He, or it, overcame him. prevailed
over, or surpassed, him. (AO, S,

***)

-

Asiſ <-- 13. The secret of the people, which (K) Ex 4 tº Jºº & S. If thou
L. K.)—ººl J & 3-, inf n. *,
they concealed, became apparent, or revealed. seek what is vain, it will overcome thee. (A.)
He exerted his judgment in affairs. (Sh, L.)
(Fr, S.) —esiſ <--> Uüí The affair of the
• * of

-

-

.

•

9-7

-

* *

2-8-

- - -

tº o

.

-

-

s

-

…

people, which they kept secret, came to our knon

ledge. (TA) — see tºº. = <-- What
attains its utmost aim ( &: w), of praise, or of

tº-,

5. i-tº-

…

•

and " (re-----!, He — Jºj, (S, M., &c.,) [aor. 2,] inf. n. $3.5

sought, asked, or demanded, the accomplishment (M, L, K) and $33, (K) or the latter is a
simple subst., (M., L.) He (a man, S, L,) was,
of the want, or thing needed, from him who had

or became, courageous, ($, M, L, Mºb, K,) and

promised him; syn. & 3. ($, K) – " ?----- sharp, or vigorous and effective, in those affairs
an encomium. (TA) — ess. A butt at which aúl [He sought, or begged,
of God, success, or

which others lack poncer or ability to accomplish :
one shoots, or casts, consisting of earth collected
the accomplishment of his mant]. (A.) See an (M, L, K :) or, very valiant : or, quick in
together: (S, K:) or earth that is taken forth,
assenting to that which he was called or invited
and of n!hich a butt is constructed, to shoot at, or ex, voce Jºe.
5

cast at. (TA)—i.e. 2: An affair that

... •

to do, whether it were good or evil. (M., L.)

-- - O

6. & 3

-º, (S, A, K,) --~~~

<, aor. 2, inf. n.
has an evil end, conclusion, issue, or result. (TA.) alo') e-l º (ISd) t His dreams followed
one
E <-- A certain leguminous plant.
(K.) = another with truth : (S, K:) or the truth of his 3.35 ($, L.) or <, like Jºé, inf n. *- :
(K;) He became [overcome,) afflicted, dis
dreams was continuous: (ISd:) or he had con tressed, or oppressed,
by sorron, grief, or anariety.
secutive true dreams. (A, L.)
(S, L, K.)—3-3, aor. : , ($, L,) and 2,
i.e. (and **s-, TA) The dust, or earth, 10 : see 5.
which is extr., (i.) [or properly the aor, of
See also 10, and 4. –
* ~ *

4 o' --

3-3 slow; tardy. (K.) [See :)

-

that is taken forth, or dug out, from a nell; (S;)
i.g.

ãº.

apparent, or manifest, of that nihich is foul, or
disgraceful, of news, tidings, or information. (S,K.)
E

33, inf n. 2-3, (S. L.) He (a man, Ş)
5

($, K.) — i- What has become

** Endeavour;

effort: (K:) as also

(TA) So in the phrase <>3 &

'º, (S, Msb, K,) two substs.,

2

3 and

-3 and the latter from

anriety : (S, L:) and " < he (a man, TA)
s 3i, (Msb,) Success; or the attainment, or sneated. (K.) —tº 3-, (K,) or 5. “,

the former
-

sneated, by reason of work, or of sorrow, grief, or

from

#3. accomplishment, of one's wants, (S, Msb,) or, of (L,) He, (L.) or it, namely

(iii.

utmost endeavour, or effort, was ºrted, Or
ployed]. (K.)

* and W. <-

o

em

a thing.
*

:

-

3-5-1

[See an ex. voce
5

... •

tºs

One who is in the habit of

(K.)

o

3.

aor. 2,

(TA,) inf. n. 3- (K) He was, or became,
stupid, dull, wanting in intelligence; not penetra

*

See

º

the body, (K,)

flowed with sneat. (L, K.) — <eº,

-

-

-

ting, sharp, vigorous, or effective, in the per

-

tº-

Us!, Right counsel, advice, or opinion. forming
of affairs; soft, without strength, or
(S,
K.)
*** Jº', (S, K,) and W ***, sturdiness, and nithout endurance : and weary,
searching, or seeking, for, or after, things; of
inquiring respecting them; of seeking for infor. (K,) : A vehement pace : (K:) a quick pace. or fatigued. (K, T.A.) — < IIe became
s

-

-

5 a -

s

-

Book I.]
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terrified, or frightened. (L.) = <5, (aor. 2, 2-1 He (a man) became strong after having mountains of Teiyi, and from El-Mirbed to
L,) inf. n. 23-3, It (a thing, or an affair,) was, been weak, ($, L, K,) or sick. (TA.) – ºs--l Wejreh : Dhāt-'Irk is the beginning ofTihámeh,
6

x

→

or became, apparent, manifest, plain, or evident.
*, (L, TA) He became em. extending to the sea and Juddeh; El-Medeeneh
(L, K) – 4:3, aor. 2, inf. n. 3,-i, It (a boldened against him, (S, L, K,) and clave to is not of Tihámeh nor of Nejd, but of El-Hijáz,
road) was, or became, apparent, manifest, con him, (L.) after having regarded him with ane, higher than El-Ghowr, or El-Ghér, and lower
2 . , 6 a.
‘picous, or plain. (L.) – 3-3 tº Jºš •Ulae) or fear. ($, L, K.) – ºs---! He became than Nejd. (IAar, L.) – 3: An elevated

“ie, (§, L.) and

tº:-

(A.) road: ($ ) or an elevated and conspicuous road.
(L, K.) A road in a mountain. (L.) [Hence

He gave him the land nith nºhat came courageous after having been convardly.

forth from it.

See also

(L.)

&

“.

-** o ... •

2:39, expl. below,
23. *s-,

(inf n. 3-3, K,) Time, or
*: IIigh, or elevated, land or country :
habit, or fortune, tried, or proved, him, and (S, L, Msb, K:) or hard, and rugged, and
taught him, (S, L,) and rendered him expert, or elevated, or high, table-land: only stony and
experienced, and well informed, (L,) or firm, or rugged, or hard, elevated land, like a mountain,
sound, in judgment: (K.) as also ejº, which standing over against one and intercepting his
view of what is behind it, but not very high,
is more approved. (L.) = 2+, inf. n.
He ran ; syn. '..e. (K) = 2+, inf. n. is thus called: (L:) pl. 2.5i, ($, L, K,) a pl.
2.

****

He ornamented, or decorated, a house of pauc., (TA,) and sº, (L, K,) [also a pl.
or tent (<re-) with the articles of furniture of pauc.,] and
and 3,4- (S. L., K) and
called **, pl. of 3-5. (S,” L, K:”) [and,
3-3, (IAar, L, K;) and pl. of 3,43, #3-5,

*** ,

3'-

… .º

accord. to present usage, he manufactured beds [another pl. of pauc.;]

-

&ue.] — cº-wº

º

[Kur, xc. 10] We have shown him
the two nays; the way of good and that of evil:

(Beyd, Jel, L.) or the two conspicuous ways:
(L:) — or We have given him the two breasts;
(Beyd, L;) for 343 also signifies a woman's
breast; (L, K;) the belly beneath it being like

the [country called] sº. (TA)— º, Li
4; 34.3 (, Norv, by her two breasts, didst
thou not that? A form of oath of the Arabs.

(MF)— is and * 3-6

A thing, or an

(S, K;) or this is a affair, apparent, manifest, plain, or evident. (L.)

3-,

and the like, and pillows; and teased, separated, mistake, and it is pl. of
like as 3. is
or loosened, cotton, for stuffing beds, &c., with
pl. of- or it is a pl. deviating from common
the bony and mallet: see also 3ºl.

3.

rule. (IB, L.) You say sº 4.5%
He went forth to him to fight, or
Ascend thou these high lands; and 3-3, Júts
combat. (A.) – Jº stºs-U She (a camel)
this high land, making it singular. (L)
vied nith the other camels in abundance of milk :
she yielded abundance of milk when the other 3-3, (§, L, K, &c.,) and Jºj, (K) the latter
of the dial. of Hudheyl, (Akh,) of the masc.
camels had little. (L, K.”) – See 4.
gender, [The high land, or country;] a division
of the country of the Arabs; opposed to *'',
and "343, aor. 2; (Mºbi) and **s-u, inf. n. [or the low country,) i.e., Tihāmeh; all the high
land from Tihámeh to the land of El-'Irak; (S,
33-&; (S, L;) He aided, or assisted, another: L;)
above it are Tihámeh and El-Yemen, and
(S, L, Msb, K ;) he succoured him. (L.) –
belon, it El-'Irak and Esh-Shām; (K;) it begins,
aºke ous-31 He aided, or assisted, him against
3.

and in art.

•-u

-

and
art.

*# £31. 34, and :*: &l, (S, L, K,)
:*: £51, (L, K,) and 2:39,
&ue.) and 2-1, (L, K,) the is

(K,

one

who surmounts difficult affairs: (A :) or he is

one niho manages affairs thoroughly, (L, K,) and

-

4. 2s-1, (§, L, Mºb, K.) inf n. Sº, (L5)

o,” .

…

towards El-Hijáz, at Dhāt-'Irk, (Msb, K,)
him. (L.)— ãº Jºs-31 (S, L, K) He answered,
or complied nith, the call, prayer, or invitation.
(L, K.).And 3,23, 32-3. He answered, or com
plied nith, his call, prayer, or invitation. (M., L.)
– Ja-31 He was, or became, or dren, near to
his family, or wife; expl. by

sº &: 35.

(Lh, ISd, K.) = it…I <-2 =3). The sky became

clear.

(K.) – ºs-31 (L, K) and "Jº-3 (K)

He, or it, (a person, or thing, L, both said of

such a thing as a mountain, TA,) became high,
or lofty. (L, K.) – <º jū + He became
famous in the lon, countries and in the high.
(A.) — Jºſ, (inf. n. >|<!, L,) He entered
6

- e.

upon the country of Nejd: ($, L:) or he came
to Nejd, or to high land or country: (L, K:)
or he ment thither: (L:) or he ment forth to,

masters them : (L:) or he is a man expert in
affairs, who surmounts and masters them by his
knowledge and experience and excellent judgment :
or, who aims at lofty things: (K, art.
:) or
he is one n:ho rises to eminences, or to lofty things

or circumstances, or to the means of attaining
such things: (S:) as also
£º: (S, K,

º

art.

.) See

3-3, and 3-&- 3-3, sing.

of 3,43 (A’obeyd, S, L, K) and of stº, (L.

and ends at Sandid of El-'Irak, and hence it is K,) which signify The articles of household jºur

said to form no part of El-Hijáz: (Msb:) or

niture and the like

(e-)

with nihich a house

it comprises all that is beyond the moat, or or tent (stre+) is ornamented, or decorated;
fosse, which Kisrå made to the Sandid of El-'Irak (A’Obeyd, S, L;) the carpets and beds or other
until one inclines to the Harrah (5-1), n:hen things that are spread, and the pillon's, used for
he is in El-Hijáz; (El-Báhilee, T, L, Msb;) that purpose: (L, K:) the cloths or stuffs used for
and it eatends to the east of El-Ghonºr, or this purpose, nith nihich the walls are hung, and
El-Ghār; which is all the tract of which the which are spread; (L;) the curtains which are
torrents flow westwards : Tihámeh extends from hung upon the walls: (A :) and stº, pl. of
Dhāt-'Irk to the distance of two days’ journey 3.3, household jurniture, consisting of such
beyond Mekkeh: the tract beyond this, west things as are spread, and pillon's, and curtains.
ward, is Ghowr, or Ghér; and beyond this, (L.) = & A skilful, or an expert, guide of
southwards, is Es-Saráh, as far as the frontiers the way. (L, K.) = 3-3, (K,) or "33,
of El-Yemen: (El-Báhilee, L:) or, as the (L,) A place in mºhich are no trees. (L, K.) =
Arabs of the desert have been heard to say, 3-3 A kind of tree resembling the 2. (L, K)
the country n!hich one enters when, journeying in its colour and manner of growth and its
upnyards, he leaves behind him 'Ijliz, nºbich is thorns. (L.)

or towards, it. (Lh, ISd, L, K.) — <i above El-Karyateyn, and which he quits when
tºa- & &4, a proverb, He enters Nejd nºho he descends from the mountain-roads of Dhāt

3- Sneat, ($, L, K,) by reason of nork, or

sees Hadan, which is the name of a mountain; 'Irk, where he enters Tihámeh, and nºhen he of sorrow, grief, or anxiety, &c.

i.e., in going up from El-Ghowr, or El-Ghér. meets with the stony tracts termed 25- in Nejd,
(S, L.)

5, 2– see 4.— He swore a

(L.) =

<!-- A certain sect of the Khárijees, (S, L,)

where El-Hijáz commences: (As, I. :) or the of those called the Harooreeyeh; (L;) the com
panions, ($, K,) or followers, (L.) of Nejdeh
big oath. (L.) high country from Bafn-er-Rummeh to the Ibn-'Amir (S, L, K) El-Harooree (L) El-Hana

mountain-roads of Dhāt-'Irk : (ISk, L:) or the

10.

**s--- He asked, or desired, of him aid, country from El-'Odheyb to Dhāt-'Irk, and to fee, (S, L, K,) of the Benoo-Haneefeh; (TA;)

or assistance, ($, L, K,”) and succour. (L.) – El-Yemdimeh, and to El-Yemen, and to the two

also called "āºl. (TA)
349
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:

**- : see -ºs--

3-3

and

"3-3

and

"3-3

(S, M, L, K)

"33 (M, L, K) A courageous man, ($,

and
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M, L, K,) sharp, or vigorous and effective, in
those affairs which others lack poner or ability to
accomplish : (M, L, K :) or courageous and
strong: (Msb:) or very valiant: or quick in
assenting to that which he is called or invited to
do, whether it be good or evil: (M, L :) pl. of
3-3, sº, like as §§ is pl. of His (S, L;)

or this is pl. of 33 and 3-33 (Sb, M, L3)

means : a man of tall stature : for when a man of the masc. gender. (L.) — A nine-vessel:
is tall his x'=3 must be long. (L.)
(K:) any vessel into which wine is put, (A’Obeyd,
S,
K,”) such as a *9, (L,) or a + 1- &c. :
33-3, applied to a she-ass, and to a she-camel, (A’Obeyd,
S, L:) of a wine-cup, or a cup of
Long-necked: (L, K:) or, so applied, (K,) or
specially to a she-ass, (L,) or to a wild she-ass, nine; syn. Jºë: (L:) or a vessel in which wine
(S,) that does not become pregnant : ($, L, K:) is cleared; (A ;) a clarifier, or strainer for nine;
but Sh says, that this meaning is disapproved; syn. 3.3% ; (Lth, L;) which last is the meaning
and that the correct meaning is tall, applied to a that most assign to the word. (TA.) – Saffron.
she-ass : (L:) or tall; overpeering : (S, L:) or (A5, L, K.) — Blood. (A5, L, K.)
high and great : from 3- [signifying “high or
<-- A small mountain (K, [in the CK, for
elevated land”]: (As, L:) pl. 343. (S, L,
K.) — Also, applied to a she-camel, Sharp; J.-- is put J.-- ,]) overlooking a valley. (TA.)

of 3-

: (M, L:) the pl. of this last is spirited; vigorous : (L, K:) a correct meaning
thus applied: (Sh:) or strong : (R:) one that
3- and 13.3. ($, L.) – "
The lion :
precedes, or outgoes, others: (L, K :) or strong
(K:) so called because of his courage. . (TA.) in spirit: (L:) pl. as above. (K.) – Also,
— 3-1- es:
A man quick in accom so applied, Abounding with milk : (L, K :) and,
plishing that nihich is n'anted, or needed. (S, L.) that vies with the other camels in abundance of
and "3,4-ºx (L) and '
(TA) and milk, (L, K,) and surpasses them therein, (L.) or
W 3-3, in which last the is perhaps inserted by wields abundance when they have little: (K:) [but
for &
in the copies of the K in my hands,
poetic licence, (L,) Sweating, by reason of work,
and not

**

3-

-

*

**

*** A kind of ornament, (L, K,) worn by
nomen, (L) adorned with gems, or jenels, (L,

-

K,) one over another: (L:) a necklace of pearls
and gold, or of cloves, a span in breadth, eac
tending from the neck to the part beneath the
breasts, and lying upon the place of the *- :
(L, K;) i.e. of the SU-3 of a man's sword:
from sº *::: (L:) pl. **. (L, K.)

%

5 .

.

o.

-

3.As-o A light staff or stick with which a beast
I read & 13) :] pl. as above. (K.) — Also, of carriage is urged on. (K.) — A stick, or
so applied, That lies donºn upon a high, or elevated, wooden instrument, with which wool is teased,
place : (K:) or that mill not lie donn save upon or separated, i. q. -j-. (?) (TA,) and with which
high ground: (L:) pl. as above. (K.) — Also, the 4-i- of a camel's saddle is stuffed. (K, T.A.)

or of sorron, grief, or anaciety, &c. (L., T.A.) meaning “when they yield abundance of milk,”
…

See also

o.

3, ...

a 2 3

• 22

*A*- : See Aa-5 ,

e.

An intelligent woman; sharp, or quick, in in

3.x=3, a simple subst. (M, L,) Courage, (S,
M, L, MSb, K,) and sharpness, or vigour and
effectiveness, in those affairs nºbich others lack
ponder or ability to accomplish : (M, L:) or
courage with steadiness, and calmness in anaiting
fearlessly death, victory, or martyrdom: (Esh
Shiháb [El-Khafájee] :) or great valour: or
quickness in assenting to that nihich one is called
or invited to do, nhether it be good or evil. (M,
L.) — à- 3% A man possessing valour. ($, L.)
See 2-4.
$3.3 Fight; combat; battle.

sº. A man who aids, or assists, much or
tellect : (K:) possessing judgment; as though she
exerted her judgment in affairs: a strange mean nell. (Lh, L.)
ing in which the word is used in a trad.: (Sh, L:)

º

P o –

33-& Overcome, conquered; subdued; over
powered : and fatigued. (L.) – 33-, and
One niho works in shaking and spreading W ** (and Y 3,4- applied to a female, R,)

pl. as above. (K.) – See **,

*

and

*-ū.

6

E

in e.

and stuffing and arranging [those articles of
Afflicted, distressed, or oppressed, by sorrow,
household furniture which are called] * [pl.
grief or anaciety. (S, L, K.) See also 2-3.
of 3-3]. (M, L.) See also $3.
3.4% In a state of perishing or destruction.

-

º

-

º

Jº-3 ;

6

-

*

> .

(L. K.)—see 3-6.

see A-3, and 33-c.

-

(L, Kj – Terror; fright. (L, K) – Diſ.
ficulty; distress; affliction;

33

One who manufactures

(8%)

beds

3:4, as also 3-3,

(S, L.) which latter is

adversity: (Lh,

and the like, and pillon's; and sen's them : (S, L, the more approved, (L.) A man tried and
K:) [and, accord. to present usage, who teases, strengthened by experience; earpert, or expe
33-3 & JS Such a one experienced difficulty, separates, or loosens, cotton, for stuffing beds &c., rienced; (S, L, K;) who has had ea perience in
distress, trouble, or adversity. (Lh, S, L.) – neith the bon, and mallet : as also W *** :] one affairs, and has estimated and understood them,
See also a saying of Sakhr-el-Ghei, and a citation n:ho ornaments, or decorates, houses, and beds and become well informed. (L.)
6 º' from a trad., voce J%.
3.As-S Aid; assistance. and the like, and carpets. (AHeyth, L.) See
Jºaº-o: see 5'→3.

s," L, Mºb," Kº) pl. 3,133 (Msb.) Ex.

º e o .

3 *

~ *

-

… dao

(Mºb)—º
thereof: contr. of

5

. .”

* *

-

Jºl 3A f He is ignorant also 25-3.

º: cººl

s

3

-

p 6 -

-

-

-

3-&

A fighter; a combatant. (S, L, K.)

sº. By 5-3 is
Jºe-G and "33-, Stupid, dull, wanting in — An aider; an assistant; (K;) [and so, app.,
meant an allusion to Nejdeh El-Harooree. (A.) intelligence; not penetrating, sharp, vigorous, or
* 3:3 and " …; and " 3,43, mentioned in
See A-3.
effective, in the performing of affairs; soft, the A].
neithout strength, or sturdiness, and without
33-, with kesr, Trial, or affliction, (º) endurance: and weary, or fatigued. (TA.) –
[experienced] in wars. (Esh-Shiháb [El-Kha See 31. 33-3, aor. 2, (TK,) [or 2, accord. to the
ºf

. ,"

-

fájee] and T.A.)
*a

a

3

ag-As-J):

rule of the Klinſ. n. 43, (L. K.) He bit him,

33-3, sing of 3-5 (L.) which signifies
• 2 :

See Jºaº.

or it, (L, K,) with the

Ja-ú, which is the tooth

Streaks of fat (L, K) upon the shoulders of a next behind the canine tooth : [but see this word :]
6 e -

camel: occurring in a trad.: so called because
(L:) or, with the 3-9. = 33-3 (inf. n. Jº-3,
3- The suspensory cords or strings of a of their elevation. (L.)
TK,) f He importuned him in asking : Jº-3 sig
sword: ($, K :) or the part thereof that lies upon
3,4-6 Wine : (A5, L, K:) or excellent nine: fies also vehement speaking. (K.)
the shoulder. (L.) —sº Jºsé [lit., Having
or the first nine that comes forth when the clay
2. 33.3 It (experience) strengthened him :
long suspensory cords or strings to his snºord,) is removed from the mouth of the jar: (A$, L:)
5 o -
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Jº — jº

(A:) or tried and strengthened him. (S, L.)

jº

II poured water into, or upon, the cys-3, so

Suheym Ibn-Wetheel says,

that I made the door to have no creaking]. (S.)

3-5, (S, A, Mºb) aor. 2, (S, Msb) inf n.
#3

- 22

-2

- -

andjº

- -

jº
See Jº, throughout.
(S, A, Msb, K,) He norked wood as a
carpenter; cut or hened it; formed or fashioned
à-3 [Cuttings, chips, parings, shavings, or
[And the applying myself to the management of it by cutting; cut it out; hened it out; shaped
the
like, of nood;] what is cut, or henºn, (K, TA,)
affairs has tried and strengthened me]. ($, L.) it out; syn. <-- ; (Lth, S, A, K;) or, as some
ºn 3,3'--

*

Jºãº

3-,

º

from wood, (TA,) when it is worked by the

See 3, in art. 233. And see *.
say,

Je-9 sing of

3-3,

31.5 . (TA.) =éº,(TA) ſaor, above,

which signifies The accord. to the rule of the K.J inf. n. 2-3, (K,)

carpenter. (TA.)

ãº The art of carpentry.

º

(Msb, K.)

She (a woman) made, or prepared, the kind of
furthest of the J-ºff [or molar teeth], (S, A,
Milk mixed with flour: or with clarified
L., Msb, K,) of a man; (S, Msb ;) which are food called 5-3, (K, TA) for her children,
butter:
(K:)
or, accord. to Abu-l-Ghamr El
and her pastors. (TA.)
four in number, (S, L, Mºb, K,) next after
Kilábee, fresh milk to which clarified butter is
the 1-ji: (L;) also called 2'- Jº, [or
3.3 + The shape, or form, of a man [or beast];
the teeth of puberty, and Jiaº Jº, or the his appearance, or external state or condition :

§se:

added. ($) See §º-.

wisdom-teeth, (S, Mgh, L, Mºb,) because they (TA :) + species; distinctive quality or property;

grow after the attaining to puberty, and the

syn.

&;

as also

"jº and ** 3:

(S, TA:)

jū A carpenter. (S, A, Mºb, K.)
Jº The anchor of a ship, (A, K,) composed

completion of the intellectual faculties: ($, L, ! nature; natural or native disposition or temper of pieces of wood, (K, TA,) which are put with
Msb:) or all the J-9-31 [or molar-teeth]: or or other quality or property; (A, TA;) of a their heads in contrary directions, and the mid
the teeth meat behind the canine teeth : (L, man [&c.]; as also

** or W jº.

(A [in my dles of which are bound together in one place,
after nihich, (TA,) molten lead is poured betn’een
them, so that they become like a rock; (K, TA;)
the heads of the pieces of wood project, and to
these are tied ropes; then it is lonyered in the nºater,
(TA,) and nºhen it becomes fast, the ship becomes
fast : (K, TA :) .it is a Persian word, (TA,)
**
[He laughed so that his
(S,” TA;) as also
(S,” Mºb, TA) and arabicized, from 3: (K, TA:) [or from the
Je-19; appeared]; (L, Mgb;) because Moham
mad's utmost laugh was slight; or this is a * 3: (S, TA:) generosity of mind or spirit Greek dykupa :] accord. to the T, a word of the
dial
of El-Irák. (TA) You say Jisi 28
hyperbolical expression, not meant to be literally (A.) It is said in the prov.,
2. c : &
understood; for the signification of Je-lº most
35-51 cº-e He is heavier than an anchor. (A.)
commonly obtaining is the first of those given
3.
:

Msb, Ki:) altogether four in number : (L, Mºb :)
copy of the A written erroneously *: :]) his place
or the canine teeth: (L, MSb, K:) which last,
accord. to Th, (L, Msb,) or the last but one, of growth; as also jº: (A:) origin; syn. J2. ;
accord. to IAth, (L) is the signification meant as also "3- and 3-3, (S,” K.) grounds of
in the trad. (respecting Mohammad, L.) 4-3 pretension to respect; rank or quality, nobility,
honourableness, or estimableness; syn. W &--

33-3

Ji-

"3-

'

above: (L:) the phrase also signifies he laughed
violently, or immoderately : ($, L:) the term
Js-193 is also sometimes

::

' tº Jº Jº Jé
tº &. Jº Jºãº

6

.

3'-

g

: See

j'e-l.

*

3, ... Wood worked, cut, hened, formed, or

used in relation to the

Every species of camels is their species: ($:) or
horse, (S, L.) or a solid-hoofed animal, as well every origin &c.; (K:) [and every mark of the fashioned by the carpenter. (A.)
as man; (Bári’, Mgb;) and they are [termed] camels of the various peoples of the norld is their
jº
the ~º in a soft-footed animal such as the mark : (the latter hemistich is omitted in the
camel ; and the
in a cloven-hoofed animal. S, K, but inserted in the TA:)] the camels here
1. 3-3, aor. 4, (5 K) infnºs ($) and
(S, L.) See also &-.
Çie l, as mentioned by the poet were stolen from among
a variety of camels, and comprised every species jº, aor. , (K) infn.335 (TK.) It (a thing,
1 They held her fast, as one holds fast in biting
... of
[with every mark]. (TA.) The proverb is ap S, TA,) came to an end; came to nought ;

8-|3:

—3-ºl,

with all his grinders. (L, from a trad) — Lºl
33-6 + He was immoderate in his laughter:
and, in his anger. (A.) — **-ū Jº Jaé
+ He attained to the age of puberty; or of manly

vigour; or offirmness, or soundness, of judgment:
(A, L, K:”) and he bacame patient, and firm,
vigorous, or hardy, in the management of affairs.

perished, passed anay: ($, K, TA:) in these

plied to him who confounds things; (S;) and
senses, the former is the more chaste, and has
means, he has in him every sort of disposition,
been
so generally used that the latter has been
and has no opinion in which he is settled.
said to be not allowable; but both have been
(A’Obeyd, S, K.) [See Freytag's Arab. Prov.,
heard. (TA.) It (a speech or discourse) finished,
ii. 317. See also jé ..]
(K, TA,) and became complete. (TA.) He (a
man) died: (S:) occurring in a verse of En

&ſº The piece of wood in which is the foot of
Nábighah Edh-Dhubyánee: as related by J,
a door: (K:) or the piece of wood upon nihich
his knowledge, &c., sound, or firm. (A) — sº the foot of a door turns : (S:) or the foot of a 3-5; but as related by A'Obeyd, 3.3. (TA.)
*i-ſº His je-133 appeared by reason of anger door, upon which it turns : (A :) or the alsº = 3.913-3, (A, Mgh, Mºb, K) aor. 3, (Mºb,
or of laughter. (L.)
[a Persian word signifying a bolt, and a hook, K.) infºn. 3:3: (Msb;) and 3-3, aor. 2, (K;)
of a door. (IAar, T.A.) [Chald. Nº. vectis, inf. n. 3-5; (TK;) The promise came to pass,
3: + A man (S, L) tried and strengthened
and was accomplished: (A, Mgh:) or the pro

(L)–:** **, *, J. & tº mad,

pessulus: (Golius :) which suggests that the

by experience; expert, or experienced: (T, S, original signification may be that assigned by mise was prompt, or quick, in taking effect :
L., K.) or (so in the L; in the K, and) who has IAar: but the first and second and third are (Mgb:) or the thing promised (TK) came, ar
experienced probations, trials, or calamities, (Lh, alone agreeable with the following verse.] AO, rived, or became present: (K, TA:) in this
L, K) and thus become a vigorous manager of

sense, the former is the more chaste; but both

cites this ex. :

affairs. (TA) See also 3:3.
3-& [Moles] : used as pl. of 3-, (L, K,)

have been heard. (TA) =jś is also trans.:
*

Ji- º G & 4-3

+

:-

-

and of 34*. (L, K, &c., art. Jé-.)

33

•

6.

<!-- #3

#

see 4, in four places.

º

2 : see 4.
-
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[app, meaning, Quickly as the running of Esh
Shamoos; ready with ready, or prompt with

5: see 10, in five places.

3. 9-u, (Mgh) or Jún š-u, (A) infn.

6: see 3.

$ºt..., (S, A, Mgh, K.) He fought him ; (K.)

or he went, or came, out, or forth, in the field,
10. <!-3s−1, and "tºſs-J, He sought,
to fight him, (S, Mgh, Mgb,) and fought him : or asked, or demanded, the accomplishment of his
(S, Mgh:) or he (a horseman) went, or came, want, from him niho had promised him; (Mgb;)
out, or forth, into the field, to fight him, (another
horseman,) and they strove together until each of syn. Ø-º-º-ºk (S. K.) And ºr j-,

prompt;] is explained by IAgr, as meaning,

- * *

Thou hast given an evil recompense and I have
recompensed thee in like manner: or, as he says

in one place, this is said when one does a thing
and thou dost the like thereof; he not being able
to go beyond thee in word or in deed. (TA.)
‘them slen, the other, or until one of them was and Yuj-, (Mgh) or $32), (K.) He sought,
[Respecting this saying, Freytag says, in his
slain : (TA:) and "3-3 signifies the same or asked, or demanded, the fulfilment of the pro Arab. Prov., i. 305, (where, for 5-0 we find
mise: (Mgh, K:) and ãº "9-5 he ashed
as § tº: (K:) you say, 2,413-14% meaning,
• *

*

> *

of him the fulfilment of the promise. (TA.)
The people contended together in the mutual
shedding of blood; as though they hastened in Hence, <ſº * 3:43 The demanding and re
You say also,
doing so. (TA.) [Hence the saying,) <, & ceiving of immunities. (Mgh.)
**** * *
2

3-& Jºis ºl-9,

[If thou desire the re

-> &

*

0 ,

->

o - d.

jeu,) that it applies to him who is equal to
the execution of the things which he undertakes,

as well good as bad; and that Jº is to be
supplied before

&-]

** arº ºjº-j, and 45-5, [app. mean

ciprocal prevention of fighting, and the making ing, I sought, or asked, or demanded, of him the
of peace, let it be before fighting]: (A:) or finishing, or completion, of a writing, or letter,
(S, K) [the reciprocal or book.] (A.)
prevention of fighting, and the making of peace, ja-3 and "3.3 are syn. You say,

L-º-3
1.

J.-,

aor. 2; (S, Msb, K;) and J--,

*tº Jºš º-º-º:

6 o' .

[should be] before the striving together, (**), 4-1- jº, and dºu-"jº, Thou
as in the CK,) or hastening, (as ſtºl, as in point of accomplishing thy want.
some copies of the K and in the TA, and, accord.
to the latter, agº) in fighting: (K, TA:) a jº-j : see j-5.

proverb: (S, TA:) relating to the prudence of him

º

-

3-

power to withstand: (K:) or applied to him who
seeks peace after fighting. (A’Obeyd, K.) –

• of

º,

aor. 2; (Msb;) and J.-, aor. 2, (K,) accord.

st-3'

art on the

(S, K.)

5 o -

6 o' --

who hastens to flee from him whom he has not

-

Jº

to some, but the books of good repute are silent
respecting this last; (Msb;) inf. n. J--, (S,
Mºb, TA,) of the first; (Mºb;) and *3,
(TA) or this last is a simple subst. [as the verb

J-- to which by rule it should belong is not of
-

: see jº-U, in three places.
azz

-

: *~

:#;

good authority]; (Msb;) It was, or became,
unclean, dirty, filthy, or impure; (Msb;) [i.e.,]

Also, He contended with him in an altercation;

#52-5 A recompense. You say, Jºjº cº-3') contr. of 3.9, or * : (Msb, K:*) *: is of
(TA.)
two kinds; one kind is perceived by sense; and

disputed with him; litigated with him. (TA.)

jºu Coming to an end; coming to nought; one kind is perceived by the mind; of which

I

will assuredly pay thy recompense.
5

2 *~

*

-

*, * *

*

-

-

perishing; passing anay. (TA.) – [Complete: latter kind is that which is attributed, in the

4. are-le- ja 5), (K) inf. n. jºl; (TA) accomplished.] – A promise that has been ful Kur, ix. 28, to those who assert God to have
and Y tºjº, (ISk, S, K) aor. 2, inf n. 3-3 filled; as also "3-3: (TA:) or that has come associates: (Er-Răghib, B:) but in this latter
(ISk, S) and jº,

or this is a subst. in the sense

to pass, and is accomplished. (A, Mgh.) – sense, it is said by Z, to be tropical. (TA.) [See also
ofjº, like :[ae in that of:[aºl; (Har, p.326) Present; ready; (S, Msb, K, TA;) as also à-tº- below.] You also say, (of a garment,
He accomplished his want; (ISk, Ş, K:) and "3-3: (K:) and Y both, promptly, or quickly, A, Msb,) W J---, meaning, It was, or became,
4.-- **ś I accomplished for him his want. done, or given. (T.A.) You say, 5-5 ** rendered unclean, dirty, filthy, or impure. (A,

Mºb, K) = +, [app. an inf n, of which

(A) – 4:913-1, (A, Mgh, CK) and "5-3,

(S.) He fulfilled, or performed, the promise : (S," je-Gº (S, A, Mgh, Mºb) [I sold it, or I sold to the verb is J-5.) The making a child's 33,4
A," Mgh, CK:) or he made the promise to be him, present, or ready, [merchandise,] for [or amulet, of any of the kinds described belon,
prompt, or quick, in taking effect. (Mºb.) You present, or ready, [money, 1 (TA,) like * º, voce J-ºs-il. (TA)
s Sºº*3. (S.)
say also, 3:33 Jºe ja-3). He fulfilled to me the (S, A, Mgh, Mºb,) i.e., yº-º-º:o
º

promise; (K, accord. to the TA;) as also "3-5
4, ; (TA:) and 42 y 33-3 I made it to be

o e

2. --, (S, A, Mºb, K) int. n. J.-3,
And

j-tº Jºë ſº $, meaning, A debt to be

(TA,) He rendered him, or it, unclean, dirty,
paid at a future time shall not be sold for ready
prompt, or quick in taking effect to him. (Msb.)
filthy, or impure; (A, Msb, K;) and "4->
money. (Mgh.) And #eº jeºu is a proverb, signifies the same. (S, A, K.) El-Hasan said
[Hence the saying,) 3é tº-jºº (S, K) An
•

5

-

[meaning Ready merchandise with ready money, of a man who married a woman with whom he
ingenuous man fulfils what he promises: a pro
verb: (TA:) alluding to the fulfilment of a like as 34, and Jº Jºe. (TA) It is had committed fornication, º 3- 3. " *: sº
promise: and sometimes, to the asking, or de said in a trad, jeº 9-º- lsº [Sell ye present [He defiled her, therefore he is most northy of
manding, the fulfilment thereof: El-Hárith the merchandise for ready money]. ($) And a her] (A, TA") — ºn 4: Iſsins, or
son of 'Amr said to Sakhr the son of Nahshal, poet (Abeed Ibn-El-Abras, TA, art. Ye,) says,
crimes, defiled him]. (A, TA.) = 4. J--, and
“Shall I guide thee to booty and one fifth of it
sº ºf 33
*-*, He charmed him; or fortified him by a
be for me?” and he answered, “Yes:” so he
+

guided him to some people from El-Yemen, and
Sakhr made a sudden attack upon them, and

º

*

3-& Jé &#2

charm or an amulet [of any of the kinds described
+5

belon, voce

(S, TA, ubi supra;) [And when griefs attend
engaged with them in conflict, and overcame, and
thee, know that] they are, some, debts to be
obtained booty; and when he turned back,

**3, q.v.j;

syn.

§e.

(TA.)

4: see 2, in two places.

payed at future periods, and some, payments
El-Hárith said to him the above words, and
5. J-º-º: See J--. = He did a deed n-here
in ready money. (TA, ubi supra.) The saying
Sakhr fulfilled his promise to him. (K.) —
[of 'Abd-Allah Ibn 'Āmir El-Kurashee, owner by to become free from uncleanness, dirt, filth, or
Jºãº Jº ja-31 He hastened and completed, or of
a horse named Esh-Shamoos, (TA, art. impurity; (K;) like as you say 35 and &
made

certain,

i. q. ºe

the slaughter of the slain man;
(Abu-l-Mikdām Es-Sulamee J-º)]

and

jºi.

+

and K.)

*

<<5, meaning, he did a deed whereby to

• * ,

jet, jet Jº

Lºyº

become free from crime, sin, &c.

(TA.)

2771
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J-5 The name

6

-

of a thing, either something might see him and fall into the snare thus laid for
unclean, or bones of the dead, or a menstruous him ; and in like manner it is used with respect to
rag, which used to be hung upon him for n:hom marriage, [i.e., with respect to dowers, and other

*

See L-a-.

-

J-3 and "Jºš (S, A, O, Mºb, K) and

there nas a fear of the jinn's, or genii's, being things: (A, Mgh, Mgbº) and the doing thus is
attached to him : (K:) or the hanging of some forbidden: (Mgh:) it is from Lºí signifying
such thing upon such a person, as a child or any “he roused ” game: (Mgh :) or from the same
other; for they used to say that the jinn would verb signifying “he concealed himself;” because

º o e

"J.; and "Jºsé and

"Jº (A, O, K) Un

clean, dirty, filthy, or impure: (A, Msb, K.)

not approach those things: (TA:) or a thing he who does so conceals his intention: (Msb:) or
which the Arabs used to do, as an amulet, to drive he augmented the price of an article of merchan
anay thereby the [evil] eye : (S:)
also dise, not desiring to purchase it, but in order that

*i-sº
the last of these is only used when the word is
another might hear him and augment in the same
preceded or followed by Jº (ISd:) or only is the name of a kind of amulet; (IAar:) and
manner: (A’Obeyd, L:) or he outbade in a sale,
when it is preceded by Jº: (Fr, S,” and Har "Jº- is syn, with 3,3; [by which may be in order that another might fall into a snare, he
meant either that it signifies an amulet, or that it

in the Durrat-el-Ghowwáš ) but this remark
himself not wanting the thing : (S:) or he aug
correctly applies only to the greater number of is a quasi-inf n. of 2; for it is said that] it is mented the price of an article of merchandise, or
instances: (M, F:) the second of the above five app. a subst. from à-, Or <, as signifying praised it, in order that another might see that,
forms is an inf. n. used as an epithet; (A, Msb;) §e. (IAgr.) See also 2.
and be deceived by him: (Ibrāheem El-Harbee :)
and is [therefore] used as sing, and dual. and pl.
or he praised an article of merchandise belonging
and masc. and fem., without variation: (TA :)

Jºº.

One niho hangs, upon him for nºkom to another in order that he might sell it, or dis

[and the first and last are also used as pls., as there is fear, unclean things, such as bones of the praised it in order that it might not be easy for
will be seen below ; but when so used, I suppose dead, and the like, to drive anay the jinn, or him to sell it : (ISh:) or he concurred with a

or some other coll. gen, n. to be understºod ..] genii; because these beings shun such things; (S,”
the pl. [of every one of the other forms] is J-le A, TA;) one who fortifies by charms or amulets
(A, Msb, TA) and [of the fourth and fifth, and [of the kinds above mentioned]; syn. §4. (K:)
perhaps of the first and third also, though I do pl. &sº (A:) and "Jºj [a pl. of which
not remember similar instances, iº. (TA.)
the sing, is not mentioned] is syn. with &”.
:
[See also i.e., below.] J- and "J-- (IAgr.) = Also, A little piece of skin that is

2:

•

*

*

º; e.

•

man desiring to sell a thing, by praising him :
(Abu-l-Khattāb, K:) or he bargained with a man
desiring to sell a thing, offering him a large price,
in order that another might see him and fall into
a snare: or he scared people from one thing to
another: (K:) also, he praised a thing; or
praised it eacceedingly, or for that nihich was not
2 o'.

.

.

.

[&c.], applied to a man, signify Unclean,’ &c., put upon the notch [n'hich is the place] of the in it, or eaccessively and falsely; syn. Cº. -->e and
| * > 0 &
[both properly and tropically]. (TA.) [The bon-string. (TA.)
ºf: and he invented, or forged, a lie. (TA.)
two following examples
are
said
in
the
A
to
be
2 ~ * ~*
• *; o 2222 9 2 of
It is said in a trad., (S,) W l,ét: Sj, (S, Mgh,
4-º-o: See Lee*-*)
º

tropical] Jºſé Jºi Jºël [Men
are of several kind; and most of tºmºre unclean.]
(A, TA.) And J. 3 & #2: Jī (, ; ; [Verily

de

-T -

-

•

Mºb) i.e., Fe shall not practise J-3, or J-5.

(Mgh, Mºb.) or "Jº tº signifies the bidding one
&

Utº

against another, successively increasing their offers,
in a sale, or other case; (K;) for it sometimes sig
1. ***, aor. , (§, Mºb) inf. n. J.:3, (S, nifies the doing so in the case of a donºry, in order
said in the Kur, ſix. 28, (S, A, TA,) or Jº,
or W J.-, accord. to certain readers. (TA.) = Mºb, K.) He concealed himself. (Msb.) = that the doing so may be heard, and the amount may
Also, all the above forms, A man having an in [And hence, He pursued game, or objects of the consequently be augmented: (TA:) and Sh men
chase : (see Jºº-U. :) or he roused game, or |tions, with respect to "Jºštá, on the authority
curable disease. (T.A.) – See also J-6.
objects of the chase, (S, Mgh, K,) and scared of Aboo-Sa’eed, another thing, which is allow
them from place to place. (TA.) You say also, able, namely, [that it signifies the conspiring to
L-º-º: See L-º-º-o:
the associaters of others with God are but unclean],

6

ºs

º

9 *

a

-

* *

& <ſe bé, meaning, They scared the chase,
º

--

J.-- :
6

-

promote the marrriage of] the noman who has
or game, tonards him, and drove and collected it to been married and divorced time after time; and
him. (TA.) — He searched after a thing, and [the sale of] the article of merchandise that has

d.º.

see L-º-J.
º

*

roused it. (Sh, A'Obéyd, K.) This, accord. to been bought time after time and then sold. (TA.)
Sh, is the primary signification: [but accord. to
6: see 1, last part.
i.e.: : see 1: Uncleanness, dirtiness, filthiness, Fei, the primary signification is the first given
or impurity. (Mgb.) – In the conventional above:] and hence the saying in a trad, &iki º
Jº, said to be a subst. from Jº : see 1.
22 - 2 & 2. ; : ; ; * * * *:

J-se-; ; see U--9.

J -

...

o ºs

language of the law, A particular uncleanness, of
(Sº cº-> āştº
* Jº- U-tu) The sun
such a kind as renders prayer invalid; as urine,
does not rise until three hundred and sixty angels
and blood, and wine. (Mgb.)

rouse it. (TA.) — He drew forth, educed, or
elicited. (K.) — He collected together (S, K)
J.-6 is and "Jºe (S, A, K) and "Jºs; camels [&c.] after a state of dispersion. (S.) –
(TA) An incurable disease : (S, K, TA:) or a
He drove vehemently. (TA.) = Jº, aor. 2,
disease that baffles the
* tº

cº-º.

(A.)

See

. .”

L-º-o
-

6

x

,

Cº-º:
5

.

*

,:

see Jºº-U.

Lº:

*

and

&º:

See

Jºº.

most, unclean, dirty, filthy,
or impure]. You say, 23%) &: J-5 es; S
:[Thou wilt not see any one more unclean than the
unbeliever]. (A, TA.)

Jººl,

(S, Mgh, K,) the form preferred by El-Fārābee,

(Mºb, TA) inf n. Jº (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K)
and Jº, [which is the form generally used by

(Mg) and ºil (Mg, Mºb, K) which is
the more common, (M5b,) but the

Jº [More, and

E.

former

is the

the professors of practical law,) (ISh, Mgh, Sgh,
TA,) or this is a simple subst., (MSb,) He more chaste, ($gh, K,) and ſcº and Jººſ
demanded the sale of an article of merchandise for with kesr to the cy, which is said to be the more
more than its price, (A, Mgh, Msb,) not meaning chaste, (K,) and is preferred by Th, (TA,) but
to purchase it, (Mgh, Msb,) in order that another teshdeed of the & is a mistake, (Mgh, MF,) The
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name of the King of the Abyssinians; (IDrd, $;) or made to reciprocate, (3:3) in

his inside; as

like as one says (sº and 43: an Abyssinian also " …5 and " ~3. (K.) [each of these
word: (IDrd:) or a certain King of the Abyssinians, verbs, of which the last seems to be the most
n:hose name mas i-º, (Mgh, Msb, K3) [as common, signifies, as is implied in the L &c., and
is commonly said; but authors differ respecting accord. to present usage, he made a reiterated
his name;] and IKt says, that Jºº-Ji is in humming in his throat, like a slight coughing, or,

He (a camel, S) had a cough, or coughed. (S

K) = J~3, [aor. ,] inf. n. -“, IIe n'ent,
travelled, or journeyed, at a quick pace : (AA, S,
K:) or nith a light pace: (K:) with much
exertion and perseverance. (TA.) [The inf. n.
only is mentioned, and said, in the $, to be syn.

Coptic as-el, meaning “a gift:” (TA:) or as some say, more violent than coughing; as is with Jº.
originally the proper name of an individual, and often done by a niggard when he is asked for a 2 : see 1. = , = ,
thing:] tº is well known, (S,) and ā-4-3
afterwards a common title. (M.F.)
9

*

& .

...

.

Jºlº : see Jºe-U, in four places.
3

a 2

*

,:

.

Jººs- see Jºe-U, in two places.

game, or objects of the chase; (Mºb;) as also
W

Jº- and W Jº; (Ibn-'Abbād, K;) because

conceals himself: (Msb:) or (Jºel and]
W Jº and Y Jº- signify one who rouses the
he

*-*.

f They

is like it; (Lth, S ;) it is [the making a sound,
or sounds, in the throat, slighter than coughing;
and is the pretence of the niggard: (Lth :) or it
is more violent than coughing; as also
3.

strove, or eacerted themselves, in their nork;

§- — [Hence, from the sound

made a hard journey by night, in order to arrive

ë--

J.-6 A pursuer, or capturer, or insnarer, of

inf. n.

(L.) See also
employed, 3,
w

norked with energy : (AA, S, K :) or they ment
on, travelled, or journeyed, (nºith energy, TA,)

until they came near to the mater : (K:) they
* - d ...

at the mater on the morron.
aOr. 2

•e & .

(S.) – 9- tº-3

He incited, or urged on, We pursued our journey laboriously, or with
energy. (T.A.) – Gºśl ~ t The journey
R. Q. 1. See : – “… He repulsed him harassed such a one, (K,) being long. (TA.) –

a camel.

(K.)

(namely an asker, or a beggar, L) in a foul, or : Jé ~, and 2. Jº, He applied himself
game, or objects of the chase; (Az, TA;) and so an abominable, manner. (L, K.)
to a thing, or set about it, and adhered to it.
"Jº- and "Jºe: (L:) or Jºsé and

''<

R. Q. 2: see

'*

(Akh, K) [and
accord. to
some copies of the K] and W Jºe (Az, K) one

3.

6 * >

i-º-; Niagardlines; avarice (K)—Also,

them toniards him, and drives and collects them to

him : (S, A, TA:) and "Jºsé

one niho drives

*- ***

3. 4.-u, (inf. n. i-lº, TA,) He laid a bet,

bounty; munificence; gene or wager, nith him, (K,) 2: Jé respecting a

who rouses them in order that they may pass by contr., Liberality;
the pursuer, or capturer, or insnarer, thereof: rosity. (K.)

(Akh, Az, K.) or Jºsé signifies one who scares

(TA.)

thing. (TA)—cº J. & I cited him,

-

[Very niggardly, or avaricious]: or invited him, to submit our case to such a one as

the latter word is an imitative sequent: (S, K.) judge; I cited him before such a one as judge.
or it is a corroborative syn. of the former: (MF:) ($, K.)– arre-U I contended neith him, or disputed

rehemently; (TA;) or one who urges camels; as though meaning one who when asked for
(A;) or who collects them. after a state of dis something, disliking to give it, has recourse to a
persion : ($:) and "Jºš [with teshdeed to pretence, and makes a reiterated breathing [or
humming in his throat] as a feint to hide his
the 2- as well as to the US,) one who drives, or
unwillingness. (L.) [See also i--5.)

with him, for glory, or honour, or superiority in
glorious or honourable qualities and the like, (K,)
before a judge, or umpire. (TA.) – Talhah

&is 4-d & es: & Js
Jº ($) [or JºJ) §: for I find it stated in

said to Ibn-'Abbās,

urges, travelling-camels and other beasts of car
the margin of a copy of the $, that J left the final
riage, in the market-place, to elicit their qualities
See as 5'→3.
letter
of & without a vowel point, either fet-hah
of pace: (AA, TA:) and this last also signifies
[absolutely] one who dran's forth, or elicits, a
à-la--, Niggardly, or avaricious, men: base, or dammeh :] Wilt thou that I contend nith thee,
thing. (A’Obeyd, TA) = Also, One who prac. ungenerous, mean, or sordid, men, niho make a or dispute mith thee, for glory, or honour, and
that thou enumerate thine excellencies and the
tises Jº, Or Jº, in an affair of buying and
reiterated humming in the throat (Ös---**)
6 . 6

tº

.

e

*

40 e.

*

*

-

-

* @ ...”.”

selling: (Msb, TA:") [see 1:] and "Jºš one when they are asked for something : (A:) pl. of
45 -

who does so much, or often. (MSb.)
tº
*.

•*

"2-5;
or a pl. having no sing. (TA) [See
\- a
.

.. 6

also

-

-

U->~~~~
...

g

|

see Jºe-U ; the latter, in two

y

places.

o.

•

Jºº-º-º:

-

d .

tº-J

-

*

~~

honour which thou derivest from thine ancestors

&c., I doing the like, and that thou put the
Prophet out of the question, not mentioning thy
relationship to him, since this excellence is con
ceded to thee? (AM.)

-

1.
º,

J

---, aor. 2, inf. n. J.-: (S, A, K,) and

& .

&

Jºº-º-e

J; A saying dramºn forth, or elicited:

"--, inf.

n.

*-ī; (A ;)

He voned; made

6. 19:2-L3 They appointed together a time,
for fighting; and sometimes for other

Júl,

(TA:) and a forged saying, in which is falsehood. a von; ($, K;) put himself under an obligation purposes. (K.)
(IAar, T.A.)
to do a thing. (A) – “3, aor. , inf n. --3
8: see 1. – He sighed vehemently; (K;)
He laid a bet, or wager; betted, or nagered.
Jae
nept and sighed vehemently. (TA.)
(K.) [The explanation of the inf. n. by is,...,
Jºº. See art. Je-l.
in the K, seems to imply that it is the same as
& “ A von. ($, K.) — alsº Ls as He
6

•*

o –

> *

-> * > *

--

-

3; but this appears to be doubtful.] = J~3, died : or he was slain in an expedition undertaken

[&- , &c.

aor. 2 (§, Mºb) or , (K) inf n. *-3, (S. K.)
See Supplement.]

for the sake of God's religion: originally meaning
he accomplished his von ; see Kur, xxxiii. 23:

or this is a subst., (Msb,) and

&- ;

(K;) and

(Msb:) as though he had constrained himself.[by

"--~!; ($, K;) t He raised his voice with a vow] to fight until he died: (TA:) or it signi

*

weeping, or wailing; nept, or nailed, loud; (S;) fies he ended his term, or period of life; ended his
nept, or wailed, most violently; (M, K;) nept, days: (Fr, Zj.) [or he finished his time : (as
****
iterated a sound, or made it to reciprocate, (2233.) or wailed, with prolonged voice. (TA.) – Jºs-3, implied in the $): or he yielded his soul: or he
in his inside : (S, L:) or his voice was reiterated, aor. 2, (S. K.) inf n. 2-3 ($) and -º (K) accomplished his want :] from significations given
1.

ãº, aor. 2, inf.

n.

3-3, He (a man) re
-

-
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2 3 - e.

e.

u-, y-, ju. He proceeded, or journeyed, in a He sighed aloud: the inf ns. syn. with < and
syn. 2.4% }*. (K.) So in the following verse direct course, not desiring [to pursue] any other: Jeej.
(K.)

below.

(T.A.) –

--

A great bet, or wager:

6

as though he had made a vow to do so.
Kumeyt says,

of Jereer :
•* 0 ,

e.

•

Jº J

* G -

e.

• 2 &

Lººs-3 Jººl Uwe- a-is-les

*

: *

~ *~*

( *

*. .

#

-- Jºe cº-au-, **

*

[In Tikhfeh we contended with the snord with the
kings; and our horses, in the evening of Bistám,

*

~ *

*

• 6-

-

-

•

-

El

8 : see 1. – c - 31 It (wood or the like)
nas [cut, or heron; formed, or fashioned, by

*
--

• *

*

.

O - -

. Lºlº 35-A-II Jºe tº cº-

" cutting ; cut out, henced out, or shaped out ;

< *. Jº &= -2 =

chipped;] worked by a carpenter: [pared, peeled,
barked, or deprived of its outer covering : san,n].
(L.) — 4 -tº, e - His (a camel's) ~L^

.

ran for a great bet]. (TA.) — * A proof; By --J) is meant the man. ISd says, Th [i.e. toes or feet] were norm, abraded, wasted,
a demonstration; an evidence: syn. &#. (K.) cites this verse, and says in explanation of it, lessened, or attenuated. (L.)

– A necessity; want; needful thing ; an object This was a man who swore, saying, If I do not
overcome, I will cut off my hand. He seems to
<<3 and "el-3 (K) and " :-3 (S. K.)
of nant or need: syn. isºlº. (K.) See cº
consider
it
as
implying
the
signification
of
vowing.
: Nature; natural, or native, disposition, temper,
*...— . Death. (K.) See *: cº, above.
So in the L. But it requires consideration. or other property; ($, K;) a particular cast, or
– A term ; faced period; the period of life.

(TA)—sº. JJ & J. G. We pro

fashion, of constitution, after n:hich a man is [as

(K.) See 4-3 cº, above. — The soul: syn.
ceeded, or journeyed, thither during three nights it were] cut out [by the Creator]: (TA:) and the
Jº. (AO, K.) – Mind; purpose; aspiration; of laborious travelling. (TA.)
first, the source, or origin, from which one is [as
desire; ambition: syn.
it were] cut out : [see also W &-º]. (Lh.) —

i.e.

A laborious journey: syn.

Jºš. ($)—3.

-“, (TA,) and Y ** Jº-'

* &: 3,9]

Generosity is [a part] of his
nature; or, [derived] from his source. or origin.

~~~

(K) : A quick

1. --3, aor. z, ($, L, K,) contr. to analogy,
pace, or journey. (K, T.A.) – The same epi
(TA,) and z, (L, K,) which is the form preferred
thets are likewise applied, in the same sense, to a
by IJ, because of the guttural letter, but this is
man. (TA.) – * A quick (or light, K,) disputed by MF, (TA,) and 2, (K,) which is the
pace, or mode of going, travelling, or journeying,
form of weakest authority, (TA,) inf. n. <,
(AA, S, K,) neith much eacertion and perseverance.
($,) He cut, or henced; formed, or fashioned, by
(TA.) —
Jº 3% 3. Such a one ment cutting;
cut out, hened out, or shaped out;
on, travelled, or journeyed, njith energy; [lit., for chipped: syn. & ($, K :) he worked wood
a great bet, or nager;] as though he had laid a
and the like as a carpenter; syn. 3- : he pared,

--

[great] bet, and therefore strove, or exerted him

(LA) — sº “sº II, is of a ronderful
(TA) — ” iš-š

nature.

generous in nature, or

22* 3. He is

disposition.

(AZ.) =

<-- 3. Unmixed [i.e. severe] cold : (K:) but

<--.

(TA.)

A comb : syn. Ja… or *...

(So in

this is said to be a corruption of
[See also <--.]
4 &

<--

2.

peeled, barked, or deprived of its outer covering different copies of the K.) = <<3- A hoof

self (S)--- Length. (AA, K)—”.

by paring, abrasure, or nearing anay the eacterior: of which the edges have gone [or become abraded,
he sanced. (L.) [See also <<1.] Accord. to been norm anay]; (S, K;) [and so Y ****
more probably J.-- 2,3] A long day. (Er some, the operation termed <--3 is only per occurring in the K in art. Ja-, where, in its place
| An
Riyáshee.) – J.- A space of time: a time. formed upon something hard and strong, as stone in the S, we find <- 23'-.] —
•

•-a-3 [so in the TA: perhaps,

* o,

~ 2:4,

but

2

<--

(S, K.) See

4-3 Jº, above. — Sleep : syn. and wood and the like. (M.F.) [W -->3' seems emaciated camel: (K:) a camel whose feet are

2.

to signify He cut, &c., for himself:] you say, worn, abraded, or wasted. (L.) –

(L, K: in some copies of the K, 2.
sº * u% -º- &: <! [Cut, or hen',
T.A.) – Fatness. (K.)- I.q. $3: [Velemence ;
jor iyºff, of the mood, what mill suffice thee for
violence; &c.; or distress; difficulty; adversity; &c.].
fuel]. (A) — Jº- es: t; <<5, aor. : and ,
(K.) – A game of hazard: syn.º. (K.) =
inf. n. <<, BHe cut out, or hemed out, a house
A great camel. (K.) Perhaps a mistake for

J-5. (TA)
i- ti.g. ié

in the mountain.

*:::-3

A.

[portion of the] trunk of a tree, which is hern out,
and holloned, in the form of a jar such as is called
*. for bees; pl. <<3. (L.) — <-- Any
thing bad; what is bad of anything. (L.) =
g

In the Kur, xv. 82, El-Hasan

&:-. (Msb.)
reading is &siº, (in

[El-Basreel reads

<--- One who introduces himself among a people,
[Accord. and lives with them, not being of their race.
the CK, (S, K.)

[A lot used in sortilege: Or
to the K, his
lots collectively: or sortilege itself;] (K;) from
&; ) but this I find nowhere else, and I

A.G “he cited him before a judge;” “he con
tended with him for glory;” and “he laid a bet, believe it to be a mistake.]

6

a o z

• :

stºl-3: see Stº.

—º Jº <

à-3 Cuttings, chips, parings, and the like,
or wager, with him;” because it is, as it were, a t[He was fashioned after the model of generosity;
(S, K,) of wood [&c.]. (TA.)
judge, or that which decides, in a case ofsortilege. made by nature generous]. (A.) — <<5 Inirit
22

(TA)—ºjs Jalez º.º.2%;
* S; l,…i tº º [If men knen, what

< * j, but the latter is
the better known. (TA.) — “3, infn. <<

puellam: (K:) as also

3.

• * :

*

.

º

*=3: see -- and -e-.
-

*… The source, or origin, of a man, [from

advantage is attained by being in the first ron of f He beat, struck, or smote, him with a staff, or
which he is, as it were, cut out]: pl.

<-º.

the congregation in the mosque, they mould fight stick: (TA:) (as also 3-1. – “3 He threw
for it, and not advance but by lot]. (TA, from him don’n prostrate. (K.) – º <<3 He (TA.) See also <. — 3- < &: sº
a trad.)
He is of an eaccellent source, or origin. (A.) –
blamed; reprehended; reviled a man. (L.)
* A cough that attacks camels: as also [See also <--.] – “ . It (a journey, or J.-L.J1A, - … They are of generous sources, or
*3 and jū-3. (Az from AZ.) See 1.
travel,) emaciated a camel: (K:) it made a man origins. (A.)
• *

i-G f A weeping, or railing, woman ; pl. less; made him thin, or slender. (TA) – <,

--5. (TA)

(TA,) [aor. : and < PI inf. n.

<--

and

i.e.,

...

•

Ö in

&–1. (s, K) and "ē-t- (Mºb, TA) An
implement with which one performs the operation

[Book I.
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of cutting, hening, and the like; ($, K, L;) an

also] Jºn & (S, A) inf nºi, (A): 1 esºs [or animal brought as an offering to Mekkeh

adz, or addice. (Msb.)

became opposite to the man; syn.

*

• o

º

,

o

~|~ : see ----e.
2

much norm.]
-

º

* ~ *

camel, conv, bull, sheep, or goat, to be sacrificed, J
&c., is stabbed, or stuck : (S, K:) or the place, in

TA) And 33 33, 3-3, ſor -j-.] (K)

the throat, where a beast is stabbed, or stuck :

Jº [A horse having the hoofs aor. 2, (TA,) t The house faced, or fronted, the

-

<---0

(IDrd, K, art. Ja-.)

G -

6

-

• * > *

(Msb:) 3-3 is masc., (Lh, K,) only: (Lh:) [or
º :] its pl. is

house; (K, TA;) as also "-j-G. (TA.) And sometimes fem.: see an ex., voce

<2< ...: see 3-2-3. = A word compounded
-

or to the Kaabeh or to the Haram, such as a

(S;) I faced, or fronted, him; syn. 43%. (A,

-

-

23%-3)

* es: **:

... • O -

& 3-52% f Their houses face, or front, **, (A, Mºb, K) only: (TA) and the pl. of
the road. (A) [See also 6.] And Abu-l

of two [or more] words; such as J-3, Jºº-, Gheyth says, that the last night of the month,
• * >

(A.)

=}-

also signifies

*

Jás-, J., &c. (Mºb, TA, art. J-)

with its day, is called
...

*

–

** > 0 &

• * *

§ -º

t,
for this reason, f The first, the first part, or the commencemen
of the day; ($, K;) and of the month, (K,) as

-ae'

2 - 2

U*.*.* Us. J" JºJº 3-5 lº), i.e., Because it be

7

also "3-5; (TA) and of the 5.5, which is

comes opposite to the month that is after it; or when the sun has reached its highest point,
3-3 dial. form of -i-ji (Kr :) ISd thinks because it reaches the first part of the month that
[especially in summer, as though it had reached
is after it. (S.)
the Jº to be a substitute for 3. (TA.)
(TA:) pl. 5-3. (K.)

thejº, as also W à-6.

3: see 1, near the end.

You say jº

* es: **, &c., f He came in the

j
6.

Júl es: ls, tº (S, TA) They stabbed one

1. ,<3, (A, Mºb, K.) aor. 2, (Mºb, K.) inf.

m. º (S, Mºb, K) and -i, (Mºb) and jºi

another in the

2-, or slen,

Jirst part of the day, &c. (TA.) See also §

one another, in fight. = Also,

-3.

§§2–3 es: & 3.5 t Such a one sat

(TA.) in front of such a one; facing him; opposite to
[an intensive form], (K,) He stabbed, or stuck, Here the verb is used in its proper sense.

(A, K,) a camel, (A, TA,) or a beast, (Māb,) – [Hence,) 29. Jº 2:13-3, (A, K,) and him. (A) And ºf J. Jº (; He, or it, be:
[but generally the former, in his 2-3, (A,) or in * 'lºw-rºl, (S, A, K.) : The people were came in front of, or opposite to, him, or it]. (S.)
And is * & This is in front of, facing, or
his ><, (TA,) where the windpipe (2,4-) mutually niggardly, or tenacious, or avaricious,

commences in the uppermost part of the breast; of the thing, (S, A, K,) so that they almost slen,

(K, TA) [i.e., in the j; for 3-3 in the # is
12,
like 33 in the throat. (S.) [Hence),

one another. (K,” TA.) = cº-º: cº
f The two houses face, or front, each other.’ (K.)

opposite to,
5 o

this
s

(Fr, T.A.)
o

j-3: see jºy-3.

[The day of the stabbing of the camels &c.]; (K;) [The like is also said in the A.] Fr. says, I ā- * *—º &#, with tenween, + I met
(Sgh, K.) See * and
and ,-3) * [the festival of the stabbing of the have heard some of the Arabs say 3-4 Arºjº, him in open view.

cameº &c.; (Mab3) the tenth of [the month]

[for

2-&#.

f Their places of abode face, or

Dhu-l-Hijjeh; (K;) because then the camels and front, one another; this is opposite to this. (TA.)
cows and bulls brought as offerings to Mekkeh,
for sacrifice, are stabbed. (T.A.) – He slen'.
(TA) — 9-3, aor. and inf ns. as above, He
- O - .

hit, or hurt, his 2-5. (K.) You say Jº ~}~
I hit, or hurt, the 2* of the man. (S.) =
[Hence, tºl-3,495- f [He mastered affairs,

99-2.

(S, A, K) and *}<3 (K) f Soundly, or
(S;) or skilled or skilful, in
a
in
said
is
,-i, (S) or slem himself. (K.) It
telligent, experienced, (A, K, TA,) or, as some
proverb, *::$ & é. [The robber was say, (TA,) sound in myhat he does, skilful and
knowing and skilful in everything :
robbed, and in consequence slen himself]: (S:) intelligent,
(3-5) knowledge or science:
masters
he
or <<5% &tº 3. [app, meaning, 1 The robber because
and so occasioned his on n slaughter: for (A, K, TA:) pl. of the former, *. (A.)
8. 3-ºl He (a man, S) stabbed himself in the

*

thoroughly, learned;

by knowledge, or science]: (A): robbed,
verb is here used tropically]. 3- A camel [or other beast] stabbed, or stuck,
he knew affairs soundly, or thoroughly. (Har, it is said that the
(TA; and so in a copy of the S, and of the A.)
2nd ed. of Paris, p. 95, Com.) And 212, ja-ºº: [The former reading, which I prefer, is given in (K. TA,) in the **, (TA,) where the windpipe
5- t[He masters knowledge, or science, indeed]. Freytag's Arab. Prov., q.v., vol. i. p. 618.] — ( 2,íº) commences, in the uppermost part of the
(A, K.) Jereer was asked repºrting the Islámee f It (a cloud) burst with much mater. (A.) =
(K, TA;) and *},…, signifies [the

or the

affair,

- - ©.

breast;

poets, and answered, 33;ji, jºin ãº ſmeaning,
“The bow,” or “the arrow, of the poets belongs

See also 6.

jº,

same: and] slaughtered: (TA:) the former is

(S, Msb,) or

jº 3-3, (A, K,)

masc. and fem, and the fem. is also à-3. (TA:)
The

to El-Farezdak;” applying the term āz; in this
manner because bows and arrows were made of uppermost part of the breast, or chest; (A, K,)
the tree called

&:

so it was said, “Then what

as also '3-ij : (Sb, IB, K.) or the place of

hast thou left for thyself?” and he answered, the collar or necklace : (A, K:) or that part of
5-3 33, 3.5- t; t[I have mastered poetry the breast or chest nihich is the place of the collar
or necklace; (S, Msb;) so accord. to A'Obeyd:
indeed]. (A) You say also, tºle ºn 3-3 (TA, art. •2,5:) which is also called "3-19);
+ I knew the thing thoroughly, or superlatively (S:) or the breast or bosom or chest itself: (TA:)
nell; as also tºle &#3. (Bd in iv. 156.) = Or **, the pl., is also applied to the breasts or
[Hence also, §§ 2, 3- ! He performed, or chests: (Msb:) and 3-ºl, (A,) or "}<!, (S,
2 o

-> d . .”

pl. of re-3, (K,) and of 3-3, (TA,) es- and
ſº-3 and 3–3. (K, T.A.) – 1 A son devoted
to be sacrificed: of the measure
of the measure

Jºº.

Jº in the sense

(Mgh.) = W § -

! The first day of the month; [as also,

app,

3: **3, and " &-6, and W &=3 :] or the
last thereof; (K;) as also ºf: (TA:) or the

last night thereof; ($, K;) as also 2-1. (K:)
recited, the prayer in the first part of its time. A, Msb, K, TA,) also signifies the part in n-hich or the last night thereof neith its day [i.e. the day
(TA.) — Aſ Ajº, occurring in a trad., may a camel is stabbed, or stuck; (A, TA; n-here the immediately following]; as also Y ā-ā ; because
- o -

mean either t May God hasten to do them good, mindpipe (23.5M-) commences, in the uppermost it becomes opposite to that which is next after it,
or may God slay them. (IAth.) = [Hence part of the breast : (TA:) or the place where the or because it reaches to the first part thereof [or

Book I.]

of the following month], (Abu-l-Gheyth, $9
pl. -ſ;

$9-9, (K,) both extr. [as
reg. as pls. of *ē), (TA,)

(S, K) and

§ -, but

pls. of

[and app.

3-, being agreeable with rule as pl.

--&
pl. of 23%. (TA.)

2775

signifies i4 itself: (Ibn-Buzurj:) or the latter
p. rvo, a doubt is expressed respecting J.--, signifies smoke in nihich is no flame : (S, Jel:)
as to its being a pl. of J-45 but only from or smoke that rises high, and of n!hich the heat is
manner an irreg,

[In Har,

ignorance of their being any authority for its weak, and which is free from flame: ( AHn:) or
3molten yº-e : (Bd .) and some read J.-3, which
to, and
being so: it may, however, be pl. of
not of J.-J In the Kur, [liv. 19, some read, is the pl. (Bd.) = See also Jº.
• e -

of 5-3. ºxiº- signifies i.g. º
5-3. (TA.) You say also * - cº à-,

See

-

-

-

--- 2. Gº [In a day of unprosperousness]: J.- (S, A, K) and "Jºš (S, K) and
and 25-5, and ºs-3, (app. signifying He others read v-s-3 as an epithet. (S.) See J.-. W Jº- (K, but excluded by the TA) Nature;
an on th. first day of the month.] And 35i L.
natural, or native, disposition or temper or other
»º 2- Gº Si, and tº-3, and tº-3, – Also, Difficulty, distress, trouble, or fatigue;
harm, injury, or evil state or condition;

syn. 3

quality or property: (S, A, K, TA:) and origin:

1 [app., I see him not save on the first days of the and 4: pl. Jºit (TA.)

(S, A, TA :) or that to which the origin of a

months.] (A.)

thing reaches. (IAar, K.) You say,...,e &

ge

:

º

-

J.- (S, A, K) and "Jºš (S, A) and ---, (S, A) and "…tº, (S) such a one

3×2- : see re--.
* * >

3'- :

6

See

J.--

(TA) and W Jº- and Y Jº-º: (A, is generous of nature, &c., and origin. (S, A.)
TA) Unprosperous, unfortunate, inauspicious, or = See also C-L-5, in two places.

W
- 0

5

j\---e.

6

--

J-5 and 5-6
J- and 3-4. =2 unlucky. (S, A, K.) You say, J- Jé and
Jº, [pl. of 3-6, ! The parts facing, in front J.- (A) and Jº- (A, TA) [An unpros
:

See

.

* >

.

L-9- ?
43

.

5

*

see J->3, throughout.

U-tº-2 :
-

of, or opposite to, the earth or land.
-

(TA.)

perous man]: pl. of the last,

Jº-º.

(TA.)

ſº A worker of copper or brass: a copper

And J-- 2: (S, A, TA) (and J-5] and

- * 0.

3–4): see;-), in two places.

smith.]

Jº- (A, TA) and Jº- and Jº-º. (TA)

s

-

º

•

J.--9 : see J-5, in two places.

j-

an intensive epithet applied to a man, [An unprosperous day]: and in the pl., J.<2\,
[A great slaughterer of camels; as also **ś :] [which seems to indicate that J- is originally
J.--> A place of unprosperousness, unfortu
nateness,
inauspiciousness, or unluckiness ; pl.
and signifying t Liberal; bountiful; munificent; an inf n.,] (TA) and i-º, and ºut-3, which
or generous. (S, TA.) You say º'-º' & is pl. of i-, (Az, TA) and i.e., (K) and J.-L. (Har., p. rvº.)
9

6 *

Verily he is a [great]

slaughterer of the fat

jº &sjº. [They are ſits pl] ºut-, (§, TA) and i-3, (K) ſand
app." i-º, and ſits pl] J-5. (TA) In
great slaughterers of camels]. (A.)
camels: (S, K:) and

the Kur, [liv. 19, some read, "J-3 2. Jº
6

x 6.

J5-9:

see;--. =t Faced, or fronted. (TA.)
[In an unprosperous day], as well as

* 2. Jº:

.

>

...

tº

($, TA:) and AA reads [in the Kur, xli. 15,
*** Aği Jº and *- is another reading.

.

.

5

e -

5

e

o.

6 * > 3

>

meaning, f A year of dearth or drought or sterility:
(1Drd, K :) so they assert. (IDrd.) And
U-->
J.-, aor. : ; (S, A, K,) and J.-, 'Ju-º is an appellation of The two planets
Saturn and Mars: (Ibn-Abbād, K :) like as

aor. 2; (K;) and

J.-,

like [its contr.]

*:

[the contr.]

cº

journeyed, relemently, (IA, S, K) — *,

Mercury. (Ibn-Abbād.)

i-º-º:

aor. 2, (L.) inf n. 2–3, ($, L,) He drove, and

(TA;) He, or it, was, or
g

became, unprosperous, unfortunate, inauspicious,

•

*

J-º-º: see J.-3.

= and

Jº.

urged, and chid, camels: (L:) he drove vehe

or unlucky : (S, A, K.) said of a man, (A, Bd,)
and of a star, (TA,) or other thing. (S, T.A.)

jã <-

The fire had much

à
1. 5, ſaor, accord. to analogy, z,] inf. n. : 3;
(S, K5) and Y & “s (IAar, K.) He went, or

is applied to Venus and

(Bd, xvii.30;) inf. n. [of the first] J.- and [of
the second

see J--, --~~, and ā---e.

See Supplement.]

See Supplement.]

smoke.

*

[-a-, &c.,

You also say, W J.- 2- and "J-5,

(TA)

4.

* -

J.-->

[3-3,

-

. o e

C-3-o: see J-3, in three places.

e.

***". see ºl.

1.

0 ,

à--→ [A cause of unprosperousness, unfor
tunateness, inauspiciousness, or unluckiness; pl.,
accord. to rule, Jº-º]. (A, TA, art. J-x5.)

...)
…

-

ë, (Lth,) [aor. 2,]
inf. n. #. (Lth, K;) and º '** ; (AM ;)
mently. (Th, S.) — Jºe

J.-: G, K, &c.) and "Jº (Fr, K) and

J--, i.e., "Jºš, (K) the last, (TA) or all, (K) on the and 1.33; (Lth;) He chid the camels by the
authority of Abu-l-‘Abbās El-Kawáshee, (K,) a

(IKtt.)

word of well-known meaning; (S;) Copper; and cry of

6: see 8.

§ à (or #! #!.

as in the

ck and

a.

Jºs

brass; syn.
: (K:) or jić. (Ibn-Buzurj:) MS. copy of us K: in the L written once & &l,
8. U-->3' He became overthronºn, or subverted; or a species ofji. intensely red: (TA:) a chaste and twice ;-) 2-1 :) in order that they might lie

as also WJ-a-U.S. And the former is also said of Arabic word. (TA.) = Also, Fire: (IF, K:)
down upon their breasts, with folded legs; (Lth,

a man's 3- [or good fortune]. (A, TA.)

3.

º

º º
and
and the sparks that fall from brass ( ji.) or from AM, L, K :) you say
J- Unprosperousness, unfortunateness, in iron, n°hen it is beaten (AO, K) with the hammer: $3.2% ãº, he did so vehemently. (Lth.) —
(TA:) or J.-: signifies smoke: so in the Kur,
" *-ºs-3, (inf n. i-, Lth,) He made a
auspiciousness, or unluckiness; contr. of *:
lv. 35: (Fr, Az, Bd, and others; accord. to Az,
(S, A, K,) of stars, and of other things: pl. [of
camel to lie donon upon its breast, with folded legs.
all the interpreters of the Kur. ; and it is wonder
pauc.] Jº and [of mult.] Jº- ; (TA;) and ful that the author of the K has omitted this (IAºr, Lth, ś, K) — Jº
and tº

Alsº,

ãº,

ë,

J-º. is an irreg.

pl. of the same, (TA,) syn. signification: TA :) but some say that it is [aor. 2,] inf. n. iš, He made the camels to lie
3

*

*

with 2:..., (IDrd, K, TA) which is in like 'Ju- signifies the smoke of A4; and Jº

donºn near by the collector of the alms required by
350
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the lan', called #34, that he might take them in accord. to some, in an absolute sense: (ISd:) or
inivit feminam peculiari quodam modo. (ISd,
payment of those alms. (L.)
K.) – ºs-3, aor. 4, inf n. -s—, It (an ant,
R. Q. 1: see 1.
or a louse, TA) bit. (K)= -- He mas
•

*

*

6

-

former the more approved word, (TA,) Chosen;
choice; select; preferred; excellent; best : or

& 2

R. Q. 2. ~3 It (a camel) lay don’n upon

what is chosen, &c.; (K:) i. q. iº, q.v.: (S:)
pl. of the former J.-, (S.) Ex. -- L” *

<!. *—º

conardly, and his intellect quitted him; syn.
He came with the best of his companions.
its breast, with its legs folded. (Lth, S, K.) —
Also, c-s-s-J She, (a camel,) lying upon her (S, art. -->) — Jºe “ &= I spoke to (S.) et:9) ā- The choice part of the goods, or
breast, with her legs folded, raised her breast from him, and he was unable tº reply to me: syn. utensils, &c.; what n'as dran'n, or taken, out from
them. (TA.) — A company, or troop, chosen,
the ground. (L.)

Jº-& Je. (TA)

or selected, and dranºn out, from the men.

3 .

Ex.,

&’,

[originally an inf. n., then used in the
4. –sºl (as also -e-.51, TA) He begot a from a trad., a.º. Jº tº- We nent forth
sense of a pass. part. n.,] Camels that are made concardly son : (K:) from **. (TA.) —
mith the chosen band. (TA.) – See &to lie donºn near by the collector of the alms re •-s-31 He begot a brave, or courageous, son : (K:)
3 - .
3 . .
-2 :
~s- and ~s- and -es-, ; see -->5.
quired by the lar, called aā3-3, that he may take from *a.s3.
(TA.) Thus the verb bears two
them in pay
payment of those alms. (S, K.
contr. significations. (K.) See also re-31.
-

6

-

3

...)

•

• .2

-

-

*

*

*

3.

Jº The skin of the heart. (TA)

[ſarrow, &c.). (K) — eſ; # &: 38, and
Jº "as-s-, i.4. Jº 3. cº-e, and **, q.v.
(TA.)
6 º'

y

.

J.

; and "icº (in the CK isºlº) ia. à

6 * *

*

*

5 : see 8.

6 . .

e.

6

o ,

ãºs-º-o: see -s 5.

8. See 1.-4.<! [and " “, as is shown

**

syn. with *; (TA;) A weak
by a verse cited in art. Jºã-, conj. 4,] He chose,
selected, or preferred, him, or it. (S, K.) Ex. man, in whom is no good: (K:) pl. -**, and
aſu,2;iſ &: •r-s-31 He chose, or selected, sometimes, in poetry, “. (TA.)

Jº

6 º'

is 5 or W is 3 or W is 3, as occurring in the from the people a hundred men. (TA, from a
following words of a trad., #42 3-w" Jº J-º', trad.)

º

• 6.

Jº

6 -

~5-2 Lean; meagre; emaciated. (K.) —
g

•

[No alms are required by the lan) in the case of
10. Jºs-tº-1 Congressum viri concupicit fe See -si-.
:
. . . .,] is variously explained. (T.A.) It is said mina. (El-Umawee, $, K.)
~s-º-o: see ºr sº.
that it; signifies Slaves, (AO, Az, S, K,) men
&#, (K,) or W iº, (L, confirmed by the
and nomen : (AO, Az:) also, a [single] male
º

º

. ~6 J

...

g

o.º.

g

:

~5-3 : See --> *.

slave: (ISh:) also, working bulls or cons; (S, citation of two examples in verse,) and W
K;) and so #3: (K:) Th says that this is the (K) and
(L) The podea: ; syn.

***

tº

is .

<!

(L,

2.

.9 de

º

o

.

4:3s—tº . See -s 3.

º

correct meaning, because it is from 2-3, signifying K.) – “…s- Foramen vulvae ferae : syn. Jji
x:

the “act of driving vehemently;” and Ks says jäºl. (T.A.) — is: Foramen pudendi : syn.
that this is its meaning, but that it is only #3, Ja-Jſ Jºã-. (Nh.) = J- Conardice; neah
6

with damm : (S:) also, asses,

}*]

3-, [in

the CK, ness of heart. (TA.) See

(IAar, L, K,) collectively; (L;) and so large draught; i.g. Pers.

ič (L, K) and its (K) also, [animall reared

1.

o' .

*-*. = ~s-

4;

Jº [dóst-känee].

. .”

g

<<, He pecked, or picked

up, and pulled off, or tore off, and snatched an‘ay,
syn. Já and ãº, (K,) formed by

with his beak;

transposition. (TA) – 3-3, [aor. 2,] inf. n.
<+. , He took a date, or tro dates, from a bag

•

--s- : see -si-.

is: : (Aboo-Sa’eed :)

-- (S, K) and W J-3 and 'iº (so accord.
and so is: ; also, drivers, leaders, to the TA: in the CK *::) and *:::: (in

or attendants, of camels: (K:) also, the taking

n.

A

ployed in labour, of camels, and bulls or cons, and
also, pastors;

<<3, inf.

-

(K.)

in houses or tents: (K:) also, nhatever are em
asses, and slaves; as also

-

or other receptacle for travelling-provisions &c.
(K) — <--, [aor. 2,] inf. n. <+3, He plucked

out; syn. Jú. (IAth, L.) = See 2.

the CK " -ī) and "J-s and * - * ~
(K)
>
-

º

* G -

•

º

... .º.

-

2.

-

of a deenár for himself by the collector of the alms and " -ºs-3 and Y **** and
" --- ($, K) 2. º ~~, as also a st-s-, He ment to
required by the lan', called aš-3, (S, K,) after
and W Jºsé, (K,) to which the CK adds W -“, the utmost length (Us-as-ſ) in speaking to such a
he has finished receiving those alms: ($ ) also,
one. So in the Nawādir. (Az, L.) [Accord.
the deemár itself so taken is thus called. (K.) In A compardly man; a convard; as though his
to the K, " --5, inf. n. 3-3-3.]
all these senses the word as is explained in the heart were drawn out; (S;) i.e., having no heart.
... •
32 ° 2
(TA.) "J- Já [A conardly heart]: -ºs-3
above trad. (TA.)
*A*3 a.s. A bite of an ant. So in a trad.,
signifies a concard, who has no heart: or, accord.
5 &
accord. to one reading: accord. to another reading,
à-3 and ās-3 : see as throughout.
to some, one who acts corruptly. (TA.) Pl. (of
it is a = [q. v.]. (L.)
3:
"-es-, TA,) -s-3: (K:) of "-2-2, J985 sº-0,
ad-les- : see &
and sometimes, in poetry, accord. to IAth,

.

-

g

…

o.”

*

-

-

-

ºf

-

d .

-

-

:

4 *

6 J .

>

J - d

a

* ...

•

.9

p.

-

…

J

-

O -

P

…

* *

---L-- : and Aboo-Bekr mentions ºus-3 as a

1. ºil

pl. of a.s.º. (TA.)

--, (S, K,) aor. , (S,) or 2, (K,) inf. n.

8.2 ° 2.

• .

**. (S. K.)

and tº &#3,

(TA,)

aor. , inf n. *-ī, (K,) He agitated, or moved
-*. (S, K;) and "-s-ºl; (S;) He dren,
about, the bucket; ($, K;) a dial. form of ~< *;
àº; a`s-3, q.v., A bite of an ant. Both these
1.

º

º

-

* 3 -

x- o .

*** - see -- and -si-. = alsº as 3, and
-

* ... &

3.

.

or took, out, or forth : ($, K:) syn. of the latter
modes of writing the word are mentioned by ($;) or, accord. to Yaakoob, its c, is substituted
for A : he moved about the bucket in the well in
verb 23:31, (S,) in a trans, sense. (TA.) — | IAth on the authority of Z.
& J.<3 He (a hawk) tore out the heart of * ~ * >
order that it might fill. (TA.) – **, ($, K,)
dies-3 : See &- and dies-j.
3, (K,) Inicit
the game. (TA.) — ---, aor. - and 2, (K,)
aor. 2 (K) and t, (L,) inf. n.
32 - 2
inf. n. 3.4% (S, K,) Inivit feminam : ($, K:) so
ãºs (A, S, K) and "āº (AM, K), the feminam. (S, K.)
6 * ~ *

**•

&- — JJ
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is-3, (ISk, S, K,) or, accord. to some, **, and of a sheep or goat, and of a she-camel: (TA:) TA: in the CK and a MS. copy, or, J A hole,

****, and or the hole thereof; (Ki) i.a. "3-44: (A) or

perforation, or bore, in anything. (K.) Pl.
the part between the two nostrils : or the end, or -j-. ($.) — Also, the pl., The holes, or
(says J) I know not which is right, (S,) Thin
butter rehich comes forth from the skin when it is tip, of the nose: (K:) or, as some say, the nose cells, prepared neith war for the bees to deposit
carried on a camel, after the first butter has been itself: (A, TA:) whence the saying, (TA,) their honey therein : (K:) holes like the cells of
without 3, (TA,) or, as some say,

taken forth.

*...* He broke his nose.

(S, K.)

wasps.

(S, TA.)

6

*:
9s

:

See

and 2, (S. K.) inf nº-, (S, A, Mºb, K) and
3-3, (CK, but offitted in MS. copies of the K,)

.*.* 6 -

-

**

$43,

*: see 1.
1. ,<3, (S, A, Mºb, K.) aor. 2 (§, Msh, K) (TA) —jº º tº, (S. K.) i.e., 33.9, (A)
Jetſ

(L.)

p.

Making the sound termed

**) An eaccellent, nimble, or

[i. q.

agile, she-camel. Some say that its c is aug
mentative, and its radical letters are -º-; but
its derivation from ~93- is not apparent; there
º

-

-

--

-

-

t There is not any one in it, (El-Báhilee, Yaakoob, fore its J should be considered as radical.
(AHei.)
$, K,) i.e., in the house. (A.) = See

also sº.

2.
said of a horse, (As, TA,) and of an ass, (A, TA,)
ãºys-e āja-º, and āºs-2, A tree that is old
and of a man, (TA,) [He snorted; and he snored;]
**, }*,
and pierced with holes. (K.)
he made a sound, or noise, mith the nose; (S;)
he made a sound, or noise, from his nose; he pro
[the most common form, originally, The
longed the breath from the 2-tº-ſor air-passages place of the sound termed >. See 1. (Msb.)
1. 4-3, aor. 2, (S, A, Mºb, K.) and -, (Lh,
of the nose); (Msb;) he made a sound, or noise, – And hence, (Msb,) The Tol of the nose; the
o - a

5- -

-

6 ... 6 - a

andjº see sº.

**,

-

from his sºlºi-, as though it were a musical nostril: ($, Mºb, K.) as also
note issuing convulsively; (TA;) he uttered a Msb, K,) with kesr to the A to
prolonged sound, or noise, from his sºleá-. (A,

-

S, A, Mgh, K) and z, (Lh, TA) infin. J.4.3,

'3-i-, (T, S,

($, Mgh, Msb,) He goaded, or pricked, him,

agree with the
vowel of the & like as they say &#. [for &l.

namely, a beast, (A, Mgh, Msb, K,) with a stick

K:) the sound which horses make, termed 3-3,

(S, Mgh, Msb, K,) or the like, (A, Mgh, Msb, K,

is from the nostrils; that termed J-3,

Jºie

in the hinder part, or the side, (A, K,) so that he

from the

(S, Msb,) both of which words are extr., as

became eccited. (Mºb.) – as J.< He goaded
mouth; and that termed

3.*,

is not one of the [regular] measures, (S,) and it
from the chest.
is said that there is no word of this measure beside

his beast. (Mgh) – 4 × <, (A, L, TA)
...

(As, in TA, art. As-º.) You also say of a woman these two, (Msb,) or
© . . .”

J-3, aor. 2 and z, (L.) or -, (so in the TA,)
in like manner

"3+. is for "3-2, and
&#. is for &º, which is the

.

.”

-

or 23-sº, (K,) They goaded his (a man's) beast,
and drove him (the man) anay; (A, L, TA;)

meaning, She made the same noise, [i.e., she
they drove him anay, goading his camel with
snorted,) in the act of concubitus, as though she original form, (T,TA,) and *}<!. and *}<! (K) him. (K)—And Jº Jº He excited,
were possessed. (L., T.A.) =3-3, (S, Msb, K,) and "3,44, (5, Mºb, K) like;i.e. (Mº) and or roused, the man, and disquieted, or disturbed,
aor. :, (Mºb, K.) inf n. 2-3, (Mºb) It (a thing, 3-ºx, (K, [in the CK, erroneously, Jººl) him. (L, TA) – You say also, 4, "Jºsi,
S, or a bone, Msb, TA, and wood, TA) became which last is [said to be] of the dial. of Teiyi, (Msb)
6

- o z

meaning, $3. ! [He put him, or sent him, anay,
old and wasted and crumbling; (S, Msb, K5) it and said to occur in a verse of Gheylán, but IB or far anay]. .(A: TA.) [Or perhaps the right
became old and nasted and soft, crumbling when says tº: the right reading is ***, with t; syn. reading is 4, J-sºl, meaning, oºzeſ [Put thou
touched. (TA.)
with 2-3 : ($gh, in art. 3-3 ; and L, in the him, or send thou him, anay, of jar anay:
present art.) pl. Jet. and
(Msb;) [the as seems to be indicated by what immediately

**;

33 (S, Mºb, K) and "J-6 (Mºb, K) A bone,

5.

6

->

p.

o.º.

follows in those two works and here.] And
(S, Msb,) and wood, (TA,) old and nasted and latter irreg., unless pl. of yes-, or 25-6.)
4+ l, “ J&
[app. meaning, He spoke, and
crumbling; (S, Msb, K;) old and nasted and j's--> A man n-ho makes the sound termed re
they put him anay]. (A, TA.)
soft, crumbling n:hen touched: (TA:) fem. of
tº

...

O

s

-

each with 3: (K:) or the former signifies a bone [see 3-5) in the act of concubitus: (TA:) and a
old and nasted : (K:) and the latter, a hollon, woman n-ho does so in that act, as though she were

#23 and i.e.: The trade of selling beasts:
and the trade of selling slaves. (K.)

bone, having a hole passing through it, (K, TA,) possessed. (K.)
whence comes, n-hen the mind blon's, a sound like
(see 3- ;] (TA;) a

that nihich is

termed tº

º

* •*

-

29-0 .

}

4: see 1.

6

o e

see Jºs-e.

J.-: A goader of beasts. (Msb.) - And
hence, (S,” A,” Msb) A seller of beasts; (K;) one
n:ho acts as a broker for the sale of beasts (Mgh,
issues with the sound so termed; ($;) a bone, and
~~
Msh) and the like : (Msb:) and a seller of slaves;
wood, in which the mind makes the sound so
termed. (A.) Of the two readings, in the Kur,
Q. 1. <!- It (a canker-worm) pierced holes (K;) sometimes used in the latter sense: (TA:)
[lxxix. 11, J
tºuše and
tºuše, Fr in, or eroded, a tree. (K.) IJ derives this verb a genuine Arabic word. (I Drd.)
bone into n-hich the mind enters and nºhence it then

*

§:

prefers the former, as agreeable in form with the
words ending the other verses; and he says that

from Jºyº, (TA) q.v.
º

y e

[Jºss, &c.

-

Jº; ($, K;) mentioned in the K without
3,4-t; and 5s. 5 are the same in meaning, like description of its measure because there is no
6.

~

5.

&u and &#.

e.

-

-

See Supplement.]

-

6

(TA.)

x 6.

Jº

Arabic word of the measure Jºaº ; but some
prefer it being written -5,-, [as it is in the

1. Jº, aor. 2, inf. n. 23 ($, M, A, &c.,) and

CK,) asserting its c, to be augmentative, so that

$3, and 33% ($, M, L. K) and *; (M. L.

g

…

O

~

-

-

*-

3.

-

3.3 ta vehement blowing of the wind. (S,

A, K) = Also, (S, A, K.) and "5-3, (5)

..

* * *:

-

-

The fore part of the nose, (§, K,) i.e., the head its measure is Jºã3, as IAqr holds, asserting it Mºb, K.) and "sui; (M, L.) He (a camel) took
thereof, [or the flexible part, of a man, (TA,) to be derived from Jº- (TA;) A fissure, or fright, or shied, and fled, or ran anay at random,
and of a horse, and of an ass, and of a pig, ($,) cleft, in a stone. ($, K.) — Also, [so in the or became refractory, and went away at random;
350*
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33 and "3.3 and '33.23. A like (§, L, K) forth upon them. (K.) = âû 33 He made,
thither by reason of his sprightliness. (S, M, A, of a person or thing: (L:) or a like of a thing or prepared, the hind offire called aſ... (K.)
L. Mºb, K.) See also 6, below. — Also 35, by participation of substance; a more special term Q. Q. 1. isº, inf. n. sisº, IIe ran, mith a slack
contr., It (a people) assembled. ('Ináyeh, M.F.)— than Jºe, which signifies “a like by participa pace: syn. '..e. (K.)
3: It (a word) deviated from the constant course tion of anything:” (the kádee Zekereeya, MF :)
36 °:
2; oz.

or ran anay, or broke loose, and went hither and

º o

of speech ; like

-

33, ; as some say: as mentioned or a thing which does, or may, supply, the place

3|JJ : see 3!, A3.
65 oz

by El-Fārisee; but it is not of good authority, of another thing: (TA:) or a like that is con
3|JJ and w;3 Abundance of wealth, or of
nor agreeable with the usage of Sb. (M., L.)
trary, or opposed, to another thing ; (Msb :) camels, or sheep &c.; (S, K:) like *33 and 4.33:
that opposes it

(3-4, i.e., *4)

2: see 4. = 33. , inf n. **, IIe raised his

in its cir

* 3

($:) by some explained as consisting of twenty

o

sheep or goats. (M.F.) = Also, both words,

voice. (L.) – s3.

cumstances; (L;) syn. with J-3 and *:::
He raised his voice in saying (Akh:) and hence the first is applied to an idol; The rainbon, (S, K:) also called Y ‘’s.” . (K.)

of another that nihich he (the latter) disliked. (Lth, a thing taken as an object of norship instead of — Also, both words, A redness in the clouds
See 4 in art. Jºº. – * >99, the true God: (L:) pl. of the first, 31-31; (L, tonards the setting or rising of the sun; (K:)
(inf. n. **i. L.) He declared, or earposed, his Mşb, K5) and of the second, iſs33; and of the or a redness by the side of the sun at its rising or
vices, or faults; (M, L, K;) in verse or prose; third, 33. (K.) You say, cº 3.3%, and setting : (TA :) or, by the side of the place of its
(M, L;) he rendered him notorious, or infamous. $42, and &25, He is the like of such a one : rising or setting : (T:) also called Y ‘(se. (K.)
— Also, both words, A halo, or circle, round
(AZ, S, L.) — He made him to hear nºbat was
. . . . . . .
bad, evil, abominable, or foul : (AZ, T, M, L, K.) (L.) and aſſº Jº Jº, (ISh, L, K.) She is the th sun or moon. (K.) — Also, the former word,
he reviled him. (AZ, T, L.)
like of such a female; (Ish, L;) but not cº, 3'-º', ; 4 streak in flesh-meat, differing in colour
6

, of

in L, art. Asº.)

-

3. su He opposed him, oppugned him. (L, K.)
4, 331 and '33. He dispersed camels. (M,
L, K.)

(Ish, L. K.) You also say sº sº, and es”,

from the rest: (K:) such a streak in the flesh of
a slaughtered camel: (T:) and, in the dual,

meaning He is my opponent with respect to the
tno streaks inside the two thighs, having over
course that I mould pursue, contending mith me
them a thin, white, sinenty substance, resembling a
for a different course. (A Heyth, T, L.) =
spider's web, divided, one from the other, by a
See J3.

single muscle, and thus appearing like two muscles :

6. Lºuis They dispersed themselves, and betook
themselves anay. (K.) [See also 1.] Hence,

Sül
persing

($, M, L. K.) [The day of men's dis
themselves, and betaking themselves in

9

p.

35-3 A she-camel mont to take fright, or shy, asserted by more than one to be tropical.
and run anay, at random; &c.; see 1. (M., L.) – What is above the navel, in a horse.
s

-

º

*

(K.)

= A woollen thing, (TA,) also called asjº,

3

•

(TA.)

which is stuffed into the tuel of a she-camel, [and

Jºzº and 32.293 : see 23.

into her vulva, as explained voce isis, and
n:hich is afternards taken out nºken she has taken

different directions], applied to the day of resur

à, act, part. n. of 33, A camel taking fright,
rection: (M, L:) so in the Kur, [xl. 34,] accord.
or
shying, and running anay, at random ; &c. : a liking for another camel's colt, (K,) or for the
to the reading of some; (S, M, L, K;) namely
El-'Abbās and others: (K:) Az says, accord. to pl. 33. (Mºb, TA) and quasi pl. n. 333; stuffed skin of a camel's colt prepared for her.
the reading of Ed-Dahhák only : (L:) others (L;)
camels in a state of dispersion. (IAar.) [See sº for a more full explanation.]
parts or portions of scattered
read sºil; which may also be from º: One (L, K.) = st, 4. Jº He has not any means of = One of several
£o y
herlage:
(like
#3:
(TA ) also called "333;
of the dāls being changed into Us, and being then subsistence: (Ki) app. meaning live stock; from

signifying

:

,

Jº

*~ *

elided: (T, L:) or this may be from iºn: 3, said of a camel. (TA) — [See also 5ts, pl. 193. (K.)
** 22
(M. :) or su- A38 may mean the day of men's and o.kºl.]
3'-M3: see preceding sentence.
assembling themselves together, from 33 signifying
** jº, and 4.2% Birds in a state of
-

*32%

“it (a people) assembled.” ('Ináyeh M.F.)
º;

dispersion: (M, L:) [like

4.2% and 4.2%

4.2%

•]—º lº,

Ol'

-*. [or rather an
qīālity of a substantive

a subst., like

epithet in which the

5.

33 (and Y 3, M, I.,) A certain kind of per
fume, (S, M, T., K,) well known, (K,) neith
n:hich one fumigates: (Lth, M, L :) a certain
wood with mhich one fumigates: (Msb:) or, as
some say, i. q. àgú: or, as Z says, in the Rabeea
el-Abrár, a compound of aloes-nood aromatized
mith musk and ambergris and JU : (TA:) or
(accord. to Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-Ala, T, L) am
bergris, Jºe : (T, L:) or}. [i.e., either saffron,
or a certain micture of perfumes : so in the copy
of the T used by the author of the TT, if correctly
transcribed by him:] it is not Arabic: (S:) or
is thought by IDrd to be not genuine Arabic:
(M, L,) many of the lexicologists, however, hold
it to be genuine Arabic; and it occurs in verses
of old poets; (MF;) but this does not prove

See an ex. in art.

4.2%,
*3, (as in other

and

copies of the K,) They (a (TA.) — [See also
people, L) became dispersed in every direction.
(L, K.)
of o
2. . .
5 & 2

$33, in two places.]
~~~
a £

-

1, 2-º avº, (S) or 3-9. Jº!, aor. 2, (Msb,

×

Jºe A voice raised high in calling.

(L.)

K.) infn. Jº (Mºb, TA) and ' …is
2-50; this latter verb being used transitively

195

$33, aor. 2,
mistake for 3.
1.

as well as intransitively; (Msb;) He, or

He hated a thing: or it is a it, called, summoned, or invited, him to the
(A$, $, K.) =13, (S, K,) thing; ($, Msb, K5) and instigated, incited, or

urged, him to it: (K.) i.e., to war, succour,
aor. 2, inf. n. :33 (TA) He cast flesh-meat
into the fire: (K:) or he buried it, (S, K,) or
a cake of bread, (S,) in hot ashes, ($, K, TA,)
that it might become thoroughly cooked, or

that it is not an arabicized word. (TA.) = 3.
A high hill; (K;) a hill rising high into the sky: baked. (S) = 13, (K) inf n. 23,
cast a
(S, L:) of the dial. of El-Yemen: (L:) a great He frightened. (K.) ="33 •He
**
* ~*

hill (i.e') of clay or loam. (K)

predominates,) Flesh-meat, or bread, cooked, or

baked, by being buried in hot ashes. (IAth, S.)
(L, and some copies of the K,) or
‘’sº 2- Flesh-meat cooked, or baked, &c.

upon the ground. (K.)

=2,…

|JJ

(TA)

*
(**)
– yºu ºl J. J. L.
JJ
J. S. <-las ! Nothing incited me to do
what I have done but sincerity towards thee. (TA)

—º

& [and *};

and Y

4.3 :

(see

… be

person

He came

*3. ;)] He sent him to do a thing. (K.).
&J •º, (aor. 2, infin. **, S,) t He

-
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railed for, nept for, or deplored the loss of the consequence, or the bad qualities that will be what is staked at a shooting-match, or a race,
dead man, and enumerated his good qualities and acquired, will inevitably appear some day. Said and taken by the ninner: (S," K,” L:) pl. $225.
in tile
the following
• 2-2 ÇMsb.)
'. ) So In
o owing phrases. –2c
actions. ($, K.) --Ji e º f She (a wailing by 'Omar. (TA.)
woman) called upon the dead man, praising him,
5

e -

-P-A. A man who is light, or active, (and

-P-9 [Between them is a bet, or nager]...— ...Uši
• -

•

*

º

• 3

and saying stºl, and Suss, Alas for such a
quick, TA,) in the accomplishment of an affair, ** Usſe JY3 [Such a one stood to a bet,
one ! and Alas for thee! (M) or she, as it were,
or a nant; (S, K;) as also W Jºe (K) and wager, or stake]. (T.A.) – ’Orweh says,
called upon the dead man, enumerating his good W J-ºº: (TA:) a man n-ho, nhen he is sent to
• ? • -* 0.2 - 3 - 0 ,
,
o 2.É.

qualities and actions, as though he heard her.
(Msb.) It is said that the action is peculiarly accomplish a great, or an important, affair, finds
that of women; and that the verb is derived it light to him : (A :) clever, ingenious, or acute
from 4,33, “he called him " to do a thing; or in mind; eaccellent ; pl. *:::: and iſ...} : (K:)
from

*

+3. Jº

+

Alas-- J-i-

+

J;

tº:

**, “a scar,” because the wailer mentions the former agreeable with analogy; the latter [Shall Moqtemm and Zeyd perish, and I not
formed from the imaginary sing.

the memorials of him who has gone; or perhaps
from

2-3 2-3 2-j9 --> *-º-º-º/

º, “lightness, or activity.” (M.F.) =

325, aor. 2, (inf n. 323, TA;) and '-->3); It
(a wound) had a hardened scar, such as is termed
6

- .

*:

like

stand to a stake, some day, mºlen I have the soul
“, pl. of
(TA.) — 4.3% as applied of one who makes his life a stake to his adversary
and sallies forth against him 2] These two were
to a horse, Sharp-spirited; (Lth, S;) contr. of
his
ancestors. (S.) Or, accord. to Az, who reads
* - c. :
* (Lth) excellent. (TA.) — ** Lightness, 40,5),
they were two tribes. (TA.)

**.

#33. (K.). — **, aor. 2, inf. n. *-* [so or activity. (MF) — >}}</ Jº (33 95.

º

agreeably with analogy; but [I see thee to be clever in accomplishing affairs,
a MS. copy, 23: whence, and or wants. (A.) = See 23.

accord. to the TA,

in the CK and

•

g

•

~~~ : see ºrº.
9 * o,

from the form of the latter of the two inf. ns.

ag-A5 [a fem. epithet] Any camel's foot, or hoof,

here following, it seems not improbable that the

Sº, (S, K,) and, by poetical licence, W Jº, [meaning any camel, or hoofed beast,) that does

.

. .”

verb may be also written 233;] and ãº and

(MF,) The scar, (S,) or scars, (K,) of a mound, not remain in one state. (K.)
**, It (the back) had upon it scars, such as (S, K,) not rising above the surrounding skin: àe-A3, a subst., A call; a summons; an in
(S:) accord. to the K, pl. #3; [which is written
are termed ~34. (K.) = ~43, aor. 2, inf. n.
vitation to do a thing. (Msb.) — 4.33: a subst.,
#33, TA,) He was light, or active, (and quick, in several MS. copies of the K #33 ; and so in : The act of railing for, weeping for, lamenting,
the CK; but this, accord. to the TA, is in
TA,) in the accomplishment of affairs, or wants:
or deploring the loss of, one who is dead, as
correct;]
but it is a coll, gen. n., of which the
he was clever, ingenious, or acute in mind; ew
described in the explanations of <<!" **, and
n. un, is i:33, like as ā- is that of
cellent. (K.)
(MF :) pl. 3.3% and *::::: (K:) the former
•2 o 2 5
-6 -d a

#34. ($, K, M, Mºb.)–(3:35, its The

2. ~~ He took, got, or won, a bet, wager, or of 33. agreeably with analogy: the latter dev. of lamentation]. = azº Jºe An Arabian of
stake. (L.) – See 1.
with respect to analogy; or pl. of ºp.A. (M.F.) chaste speech; (K;) eloquent. (TA.)

** is also applied, in a trad., to the **, (K) or 'º, (L.) A back haring
** It (a wound) made, or left, a scar
1 Marks made by Moses’ smiting the stone [from
upon him. (K.) — He made a scar upon his
upon it scars, such as are termed ~.4% (L, K :)
which, thereupon, water flowed forth]; these
skin. (T.A.) – See ---~. — ºv” ~23), and
marks being thus likened to the scars of wounds. the former epithet is also applied in the same
•rº Jº, IIe, or it, lſ. ºr. (~1%) upon his
sense to a wound: and, so applied, is also ex
-

4.

3

. .

o,”

back. (TA.)— ſº uſ...}, as--!) arºl The
thing, or want, made a severe impression upon

(TA.) — ** is also employed to signify
plained by the word *::::: : (TA:) [app, mean
! Scars upon men's reputation. A poet says,
ing that will be wailed for, or deplored; i.e.,
fatal].
4995- 233
ãº t A mailing woman; or one wailing for,
A people upon nihose reputation I will leave scars,
reeping for, or deploring the loss of, one who is
the effects of my satires. (TA.) = ** The
dead, as described in the explanations of •º
direction in nihich one shoots an arron, or
<<!!, and &: (M, Msb:) pl. *29. (Msb.)
arron's : syn. &. (So in the S and the CK
and several MS. copies of the K: in other copies,
cº- a name given to Two bad marks in
horses.
(TA.)
3% The act of shooting an arrow or arron's.
Both these readings are correct accord. to the
$3. A place to n-hich one is called, sum
TA. See below.) cº 3. U-3 Cº. IIe
moned, or invited. Hence ~349) - [The
shot an arron, or arron's in one direction or in
Strait Báb el-Mendeb, or The Strait of the Place
c. 0 e o # 2 o .
2 y of e

him.

(TA)—& ~23), and —is, He earposed

himself to peril. (K.) = See 1.
8. aſ J.A. 5). He answered, or complied with,
or obeyed, his call, summons, or invitation, (S)
and hastened to him, when called to war, succour,
-

-

* *

©

.

J. :

(occurring in a trad., TA,) God answereth his
prayer for forgiveness [n:ho goeth forth to fight
for the sake of his religion]: or is surety, or

6 o .

*

guarantee, for him : or hasteneth to grant him
a good recompense ; or graciously maketh his tno directions: syn. Jºvº-2 3' lºs. (TA.) —
of Summons :] so called because a certain king
completion of that [recompense] to him necessary
já, 2. tº (said by those who are to contend summoned a number of men to break through
© .

and sure. (K.) – 24 lºw-wººl They hastened at a shooting-match, TA,) The day of our com the mountain there, which originally opposed a
to him, either at his call, or summons, or
mencing shooting shall be such a day. (K.) This barrier to the sea, in order to drown his enemy;
of their own accord. (TA.) – ºr 31 U.e Jé
confirms the assertion in the TA, that ºv.a5 is and this they did, thus overwhelming with the
Take thou n'hat is easily attainable; n-hat offers
waters many cities and towns with their in
itself without difficulty : (AA, K.) as also Le syn, with 3:5, as well as with &: In the habitants, and forming the sea which intervenes
Turk. K, in the place of tºlºſ 2,4, we find
22–31. (TA)— See 1 =4, --~"
He, ,opposed
between El-Yemen and Abyssinia, and which
o º
•
o 3
º'
him in his speech. (K.)
Gºlºſ
A32;
and
Freytag
adopts
the
latter
extends
to 'Eydháb and Kuşeyr [&c.]. (Yaakoot.)
º—
gº.-.
. o. of a
reading;
but
I
find
no
other
authority
for
it.]
This
king
was Alexander the Greek 1 (TA.) [It
~3-2 cl cº-e ºr ) asº Benare of giving you,
children to a bad nurse; for it [that is the evil
** A bet, wager, stake, or thing wagered; is probable that the appearance of the Strait gave
...

o

a

6

tº . ~~

-

-

-

..
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rise to this story, and thus to its name: but it is *9. Jº, (A, L, &c.) and "--~~), (TA)
j99
also probable that the name may signify The The sheep, or goats, became dispersed from,
1. 3, (T, S, M., &c.,) aor. , ($, M, Msb,)
Strait of the Place of Wailing for the Dead; as ($, K,) or in, (A, L., &c.,) their nightly resting
many perish who go forth from it.]
places, and became distended by repletion. (S, inf n. 23, (S) or 23, (M, Mºb, K.) [which
latter is the more common, if not the only right,
A, L., K.)
J.--> and J-º-º-º: see --~.
form, J It fell, (T, M, Msb, K,) or nent, or came,
8 : see 5.
6 * ~*
out, or forth, from another thing, or from other
~~~~~ : See -3-3-0.
things, (Msb,) or from amid a thing, (T,) or
* *c < * ,
9.
alaw
inf n.
His
belly
became
-3.x-e One sent to do a thing ; a mes
from the inside of a thing, (T, M, K,) or from
senger; an envoy; an ambassador. (TA.) — distended by reason of repletion. (S.) This, says among things, so as to be apparent, or standing
2
of, *
>0 * * *
9 *~ *
...lae 229 -5. JX3, and aſ "Jº, Such IB, is its proper art., not art. C2. (TA, art. <2, out to vien, ; (M, K;) it fell, and became apart,
a one is sent to do a great thing; or to perform an in which J also mentions it.) F says, that J is fell off, fell out, or n'ent, or came, out, or forth,
this verb, as also in men from the generality of things, or the general as
important affair (A.)—"i3. an appellation, in error *in* *mentioning
* * , ~ *, .
* , , º, .
given by the people of Mekkeh to their Envoys, tioning a law c *!, inf. n. tººk in the present semblage, main body, bulk, or common mass, to
or ambassadors, to the palace of the Khaleefeh. art.; the proper place of the former being in art. n:hich it pertained, or from other things: ($, TA:)
or, [in some cases,) simply, it fell, or dropped.
(TA.) —-sº Desired; sought; sought after;
> ; and that of the latter, in art. 2-33 : but MF
• * @

-

6

º

…

*

2

o

o

… o –

.

tº,

-

****

…”

*

*

-

-

as the name of a certain horse it is thus ex

says, that J has merely mentioned them here be

(TA) — ºf 3-33. He rent forth [and be.

plained: from **, as signifying “a pledge cause of the resemblance of their radical letters came separated] from his people. (Msb.) And
jº He went forth from his house or tent.
that is given on the occasion of a race.” (L.) – and significations to the radical letters and sig

º: &:

*::::::

• 23
See

<- -33: A thing berailed, [or nifications belonging to this art. (TA.)

(A.) I heard one say to his wife, Lºſ [Go

complained of as painful,] nºith the eacclamation
•:
•.
3.2
of Ú or 3. O 1 or Alas ! (KT.) [The name of tº and * -35 (K) and Wi-º, and ****
the thing thus bewailed, or complained of, has (S) Spaciousness; roominess; nºidth; ampleness
always an I of prolongation and o annexed to it, (L, K.) = Also, W t” (S, K) and t” and
or the only..] — **, originally ...] º, " **-35 and
* -3 and " i.e... and "…
A thing to the performance of which one is called,
(K) A spacious, roomy, wide, or ample, tract of
summoned, or invited: (Msb:) [hence,) approved:
(K.) a signification verified by the doctors of prac. land; (S, K;) as also i-24. Ji. (L:) and
tical law: (TA:) a thing the doing of n:hich is more * * 24, a spacious, roomy, nºide, or ample, place:
º

º

… o.

5

6 -

5

e is

9

d -

6 .

2 o' -

* >d x

d.

º

... • o z

thou forth and be separate : app, meaning, be thou
divorced]. (Z, in the A, immediately following
-

--

what here immediately precedes.) –2k. jº,

(A) or axle, & 333, (Mºb,) The bone became
dislocated or displaced. (A, Msb.)
a man, in a trad.,

It is said of

4: jº J-1 *

Jaé (or,

accord. to another relation, *jº, meaning, He
bit the arm, or hand, of another, and his central

eaccellent than the leaving it undone, in the eye of (S:) pl. (of the first and second words, TA)
incisor dropped out]. (TA.) – 5-6 &
jº
the prescriber of the lan', but which it is allowable
and
A bird dropped and alighted from a tree. (TA.)
to leave undone. (KT.) [Freytag, in quoting
by poetic licence tº-3 (TA;) which is allow — Jº-1 cº-e J39 Jº A prominence projected, or
the original words, omits alsº before U-e-U.]
able also in other cases than those of poetical jutted out, from the mountain. (A.) – -->
licence: (MF;) and it (tºº) also jgnifies

*

tº: (S. K.) and plot --> **,

>

*

-

-

-

… … o.

-

-

-

*

~

* ~ *

2

<º jº Jº- *J. The rain fell upon the

t”

deserts; or waterless deserts. (S.)—Also" tºu 2'>

1. 4-35, aor. 2, (A, K,) inf n. &; and
A wide valley. (L.) –" 34% jº
"4-33, (A) inf n. **i; (TA;) He made

dry herbage and the fresh herbage came forth.

sº. J ºf

ae-Jº-5, i.e., [The Kur-din hath drawn together,

(A.) And <\º jº The plant put forth its
Thou hast ample space, or room, in this house. leaves (M, K) from its uppermost branches. (M.)
And ā-ā sº The tree produced its ****
I have ample scope, freedom, or inery, *avoid
ſq. v.]; (M, K;) which is the case when the
this thing, or affair : (S, L:) or I have that camels are able to pasture upon them: (M:) or
n:hich renders me in no need of this thing, or affair. became green. ($gh, K.)
Jºjº, Or

or contracted, thy skirt; therefore] do not neiden

(L)—-38 & *ā-sº ***" Jº č, ſº

it (a place, A) spacious, roomy, nide, or ample.
(A, K.) — Hence the saying of Umm-Selemeh
to Aisheh, (when she desired to go forth to
•

. *

e -

El-Bºrah, TA) S3 ºuts & 3.- 33

(A)—"…sºjºſº & J, and '3-3-4,

—º

(IKtt,) and
it, ($, L, K,) or do not spread it abroad, (L,)
by thy going forth to El-Basrah : (S, L, K:)
the pronoun o refers to the word U23: the
speaker alluded to the words of the Kur-án,

trad.,] Verily, in oblique, indirect, ambiguous, or
equivocal, modes of speech, is ample scope, freedom,
or liberty, to avoid lying : (S, L:) or, that nihich
renders one in no need of lying : (L:) one should
not say a-24, (TA,) nor i-24. ($) —
Accord. to one relation, the last words are -35 and " …; also signify Multitude; copious
S, i.e., do not open it. (S.) – <--- ness; abundance. (L, K.) – Also, The face of

(xxxiii. 33) & S. & J &
(L.)

4.-2:
i-ºff i.e.-

Jº,

** Us?, (Mºb,) t He outwent others

[or became extraordinary] (IKtt, Msb) in know
ledge or science, or in excellence, (IKtt,) and in
his eaccellence. (Msb.) —23.913%, finf n.

$533,

(Msb, TA,) t The speech, or language, was extra
ordinary or strange, [with respect to usage or
analogy or both]: (TA:) it was the contr. of

The ostrich errarated and made a mountain, or part n'hich faces the spectator, chaste: (Mz, 13th

& ) [but

this explanation

requires restriction; for what is extraordinary
mide a hollon, place for her eggs. (A.) — * above its foot, or base; (K;) its side, or extremity,
with respect to usage is the contr. of chaste; but
(K.)
tº- He became possessed of nealth like the which inclines to width: (TA:) pl.
many a word that is extraordinary with respect
dust, and enlarged his mode of life, and scattered
A heavy thing; syn. Ji. (K) – Also, to analogy is more chaste than a cognate word
his property. A proverb. (MF, from Meyd.)
agreeable with analogy: hence the above phrase
A thing that one sees from afar. (K.)
2 : see 1.
is also explained as signifying] the speech, or lan
s •* * * *: * ~ ** * *
guage,
was chaste and good. (Msb.)
3. 4->\} Heried nºith him, orcontended neith him tºº-ºº-º-º-º-, tº- seet”.
s?
for superiority, in multitude, or abundance. (R.)
i-sº A nide hollow place excavated by an 4. 93-3), trans. of 325, He made it to fall, or
5 * ~ * ~~~, (5 K) or ostrich for her eggs. (A.)
to go, or come, out, or forth, from another thing,

tº.

**

9 *

-

…

in o.

4,

, , o a

º,

o .

-

•

*.*
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239, &: tº.
j-i}
made it to fall. (S. K.) You say, 3, 4,4 (Mºb) And #33 & #33 a lº & Cº.
$35 * [He struck his arm, or hand, with f That is, or mill be, only once in nihiles. (TA.) 1 *-* Jé já, (Yoo, Akh, T, S, M, A,”
K.) aor. : and 3, (M., K.) inf n. 33 (Yoo, Akh,
the snºord, and made it to fall.] (S.) And 33; And #33 ºil, (M.K.) and ºl J, (§, M, S, M, K,) and 3.4% (M, K,) [He made a von ;
13é -º-, &- + [He made such a thing to K) and 'ºl J, (§, TA) and 'ºl J, imposed upon himself a von ; 134- Jº & that
or from other things; [&c.; see 1:] (Msb :) he space of [several] days; syn.

•

a

out,

he threw it out, from the reckoning]. (TA,) and W esjø (M, K) and sº U3, ($, K.) he would do such a thing; either absolutely, or
(S.) And 5:3) es: ãº 333i: He thren, out,
and Jºl, (M. K.) and sºl J, (S, M., K.) conditionally, as will be explained below ;] he
fall

or rejected, the young camels in the mulet for f He met him [once] in, or during, the space of made [a future action] binding, or obligatory, on
homicide. (A.) [See also 6.] And &: 4. 33; [several] days; syn. 2& & (M, K,) or tº: himself; (T, M, A, K;) as also W33.31. (K.)
133-

*!

He took forth

property, such a thing.

(3-) from him, of his 2úš.

&

($.) — Also

3,33 A piece of gold,

And (K,) and of silver, (TA,) found in the mine. (K.)
! I caused [the hand of] See also jº.
voned my property; made a con, to give it.]
(M, K, TA.)

6 o'.

Jº &é 933 3. $3:

2- 9 :

such a one to cease from freely disposing of my

•jº :

property. (A.) — jºl He said, or did, some
thing extraordinary, or strange. (IKtt.)

(Yoo, Akh, S. K.") And lie aſ $533, (S,
Mşb, K,) aor. 2 and -, (S, Msb,) inf. n. 3%,

2- 2 -

See oy-Aº.

2- - -

oy-Aº :
6, 3 -

* * *

6. 235U.5 [They mutually thren out, or rejected,

(Msb,) I made it binding, or obligatory, on my

*

sº ău. $33. He pro self, [i. e., I conved, of my on n free neill, to do or

Lºyº see 85-9. —

a thing from a reckoning]. A poet (namely
duced [or payed] to him a hundred out of his
Aboo-Kebeer El-Hudhálee, TA) says,
property. (M, K.)
*

#

And 53. "jºl signifies the same as 333 [He
voned a von]. (Sgh.) You say also Jº *3%
aor. . [and : as implied in the K] inf n. 33, [1

&l & lºsé tº $13
-ºº & J 58.13%

*2 °:

2-2 - ?
#

•jē-A : see ex-A9.
+

[When the courageous men covered nith arms
mutually thron, out from the reckoning the piercing
of the kidneys, as the young camels fall out
from the reckoning in the doubled compensation]:
he says, that their blood is suffered to be shed un
revenged, like as the young camels are thrown out

26 [act, part. n. of jº:

Falling, or going, or God restore to health my sick [son or other]:”
this is termed

coming, out, or forth, from another thing; &c.:
see 1]. — A mild ass going, or coming, forth
from the mountain. (TA.) — A prominence,
or projecting part, of a mountain. (A,” Mºb.)
— [What remains here and there upon the ground,
of rain, i.e., of rain-water: n. un, with 3: pl. of

from the account in the mulct for homicide :

32%) You say, 26 &: Jº -ºš,
21.9) and **ś, [The camels drank of n-hat
the latter,

(S, TA:) meaning, that the pierced kidneys are
thrown out from the reckoning, like as the young
eamel is thrown out, and not reckoned, in the

to give such a thing to God; namely, some re
ligious service, or an alms, &c. : (TA:) or 33;
signifies the promising conditionally; as when one
says, “Such a thing shall be obligatory on me if

J& but the saying “I impose

upon myself the giving a deenár as arms,” is not

so termed. (K.) The doing this is repeatedly
forbidden in traditions: but what is meant there

by is, one's doing so in the belief that he

may

attain by it something which God has not decreed

to betide him, or that he may divert from himself

something decreed to befall him : yet if he do so,
fulfilment is obligatory on him. (IAth.) You

mulct for homicide that is doubled time after

remained here and there upon the ground, of the say also, 39) 335, (M. K.) and 3,3}, (M.) He
water of the rain.] (A.) – t Ectraordinary; (the father, M, K) and she (the mother, M) ap

time. (IB, TA)—tº sº & (A, TA)

pointed the child [by a von) to be a minister or

strange; rare; unusual; applied to speech or
f Such a one comes to us [rarely, or] sometimes. language [and to a word and any other thing:
fem. and n. un, with 3: pl. of the latter as above:
(TA.)
See jº, and jº : (A:) or very eactraordinary,
10.
<2}-xxº~! The camels sought after the
strange, rare, or unusual, applied to speech or
leaves that had come forth upon the uppermost
branches of the plants, to eat them, and applied language; and in like manner #36 [as an epithet
themselves diligently to them : (M:) [or you say,) in which the quality of a subst. predominates]

Jº

servant to the church, (M, K,) or to a place
appropriated to religious services or eacercises, or
acts of devotion: (TA:) so in the Kur, iii. 31.

(M) = &º jº, aor. , (M., IKit, Mºb, K.)

inf n.já (M, IKI) and #33 and #3, (IKit)
or, as some assert, it has no inf. n., like

J.-- &c.,

<!: <23-A-1 they sought after the plants, to applied to a word; pl. of the latter as above: the Arabs being content to use in its stead Čí
(Mz, 13th & ..) [see 3,4] or 2% jet, sig.
eat them, and applied themselves diligently to them.
followed by the verb, as is said in the 'Ináyeh,
nifies what deviate from the generality of nords

on the Kur, chap. xiv., (MF,) He knen, of the
or speech or language. (S,” M, K.) You say thing : (Msb:) or he knew of the thing and nas
seek after the fresh herbage leisurely, and by also, cº āsū Öğ, meaning, f Such a one is cautious of it or on his guard against it or in fear
degrees, or repeatedly. (A.) [The original sig
the unequalled of the age. (K,” TA.) [And of it. (M., K.) You say also jº, Asi. jº
nification of 3.xx.1 seems to be He desired to find
a thing or things in a separate or scattered state; 3,35, used in this manner as a subst, signifies (S, A) The people knew of the enemy: (S:) or
knew of the enemy and prepared themselves for
or to single out.] — § 133-A:...! t They tracked ! Any ectraordinary, strange, rare, or unusual,

(TA) And ºf 2:… Jº (The camek

-

* .

-

-

-

-

-

thing, or saying: pl. as above..] See **-*. them : (A:) or knew of the enemy and mere
cautious of them or on their guard against them
93.9 S. 493 J3& S): see 33-9.
or in fear of them. (T.A.) And it is said in a
5,33 and W $33, with fet-h and damm, are
trad., Jºi jº, IHave thou knowledge of the
substs. from jº, [signifiying The state of being
33; i. 4. 33: [A place in nihich wheat or grain
apart from, or out of, the generality, or main is trodden out]; (S, M, K;) in the dial. of the people and be cautious of them or on thy guard
body; &c. : — and hence, I Ectraordinariness; people of Syria: (S, M.:) or, (M, K,) accord. to against them or in fear of them. (TA.)
his footsteps.

(A.)

:

-

º

•

?

..y

.9 ...

•

º, o –
-

-

rareness.] (Mºb.) You say, Jä Š 4% & ~5 Kr, (M,) reaped wheat collected together; or 4. As ºf (M, K) and K. J.A.,
535, Or 'sº Jº, and * 52% Si, (Msb,) and wheat collected together in the place where it is (Mºb) infn. 335 (T, S, M, Mºb, K) and 33
(M, K) the latter accord. to Kr, but correctly it
sº J. S. 43 & S, (A,) tº hat will not be, trodden out: (M, K.) pl. sui (S. K.)
(Msb,) and that will not happen, (A,) save ſectra
ordinarily; or rarely; or once] in, or during, the

[J’º, &c.,
See Supplement.]

is a simple subst.,
pl.

of 3.3%,

(M) and 3%,(T.K.) or this is

(T,) and

jº, (K,) accord. to Lh

2782
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and Kr, (TA,) [but this is properly a simple verse of Ibn-Ahmar, some say that 24. is pl. of who informs an army of the state of the enemy:
subst.,] and 24, (M, K,) accord. to Zj, (M,) 333, like as & is pl. of &: but others say (T, K:) 3.3% is of the measure Jº in the sense
or Ez-Zeijájee, (TA,) but this should rather be that it is pl.

regarded as a simple subst., (T, M,) I informed
him, or advised him, of the thing : (M, K, TA:)
this is the primary signification: (TA:) and [I

...

-

- d -

* ~

-o-

0.

-

-

of the measure

#

•2 3

+

•* * :

is 333; (M, Mºb, K;) occurring in the Kur,

* ~ *;

33–1 ºv-º-; 33–4–5 4-sº

liv. 23, [&c.]. (TA)—[Hence,),3:... The

2

-

(M, L:) or its verb was

jé ºut this has become obsoletes (T,) its pl.

*** cº -º cº-2-

º

-

Jai, ;

d >

+

nearned him of the thing;] I cautioned him, or
put him on his guard, against the thing, and put
him in fear, (M," K,) in my communication or
announcement : (K:) in this sense the verb is
used in the Kur, xl. 18: (M, TA:) or I an
nounced to him the thing, (S,” Msb,) generally in
a case of putting in fear the person addressed, or
frightening him, (Msb,) or never otherwise than
in such a case: (S:) and thus the verb
is used
* o o ż.
in the Kur, ubi supra., ášj^)/ 2. ..sº [And

ofºº in the sense ofºº
3

º

[Hon many a nºaterless desert glistening nith cock (Har. p. 644). — [And
The
the mirage, in rehich cons, or things voned,
apostle: (M, K:) so in the Kur, xxxv. 34,
are conced, lie in the may to Leylä ſ]. (S.) –
accord. to Th: (M:) the prophet Mohammad :
Also, f The mulct for an intentional n:ound;

(T, K?) so, accord. to most of the expositors, in

used in this sense by Esh-Shāfi'ee, (T, TA,)
that verse of the Kur.

(T.) — Hoariness, or
whiteness of the hair : (T, M, K:) so, accord.
(T, A, K, TA,) which is of the dial. of the to some, in the verse of the Kur, last referred

and of the dial of El-Hijāz; (TA) in Jºi,

people of El-'Irak: (T, TA) pl. 3:33. (TA, to: (T, M. :) but the explanation immediately
K:) said by Aboo-Nahshal to be only for

preceding is more probable. (T.) — The sound

warn them and put them in fear of the day of wounds,
small and great. (T, K,”) You say, of a bow: (AHn, M, K:) because it warns,
the approaching event, the day of resurrection]

meaning, put them in fear of its punishment:

33% ºf J. J., (T, TS, L.) or 99 “e,

or frightens,

(334) that which is shot at. (AHn,

(K,) ( A mulct for oa2 round
is onced to me. M.) = I. q. ** [i. e. Voned]: pl.
... o.
2 -c > 0 <
(Msb:) and 13& 33% I informed him, or
• *.
• 22
(T, K, &c.) And >> 3- arºlac) I I gave
advised him, of such a thing. (Msb.) sº him the mulet for his round. (A.) Aboo-Sa’eed See 333. = See also Jº.
**, *.
advised him, of the state of the enemy: in the Ed-Dareer says that it is thus called a 5 jº 39,
933; but this is a mistake. i.e., because it is made binding, of obligatory,
w 2 * . . .”
• 2 oz
2 oz ºf for it; [namely, for the wound;] from the

(TA.) And you say, 5-ax!! 2:-e A35) stºl
o

o-

-

-

...] I informed the people of the march of the
enemy tonards them, to put them on their guard.
• 9.
2 o ºf
• **
• * * * : *;
w

- -

(T,) And 5-axle Asăll stºl, and 5-allº!,
signify the same. (A.) It is said in a proverb,
-

of

-

jé &.

- - c :

Jºel

(S.)

º, o -

also signifies He (a spy) informed him, or
copies of the K,

333.

3, 3} : See J.J.3.

irº [A cotice gift;] that nihich he gives who
makes a ton. (M., K.) – A child appointed
phrase J-i- J- $535. • *(T,
TA) — [4 by the father (M, K) and mother (M) [by a
:
con) to be a minister, or servant to the church,
votive offering]. = See also 333.
(M, K.) or to a place appropriated to religious
333 (M) and " … (T, S, K) [and "33; services, or eacercises, or act: of devotion
: (T:)
(see 4) and '233 (S, M) and *** (M) pl. 23.33. (T) = See alsojº, in two places.
-

-

6 o' --

-

35,

meaning, He hath become

eaccused, and averted from himself the blame of

men, niho hath warned thee that he will punish
thee for a future evil deed proceeding from thee,
if thou then do the evil
deed and he punish
, , of
thee...(T) See also 33-1, in two places: and
see Jºke.

• **

and '533 (Esh-Shāfi'ee, K) and " sº (K)
are substs. in the sense of 535, [meaning An

= And see j-A5.
o

6*~*

:

259 : see j-i-o.

informing, or advising, of a thing : and a warn
• *>
Jº-o:

ing, or cautioning, and putting one on his guard,
against a thing, and putting one in fear of a
thing; &c.; (see 4:)] (T, S, M, K:) or a putting

2:

one in fear in announcing a thing. (T.A.)
a o f
of
a 2x
of

* J. jº- JY3, and "335,

Jºe

a 2 x

•

*

...:

see º'.

? •.

J5-A-o:
a --->

ºr

º

• *

-

Such a one is

2% 23L-5 The people narmed, or cautioned, 933 31 and 533 37 jºz, accord. to different
one another, or put one another in fear, (M, K,) readings, in the Kur, lxxvii. 6, put in the looking at me hard or intently, and making his eye
6.

of a terrifying evil. (TA.) You say

ºil j}\º

13é. The people warned one another, (S) and

(T, in TA, art. 235.)

prominent.

accus. case as causal complements, signify

9.3%
3& [A thing of which people warn or caution

gº

[For eaccusing and warning]. (Zj, T.) one another, or of which they put one another in
put one another in fear, of such a thing. (S, A.)
A poet says, (S,) namely, En-Nábighah, (T, [See also art. 33.c..] And in like manner, ",33, fear]: applied to a disease [&c.]. (TA, art.
ze
TA,) describing a serpent, (T,) and his being in the Kur, liv.16, &c., signifies Jºlº.
(S, K.) Jºã- voce cº-) – [Hence,) 3& + The
threatened by En-Noamán so that he passed the
lion. (Sgh, K.)
night as though he had been stung, turning over And so "2233, in the Kur, lxvii. 17. (T, M.)
Jº
and over upon his bed, (TA,)
Hence also the saying of the Arabs, j Jºº.
2: . .
-, * * *
• . * * *, * : * :
1. JJ 3, inf. n. 4/133, He was, or became, lon,
2.”
2 *: 1 - 2
JU-83, meaning, 33.5 Sº Jºel [i. e. Do thou
tº ex- cº cººl ºº
base, vile, ignoble, mean, sordid, or contemptible,
that for rehich thou n'ilt be eaccused, by inflicting
($, K,) in all his circumstances. (K.)
•
,- 2 & 2 : - .2 * :
* :* ~ *
punishment when it is deserved, and do not merely
nearn and put in fear]. (TA.)
J.K. A man vile, or mean, and despised in all
[Of n:hich the charmers have narned one another,
6 **
his circumstances. (K.)
Jº
and put one another in fear, on account of the
see j-i}.
• *.*.
evil nature of its poison, which it discharges one
~~
USJº
2- 2 - - -3
time and one time draws back]. (T, S, T.A.)
jº i. 4. "33-, (T, S, M, A, Msb, K,) as Q. Q. 1. 4553 vº-J) ~~ *}”, or Jº
8: see jé, in two places.
also W #233; (M;) i.e. [One who gives infor
10. º, 33-1 He offered warning to him mation, or advice, of a thing, or things: and one lays the dust upon it, or upon the ground, in
n:ho nearns;] one nºho cautions; (M, TA ;) and cross, wavy lines: syn. 4–3. (K.) Hence
(A, TA, art. Jºke.) See Jia-l.
n:ho puts in fear : (TA:) one who gives notice to AS& º: (TA.) — It has been asserted
}: A von, n-hich a man makes to be binding, a people of an enemy, or other thing, that has that J and 2 do not come together in any [pure]
or obligatory, on himself; (T, M," K,” TA;) come upon them; (TA;) a spy nºho gives notice, Arabic word; and F has said the same in art.
ſeither absolutely, or conditionally: (see jé :)] to a people, of an enemy, to put them on their Jº ; [or rather he has there said that 2 does
pl. 3533 : (S, M, K:") and in the following guard; (A :) and in like manner * $24, a spy not occur in an Arabic word with J before it;
-

-

-

-

• * *

-

• * *

*

o a

o

-

-

-

#

* c -

|

º

º, o -

-

-

6

o' --

d --

-

-

- -

Jº, (TA) inf n. 433, (TA) The wind
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former is an inf n, used as a subst. (Māb.) —
tioned this word as though it were pure Arabic.
J-e-jº and J-e-, [The Narcissus]: see art. [The pl. is j953, occurring in the TA in art.
So says MF. To this it may be replied, that Jº U-e-J - The former is mentioned by ISd in art. 3-ke..] – [The former is also used as an epithet:
is inserted to separate the c and 3, as remarked J-e-j : the latter, in the present art. (TA.)
fem. with 3. You say,) § J. Ground, or
in the L. (TA)—ºr, He forged ſºlº
land, having water eruding, or oozing, from

(meaning a radical cy;)] yet he has here men

g

•

or language]: syn. 23.

Jºin.

*.

•

2.

(K.) You say ** sº

(TA.) — º He miaced, or confounded,

speech, [introducing what was fake

neith that

r

-

>}}

it ;

syn. 3

35; as also " šū. (Lh, T.A.) =

of tricktrack, backgammon, or [Hence, perhaps, 5; also signifies t liberal,
tables: and, app., a pair of tables and other bountiful, or munificent. (Sgh, K.) = Also, 3:

º [The game

which was true]. (K.) — sº He uttered a apparatus with which that game is played:] a Much, or many. (K.) = A man (A’Obeyd, S)
malicious and mischievous misrepresentation, a
certain thing neith nehich one plays; (M, L;) light, or active, (A’Obeyd, S, K,) or light in
calumny, or slander. (K.)
nell known : (M, L, K.) a Persian word, (M, spirit, (TA,) sharp in mind, (A’Obeyd, S, K,)
Jºº (S, K) and **ś (as in several copies L.) arabicized: (M, L ) also called 3.33%, (M,
of the K, [and I am inclined to think that this L, K,) because invented (as some say, TA) by
is the correct reading, as it may certainly be Ardasheer the son of Bábak, (K,) a Persian king.
correctly used in the sense here given, being (TA.) It is said in a trad., that he who plays
properly an inf. n., agreeably with analogy, or at this game is as though he plunged his hand
*iº. (as in others, which is said in the TA to into the flesh and blood of the pig. (L.)
be the correct word, and to be given on the

authority of AA, [but it exhibits an incongruity
of letters: see 1:]) Mischief; malicious and mis
chievous misrepresentation, calumny, or slandºr.

(S, K.)—Jº, fem, with 3 ; and º 333

i,j

A calamity; a misfortune. (K.)

and

iº

Jickle, or unsteady: (K:) an epithet of dispraise.
(TA.) — A man. (TA) much, or often, in
motion; as also "5* : (Ki) a man, (A,) and
an ostrich, (S, K,

TA)

that does not remain

still in one place : (S, A, K:) or that is quick,
or snift, and does not remain still in one place:
j,”
(TA :) or an ostrich, and an antelope, that
leaps, jumps, springs, or bounds : (A:) and a
j933.3 : see what follows.
light, or an active, camel; (TA;) and so ă,
jº, an arabicized word, (S, A, Msb,) from applied to a she-camel. (S, TA.)— Light dust.
j9333, (A, K,) which in Persian; meaning “new (TA)—33%, and 'ºft, in ; and ºft.
6 -d .

A mischievous man; (K;) one who utters malicious
and mischievous misrepresentations, calumnies, or
day;’
slanders. (TA.) — *::: A strong man. (K.)

Jº

clever, or ingenious, (A*Obeyd, K,) and intel
ligent. (A’Obeyd, T.A.) — Light, inconstant,

"3sº but the former, (TA, art. 3.)
which is of the measure Jº, is the better in
#: see;.
repute, because Jº is not the measure of an
.
3.

•

-

-

(TA;) and

•

see ºrº.

Arabic word ; (Msb;) The first day of the year;
Nen-year's-day: (A, Msb, K:) with the Persians,

jº: see jº, last sentence.

jé,

when the sun enters Aries: and nºith the Copts,

tº

fem. with 3: see

#.

º

the first of [the month] Toot [the ancient Thoth,

-

jº A child's cradle : (A, K:) because of its
immediately following their leap-year, which is frequent motion. (TA) — See also 33.

35 He thrashed wheat, or corn, with a or the tenth of September, N.S., excepting when

1.

sº (TA.)

; (L.K) and ': and 'º, the last
of the dial. of El-Yemen, and a word of which

when our next ensuing year is a leap-year].
(Msb, T.A.) The word j993 is said to have

g

53

been first used in the time of the 'Abbāsee Kha

1. * §, ($, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. §

and

there is not the like in Arabic, (L.) A thrashing leefehs; but it is related to have been used in
instrument, or that with which heaps of wheat, or the time of Alee. (TA.)

ºft, (S,) He eaccited discord between them :

corn, are thrashed, whether of wood or of iron;

S. K.) like 3. (TA)—º-tº Jé š

(L, K.) or, of iron and wood; (Sifr es-Sa'ādeh;)
[a kind of drag, used, in Egypt and Arabia and

(AZ,

He incited, or urged, him against his companion.
j9

(K, TA) – 3 Jº 95 tº What incited,
some other countries of Western Asia, for the
purpose of separating the grain of n-heat and

1. Jºl eji, (A, Mºb, K) aor. -, infn.

urged, or induced, thee to this? (Ks, S.) —5.
, ($, K,) inf. n. #, (S,) He made an attack,
35; (Msb;) and Y ~531, (S, A, Msb,) The
ground, or land, had water eacuding, or oozing, or assault, upon him ; syn. J.-. (Ks, S. K.)
5.

•

w

º

barley &c. and cutting the stran, which serves as
fodder; it is a machine in the form of a chair from it : (S, K:) or had much flowing moisture :
from
fired upon a sledge, which moves upon small iron
—º &é § He turned him back
£ 3
wheels, or thin circular plates, generally eleven, (Msb:) or became [abundant in) &tº [or places
what he had said. (K,” TA.) – 29 J3, like
fired to three thick acle-trees, four to the fore welling forth water], as in the TS and the K,
most, the same number to the hindmost, and three Or &tº [or places of stagnant water] by reason us--e, [i.e., pass, in form, but neut. in signifi
cation,] He was addicted, or devoted, to it;
to the intermediate acle-tree : this machine is
of
the
#.
(TA)—[áilºlº
ºf
see
tº.)
desirous
of it. (TA.) – § 25% cº ~5 J.
drawn, in a circle, by a pair of comes or bulls, =}, aor. :, inf. n. }}, He (an antelope, S,)
their driver being seated upon it, over the corn :
49%, (S, K,) thus thou sayest, addressing thy
pl. [of the first and last words] &ly. (TA.) — ran : (S, K:) or he (an ostrich, and an antelope,) self, when a man has been pursuing a good or
leaped, jumped, sprang, or bounded. (A.) – an evil way, and turned from it to another
Also, the first and second, A ploughshare. (K.)
--

-

g e

a

6 - ©.

8:22 and crº :

He (an antelope, S,) uttered a cry, or cries.

way, or accord. to some copies of the S,

(Ibn-El-Jarráh, Ks, $, K.)
4: see 1, first signification.

instead of $2, [which is for tº Jºl (TA;)

* -d -

See

gº

a 2

Ú A well-known fruit; [the orange; citrus
aurantium; of n!hich there are two species com

cº,

...)

3.

-

3

2

Verily thou knowest not to what thing thy mind
will become addicted, or devoted: (ISk, S, K:)

3. and W53 Water that erudes, or oozes, from
ground: (S, K:) or flowing moisture : i.e., to what thy state will come. (K.) In one
mon in the gardens of the East, one street, and
the other bitter:} an arabicized word, from [the (Msb:) the latter is the better word; and is copy of the K, 49s thine old age, is put instead
[said to be] Persian, arabicized: (TA:) the of 49*. (TA)
Persian] ejº [also called *]. (K.)
the

351
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5 de

's; An inciter, instigator, or exciter.
•.3,

(TA.)

6 p.

J., [A man much addicted, or devoted,
to
:
,
a thing; very desirous of it). (TA.) [See Jºjº.]
#53

• 28 e e
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5 0.

Jº

§ Öğ,(A.K.) Or º, (so in
ranges 3. Jiabroad unrestrained, and] thy goodness is little. two copies of the S,) Such a one nill not give until
(A.)
he is importuned, or pressed, (A, K,) and despised.
(S, K, TA.)
tº ; see
— Also, Turbid water. (K.)
* *

tº Jºsé-5 cº- Jº t[Thy wickedness

6 **

º

3%

6

-

4.

$3. Addicted, or devoted, to it;

desirous of

it. ($, K.)

2 - “.

-

2. 2,33, inf. n. Jiří; (K;) or "ºft, aor. 2,
and
and
: See
inf. n. Å; (Msb;) He made it little, or small,
cº
*
:
t;" and * &P and W tº and W *}
A thing, in quantity; (Mºb, K;) namely, a gift; as also
* * ~ of
W º
(K.) — Also º He gave him a little,
(K,) or dwelling, (TA,) distant, or remote. (K.)
5

*>

6

**

.

*}

9 x 2.

6

3%

p.

-

->

~}}

º;

,

; , .

t;"

1. 3, aor...inf nº-º (Š, K) and º and
&# (K) He (an antelope) uttered a cry, or

small, paltry, mean, contemptible, or inconsider.
able, gift. (TA.) [It seems to be implied in the
a distant, or remote, house, or TA, that W § also has this signification.] =

J.M. A distant, or remote, tonn, or country :

(S:) and i-jū %

(Mº.) — " **2; A distant, or
remote, people. (S, K.) And *jº- J. Camels

dwelling.

sound, (S, K,) at rutting-time. (S.) Used with

*w

See also 1, last signification.

reference to the buck and the doe; (K;) or the
4. º: see 2, in two places. – Also, He
buck only. ($, K.)
from distant regions. (A.) ISd says, that it is (God) caused him to be possessed of little good, or
meaning That comes to the water little nealth. (AZ.)
6. 125uji, q. 123-u5. (K.) Accord. to IHsh pl. of Y

tºº,

3%

and W
and others, this verb has not been heard [from from a distant place. (L.) =
&P 5. jº i.q. Jiří, (K,) i.e., It became di
the Arabs of the classical ages], but only the and W -ºš A well entirely eachausted : or nearly minished, or rendered little or small in quantity.
subst. &#, which is therefore decided to be a
eachausted: (K:) or W tº Jº signifies a well (TK.) See also 3. — He asserted himself to be
transp. forin of$3. (TA.)
containing little water ; pl.
(S:) and 3. related to the tribe of Nizār; (K:) or he made
6

p.

6s

&#:

5

**

-

Jºjº. A surname; a nickname; a name of re
proach; an opprobrious appellation : syn. Já :

(K) i.4.33. (TA) See 6.

3. § being of he

Jº in the sense himself like that tribe : or he introduced himself
among them, ($, K,) not being one of them. (TA.)
of the measure Jºiº, a well containing no water;
}}, applied to anything, (TA,) little, or small,
and it is allowable to say i-s: (Msb:) or a
W

In easure

well of which the mater has been eachausted: (so in quantity or number; (S, A, Msb;) paltry,
mean, contemptible, or inconsiderable : (S, TA:)
Jºjº. A buck-antelope; and a bull. (K.) [By in some copies of the S, and the like in the Nh:) as also ºft (Msb, K) and *}.} (Msb) and
the latter is probably meant the kind of antelope or a nell of n!hich most of the water has been
º

, be

6

J-9) is]

called

drawn forth. (So in other copies of the S, and

x 6.

"325. (K:) or the last signifies little, or small,

5 * ~ *

-

in the K.) See an ex., voce 3,12.9, art. 233.

in quantity, applied to a gift, (S, TA,) and to

food; (TA;) or a gift made little, or small, in

i-ji. A bucket (K) with nihich nater is drawn;

**
-3% aor. 2 and z, inf n. 3. and *::: ; (K;)

1.

and W

3-);

(TA;) He, or it, (a

became distant, or remote.

hºg, TA)

(K.) — j|20)

<--5,

(TA;) and the like thereof.

Çº. and **

º

See

(K.)
.1:

tºº.

º &#. (S, K,)

13é,

&: cº-º: <-31 f Thou art far removed

&#, [pass. in

*::::.

a gift ob

tained by importunity or pressing: and º
a gift given nithout its being asked for; without
importunity or pressing.

(TA.)

It is also

applied to speech: thus the speech of Mohammad
is described as

3. Sº }S J.; [Distinct;]

not

cº,
cº, -ºi. (S.) Ex.
gº &: <ji ! Thou art far removed from

little, or scanty, so as to indicate impotence, nor

blame.

good, or goodness; little, or no, nealth; and so
Å; as also ºf... (AZ.) = º <!- u.

a verb licence,

form, but neut. in significa
tion,] (K,) Such a one became far removed from
like

and

• , o 2

inf n. * aft, The house, or dwelling, became distant, from such a thing ; ($, K";) and, by poetic
or remote. ($.) —

quantity: (Msb:) and }:

. . o.º.

with

-

much and corrupt: (K:) or not little nor much.

(TA, art. JºA.) — A man possessing little, or no,
(A.)

3. (S, Msb,
K) aor. (Mº) and , (TA) iſ º. § (S,

jjº

Mºb) and ºft; (Mºbi) and '4-#5 (K.)

1.3%, aor. , inf n. 9% (S, A, Mºb, K) and
32; (Msb, K) and ãº, (K,) or āş, as in the

his dwelling-place. ($, K.) =}}

S;

He drew forth all the water of the well; exhausted
it entirely : ($, Msb, K:) or he drew from it M and L, and perhaps one of these last two forms

Thou hast not come othernise than slowly, tardily,
or late.
9.

.

(K.)
6

p.

3,5 : see Jºjº.

until little mater remained in it; nearly eachausted is a mistake for the other, (TA,) It nas, or be
3% The quality, in a she-camel, of scarcely ever
came, little, or small, in quantity or number; ($,
conceiving eaccept against her nill. (TA.)
A, Msb, K;) paltry, mean, contemptible, or in
(TA,) inf. n.
(K) and
(TA,) The nell considerable. (S, TA.) See also 5. — Also,
Aft Any thing little, or small, in quantity or
became entirely eachausted: (A, Msb, K:) or, be inf. n. §, He (a man) nas, or became, possessed
number. (K.) See also 3. — A woman having

it. (K)—ſº e-É, (A, Mºb, K) aor. ,

§

&#,

came nearly eachausted. (K.) See 4. —Jº 33 of little good, or little wealth. (AZ.) – “º, fen children; ($, K;) and in like manner applied
+ Thou hast eachausted me of what I had, or pos
inf n.jī, She (a camel) had little milk. (TA) to a bird; (S, TA;) as also *ś, with kesr to
sessed. (L, from a trad.)
* * *>

= %, aor. , (TA) inf. m. Å, (K.) He de
4.

Asi.

£º,

the j, applied to a woman: (K:) pl. of the

(L, and so in some copies of the spised, and deemed little, him, or it. (K.” TA.) former, 3. : (TA:) or the former epithet signifies

K, [agreeable withanalogy)or'3% (so in other See also 2. — He smote him with the [evil] eye. having little milk; (K;) applied in this sense to a
(Fr, in TA, art 23°)=$3,0As; A) aor. 2, (AS,)
inf. n. jº, (As, K,) He drew forth, or got out,
(L, K.)
what he had, by little and little : (As :) he impor
tuned him, or pressed him, in asking (A, K) a
matter of science or a gift. (A.) You say also,

copies of the K,) The people had the water of their
wells entirely, or nearly, eachausted.
See 1.
8: see 1.

she-camel. (TA.) A she-camel having neide orifices
to her teats. (L, voce 2-5-3.) – Of little speech;
that speaks not until importuned, or pressed. (En
Nadr.) — A she-camel whose young one has died,
and that affects the young one of another, (K,
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TA,) but whose milk comes not save scantily. apes or monkeys, not living in nater, and the eating
(TA.) — A she-camel (TA) that scarcely ever of n!hich is unlanful: but as to the marine animal,
conceives except against her nill: (K:) a mare some hold it to be lawful; whereas the sheykh
slony to conceive. (L.)
Aboo-Hámid holds the eating of the J.L.3 [of any
kind] to be unlawful, because it has the form of
jºjº :
the sons of Adam. (TA.) It is said in a trad.
43

.

6 o',

-

see 253; the latter, in five places.
of Aboo-Hureyreh, Jº

[&#,

Jºs Jºël Jºš.[The

but neut. in sense,] adr. tº, inf n. ‘.…, IHer
menstrual discharge nas later than its usual time,

and it was therefore hoped that she was pregnant :
(Kh, S, K.) or her menstrual discharge nas later
than its usual time, and her pregnancy commenced:
(TA:) or she began to be pregnant : (As, S:) or
she conceived. (A3.)= &

tº, (S, K,”) inf. n.

men have gone, and the J-L-3 remain]. Being º: , (TA,) He mired the milk with water. (S,
&c.

asked who were the J.L.-3, he answered, Those
See Supplement.]

who affect to be like men but are not men. (TA.)

U-3

[For the verb J., &c.; see Supplement.]

K.') — & 4t-, and cºulºus, He mired
the milk with water for him. (TA) — tº He
gave him to drink º, q.v.; (K;) i.e. wine, or

milk. (TA)—-tº she (an antelope) liched
Jú($, M, Mºb, K) and Jº (K) A kind of
Creatures

her young one just after its birth. (K.) = tº:

ticularly to human beings]) whereof ſevery] one
jumps, or hops, upon one leg : ($, Mºb, K:) it is

related in a trad., that a tribe of 'Ad disobeyed

2

t–

(Gi- [an appellation often applied par
1.

tº,

(S, K,) inf. n. ‘.…, (S,) It (a camel, sheep, &c.,)
became
fat : (TA:) or began to gron fat; when
aor. 2, (S, K,) inf. n. *: (S;) and

"t:3, (§, K.) inf n. *-ij, (S) He chid (S,

their apostle, and that God thereupon transformed K) a camel ($) &c. (L) he urged, or drove, it.

its soft hair ( 23), after falling off, began to grow
again. (S, K.)
2 : see 1.

every man of them having a ($, K.) — tº, aor. 2, inf. n. ** (S, K) and
4: see 1. – ou 3) He granted him a delay of
[single] arm and a [single] leg, [consisting] of one stº. (K) [and tº, mentioned in the TA,
payment,
or granted him credit, in a sale, or in
half [of a human being], hopping like as the bird art. tes ;] and Y t-l; (§, K;) He postponed,
-e 2 - ? - of

them into

J-4–3,

J tº

hops, and pasturing like as beasts pasture; (K;) or delayed, a thing. ($, K. Explained in the the case of a debt. (A.) — Jº. Su-3, I made
my way to lead me far off. (S.) [See art. -->...]
and these are found in the islands of China: (TA:)
S, K by 25, and in the K by Şā-, also, both of
5 : see 8.
or, as some say, these have become eactinct; (K;)
which words, accord. to the TA, are syn.) [See an
for a transformed being lives not more than three
8. List It was postponed, or delayed; syn.
ex, of the use of U-31, without a final e, in art.
days, as the learned have established; (TA;)
*6.
(A.) — t—" He (a camel, S,) went far
-āe, voce *:::..]—º e” 3. tº, and
and what eacist non', of this make, are a distinct
off in the pasture. ($, K.) — It (a party of
class of creatures: (K:) or they are of three 4- ºr "tºl, God postponed the end of his
people) went far off. (TA.) – &= -1 He
kinds; Jºë and Jº and Jºlº : (K;) and life; i.e., prolonged his life : (so in the FS:)
retired, or withdren, far aff, from him or it.
the second of these are the baser sort; (TA;) or accord. to IKtt, a Me-l ăul t—, and Lº * L-3
(S.) l, iſ and ,-43 occur in two readings of
the J-3U-3 are the females of them, (K,) as Aboo ale-l. (TA.) All of these four modes of ex
a
trad., for lsº ºff, (which is the correct read
Sa’eed Ed-Dareer says; (TA;) or they are of pression are allowable: (MF:) as also aſ Yt.;
ing,) in this sense. (TA.) [Hence it appears
higher rank than the J.L.-J., (K,) as is said in the
that "t.j, accord. to some, also signifies he
O: (TA:) or the J.L.-3 are [the peoples called] 4- Å. (A8,
Jº à
His
retired,
&c.]
Yájooj and Májooj : (IAar, Msb, K:) or a
life
was
prolonged.
(TA,
from
a
trad.)
–
tº:
10. St.----. He asked him to postpone or to
certain people of the sons of Adam : (K:) or
certain creatures in the form of men, (M, K,) so
grant him a delay in, the payment of his debt.
called because of the neakness of their make, from nºatering of the camels; or kept them from mater
, ,
ãº, which signifies weakness, (M,) differing beyond the accustomed time. (L.) — Lºº #L-3
asked him to make the sale to be on credit, or for
from men in some things, and not of them : (K:)
Jº
(S, K,) inf. n. º, (S,) He increased payment at a future period. (A)—t
or, accord. to what is said [by some], a certain
* He ashed his creditor to grant him a delay
beast, reckoned among wild animals, that is hunted the time betneen the two drinkings, or materings,

4-H (Z) and 4- J & 3, and " tº

$)–94

&#,

Jº, inf n. J.5, He delayed or deferred the

(S, K.) [See also 1.] – 3:3 tº He

*.

in the payment of his debt. (A.)

and eaten, having the form of a man nºith one eye of the camels, by a day : (A :) or by a day, or
and leg and arm, and that speaks like man : (Kr, two days, or more. (A, L., K.) – cº Jºy t;

M :) or a species of marine animal: (Msb:) or,

Jº-

He kept back, or put back, or drove back,

‘Jº and * : 3

and

* Jº

A woman who is

supposed to be pregnant; (K;) as also "

accord. to El-Mes’oodee, an animal like a man

the camels from the tank, or cistern. (S, L, K.”) (A, K) and Y tº: : (A :) or in nihom pregnancy
— in tº jū. What ailed him May God has appeared: (Ki) or, º (K) and Y tºº,
render him ignominious! (Kr, L,) or put him back
ponser, kills him : or, as is related in the 3.J's-e, nard 1 (L.) Whom he pº backward, He renders (TA,) as also " 13–3, accord. to J and IM, but
this is rejected by F, (TA,) a woman whose
on the authority of Ibn-Is-hák, certain creatures
having one eye, that comes forth from the mater,
and speaks, and, nºnen it gets a man neithin its

(314.) in

El-Yemen: J-3, cººl says, that they

ignominious. (L.) — U-5, inf. n. J-3, He sold menstrual discharge is later than its usual time,

are of the sons of Sám the son of Sám, brothers of a thing with postponement of the payment; he and who is therefore hoped to he pregnant : (S,
'Ad and Thamood, not possessing reason, living in sold it upon credit. (TA.) — & st: , and K:) pl. [of J-3] túi and *:::: and tº is:
the salt-n-ater (cº-S) on the coast of the Sea of &--" W it—l, He made the als to him to be on is also said; and sometimes the sing. (…)
India : the Arabs hunt them, and speak to them, credit. (S, K.) 8-9 W ou.}} He postponed being originally an inf. n., is used as a pl. (TA.)
and they speak the Arabic language, and propa for him the period of the payment of the price of = 1.3 and 't'. Thin, watery, milk : (Ki)
gate one with another, and poetize, or versify, and the thing sold. (A.) — <!, &tº , inf. n. […;; or milk miced with water. (T, $.) [See 1.] –
name themselves by the names of the Arabs: (TA:) (Akh, S.;) and aº V st-1, (S,” K.) and Also, both words, (TA,) or the former only;
[in the present day, this appellation is applied to
(K, MF;) but " º: is quoted in this sense,
a pigmy: and also, to an ape:] Es-Suyootee & Yºu—31; (Akh, $3) He postponed for him
from IAar, who is said to have pronounced it
says, in the Deewan el-Hayawān, as to the animal the period of the payment of his debt. (S, T.A.) thus, erroneously, for º (TA;) Wine;
<
*ś,
a verb like (24 , [i. e., pass, in form,
which the vulgar call Jºu-5, it is a species of
-

[Book I.
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(IAgr ;) drink that dispels the reason. (K.) =

was another custom of the Pagan Arabs, men

~~

* ~ *:
‘J– Fatness : or its commencement; (K;) its tioned under this word in the TA.] The Arabs,
1. a-º, aor. 2, (S. K.) inf n. 4-3 and ā.3;
completeness, (consequent upon eating dry food, liking that the day of their return from pil
should always be at one season of the ($;) and aor. :, inf. n. J.3 and 3.3; (K,
being called Jº. ($) — J. Jº J grimage
year, postponed it every year eleven days; at TA;) He mentioned his [i.e. another's] relation
Jºlº, (S,) or jº, (TA,) [Fatness, or its com the same time keeping sacred the two months ship, [lineage, or genealogy]; ($, K;) saying,
mencement, ran through the beasts of carriage]. in which the pilgrimage took place, and the He is such a one, the son of such a one; or He
5

-

-

6

6.-

o .

6 - o

. .”

0.

-

o

*J-3 One niho mices, or converses, with others: month next after those two, and also the month is of such a tribe, or city; or of such an art,
of Rejeb, at whatever season this fell. (TA.) or such a trade; and the like. (Lb. T.) —
ex, ºu 3 J-3 3A. He is one who mires, or con
[For the same purpose, at one time, they used *-ī, aor. 2, inf n. -*, He traced up his [i.e.
to intercalate a month in the third and sixth and
verses, mith women. (K.) – See J-3.
another's] lineagetohis greatestancestor. (TA.) –
of every eight years. See Kur, ix. 36,
eighth
‘.… and tº and tº: and tº- and º
where the prohibition of this custom is im 4-9, ſaor = 2,] He asked him to mention, or
See ‘.….
plied; and Sale's Prel. Disc., § vii.).-See J.3. tell him, his relationship, [lineage, or genealogy].
-->

o

--

-

o

-

→ • * *

tº Length of life. (Akh, S, K.) — The

tº:

-

(K, TA) and Y ić-

and W.

#t3,

(S,

(K)—º."<its cº-3 j <<i> f [1

sat by him, and he asked me º tell him my
Fakeeh of the Arabs [El-Hárith Ibn-Keledeh, K,) like šá, (S,) A postponement, or delay,
lineage; so I mentioned my lineage to him].`
as said in the Mz, close of 39th 8°, where the
as to the time of the payment of a debt, or of the
(A.)—tº *u.3ts “… [She asked us to tell
following is quoted, says, Sº, it…] 3. &: price of a thing sold, &c. (S, K, TA.) The first
our lineage; so ne mentioned our lineage to
her
& *:::: iſºl *% iſs, -º-º:: A. is a subst.; (K;) and also an inf n. ; (L;)
[and each of the others seems to be sometimes

ſtºl & Jij, (Let him whom length of life

used as such]. — " #: 44%, and
rejoiceth (but there is no long endurance in life)
lighten his debts, and make his morning-meal
early, and delay his evening-meal, and take little

also

$$, S,)

He sold it on credit; for payment

to be made at a future period. ($, K, TA)

enjoyment in nomen]: ($,” TA:) .1291 here
means debt. (T, M, TA, in art. L33), where

her]. (IAar, from a trad.) – cº J) 4-3

He

" its, (as asserted him to be related to such a one ; and he
referred his lineage, or origin, to such a one. —
He referred the origin or derivation of his name
to such a one. — He attributed, or ascribed, it

'', 4. — Also,

A debt of which to such a one. See, for ex. 33- and 4.3% in
the payment is aferred by the creditor to a the Mºb. — lie J, 4.3 He referred its
this saying is cited with some variations.)
future period. (TA.) – A sale upon credit, origin, or the origin or derivation of its name, to
the
of
sense
the
in
Jºsé
measure
the
of
*Us-3,
nihich the payment is deferred to a certain, or such a thing. — He attributed, or ascribed, it
in
CŞ".
definite, period. (TA.)
measure Jºiº, (S,) A month which the Arabs,
to such a thing. —] cº J. 4. He named
in the time of paganism, postponed: (K:) the
him, or called him, in relation, or reference, to
doing of which is forbidden in the Kur, ix. 37.
*ch a one; meaning an ancestor; and in like
($.) — Also, as an inf. n. of tº, (which it is n:hose office it was to perform the act called manner, in relation, or reference, to a tribe, a
also said to be in the L,) The postponing of a … ; i.e., the postponing of a month: (S, TA:) town or district, an art or trade, &c. See iº.
month : i.e., the postponing of the sacredness of he was also called Jºſé, pl. Jºš. (TA.) =
— 3- J. 4. ! He named it, or called it,
a month ; transferring it to another month.
Anything fat ; or beginning to grow fat: in relation, or reference, to such a thing. –
&When the Arabs returned from Mina, [after the
13é- º, <, and, by inversion, J. <
accomplishment of the pilgrimage, it was custo
mary for a man of the tribe of Kinaneh to arise &-9 exº~ Je, which is more proper. (TA.)
34°, (see S and K, in art. Jºº-, &c.) the
and say, Laš & sº Sesºſ ū [“I am he 6: ... c.
attributed or imputed to him, or charged him
o

5.

-

*

:-33 :

see

-

.

&–9, pl. tº (S) and 3,4-6, (TA) one

in the kiti ºil, &c. &# 34 in the L.

whose, decree

it… see 1 — Jº Jº #: e.g. á.

is not to be rejected ”]; (S;) or

with, or accused him of, such a thing; namely, a

,39.

es: it… [Union with hindred is a means fault &c. Both phrases are often used as signi
of multiplying wealth, a means of prolonging fying thus by classical writers, and in the present
dº << L.; [“ Verily I am not to be accused
ãº --, (S, K,) aor. : , (S,) and
of a sin, nor am I to be charged with a one's memorial]. (TA, from a trad.) = See day.]

Jº sº. 3, ºf 3, 4- 3 J, or 5, 9,

-

2.É

2

--

-

3\

2, (L.) inf. n.

3:... (S, K) and " it., (K) and also with:
out 2, (S, K,) A staff, or stick : so called because

q.v.; ($, K;) He mentioned
the woman in an amatory manner, in the begin

harram, and transfer it to Safar:” for they dis a beast is urged or driven with it: (K:) a

ning [or prelude] of a poem : (TA, voce Jº :)

fault, nor is my saying, (or decree,) to be re
jected;”] (TA;) whereupon they would say,
9.3 tº-fi [“Postpone for us a month”]; i.e.,
&4

Postpone

for us the sacredness

of El-Mo

(K,) i.g.

(S, K) and

and

º *:

the noman in amatory language, in
liked that three months during which they might pastor's great staff. (TA.) For &tº in the he mentioned
of a 53-3, and then turned to the
beginning
the
not make predatory expeditions should come upon Kur, xxxiv. 13, some read * &: i.e. “from, object of praise : [for it is a general rule to com
them consecutively, as their subsistence was or of, the end of his staff; ” st- originally signi
mence a 3-º-aş in praise of a king, or hero, or
obtained by such expeditions: so he made El
each end of a bow;” the like, with ~~ ; the transition from this is
at
part
“bent
the
fying
Moharram free from restriction to them. (S.)
[But this, as appears from what is said in the (Fr, TA, &c.;) and being here used tropically. termed Jºãº see also ‘…} :) (IKh:) he
Kur, ix. 37, was not done every year.] The (TA.) This reading is disapproved by the author mentioned the noman in his poem , describing her
tribes of Teiyi and Khath’am did not observe the of the K, but is supported by good authorities. as characterized by beauty and youth &c.; (Lb :)
or describing her as characterized by good quali.
sacred months; therefore the &º (or postponer) (TA.)
ties, whether truly or falsely. (Z.) This phrase
proclaimed it lawful to slay them therein, when
* ... • ,
a
distance;
a
interval;
An
space.
and Jég ~3 both signify description; the
they were aggressors. (TA.) — [The term
from
far
latter signifying “he described the man with
I
am
Verily
&
J
Jºe
tº
(S.)
*Us.” appears also to have been applied to The
relation to his father, or his city or country, or
postponement of the time of the pilgrimage; which thee. (S.)
º

-

-

Book I.]
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--&

the like ;” and the former phrase, he described origin; reputed relationship or lineage or origin;] a woman, or of women, in the beginning of a
the noman as characterized by beauty and youth (K;) with respect to father and mother; (ISk;) poem] is a phrase like 3-3 Jºº. (K.) See
and love or affection &c. (IDrst.) &- is also or with respect to fathers only ; (K:) pl. of the * - 2;
~!.
employed to signify the describing of the places first, ºùi; (S ;) of the Y second,
and
where the objects of love have taken up their abode
of the ' third, J.3. (Mºb.) The first, by
in the season of the &- and at other times, and
poetical license, is contracted into V -*. (T.) genealogy : (K:) [or rather, the former signifies
the lover's longing to meet them and be united
[You say,) &- º Betmeen them is relation very skilful in genealogies; or a great genea
-

-

*:

* (K) and ' iſ: (S, K) shiftu in

with them, and nºhat else is comprised in the

logist :] the latter, possessing the utmost knon
ship; said whether they may lawfully marry one
ledge in genealogies; or a most skilful genealogist :
another, or not. (Msb.) See ---.
[this being of a doubly intensive form ;] the 3
(M.F.) [See J}*, and Jé.]
being
annexed to render the epithet one of exces
i: f Relation; proportion; comparison;
3. 4-9 He shared nºith him in relationship.
sive
praise:
($:) pl. of the former &sº, and
with respect to quantity, or measure, and the
(TA) — ÚS$ -“ & Such a one is related like. See ‘…. — 3- ãº In proportion of the latter <ºut; (TA:) you say #53 &ei=

signification of the nords
*

J.--

6 * *

*

and

Jé.

-

to, or a relation of, such a one. ($.) – a .9,
The
i.e., f He, or it, bore relation to, re to such a thing. —39. & 5,33),
proportion
of
ten
to
a
hundred
is
[that
of
a
sembled, nas similar to, conformable to, analogous

ãº

**, meaning sºlº

Jº, a 5×5. (S.)

inf n.

6* ~ .

to, correspondent to, suitable to, befitted, him or tenth]. (Mgb.)—[You also say 134- J. ãº
In relation to, or in comparison with, such a
it. ($, K, Msb.) See also ax-3.

*

* ... o.

4.

3–3,

thing.] —
c-31 The n-ind nas violent, and

i: A name of relation

9

&.

ãº- : see -t-3.
º

1:

-

--~9 : See ºre-5.
-

to a father,
• 2 oz

-

-

-

---> A straight, or direct, and conspicuous,
drove along the dust and pebbles: (K:) [as also
or open, road, or way: (K:) or narron road,
~~~!].
with 3. A more general name of this kind ºr may: (TA:) as also W &: (K:) some say
2-3, which is a dial. form : (TA:) or J
5. --~~ IIe asserted himself to be a relation, should precede a more particular one : thus you
or kinsman, or to be related, [º]] to thee. say Jºº Cºil. and it is better that a signifies the traces of a road, or nay. (K.) –
Also J.-: Ants that appear like a road; (S;)
Hence the proverb, d, . S 35i &: -ji name of relation to a tribe should precede one
ants folloning one another uninterruptedly. (K.)
*: (S, K:) i. e. He is [indeed] an ally who of relation to a town or the like: thus you say Dukeyn Ibn-Rejà says,

mother, tribe, torn
or
district,
art or trade, &c.;
~
3 3 wº
• O

-

e.

*&^*, *, *, *, & ending

2
w

* , 6.

w e.

allies himself by affection and friendship: not he Jººl &ºil. It is said that the Arabs ori
ginally called themselves by such names only
who asserts himself to be a kinsman. (TA.)

• , o,

.de"

-

J

-

-

:© .

tº-sº vºl J'L-1 Lºº Lº

#

#

in relation to tribes; and that, when they took
6. 13-L-5 f They n'ere mutually, or recipro up their abodes in cultivated lands and in cities, [A source to which thou seest the people (repairing
cally, related; resembled one another; mere similar, they borrowed names of relation to towns and like) ants proceeding in uninterrupted succession].
(S.) — Also, the track of ants, (ISd, K,) and
conformable, analogous, correspondent, or suitable,
the like from the Persians and Copts. (Msb.)

of a serpent, and of wild
one to another; befitted one another. (TA.) See
also iº. – [And --L-5 It was suitable —iº (TA) and 'i:(s, K) and ''…} watering-places. (TA.)
(TA) : Resemblance; similarity; conformity;
• - 9:
in its parts, proportionate, symmetrical, or uni
cº-º : see ---e.
analogy;
correspondence;
suitableness;
fitness.
form.]
s

(S, K, TA) Ex i-, cººl &, and

8, see 10 and 1. – ºf J. -- He

W

i-lº,

and W -º-,

asserted his relationship to his father, whether

Between the two things

6.

...

#:

0 p.

8

~ : see 2: (K:)
&-6 *- , like *:

Jºë,

as though they had said
to give intensiveness

to

and thence formed the word

~f.

syn.

i.q.

• *

"º-tº,

[A sharer in relation

i.e.; 25.

(TA.)

(TA:) [properly, named in re
&c.] – *
Poetry,

*

lation to its author

or genealogy]. (K.) One says to a man, in ship; one who becomes a sharer in relationship
asking him respecting his relationship, &c., by marriage]: (K:) pl. it…; and ºi) (TA.) or a poem, in nºbich is

& Ji-tº º, 3 tº -kº (Men

the signification,

*:::: *: [A] regular [hand-writing]:

10. J.----' (K) and '-' (TA) He

&-

, o w

. .

à-3 ; see -3.

mentioned his [i.e. his own] relationship, [lineage,

, of

~l ºl like This poetry is more, or most,

Be

them two is a near resemblance, &c. (TA.)
such a one : as was generally done by a champion tween
9 º 0 p.
ães
The relation of a predicate to its
when he sallied forth to challenge]. - Jº-ºº! [äcº
subject
(in
books
on logic).]
º, It (a voice) was attributed, or ascribed, to
5.

*

e o –

elegant in n-hat is termed

6

truly or falsely; ($;) [saying, I am the son of is a resemblance, &c. a-223 iº-3 Cº-º.

him. (TA, art. “…s.)

º

asses going to their

---,

[or an amatory

of a woman, or women, in its beginning]:
-- (S, K) and 7 *(K) One related; a mention
pl.
-eč.
(K.) See J-5.
relation ; a kinsman. (S, K, TA.) You say
-

tion thy relationship, or lineage, to us, that we

may know thee]. (AZ.)
• * ~9 -

- - 9.2

º

J.-- &
.

[Such a one is my relation]; and

º

* …

:

~~~~ : see -e-.

2 - ~ 0.

Q. Q. 1. tº: ~3, inf. n. 4-3, He went
to and fro between them two mith malicious and
mischievous misrepresentations, calumnies, or slan

Jºi º They are my relations]. (TA)

3. * : * >

6

p.

3. * .

* 2

à-lºo and ~~~5: see a-3.

"J-3, also, is used for ~~ * [A relation, or
kinsman]; and means a male, or female, relation;

ders, &c. (L, K.)
(Jel, xxv. 56;) and for
6

o'e

6

*

* tratiº o:

a

• .

--~ : see ---9.
6.- ..."e

3 and " …; and ' …; ($, K) Relation

kinsmen]. (Bd, ibid.) [See also x-2.] – cº
and W

*::::

1. *, aor. 7, inf n. 2-3, He, or it, dren,

A man of rank, or quality, or collected, or gathered, together a thing: dren, and

This
ship; relation; kindred; consanguinity; [family; the like, and of family, or lineage. (T.A.) – joined, or adjoined, one thing to another.
race; lineage; parentage; pedigree ; genealogy; '-º' -- [An elegant amatory mentioning of is the primary signification. (L.) – sº-º-3
-

-

-
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3–9. The mind gathered together

a web, a thing woven. ($, K, art. Jºlo.) — mane : (A:) or the part betnreen the mane and
©

e.

2

• In

-

the leaves and the dry fragments of plants. Hence, 29-2
3 9A (an indeterminate expression, the place where the shoulder-blades unite ; pl.
(TA.)
accord. to some, & &- , because the weaver Hisham and Fr, in L, art. Aa-3, q.v.,) the is
unequalled,
unique,
or
an
only
one
of
his
kind,
in
adjoins the warp to the woof. (TA.) — sº
t
-ºš
: The mind drew the dust together. knowledge &c.; for when a garment, or piece of
-

&-º.

3–9.

cloth, is of a high quality, no other is woven of
1.
aor. º (inf n.
S,) He dispersed
exactly the same kind. ($, K, &c.) It is only
and
2%, f The mind made rip said in praise of a person. (TA.) [Opposed to and removed dust; syn. L833). (K, and some
2, (inf. n.
3:4) º W
*:: A garment, copies of the S.) =
pling lines, in cross directions, upon the water,
and the sand, and the dust, and [nrith dust] upon
or piece of cloth, the teacture of El-Yemen. (Msb.) $,) He coveted; syn. & sº. (K, and some
the traces of the dwelling. (A.) [And so]
<<!" W
! [The teacture of the rain]; copies of the S.)
W <--~! f Rippling lines nere
meaning the plants, or herbage. (TA.)
A thing nith nº hich dust is dispersed and
made, in cross directions, by the wind, upon the
*

- -

(TA.) – “J”

-º-,

w

*P

-

• 9 º'

- -

<--, and Jº-1",

*::

<<,

and

93.

:2-3

tº nºr.

**

-

3–3,

**

-

Jºſé &%

:*

water, (S,” A,) and the sand, and the dust, and
is tº A kind of aiki, with which a removed.
the traces of the dwelling. (A.) – --- person envelops himself. App. thus called
1 The wind, blowing in cross di by what is originally an inf. n. (L, from a
1.
rections, obliterated the traces of the place n'here trad.).

(K.)

& 3-5-

3–3,

persons had alighted, (S, K.) [by covering it with

is tº The art of weaving.

W

be likened to a web]. –

&-

f It (a spider)

more, or spun, its web. (A.) —

& : –3,

º

-

ăa-e-3 : See
9

-

*.
-

-

3–6,
g

[in some copies of the K,

**, (S,) He wove the ºt. part. n. of & ,] A
or the garment. (TA, &c.)

W

-

aor. = , and 2, (S, K,) inf. n.

the piece of cloth,
And
art.

9:-

13 He

&– ) —

moved her legs quickly in going along. (T.A.)
8. 2-3) It became drann, collected, or
gathered, together: became drawn and joined, or
adjoined, to another thing. (L.) See 1. —at
It (a piece of cloth, or a garment,) became noven.
(TA.)

6

3–4.
g

See

0.

t :3.
6

* e.

-- and F--- A place where the art of

.5" ...i.
is

** (S, K)

(S, K.) – See

and

§4.

** (TA) [A

superseded, abolished, or made void, a thing,
substituting for it another thing. (K.) Ex. * * *
ãì He (God) abrogated, annulled, or superseded,
the verse of the Kur-án, (Lth, Fr, S, L,) substi
tuting for it another; (Lth, Fr, L;) ağ, by
the [i.e. another] verse: (S:) or he changed it by

weaver's

substituting for it another:
~ : signifying he
loom;] the apparatus upon nihich the neb is
stretched to be noven; (S, K;) the nood and changed a thing by substituting for it another
apparatus used in the art of neaving, upon nihich thing. (IAar, L.) [See also 4.] Legal
the web is stretched to be noven: (M :) or, or abrogation, may respect the letter and the

tº,

O e.

---, (TA;) i.e. the stay of a

force of command, or one of these ; whether the

command have been performed, as is generally

-i-

(TK :) [in the
the case, or have not been performed, as in the
present day, applied to a frame for meaving : case of the sacrifice of Ishmael, [or, as some of
meaver's loom;

e---

syn.

6

* >

&- Prayer-carpets; carpets upon n-hich prayer
is performed; syn.

(L.) Ex Jiu Jºin e---, and " ---,

weaver.

**

<>3.8-all
2
f The spider's neb. (A.) – specially, the
a
. &See

•

- -

ºn &-

eaplained, or expounded, language; syn. a-as-J.
(K.) — tº: cº išū. es— f The she-camel

…

*

(K.) – ! The sun annulled, Ol' 'superseded, the shade,
plaited a thong. (TA, in &l- also, A manufacturer of coats of mail. (S, L.) and took the place of it. (L.)
also, ; A liar ; (K;) a forger of •º -:) f Hoariness took the place of
f He move, or com (K) —
youth. (A, Msb.) Also,
3 He annulled,
lies. (TA.)

posed verses. (TA.) — 25&
3 He (a
liar, TA,) forged speech. (K.) – Also, f He

… • 6.

obliterated, effaced, or cancelled, (L, K,) a thing,
2- Jº by another thing. (L.) It annulled,
or superseded, a thing, and took the place of it.
• *

" .

&.

8-|-

aor. 2, (L, K,) inf. n. +: ; and
(L;) He, or it, annulled, superseded,

(S, K.)

dust or sand in such a manner as that it might
6 *

8–15

&

*Gºº. (IAar, Th, K.)

- e.

and to one for embroidering]. – 2-0 ($, K,) the Muslims say, agreeably with the Bible nar
rative, Isaac, for Abraham was commanded to
and W
(TA) [The neithers
Ol'

3–4.

...

sacrifice him, and then the command was abro

the loner part thereof; or the part belon, the
t A she-camel that moves her legs quickly neithers :] the prominent part from the branches gated before its execution. (Mºb.) – Also, 3–
in going along : (TA:) or a she-camel whose of the shoulder-blades to the longer part of the He, or it, changed, or altered, a thing. (K.)
2-22) <--3 The wind changed,
load that she carries does not shake about ; (K:) neck and to the even part of the back; as also Ex. 2). J" juá \so in all the copies of the K: but accord. to
or altered, [or, it may also be rendered, oblite
more than one of the leading lexicologists, a she
in a horse, the same as the Jale in a man, and rated, or effaced, the traces of the dwelling. (S.)
camel whose load, and saddle, are unsteady upon
the ºle- in a camel : (TA:) or the part of a — as-J He transformed him, or metamor
*

* *

**

º

-

-

-

9,-4 behind it is the Jele (A’obeyd ) or

… •

* *

her, and shaking about : (TA:) and a she

phosed him, into a n’orse, or more foul, or more
camel that makes her load to shift forward horse belon, the Jyle [which latter is the nithers, ugly, shape; i.g. 4- (K:) ex. º &ſ 4-3
to her Jelša, [or the part of the back mert the or the upper part thereof] : (S, K :) or the
God transformed him into an ape. (Fr, Aboo
neck, by reason of the vehemence of her pace. swelling part of the aºlás [or withers] of a beast,
at the place nihere the mane terminates, beneath Sa’eed.) – [Also, as used in post-classical, and

(ISh, K.)

&-

** [the latter originally an
inf. n.] i.g. **, Woren. (Mºb, T.A.) [And
and W

the pommel of the saddle : (T:) said to be so perhaps in classical, times, He (God) caused his
soul to pass into the body of another man.] The
towards the back, and those of the back towards conneacion of the soul of a human being, after its

called because the sinews of the neck extend

the neck, and are woven together upon the departure from the body, with the body of another
; with the body of

hence both, as substs., signify A neb.] So Y is shoulder-blades: (TA :) or the eactremity of the human being, is termed &

4
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&– ––
e -

g

6 *

8-3 with a plant,

-

; ; and with
5

6 *

33 . . ;

aes-9: See as-e-J.

whatever be its species or variety, known to the

o –

an inanimate and not-increasing body, &-2.

2 -

•

34,

*, , o,

Arabs, except the 2*, or aquiline vulture; and

-

ā--5 5.d4, and Väs-3, A distant town, or said to be applied by some of the Arabs to the
(Marginal note in a copy of the KT.) [But
;) agreeing with the
see 1 (last sentence) in art.
See also 6.] district, or country. (K.) — [A transverse or eagle ; (see also
cross
wind.
See
a-3
in
art.
c”.]
— — He transferred a thing from one place
Hebrew mº, which is plainly applied to the
to another, it remaining the same: (TA:) he
and W
A copier, or transcriber, of former bird in Micah, i. 16, and probably in other
transferred what was in a bee-hive to another
instances;] a certain bird, (S, M, A, Mºb, K,)

#3

3-9

3–4%
-

ſhire or place]. (K.) — sºlº 3–3,

a writing or writings, or of a book or books. (L.)

(S,

— is tº Aſ A verse of the Kur-àn that abro

n: 3:5

well known; (A, Msb;) so called because it

Plucks (º) a thing, and swallows it, (A, and
gates, annuls, or supersedes, another verse. (S.) so in some copies of the K,) or, and pulls it out
* -al, (S, Mºb, K.) and as---' (S. K.) [See 1.] [And so, *i-sº # A verse of the
Mşb, K,) aor. 2, inf.

(Msb;) and

(so in some copies of the K,) or, and chases and
are syn., (S,) signifying He copied, or trans
Kur-án that is abrogated, annulled, or superseded, captures it; (so in some copies of the K: the
cribed, the nºriting, or book, (T, Msb, K,) letter
by another verse. ($) —
An epithet

(**

-

-

-

2 *

... o. -

* >

. o 2.

various readings being axºs and axº, and
for letter. (T)— — tº “… tº [He applied to a particle, (namely, & and the like, a-aº
;) it is said that it has no -º- [or
has not copied it, but only corrupted it by
and
L.
and
S,)
or
a
verb,
(namely,
the
abstract
changing the diacritical points and altering the
talon], but only the iſ: [or mail), like that of the
meanings].
in the Kur, cºlás and the like, and Ště and the like, and &l. domestic cock and hen, and of the crow and the
.*

P

, a -.

-

-

© ... o.

...)

(A) – ' 3-4,

and the like,) which effects a change of the like, and of the i.e., [or aquiline vulture]: (S:)
xlv. 28, signifies We set don'n, or register, and
grammatical form, or of the meaning, in a
preserve : (Jel:) or We command to be tran
the bird called in Persian Jºe, n:hich eats
nominal proposition before which it is placed.
scribed and to be set don'n, or registered. (T.)
45- The particles which carcases until it is unable to fly, and is said to lice

ãº, eu,

3: see 6.

a thousand years: (Kzw :) AHn asserts, that
the 5-3 is a bird of the description called Jºe:

annul the quality of the inchoative.]

4. &- He (God) made a verse of the Kur-án
ā-ā. (K) tº he sect which holds the doctrine [which is a term applied to birds of prey, and to
, of:
to be abrogated, annulled, or superseded, by of clº
[or the transmigration of souls], noble birds, (in a sense wider than that in which
another verse : (Z, MF :) or found it to be so; and denies the resurrection. (M.F.)
this appellation is used in English falconry,) and
like <- “he found him, or it, to be praised,
especially to eagles;] but [ISd says] I know not
and W
A writing, or book, copied,
or praiseworthy.” (A.A.F.) In the Kur, ii. 100,
how that is: (M:) pl. (of pauc., S) Jºi and (of
Ibn-Amir reads 3–3 tº for +3 u. (TA.) or transcribed. (MSb.) – See 8-9.
mult, Ş)},…. ($, M, Mºb, K.)—
Jº

3–3

**

**

º

-

&#9,

[See also 1.]

&-

6

&–

-

6. ſº <-s--L-5 The things succeeded one
another, one taking the place of another. (L.)

. , 6.2

43

- d.”

f [The Falling, or Alighting, Vulture, and

---

&– see tº
*—iº see -ó.

jº Jº t [The Flying Vulture,) are two stars

e-

or asterisms, ($,” M, A, Msb, K,) nell-known,
-

(M.) which together are called cººl [the Two

— &sji-) --~~, (A, Mºb) and iº,
(Msb, K,) tſ'he times succeeded, one in the

place

of another; (Msb, K5) one passing anay after
another. (K.) – #59 st-sº-L-5, f [The heirs
died, one after another, and so cancelled their
rights to inheritance]. (A.)

$º (S, K) and

* is tº. (K) in the case of an inheritance,
(S, K,) or with respect to the fixed primary
portions of an inheritance assigned by the Kur-án,
is The dying of heirs after other heirs nºbile the
original inheritance remains undivided. (S, K.)
— ;-L-5 It became changed from one state to
another. (L.) –
<-s-L3 f [The souls

£º

Vultures], (M, A,) and each

j

of which

alone is

1. º.3, aor. 2 ($, M, K) and z, (M., K.) inf. called ºn (M, Mºb, K) and 3; (M3) being
likened to the bird so named: (M:) the former is

n.:3, (S, M., K.) He (a bird, M, K, or a hawk the bright star [a] in the constellation 3& [or
or falcon, S, [or other bird, see Jº below,))
Lyra] likened by the Arabs to a vulture (, 3) that
plucked flesh ($, M, K) with his beak. (S, TA.) has contracted its wings to itself, as though it had
You say also, * 9–3, meaning, He (a hawk alighted upon something; and the latter consists of
or falcon [or other

bird) pluched his flesh neith his

beak. (A.) = [Hence,) º | He blamed him;
found fault with him; spoke evil of him behind his

the three well-known stars [a and 3 ha y] in the
constellation

-liº [or Aquila): (Kzw:) [The

former rose heliacally, about the epoch of the

back, or in his absence, saying of him what would Flight, in central Arabia, on the 25th of Novem
ber, O.S., with the Eighteenth Mansion of the
grieve him if he heard it. (A.)

Moon, which is a of Scorpio; and the latter, on

£º,

[The trans
transmigrated]. (M.F.)
10. --! He (the tº [or ignoble bird, or the 28th of December, O.S.: and both set, to
migration of the soul from one human body most ignoble of birds,) S, M) became a * [or gether, anti-heliacally, at that period and in that
to another, is thus explained;] the conneacion vulture] : (M:) or became like the * (S, K) in part, on the 24th of July, O.S., See tº, and
of the soul nith the body after its separation
333.] => (S, M, Mºb) and jº, (S, M, K,)
from another body, nithout the intervention strength. (K.) Hence the proverb, &tº
the latter occurring in a verse cited in art.je, (S)

(Ji-3) of any time between

&
!--- tº [Verily the most ignoble bird, or

the two conneacions,
A certain idol, (S, M, Mgb, K,) belonging to
by reason of the essential love subsisting betneen most ignoble birds, in our land becomes like the Dhu-l-Kelaa, (S, Msb, K,) in the land of Himyer,
the soul and the body. (KT; in some copies of vulture, or become like vultures): ($, M:) meaning, (S.K.) as tº did to MedAff, and 3,4 to Hem.
the weak among us becomes strong. (S.) See
which Ji- is put for Ji-3.) [See also 1.]

dán, of the idols of the people of Noah, (S,) all of

also art. “…º.

which are mentioned in the Kur, lxxii. 22 and 23:
as-3 A copy, or transcript: (S, L, MSb, K :)
(S, M. :) or a certain good man, n-ho lived between
* (S, M, Mºb, K, &c.) and sometimes
so called because it supplies the place of the
[agreeably with the modern general pronunciation] Adam and Noah, and of n-hom, after his death,
(Msb.) — Also, A and *:::, (Sheykh-el-Islám Zekereeyā, in his nvas made an image, n-hich, after a long time,
original: (L:) pl.
copy, or an original, from which a transcript is Comm. on the Expos. of Bd,) but this is very became an object of norship; like 33 and . sº and
made : (L:) [pl. as above].
strange, (M.F.) [The vulture; app. any vulture, **, and 3, 4, mentioned therewith in the Kur,
£3 -

© 2

º:

**.

...)

...)
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•

ubi supra. (Bd.) = Also, Jº [The frog, or
frush, of the hoof of a horse or ass or mule; thus
called in the present day;] a portion of tough
flesh, [or rather a horny substance,) in the cº
[or sole] of the solid hoof, as though it were a date
stone, [which it resembles in substance,) or a

Jºe (S, A, Mºb, K) and "..., (Mºb, K) or

- w

boiling. (TA.) [See also is…] = ~930ſ Jä

the former only, (AZ.) The beak of a bird (S, A, [aor., accord. to analogy, z, but vulgarly, in the
Mşb, K) of prey; (S, Msb;) or of a hawk or present day, z,] He drove [or whisked] anay the
falcon; (A;) that of any other bird being called flies. (TA.)
ji. (S, Msb.) = [Hence,) W both words also R. Q. 1. Jº, see 1, in two places. See also

signify t A portion

of an army that goes before
the main army: (S, K:) [likened to the beak of
a bird of prey; as the side bodies are likened to

*3.
ºr - - 4

pebble: (S:) or the flesh of the solid hoof, which
Ji. The half of an 13, ſor ounce]; (S, A,
the poets liken to date-stones: (T.) or a portion the wings:] and a troop of horse or horsemen in
Mgh, Msb, K;) i.e., twenty dirhems; (S, Msb,

of flesh, (K) or of hard flesh, (M.) in the cºbº

number from thirty to forty : or from forty to
being forty dirhems; ($, Mgbº)
[or sole, or inner part, of the solid hoof (M, K, Jifty: or from forty to sicty: (M, K:) or from a K3) the 33,

3, .

TA,) as though it were a pebble, or a date-stone, hundred to two hundred: (M, Msb, K:) or a and five dirhems being called

(TA:) or what rises in the cºlou of the hoof of the
horse, from, or of, the upper part thereof: (M,
K:) or the Jew itself of the solid hoof: (M. :)
pl.

3,4,

(M, K,) which

Aboosted, explains

as signifying the prominences in the claw [or sole]
of the solid hoof, which are likened to date-stones

G.

o.

º, -o

* 2: . . .

#2 12%

*L±3: See at Uj.

because of their hardness, and which do nºt tºuch
the ground. (TA.) Hence the saying, -º-2 25

-

- - -

**** J. and "āść Salt land that produces
no herbage.

[A solid hoof hard in the frog; the sing.

6 *

* -

5 -

(IDrd, K.)
-

išū is …, (S, A, K) and "ātā, (Az, T.A.)

A -

and pl. being used indiscriminately]. (TA.)

s

-

[la-3, &c.
See Supplement.]

»º

(S:) or the

weight of a date-stone (33%) of gold; or the weight
troop of horse or horsemen : (El-Farábee, Msb:)
offive dirhems; or the quarter of an 43, : (TA:)
or an army that does not pass by anything without
and the half of anything; (IAar, Sh, Az, Mgh,
snatching it anay. (Msb.)
Mºb;) as, for instance, of a dirhem, and of a cake
bread. (IAar, Sh, Az, Mgh.)
of
j-e : see 2-2, throughout.

u

A tract of salt land of which the moisture [or, as
See

º o

1. Jº, aor -, (A, TA) inf n. Jº (S, A, in a copy of the A, the earth, does not dry

Jº, first signification.

nor its pasture, or herbage, grow: (A, K :)
Mgh, Msb, K) and Jº, (TA,) It (said of water, up,

J-5 :
-

&º
sn'eet

[The mild rose, dog-rose, eglantine, or
brier : so in the present day: and, accord. to

or what appears of the water of salt lands,
$, Mgh, Msb, K, and of other things, S, K, such and begins to sink therein, so that it becomes
as wine, and flesh-meat, TA) made a sound in salt. (S.)
boiling, estuating, or fermenting : (S, Mgh, Msb,
ãº see is:
K:) and it (anything) made a sound like that of
boiling, estuating, or fermenting; or of beginning
J-tº- J. The part of the shore of a
to do so; and it (water) made a sound in pouring sea or great river from nihich the water has
-

Spreng, Hist. Rei Herb., cited by Freytag, the
jonquil:] a well-known rose; (K;) a well-known
sneet-smelling flower; (Msb;) a species of sweet

smelling florer; (M;) a Persian word, (M, Mºb,) forth. (TA.) You say also, jºiſ
arabicized: (Msb:) of the measure

Jº:

and,

if so, the [final] c is radical: or of the measure

&º:
-

-*. (TA,)
inf n. *: ; (IDrd, K.) and "-iº, (TA)

inf. n.

retired.

(A.)

93 - - -

à:… [A fly-whisk;] a thing with nihich the

i:#; (IDrd, K;) The cooking-pot made jlies are driven anay. (TA.)

and if so, that letter is augmentative : a sound in boiling; (I Drd, K :) or began to boil,

-

- d ..

Az says, I know not whether it be Arabic or not. and so made a sound. (TA.) And Jº it.”

5 o' --

Jºsé,

JAx Oil, or other ointment, infused
perfume,
with
TA,) by boiling it with sweet
(Msb.)
*** j,é [The mater made a sound in a men, smelling plants (K,
until it makes a sound in boiling.
#3 The eagle; syn. Jié. (IAar, K:) earthen mug]: (A:) or J. Jº 42-13× Jº
(TA) [See also i-2.]
(IAar, T.A.) [Hence it The new [earthen] mug made a sound in the water.
likened to the 3-3.
appears that, accord. to IAar, the * is not the (Mgh.) And
"Jä The coat of mail
tº
eagle.]
made a sound, (K,) or clinking. (Fr.) – Also,

Jº

&

3-6 (also written with Jo, S, Msb,) A certain It (wine, A, Mgh, or the beverage called Jºj,

1.

TA,) estuated, or fermented: (A, Mgh, TA:) or

and

disease that happens in the inner angles of the

eyes, (S, Msb, K,) with an incessant deflucion Jº signifies the beginning to estuate, or ferment,
therefrom : (S, TA:) and sometimes it happens of the first of expressed juice [of grapes or dates
also in the part around the anus; and in the gum:
(S, Msb:) or it signifies also a certain disease in *]. (TA)—i-ii sã, if n & Tº
the part around the anus ; and a certain disease piece of flesh-meat dripped. (Sh, from certain of
in the gum : (K:) and is an arabicized word the Kilábees.) = Also Jº, aor. 2, inf. n. Jºe:
[from the Persian]: (S, Msb:) 2:23, pl. of (S, K) and Jº, (TA,) said of a pool of water left
3.4% accord. to certain of the physicians, is a by a torrent, Its mater began to sink into the earth:
term applied to deep ulcers in the anus, at the ($, K:) or its water dried up, and sank into the
extremity of the gut. (Msb, art. 2-as.) – earth. (TA.) It (water upon the surface of the

tä, aor. 2 ; and º, aor. 2; inf. n. *::
*::: and #3 and it; and štá, He lived;

(K;) and (accord. to Sh) he rose, or became
elevated, or high. (TA.) – [It rose.] — $tº

sº Or ãº, [Kur, liii. 48,) The rºup.
rection : [lit., the other life]. (TA.) – šuº Ji
3,4-S, Or iſſiºn, [Kur, xxix. 19, the same : lit.,
the latter life]. (TA.) [See also

#5 below.]—

tº, (S. K.) inf n. J.; and #3 (TA) and tº;
(S;) He gren up, (K,) and

became a youth,9:

young man. (S, K.) [See &#9.] — Jº Jº Stº

cº, (S) and Jº Jº Jº Jº, (TA) ,

Also, A vein constantly becoming recrudescent, ground) dried up. (TA.) It (a full-grown un
G.; &: ,) with an incessant defluxion; (S, K;) cor ripe date) lost its moisture. (TA.) = & Jº gren up, and became a young man, among the
rupt within ; nkenever its upper part heals, break cº-ºw [aor., app., 3,.] He infused the oil, or sons of such a one. (S, TA.) —tº, (S, K,)
ing forth again with corruption. (TA.) See also other ointment, nºith perfume, by boiling it with inf. n. 1.3 and $43, (TA,) It (a cloud) rose,
sneet-smelling plants until it made a sound in (S, K,) and appeared: said of its first begin
*.
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Lº - ºr-->

ning. (TA)—tº He arou (TA)—II.
became produced; it originated;

&é from

an
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odour, of nine. (IAar.) [See 10.] – See &ºtſ. perhaps, appears TA,) in the night : pl. #25,
— Also, The young ones of camels: (Kr, K :) (K3) a strange form of pl. of a word of the
6.

other thing. See 4.] — It happened,
occurred,
pl. [or rather quasi-pl. n.) tº 3. (K.)
• ?.
;: :
9 : o,
or came to pass. (T.A.) — Jº, a U-3 [An

IIleaSure

Jºãº

(M, F:) or

#:0

[see Kur,

…•

9 * ~

*

-

-

ău:5 and W 3:L: 3 A creation; an original
opinion occurred to him, or arose in his mind.].
production. (Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Ala, S) [See
($, K, art. 5*.)
also 1.] – See *:::.
£ wx
*
2. Jº and
are syn., (S, K,)[signifying
3=\º: see what precedes.
He was reared, made to grow, or grow up, and
to become a young man.] See 4.
o

-

-

(**) AM says, that Jā āºu signifies is
J." the rising in the nights (TA) or as ºu

-

"...:

6 *...*
.*

o

6

•

* *

-

“us” :

*

o .
A -

See a U-.

4. tº He (i.e. God) raised the clouds.
($, K.) —

bºxiii.6) is an inf n. (K) in the sense of 23 :

tie tº He set up a beacon, or sign

of the ray, in a desert or highway : (TA :)

*::: The first part that is made of a tank, or
cistern. (ISk, S. K.) – 4: … ss. A tank,

signifies the first part of the night, and of the
day; or the first of the hours of the night: (S, K:)
* * pious act of the night; i.e., performed in
the night: ($ ) or every hour of the night in
which one rises: (Ki) or every hour of the night:
(Zj:) or a rising after a sleeping, (K,) in the first

(4. "t:----. He set up a beacon, or cistern, of nihich the nºater is dried up, and part of the night; (TA;) as also *::::3. (K.)
or sign of the way. (A.) – st-, inf. n. füş, the bottom apparent. ($.) — Also, at:-3 The
ſº. The place of origination of anything,
He (i.e. God) caused him to attain the age of man stone that is placed in the bottom of a tank, or
properly and tropically; its source.]
hood, or nearly that age. (T.A.) See 2.—t cistern.
(A’Obeyd, S, K.) — The earth that is
tº and "t: 3: A beacon, or sign of the
and so

º

4.

and "tº [so TA : app. tº ) He (i. º, God)
created; produced; originated.

behind the

-ºš , (K,) which are the stones

º

that

way, raised and pointed. (K.) [See the verbs.]
elevated hill. —

($.) 31 tº

are set up around the tank, the interstices between – Also, the former, An

&iºn God originated the creation. (TA.) — which stones are filled up with kneaded clay: <tº &lsº [Kur, lv.24,] The ships with
## 1 originated it ; brought it into being or (TA:) or it is said to signify what is constructed elevated sails: (Mujáhid, S, K :) or, accord. to
eacistence; made it, or produced it, for the first
round the tank; also called stati. (TA.) —
one reading, W

time, it not having been before.

(Msb.) – Lºſ

*

*:::/ , The ships elevating their

ãº- The earth that is taken forth from the sails: (TA :) or, advancing and retiring; or

He founded or began to build, a house [&c.]. (K.)
coming and going : (Fr.:) or, commencing their
– He framed or constructed, a proverb, or nell. (TA)—it: What is fresh and green
courses. (TA.)
phrase. (TA.) — He composed language [such of the plant nhich is called, when dry, ii.jk.
&* išū A she-camel that has conceived :
as an ode or the like]. (TA.) — He recited (K, “TA.) – And (which is nearly as above,
poetry, or a

a.º., rel. (IAar.) — He forged L.) The plants

&-

and

cº-e:

(L, K:) or

a tradition, (S, K,) and attributed it [to the
Prophet]. (Lth ) — tºl, followed by an aor., accord. to AHn, the plant called sº, when it
He began (S, K) to relate, (K,) or say, (TA,) has become a little thick, and high, and is yet tresh
or do. (S.) = … tº He went forth from it. and green: (TA:) or, (as he says on another

(K:) of the dial. of Hudheyl. (TA.) – See
g
* > 6 p.
* -

º

... •2

6 p.

*6 :

*:* >
See Lºo.

** , a

§ 2 of , of 2
(K.) Ex. &Lºſ
& cº, Whence hast thou come occasion, TA,) what has sprung, or sprouted tip, ****, (K) also without., (TA) Afºnal.
plant, and not yet become thick; as also diviner: (Ki) so called because she seeks, or
forth? (TA.) = i Li, tº The she came ºf9 any
: 9.
searches after, news: see the verb; or from tº
* 3ü:3. (K). See &% at the end.
-

conceived : (K:) of the dial. of Hudheyl. (T.A.)
E. 4.1% tº He came to, advanced to, or ap

proached him or it.

(T.A.)

“he originated:” (TA :) or **, with
of puberty: out tenween, is the proper name of a certain
(TA:) or a boy or girl past the age of childhood : Jemale diviner, (T,) one of the Munelledehs

&é A young person past the age

5. – tº ti - He rose and rent to accom (S, K+) or a comely young man : (IAar:) or a (~13.3%) of Kureysh, in the time of Mohammad.
plish his affair, or business. (AA, K.) — U-5 !youth who has attained the stature of a man : (TA.)
Use He arose and rent running to accomplish (A Heyth :) a girl, as well as a boy, is called thus;
•

*

£ w

•

*:0 *.

2
-

10 : see 4. =

& Jº

… .ºl

3.91 He sought, or searched after, men's: (K,
TA:) in both instances, with and without . ; (AHeyth) and &l, (TA) or the last is a pl.
(S,” L;) being derived from
(S, L) of ºsºb º applied to a girl. (M.F.) Lth says
that "?, 3 signifies Young people; .or vouths;

3-9. *

*** &:- Jº

(L.) =

*~

IIe scents the

quasi-pl. n.s.,] or the "former is an inf n.
wind,
said
of
a
wolf.
(ISk,
$
)
and
t
• 2o £
used as an epithet, Aboo-Moosa,) and Ösº

and

& -

(TA;) and they also say,
(A.A.)
Pl. ** and tº 3 ($, K [or these two are rather

his affair. (A.A.)

[see also

***)

i.e. &tº [I requested him to com

1.

...: e” *

<3, aor. 2, inf. n. *

($) and -* (K, accord, to TA, &c.; in the

CK -º) and #5 (K.) and ' …,
(§, K) and "--, q.v.); The thing stuck
fast in the thing. (S) 43 A.J. < The

and is used in the sing, also: ex. 3. Jº 3s bone stuck fast in him, or it; (TA ;) would not
IHe is a bad youth : and he says that he had pass through. (K.) —--, aor. *, inf. n. *.

pose, or, perhaps, to recite an ode, or the never heard &ºu used as an epithet for a girl. It became caught, or entangled, * Jº in a
like]. (A.)

tº: and Y :* Risen clouds: (K:) or the
first that rises of them : ($, K ) or their first
appearance: (ex. &- º ~~~ 39 These

Fr says that the of the pl. J.-3 is sometimes thing; as game in a net, or snare.
suppressed, and they say, in the nom.
2+

33-

Jé, º < tº- &

sesame, and a man seized it, or laidhold upon it, for

Clouds not completely

himself]. (TA). —” -º-, -º, (S, A,)
inf n. **, (A,) ( The war, or fight, became

tº ; ;

gen.

© 2, & ,

(TA)—&

clouds have a good first appearance:) or clouds collected together.
when they appear like a piece of drapery (ść...) the expression

Hence, it is said, is derived

&-

tº:

which is therefore

p 6 .

intricate and entangled (<-Sººl), between them.
.” &

spread out. (TA.) – J-3 The eachalation, or

[I bought some

Jº

[Eaccellent youths]; acc., J.A.2
Jºe.

(Lth.) –

tropical (TA)—&é Whatever happens (and, (TA) – ję Jº

.

-

~~~} \, t I ceased not
352

** — — tº
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to do so.

(K.) — 4;

<< (, like * u.

...

* . .

with

[Book I.
9

. .

cºl in place of the latter L.) = ~3 A

* [An instrument by nihich a thing is made
certain
tree,
of
n:hich
bon's
are
made,
(K,)
one
to catch, or stick fast : pl. -*]. [Hence,)
! I did not cease saying it. (A)—& < 2
1jë Jaš f He did not delay to do so; ſhe did so of the trees of the desert. (TA.)
Jé < [The catches of a loch]. (A’Obeyd,
©

without delay].

(A.) – <1%

& ãº

, o,

ø.e.

4:2:3: <!- à: 5. & I was once

~ *

in TA, voce

Jº,

q.v.)

—-

: Warakah delayed not to die; [died nithout such that, when I clung to a man, he ea perienced
delay, or immediately;] lit., did not cling to evil from me; but non I have reverted from dry, bad, unripe dates; syn,
* , 3.
...)

6 .. 6

- -

Tough, or
… o z

:"
• o

2- : pl.
* -

2 o -f

anything else. Occurring in a trad. (IAth) — being such through n'eakness. (IAar, K.") [See -*. (K.) — 3-lº Jé-Q < *s-, 925
2S 4: The thing was incumbent upon him : also art. Jºãc.] A proverb. Said by El-Hárith [They brought us tough, or dry, bad, unripe
Ibn-Bedr El-Ghudánee. Applied in the case of dates, that choked, or stuck in the throat]. (IAar.)
him who has become abased after having been
à-o: see ---.
2. & Jä es. l, is [They set about, or great or powerful. MF observes, that it:3 as
Jº A garment of the kind called s: figured
commenced, the slaughter of 'Othmón]. (TA, syn, with & is properly written 'i.33; and
from a trad.) –
es. ~~~ i. 4.2% : (K:) that it is altered here to assimilate it to a.i. rith the forms of arron's : (K:) or figured neith
mentioned by Lh, but as being of weak authority. but it will be seen that 3.3 is explained in the a pattern resembling the notches of arrows. (A.)
(TA.) – See 4.
K, in another instance in this art. in a sense
3. JºJº a.º.U + He waged open rar with suitable to it in this proverb. (TA.) —iº
**
him; contended with him therein; [app., with [A holdfast. And hence,) 1. A man m'ho, nºken he
1.
aor. :, inf. n.
and
It
*: : ,
is involved, or engaged, in an affair, can scarcely
pertinacity]. (S.) – ºse -->9, inf. n. ***,
be extricated, or disengaged, from it; (A, K :) or (water) made a sound [in running] upon the
! [He contended with his enemy with pertinacity].
who is unable to accomplish it: (TA:) one nho, ground. (L.) — * 3, aor. z, inf. n.
(S,
(A.)
when
charged
nith,
or
accused
of,
a
vice,
or
fault,
K) and
(L:)
J Jo oš

syn. 43. (K)

9 * > d >

*

. .

&

•

6 -

*...,

**

**,

, ,

&#.

-

-:

#, sº

4. as :::::i, (§, K) and " ::, (K) I

§.

or the like, mill scarcely forsake it. (L.) [See
choked neith neeping, without raising, or pro

made it to stick fast in it, (S) so that it would an explanation of a verse cited voce *..]
longing, his voice therein : (S, K:) he nept like
not pass through. (K.) – ºr tº He (a fowler *::: a proper name of The molf. (K.) Imper a child nºhen he is beaten, when his weeping does
or the like) had game caught, or entangled, in fectly declinable. (T.A.)
not find egress, but is reciprocated in his chest :
E.

his snare, or net.

($, K.) — He (a hawk)

** 2:

* 2:

** 22

fired his talons into his prey. (TA) — strºl

ãº ; see -r-, and ā:3.

sº

Jú A

i. q. c. 31, The mind was violent,

-ºw 9. ~~ The thorns caught in,
to, or iaid hold wpon, the garment. (MSb,

5.
or

**,

and

drove along the dust and pebbles. (K.)

art. Gle)—º-º; Jº-- (Lore of her

(A’Obeyd:) he became choked neith weeping, on
an occasion of fright, or fear. (T.) —
inf. n.
(S;) t He (an

maker of arron's.

(K.) See &º

Jú coll. gen, n., Arron's : syn. 24-, (S,) or ass) made his voice to reciprocate (S, K) in his
J: : (K:) n, un, with 3 : (S, K :) pl. -*. chest: (S:) he brayed, (A’Obeyd,) on an occasion
of fright, or fear. (TA.)–: tº t It (a cooking
(TA:) from * “it stuck fast” in a thing.
(Msb.)

pot, and a skin, S, K, and a jar, or earthen pot,
$) made a gurgling noise by the motion of its

*

Sticking fast in a thing. (Mºb.) – contents, as in boiling. (S. K.)— —3, (aor.

took fast hold upon, or became fired in, his heart].
(A.) – See 1.

ſº
J. O. e.

… •

Possessing arron's.

* *

6. aſs- 19:03 They dren themselves together,
cleaving one to another, around him. (K,” TA.)

&#,

(K) or ºf &#,

-

-

(S, K.)

A word of the z, inf. n. **, TA.) He (a singer) made a
same kind as &S and >0. (Msb:) after the
distinction, or an interval, (Jºaº ,) betn'een two
manner of a relative noun; having no cor sounds, and prolonged [the same]. (K.) — **
-

- -

8. See 1. – Also, He collected fire-wood.
responding verb from which to be formed. (TA.) t It (a frog) made a reciprocating croaking. (K.)
(K.) — ūtai. Jºl. He collected together corn,
X; [4 people, or party, possessing arron's]. – º – 3 The stab made a [gurgling]
and made for himself property (~13) thereof.
sound nithin, on the coming forth of the blood.
(K.)
A people shooting, or nºko shoot, arron's. (K,TA.) (TA.) — **. aor. I, inf. n. tº, He, or it,

iº

($)— Also, º Xº, (TA)and 'iti, (K)

$3 (§, K) and " 3.33 and " ...& Moreable
and immoveable property; syn.

Ju.

and

júč .

-

J-J) ãº

will not run.

(A’obeyd, S, Msb:) or the latter only: (Msb:)

or fired property, consisting of animate and in

o-

-

s # A channel in which waterflows ; pl. \...tº

w

(S, K.)

ºf 35 Jºe: ; , º,

*

º

~ *

The pulley that sticks fast, or uttered, or made, a sound, or noise. (L.)

A poet says,
oºf”

*

*

• * * * ~ 0.
animate things; [or live stock and land &c.;
tº 3,4- A neeping that reciprocates in the
J-914--- (< −3
or land &c. with its live stock; ] lit. vocal and #
throat, nºith sobbing. (L.)
mute, Get and <--U.3 : (Ki) or ~ is a [And those, the sons of 'Adee, fell short of n!hat
The channel of a torrent; pl.
(L.)
term mostly applied to immoveable property, such
they should do, or delayed; and I wonder at the
+

**

&º.

as houses and land; whereas Jue is a term mostly pulley that sticks fast, and neill not run () He
applied to moveable property, such as silver and
compares them, in their holding back from
gold coin, &c.; but this latter term is sometimes
aiding them, [see art. 3)],) to the pulley that will
1
f
• ?:
and
He
, aor. : , Inſ. n.
applied to all that a man possesses; and some not run. So explained by IAar, and the L. In
drank a little, (L,) less than n-hat nould satisfy
times especially, or particularly, to camels. (T.A.) the K explained imperfectly. (T.A.)
him : (S, L, K:) or, contr., he drank until he
See also 8. [You say, * J.K. vº * 2.
J.
:…
A
place
whence
one
cannot
extricate
was full: (L, K.) as also " --~1. (L.) —
J.-- Š * us [Ye have (good) lineage; but
2 * * “ f He fell into an
-ºš He gave his camel a little water to drink:
ye have not fired property : ye are nothing but himself. Ex. 23.
•

**
---

-

&#,

-

-

º;

, 0.

-

d.

•

,

o

logs of wood]. (A, and in a MS. copy of the K: evil, or a misfortune, from which he could not (L:) he watered horses so as to allay the vehe
in the CK, with the pron. of the third pers., and deliver, or eactricate himself. (A, K.)

mence of their thirst.

(T, L, K.)

A *

– 24.3
2793
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which 23 is said to be originally 523,

***

inf. m. put in the place of the verb, or aſſ) J.A.:3

A little water. (S, K.) Abu-n-Nejm

says, describing asses,
*

* *

c > 3.

-

a.

-

-

*

|-> <---4 tº 3! Jº-

- -

J.A.:3: see

an

3- ?
Jº
3.x:3.

3. Elevation of the voice: (L, K:) or the
is a phrase of unpremeditated formation, like
voice
itself (L.) – f Poetry recited (S, A, L,
aïſ J3-5 and aſ Jºe: or this phrase, which
occurs in a trad., may be incorrectly transmitted, Mşb, K) by people, one to another; (S, A, L, K:)

+

and should perhaps be iſ 333i: (IAth, L.9

'%, ºft. (K) pl. of the former, ºté,
(TA) and of the latter, 3.381 (A, K.)
as

also

(S, L,) meaning Until, nºken they had taken into
or $33 signifies he said to him aïſ, 4:43
their bellies a little water: or 2-3:3 signifies a
2-99 [I conjure thee, or adjure thee, by God Jºu [act, part.
drink less than suffices to satisfy. (L.)
and relationship; &c.]: (Lth, T, L ;) I beg, of Aboo-Du-ád,
or beseech, thee by God, and by relation
Jº
ship, raising my voice. (L.) — 33 He
-)
1. 333, ($, K, &c.,) aor. 4, (S, Mºb. &c.,) remembered God. (S, L.) — He knen, or
6

&

#

o so

•

inf n. 23 (L, Mºb, K) and 33% and &lº,

-

*

•

* *

n. of 3-5] in the following verse
... •

:

2 & 5

º'

P.

92-) 2-º-ass

#

3

*-*. Jºãº &

'reas acquainted with, a person. (L, K.) –
(S, M, L, K,) or these two are simple substs, o, Ave ox:3, aor. *, He reminded him of his com [And she listens sometimes like as he who has lost
(M8b,) He raised his voice in seeking for, or after, pact, covenant, engagement, or promise. (Mgh.) a beast gives ear to the voice of a Jºu], signifies
a man making known, or giving information of, a
a stray-beast, or beast that had been lost; he
3. 29 **, and
Jº,
t
He
desired
and
stray-beast
: or, as some say, one seeking for, or
called out and inquired respecting it; he cried it :
after,
a
stray-beast;
for he who has lost a beast
(L:) or he sought for, or after, it : (Lh, A'Obeyd, asked of him the thing. (L.) – See 1.
desires
to
find
one
who,
like himself, has lost one,
S, M, L, Mºb, K.) and [in like manner] * * *
4. ‘.…, and 3 J. :31, + He ansniered him ;
that he may be consoled thereby. (S, M, L.) See
he asked, or desired, to be directed to it. (M, L, K.)
gave him his assent, or consent, to that which he art. *>. — Ösº Men who seek after stray
– Also, He made known, or gave information
asked, begged, or besought. The in this case is camels, and take them, and confine them from
of, a stray-beast, or beast that had been lost;
as though the verb meant he their on-ners. (L.)
(Lh, A’Obeyd, M, L, Mºb K ;) and so W.A.:31: called #5)
*... c.

J

- > *

;S.

J.

* - ???
6 . .
(Lh, S, M., IKtt, L, MSb, K.) thus the latter caused his raising of his voice (***) to Cease.
3x3-9) : see Jºe:3.
verb [as well as the former] bears two contr. (L.) See also 6: and 1. – 2:31, (inf. n.
Jºlº f Poetry recited by people, one to another.
significations. (M., K.) See also 3:6. — ` stºl, A, Msb,) t He recited poetry; ($,” A, L,
(S,
L, K.)
> *
+ He sought, sought for or after, or desired, a Msb,” K;) properly, [he chanted it, with a high
-

-

6 *

-

thing. (L.) — < + He asked, begged, or be voice; (L;) for the reciter [usually] raises his
sought, him. (L.) —
f He was asked, voice in reciting: (A :) he raised it in fame; as
also &. (L.) — &
He recited to

*

Jº

begged, or besought. ($, L.) See 6 : and 4. –
$23, (aor. 2, L,) inf. n. #3: [and 3.3 (see me his poetry.

Öº ;

(S, Aj–2- :[II, cited, or

* > *

jº

1. 3, (S, A, Msb) aor. 4, (S, TA,) inf. n.
Jº, (S, A, Msb, K.) He spread, spread out, or
open, earpanded, or unfolded, (S, TA,) a garment

quoted, a verse, or verses. (The lexicons, &c., or piece of cloth (A, Msb, TA) or the like, (TA,)
passim.)] –2. Jº! I He satirized them. (L, goods, &c., (S,) and a writing; (A;) contr. of
K.) — ºl +He gave. (S, L.) See 6.
esſ (A, K.) as also "2+, inf n. 2:3 (K,
him. (M," L," K.) —
$33 ; He adjured
TA:) [or the latter is with teshdeed to denote
5. jº 2:…
He sought to learn men's (A,
him by God; (L, K;*) accord. to most of
muchness, or frequency, or repetition, of the action,
the grammarians and lexicologists, with a K) without others knowing the same. (A.)
below)] and

(L;) and

*3229, inf. n.

$3:… and tâ; (M., L. K.) : He adjured
*:

or its application to many objects, as is shown by
(M.F.) – $33,

desire of conciliating him.

6. (3-A-L3 f They recited [poetry] one to an an explanation of its act part, n., which see
(aor. 2, T, S,) inf. n. &#, t He said to him other. (L, MSb, K.) — El-Aqshā, in the fol below. Hence 2:39 J: see art. -ā).] — [He
2iſ 4333, (S, L, K,) which signifies I conjure, lowing verse,
spread out, or, as we say, pricked
up, his ears:
că
beg, or beseech, thee by God; (S, A, Mgh, L,
and hence the saying,j
J-o') JJ 23, lit.,
***, 32.8- ) -j- J-9
Msb, K;) as though thou remindedst him of God,
He spread out his ears at that thing: meaning,
. . of
and he remembered; ($, L;) as also 37 J&i,
the was covetous of that thing, or eager for it.
5 G. ,

w

-

: ...

O

* w

, 2.

•

3

3.

---

-

3.

-

*

*-

*

-

+

-

J.,

e.

e.

!--> 3;" J. J. ºss 1313

*

and it, (L.) and iſ 'Jix36, (A, Mgh, L.)

(Har. p. 200) (see 26, below.]–2-1,3,

and all, : (Mgh, L, Msb :) originally, I conjure [My lord is generous; he does not sully a favour:
and when he is asked, or begged, or besought, in
thee by God, raising my voice : (Et-Towsheeh :)
papers, he gives], means, accord. to AO, that En
or it signifies I remind thee of God, conjuring ; Noamán Ibn-El-Mundhir, when asked, or begged,

(S, A, K.) aor. 2 and 2, (S. K.) inf. n. *3, (K)
! He spread, or published, the news. (S, A, K.)

— Also ſº, aor. , (Mºb) inf n. 2:3; (Mºb,

and originally, I beseech of thee by God; the or besought, to write grants to poets (jºis-), K3) [and "...is, or this is with teshdeed for the
thing for which one conjures being preceded by gave : º33 is here for <, meaning Jº. purpose mentioned above;] He scattered, or dis
persed, (Mºb, K, TA,) [people, &c.; or] sheep or
S. or what is syn. there with, [as ū) or by an ($, L.)
goats, (Msb, TA,) and camels, (TA,) after con
interrogative or imperative or prohibitive: (MF:)
10 × 32-1 (S, A, L. K.) : He asked fining them in the nightly resting-place. (Msb.)
or it signifies I remind thee of God, desiring to
– He sprinkled water. (A.) —
sº The
or desired him to recite the poetry. (K.)
conciliate thee; as also a Jº J.A.- : (Msb:) or
33: and "&"3: Search for, or after, a n-ind blen in a misty or cloudy day [so as to dis
* ~ *.
3 - 22
* , ~ 2.
aúl J5.x:3, inf. n. 3- and 3-3 and cyl-a-3,
perse the mist or clouds]. (IAar, K.) — 4. 343,
• * ~ * stray-beast. See also 1. (Msb.) Also, A. making
tº ad

~

y

3-9.

o ... •

-

-

signifies I adjure thee by God; as also V 315335i known, or informing respecting, a stray beast. See

(A, K.) in n. *; (A3) and … ',:, (A, L,

aſſº;

TA) in n. 2:35 (S, A, L, TA) and in like

(Msb)—#43

(M, L,) or this latter is erroneous: (Mgh, also 1.
L:) and so signifies ańſ 43%; (M, L, K;) in sound. (K.)

A voice; a cry; a

In annel"

'93; ($, TA;) He charmed anay
352*
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jº

from him sickness, (S,” A, L, K,”) and diabolical
possession, or madness, (L, K,) by a

5*,

2: see 1, in five places, throughout the former

a charm, or an amulet; (S, A, L., Kj) as though
he dispersed it from him : (A:) and in like

manner '93; le "rºl. for

him a

10.

*-

He demanded, or desired, of him
3) to him (…) [a

that he should unfold (*

i.e., half of the paragraph.

Júl *

[He spread, or unfolded, with thing]. (A.)
him the garments or pieces of cloth]. (A.)
3-3 used in the sense of an act, part. n.: see 3:15.
4: see 1, after the middle of the paragraph,
— And in the sense of a pass. or quasi-pass, part.
3.

3a .

*. (5)

El-Kilábee says, 1.5i Gë Jè £º 2: 39
Jús &: ! [And nºhen he nho is smitten by the evil
eye is charmed by a 5*, he is as though he were

º

-

6 . .

Il. :

see 2-3. — A sneet odour : (S, A, K:) [be

5:

see 8, in two places.

6.

•º lºus [They spread, or unfolded, one sense; (A, K;) i.e., absolutely, nºnether sneet or

cause it spreads:] or odour in a more general

loosed from a bond): i.e., it [the effect of the eye) mith another, the garments, or pieces of cloth], (A.) stinking : (A’Obeyd:) or the odour of a woman's
departs from him speedily. (S [in two copies of
mouth, (ADk, A, K,) and of her nose, (ADk,
2:31 ſquasi-pass. of 1,1 It spread, earpanded,
which I find º, as above; but in the TA,"3:3) or 8.unfolded;
it became spread, earpanded, or un TA,) and of her arm-pits Güº), after sleep.
And in a trad. it is said, wº 3. sº Ji, W §:

folded; as also "...is : (K:) [or the latter, being (ADk, A, K.) = 1 Herbage, or pasturage, which
! He charmed anay the effect of enchantment from quasi-pass, of 2, denotes muchness, &c.] – stººl has dried up and then become green in consequence
him [by the words “Say I seek refuge in the Lord ãº. The branches of the palm-tree spread forth. of rain in the end of summer or spring (see below,

and see *): ($, K:) it is bad for the pasturing
of men:” the commencement of the last chap. of
(K.) [And &Laº Jººl The branches spread
the Kur-án]. (S.) =33, (El-Hasan, Zj, A, K,)
animals when it first appears, and men flee from
forth ; and the branches straggled.] –3–1,4
aor. 2, (TA,) inf. nº andº (K, TA;) or f The men's spread, or became published, (S, A, K,) it with their camels ºc.; (S, TA;) which it

" ; ; (IAb, Fr, S, A, Mgh, Mºb) or both; Jº J among the people.

affects with the [disease called]

*

when they

(A) — And tº
pasture upon it at its first appearance : [see

(A, K;) t He (God, S, A, &c.) raised the dead

icº

to life; quickened them; revivified, or revived,

+[The odour spread, or diffused itself.]

(K in art tº; &c.) —jº ,-- The day

them. (Zi, S, A, Mgh, Msb, K, &c.) I’Ab reads

[in the Kur, ii. 261, tº-3 -** [How we will became long and extended: (K:) and so one says
raise them to life], and adduces in his favour the of other things. (TA.) — J 2:31 + The
words [in the Kur. lxxx. 22,] *::::: it: º 3. sinen's, or tendons, became inflated, or snollen, (K.)
by reason of fatigue : (TA:) jº, is a state of

remarks on a verse cited in art. Jacº, voce Jú:

45- :]
AHn says, that it does not injure animals mith the

and see another verse in art. Jºe-, voce

solid hoof; or if it do so, they leave it until it dries,
and then its evil quality departs from it: it consists

of leguminous plants and of [the herbage termed]

: [Then, when He pleaseth, He raiseth him to
-*; or, as some say, of the latter only: (TA:)
life]: El-Hasan reads tº . [and others read inflation, or smelling, in the sinen's, or tendons, of [an ex. of the word is cited in art. -º-, voce
a beast, occasioned by fatigue : (S:) AO says,
&#, with záy:] but Fr says, that El-Hasan that the sinen, or tendon, which becomes inflated, <!-i: or herbage, or pasturage, of n:hich the

holds

it to refer to unfolding and folding, and
or snollen, is the

that the proper way is to use 3:3] [in this sense,] .
is termed

upper part dries up and the loner part is moist
and
green : (Lth :) or herbage produced by the
is similar to this affection,
rain called
(A :) and n:hat has come forth,

<!-4, (S,” TA,) and that what

Jº 5-

cº

transitively, and * intransitively. (S, TA.) |
excepting in its not being so well endured by the
[See also (33°, which has the contr. meaning.] horse: by another, or others, it is said, that jº of plants, or herbage.
— Hence, Aºi
*]:3i: i. q. jº, with of the sinews, or tendons, of a beast, in his fore 9.2 × .

£º

(TA.) = Life.

(K.)

* -: .

2:3 is of the measure Jaš in the sense of the
záy: (Msb:) or : The sucking strengthened the bone. leg, is a breaking, and consequent displacement, of
in easure

(Mgh.) =34% (S, A, Msh, K.) aor. 2, (S,) inf n. those sinews. (TA.) – §es 3:31 + His penis
;3 (S, A, Mºb, TA) and 343, (Mºb) agreeably became erect. (T.A.) [And hence, Jº 3+ºl
with what Fr says, (S,) signifies t He (a dead f The man became eccited by lust. (S, K.) —

person) lived after death; came to life again; it.” 2:31 [In my copy of the A, x+…),

but this

like as
with

Jº,

Jº

**,

(Msb, TA,) syn. with

**,

Jºiº,

(Mgh,) and syn.
(S, Msb, K,) [therefore signifying
is with

Spread, expanded, or unfolded : scattered, or dis

retired; ($, TA;) or lived; came to life; (A, I regard as a mistranscription,] The water became persed, &c.; and spreading, or being spread, &c.:
Msb;) as also "2+3". (A.) Hence ** 2, sprinkled; as also "2:3: (A :) [or the latter being scattered, &c.:] and a thing that one has
spread, erpanded, or unfolded : &c. (O, voce
: The day of resurrection. (S.) –33, (TA) signifies it became much sprinkled.] — U. ×º
J.-, q.v.) – You say º º es;9. Jºe,
inf. nº. (K, TA,) tit (herbage, or pasturage,) Jº They became scattered, or dispersed, or they
|

became green in consequence of rain in the end of scattered, or dispersed, themselves, in the land, or The hank, or falcon, became clad in spreading
summer after it had dried up. (TA) — ; It (a earth. (A)—º-º-º',(Mºb, TA)and Jº', and long feathers. (S, T.A.) – And hence J
plant) began to grom forth in the ground. (K,” (K, TA,) The sheep or goats [and the camels] is applied to People in a scattered, or dispersed,
TA.) You say, tº: &- U. 1 Hon good is its became scattered, or dispersed, after having been state, not collected under one head, or chief;
first growth ! (TA.) – t It (a tree) put forth confined in their nightly resting-place: (Msb :) or (Msb, K;) as also *:::: (K:) and to sheep or
(K.)

the sheep or goats (TA) and the camels (K, TA) goats in a scattered, or dispersed, state, after

—Jº -º, (S, A, K) aor. , (TA)inf n.

became scattered, or dispersed, through negligence having been confined in their nightly resting-place:

its leaves.

*

(K.) – t It (foliage) spread.

- in

(Msb:) or sheep or goats, and camels, in a scat

35-5, (K,) : The land being rained upon in the of their pastor. (K, TA)— º' -- The tered, or dispersed, state, through the negligence of
state of things, or affairs, became dissolved, broken
end of summer, its herbage, or pasturage, became
up, decomposed, disorganized, or unsettled; syn. their pastor. (T.A.) You say, 5- 2, iſ <º I

green after it had dried up: ($, TA :) or the land,

san: the people in a scattered, or dispersed, state.

< (TA, art. • *.) = See also 1, latter
being watered by the rain called cº, put forth part of the paragraph. — jº" also signifies He (S.) And º Asi. * The people came in a
its herbage. (A, K.) See Jé. =}<3, (S, A, put himself in motion, and went on a journey. scattered, or dispersed, state. (TA.) — Hence
Mºb) aor. 2, (S) inf n. 2:5, (K) (He sawed (TA, in art. 2-4.) —” cº Jº — The also, J. * What is sprinkled, of mater, (Mgh,
wood;] he cut (&º, §: or <<5, K) wood, (S, wolf made an incursion among the sheep or goats. TA,) in the performance of the ablution termed
349. (TA.) It is said in a trad, ſº 4:
A, Mºb, K,) with a jº. (S, A, Msb.)
(TA in art. &.)

2:3 – 3 tº

Book I.]
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Ji [Dost thou possess nilat is sprinkled of nater?] objective complement [of U-521, for

Jº

and

— [It rose; rose from its place; was, or became,

: 4. 3. [Who possesseth what }:

(S;) or J.

are nearly alike; (Bd;) and the fourth is high or elevated, protuberant or prominent; it
extr., (IJ, K,) and is said to mean '93 5:.. protruded.] — a #5 *::: f His soul, or spirit,
or stomach, heaved, (A, K,) by reason of fright.
[which is virtually the same as the third]:
. .

-

is sprinkled of water?] (Mgh;) [app, meaning,
that it is gone and cannot be recovered.] — And

o–

(zi,

sº *::::

+ O God, compose what K:) another reading is 94, pl. of
(TA,) (A, TA) = Hence, from 5:3 in the first of the
is divonpowd, or disorganized, of my affairs :
or of sº; (TA, in art, tº or 5:3, (Bd, Jel) senses explained above, (Msb,) or from 3-3, sig
(K,” TA:) a phrase like Jº 3. (TA.) a contraction of º, (Bd,) pl. of
(Bd, nifying “high, or elevated, ground,” (Aboo-Is
hence,

$º,
24.

‘Āisheh says, in a trad., describing her

father,

Jel.) =

$25 Ji

* 36 .

•

* - -

0.

* -

d ... • *

hák, T.A.) 30-J sºjº, (S, K) or WºjJe ºf:3,
f Land having herbage, or

* Jé 2Sº * 53,

meaning, t And he pasturage, nºkich has dried up and then become (A, Mgh, TA) or ºf 3-, (Mºb) and Wºº,
restored what was discomposed, or disorganized, green in consequence of rain in the end of summer: (TA) aor. - and :, inf n. 3,43, (S, Mºb, K.)
[lit., what was unfolded, of El-Islám, to its ($:) or having herbage produced by the rain 1 The noman, or nife, was, or became, disobedient
state in which it was in the time of the Apostle of
to her husband, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) and exalted
called sº. (A) see:3.
herself against him, (TA,) and resisted him, or
God, [lit. to its fold, or plait;] alluding to cases
withstood him, (Msb,) and hated him, (S, Mgh,
of apostacy, and her father's sufficiency to treat *9) : The place of resurrection. (TA.)
K,) and deserted him : (TA:) or she disliked him,
6- a . ,
them. (TA.) = See also 3:6.
ãº, cis-2 [Scattered, or much scattered, or hated him, (Zj, Mgh, TA,) and was an evil
5 p

ãº t A

→

charm, or an amulet, (ś, S, L, K,) n:ritings or the like] is with teshdeed to denote companion to him.
* @.. ."

(Zj, TA.)

And \,\xº

jé

... &

by which a sick person, and one possessed, or mad, muchness, or frequency, or repetition, of the
lººke, (S, A, K,) or lvº, aor. 2 and -, (Msb,)
is cured; (A," L, K;) by which the malady is action, or its application to many objects.
inf. n. 3,4, (TA,) t Her husband treated her

[as it were] dispersed from him. (L.) Moham (S, T.A.)
injuriously, and was unkind to her, or estranged
mad, being asked respecting that which is thus
himself
from her : ($, K:) or forsook her, and
termed, answered, that it is of the work of the jº. f [A san, ;] a certain instrument for
devil; and El-Hasan asserted it to be a kind of cutting rood. (S, Msb, K.) — Also, [but less was unkind to her, or estranged himself from her:
enchantment. (TA.)
commonly], A nooden implement with prongs, (Msb:) or disliked her, or hated her, (Z), Mgh,
[lit., fingers, with nihich wheat and the like are TA) and was an evil companion to her. (Zi,
6

x ,

5

.

23:3: see jºu.

n:innonred.

TA.)

(K.)

2. 6.

…

4. * He raised it, (A, Msh, K,) namely,
! [San-dust;] what falls from the jº 23:… What is not sealed, [here meaning not
a
place,
(Msb,) or a thing, (K,) from its place.
[or san]; ($;) what falls in 2: [or sancing]. (K.) closed with a seal, of the nºritings of the Sultán [or
of a viceroy]; (K;) i.e., what is non commonly (A, K.) — [Hence, <!--use - He [God]
3.2% act. part n.oſ 3–
Jºë known by the name of cº pl. 3.2%. (TA.) raised the bones of the dead to their places, and
He (Mohammad) used to say.” Aiſ spreading, – t A man whose state of affairs is disorganised, set them, or put them together, one upon another.

§3

• 2w - 2

sº

*

or unfolding, his fingers: said to meanºmaling
his hand a clenched fist. (Mgh.) – 4:35 º' A

or disordered.

(S. K.) So in the Kur, ſii. 261,12UAxiſ Jºãº,

(K.)

tº- sº 3

[He came spreading, or, as we say, pricking up,

jº

his ears: meaning,) the came in a state ºf

&:

- = [And look thou at

the bones (of thine ass), hon, we raise them to their

places, &c., then we clothe them neith flesh], accord.

}<, aor. 2 and z, ($, Msb, K,) inf. n. }*, to the reading of Zeyd Ibn-Thäbit; (Fr, S, TA)
copy of the A, tºu, is erroneously put for lazue.] (S, K,) or jº, (Msb,) He rose, or raised him but the Koofees read [tº] with rá : the
5:3 <2%. in the Kur., [lxxvii. 3, sig. self (S, A, Msh, K) cººl J, in the place ($) former reading, however, accord. to Th, is pre
coretousness, or eagerness.
2

(IAºr, L.) [In a
2.

•

1.

•

-

Jº in his sitting-place, (TA,) and ferred. (TA) [See art. ….] — Hence also,
that do scatter the rain : (Jel, TA:) or the winds as K. &% (A,) or 43% &c. (Msb) from his Jºl £us, jºl ( The sucking of the breast
that do bring rain. (TA.) And "35-5 cº, of place : (A, Mºb :) or he rose a little in his sitting increased, or augmented, the bone: as also *!,

nifies And the angels, (TA,) or the winds, (Jel,)
5

which the pl. is

}:

#9. signifies

p ...

6

and

---.

-

with rá. (Msb.)

Wind that place: (TA:) or he stood up after sitting. (TA.)

3:3 and "33 A high, or an elevated, place;
readings, (the former being the reading of the (S, A, Mgh, K;) as also *}t:3: (S, K:) or high,
and Bd, vii. 55;) 22:3 being syn. with 2:9 :
people of El-Hijáz, and the latter that of others, or elevated, ground: (Zj, TA:) or high, or ele
(Bd3) or it signifies in a scatttered state. gº!
Fr, TA) in the Kur, [lviii. 12,] ºf J.; 33 cated, and hard, ground: (M, TA:) or what rises
vii. 55.) [In the Kur, ubi supra, tº Jºe
lº, (Msb, TA,) meaning, accord. to Aboo from a valley to the [adjacent] ground, and is
spreads [the

clouds). of water. [the rain] '. (s

Both forms of the aor. occur, accord. to different

;

<- 34 & 54, and º, and "Viš, and Iriſk, And when

it is said, Rise ye and stand

not rugged: (TA:) pl. (of the first, S, Msb)

º,

[Sendeth the winds, &c.,] (K,” TA,) all up, then do ye rise and stand up. (TA.) Accord. Jºë ($, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and (of the second, s,
these being various readings, (TA,) º: is pl. of to IKłł,2,…, Jºãº signifies The people TA, or of the first, Msb) jº, (S, Msb, K,) and
**, (Bd, K,) in the sense of *: (Bd;) or dren: thenºiſe together [in their sitting-place to (of the second, S, Mºb) jºi. (S, Mgh, Mºb,
the meaning is, in a state of dispersion before the make room] for those sitting with them; and also K.) You say, Jº & 4 Jº 3-3, and 3:3,
rain; (Jel;) and º is a contraction; (Bd, K;) they rose from their sitting-place, and stood up. [He sat upon a high piece of ground.] (Mº.)
and the third reading means f Quickening, or (TA.) You say also, as, “I Jºsiº jé, And jº J; Jºe 33 Sit thou upon that high
making to live, by spreading the clouds wherein is inf n. jº, He rose with the people for the place. (S.)
the rain, (K,) which is the life of everything, purpose of contention, altercation, or litigation.
)
* 2:
(TA,) " º being an inf. n. used as a denotative (TA.) — He, or it, overtopped, or overlooked, an jº
a . . . See 5-9.
of state, in the sense of ~959, or as an absolute elevated piece of ground, and appeared. (TA.) jº)
º; ... *

;

*
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3:5 Rising;

or rising from its place; high, or or disquietudes of mind, became such as to lead me TA:) he loosed, untied, or undid, a knot by a
elevated; protuberant, or prominent; protruding. forth to the places to nihich one goes forth, to single pull. (TA.) You say also, Jea.J. Ja...:3] He
Syria at one time, and at one time to Wasit].
(K,” TA.) You say, 3-5 Jºã A heart rising
(S.) You say also of a road,
&: Jat.”
from its place by reason of fright. (K, TA.)
2

Gº

And

3-5 J;

o,

.iº. ! It goes forth from the main road, to the

A high, or an elevated, mound, or

ſºr the Jüe]
of the camel. (TA) And ºſie & 3.23. **
loosed, untied, or undid, the alsº:31
IIe loosed the camel from his

hill: pl. [reg. of

$35

}: J-4,

(TA.) And

pute, or mons Veneris.

of 3:3) jº. right, and to the left. (Lih, K.') And.… k

and irreg.

94-5 &* f [A road

A protuberant, high,

(TA.) And

£3 i.-

led them forth, and they

A took it]. (TA.) = sº 1.3, (S. K.) aor. -

Ji. (Mº)

[And hence the saying, Júc &- i- Útě As
though he were loosed [from a bond such as is
called

Jüe] : ($," Mgh, TA:) a proverb, relating

(K, TA) and , (TA) ſinf n his.) He pulled to an event's happening quickly; (Mgh;) or
out the bucket, (S, K,) or pulled it up, (TA,)

piece of flesh elevated, or protuberant, upon the

3.

(TA.) And 3-6
A vein constantly
said of him who commences any work quickly;
from the well, (S, TA,) without a pulley. (S, and of the sick when he recovers; and of a person
sn’ollen and pulsating (A, K*) in consequence of
K.) – And hence,
i.e.: āşş J. + The who has swooned when he revives; and of a
disease (K, TA) or from some other cause. (TA.)
And
Jº 4 man having a high, or angels dran forth the souls like as the bucket is Person sent to execute an affair, hastening his

body.

tº

ãº-jºº

prominent, forehead.

(TA.) And

dramºn forth from the nell: (Zj:) and Jº i.e.: determination respecting it: (TA:) it is often

§:6 §2.

related in a different manner, Júc cº-2 1.3 uji=;
in the sides, having the
which means, (K,) accord. to Ibn-Arāfeh, (TA,) but this is not correct. (IAth, T.A.) [But See
US); as [or lonest of the ribs] nºith the flesh upon
above, in this paragraph; and see 1, where a
it, prominent. (IAar, T.A.) = Also, (A, TA,) t they loose the soul of the believer gently. (K, similar meaning is assigned to the unaugmented
Ol'
(Mgh,) [but the former is the more T.A.) — [Hence also, one says of a she-camel, verb.] = He bound, or tied, him, or it, Jirmly,

* … (Fr. L. K (in the cK ºn

cºil A noman large

#9,

[likening the motion of her fore legs to that of the

common,] f A woman disobedient to her husband, arms of a man pulling up a bucket from a well fastly, or strongly: so in the copies of the K; so
(Mgh, TA,) and evalting herself against him, without a pulley, ºn -la. U. &- meaning that, if this be correct, the verb has two contr.
significations. (T.A.) = See also 8.
(TA,) and hating him, (Mgh, TA,) and deserting
him. (TA) See 1. [The former epithet is also t Good was her wide stretching out of her fore
5: see 1, first sentence. — tº:- Jº -bia
legs (A$, S, TA) in her going along. (TA.) =
applied in like manner to a husband.]
J.- A3, ($, Msb, K,) aor. 2, (K, and so in She (a camel) hastened, or neas quick, in her going,

a copy of the $,) or -, (Msb, and so in a copy of or pace. (S, K.) = ài. la:… I He passed

la:3

the S.) inf n. 13, (§, Mºb) IIe tied the cord, through, or over, the desert, (K, TA,) with snift

1. 3, aor. , inf n, but ($, Mºb, K) and

or rope so as to form a knot; (K, TA;) as also ness, and with briskness, liveliness, sprightliness,
Aiº, (TA) He (a man, S, TA, and a beast of ***, (K,) inf. n.
(TA :) or he tied it or activity. (TA) And laid He traversed
carriage, TA,) was, or became, brisk, lively, in a knot such as is termed
; (AZ, S, Msb;) it quickly, or swiftly. (IB, in TA, voce **)
sprightly, frisky, active, agile, prompt, and quick;
as also " the latter verb: (Ham, p. ver :) and And Jº <!-- f She (a camel)
syn. Cää-, (MSb, TA,) and 82-'; (Msb;) contr.
3& A3 he tied the knot so as to form nºkat is
crossed, the land, like the last; in her quickness, or
-- oi
of J–é; (TA;) or pleased, cheerful, happy, or
thus termed: (Mgh :) and āles: 5S), Ja:3 he tied her aim, with briskness, liveliness, or sprightli
milling; to do work, &c.; (Lth, K;) or by reason the knot thus termed.
(TA.) [See also 4.] = 72ess. (TA.)
• b ,”

hº
*:::

* -

2

warred or

* of

...

• 3 J.

-

- -

of his work; (Msb;) as also "ki.j, (S," K.) A-3, and Jºie &- at: ; see 4.
134- rº [to do, or on account of, such a thing, or

8. latº' It (a cord, or rope,) became loosed,
2.

such an affair]. ($, T.A.) You say also, 23, *:

&lais,

inf. n.

*::::, IIe, or it, rendered him untied, or undone. (Har, p. r. 1.) — He

(a

[He betook himself to him, or it, with briskness, la: [i.e. brisk, lively, sprightly, frisky, &c.]; man) became loosed from the tie of silence, (Har,
liveliness, sprightliness, or the like]. (T.A.) — (K;) as also " 4-1. (Yaakoob, K.) = See p. r1. : Mgh,) and from that of impotence. (Mgh
[in which a doubt is expressed as to its being of

ãº <-º

[Hence, app.,]

The beast of carriage also 1, last sentence but one, in two places; and
see 4.

became fat.

(K.) =

A3, aor. -, inf. n. ki,

classical authority].) = As a trans. v.; see 4, in
two places. – He pulled, or dren, a thing. (TA)

(S, K, TA,) He went forth from a place: (K:)
4. Ja…!, said of a man, (K,” TA,) or of a — He seized a thing, took it hastily, or snatched
he passed, or crossed, from one country or the like company of men, (S,) His, or their, beasts, (S, it unanares: a meaning wrongly assigned in the
to another: (TA:) said, for instance, of a wild |K,) or family, (K,) were, or became, in a state K to "la-l. (TA) You say also, Juji L-3
bull: (AO, I Drd, S, K:) and in like manner, a of bui3 [i.e. brishness, liveliness, sprightliness,
Jº, (Sh, K,) and $31, (Sh,) The camels, or
star, [meaning a planet, from one sign of the

|

friskiness, &c.; see 1]. (S, K.) = As a trans. v.: sheep or goats, pulled up, or out, the herbage, with
zodiac to another. (S, K.) And Jºl e-la-3, see 2. — [Hence, app.,] It (herbage) rendered a the teeth. (Sh, K.) — He scaled a fish; (K;)
aor. :, inf. n.

kº, The camels

n'ent, either in a beast fat.

(S, T.A.) = He loosed, untied, or as though meaning he pulled off the scales thereof.
(TA.) — [Hence, undid, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) a cord, or rope, (S, (TA.)
ū-ua i… A.J. (S, TA) t Griffs, or dis. K,) or a knot such as is termed absº ; (Mgh, kº [app. a pl. of
Persons untristing
quitude of mind, lead forth him who has them Msb,) as also 'Jaiº); and * A3; (Mgh;) and
[from place to place). (T.A.) Himyan Ibn in like manner, the bond termed Jú: ; (Msb;) cords, or ropes, in the time of undoing them for the
Purpose of their being twisted or plaited a second
Koháfeh says,
and so, perhaps, * lais : (Ham, p. viºr :) he time. (IAar, K.)
right direction or othernise.

tº

•

*

2 of

uº tº Jºº ~~~!
-

-

: 3 . .

2o.

282 &

*

*

Ula-'3 ×125 Vºl. Us: Al-J)
[neaning laºu-J) J'

5*

pulled a cord, or rope, until, or so that, it became
loosed, untied, or undone; (TA;) as also V a. 31:
(S, K, TA,) he caused the Jús to become loosed,

•

o .

ala- as used in the following saying, (Mgh,)

Jús, ālai.”

ãº. The right termed axiº is

la-3, i.e., f My griefs, untied, or undone, by pulling its alº 3:31: (K,” like the loosing of the bond called Juác, in

respect

2797
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of the speediness with which it becomes of no i.º signifying “he loosed, untied, or undid,” a tervened; syn. 44%; (M, TA;) (i.e., | **ś,
Ajú & (Msb:) IAar says, (TA,) Jº signi
effect, (Mgh, Msb,) by delay, (Msb,) is of the knot “by a single pull.” (TA.)
of
measure à é from 1.3i, or from £33 in the
absº [A knot tied nith a bon', or njith a fies 2.É.S. -º J. sº f [the tracing up, or
sense of la:31; or the meaning is, like the tying double bony, so as to form a kind of slip-knot;
of the UUic; i.e., it is of short duration; but the whence, in modern vulgar Arabic, aß 3.xic,
former explanation is the more apparently right.
applied to such a tie; and alº, applied to a
(Mgh.)
simple slip-knot;] a knot, or tie, nºbich easily
*::3% A nell from which the bucket does not becomes undone, or untied, like that of the running
band of a pair of drancers; ($, Mgh, K;) a knot,
Conne forth until it is much pulled, (As, S, TA,)
or tie, n-hich becomes undone when one of its two
by reason of the distance of its bottom; (TA;) ends is pulled. (Msb, T.A.) You say, 3jie us
• 3. .” -

ascribing, or attributing, a tradition, in the man

• 6 p.

ner ea plained above, to the greatest person ºf
authority, here meaning Mohammad, or the author

of the tradition]; (K, TA) [i.e. --- i.
signifies

, -9 v-º J. 4.3), $3tº:

(Mgh.)

You also say, <! 3-2- Jº, (K) or cº cº,
(S,) the ascribed, or attributed, or traced tly),

contr of busi; (K)

• 2 of
the tradition to him, or to such a one, in the
alº 3:30, meaning t Thy love, or affection, is not
manner eacplained above; syn. 4.3. (S, K.)
*::: (S, Msb, K) Brisk, lively, sprightly, neak, or frail. (S.)
See also Jºi.
º Jº + He made the thina
active, agile, prompt, and quick; (Msb;) or
i.e. A thing on account of nihich, or to do apparent, manifest, plain, or evident; he shoned
pleased, cheerful, happy, or nilling; to do work n:hich, one is brisk, lively, sprightly, or actice; or it, eachibited it, manifested it, evinced it, discovered
&c.; as also * Artſ; (K;) [see A-3;] applied pleased, cheerful, or happy; and which one likes, it, or revealed it. (M,” K.) [The verb seems
to a man; (S, TA;) and to a beast of carriage; or prefers, to do: opposed to %. (TA.)
to be thus used because a thing is rendered con
spicuous
by being raised. See Jºjº Jº,
fem. with 3: (TA) pl. Bº (Har, p. 591) [and [… A place to nºkich one goes forth ; pl.
above..] – [Hence, u. º Jº Jº, aor. and
Jºl. — A man (TA) rehose family, or beasts, kºtº. See an ex. of the pl., voce 43.]
inf
n. as above, f He, or it, (generally said of a
are in a state of lou:3 [i.e. briskness, liveliness,
i.e.: See kº.
passage
in the Kur. or a trad.,) made a state
sprightliness,
&c.; see 1]; as also "kº. (K.
TA.)
ment, or a plain, eacplicit, unequivocal declaration,
i.e. Having much letíš [i.e. briskness, liveli
respecting some, or any, particular thing, not
ness, sprightliness, friskiness, &c.; see 1]. (TA.) capable of application to any other thing; and
*-ū; see *:::. – In a verse of Et-Tirimmāh,
he mentioned something, or anything, particularly,
[ &º &c.
[see -la-',] ūtū is used for
ū;3 [By
or specially; he particularized, or specified it by
See
Supplement.]
nords; very frequently used in these senses: and
reason of yearning, or longing, desire]. (K, in
-

-

o --

•

º

art. 33.) = A wild bull going forth from land to
land, (S, K,) or from country to country. (TA.)

Jaº

-

s

such we are to understand from the saying]

Jä

-###".

also signifies ū. :* Jé &sº
(K:)
— Hence, (S,) &uº, as used in the Kur,
(Mgh, TA,) He raised the thing; syn. 4.5, [for which I would rather read ū. ...” Jº Jº
lxxix. 2, meaning The stars [or planets] going [which is here to be understood, like the English
also signifies
-ºš : adding the obser
forth from one sign of the zodiac to another: ($, equivalent by which I have rendered it, in several
vation that Că.33:1 as syn. with Jaul is restricted
K:) or it means the stars that rise, then set: senses, as the sequel will show]. ($, Mgh, T.A.)
in art. Jö3 in the K to a special relation to the
(A’Obeyd, TA:) or the angels that dran forth This is the primary signification : (TA:) or,
the souls like as the bucket is drawn forth from accord. to As, it is from ašči Jº, q.v. infra. law: and that º J” Jº is often found
the well: (Zj, TA:) or the angels that loose the
explained as signifying
as, for instance,

1 & 4, (S) aor. , (MgH) inf n. *,

&ºl,

* -

*:

soul of the believer gently: (Fr,” Ibn-Arafeh, K.) ($) You say, Jº Jº, (M, K) or ſº, in p. rviv of Har. :] these significations of J.
or the believing souls that are brisk, lively, sprightly, (A, Mgh,) or it…I º, (Msb,) aor. as above,
are tropical, from that word as denoting “eleva
or actice, at death: (K,” TA:) or, as some say, (A, Mgh,) and so the inf n., (Msb,) He, or she,
tion”
and “appearance.” (TA.) See also Jº
[too fancifully,) the angels that ratify events; Ol' the women, raised, (A, Msb,) or seated, (K,)
or raised and seated, (Mgh,) or shoned, or dis below. — [From 43 signifying “he raised it,”
tying of a knot which is easily undone, the thing's played, (M,) the bride upon the
(M, A, and consequently “he made it apparent,” are
derived several other significations, here following.]
easiness to them is thus notified. (TA) — f A
• , 32.
32 Msb, K,) or upon the *... (Mgh.) And
—lºvak
ſapp for **** U. Jazz) occurs in a
road going forth from the main road, to the right, (s3t- ãº
The doe-antelope raised, or
and to the left: (Lth, K*:) pl.
(TA:)
trad. respecting Heraclius, meaning t He elicits,

from $3iºn a 3, q.v.; and as this signifies the

**,

O.2

-*

kº.

which latter word is applied in like manner to
water-courses (K, TA) going forth from the main
mater course to the right and left. (TA) =
º

;:

See also la:3.

ità %, (K, and so in a copy of the $, as on

authority

elerated, her neck (M, TA) And & J.
and makes apparent, their opinion : (TA:) or

tº:- f Such

a one was set up as a lord, or chief.

Jº Jº, (S, M., &c.) inf n, as above, (M)

(A, TA) And & Jº, (M. K.) inf n, as

signifies the rent to the utmost point in question
above, (M,) LIe put the furniture, or goods, or ing, or asking, the man respecting a thing, (S, K,)
utensils, one upon another. (M., K.) Hence, so as to elicit nºhat he possessed [of information

(TA) -e-, -ī, (M, Mºb, TA) or J. &

of As, but in another copy of the <-3, (A,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (M, Msb,
§ the is without any vowel,) and its,}, (K, TA) t He traced up, or ascribed, or attributed,
and, accord. to the TA, on the authority of Aş, the tradition to the author thereof, resting it on
and mentioned by IB on the authority of his authority, by mentioning him, or mentioning,

the

- 0

respecting it]; ($;) i. e. (TA) the importuned
the man in questioning, or asking, and urged him
to tell the utmost that he knew; (A, TA;) or + he

questioned, or asked, the man respecting a thing
so as to elicit the utmost that he possessed [of in
A’Obeyd,) A nell of little depth, from which the uninterruptedly, in ascending order, the persons formation respecting it]. (M.) [See also 3.]
bucket comes forth by means of a single pull: (Aš, by nºhom it had been handed down, up to the — [In like manner you say, àú. Jº, (S, M,
S, K:) the latter may be defended on the ground author; or mentioning the person n-ho had related Mgh, K,) and ãº, (M, Msb,) aor. as above,
. .
.
*, * *
of considering
ºuts, as originally an inf. n., of it to him from the author, if only one person in (M,) and so the inf... n., (S, M,) He made the
-

-

-

-
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Jºaº

she-camel, and the beast, to exert herself to the

Jº

full, or to the utmost, or beyond measure, in going,

Or

of pace;

&

You say also, Jººl <!, (M., K.) so in the conventional language of the lawyers
Jºe <!, (A,) The bride became and the scholastic theologians: (MF, on the

*

raised, (A,) or seated, (K,) or shonin or displayed, i.hi of the K:) or a statute, or an ordinance,
2-1 Jº Uras, : (M, Mgh :) or he elicited her (M,) upon the
(M, A, K.) = He (a indicated by the manifest or plain meaning of
nords of the Kur-án, and of the Sunneh; from
utmost pace; (K, TA;) from Jº as signifying
or to go the pace termed

syn.

i.e.

man, TA) dren, himself together; contracted him

&;

for the phrase

jº

Jº Çº necessarily

self; or shrank.

Jº as denoting “elevation” and “appearance:”

(Ibn-Abbād, K, TA.)

or, as some say, from 43 as signifying “he

implies the eliciting the utmost of her celerity of
pace: (TA:) or he went a vehement pace so as

R. Q. 1. Ja…, ($, M, K) inf n is…}, (Sh, elicited, and made apparent, his opinion.” (TA.)

to elicit the utmost that she possessed [of celerity]: M,) He, or it, became in motion, or in a state of Hence, also, as used by the practical lawyers, it
(Aş, S:) or he put her in motion so as to elicit commotion; became agitated, stirred, or shaken; signifies t An evidence, or a proof: (TA:) [and
her utmost pace : (A’Obeyd, TA:) or he urged, moved, or moved about, ; bestirred himself or itself; particularly a teact of the Kur-din, or of the Sunneh,
or incited, her, and elicited her pace: (Msb:) shook. (Sh.) He (a man) shook in his walk, used as an authority in an argument, for proof of
being erect. (M.) He (a camel) shook, or be an assertion.] The pl. [in all these senses] is
came in a state of commotion, in rising from the Jºsé. (MSb.) — [Also, t The text, or very
meaning 4:36
and 4:56 "Jº sig. ground. (M.) — [Also, said of a camel, it is
words, of an author, book, writing, or passage:
nifies the same as U-as. (IKtt, T.A.) You do like J-º-; (S;) i.e., it signifies (TA) He
frequently used in this sense.] = Hardness, diffi
not say of a camel Jº, making him the agent, (the camel) ficed, or made firm or steady, his culty, or straitness, of an affair, or a state, or case.
and the verb intrans. (O,” TA.) [In the M, knees upon the ground, and put himself in motion, (M, TA.) = Jº Jº, and
(S, K,) A
however, I find." said, that Jº and
or in a state of commotion, previously to rising.
vehement pace, in nihich a beast is made to exert
signify 249-1 2-1); app. indicating that they (Lth, K, T.A.) [See also Jé.] – And He itself to the full, or to the utmost, or beyond
are inf. ns., of which the verb is Jº, aor., accord. (a camel) made a hollow place in the ground with measure; or in rehich the utmost possible celerity
to rule, -, signifying He went a vehement pace, his breast, in order to lie donn. (M, T.A.) = is elicited; [this meaning seems to be indicated,
• 2 3
or vehemently: and Golius says, as on the Ja-as used transitively, see 1, latter portion,
though not expressed, in the S;] syn. &º 2
authority of Ibn-Maaroof, that this verb is used in three places.
(K:) or, the former, as Az says, in one place, a
intransitively, with
for its inf. n., as signi
The end, or eactremity, of anything; (Az, kind of swift pace : or, as he says in another place,
fying valide incessit : but see Jº below.] —
beast of carriage is able
S, M ;) the utmost, or eactreme, eactent, term, limit, the utmost pace which a 3.
[Hence, app.,] Jº also signifies The urging or
point, or reach, of a thing: this is the primary to attain : (TA) or J.; and "Jº-3 signify a
inciting [a beast]; syn. 3-).
— And
signification. (Az, T.A.) It is said in a trad., vehement pace or going. (M.) See 1.

Jº, alone, also occurs

in a trad., (M, Msb,) as

&: (M)

3.

"Jºe",

Jº

Jºe:

J.

-

(y)

ºn Jº, (M., K.) aor. , inf. n. Jai,(TA) He ($, M.) of Alee, (S) 3-i- Jai tººl & 6),
moved the thing; put it in motion, or into a state
of commotion; agitated it; stirred it; shook it;
(M, K;) as also "...a…. (S, M., K.) Hence

3.

.

29 & 2 J. &aag ($, M, K,') or Jº
c:

Jºšū-ji, (K,” TA,) but the former is that which
is

the saying, Ças
CK, incorrectly,

6

Ja-aº ; see Jaj, last sentence, in two places.

commonly

*

**

**

—º Joua, 54. He is one who moves about his

known; (TA;) i.e. When nomen nose [much) by reason of anger. (Ibn-Abbād, K.)

Jº & (K, TA [in the
Jé,]) Such a one moves about

43:

attain the period of mature intellect, (Mbr, S, K,
TA,) and knon, the real natures of things, (K, art.
his nose by reason of anger. (TA.) And "Ja-23 Je-,) [then the male relations on the father's side
4:1. He moved about his tongue; (S, M ;) like have a better right to dispose of her in marriage
• * 0.

than the mother;] meaning, when they attain to

9

. o.

Jeux-a%

93.

4-ce- A.

serpent that moves about much.

(K) (See also sº.
3-g

Jasſ [a comparative and superlative epithet

43.33: (M) which is a dial form; (A’obeyd, that age at nihich they are qualified to contend for from --- Jº,

q. v.]. 'Amr Ibn-Deenár
•
* *
*
3. * * * >
3 of ~
2.
S;) the former being the original; the Jo not their rights; [accord. to the former reading;] for
Ja)
said,
Lºj'ſ
J-e
‘tº-a-9
>,
<-2',
Lo
I
being, as some assert it to be, substituted for the this is what is termed Jú-1: (K,” TA:) or
have
not
seen
a
man
more
skilled
in
tracing
up,
Jó ; for these two letters are not of the same kind
nºhen they attain to puberty: (Az, TA:) or when or ascribing, or attributing, a tradition to its
so as to be commutable. (M.) = See also 8.
• 6.

they attain to that period at nihich they become
author, in the manner earplained above, (voce Jº)
22, - ...of
. . of
objects of contention for right; when every one of
the guardians asserts himself to have the best right: than Ez-Zuhree; i.q. aſ &ºl and Jº-l. (TA.)
3. 429, (K) inf n. 434. (TA) He (a man, (K:) or JUi-ji in the trad. is a metaphorical 9 & 2 à-a-o: see what next follows, throughout.
TA) went to the utmost length with him, (namely term, from the same word as applied to camels
his creditor,) in reckoning, so as to omit nothing [when entering upon the fourth year]; (K,” TA;)
2 : see 3.

r

-

i.e. ($, M, A, Mºb, K) or ***..., (Mgh)

therein; (K, TA;) as also " *~~, (K,) inf n. and J-5\is-J), also, in this case, accord. to some, The thing upon nihich a bride is raised (S,” A, K.)

Jº-º.

*i

(TA.)

He (God) went to the utmost properly signifies the same, being a pl. of
length neith him, (namely a man,) in questioning (TA in art. Jºe ;) and the meaning is, when they
and in reckoning. (TA.) [See also 1.]
attain to the eactreme term of childhood. (M, K.)
= In the conventional language of men of science,
6. Jºãº Jº The people, or company of men,
it signifies I A thing [or statement] plainly, or
cron:ded, thronged, or pressed, together. (TA.) explicitly, declared, or made manifest, by God,
8. Jº He, or it, (said of a camel's hump, and his Apostle; of the measure Jas in the sense

and seated, (Mgh,) or shown or displayed, (M,)
or upon which she stands (~#55 [but this is pro
bably a mistake for 34.3, i.e. sits,) when displayed
to the bridegroom, (Mºb,) in order that she may

be seen (M, Mgh) [and distinguished] from among

the women; (Mgh;) being a chair, (Mgh, Msb,
TA,) or couch ; (TA;) or consisting of pieces of
cloth
raised, and carpets laid smoothly for a seat :
Lth, TA,) became raised, or elevated, or high: of the measure J5xile: (Msb:) or a Jaj of the
(M:)
written with kesr (Mºb, K) as being an
(K, TA:) or (TA) became even and erect. (Lth, Kur-án, and of the traditions, is an eacpression,
instrument,
(Msb,) or with ſet-h [as being a place]:
lx,” T.A.) [In a copy of the A, the verb in these or a phrase, or a sentence, indicating a particular
(Mgh:)
accord.
to some authorities, i., and
senses, and relating to a camel's hump, is written meaning, not admitting any other than it: (TA :)
6 o'.

6

y o .

sº e

-
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iai, seem to signify the same thing: (TA:) or * or 1:} so called because the sound of a word of him; (CK, TA;) as also 4 -aš; (TA;)
the latter is the aís - [i.e. a kind of curtained which the final letter is so pronounced rises to and perhaps "...a5 is also used if this sense, with
canopy] (K, TA) over the axº~ : (TA:) from the highest cavity of the mouth. (Lth.) A reference to grief, or anxiety. (K.) See 1.=-ast
&#91 Jº, q. v. (K.) It is said in a proverb, conv, term of grammar. (S. K.) isºl & & Jº, J. <-e- He ascribed, or attributed,
i-aºl Use JY3 &#2 + Such a one n'as earposed [He wrote, or pronounced, the nord neith -*, the tradition to the Apostle of God; syn. º, <!
* -

... •

6

-2

-

...)

i.e., making its vonel of inflection 1 or z &c.,
and &. (TA.) = a-aīl He assigned him, or
to disgrace and infamy: (TA:) or to the utmost
according to the rules of grammar:] he made the
disgrace and infamy. (M.)
word to have fet-hah as its concel of inflection. gave him, a'-e : i.e., a lot, or portion. (K.)
~~~51 He made, or put, a handle
(Mºb)—º- 4 -ai, (inf n. *-*, TA) E

&

&#3.

Las

He made n'ar upon him : syn.
(K.) —
Of anything that is raised, and with which one
1. ovaj, aor. 2, He took him by the a...et [or
g, one says
goes to meet, or encounter, a thing
forelock]: (K:) from a-eu : and therefore re ~, and of the agent, -*. (M, K.) —

(~las) to the knife. (S. K.)

25 - -

5.

• 6 -

...)

28

w

5. Jºel J. J5')

-

round the he-ass.

st-aº The she-asses stood
($, K.) – See 8.

garded by some as improperly mentioned in the 4; -ºš, aor. 2, inf. n. J.A., ! He acted nith
6. 23-25 They divided it into lots, or portions,

K in this art. (M.F.) – tº, aor. 2, (S, K,)
inf. n. ‘.…, (TA,) He chid, (a camel, TA, or

hostility, or enmity, towards him. (S. K.) See among themselves. (TA.)

she camel, S); syn. Jºſ (AZ, S. K.)—té,

n!hich he should not deviate.

(S, K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He raised, or

elevated, a thing: (Ks, AA, S, K:) dial. form

of Jº. (S)

also 3. –

-

Ü & “…a I gave him counsel from
&

1. J.A., aor. :, inf. n. *-*: (S, K;) and

* -23; (K;) He set up, put up, set upright,

33 and

-

aor. 2, (inf n. Jºas, TA,) He put donºn a thing: -3% IIe, or it, became set up, put up, set
upright, or erected; stood up, or upright, or erect;
syn. & ex Thus the verb bears two contr. sig
became elevated, raised, or reared: (K:) became
nifications. (K.) — [He set, or put, absolutely:
even and erect. (TA, art. Jas.) — He stood
often used in this sense..] – azas, aor. -; and erect, raising his head. (TA.) — [It was, or
* *

~~a,

8. --~! and '-º', quasi-pass. of

(A.) — ºr aº,

6 .

* *

'a-as, (infin. Juail, TA) It (disease) pained
pain. (K.) —ºn <,

became, erect, vertical, or perpendicular.] –

him; occasioned him

ſo, as “…aºl. His hair, being full-gron'n, stood

aor. :, (inf n. Jº, TA,) + He strove, or exerted

---.] — -aºl (TA) and "-a
(K) flt (dust) rose high. (K, TA.) – -eº.

erected, a thing: (S:) he elevated, raised, reared,

.9.7 ... •

out : See

himself, unusually in his pace: (K:) or ~~~
a thing. (K.) — He set up, a stone as a sign, signifies he pursued his journey n-ith diligence, or
Set up thy cooking-pot [upon the -*. Or triºt.
or mark. (Msb.) — & J.-23 He raised his
energy: (TA:) or he travelled on all the day, at
head. (T.A.) — &ei, aor. 2, inf. n.

*, IIe

(a goat) had erect ears. (S: the inf n, only
mentioned.) – & ūš £3, I set, or set tºp,

ſºok, ºil.” a cook.
* Jºe [Its teeth
to

a gentle pace : (S, K :) or he journeyed on all the
night. (TA.) En-Nadr says, -*. is the first
pace;

then,

then, ‘…",
[but see & ;] then, &;
#1;
then, :
l; then, &gt; then,

(IAqr.) – “…aºl

stood out formards:

see -e-…] said of a mouth. (TA, art. Jºs.)

o .

ſº is often used absolutely as meaning

such a one as an obstacle to such a thing, or as a
-

butt for such a thing, like the butt of archers. 4-91; then, is 1.J. (TA.) = <, aor. -, An erection of the penis.] – -º- --~~! The
(TA, art. Jºe)— 243) ãº, & -- t[Such inf. n. *, He nas fatigued, tired, o: wearied, letter [meaning the final letter of a word] nas
o -

a one was set up, or appointed, for the putting, or (S, K.) — “, inf.

n.

*. He suffered diffi

rvritten, or pronounced, with ~~a

-

- -

[see ---a

keeping, of the town, or district, in a flourishing
-º-1 (S.)
or prosperous state, with respect to buildings, cul culty, trouble, distress, or affliction. (TA.) –
ture, population, &c.]. (A.) —-º, aor. , •e. He strove; laboured; or toiled. (K.) —
--~aº : See <, (of which it is the inf. n.,)
º

<º §§ [Kur, xciv. 7, signifies And
inf n. J., (§, K) or -º, sº -ei, (8) **
nºhen thou shalt have finished thy prescribed

o e

-

6

... •

6

p.m.

throughout. — J.23 and "J.A. and "J.A.
3.

and

-

+ He sang, or chanted, a hind of song, or chant,
Wāºa. A sign, or mark, set up to show the way;
peculiar to the Arabs, (S, K, &c.,) of the descrip prayers, fatigue thyselfin supplication: (Katádeh, or a standard set up : syn. ** Ae: (K:)
Jel:) or nihen thou shalt have finished the obliga
tion termed 43-, (K,) [by n!hich camels are
tory prayers, fatigue thyself in the performance i.e., set up [as a sign] to a people : (TA:) or
urged, or excited.] or a kind of song (K) resembling of the voluntary. (TA.) See -29.
* is pl. of i.e., like as &í. is of *...
what is thus termed, (S,) but finer, or more deli
(Lth, T.A.) Also, *3.2%, A pole, or mast; syn.
cate. (S, K.) What is termed J.-- is The
. c.

**

9- -

*-

2. \,\!\!

J.- < The

horses erected their

kind of singing, or chanting, above described: ($, ears often, or eacceedingly. The teshdeed is to

*:

(K;) set up to show the way: (TA:)

K:) or a kind of .* resembling singing : (AA:) render the signification frequentative or intensive. also, W <--& and W --etº (pls, which have no
or a kind of modulation : (Sh:) or a kind of song, (S.) – See 1, and 3.
sings., TA) Signs, or marks, or stones, set up to
or chant, of the Arabs : (ISd:) or, of the Arabs
show the way; syn. Žiand (sº (K:) stones

3. * *-ū, (inf n, i.203, TA) He made
of the desert: (TA:) or poetry such as is com
an
open show of evil conduct, mischief, or malevo set up on the tops of isolated small mountains,
monly recited, well regulated and set to an air :
whereby travellers are to be directed: (TA:)
(Nh:) so called because, in [singing or chanting] lence, to him ; (K;) and in like manner, of
it, the voice is raised, or elevated. (The Fáik.) enmity, (TA,) and of war; (S, TA;) as also also, "º,44 [Pl. -**) signifies A sign, or
… • * *

:,) inf. n. ‘….] W a...a5, (K,) unaugmented. (TA: in the CK, mark, set up to show the way in a desert. (Fr.)
In the Kur, lxx., last verse but one, some read
He wrote, or pronounced, the [final] letter with 'aº.) See also a .23.
meaning
-*: (S;) which is, in the case of the final in 4. 4-axl He fatigued, tired, or wearied, him : ~~, meaning as above: others
flection of a nord, like 3 in the non-inflection : (S, K:) it (an affair) fatigued him, &c. : (TA:) "idol." (Zj.) — J.A. also signifies A goal;
(S, K:) [i.e., he wrote it, or pronounced it, with it (grief, or anxiety,) fatigued, tired, or wearied, or limit; syn. âté: (K:) or rather, some say that

-

-º-, •º, [aor. :, (not

-*.

353
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last word, accord. to some, is syn. with n:hich for a long time had contained no water,
it has this signification [in the verse of the Kur. which
9 , of:
above referred to]; but the former meaning, of “a AU.27: but others deny this; because AL-ol are the stones set up around which, having their inter

sign, &c.,” is the more correct. (TA.)—See also figured and sculptured or painted; whereas ºval stices filled up mith kneaded clay, were black and
9

& 2.

-a and *-*.

below.

—-º, with respect

(Msb.)
[See a n:hite]. (S.) The pron. in ou.5, a refers to a
• of

to are of an opposite description.

rhyme in a verse, is The being free from anything
that would mar it, (Akh, K,) when the verse itself
is not curtailed; for when the verse is curtailed,
the term “as is not applicable, though the
rhyme be perfect: accord. to an explanation

large bucket mentioned before. (TA.) —sº
stones nobich n'ere set up around the Kaabeh, over is also explained by A'Obeyd as signifying
which it n'as customary for the name of some Stones that are set up around a tank, or cistern,
deity to be pronounced in the killing of animals to mark the quantity of mater neith mhich the
(..* J.), and upon n-hich victims were slain in camels will be satisfied. (TA.) See *-*.

received from the Arabs: not one of the terms of

sacrifice to another, or others,
than the true God:
6 - of

Kh. (Akh.) Derived from ºuaº, as sig

verse cited in art. 33-c.] – Also, *Lºs

Certain

•

g

aS

o 2

as

2 c :

º

º

of-4, Súi is of 3. ; or of that fatigues, tires, or rearies : (K:) after
Júši is of Jā3. (T.A.) – *-*, the manner of a rel. n. : (Sb, K+) meaning
* 12

(ISd, K:) pl.

nifying “the standing erect; being tall; making *-*,

3.

-29 sº i, q >e”, Grief, or anxiety,

...)

ºf c >

aS

one's self tall, by stretching the neck;” and
occurring in the Kur, v.4, signifies An idol; or --a 35 ; like yºu and Jº'): or ~2U is
therefore not applied to verse that is curtailed.
a stone which the pagan Arabs set up, to sacrifice, here an act, part. n. used in the sense of the pass.
(IJ, ISd.) – * One niho is set, or set up, as
* *

*

6

-

.

*

- d >

or slay animals, before it, or by it, and which be part. n. [*] followed by acá; i. e. ~~~aº
ass , in mºhich one is fatigued, tired, or wearied;
like the butt of archers. (TA, art. Jºyc.) See came red nith the blood: (Kt:) or pl. of2 ~\las,
of
and signifying idols. . (Jel.) — Aj-J) Juº The like 26 Jº, meaning acs 24, &c. : (S:)
1. – *…* [A peculiar mode of singing, or
an obstacle to a thing, or as a butt for a thing,

º

-

e

-

2, 2 of
- ... * ~ * : .
chanting: or a peculiar kind of song, or chant] : limits of the sacred territory [of Mekkeh]; (K;) or the phrase *evºl
4-aš, in the sense of axºſ,
i.e., signs, or marks, set up there, whereby it might
(See 1.)
has been heard; (K;) and -->0 is its act.
-

Jº * 3, and Lººse "-23, or the latter

be known. (TA.) See also

J.º.

part. n. (TA.) —

i. A laying of a snare; meaning a plot,
allowed by Mtr; and said to have been heard a stratagem, or an artifice. (TA.)
from the Arabs [of the classical ages]; This is a
* -9:
9 oz
4-ca. : See ºr -º- .
conspicuous object of my eye; a thing in full view
of my eye : said of a thing that is manifest, or
* The place of sun-set ; J-º *
conspicuous, [standing before one, and even (K;) the place to which it returns. (TA) — See
when it is lying, or thrown down. (T.A.) –
is a barbarism, (K,) disallowed by Kt; but it is

9

Usºe” •e.

& I made him, or it, a conspicuous

/ 2

6

a phrase of the same kind as $4.
6

...

ºo

*...,

and

-

jº ja: ; [therefore meaning Severe fatigue, or
difficulty, or trouble, and the like]. (TA.) —
º

9 o.

-

• - © .

.*

-

Also --eu Jºe, and 'i.a. 23, A fatiguing,
laborious, or troublesome, life. (K.) —-ſº
W 2a

&

o &

2 of

y

-

and "ā-sºul, and -a-, Jal, Appellations

CŞ- is set:
pl. * . (K.)— **, of property,

of a sect who made it a matter of religious
obligation to bear a violent hatred to Alee (K)
the son
of Aboo-Talib : (TA :) [so called]
2 . . o 2 ºf

and ~~~

—º

.

knife; (S, K;) in which the

object, or a thing in full view, of my eye. (TA.)

is also said to be

The handle of a

6

J.e.,

J.-9 *

– Mtrsays, that ~, in this case, is an inf. n. (TA:)
used in the sense of a pass. part. n., and means f The amount n-hich renders it incumbent on the

.7 °

3-a crºS) because they acted with hostility,

an object [as it were set, or set up,) conspicuously possessor to pay the alms, or taa, called stéjà : or enmity, towards him, (K,) and openly op
seen of the eye, so as not to be forgotten, nor to be (S, K :) as two hundred dirhems, or five camels, posed him: they were a sect of the Khawārij,
unheeded, nor to be placed behind the back, or (S,) [or twenty deenárs, or forty sheep or goats.
3's-1. (TA.)
uncared for, or disregarded. (M.F.) — * (IbrD.)] So called as being the “source” whence
gº i.e6 The eye of the serpent called
(S, K) and "J-23 and "J-4 (K) Evil: (§3) the tax comes. (Msb.)
2

a

cº-º,

trial; affliction; misfortune: ($, K:) so in the

J.- (§, K) and '3-A,
(K) 14 share, or
3.
"

Kur, xxxviii., 40; (S:) disease : (K:) affliction

occasioned by disease. (Lth.) See also -23.
gº

º

o

:
*

See

-

-

. .”

J.a3 (as a subst.] Fatigue; neariness; toil.
See the verb: and see

g

6

*-*.

J-4. (Mb)—-

sick; and in pain. (K.)

A tank, or cistern.

(S, K.) — A snare, or fooler's

See

*.

-

-*

gº 3-eče

-

- -

5 * *
*

Jºaº

is meant Like the eye of the brave man, nº hich
he raises (\cº-aº ) to look at, or see, something.
• *

-

> 0.

(TA.)
2 *

º

net, set, or set

6

-

à-oldſ : see --~U.

up : (S, K:) thus in the sense of **.

•:

ºr “a” .

the expression

(S;) or of anything; (TA; ) a set portion : in the following words of the poet,
2 3
(A:) [hence it appears to be in the sense of #
º-o-º/l es—" a-cure
* n:hat is set :] pl. of the former it…if and

— Difficulty; trouble; distress; affliction. (TA.) ãº (K, Mgb) [the latter a pl. of pauc.], and

&-e: Diseased;

8- ) — By

portion, or lot, syn. Jae-; ($, K;) of a thing;
© a

~e-aº.

(TA in art.

which it raises to look.

(K, Msb) and
(TA.)

See also

*…*

…

• 0.

*

A goat having erect horns : (S, K:)

-

o z

£25. (S.) —& A she-camel having
ãº--as , ($,) or 25uas , (K,) which latter is an elevated breast. (S, K.) —& & An
fem.

* -aš (K: accord. to the $, the latter is some

6.

…

times written

*

the more common of the two words:])

…

-

• -

-

-

& 4 is
and Y * the pl. of the former, (TA,) Stones which are set

[but it seems that

ear that is erect, and approaches the other ear.

(S, Msb) What is set up and worshipped to the up around a tank, or cistern, and the interstices of (TA.)
exclusion of, or in preference to, the true God: which are filled up with kneaded clay. (S, K.)
5

6 *

- [so accord. to the copies of the S and K

(S:) or anything that is so worshipped: (K:) or Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

in my hands, and the Msb, which states it to be

a stone that is set up and so norshipped : (Msb:)

of the same measure as

the pl. of

•

?:, ºr ess. J tº

#

a 5ua,

0 y

a pl.

2–4,

is ºs ($, Mºbi) or J-4 is

of-º, like as Ji is of Ji.

• *

e -

-

3 *

‘.
*

(Msb:)

&” *!" ºvº. **

written by Golius and Freytag
6

-

-

-

-

and the TA :

*]

and

-

* ~ua; f Origin; source; ($, K, Msb;) of

*: and it
may be a sing., the pl. of which is Juai. (Zj:)
or it is a pl. of which the sing. is

[We poured it out into an old cistern of which anything; (TA;) that to which a person or
the water nas dried up and the bottom apparent, thing is referred, as his or its source; syn.

2801
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º

*:

thing

(K;) place nylere, or nihence, a

… o.º.

~:

-

5

~~~9) :
.*

•

jº- --~~~~ J. sº * and W ~~

J-2, He traces back his lineage to an

eaccellent

--

-

-

* ... b

e .

have come unto Thee for the purpose of sincere
worship : we have not come for gain, or traffic :

See ---a .

-

•re-el-5:

See

1. *.*, aor. 2, (L, K,) inf. n. < * , (L;)
and " -ast, inf. n.

tºl.

art.

(S, art.

cº, J

**

—

It

(anything, $) was, or became, pure, unadulterated,

~~a,

jº

(Msb.)—

*

(A) — 5-tºu º f i-uºu Jū- (We

~5-a-3:
.9

grows; (Msb;) place where a person or thing is
set, or set up. (TA.) Pl. [of the former, -*.
6 - of
and] of the latter, -* and à...a3i. (Az, Msb.)
Jº...a… aſ He has an earcellent origin.

... • . .”

<<! , (S, L, K) which

e-, (5, K,) aor. 2,
; : (S3) and 'tas, (K) He

or genuine.
5
0 . (S, K.) =
inf. n.

latter is the more approved; (L;) and V c.ar-ºl; served a garment, ($, K,) or a shirt: (TA:) or
it n'ell.
*3, te,
-23. ((inf. n.
:
ell. (A.
( ) = Csº
nobility, or eminence, and the like, absolutely,
or (L, K;) He was silent: (L, K:) or he was silent and he* *sented
*.. .
derived from ancestry: syn. --- and -** : listened: ($:) or he was silent to listen : (L:) or he te, TA,) f He (a man, TA) drank until
from the same word as signifying “origin, nvas silent as one listening: (Er-Răghib :) or he was satisfied. (K.) — & Jº --~~,

origin.

---,

(T.A.) —

+ Rank, or quality,
6

*

.

* cº

source, &c.” (Esh-Shiháb.) –
To such a one pertains eminent.
station. (Msb.) — ~~~~ <ſs

he listened: (Msb:) or Jº…aºl signifies he stood, aor. 2, inf. n.

of rank or or paused, listening. (Mºb.) — " 4:25,

and

§2. A noman

** , f The camels drank in good

earnest. (IAar, S.) – 343 &
6

** , (inf n.

o' .

& e-all , (S, K,) and 4. , (Z,) and * -- te , TA,) f The rain neatered the district so
of rank or quality &c., (~~~,) and of beauty: (L,) He mas silent, and listened to his speech.
that its herbage became close, without any bare
or of beauty alone; because alone it exalts her. (S, K, &c.)
part : (En-Nadr, K:) or, watered it abundantly.
23, He
(Msb.) – J.e., in the language of those of
4. &al He made him silent; silenced him. (TA) = ~aj, aor. :, inf. n.
post-classical times, [and commonly pronounced,
in the present day, << ,] + A post, an office, (sh, K) — J. &al He made him to be clarifted honey. (M.F.) But this is rejected by
silent, [and to abstain] from [speaking of, or to,
a function, or a magistracy; as though meaning me. (AS.) – See 1. = sº <-aš' He inclined to the author of the K in [the work entitled] the
Bašáir. (TA.)
the place in which a man is set, set up, or
play,
or
sport.
(IAar,
K.)
elevated; (Shifa el-Ghaleel;) or in which he is
3. 4-0, inf n, i-º, [He adried him,
set, or set up, to see, or observe, [or supervise]:
8 : see 1.
or counselled him, nith sincerity or faithfulness,
10. śa:- He asked him, or desired him, to &c., reciprocally : see also 1]. (A.)
5

g

(MF) p. <<. (TA)—[-º] tº
6

* >

+ Functionaries; magistrates.] – See -a.e.

be silent : (K:) or, to be silent and to listen to
him. (TA.)

J. An iron thing (an iron trivet, TA)
upon which a cooking-pot is set up ; (IAar, K.)

as also "J-2:... (MF)

4.
3| He watered camels so as to satisfy
them with drink. (IAar, S, K.)

3:23 Silence: [or silence and listening, &c.]

5.

He was prodigal of

tº:

[i. e.,

(K.)

sincere or faithful advice or counsel, &c.] Hence

*… Fatigue, labour, or trouble: [or a
lºying ofAkiham Ibn-Seyfee,
3ſiè. Aft
te.
3- a
cause of fatigue, &c.]. (K.) See -->9.
--Ji [Benare ye of being
1. * ~45, and *-*, (S, K, &c.,) but the **, *,425-5
prodigal
of
sincere
or
jaithful
advice or counsel,
ãº-axle, as an epithet, applied to a ač, or
former is the original mode of expression, (Lb,)
ajū- (A net or snare) set, or set up. And and is the more chaste, ($, Mgb,) and the latter jor it occasions doubt, or suspicion, or evil
6* *
º

-

-

-

6 .

. o.

-

6

-

*

>

3 He affected to be
hence, as a subst, like *.x and jº-e, t 4n was scarcely ever used by the Arabs, (Fr,) opinion]. (L.) —
artifice, a stratagem, a trick, a plot, a resource, aor. 2, inf n.
and i-ta. (S, K,) and like, or imitated, 1-3 [i. e., those nºko advise,
or an ea pedient: or a stratagem in the game of i-º, (A, L., Msb,) or this last is a simple or counsel, sincerely, honestly, or faithfully, &c. :
See
($, K.) – See 1.
chess. You say *s-a-, cº -52- [Such a subst., ($, K,) and i-Laº and
(L) and
º

2

6

*

>

& .

**].

**

-

one framed a stratagem, or plot]. (Z.)
6. (3~2U-5 [They advised or counselled one

£º ga) º à-la; ; (K5) and " -u,

* A horse of n:hich the prevailing charac inf n. 4-2%; (MF;) He advised him, or another sincerely or faithfully, &c.; see 1]. (A,
teristic of his whole make is the erect position of his counselled him, [in an absolute sense,] sin art. ta. .)
bones, so that he stands erect nithout needing to bend

***

(TA) — J.

[his joints].

cerely, honestly, or faithfully; and he so acted

and thin stones] set up, one upon another. (S.)
-

J-º. };

Teeth, or fore teeth, of even

growth; (K;) as though set up

8.

te- He accepted as sº,

and made even.
9

*>

towards him: (Msb:) he directed him to that
23, (TA,) [i.e., sincere, honest, or faithful,
which was for his good, by words, or speech, advice or counsel, &c.]. As an ex. of this signifi
which is the proper signification; or otherwise,
cation the following is cited
which is a tropical signification: (Lb :) or he
gave him good advice, or counsel; directed him
to what was good: or he advised him, or coun
selled him, sedulously, or earnestly: or he acted [He says, Accept my sincere advice, for I am to
s

(TA)
[See an ex. in a verse cited voce -ºº.]
a 3 > *
:*

-

(S, K,”) or

[Broad

5 as .

.”

— Jº Jº, accord. to the K, i.T. -->;
but this is a mistake; and the correct word is

©

…

.º.

#

*** * **, Jº Jºã

º o ºr

-

Jºº-, Soft moist earth; as in other books. sincerely, or honestly, to him, (MF) or he was
(TA.)

• oad

#

G

-

tº: º mar

~ o

te

adviser]: (TA:) and

benevolent towards him; desired what was good aV) J-Lº e Accept the sincere or faithful advice
for him. (Nh, M.F.) — :- : * -- a.a;, or counsel of the Book of God. (A.) But IB
º

º

J.2:... Dust rising high. (S)-t Hair
full grown, and standing out. (TA, art. 28-.) inf. n. 223, My advice, or counsel, or conduct, says, that the verb in this sense is intrans. ; and
** Jº! i.e., & ($ in art. Jºš3) or was sincere, honest, or faithful, to him. (L.) — that, when trans., it signifies He took a person
[a sincere or faithful adviser or
233 Ji (JK in that art) Teeth standing out 4:55 --~aº, inf. n. tº- f His repentance
2
2.2

-

-

*

*

0 ...)

•25

-

-

---

-

2.920 -

o

e

- e.

6

.9 p.

as

6

orforwards].

p.

a

:

• o

…

-

Jºji Y
was, or became, true, or sincere, [&c.; see 2-3-as]. counsellor, &c.]; whence the saying
353Jºe
*
•

*
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*

O.- ... •

•

*

*

**

*

-23, i.e. Jº-º; 3 º' º' S
*12=373,
•.
3 -

~

º

o f

* *

-

-

-

-

U-23 Jºs--> Cl $3 [I do not desire of thee
sincere or faithful advice, northy taking me as a

sincere or faithful adviser]. (L.) – See 10.

10. 4-2-1, (§, L.) and '4-a-, (L)

*** , ($, L.,)

He reckoned him, or deemed him,

i.e., a sincere, faithful, or honest, adviser, or
(L.)

counsellor, or actor.

subst., (S, K,) Sincere, honest, or faithful, advice,
or counsel, and conduct : (Msb :) direction to
that nihich is for the good of the person who
is the object, by nords, or speech, which is
the proper signification; or othernise, which
is a tropical signification: (Lb :) or good
advice or counsel; direction to n-hat is good:
or sedulousness, or earnestness, in advice or
counsel ; or sincere or honest conduct : (MF :)
or benevolence; desire for n:hat is good for

**

j-a

1. *, *, (M, A, K.) aor. *, (M) inf n. 23
(M, A, K) and $2. , (A,) or this is a simple
subst., (S, MŠb,) and 3,4, (K,) [but see the
verse of Khidásh in what follows,) He aided or
assisted him, (M, K,) namely, a person wronged,
misused, or treated unjustly or injuriously, (M,
A, K,) against his enemy: (TA:) [he avenged

him : (see the verse here following, and see 8:)]
he supplied his want, or somewhat thereof. (TA.)

f Thread (S, K) with which one sen's: the person who is the object : (Nh, MF:) [pl. Kidásh Ibn-Zuheyr says,
• 2.
(S:) pl. **à (K, TA; in the CK te;;) and
x >

º

-

o

-

• *

-

y

y

.

5 .

-

ºf ~

*

*

als

×

J4+ º- #3 & 4 &;
-

->

-

•

D-

-

×

à-u as: (K:) the kesreh and I in the latter are

tº: **.
** (act. part. n.

not those which are in the sing, and the 3 is

See

added as a fem. sign of the pl. (TA.) [See
also

kº-)

- - -

• -

>k

* - ©

.

- -

...

O

-

*

!---i-e Jºjº-ji 4–1–3

-*,2-a-3
of

**) and Y **
[And ifthou complain of treachery from a friend,

are syn., (S, K,) signifying One niho advises, or those requitals are its result and its avengers, or
<!-ua Skins. (S, K.) As cites as an ex. counsels, sincerely, honestly, or faithfully : and
avengement]: here > * may be a pl. of elthis verse of El-Aasha,
• * : .
n:ho so acts: (Msb:) [n:ho directs another to like 33rº
is of ºat; ; or it may be an inf. n.,
that which is for the good of the latter, by nords, like J,43 and
(M.) You say, º, aſ
2.1% sité º sº
or speech; or othernise: or who gives good advice,
or counsel; or n:ho advises, or counsels, sedulously, * Jº, (S, A, Mºb) and 53° 32, (A,
<!-ua sº tº
or earnestly: or nºko acts sincerely, or honestly: Mºl) aor. :, ($, Mºb,) inf n. 23 (S, A, Msb)
9, here signifies, accord. to some, a or benevolent; who desires what is good for and 3,4}, (A,) or this, as remarked above, is
(S, &c.)
pl. of the former • a 2 a simple subst., (S, Msb,) He (namely, God,
another: see &
(Az :) or a
young camel such as is called
S, A, or a man, Msb,) aided or assisted him, and
lamb, or kid: (ISd:) or the bird called in and
(K;) and of the latter, it a .
y

º

-

-

-

-

-

**.

+

+

&

+

+

tº

&

º, a

**:

Persian £5. (TA.) [But see what follows.] – (S.) --Also, (accord. to El-Muårrij, T.A.) Snares, (as

strengthened him, against his enemy: (Msb :)

<--

Jº

1 A man pure, or [he avenged him of his enemy. (See 8.)] And
* * * *> . .
sincere, of heart; (S;) in whom is no deceit, 4Jſ op-as God made him to be victorious, to
in some copies of the K, and in the TA) or
dishonesty, insincerity, or dissimulation : (K:) conquer, or to overcome : so in the Kur, xxii. 15,
cords, (as in other copies of the K) having loops
(Ji-) made to them, which are set, and with said to be an expression similar to sº jeu, where the pronoun relates to Mohammad. (TA.)
In the Kur, xlvii. 8, ** iſſ º &
n:hich apes (*#) are caught; (K;) one of these [q. v.]. (TA.) (see alsº art. -e-.] =
If ye aid God's religion and his apostle,
animals being attached to one of the cords to (S, K) and Y
and J-23 (K) 1A sever; means,
aid you against your enemy: (Bd, Jel:)
will
He
signi
this
with
Agreeably
attract others. (TA.)
a norker nith the needle; a tailor. (S, K.) = or if ye aid his servants, &c.; or if ye keep his
fication some explain the verse of El-Aasha cited
&c., ordinances and aid his orders and comply with
(A,
Or
signifying apes.
originally
above;
He his commands and shun the things which He hath
like & e- (A$, $). 9-all tºº Jºã(TA.)
&c. (El-Basáir.) And the trad.
gave me to drink white honey; or fine, or thin, forbidden,
-...- : o ºf .
* : * ~ * * * ...:
tº a “”. True, or sincere, repentance : (S,
Lºla, 51 UJus Jui-1 2-asſ is explained as
sº i Rains
n:hite honey. (A.) =
meaning, Prevent thou thy brother from nºrong
K:) from 45- Jº ~~~3: (IAar, $3) or
succeeding one another. (A.)
ing when he is a nºronger, and aid him against
[repentance that mends one's life;] from
wronger n:hen he is nºronged. (TA.) Also,
his
Jº, agreeably with the saying of Mohammad, tee and is 2. ! A needle, nºith nºbich one 4…o * (K,) inf. nº and 3,23 (TA,) [or
“He who traduces the absent rends, and he who sens (L, K.) If thick, it is called $3.43. (L)
the latter in this sense, as in the cases above
begs forgiveness of God mends:” [see tº :] (S:)
mentioned, is a simple subst.,] He served or
•**
cue- : See tº-e-.
•* ~ - - or such repentance that one returns not after it to
preserved him from him or it. (K.) — awſ , as
that of n!hich he repents: (K:) sincere repen
tº-e- Jºes", (A, L.,) and W ***, (A,) Jºš God gave rain to the earth or land. (A.)
tance, after rehich one returns not to sin: so

3-e

**

9

x ~

3 -o .
-

*** tºur, car. hony,

tº,

tº,

sº

-

+

:

-

-

-

-

& el;

*

... o

- 0

y

y

-

º

º

-

- o -

o

º

:

-

º

• 6 -

explained by Mohammad himself: (TA:) or ! A shirt that is rent (A) and sened. (L.) [See
rery sincere, or very homest repentance : (Zj:)

also -º-º: ..] = i-, *. Jº ! A land plenti

And Jº tº 24, (S, M, K) ſaor,
inf.

nº,

(M,) f The rain aided the earth or

Jº

being a measure of an intensive epithet, Jully watered by rain, (K,) having its herbage land: ($ ) or matered it: (M :) or neatered it
applicable alike to the masc. and fem.: (TA:) closely conjoined, (ISd, K.) as though the spaces generally and copiously, (K, TA,) and caused it
or repentance in which one does not purpose to which were between the several portions of the to produce herbage : (TA:) and

49

as

I it

return (K) to the sin of n!hich he repents. (TA.) herbage were closed up by sewing. (ISd.)

assisted the country to produce abundance of

The people of El-Medeeneh read [in the Kur,

herbage : (TA :) and

**:

lxvi., 8,)

is an inf. n.

but some read

*** ,

•

which

(Fr.)
º

º

**

**

* >

JS sº

: the earth

<! : Well served. (AA, K.) [See also or land was natered by rain. (S.) – Hence,
*] —Also f A place, in a garment, repaired 943, aor. :, inf n. > , He gave to him.

[in the A a beggar]
and served: (TA:) a patched place, or place of (M.) An Arab of the desert
• * **
•* ~ * > . . .
patching : (K:) a place for serving; similar to accosted a people saying, a Ji se) as Jº,
meaning, t Give ye to me: may God give to you.
à-º, an inf. n., (L, Msb,) or a simple &rº, q.v. (TA in art. &#, .)
:

See

-

-

9 J . . .”
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#, ,.

(M, A) — iſ 3,23 also signifies t God be:

Jºaº

stoned upon him the means of subsistence, or the

45

- o .

($." M, A, Mºb, K.) and " .33: ($gh, K.)

* ... • .

g

see Jº-aº.

cº-aº ;

like; syn. j. (IKit)
2. º, (inf. nº-ti,

ſº-u He

&%, G, A, MA, K, &c.) and ’53,

K,) He made him a

* w --> *

3.

• of

* ($, M, A, Mºb, K) and (of 23, M)

Christian. (S, M., K.) It is said in a trad.,
Irelating to the natural disposition of •aw, child
to
x * ~ 2: .
adopt the true faith,) 439-a-3 *}x2+. olºuš
[But his two parents make him a Jen, or make
him a Christian].

*

-

pl. (of >, ($, M, Mºb, and of >us,
M.)
* .

(S.)

6

tº a

.* -

*

jLaš, (M, K,) and

may also be a pl. of

(M, A,) or this latter has not been used without the same, as occurring in the verse of Khidásh,

the addition of the relative Us, (S) or it has
been sometimes used, (M) and Y & 4, (M,
Mºb, K.) but we have not heard this used,
(M.) [A Christian ; or this is a secondary ap
plication, and the original meaning is a Naza

#923,

rendered reciprocal aid to him. rene :] fem.

cited above: (M :) and !--- is a pl. pl., being
pl. of jºi. (TA:) and

* 23

is used as sing.

and pl., (M, K,) being an inf. m. employed as an
-

6 o' -

-

.

. o

epithet, like J.Ac. (M.) —jº also signifies

(S, A, Msb, K,) and The Assistants of the Prophet; (M, Ki) of [the

tribes of El-Ows and El-Khazraj; (TA;) being

iſſº, (S, A, K,) or the latter is used only

See an ex, voce y-cle.]

an epithet applied to them especially, (M, K,)

by poetic licence : (IB:) "Juaj [applied to and used as a subst, as though it were the name
5. 3-3-5 He laboured, or strove, to aid, or
the Christians] is a rel, n. from ā-e- , [or Na of a tribe, wherefore the rel. n. &º [which
assist ; syn. 323, * : (M, K:) not of the
zareth, a town of Syria, (S, M, K,) also called
is used as sing.] is formed from it. (M.)

as 2.4-3 [he endeavoured to ac

same category

quire...)

and

j:

[he endeavoured to charac

terize himself by 3.)
Christian. (M, K.)

iº, (Lih, IDrd, K) or Öſº, (S, Mºb)
and #94, (M, Sgh, K) without teshdeed,

(M.) = He became a accord. to Sgh, (TA) and

& and

6

5

•*

2

p

*

→

23-2- :

•

seeisºú.
3

of:

- 2-

g

Jºaºl: see Jºly-a; ; – and 2-2-.

• * 0 °

(as in a copy of the M,) or (sº

and

ãº:

6. 2.2L-5 They aided or assisted one another: (TA :) so originally, and then applied to such
(S, Msb, TA:) they assisted one another to aid. as hold the religion of its inhabitants: (Mgbº)

(M, A, K, TA) – 49 --~ : The

3

of

6

-

Jºaºſ: see 2-2-3.

54.

[Aided or assisted, especially against an

this is the opinion of the lexicologists; but it is

enemy, &c.]. — #24. Jº I Land natered by
accounts, or tidings, confirmed, or verified, one of weak authority, though admissible as there rain; rained upon. (S, A.)
are other anomalous rel. ns. : (M.) or [so in
another. (M, K, T.A.)
K, but in the S, and, esſa is pl. of & • .
j-a [Asking, seeking, or desiring, aid, or
8. , as 51 He defended himself: (Bd, Jel,
assistance]. – f 4 beggar. (M.)
lv. 35:) he defended himself against his wronger, (Kh, M, Mºb, K) like as Lºº is pl. of 3,...;
[& al, &c.
or injurer. (TA.) —“ J-a-31 He eacacted, (Mºb, K.) or of 394 (Kh, ś, M) and iſ 23,
y

•

-

or obtained, his right, or due, completely, from
him, so that each of them became on a par with
the other: (Az, TA :) he revenged himself upon
him.

(Az, S, M,” Msb, K.)

* *

6

-

9

& e o z

* o.

($) like as Jellº is pl. of Ju-Jº (Kh, S, M)
and ā-le-A : (S;) but more probably of &ſº
because this word has been5 sometimes
used,
ewhereas we have not heard Cº-aj used: (M. :)
8

.

. o.º.

© .

See Supplement.]

2

ino – the copies of the K, that
10. 3-2:…' He asked, sought, or desired, aid, and it is implied
£
6

- og

Jas

1. Jº, aor. 2, inf n.

*-* (S, A, Mgh,

3.
or assistance. (M., K.) And ox-a-1 He asked ja” is pl. of Jºly-a; ; but correctly, it is a pl. Mºb, K) and Jaj, (K,) It (water) welled from a
him to aid him, (S, Msb, K,) 4. against him, of 354; , without J, as is said in the TS, and
-

source, or spring: (TA :) or flowed: (TA :) or

(S, K,) i.e. against his

enemy.

($, T.A.) –

the L, in both of which is mentioned the saying flowed, (S, Mgh, K,) or came forth, (Mgh, Msb,)

f He begged; (K;) as though he asked for a of the poet,

by little and little, (S, A, Mgh, Msb,) from stone
•

2 of

2 . .

* of 2

a.

or the like; (Mgh;) like Jº (A :) or exuded:
Jºl like as it

gift, which is termed 223. (TA)

or oozed forth, (A, K,) [like

34; [used a subst.,] Aid or assistance, rendered [When I saw Nabatheans, Christians], meaning
to another, especially against an enemy: [avenge

ment of another:] victory or conquest: (Bd,
xxix. 9:) and * º is a subst, from º [and

does from stone. (TA.) You say also, 4-3
Ju Jää A cloud flowing with water. (TA.)

esjº. (TA)

** >

ãº The religion of the sº for Chris.

&

-

And al-Jº Jºaº

* [app. A mind bringing rain].

tians]. (K, TA.)

therefore signifies the same]: ($, Msb:) or the
W latter signifies good aid, or assistance : (M, * One who aids, or assists, much or nell.
K:) and this Y same word, when the object is (TA in art. -->ic.)
God, signifies aid of God's servants; &c.; as
explained above: see 1. (El-Basáir.) – Spoil; Jeas: see 2-ol-3. It has the signification of
º

.*

g

•

g

6

-

x 6 e

(K) And JJ # 3- tº sº, (K)
Jº,

aor. : , inf n.
(TA,) The nater-skin
slit, or burst, (K, TA,) and its water came forth,

(TA,) in consequence of being very full. (K,
o “

TA.)

… O -

o

6.

* .

—[Hence. *\sº ºx” Cº ºf Caº,
6

plunder; booty. (Bd, ubi supra.) – f Rain; the measure Uel 3 or of the measure J5xãº ;
aor. -, inf. n. Ja; [and Jae-ajj, t Somewhat
(A, TA;) as also V 3,2}: (TA:) in like manner for cº- cº-i, occurring in a trad, means floned to him from his bounty; but the verb is
as it is called
(A, TA:) or the V latter Two brothers, aiders of, and aided by, each mostly thus used in negative phrases. (TA.)
other. (TA.)
You say also, iété 4.2%
Jº + A little
signifies a complete rain. (IAar.) – [Hence,
3 - 2! A gift : (S, TA:) and * gifts. (M.) —
jº: see Jº-a .
of thy bounty [flowed forth]. (TA.) And Jº
tº e.

-

tº:

&:

See also

>tº

*

-

* *

:* %

3 & .

+ He did him a small

benefit ;

as also

2.3L as : see x-a%.
4 -2

•

, .

2-aº ; see j-e-.
5 e o z

•2 .

Jº. (AS.) - Hence too, (Mgh,) Jº, (IKoot,
• 2 .
2-cL5 act, part. n. of 2-as, An aider or assister, S, A, &c.,) aor. 2, inf. n. Jºsé, (K,) also sig
especially against an enemy; &c.; as also "...e5, nifies t It (a thing, IKoot, Msh, or an affair, K.)
6

.

3,25: see 3-as, in five places.

.

-

-
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. .

was, or became, nithin the power or reach; or (S, Msb,) cº &- jrom such a one : (S:) or
Jalas Water upon sand beneath which is hard
possible; or easy of obtainment or attainment; eactracts, or elicits, it, part after part. (K.) ground, from nihich n-henever any eacudes and
or prepared, or ready; or produced; or apparent; And Ji" … [in one copy of the K collects, it is taken. (TA.)
or it presented itself; syn. & ; (K, TA ;) and

*

* < a. aš) + I took, or eracted, or received,

4.

. .

6d

2:35 (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, TA;) and Jºa-; fully, or nºbolly, from him, my right, or due, (K, J33-a Jº A nell of n:hich the mater flon's
by little and little ; or oozes forth. (K, T.A.)
(IKoot, Mgh, Mºb, TA ) and 3,9. (Mgh.) TA,) part after part : (TA:) [as also ****
You say, Jº us 34. Take thou, or receive thou,
what hath become easy of obtainment or attain

“...] And is tº '-aa.
*

[in one copy of the

Jº Water little in quantity:

(S, O, L., K:)

0 < e <.

K V cº-axa:3] t I sought, or demanded, the

pl. Juá; ($, o, L, TA; in the K, Jaºuai,

accomplishment of the nant.

which is a mistake. TA.)

ment: or prepared, or ready; or produced; or
(K.)

Also, A small

apparent; or what hath presented itself; syn.
quantity of milk.

3:3; (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, TA;) and Jae-; (Mgh,

(S, K.)

—º -** Jé,

R. Q. 1. J.A., (K, TA) or 'Jaiº, (so in

TA;) & to thee, or for thee; (S, A, Mgh, TA;) the CK,) said of a man, (TA) + His Jú, (K, + A man having little flesh; (K;) as also Y **,

cºs & of a debt; ($) or cººl & of the
debt; (Msb;) or 4:3 Jo of thy debt; (A,
Mgh;) or

* J-6 from thy debtor. (TA.)

And it is said in a trad, & Jº tº #22 bi
zoº

! Take ye the poor-rate of n-hat hath

TA,) i.e. n-hat was apparent of his property,
(TA,) became much, or abundant. (K, T.A.)=
He moved about his tongue; as also Jeº but
the U3 in the former is not a substitute for the
J2 in the latter, as some assert it to be : (L,
TA:) the verb is used in this sense in speak
ing of a man; (TA ;) and of a serpent ; (S*,
A, K,) inf. n. iaº (S, but in one copy

appeared, or presented itself, of their possessions;
syn. jº, and J.-- (Mgh.)
You say also,
& Jº # The price was, or became, pro ***) and accord. to Ibn-Abbād, 4-3 [the
duced, or apparent, or prepared, or ready : inf. ń.] signifies the making, or uttering, of a
was, or became, given in ready money, or sound; or the sound itself; (~~ ;) [app. by a
promotly, or quickly, or in advance: syn. motion of the tongue;] of the serpent; and hence,

J.<; and Jºsé. (Mºb) And Jº tº

and "4343. (TA) =~~ Jº biº,
and W

2:*,

They came neith the most remote

of their company; (O, K;) from Ibn-'Abbād.
(TA.)
6 *

~ *

3.5Laj A remainder, (S, K,) or small re
mainder, (A,) of water, (S, A, K,) &c. : (S, K :)
the last thereof; pl.
and
(TA.)

Jºã.

Jº

[Hence,)
children

Jº.

2% ãºua: ; The last of the

of the man :

(AZ, S, A, K. :) applied

alike to the male and female and to two and

more; (S. K.) like š-e and sº. (S)

[accord. to some,) the epithet Jºãº, as applied 1 A small thing : (A :) what comes into one's
to a serpent: (TA:) or this epithet is from the hand, of a thing: a small benefit. (TA.)

‘. … ses, (§, Mºb) i.e. J.--> t (No. phrase, (IAar) & Jatai,(IAar, K) "...a...,
thing became produced, or apparent, &c., by
my hand ther from: or, accord. to A'Obeyd, (so in the CK,) He put such a one in motion,
(IAar,) and he disquieted, disturbed, or unsettled,
or Aş, (see Jº) the verb in this instance seems
him; or removed him from his place. (IAar,
to have the signification here next following].
K.) [In one place, in the TA, tº: 4. Ja
(Msb) *u. Jº also signifies f His property is made to signify the same; but this is doubtless
became converted into money, or cash, after it
a mistake, arising from an omission in transcrip
had been a commodity, or commodities. (A, tion.] You say also, aita; 3-3, Jº The
Mgh.")
camel moved about his < ū [q.v.], and made
2 : see R.Q. 1, in two places.

them to be in contact with the ground; or this is

ié-

A small quantity of rain : (AA, S, K:)

or a weak rain: or a neak cloud : or one flowing
with water: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] âââ and [of
mult.]
rain,

Jéºé.

($, K.) — A wind that brings

(“ju Jºãº so that

it flows: or a neak

wind. (A’Obeyd, K.) — tº Jº -eń ś
**** ~5 Jº, and Jaśla, $15, The camels
have left the water, having thirst ; (S, K;*)
not having satisfied their thirst. (S.) = The

4. Jail He (a pastor, S) gave lambs or kids [...] with Je. (TA)
to drink a small quantity of milk. ($, K, TA.)
= + He accomplished a want. (K.)
2

*

- 2

6 J --

(Sgh, K, TA.)

**.

the sing. may be
(TA.) [i. Seems to
(S, Msb, K) and "Jiu (S, A, Mgh,
Jété may be a mis
[In one copy of the K, Mşb, K) tºold and silver coin or money; or me not improbable* .that
. . .
: * ~ *
deenárs and dirhems: (S, A, Mgh, Msb:) such transcription, for Jaśla, pl. of the inf. n. 2i2.25

5: see 10, in two places. = USAs cº-a as
+ I eaccited, incited, urged, or instigated, such a
0.116.

sound of the routing of flesh-meat upon heated
R. Q. 2 : see 5: — and see also 10, in two stones ; pl. Jaºua (S, K:) ISd, however, says,
places.
I think that Játa is a sing, like ºt: ; but

Ji.

-

-

d ...

W …:

d --

5.]

are called

Jº W Jú.

- -

(A, TA :) or the dirhem
used as a subst.] = See also

8 : see 10.

-

Jºº.

and deenár: (K:) of the dial. of El-Hijáz:
• * ~

A’obeyd,
perseveringly the [small quantities, or remains, (S, Msb,) or As, (TA,) these are called "Jü
10. Sº Jº- IHe sought repeatedly

termed] su.5, of water, and took of them
little. (TA [in which, however, 3tº

and

(Aş, S, Mgh, Msb:) but accord. to

*~ *

Jºtº see Jaca. H Jº tra ae-, (IAar,
S, K,) and isº, (S, A, K,) A serpent that

little by only when converted into such after having been remains not still in a place, (IAar, K,) by reason

a commodity, or commodities; ($, Msb, K;) of its malignity and liveliness: (IAar:) or that,
because one says, ‘C’. 4. Geº Jº tº, (S, when it bites, kills immediately : (K:) or that
neously put for >\ºl.)— [Hence, Ja- sº
Msb,) i.e. Ja- L. : (Msb:) J. also signifies moves about its tongue, (S, A, K,) having put it
tºº. f He seeks, or demands, bounty, or a
n:hat is apparent, or produced, or prepared, or Jorth; (K;) as also with Je: [see Jººl
benefit, as it were drop by drop ; syn. &lai: ;
ready; and so "Jºu, particularly of property: (TA :) or that utters a sound, or sounds. (TA.)
is erro

3 -2 - - -

• . **

© - d …"

(K, TA:) or extracts, or elicits, it : (TA:) or
It is said that Dhu-r-Rummeh, being asked
seeks, or demands, its accomplishment. (A, TA.) (TA:) and W the latter, what has continuance, respecting the meaning of Jº, did nothing
or endurance, of property. (Mºb.) A man of
* -o. ~*
& 29
* * *

-

And aā- Jaº- 3A, ($, K,) or aie- 'Jaiº,
much property is described as being

--tºl jºi

more than move about his tongue in his mouth;

(so in a copy of the Msb,) + He seeks, or demands,
($ ) or put forth his tongue, and move it about,
the accomplishment of his right, or due, (S, Msb, * Lºſ ! [The most abounding of men in gold and (IJ, O,) in his mouth, making a sign with it to
K,) and takes, or receives, (S,) part after part, silver coin]. (TA.) = See also
him who asked him. (O.)

Jºº.
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3 -i > * :

* *, * * :

had little milk; and her flow thereof became slow; branches; its leaves [if such they may be called]
(K;) and her milk n'as long in flowing again into being only shoots, which are eaten by the camels
J39 f A thing, or an affair, within one's power her udder after each previous milking. (TA.)
and sheep and goats: Aboo-Nasr says, that it is

à-e-as: see a-staxaš.
5

.

-

-

-

-

or reach [&c.: see 1, of which it is the part. n.].
s

(K.) – See also

He pulled the string of the bon', a tree having short thorns : not of the trees that
2 * ~ 2:
grom on lofty mountains; frequented by chame
in order that it might make a sound : like [...a...}) :
leons: [see
in art. -->; and see an ex. in
4.

Jº in six places.

Jºãº -asſ

tº-,

(K:) the former verb is [said to be] an original

34.) ISd thinks that it is
syn. of the latter; (TA;) [and if so, it has
an inf. n., as shown below :] or he pulled thus called because of its little sap : AM says,
1. J, aor. : (S, K, &c.) and also :, (Mºb,) the string of the bonº, and then let it go, to that it is a large tree, from nihich are cut tent
which latter is strange, (MF,) inf. n. -3-a; ; make it trang : or he pulled the string of poles: (TA:) and Ibn-Selemeh says, that it is a
(S, K, &c.;) and *-ā; (K;) It (water) sank the bon, without an arron, and then let it go, tree from which arron's are made. (S.) - 3.
into the earth; disappeared in the earth : ($, to make it twang : (TA :) or he caused the bon, -ā[She-camels like arron's made
M, K, &c. :) and became lon! : ($:) became to make a sound, or twang: (AHn, L:) ---asſ
of the wood of the tendub]. (TA).
remote. ($, M.) – Jes- -a, occurring in J-ºil is is the same as &agi, of which it is
** * * *
-

a verse cited voce

-

g

-

-

tº6

a verse cited by Th, [The mater of the tank or

-

*a* : see --~~9.

a transp. syn.

(S.) AHn, gives to it the inf. n.
; and yet asserts it to be formed by trans
&
Jöuaji Jºse [The sources of El-Tâ’if became position: but this is absurd; for verbs so formed
(S,
dried up). (A)—J-3s. 4 & 23 tº have not inf. ns.; as mentioned by Sb and Aboo 1. * ă, aor. :, inf. n.
3,13 <0.3 That from which the water of the 'Alee and the rest of the skilful grammarians. K, &c.,) or these are [properly] simple substs.,
(the former accord. to the L, and both accord.
sea has become eachausted, and has dried up, it (Abu-l-Hasan.) See -3.
being alive, and n:hich has then died, eat ye it.
(M8b,) It
--> * A pool of n!hich the nºater has sunk to the Msb,) and the inf. n. is
6

cistern, sank into the earth].
…

-

*

* >

(T.A.) — st-aº

*

- -

--

•

*

5.

• * ~

* > .

no.

** and **,
**,

(TA, from a trad.) —jº

&btº Jº Čá.

into the earth. (A.)—[So]" i. Jºe A source

(fruit, jºin, S, K, [in the CK2:1, or dates,

J & -*. 33% [We mere on the bank of the of n!hich the mater has sunk into the earth; [a as grapes, and dates, TA, and flesh-meat, S, K,
6 o' .

river in El-Ahneáx, and the nºater had sunk, or
receded, from it, leaving it dry}. (TA, from a
trad) — “ *…*, (aor. . , inf n. **,
TA,) t His eye sank, or became depressed, in the
socket: or it is only said of the eye of a she
camel. (K.) — J It (herbage and the like,
that had been abundant,) became little, or scanty:
(K:) or failed altogether. (TA)— —a is
met. used with reference to accidents [as it is

properly with respect to substances]: thus it is
said in a trad.,

º: J. : His

source that has become dried up]. (A.) – ºs whether dried in the sun or roasted, TA, [or
J.3U f [A deep hole: or a far eactending desert]: cooked in any way,) attained to a perfect state
º

-

of fitness for being used, or for being eaten : it

(S, T.A.) —A- -*. Ušš &
(fruit) became ripe, or mature : it (flesh-meat)
: Verily such a one is a person of little good, or became
thoroughly cooked. (S, K, &c.) See 2.
beneficence. (AZ) —-sus f Distant; remote: [And It (the skin of one tormented in Hell)
(A$, $:) an epithet applied to water and any became thoroughly burned : see Kur
iv. 59.] —
thing. (TA.) – * &- + A far-extend It (an ulcer or the like) became ripe, or sup
ing run. (TA.)
purated.]
syn.

34.

*ś,

a coll. gen. n., [I find it said to have

life passed been written with tenween by J himself: but it

2. tº ju- ~~~, (S. K.) and
*** **, (K) and tº 3-3, (L) : She

anay, or ended. (IAth.)
This is what F means appears to have been also used as a generic (a camel) eacceeded the usual period of gestation
* .
.
..
by saying J).3 -a signifies stuo, f Such a one proper name; and as such, having the measure by a month, or thereabout : (L:) or eacceeded the
40

. .”

-

-

died. (TA)—º--s, inf n. *, *, His

of a verb, it must be written

* ,

being year and did not bring forth : (S, K:) was

goodness, or beneficence, became little. (AZ.) — imperfectly declinable :] A certain tree: the pregnant, and exceeded the year, counting from
*** it. …a5 He was not ashamed. (TA.)= J is augmentative, because there is no word of the time when she conceived, and did not bring
the measure Ukas; whereas there are words of forth. (As.) Th uses the expression ~~~
º in o.

-á, (inf. n. **, TA,) t It (a desert) was the measure
Ja-A-5, as J iſ
far-extending. (K.) – -*, inf. n. **, { It
- *

o .

º

UAJ3 as signifying She (a woman) exceeded the
usual
period of gestation, namely nine months;
Il. un. i:43: (S:) a certain tree of El-Hijáz :
(a people, or party,) was, or became, distant.
or did so by a month : in which case the child is
(K:) it grows large, in the form, or manner, of
($)—

—a

It (a people, or party,) strore,

the

or used exertion, [app., in a journey.] (TA.) =

J.35, aor. 2, It (a thing, TA,) flowed, and ran.

and

tº- , having white and thick branches;

folds, such as are called

jºuse-,

and

are made of it :

more strong for the delay. (TA.) – ~~~
º išū. ! The she-camel attained the utmost
-

--

point nºith her milk :

but ISd thinks it a mistake

(K.) By our saying “a thing,” we mean to [this is the only meaning I can assign to the for sºlº -> *. (L.) = See 4.
exclude water, though water is included in the words lar-e 3A5, supposing a to be omitted
definition of a thing: so that we need not infer after place-o, though *: would be better:]
from what is said in the K that the verb bears its leaves are contracted; and it alnays appears
two contr. significations. (TA.) [But this obser as though it mere dry and dusty, though grow
vation appears to me to be scarcely admissible.] ing : (TA:) its thorns are like those of the
— 3×99) < [in the copies of the K in my
(K, TA:) and it has a fruit [called 3.
hands, written 5:3] The sore on the back of a (L, K, art. Jºãº)] like small grapes, nhich is
camel &c. became severe. (K.) 33. -ºš i The eaten, of a reddish colour : AHn says, that its
scar of the sore became severe and deep in the smoke is nhite, of the colour of dust; and that
back. (A) = 2; 23. He pulled off the poets therefore liken dust to it : and in one place
he says, that it is a large tree, without leaves
garment. (M8b.)
[properly so called], which has a trunk, and
2 : see 1 —-º, inf. n. <<, She (a camel) from which grow thick boughs, with many

4.

as'

He rendered fruit, or flesh-meat,

(whether dried in the sun or roasted, TA, [or
cooked in any way],) perfectly fit for being
used, or for being eaten : rendered ripe, or

* * > *

**

-

mature: thoroughly cooked: (S, K :) it (the
proper time) rendered fruit ripe, or mature;
ripened, or matured it. (TA.) – AHn uses
this verb in a strange manner, explaining the
expression tº: <3 by the words 35 sº
* ,

, of

-

sº as-asſ [meaning, a plant, or herbage, that
is nipped, shrunk, shrivelled, or blasted, by the
-

-

- *, .

cold); this is strange because -La is an effect

[Book I.
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* :
himl.
( 5.) — te,
] (As.)
wo
The sky rained upon us.
of heat; not of cold. (M.) [See é-ij water, or the water,, upon
22*, *
as , He moistened, or He (a horse) sneated.
t Mature thy judgment, or thine aor. 7, and 2, inf. n.
*49
-

y

(L.)- **, [aor. 2,]
(Msb.) Jºu **,

o -

£º

*

o .

£5&

.

. .

-

-

:

or piece of cloth. (Mºb.) inf n. ** and cº-aº, He (a man, and a
S, (L.) or sprinkled, a garment,
* 2 : *~
— 3- & te 42 [A sprinkling of such horse,) broke out neith sneat: and in like manner,
thoroughly
teſ,é " ***5, (A,) [He
cook the slender part of the leg of a sheep, or the a thing came upon him]. (TA) — st-e-as the protuberance behind a camel's ear; and the
(A.) —

opinion].

.

like]: i.e., he is weak, and of no use, or does

º

She (a camel) sprinkled her urine.

(TA.) arm-pit or the like. (L.) [See an ex. in a verse
- - d-

>

not possess a competence. (L.) –

[&a.

also

- L. ...

6

~ *

*

•

o' .

— atlas 2—as , ($, K,) aor. 2, inf. n.

cited in art. 5*, conj. 3..]– tºl,

* + He

y

signifies It matured, or caused to suppurate, an (S,) t It (water, TA,) moistened [or allayed] his diffuses the odour of perfume: lit., sweats it.
ulcer or the like; as also Y ** ..]
thirst, (S, TA,) and allayed it: (K, TA:) took (L, from a trad) — ; 33 It (sweat) eacuded,
10: see 4.
6

o' -

**

& x

6

-

*ad.)

:
o

it anay : or almost took it anay: (TA:) also or came forth. (Msb.) —áji- <--Ai, (S,
, (TA,) he satisfied his thirst K,) and ā-sal, (S) aor. , inf n. * * and
(K) or &
9:* ~ .
with drink : (K:) or he drank less than what t-ta-, ($, K.) [the latter of an intensive form,

* : see ta.
# and ' … ; see 1. – As simple substs,

would satisfy his thirst. (S, K.) – it.”

**

camels &c.; or nearly did so. (T,)—tº

**

The water-skin, and the jar, (being thin, TA,)
(ISk, S, K.) or eruded its mater. (TA.)
sweated,
the
of
thirst
the
anay
in relation to fruit, or to flesh-meat, A perfect Júl The water took
…

state of fitness for being used, or for being eaten :

•

*

— Jºe-J)

*

The mountain sneated water

its masses of rock. (TA.) — **
ripeness, or maturity: the state of being thoroughly He (a camel) carried water from a river or *between
~ *
cooked. (L, MSb.)
canal or nell to irrigate standing corn or the Jº-J), inf. n. 2—a, TA,) t?'he trees began to
. 2”
like. (Msb.) – ** He moistened." skin, in break out with leaves. (A$, S. K.) – **
(S, K) and W
-a and "
6

o'

--

**

º

*o

-

-

-

(TX) fruit, and fiesh meat, (whether dried in

order that it

might

not break. –

iſsºl

**, £ºl, and W **', t The standing corn became

the sun or roasted, TA, [or cooked in any way,)) aor. :, inf. n. **, He sprinkled the palm-leaf
in a perfect state of fitness for being used, or for date-bashet neith mater, in order that its dates
being eaten: ripe, or mature: thoroughly cooked: might stick together: (L:) or he scattered forth
(S, K, &c. :) pl. [of the first, and perhaps of the its contents. (L, K.) –
(inf. n.
£a
(TA.) — us!" ** S,) He watered palm-trees, (K,) and standing
second also,
! A man of sound, [or mature].judgment. ($, K.) corn &c., (TA,) by means of a camel carrying
the mater. (K.) – a c > 0 ow
W : * * * ;: f [A matured affair; an affair
Jº The stand
|-a;

**

-

-

34,

-

**.

thick in its body, (TA,) and began to have the

farinaceous substance in its grains, yet moist,
or succulent, or tender. (K.) – &

--~aj,

*** (L;) and W c 231,
(L, K,) and * ~~~ (K;) The eye overflowed
(L, K,) aor. :, inf. n.

with tears: (L, K:) the eye filled nith tears and then

gº

soundly, or thoroughly, managed].
see

See

**.
**

(A.)

O

º

Jé oJº These are (K) inf. n. 4-3. and
(TA.) —
; (TA;) f He
palm-trees that are matered [by the means above repelled from, and defended, such a one : (S, K:)
Ji- & [Such as also
mentioned). (S.) –
(Shujáa:) and Jº &a. he
purpose.

y

see what follows.
• *:*
"

ºš Če, (S. K.) ºr ; ; (; ) and ... 'ºu,
**

-

**

-

&
& e-

overflon-ed nithout stopping. (L.) – **, aor. 2,
ing corn &c. was matered by means of buckets, It (a sea, or great river,) flowed. (TA, art. 25.)
(3, and ~}) and camels carrying the mater; —%- 2-5 bºº see J% = -á,
not by means of a channel opened for that

tºº

-

(S, L, K) and Y ** and

**:

each with 3

a one waters palm-trees &c. by the means above repelled from the man. (Kr.) – —º

.

(L) : A she-camel that exceeds the usual period mentioned]. (S.) –2-29)

Jé ** IIe drives

& **

t He defended himself mith an argument, a plea,

of gestation by a month, or thereabout : (L:) or
the camel that carries the nater for irrigation, or an allegation. (S.)
that eacceeds the year and does not bring forth :
3: see 1.
(S. K.) pl. -a-, (S) and el-aº. (L.) matering palm-trees [&c.] (S.) – 2.
4: see 1–& tal t He aspersed his
TA.) t They shot at them
(inf. n.
See an ex. voce $9. – [Also both, but
or reputation : (K:) marred it; as also
the latter the more common, A suppurative [or sprinkled them] with arron's : (S, K:) they honour,
, ºf
* ,
scattered arron's among them, like as water is as-a-cl: (Shujáº Es-Sulamee :) made people to
medicine.]
-

**,

Jºº,

sprinkled. (TA.)

º

*** An iron
6

meat; syn.

instrument for roasting flesh

Mohammad said to , the carp at it. (Khaleefeh.)

archers at the battle of Ohod, JJ Le ,-ai.

*

* * *.

* -of

5: see 1 and 8–4 -3.5 tº- **** 4-29
t Shoot ye at the horses and their riders with
arron's [and so repel them from us]. (S,” TA.) t I san, him deny, (S, K,) and declare himself clear

º' -

3:...

* *

(K.)

- - d.

•

* >

—asº –aj, aor. 2 and *; (TA;) and " tas of, (S,) that of which he was accused, or suspected.’
and W -a-...] [both of which are thus used as (S, K.”) —º

te
1.

**.

inf. n.

&: tº-

t He pretended to be

aor, -, (S, K,) and z, (Msb, MF,) intrans.]; (K;) He sprinkled some mater upon clear, or quit, of the thing. (TA.)
8. it.) 2 vº ta- The nºater
(S,) He sprinkled a house, or his pudendum after the ablution called 3491.

**,

chamber, [with water]: (S, K :) or he sprinkled
and some
is like
it lightly: (TA:)

3–4.

£º

became

(K) as also Jaiº (TA)—Jºº ** sprinkled upon them. (S.) – Jé Jº ta
33-3 Jº He made [a little sprinkling of] ~5- The urine became sprinkled upon the gar

times these two words agree, and sometimes urine to fall upon his thighs. (K.) Hence the ment. (Msb.)—
ta- He sprinkled
à &: * * * l, meaning,
they differ: (Lth:) some say that they both saying in a trad.,
himself nºith the kind of perfume called
signify any sprinkling: (TA:) or the former that he upon whom falls a little sprinkling of

tºº

tº.

(L.) [And W. *—a

is used in similar sense in

signifies what is intentional ; and the latter, urine, like the heads of needles, as explained by
what is unintentional. (IAar.) [See £43.J– Z, must sprinkle the part with water, and is not art. U-8 in the K.] See 1.
[1 sprinkled required to wash it. (TA) — & “a
it.” * ***, inf n.
10 : see 1.

**,

*† —
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a 2

~aj A rain betn’een tro rains; better than

Jº :

**,

some copies of the K a 555; in the CK a-39.j]

9 . . .

g o.

--a <= A copious rain.

S, Msb, K.) –

i. e. An instrument made of copper or brass for ãº &: A copious spring of water : (S:) or
shooting
forth naphtha [into a besieged place : a spring that boils forth, or gushes forth (S,
respect to rain. (Sh.) – << *; [or <!--a ?]
mentioned in several histories]. (L.)
what is called

(L;) i. q.

with

4 slight, or scanty, scattered shower of rain.
g

6

-

Mºb) copiously. (Mºb.) – s;3, 4-už. A

o' .

(L.) — Also "?–3–3 Rain. (L.) — ; as
tº:
p
t Perfume that is thin, like water ; pl. **

-

she-camel that sneats copiously in the part called

-

U.933, behind the ear. (L.)
1. as-as, aor. 2, [and z, see below], inf. n.
:] what is thick,
à-a, He sprinkled him, or it, [with water is-àº, [in the TA ta...] vulgo icº,
i. ſ. 55; (K, TA) [in the CK, asſà, which
(L.) — &c.]: or i, q. 4-A. (K:) AZ says,
- J

i-ai: [see also **
like 3, is and agº, is called £4.

and

-> *

5

> -

o –

-

**
•

A mark left by water, or anything thin, such as signifies the act of sprinkling, like • ?: ; these
vinegar and the like: differing from
[q. v.]. two words being syn.: you say cº-s-as, aor.
-

3-4

-

ta.)

(AA, in TA, art.

d

i-a-l.
-

-

2 * of:

!: (S:) or the former signifies less than
f A watering-trough or the latter: (K:) so most say : (L:) or the
tank; or so called because it moistens [or allays] former signifies what is unintentional; and the
the thirst of camels: (IAar, S:) or a small latter, what is intentional: (IAar, L:) As says,
watering-trough or tank : (TA:) or the latter a that the latter is the act of man: (L:) and the
watering-trough or tank that is near to the nell, former, he says, signifies more than the latter,
so as to be filled neith the bucket; and it may be and has no pret. nor aor. : and Aboo-'Othmān
large : (Lth :) pl. of the former ºuai, and of Et-Towwazee says, that the former signifies the
mark, or effect, that remains upon a garment or
the latter
($)—º
What is
other thing, and that the act is termed
sprinkled in the performance of the ablution called with c
unpointed: ($) As says, that as has

** and W **

3.

***". (L.) [See &

is a mistake : see

> *

**,

1. **, aor. :, ($, K, &c.) inf n. 233; (S,
L. Mºbi) and " …, (L. K.) infn. 3.25;
($, L;) or the latter has an intensive signifi

cation; ($, L;) He put goods, household-goods,

(eº,

$, L, K,) one upon
another: ($, L, MSb, K:) or put, or set, them
together, (T, A, L.) in regular order, or piled
up : (A:) both verbs signify the same : (L, K:)
or the latter, he put them one upon another [or
or commodities,

side by side] compactly. (S, L.) — [You say,)
<! Jé & “…aſ [I placed the crude
no verb nor act, part. n. ; and A’Obeyd says,

**)

that it has no pret. nor
aor. ascribed to any bricks in order against the corpse, to support it;
• o º
authority: or you say -3-1 c * : 3, aor. - and as it is laid upon its right side, or so inclined
t” $35% A. * that sn'eats, or eacudes its z, inf. n. -as, I netted the garment; and it that the face is towards Mekkeh], (L.)
2. **, inf. n. **, He [God] made a
mater. (TA.) – ** f A frtain kind, ºf signifies more than <--à. (Msb.) <-->
45
- ?
4ta-a- :

•

?:

see tº--

.J.

6

6

x

>

perfume.

-, *,

o',

* > *

(S,

and W

K.)

i-ai,

Çº,

inf. n. Öº-sº Her (a she-camel's) arm
— J-23
a
A bon) that impels the pits mere sprinkled with pitch. (S, L, from
~ :

[See also

*...]

verse of El-Katámee.) [3<> &-

...)

* ,

.9 w

•

•

2

< 03

**

& ~~at-3 The teeth were disposed in

sprinkling, more [or less] than n-hat is termed regular order.
o .

-

?

5.
gº

o ºg

— See 1.

g

arron, with force, or sends it far, and that

scatters the arron's much; expl. by Wä-U33

person's teeth to be disposed in regular order. (A.)

o P

- ©

(A.)

... •

-

(AHn, K.) —

tº-a-

One of the

a', came upon him. (A$, $.) – AL:

8. Aar-ºl, ſquasi-pass. of 1, It was put, or

•

names of The bon.
6

(TA.)

.

º

*** Smeat.
-

-

(S.)
(S.) – S ee

6

*>

a}.
t

-

45

tº ,

ta

He nwho drives the camel that carries

Jºlº, (Yº. 5) and …; Jº u-a, (K) set, one part upon, or beside, another, in regular
i. q, lost re-as, (Yz, S,) We [shot at them and order; was piled up, or became piled up]. (K,
sprinkled them nºith arron's ; or scattered arron's art, jº.) — Jºaºl f It (a people, A) remained,
among them; (Yz, Ş, K;) meaning, our enemies. stayed, abode, or dwelt, in a place; (A, K5) and
(K) — &º, (inf. n.
L.) It (water) collected there, (A.)

**,

water from a nell &c., for irrigating land, (S, boiled forth vehemently (in gushing, L,) from its
34. Goods, household goods, or commodities,
K.) and waters palm-trees [ºc.J. (S.) – See source, (L, K,) or boiled up vehemently. (Aboo
put one upon another : (S, L, K:) or, put, or
Alee, L, K.)
6 *

6 .

~ *

. o

3. (s-30, inf. n.

set, together, (A, L.) in regular order, or piled
is-ºut, and **, They up : (A :) or the best thereof: (L, K :) or such

as-Las : see 3-a-o.

sprinkled each other.
º

things in general: but the first meaning is the
Štaji. ($, L.) —

(S, K.)

-

most appropriate : (L:) pl.

tº

BU f A camel (S)
(S) or an ass or a bull (TA
(TA)
8.

npon nihich nater is drawn (::ſe Jº) [from
a well &c.]: ($, TA:) a camel that carries

(J.

&a=! It (water) became sprinkled.

9. 3-a; and Y

J.-4) from

(S, K.)

£ual It (water) poured out, or

a river or canal or forth. (TA.)
well to irrigate seed-produce ; so called because
11: see 9.
it is a means of moistening [or allaying] thirst
-as A mark, or effect, that remains upon a
by the water which it carries: (Msb:) the female
is called ā-st (S, Msb) and
[q. v.]: garment or other thing, (Aboo-'Othmān Et
prater

5

e .

Jººls sº &- tº a <!, I saw a number
of garments, or pieces of cloth, and of beds, or
the like, put together in regular order, or piled up.
(A.) – See iº. –344 couch-frame, or a
raised couch, (Jºrº)upon n:hich goods, household
goods, or commodities, are put one upon another,

fºL

(S, L, K,) or put, or set, together, in regular
order,
or piled up : (A, L:) or simply, a couch
Towwazee,
S,
K,)
as
the
body,
(TA,)
from
per
(S:) pl.
(Msb.) – Afterwards applied
fume, (K,) or mire, or a soil or pollution : (TA:) frame, or raised couch; (2)-;) so called because
to Any camel: as in the following
instance,
~
y o o ż
or from blood, and saffron, and mud, and the the things so termed are generally put upon it:
! Give him
• 2. being with water, and with anything
occurring in a trad., 4-º'
like :
(L, Msb:) or a ---, or a thing resembling
thy camel to eat. (Msb.) – See
thin, such as vinegar and the like. (A.A.) [See this, upon which garments and household-goods
are put, one upon another, or together. (L.) –
also t” ..]
i_* (L, K) as also is als, (IAA, L.)
34 f Glory; honour; dignity; might; or
vulg. * *-uº, (Az) i, q +553, (IAºr, L, ſin as as A rain; a shower of rain. ($, K.) power; (A ;) eminence; or nobility. (K.) -

*9.

•

34.

tº

5 -

o -

6 -
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34: f Eminent; or noble: (L, K :) applied to S, Msb, K, and anything, TA,) nas, or became, hears it :] (S, Mgh, in explanation of the latter
a man: pl.

sºi. (L.) — Also, (A, L.) and

beautiful (S, Msb, K,) and bright : (S* [see reading, and TA, in explanation of both read

or, when said of a face, tropically ings:) or t may God make to have a good rank
or station &c. (Mgh, in explanation of the for
maternal uncles (S, A, L) prečminent in nobility. used, (A,) signifying as above: (TA:) or f it
reading.)
mer
(S, L.) — Also, the pl., f The party, or nas, or became, beautiful and fresh : or beautiful
*.as : see •y-a, throughout.
company, (L, K,) and number, (A, L, K,) and and fine-skinned, so that the blood appeared
2. aſ7 or
auxiliaries, or assistants, (A,) of a people, (L, [through the skin]: syn. Jää &- (A:) or
IK,) or of a man: (A :) and the sing. and pl., pleasant : (Fr.:) and V2 a51, said of a tree, its
4. –a4! : see 2-as, in two places. = 3, as
*~ : :
2.
companies, or congregated bodies, of men. (A.) foliage became green. (TA.) — [When said of aſſ)
: see ox-as, throughout.
—24: 14 fat she-camel; (K;) likened to a a man, sometimes signifying He was, or be

the pl., (S, A, L,) f A man's paternal and

3.43 below]

→* ~

-

•

couch-frame, or a raised couch, upon which are came, in a state of enjoyment, or in a plentiful
the things termed Aa3; (TA;) as also " 3.4. and pleasant and easy state of life; agreeably

with a usage of , as and "3.3 and " Jº to be

Stºi,

*

*-

-

* (S, A, Msh, K) and "ja (S, A, K, [in
the CKjº) and TA) and " ...a3 ($, Mºb, K)
and " ºf (K [without tenween, though this is

of mountains, Stones, such as
mentioned below. And in like manner, when
not shown in the K, as it is originally an epithet,
are called J*. one upon another. ($, L,
said of life, it signifies It was, or became plentiful though it may be obsolete as an epithet, ) Gold;
K.) Also, of clouds, Portions piled up, one
and pleasant and easy..] = & 3,4, (IAar,
(S, A, Msb, K3) as also "tas (Es-sukkaree:)
above another: (S, L, K :) sing. 34. (L.)
(K.) —

S, A, Msb, K,) aor. 2., (Msb,) inf. n. *
or silver; (K5) as also "jua. (Es-Sukkaree:)
25-aº ; see Jºaº and *.
(TA;) and Y **, (S, A, K,) or this has an or generally the former: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.]
intensive signification; (Mºbi) and '9-all; (of the first, S.) 3:45, ($, K,) and [of mult.]
3.23 and "3,444 (Mºb, K.) and "34, [or (IAar,
S, A, K,) when the pronoun relates to
the last has an intensive signification, as is
jºa; : (Ki) or (so accord. to the S and A, but
6

9

x *

. .”

5

the face, (IAar, S, A,) in which case it is tro
pical, (A,) [or to a tree, or colour, as is implied
modities, (K,) put one upon another: (Msb, K:)
in the K, God made it beautiful (S, A, K,) and
[or put, or set, together, in regular order, or piled
bright. (S,” TA.) — When the pronoun relates
up : and the last, put one upon another, or side
to a man, the meaning (of the first of these three
in
by side, compactly: see 1]. – **

shewn above,) Goods, household-goods, or com

&is,

the Kur, [l. 10, Spadices of palm-trees [having
their flowers] compacted, or compactly disposed;
(L;) yet in their envelopes; (Fr, L;) for when
they have come forth therefrom they cease to be
in the Kur,
2-a. (L.) – " ?,**

&is,

[lvi. 28, Gum-acacias having fruit or leaves
closely set, one above another, from bottom to
belon.
top, without their trunks being apparent
* - z
: ..." .
•

O.

-

•

of

d

g

(L.) — twº J. vºl Jº 92° 3-1 2-5

-

in the K, and) * La; signifies what is pure, (S,
A, K,) of gold &c., (A,) or of native or un
wrought gold or silver, (Lth, K,) and of wood,
(Lth,) or of anything: ($:) and is used as an

forms, as mentioned by En-Nadr and Sh and in epithet, applied to gold : (TA:) and Y 3,33
the Mgh and TA, and of the Y second, as men [n. un. of *] signifies a molten piece of gold.
tioned by As, and En-Nadr and Sh, &c., and (TA.)

of the Y third, as mentioned in the TA,) is God

enjoyment, or plentiful and
pleasant and easy life; syn. 43; (S, Mgh,

Jº see;--

made him to have

-

* Beauty (S, Msb, K,) and brightness:
(S, TA:) so in the Kur, lxxvi. 11. (Jel.) [The
same]: (A’obeyd ) or & 9,23, (El-Azdee, above explanation in the Msb and K, “beauty,”
Mgh) and all " ., &, (El-Hasan El-Muåddib, is evidently imperfect. Accord. to the Msb, the
TA,) signifies f God made his rank, or station, word is a simple subst., not an inf. n.] t Pleasant
good (El-Azdee, El-Hasan El-Muåddib, Mgh, ness of countenance. —~~ §º + The beauty

Mºb, TA;) or yºu … [which signifies the

The trees of paradise are closely set with leaves
and fruit, one above another, from bottom to top, TA,) among mankind: (El-Hasan El-Muåddib, and brightness of aspect characteristic of en
neithout having trunks apparent : (L, from a TA:) not relating to beauty of the face; (El joyment, or of a plentiful and pleasant and easy
trad. ) and similarly "3,43 (Jel, lvi. 20.)
state of eacistence: so in the Kur, lxxxiii. 24:
Azdee, El-Hasan El-Muåddib, Mgh, TA:) 2,but
2 3
-

-

#3 a A pillon : and any stuffed article of
household furniture : (L, K:) pl. 3:13; and

-

-

is similar to the saying, J. tº- 19:12) (Bd, Jel:) or the brightness, or glistening, and
•º cu- [which see explained in art. as->]. moisture (13 ) [upon the skin] characteristic
or a plentiful
As cites this thereof. (Fr.) – Enjoyment;
and pleasant and easy life; syn. i. [in the
*:
*
CK àº). (A, K.) – Richness; or competence
•
£
21:
o
2 y
• * :*
L*3—33 –-la-e' aſſ) j-a
or sufficiency. (A, K.) – Life. (A, K.) = See

(El-Hasan El-Muåddib, T.A.)

"...a5 is used as a coll. n. (L.)
Verse:
4

º

× 2 ×

*

>3-2-2 : see **.
4

- --

+

º
-->

•

Jºaº 22 Pearls arranged, or put together, in
regular order. (A.) – See Jº-aj.
Jºaº

4:

* *

• *

> .

•

- O

~|~\laji as-Jo Jº-º-º-e

also

*.

-

jua

[May God grant enjoyment to bones nºbich they
have buried in Sijistãn: (I mean) Talhat-et
Talahát]. (TA.) And it is said in a trad.,

** 3.

ach i

-

l

see 2-a ; each in two places. See
* --

5

-

-

-

also ºrº.

Jºaº ;

• * *

*,

aor. 2; (IAqr, S, A, Msb, K;) and
23, aor. : : and jº, aor. 2; (IAar, S. A. K.;)
the last [also] mentioned by A’Obeyd; (S;)
1.

sº Juá. &- … ºf a
(sº
Wºº &. J.,(Sh,š,'A'Mgh,"TA)or",…,
-

à

(Sh, S, in which latter we read 5. in the place
inf n. *aš, (S, A, Mºb, K.) of the first; (S, of Jºc, and A, in which we find &: in the
Msbº) and , as (K) and 3,43, (S, A, K,) of place of 2.2, and Mgh ; the reading " , as

6

•
j-º'-', in two places: = and see

º

-

Jºa : See

-

º, o –

2-aº.

23 (A, L, K) and "5* (A, L, Mºb, K)
and

"Jai , (A, L.,) [being epithets from *

and

the second, (S,) or this is a simple subst., (Msb,) alone being given in the copies which I have of
2.23 and 2-ax, respectively, and * 3:1, accord.
and }*, (TA,) [also of the second;] and }*, the S and A;) May God cause to have enjoyment,
to the K, but in the place of this we find in- ~the
of
(K;) [of the third;] and * *i; (IAar, L, K, or a plentiful and pleasant and easy life, [the
all,
,
verb
g
the
L
the
in
passage
correspondin
and
I
say,
what
hears
who
man,
or
TA;) It (a tree, A, K, and a plant, A, and servant,
•

2 -

-

-

foliage, TA, and a colour, K, and a face, IAar, keeps it in mind, then conveys it to him nºho with the addition “is like 23,” (TA) Beautiful

2809
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(Msb, K) and bright. (TA.) So in the Kur,
lxxv. 22, 3,4- Jº 39-3 + Faces on that

#

*\laº Lºs •

ºye Us–

#

#

a tº a tº a tº

#

-

** isº, as well as

(Lh, L:) you say also
à-clas. (L.) — Also

i-k

A sheep or goat

day shall be beautiful and bright : (Bd, Jel:) or

(Az) smitten nith the horn and so killed, (Az, S,)

shining by reason of enjoyment, or of a beauti [We smote him on the tendon of the upper part
ful and pleasant and easy state of eacistence. of his shoulders: mºe slen him : mºe slen him : n'e
(Fr.) [These epithets have also other, similar, slen him], as us signifies tº:3. (TA)
significations, shown by explanations of * and

and of which the flesh is therefore unlawful to be

*

i.e6, and &#9,

Ji.
boy, (A,) and so "Jº

sing. of

<-bº

eaten: (Az:) the 3 is added because it is made a

subst., not an epithet: (Az:) or because the
quality of a subst. predominates in it, as in the

in the fol

iº

§4.

i.e.

case of
and
and i.e. ($.) —
lowing sense: (TA:) The holes that are made and W
f What comes to thee from before thee,
an epithet applied to a
in a thing neith nihich one clears, or clarifies, [i.e.
(TA,) and i.e.: with **, applied to a girl,
strains, or filters], and through n'hich what is (or faces thee, L.) of birds and wild animals
(A) and so 3,...a5; (TA ) and thus used are cleared [or strained] passes forth : (K:) the holes ($, L, K) &c., which one rouses by throning a
stone or by crying out, and from the course of
tropical. (A.)
also signifies Intense in of a strainer for nine, &c. (TA.) – See J.A.

its variations.]

is coupled with

as

***

—º

greenness: (K:) you say

**

or bright, green], (S, K,) like as you say jºi
and
Jºi. (S:) and in like

353

which one augurs evil or good: (L:) contr. of
**5. (S.) [The 2-laj or "-leu is of evil
º

[intense,

J-4.[… and i.e.

and

"...b5 A

strainer; a

--

tº ºr '-'.

-

colander.

& eº

omen.] — Hence, (TA,) ** ! An unfortunate,

(K.)

5* > d -

à-la-e Stupid; foolish; of little sense: (K:) or unlucky, man. (K) — **º A horse having
manner it is used as an intensive epithet applied
a blaze, or white mark on his face, extending to
to any colour: you say
3- [intense, or an epithet applied to a man. (T.A.)

*

bright, red], and

>3 3.2

one of his ears, which is deemed unlucky: (L:)

or a horse having on his forehead two circular or
spiral curls of hair (9%), which are disliked:

[intense, or bright,

**
!--

yellon ]: (K:) so says IAgr: (TA:) or

!-- signifies smooth green, accord. to A'Obeyd,

&lº,

with his horn. (K) – º – º –-a tº

see;--.

: = and

<º, aor. - and z, ($, K,) inf. n.

(S,) He (a ram, S, L, and the like, L) smote him

and Az adds, glistening in its clearness. (TA.)

jºi. see; a

1.

(S, L, K.) if there be but one, it is called 3,3's

sºil;
called

and this is not disliked; (S;) or it i.
and the horse, ...'.

i.i.j;

(L.)

cº [A horned animal did not smite neith its horn
9 & 2

jor

[-à-a-9, &c.

him a hornless enve]: a proverb, said of

ram that smites much neith his

3.

him who has perished unavenged. (L.) [See horn]: (S:) and Y
[signifies the same: and]
also Freytag's Arab. Prov., ii. 507.]— &= -k3 is applied to a man [app. as meaning n:ho pushes,
f He pushed him, or thrust him, anay from him, thrusts, or repels, much, or vehemently]. (IAar,

See Supplement.]
º

Ulaş

and removed him. (A.)
[1.

6

cua, Jºë [A

TA in art. Jºxy.)

*-i- tº see tº.]
3. U-96, inf n. ğuş (L, Mºb) and is £4.

cº § A certain circular or spiral curl

(Msb,) They two (rams or he-goats) smote each of hair on a horse, which is deemed unlucky.
other neith their horns. (L.) —
tº: (L.) [See
f A difficulty; a
1. 4.1. (aor. 2, inf. n. J.A., TA,) He struck
f
[Between
them
tryo
is
a
contention
like
that
of
distressing event; an affliction; a calamity; pl.
[or fillipped] his earnith his finger. (K.) Y-laji
tno
rams];
said
of
two
learned
men,
and
of
two
(S, K.) Ex.
Or
&#, andjº, and A., signify the same. (A.A.)

{u}:

**) – ºbº

#6 & A difficulty,
distressing event, befell him. ($) ,ºn &º

**ś.

merchants.
* >.

.”

9 * ~

2.4%

*

-

** Gº

Cº ūj &

-

ãº,

TA,) He incited t[There happened to us in the market a contention
them against each other, (K,) and acted in an evil like that of two rams]. (A.) – [4–10 He, or
or mischievous manner towards them. (TA.)
it, faced, or nas or came opposite to him, or it]:
3.

(inf n.

(A.) —

6

&us is syn, with ićti, in the dial of El-Hijáz.

4: see 1.

(TA.)

i.i.

icº, i.e., A

i.4.

The head.

*** t[The two stars called] cº, [q.v.,]
which are [the two stars in] the two horns of
Aries: ($, K:) [the first of the Mansions of the
Moon: the latter is 6, and the former a ..] ISd

single act of piercing,

or pecking, with the beak, of a cock, &c. (Az.)

&u=

The difficulties, &c., of fortune. (S) – ; ū

6: see 8. –

&lsº <gº, and Jºl, The

says, that * tº is a star which is one of the

Mansions of the Moon, and from [the auroral
Respecting the naves, and the torrents, conflicted, or dashed rising of] which one augurs evil; and IAar says,
together.] (A.)
* f : !, without and with

(Th, K.)

5

that one says,

saying of El-Jo’eyd El-Murádee,
…

•o. .

.

o

–

azu, Jºe Stº C-3

#

×

8. Jºgle-lº, and "--bus, (S. K.) The

o ,

3 and

Ul; and the like in the case of the name of any

of the Moon. (TA.) The
rams smote one another with their horns. (K.) of the Mansions
2 o a
º
* **
:
Arabs
said
!
~\l,
| &\l. ls, f [When
ISk says, No one has explained it, and the reading
º tº:
º [Two she-goats will not, in
better known is *laº Jº, meaning “notwith it, smite each other neith their horns]: i.e., two En-Naţ-h rises aurorally, the house-top becomes
-

... O

-

-

...

•

* o

*

***

-

-

-

-

-

-

&

standing the sweetness (~~P) that was in him:” weak persons will not encounter each other in it: pleasant as a place on which to sit in the evening,
& L.
for the man spoken of was going in to a bride of alluding to a case in which there will not happen or on which to sleep). (A.) – Sº,
any
discord
or
contention.
(L,
from
a
trad.)
the tribe of Murád: but accord. to some, -Ulaş
i.e. He has neither sheep, or goat, nor camel.
here signifies The tendon of the neck; syn. J-e
(S, K.)
: See

***

2 o –

***

Jºl;

tiº.

so in the K, on the authority of Aboo

'Adnán alone; or

339

who cites this verse:

3 Smitten with the horn and so killed: fem.

jla,

Jº-, accord. to IAqr,

with 5: (L. K.) pl. Jºlº (L) and

**:

1. ſº, (IKit, Mºb) aor. 2, (TA) inf n, is
354*
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(IKit, Mºb, K) and Šuº, ($gh, K) He kept,

[Book I.

himself, or in removing himself far from unclean far from, unclean things, and is very dainty, nice,

or watched, vines, (IKtt, Msb, K,) and palm things or impurities: (As, $ ) or he shunned, or erquisite, refined, or scrupulously nice and eacact
removed himself far from, unclean things: (M, (ºti, Jºë) in cleanliness, and in speech, and
trees, (K,) and seed-produce. (TA.) See £1.3
A, K:) and he was dainty, nice, eacquisite, refined, in diet and apparel, and in all affairs. (K,”
and 5,45.

different copies of the K;) or [rather] the
Egyptian 3× (K, art. Jºe:) the best kind [of

or scrupulously nice, and eacact, syn. &ö, (Aş, TA.) See 5.
M, A, K,) in cleanliness; (K;) and in speech,
(A, K,) so as never to speak othernise than
chastely; (TA;) and in diet and apparel, (A, K,)
so as never to eat or near anything but nºkat mas
clean, (A,) or so as never to eat anything but
see J-laj, throughout.
what neas clean nor near anything but nºkat nas
good; (TA;) and in all affairs. (K.) It is
said in a trad. of 'Omar, <º us ciº º 3.

J392) is the Armenian, which is soft, or fragile,

(se: Jº ji, (S, M,) i.e.,

#13, with

the unpointed b, signifies The act

of guarding, or matching with the eyes: and hence

the word "3,46. (IAar, Mºb, T.A.)
&sjº, with fet-h, [Natron;] the Armenian
3. 3, ; (thus differently written here in
Or

9

.

Were it not for the

light, and white: then the rose-coloured: and the being scrupulously nice and eacact, I had not cared
Jº, (accord. to one copy of the $, and the
strongest is the Iſreekee: there is a kind found jor my not nashing my hand. (M.) — J-Rº, L, and the CK, and a MS. copy of the K,) or
in Egypt, in two places: one of these is in the
W Jºsé, (accord. to the TA, as from the K,) or
western part of the country, in the neighbourhood 23 He eramined it (anything) minutely. (A.)
of a district called Et-Tarráneh; and it is trans —jº J-kº, (S,) Or jº cº, (M, A,) both, (accord. to one copy of the S,) A spy, who
searches for men's, or tidings, and then brings them.
parent, green and red ; the green being the more He searched, or sought, for, or after, men's, or
(S, L, K, TA.)
in request; the other is in [the district called] tidings; searched or inquired into, investigated,
Jºsé See Jºsé.
El-Fákooseeyeh; and this is not so good as the scrutinized, or eacamined, nen's, or tidings. (S,
former.

(TA.) [See also

M, A.)

és.

jū; A scarecrony (J.-) set up in the midst of

J-la :

seed-produce. ($gh, K.)
6

-

9

x

g

9 w e > y
4; 3 -

Jºſé :

;

U-la-ºo:
5

*

See

-

J-º, in two places.

-

see J-laj; the former, in two places;
and the latter, in four.
Jºlas

.

2129 : see 231-9.

* , ; 9<

-

-

• 6 -

-

Jºk Learned, or knowing; (A, K,) as also Jºlas an imitative sequent to &tº
sº A keeper, or natcher, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) "Ji.3 (K) and " Ji, (A, K) and " J-uº and K;) not used alone. ($, art. Jºlae.)

of cines, (S, K,) and of palm-trees, (K,) and of W * : (K:) or learned, or knowing, in affairs,
seed-produce : (Msb, TA:) as also V 3,46 (El and skilful therein : as also " Jº and "Jij :
Bári, Mºb) and "jet : (S. K.) pl. (of the first, (ISk, TA:) intelligent, or skilful, and scrupulously
TA), blº (Az, S, A, Msh, K) and (of the last, nice and exact (d5×2), in affairs: (A:) or one
ºf w . . .”

-

-

the dial. of the people of Es-Sawád: (Lth, Msb,
TA:) Az says, I know not whether it be taken

from the language of the people of Es-Sawád or
be Arabic: (TA:) accord. to AHn, it is Arabic:

[&la, &c.
See Supplement.]

-

TA) jus: and £1.3 and 5,13. (K:) it is a foreign who examines things minutely, and attains the
3
- 0
utmost knowledge of them : as also ". ..i.3 and

word, (sº, K) not pure Arabic, (TA) of

(S,

w, I zz”
: (S:) or learned, or knowing, in affairs:

jlā)

1. ºº, (S, M, A, Msh, K) and sº, (M.
A, Mºb, K.) aor. , (M, A, &c.,) and jºiº is
substituted for jčí in the dial. of certain Arabs,

skilful in physic &c.; as also "Jºš and " Jº
(IDrd, TS, K,) or, accord. to Lb, in the Bughyet

and "ú-uº: (M3) or "Jºjº (S, A, K, TA)

el-Ámál, the 5 is here added only [by poetic

and "Jºua: (S, TA) and "Jºua, (A’Obeyd, license,] to make the sound of the dammeh full,
(TA:) and IAar says, that it is from 3, laj,
agreeably with other instances; (TA;) and
meaning as explained above: (Msb, TA:) IDrd S) a student of physic, (S, K, TA,) who eacamines
•jº, and º, aor. 2, (A, K,) the verb being
says, that it is with B, (A, Mºb) from jºl; it minutely; (TA;) or learned, or knowing, in like
accord. to the correct copies of the K,
(A;) but in the language of the Nabatheans with physic; in Greek J-uº (wºrms): (A, TA:º)
le; (Msb;) that the Nabatheans change the and "Jºººº. one niho is dainty, nice, eacquisite, [and so in the A,) but in one copy of the K, like
former letter into le. (A.)
refined, or scrupulously nice and eacact (ś), 3,3; (TA) inf n. xià, (§, M, A, Mºb, K.)
and Jú is allowable, as a contraction of the
and n:ho chooses or selects [n:hat is best]; (IAar;)
$2.6 see sº.
or any one niho takes eartraordinary pains, or former, (Lth,) and Öğı (S, K,) and ji. (M,
eacceeds the usual bounds, in a thing: (M:) also A, K) and #4, and justi, (M. K.) [which last
L-la
W Jºlº, [without teshdeed, a skilful man: is an intensive form ; He looked at, or tonards,
1. Jºlº, aor. -, (§, K.) inf n. Jºſé, (S,) He (TA:) and "Jºſé, |pl. of...i. Or Ji. Ol' Jºlº, in order to see, him, or it;] he considered, or
viewed, him or it with his eye; (S, A, K5) with
was, or became, learned, or knowing, (K,) in
skilful physicians. (A, K.) — Also, One niho
the sight of the eye; (Msb;) [i.e. looked at him
affairs, and skilful therein : (TA:) or he eac
shuns, or removes himself far from, unclean things;
amined things minutely, and attained the utmost
(K, TA;) who is scrupulously nice and eacact or it;] as also * 9.5. (K:) and "3,4- sig
knowledge of them. (S.)
(&) in affairs: (TA:) and à-13 a woman nifies the same as º and 91.3 [but app. in
5. d -

&c.

• * > 2 of
.
another sense, to be mentioned below, and not in
4. a-laji Lo Hon intelligent and knowing is he whº shuns, or removes herself far from, foul, evil,

in affairs 1 (TA.)

5. J.-L.J He took extraordinary pains, or

the sense explained above, though the latter is
or unseemly, things: (AA, TA:) and
of

Jº, [pl. implied in the TA ; and the same may be meant

J-º] men who do thus: (K, TA:) and W. i.1%

when it is said that ",ſº is syn. with ſº, if this

ecceeded the usual bounds, in cleansing or purifying a man who shuns much, or removes himself very assertion, which I find in the M, have been copied
w
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without consideration, and be not confirmed by and consideration, intellectually, or nith the mind: (another) wanted. (Msb.) = sº is also syn.
with Y S.I.:
2. ~ of
an example]: (TA:) or a'ſ * signifies he (TA:) [this remark, however, is not altogether
Šiš, q.v. — Also syn. with olaji, q.v.
correct, as may be seen from what follows: the
eactended, or stretched, or raised, [or directed, his
truth seems to be, that 91.3 and <! Jº may be
sight toniards him or it, whether he san, him or
'º (so in a copy of the M, and in the CK;
did not see him. (TA.) The usage of jiaº aS used in the latter of these two senses, though but from the mention of the inf. n. in the TA, the

— Also sº, (K, TA) inf n. 43. (TA) or

relating to the sight is most common with the 4-3 Jº is most common in this sense..] It is said former seems to be the right reading;) He sold
vulgar, but not with persons of distinction, who use in the Kur, [x. 101, sº J 6 tº ºf J: it (a thing, M) with postponement of the payment;
it more in another sense, to be explained below. f Say, Consider ye what is in the heavens. (TA.) he sold it upon credit. (M,” K,” TA.) See also
4. – [In these last three acceptations, accord. to
(TA.) You say, isi- sº º, A. [He looked
And you say, <! A. He san: it, and + thought
the A, the verb is used properly, not tropically.]
at him, or toniards him, with one smeet look.]
,”

2.

wpon it, and endeavoured to understand it, or to

juatº cº A. [He looked in the
mirror]. (A) And -lºg J Jº (He looked
into, or inspected, the writing or book], (A, Msb,)
which is for -lºg es: *::::/ * [he looked
(A.)

And

= 24. He was, or became, affected by nºhat is
knon, its result.

(TA.) [And He looked to it,
or at it, or eacamined it, intellectually; regarded fermed a 3, la ; (K, TA; ) i.e., a stroke of an
• O

|[evil] eye; (TA;) [or of an evil eye cast by a
jinnee; ) or a touch, or slight taint of insanity,
sidered it: (TA:) or thought upon it; namely a Jrom the jinn, (K;) or a snoon. (K, TA.)
it; had a cien, to it..] And as A.

+ He con

at n°hat neas written in the nºriting or book], or writing or book; or when such is the object it
has a different meaning to be explained below. may have another meaning, explained before;
and an affair: and with this is held to accord the

(Msb.) And

*º-ſº sº [lit., He looks around

him; meaning,) he looks much. (A.) [See also

Ji.

below.] —

Jº sº,

e.

saying is º,

q.v. infră,

voce Jaji

(Msb:)

($gh, K,) and and the thought upon it, measuring it, or com
paring it.

cº, Jºl ejº, and º (A): The earth,

2 : see 1, last signification but one. — as ſº
[He said of it ſº *:5, q.v.). (TA passim.)

3 ºf J sº, inf n. 3,34. (T, S,') : He

(M, K, TK. In the M and K, only considered, or eacamined, or investigated, nith him

a thing or an affair, to see hon, they should do it:
or ind, showed (A, $gh, K) to the eye ($gh, K) the inf. n., Jä, of the verb in this sense is men (T, TA:) he investigated, or eacamined, neith him
tioned.) And AºS. Jº es? jº + He con
a thing, and emulated him, or vied neith him, in
its plants or herbage. (A, $gh, K.) — 23, A.
1 It looked toniards, meaning faced, him or it.
→ * or

o 2

... •

so in the Kur, vii. 197] As J. &sjkº
&ºe. Sj f Thou seest them look towards thee,

sidered, or eacamined, [or estima ted, the possessions doing so, each of them adducing his opinion :

of the orphans, in order to knon, them. (Msb.) (TA:) [he held a discussion nith him respecting a

And similar to this is the phrase [in the Kur, thing :] or 3,96 is syn. with 43's. (Msb:) or
xxxvii.
es? Škº, meaning, + And 3, lºu.” signifies the eacamining mentally, or inves
i.e., face thee, but they see not; referring to idols,
he eramined the science of the stars: (Msb:) [or tigating, by two parties, the relation between two
accord. to A'Obeyd. (TA.) And you say,
he took a mental vien of the stars, as if to divine things, in order to evince the truth; (KT; and
cº 3's
&% f My house faces the house from them.] jiaº when used unrestrictedly by Kull, p. 342;) and sometimes nºith one's self;
of such a one. (S.) And J.- Jºl jº ! The those who treat of scholastic theology means but áJX's a signifies the disputing respecting a
question of science for the purpose of convincing
mountain faced thee: (A:) as in the following ex. :
jºey [t The thinking upon a thing, and en the opponent, whether what he says be wrong in

sºlº

Jº

.

Jº Jº Jº Jº de G, J, & 3.
*º

...

O

deavouring to understand it, or to know its result ; itself or not. (Kull) — Also ºbu (; He, or it,

*&

! [When thou takest such a or judging of what is hidden from n-hat is ap
looked tonards, or faced, him or it; was opposite,
road, and the mountain faces thee, then take thou parent; or reasoning from analogy]. (M.F.) or corresponded, to him or it. (See 3.14)
the way by the right of it or the left of it.] (S.) —cº-º jº, inf. n. jº, [app. for U. cº jº f He was, or became, like him : (A, K.) or like
— [Hence, perhaps,
& J. 33. jk 22:4. t He judged between them. (K.) — him in discourse or dialogue. (TA.) — Jºe
2 of 3
-2
2.38% [app. meaning, t Fortune opposed the *A, (TA,) inf. n. jiº, + She practised divina Úji
jºu, f An army that is nearly equal to a
sons of such a one and destroyed them]: ($ [imme tion; (K,” TA;) which is a kind of examination
diately following there the ex. which immediately with insight and skill. (TA, from a trad.) – thousand. (A.) – cº Ú53 Júð : He made,
f [Look thou out for such a one for or called, such a one like such a one. (K.)
precedes it here:]) or 33. 2." A signifies Öğ e
d x ~ 0 -

~ * >

5.

-

gº

5 o .

;:

Hence the saying of Ez-Zuhree, (K,) Mohammad
! Fortune destroyed them : (M, A :) but (says me;] seek thou for me such a one. (A, TA.) —
ISd) I am not certain of this. (M)—ſº
+ Listen thou to me. (M, K, TA [in the
also signifies + The turning the mind in various ck, erroneously,
The verb [says
directions in order to perceive a thing [mentally],
ISd] has this meaning in the Kur, ii. 98. (M.)
and the seeing a thing: and sometimes it means
+ the considering and investigating : [and as a
subst., speculation, or intellectual examination :] then to thee; meaning,j II look for the bounty of
&f a
and sometimes, + the knowledge that results from God, then for thy bounty. (A.) –

Jºãº

Jº)

—º ...iſ Jºi &iſit, I look to God,

Ibn-shihāb, (TA) 25& S3 ºf -es, sº S
&ſ Jº, i.e.,

Thou shalt not call anything like

the book of God, nor like the words of the apostle
of God: (A’Obeyd, T, K:) or thou shalt not
compare anything, nor call anything like, to the

book of God, &c. : (A,) or thou shalt not apply
[aught of] the book of God, nor the nords of the
[speculation or] investigation. (El-Basáir.) It f God chose him, and compassionated him, pitied apostle of God, as a proverb to a thing that
is mostly used as relating to the intellect by him, or regarded him nºith mercy; because looking happens : (A’Obeyd, T, K, in which last, we
persons of distinction; and as relating to the at another is indicative of love, and not doing so read -** ić, in the place of the right reading,
sight, most commonly by the vulgar. (TA.) is indicative of hatred: (IAth:) or t God bestoned
[It is said that] when you say º $34, it benefits upon him; poured blessings, or favours, Jº Jºãº TA:) for, as Ibrāheem En-Nakha'ee
says, they used to dislike the mentioning a verse
means only [I looked at, or tonards, him or it] upon him : (El-Başāir :) and 3 º' the com of the Kur-án on the occasion of anything hap
neith the eye; but when you say,39 Jº <º, passionated them, and aided them; ($gh, K;) pening, of worldly events; (T;) as a person's
it may mean [t I looked into, inspected, eacamined, and simply, he aided them: (K,” TA:) and 4. jk saying to one who has come at a time desired by

º,

*

-

O -

o

or investigated, the thing or affair] by thought + he accomplished his want, or that nihich he the former, (TA,) or to one named Moosa, who

[Book I.

jla,
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ū 335 Jº <> (T.)

*:::::-

also signifies The eapecting, or stroke of an [evil] eye : (TA:) a stroke of an
J. [Thou hast come at a time appointed, O waiting for, a thing : (TA :) or the ea pecting, [evil] eye by nihich one is affected from the jinn's
Moosa: (Kur, xx. 42:)] (T, K:) and the like: or naiting for, a thing expected: (M, K, TA:) looking at him; (T, S.;*) as also *… (T :)
(T,) but the first explanation is the most probable. or W. 3,4- signifies he ea pected, or raiſed for, or a touch, or a slight taint or infection of
(TA, as from Az; but I do not find it in the T) (31A:-31,) him, or it, leisurely; and so Woºla-l. insanity, (-i-us.) from the jinn : or a snoon.
(M, K.) — An alteration of the body or com
(S.) You say also, ;: : 9.< * jlax
4. as
! [He, or it, was made like]. You
pleacion by emaciation or hunger or travel &c.

has come at a time desired, (K,)

2.
º jºi 33% (3, 9.1, 3 Öe (, : (This

(M, A, K, in art. Jay, in the last of which

($, M, K.) — Foulness; ugliness: (AA, TA :)
was not like this, but has been made like] : (T, is added as j-) [He looked for, eaſpected, evilness; or badness, of form or appearance: a
K:) like as you say, 3i's 4; 94- Jú- U. anaited, o: waited for, something good or evil to fault; a defect; an imperfection. (M, K.)
– t Iteverence, veneration, anºe, or fear. (IAar,
*
(T) = &la, He postponed him ; befall him, or betide him].
T, K.) – f Compassion; pity; mercy. (IAar,
delayed him : (M, A, Msb, K:) he granted him

say,

**i.

10.

&la-

see 8, last signification but one.

a delay or respite ; let him alone, or left him,' – He asked of him, or desired of him, a post T, K.)
for a while : (T, TA:) as, for instance, a ponement, or delay. (M, A, K.)
3,143 A. postponement; a delay. (T, S, M,
debtor, (T, Msb, TA,) and a man in difficult
31,5 : see 2-las. H A man says to another, Msb, K.) It is said in the Kur, [ii. 280,)
circumstances : (TA:) and " sº signifies the
:- or perhaps ey, like the word used in 3-2. Us! 3,4-3 [Then let there be a post
p
Ps &
same. (Msb.) You say, &lºts tº: axx, I &---,
6.-

6 o'

º

.

-

* ~ 0 ,

2 x d

o

-

9.

. .

º

g

o

ponement,

or delay,

wntil he shall be in an

sold to him a thing, and granted him a delay. reply to it, here following, and like Jº-las- and
easy state of circumstances]; (T, M, Msb;)
(T.) And a person speaking
says to him who
meaning, I sell,) and the other says, }*,
2 of
hurries him, Lºy gº Jºº Grant me meaning, Grant me a delay (Jº) that I i. e., jus;3, (T,) or J.-ès (Mº) and
accord. to another radiº, * 3,903; like
time to smallow my spittle. (T.) And it is said

&

s

may buy

(es: ) of thee.

(M., T.A.)

6.

in the Kur, (xv. 36 and xxxviii. 80, Jºls
.

. . o

a

•

àº (=, in the Kur, lvi.

o

2. &

*º * &

(M)

o
--

You say

Then delay me until the day Jº
when they shall be raised from the dead. (T.A.) used as an inf. n.,.] it has no pl. (Sb, in TA, thing with postponement of the payment ; he
him &l,
the thingandupon
credit.I bought
(M.) itAnd
See also 8. – He sold to him a thing with WOce 3&4) —º-º-º: and 21. &- f We soldºto 4.
jº,
of
3
postponement of the payment; he sold to him a san: them. (A, TA.) —% “… f Between
thing upon credit. (M.) See also 1, last sig us is the eactent of a look in respect of nearness. him with postponement of the payment; I bought
•2 - 3 3 nification but one.
it of him upon credit. (T.)
*(A,
. . . TA) — la C-,
a ſ...” (K,” TA,) and J
5: see 1, first signification. = See also 8.
2145 JSA-, (S) and 21.5 tº 35 Jºe J-, (A,)
t [Speculative knowledge or science;
6. , Lux-5 f They faced each other. (K.) f A tribe near together, (S, A, K,”) of n!hich the such as is acquired by study;] that of which
several portions see one another. (S, A.) —
You say, cººl cºlºus f The two houses faced
the origination rests upon speculation, and acqui
Jº
ass
+ But it requires consideration, by sition by study; as the conception of the intellect
each other. (M.) And * tººs, (S,) or
reason of its want of clearness, or perspicuity:
34-5, [which is the original form, (A,) (Msb :) [a phrase used to imply doubt, and also or mind, and the assent of the mind to the
position, that the world has had a beginning.
f Our houses faced one another. ($, A.) – See to insinuate politely that the words to which it
(K, T.) [It is opposed to &ze and to &º
Jºaº-

: see 1. [Used as a subst., as well as when also,

He sold to him the

•

*

6 .

**

-

6 -

w

.

-

&

also

(335-5.

-

• 35 -

-

relates are false, or wrong:] like Jºus a:3.
a 32.9 ×

**)—ººl

332 o 2

asylä, ä-º-, and vars. thereof, see in art.

2-, 38, said
8. 6,13.3.1: see 1, first sentence. = He looked (MF, art.
for him ; eacpected him ; an'aited him ; m'aited in a trad., of one who has purchased a ewe or &-.
for him ; watched for his presence; syn. <iº she-goat that has been kept from being milked
9,4-

(TA ;) and 2.1%

Jú.

* ... (aor. : , T &c., inf n. 13

for some days; meaning, t He has the option of Juá, like 245 (S. K.) an imp. n., (T,) mean
(M, K;) and adopting the better of the two things; he may ing, Wait thou : syn. Jºº. (T, S, K.)
S, K) signifies either retain it or return it. (T.A.)
?...
* . 2:
g

6,

j

.

5.

-

351A and W 3,333 and Y 3,9]39 and Y 5,215
$1.3 A look : a quick look or glance : (T:) A chief person, whether male or female, to
(M, A, K,) and W sº (Zj, TA;) [but respect
pl. *jº. (A.) Hence the trad., 3,
. gº ºj whom one looks. (M., K.) You say, W Šºk &S
ing the last two, see what is said below :] but
º, and a...: W §243 , Such a one is the person
when you say lá:31 without any objective com §-S J &

the same; (T, M., A., Msb, K5) and so Y &l-,

.x

-

Jº J & gº tºo.

plement, the meaning is, [he waited; or] he shalt not make a look to follon, a look; for the to whom his people look, (Fr, T, S,) and whom
paused, and acted or behaved nith deliberation, former is thine of right, but the latter is not they imitate, or to nºkose example they conform.
or in a patient, or leisurely, manner. (Lth, T.) thine : i.e., when thou hast once looked at any (Fr, T.) All these words are also used in a pl.
thing forbidden, unintentionally, thou shalt not
It is said in the Kur, Ilvii. 18.] Jºiº uºſº look
sense: (M, K:) or [so in some copies of the K ;
at it a second time]. (T, TA.) And the
2.Éº &- Wait for us (ºkº) that mee
but in others, and, 3×lā; and 3,3143 have 2u.
may tale of your light : and accord, to Zj, saying of a certain wise man, Jºaº Lº J-2 for their pl., ($, K,) sometimes. (K.) – Also,
Gº [which is another reading] is said to a}\-J Jºaº J asylä, [He whose look does not jºk A man n-ho neglects not to look at, (M, L,
© ... d -

0 °

o

,

-

.* r

mean the same; or the latter means

delay us:

accord. to Fr, however, the Arabs say
o

Jº

* o

meaning Wait thou for me (Jºlº ) a little.

*

e

- 5 -

6 -

a 3, o

–

produce an effect, his tongue does not produce

an effect]; (T;) meaning, that he who is not K,) or to consider, (A,) that which, (M, A, L.,)
restrained from a fault or offence by being looked or him who, (K,) disquiets him, or renders him
at is not restrained by speech. (TA.) — 4 solicitous. (M, A, L, IX.)
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3. Sº W sº. 23, (A) [Verily he has a

or

(K) or the eye is called "Šºuiſ; (S, A:")

and

thing; opposite or corresponding to another

the pl. of which is ſºlº. (A)—ºut 3.2%,

pleasing aspect without a pleasing internal state.]

Jºiº.

(so in a copy of the M and of the Å and in some

J.A. f Looking to, or facing, another person
person or thing; as also

"Jeu: ;

syn.

(A) [Hence, sº 43, and 34-), The
9.4%

madir; the point opposite to the zenith.]

signifies Jºu: sºft, (M.) or ºut sº
Jº, (T,) [which

5 * >d>

3, late A high place on which a person is sta
copies of the K.) or *-i- 424, (so in some tioned to watch; (S;) a place on the top of a
copies of the K and in the TA,) A man clear of mountain, where a person observes and watches
suspicion, who looks with a full gaze: (M, K :) the enemy: (T:) and jet. [the pl.] eminences;
or clear of that neith which he is upbraided. or elevated parts of the earth; or high grounds :

I suppose to mean f He (A) — cºu Two veins at the two edges (M, K :) because one looks from them. (M.)

n:ho looks toniards, or faces, thee;

n:ho

is

of the nose, commencing from the inner angles of – Its application to A certain separate place of

opposite, or corresponds, to thee; or he towards the eyes, tonards the face. (Zj, in his Khalk
whom thou lookest, &c., and who looks tonards el-Insán.) — Also, Jºu: + A guardian ; a
thee, &c. : though susceptible of other interpreta keeper; a natcher : (ś, Msb:) and, as also
tions : see 3..] – t Like; a like ; a similar per

a house, [generally an apartment on the ground
floor overlooking the court, and also a turret, or
rather a belvedere, and any building, or apartment,

commanding a view,) is vulgar. (T.A.) – See

son or thing : (AO, T, S, M, A, K3) equal; "3,43, i.a. sºu, (K, TA) [which last is also 3,043. – And see jº, in five places.
an equal: (Msb:) applied to anything: (TA :) a word of the Nabathean dialect. (TA.) —
3 - o–
6.- … •

as also 'º (Ao, S. K.) like 3.9% and *;

(Ao, sº) and 'jºu... (Ki) ſem. Sºº (T.
M, A3) pl. masc.,
and pl. fem.

Żuż,

isjº.
*:- 2: siſ J. !
[The dim.

-

* -

§lsº J-º-º:

You say,

Lºla…: see what next follows.
My eye (lit. my little eye)

3

- 2 °.

3

- 2-

Jºyla” ($, M, A, K) and "Cºlº, (M., K.)
is looking to God for His bounty, then to you for
§§ (M, A, Msh, K.) your bounty. (A.) = In the Kur, [lxxv. 23, the latter contr. to analogy, (M,) A man (M,)
(T, A,) applied to words the words $1.3 º e'. have been explained of goodly aspect. (M, K.) You say, Jºkº Jé,

and to all things. (T.) You say, Jº & as signifying Waiting for ( ãº)
: Such a one is thy like. (T.) And jº 13s

3

their Lord :

-- - -

Usºs-, [A man of goodly aspect and of pleasing

but this is a mistake; for the Arabs do not say internal, or intrinsic, qualities]; ($, A.;) i.e.,
•

13, (T,) or 13s 43, (Mºb) : This is the º cº <ſº in
2

* >

→

the sense of

&iº,

but

jºu.} CŞ3 J. <334

the camels of such a one in pairs, or

.

º

5 *

-

>

-

5

x

>

g

93.139:

-

6 ... o

5,139; see 2|39. = See also 3,133.

two by two; (AS, T, K3') if by looking at
their aggregate, you say, jº- (.333¢. (A5, T.)

-

3|a.” A mirror (A, K) in nihich the face is seen.
(TA.) — Also, A telescope; a thing in nºvich
what is distant is seen [as though it were] near :

t I counted, or
6.

numbered,

- d

2

d > -

like of this, (T,) or the equal of this. (Msb.) they say US$ 5,133 in that sense. (T.)
And

O -

31- 23 and 2-, 53. (TA, art. 3-5-.)

*%.

vulgarly,

-

(TA.)

see 249.

3.4% A man looked
6.

2 .

9

x

.

-

3,393 : see 321.3, in two places. – See

4.

W

.

5

TA;) affected by n-hat is termed a sº: (T,
TA;) i.e., a stroke of an [evil] eye; [or of an evil
eye cust by a jinnee; or a touch, or slight taint of
insanity, from the jinn ..] or a snoon. (TA.) —

3,3]39 : see J31.3.

$43.

* , ;; ,

at nºith an evil eye : (A,

j .

also
* , of

23|A3' for playſ: see 1.

3.1.3. See jº , in two places. – Also, 4
scout, or scouts; (T, $gh, K5) and so W ãº

Jºº. [A place in which a thing is looked at): A person, (T,) or chief person, (A,) whose bounty
a place, or state, in which one likes to be looked at. is hoped for, (T, A,) and at whom eyes glance.
(Sºh, K) pl. of both, ºu 3. (TA) - Fº (T, A, TA.) You say, gº * es: &
(A.) – 309|a. A woman in whom is a sº,
of 344, q.v. (T, &c.). [And hence, jºu.-)
gº
&
Jº
f
Such
a
one
is
in
a
state
in
mºllich
meaning,
a fault, defect, or imperfection. (K,”
[the pl.) The more excellent of men : (K,” TA :)
because they resemble one another in dispositions he likes to be looked at and listened to [and in a TA.)
state in which he is satisfied neith drink and food].
and actions and sayings. (TA.)
jºu… : see 2-laj.
6.-

º

•.”

A, TA) Andrºiº is & sº ºf
! A horse (A, K) that raises his eye by (T,
| Thou n’ast in a state [in] mºhich thou likedst [to
reason of his sharpness of spirit: (A :) or sharp
be looked at], anay from this place of abode.
spirited, and raising his eye. (T, K.)

…

o.

º

- -

•

jº

(T, T.A.) — The aspect, or outward appearance,
Šá A people looking at a thing; (S, K;) of a thing; opposite of *: (S, art. Jºs- :)
[when used absolutely, a pleasing, or goodly,
as also Y ãº. (K.) – See also jū-2.

aspect; or beauty of aspect; as also W 3,144.

this

-

[ -ālā3, &c.
See Supplement.]
~~~
1.

-*, aor. 2 and z, inf. n. J.;

and

--

(S, K) and Jº (K) and & and Jºj (S,

jet act. part. n. of £3; Looking; &c.; pl. is implied by the usage of Jºãº, q.v., and is K) He (a raven, or crow, ~5%) uttered a cry,
jić. (Msb.)
[The pupil, or apple, well known :] or n:hat one looks at and is pleased cried out, or croaked: (S:) or uttered the cry, or
of the eye, the smallest black of the eye, by or displeased by; as also *ść...: (M, K :) croak, that is asserted to be ominous of separation :

—jº

(S, Msh,) in which is [seen] nihat is termed or the former, a thing that pleases and rejoices the [but see below :] or moved about his head without
crying : (Msb:) he (a raven, or crow, or other
cº &º, (S,) [and] with nihich the man beholder when he looks at it : (T:) and the "latter, animal,) cried out ; or stretched out his neck, and
stes; (Msb;) the black spot in the eye; (M,

K;) the clear black spot that is in the middle the aspect (jº) of a man when one looks at it
pleased
it or displeased by it. (T, TA.")
of the [main] black of the eye, nºith which and
You issay,
&---byJú.
aſ [He has a goodly aspect].
the looker sees what he sees : or that part of the
eye which resembles a mirror, in n-hich, when (A) And A.J. i-- #2, and "3,4-º', (4
one faces it, he sees his person : (TA:) or a duct
-

moved about his head, in crying out.

(K.) The

-*. of the raven, or crow, is said to be ominous

J.

of good; and its
Mutahaffidh.) –

Jº,

of evil.

(Kifayet el

* also signifies t The neigh

noman goodly of aspect.] (S.) And J. &A. ing of a horse. (TA.) — 4.3. -ºš i [The cock

&- ) in the nose, wherein is the water of sight: ** &- [His aspect is better
(M, K.) [app. a loose description of the optic

(

--

-

• 3

º'

-

than his internal croned] is sometimes said, metaphorically.
2 w & 2

• 3 °

2 *

(S.)

ps

merce :] or the sight itself: (M, K+) or the eye - state]. (S.) And jºs-e Sº Blake 5-0 al., (T,) — J33-1) “ : The chanter of the call to prayer
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stretched out his neck, and moved about his head, described, or characterized, or designated, ($, K,) to him, and goodly qualities, or properties, which

aor. , inf n. a thing; ($;) syn. —i.e.: ($, K:) or he described are causes, or occasions, of epithets]. (A.) —
**, He (a camel, K) went with a quick pace: a thing by mentioning n:hat was in it, or what it [3<> <é, a phrase similar to lje Jºsé,
(S, K :) or, with a certain kind of pace : (Ki) possessed; whereas, in the —iº of a thing one meaning Like such a thing. See an ex. voce &-.]
or he (a camel) moved about his head, in proceeding may exaggerate: (L:) [he distinguished a person —sº Anything eaccellent. (TA.)- [Hence,)
in his cry.

(A, L., K.) – Jºsé,

w -

at a quick rate; like a J- camel, raising his or a thing by an epithet: and hence, he qualified
head: (TA:) or, inf. n. Öº, he stretched out a substantive by an epithet: and he used a word
as an epithet :] or he described a thing by mention
his neck. (A.) Accord. to some, Jºsé signifies ing what neas in it that n'as good, or goodly; not
The moring of a she-camel's head forwards in her with reference to what was bad, or foul, or ugly;
march, or pace. [S, accord. to an excellent copy,
unless by a straining of the meaning one say
in which the original words are thus given:
- #2 > 3 - - - oa a
*5- -a; ; whereas -ás, is said with respect to
in another copy, what good, goodly, and what
key
ºº
Jºº
Jú.
&
&
is
or
is bad, or foul,
- ?, ? - .
o
ly-9 3-5; making -º an epithet of a she or ugly: (IAth;) or & signifies he described
camel that so moves her head.]
by mentioning the make, or form, or other outnard
characteristic, as tallness and shortness; and
4. Jº H He (a man) cried out, or stretched
out his neck and moved about his head, in disturb Cà-25 respects action, as beating: or, accord. to
ances, broils, or the like: syn. cº us? --~. Th, & signifies he described by mentioning
something in some particular place in the body,
(TA.)
such as lameness; whereas —i.e., is used with
. •.
A. rapid wind. (K.)
6

c.

9, e.

º

O -

•

6 -d-

<<,

CK,

and

<--,

Y

and

* iſ...},

A.

o

o -

-

5

<< Jº, and " -a-, and " £35, [in the

-

© .

-->

*

generous, or a fleet, or swift, horse, that ercels
in running, and outstrips others. (K.) [And so]
* <<!. A beast of carriage, or a man, charac
terized, or distinguished, by that which makes
him to eaccel others of his kind: a horse de

scribed as distinguished by generousness, or by
fleetness, or swiftness, and by outstripping others.
(TA.)
3.2 of
dºxo

* 2:
: See ºx).

22° 2

º' oto-

22 or

2, 22;

axx, J.A.E, or ā-a; Jºel, Thy male slave, or

thy female slave, is of the highest quality. (K.)
40 o

-

respect to what is common to the whole, as great But in the A it is said, << 03:2, and

ness, and generosity; therefore God is an object * 3:... (TA)
of Cà-25, but not of <. (TA.) — a 33 st-sº
~ex. A generous, ercellent, surpassing, man.
6 *>
Juº The young one of a raven, or crore : syn. *** [He described himself as possessing, or
(TA.) See also ex} .
• *
J),é ; ; ; or a raven, or cron, [absolutely]: characterized by, or distinguished by, goodness.]

Jº see iºt.

o -

-

-- d.

-

- -

º

-

6

-

o'.

---

ro-ºº:

** : see : *.
In a prayer of David occur the (Msb.) — <<, aor. :, inf. n. âû, Ile (a man)
words ** es?
3% ( [0 Sustainer of the was naturally endoned with ponyers of description, ** Describing; a describer; pl. 3.03.
and skilful in the use of those ponyers. (TA.) —
young raven (or young cron) in his nest "l. It is
(TA.)
22 • .
said that the young raven (or young crow), when ~x3, aor. :, inf. n. 45taj, He (a horse) nas, or
it comes forth from its egg, is white, like a lump became, what is termed t-x}, i.e., generous, or
<23-2 [A person or thing described; dis
of fat, and that the old bird, on seeing it, dislikes fleet, &c. (L. K.)— sº, (L.) or < *ś, of the tinguished by an epithet: and hence, a substantive
and abandons it; that thereupon God sends to it same in easure as
(K,) He (a horse) affected, qualified by an epithet]. —º *** [De
gnats, which light upon it on account of its foul
scribed as possessing, or characterized by, or
greasy smell, and that it lives upon them until it or endeavoured, or constrained himself, to be, or distinguished by, generosity; distinguished by the
is fledged and becomes black, when its parents become, nhat is termed <-a-, i.e., generous, or epithet of generous]. (A.)
return to it. (L.)
fleet, &c. (L, K.) M.F remarks that <--ó, in
syn. -92.

sº

...

--

-

º

o .

º

o,

º

- d .

3%

6

4.

-

this sense, is strange, as

See accu.

denoting

i.e., (K) and Y **

Jaś

•

0.9

~~~~~o : See ºt-º.

is not a measure

-ºš. (TA.)

*

- .

*R.)

and Y ãº (S, K) and
-- - -

W

* (so in the correct copies of the K:

4. tº His face became beautiful, or goodly,

in the

A

-

1. ***, aor. 2; and ''.<31; He took it. (K.)

so that he was described (K) as characterized by
TA) A snift beauty, (TA,)
[or, so that he became distinguished 4. * Us; tº He was prodigal of his
she-camel: ($, K:) pl. of the first, and of [the by an epithet].
nealth : (K:) or he scattered it : or it signifies
masc. epithet] *-ū, •eſ; and J. : : and of
** 23. (L.) = <!-x}! He set about, or com
8. Stºl He, or it, nas, or became, described:
menced fitting himself out, or equipping himself
~5*, J.3% (TA.) [The last pl. is the only
(TA:) [he, or it, was, or became, distinguished by
one mentioned in the $, K, which do not point an epithet:
he, or it, was, or became, characterized, for journeying. (K.) – * Jº * (in the
out its proper sing.] See also J. in 1.
or distinguished, by that which made him to ercel CK, and in a MS. copy of the K,
They
L,

i.

accord. to MF,

J-44:

*i)

*

-a

-* An excellent, fleet horse, (S, K) that
stretches out his neck like the raven, or crony: and
(or accord. to some, TA) one that follon's his own

others of his hind: see

<).

have striven, laboured, or eacerted themselves, in
their affair. (K.)

See 1.

10. <x<- He asked him to describe him, or
8: see 1.

it.

(T, K.)

way, heedless of the bridle, [app., longering his head,

and stretching out his neck, syn. a-ſº * JºJ), & An epithet; or that whereby a person
(K,) without any increase in the rate of his run. or thing is described: [hence, an epithet nhereby
(TA.) – See

i.e. – A stupid, or foolish, and

clamourous man.

(K.)

-

- -

- -

4 o' -

-

--

-

º

-

-

** (S, K) and **,
* ~:

•

**

-

… --

º ,-,-

•z

--

a substantice is qualified:] (TA:) pl. sº (K,) a verb similar to JºJo, (S,K,) aor. 2, inf. n.
it has no other pl. than this. (ISd.) [Respect Jº; ($;) so in the handwriting of J.; (IB;) or,
• * :
ing distinctions said to exist between Jºj
and with reference to a colour, **, aor. :, inf. n.
-ā-25 or i.e., see 1.] [You say,) sº 4.
**, verb
-

“tº

**, aor. * , **
-

1.

-

*

-

*

...

•

like ~~~~, acr. *, inf. n. -s—e ;

--

1. -a-, aor. , inf n. *-*; and " -aºl; He

** <sº

[He has goodly epithets applied (accord. to an insertion in a copy of the S read
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to IB, TA, [and so in one of M. Fresnel's copies plexion, or colour. (TA) = is-e- Jºy! of &%, because [epithets of the measures]
of the S, and in a copy in my possession, and so Plain, or even, land, (S, K,) fertile, and pro J)=5 and Jº come from verbs of the class
in the L, in which both forms of the verb are ducing the kind of tree called <!. (Aboo of tº ; not from those of the class of & [or
given,) He, or it, [a colour, nas of a clear, or Kheyreh.)
-

pure white. (S, L, K.) =

**, aor.

2, inf. n.

**'.

6 * *

-

4 **

-

that of ~3]. (Az, K.)— [And so] W Jº One

* 2 of
See

&.

5, He (a man, Az, or a camel, §) became
fat: (T, S, K:) said by AA to occur in a poem

who drivesanaythe beasts and cries out after them.
(TA, art. Géj.) – You say also, 13. <ºli
jº

W

§: tiº

[lit., I made a clamorous voice to

of Dhu-r-Rummeh, but not found in his poetry

by Sh, who deems it strange: Az, however,
confirms it by the authority of an Arab of the
desert; and adds, that it signifies he (a man)
became fat and in good condition ; and he in
creased, and became snollen, or inflated: and
& is said to signify the same. (T.A.) –
• 2:
aor. = , inf. n. 2-3, He (a man, S) became
heavy in the stomach ( ~ſil) from eating

**,

*

0 ,

6

*

* *

-

mutton. ($, K.) = \º- Lº -e-º, (inf n.

º, L.) She (a camel) was quick, or swift, in

6

her pace : (S, L:) she went with a certain pace:

(L.) a dial form of 3-4. ($)
4.

Asi.

** The people's camels became fat.

(S, K.)

1. 3, (S, A, Mºb, K.) aor. : ($, K) and , jly with this; meaning, ti published this. (A.)
(K,) [in the Msb, 2, but this I suppose to be an
-

Alsojºus ! A vein flowing with blood:

(Sh:)

error in transcription,] the first of which is the
[or gushing with blood; &c. (See its verb,
most common, (K,) or the most common when above.)] And * jº t A vein gushing with
the verb relates to a vein, accord. to Fr, as cited blood; and so W *: ($:) that does not cease
by $gh, (TA) inf n. 2: (S, A, Mºb, K) and to flon, nith blood; as also Y jº (TA) and

jé, (A, K,) or this latter is a simple
(M8b,) and 3.3, (A,) [or this also is a

subst., "jºu (K, TA) and "jº applied to a
simple wound signifies the same ; as also jč, with J
subst.,] He (a man, K, or a beast of carriage, and &: and * {3, with ºt, and & (IAqr, Az:)
Mşb,) uttered a sound, or noise, (S, A, Msb, and 7,43 applied to a wound signifies ( making
K,) with, (A, K,) or in, (S,) his 2,4- [or the a sound by reason of the vehemence with which
innermost part of his nose]: (S, A, K:) but Az, the blood comes forth. (TA.)
says, I have not heard this explanation from any
Jºuſ, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb) or * $ºuſ, (K.)
of the leading authorities. (TA.) — Also, (TA,)
A [machine of the kind called] ~$3 [q. v.],
inf. n. jº, (K,) He called out, or cried out

(A, K) or cºsº, ſq. v.], (Mgh, Mºb) with

&: [and Y £ºf

(ii) [pl.

Of a pure nºbite colour :
a- -

of the latter

Alsº & 2-le-J)

#1.

-

3. *u-3
-

[Women of a clear white

colour in the parts around the eyes; intensely

vehemently, in war, or in some evil case. (K,”
which water is drawn [for irrigation], (S,) and
TA.) And 5*, inf. n.
She (a woman) n:hich is turned by water, (S, Mgh, Msb,) and
clamoured, and acted in a foul or immodest makes a noise, or [creaking] sound by [its revolc

Jeí.

manner. (TA)— & 23, (§, K) or 23

ing]: ($:) so called because of its 2-3 [or

(A,) aor. : , (Fr, $gh, K,) and sound]: (A, Mgh, Msb:) [app. also any rotary
black and nºide, in the eyes]. (A.) =
A.
2, (S, K) the former of which is the more machine for raising mater to irrigate land: see
man heavy in the stomach (~-lii) ) from eating common, (Fr, Sgh,) inf. n. Jº, (S, TA,) or Niebuhr's ‘Voyage en Arabie,' tome i., p. 220
3. and jº, (as app. implied in the K, but et seq. :] it is used on the banks of the Euphrates
mutton ; pl. Ösº. (S, TA.)

**

K,) and

" is 3,

23.9 &l,

perhaps not intended to be so,) ( The vein

(A, TA) and the 'Āsee : (TA:) pl. 3.25.
gushed

accord. to a

njith blood: (S, K :) or, (aor. 2, inf n.

* and

(S, A, Msb.)–And the former, The ning (cº-)

reading of El-Hasan, 33-3 is * cº , [Kur,
5.4, TA,) made a sound by reason of the of a mill or mill-stone. (K.) – Also W 3,4
xxxviii. 22,] (TA,) A ene; the female of the blood coming forth : (K:) or gushed nith blood, A bucket neith which water is raised. (K.) –
sheep : (L, K :) also, the female of the wild
and made a sound at the coming forth of the See also jetſ.
bull; and, of the gazelle ; and, of the wild blood. (A.)
$º see,é.
sheep : (TA:) [but see below :] pl.
and

**

tº , o,

***.
pl.

(S,

K)—Jº is . The [n'ild] cony:

Jº ** :

no other wild animal but the

3×3 A sound, or noise, in the*:::- [or inner

Jºaº

most part of the nose); (§, K5) (as also jº.

l J-º, (S, A, Msb, K,) aor. 2, (S, M, and
cow (accord. to A'Obeyd, S,) is thus called: (See 1.)] – sº [the pl.] is also applied to so in a copy of the B by the author of the K,)
(S, K:) [but see above]. The Arabs speak of The call of the cº, (S)
or z, (A, K,) [the latter being agreeable with

gazelles as though they were goats, terming the
male Jº; and of wild bulls or cows as though

analogy, inf n. Jºsé, (S, A, K, TA) or this
&: seejee.
is a simple subst., (Msb,) [He dron'sed; he was,

they were sheep, terming the female is 3.
(AAF.) – Also is.” ! A noman ; as like
wise it. (TA.)

6 *>

2 - e.

4a-º-º:

or became, dron’sy, or heavy with sleepiness : or
he slumbered, or dozed :] the inf. n. is syn. with
&- : (S, A, K:) or W. J-º signifies languor

Jas: see 3×3.
º

*.

23 a .
6 J .

6 e

5 e o .

• 1:
6 - a .

see jeu.
in the senses, (K, TA,) arising from the heaviness

o ,

3\as and 3)'ss :

See as-as.

-

[nhich is the prevenient sign] of sleep: (TA:)
Jeu Uttering a sound or noise [nith, or in, the or the beginning of sleep : (M, art. J-3:) or its
23:23-, or innermost part of the nose]. (Sh.) proper signification is, accord. to Az, (Mºb, TA,)
And wº Clamorous: (K, TA:) W fem. with 3, 3-, (Msb) or * (TA) without sleep: (Msb,
applied to a woman, and signifying the same: TA)orº is in the head, and J-º is in the
(A:) or, so applied, it signifies clamorous and eye : or ā- is the vapour ( &2) of sleep which
&

.

-

£e-

A camel of beautiful colour, and highly
esteemed. (TA.) is-el- A she-camel of beauti.

ful colour: (TA:) or a white she-camel, (S,
K,) of generous race : (TA:) a swift she-camel:
a she-camel upon nihich one hunts wild cons:

-

… o.º.

(S. K.) such is of the kind called & (IJ) foul, or immodest (K.) and "Jºš es; ãº,
or one that is light, or active : (TA:) pl.

&tº

begins in the face, then is transmitted to the

a [very jealous] clamorous woman; (K;) in heart, and you say, of a man, Jº , and then,
($.) — i.e. also A woman of beautiful com which phrase, US, as may not be regarded as fem. Atº. (Mäb, art. A53.) It is said in a proverb,
-

355
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-ić, Jºe Jº... [A delaying of the payment, (God) set him up, or upright; as also Y axiſ:
of a debt, or the like, like

the dronsing, or slum (Msb:) [see an ex. in a verse cited voce

resembling a

ii-, upon which

the king used to

Jºl

be carried, nhen sick : (IDrd, Msb, K:) not the
bering, of the dog :] i.e. continual: ($, TA :) or he [app. a man] raised him, or lifted him up, Jºsé of a corpse. (IDrd, Msb.) This is said to
for the dog is characterized by much vºlas, and, after a stumble, or trip. (Sh.) You say also, be the primary application. (TA.) — And hence,
as is said in the B, is accustomed to open his à-ºl << I set the tree upright, when it was (TA,) A bier, (S, A, Msb, K,) when the corpse

eyes [only] sufficiently for the purpose of guard leaning. (TA.) And & Jºsé He raised his is upon it, for otherwise it is called 2,2: (S, IAth,
ing, and this he does time after time. (TA.) – eye, or eyes. (S," K.) — [Hence, aor. and inf. Msb:) it is called by the former name because of

J-3, (TK) inf n. Jº, (IAar, K) t It (a

n. as above, (TA,) the recovered him from his its height, or its being raised: (S, TA:) pl.

man's judgment, and his body,) was soft, and embarrassment, or difficulty: (A:) : he restored Jºsé : (Msb:) also, a reticulated thing, (Az.
weak. (IAar, K, TK.) – t It (a market) nas, him from a state of poverty to wealth, or com Mgh, TA,) resembling a ai-s, (Mgh,) n-hich is
or became, stagnant, or dull, with respect to traf petence, or sufficiency; (K, TA) as also "4:ail: put as a cover over a [dead] noman n-hen she is
fic. (K, T.A.)
(TA:) and the recovered him from a state of placed upon the bier; (Az, Mgh, TA;) but this
though people called it
4. U-x}} t He begat heavy, sluggish, lazy, indo perdition or destruction. (TA.) And 4tſ & is properly called
1 May God restore thee from poverty to nealth, Jº, which is properly only the bier itself. (Az,
lent, or torpid, sons. (AA, K.)
or competence, or sufficiency: or make thee to con TA.) – [And hence,) &
** [or **
6. L-cLj He feigned himself [dronsing, or tinue in life; preserve thee alive. (A.) And
sº Jºsé, together with Jº Or Jº, constitute
slumbering, or] sleeping. (K," TA.) – f. It "4x1 + He set him up, and strengthened his
+ The constellation of Ursa Major: or the princi
(lightning) became faint. (A, TA.)
pal stars thereof:] seven stars; n-hereof four
ãº [A single fit of dron'siness: or of slumber: TA,) [The spring, or spring-herbage, or the season,
[n:hich are in the body] are called Jº [or Jºl.
a single movement of the head in dron'sing or slum or rain, called &ºl,] makes men to live and enjoy and three [n:hich are in the tail] are called sº,
bering. (TA.) You say, $3.2% à-x} arºj [A plenty of herbage or the like. (T.A.) — [Hence ($, K,) i.e., Jº St. Lº: (TA :) and in like
vehement fit of dron'siness, or of slumber, came also.) - J. Jºsé, (Sh, K) aor, as above, (Sh,) manner es; all, (K) Or Jºan Jºaº sºlº
upon him]. (A.) And ā-ſº à-aº -a [I and so the infn. (TA) f He eulogized, or praised, [together with Jºãº U: as constitute t the con
the dead man, (Sh, K,) and eacalted his praise, or stellation of Ursa Minor: or the principal stars
dron'sed, or slumbered, once]. (S.)
fame, or honour. (Sh.) – <! lsº also thereof; seven in number; nºkereof the four in the
signifies They carried the dead man upon the body are called Jº...a5, and the three in the tail are
Jºsé see 1.
Jº, q.v. (A [where this signification is indicated, called Jº]: ($:) [the former four] said to be
but not expressed: it is shown, however, by an likened to the bearers of a bier, because they form
Jº A she-camel bountiful in yielding milk; explanation of pass, part. n. (q.v. infra) in the a square: (IDrd, TA:) [the cºur* being so called

£º,

*

heart. (TA) And Jº Jº &º (A.

4 - 6 -

* - d.

2 -

6 -

p6. .

-

.

O - e.

(S, A, K,) that dronses, or slumbers, in yielding

as being likened to damsels or to men (for cºurs

milk; (A;) or because, in yielding milk, she TAJ)—ºjº Jº Jº 4 J-1 ſq.v.) was is pl. of & applied to an irrational thing as well
drowses, or slumbers: (S:) or having much milk, made for her bier. (Mgh, from a trad, of, or
as pl. of <) following a bier:] Sb and Fr agree
that dronses, or slumbers, when milked: (M :) or relating to, Fátimeh.)
that Jº is imperfectly decl. because determinate
that closes her eyelid on being milked. (Az, T.A.)
2, 4:3; see 1. = Also, (K,) or 4; Jº, (S,)
9 . J.

and of the fem. gender: (S:) or it is perfectly
5

*

à-la : see J-cu.

inf n. *-ij, (K) II, said to him ºf 4.

decl. when indeterminate, but not when deter

lsº

[which see above, in 1, and also below, in 8]: minate [by having the epithet J% Or
n. of J-4, [Dron'sing, dron’sy, or
(S, K:) in [some copies of] the $, a J'ſ &. added to it]: (Aboo-'Amr Ez-Zāhid, K.) Jº 24,
heavy with sleep: or slumbering, or dozing :] (S, (TA.)
also occurs, in poetry; (Sb, S, K;) because a.

Jet, part.

Msh, K) as also "ºu-23; (Lth, Fr, Th, Mºb,
K;) but this latter is rare; (Fr, Th, Mgb, K;)
and by some disallowed: (TA:) fem. of the
former with 3: (Mºb, TA:) and of the latter

single one [of the stars thereof) is called Jº &l,

4: see 1, in four places.

(Lth, K,) being made to accord. in gender with
8. Lºxºl He rose; or became raised, or lifted
Jºsé but when they say tº or
they
: (TA:) he rose after his stumble, or trip : (S,
J-4, made to accord. with Jº, fem. of 3°3; up
A, MSb, K:) and in like manner you say of a say tº : (Lth, TA:) [this is agreeable with a
and this is best in poetry: (Lth, Mgb, TA:) and bird, (A, TA,) meaning it rose [after falling or general rule; accord. to which, sº is the pl. of
*iº is also used as an epithet [in an intensive alighting], (TA,) and he raised his head. (TA.) & applied to anything but a human being:]

&i,

Jºlsº like as Jº is

sense] applied to a female: (TA:) the pl. of Hence the saying, J.<; S3 J.33 May he fall, the pl. of Jºa, Sºlº is
; and that having stumbled, or stumble and fall, and not rise pl. of Jº 3. (L, TA.) See also Jºsé.
[again]: a form of imprecation. (TA.) And
Also Jº A piece of wood, (K, TA,) of the length
hence the saying of 'Omar, 4'ſ 4:3
good fortune is slumbering]. (A, TA.)
! of twice the stature of a man, (TA,) upon the head
Rise thou : may God raise thee : or 40' 31-s3
of n!hich is a piece of rag, (K, TA,) called º
has here one of the two meanings assigned to it
Jºaº
(TA,) with which young ostriches are hunted or
before, in 1. (TA.) — [And hence,) tº He re
captured. (K, TA.)
1. ***, aor. , (§, K) inf n. Jº, (S) He covered, or became recovered, from his embarrass
(God) raised him; lifted him up; (S, K;) as ment, or difficulty. (A, TA.)
Jºsé [or Jºsé + The small star called] J.
also W 4-15 (Lth, Ks, K;) which is disallowed
Jºaº A state of elevation, or exaltation. (Sh.) which is [by the star () in the middle of Jº sº.
... •2 : *
... •
by ISk, who says that it is a vulgar word, and See 1. — A state of remaining; lastingness;
So in the saying, Jºa eu, Jº
by J after him, but is correct; (TA;) and "4:33, endurance; permanence; or continuance; syn. [He, or it, is more obscure than No'eysh among
{&. (Sh, K.) = [A kind of litter, or a thing the Benát Naqsh]. (A, TA.)

Jº is cº, like #3, pl. of #5

-

of i-eô is J-º. (Mºb)—Jºsé 3–1 (His

Jºzº

9 &.

©-

--

5

(AA, K,) inf n. Jºãº (AA, TA) or He

- 2

Book I.]
6 o'.

Jºe's J1 : see Jºº, near the end.
5
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• J

.*

x d -

Jºe A corpse carried upon a Jº, or
(S, A,” Msb.)

= Hence, (TA) jºi sã, (S) or 333, (so in

the sparron, ; and the fem. is with 3: (Mgb:)
or (TA; in the K, and) a species of the 2
(K, TA; in the CK, erroneously, 4-5) red in
the beaks and in the loner parts of the Jºi [or
portions beneath the beaks]: (TA:) or the males

a copy of the A,) t The man became angry, or
vehemently or most vehemently angry, or affected
with latent anger nithout ponyer to eacercise it :
(S, A:) or his inside boiled by reason of such

See Supplement.]
anger: (As, S:) and
-

jāj, aor. :; and

-

º

34%, aor. : : and thereof: (Ki) pl. ºº, (S, Mºb, K) like as

Jé, aor. 2; (K;) the first of

which is the most common ; (TA;) inf. n.

-ā, aor.

1.

and 2, (inf. n.

Jº, TA,)

and it is said to resemble

names

bier.

[lass, &c.

of; and *;

< *, (As, S, IKtt, A, L.) and <5%. (As, K.)

He

[of the first] and &%; and "2+3;
(K.) — wº, which last, in the CK, the word

&- is pl. of 94. ($, Mº.) Its dim is

3.

* (S, Mºb, K) occurring in a trad. ; º ū
(K;) [after jº Já L. Jºsé [0 Aboo-'Omeyr, what did

(a man, TA) smallowed saliva.
Jé, COIn the little nughar?]; (S, K;) said by Moham
(inf n. *-ā, TA,) It (a bird) sipped water: you mencing the explanation, is omitted;] his inside mad to a little child of Aboo-Talhah El-Ansáree,
do not say of a bird 49%. (K)—-š He (a boiled against him by reason of anger : (K:) or who had a bird, or birds, of this name, which
man) took in gulps, or ſuped, in drinking: (K:) by reason of vehement or most vehement anger, or died. (TA.)
and likewise an ass. (TA.). tº: .5) &: <s. latent anger without poncer to exercise it: (TA :)
3 ***
or (so accord. to the TA; but in the K, and)
Lºyº”
with kesr, I drank in gulps from the vessel.
5

o, e.

*** "… he became changed, or altered, to him,

(ISk, S.)

ãº A hungering. (K.) A tribe's wanting
food, or hungering: syn. J- jú. (K, as in
some copies: [app. the right reading:] in other
copies,

jä, which

is pl.

of 3.

TA.) – See

ăcăș.

See art. Jºë.
and threatened him neith evil: (ISk, S, K, TA:)
andjº, aor. 2, inf. n. }* , also signifies he held
enmity in his heart, watching for an opportunity
1. Jº, aor. , (S. K.) inf n. Jº, (S) He
to indulge it; or he hid enmity and violent hatred
(a
man, S,) failed of having his desire fully
in his heart; or he bore rancour, malevolence,
accomplished: ($, K:) but Lth says, that it is
malice, or spite. (TA.)
• **
-

-

more commonly with teshdeed, i. e. V Jºj,
ãº and wº
" a #3 A gulp; or as much as is smal

5: see 1, in two places.
[unless this be a mistake for

2-22

Jºl

g

loned at once; of water &c.; (S, K:) or the

yºu:

Jéui

inf. n.

-

[app. meaning, 1 The

Jºi. (TA)—And in like manner, (S) He

"latter signifies a single act of gulping; (K:) behaving with mutual enmity or hostility]. (K.)
differing from the former like as [its syn.] *º
* 1 [Angry or vehemently or most vehemently
does from *: (TA:) pl. of the former &#.
angry, or affected with latent anger neithout
(S:) for which 3 occurs in a verse. (TA.) –
ponser to eacercise it: as is implied in the $:

(a camel) failed of having his full, or complete,
draught, or drink. ($, K.) – And It (beverage)

Ex. 2%, Jº ºf tº # & sº tº 4%
AG gº tº ! [Eaccellent!

Hon cool a gulp

6.

i. q.

was imperfect, or defective. (K.) — See also 5.

=-“ (L.K) and J.A. (LTA)[both infºns,
the verb of the former being app. Jaš, used

or] having his inside boiling by reason of anger:
2.É.- 0

(S, K.) and [it is said that] 3,5

3'-el

-

intransitively, and that of the latter Jaś, used

Sig

is it! How cool is it to the heart! May the hands nifies a woman very jealous; syn. &#: (K:) transitively, followed by *}] also signify The
and mouth perish 'J said on hearing of the death [but] it is related in a trad. of Alee, that a bringing one's camels to the drinking-trough, and,
of an enemy, or of any trial or affliction that has

woman came to him and told him that her

when they have drunk, turning them back, and

bringing others; (K;) taking forth, from every
two camels, a strong camel, and putting in its
K.) So in the following saying, asſe Jºe L. slave; whereupon he said, “If thou be speaker place a neak camel; and thus as it were, making
of truth, we stone him ; and if thou be a speaker
£3 ãº [A foul action was never found to be
of falsehood, we whip thee." and she said, their drinking troublesome. (TA.) – You say

befallen him. (A) = i. A foul action. (S,

husband had illicit intercourse with her female

chargeable upon him.] (S.)

ãº es: Jº es'! Jº, (S, TA,) meaning,

also,

Jºl Jº Jaś The man prevented

the

man from obtaining his share of nater by inter
posing to hinder his camels from drinking; and
in like manner, a.c, W a.aß' [He prevented him
from obtaining his share of pasturage for his
camels} : the verb in the latter instance being
with I. (TA.) – See also 2.

[Restore ye me to my family, very jealous,
nith my inside boiling by reason of anger, or
1. * āş, aor. :, inf n. < *, He pulled hair; vehement or most vehement anger, or latent
anger without ponier to exercise it : this is the
syn. 4-3- (K.)
explanation given by As : and ISd says, that
he holds 3935 to signify here angry, not very
jealous; since it is related that an Arab said to
eE
2. tº Jax. He cut short a thing of n!hich
3.3% Lasting and vehement evil. (IAar, K.) a woman, 3×3 Al -: & [Art thou very
we loved to have much, or abundance. (IAar,
—“ e? tº We fell into lasting and vehe jealous or angry 2] (TA.)
TA) – 4 Jeº and “le "Jº, int. n.
ment evil. (L.)
Jé Certain birds like sparrows, (S,) or a Jaś; but the former is the more common; He
species of sparron's, (Msb,) neith red beaks : rendered [an affair, or circumstances, or a state,)
Jºãº
(S, Msb:) n, un, with 3: ($:) or the young troublesome, or perturbed, to him ; syn. jºe.
ones of sparron's : (K:) n. un, as above: (TA :) (IKtt, T.A.) You say, Jº
ài Jak,
•

*- :

-

&

. .

5 ...

2.

•

-

* -d -

…

• , of

o

*

9 oe

1. 335, º, (S, K, TA) aor. 3 and -º

º

(K, and so in a copy of the A,) aor. : ; and or the young ones of the sparron's; (Sh, Msb;)
<!,á, aor. 3 (Ki) inf nº (IKI, K) [of the n:hich you always see in a lean state : (Sh:) (S. K.) inf n. Jºis (S3) and ºak (S. K)
first] and 3 (IK!!, TA) and Čš (K, TA) or [a species] of young sparrows : (TA :) or and Jºal asle "Jaśl; (K;) God rendered life
and 3.3% , (TA,) The cooking-pot boiled; estuated; the bird called Jº: (Mºb, K.) it is said that troublesome, or perturbed, to him; syn. 33-3
became in a state of violent commotion ; syn. the people of El-Medeeneh call the Jº by the (S, K.) the first of these is the most common:
355 *
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-

(TA:) the second occurs in poetry; the pro [see Jatū, below.]–82; Jºsé + His affair, And Jaé '... (K) and "Jºš (§, K) : A
noun in this relating to a man. (Akh, S, TA.) | or case, was, or became, in a neak, or unsound, cloud, or clouds, becoming dense, and then ready

= See also Jaś.

state; syn.

Jºs.

(TA.) = See also 4, in two to rain, and seen to move about, one part into
another, without going along : (S:) or in a state
of motion, or commotion, one part after another,

places.
4: see 1, last sentence : — and see also 2.

4. Jaś: see 1. = 4. Akīl He put it in a state

5. i.e. ----, (S) or ***, (K.) His
state of lift, (S,) or his means of subsistence, (K,)

(K, TA,) not travelling along : (TA:) or seen
of motion, commotion, agitation, or convulsion;
to move about, one part into another, nithout
shook it ; shook it about ; made it to nabble, or

going along. (L.) — Also, (S, K,) or " iseg,
became troublesome, or perturbed, or attended totter; nagged it; nodded it; as also W **:

(so in a copy of the A.) and "Jº and "Jº,

neith trouble; syn. sº (S, K.) You say (S, Mºb, K, TA;) and 42 " Jº (A') namely
(A, K,) but this is rare, (TA,) A cartilage :
also, 9. Jé, inf n. Jaš, [His affair, or a thing: (Msb :) or his head; (S, A, TA;) in

($:) or the cartilage of the shoulder-blade: (A,

case, became troublesome, &c.;] (A:) [for] "Jas wonder; (A ;) or as one in wonder at a thing; K:) or the part thereof where it moves to and
(S, TA;) or in disapproval of a thing told him;
fro ; (K:) or the upper part of the end of the
is syn. with Jä as signifying 333. (Har,
(AHeyth, TA :) or in derision; or as though
cartilage of the shoulder-blade: (TA :) or the
p. rvr).
asking the meaning of n-hat n'as said, inclining to W Jaś of the shoulder-blade is the thin bone at
the speaker. (TA.) Hence, in the Kur, [xvii.
6, ºn Jº Jº east. The camel.
the extremity thereof: (Shi) or the "Juak;
cronded, or pressed, together to the drinking
trough. (Ks, K.”)

Jºsé is said to signify Things that prevent one
from attaining an object of desire.

º & Cº.; ($, TA) And they

are the parts of the root of the shoulder.
n-ill shake, or nag, their heads at thee, in derision.
blade that move about in n-alking : (L:) and the
(TA.)

Jaé of a man is the base of the neck, where he
mores about his head, (Sh.)

5: see 1, in three places.

(Har,

Jaś

p. rvr.)

One nºho shakes his head, and trembles

iáº; see Jāsū.

in his gait; (K:) an inf. n. used as an epithet.
Jºãº Any one niho cuts short a thing of (TA.) — A male ostrich that shakes his head:
n:hich one loves to have more. (IAar, T.A.)
(S :) or Jaś, as also "Jak, is a name of the
male ostrich; determinate; (K;) being a name of
the species; like ãº (TA:) so called because,

[-ājº, &c.

See Supplement.]

tº

1. Jáš, aor. : , (Ks, S, A, Mºb, K,) and 2, when he hastens his gait, he moves up and
6: o y

down : (Lth :) or a name of the male ostrich
3UA One of several parts, or portions, of
(S, K,) and &Laº and Jºsé, (K.) It was or that has a habit of going round about : (AHeyth, scattered herbage : or one of several adjacent
K. :) and W iaº [is the n. un, signifying] an meadon's (~~9), separated from, and rising
became, in a state of motion, commotion, agita

(S, A, K.) inf n. Jº (§, Mºb, K) and Jº

º

-

tion, or convulsion ; it shook; shook about; n'ab ostrich. (TA.) – See also

bled; tottered; nagged; nodded; syn.

9-i,

º

aſſº :

Jasº.

.

above, the greater part of the pasture ; pl. Us– .
(K.)

see JaéU, in three places.

(S, A, Mºb, K) and Jº, (A, K) J.
-stºſ (TA) as also "Jasl (Mºb, K) and
'J. (K:) it is said of a man's head; ($,

See Jax).
1.

ãaº. A tree. (IKt.) – See also Jaś.

TA) and also, (S, A) with Jº and Čaš
9

jºu <, (S, K,) aor. :, inf. n. ** (S)
&, (L.) The cooking-pot boiled:

and < *; and

a.

Jºãº A she-camel having a large hump : (K:) or thren, forth what resembled arron's,
and of the central incisor (S, TA) of a child, because, when it is large, it shakes, or quakes. by reason of [its vehement] boiling : ($, L:) [see
for its inf ns., (S,) of a camel's saddle, (S, A,)

also cº, and sºlº l or [boiled so that] the

(S,) or of any tooth, as also V the last of the (IF, K.)

broth, or gravy, stuck to its sides: (K:) or the
verbs above mentioned; (A ;) and of other
Jº
[In
a
state
of
much
motion,
commotion,
broth boiled in the cooking pot, and nºhat dried
things; (Msb, TA;) Jaś signifying any moving
agitation,
or
convulsion;
shaking,
shaking
about,
thereaf stuck to the sides of the pot : (L:) you
in a shaking or tremulous or convulsive manner
(

sº J); (§, TA) and < *ś and
<3,

W
©

. .

.”

said of a tooth, being syn. with
* * *

-ād-, (A.) — Also, inf. n. &lº, He, or
it, was, or became, disquieted, agitated, or violently
agitated. (TA.) – 33- J. bé ! They
rose and hastened and rvent forth to, or toniards,

the enemy. (A, TA) — Jaš also signifies
+ It (a thing, TA) ras, or became, dense: (so in

nabbling, tottering, wagging, or nodding, much]. say [also] W <<
You say,

tº-º: iº J.

jº, and Asti, [ſor <sº

[Camelsjogging much

and Asté). (S, L [but in the latter, these two
neith their saddles; or jogging much their saddles]. verbs are written without the syll. points].) –
(A, TA)—see also Jºsé. — cºg 4: \-as <-àº, as also laire, t He boils with anger.
Wrinkled in the belly: an expression applied
($)—º alſº “, as also laire, t He
to Mohammad, (K,) by 'Alee, who thus ex
plained it: because of the elevation of the boils against him with anger. (TA.) – 23-2
<+. ! [His breast boils with enmity].
wrinkled parts above the even surface of the
belly: or it may be derived from &#, in ean (A.) [See also “…]
<, aor. :, inf. n.
2 *

*

*

o.

…

o.

-

-

..º.º. o

.

isºft,

-

some copies of the K) or much in quantity: (so ing “wrinkles” in the belly, by transposition of
in other copies of the K:) or much in quantity, letters. (TA.)
and dense. (TA.) And I It (a cloud) was, or
Jºaº [In a state of motion, commotion, or
became, dense, and then became ready to rain,
agitation,
or convulsion; shaking; shaking about;
and reas seen to move about, one part into another,
wabbling;
tottering; nagging; nodding ; pl.
writhout its going along : (S:) or was seen to
ãºl.
You
say, Jºsé J- [Great pully
become ready to rain, nithout motion, not travel Jakº].
fing along: (A:) or it travelled along. (IF.) sheaves in a state of motion, &c.]. ($, T.A.)

& iſ and & (L, K) and <-sº

<º, (L,)
(K, L:) or Čeč
and

+ He (a man, L) reas angry:
resembles coughing : [so that the verb seems to
signify he made a noise like coughing, by reason
of anger :] (L:) or he blen, in anger: (L:) or
he blen, (; ā, as in the copies of the K in my
hands,) or snelled, or became inflated, (8*,
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-*-**
(K.) —

as in the TA,) by reason of anger.

— Jº Jº

i ! He (the Holy Spirit

3.35 Enchanting. (Msb.)

<ā, (aor. ..., L.) inf n < *, It (flour or the [Gabriel]) inspired, or cast, or put, into my mind,
like) had nºater poured upon it, and swelled, or
became inflated, (
in consequence. (L, K.)

&#3)

6 : see 1.

or heart.

(Nh, from a trad.) – [You say,

3

x d >

~3A… A man enchanted. (A.)

9,i,j & 443 & º

[If such a one blen,
or spat, upon thee, he would thron, thee donon upon
thy side.]. Said to one who tries his strength

&"

*:::

1. &#, ($, K,) aor. 2, inf. n.
(Msb;)
(A.) — & & and 'aº; (TA;) It (a hare, S, K, or other
resembles arron's, by reason of [its vehement] U.ae as though meaning He blen, at me by animal, Msb) sprang up (S, K) from its hole; or
reason of the violence of his anger. (L.) [See leaped. (TA.) — &; (TA;) and W **'. (S,)
boiling : &c. (S, L.)

sº Jº. A cooking-pot throning forth

what with one superior to him.

also -i-.]— & 3] X- &: ãº [The inf. n.
(Msb;) and
(TA ;) He
arºſſ A certain kind of food, thicker than
serpent ejects venom from its mouth nºken it
made a hare to spring up (S, &c.) from its hole;
mhat is called tº-º: (K;) i.g. āā29-; made
* *

gº;

,

-

6 -

•

-

'**'.

" -

inflicts a round with its nose]. (S) — & It or to leap. (TA)— -á, aor. - and 2, inf. n.
by sprinkling flour upon mater or milk, (fresh (a wound) emitted blood. (T.A.) — [From the
milk, L,) until it becomes sn’ollen or inflated, blowing or spitting upon the knots :] 4:3, inf. n.

**;

(~1%) (S, L,) n-hen it is supped, or sipped <º, He enchanted him. (Msb.) —jº <āş,
(J-2); (L;) it is thicker than * -- the aor. 2, inf. n. * and <<, The cooking-pot

slackened his run.

9 *x

and W. tº:

It (a jerboa) ran : (M :) or

(A) — 2-6, and " **',

w

and "2-à-5, It (anything) rose; or became
- -

&º,

elevated, or exalted. (TA.) —
aor. ...,
master of a family uses it plentifully for his
boiled : or, boiled, and thren, forth what resembled inf. n. **, IIe made anything to rise; or to
household in times of scarcity: ($, L:) they only
arron's, by reason of the vehemence of its boiling.
eat arºš, and āres- in a time of straitness, and
elevated, or eralted. (TA.) – c’s A3
(Msb)
[See also c.33.] It is when it begins become
2 - 2
dearness, and leanness of the cattle : Az says, in
ā-xAſ) The chicken came forth from its egg.
to boil. (TA.)
art. Jjja-, axes- is flour thrown upon water or
2 oa
| ($, K.) —
(aor. :, inf. n. : is, S,) It (a
milk, and cooked, and then eaten with dates or
4 o' .

-

**,

ºuaº- &: Poetry: (K, from a trad.:)
[here a word in the L is illegible; after which called tº because it is like a thing which a woman's breast) heaved up her shift. ($, K.) —
cºJJ) -º-º: f The wind came with force : (S,
we read] and it is [what is called] ...t. -; and it
man spits, or blows, (<āº,) from his mouth,
.

.

9.

.”

*2+-

is also called

,

6 -

-

K. :) or, suddenly. (TA.) — **,

and arºš3 and aaaya- and

gº,

inf. n.

like incantation. (AObeyd)—-tº &. 5

3,9- and ãº are a kind of L-º-, betn'een
-

and thin.

6

-

(L.)

.

[See also reji-, and

32

thick

°

J%

This is of the poetry of such a

on.

(TA)

ãº-]

He magnified, or made great, him, or it. (Msh,
TA.) [And so, Y ** It became great.

<< 2, Blood emitted by a wound (S, K) or (TA) — ;, iſ, aor. 3, inf n. xii; (Mºb) and
vein.

'**',

(TA.)

(TA,) and

"sia; (K;)

He boasted

*-ā)

of that which he did not possess, (Msb,) and
[A plain land that produces
which was not in him : (TA:) or, of more than
many plants, or herbs, or much herbage,) as he possessed.
(K.)
&é, (TA,) [He puffed; or blen, without though bloncing forth, or spitting forth, the
spitting; or he sputtered, or blen, forth a little
4: see 1, and 10.
plants, or herbs. (L, from a trad.) [The cor
spittle in minute scattered particles: or] he spat :
rectness of Łºś is questioned by El-Khattábee. 5: see 1, in two places.
or he [did as though he] spat without ejecting
spittle: and
e” & signifies he spat, May it not be a mistake for &ū ?]

1. 33, aor. : and , inf n. * (§, K) and

535.]]

ejecting a little spittle, upon the knot, in enchant
ment: (Msb:) or &
and less than

34; its & 3.

8. 2-9 tº- “, The sides of the camel
âû What one blon's, or spits, (**) from became elevated, ($, K,) [or bulging,) and great,

is like £iº, or bloning, his mouth. (S.) — What a person having

Jä, or spitting, or ejecting

*

Q.

-

e.

naturally. (TA) — Hence the expression &tº

spittle disease in his chest blons forth or spits out,

from the mouth : (S, K:) or like blowing, with
[the emission of] spittle: (Keshshāf;) or like
blowing, as done in enchantment, without spittle :
the action, if accompanied by spittle, being
termed Jäxji: this is the most correct explana
tion: ('Ináyeh :) or gentle blowing without
spittle: (5*$SI:) or more than bloning; or

alsº t[The smelling out of the new moons], in a
< *. (K.) – What remains in one's mouth,
trad, respecting the signs [of the last day]. (TA.)
of a Jº-, or tooth-stick, and is spit out : (S:) – See 1 throughout.

a particle broken

off (Šuš:

so in the L &c. :

tº-

10.

(IAar, M) and * > āşī, (M,) He

in the K, ****) from a 99-, or tooth-stick,
(a sportsman) dren, forth a jerboa [&c. from its
remaining in the mouth, and spit out. (L, K.) hole]. (M.) — Hence, (TA,) t He dren, forth,
One says, &LE tº Jº- âûâ Jº 3. If he
and caused to appear, the anger of a person. (K.)
like bloning ; but less than spitting: sometimes asked me for a particle of a tooth-stick, remain

without spittle, thus differing from Järji; and ing in my mouth, I would not give him (it). (S.)
sometimes nith a little spittle, thus differing from
J) : or the emitting mind from the mouth,

together neith a little spittle. (MF)—3. j
* 32, * .. [He who has a disease in his

** A certain hind of food. (See aº and

* and * is tº t[A boasting of that nihich
one does not possess, or the like: see 1, and
(A.) [See also

tº].

£º

*3.)
à-i-

3.

&tº An enchanter; one niho is in the habit of

*

** A woman, (K,) and a man, (TA,)

-

chest must spit]. A proverb. (S.) – 4:3 &: *ś,
large in the buttocks: (K, TA:) or prominent
enchanting : fem. with 3. (Msb.) — &&. therein. (TA in art. • Re-.)
aor. :, inf. n. 3.3, He ejected it from his
2iºn U. [Kur, cxiii. 4,] The nomen who blow,
mouth. (Mºb.) – [Hence,) Jº º & 3 iſ
without spitting, saying something at the same

*** A

single leap of a hare from the place

-ºil f God cast, or put, the thing into the time, upon the knots which they tie in a thread, where it has been lying. In a trad., a sedition,
heart. (Mºb) – 134- Jº cº * ! Such a or string: (Jel:) meaning the enchantresses. or disturbance, is likened to this in regard of the
thing was inspired, or put, into my mind. (A.) (S, K, Jel.) [See a verse cited voce

*]

shortness of its duration. (TA.)
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** – tº
3.

**@:

See

** and £º.

- ~ of

i

Jºs-àl One who eraggerates, or erceeds the encountered them in nar face to face, having

due bounds, in speech; (K;) and who boasts of before their faces neither shields nor anything else;
syn. 29-se: (S, K :) originally signifying
that which he does not possess. (TA.)
of the hind of tree called
; not known by Aboo
they approached them in fight so near that the
** Pieces of stuff with which women make breath of each party reached the other. (TA)
Sa’eed with 2- [in the place of &l. (S [so in the
copies of that work which I am using, three in their buttocks to appear large; syn. ºutſ. — 4-su He contended with him. (K.) —
| 4:3 au;(S, A) and &
;
number: but in one copy, “except with c ”].) (K.)
-

is sº A bon (S, K) made of a piece of wood

&

...)

• .

'º, (A) inf n. &:

c -d -

&lt; ! A proud man; as also " ** :

-

-

är… A man having elevated, [or (IAar;) t He contended for him, or in defence

Jeº-

(K:) a

... o.º.

*** A camel having
£º.

boastful and proud man: (ISk, $:) a man who bulging, sides. (A.) —
praises himself for that nihich is not in him : one prominent flanks. (TA.) See
who says that which he does not, and rho boasts
of that which does not belong to him and which is
not in him; as also V

sº 3% (and

W

or one niho boasts of that which he does

5 *

tºº.

(TA.)

o.

slight odours (Aiſnin hºrt tº 9 p. <<ā.

1. -ā, aor. 2, (S, L, K.) inf n. **

not possess:

and said to be not of high repute. (TA.) [See

'.
him : (IAar, A :) as also

ãº An odour, whether good or bad: or a
plentecus odour; differing from isº, which is a

**

à-ſº 3. A):

of him; (S;) repelled from him, and defended

and

3: (L) and ** and Öº,

(L, K)
(K,) It (per

(L.) You say *l as as aſ, (S, L.) and ***,

(L,) It has a good, or sneet, and a bad, or foul,
fume) diffused its odour. ($, L., K.) – < odour. (L.) – i_i: ; A blast, or breath, of
inf. n.
wind. (K.) — (…) &: i-á ! A pleasant and
! The wind blen: ; (S, Msb, K:) or blen, gently;
fragrant blast of the east mind. And
i-w
--

also
º

Jºã.]
-

&#9:

5 *

3-2, (S, Mºb, K.) aor. ,

-

see as-39.

**, (Mºb)

&:

6

*

~*

is sº The commencement of anything, (so in began to be in a state of commotion : (A:) --> āş 2,4- f.A grievous blast of hot wind. (A Heyth.)
tWO copies of the $, and so in the Mºb,) or of any and <--iſ are syn., except that the effect of
—-3- &: i-á + A part, or portion, of
wind, (so in one copy of the S,) that begins with is greater than that of Aji: (Zj:) or, accord. to
punishment: (S, K:) or a grievous blast of punish
vehemence, or violence : (S, Msb:) or a mind that
relates to a cold,

tº

(S) or 1A, (EA) *
ment: (AHeyth;) or a most violent infliction of
begins with celemence : (K:) or, that comes with A,
or cool, wind; and tºº a hot wind: (S, TA :) punishment. (L.) —23. i- : The first gush
rehemence : (A:) As thinks it to be attended by
<< ! The
cold : AHn says, that sometimes the north wind [but see is ºl. — tº ~5-)
* ... o.

-

of blood from a mound. (Khālid Ibn-Jembeh, L.)
rises upon people when they have been sleeping, south wind blen, upon it with its cold, or coolness. — —iſ 1 A single churning (ias . . so in the
and almost destroys them with cold at the close (IB)—& **, (aor. , inf n. *, *) A and TA: in the CK and a MS. copy of the K,
of the night, when the former part of the night f The rein ejected, or spirted forth, blood. ($, K.) à-a-o, with
unpointed :) of milk. (A, K.)
-

...

has been warm : (TA:) or a wind that rises upon And in like manner,

one suddenly and vehemently, when he is not an are: stab ejected, or

23.9 &L = <<

spiredforth,

f The

o

.

— [See 1.] – i-º,

A gift: (Mºbi) [Pl.

blood. (TA.) —

*-*] — sº & tº Jº Jº S

(sh ) pl. #'s. (A) — is 3% A cloud

-ā ( He churned the milk once. (S, L) There cease not to ve attributable to such a
abounding with rain : (S, K :) so called from the (A)= -º 4-3 He struck him, or it,
* …•
one acts of kindness, or favours. (L.) – 13-ºxº
same word as signifying “a wind that comes with
lightly, o, slight, with the snºord: (A:) he * * ~ * >
aVi äse-; el-āj:1 (TA:) see art. Jºe, voce
vehemence:” (TA :) thus called by the name of
reached, or hit, him, or it, (43%) nºith the snºord • * ~ *
-

the thing which is its cause. (S) = is

sº The

Jºjº.

hinder part of a rib : (S:) or, of the ribs: (K:) (S, L, K) from a distance, (S, L,) by a side-blow,
as also "

&é : (TA:) pl. 3%.

(S.) =

is 35

- -

§3.

(L.) —

**, inf n. **, He struck, smote, or
, - X-

beat. (L.) See 3. H
+ Camels which a man inherits, and n:hereby
his camels are increased in number. (T.A.) – or cast. (L.) — Lº

º, o -

* inf. n. **, He thren,

tº t

2:

s

6

*** cº f A meind

º º: violently, and

(L.) – ***

raises the dust.

*ºtº

1 A south

He thrust, or pushed, wind (S, IB) that blon's coldly, or coolly. (IB.)
-

**

— . sº ãº A horse, or the like, that kicks with

repelled,
thingn. from
him.horse,
(L.)or–thesº-à
is 35 ! A daughter: so called because she in or
£31,
aor. 2,a inf
#, The
like,

its hind leg : or, with the extremity of its hoof.
(L.) [See 1.] —
1 A she-camel n:hose milk
kicked, or struck, n'ith its hind leg : (L:) or, neith
comes forth without its being dranºn from the teat :
its hoof: (Msb:) or, with the eactremity of its
(S, K:) and an udder that does not retain its milk.
hoof: tº is said to be with one hind leg; and
Jº ! A bon; that sends
29, with both hind legs together. (L.) <--- (AZ.) See
g

creases the property of her father by her dowry:
(K) or, that increases the property of her father;
for he takes her dowry (consisting of camels, TA)
and adds it to his property, (or camels, TA,) so
that the amount becomes raised. (S.) The

**

& **
-

J.

the arron: far; or that impels the arron, with

Arabs used to say, in the time of paganism, when
à. The she-camel struck, or kicked, nºith her

a daughter was born to one of them, ā-sº & ūs
Jr. JHe made the
May she mºho is to increase thy property by her hind leg. (S.) £3,
dowry be productive of enjoyment to thee! (S.) kicking of the horse, or the like, with its hind leg, to be
E is 35 A bag, follicle, or vesicle, of musk : (K:) of no account; not to require anything to be paid
by its owner. (L.) [See 3 in art. •-fic.] = a-à3
pl. gº (S:) an arabicized word, (S, K,) from

&

-

**

*-*.

&#,

&

a

.

-

- - -

***

o

-

Msb, it is Arabic, and a bag of musk is so called conferred upon him a favour). (S.) [See an ex.
because of its high value, from

2 -

(TA:) each of which two words is a name for a
bon": ($, with respect to the former, and TA,
with respect to the latter:) pl. of the former
: (S:) and Y
signifies a branch of the
Jº (inf. n.
Msb,) ( He gave him a thing. tree called
of n!hich a bon is made. (ISk,
($, K.) — ā-ā a-aī 1 He gave him a gift; or S, K.) [See also is…}, with &l
- -

[the Persian] aşū; and therefore some say that
it is properly written 4.3% or, accord. to the

force: (S, A, K.) as also Y i-º (K) and Y

“he magni voce dºjº.]

3-eń3: See

º;

… •

tºº.

**

4. [Musk that diffuses much odour or
fied him, or it:” but2-8-this requires
consideration.
3. **ść (inf n, i-34, TA) They con
3:2
5 - J. 9, o
(TA.) See 4–5, 359, voce j9.
tended with them with snºords face to face; or fragrance]. (A, art. Alai-) = is tº iº.ſ. i A
o

* -
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** – tº

stab that ejects, or spirts forth, blood, much, or but sometimes it is trans., as many have asserted:
vehemently. (TA.)
ãº, 14 stab that you say
as well as º . ă, He blen,

***

* &º,

ejects its blood quickly. (T.) =

gº many gifts.

(T.A.) —

** I one. º

belly ($, K) by food &c. (TA.) You say º
*-*. He has an inflation of the body : (K:)

the trumpet, or blen, into the trumpet: (MF, TA:) and is a

tºl, (K,) or tº

<< is a dial. form of 23 &:

3-

I erperience an inflation of the

&

body. (S.) – [And A flatulent humour of any
jū J ſhe blen, the fire; or blew into the fire]: kind: a meaning well known.] — isºl The
upon mankind, or the creation: (K:) an epithet [see 8 (last sentence) in art. •23:] and L3 & blast [of the horn] of the day of resurrection.
applied to God; but disapproved by some, be
(L)—is is A slight odour ; differing from
cause not so applied in the Kur-án or the traditions. & [he blen, into, or inflated, the skin]: and i-º, which is a plenteous odour. (L.) —
sometimes one says 4-iſ. (Msb.) lsº Occurs
(S:) also,

yºs-Jº, (TA,) The Bestoner of [many) benefits

36 Diffusing odour;

fragrant.

i-35 A bag, or vesicle, of musk
or fragrant; pl.

tºº.

Ex.

is sº

-ºi is tº iThe chief part of youth. (L.)
in a verse of El-Katámee for sº. (S)

diffusing odour,

as:

es: Čuº

(A.)

is a The time of the season called
& + [The devil blen, into his g-ji
&Ji nhen the earth produces herbs, or herbage:

nose]: said of him who aspires to that which is (A :) or 8-9 is iſ,

i-śl ($, K, &c.) said to be the most common not for him. (TA) – 3:34:

& IIIe in:

form of the word, (TA,) for which one should not

and

**,

the time of

that season when vegetation has ended.
3 ... o.º.

(AZ.)

flated, or puffed out, the sides of his mouth;
– as āj A disease that attacks a horse, and
say i-ii, (ISk,) but this is mentioned by Ibn meaning] he was proud, or affected pride. (A.)
makes his testicles to snell. (L.) – See tw.
Et-Teiyánee and the author of the 'Eyn, (MF,)
4-3, aor. 4, inf. n.
It (food) inflated
*i; (applied to land, or ground, S) i. q.
and sometimes it is written and pronounced *-iji, him, or filled him. (L.) —
aor. -, inf. n.
(L)
•
ă,
(S,
L,)
He
(a
man,
S,
and
a
horse,
L)
(K,) or this is the most common form, (Msb)
*: : ($, L, K:) or elevated and good or fertile
-

9

ºr

£º,

-

ë,

i-º,
(K) and "i-iº,(IAar,S,K) and i-iº, (IAar,

and most approved, (ISk,) and sometimes

had inflated testicles. ($, L.) — Also, He (a ground, in n-hich is no sand nor stones, producing
beast of carriage) had his pasterns inflated with a fen trees; and so il. Arº, except that this latter
K,) with ~ in the place of the Le, (TA,) [The wind. When a beast thus affected walks, the is more flat and extensive: or soft land, in nihich
rennet, or rennet-bag, of a kid or lamb; i.e.] A humour subsides. (L.) — º ~ 2: Pepedit; is elevation : (L:) or tumid earth, that breaks in
substance that comes forth from the belly of a lid, crepitum ventris emisit. ($, K.) – 2–22 st-s-à pieces nºben trodden upon : (TA, voce **) pl.
• * :*
containing coagulated milk n'hich is termed (3, The wind came suddenly. (L.) —
it has a form of pl. proper to substs.
st-s-à
*...* @,

-

-

-

-

- -

Čeč

2.

used as a means of converting fresh milk into
J.;I, f The road cast [or brought] them suddenly
cheese : (IDrst:) or a thing that is taken forth
jrom the belly of a sucking-pig, (or lamb, Msb,) [to a place]: from tº st-s-à3. (L.) = <-of a yellow colour, and squeezed in some cotton, J-ºl. inf. n. it, f The morning became ad
(which is soaked, into milk, L, MSb,) whereupon it vanced, and the sun high. (L, K.) You say
(i.e. the milk, MF) becomes thick, like cheese : (L, also jº W = A-51 t The day became advanced, the
Msb, K:) or the stomach

(Jºë)

of a lamb or
2: see 1.

tence to J in his explaining as ājī by the term

5: see 8.

subst. predominates.

(L)—its tº

The upper

part of the bone of the Ju [or shank, or
tibia].

(K.)

º

i–º One who is employed to blow a fire.

(L.) (K.)

sun being high, (S, L,) an hour before noon.

hid before it eats : (AZ, S, Msb:) when it eats, it
is called Jºë.
(AZ, S.) F imputes inadver

because it is an epithet in which the quality of a

li: An inflation of a humour occasioned by
disease, (T, K,) arising in any part : (T:)

Jºë;

a humour; as also "i-º. (L.)—see icº.

but he does not explain it by this term

tº

It (a thing, S, as a skin, Msb,) became
inflated, or puffy; ($, A, Msb;) as also
8.

absolutely; and F adds to his own explanation

'êia.

i-li, A bubble upon water. (L, K [but in

what makes it exactly the same as that of J,
some copies of the K, for à- is erroneously
(A:) also, it became sn’ollen; i.g. Ax3. (K, art.
[except that he makes it relate to a kid only,
203.) — tº IIe hºme
or filled, by put 3,\s--J).]) — [The air-bladder of a fish ;)
saying “when the kid eats, it,” that is the a-Ast,
an inflated thing in the belly of a fish, which is

iſſued,

“is called Jºe.” (M.F.) None but a rumi food. (L.) See 1. – 31sº tº: f The bigness [or

(as they assert, L,) its ~~ [app. meaning its
nating animal has an ā-āl. (Lth.) The pl. is sncelling] of the new moons. Occurring in a trad. re
most essential part, or element,) by means of
($, K.) Any à-à3), especially [that of] specting the signs of the last day. (L.) [See **) rhich it rises in the water, and moves to and fro.
the hare, if hung upon the thumb of a person — Jº tº F[He became inflated againſt me; (L, K.) – A bladder of a plant (S, O, L., voce

£º.

i.e.] he was angry with me. (T.A.) And a 2-ºl

suffering from a fever, cures him.

}, (K)—i-º,

#, &c.)

N. un. of

& (AHn, in TA, voce

also signifies A kind of tree (2-3) resembling the t[He behaved angrily to him]. (TA in art. 3-5.)

Jié)

cº-º. (K)
* *

~ 6.

º

as-à-o: see

[And in anatomy, A cell.]

$º [Flatulence. — And hence,); Boastfulness;
… .

ãº $3% 93.9 U.

9 * ~ *

tºº and

[There is not in the house

arrogance; pride; ($, K;) [inflation neith pride):
...

pride was termed by Mohammad
(TA, art.

>)—& 3.

o.

cº

Jº,

a blonver of a fire; i.e.,] there is not in the house
any one. (S.) –

*- 33% [A man inflating,

as also 33

boastful, arrogant, proud man; (S;) or puffing out, his sides;] inflated, and ready to
do mischief, or evil. (L, from a trad.)
and Freytag, incorrectly, z; see Kur, iii. 43, &c.] [a man inflated nith pride).
inf. n.
(Msb;) and
(K,) inf. n.
A man, ($, L, K,) and a horse, (L.)

***

1.

&#, (K,)

**, f A

aor. 2, [accord. to Golius

|

q

c

à-ºº:

#:

"&#,

# t A young man (TA) full of youthfulness ãº

(TA;) He blen, neith his mouth; sent

having inflated testicles: ($, L, K :) syn.

of s.

[or youthful plumpness or vigour]; (K;) and so,
forth mind from his mouth; (K;) this is done in
(Mgh, in art. 231.) — Also, A beast of carriage
without 3, a damsel. (TA.)
having his pasterns inflated with nind: see
taking rest, and in labour or exertion, and the
3 - ?:
as āş and as-à and as āj Inflation of the &#. (L.)
like. (L.) & is mostly used as a neut. v.;
* .

0.2

43 -

d.
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• , ~ 2:: Jº-j,
*> .

, cº-ºl

3

and

. , of

3-ºl, and Jºs-à),
-

judge; (IAth, L, K;) contended, disputed, or forth from the other side, or protruded from it,
the rest remaining therein; the extremity of the
Jº, fem. with 3, # A man full of fat; (K;) litigated with him. (K.) It is said in a trad., arron,
passed through the animal at nihich it
Jºsé 2,336
(S, L) If thou contend neith
inflated mith flaccid fat, and so Y
J-3 ;
was
shot,
the rest remaining therein; (M, L, K :)
them before a judge, they will so contend with
a part of the arron, passed through, or n'ent
pl. cº-º. (TA)
thee: or if thou allege to them, they will allege
forth or protruded from, the animal at nehich it
tº: : see what follows.
and

&

a o–

3.

to thee: (IAth, L;) but accord. to one relation,

º

£º (S, L, Msb, K) and Y ** (Msb) The

•

nas shot. (A, art. 30-2.)
the verb is with J. : (S, L:) and accord. to .

See

33%

6 o –

_o - - -

-

another, the latter verb is with 5, 93.339. (L.)

&R =& The round made by a spear or

the like pased through, or beyond, the other side.
6.
13.5L
5
They
contended,
disputed,
or
liti
K:) a blacksmith's bellon's : the thing with which
(TL.) — * 3: Go thou from thy place;
a fire or other thing is blonºn (L:) the thing gated, together. (A.) See 3, and see also 15331-5, pass thou from it. (L.) [See also &J–
with 5.]
into nihich one blons. (S.) See also
*** 34. He ment his way. (TA)— is
8. 3-1; see 4. — He eacacted, took, or &2. : The road was [a thoroughfare (see 3,9]
The instrument [i.e. reed-pipe) of
the pastor, neith nihich he calls together the camels. received, it fully, or n:holly. (K.) – &: Jºã-3) perious, or passable, to every one in common.

instrument with which a fire is blonºn : (Msb,

2.É.

-

Jº £º

(A, TA, voce

gº)

cº $3%

(Mºb) – 34, 9& Jºº &º

3. [This

his running. Said with reference to a horse. road is a thoroughfare, along n:hich

every one

**

+ The suggestions of the devil.

L)—&

(M,

(TA.)

He eacacted the full, or utmost, rate of

milk.

** + Big-bellied; (K. TA;)

[inflated in

the belly]. — Also, (K,) " tº:--, (TA,) tºat;
as an epithet; (A, K5) [inflated, or snollen, with

Jºãº 3!

He drew forth the may pass, to such a place]. (T, M,” L.) —
Cº.
3. f The house, or abode,
[nas a thoroughfare, and J communicated neith

gº

(K.)

10 : see 4.

the road.
5

&ºi.

-

&tº 1 A

concard: so

(Mºb) – ºil 3á He passed

* >

Jašu.” A man n-ho exerts his nºbole ponyer, or
contention, dispute, or litigation, (S,
L,) and nºho does so well, so as to put an end to
called because he swells out his lungs. (L.)
the arguments, pleas, or allegations, of his ad
: A man inflated, or puffed, or filled, versary, and overcome him : (L:) n-ho contends
with pride, and with anger. (L.) See t”. with his adversary in arguments, pleas, or alle
gations, so as to put an end to his argument.
Jºã3
(A, L.) One says,
$3
2. Jº IIe
fat]. See

Jº

ability, in

through the people, and left them behind him ;

(T, M, L. K.) as also "...º. (L. K.) or
only the former is used in this sense. (L.) See
also the latter—23.4% ! The sight reached

3-4

º

.x o .

33%

33%

1. 34, aor. :, inf n. Sº (S, A, L, Mºb, K)
and

3á,

has not an aider, or assistant, nor one niho con
tends
&c. (A, TA.)
(L, K,) It (a thing, S, &c.) passed

them, and extended beyond them : (Ks, L:) or,
extended over them all: (A’Obeyd, L :) you

say also, 23. "...ºf in the former sense: (L:)
[or The sight penetrated into the midst of them :
: 3á t His judgment nas

see ºil jºi.

-

penetrating: syn. -á. (K in art. --53) –
ancay and came to an end; became spent, ea
•º &= *:: * > º In him is that nihich 2.9 es: Já He acted, or ment on, nith
hausted, or consumed; failed entirely; ceased;
renders thee in no need of any other. (Aboo penetrative energy, or with sharpness, vigorous
syn. J: (S, A, L., Msb, K) and <3 (S, L,
K) and

&hiº.

ness, and effectiveness, in the affair; syn. Jºãº.
J. Łºś is, inf n.
in his wealth is ample provision. (AZ, T, L, K.”) (S, K, art.

Sa’eed, T, L, K*)—3i: ), J & Verily

(L, Mgb.)

J.-)—º

* ... • 6 x

.”

-

-

2 & - - -

6 . .

º

.2.2

4. … (S, A, L, Mºb, K) and ' ->Sºl Lºs A-5 (in the TK !---) 353 and 39A3, [[The letter passed to, came to, or
(A, L, K) and Yo-AA-31 (K) He caused it to pass Thou wilt find in the countries, or tonns, a place reached, such a one]: ($, L:) [and in like
ancay or come to an end; spent, eachausted, or to rhich to flee and in which to seek gain; syn. manner, J3-9)] the messenger: see 4.] –
— lºa-ºle

2

2 * >

d

x *

consumed, it; caused it to fail entirely; caused \ºla_a^3
it to cease; made an end of it. (S, A, L, MSb,

K.)—23. U. bail, and "9-º-, They
exhausted, or consumed, nhat they had.

spent,

* *

tºº.

º 345
L, K.)

(K.)

See also

**.

29, and Jºãº,

t The command, or order, and

the saying, nas effectual; had effect; was, or

He set aside, or apart. (IAar, became, eacecuted, or performed; syn. Jºãº.
(Māb.) – & 3a; t [The act of emancipation
had, or took

(A, L.) — & W.A.A.--! He spent, eachausted,

º ect; neas, or became, eacecuted,

or, (in the K, and,) their property had passed
anay and come to an end. ($, L. K.) –

or performed: and in like manner, a covenant,
contract,
sale, &c. : see 4). App. a met. ex
1. 343, aor. 2, (M, L,) inf. n. $é and $º,
(M, L, K,) It rent, or passed, through (L:) pression, from 2: sº ; because there is no
or it went, or passed, through a thing, and became retracting it. (Mºb) – “... & He shall
clear of it. (M, L, K)—sº I rent, or judge between us, and make his command or
effect, or execute or perform it.
passed, through. (L.) –2- 3.3, aor. :, inf. n. order to have
2:

ãeſ,

sº and štá, The arron perforated, transpierced, (L)–9:49 J tº

or eacerted, to the utmost his ability or porter.

(S, L, Mºb.) —º Jāj) The people came to
that state that their travelling-provisions mere
erhausted, or had come to an end: (S, A, L, K:)

JJAjl The nell lost its mater. (L, K.)

...

**

(He has ability in

or pierced through, the animal at which it was affairs, to eacecute, or perform].

3. *sū, (inf n. 234, L.) [He exerted his shot, and n'ent forth from it: (Msb:) or 343
n:hole poncer, or ability, in contention, dispute, or & ºl, (M, L,) and * Já, ($, L,) and
litigation, with him : see

34.)

he contended

º, (M.A, L.) aor. 2, (M., L.) inf n. 4 (M,

neith him in arguments, pleas, or allegations, so

A, L, K) and 3.4 (A) and 33, (M., L. K.)

(A.)

2 : see 4.

3. 3su

He cited him before a judge. It is

said in a trad., Jºšū .333 J! If thou cite
as to put an end to his argument, and overcome the arron, penetrated into the inside of the animal them before a judge, they will do the same to

him : (L:) or he contended with him before a at which it was shot, and its eactremity went thee; meaning, If thou say to them, they will

Book I.]

Jā) --Jää
* :* >

28.23

* ~*

say to thee. Accord. to one relation, the verb See also Jºãº. – 333 f A place, or nay, or
is with J and >. (L.) [Accord. to another, means, of eacit, escape, or safety; syn. :-}s--

intensive epithets) : A man (M, L) penetrating,
or acting with a penetratice energy, or sharp,
it is with C3 and 5.]
ji
emergetic,
vigorous, and effectice, (Jau,) in all
(T, S, A, L., K.) So in the saying Jºãº
| 1 :
•;
. . ...
4 : Jail, (A, Mºb.) and ' …, (Msh) Jú Le He effected a means of escape from his affairs. (M, L, K.) – “…" Jº 330 J-,
6

-

-

, 0

-

•

*

-

-

He made the arron, to pierce, and go forth [the natural consequences of] what he had said;
1.6., a -o ex-Jº
(T, S, A, L., K.) It occurs
it was shot: (Msb :) [or, to penetrate nithin
the animal at which it was shot, and to protrude in a trad., where it is said, that unless a man
its eartremity from the other side, the rest who has published against a Muslim a charge
remaining nithin; accord. to the explanation of of which he is clear do this, he is to be punished
2: 333 in the M, L, K: or to penetrate the (T, L)–36 a subst., (M., L.,) used in the

from, or to pass through, the animal at which

… O

-

6 × .

-

~

3

-

f A man penetrating, or acting neith a penetrative
energy, or sharp, vigorous, and effectice, in his
affair; (S, L;) and
U3 in affairs. (A.)

jº

3suº &

-

t His command, or order, is

effectual; has effect; is eacecuted, or performed;
-* (K;) and obeyed; (S, L, Msh, K;*) as

syn.

also '3. (K)—33sº 39's A. father, Ol'
animal at which it was shot, and to protrude a
part of it from the other side ; accord. to the nifying + [The making a command, or order, curl of hair in a horse's coat, of the kind n:hich,
explanation of
in the A, art. 33.2.] effectual; making it to have effect; to be when it is only on one side, is called isis, but
You say also, ~ 4.3 <3: [I made the eacecuted or performed; ] i, q. esta! : (T, L:) n:hich is on both sides. (AO, T, L.)

sense of $º (T. M. L. K.’) ,ºf 33 sig

3:6 -

.*.*

> →

* - 3.

arron: to pierce, or

penetrate,

him, &c.] (A.) you say, 2.33 ± 3-ol + He commanded that it

I shot, or cast, at him, and should have effect, or be executed or performed;]

—& &

pierced, or made a hole, through him.

(Mgh.)

i.e., sº (M, L ) and 3.3 Ösº 29

2:) 3. 13, and "...& ;
and

and

2&tº :*.

Aşūji, [This is the place of passage of the

~ of

– See 1. – 2 o') J.A31 t [He brought to pass
the command, or order; made it effectual;
made it to have effect; eacecuted or performed it :
and in like manner, the saying: see 1]. —
+ He eacecuted, performed, or accomplished, the
affair. (M, L, K.) –2 in Jºã3! He became
[or entered J among the people : (M, L :) in the
copies of the K, explained by 2. 3° but the

-tº f [The Muslims accomplished the erecution, people, and these are their places of passage].
or performance of n-hat neas in the Scripture :] (A)—ie J-2 34. Gº & This road
is a ray along which every one may pass to
i.e. 4.3 u. Sºº. (T, A, L.)
such a place. (A.) — 2;iu 3. as In it
* . ,<
6

* >

39A3 : see J.39.
6

.

6 of

(the road) is a [free, or an open, passage to, or
for, the people. (T, L.) See also 3.35.

-

Jºã3 ×1 t An affair arranged, or made easy.
5

o.

*2 o2

> - .

(L.) See also 3,9.

*A*-6,

in

measure

like

-

c. - o

correct reading is …, [as in the M and L]:
(TA :) or he penetrated into them, and ment, or
walked, in the midst of them. (T, L, K.) See

also 2si) is — Jº Jºe Jºli ($, L3)
and "$33, (A) inf n. 3.35 ($, L:) iſ He
sent, or transmitted, a letter to such a one ;

caused it to pass to or to reach him]: and in
like manner, Sº, a messenger. (A.) — Jºãº)
$34, inf. n. ště, t He made his covenant, or
contract, or the like, to take effect ; eacecuted or
performed it : [and in like manner, an act of
emancipation : see 1.] (L, T.A.)
6.

º bāsū

3–2, [or 3s.,
-

agreeably with analogy, as it is written in copies

Šá :

See

35.

of the T, A, L, A place by which a thing passes

335 2. [An arron, that perforates, trans through : [a thoroughfare; an outlet; a place
pierce, or pierces through, and goes forth from, of egress :] pl. 3. (Msb.) See also 339.
or passes through, the animal at nihich it is shot :
accord. to the explanation of the verb in the
Msb: or, that penetrates into the inside of the
animal at n°hich it is shot, and of which the
eactremity goes forth from the other side, or
protrudes from it, the rest remaining therein ;
accord. to the explanation of the verb in the
M, L, K : or,j of n!hich a part has passed
through the animal at which it is shot : when
the extremity only has passed through, it is

+ They came to him, (namely, termed

*:

and

when the whole of it

6 * ... o.º.

Jºãº o t Ample room, space, or scope, or
liberty to act &c. : (syn. ā-, (M, L, K, TA)
6

-

* c>

and ae-5-2 : (TA :) ſample means of escape :
See also Jºãº :] you say, JºJ JJ; Jº J
Verily in that there is ample room, scope, or
6 - -

2 ... • op.

t

-

(TA.)

See

•

•

means [for action, or for escape].
6 . . o P.

also ºxa.º.o.

Jā)

has

1. já, (T, M., L., Msb, K,) aor. -, (T, M, K.,)
a judge,) and referred to him their cause, or
passed through, 3%. (A, art. »-) — tº
suit, for judgment. When each party adduces
and 2, (M, K,) inf. n. 253 and &% (M, K)
his plea, or allegation, one says 15-Aius, with 3, $335 A wound made by a spear or the like Ol' jº, (Msb,) said of a wild animal, (T,
unpointed. (Aboo-Sa’eed, T, L, K.”)
passing through both sides : (M, L:) pl. eluxe Msh,) a gazelle, (M., K.) or other beast, (M,)
£33 .

3. ū ãº i. 4. 33sº *** : (S;) A reound

39.

(A.)

See also

* — sº

&; 14

- - -

IIe took fright, and fled, or ran ancay at

random ; or became refractory, and went an a ſy
through the other side; by road which is a thoroughfare; (T, M, L, K;) at random ; or ran anay, or broke loose, and
º being meant **, 3,é : (T, L:) pl. $ºi [pervious;] not stopped up; (T, L;) along went hither and thither by reason of his spright
which every one may pass. (T, A, L., Msb.)
having a passage

Ol'

(A.) Keys Ibn-El-Khateem says (see Ham.
p. 85),

9 .o –

See also Jºã-o. —

335

sing. of 43,3, (Msb,) liness; syn. 3×3 (M, K;) as also "24-1;
(T, Msb, K ;) and so the former verb in

which signifies All the holes, or perforations, by
which joy or grief is conveyed to the mind (of a speaking of a camel, or a beast : (L, art. 3,… :)
man, Msb); as the two ear-holes, (IAar, on you say, £13, sº, (T, S, M, A, K,) aor. the authority of Abu-l-Mekárim, T, L, Msb, and , (T, S, M, K) int. n. * and jº (T,
K,)
and the two nostrils, and the mouth, and S, M, A, K) and J. : (A :) or this signifies
(T, S, L.) I pierced the son of 'Abd-El-Keys with
the
anus
; (IAar, T, L, K : *) called by the the beast nas, or became, impatient (A, K, TA)
the wound of one making an angry assault, that
had a passage through, which, but for the doctors of practical law *. which is contr. of or at a thing, (TA,) [or shied at it, and
spirtling blood, would have made it show the to analogy : see 3. (Msh)–36 and retired to a distance; (A, K, TA;) and "jūº
light through him. (T, L [See also
"325 and "ātā [but the second and third are signifies the same as *: (S:) or jº, inf. n.

* * *-il 2: &#7 “…i.

usual éº- $4 it tº

&]

9

a.

6

*>

3.56

[Book I.
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[and jº, signifies he fled, and nent anay (TA,) [The day of, and the night immediately us; or made to take fright and run anay at
or aside or apart or to a distance. (M.) — preceding, the removing from Mine]; after the random with us : or] we n'ere made to be persons
• ?:
º, .
2: (S;) [therefore, the twelfth having camels taking fright and running anay
[Hence, Jää, aor. 2 and , inf n. 22a and jº day called
at random. And 3.43 signifies The chiding ca
and 253 and jº, as used in the following of Dhu-l-Hijjeh :] or there are two days thus
called: (Msb :) J}} 2: 2. is [the day above mels or sheep or goals, and driving them from
2 ºf
phrases.] , S. 3. &: 32, A5 t I shrank from
the pasturage. (T.A.) – [Hence] lsº $3 º:
this thing or affair; was averse from it; did mentioned, the second of the days called Alz'
t [Rejoice people by n!hat ye say, and do not

jº

- - -

jã

-

59.

.x

6... •

o

*** &: & jić 3, #15 (Ath, Mºb) and -S. tº 24,
cº ! [Such a one shrank, or was averse, from (IAth) or Jºël, (Mºb) is the third thereof;

not like or approve it. And

•

*

… O .

the companionship of, or the associating with, (IAth, Msb :) the order is this; 2-3
7a3077, a 72

Jäl 4.

º &- $53, sº t[The
* ~ * **
mas arere from her husband; or shunned 25-S
34-).

such a one].

then

And

or acoided him]. (All from the A.) And you
say of a man's disposition, 3-) cº * :
! [It shunned, or nas averse from the truth].

then

J39 2:) 2.
o: "

(T, L.)

Leºd,

then

2.

aversion]. (TA.) See the act. part. n., below.
— [Hence also, 4.
($, K,) inf. n.

jº,

*::

-

—3-9 e”

encounter them nºith [roughness and violence and]
that n°hich nº ill incite them to »t [i. e. flight or

*.

5,55, (S, M,)

or,3%, (K) aor. -, (M. K.) in n. * (S. M.
K) and jū. (M, K) and 3.45; (Zi, M. K3) and

(TA,) t Give thou to him a -ij ſmeaning a
nickname or name of reproach], (S,) or a -i

that is disliked: (K:) as though they held such
V 12,5uj; (M, K;) They went, or ment anay, to be 4. cº's 3-ºxº [a means of scaring

Š,

(Bd, lxvii. 21.) —º
in the Kur, [xvii. to eacecute the affair : (M, IK :) and in like
43, and xxxv. 40,) means f Save in aversion : manner, Júl Jº to fight. (M.) And bjº, anay the jinn, or genii, and the evil eye, from
him]. ($, K.) An Arab of the desert said,
and * is like jº : and the subst. is jº, with
alone, They went forth to near against unbelievers When I was born, it was said to my father,
tWO fºals.
(Msb) —º &:
jº, or the like. So in the IKur, ix. 82, º Ş 255 &
so he named me at: [hedge-hog),
inf. n.
[and }*]. The thing receded, with
5- 3: … jū Ji - Jº And they said, and surnamed me ſº *:: [father of the quick
dren, removed, or became remote or aloof, from Go not ye forth to near against the unbelievers in runner]. (S.)
the thing. (A’Obeyd, T, S.) [See also 3.] — the heat: say, The fire of hell is hotter]: and
3. [936, inf. n. $34, f They shunned or
Hence it is, I think, that Jº is used as sig so in the same chap., v. 39: (Jel:) and in the
nifying t It became sn’ollen, in the following same book, iv. 73. (Bd.) You say also, avoided each other; regarded each other with

º

Jä.

jū

ºù Lº Jé, Ji 2. º

They went forth to fight them. (TA,
& º They
3,3 …; -** f A man, in his time, picked from a trad.) And
hastened
to
the
nar,
or
to
war.
(Msb.) —
his teeth with reeds, and in consequence his
mouth became swollen: as though the flesh, [Hence, 44% ºf and ' 'º, (M. K.) inf n.
disliking the disease, receded from it, and so jū; (TA;) They aided and succoured them :
became swollen. (A’Obeyd, T, S.*) You say (M, K :) or the former verb, alone, they, being
also, & -ji, aor. : and 2, inf. nºt, f His asked to do so, complied, and went forth to aid.

words of a trad. of 'Omar :

sº-

eye became

inflamed

and snollen: and so you

(TA) — tº ſº see 2.

say of other parts of the person. (M., K.”)
And

º ji,

inf n. as above,

The mound

aversion. But perhaps this signification is only
post-classical. — And hence, t They (two things)
n’ere incongruous, or discordant, each with the

other.

But perhaps this signification, also, is

only post-classical.

See also 6.]

4: see 2, in several places. – º Their
camels took fright and ran anay at random,
(-ºij, K, TA,) and became separated or dis

persed. (T.A.) – See also 1, last signification.

2. , 3, (T, M.A., Msb) inf n. xii; (Msb;)
5.

J-M cº- º:

see 1.

became snºollen: (T, Msb:) or it became so after and W2431; (T, K;) and "Ja-ºl; (T, M, A,
healing. (W, i. 42) And is ſº : The Msb;) He made (wild animals, T, Msb, or an 6. [ 5,505 f They shunned or avoided one
skin became swollen, (S, A,) and the flesh receded antelope, K, or a beast of carriage, M, to take another; regarded one another neith aversion.

[All these significations seem fright, and flee, or run anay at random: (K,TA:) But perhaps this signification is only post-clas
to be derived from the first in this art. : and or he made a beast of carriage to become impatient, sical. — And hence, ičğı sºlº : The things
and to retire to a distance : (A:) or he scared neere incongruous, or discordant, one with another.
so ºveral others which follow.] — Aft & <º,
anay; or made to flee, and go anay, or aside, But perhaps this signification, also, is only post
inf n. But, I betook myself to God by reason of

from it. (A.)

or apart, or to a distance: (so accord. to an classical.

See also 3.] —

A.S.

Jº 2,3-5, or

fear, seeking protection. (IKH)—left, (Msb,) explanation of the intrans. v. from which it is
See also 53.3
inf. nº, (M, Msb, K,) They became separated, derived, in the M :) you say &#3 and W &sº 29 see 1, towards the end.
in
the
K:
and
compare
6
in
arts.
Añ3 and Jāj.
or dispersed: (M,” Msb, K:*) and so sº, and Y &i. and in like manner, 4. jº, and
said

of camels.

(TA.)

Hence, (M,) the

©. . .

4:25, [meaning, he scared

10. <! IIe (the Imām) incited, and

saying, jº, sº Jé J. &# (S. M., A)

anay, or made to
take fright and flee, &c., from him or it :] summoned or invited them to go forth,

a proverb, in which the last word is used
tropically; (A ;) explained in art. ***, q.v.

(TA) & cº- jº), and & Jººl, and 33.

(S.)

[And

*

$3

** 2: 3: *;

plained in the same art.] — Jº J-2

ex

tº- 2.

jº, all signify the same, [i.e., the scaring
army, &c., from a thing.] (S.) It is said in a

to war against the enemy: (T,

*

Mgh;

or imposed upon them the task of going forth to
war, light and heavy : [see Kur, ix. 41 :] (A :)

(M, Msb, K,) aor. -, ($, M, K,) inf. n. 253

trad. of Zeyneb, the daughter of Mohammad, or he demanded, sought, or desired, of them aid.
• , -*2”
-: *f;
e-Jaa- Us-- U*, * Jºey--J) º Jºus And (M," K, T.A.) – See also 2, in three places.

(M, Mºb, K) and Já (M) and º (K) [and

– And see 1, in two places, near the be

--

-

…

.”

-

the polytheists made her camel to take fright and
*], The pilgrims removed
from Mine. (Msb.) run ancay at random with her, so that she fell.
.*
23
•
of
Hence, 24-1232, and T.A.J.), and jº', and Jºãºl, And in like manner you say, Lº Å3), and Lº Jä3,
c w

-

x d-

•

-

... o.

-

•

-

2

* -

...

• * *

(S, M, K,) and jº àº), ($, TA,) and jº, [or Lº Jä3 7 Our camels were scared anay with

ginning.

jº 2% of which
andjº : — and jº.
See

5. -

it is a quasi-pl.: —
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jā;
-

º o

-

• ?.

5.3,
and so is "º to Jaé, ($gh, K, but omitted in mentioned by $gh and others, (TA,) and " º
an imitative sequent to Jºãc, (T, M, K,) on account of his anger; (K;) as also "

jº

5

-

was no good: (TA:) or the original words of
2.5- Gº Ş, 3-3, Jº S: and
these words were first said by Aboo-Sufyān,

*

the proverb are

ãº, (T, K) and 335 (A, K) and " ... : (T3)
(T, M., K.) and "34,i, to 3-jie, (T, S, M, and à,é signifies a man's near kinsmen (śī)
n:ho go forth nith him to near n-hen an event befalls
K) and "º to jº, (T, M. K.) and "ājī; him or oppresses him severely or suddenly. (T.A.)
**,i,

some copies of the K,) and

to

to

**; (K;) denoting corroboration. (S.)
You say,

º

with reference to the Benoo-Zuhrah, when he

found them turning back towards Mekkeh; and,
accord. to A$, are applied to a man who is held

in low and little repute. (Mgh.) [See also Frey
es: Gà... and Y º, (T, TA,) tag's Arab. Prov., ii. 500.]

&c., (TA,) He came to us among his near kins.

Jº

3. **

A number of men, from three to ten ;

(S, Msb;) as also º and '53 and "º men, (T, TA) 3.e. (TA) And, tº 4.
Jºsé Our near kinsmen overcame their near
(S:) or to seven : (so in a copy of the Mºb,
[but probably axº~ is a mistake for az-5 nine : kinsmen. (T, T.A.) See also Ji, in two places:
6

2-2 -

.

3,549 : see 3943, in three places.
22

... 3

ºo

*2}\53: see Jā3.

35 [and **) and *:::::: signify the same;

.

this appears likely from what here follows:]) and see Jºãº.
or a number of men less then ten ; (AZ, T, M,
# ($gh,
K;) as also
(K;) and so lº, (AZ,

[i.e., Taking fright, and fleeing, or running anay
at
K) and * : * (K) A thing that is random ; or being, or becoming, impatient, of
*}º:
hung upon a child for fear of, (K,) or to or at a thing, and retiring to a distance: or fleeing,
T;) and some add, eaccluding nomen : (TA :)
and going anay or aside or apart or to a distance:
repel, ($gh,) the evil eye. ($gh, K.) = See
accord. to Fr, (S,) a man's people or tribe con
or the second, being of an intensive form, signi
3. 6 º'

sisting of his nearer relations; as also " šić:

also 3,53.
3

lº, (S, IAth,) and **** (IAth:) [see also
ãº :] accord. to Kr, (M.) all the men or people:
(M, Ki:) accord. to Lth, you say,24 §2. §,
i.e. these are ten men; but one does not say,
Já &ºe, nor more than 5,34; and Abu-l
'Abbās says, that jº,

like

2.5

and

lº,

fies, as also º, that does so much or often; or
wont or apt to do so :] (TA:) and jº is a pl. of

syn.
~~

9. ,

;43: see A3, last sentence but one.

# and <-ji:

and

išjº see tº

jš a subst. from £3. sº.

Ex.

ăji Gº

[In the beast of carriage is a disposition to and runs anay at random : &c.:] (M, K:)
(M)
aftefright and run anay at random]. ($.) And accord. to IAar, one should not say

já.
has a

§§

pl. signification, without any proper sing. ; and
in like manner, from Jé said of a wild animal.
is applied to men, exclusively of women : (T :)
(Msb.)
it is a quasi-pl. n. : (TA:) and its pl. is jºi;
* : See 33.
(M, K;) occurring in a trad., in the phrase
&: 3-, which IAth explains as mean
3. A people hastening to war, or to some
ing any one of our people; syn.
(TA:)
other undertaking : an inf. n. used as a subst. :
and "3.3, occurring, in the accus. case, in the

Ujś

tº

Kur,

3% (K,) or [rather] a quasi-pl., like as &--> is
of -us, and ºff of 35. (M.) You say,
36 āş, and º, [A beast that takes fright

xvii.6.is, accord. to Zj, a pl. [or rather quasi

[unless using it as an epithet applied to a broken
pl. of a subst, as will be seen below]. It is said
• *z

-

a 2.É

:

in a proverb, "353 Jºji Jé [Every one, of
camels, that is hairy on the face is nont to take

fright and run anay at random : see art. -j].

(M) You say also "...tº Jº, (M, K,') in

some copies of the K, 33A25, (TA,) A gazelle that
(Msb:) or a people going to eacecute an affair : takes fright and flees much or often; or that is

(S:) or a people going with one to fight; as also wont to do so. (M, K.") And it is said in the
* *

>* 0 -

6 × 2

© 2 ºf .

pl. n.) of jº, like 3-4 and Je. (M) (See * 3,33 [q. v.] and *}º: (M, K:) each is a Kur, ſixxiv. 51) & 35 " ãº
Low-u=
also *% below.] Imra-el-Keys says, describing
noun having a pl. signification: (M. :) or the 3,9-3, i.e., 3,39, [As though they were asses taking
-

•*

a man as an excellent archer,
** *
*

*

2 :

*

> *

* >

*

first and last signify a company of men ; and fright and running anay at random, that have
the pl. of each is jºi. (M.) or the first, (S,) fled from a lion :] and (accord. to one reading,

-oz

4-ºx Us--- ) sº

*

ºë & 3. S & L.

#

or all, (K,) a people, (S,) or company, (K.) T) *:::::…, (T, S,) meaning, made to take
preceding in an affair : ($, K:) or the first, fright and run anay at random ; (T;) or
those of a man's people who go forth

with him

to

frightened, or scared. (S)-3, 3. 33%

Uí

($,) And he is such that the animal shot by him near : or it is a pl. [or quasi-pl.] of 43, signifying 2-cyl t I shrink from this thing or affair, a rº
does not go anay after it has been shot and then
men assembled to go to the enemy : (Bd, xvii. 6:) averse from it; do not like or approve it. And
die. What aileth him 2 May he be killed, so as or aiders, or assistants. (M.) [See jº, in º &: §§ &: f [She is averse from her
not to be numbered among his people. The latter
husband; she shuns or avoids him]. (A.)
two places.] You say, º
hemistich is a proverb. (Meyd.) The poet here
utters an imprecation against the man, but in so andº, The company of the sons of such a
doing praises him ; as when you say, of a man one, that came forth to eacecute an affair, arrived.
→ * ~ *. . .
.”.
whose action pleases you, aſ a jū a Lo and (S, T.A.) Jº Jº means Those of Kureysh
•

ài jº ſq.v.). (S) The rel, n, is ' (sº.

n:ho nent

forth Badr to defend the caravan
to

of

º, e

J353 : See art. 333/.3.
6, o .

§§ :

see 3, #3.

ºw. 3

ja” act, part. n. of 2, q.v. – t One who

(Sb, M.) = [Accord. to the Msb, it is also a Aboo-Sufyan, (M,) which was coming from encounters people with roughness and violence [and
simple subst. from 3.6 and app. as signifying Syria. (T.) Hence the proverb, Jº 9 & that which incites them to flight or aversion : see
especially Aversion.]
Jº S; **) [Such a one is neither in 2]. (TA, from a trad.)
the caravan nor in the company going forth to
a .22° 2
* ..
a 2.
Ja
see ja”.
fight]: applied to him who is not regarded as
*...
•42: 2
See 239; the first and third in two
..?
fit for a difficult undertaking: because none held
3, #3: See Jºº. – A man's near kinsmen; syn.
places.
back from the caravan and the fight except him
(T, K) and
(K;) who are angry who was crippled by disease and him in whom 35%:2:

*

-

º, o .

º

-

5

§:

xd >

iſ as:

356*
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jº

withholding it from him.

(M., T.A.)

And

.

9*> .

-

-

J-6 being omitted : and Jº-º is used as meaning
-

-

1. jiā, (S, A, Msb, K,) aor. 2, (S, Msb, K.)

& “ſe, ($, M, K, TA) and
º .

. .”

iu, (M.)

ow

-

grant thou to me a delay: or, elliptically, u-ā
o -

-

- *

-

inf. n.

à-laj, (§, K, TA,) He was, or became, Jºſé or Usºs [remove thou my grief, &c.].
avaricious,
&c., of the thing, towards him, and (Mgh.) — [Hence} J-23.5 -5,-, applied to the
(TA,) He (an antelope) leaped, jumped, sprang,

inf n. Öğ (§, K) and jº (Mºb, TA) andjº,

o.

2 o' -

or bounded; (S, A, K3) as also "ji : (A:) or thought him not northy of it, and reas not pleased prefix J. [and its variants —33-, &c.], meaning A
at its coming to him : (TA:) or [simply] he
2.

-

did so in his running : (As, TA:) or did so and
alighted with his legs spread: when he alights
with his legs together, the action is termed jä.
(TA:) or did so after putting his legs together :
(AZ, TA:) or leaped upwards neith all his legs at
once and put them donºn nithout separating them :
(Msb:) or raised his legs together and put them
donºn together: or ran at the utmost vehement
rate of the running termed Jºãº. (TA.)

or she, danced, or dandled, him, (S, A, K,)
namely, a child; (S, A ;) as also •º. (TA,
art. 553.)

6, 1955us They (children) contended together in
leaping, jumping, springing, or bounding, in play.
(A, K.)

§ An antelope's running by reason of fright.
(AA, TA.)

jº

(S) and "3,4- (K) An antelope that leaps,

jumps, springs, or bounds, ($, K,) [in one or
other of the manners described above,) much, or
vehemently.

(TA.)

$39, sing. of #9, (TA,) which

signifies The

• O -

thought him not northy of it; ($, M, K;) as particle of amplification; because changing the
also

4-3 y 4–39;

of which last verb we have an

aor. from the strait time, which is the present, to

the ample time, which is the future. (Mughnee,
ex. in the phrase

Çs Jºë, used by a poet in

speaking of the tribe of
, o in

2

*2 us?

Jºsé

Kºreysh,

in art. Cº.) = Jºãº

J is He cracked the bow:

meaning either

(Kr, M. :) [see 5:] accord. to ISh, he put (k~)
[they think others not northy of its string [upon the bone]. (TA.)

norldly good], or

tº: Jºi Jºsé [they think

the possessors of worldly good unmortly thereof].

<-->
2– Jº, (A, K,) or J-º-º: (S,) and <-(M.) [See also 3, below.] You say also,

2: see 1. = 3.3, (K,) or º, (S, A) He,

-

3.
9

&

-

Us; J-39, (S, K,”) inf. n. i.e., and
-

-

-

-

-

-

J-U3, (S,) He desired the thing, [or aspired to it,)
with generous emulation; ($, K;) as also Wu-šūj:

(K) and * *us J-su (he tied rith his rom
See 9. §º, (A) iſ nº and i-º, (A) panion
in desire for it]: (A :) or as " 12-3-3
Thou enciedst me (S, A, K) good, (A, K,) or a
signifies they desired it [or aspired to it]: (S:)
little good, (S,) and much good, (A,) and didst
or they vied, one with another, in desiring it; or
not consider me northy of it. (A) And &
they desired it neith emulation; syn. lsº : (A,
Jakº ā-ā) is Jº tº ſapp. meaning Such
TA:) [and a 3 Jºº. it is emulously desired; or
a one does not envy us the spoil and the victory.] in request; or in great request :] or ā-stº, and
(A, in continuation of what here immediately W Jºãº signify the desiring to have a thing, and
precedes.) And Jº & us What is this
to have it for himself eacclusively of any other
person; from Jº, signifying a thing “good, or
K;) and <, (S, M, Msb, K,) as some of the goodly, or excellen, in its kind: ” (TA:) and
Arabs say, (śīsh) aor. 2; (Msb, K;) inf. n. 29 43 ū.33 and aº Lº-$1.5 we envied one

enrying? (A, TA) = <-ji ($, M, A, Msh,

Jº and i-º (S, M) and Jai, (M., T.A.) or anotherfor that thing, and strove for priority in
the first of these ns. is a simple subst.; (Msb;) attaining it. (M.) See also & * Jº,

legs of a beast of carriage : (K, TA:) but the : She (a woman) brought forth; (S, M, K;) and with which as “38 is syn. (M.)
word commonly known

isjº, with J. (TA.)

2, 3-, [she brought forth a child]. (Th, M )
º *- [she brought forth her child].

and
5

4. U-53) : see Jº, in two places. = 4-4. It

* >.

j9ãº : See j949.

(A.)

You say also,

Jº & J; 3. & *::

(a thing, TA) pleased him, (K, TA,) and made

him desirous of it: (TA:) or became highly

53, meaning,

Such a one inherited this before esteemed by him. (I Kft.) – ** J-º IIe
such a one was born. (S.) — Also, both these
made me desirous of it; ($, M, A, K,) as also
aor. 2, inf. n. ãº (S, M, A, Msb, verbs, (Msb, K,) or the latter, <-º, only, (Az,
- -

1.

Jº,
Jº
-

K) and

*

a

-

* Jº, (IAar, M, TA) or *. (so in my

2x

(K) and J-343; (TA ;) Mgh, TA,) or the latter is the more common, copy of the A.) = << . How powerful is his
(K,) the former, which is related on the authority
(M, A, Msb,) inf. n. Jº; (A,
evil, or envious, eye 1 (Lh, M.)
and

Jº

and "Jä,
of As, not being well known, (Msb,) ( She (a
Msb;) It was, or became, high in estimation, of woman) menstruated. (Az, Mgh, Mºb, K.) [In

high account, or excellent; (M, Msb, TA;) [highly the CK, a confusion is made by the omission of a 5. J-º [He breathed] is said of a man and of
prized; precious, or valuable;] and therefore, 3 before the verb which explains this last signifi every animal having lungs: ($:) [or it signifies]
(TA,) was desired with emulation, or in much cation.] This signification and that next preceding

he dren:

(…)

breath : (M:) or [he respired,

request : (S, K, TA:) and the V latter verb, said it are from Jº meaning “blood.” (Mgh.) = i.e.] he dren, wreath neith the air-passages in his
of property, it was, or became, loced, and highly
nose; to his inside, and emitted it. (MSb.) You
esteemed. (TA) = ** Jº, ($, M, Msb,*:K,) U-àº ax-à II smote him with an [evil or envious] say also, *** J--> [He sighed: see also art.
eye. ($, K, TA)
o “

9 . .

. . o ..

g

aor. 2, (K,) inf. n. J.A. (M) [and app. J-à as
will be shown below] and ãº and *~\º, which
*

- -

6.-

--

...

w

. . . of

Ja-2]. (S.) — I He (a man) emitted wind from
-

-

2. a-3 a-à3, or 4 ; see 4. = axº~ J-43, (A, beneath him.

last is extr., (M, TA,) He was, or became. Mgh, Msh, K,') and & 4. J-3, (S) inf n.
a caricious, tenacious, or niggardly, of it, ($, M, J. : (S, Msh, K) and ſquasi-inſ, n.) Jº, (K)
Msb, K,) because of its being in high estimation, : He (God) removed, or cleared anay, his grief,
or earcellent. (Msb.) Hence the saying in the or sorrow, or anariety : (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K* :)
Kur, (xlvii. 40.] -- 3: J-4 tº ſapp. and 4. J-º signifies the same; (M, Mgh;) and
meaning He is only a raricious from his avarice.] He made his circumstances ample and easy; (M,
(TA.) You say, 349 * Jº, (M,) or 4. TA;) and he (a man) eased him, or relieved him,
[in the place of a Mc), (TA,) He was, or became, syn. as, (S, TA:) and also, this last phrase, he
acaricious, &c., of the thing, towards him, or

ſº

(TA.) – Also, (TA,) or

J-i

Jº, (K,) t He drank (K, TA) from the

resel (TA) with three restings between draughts,
and separated the ressel from his mouth at every
such resting : (K, TA:) and, contr., the latter

phrase, the drank [from the cessel) without
separating it from his mouth : (K, TA:) which
latter mode of drinking is disapproved. (TA.)
— Also J-- + IIe lengthened in speech; he spoke

granted him a delay: the objective compliment | long; for when a speaker takes breath, it is easy

- -
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to him to lengthen his speech; and U.; J-A

with the

J-º ſor breath]. (IAmb.) Or every used as a corroborative; ($, TA;) its rhole,

Jº

Jº

(Aboo-Is-hák, M., TA,) and essential constituent :
M, A, K, TA:) pl. as above,
2 of
Jial [the soul of intellect, or reason, also called (Aboo-Is-hák,
J.
:
and J-943. (M.) You say, a.k. UX3 stºp
aipú. Jº (see
nºhereby one dis
t I saw such a one himself, (S,) and a—is Jºãº
criminates, [i.e., the mind,) (I’Ab,) or jº Jº
[or, more properly,
sº Jº- (see, under
[the soul of discrimination], which quits him the head of >, a remark on that preposition
hence it is said of life, meaning either it became when he sleeps, so that he does not understand when used in a case of this kind, redundantly,)]
protracted, and eactended far, or it became ample: thereby, God taking it away: (Zj:) and Jº He came to me himself. (S, K.) And J.
[the soul of the breath], nihereby one lives,
(M. :) and, said of the dawn, it shone forth, (Akh,
$, K, TA,) and eatended so that it became clear (I’Ab) or sº-ji Ji [the soul of life], and *-*. 29 [He superintended, managed, or con

Ağı

signifies the same. (TA.) – t It (said
of the day, M, A, and of the dawn, A, and of
other things, M) became extended; (M;) it
became long; (M, A.;) or, said of the day, accord.
to Lh, it advanced so that it became noon : (M :)
or it increased : (S:) and it extended far; and

man has

[two souls]: (I’Ab, Zj:)

9

x 3

2

- d.”

2 >

x

→

c:

*>3)]

*—tº

cº

day: (Fr, TA:) or it broke, so that things became when this quits him, the breath quits with it; ducted, the affair in his onen person]. (K, in art.
plain in consequence of it : (TA:) or it rose : whereas the sleeper breathes: and this is the 2-, &c.) And 4… < 3-[He talked to himself;
(Mujáhid:) or its dusty hue shone at the approach difference between the taking away of the U-53 soliloquized]. (Msb, in art. 31, ; &c.) And
of a gentle n-ind. (Bd, lxxxi. 18.) You say also, of the sleeper in sleep and the taking away of
2.9 * J-i- I [Life became long, or protracted, the U-53 of the living [at death.] (Zj.) Much
&c., with him]. (A.) And ā-> <-- The has been said respecting the J-º and the

* & Jä (such a one killed himself]:
and 4… aſsi t made his whole self to fall into

tº:

destruction.
(Aboo-Is-hák, M.) And hence,
whether
they
be
one,
or
different:
but
the
truth
(TA) from ºn J.; signifying 35, (M.)
water of the Tigris increased. (TA.) — J-i
is,
that
there
is
a
difference
between
them,
since
i The rare. sprinkled the nºater. (S, K.)
the sayings mentioned by Sb, J.J. J-º &
they are not always interchangeable: for it is
— J-35/l <--àº; t The bon cracked. (S, M, K.) said in the Kur, [xv. 29 and xxxviii. 72,] t [I alighted in the mountain itself]: and J-5
It is only the stick that is not split in twain that Use-5, Jº ** --> āş5 [And I have blown into Jºãº Jºs- t [The mountain itself is facing
me]. (M, TA.) [Hence also the phrase] us;
does so; and this is the best of bows. And J-i
him of my spirit.]; not J-º &- : and [v. 116,.] c &
in the same sense is said of an arrow. (M.) =
3-S) J-49 [meaning t in reality; in the thing
:* :
[…] º J-i- app. signifies the same as J.; J-º Jº tº º [to be explained hereafter]; itself]: as in the saying, J J's a-i} Usº a2 M3
In Ot J-5 U.5, nor would this expression be well

#9.

..)

Jº

o

o

o -

-

•, sº acks, q.v.]
6:

syn.

-

-

o.”

ð

..."

ð .

28 Jº Jºº & III, held it to be little
except from Jesus; and [lviii. 9, U.; &sº in
his mind though it was not little in reality].
2 of

see 3, throughout.

Jºë

-

*

o

-

-

-

-

Jr…A.) [And they say in their souls, or nithin (M5b, art. U5.) The words of the Kur, [v. 116,.]
The soul; the spirit; the vital principle; themselves] : for which it would not be well to
J-º º L. .i. $3 J-º Jº tº .43 mean
•
, ~ of
.
1 : * *
($, M, A, Msb, K. :) but between say ovel»,
Jº: and [xxxix. 57,3 J-º Jºãº J'

*:::

+ Thou knomest what is in myself, or in my
these two words is a difference [which must be [That a soul shall say]; for which no Arab
essence, and I knon, not rhat is in thyself, or
fully explained hereafter, though ISd says, that would say :- J.i. &i. hence, the difference in thine essence:
(Bd, K:) or Thou knowest
it is not of the purpose of his book, the M, to
what
I
conceal
(M,
Bd, Jel) in my U-53 [or
between them depends upon the considerations

explain it]: (M. :) in this sense it is fem. :
of relation: and this is indicated by a trad., in mind), (Bd, Jel,) and I know not n-hat is in
(Msb:) pl. [of pauc.] Jiří and [of mult.] Jºº. which it is said that God created Adam, and
thyself, or in thine essence, nor that nihereof Thou
(M, Msb.) You say, & <!- [His soul, put into him a J iſ and a 2. ; and that from hast the knowledge, (M.) or n:hat Thou concealest
or spirit, went forth]; (Aboo-Is-hák, S, M, Mºb, the latter was his quality Tof abstaining from of the things which Thou knomest; (BJ, Jel;)
K;) and so & *s- (M5b.) And a poet unlawful and indecorous things, and his under so that the interpretation is, Thou knowest what
says, not Aboo-Khirásh as in the S, but Hu standing, and his clemency, or forbearance, and I knon, and I knon, not rhat Thou knonest :
dheyfeh Ibn-Anas, (IB,)
his liberality, and his fidelity; and from the (M. :) or L-A5 is here syn. with * : and the

***

#:

-:

#

-

Jºs

- Jºb Jº tº
, 92

- ? -

º

…

o.

#

o..

brºx **- C - S - J.

"

former, [which is also called $39. Jºiº, Q.V., meaning is,
L. ...tº S; es.” L. 21.3;
in art. >]] his appetence, and his unsteadiness,
(K,” TA ;) [i.e., Thou knowest nºſat is in my
and his hastiness of disposition, and his anger : particular place of being, and I knon, not what
therefore one should not say that J. is the

is in thy particular place of being; for] the

i.e., [Salim escaped when the soul nas in the side
Saline a S

*:: absolutely, without restriction, nor
The Arabs also

adverbiality in this instance is that of aſſº, not
of cº, (TA :) but the best explanation is

to be two ; because

that of IAmb, who says that J.A. is here syn.

of his mouth ; but he escaped not save] with the

scabbard of a sword and with a waist-wrapper. º
($.)

In the same sense the word is used in the

saying 3–3 de Jºº & Jº Jº J. [but

J-º.

the same as

make the discriminative

(R.)

J-º

it sometimes commands the man to do a thing or

with

-* ;

so that the meaning is, Thou knowest

this seems rather to mean, It' is in the mind
Jº [my hidden things, or n:hat is hidden from
so]. (Aboo-Is-hák, M.) of setting about an affair that is disliked: there me, and I know not thy hidden things, or mºhat
Some of the lexicologists assert the U-43 and fore they make that which commands him to Thou hidest]; and the correctness of this is
be a U-à3, and that which forbids him to be as testified by the concluding words of the verse,
the tº to be one and the same, except that
though it were another U-à3 : and hence the
~sº A- <! Jº [for Thou art he who well
o . o. 2
:J 6 - 2
the former is fem., and the latter [generally or saying, mentioned by Z, as-à
2 eVº2 J')\} f [Such knoweth the hidden things]. (TA:) [and here
often] masc. : others say, that the latter is
a one consults his two souls, or minds]; said of a it must be remarked that] -º-, which occurs
that whereby is life; and the former, that
man
when two opinions occur to him. (TA.) afterwards in the K as one of the significations
nºhereby is intellect, or reason ; so that when
one sleeps, God takes away his J-à3, but not [JY3 e-º: is an elliptical phrase sometimes of Jº, is a mistake for -ºl. the word used
of forbids him to do it; and this is on the occasion

such a one to do so and
-

-

© -

..)

9

* >

&
<32. which is not taken save at death: and used, for Jºãº
Jº US-4-2, which see in art. by IAmb in explaining the above verse. (T.A.)
the J-º is thus called because of its connexion | Jº..] – f A thing's self; ($, M, A, K, TA;) – t A person; a being ; an individual; syn.
e -

his

6

- ?

c.

-

-
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U-49

J.-3; (Mºbi) a man, (Sb, ş, M, TA)
altogether, his soul and his body; (TA;) a living
being, altogether. (Mgh, Msb.) In this sense
of Jast, it is masc. : (Msb:) or, accord to Lh,
the Arabs said, 3.x-l9 U-A5 streſ, t [I saw one
person], making it£2.fem.; and in like manner,

[Book I.

rational and animal souls; and such are most of takes a number of gulps, more or less according
the significations here following.] – t Knon to the length or shortness of his breath, so that
ledge. (A.) [See, above, an explanation of the we [sometimes] see a man drink [the contents

words cited from ch. v. verse 116 of the Kur-án.] of] a large vessel in one J-3, at a number of
—t Pride : (A, K, TA:) and self-magnification; gulps : (L:) [therefore it signifies sometimes, if
synºe. (A, K.)—t Disdain, or scorn. (A, K.) not always, a draught, or as much as is smal
cº- cº <º + [Isan tro persons]; but – t Purpose, or intention: or strong determina lowed without taking breath:] pl. as above. (S.)
You say, J-49
§ 1 [Put
they said, Jº 3353 <º + [I saw three
2 .

e e

-

2. c →

2

of .

• gº •

e - ... •

tion: syn.

persons],

i.e.

o

tº tº J

(A, K.) – t Will, wish, or desire.

and so all the succeeding numbers, (A, K.)—[Copulation: see 3, art. 233.J-[t Sto thou thy mouth into the vessel and drink] a gulp,
or two gulps : [or a draught, or two draughts :]

making it masc.; but, he says, it is allowable mach, or appetite.]—f An [evil or envious] eye, (S,
to make it masc. in the sing. and dual., and fem. M, A, K, TA,) that smites the person or thing at
in the pl.: and all this, he says, is related on the which it is cast : pl. Jiří (TA.) [See 1, last

2 * *

and exceed not that.

($.) And U-53

©

.

<2%

tºº

I [I drank a gulp, and gulps : or a
authority of Ks: (M :) Sb says, (M,) they said signification.] So in a trad., in which it is said, draught, and draughts]. (A.) And ** &
Jiří ã53, (S, M,) making it masc., (S,) because that the 43 and the 4.- and the J-º are the 2-, º Jº &é à) ! [Such a one drank

they

mean by J.A., “a man,” ($, M,) as is only things for which a charm is allowable. the whole contents of the vessel at one gulp : or

shown also by their saying

º-ſ, Jº:

&$3
making J-A5 fem., like as you say &

but Yoo asserts of Ru-beh, that he said
2 ºf

J-àº),

I [An evil at one draught]. (L.) – t Every resting betneen
or envious eye smote such a one]. (S.) And two draughts: (M, TA:) [pl. as above..] You
Mohammad said, of a piece of green fat that he say, 2-3 -*. º ! [He drank n'ith one
2 c5.
threw away, J-à37 ãº. º &lé, lmeaning, reting between draughts]. (A.) And **

(M. :) (TA.) You say,

2

* c :

Jºel, meaning, of men; and Je: ăş3,
meaning, of women ; and it is said in the Kur,

Jº tº: <u>

! There mere upon it seven [evil or envious] eyes. J-ºff a 5% ! [He drank with three restings

(TA.) – t Strength of make, and hardiness, of between draught]. (A, K.) [And hence,)
meaning, Adam. a man : and t closeness of teacture, and strength, J-º s: -ºš † Beverage in which is ampleness,
<º U + I saw of a garment or piece of2 -cloth.
(M.) = Punish ſo that one pauses while drinking it, to take
22 - J -

(iv. 1, &c., 4-6-1 & 2 × 3.5 t [rho
from one mail,
You also say, º 2.

created you
(M.)

** *

* *

not there any one. (TA.) – t A brother: (IKh, ment. (A, K.) Ex 4-3 ºf ej-i}, (K) breath,) and which satisfies thirst. (IAar, K.)
IB :) a copartner in religion and relationship : in the Kur, [iii. 27 and 28, meaning, And God And J-3 Cºx * * f Beverage of disagree
(Bd, xxiv. 61 :) a copartner in faith and religion. maketh you to fear his punishment]; accord. to able tºº, (A, K,”) changed in taste and odour,
(Ibn-'Arafeh.) t It is said in the Kur, [xxiv. 61, F; but others say that the meaning is, Himself. (K,) in drinking which one does not take breath

Jº Jº Gº Gº tº 63 And (TA) = A quantity (S, M., K.) of 9,3, and

(A, K) n-hen he has tasted it; (K;) taking a

when ye enter houses, salute ye your brethren : of other things, mith nºbich hides are tanned, (S, first draught, as much as mill keep in the remains
(IB :) or your copartners in religion and relation K) sufficient for one tanning : (S, M., K.) or of life, and not returning to it. (TA.) — [And
ship. (Bd.) And in verse 12 of the same chapter, enough for two tannings: (TA:) or a handful hence it is said that] Jº signifies t Satisfaction,
2—tº means t Of their copartners in faith and thereof: (M :) pl. Jiří (M.) You say, * or the state of being satisfied, with drink; syn.

igion. (Ibn-Arafeh) — Blood: S.M.A. 892 &-

religion.

Mgh, Msb, K:) [or the life-blood: in this sense,
fem.:]pl. [of pauc. J.

: and of mult]Jºsé (IB:)

so called [because the animal soul was believed
by the Arabs, as it was by many others in
ancient times, (see Gen. ix. 4, and Aristotle, De

Anim. i. 2, and Virgil's AEn. ix. 349,) to diffuse

uº. J. [Give thou to me a quantity &: (IAar, K.) — [Hence also, t Plenty,
of material for tanning sufficient for one tanning, and redundance. So in the saying J. Jº &!
or for two tannings, &c.). (S.)
J% G uº. [Verily in the mater is plenty, and
Jiří [Breath ; ) what is drawn in by the air redundance, for me and for thee]. (Lh, M.)
— A mide space : (TA:) f a distance. (A.)
passages in the nose, [or by the mouth,) to the
You say, J- cº, & ! Betn’een the tro
inside, and emitted; (Msb;) what comes forth
from a living being in the act of-i-. (Mgh:) parties is a wide space. (TA.) And “s Jº
6

itself throughout the body by means of the
or the eacit of wind from the nose and the mouth : J.33 Betn'een me and him is a distance. (A.)
arteries: or] because the J-º [in its proper
– f Ample scope for action &c.; and a state in

(M.) pl. Jºi. (s, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.)

sense, i. e. the soul, goes forth with it: (TA:)

n:hich is ample scope for action &c. : syn. is…,

— A gentle air ; pl. as above. (M, Msb.)
or because it sustains the whole animal. (Mgh,
Jº [The breath of the (S, M, A, Mgh, K) and is 3, (A, K,) in an
Msb.) You say, & ºu. f [His blood flowed]. You say also,
affair. (S, M, A, K.) You say, Jº 3. Jº J
n-ind]: and
Jºi. the sneet [hreath or] [There is ample scope
&c. fºr tle.i.

($) And iguº Jiā [Flowing blood). (S, A,

a-2
ãº

for mºtiºn

odour [of the meadow, or of the garden, &c.].
this. (Mgh.) And 9×l cº-2 J-º Jº —”
TA.) – f The body. (S, A, K.) – t [Some (TA.) — [Hence, app., its application in the ! [Thou art in a state in which is ample scope for
J- [The blast of the last hour; action ye. nºith respect to thine affair. (S, M.)
times it seems to signify The stomach. So in phrase]
&: --- Jº <i, Jº, f Work thou
the present day. You say, 4-#3 ~x), meaning meaning, the end of time. (Kr, M.) — [Hence And
n:hile
thou
art in a state in which is ample scope
He was sick in the stomach. See a-A5 cº, in also, t Speech: and kind speech: (see an ex.
WOce
so in the present day.] – [And for action Öc. (a4-3 3-3 Jº) neith respect
art. Usº ; and as-ºs >j-i-, and a-àº, in art.
to thine affair, before extreme old age, and
33-c.] – t [The pudendum : so in the present t Voice, or a sneet coice, in singing ; so in the
diseases,
and calamities. (T.A.) See also i_3.
day: in the K, art. 3-, applied to a woman's present day.] – A gulp, or as much as is sn'al
– : Length. (M.) So in the saying tº
culva.] — [From the primary signification are longed at once in drinking : (S, L, K :) but this
derived several others, of attributes of the requires consideration; for in one U-à3 a man
J. : [Add thou to me length in my term

Mgh.) And 4.3 & He shed his blood. (A,

sºul

-> y o .

©

.

.

J - d-

-> * >

*

o “

-

- - - ,”

92.

6

. .”

**)

Jº

J-
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of life]; (M :) or lengthen thou my term of life. | (M, K,) which is also the only
instance aof
the
* … p.
>

.

* . .

J-39: see J-235, in three places. = See also
(TA.) You say also, "Jº, 23.2 J 1 (In his kind except jº, (K,) and J.Uš, and Jº and
i l-ā3. = t Smiting neith an evil, or envious, eye.
life is length ; see 5]. (A, TA.) – The pl., in Jºš (M) and Jº (M, K) and Jº (K) and ($, M, K.) = The fifth of the arron's used in the
5 *~ * *

* -

- -

- - - -

-

the accus. case, also signifies t Time after time.
So in the saying of the poet,
•

, of

2. e.

•

|
-

&

<ºt-3 (S, M,
of J-36.) Jºsé.

K) and [accord. to analogy, game called 2–2. (S, M, K;) nºbich has five
(K.)
notches; and for nºbich one nins fire portions if it
be successful, and loses five portions if it be unsuc
3.
Jº-45, or Jºº. see J-54.
cessful: (Lh, M :) or, as some say, the fourth.
3
- 2(S.)
L33-#9: see -: : — and Jºãº.

o.
-

º

*

U-Lā5' 39-e 123- Lºcº

~ 6.

º,

---

J.

º

[O my two eyes, pour forth a flow of tears time
after time].

*

w

… .

($.) = Jº is also a subst. put in

the place of the proper inf. n. of J-º:
so used in the two following sayings,

Jº f Childbirth (S, K) from Jº signifying

and is

(K, TA,) “blood.” (Mºb, TA) see 3-3. – [And The

Jº Jºſé. This is the most loved and highly
esteemed of my property. (S, TA.) = ăſ Jää

A.Ş. J-ºff f [May God cause thee to

attain to

of Mohammad. (TA) & Gº *} 3.35

state of impurity consequent upon childbirth. See
the most protracted, or most ample, of lives: see
cº J-4, i. e. f [Revile not ye the n-ind, for] 5, in art. Uz.] – Also, f The blood that comes
i. is a means n:hereby the Compassionate removes forth immediately after the child: an inf. n. used 5. (A, TA) And sº &. Jºiºs Tºy
house is more ample, or spacious, than my house:
grief, or sorrow, or anariety, (K, TA,) and raises as a subst. (Mgh.) — A poet says, (namely, (M. :) and the like is said of two places:
(M:)
the clouds, (TA,) and scatters the rain, and Ows Ibn-Hajar, O, in art. Jºlo,)
6 *

dispels dearth, or drought. (K, T.A.) And

cº" J3 & 29, Jºãº 3- ! I perceive your
Lord's remoral of grief, &c., from the direction

> 0

& 2

o

-

o ~* :

(A.) And Jº 4: 3.
& &: t This garment, or piece of cloth, is neider
and longer and more eaccellent than this. (M.)
And
Jº * ! A garment, or piece of
and of two lands.

6 - d .

iju K. 3 is a U-

*

4.

* ~*

+

2% ºf sºlº tº

cº

of El-Yemen ; meaning, through the aid and [We utter a cry; then keep a short silence; like
hospitality of the people of El-Medeeneh, who as when one that has never yet brought forth cloth, the longer and nºider of the two garments, .
or pieces of cloth,
were of El-Yemen; (K, TA;) i. e., of the Anşār, eaperiences resistance and difficulty in giving birth
who were of [the tribe of] El-Azd, from El to a child, or young one]; meaning, *. (S.)
Yemen. (TA.) It is [said by some to be] a
metaphor, from 1,2 Jº, which the act of
Jºã3 An envious man: (M, TA:) one who
º

º

(A.)

2**

U-à-o:
º,

• ..

see J-233; for the latter, throughout.

o in

. .

J-º-º:

breathing draws back into the inside, so that its looks with an evil eye, nith injurious intent, at

º

2**

* ...

.

J-55-2 : see J-245, in two places. = Brought
heat becomes cooled and moderated: or from the property of others: (M, A,” TA:) as also
forth; born. (S, M, A, Msb, K.) It is said
Jº, which one scents, so that thereby| * &uº, (TA) or "
(A.)
**,2,… - .2 ° 2 - , º, ... • ?? in a trad., Wºlso -:= Jºº S! *-*** -- 3: “

tº

he refreshes

&º.

himself:

or

from

-

a.º.

A thing high in estimation; of high jū. : alsº J. : [There is not any soul born but
account; excellent; (Lh, M, Msb, TA;) [highly it. place in Paradiº or Hell has been written].
prized; precious; valuable; and therefore (TA) (S.) – a-3A… applied to a woman : See al-ā3.
anay, of grief. (A.) = It is also used as an
desired neith emulation, or in much request; (S, = 1 Smitten neith an evil, or envious, eye. (M.)
epithet, signifying + Long; (AZ, K ;) applied
K, TA;) good, goodly, or excellent, in its kind;
to speech, (K,) and to writing, or book, or
ſº A place of passage of the breath.] –
(TA;) and Y
signifies the same, (M,) and so
letter. (AZ, K.)

J-

(TA.) You also say, Jº es us, meaning,
f There is not for me any removal, or clearing

6 .

J-sº

ãº, (S, Mgh, K) with damm, (K) ſin a

copy of the $, i-º,

Delay; syn. #25 ($

Mgh, K ;) and ample space, syn.

3:..

* * * *

. o.

-

0 & -., -

does 'Jiaº, (Lh, M, A, Mºb, K.) and "Jºsé.
(K:) it signifies thus when applied to property,

6.--

9 *

>

Jºãº º Lº: see J.A. – See also 2-.

i. [Breathing;] having breath : (TA:)

as well as other things; as also Y J-º: (Lh, M.:) or having a soul: (so in a copy of the M :) an

(TA.) and, when so applied, of which

Ex. i. 29 & J iſ (Thou shall hare,

one is a varicious, epithet applied to everything having lungs. ($,
or tenacious : (M. :) or "J-ºk, so applied, abun TA.) —Jº, * : A depressed earpanse of
* 2:
-

in this affair, a delay, and ample space].

5 ----

-

($,

dant; much; (K;) as also Y J4%: (Fr, K:) land extending far. (A, TA.) — J-º-º-e Lāºl
Mgh,” TA.) See also Jº.
and "J-39, a. thing of high account or estimation, f A nose of which the bone is nide and depressed;
or a nose spreading
(J-5 Relating to the J-º, or soul, &c. : and an object of desire: (TA:) this last is also or depressed and expanded;
* , of
applied, in like manner, to a man; as also

vital; and sensual; as also " Jºlº.)

J-

upon the face: syn. J-lasſ. (A, TA)
:
º .

and the pl. [of either] is

* * * *

it. (Th,S, M,Mgh, Mºb, K, &c.)andić and
it.” (M, K) : A woman in the state following
childbirth: (S, M,” Mgh,” Msb,” K.) or bring

also say, *43

J-º (M, TA)

J-sº Jºi meaning,

You

.” --

o

-

º

. .

4:3 J-3-e Jº; see J-cº.

A thing that

is desired. (M.) And as "J.3L. º.º. A thing

Jºãº

1. Jº, (S, A,) aor. 2, (S,) inf. n. Jº, (S,
ing forth ; and pregnant : and menstruating: emulously desired, or in much request. (A.)
— Also, [as an epithet in which the quality of
A,
K,) He separated, or plucked asunder, or
(Th, M ) and Jºsé signifies the same; (Mºb;) a subst. predominates,) Much property; (S, A,
loosened,
a thing, with his fingers, so that it became
and so Y *: (A:) [see
dual
5
K;) and so W
(S.) You say, J-º.
spread, or sparse, or dispersed; (A, K5) as also
the fem. , being changed into 3 as in 9394. and J-4 Such a one has much property. ($.)
"Jºiº, inf. n.
(S, K+) or the latter has an

<-º]

cºlº

J-º.

§§

Jºãº

3* *

($) pl. Jº, (S, M, Mgh, Mºh, K) like as And Jº. 28, 32 Jº tº and J
jée is pl. of ſº, (S, Mºb, K) the only other [Much property does not rejoice me mith this
-

instance of the

kind, (S, K,) and

Jú, affair]. (S.)

O

-

-

9

*

intensive signification; and accord. to some, the
former signifies he separated a thing not difficult

to separate, such as cotton and wool; or he pulled

2S30

* ** –

-> ā;
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wool until its parts became separated, or plucked not fat, then let there be wool; ] meaning, t If that what n'as upon it, of dust &c., might fall off
asunder, or loosened: (TA:) or he spread, or dis there be not action, then [let there be] a show of ($," A,” Mgh, IX,*) or to remove from it dust
persed, a thing. (M.F.) You say, &lai, < *ś action: (IAar, Az, L:) or the last word signifies and the like; (Msb;) he took a thing neith his
and ** [I separated, or plucked asunder, or a little milk : (Meyd, cited by Freytag: see his hand, and shook it, or shook it violently, to remove
loosened, with my fingers, &c., the cotton and the Arab. Prov., i. 70:) it also signifies, [and perhaps the dust from it: (TA:) and in like manner,
wool]. (S, A.) Jiří is likewise syn. with J3. in the above saying, I abundance of speech or a tree, in order that what was upon it [of fruit
talk, and of pretensions. (M.F.) = See also 1, or of leaves] might fall of ; ($, A.;) [as, for
[the separating and loosening cotton by means of
at the end. = And see

Jºsé.

instance,) a tree of the kind called ouac, to shake

a bon, and a nooden mallet]. (T.A.) You also
say,

ãº Jº,

inf n. as above, meaning, He

alo... Jas
jº and ºn [He shook off from it the dust,
(A.)
And 5-3. &- Jj9. < *. inf. n. as
(TA) = A kind of cº
off its leaves.

Jºã + Proud and boastful;

2.

(TA.)

You say

or one mho praises
separated what was collected together, or com himself for that nihich is not in him; or who says

parted, in the [kind of trefoil called] axle). (TA.) that nihich he does not.

And, of a cock, (T, S, in art. Uyº,) or of a (sº [or citron; the limon sponginus rugosus Ferrari; above, [He shook aff th leaves from the tree;] he
(K, in that art.,) when about to fight, (T, K, (Delile, Florae Aegypt. Illustr., no. 749)] of the made the leaves to fall from the tree. (Msb.)
And Jai also signifies The sprinkling or scat
ibid.,) 49% Jºë [He ruffled the feathers around largest size. (TA.)

nich).

(T, S, K, ibid.) = It is also intrans.,
sm. neith Jºãºl, q.v. (T.A.) — [And hence,
his

Jºº, applied

J - 3, (S, A, K,) and Jº", (S, Mºb, K.)

goat]; fem.

accord. to

T.A.)

IDrd the former

only,

but accord. to

tering in drops, (syn.

Jº) water, and blood, (A,

to a camel [and to a sheep or

#39;

You say,

K, in art. Cº.) and tears, (K, ibid.) &c. (A,
(Msb;) part. n. of 1.

(Msb,

ibid)—[Hence].… as (S, A, K); The

i:35 J.

(Msb) and

Jiří
fever made him to shirer, or tremble. (As, T.A.)

Jºsé (S, K) and Jºš (Msb) and —And #2 -ai, (K) or tº e-às, (S)
Jºë ($, K) and Jº (pl. of Jºël (TA) and º &: (83% <º, (A,) I The woman bore
(S, Msh, K) and 2, (S. K.) inf n, Jº, (Mºb, Jº [pl. of #39]. (S, K,) [and in like manner many children; was prolific. (S, K, T.A.) And
IX,) or Jºsé, (S,) or both ; (TA;) and <-º,
24. Camels [and goats] pasturing by night Jº -*. t The she-camels brought forth, (S,
aor. 2; (IAar, $gh, K ;) The sheep or goats, and
others the latter also, and in like manner one says ſquasi-pl. a. of
of all beasts, though mostly of..., (TA,) aor. 2

Ol'

neithout a pastor : (S, Msb, K:) or dispersing L., K,) all of them; (L;) and W -aa3l signifies
the camels, pastured by night nithout a pastor : themselves and pasturing by night without know
(S, Msb, K:) or without the knowledge of a pastor: ledge [of the pastor]. (TA.) Jº are only by the same. (I Drd, S, K.) And i-tº-3 <-aš
*: ! [The hen laid her eggs; or all her eggs].
(TA :) or dispersed themselves by night: (A:) or
night;
but
Jº,
by
night
and
by
day.
(S.)
dispersed themselves and pastured by night without
(A, TA.) — [Hence also, J& Jáº Zé ! | He
/..non-ledge [of the pastor]: or the sheep or goats
$5.2 cºve ($) Wool of various colours sepa arose, shaking off drowsiness]. (A, TA.) And
entered among seed-produce : (TA:) occurring in
4. 2üş Jax f [He shook off mala
rated and loosened by means of the bon, and nooden
the Kur, xxi. 78 : (S, TA:) the subst. is Jº, mallet: (Bd, Jel, ci. 4:) and in like manner,
•s

in o ,

º a

****

dies from him, and recovered from his sickness];
signifying their dispersion of themselves and pas "Jº. $1.3 [cotton that is separated, or plucked
i.e. his health became in a sound state. (A, TA.)
turing by night without a pastor. (Msb.)
asunder, or loosened, ºrith the fingers, so that it
2 : see 1, first signification.

And *, * **, (A) inſ: n, Jºsé, (A, K.)

becomes spread, or dispersed; &c.; see 1 and 8]. ! He recovered, or became free, from his disease.
(TA, voce

&)

See also

Jºº. below.

(A, K,'TA)—And Jºe J. L.

4. ..., Jºãº, (S, A, K) and Jº", (S. K.)
IIe (the pastor) sent the sheep or

goats, and

º

the

-d ?

- O -

* 3

*-

º

-o 2

*

*: … • ... .

showed him what was in my heart. (Er-Răghib,

A.

female slave having shaggy or dishevelled hair;

TA, in art. 5& and Jº.) – And &;in Jas

(A:) i.a. ſº.

! He cleared the road of robbers, and antercepters

camels, (K,” TA,) or left them, (S, TA,) to pas

ture by night nithout a pastor; ($, K, TA;)
neglecting them : (TA:) or to disperse themselves

(K) — Jºaº is likewise

of travellers: I he guarded the road. (A, TA.
applied to anything Swollen, or humid, and loose
[The latter signification is shown by an explana

by night. (A.)

or flaccid or soft within; as also " Jºiº.

5. § 2 - …, (S.A.K.) and '-º',(S, A)
The cat bristled up her hair (S, A, K.) And
in like manner you say of a hyena.

as | 1

5 2 &
-

Jºãº : see Jºãº. — jº)
...]) **** **)

*

... o z

(Az, tion of the act. part. n.])

It is said in the trad.

5 oz.

K.) – You say also, Jºãº Cãº) I A nose short of Aboo-Bekr and the cave [in which Mohammad

cº [or soft part], and spreading upon was hiding himself], ºs- L. Jiří ū ! I will
guard what is around thee, and go round about
the face, like the nose of the Je-j]: (A:) and
in the

(A, TA.")

-

-

And 4.3 Jºiº,(A) or ºl,(K) and "Jº,

o.

to try if I can see a pursuer. (T.A.) You say
* . . . * > 3’ → • :
à… àºjī has the like signification ; as also also, &&. Jax, ($, K,) aor, as above, (TA,)
.
(A,) or shook, (K,) his feathers, as though he W a.s…
; (TA; ) or it means an end of a nose inf. n. Jº ; (S, TA; ) and Y *a*s-, and
-

-

- --

-

(A, TA) The cock, (A) or bird, (K) ruffled,

º

feared, (A, K,) or threatened, (A,) or trembled.

w.- ... →

-

J wº. " -

-

-

spreading upon the face : (Ki) and "Jºãº "4:ais5; (S, K;)

(K.)

3,-49,
º:
-

8. Jºãº" i.4. Jºã used intransitively, [signifying

It (a thing, or cotton, and wool, and the like,)
became
or plucked
asunder,
with theseparated,
fingers, so that
it became
spread,ororloosened,
sparse,

He looked trying to see all

in like manner,45 wº.
wide
in the two that was in the place; ($;) or he looked at all
2

nostrils. (TA.) See also J-sºº.
*3 w -- *

* .2° 2

.

Jºãº. : see Jºãº, in three places.

that was in the place so as to knon it. (K.) And

hence Jää signifies # He searched to the utmost.
o scº. 2

. .

(L.) And $3 & 33 sº -ić's

t

Jasº (S, K,” TA) f When thou speakest by day,

or dispersed; &c., being] quasi-pass. of Jº used
transitively. (T.A.) See also Jºº. And see

Uaa’

look aside, or about, to try if thou see any one

1. Jº, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) aor. , (§, whom thou dislikest; ($, K, TA;) and when thou
5, in two places.
Msb,) inf. n.

Jº

Wool.
a . . .

***

saying,

(S, A, Mgh, Msh, K) a thing, (Mgh, Mºb,) or a
[lit., If there be garment, or piece of cloth, (S, A, K,) in order

(IAqr, K.) — [Hence, app., the
* *

>

-ā-3 lo->

o

& 4&

Jºº, (S, Mgh, Msb,) He shook

|

speakest by night, lower thy voice.

(T.A.) And
2,4 * Jaśxº~! ! He looked at the people, or
company of men, endeavouring to obtain a clear
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*

knowledge of them; or considered, or examined,
|
2. Jai’, (5, TA) inf n. Jasº, (TA)
say also, 34-3, Jań…! t He took eactraordinary
them repeatedly, in order to know them. (TA.) shook a garment, or piece of cloth, and a tree,
pains in cleansing, or he cleansed entirely, (5:...],)
The saying of El-'Ojeyr Es-Saloolee,
-

* 2: "Jº 44, J,

*

-

-

much, or vehemently, in order that what was upon the penis from the remains of the urine; as also
it might fall off. (S, TA.") — Said of a horse, w łaa-31; (Ki) and w Cass l
i4.
Jºj, q.v. (TA in art. Ja...)
' ' " 4-añºl ; (K;)
(K;
Jas- [alone]:: (TA:)
(TA:
• ‘I. Jaºj, q. V.
. Ja”).
and "this last, he sprinkled some water upon his
**

-

-

*

means t(To a king whose eye] looks at the people,
or company of men, and knon's niho among them
has the right on his side: or looks to see in whom
among them is mental perception, sagacity, in
telligence, forecast, or skill in affairs, and which
of them is of the contrary description : (TA:)

*... o. o

-

-

pudendum after the ablution termed $43. (TA
K.) or tº tº &- (TA:) see 1. – 9-añºl in art. **) — [Hence also, tº u-aa-1:

4. & e-aſſiq, ºn J tº 'Jaiº, (A,
->

-

originally signifies They shook their provision-bags,

see 1.

in order that the dust or the like might fall from
them. (A.) And hence, (A,) t?'heir travelling

Jaé What has fallen, of the produce of a

tree; (TA;) what has fallen, of leaves, and
š means : [The eye provisions became consumed, (S, M, A, K, TA,)

• *

[or] ºil & "Jásiº &

of] such a one makes the people, or company of

of fruit : (S, Msb, K:) or a thing that one

and their wheat, or food; (M, TA3) like ºf:

men, to tremble, by reason of his an fulness. (A, ($, M, K,” TA; ) as though they shook their shakes [or has shaken] off: (T in art. J,5 :)
T.A.) – You also say,

Jº Jää Jº

of the measure

provision-bags in order that the dust or the like

Jº

in the sense of the measure

+ The

might fall from them, because of their being

camels traverse the land. (IAar.) – And Jää
&#1, (IAar,) or jº, (K,) aor. 2, inf n. Jº,
(IAar,) ( He read, or recited, (IAar, K,) the
Kur-ſin, (IAar,) or the chapters thereof. (K.) –

Jºiº, (S, Msb, TA,) like Jº in the sense of
'', 43. (K:) or 3-añ31, Jºiº, (S, TA,) and 23s in the sense of
(K,) or, as IDrd says, 2435 1925.31, making the 24.
(TA:) and (K, TA) what has fallen,
empty; (TA;) as also

verb trans., (TA,) They consumed their travelling
(TA,) of grapes, [in the CK we find ~~" *
(IDrd, K.) And Their camels, or
And tº- tºº, inf. n. Jaº ; and W seasº.
for -ºl --, the reading in other copies of
the like, Cº) died, or perished. ($, K.)
f We milked our milch beasts to the uttermost, not Jºël [the inf n.] also signifi
es t The suffering the K, nihen they are found (4→ [in the CK
leaving any milk in their udders: (TA:) and hunger, or famine: and want.
(TA.) – “…aaº! 3é, thus, with & and with the unpointed 3,)
Gº L. Jºe: * Jaaº! ; the young camel Jº) : see st-aš3.
provisions.

-

ejº

->

one with another, (K. TA,) or cleaving one to

sucked out all that neas in the udder. (A, TA.)
= [It is also used intransitively in the following
exs., as well as in some instances given above.

another: (L, TA:) or what has fallen, of dates,
at the feet of the palm-trees: (M, TA:) or n:hat
8. Jaśl It (a thing, Mgh, Msb, or a garment, has fallen,
of fruit, at the feet of trees; as also
Thus, in Jé app. signifies The trees shook off, or piece of cloth, S, A, K, and a tree, S, A) shook, W
(A:) or ' this last signifies leaves
or dropped, their leaves or fruit. (See an ex. or became shaken, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) so that
what was upon it, of dust &c., fell off, (Mgh,) or that are shaken off upon the Jelš, q. v.; as also
WOCe &#, last sentence but one.) – And hence]

5. & Jais; see 1.

Jégº,

so that the dust and the like became removed from

ãº Gº tº Jai

[app. meaning What
it.
nas in the palm-leaf basket became eachausted;
one says,

…

W

Jºš [which is app. pl. of Jº, like

as

Jºe

•O -

Hence the saying in a trad., Jasº is pl. of J.-1. ($gh,
K :) the sing. of JaéU!
#93;
º, i.e. [The bridge extending over hell will is *:::::i. (TA) [See also isºl =2;
like 3.5%; or it may be syn, with Jaaºl; (A, shake
nºith him so that he will fall from it: or] Jaa
(app. quasi-pl of" Jéº, like as 23- is of
K;) or tº [.
[all that was in it; which n:ill shake him,
or shake him violently, or [app. a
shows that Lo in the former instance is virtually mistake for and make him to fall. (Mgh.) – 2*] f A people, or company of men, whose
in the nom. case]. (T.A.) See also 4, in two ! He trembled, quaked, or shivered: said of a travelling-provisions have become consumed. (ISh.)
places. – And
Jarº, (Ish, Mgh, K) inf. man, and of a horse. (A, TA.) – t It (a grape ãº The shiveri or trembli attendi
ng,
ng a
ng,
n. Jº, (Ish, TA) or Jºsé, (TA) : The dye vine) became beautiful and bright in its leaves: fever termed Jasºn; (S, K ;) as also
V ***
(ISh, K, TA,) of a red or yellow garment, or (K:) [as though its dust became shaken off.] =
transit
ively: see 1, latter half: and ($gh, K) and "Raii. (S. K.) [See also Jaj.
piece of cloth, (ISh, TA,) lost somewhat of its It is also used
see
10,
places.
three
in
The subst. [from these words, which seems to
colour. (ISh, K, T.A.) And hence, (Mgh,)
(Msb.)

&:-

&

£º Jºã, (A, Mgh) aor. 3, (A) infº. Jºsé,

Jań…! t The people, or company of indicate that they are inf. ns. or from **
(A, Mgh,) t The garment, or piece of cloth, lost men, sent forth a **ś, (S, K,” TA,) or party cº, which precedes them in the K, is
its dye : (A:) or lost somewhat of its colour, of
W Jº [app. signifying f A shivering, or tremour,
redness, or yellon-ness: (Mgh :) or the colour of of scouts: (TA:) or sent forth aaij, or persons
attending that fever]. (K.) = + A rain nºbich
its dye faded anay so that there remained nothing to clear the roads of robbers and of intercepters of
travellers, or to guard the roads. (A, L., T.A.) falls upon a piece of land and misses another
but the trace. (TA.) Jº, accord. to the
lawyers, signifies t The being scattered, stren'n, — &&. Jañºl: and 2.41: see 1, in four piece. (S.) [In the O and K in art. Jºve, written
strenced, or dispersed: and accord. to [the Hanafee places. – 4 al- also signifies t He extracted,
Imám] Mohammad, the non-transition of the educed, or elicited, it. (A, Mgh,” K.) You say,
2 : . .
3 : .. .
a-añ3 : see aaºº, in two places.
$3:tº
eactrac
*.
educed,
<
!I
ted,
or elicited,
trace of the dye to another thing: or its eachaling
10.

Asi.

• 2 .

a sneet odour. (Mgh [but it seems that the

* : **

what he had (A, TA’)—And hence (Mg)

particle y, which I have rendered “non,” is Jań…" ( He performed the act of cleansing
inserted by mistake in my copy of the Mgh.]) termed **t, (Mgh, K,) with three stones,

§

Jää, (K) or $4.

§

Jaš, (TA) (Mgh,) or with the stone: (K:) or this is from
+ The seed-produce put forth the last of its ears.
º Jaš; because the person who performs
(K, T.A.) And 2% Jäät The grape-vine opened this act shakes off from himself what is annoying,
-

its bunches, or racemes.

(K.)

[See also 8.]

with the stone; i.e., removes it.

(TA.) You

* * **
deas.) : See 4 as 2.
: ...

•

*.

Usaa’ - see Lºratº.
6

- d.º.

*\ ań3: See a-ań.
- ... o.º.

º

-->

: see alań3: = and see Jéliº.

º: see #34;. = Also, and " Jú, f The
357
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failure of travelling provisions; i.e. their being a scout, or scouts, stationed on a mountain or

* (*, *, A, TA) and desisted, (A)

consumed: or dearth, or drought: ($, K:) the | other elevated place : (TA:) or one niho guards or become weary. (TA.)
latter of the words, and of the explanations, on the road: (A, TA:) or a company [of men]:
Jaš-o:
see Jālā; for the former, in two
the authority of Th. (S.) Hence, Alai. Jºu (TA :) and W the latter, persons who clear the
6, o

*w - 2

4

.

-

-

-

roads of robbers and of intercepters of travellers;

6

- O

Jéº

-º-, ($, K,) a proverb, meaning, The failure or n:ho guard the roads : (A, TA:) the pl. of
of provisions, (TA,) or dearth, or drought, (S,
the former is Já'ís (S;) which also

places.

signifies
Jºº. f Made to shicer, or tremble, by fever.
persons niho throw pebbles in order to know if (S, K.)
there be behind them anything that they dislike,
laš,
or an enemy. (K.) — Also, the pl., t Lean, or
emaciated, camels; (S, K;) accord. to AA, as
1. * ***, (S, Mºb) or ie.(K) aor. 2,
Jºãº see i3& and Jºs. = A piece of occurring in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, in which
(Msh, K) inf n. ** and kº (Š, Mºb, K.)
cloth upon which the leaves of the 3. and the he says,
and kä; (K;) or, accord. to AZ, <-kä, alor.
like fall, it being spread, (K, TA,) and the tree
*, inf n. ** and kºj (TA) His hand
being beaten with a staff, or stick : (TA:) pl.
became blistered, or reiated: it had water, or
Jº : (K:) and [in like manner] * Jºe and (S, TA,) In rehich the lean, or emaciated, camels
cast the shoes; meaning that these have become Juid, between the skin and the flesh; (AZ, Msb;)

K, TA,) causes the camels, driven or brought
from one place to another, to be disposed in
files for sale, (S, K, TA,) in order that their
owners may buy provisions with their price.
(TA.)

Jú.

signify a garment of the kind called dissundered; or, as Akh says, the thongs SO
*...* upon which the Jaé [or leaves or fruit of called [by n!hich their shoes are fastened], these

W

2

tree) fall :

* * *-ºs (S. K.) as also " … i. (S.)
or it became ulcerated by work. (K.) =

(A, TA:) or W. Jºe signifies i. q. being dissundered ; a 3 referring to the road; but aor. : , inf. n.

hº (ADR, S, K) and lº,
---, (S, K,) i. e. a vessel (*, ) in rehich dates some read, tºº, referring to the roads, mentioned (TA) She (a goat) did nºhat was like sneezing
[and grain are shaken to remore the dust &c. before : (TA 5 As reads Jašū3, as well as AA : (5.3 [app, meaning scattered forth moisture
or
(TA.) – A garment of the kind called 35.
($, TA:) but others read the word with J, as the like]) with her nose : (ADk, $, K:) or sneezed.
by boys: ($, K:) pl. as above. (TA) You pl. of Jºë, and signifying “jaded" camels:
(K.) It is said in a proverb, J- as Aaj 9,

a.

70'07"n

say also,

Jú º L., (S, K,) meaning He has

not upon him any clothing. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)
*

(so in a copy of the S :) or Jašū signifies camels meaning t Blood-recenge will not be taken for
which traverse the land. (IAar, K.) — The him; i. e. for this
slain person. (TA.) — Also,
sing, is also said to signify Waters nºkere there

($ $) wor. :, inf. m. kº, (S) It (a cooking.

2.

Jºã3 A woman

having many children: pro

is not any one. (IAar, Sh; both in the TA,
lific. (S, A, K.) = A^\S-J Jº J-2 : A voce 3)-aa-, q.v., and the former also in pot, jº) boiled, (S, K,) and poured Jorth [some
ºf its contents], (S) or so that it threw jorth
man nºho considers, eramines, or studies, speech,
this art.)
or language, or does so repeatedly, in order to
what resembled arron's; (TA ;) a dial. var. of
Jº
Motion
;
and
tremour,
or
shivering;
obtain a clear knowledge of it. (TA.)
tºū. ($.) — Aaj, aor. : , ! He was angry:
5.

-

©

... • *

as also W Jº and W Jaé. (O, K.) [See or he burned with
anger: as also V L-3. (K,
ã3% What has fallen in consequence of shak
|TA) You say, was ** USG Cl, (S, TA,)
ing to cause something upon it to fall; ($;) what also i-aš5.]
Jasº f A fever attended neith shivering, or ! Verily such a one burns with anger: (TA:) or
has fallen from a thing so shaken; (IDrd, K;)
trembling
: (S, A, K.) of the masc. gender: it is like <-sº ſmeaning boils with anger; or
nºhatever it be; as, for instance, of leaves; and
º, ... o. --

-

-

-

mostly, of leaves of the 2- in particular, when (ISd, K:) but applied as an

epidº

to

cº nakes a noise like coughing, in anger: or blows,

collected and beaten off [or rather beaten off and [which is fem.]. (TA) Contr. of Juz. (S, in anger]: (S:) [for the inf. n.] Guº signifies
collected] in a garment, or piece of cloth; (IDrd, in art. •M.o.) You say, Jast cº- 433-7, the doing what resembles coughing; and bloning,
L, TA ;) [like

Jº, q. v.;] and Y Jºë

sig
(S, K,) and

nifies the same; (§, K.) and "Jü also. (K.)
And What remains in one's mouth, of a Jº- [or
tooth-stick], and is spit out; or a particle broken
off therefrom, remaining in the mouth, and spit
out; i. 4. *%- #3Li: (IAar, K,) and 4394.
(IAar.)

iáº; f A company sent forth into the land to
whether there be in it an enemy, (S, K,) or

** Jº-

(K,) which is the

on an occasion of anger: and so Čá. (TA.)—
Also, (K,) aor. :, inf. n. lº, said of an antelope,

more approved form, (TA,) and Jºsé Jº & in the K, being a mistake for Jº, as
(K,) the latter word being sometimes thus used as
in the TS and L, (TA,) + He uttered a sound, or
an epithet; the second meaning f Fever took him,

cry. (TS, L, K.) – t He (a man) spoke, or
or affected him, with [a shivering, or trembling,
talked, unintelligibly; (K, TA;) as though by
or] violent shivering or trembling; (TA;) [and reason of his anger. (TA.) –
*::ſe-aſſ + His
the first and third, fever attended with shivering,
anus emitted wind with a sound. (I in Abhid, K.)
or trembling, took him,
or affected him.] = See

iáº; = and Jas

also

E

Jesú *

1A

3: see 6.

see

4. laš' It (work) caused the hand to become
not, (K,) or any [cause of J fear; ($;) like garment, or piece of cloth, which has lost its dye:
(A:) or n:hich has lost somen'hat of its colour, of blistered, or vesicated: or caused it to become
is...}} (S, TA;) as also " ia. [pl. of
ulcerated. (K.) [See 1, first sentence.]
redness, or yellonness. (Mgh.)

"Jasº, like as #41 is of Ju :] (S. K.) or

2 < **
5: see 1, in two places.
pl. Jasº. See Jº, in three
à-33A51;
signifies men going before an army
6. 43 ºil (for kić, in the CK • Asté,
as scouts, or ea plorers : (As, in TA, voce 3, al- :) places.
i. i-º, (A) or aaa… [i. e. iaº, The cooking-pot thron's forth Joam ; (K i) a.
or men who erplore a place thoroughly: and also
a single person : (A’Obeyd, in TA, ibid.:) or (TA,) A hen that has laid her eggs, or all her dial. var. of £33 [q.v.] (TA.)
the

former

º
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Jań3, accord. to the T, Pustules nºbich come

* {{{3, [or rather this is a coll, gen, n.,] (Mºb) away,
&slº.

(Mgh.)

through the land, or country: (K:) [in

the CK and some MS. copies of the K, we

forth upon the hand, in consequence of work,

and

full of water, or fluid; (Mgh ;) blisters, or

e? Jiří with kest to the
J, explained as signifying he proceeded, or
eactracted; (El-Fárábee, Msb, K.) as also 'igū;
journeyed, through the lands :] W -ā1 he pro
(K;) but the former is the more known; (TA;)

*;
gen. n.] of * iſº,

vesicles, upon the hand; a contraction of W.

which is pl. [or rather coll,

ić A place n'hence lº [or naphtha) is

sometimes contracted into Y ãº ; and sometimes a place where it is generated; a mine, or source,

afterwards find

sº

ceeded, or journeyed, through the country:

(Msb:) or " ins; thereof; a word similar to 4-5. (Mgh, Msb) (IAºr ) 23: J. Li [Kur, 1.35.] they pro
signifies [simply] a pustule; as also " iº and and Šiš (Mght) pl. Guº, (Mºb) — 4 ceeded, or journeyed, through the lands, seeking

<taş

is used as pl.

of tº :

for a place of refuge: ($ ) or they traversed the

"ilº;

(K;) and the lawyers call it vić, kind of lamp made to give light by means thereof; lands, and journeyed through them, much, &c.:
from this word as signifying “a place whence as also * ibé; (K;) but the former is the (Fr.:) or they went about and about, and
lº issues,” or it may be [originally] an intensive more known. (TA.) – An instrument with searched, &c. (Zj.) Júš. Jº W <ā, in a verse
act part. n. (Mºb.) — Also, and " lº, (Mºb) n:hich laš is thronin; (Mgh;) an instrument of
o

-

of Imra-el-Keys, I journeyed through the tracts

**ś,

(Mgh, $gh, copper, or brass, in which

at:

is thronºn, (K, of the earth, and came and went.

(TA) —
3.24. -š, aor. -, or j<!! -i- <-iº, (L, TA,)
K,) The small-pow : (Mgh, $gh, Msb, K:) TA) and fire; (TA) a 52% of Lº, which is
and
'-il, (L.) The camel walked barefooted, syn.
thrown
:
(Msb:)
pl.
as
above.
(Mgh.)
You
accord. to Z, " Jaſſ [so in the TA, without any
say, *u-Li&sº
[The
Cº- (L, K,) until his feet became norn in
syll. signs,] signifies, in the dial. of Hudheyl,
the small-pow in children and in sheep or goats. throners of naphtha ment forth, having in their holes: (TA :) or Jºſſ -š, ($, K,) and "Jº",
(TA.) = See also what next follows.
hands the instruments with n-hich to thron, it]. (K,) the camel's feet became thin, [or rere worn
(Mgh.) – See also * - And see ki.
thin
of Jº-l.

or "ài sã and "āiº and

2.

2.2%

**

** and * †, (S, Msb, K,) the former of
which is the more chaste, (ISk, S, Msb, K,”)
iºsé Jºe: see iº. —iastſ #, Froth,
or, as some say, the latter, (Msb,) or the latter
is a mistake, (As, K,) [Naphtha : and petroleum : or foam, having bubbles: (Az, Msb:) pl. Asſº
both so called in the present day :] a certain oil, (TA.)
3 (S,) well known, (K,) with which camels are
ãP3A… -ā= : see ākā.
smeared for the mange, or scab, and galls on
the back, and tikes; it does not include what is
[ &#9, &c.
termed J.-è : (ISd, TA:) or, accord. to AHn,
5 *

> 0 .

with , º, * ignification

<-º our feet became thin

($, K.) — U-123i

in the skin, and blistered, by reason of n-alking.
(L.) — -ā-

-š, aor. 2, He patched the boot;

repaired it by patching. (K.) Also, He made
the boot

thin;

he made [or more] holes in it.

-

-

i.g.

J.-è

&º:

accord. to A'Obeyd, i.4.

(Mºb)—-i- ºf aor.-, (int n -i, TA)
lacerated,

See Supplement.]

or worn through,
(S, K, TA.) [And in like manner
The sole of the foot of a camel or of a man:

****

see below ; and see an ex. voce Jºi..] —
-ā, aor. :, inf. n. *-ā3, He (a horse) put his

The boot became

in holes.

3-£

but AHn denies this; and says that it is an

*

eacuding fluid (ağ-) of a mountain, [..found]
in the bottom of a rell, neith nº hich fire is kindled:

6 o'.

~*

(*-

feet together in his running
º [for
He perforated,
which
Golius
and
Freytag
appear
to
have
read
and opens obstructions; removes the colic; and pierced, bored, or made a hole through, or in,
kills worms that are in the vulva, when used in or into, anything: like -á. (TA.) He made *- L33,] K,) not spreading his fore feet, his
the manner of a suppository. (K.)
a hole through a wall. (S.) —
§: -á, running being [a kind of] leaping. (TA.) =
;:S cº <-ā, aor. : , He scrutinized, inves
aor. 2, He (a farrier) perforated the navel of the
lañ3 :
tigated, searched into, examined into, or inquired
beast in order that a yellon, fluid might issue
2, 2:
alań3 :
see Jaśī, throughout: — and for forth. (S.) See Ji. — Jººl -ā, aor. : , into, the men's ; (K;) and, in like manner,
anything else: (MF :) [as also "Ji : see the
inf. n. J.i. He performed, upon the eye, what
ãº :
the last, see also alazá5.

(TA:) the best is the white : it is a dissolvent;

1.

&#,

aor. :, inf. n.

&#,

#3.

w

*

43 o .

• 6 -

5 .

...
."
alań3

-

phrase 3\!! Jº l, is, explained above :] or
he told, announced, or related, the men's. (K.)
• * ~ * * * : * ~ *; oz º.
i.e., a remedial operation for the black fluid that
--tº sº Jº -ºº! J' j-es' sº Jº! Verily
is called

:

&ºil in the language of the physicians;

-

-

âûlé [accord. to the CK, but erroneously, arises in the eye : from the phrase next following:
(IAth:) [but this is not a good explanation:
£ué]. see iºtă, in two places.

I have not been commanded to scrutinize and

reveal what is in the hearts of men. (TA, from
iº Jé A hand ulcerated by work; or operation of couching, for the cataract: so in a trad.) – 4253 Jºe -ā, aor. 3, inf. n. *sū3,
He acted as the -ić over his people; n.as their
ultered, or vesicated ; having water or fluid, many Arabic works, ancient and modern : -ºš
i ($, K:) but of a man who was not
(IbrD :) the couching-needle is called Jºão,
between the skin and the flesh : and * Aisé
Jºã3, and has become so, you say --53, with
signifies the same ; and so "ipsº, (K;) of and cºil ãº, in the present day]. —- i. damm, aor. :, inf. n. *3, with fet-h, He
ãº 3'- He (a farrier) pierced a hole in the
which last, however, ISd says, it is thus related
became Jºã3; (Fr., $, K;) as also -š, aor. : :
by the lexicologists; but there is no way of hoof of the beast, in order to extract what had (IKtt, K:) or āsū with kesr is a subst: ; and
entered into it. (IAth.) – ić &#, (aor. * ,
the meaning is he performed upon the eye the

© -

-

-

•

3. *

* *

• O.

:

•

-

* *

accounting for it in my opinion; for it is from
**i. (TA.) [Golius also mentions *ias; as inf. n. Ji, TA,) A misfortune, an evil accident, with ſet-h, an inf. h. (S. K.) like š, and
signifying A hand affected with pustules; on the or a calamity befell him, (K,) and overcame him, āş, : so says Sb. (S.) = •º -á, aor. 3,
authority of Meyd; and it is agreeable with or afflicted him; like 4:3. (TA) [In the
analogy.]
CK, for &c., is put arºl.]— --> es: -á,
£ü A thrower of * [or naphthal; pl. aor. 2, and W -āl and Y -*, He ment, or ment

inf n.

Ji,

He made the piece of cloth into a

, o2

(S.)
2 : see 1.
357*
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2 * b.

,

3. 4:50, inf. n. Jú
I met him face to face : or

as also

Çü. &#;

mitted the disease to the first camel. (TA.) — lowers it further, to [the lower part of] the circuit
without appointment, -:)
*J.
& I [Such a one puts of the eye, it [the veil] is called -li, ; and if it is
(K,) and unintentionally : (TA:) or unea the tar upon the places of the scabs]: said of one on the extremity of the nose, it is [properly]
(T:) the ºlis, with the Arabs, is
pectedly. (S.) º is in the accus. case as an who is clever, or skilful, and who does or says called

&#9.

&

24:

inf. n. ; or as a word descriptive of state. what is right. (A.) [See also

Jºël

(TA)— is tº

* A3,

sº, (S) or ~ *

*-ā,

and, as a fem. epithet,

that [kind of veil] from out of which appears the
circuit of the eye : and the meaning of the saying
A camel

in a trad., 52–3 Júl is, that women's shewing
whose feet have become morn in holes, [or norm the circuits of the eyesis an innovation; not that
nithout seeking for it. (S, K.)
thin,) by walking. (TA.) See the verb. — they used not to veil their faces: the [kind of]
4: see 1. – Jºã31 His camel's feet became The former may also signify Having the scab, or -tº which they used reached close to the eye,
thin; [or were norm thin;] ($, K;) or were what first appears thereof. (TA) See
3.
and they showed one eye while the other was
(TA.) = He
n:orn in holes by malking.
concealed; whereas the [kind of] ºus3, which
• 22
* 2:
-a- ? See -a-.
became a door-keeper, or chamberlain; Arab.
only shows both the eyes [without their circuits],
2.”
--~ : (Ki) or he became a ~$3. (L, 2 - 22
a.º. A mark, trace, or vestige: ex. 3.53 ackc was called by them is,…, [a mistake for Jººs,
K, &c.)
: [in the original, Sji al-e Sºº Y ~\R.J.'s
Upon him, or it, is a mark, &c. (T.) – See and

L'Uº, (K,) I

came upon the water unexpectedly,

o-p

©, e.

§:

6

d.

a sword or the & a-1 cyles cºal: but the 5 before cle is
erroneously introduced, and perverts the sense,
8. Cººl (S, K, Msb) and " -- is (Msb) head of an arrow or a spear: (M:) or Jºj [i.e. which is otherwise plain, and agreeable with what
***,4v..a collgen, n., of which # is the nun.
is said before :] then they innovated the [veil
She (a woman) veiled her face with a -ºš.
Ol' J.i. pl. of ãº ;] signifies I traces of rust upon
properly called] → [R3: (A’Obeyd:) pl. J.i.
(S, K, Msb.) — as tº *-is: see ~.
a sword or an arrow-head or a spear-head, likened
(Msb.) =
and
A road through a
&# (S, K) and W i.;; (S) A hole, perforation, to the first appearances of the scab. (A.) =
ãº The face : (S, K:) or the parts surrounding rugged tract of ground: (K:) the former word
or bore, (K,) in, or through, a wall, (S,)
used both as a sing. and a pl. (TA.) = Jºli (a
or anything whatever: (TA:) or a large hole, the faces (L.) pl. º.º. (TA)—i. A par.
perforation, or bore, passing through a thing ; ment resembling an 25, having a served n'aistband strange form of epithet, MF,) f A man of great
knowledge; cery knowing : ($, K:) or possessing a
such as is small being termed Jº, with Jº :
knowledge of things, or affairs: or, as also "J.iº,
(Mgh, in art. Jºã5:) pl. of the former Jºsé whence it appears that the reading in the K, mentioned by IAth and Z, a man possessing a
5: see 8.

-*. —

#3; t Rust, (K,) upon

&lt;

"J.i.

or string, (ii-, 5-, so in the $, M, L:

(Msb) and ºtºi and Jº. (TA, and some * 35-a-, is erroneous: TA:

[F having, it knowledge of things, neko scrutinizes or investigates
copies of the K.) — `i (K) and
(S) seems, found
written in the place of them much; who is intelligent, and enters deeply
An ulcer that arises in the side, (S, ISd, K,)
:]) without a sº [which is the part
attacking the inside of the body, (S, ISd,) and
turned donºn at the top, and sented, through nºbich the proverb, * Jº Jº [Two young birds in
having its head innards; (ISd;) [as also V ătă, the n'aistband passes], (S, K,) tied as trousers, or
one belly]: applied to two things that resemble
for) 3.3% signifies ulcers that come forth in the drancers, are tied: (S:) or a pair of trousers, or one another. (K.) In like manner one says
side and penetrate into the inside. (TA voce drawers, having a waistband, but without a part 2-3 -i. Gº Üte [They nere in one belly];
Já) see Jº. – º (Š, K) and "Ji. turned donºn at the top, and served, for the nºaist meaning they mere like each other. (A.)
(K) and "Jº, and " ... ($, K) A road (or band to pass through : if it have this, (i.e., a Jºãº,)
narron, road, TA,) in a mountain: (ISk, S, K:) it is called Jº (TA :) or a piece of rag of
i.g. ***, A thing perforated, pierced,

* isé

i.e.

into things. (TA) = 2i. The belly. Hence

i.e.

*

a road betn’een two mountains: (IAth:) pl. (of which the upper part is made like drawers, or bored, or having a hole made through, or in, or
the first and second, TA,) **śī (a pl. of pauc., trousers: (L:) or a pair of drawers, or trousers, into it. (T.A.) —
A musical reed, or pipe.
TA) and tâ; (K;) and of the third and without legs. (M., voce J-5, TA) = # The (K.) – The tongue of a pair of scales, or balance.
state, or condition; quality, mode, or manner;
(K.) — A dog having the upper part of his mind
state with regard to apparel &c.; external form,

*:::

fourth, 3... (TA) See also #3.
5

pipe

o a

(< * ,

so in the S, K: or having his

-

Jºi (S. K.) and "J.H. (K; but the former is figure, feature, or appearance; of any thing: mindpipe, à-e- so in the A) perforated, (S,
the more common: TA) and Y J-à (K) [the first syn. #'s. (T) = # Colour. (S. K.)— K,) in order that his cry may be neak : a base
Jºš A horse of beautiful colour. man performs this operation on his dog, in order
is a coll. gen, n., of which the n. un, is ãº ſq.v.],
that guests may not hear its cry. (S: and the
of which it is called in the S the pl.: but J-3 is (TA.) – See also *...
the pl. of ãº :] Scab, [or scabs,) (K,) absolutely:
# A mode of ceiling the face with the ~$: like is said in the L.) =2; * The intendant,
superintendent, overseer, or inspector, of a people;
(TA:) or scattered scabs (S, K,) when they first
(K)
pl.
i.
(TA)—iº
&
©
(S)
he nºko takes notice, or cognisance, of their actions,
appear : (S:) ãº is the first that appears of the
Verily
she
has
a
comely
mode
of
veiling
her
face
and
is responsible for them; i.g. 2.* and
scab; and is so called because the scabs perforate
neith the Jū5. (TA.)
**** and 2.4-3. (S, K:) like &: and
the skin: you say, of a camel, 43; * : (As :) the
…

first that appears of the scab, in a patch

•

*

º

Jú

[A noman's face-veil;] (S, K;) a ceil
palm of the hand, in the side of a camel, or on his that is upon [or covers] the soft, or pliable, part
haunch, or his lip : then it spreads over him until of the nose; (AZ;) [not extending higher :] a
it covers him entirely.

(ISh.)

like the

Jºsé. (Zi:) their head, or chief: (TA) like
* [q.v.]; i.e., one who is set over a people,

Mohammad, woman's veil that eactends as high as the circuit and investigates their affairs: (L:) or, as some

denying that any disease was transmitted from of the eye: (Msb:) it is of different modes: Fr say, the greatest, or supreme, chief of a people:
one thing to another, and being asked how it was says, When a woman lowers her -\as to her eye, so called [from J.3% “he scrutinized, or investi
that a 3.33 spread in camels, asked what trans it [the action] is termed a 23-25; and when she gated,”] because he is acquainted with the secret
... o.”

-

6 * *
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affairs of the people, and knows their virtues, or ears inclined to the singing of the drivers].
22:
generous actions, and is the way by which one Jr., Uiji,
“by reason of their pleasure,
º

-

obtains knowledge of their affairs: (TA:) pl.

2
>

-

But axe-A- [aor. : ,] He miced, or confounded, his
-

- - - -

is also discourse, like as one mices food. (K.) = 4:53

&#:

(TA:) [so that the meaning is 2Sºlº, [aor. 2,] (and W <!, TA,) He hurt him
• 9:
- - * 2:
The cheeks of their nihite camels were inclined, by
by words. (K.) = -3,913-53, aor. 2, inf. n. *-ā3.
reason of their pleasure, to the singing of the
read, for

ić (S.)

-

-

# The office of -º. (Sb, see 1.)

He dug up the earth with a hoe or shovel.
drivers].

ãº Mind:

syn.

(AZ) — tº £iji (or, accord. to the TA.

Jº. (S, K.) You say

J.A. The navel; or [a place) before it: (K.) º &é) and W 3.5:31, He dug up the earth
where the farrier makes a perforation in order
from a thing. (K.) — Aº << (aor. 3,

&sº º Sú Such a one is

of a fortunate
referred to that a yellon fluid may issue forth : ($:) so in a
is fortunate in his affairs, succeeding in what he horse. (T.A.) – See J.i.

area.J.'

mind, (A’Obeyd, S,) when the person

inf n. 3 iſ, TA;) and '4-i-, and "...i.5;

(TA ;) He took out, or eactracted, the marron:
Jºe An iron instrument with which a farrier from the bone. (K.) See also <i>. (TA) —

seeks after, or strices to accomplish: (ISk, $:)

G

-o

-

-

-

-

-

or when he is fortunate in his counsel, or advice :
(Th, S:) or the phrase signifies such a one is for perforate the navel of a beast of carriage ($, K) <-ii, inf n. &#; and "c is, inf n. << *;
tunate in his actions, and in gaining what he seeks. in order that a yellow fluid may issue forth. (S.)
He removed a thing. Ex. tº- &iº 3 She
*.
(TA.) See also what follows. *:::: is also said, See -ā-2, and -ºº.
used not to remove our n'heat, or provision, 2007”
* 2:
in the K, to signify the same as Ji- (under
ãº : see Jºš. — A narrow way between to take it forth, nor scatter it; but kept it faith
standing, intellect, or intelligence); but, says SM,
fully. (TA, from a trad.)
I have not found this in any other lexicon: only tro houses, (L, K,) along which one cannot pass.
I have found the word explained in the L as (L.) It is said in a trad, that one does not
2: see 1.
pre-emption
right
(āzā
possess
with
the
of
Jī)
signifying Jiul & (good fortune attending, or
respect to a 3.5-2 ; and this word is explained 5. is 5 He endeavoured to make a woman
resulting from, an action): so probably Ji- is a
as signifying a wall: syn. kº- [and so in the incline to him, and to render her affectionate to
mistake for Jº. (TA.) — Also, Counsel, or
K:] or a may between two houses, as though it him : (K:) as though he drew forth her love,
advice. (K.) See above. — Also, Penetration
were perforated from one to the other : or a road, like as one draws forth the marrow from a bone.
of judgment; acuteness; sagacity. (Ibn-Buzurj, or nay, over an elevated piece of ground. (L.) = (TA)—“ -i- it wº. (TA)—
K.) — Also, Nature; or natural, or native, ãº. A virtue; an earcellence; contr. of Jºe: See 1.
a
disposition, temper, or other quality: (K:) i, q.
… o.º.

*

o

6 ** o -

s

is:

ić,”

º; ... • Q ,

(S:) a cause of glorying : (K:) generosity of

*.

8: see 1.
(T, art. Jºc.) action, or conduct: (L:) a [good disposition, or
Agreeably with this explanation, the phrase above natural quality: [see tº: (TA:) a memorable,
& iſ Malicious, or mischievous, misrepresenta
mentioned is rendered in the T, in art. 3), c, Such or generous action, and [good] internal quality: tion ; calumny; slander. (IAar.)
and

and

a one is of a fortunate nature, or natural dis (A :) pl. *: (TA :) -šū, 3; J- A man
position : (TA:) or it signifies, in this phrase, as
of memorable, or generous, actions, and [good]
also avº, i.g. J39, Colour, complexion, species, internal qualities.
(A.)
&c. (IAar.) Also a.iº. &- * He is of a
good nature, or natural disposition ; and in like
* :* –
manner, al- W -su. , 3 O
Ö3 Such a one is a
* 2:

eliº (in measure like Auº) The hyena. (K.)

5 e-

-

-

-

• * *

5 *

-

*

in art.

tº.)

2:

•

-

- -

3-1 i < *; i. º. º. 3. (TA voce i-º,

- -

-

x

-ºvº-

-

-

- -

t”

-

1. Jü, [aor. 2,] inf n. *-ā3, He took out,
person of good dispositions, or natural qualities. or eactracted, marrow [from a bone]. (K.) Az,
(L.) = *:::: A she-camel having a large udder: quotes, from Aboo-Turáb, on the authority of

1.

tº:

&#,

aor. - , (inf. n.

#, TA,) He

peeled, or barked, a thing; peeled off, stripped
(ISd, K:) having her udder bound up with a Aboo-'Ameythel, A.J. <ā, and <, The
cloth or the like, on account of its greatness and marron of the bone was taken out, or extracted. off, or removed, its outer covering. (K, TA.)
(Msb) or uaº, (T,) aor. 2, inf n.
3,9]
eaccellence: but AM says this is a corruption, and
34
ºr
<i.
if
,
n
that the correct word is azºº, with 32, meaning
(Msb,) He pared, or trimmed, the stick,
is a dial. form of 3. , meaning, I took out, or
a she-camel “abounding with milk.” (TA.)
or staff, by cutting off its knots : (T, Mºb :) and
extracted the marron [from a bone] : as though
in like manner you say of anything from which
#: see #.
they had changed the 5 into St. (L.) But it is
in a marginal note in the S, Aboo-Sahl you pare off somewhat. (T.) –
~5% and #36 [the former omitted in some said
(K3) and " -i-, (K) inf n.
El-Harawee says, What I remember to have inf.n.
copies of the K] A disease that befalls a man in heard is Jºan < *ś, aor. 2, inf n. 3.3, I took

&#,

(L.) And J says, 3-2

&#,

gº

&#3;

5–5; (S3) He pared off the knots of the
consequence of long sluggishness, or indolence: (K:)
out, or extracted, the marrow from the bone; palm-trunk : (K:) or he pruned, or trimmed,

or, as some say, the ulcer that arises in the side.

(TA.) See *.
4

- of

-- O

- ,

o

-

-

and so ar-º-º-º-31, with the three-pointed tº ; and
the trunk of the palm-tree, by cutting off the
* 2°. .
* 2°2 z º.
22° 2 .
arº, and arº-1, and aj95-5. (T.A.)
*

-

stumps of the branches, or by cutting off the

-

Jºã31, a pl. without a sing, The ears: (M,
K,) or, accord. to some, its sing. is J-53. (TA.)
-

-

-

5

superfluous branches. (S.) –

&#3, (TA,) and

oz

*

**

*A)

W

tiº ,

(K,) He stripped off the ornaments of

El-Katámee says,
* ~ *2
1. 3 #5, aor. 2; and Y tº, (inf. n. <5–7, his snºord [to sell them] in a time of dearth and
S,) and W -ā-31; He hastened, was quick. poverty. (K, T.A.) –2kº
aor. : , (K,)
(S, K) – º – -- I went forth hastening. inf. n. iſ: (TA;) and W *-i-, (inf. n.
-

+

alloo
..a 3

cº-e
* - -

55-ki- st-3Uía
-

•

* >

+

2 ºf

33-' al-º- J| cº-º-º-º-

-

- -

-

**,

-o

-

- -

-

-o

&2-, and W& Rºº, He went **** $) and "4-i-15 (S. K.) He ex
{The cheeks of their n-hite camels n'ere neith their forth hastening in his pace. (T.A.) – < *ś, tracted the marrow from the bone : (S, K:) or

*

*

-
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a-i-, has an intensive signification. (Mºb.)
-

hollow.

tº:- -i. He separated nhat was good

from what neas bad of the thing. (Msb.)

(a worm) ate the trunk of a tree, and rendered it

Jā

manhood. (K.)

Msb) inf. h. 353 (L, Mºb, K) and Stij; (L.
($, L, Mºb, K) and "waii;

2. 23, cº-i-, &#3
inf n. &=
-3-5;tº He
($, K3)
and K;) and ' was
(K;)
trimmed,
…)

Waa-i-J), inf. n.
(L, K;) He picked, or separated, the money, or
pruned, or put into a right or proper state, poetry, pieces of money, (Lth, L, K,) and put forth the
or verses. (S, K.) –25%) -i i He scru bad; (S, L, K;) he picked, or separated, the good
tinized the language, and eacamined it well ; or money from the bad: (A:) he eacamined the money,
he put it to rights, or trimmed it, and removed or pieces of money, to pick, or separate, the good
from the bad : (Msb:) and the verbs are used in
its faults, or defects. (TA.) – See 1.
the same sense with respect to other things than
4 : see 1 and 2.
pieces of money. (K.) — [-º, aor. 3, inf n.
3á, q. v. infra, He gave cash, or ready money;
5. 4.- :
(K) or jul 2-3, (S) paid in cash, or ready money. Often used in this

tiº,

or 4:56 - 3, (TA, &c.,) : His fat, (K) or
the fat of the she-camel, (S,) or the fat of his

(L.) = He (a boy) gren up into

-

1.253, 343 (S, A, L, Mºb) aor. : , (L.

sense.] —

&- $33,

aor. 2, inf. n.

3i: ;

3# [properly an inf. n. used in the sense of a
pass. part, n., and thus signifying “paid,” Cash,
or ready money : or simply money]. You say

3. 3i: [Good cash, or ready
30- 3,é.

money] : pl.

(A.)

money : or good

Jºi-

signifies

Silver and gold money; dirhems and deenárs.
(TA in art. Jºe.) —º Payment in cash, or
ready money; contr. of it: ; ; (L, Ki:) the
giving of 2.É [i.e., cash, or ready money]: (K:)

(an inf n. ; see 1] – 3i: ºl The piece of
money is of full neight, (S,

L.K.')

and good.

He gave him the price in cash, or ready money : (S, L.) — Jºu: &# it, sº [This is a
she-camel, (TA, &c.,) became little in quantity, (L:) or simply he gave him the price; as also hundred, ready money of the people] is a phrase
used by the Arabs, in which J is meant to be
or diminished, (S, K, &c.,) or partially went & 4; 33.3 : (A:) and 253, &#3, and
understood
[before J-U-1: i. e. J.L.-J) is for
array. (A.)
253, à 3i, he gave him the money, or pieces

J-49;

of money.

8 : see 1.

first meaning,) Abºu
...)

and

3i.

33, [and

jº,

3iº, as an epithet of 35L6 :
U-U-Jº 3i, making Jºã3 a

for

(S, L, Msb.) — [Hence, from the
you may also say
and so

*

&#9 Jº- *: 2- f [The best of poetry

denotative of state; but] the epithetic mode of

He picked out the faults of the language, [and construction is that which prevails in this case.
is that which is a year old, and trimmed, or
of the poetry;] syn. 4:35. (TA.) — "
(Sb, L.) — 3. – The saying of the poet,
pruned]. (S.)
agú Jº *" ! [He picked out the faults of
º 3. 13% 5. :
the poetry and urged them against its author.]

<iº

#

• * *

*

&”

-

-

2 * ~ *

o,”

- --

(A.) – or lake o-º, and * -º, aor. * , (L.) means She will certainly bring forth a she-camel,
(L, K) He looked furtively at, or which shall be a permanent acquisition for breed
ing, or a male, which shall be sold : for they
(L,) He struck, smote, or
(K.) ton'ards it : (L, K :*) and so
22.5–3 : (L:)
seldom kept the male camels. (Th, L.)
He struck his head with a staff, or and 42)
Jºã3 he continued looking furtively

1. i., aor. , (§, L. K.) inf n. * (§, L) inf n. **
and

5.

& ãº

S.

**

*

sword, or some other hard thing: or he struck at, or toniards, it : you say also, &- Jº u.
Jº (Lh, L, K) and 'Ji (K) and ' …,
his head so that the brain came forth : (L:) or
Cº. 3i: [his gaze ceased not to be fur (Lh, Az, L,) the form most frequently heard by
he broke his head so as to disclose the brain ; as
tively directed at, or tonards, that] : as though Az from the Arabs, (L.) or * 333, (K,) [coll.
also -ič. (S, L.) *>
IIe broke his
likened to the look of a man picking, or sepa gen. n.) A certain kind of tree, (Lh, L, K,)

J;

&#
ë (L)

and Y ti rating, what is good from what is bad: (A:) accord. to AA, of the description termed ****,
(L, K) He extracted marrow (L, K) from a and º & * * J5 U, he ceased not having a blossom resembling the cº, i.e., the
bone. (L.) – º- Jºãº º iſ t It (sweet to look at, or towards, the thing. (S, L.) = 35% jiaº [or bastard-saffron]; (AHn, L;) its
brain.

(K.) — Also,

water) broke, (or alated, or allayed, thirst, by ($, L,) [aor. 2,] inf. n. 3ā; ($, L, K;) and, as blossom is yellon, and it grows in plain, or soft,
its coolness, or coldness. (L, from a trad.)
some say, 3: ; (S, L;) It (a tooth, S, L, K, grounds: (Az, L:) n. un, with 3; (K;) $3:

and a horn, T, L, and a hoof of a horse or

8: see 1.

the like, L,) became eroded, (T, S, L, K,) and
much broken : (L, K:) and it (the hoof of a
horse or the like) scaled off, part after part:
does so, L) by its coldness : (S:) or cold, or cool, ($, L:) it (the trunk of a tree) became worm

&# Sneet mater; that has no saltness; (AO,
Th, S.;) that strikes ( & ) the heart (or almost

(Lh, S, L) and 33i: (TA) and #33 (Lh, L)
and $2.É. (TA) — Also '32.É, (L.) or
W 33i, (IAar, L, K,) The §3,4- for caranay].

(IAar, L. K.)—see 3.
• 2.

and sneet, and clear, mater : (K:) or sneet

eaten.

(L.)

*...

Jºaº ; see - a .

(ś,

water, that breaks [or abates or allays]
3. *sū He reckoned with him to the wtmost, 3á [a coll. gen. n.] A kind of sheep, of ugly
i. e. 3–8) thirst by its coolness, or coldness :
* : ziz
s
form; (K;) a kind of sheep of El-Bahreyn,
(L, from a trad.:) or abundant mater which a syn. a+3U, (S, A, L, K.), Jº in, or respecting, having short legs and ugly faces : (S, L:) or a
kind of small sheep of El-Hijáz (L:) or, simply,
man makes to well forth in a place where was no an affair, ($, L,) [picking out his faults].
nater. (ISh.) — Also, Pure, mere, unadulte
4. A53) It (a tree) put forth its leaves. (L, K.) lambs: (A, L:) [see an ex. in a prov. cited
voce Auº in art. … :] n, un, with 3: (S, L:)
rated, or genuine. (T, K.) —
3.
5 : see 1.
-

3-5- été

applied alike to the male and female: (L:) pl.
choicest, best, or most eaccellent, of Arabic. (Fr,
8. 253, J.5-3. He received the money, or Sü, and ſquasi-pl. n.] isis. (L, K.) As says,
A.) — Also ** Sleep in health and safety. pieces of money; (Lth, S, L, Msb, K;) and that the best of wool is that of 2.É. And one

(Fr) tº his is pure Arabic; or the purest,
s

• J

(Abu-l-Abbās, K.)

&

the price.

(A.) – See 1. = xi−3. It

-

3-5

says, ºil cº-e Jā [More abject, or vile, than

, Book I.]
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the sheep called Jºſſ]. ($, L.) – Also, t'The
longer sort of people. (L.) – See

2 : see 4.

also, t He took [or picked] a thing, as, for

* ...

o-

&# and **.

instance, food, nith the finger. (TA.) – Also,
(M, K,) aor. and inf. m. as above, (M, TA,) He
3.3, (L.) or * 3i, (K,) Slon in growing up and " …; and " ...i.j; (S, A, L, K5) and struck a thing (IKtt, K,” TA,) with a thing:
into manhood, and having little flesh: (L, K :) " Ji, inf n. 4.35 and "33i, [aor. 2,] inf. n. (IKft, TA:) [generally, he struck, knocked, or

4. Jºl, (S, A, L, Mºb, K.) inf n.5%; (K;)

[and so " 33, accord. to the CK: but as is 3: ; (K;) He saved, rescued, or liberated, him
there put by mistake for *:: and the former, or it, (S, A, L., Msb, K,) from such a one, (S,
(S, L,) or W. %, (K,) a boy despised and little in L.) and from evil. (Msb.)
the eyes of others, that scarcely gron's up into
5: see 4.
manhood; (S, L, K;) sometimes thus applied.
10: see 4.
(S, L.) — 3. A horn eaten, or eroded, at the
root. (L.) See also Jº.
3# A thing that one has saved, rescued, or
liberated;
(S, L, Msb, K;) of the measure Jºš
Jā; and 3# and 33% and 3.x: See &#.

pecked, a thing neith a pointed instrument, like as

a bird strikes a thing with its beak:] he struck
[or pecked] a mill-stone, or a stone, &c., with a

* [which is a pick, or a kind of pickaace; i.e.,
he wrought it into shape, and roughened it in its
surface, with a pick]. (M., T.A.) – [Hence,)
f He wrote [or engraved nºriting] 2-- Jº upon

* ... •

a stone. (A, K.) Whence the saying, ..º.
Jºiº, like Jaé and 2--" Jéjàe 243) Jº (or, as in a verse of
3 -2
§§§ The choice part of a thing. (JK) — Jºaº
; ($, L3) as also "3.3 and #3: . (L:) Niftaweyh, j-- J, i.e., Teaching in infancy
6 x >

in the sense of the measure

& 4

•º 33tº
people.
copi.

; He is of the best of his a man saved, or rescued, or liberated: (L:) also, is like engraving writing upon stone]. (TA.) –

(A)

a horse taken from another people : (L:) or a
camel
&c. taken by, and then recovered from, the
Sú A shepherd who tends the kind of sheep
and #: pl. 35%: (A:)
called Já: (L, K.) or a possessor ºf skin, of enemy; as also
or W 33. signifies a horse saved, or rescued, or
that kind of sheep. (Th, L.) — See 239.

He struck [or fillipped] a man's head, and in like

manner a lute, and a tambourine, with his finger.
(TA.) You say also 3; *Jºi, meaning, He
ãº
struck [or fillipped] his earnith his finger. (AA,
TA, art. -la.) — [Hence,) Jé, [aor. :, inf.
liberated, ($, L, K,) and taken, (S, L,) from the Il.in Jä,
as appears from what follows;] and Y £i,
35% [One who picks, or separates, money, and
putsforth the bad; niho picks, or separates, good enemy; (S, L, K;) pl. &#: (S, L;) or the ! [He made a snapping with his thumb and middle
money from bad:] who examines money, to pick, or sing. of Jölä3, signifying horses saved, or rescued, Jinger;] he struck his thumb against the end of

separate the good from the bad : [as also wº :] or liberated, from the hands of men, or of the the middle finger and made a sound with them.

pl. §§ (Mºb) ſand $3.1 –[2: 39, and
§§ f One niho picks out

W

enemy, is

"3º,

without 3: (IAar, L:) and, (A.) [And in like manner the former verb used

the fault, of poetry; accord. to El-Muffaddal, (L.) W

#3: signifies

a transitively; as in the following instance:]
• --~

* *

• * *

-

-

o

-

&^2

&

and, the "latter, one who is accustomed to do so.] coat of mail,
(L, K;) because it saves the ** * * * Lºs 42%. Ji (; He put
—º sº &: sº and *i; 3. f [He is person wearing it from the sword: (L:) and Az the end of his thumb against the inner side of his
n:ho pick out the faults of says, I have read in the handwriting of Shemir,
that it signifies a coat of mail saved, or rescued,
poetry]. (A.)
from the enemy. (L.) You say also, #3:
3# The hedge-hog; &#1; (S, L, K;) a Jº, and
33% 24, He is saved, or rescued,
proper name, lik, i.e. applied to the lion :
from distress, or adversity; and they are &c.
(S:) as also 3āşī; (K;) but some dºw
(A.) — 33 Ş, ji: ; tº He possesses not any
the prefixing of the art;. (TA i) and Jºã-5')!. thing. (K.)

on. of ion

•

*

(L.) Hence the saying, -º-; Jº ev, (S, L.)
3ä agº, (A, L,) He passed the night of

or

the

hedgehog;

3.33 and

$3.1 : see iſ. - Also the

-

i.e. sleepless : (L:) because the A woman having had a husband.

hedge-hog remains

sleeples (ºd. sees, º

all

3.49

[or

night: ($, L, K.) and 25–1 cº es:- [4 hog; #1:

(K.)

first finger, then made a snapping with it]. (TA.)
See alsoji, below. — [Hence also, sº Jé,

* >

(T, A, TS) or vºº, (S) aor. 3, (TA) inf n.

Jā; (T, S, Ts) and 'Āi, (A, TS) infm.jāj:

(TS;) f He made a [smacking or] slight sound, to
put in motion the [beast or] horse, by making his
tongue adhere to his palate and then opening [or
suddenly drawing it anay]: (S:) or he struck
latter, mith his tongue the place of utterance of the letter
J and made a [smacking] sound [by suddenly

withdraning his tongue]: (A:) is signifies the
without the art.,] The hedge making the end of the tongue to adhere to the
palate, then making a sound [by suddenly neith
(Ki) as also with s. (TA)

3á'í,

greater journeyer by night than the hedge-hog).

drancing it]: (M, K:) or one's putting his tongue

(A, L.) — Jº

above his central incisors, at the part newt the
palate, then making a smacking sound [so I

*

3# A

calumniator; a slanderer;

jā;

, ,a 2
JAA-9

Jº
(L, art. Jºãº-5.) – Also,
&#9 (I, K) and * &lºy (K) The www.
as also

(L, K :) or the latter, the male tortoise:

1. Jé, (S, A, Msb, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. %, (S, render,i,j]. (TA:) [the sounds thus described,
Msb). He (a bird) pecked, or picked up, (S, A, which are nearly the same, are commonly made
(Lth:)

as also with 3. (TA.)

&lº

: see preceding sentence.
Jää

1. 3x3, aor. , inf. n. 3á; (Msb, Ki) or 333,

Mşb, K,) a grain, (S,) or grains, (A, Msb,) from by the Arabs in the present day, in urging beasts
this place and that, (A, K,) º: nºith his beak. of carriage:] or an agitation of the tongue (K,
(A.) [Accord. to the TA, the addition “from TA) in the mouth, upwards and downwards :
this place and that,” which is found in the K and (TA:) or a sound, (so in some copies of the K
A, and in one place in the S, seems to be un and in the TA,) or slight sound, (so in the TS [as
necessary. And W. Rºl signifies the same : see 8, mentioned in the TA] and in some copies of the

in art. • 3.] – [Hence, because of the sure aim K) by n-hich a horse is put in motion : (TS, K:)
with which a bird pecks a thing, the same verb, or au.” Já, accord. to IKtt, signifies he struck
became safe, in safety, saved, or liberated; he having the same [aor. and inf n. signifies, t It his palate with his tongue to quiet the horse: but
escaped. (A, L, Mºb, K.) — 4; 33. Safety to (an arrow) hit the butt. (Msb.) And He (an this is at variance with what is said by Az, J, and
thee! Said to a man stumbling. (A, K.) — archer) hit the butt, without making his arrow to ISd, and requires consideration. (TA.) A poet,

(A, L.) aor. , (L) inf n. *; (A, L.) He

See also 4.

pass through, partly or wholly. (TA.) — [Hence (S,) Fedekee El-Minkaree, (K,) i.e., 'Obeyd

2838
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Ibn-Máweeyeh, of the tribe of Teiyi, (TA,) uses the saying, 4:3 Jº- 4. Jii (.3 * He beat pl. 2: (A, K) and jū. (K.) "...is also sig
Jäl for;, meaning Jºjº [The smacking him and lºft him not until he killed him. (TA) nifies a hollow, or cavity, in the ground; and its
with the tongue to urge the horses]: pausing after And hence the saying of I’Ab, jº Alſº L. pl. is §: i. (S.) — Hence, (S,) The place
the word, at the end of a hemistich, he transfers cºf Jú &é, i.e., God will not leave the where the 33-3 [or occiput] ends, in the back
the vowel of the 2 to the J, ($, K,) agreeably silver of the believer until He destroy him. (S, part of the neck ; (K;) i.e., the hollow in the
with the dial. of certain of the Arabs, (TA,) that TA.)

the hearer may know it to be the vowel of the
[final] letter when there is no pause; ($;) like
as you say,

* 13, and J& <º

back of the neck; (TA:) what is called ;
(ii); (S, A, Msb;) i.e., the hollow where the

5: see 1, last signification.

brain
8: see 1, latter part, in four places.

not done when the word

is in

forgetfulness: (Msb:) [and any similar hollow ;

the accus. case:

as the pit of the stomach ; and a dimple:
accord. to present usage; and in this sense it is
used in the A, K, and TA, voce ia-3. — The

(S, K:) and if you choose, you may make the Jä ! A slight sound that is heard in consequence
final letter quiescent in pausing, though it is pre of striking the thumb against the middle finger
ceded by a quiescent letter. (S.) — Hence also, [and then letting them fly apart in opposite
directions, passing each other]: ($, K:) [or the
gº Jº ÉÉ [Kur, lxxiv. 8,) : For n:hen the snapping
with the fingers, or with the thumb and
horn shall be blown : (S,” A," Bd, K:) from is middle finger, or neith the thumb and first ſinger;
signifying f the making a sound : originally, as also "...i. n. un. of the former with 3..] One
striking, which is the cause of sound. (Bd.)
See also

jé,

below. — Also,

ends; the cupping in that part occasions

but this is

Já

cavity, or socket, of the eye. (K.) — Foramen
ani; syn.
-

(K:) but in the L

* . . .” -: *

.

.

it is said that J3), 3, §§ signifies the hole, or
perforation, that is in the middle of the haunch;
[app. meaning the sacro-ischiatic foramen : see

šič &G L. : [He did not renard him with

says,

--> Jº

-

-

He bored,

even a snap of the fingers;] meaning, nith any Jºãº, in art. U-5: but perhaps it may sometimes
perforated, or made a hole through or in or into,
thing : (S, K [in the former of which it is implied mean the socket of the thigh-bone; for 3,ā;
a thing : (TA:) or he did so with a jū- : (S:)
that sº thus used is from is in the first of the signifies any socket of a bone.] (T.A.) — The
and, inf. n. Ji, he holloned out, or eaccavated, a senses explained above:]) not used thus save in little spot [or embryo) upon the back of a date
piece of wood. (Mgh, Msb.) J: and **śl, a negative phrase. (S.) A poet says,
stone, (AHeyth, IX,) which is as though it were
~ 2.0 2
ºf
* > *
hollowed, (TA,) and from which the palm-tree
(so in some copies of the K,) or
(so in
3,-à-5 ºz y Cº- ex-A9
grows forth; (AHeyth;) as also "Jºš (S, A,
other copies of the K and in the TA,) both in the
2 of
* a2
a
z º.
pass. form, (TA,) said of stone and of wood and
Mºb, K) and "ji (K) and "jºi. (Sgh, K)
--> cº- judº -si- -39
the like, signify alike, (K,) It was bored, or per
You say, sº 35i us, (El-Basáir, TA) and
forated, or it had a hole made through or in or f [And they are fit, or worthy, not to renard thee
into it: (TA:) [and it was hollowed out..] You with anything, and thou art fit for, or worthy "º, (A) lit., [He did not remard him] with
a little spot on the back of a date-stone;
say,
* *::123, (K,) aor. *, inf. n. %, of the fire of hell when thou rewardest]. (S.) even
Or the right reading in both these instances is (A, El-Bašáir ;) meaning, f with the meanest
(TA,) He made a hole in the egg [so as to disclose * 5,33, with damm. (TA.) [See 3.3.) One thing. (El-Bašáir.) In the S and K, a Uśl Le
the young bird]. (K.) And tº- J.- -ºš,
5:3. See Jä.] And § Jº Jº L. : He

ºi,

2 *

0

,

2 .

#

#

º o

-

2 *

*

+

tº

says also,

(A) and gº tººls— "-i-, (Lth, K.) The

gº! sº jº es *:::: 2

f [He

did not care for me so much as a snap of a did not stand me in stead of the meanest thing.

horses made hollows in the ground with their hoofs.

(Lth, A, K.)

(A.) Lebeed says, bewailing the death of his
And in like manner, Y ~ ā:3) finger]. (A.) [See also an ex. in a verse cited brother Arbad,

in the first paragraph of art. 5t. I'Ab, in
The torrents left hollows in the ground,
explanation of the words of the Kur, [iv. 123,
in which water was retained. (TA.) — Hence,
5: &sº $3, put the end of his thumb|

5i Jº

J -

29 ºr is (Mºbi) and & ",i, (S. K.)
inf.
W

n is (S;) and " ºf , and '95.5; and

ºi-1:

• 3,'.

"Jº Jº Jº Jººl J,

O -

*

against the inner side of his first finger, then | lit., [And the people, after thee, are not north]
made a snapping with it (sº 23), and said, a little spot on the back of a date-stone; meaning,
© .

(K;) : He searched or inquired into the

&

5

|te- es: J& lsº ! [after thee they are not

.

This is what is termed "2.53 ; [denoting the lit.
thing; investigated, scrutinized, or examined, it;
meaning to be f And they shall not be wronged a
(S, Msb, K, TA;) and endeavoured to know it:
snap of the fingers.] (TA.) But see 3,53,
(TA;) and so 2-) ce ºf he investigated the
below. — Also, A sound, or slight sound, by
ners, and endeavoured to know it. (A.) [And
n:hich a horse is put in motion : (TS, K :) as
hence,
& 2:) ",i, (K, in art. J-,) also
(TA:) or the former has one or
or alſº Jº, inf. njº, (K, in art. A53,). [He other of the different significations assigned to it
9. o.p.

º,

*}... :

worth anything].

(S.)

And hence, accord. to

|ISk [and the Jelj, the saying in the Kur,
123, º &sº S; [And they shall not

tº.

be wronged eren

as to a little spot on the back of

a date-stone.] (T.A.) Hence also, [in verse 56
of the same chap.,] 9: Jº &#: S f They

tried the sonorific quality of the arron, by turning above, in the explanations under the head of n:ould not give men a thing as inconsiderable as
it round betn-een his fingers, or upon his thumb:
See Cº- and ºn 5, and see also 4, in art. A53 :

#39;i` (K, &c.)

(Jel.)
6 o'

or]

2:) , is signifies he made the arron to pro

duce a sharp sound [by turning it round between

the little hollow in the back of a date-stone.
See also Jä. — The place in which a

5, c >

Jº : see 3,53.

bird lays its eggs: (K :) pl. Já.

(TA.)

-

*3

3, #:

See

Jä, in four places.

.

jº

see Jä, in three places. = What is

his fingers, or] upon his thumb. (TK, in art. A53.)

3.

A small hollon, or cavity in the ground:
(S:) or a hollon, or cavity in the ground, not
4: see 1, in three places, in the first half. = large: (Msb:) or a hollow or cavity in the
... ,<!, (§, K.) infm.jū, (TA) He refrained, ground in nihich neater stagnates : (TA:) or
forbore, abstained, or desisted, from it or him; a round sº [or hollon) in the ground, (K, TA,)
2 : see 1, last two sentences.

bored, or perforated; and what is hollowed out,
or earcavated; (-i tº, TA, and Jä tº, K,
TA;) of stone, and of wood, and the like.
(K, TA.) — A piece of wood, (Msb,) or a
- - -

2 of

block of wood, (3.3- U-2), S, K,) or a stump,
he left, or relinquished, it or him. ($,” K.) Hence not large, in which water stagnates : (TA :) or the loner part, (Jº) of a palm-tree, (T,)

ſ
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jº

which is holloned out, and in n-hich the beverage resurrection : the blast there mentioned is said

called 3-3 is made; (T, S, Msb, K3) the 3-3 to be the second blast: Fr. says that it is the
n:hereof becomes strong : (S, K:) or a stump, or
the loner part, (U-21,) of a palm-tree, which it
nas a custom of the people of El-Yemámeh to
hollon, out, then they crushed in it ripe dates and
unripe dates, nihich [nith neater poured upon
them] they left until fermentation had taken place
therein and subsided : (A’Obeyd:) or a stump,
or the loner part, (U-21,) of a palm-tree, whereof
the middle nas holloned out, then dates were put
in them, nith nater, which became intoricating
Jºj : (IAth:) the word is of the measure J.
in the sense of the measure Jºi. (Msb.) i.
is said in a trad., that Mohammad forbade

of

•

1. jiā, (S, A) aor. 2, (S, TA) and -, (TA)

(TA.)

first of the two blasts.

inf n. Ji and Öſſ (S. K.) and jū, (TA)

º, o -

23.591; see 3,53.

He (an antelope, $ and A) leaped, jumped, sprang,

or bounded, (S, A, K,) as also "ji, (M., TA,)

ji: ; seeji.

33%

in his running, (S,) or on his

cºal iº, (K) and 'º, (Sgh, K) or
' (sº, (CK) Having the eye sunken.

i.e., his

legs: (A:) or he (generally referring to a raven
or crow, or a sparrow, or locust, or the like,)

(K.)

jíº. The beak of a bird; that which is to a

leaped, jumped, sprang, or bounded, upwards;
he hopped: (TA:) or he put his legs together
in leaping, jumping, springing, or bounding:

bird as the mouth to a man ; (Msb;) because it
when the legs are spread, the action is termed
pecks, or picks up, with it: (TA:) or of a bird

which is not one of prey; that of a bird of prey

jä. (IDrd, TA)

Jºe:

(Fs, and $ in art. 2-3,
being called
2: see 1. = Also, infn.3.4.3, He made to leap,
and MF:) therefore the explanation in the K, jump, spring, or bound : (S:) and -ji: she (a
(TA.) – A trunk of a palm-tree, hollowed out,
which is, the ,- of a bird, is incorrect: (MF:) woman) danced, or dandled, her child; (K,”
and having the like of steps made in it, by which
one ascends to -ºš [or upper chambers]. (K. [and the dual signifies the two mandibles of a TA;) as also -ji. ($, &c., art. jāj.)

2.5:1, (S,” Msb,” TA,) meaning, the jº, thereof.

[See also

***]) – See

also

#, throughout. bird; used in this sense in the TA, art. 33.2 :}

#95,

[pl. of

§§,]

The legs of an antelope,

pl. 34. (S) — Hence, (TA) The fore

The quantity [of grain] nºbich a bird part of the J. [app, meaning the foot of a (A,) or of a beast of carriage. (K.) See also #9.
pecks, or picks up. (K.) See 8, in art. --5. – camel, not a boot]. (K.) – [A kind of pick
What remains from the boring, or excavating,
are; or a pick, by which a mill-stone, or the like,

§§

--

(2.É) of stones; like ºf and ā-5. (TA) is pecked, or nºrought into shape, and roughened in

1. J. # It (a J-36) sounded. (TA.) =

its surface; (see 1;)] an iron instrument like the J-ā, (S, A, Mºb) or Jºãº Jºãº, (Mgh, K.)
jū An engraver: or, accord. to Az, one niho
cº, (A, K,) slender, round, and having a -aſ- [or aor. 2, inf n. J is, (S, Mgh, Mºb,) He struck,
engraves stirrups and bits and the like : and one
n:ho bores (Jāze ) mill-stones. (TA.) – f One pointed head), (TA,) with which one pecks, (%ji:» or beat, the Jºu, ($, Mgh, Mºb, K.) Jeju
5 & 2.

- no.

who investigates, scrutinizes, or earamines, and A, K, TA,) and cuts stones, and hard earth;
(TA;) used [also] by a carpenter: (S:) and
endeavours to knon, affairs, and news. (TA.)
*}. signifies [app. the same, or nearly the
act. part. n. of Já. – I An arrow that
($, K:) [the former is applied
same, i. q.
hits, (Msb,) or has hit, (S, A, K,) the butt, (S, in the present day to a chisel:] pl. of the
K,) or the eye of the target: (A:) if it do not former, *: (S;) and of the latter, 3&4.
hit the butt it is not so called: (S, TA:) [but (TA.) Dău-r-Rummeh says,
see a phrase following:] pl. 3%. (A, Msb.)
6 * * ~ of ~
×
– [Hence, §§ <tº- f [lit., His arron's
jãº) ºf Jºy *a-jº
that mere mont to hit the butt missed]; meaning,

36

Jºe:

-

with the Jews.

• *

,

(Mgh, K.) You say, c-à

Lºtº, and " --> The Christians struck, or
beat the J-55u. (A.) It is said in a trad., that
-

-

-

the Muslims were near to doing so, (13ste
-

*...* O..."

J3-5-2, S, TA,) or used to do so,

(Lié

&#, Mgh) until Abd-Allah Ibn-Zeyd
dreamed of the [mode of calling to prayer termed]
J/51. (S, Mgh, T.A.)

2

-*

~ *

w

º

6.

[Like mill-stones of Rakd (a mountain so called)
25.5, He put ink
2. as 5x J-53, inf. n.
he did not continue in the right course. (TA.) which the minkars have rounded]. (TA.) See
(J-i. ) into his receptacle for ink. (S,” K.)
• 3.
[And hence,) §§ t A calamity; (K, TA;) 25.
pl.

39.

(TA.)

One says,

8: see 1.

§§ 23. $19,
O -

and

55%,

or

(*) Axº~ :

tº ~~

See Ja…o.

t Fortune smote him with a calamity,

and nith calamities. (TA.) – Also,
right argument, allegation, evidence, or
syn.

• *.2 92

• 229 -

cºal Jºe,

i.e. *:::::

$53
the

Ji. Ink;

syn. 33. [which is a more common
term]; (A, K,) that with nºhich one writes :

! A

Jºjº

(§, TA) pl. Jiā ($, K) and Jºi. (S, A, K.)

like ;

in the K, a 3 is incorrectly

inserted between these two words; but the pl.,

Jºãº [Arthritis, or gout ; or, specially, po
dagra, or gout in the foot or feet :] a certain

Jºsé The thing

n:hich the Christians strike,

disease, nell known; (S, Msb;) a snelling and or beat, (S, A, Mgh, Msh, K,) to notify the
pain in the joints : (Az, TA:) or in the leg or times of prayer, (S, A, Mgh, K,) as a sign for
(TA.) One says, 3; 4. Jº f There came foot: (TA:) or in the joints of the ankles and commencing their prayer; (Msb;) being a piece
to me, from him, speech which displeased me, or the toes: (K:) or a snelling in the joints of the of wood, long, (A, Mgh, K,) and large (K,)

3%, is afterwards correctly rendered

in the K.

grieved me: or right arguments, or the like, (K, foot, and mostly in the great toe, a property [suspended to two cords, (Golius,)] with another
TA,) like arron's hitting the mark. (TA.) In the of which is that it does not collect thick pu n:hich is short, [nith n-hich the former is struck,
L, 33% “, t He cast at him nords that hit rulent matter, nor eacude moisture, because it is or beaten,) and n:hich is called J-3: (A, K:)

the mark.

(TA.)

in a member not fleshy : and of the same kind pl. J.3% (S, TA) and J #, as though the in
are arthritis, or pain of the joints, ( *-9 the sing. were imagined to be suppressed in
* ~

*

jé t A horn in nihich one blons; syn. 3,4 J.eūji,) and sciatica, or hip-gout, (tº 3-) forming the latter pl. (T.A.) – [Hence, in the
(S, K:) in the Kur, lxxiv. 8, the horn in nihich but differing in name because differing in state. present day, applied to A bell; and particularly
the angel shall blon, for the congregating at the (Msb.)
to the bell of a church or convent.]
358
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U-A’
---

put in the place of

U-A

&é.

(M, A, K.)
You say, of a man who has chosen (A, L.) a man,
(A,) or a thing, (L,) for himself, <itſu. sº

he says, do not thou ! He chose, or selected, a thing.

extract from the foot of another a thorn and

1. Jºã, ($, M, Mºb,) aor. 2, (M, Mºb)
Jºã. (S, M, A, Msb, K,) He variegated put it in thy foot: (TA:) or Çº &.

in eans

inf. n.

. .b >

a thing; or decorated or embellished it; syn. … ;
as also V L-5:31: (M :) [he charactered in any
manner a coin &c. :] and he engraved, agreeably

n:ho has entered among the thorns. (S and O, in 2-4 ! Good, or excellent, be that nihich he has
art. J3:...) And it is said in a trad. of Aboo chosen for himself: (A, L:) or, accord. to the O,
Hureyreh, Jºãºf $3 **, Jº $3 * [May when a man has chosen for himself a servant
he stumble, and not rise again; and may he be (Lºué (which suggests that this may be a mis
pierced neith a thorn, and not extract the thorn]:
transcription for U. Stº-J) 4–3 & <! [thou

with modern usage: he coloured a thing with tro
colours, (K,) or neith colours; (A, K.) and
* Jºi, ($) inf. n. Jºš, ($, K,) signifies the (M, TA:") the words meaning an imprecation. hast chosen this for thyself]. (TA.) [Hence also,
(TA.) See also 8, below. — [Hence,) Jºã,
*i- 4. Jºãº! I [He took from him his right, or
same. ($, K.) — 13° * e” Jºã, and
aor. as above, (TA,) and so the inf. n., (K,) He

**** Jº Jé, (A) inf n, as above, (K.)

cleared the nightly resting-place of sheep or

duel (A) And is 3- Jºiº, and ' …i.5,

[He engraced upon his signet-ring such a thing, goats from thorns and the like, (K,) or from t He took from him the n-hole of his right, or due,
and upon the stone of his signet-ring : and Jºš what might hurt them, of stones and thorns and not leaving thereof anything. (M., T.A.) See
- - -

also signifies he marked with a cutting or a the like.

(TA.) — Hence also,

º cº

U-59, also 1, last signification.

pointed instrument : he sculptured a thing in any (TK,) inf. n. as above, (IDrd, K,) He ea plored

Jiří [an inf. n. (see 1) used as a simple subst.;

the thing to the utmost. (I Drd, K, TK.) — or in the sense of a pass. part. n. in which the
manner.]— º Jºã He pecked the mill-stone
[Hence also, tº &. J. C. He did not quality of a subst. is predominant: Variegation;
syn. tºã. (A, TA.) — Jºã,
with a jū.
obtain from him

anything:

but the word com

above, also signifies

He, or it, scratched,
monly known is Jº. (M., T.A.) See also 8.
lacerated, or wounded in the outer skin. (T.A.)

inf. n. as

They said, 33tº Jºsé
face were

scratched,

2 : see 1, first sentence.

4-3 §e

[As though his
or lacerated, by a traga

known:

3. *sū, (Mºb) or 2L-1439, (S. M., A)
and -º- J, (A) inf n. iii. (S, M, Mºb,
K) and Jºë, (M, TA,) He did the utmost neith
TA) and anger. (M) – 33. Ji signifies
nent to the utmost length mith him, in
canth-bush]; syn. Jºaº : relating to hatefulness,
and austerity or moroseness of countenance, (M,

of dates

The striking the raceme

with thorns,

in order that the dates may ripen : (S, K:) or

or variegated work : decoration, embellishment, a

picture; or decorated, or embellished, or pictured,
work: broidery : tracery: (significations well

him, or
reckoning, ($, M, Msb, K,) so as to omit nothing

therein; (A’obeyd:) A"obeyd thinks that Já

Jºãº)

see

engraved nork upon a

signet: [and any sculptured n'ork :] pl. Jºsé.
(A.) Also The impress of a signet. (Mgh, in
art. •rs-.)

And A mark, or trace, upon the

(AHeyth.)

ground; as, for instance, of ashes.
= See also
* 2:

ăș:

See

Jºsé.
Jºsiº.

and their consequently ripening. (A.A.) And
one says, JJ all L-53, meaning, The raceme
of dates had specks apparent in it, in consequence
of ripening. (S.) – And [hence, perhaps, Jºi:

signifying the “extracting” a thorn from the foot
ištá. The art, or occupation, of the Jºli, (M,
is from this; but others say the reverse; that
the primary signification of 43% is the extract. K, TA) n:ho does variegated, or decorated or
ing a thorn from the body neith difficulty; and embellished, nork; (M;) of him who does nekat
(S, A, $gh, K,) that it then became [conventionally regarded as] is termed Jºi : (TA:) [and of him nºko engraves
is used as t syn. with
a proper term in the sense of doing the utmost, upon signet-rings: and of him who does any sculp
accord. to AA, (S,) or IAgr; ($gh ;) Jºã
or going to the utmost length, in reckoning; as tured work.]
signifying f Inicit puellam. (T, K.) [This observed by MF. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,
Jºi. One niho does variegated, or decorated or
signification is mentioned in the A among those
He
(M.)
d.,
(S)
or
4s.
Jº;
--*
nork; (M;) who does nºhat is termed
embellished,
which are proper; but in the TA it is said, to
nith nihom the utmost is done in reckoning (S, M.)
be tropical.] = Also Jºã, (S, M, A, Msb,) is punished, (S,) or perishes. (M.) See also 4. Jºãº (TA:) and one m'ho engraves upon the
stones of signet-rings: (Lth, K:) [and one who
aor. as above, (M., TA,) and so the inf. n., (S,
— [Hence, ºš, Jºsu + He picked out the does any sculptured work.]
M, Msb, K,) He extracted, or dren, or pulled,
(TA, art.
out, or forth, a thorn (S, M, A, Msb, K) from faults of the language; syn. $33.
* : see Jºiº.o.
Jºã3.)
-

O

*

-

£º-

º ... O

º

o

-

his foot, (S, M.) with the Jºiº, or Jºe: (Mºb,
23.”

K;") as also V Jºl (S, M, A, K.) thought
4. **** Jºe Jºãº He went to the utmost
by A’Obeyd to be from ââûl; but others say length against his debtor. (IAar, K.) See also 3.
the reverse: (TA:) and in like manner, bones
from a wound in the head : ($, K:) and he

f 2* *

Jºãº : see Jºãº, first sentence.
3 ::: * * * :

: 2°-

-

-

-

**** **-*: see Jºiº, last signification.
5: see 8, last signification.

6

- O

Jºliº An instrument mith nºbich variegated,
8. Jºãº!: see 1, first signification. — Also,
or decorated or embellished, nork is done; pl.

pluched out (S, A,) hair, (A,) with the Jºãº
(S, A.;) as also "Jºãºl. (A) A certain poet (K) or 4-3, Jº Jºãº, (Lth, A,) He ordered Jºsé, (M. :) [and an instrument neith n-hich
says, (namely, Yezeed Ibn-Maksam [?] Eth (Lth, A, K) the Jºã [or engraver], (Lth, K.)
engraving, or any sculptured nork, is done : so in
Thakafee, O in art. 4935,)
-

*

*

6 -

O

*

*

* * *

>

ãº Jº Jº-, 3- iº S
-

*

•

-

-

9:

6

º'

•

O

-

O

*

-3%

\,-\º 23 cº-e J-2 *-ye Jº

to engrave upon the stone of his signet-ring. (Lth, the present day.] – Also, [A kind of tweezers;]
A, K.) = He eactracted, or dren, or pulled, out, an instrument neith nihich one eactracts, or draws
or forth, a thing; (K;) such as a thorn and the or pulls out or forth, thorns; as also "J.;
like : (TA:) syn. with Jºã, as shewn above;
(Mºb, K.) [of which latter the pl. is Jºsé,
see 1, in three places. (S, M, A, K.) – [Hence,
-

*

[Do not thou by any means extract from the
foot of another a thorn, and so preserve, by
(risking) thy foot, the foot of him who has
pierced himself therenith]; the [former] - is

one picks
He (a camel) struck the ground (S, K) with his occurring below:] and with nºbich
the
saying,j
[Hence
(A.)
out
(S,
A)
hair.
fore leg, (S,) or nith his foot, (K,) on account
of something entering into it; ($, K;) [i.e., to Jºãº * Ji- <<! f I nearied myself
beat out a thorn or the like..] – [Hence also, in extorting my right, or due, from him. (A.)

* 33 — . .es;
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or piece of cloth, (A,) or of the pilgrimage, will there be any deficiency in nifies The denying, or disacknowledging, the right,
other thing, (TA,) [variegated; or decorated, or your performance of the rites thereof: (TA:) or, or due. (T.A.) – See also 5.

Jºsiº. A garment,

embellished: charactered in any manner, as a as some say, two months of festival will not be
coin &c.; (see 1:)] coloured (A, TA) with two defective in one and the same year; but Et
colours, (TA,) or mith colours; (A, TA;) as Taháwee disapproves of this explanation: some
also "Jºiº. (A, TA.) – [A signet-ring en say that the meaning is, that though they be
defective, or one of them be so, yet their recom
graved : and anything sculptured. (See 1.)]
pense will be complete. (Mgh.) It is also said
Jºãº Jºc A raceme of dates struck with thorns,
. .. … ?
* *** * ~ *
. ..
in a trad., Jañº S) 3--" CŞ2 2-e Jº Jºaº º!
and conſiently ripened : (AA:) [or having
specks apparent in it, in consequence of ripening : Jºaº gº º Lee als; [Verily the deed that is
(see .#3x) Jºãº) and Jºsiº. * full-gromen done on the tenth of Dhu-l-IIijjeh, the recompense
fall short of that nihich is in the
unripe date, pricted with thorns in order that they thereof will not
month of Itamadán : for Jºe Jºe Jaš means It
may ripen: (M, TA:) and Jºsé &b. fresh
fell short of such a thing.] (Mgh.) [On the expres:
ripe dates soaked with neater; syn. kº ($gh,
sion Juai. Cº. as used in grammar, seekié. E
TA:) called by the vulgar -Jºse [app. £3-4]
4ai, ($, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) aor. 2, (Msb,) inf.
(TA;) as also Ji. (K [accord. to some copies;
Il. Jai, (MS,) [and accord. to the TK Ji.
and in the TA: accord. to other copies of the K,
Já; but expressly said in the TA to be with and &laſſ also, which last, however, is said in
the MS to be an inf. n. of the intrans. verb only,)
fet-h.]) = is,i. is . A mound in the head from He made it to lose somen:hat, decreased it, di
which bones are extracted: ($, K:) and is . minished it, curtailed it, lessened it, nasted it,
4

- c -

6 o'

-

*

- ... •

O.

* ~

**

~ *

-

-

o

ãº. – He

attributed to him defect, or imperfection; i. e. to
4-is, and ' …ai-l.

a man; (M ;) as also Y

(M, TA:) he attributed or imputed to him,
charged him with, or accused him of, a vice,
fault, or the like; detracted from his reputation;

censured him; reproached him; spoke against

- - -

-

him ; impugned his character; (S, A, K;) as

also "...aidſ. (A:) (and 42.Ésignifies the same;
for] IKtt says, that "Jai [app. Jaśl,
9 *

inf. n.

>

****, signifies asſe Jale [app. 4. &al. 1.
(TA.)

-

-

6 : see Jaś, where two meanings are assigned
to it.

a mound in the head from rehich bones are impaired it, took from it, or made it defective or in four places. – See also 5, in two places.
remoted ; (AA, El-Ghanawee, Aboo-Turáb;) i.g. deficient or incomplete or imperfect, after it had 10. & Jañº-l. He (the buyer, S) asked,
been whole or complete or perfect; (Msb;) he
ãº, (K)
demanded, or desired, a diminution, a lessening, a
made it (i.e. a share, or portion) defective or
loniering, or an abatement, of the price. (S, A,
deficient : (K:) [the pronoun often relates to a
K.) – See also 5.
[He gave him a violent slap, like the slap of the man: see an ex. in art. 53-3, and another in art.
Jai : see 1. – [Used as a subst., Loss, or
camel striking the ground neith his fore-leg, or with U-e; :] this is the [most] chaste form of the
verb, and is that which occurs in the Kur.: loss of somewhat, decrease, a state of diminution or
his foot, on account of something entering into it :]
(Msb:) "4 as also signifies the same; (M, lessening or washing or waning, defect, defectice
from Jºãº, said of a camel, as explained above.

J-ºk iſ, (S) or ºl ājj (K)

º o .

•o

Mºb, K3) and so does "4_i, (Mºb, K.) inf n. ness, deficiency, incompleteness, or imperfection,
(S, K.)
(TA :) but these two are of weak
Jaa

authority, and do not occur

in chaste language:
(Msb:) and Y 4 aiºl signifies the same : (S,

1. Jºã, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K.) aor. 1, (M,

Msb) inf n. &uai ($, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K)

after wholeness or completeness, or perfectness;

as also "3Laš; and "ia. signifies the same
Ješ as here rendered, agreeably with the

as

explanation (i.e. of a-ai-e) in the PS., which
Mgh, Msb, K :) or this last signifies he took from
is

&=

or, accord. to the A,

iai.

Seems to

it by little and little; as also "4:ais. (M,”
and Jºiº, (S, M, A, Msb, K,) or the former of

i.e.; in the sense assigned to this
or in certain senses assigned to it
S,
last
the
in
both of the last two verbs; but in the M, it seems
trans. verb, (MS,) and iai. (M) and Jú,
in the K, which see below; and thus to be more
rather to be said of a_i: only.]) [See an ex.
(K,) [which last is an intensive form, said of a
restricted in application than Jºi. J. (S, T.A.)
of the verb followed by Jºe voce -ji. You say
thing, (S, M,) intrans., (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,)
– Weakness of intellect: (M, TA:) and neaſ.
TA [in the latter of which this is plainly said of be syn. with

these two only, the latter being the inf. n. of the

It lost somewhat, decreased, diminished, lessened,
wasted, named, or became defective or deficient or

also, 134- * Jaś IIe cut off from it such a thing.] ness with respect to religion and intellect. (TA.)
Jaš is doubly trans.: (Msb:) you say < You say, aſses are: Jº
- - -

-

incomplete or imperfect, after having been n-hole *i-, (A, Mgh, Mºb, TA) inf n. Jºãº (A, [There came upon him a weakness in his religion
or complete or perfect: (IKtt, Msb, TA:) or he, Mgh;) and in like manner, *i- "4 aisl; (M,
and his intellect]; but one should not say
or it, lost, or suffered loss or diminution, (A, K,)
A,” Mgh,” TA;") He diminished, or impaired, W 32. [in this case]: (K:) app. because

with respect to lot or portion : (K:) and "Jaśl

signifies the same; (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) and to him his right, or due; endamaged him; or
made him to suffer loss, or damage, or detriment,
so does "Jais; (TK, [probably from the TA,)
in respect of it; curtailed him, abridged him,
art. cº) and so does "Jašuj: (TA:) [or this last
deprived him, or defrauded him, of a portion of
signifies it lost somewhat, decreased, &c., gradually;
it; (Mºb, TA;) contr. of ºi. (TA) ſand
contr. of Jºjj.] It is said in a trad., (Mgh,)
he abridged him, deprived him, or defrauded him,
cº Ş * 9.3, (Mgh, K,) i.e. Ramadán and
* ~ of

• * *

.

. . .

of it altogether; for & aMA) a-aſſ signifies
Dhu’l Hijºn, (Mgh,) meaning, Two months of sometimes
He deprived him of his family and his
festival are not defective virtually (28- es}) property altogether: as appears from the following

Je:

is “weakness;” whereas

Čač

is only

“a going away [of part of a thing] after [its
having been in) a state of completeness.” (TA.)
... o. --

6

Juai : see 1: – see also Jºë, in two places.

— It also signifies The quantity that is gone, or
lost, of a thing that is decreased or diminished or

lessened. (Lth, A, K.) You say, 33- &Lai;
34-3 The quantity that is gone, or lost, of it is

such and such. (TK.)
though they be defective in number [of days];
alues 4\Al Jaſſ [He was deprived
&
ex)
sº
(K;) i.e. let no doubt occur in your hearts when
i4-š: see 1 — A defect, an imperfection, a
of his family and his property, and remained
ye fast nine and twenty days [instead of thirty];
nor if there happen a mistake respecting the day alone]. (T, art. 253.) j- "Jºiº, also sig fault, a vice, or the like; syn. * : (S, TA:)
... • -

- , o –

•

Jº

º

.

358”
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Jań – Jaś

or a lon, or base, quality, property, natural t a sale : (Mgh :) and + other things; (A, K,
3. Jä Jº iášūji is : The saying that nihich
disposition, practice, habit, or action; (K, TA ;) TA;) such as t an affair, or a case; and t the is contradictory in its meaning [or meanings; as
of a man : (TA:) or a weak quality, &c.: state of a place through which the invasion of though one of its meanings undid, or annulled,
(IDrd, K, TA:) but the attribution of weakness an enemy is feared: (TA:) contr. of

&

&J Jé

(M, the other]: (S,” K, TA:) from

and

to a quality, &c., requires consideration: and A, K, TA,) as relating to a building or structure, meaning f the contending nºith another in nords,
it seems that what is meant by lowness, or base
and to a rope or cord, (A, K, TA,) and to a
Jºãº (TA :) [* ãº, compact or contract or covenant, &c.; (K, TA :)
also, accord. to the A, seems to be syn. with
or i, q. & J- as relating to a rope or
à2.53 in one or another of the senses explained
cord, and to a compact or contract or covenant:
above; but its primary signification is probably
(Msb:) or i, q. ****, as relating to a building
a cause of Jaſſ, like as that of als--- is a cause
ness, is what leads to

º

-

*

-

6 * >

©.

0

* ...

2.

0 ,-

-

o “

or structure : (TA:) or the inf. n. signifies

© .2

[or in contradiction,] each rebutting nhat the
other said. (TA.) You say,
Jº &asu,

&

inf n, iaitº, and Jú, ! He contradicted him
in, or respecting, the

thing.

(M, TA.") And

tºº 4. &# f I contradicted him with respect to

šu.”

his saying, and his satirizing of me. (M., T.A.)
of JS-2, and that of axº~e a cause of cº-º-;
< ºf us, as relating to a building or structure, And,<S cº 3-i-Ass ! [One of the two
the pl. of iaº is Jºſé and that of iai, is
(JK, TA,) and to a rope or cord, (JK,) and to
poets contradicted the other]. (A.) And Jaşū
4
Jaść...] You say, ãº as tº and "ālai. a compact or contract or covenant. (TA.) [It
...

o. of

6 . . o.”

[There

Jää is
and Jäuä

defect, imperfection, is said in the K, that

any

is not in him

Jºš 33 &

fault, or vice, &c.]: and

and

Ajº, like Jºãº)

Jš. Jºë 4; ! [His second saying contradicted
but this is the first] (A, TA) And Jº Jº-i Jagu

the contr. of

contradicted

I [The last part of his saying

Jé% [Such a one has defects, &c.].
2 - 3.

…

• * >0

the

(A, TA.) = a glaring mistake; and seems to be a corruption first]. (Mgh.) [See also 6.]
2°
-

As a subst. from a.a53 and a .253) and
-

tº-1,
.x.

•

or,2 accord. to IKtt,
-::: as an inf. n. from Jañº,

of the following passage in the M ; 3.3 Jaś
2 zºº. . * * * * > 2.9° 2 × 2.2
Jaść, Pañºlº Laſſ 4-aiº a.aſſ 25;}, which

4 & Jail, (M, K, TA) and ºf Jail,

*

(M, TA,) He removed the crust of earth from
and therefore from 3i, also, (see 5,)] it signifies is meant to indicate that Jaśl and Jašū are over the truffles: (M:) or he eactracted, or took
The attributing to a man defect, or imperfection : quasi-passives of a añ3: and in like manner, the forth, the truffles from the earth. (K, T.A.) =
…

•

* *

o “

o “

”

•

* c3

**

o

“ ,” & . .

(M. :) the attributing or imputing to men, charg passage in the A, 23:45 Jº-J's evºl Jº Jañºl) º Jaśl The crusts of earth broke up (Jaakāā)
ing them with, or accusing them of, vices, faults, Jañº Jaiº 5 25;}
indicates that Jaaº! from over the truffle; as also "Jaii. (M., T.A.)
or the like; censuring them; reproaching them;
See also 5.1 — Jº
J.a55) The earth shored
')
and Jais are quasi-passives of **i. Further,
speaking against them; impugning their cha
[or put forth] its plants, or herbage. (M, T.A.)
•

*** *

•

* * oad”

*

it should be observed that 423, as

racters. (K.) A poet says,
*

...

= Jaśl also signifies It produced, made, gave,

2 * * **:

2 *:

you say,
- -

-

-

• b >

6 P.

…

323s; for emitted, or uttered, a sound, noise, voice, or cry:
23s 3. &- tº Jaé, (mentioned (S, M, K, TA:) and [particularly] a slight sound

a building, is not well explained by

o, .

O - e.

tº-ºº ºx!' 32° 20 e-ºe-

>k

relating to

:k

and A, &c., in art. Jºš,) meaning He

like mºhat is termed:#: (S, TA:) said of a joint
of
a man, (M, K,) and of the fingers [when their
[But if others than my maternal uncles had took to pieces the building without demolishing,
desired to attribute to me defect, &c., I had set a or destroying.] – [Hence,) % & Jaé [lit. joints are made to crack], and of the ribs, (A,)
[see also 5,) and of a camel's saddle, (A, TA,)
Such a one undid, or untnisted, his bon-string];
brand upon them above the noses]. (M., T.A.)
and of a cupping-instrument when the cupper
meaning tº such a one took, or had taken, his
sucks it, (TA,) [&c., (see
and of an
Jºsé act, part. n. of 1. – Jºsé.º signifies A
blood-revenge. (A, TA.) And
33 jº
eagle, (S, M, K,) and of a hen (S, A) on the
dirhem deficient in weight; (Msb;) light and
[lit. Time, or fortune, has a property of occasion of her laying eggs, (A,) and of a chicken,
deficient: and Jai occurs as pl. of JaśU, thus
untristing and twisting tightly]; meaning I that (M, A, K,) and of an ostrich, and of a quail,
applied, agreeably with analogy. (Mgh.) –
n:hich time, or fortune, [as it were] trists tightly, and of a hawk, and of a scorpion, and of a frog,
[Hence, JašU Jas meaning An incomplete,
3 - 9
[or makes firm, it, at another time, [as it were]
i.e. a non-attributive, verb : opposed to AU Jº.]
untnists, or undoes. (TA.) And &: L. : ** 2% [or Syrian hyrax], (M, K,) and of a young

in the S

Jºš)]

-**

1945

9

.

-

o

•

and of the ſkind of lizard called] §, and of the

iai. pl. Jºsé
– and see also
6

* > .

See

i&#, in four places:

Jú,

t I annulled [n:hat he confirmed, or made firm). camel, the sounds of which are denoted by
(Mgb.) And
! [He undoes, or annuls, and <<é, as those of a camel advanced in age

*Jºiº

Jºi.

or contradicts, nhat he(another) has said]; said of are by

2.

J25ive pass, part. n. of a.aif.

§ and Jes:

(S:) or

Jé,

relates to

(A, K.)

a poet replying to another poet. (Lth, A, K.) — animate things; and Y Jää, inf n, of Jää,
-ā- Jaš, also aor. 2 and -, to inanimate things. (M., K.)
Jañ3
signifies a-i- Jº-5 [i. e. *** 4,-i, The [Accord. to the A, whether said of animate things
1. Aſſ, (M, Mgh, Mºb) aor. 2, (M, Mºb, moving, or shaking, of the pieces of mood, or or of inanimate, it is proper, not tropical; but
-āā-J" Jaſſ, [i. e., app.,

accord. to what is said in the TA voce

TA) inf n. Jaii, (§, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.)

Jaš, it

rafters, of the roof). (TA. [But perhaps the
He undid it; took it; or pulled it, to pieces: phrase to be explained is Jiji " Jää, and the is properly said of animate things, and tropically of
untnisted it : unravelled it : unmove it : dissolved
explanation, correctly, << 9-3, i. e. The inanimate; though, if any such distinction exist,
it : broke it : or rendered it uncompact, unsound,
the reverse seems to me to be more probable.] —
pieces of nood, or rafters, of the roof moved, or
or unfirm, : after having made it compact, sound,
shook, (for this, I am informed, is agreeable You say also, aſſºu Jaśl, (K,) or jº-ſº (Lth,)
or firm ; (JK, M, A, Msb, K, TA:) namely
with modern usage,) app. so as to produce a or, as As says, (M, TA,)
(M,) or Jºb,
a building, or structure: and a rope, or cord:
sound: see also 5.]) = See also 4.
(TA,) and Cºu, (M, TA,) He made a sound
(S, A, Mgh, Msb, K, TA:) and silk, or flax:

2.99,

(TA :) and cloth: (L:) and t a compact, con
tract, or covenant; (S, A, Msb, K, TA;) and

2: see 4, in two places: — and 5; and see 1, to the beast of carriage, (M, K,) or to the ass,
(Lth, Aş, M,) or to the camel, (A5, T.A.) and to

next before the last break.
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the horse, (As, M, TA,) at the two sides of his
tongue, after making it cleave to the roof of his
mouth, (Lth, M, K, TA,) without removing its
e.ctremity from its place, (Lth, TA,) in order to
chide the beast : (L:) or * Jaśl signifies i, q.

x of

Jºã; and if so, the phrase is like *# * 29 Jaiº (A, Mºb, TA) : The
º Jää, and Jé, explained above: see 4, affair, or case, became in a bad, or unsound state,

planation,

second sentence.] — <º Jaia The house, or after it had been in a sound state. (Msb.) And
chamber, became cleft, or cracked, in several 3. **, ºf Jañºſ t [The state of the place
-

places, so as to cause a sound to be heard. (K, through n'hich the invasion of an enemy was feared

22% ſq.v.); (As, M, A, TA;) the object being TA.) And Jaiº is also said of a building, became unfortified, after its being fortified, or
a [camel such as is called] 3,4}, (A ;) or what (app. in the same sensel like 'Jaiº. (TA) closed]. (TA.) And §i) c-aa-31 + The state
ever be the object. (As, M., T.A.) And Jaśl (See -tiºn Jai, in 1, next before the last break.] of purity became annulled. (Mºb.) And Jaaº!
jºju, ($, $gh, K) or jºy, (M., A) He called You say also, &use - aid His bones made a 23, º ! [The poetry became undone, annulled,
the goats, (S, $gh, K,) or the she-goat; (M, A ;) sound [app. in being broken]. (IF, K, T.A.) or contradicted, by a reply against him : see
-

o, -

accord. to AZ, (S, Sgh,) or Ks. (M., L.) And [See also 4.]

* Jaiº). (A, TA)

a Jaśl He made a sound to him like as when
6. Jaşūj : see 8. — Jaść also signifies
11. Jºuë! It (a wall) cracked, nithout falling
thou makest a smacking nºith the tongue to a sheep
: Mutual contradiction, or repugnancy; contr. donºn; like Jail. (K in art. Jaş.) See also
or goat, [in the TA, 3Liji Jäxj Lee, for which I
of $3. (O, TA.) You say, Jaść º Jº Jºãº, in art. Ja...]
read stäu ji: U.<>,] deeming him ignorant.
Mgh, Msb, TA,) f [In his speech is contra
: See Jº, in two places.
(TA) Aid He made a clapping to him nºith (A,
diction, or repugnancy, between different parts;]
one of his hands upon the other, so as to cause a one part of his speech necessarily implies the
[sound such as is termed] Jaś to be heard. annulment of another part; (Msb;) his second
Jai i. q. W -ºš. [Undone; taken, or pulled,
(El-Khattſbee)=4</u> Jail (M, A, K) He saying contradicted (Jášū) his first. (TA.) to pieces: untwisted : unravelled: unnºoren : dis
made a sound, or sound, [app. a cracking of the And cºil Jáč, (A, Mgh,) or cuºśl, solved; broken : &c. (see 1 :)] (S, Mgh, Msb,
º, o.p.

joints, with his fingers: (M :) [and so * , ai, (Msbj f The two sayings, or sentence, contra K.) like & (S, TA) in the sense of 3,8.
Jai; ; (Mgh, Msh;) and
inf. n. Jºãº (see 35; :)] or he struck n'ith his dicted each other; or were mutually repugnant; (TA ) as also
as though each undid the other; (Mºb ;) [they w Jää : ($gh :) but El-Ghooree allows only the
fingers in order that they might make a sound, or
annulled each other.] And 99e: JaśU.5 ! [The first : (Mgh :) Az, however, mentions only the
sounds: (K:) if it mean cracking of the joints
tno poets contradicted each other.] (A, TA.) second ; (M3b ;) which signifies as above, applied

(āzī;), it is disapproved; but if clapping, it is

.
(TA.) And &ial Jaśl He caused the And tº. JašU.5 ! Its meaning n'as contradictory
(S," K, T.A.) = [It is also used transitively:]
[kind of gum called] * to make a sound, or
you say, & uášū # They tro mutually dis
sounds; [i.e., in chewing it, as many women do;]
the doing of which is disapproved. (S, L, K solved the sale: as though compared with the

not.

[But in the S and L, it said that alsº Jºãº,

to a building, or structure; (M, Mgh ;) or what
has become taken, or pulled, to pieces,

(Caiºſ us,)

of a building, or structure; (K;) as also the

first: (TA:) or Jai signifies <-ai tº what
[together]
“they
saying Jºl º, meaning
thou hast undone; taken, or pulled, to pieces;
meaning
$213,
2.É.
and
’
saw the new moon;’
untwisted; &c.]: (M :) and what is undone, of

signifies **, which does not necessarily indi
cate that the former verb is transitive.]) — “they [together] called the people;” andºſº, [the stuff of the tents called] agii, and of [the
meaning “they [together] asked them;” not
and twisted a second
Hence, (§, M, TA) ,º Jº- Jail ($, M, withstanding that JaşLö is [properly] intransitive. garments called]
A, Msb, K*) The load made his back to sound by
Y Jºiá; (K;) and
(Mgh.) And 2.3% l, étá t[They mutually time; (M, K5) as also
reason of its neight: (M:) or pressed heavily
dissolved, or broke, their compacts, contracts, or * i3%: (L:) or this last signifies what is

*-*.

wpon him, (S, M, Msb, K,) so that his back nas

Jaft ;
(M, K;" i.e. the sound of the camel's saddle rian

covenants].

undone of a hair-rope : (S, O, K :) the pl. of

(T, voce lºlº.)

heard to make a sound such as is termed

it becomes infirm by reason of the neight of the
load; (Bd, xciv. 3;) or a slight sound, as nºken
a man makes a smacking with his tongue (Jº)
to his ass, in driving him : (TA:) or oppresed

* ... •,

8. Jaśl quasi-pass. of a-aſſ [It became un

Jai, is Jú

[a pl. of pauc.], (M,) and of

done; taken, or pulled to pieces: untnisted:

the same, (Mºb) or of " Jaš,

unravelled: unwoven: dissolved; broken : or ren

Jºsé.

(Mgh, Msh,)
or ren
Emaciated,
f
–
(Mgh, Msb.)

dered uncompact, unsound, or infirm, after it had dered lean, ($, M, K,) by travel; ($, K;) upon
been made compact, sound, or firml: (M, A, nehich one has journeyed time after time : (O :)

his back by its neight: (Msb:) or rendered him Mgh, Mºb, TA:) as also 'Jaiº, (A,) and Seer says, as though travel had unknit its frame;
* Jašuj: (M, TA:) [respecting the first and (M, TA;) thus indicating it to be tropical:
lean, or emaciated; Lai; *s-, i.e. $5. (Ibn
last, see a remark upon a mistake in the K, fol (TA:) applied to a male camel, (S, M., K,) and
'Arafeh, K.) Thus in the phrase Jº Jaé esº, lowing the first sentence in 1: but Jaśl after
to a horse, (M.) and to a female camel, (S, K,)
(S, M. K.) in [xiv. 3, of the Kur. (S. M.) wards occurs in the K used properly in the or the female is termed iai : (M, K:) pl.
phrase º &: Jääſ L. :) i. 4. <<1. (S:)
only, (Sb, M,) both of the
said of a building, or structure: and of a rope, Jºãº, (Sb, S, K,)
the latter, the 3 being
The earth clave, or cracked, or burst, from over
in
fem.;
and
masc.
or cord: (A, Mgh, Msb, TA:) [and of silk, or

5. Jaiº see 3 – tº cº Jº eais

flax: and of cloth: (see 1:)] and t of a compact, imagined to be elided; (M ;) and Játā is
TA.) In all the copies of the K, we find Jais contract, or covenant: (TA:) [and of a sale: [also said to be] a pl. of Jai signifying jaded,
23), explained by Jiā; [as though meaning (see 1 :)] and I of other things. (A, TA) – applied to a she-camel. (So in a copy of the

the truffles; (S, A,” TA;) syn. Ekº. (S,

The blood nas made to drop, drip, or fall in [Hence,J ā-ji, <-añºl ( The n:ound, or ulcer, $ in art. Jań.) — [See an ex. in a verse cited
drops;] but how likely is this to be a mistrans became recrudescent. (IF,” A.) And Jaśl voce 3...]—The place, (S,) or crust of earth,
f The mound became in a bad, or (M, K,) that becomes broken from over truffles;
cription. (TA.) [The right reading of the % 3.

9-

phrase is probably º Jais;

and of the ex

corrupt, state, after its healing.

(Mºb.)

And (S, M, K;) for when they are about to come

Jai – “...&
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forth, they break asunder the surface of the (TA,) of an eagle, (S, M, K,) and of chickens, (TA) And you say, J-2 & 2 is useſ [He
earth: (O:) pl. [of pauc.] Jú and [of mult.] and of an ostrich, and of a quail, and of a hawk, gave him a drop, or very small quantity, of
of a scorpion, and of a frog, and of the [kind honey]. (TA.) – f [A portion of a thing, or some
Jºsé (M, K.) — Accord. to the K, i. 4. and
of lizard called] 835, and of the 2% [or Syrian
of a number of things, in a separate, or scattered,
Jº ; but the latter is a mistranscription;
hyrax ; &c., see 4.] (M.)
state,
here and there.] You say, Ö. Jºãº Lº
(TA;) Honey that has in it [norms of the kind
ălă Š 29. f There remained not of their
called] Jº wherefore it is taken, (M, K in
à-353: see Jaš3.
art. Jañ5,) and pounded, (K, ubi supra,) and the
possessions [aught] save some palm-trees and a por
à-a-53: see Jaea)
place of the bees is smeared ( * f. 1. [in a copy
2° 2
* 2
tion of seed-produce here and there. (IAar, T.A.)
Jø94-0 : See Jaa
of the M 3 .. 3,which is doubtless a mistranscrip
And §§ &: bi, Jº cº, and & kä,
tion,]) therencith, together with myrtle (J- ),
t In the land are scattered spots, or portions, of
and the bees then come to it, and deposit
herbage. (K,” TA.) – t A thing; an affair;
Jaš- i. 4. & [Refraining,) see art. a matter; a case; an event; an action. (TA.)
their honey in it; (M, K, ubi supra;) on the
authority of El-Hejeree: (M :) or the dung 8-9.
iº dim, of ié. (TA)
of bees in the place n'Here they deposit their
lais
honey : (IAar, AHn, K., ubi supra:) or the bees
tº one who points copies of the Kur-án &c.;
2

-

o

9

- > *

g

-

-

-

5 o

º

-

6

6

that have died therein. ($gh, K., ubi supra.)
= See also

Jºã.

- d -

º

1. ºlig

iſ, (S, Msb) or -5,-1, (K.)

i.e. adds the diacritical and other points.

(S,”

aor. 2, inf. n. Liš, (S, Msb,) He pointed, or TA.)

dotted, [the book, or writing, or] the letter, or
bº. Jºe (Msb, TA) A book, or nºriting,
nord, nith the diacritical points or point; and
pointed with the diacritical, or other, points.
f A contradictor : applied to a man : neith the syllabical points or point, by n!hich are (TA.)
shonºn the pronunciation and division of syllables
[&#, &c.
fem. with 3. (M., T.A.) You say (also], ſº and the desinential syntaa!; syn. <-º: as also
33 Já. f This is a contradictor [i. e. the con
See Supplement.]
'Alai, ; (K+) and -ī-ua J. " Li, inf n. i.i.5,
* 2:

* 2.

Jaś: see Jaś, in two places.

Jºš

trary] of that : (A, TA :) [or this is inconsistent

j Jºãº [he so pointed the copies of the Kur-din.] (S.)
[nhat are termed JLaº cannot be cočacistent in
2 : see 1, in two places. – º 4:5; lai.
the same thing, nor simultaneously nonezistent 3. Jº, inf. n. lº, [He made specks, or small
with that : for)

cº S; cº-

ſº

in the same thing]; as existence itself and non

ºut, upon his
existence, and motion and rest. (Kull, pp. 231,
(Lth ;) and
232) You say also, 33-3 Jºš

º Jº

$3.2% º

cºś (This poem is a

contradictor of the poem

garment,

- ...

O -

£2 -

o,

1. *-ją) tº, (S, K,) inf. n. 2313, (S,) He
peeled off the scab from the sore (S, K,) before it
with saffron, and ink;]
was healed, and it became moist in consequence.

lais (signifies the same].

(K) [See also cºl=3& 3, and J

(A, TA, in art as,) And tº #52 eli 532, dial. form of Jº [q.v.). (K.) By some
43. &:- * *** [The noman made rejected. (TA) = *i- sº (like :=j, TA),

of such a one]. (A.) And ãaº in poetry is
f That by nihich one undoes or annuls or contra specks, or small spots, upon her face, with black,
dicts [what another poet has said] : (S:) or beautifying herself thereby]. (TA.)

2:1) iai. consists in a poet's putting forth
poetry, and another poet's undoing or annulling

*

UK3

2. o e

inf n. 43, He paid him his due. (K.) —
§ 2

--

- - --

• o.º.

c

- d.º.

(8.5 Sº tºº,
(S,) and 4.5, (TA,) and as 3 (S,
§ 2 or
... o.º.

5. Liº ſquasi-pass. of 2; It became pointed, for JJ or UC-5, TA), Mayest thou be made to

&c. — And hence, f It (a place) became scat
or contradicting it, by putting forth what is dif: tered with spots, or portions, of herbage. (K, T.A.)
ferent therefrom : (Lth, K,” TA:) the subst.
ić inf n un, of 1, [A single act of pointing,
is Jºsé [or rather this seems to be an epithet
in which the quality of a subst. is predominant, &c.] (Mºb.)
and syn. with

iáº; :]

and the act of the two is

have enjoyment in that which thou hast received,
and not experience pain / (S.) Mayest thou gain
n:hat is good, and may harm not befall thee!
(T:) or, with the latter of the two verbs with
out - (<15), may God not make thee discomfited 1
* A diacritical point of a letter or word: (AHeyth, L.) [Accord. to AHeyth, as men

iai. is Jºš

a syllabical point thereof: see 1:] (K:) [a point, tioned in the TA, the latter verb in this proverb
(TA :) you speak of the Jaśliſ of Jereer and dot, speck, speckle, or small spot: a mathematical is written a8.5 and as 5; but the right reading is
El-Farezdak. (A, TA) = A sound, noise, point; i. e.] the eactremity of a line : (TA :) pl. doubtless Jä and a 3. this is shown by the ex
termed "i3&; the pl. of

© - c.

o - d.”

# ($ Msh, K) and Bū. (AZ, $, K.) planation there following.]
accord to the K; but this is an enormous Hence, one says, aki; Jº tº us They two
8. ā-ji, <&l The scab peeled off from the
error: (TA :) the former, of the joints (Lth, did not differ repºrting so small a thing as a sore before it was healed, and it became moist in
M, K) of a man, (M,) [a meaning also assigned point of a letter or word. (T.A.) And ſºme consequence. (A, TA.) = titººl (like
to Jai in the K, and of the fingers, and of the
the vulgar say, when they admire one, alaſſ 5A tex;', TA) He received from him his due. (K,
ribs, (Lth, M., A) and of camels' saddles, (S, -à-a” us t [He is like a point, or stop, in a TA.)
K,) or of a camel's saddle, (M, O, K, [but in
copy of the Kur-ſin; because the stops in the
CK, for Jºj, we find Jºj, the foot.) and of Kur-án are generally ornamented, and often very #3 and # =; One niho pays his debts, and does
camels' litters, (S, K,) and of tanned skins, (K,)
not put off. (K.) =
âté, and šić,

voice, or cry; (Lth, S, M, O, K;) as also
W

Jai

*

•

o

z

º

beautifully, with gold and colours]. (TA.) —
or of a tanned skin, (M,) and of a bow-string, +[Any very small thing, that may be likened to dial. form of axi ſq.v.). (K.)
(M, K,) and of ** [q. v.] (O, K,) when new, a point, dot, or speck. Hence,) ‘Alee is related
(O,) and of the sucking of a cupping-instrument;
--&
to have said,

&ºls- ūji= tº: āli; all

(K;) [in all these senses said in the TA to be
tropical; but see 4;] and also the former, (S, + [Science, or knowledge, is a very small thing:

1.

4. -š, aor. 1,

inf. n.

Jºš (S, K) and

º, o .

M, TA,) in the K, erroneously, the latter word, only the ignorant have made it to be much]. --& ; and -8, aor. 2, inf. n. J.S. (M, L, K;)

2845
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aside, or anay, or out of the nay, him, or it. easterly, winds, being called tº- (AZ:) [but
(K;) He deviated, or turned aside, or anay, from Thus it is both trans. and intrans. (K.) See 1. see this word, and see below.j or what are
— tº 43 Put him anay from us; put him out termed
* [...& being pl. of U.S.] are

and Y-3, (inf n.

J-º,

TA;) and

*-3;

tº

it, (K.) from the road, (S,) or from another thing.
(TA.)

[You say]

&jkº *43, (Jºla!" being

put in the accus. case, inf. n.

J.8% TA,) and

of our way. (TA.)

four: (IAar, Th, S, K:) namely, first, the U.S.,

5. --> (S, K) and " - Kºl (K) He threw sº º

the reind that blon's in a direction

-*, He deviated, or turned his bow, (S, K,) or his quiver, (K,) upon his between that of the east, or easterly, and that of
aside, or andy, with him from the road; led him, shoulder; he shouldered it. ($, K.) – Jº ~& the south, or southerly, mind; also called <-ºl;

[Jºla!" cºl

43

or caused him to turn, aside, or anay, from the J-93 He leaned upon a bon. : and, in like manner, (S, K;) which is a very thirsty wind, that dries
up much the leguminous plants; but Et-Tará
upon a staff. (TA, from a trad.) = See 1.
bulusee, in the Kf, and Mbr and IF, assert that
turned aside, or anay, from him, and separated
8: see 5.
the -2.jl is the -9-e-; not its U.S. : (TA:)
himself from him. (S.) – *aš He rent, or
second, the
(…) *U.K., the wind that
& i.4. 13, q. v. – See also ić.
turned, aside, or anay, or apart, from him ;
blon's in a direction between that of the east, or
avoided him; ment, or removed, to a distance,
J.< An inclining in a thing: (S:) or what easterly, and that of the north, or northerly, nind;
from him. ($) — Čº y ~~ He turned aside,
resembles an inclining in a thing. (M, K.) – A also called ãº,and called also º, (S, K,)
or anay, from us. (TA.) – 3.2% &= < halting in a camel (ISd, K) by reason of a pain
a diminutive meant to convey the opposite of a
~ºl, aor. 1, inf. n. *ś, and cºe * -ś in his shoulder-joint ; (ISd:) or a disease nihich diminutive sense; for they find this wind to be
-º-º: + He deviated from the right course of attacks camels in the shoulder:joints, in consequence very cold; ($;) it is very boisterous and very
of nihich they halt : (S, K:) or only in the cold; unattended by rain or by any good: (TA:)
action &c. (Az) —
<&, aor. 1, inf n. shoulder:joint. (El-Adebbes, $, K.)
third, the
*U.S.; the mind that blon's
**, The mind blen, obliquely, in a direction
3.3 A hurt [of the foot] by a stone, causing a in a direction between that of the north, or
between [the directions of] two [cardinal] winds.
(K.) See ić. = -ś, aor. 2, inf n. J.8% IIe bleeding : or a hit by a stone [upon the foot]. northerly, and that of the nest, or n'esterly, mind;

road. (K)—[so] 'aº, inf n, ºi, He

Jº

3–9.

».3% Jº

thren, cast, or flung.

(K, T.A.) – º

J&

Ex.

tº: Sº ić,39

lik &:3 Jº

There is not

also called

ºs-i: and termed -39 ãº the

IIe

thren him don'n (K)
Jº upon the ground. in the neay of the attainment of this thing a hurt
[of the foot] by a stone, &c., nor a crack in the
(TA.) —5.3 43, aor. 2, inf. n. J.< and J-8,
inside of thºſovº (IAar, ISd.) [See also
+ Fortune overcame him, or afflicted him : or
smote him nºith an evil accident, a disaster, an Hence & in the sense immediately following.
(TA.) – t A misfortune; an evil accident; a
affliction, or a calamity. (K)—º-º: + He
disaster; an affliction; a calamity : (S, K, TA:)
was overcome, or afflicted, by fortune: or was

wº

tºl

smitten by fortune neith an evil accident, a disaster,

opposite wind to the J31; ($, K;) a cold wind;
(S;) and sometimes attended by a little rain;
but Ibn-El-Ajdábee asserts that the lººs- is the

J. : (TA) fourth, the yº-yºur the
wind that blon's in a direction between that of the
south, or southerly, and that of the nest, or

as also "Jºš (K) pl. of the former tº: n’esterly, nind; also called -#91; (in the CK,
-3.3 ;) and termed ...& ā- the opposite mind
(S;) and of the latter, *8. (K.)

or the like. (S, TA) see i3. – º –3,
to the U.S. ; ($, K;) a hot wind (S) and very
(aor. 4, inf. n.

&. TA,)

He [thren,

down, i.e.]

poured out the contents of the vessel: (K:) but
only said of what is not fluid; as dust and the
like. (T.A.) — <= <, inf. m. as above,

33 A heap of corn, not measured nor weighed:

syn. #23. (K)

thirsty. (T.A.) Accord. to Ibn-Kubás, the tract

whence blon's the U.K. [by which he means only
the wind that blows from the north-east or there

‘…. The circuit ( 53's :

in some copies of the

about] is that eactending between the point where

8%

S, 3,413 ; but this, as IKtt says, is a mistake; rises the
[or the asterism composed of the
and
the
former
is
the
correct
word:
TA)
of
a
pour out the arron's contained in it : (TA:) or
stars a and 8 of Gemini, E. 33° W., in central
he scattered the contents of his quiver. (K.) [See hoof, ($, K,) and of a camel's foot. (S.) See Arabia; or a and 8 of Canis Minor, E. 7° N.,
also &.]— ā-e- &, aor. :, inf. n. Jº, ***.
in the same latitude] and the pole-star; and the
*
of
The stones wounded him, and made him bleed, [in
tract between the pole-star and the point where
*S.J) : see --&l.
IIe inverted, or

inclined, his quiver, (S,) so as to

2

... O ~ *

sets the

the foot]. (S) 4-, 5'-- ~~& The stones
wounded his foot, and made it bleed: or hit, or
struck, or hurt, it.

(K.)

J&

is when a stone

wounds, &c., a nail, a hoof, or a camel's foot.
(TA.) — <! << II is toe n'as hit, or hurt,

by the stones. (T.A.) = -$, aor. 2, inf. n. **,
He (a camel) had a disease in the shoulder-joint,
or in the shoulder-blade, and in consequence halted.
(S.) See & — -º, aor. , inf n. &, He
(a man) had a pain in *i. shoulder:joint. (TA.)

•es Jº Jó, aor.

£º (S) and

&-

º <<,

… o.

* =3,

893 is the tract whence blows the Uusiº.

t A man

Sh says, Each of the four [cardinal] winds has

from the right course of action &c.
(A.) — 13 [fem. of &ºil an epithet applied
to Any mind that blon's obliquely, taking a direc
tion between [the directions of] two [cardinal]
winds: (TA:) a mind that blon's obliquely, de
viating from the direction whence blon, the right
(2.É. [or the cardinal]) winds: (S:) or a ſpar
ticular] wind that blon's obliquely, and takes a

its U.S, which is called in relation to it: that of

and

dºc

deviating

the U-2 is that which is between it and the Uus: ;
[bloncing from the north-east, or thereabout;] and

it resembles it in gentleness; sometimes having
sharpness, or vehemence; but this is seldom;
only once in a long space of time: that of the

Jº is that which is between it and the 222s;
[blowing from the north-west, or thereabout;] and

it resembles

it in coldness: it is called

Jº

direction between [the directions of] two [cardinal]

£2:11:

each of them is called by the Arabs
n:inds; (K;) which destroys the camels and
sheep &c., and restrains the rain: (TA:) or a a...uº: that of the 23-3 is that nihich is between it
Jºë, (Lh, K,) ( He was, or acted as,
wind
that blons in a direction between that of the and the -9-e-; blowing from the point where sets
over his people : ($, K:) or was C#29° over them.
east, or easterly, wind, (…) and that of the Jº [or Canopus; i.e., S. 29° W., in the latitude
(M.)
north, or northerly, wind, (Jº): (AZ, K :) of central Arabia]; and it resembles it in its
2. aš, inf. n. sº He removed, or put that between the south, or southerly, and east, or violence and boisterousness: and that of the *Pºe
E

:, inf n.

Jº.

--& – “…S.
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is that nihich is betn!een it and the U-2; [blowing
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of the mountain : (TA:) so in the Kur,

<<, aor. 2, (S. K.) inf n, 3.3, (K.) He (a

from the south-east, or thereabout;] and it is the lxvii. 15, the pl. signifies the sides, &c., of the horse) bounded (3, $, K) from the ground, (S,)
wind most resembling it in its softness and in its earth: (Fr.:) or its roads, accord. to some:
in running. (T.A.) — & He threw it down
gentleness in winter. (L.) The pl. of al.& is (TA:) or its mountains: (Zj:) which last sig
upon the ground. (TA.) — &= J& He
(S, K &c.) [See also
nification in this case is preferred by Az: (TA:)
J-83,
as shown
above.
•a
3.
scattered the contents of his quiver. (TA.) See
u-º-º/ &”, in art. 83.] — ~& 32” [app. or the sing, signifies an elevated place, or part, --&-J – & & He thrust him, or pierced
of the earth, or land. (S.) — -eº. f The
6

o' in

º

W

Pe.

J.K., originally an inf. n., used as an epithet,

and therefore

him, and thren, him donºn upon his head. (A8,
applicable without 3 to a fem. noun] feathers next after the 23% ; [which latter are

13; [app., The U.S. of t; 23.3 : a south
westerly n-ind]. (TA.) – J. & A camel having

the anterior, or

primary,

feathers of a bird's

$, K.") — <& It (a cooked bone, containing

i.q.

wing;] (K;) the feathers of the ning of a vulture marrow,) nas struck neith the edge of a cake of

or an eagle that are next after the A3135, which bread, or neith some other thing, to cause the
a disease in the shoulder:joint, or in the shoulder are the strongest and most excellent of the marron, to fall out. (TA.)

law, << The
blade, and in consequence halting: ($:) a camel feathers; (TA;) four [feathers] in the ning of
marron of the bone was taken out, or eactracted.
that walks on one side, or inclining, or as though

a bird, neart after the A3193 : (S:) [the four (Aboo-Ameythel.) Mentioned in art. Jºã3, q.v.
secondary feathers of the ning :] in the wing of a
inclining pulley ; and J.8
inclining pulleys. bird are twenty feathers: the first of them are (TA) = *S* J &, and ºf J, ſaor. 3,
inf n & ! (in the TA, the verb is written with
(TA.) — J.< + Overponiering, or oppressive; those called A319.5/1; the next, J.<>Lº!!; the
the next, out the syll. points, but the form commonly known
unjust, or tyrannical. ($, T.A.) – J& 23. next, Jº lsº the next,
in the present day, and occurring in many late
* St Fortune abounds with evil accidents, or J&l. (L.) It is a word without a sing. (K.)
works, is " - 3, inf. n. <<ā; He made use
disasters, or afflictions, or calamities; i.e. it ISd says, I know not a sing. to it; but by of nice, or subtile, sayings, expressions, or allu
deviates much, or often, from the right course : analogy it should be J.cº. (TA.) — Jº
sions, such as are termed <, pl. of ağ )].
it will not remain in one state : or, accord. to one ~eliº &- t He feathered his arron, with
relation, à- J.K.' AJJ). A proverb. (T.A.) feathers such as are described above. (TA.)
z - of
= JC). A man not having with him a bon. = J.< f i. q. -º-, i. e. The intendant, cº IIe alluded (£) [nith respect to science,
(S, K.)
superintendent, &c., of a people: or an aider, to the agreement of such a one, or the disagree
helper, or assistant, of a people: (K:) or the ment of such a one]. (L.)
he walked on one side.

(L.)

—iº ãº An

23

jeº:

w

•

(A)—iº. 3 ºf #54 ºn J. &

J.cº. (masc., Lh, K) The shoulder; i. e.

• 2 3
of junction of the os humeri and the assistant of an -ā, c : (Msb :) one belon, an
2. -lº -83, inf. n. <<, The dates began
Că292
:
(IAth:)
or
the
chief
of
the
,9.
[pl.
scapula, (S, K,) in a man &c.; (ISd;) the
to ripen [and to become speckled]. (Msb.) —

the

place

w

place of junction of the os humeri and the scapula of ~#49el; (Lth, $;) there being over so many
and the [tendon called]

Jjº) J.-, in

a man

alºe a -&e : (Lth [see
(TA.)

**)

pl.

-

See 1.

**.

8. Jººl He n'as thronºn donºn upon his head;
or fell down upon his head, having been thrust,
[t One m'ho deviates much
or pierced. (S, K.")

and a bird and any other thing. (TA.) [It seems

to be regarded by some as originally signifying
G-J) cº Jºº.
“a place of deflection :” but] Sb denies its from the right course of action &c.] (TA.)
being a noun of place, because, were it so, it
0
2 o.

<< see ić.

*

J.< he does
in the class of

&º,

not allow it to be

would be

~38-6 and
accord. to the copies of
included
#3: A point; a dot; a speck; a minute spot;
, because this is the K, but the latter word is a mistake for
W
Having
the
foot
wounded,
and
made
i.
q.
iíº (S, K:) pl. <, (Msb, &c.) agree
extr. Pl. &=%. -*tº *** Jº signifies
(K,) devi
A man having a strong shoulder: as though the to bleed, by stones : or hit, or struch, or hurt, ably with analogy, (TA,) and
by
stones.
(K.)
See
1.
—º.
t
Overcome
sing, were applied to denote each part of the
ating from analogy, and, accord. to some, <<!,
o

-

© .

*.

<º,

joint, and the pl. to denote the whole. (TA.)
Jet. 5. t[They shook their shoulder

or afflicted, by fortune: or smitten nºith an evil

in which the

is said to be added

eº,

Or to

0 2 º'

-

joints; i.e.,

accident, or the like.

they rejoiced, or mere joyful, or

happy. (TA) — Jº Jeº, 2& Ajº.
sº + [The best of you are the most easy of

you in the shoulder:joints

9

x 9.

* > 0 .

(S, TA.) See <!.
.

º

Jº

P 2.

in prayer :] meaning,

such as enter the rank in prayer. (TA, from a

render the sound of the fet-hah full, like

-

(TA:) the last of these pls. has been heard
~5& [like 33-2 in measure: in the CK,
[from the classical Arabs]; (Esh-Shiháb, in the
~3S-2:] A road deviating from the right course
Expos. of the Shifā;) or it is vulgar. (Msb.)
or direction. (K.)

those of you who keep [most] still therein ; or, as
some say, those who [most readily] give room to

trad)—Jº *

-

~&
1.

<<,

aor. :, inf n.

— tº [A small spot, or mark, resembling dirt
upon a mirror: (K:) lsº 235 A small [black]

like a spot, or dot, resembling dirt upon
<<, (or JS << amark,
mirror or a snºord or the like.
(L, from a

The star 8 in Pegasus.

-*.

[&c.,] T.A.) He struck the ground with trad)— is |A spot in the eye;] what resembles
d
stick,
($,
M, K,) or with his finger, (M,) so
(El-Kazweenee &c.)— ſº- <!. The bright,
a 53, in the eye. (L) — [" & seems to
and very great star, a, in the right shoulder that it made a mark, or marks, upon it, (S, K,) be a quasi-pl. of 33, like as is is said to be
joint, of Orion. (El-Kazweenee &c.) – * with its ectremity; an action of one reflecting,
or meditating, and anxious. (TA.) [Thus our (by some persons in the present day) of iaij,
f The side of anything; or a lateral, or an
Saviour seems to have done in the case of the and to signify Any small spots, or specks, in a
adjacent, part, quarter, or tract, thereof: (K:)
woman taken in adultery: see S. John viii. 6 and thing, differing therefrom in colour. Such I
pl. **: eX. -ºš &- -&- Cº ū- We
8.] – Also, He struck the ground with pebbles. suppose to be meant by the words in the L,
5 - c →

proceeded, or journeyed, along a

side, or lateral (TA.) — Hence, I He reflected, or meditated,

4

o' -

6 -

w

5, o a

<& 4's ºld- use Jº lañº Je.] = &
part, of the land; and, in like manner, & and talked to himself (TA, from a trad.) – ! A nice, subtile, subtilely excogitated, quaint,
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<!--&
|

--

-

•

2

- -

-

facetious, or nitty, saying, expression, or allu ~3, and in that called “slé!, rehen it is short,
that makes an impression upon the and wounds the side of the camel. (TA.)

sion, ( aſſº)
heart; from

& [the striking the ground with

above to

cº,

& Jä,

from the A and Msb]. –

and

&S,

She spins what

Jº
has

been undone, to be spun again, &c. (A.) –
<&

& J.-, and W <<,

a stick &c., so as to make a mark, or marks,

(TA,) and

&ºi,

and

1. 3 &, (S. K.) aor. 2, (K, Mºb,) and z, W **. (K,) A rope undone, or untwisted, (K,
educed by reflection, I Kºº, as the passage here (K,) inf. n. &, (TA,) He undid [the threads TA,) at its end. (TA.)

upon it with its extremity]; also, a question

translated is given in the Kull, p. 362, but in of] a garment of the kind called ...t-=, &c. :
& Pustules which come forth in the mouths
the TA Jäxju, which is an evident mistake, as (Msb:) he undid, or untnisted, a rope. (S, K.)
might be shown by many authorities,) which
Jº <<, aor. 2, inf n. &; He, or it, of camels: (K:) as also &. (TA.) – A
-

Júš of a camel, which are two
bones by the fat parts of the two ears :

disease in the

makes an impression upon the heart, on hearing
or considering which one generally makes marks
upon the ground with the finger or the like :
(El-Fenóree's Expos. of the Telweeh;) a nice,
or subtile, saying, erpression, or allusion, that
requires one to reflect, and [induces one] to make
marks upon the ground with a stick or the like :
(from a scholium quoted by De Sacy, Anthol.

made the head of the tooth-stick to be uncom
prominent
pacted, disintegrated, disunited, or seperated, in

it is also called -ič. (TA.)
its fibres; and so the verb signifies with respect
º:

º

g

2.

<& : see -83.

to other things. (TA) [See also 8.]— &,

(aor. 2, and z, K, inf n. 33, TA) He dis.

âû The broken particles of the end of a Jº
solved, violated, or broke, a covenant, or com [or tooth-stick], remaining in the mouth. (K)
pact, ($, K,) or an act of inauguration, &c. — Also, What is undone, or untnisted, of the
Gr. Ar., 303:) [a nice, subtile, abstruse, or
end of a rope, (K,) &c. (TA.)
mystical, point, or allusion : the point of a say in TA, art. Jes)
See
— Subst. from J.- “...Sºl
ing or sentence, especially one that is difficult

(TA)—ºs & & 4. Jº (Aboo Turáb,

iš:

to be understood: a conceit expressed in words

5 : see 8.

&

[What is undone, or untnisted, of a rope]. (TA.)

difficult to be understood: a quaint conceit: a
— t Breach of promise; syn. -i-. (S, K.)
point of mit: a facetious saying or allusion : 6. Zºº lºº f They mutually dissolved, Ex. * ãº Sj S; & Jú Such a one said a
pl., generally, &].
& * f [He uttered or broke, their covenants, or compacts; syn.
-

saying in which was [intended] no breach of pro
a nice, or subtile, saying, eacpression, or allusion, | UA3-ašu.5. (K.)
mise. (S.) – f A difficult, or an arduous, affair,
§c.]. (A.)
8. J.Cºl. It (a garment of the kind called or case, in which a people dissolves, or breaks,

<< Spoken against; having his reputation

*. &c., Msb, or a rope, $, $) ra. undone,

or untwisted. (S, K, &c.) – J3-I, º] [so
accord. to the TA: in the K, * & :] (TA:)
33 (and Y & & TA) t One who speaks and "Jºj, (TA, in art. Jºaº,) The head of the

mounded.

(TA.)

much, or frequently, against others;

who
wounds the reputations of others, ºugh,
..?" tooth-stick became uncompacted, disunited, or
§:
frequently. (K.) — Jºe') Jº Stº -ºj separated, in its fibres. (TA)- ºl [He was,
Zeyd is one who mounds the reputations of others or became, emaciated, or lean; he (a camel) be
came lean after having been fat. See 4, in art.
much, or frequently. (T.A.)
cººl — tºº! t It (a covenant, or compact, S
&et. A distortion in a camel's elbow, so that
and K, or an act of inauguration, &c., TA,) was
- O

-

o -

it lacárates his side : (El-Adebbes El-Kinánee, diºd,
Ş, K:) or the cutting of a camel's side by his
elbon, (L:) or [that fault in a camel] when his

violated, or broken.

(<) [its covenants, or compacts]. ($, K.)
– A great affair. (T.A.) – The utmost of
one's endeavour, or effort : ($, K:) power, or
strength: (K:) pl.
(TA.) Ex. &

&.

oxº
e.

&

àº Such a one eacerted the utmost en

, -

deavour, or effort, [or porter, or strength, of his
camel, in journeying. (S.) [See also

*ś

i.e.,

-

Nature; natural, or native, disposition,

temper, or other property. (K.) –

ãº

+ The

mind; the soul; syn. Jºl. (S, K :) so called
($, K, &c.) – because the vexation of those things of which it is

& Jºº-3-ºl (K) or & 6)

in need dissolve

(<<) its powers, and old age

f He turned from a thing that he wanted to an destroys it: the 3 is added because it is a subst.
elbow makes a mark, or marks, upon his side :
|
other thing, (S, K,) having desired, or sought,
in this case you say, <=u * : but when it
the former. (TA.)
strong in mind. (S.) Pl. &. (TA.)
makes an incision, or incisions, in his side, you

(TA) Ex. iśl 4.2% & such a one is

o 3.2
& What is undone, to be spun again, (A, 303
(IAar) or c =9 is similar to 3-6,
One who undoes, or untnists, thread,
i.e. the tion's striking, and making a mark, or Msb,) of the garments called **, and of the and twists it again, or, to twist it again. (TA.)
o, o
6 a.
marks, upon the edge of the callous lump beneath stuff of the tents called as: : (A :) pl. &i. [See ºt-83.] – JavaM) --UK t One who is neont to
his breast; in the case of which you say aw (Msb:) or threads of an old and worn-out stuff,

say

j- a; ;

-

o

o

dissolve, violate, or break, his covenant, or com

Jej : (Lth:) and nearly the same is said in of nool or hair, untnisted, and miced with men, pact. (T.A.)
the A.

nool [or hair], and beaten nith

(TA.)

3,4-

and spun

a second time: or old and worn-out thread of

o

- O -

6

o'

~38-2 : see tº.

*ść. A cooked bone, containing marrow,
nool or common hair or the soft hair called jº ;
& Emaciated ; lean : (K:) a camel that
that is struck with the edge of a cake of bread,
so called because it is untwisted, and twisted
has been fat, and has become lean. (TA.)
or neith some other thing, to cause the marron, to
again : (TA:) it is when the old and worn-out
fall out. (TA.)
materials of the garments called āz-e (and of
6

J,

222 - 2 2-7

&: see &. — &e ãº

A date be

ginning to ripen [and to become speckled].

the tents called āeºd-1, S) are undone, to be spun

($, K.) again. (S, K.) [SM seems to have understood,

&,

(S, K, &c.,) aor. : , (Msb, K,) and
2, (K,) the latter agreeable with analogy, but
alſ. The extremity of the curved piece
for he adds,) the subst. is V << . (TA:) [i. e., by some rejected, and the former contr. to
of nood termed :- in the kind of saddle called this last word has the signification assigned analogy, but more common, and the form used
from the expl. in the S and K,that

3-

, e.”

1.

& is an inf. n.;

-

359

tº – J&
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"&,

which occurs in the S and K, art.
in the Kur, (TA,) the only instance of an aor. jutuerunt : see 6, in art. -32, J – << *ś
* , of
for
its
last
of this form from a verb having
jus-º! The trees became drann, or connected, < \c, evidently as signifying a wife; as though
radical letter, except

tº: and ** and ta.

&;] *i-sk. (TA.)
–3&S (sº- &=& & [Verily the best of

being a place of

together. (Msb.)

tº tº
10 : see 1.
tº- º (and tail infn. tº: (S, K, &c.) & and W §§ substs. from º, [The act
**

and

and

and

tº:

cº

and

and

and

Or

women to take in marriage are virgins].
verb. (TA.)

A pro

(ISd, K;) Inivit feminam : and of giving a noman in marriage]. (K.)- [These

(sometimes, S) he married, took in marriage, or

two words are properly quasi-inf ns, of . £i,

contracted a marriage with, a woman: as also signifying as explained above; and, like inf ns.,
W tº:- (S, K, &c.) [and 'cev. inf n. may be used as epithets, meaning A giver of a

i-et. :] used only with reference to a man : noman in marriage, correlative to

J-ºk)

It

J&

1. 33, aor. , (§, K, &c.,) inf n. 23, (§, L,
Msb,) It (a man's life) was, or became, hard, or
strait, and difficult. (S, L, Msb, K.) – 3& It

(ISd:) but Th uses it with reference to flies: was a custom, in the time of paganism, for a (a she-camel's milk) became deficient. (R.) —
(TA :) J says, that it is sometimes used in the man to come to a tribe asking for a woman in & It (water) became exhausted. (A.)—-33
latter sense; but accord. to the Mºb it is more marriage; and he would stand up in their assem £=} The well came to have little mater. (S, L,
commonly so used ; (MF;) and it is used only bly, and say -º-, i.e., I have come as an asker K)—36, aor. 2, inf. n. 33, IIe nas, or be
in this sense in the Kur: (TA:) IF and others of a woman in marriage; whereupon it would came, unpropitious, and mean: (L:) he became
meaning We marry her to
say, that it signifies coitus; and coitus without be said to him
hard, or difficult: (Msb:) he gave little: or gave
marriage; and marriage without coitus: (Mºb :) thee, or give her to thee in marriage, [or, more not at all; you say also tºº-- 33 he was
[but] in the Time of Ignorance, when a man lit., ne are givers of her in marriage : for an inf.
niggardly of that which we wanted. (L.) —
demanded a woman in marriage he said, n. or quasi-inf. n. used as an epithet is used

§§,

Jº-º:

and when he desired fornication, he without variation as sing, dual., and pl.; and

said, Lº-3'-'. (TA, in art

masc. and fem.]. W & was also said; but .

ti-)

It is dis

puted whether it be proper or tropical in these

is here said for the

two senses; or proper in one, and tropical in

(L.) You say

ºof

resemblance to

º: (L, K) — $33, aor. 2, He withheld from him,
or refused him, what he asked: or [in the CK,

He is the person n-ho and] the same, (K,) or 4t tº $33, aor. !, inf.
and a~& Jºe She is the Il. 33, (L,) he gave him not save the least of n-hat
.*.* -

*:S <<=tº, or

He neithheld from him, or refused him, his want.

** 3A.

e.

($33, 4-3, gives her in marriage;
from Jº & person n-hom he gives in marriage.

one: (MF:) it is said to be from
or from

&

<-- Jó, aor. 2; (Ki) or <-- $33, (L,)

º o

-

(Lh, L.) — he asked. (L, K.) — 3& [in measure] like

6 o P

º

'**'.

5 and W -83, [and, accord. to Lth and ISh Cº. He had many askers and gave little. (K.)
Jºš ; and if so, it is tropical in both the above
senses; and the opinion that it is so is confirmed
3&, aor. 2, He (a raven or crow) croaked
&: see ºl:] are also two words by which the
by this, that the signification of marriage is not
with
his utmost force; (A, K;) as though vomit
[Pagan] Arabs used to take women in marriage:
understood unless by a word or phrase in con (S:) [meaning A giver of a noman in marriage]. ing; as also " 2&. (A)
nexion with it, as when you say & es: tº (MF, in art. Jaé-.) A man used to say to
2. & tºº 33 He impaired his gift by
JY3 [he took a nife from among the sons of Umm-Khárijeh, in asking her in marriage, ~lat,
reproach. (A.) — *iº * He spent, or eac
and she used to reply
such a one]; nor is that of coitus unless by the
; : hence the saying
y

y

-

-

* *

• Jº

6

o

y

2

o

•

same means, as when you say

6 e.

*:

e.

e.

© P

-

& [ini

2 -

2

-?

•

6

tº:

ae-ji- Al

U-9

- “ 6

£º [Quicker than the mar

vit conjugem suam]; and this is one of the signs
riage of Umm-Khárijeh]. (S, K.)

[See *-i-].

of a tropical expression. (Mºb.) — <--& She
married, or took a husband. (S, K.) —
Jºš jkº The rain became commingled neith
the soil : (Msb:) or, rested upon the ground so as to

also
• 9.2
tº

See

** ~4.

3. 32.É.-u He treated

-

is . .”

tº :

6 *

à-8;

him, or behaved tonards

> .

him, with hardness, harshness, or ill-nature. (S,

See aa-º.

L, K.)

* ~ 2.2

(K:) as also W \, =0.

º 2&].

• 2.
tº:

-

soak it ;

hausted, what he possessed, in consequence of
(A.) – ** He veaced, dis
tressed, or troubled, him; (Gol, from Meyd;) [as

frequent petitions.

Jº, (S. K.) and ':3 (K) A man

... • of,

*-f.

4 :3&tº it. He asked of him, and found him

(L.) — U85. Ji as-S The disease infected him who marries much, or often : (S, K, TA:) AZ hard, or difficult, (A, L,) and mean, or niggardly:
(924-), and overcame him. (Mb) — & explains the former by tº 4.2% [app. meaning (L:) or found him to have only what was scanty,
& Jº ! Dronisiness overcame his eye; vehement in coitus, and mentions as its pl. <!-3. or little. (L)–36; i.e. &. Jil. He
(A, TA, art. J-5, &c.) sig sought, or desired, of him a thing that he n'anted,
(K;) as also (4=5, and in like manner "-º (TA:) [and Y

:*

*,s,

(TA.)

, oa

axec 23 JI sleep overcame his eye.

and he was niggardly. (A.)

nifies the same.]
9

a.

tº : see i-3.

3: see 1.

5, 23- [He became vered, distressed, or
troubled]. (A.) See Bd, in lxviii. 25: and see 1.

• 35 -

4.

§3. 4–3. He married the woman to

*** (S, K) and is #5, (K) the latter oc.

6. I.Aelº They treated each other nºith hard

• * ~ of

curring in poetry, (TA,) A woman married; ness, harshness, or ill-nature. ($, L, K.)
him. (TA.) – Ura-G1 He married the noman;
2
of
(TA;) having a husband. ($, K, TA.) Ex.
i. e. gave her in marriage. ($, K.) — 19-Kº
cº Jº Lé
Jº She has a husband among 33: See 33, and 33.
Jº Júi Ja- f [Accustom ye the feet
33 and "33 Scantiness of a gift ; (L, K;)
the sons of such a one. (S.)
of the camels to pebbles]. (A.)
and
its not being enjoyed, or found pleasant, by
and i-sº See
tº.

***

**&,
***

**-

6. 19-euj They intermarried; contracted
Women, or nives; syn. it…
marriages together. (Commencing a trad. in
the Jámi' es-Sagheer.) [And **(3 Seinricom pl. having no sing.; or its sing, is

6

the receiver. (L.) – See what follows.

:

2

(K:) a
-6 -

'º';

*

*

…,'

:

2.

z

e

a

a o y

13--> aJ 1283, and lº-3 aſ "123, [May

[or God decree straitness, or difficulty, to him, and

2849
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porerty]: forms of imprecation. (L.) – 38, and forecast; and simply intelligence, or skill mind ; (Kull, p. 81 :) [but both forms seem to
Anything that brings evil upon the person whom and knowledge: or perhaps only the inf. n. of have been generally used indiscriminately..] El

it affects. (L.) See &

3. —] It
(a thing, or an affair,) neas, or became, jº. [app.
the verb in this sense is used : see

33 [Hard, strait, or difficult; applied to a

Aqshā says,
&

.

. .

tº

,

,

6, 2 of,

- *

*

~$– usill cle Les Jºjº

º

*

tº ºn S. ºil & .

#

man's life; (see 1;) and to fortune, as in an ex. here meaning disapproved; or bad, evil, abomi
VOce

133

*]] – Water little in quantity.
Sl §: $, in

(L.) – nable, or foul; or disalloned]. (A.) – Also,
(S, K,) inf. n.

šč, (TK,) or $3, (TA,)

It (a

the Kur, [vii. 56, accord. to thing, or an affair,) was, or became, difficult,
[And she did not know me; and the accidents

the common reading, or " 133, accord. to the hard, arduous, or severe. (S, K.”)
rwhich she did not knon, were none others than
reading of the people of El-Medeeneh, or, as it
hoariness, and baldness of the fore part of the
2. &, (inf. n. Jºã, Msb,) He changed, or
may be read, accord. to Zj, V 133 and * 138,
head]. (S, T.A.) And it is said in the Kur,
means, accord. to Fr, It [the herbage] will not altered, him or it, (S, A, Msb, TA,) to an
unknown state, (S, TA,) so as not to be known; [xi. 73,1 * * J-ºff "...sº [He knew

come forth save nºith difficulty: (L:) or, scantily

and unprofitably. (Beyg) – 3& (S, A, L,
Mºb, K) and "33 and '38 and '38 (L, K)

(TA;) [he disguised him or it..]
the Kur, [xxvii. 41, º Ú

It is said in not what they mere, and conceived a fear, or a

º Alter ye her

A man who is unpropitious, (L, K,) and mean, throne so that it may not be known to her.
(TA.) See also 4, last signification but one.
(L,) and hard, or difficult: (S, A, L., Msb, K.)

kind of fear, of them]: (TA:) 29: here sig
nifies

ºf:

* Js 3.

(Jel:) or it means

ſq. v. infra]. (Bd.) –

&

also signifies He

§§ and **** (S, L, — [In grammar, He made it (a noun) in denied, or disacknowledged, it ; (L, art. As-º-;
determinate.]
[and this signification, as well as the first, may
K) and 38 and 33. (A.) — 33 and '33. A
and a people you term

man that brings evil upon others.

3. *% ($, TA) inf n. *-ū, (A, K.)

(L.)

be meant to be indicated by those who say that

º signifies the contr. of * ;]) [and so *ś ;
beguile, or circumvent, him; or he practised ſºlº, signifies i. q. 3,-, (ś, TA) and so
Ile strove, or endeavoured, to outnit, deceive,

3& Hardness, or difficulty, in a man. (A.)
See 33.

with him mutual deceit, guile, or circumvention;

*Aſs: the inf. n. is also ex J985 [which is an inf. n. of •,9]. (TA.) [In
3& &º Lands possessing little goods. (L.) plained by *ś9. as well as issu-, [both of this sense it is doubly trans.:] you say, &;
3=& - see 33i.
which signify the same]. (TA.) — Hence, «iº, meaning, I denied, or disacknowledged, to
him his right. (Mºb.) The cause of jč, with
z - og
3&i – #33 A she-camel abounding with (TA,) He contended neith him in fight; (S, K;) the tongue is jº, with the mind, but sometimes
and in war, or hostility. (A, K.) It is said
syn.

**

and

***6.

milk; (IF, L, K;) as also
(L:) a she
of Mohammad, by Aboo-Sufyān
(S, TA)
Ibn the tongue denies, or disacknowledges, (º)
&
4 * :
o
camel that has no young one living, and therefore
(TA,) as a cºle S! I.A.-l Jéºlº s' a thing when the image thereof is present in the
abounding neith milk, because she does not suckle;
(L, K;) so
Máč, of which the pls. occur J13AS), ($, TA,) meaning, He did not war mind; and this is lying; as is the case in the
… • *

o e. e.

•.P.

©.

º

&i.

in a verse of El-Kumeyt cited voce -º-º: (S:) with any one without being aided by terror
also, contr., a she-camel having no milk : (IF, [cast into the hearts of his opponents]. (TA.)
A, K:) or having little milk; as also " 3éé : and And one says, #4. tº Between them two
both words, a she-camel n:hose young one has is rear, or hostility, (A, TA,”) and fighting.
• * > 0

(TA.)

acknowledge, it]. (B.) See also J.K. = Also,
He deemed it strange, extraordinary, or impro

4 &c., (S, A, Mºb, K, &c.) inf n. 3&;
(Mºb, &c.) and ' 'º, (S, A, Mºb, K, &c.)

bable. (MF, voce **) – [Also He denied,
or negatived, it – He disbelieved it. — And

died. (L.) pl. (of both words, L) 383 (S, L,
K.) See also

iſ….. – 3& Unfortunate; un

33.

lucky. (S.) See
3*> *

aor. : , (L,) or it does not admit the variations He disapproved it; he disliked it; he deemed it,
of tense like other verbs, (IKtt, Mgb,) it is not or declared it to be, bad, evil, abominable, or

9 x , o,

*S*: see 25&c.
&

following passage of the Kur, [xvi. 85,) &sº
tº
<sº 3 *ſ iº [They confess, or acknow
ledge, the favour of God; then they deny, or dis

2o e

35& A small, or scanty, gift; (A, L, K;) as used in the future tense, nor in commanding nor foul; he disalloned it : so accord. to explana
also 'º. (A.) — 3,8. A man having many in forbidding, (Lth) infn.33 (K) and 8 and tions of the pass, part. n., q.v. infra; and
askers and giving little : (TA:) or a man pressed
with petitions; as also 95%. and *:::: and

*ś ($, K) and sº (K) and ' …; (S,

modern times.] It is said of Abraham, when

M, A, K3) and ' ',•us; (M, K.) signify the
3, ...

(IAar, L.)

accord. to common usage of classical and of
the angels came to him, and he saw that their

same ; (S, A, Msb, K, &c.;) i. e., He ignored, hands did not touch the meat which he had

3& * He came to him unnelcomely: or, nas ignorant of, did not know, failed to knon, or brought to them,28% meaning, 2.
[rather] was unacquainted with, it (i.e. a thing,

empty: or, as Th says, it is correctly

4% jči

jº, from

or an affair, IKtt, K) or him (a man, S); [He deemed that conduct of their's evil, or dis

* -ºš, though §§

as meaning “his wells
became exhausted,” has not been heard. (L.)

approved it : or, perhaps, he did not know
what
that conduct of their's was, or n-hat it
IKtt, Mgb:) [see also 3;& :] some, however,
indicated]: " ; and ºf and "Jº-1 [of which
say, the jº has a more intensive signification
2&
* 2:
last see an ex. voce.…] signify the same. (Bd,
1. J& : see 4, in several places. = 23, inf. n. than jčí: and some, that33 has for its objective
... e8
xi. 73.) And you say,
&i, mean
..º.e,

le.

-

syn. 4-5 (Kr, K.) or contr. of £e (S,'

-

&º

6 * ~ *

35&, [He was, or became, ignorant : or perhaps
only the inf. n. of the verb in this sense is used :
see 3,03, below. — And, contr., He possessed
cunning; meaning both intelligence with craft
** * *

complement an object of the mind; and 331, an
object of the sight: (A, TA:) or [the converse ing, I blamed, or found fault neith, his deed,
is the case;] 3& has for its objective complement

and forbade it; I disapproved and disalloned
his deed : (Msb:) [and I manifested, or shored,

an object of the sight; and jči, an object of the or declared, disapproval, or disallon ance, of his
359 +
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ellipti to a thing, or an affair, Difficult, hard, arduous, [a thing]: (T, Msb, TA:) or the changing what
is 2& [here app. meaning disapproved]: (S,
cally; &s, (his deed,) or 4.5, (his saying,) or severe; as also wº (M, A, K) and
TA:) a simple subst. (T, TA.) The words of
or the
understood; like º 3. for (TA:) and i.g. 3&4, q. v. (S, A, K.)
the Kur, [xxii. 43 and lxvii. 18,12.< &= -ºš
o” - ~~~
jš. 3& [app. Difficulty, hardness, arduousness, or are explained as signifying And how was my
aske 2.2 or the like: See J.S.]
severity;] a subst. from 3, in the sense of -3.3 changing [of their condition]" (TA:) or the
also signifies The changing [a thing; like
meaning is, and hon, nas my manifestation of
(T, Msb, TA:) or the changing what is 2:. [It was difficult, &c.]. (IKtt, T.A.)

deed: and in like manner,

º &l,

*}< .

like, being

43

-

Jºji

[here app. meaning disapproved: see Jº, which
is syn. with it, but is a simple subst.}. (S, T.A.)

6 *.

º,

-

(* Jº)

disapproval of their conduct,
by
changing favour into trial, and life into destruc
and
ºğ
($,
K)
and
*3
and *}<!, (K,)
tion, and a flourishing condition into a state of
&; ū. How great is his cunning ! meaning
epithets
applied
to
a
man,
Possessing
ruin!
(Bd, xxii. 43.) In [some of] the copies
cunning;
or
both his intelligence and craft, and forecast; and
28, : see 23, in two places.

Jº

-

simply, his intelligence, or skill and knowledge. intelligence mired neith cunning and forecast; ($,

of the K, it is said that 3.3 (but in a Ms. copy
I find & and so in the CK] is a subst: from
(TA.) And & &ús L. How great was his
cunning, &c. (TA.)
}<3 as signifying the changing, or altering, one
*% (K) and '3 (L, TA [but this is probably self,
or itself; or becoming changed, or altered;
5. jº He, or it, changed, or altered, himself, a mistake for *%) and "ſº, but jčí is not
K;) and [simply] intelligent, or skilful and
knowing: (k:) and so, applied to a woman,

from a state which pleases one to a state which
or itself; or became changed, or altered; (S, A,
applied to a man in this sense, (Az, TA,) nor is one dislikes: but a different statement is found in

Msb, TA;) to an unknown state : ($, TA :)
& to a woman : (TA:) pl. of the first and the T: [see above:J and 3,253 is not mentioned
[he assumed an unknown appearance: he dis
guised himself; or became disguised:] he became second (S, K,) and third, (K,) jºi: (S, K:) by any authority. (T.A.) = A strong fortress.
changed or altered in countenance by anger so and of the last, 2.Étº: (Sb, S, Ki) or, applied ($gh, K.) See 3. = See also K.
that he who saw him did not know him : (Har, to men, &; and to other things, ** 9 *, * >
3,93: see 3,83. = See also jº.
p. 144:) or K3 signifies the changing, or alter
6.-

[which is irreg]. (Az, TA) — Also, Jº and

.

º, o in

2. of

ing oneself, or itself; or becoming changed, or

*}< One n-ho disapproves nihat is bad, evil, Jº Worse, and worst; more, and most, evil,
altered; from a state which pleases,
one to~ *a
~3 -a abominable, or foul. So it is explained as occur
- "
*
state mºhich one dislikes. (T, K.) – 28:15 Jul abominable, or foul; expl. by Jºſſ §
ring in the Kur. [xxxi. 18,) Sº a sºlº-ºxºl J)
pl.
as
above.
(S.)
Avoid thou evil disposition. (Mgh.) – G. X:
Jººs-J) [Verily the most abominable of voices is

cº

º

--

6 - a

Jºš Such a one [became changed, or altered, in

6 o2

G-d -

5

*

[In art. Jº in the K,

& occurs.]

-

-

- o

- .

o 3 o• * ~ * *

*

-

-

*

.

2&; see X and X-2. = See also jº, in two the voice of asses]. (TA.) – See also 28, : and

countenance to me by anger so that I did not places.
knon, him; or] met me in a morose manner.
(A, TA.)

-

a-, -) ,

the fem., iſ, S3, see above.

§§ a subst. from jº, (K,) with which it is
syn., [app. signifying (like §3) Ignorance: or

6.--> →

9 - d .

Jºe contr. of ~35×e: (K:) [an explanation
including
several significations, here following.]
6. &=tº: see 4, first signification. – 25-tº denial: or disapproval, or the like], (TK,) like
— [Ignored, or unknown ; as also *::::..., for)
He feigned ignorance. (S, A, K.) – 59°º
*ść from 3üß. (K.) It is said, in a certain
9

They acted nith mutual hostility.

(TS, A, K.)

trad, Šć 3: J & e. (TA) i.e. §§, (TK)
&:

see 4, first signification, and also
[Thou mast to me most ignorant, &c.]
in the latter part. —jº also signifies The
§§ Ignorance, &c.,
of a thing; (TA;)
inquiring respecting, or seeking to understand, a
thing, or an affair, which one disapproves; (K, cont. of #24; (S, K;) and so " ;,&; syn.
TA;) n-hen one disapproves confirming, or esta *; as in the
phrase šć ** [In him is igno
10.

(jº)

blishing, the opinion eacpressed by an inquirer, or
disapproves that his opinion should be contrary rance].
to nellat he has expressed.

3.

See

(T.A.)

3. = See also sº.

(A.) See also šč. – [As contr. of
ãº, it is also, in grammar, an epithet applied
to a noun, signifying Indeterminate, or indefinite.]

išć : See 3&4. – A calamity: (K:) rigour,
[but the former is the or severity, of fortune;
(A, TA;) as also [its
more common] and Y §§ (S, A, K) and "ſīš dim.] &. (TA.) = See also 3. = And

jč

(S, K) and

wº

(A, K) Cunning; meaning both intelligence miced
with craft and forecast; and [simply] intelligence,
or sagacity, or skill and knowledge; syn. àss;

See

}º.
-

x o .

g

J58-2 is syn. with J.-- [the pass. part. m. of
the verb by which 9& is explained by Kr and
in the K]; (TA;) and *}<!. signifies the
same. (L.) For the pls. of }<!, See X.

-

[Denied, or disacknowledged. (See the verb.)
— Deemed strange, eactraordinary, or improbable.
(See again the verb)] – Any action disapproved,
or disallowed, by sound intellects; or deemed, or
declared, thereby, to be bad, evil, hateful, abomin
able, foul, unseemly, ugly, or hideous; or pro
nounced to be so by the lan; because the mind
deliberates respecting the regarding it as such :
and thus it is used in the Kur, ix. 113 [and other
places): (B, TA:) or anything pronounced to be
bad, evil, hateful, abominable, or foul, and for
bidden, and disapproved, disliked, or hated, by
the lan" : (TA:) a saying, or an action, unap
proved, not approved, unaccepted, or not accepted,
by God: (KT:) unbecoming, indecent, or in
decorous. (K.L.) See -º-, voce -3, c. 28.2

}< i. ſſ. jº [in the sense of Denial). (K.)
(S, A, K5) and i.º. (A, K.) See also Jé. It is said in the Kur, xiii.
46, 2.3 & 2 × tº
You say of a man who is intelligent and evil, or And there shall be for you no [power of] denial
cunning, & 3 uº, and " & [Home great is of your sins. (Bd, Jel.) And one says, 2:
his cunning, &c.!] (S.) And 9& &: 4.3, and
3.x: $2:- &é U.5 & [Such a one was reciled and '3 and ºğ (S, A, Mºb, K) and "ſº
*>-

* 453, He did it of his cunning, &c. (TA) and he had no denial to make]. (A.) — [Also,
And it is said in a trad. of Mo’awiyeh, ś Cº. i.q. jč. in the sense of Disapproval, or the like :
Jº Jº §§ Verily I hate cunning (.31) in and manifestation thereof. See what here follows.]
the man. (TA.) =jö, as an epithet, applied — Also, i.4. jč, in the sense of The changing

6 - 9 p.

(S, Msb K) are all syn., (S, A, Msb, K.) [and
are used as epithets in which the quality of a
subst. predominates,) signifying a bad, an evil,
a hateful, an abominable, a foul, an unseemly, an

ugly, or a hideous, [and a formidable,) thing or

Book I.]
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affair [or action or saying or quality, &c.]: (Mºb:) return to their disbelief: (Jel:) or t then they changed in its manner of being, or state; it became

35& and J.-4:
will be seen below:] wº is contr. of 3% [which
is syn. with *]. (TA.) You say …
3&ſº -ºff and jºb -3%), [In them are
good and evil qualities.] And sº £3. &= - 2%
[in this sense, its pl. is

as

reverted to disputation, after they had taken the turned fore part behind; its first part was made to
right course by means of consulting together; be last, or was put last :] he fell upon his head. (K.)
their return to falsity being likened to a thing's This last signification [understood figuratively]
• - ~~~~

becoming upside down: and there are two other it is said to have in the phrase U.K.55 Jº, a
readings; V bº, and lsº the latter mean form of imprecation, meaning, t May he be dis
ing 2-tº l, & (Bd;) or + then they reverted appointed, or fail, of attaining his desire : for he
and 3.<!, [They commit bad, evil, abominable, from n-hat they knew, of the evidence in favour who is overthrown in his affair (e. J-ºl cº
Ol' fini, actions.]
(A.) And it is said in the of Abraham. (Fr.) — [And hence, &, and * ) is disappointed of attaining his desire, and
• , , oad

c -

Kur, [xviii. 73,

§§ & <> 3á [Verily thou * J. 4-š,

Jº,
(S, Mºb, K) or sº. Jº Jº, (A, TA) inf n.

hast done a bad, an evil, an abominable, or a foul, his disease.]

thing]. (S.) = The name of one of two angels,
the other of whom is named Jº; (S;) who are
the two triers of [the dead in] the graves. (ISd,
K.) = See
5

alsojš.

*c >

3&, first signification. The pl. is
3.9%, [which is also a pl. of 3:...] accord. to
Jºe: see

! It made him to fall back into

Jº

(TA, in art. Ja.s.) And

-

suffers loss.

(TA.)

[See also 1, where this

form of imprecation is differently explained.] —
*~ *>
2 * >

Also, i. q. a-9 J S. (T.A.) [See 1, last sig
nification.]

(S, Msb, K) and J.K. (TA, [but see what

Jº An arrow

having its notch broken, and
relapsed into his disease, after convalescence, or its top therefore made its bottom: (S, A, K.)

is said of this below]) and Jºš, (sh, K.) : He

after recovery, but not complete, of health and
strength: (S, A, K:) or the disease returned to
him; [he relapsed into the disease;] as though

p. (or puel Jºi (A, TA) and [of mult)
J-3. (A.) — A head, or blade, of an arrow
&c., having its tongue

(**)

broken, and its

Sb, who mentions it because, accord. to rule, the he were made to turn back to it. (Msb.) You
pl. of a sing. of this class is formed by the addi say, Jºsé 13° Já- f [He ate such a thing, point therefore made its tongue : (K:) pl. J. &.
tion of 2 and c, for the masc., and 1 and sº for and relapsed into his disease]. (A, TA.) And (TA.) — A bow of which the foot is made [of]
the fem. (Abu-l-Hasan, T.A.)
uš, * tº, and sometimes one says, us, (S, the head of the branch; as also Y iº. This
K,) in this case, (S,) for the sake of mutual re peculiarity is a fault. (K.) — A child such as
He went forth disguised ; or
semblance, (S, K,) or because tº is a dial form is termed & [born preposterously, feet foremost;
changed in outnard appearance, or state of ap
but &: is an inf. n., and I have not found it
[of tººl, (S,) [meaning, t May he fall upon his
parel. (TA.)
face, or the like, (see art. J-aj,) and relapse into used as an epithet anywhere but in this instance];
disease
: or] may he fall upon his face, and not (K;) i. q. Jºº. ; and mentioned by IDrd ;
: see X-2, first signification.
rise after his fall until he fall a second time: and but he says that it is not of established authority.
* &;" A road, or nay, in a nºrong direc in like manner you say, "Jºſs Jºã.
(Msb, art. (TA.) – 1 Low, or ignoble; base; vile; mean,
3 - 2-2

W.S.

&-

6 * or O -

6 -d -

-

-

-

tion. ($, K.)

3-

U-x5.) [See also 8.] You say also,
Jº or sordid : See a verse cited voce Jºi. (A :)
t [The wound broke open again; or became f one who falls short of the utmost point of
recrudescent]. ($, in arts. -->e and laº-, &c.)
generosity; (K;) or of courage and generosity :

[jº,

See Supplement.]
J-8,

º o

— And Javº is %
ſº Asia,
.
Jºš The

1. 4.3, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. 2, inf. n. J-9, food, &c., made the disease of the sick man to

*

(S, Msb,) He turned it orer, or upside don'n, return. (K.) And
Jº 4ta- J.K. : He
inverted it; reversed it; changed its manner of
put the dye upon his head repeatedly, or several

(TA:) + nreak; ($, K;) applied to a man :
(S:) + short : (AHn :) pl. Jºi. (A, K.) —
See also J-8-2 : — and Jº.
6 - - -

Jº, [app. pl. of Jº, + Old men tottering
being, or state : (Sh, Msb:") he turned it over
times.
(A,
Jº
TA.")
more
—
pro
Also
[or
upon its head: (S, A, K.) and he turned it fore
by reason of age (Öºjº) after attaining to
part behind; made the first part of it to be last; bably Jº t He (a man) became n'eak and eactreme old age. (K.)
or put the first part of it last : (Sh:) and impotent. (Sh, in T.A.) And * &- J-8,
-

Jº,

&#.

Jºãº Lowering his

head; bending, or hang
the same; (S," A, K,) or has an intensive sense. unable to attain to them. (T.A.) – & J-º, ing, donºn his head tonards the ground; [abso
lutely;] (S, K5) [or] by reason of abasement :
(TA.) You say, âû) Cº 2- J-º The
and '4-3,(TA,) [and J.K. alone, (see Jetſ,) (TA:) pl. [properly &;-eč ; (see Kur, xxxii.
arron, was turned, or put, upside down in the and "J-3, (L, TA, art. 25,) and "J-Kºl,

* 4–3, (S, A, K) inf. n.

(S,) signifies

like

ra.

+ He fell short of his fellon's ;

12;) and sometimes] Jºe's, (S, K,) used [only]
quiver. (TA.) And it is said in the Kur, (TA) [and
in like manner "J-Kº, said of a in poetry, (S, TA,) by reason of necessity, (TA,)

(xxxvi. 68.] Gºl J & Jºº &º, or,

flower-stalk in the M and K, voce

-5.) He and anomalous, (§, K,) like Jºº.

accord. to the reading of 'Asim and Hamzeh,
v 2: 3; meaning, And him whom We cause to bent, or inclined, his head; (TA; ) he

wnered,

or stooped, his head; bent, or hung, it donºn
tonards the ground; absolutely; or by reason
reverse of that in which he was, in constitution; of abasement. (So accord. to explanations of
so that after strength, he becomes reduced to the act. part. n., below.)
live

long,

We cause him to become in a state the

weakness; and after youthfulness, to extreme old
age. (TA.) — jº) 493 es? U}} <--& t I
o 5

-

1

2

--

...

o -_*

made such a one to enter again into that affair,

(S.)

+

ºf Jº
Jºy 9:3
.# 3.5%
ºf
love,
º 'º';
... of

*

--

+

*, * * *

guary J-el; ~99. &a-

:k

-

2 : see 1, throughout.
5: see 1, last sentence.

[And when the men see Pezeed, thou seest them.
depressed in the necks, lonering the eyes] : ($:)

thus the verse is related by Fr and Ks: Akh
8. U-8:31 quasi-pass. of 4-3 ; (S, A, TA;)
says, that it is allowable to say 3Laº), J =93,
[and therefore signifying It became turned over,
or upside donºn; became turned over upon its after the manner of the phrase -º- --> -º-;
head; became inverted; became reversed; became [see art. -ºs- ;] and Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà adds
• of

or state, after he had got out of it. (Ish)

•

[Hence the saying in the Kur, xxi. 66, ºf
2:5, Jº l,—sº t Then they were made to
o

-->

- -

…

.º

El

Farezdak says,

-

-

-

- -

-

-

J-º-2
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-zo

-

Ls in relating it; saying jua.8
[See the remarks on

J-eº.

(TA.)

Jºjº, pl. of J-9.

-

[Book I.

-

-

-

-

copies of the K, 4.3-, which is a mistranscrip He turned back from a thing to which he had
tion,]) and of clay; (A, K5) as also V Çiğ. applied himself; (IDrd, S,” A,” Mºb,” K, TA;)

($gh, K.) Hence the saying, Jº $5– &
Jº A horse that does not raise, or elevate, (S, K*) +[Such a one is] a sea, or great river,
his head, (S, IF, K,) nor his neck, when running, n:hich will not be entirely eachausted, nor will
by reason of neakness: (IF, K+) or that has not diminish. (K.) And Jº S is 3 & (S,
reached the other horses (Lth, K) in their heat, TA) f He has courage nihich will not be eachausted:
or single run to a goal; (Lth;) i.e., by reason said of Alee, by a man of Kureysh. (TA.) –
And º Jºš He consumed the thing; made it
of his weakness and impotence; as also
(TA.)
come to an end, fail, cease, perish, or come to
nought : (A, K:) and the same, (ISd, A,) aor.
Jºº. 3% A child [preposterously brought and inf. n. as above, (M,) or Jºš, (Lth, K,)
forth; whose feet come forth before his head.
(A, Msb, and so in a copy of the $.) See he made an end of the thing; or ceased from it,
having finished it. (Lth, ISd, A, K, but in
also J.K. —J-sº S$2 [Preposterous child
is put by
birth] is when the feet come jorth before the [some of] the copies of the K,
mistake for §, in this explanation. TA.) One
head; (K, and so in a copy of the S, [and that
... . .J1 1s...}l They came at last to
this is what was meant by the author of the S says, <<3 --e J,
bº. They
herbage,
and
consumed
it.
($," T.A.) And ãº
seems to be indicated by what immediately fol

meaning a good thing; and sometimes an evil

thing; (IDrd, TA;) or meaning particularly a
good thing; or extr. with respect to an evil

thing. (K.) [See the Kur, xxiii. 68.] Hence
"Jacºl [as syn. with Jaśl, though we have
not heard it. (Mgh.)
8: see above.

"J-3.

4.

- e -

o -

-

o e.ed

lows) i, q &. ($) — Jºº. 3, 4 Jºš us [A piece of herbage beginning to dry up]

*

~ ** .

is decreasing, or deficient, and his good fortune is
receding]. (A, TA.)
6 - d -

* > * >

Jºº, (O, B, K) like ºxiº, (TA) [in the

6.

&#

2.

* . .” - 3 - 2

Jaë9 -º-; Jasu al- f [His lot, or portion,

CK, erroneously, J-º] A place to which one

removes, withdraws, or retires afar off; syn.

J-º.

(O, B, K.) El-Aasha says, praising

'Alkamah Ibn-'Olátheh,
2 **

25-o')

-

©. • -

•:

* - d. ºf

**- As oilel

º

Jº. J Öe tº ſº.
circuiting of the Kaabeh performed in a neay that is not eactirpated, or cut off entirely with its
roots.
(K.)
–
Jºš
also
signifies
t
the
scru
contrary to the prescribed custom, by saluting
[0 Alkamah, affairs have compelled me to hare
+

+

the black stone and then going tonards the left. tinizing or investigating, or searching or examining recourse to thee, and there was not for me any
or inquiring into, affairs. (TA.) [You say,
place to which to retire. (TA.)
•?
(Mgh.) – tº: &# § He read or recited,
- d ...

• *

-

- - -

-

app., 33-S) cºe Jºº, meaning, He

-

scrutinized,

the Kur-án, beginning from the last part thereof,
&c., affairs..] – And

& is like Jºk

[lığ, &c.
See Supplement.]

[but in

(K,) i. e. from [the commencement of the latter
what sense is not said]. (TA.)

9%

of] the
[or last two chapters], (TA,)
and ending neith the a-jū [or first chapter];

tº

8: see 1, first sentence.

t

contrary to the prescribed mode : (TA:) or
and tº Little lice. (Kr, K.) [See also
U:3 + A man who scrutinizes or investigates,
beginning from the end of the chapter, and
reading it, or reciting it, to its beginning, in or searches or examines or inquires into, affairs;
~~~
vertedly; (K;) a mode which A'Obeyd thinks (TA;) as also "Jºe. (IDrd, K.)
impossible; and therefore he holds the former
< A certain plant, having a fruit that is
J.K. : see Jºš.
explanation to be the right: (TA:) each of
eaten. (L, K.) The only explanation given by
these practices is disapproved, excepting the
Jºë. a dial. form of Jºãº, but of weak several lexicographers. (TA.)
former in teaching children, [in which case it is
generally adopted in the present day, (K,) and authority. (TA.)
t”
[in teaching] the foreigner the [portion of the
which latter
Jºº. A receptacle of the kind called lak. of
Kur-án called the] Jºãº an indulgence being
is
said
to
be
a
corruption
in
the
TS
and the K:
granted to these two only because the long which the contents have been taken out. (TA)
chapters are difficult to them : but if any one
Jºël J) Jº Jºe 3A f(He is one of those but this is denied by El-Khafájee and by Mtr;
and learned men, in early and in late times, have
knows the Kur-án by heart, and intentionally
6 a•

-

-

-

-

º ... O

3,3 (K, Mºb &c.) and £º

--

-

*

- d -

-->

-

who are empty, or devoid of good]: a phrase

constantly used the word F-33s.5) without any

recite it from the last part thereof to the first, denoting vituperation. (TA.)
this is forbidden: and if we disapprove this,

expression of disapproval; Z and El-Hasan Ibn

still more is the reciting from the end of the

Rasheek El-Keyrawánee, two leading lexico
Jaś

chapter to the beginning disapproved, if the doing
this be possible.

(TA.) – Jºº. also signifies

1.

2.9 cº Jes,

logists, having even named thereby books written
(A, K,) [aor. -, and some by them; (MF;) vulgo “... [which is a Persian

word J.; (TA;) A model, an exemplar, a pattern,
f Suffering a relapse into disease, after conva
times
t,
as
will
be
shown
below,)
inf.
n.
Jºsé
or
a likeness of a thing, after the similitude of
lescence; or after recovery, but not complete, of
(S,
IF,
A,
Mºb,
K)
and
Jač
(A,
K)
and
n:hich
a thing is made: (Msb:) a model, or like
J.<!.
health and strength. (K.) – iº. applied to
ness,
of
a thing; (K;) i.e., a thing that is made
(K) and &Laº, (MA,) He receded, retired, or
a bow: see Jº.
Jºº

dren back from the thing, or affair; refrained,
forbore, abstained, or desisted, from it; recoiled
from it, shrank from it, or drew back from it in
(K,) aor. - (Az, anºe or fear; ($, IF, A, Mºb, K;) as also &
&c. (Aboo-Turáb, T.A.) You say also, Jaš

Jºl Jºš, (S, A,) or ãº,
$, ISd, K) and , (IDrd, K.) inf n. Jºš, (A,)
1.

He entirely eachausted the neater of the well: (Az,

* Jé, ($, Mºb, K) or “is Je. (A)

$, A:) and (A) he extracted what was in the aor. : (S, Msb) and -, (S,) or the latter only,
well, of black fetid mud (ść- [in some of the ($gh, TA,) or the former is allowable, (Zj, TA,)

in the form, or after the fashion, of another thing,
that the mode of the latter may be known thereby:
(TA:) a thing nihich shows the mode, or quality,
or qualities, of another thing : (Mºb:) an arabi
cized word, (K,) from [the Persian] º,
jº

1. 3., aor.-, (§, K) inf n.5.3, (S)[It was,

2853
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or became, spotted like a leopard or panther: see a one; or met him in a morose manner: (IB :) as above: ($:) and a lion in which is dust-colour
also 5:] it (a cloud, or collection of clouds,) or became very rancourous, or malicious, tonwards and blackness: and *::: a bird having black

became of the colour of the 2-3 [leopard or pan him. (TA.) The kings of the Arabs, when they spots; also sometimes applied as an epithet to a
ther], (S, K,) spots being seen in their interstices.
($.) = See also 5, in three places.
2.

23,

inf n.

Jº,

2-3,

cº.

(TA.)

Also, A

and then give

collection of clouds of the colour of the 2.3, spots
or having

orders for the slaying of him whom they desired being seen in their interstices: (S:)
+ He, or it, changed, or
to slay. (IB.) = See also *. throughout.

altered, and rendered morose, his face. (T) =
See also 5, in two places.
5.

sat [in judgment] to slay a man, used to attire horse such as is termed
themselves in skins of the

black and white spots: (TA) and "... signifies

§: A

a collection of clouds having marks like those of
spot, or speck, of any colour whatever :
the 23: or small portions near together: n, un.

2. [He made himself like a leopard or pl. 33. (M, K.)

panther, in diversity of colours : see also 1].
Amr Ibn-Magdee-Kerib says,
+

-

-

-

-

• *:

-º-, b-; 131255

with 3: (M.) or * irº signifies a small portion
A garment of the kind called is, of
of a cloud; and its pl. [or rather the coll. gen. n.]
wool, (S, K, TA,) striped, (TA,) norm by the is 3. (K.) It is said in a proverb, $º º
Arabs of the desert: (S, K, TA:) or a garment

#.

ſe:

[Shon, thou it to me spotted like th.
1933 tile- 52.3 x
Mgh, Msb,) having white and black tripe, Ol' leºpard, 1. will show it to thee raining]: (S, K:)
[A people who, nhen they put on armour of iron lines, (M, Mgh, Msb, K,) worn by the Arabs of alluding to an event which one certainly knows
mail, make themselves like the leopard or panther the desert: (A, Msb:) and a garment of the kind will happen when the symptoms thereof appear:
(Meyd, K, TA:) originally said by Aboo-Dhu
*...* .2.2

** * ~

+

*

&la.

of the kind called atº, (M., K.) or Le, (A,

-

(23) in the diversity of colours of the iron [rings] called *; (M, K;) so called because of the
534.
and the thongs. (S.) – t He made himself like diversity of the colours of its stripes: (M:) or eyb El-Hudhalee : (TA) sº is here like
the leopard or panther (2.3, K, TA) in ill-nature: any jº, of those worn by the Arabs of the desert, in the Kur, vi. 99, for, aii. (Akh, S:) by rule,
(K, TA) fem, of ºi. (TA)
(TA:) the became angry; as also "33, (M,) that is a striped ač. (IAth:) or a striped 25. it should be ſº,
– See also

3.

aor.-, infn.";3; (TA;) and "... : (M.) the of wool; (TA) pl.jū. (IAth, Mºb.) it is an
ºw. --

[In the TA, voce § - it is
: See jºi.
became evil in disposition; as also "2.5 (T:) epithet in which the quality of a subst. predomi
the became angry and evil in disposition, as also nates. (TA). It is said in a trad, of Saad, applied as an epithet to a garment of the kind
called sº and in the K, voce J.-, to a cloud,
"... and "23; (IKit, $gh, K) like the 2:3:
(TA:) the strained the voice in threatening: [A Nabathean in his hubneh (a long piece of or collection of clouds: in the former case, it app.
the became ill natured cloth, or the like, wound round the back and legs signifies striped, (see iº) or, as in the latter
--

*Jºº Jºãº º J. &

($gh, K) and 4 ×º

and altered to him, and threatened him ; because of a person sitting with his thighs against his case, spotted.]

belly); an Arab of the desert in his nemireh; a

the 2-3 is never met otherwise than angry and ill
lion in his den]. (S.) – See also jºi.
natured. (A$, $, K.)

U-vº
• 2.

- * ~ *
6 o'

º,

* it. (T, S, M, A, K) and "2.5, (M., K.)

e.

jº see J-cº.

1. a-º, aor. :, inf. n. J-3, He concealed it;

secret. (S.) See also 2. — He spoke,
(S, namely, a
or discoursed, secretly to him, or with him; he
K:) or sneet and nºholesome rater : (T, A:) or acquainted him with a secret; (S;) as also
n:holesome in satiety: (TA:) or copious : (Ibn
'4-6, (§, M, A, K.) inf n, i.…. (M., A)
Keyrān, M, K:) or increasing in quantity, syn.
(M.) You say, J. Jº L.
and Cº.
Atī, (AS, T, TA,) or Jj, (K,) whether sneet or
iot sneet : (T, TA:) or increasing in quantity in 4.4% [How great is my desire, or longing, for
the beasts [app. meaning while they drink], tly secret discourse!] (A, TA.) = [And it seems

Wholesome mater, whether sneet or not sneet :

2. seeki, throughout. –3. (S, A, Msb,
K, &c.) and 23, (M, A, Mºb, K) which is a
contraction of the former, (Msb,) or a dial. form,

(TA) [The leopard;] a certain wild beast, (S,
A, Msb, K, &c.) well known, (A, K,) more malig
nant than the lion, (T, M, Mgh, Mºb,) and
bolder, (Msb,) so called because of his 2. [or

Jº 95, T, M.,) whether sneet or not to be indicated in the M, that Jº, aor. and inf.
n. as above, signifies He became a confidant, or
spots], (M, K,) being of divers colours, (M,) sneet. (M.) [As Jij is coupled with AU, app.
with another's secrets.] = [Hence,
called in Persian

&:

(26 4:19

(Mgh:) fem. with 3: as an explicative

adjunct,

in the T

and

acquainted

M, I

inf n, as above; (IAar;)
perhaps.) ...,... J-3,
*, *
• of
think that I have here rendered it correctly :
it to mean, and crº "J-5ſ, (IAqr, K.) inf n. J tº ;
supposed
have
I
should
otherwise
(M, Mºb, K.) and [of mult] ..., (§, M, Mºb,
among
A, K,) (IAar;) He created discord, or dissension,
them, (IAar, K,) and incited them one against
K) held by Th to be pl. of 23, (M) and #23 perhaps, pure.] — > J.-- (S, M,
(Msb, and so in some copies of the K) and 23, and º, (M, K) tiq.35 (see abovel: ($, M, another, or nent about among them with calum
nies. (IAgr.) See also 2. = Jº, aor. 2, inf.
(S, M, K,) which occurs in poetry, and is anoma A, K.) pl.jºi. (M.)
not
and
(S,)
lous, perhaps a contraction of jº,
jºi Spotted white and black : (M, K:) or in Il. Jº, It (clarified butter, S, A, K, or oil, M,

(S, Mºb.) pl. [of pauc)3: (M, K) and jº,

-

mentioned by Sb, (M.) and 53, (M., K.) which

n:hich is black and nihite; applied to a wild beast; and perfume, and the like, A, and anything sweet
is the most common in occurrence, but, accord. as also º: (A:) fem. iſ…} (M, A, K5) or good, M) became bad, or corrupt, (S, A, K,)
to Th, he who uses it makes the sing. jº, (M,) applied to a ewe or she-goat: (A:) pl. 3:. so as to be slimy, ropy, or viscous; (TA;) became
altered (M, TA) and bad, in the manner described
andjº, (M. K.) held by Th to be pl. of ſº, (A:) also }: a horse, (S, K,) and an ostrich, above : (TA:) and "Jº, said of [the preparation
(M,) and ãº. (K.) As the 2: is one of the (K,) variegated like the 23, (S, K, TA,) having
made of churned milk called] lº, it became
most abominable and malignant of wild beasts, one spot white and another of any colour: ($, stinking, or fetid. (TA.) See also 2, below.
one says, 2:) <i> gº & Jº, meaning, TA:) pl. as above: (TA:) or, applied to an
2.29 ± J-3, (A, TA) inf n. Jº,
: Such a one became changed, or altered, to such ostrich, in rhich is blackness and whiteness; pl.
• G

- -

-

º

o

3 –
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(A, K,) He concealed from him the thing, or

t-3

[Book I.

Cº. applied

to clarified butter, (A,) or oil, | other is acquainted. (TA.) — A repository
affair; or made it dubious, or confused, to him ; (M,) and perfume, and the like, (A,) and any (*) of knowledge. (M)—Skilful; intelligent.
syn. 4–3. (A, K,” TA.) See also 1, first sig thing sweet or good, (M,) Bad, or corrupt, (A, (K,” TA.) – One n-ho enters into affairs neith
nification. = *-ta, J-> He calumniated his TA,) so as to be slimy, ropy, or viscous; (TA;) subtle artifice. (Aš, K.”) – A calumniator;
altered, (M, TA,) and bad, in the manner de
syn. 235 (K.) as also "J-3. (A, K.)—
companion; syn. * 3. (A.) See also 1. =
scribed above: (TA:) and "Jº, applied to A liar. (M.) – The lurking-place, or covert,
º J-> His hair became befouled by oil. (M)
asſ, [see 1, last signification,] stinking, or fetid. (3,3, q. v.,) of a hunter, (S, M, A, K,) in which
See also 1, last sentence.
he lies in n’ait for the game : (TA:) sometimes
(fA)

3. J.G. He (a hunter) entered a J-49, i.e.,
*

lurking-place, or covert.
-

- *

(K.)

See also 7. =

32

---

5

:

See

ſº ;]

written with ,

- -

but for what reason

C-9-39.

[says ISd] I know not. (M.) — A snare;

* *

4-69 : see a-º.

Jºë A secret: (seer, M.) (pl. JºJ–

syn.

Jé:

(K:) because it is concealed beneath

[Hence, app., rather than from the Greek vöuos the ground. (TA.) — The covert, or retreat,
4. Avº J-cº!: see.” J-3.
as some have supposed, Revelation. So in a ofalion; as also "?...G. (K)—The chamber,
5. J-> He (a hunter) made for himself a trad. respecting fines for bloodshed; in which it or cell, of a monk. (TA, K,” vocº)
Jºsé, i.e., lurking-place, or covert. (A.) — is said, ** tº “as [Thou hast pronounced * * >, <
• *,2
*~3°9: see J-3-ol, last signification but one.
judgment repeting us according to revelation].
: see C-2-9.
& J.-2,

-

o

Jº,

- --

- -

--

* - of

(Mgh.) [But see a remark on this signification

Jº, (S, CK

J--

Of a dusky, or dingy, colour, (K,)
[in in what follows.] – [And hence,) The law of
[like
the
J-º, or ichneumon.] — Hence, [its
some copies of the K, Ja:31, which is a mistake, ) God. (KT.) – [And from the first,) An evasion,
He concealed himself: (S, K:) or º Gº J-5 artifice, or expedient, by nºhich a man conceals pl.] Jº is applied to [A certain species (namely
signifies he entered into the thing (M., IKtt) and himself; expl. by Jº-) &: Jº * Jº L.; the CŞ,3%) of] the kind of birds called u-š. (K.)
7.

of the measure

concealed himself.
6

(IKft.) See also one of the
x .

-

explanations of J-3-9, in which this verb occurs:

($) or Jººl &e º Jºãº (K [but here,
app., Jº is a mistake for Jºãº) deceit; guile;

L-o-º-o: see L-o-'.

circumvention. (A, TA.) You say, <--> Öğ

J-el-e Entering a J-3-ou [or hunter's lurking

and see 3.

6

Jº [The ichneumon; so called in the present J-49, and Jºlº, Such
day

ja

certain small beast, (IKt, El-Fārābee,

(A, TA.)

hence the phrase & J-ſº [app. meaning
The artifices of the nºise men] (TA.) – [Also,
in post-classical writings, A man's honour, or
reputation, which should be preserved inviolate;
the [hind of serpent called) cº: (IKt, El syn. Jºel — [The remaining significations I
Fárábee, S, M, Mºb, K:) the keeper of vines or regard as being derived from those above men
palm-trees or seed-produce
takes it for his tioned; supposing a prefixed noun to be under
use, n-hen he is in vehement fear of serpents of the stood; in some instances, “…e-U-2, or 53 ; in
kind above mentioned: for it attacks them, making others, cº, or J-...] – A confidant; one
itself thin and slender as though it were a piece n:ho possesses, or is acquainted nith, secrets, or
of rope; and n:hen it winds itself upon them, they private affairs; ($, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) of
draw back their breath vehemently, and it takes a king, (Mgh, TA,) or governor, or prince, (A,)
their breath; thus the serpent becomes inflated in or other man; (A’Obeyd, S, M, Msb, TA;)
its inside, and is cut asunder : (TA:) or i.4. whom one acquaints with his private affairs,
Cº- & [the measel]: (IKt, TA:) or a certain and distinguishes by revealing to him nilat he
smau least, resembling the cat, generally frequent conceals from others: (A’Obeyd, S:) or one
ing gardens; accord. to IF, also called Já [q.v.]; who possesses, or is acquainted with, secrets, or
private affairs, of a good nature : (K, TA:)
(Msb;) the beast called aſs [the Persian original
and J-,-- signifies one who possesses, or is
of 33]; [see
in art. Jé,5;] called
acquainted with, secrets, or private affairs of
J-- from Jº in the first of the senses explained an evil nature. (TA.) [The author of the Mgh
above: (A;) or i, q. &%. (El-Mufaddal Ibn thinks that the second of the significations men
Selemeh, TA:) from these various sayings, it tioned above, i.e. “revelation,” is derived from

(º)

-

2

...

-

•

-

(S.)

And

$, M, Msb, K,) broad, as though it were a piece
of ~23 [or salted or sun-dried flesh-meat], (S,)
found in the land of Egypt, (S, K,”) one of the
most malignant of wild animals, (M,) that kills

Jºie &

• --

a one is a person of place].

deceit, &c., and of deceits, &c.

•

º w. --

º,

-

-

º

-

- .

1. Jº, aor. 4, (K,) inf n. J-3, (TA,) He,
or it, was, or became, speckled with nºhite and
black : or marked with spots upon the skin
differing from it in colour. (K.) See Jº
below. = <, inf. n. **, He variegated it;

.*

or decorated, or embellished, it; (TA;) [as also
W

<,

but app. in an intensive sense, for its

inf n.) Jºi is syn, with

**.

(TA.) –

[And hence, app.,] t He miced, or confounded,
it ; e. g., good speech with bad ; as also the
W latter of these two words. (TA.)
2: see 1, in two places.

Jº A

mark, trace, vestige, or relic.

(TA.)

J.; White and black specks (S, A, Mgh, K)
in a colour: (TA:) or spots in the skin differ

ing from it in colour; (IDrd, A, K,) sometimes

in horses, and mostly in such as are of a sorrel
colour. (T.A.) — Lines, or streaks, of variega
tions or decorations in variegated or figured
cloth,
&c. (K.) – Whiteness in the roots, or
appears that several species are called by this this; a prefixed noun [such as -tº-e, perhaps,
loner parts, of the nails, which goes anay and
name: (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] Jº (TA) and [of being understood.] Hence, (Mgh,) Jººl,
returnus.
(TA.)
mult]J.3. (Mº.) You say, JºJº Jº (A’obeyd, S, M, Mºb, K.) or =S. J., tºl,
[app. meaning, Among men are some that are (A, TA,) is applied to [The angel] Gabriel;
Speckled neith nihite and black; applied
ºnalignant as the animals called vºl]. (A, (A’Obeyd, S, M, A, &c.) by the people of the to a bull; (TA) and so "Jºi, (Mgh, TA;)
scriptures; [meaning, the Christians, and per
TA.)
haps, the Jews also ;] (S, Mgh;) because God applied to a man. (Mgh.) You say, U-sº 323,
Jº The odour of milk, and of grease or gravy; has distinguished him by communicating to him meaning, A wild bull, which has specks (S, TA)
as also o-3. (M.)
revelations and hidden things with which no and lines, or streaks. (TA.) And * : jº

Jº

5

*

6 * .

-

0.2 -
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Asin A bull having black lines, or streaks, opinion, or persuasion, which one takes to, or
in the legs. (A.) And * tº Jºe A she-goat holds: (Mgh, TA :) a kind, or may, of speech.
that is black speckled with nº hite, or white (TA.) You say, kº 3. Aft keep thou to

~wº
• ow

• *:

**

-

1. --~) -- aor. 2, and 2; and 4.3, aor. 2;
| (inf. n. *: TA;) and Yaºl; [and Yaºu ;]
speckled with black. (TA)—J. J. : 4 this way. (TA.) And 2-3 hº Jº l, is He took the spoil, plunder, or booty. (K.)
snºord in which are diversified wavy streaks. They spoke according to one way, course, mode, W Jº is The taking of spoil, plunder, or
43 o .

A camel having in or manner, &c. (Mgh.) — I A sort, or species,
booty, by whomsoever will; you say * …i
his foot a mark that becomes distinctly shown (Mgh, Mºb, K,) of a thing, (K,) of goods or
4. Jº [the man allowed, or gave, his pro
upon the ground, without any mark thereon made commodities, of learning or science, &c. (TA.)

(A, K," TA.) — J.

>

-

artificially; (Ibn-Abbād, K3) and so Jº Jº.

You say,

(Ibn-'Abbād, T.A.)

goods of
* ,

• of

*

•. 6.

Jºi.

.

.

fem. U-23 : see Jºº, in two places.

bº 3. &: gº es-- ! I
this sort, or species. (Mgh.)
z -

, - ... •

-

perty to be taken as spoil], W ºts,

‘...., and Y ‘...sº, which

[and they took it as spoil]. (S.) – Jić, “...

-

-

'** **, J-2 13s f This is of the sort, or species,
:

2.

aor. 2, The dog seized him (a man) by the tendon
of his heel. (S, K)—º: (S, IX;) and

to a thing. (K.)

Jº 91.3 &

You say,

º 13's Who directed thee,
to this thing 2 syn.

i.

, of

" ;-au, (K) inf n. *sū; (TA;) I They

ić.

laºſ: see

Čº

carped at him in their speech, (S, K,) or, with
their tongues, and spoke roughly, harshly, or
coarsely, to him : [as though they plundered him

[A maker, or seller, of

bººi,

pl. of of his good name]. (A.)

or guided thee,

•º Js. (Ibn-Abbád.)

The facing, or outer

3

- -

Jºº : see Jºlº.

*: signifies The directing, or guiding,

all signify the same,

And

of this. (Msb.)
la

and

have

covering, (śl, ..)

'**'.

3 : see 1 – Jill Jºil-sº, inf n. *.*.*,

(K, TA :) the former [from the pl.,.] like

f The [one] horse emulated, or contended neith,

*…] a rel, n, from 3; as also

(sº

the latter from the sing, agreeably the [other] horse in running. (TA: and agreeably

of a bed (T, Mgh, K) upon which one sleºps, with analogy. (TA.)
(Mgh,) or of a thing that is spread upon the
ground to sit or lie upon, (T, K,) whatever it
[Jº, &c.
be : (K:) or a sort of carpet or other thing
that is spread upon the ground: ($, K:) and
See Supplement.]
a woollen cloth (Mgh, Msb, K) which is thronºn
over the [kind of vehicle called]

tºº,

* . . . .”

with this the inf. n. is explained in the S and K.)
– Used not only with reference to a horse. The
Rájiz says,
+

[I emulated them, or contended neith them, neith a

bucket that took up much water]. (S.) See also 6.

(Mgh,

tº
K,) having a fine nap, or pile, (TA,) of some
colour; n-hat is nºhite being seldom or never so

4 ºu.

&

1.

aor. : ; and 3.3, aor. 2; ($, K;) and

Jº

Jººl (S) The man alloned,

or gave, his property to be taken as spoil, plunder,
It is doubly trans.: you say
allowed Zeyd to take the
[I
<º
Júl º
property as spoil]. (Msb.) See 1. US$ 4…)
He ºffered it, or exposed it, to such a one, [to be
taken as spoil]. (T.A.)

called: (Msb :) or a sort of dyed cloth, like #3 ; (as in one copy of the S;) inf. n. º (S, K)
or booty. (TA.)
º , these names being seldom or never applied
and

ū (S)

and

but to what is coloured red or green or

yellow; what is nhite not being called º

§3 (S, K) and

š (S, K) and ãº (K) and
šū, (the last dev. from rule);

(Az, L:) and a cloth that is spread beneath a (K;) It (flesh-meat) was not, or did not become,
horse's saddle : (Meyd, as cited by Golius :) thoroughly cooked.
some say, that it is a receptacle like the * :
tº $3 4:3

**

($, K.) –

&:

Gy L. Jº

L.

[I care not what is in

6.

cº J.-AU3 f The two horses emulated,

(Har., p. rvr [but this I think doubtful:] pl. £º sufficiently cooked, of thy Jº…, nor n:hat is Or contended nith, each other. (TA.) See also
[properly a pl. of pauc, but used also as one of thoroughly cooked: i. e. I care not whether evil
3. – JI (“ i. (I. **ś, q. v. (TA, in art.

mult] (S, Mgh, Mºb, K) and blº. (IB, K.)

case is one; i. e. a class of men. ($, K.) It is
said in a trad., ($, Mgh,) of Alee, (Mgh,) he was full.
. . o E
J.- The best of this
la-5)] àº,
~*

<--)—º

Jº <sº f The camels took
(S,” TA,) A proverb.
Jº- **, aor. 2, He drank till much of the ground nith their legs: (K:) [app.
meaning, took wide strides over it: not, as
(K,” TA.)
rendered by Golius, “multum pulveris pedibus

or good befall thee].

= A body of men ($, Mgh, Msb, K) mhose (TA.) = i.
-

s: :*

4. tº (Š, K) inf n, fº, (S) He in suis rapuerunt;” nor, as rendered by Freytag,
people is the middle body thereof (Š, Mgh) whose sufficiently cooked flesh-meat. ($, K) — He
“multum terrae pedibus abstulerunt”]. – Jº
case is one; i. e. the middle class thereof: ($, in
•3
did a thing not firmly, not soundly, not tho J-J" cºrº, and a-Auº, [The camels perform
...

which is added, ...} & Jú ºr 3-1.
Jº

roughly.

(K.)

o.º. o.

* ~ 9,

... •

* :

the night-journey with large strides] : and [in like

[he who falls short shall be made to

,3F

The state of being not thoroughly cooked. manner] Jøj') cº-auj. Camels that do so are
reach them, and he who eacceeds the due bounds
(A.)
termed *} J4.
shall be brought back to them :]) A'Obeyd says, (TA.)

tº:

(Mgh, TA,) the meaning of this saying of Alee
is, (TA,) that he disliked the exceeding of the
due bounds and the falling short (Mgh, TA)
in religion. (TA.) = A n'ay: (MSb, TA:)

º

(S, K) and

cooked flesh-meat.

($) Insufficiently

(S, K.)

8: see 1. –

Lºl Jºjº

The horse

--~~}l

gained the winning-post; or won the race. (K,
TA.)

3.2%

a way, course, mode, or manner, of acting, con
duct, or the like; (Mgh, K;) as also V L-31: (IAqr.)
(TA [so there written, without any syll.

Satiated with food and with drink.

Jº

W

6
-- O -

points:]) a tenet, or body of tenets, belief, creed,

W .

z
©

:

Spoil; plunder; booty; (S, K;) as also
*::: (TA, art. J-Mé- :) ex. ~. 4; Jº he

See

-

.

ºv.

came to him with, or brought to him, spoil :
360
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3 – Jºy”

(TA) pl.

2 (§, K) and sº (Nh, &c.)

•o º
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* What is sought, or sought after, quickly:
*

-

…

. ,

6

×

2

* U-23 also signifies the same; and thus is syn. Jº-a, -ºla". (K.)
*

similar to

*

0 -

Jº,

meaning

($, K.) = ce,
º 3. aor. “

went along the road.

=

inf. n.

tº:

y

ºf .

tº, inf n.

(S, K;) and

and also sig

(ISh;) this inf n. also mentioned by Lth, who
knew no verb belonging to it; (L;) and 2-, 3,
-

-vº
1.

<º,

Jº and J.;; (IAth;) and so *** (Mºb) <
[and "U-.5 and " L-º:] a man, named

Jºº.

accord. to different

readings; meaning that it was not allowable to
any one person to take of them more than one :
(TA:) or &: signifies what is taken as spoil,
plunder, or booty; or so taken by whomsoever
will, of what is allowed to be so taken: syn.

-:7 U.: (Lh, K) and " Jº,

n:hat

is

tº: (L, in art. tº ;) and
tº: (L;) He was out of

3.

(K) He cried out, or " -rºl, inf. n.
a cry: (TA :) [see Wrºke Jºº, wº breath; breathed short, or unintermittedly; panted;
he uttered the kind of sound termed 24; ; ($, L, K;) by reason of violent motion: said
•6 - -

tra
crº ..]

• 6.

[i. e., he (a lion, TA) uttered a sound from his of a man, and of a beast of carriage, (L.) and
(T.) One says,
Jº &r
* 29&
- J.')3
3 - ?
chest; or roared:] (K:) or he uttered a sound of* a* dog.
*** *
o
longer than that which is termed 2:35: (S:) or he "as-ºil. sº tº Such a one is out of breath,
breathed hard; or emitted the voice, or the breath, or breathes short, or unintermittedly, or pants

cº

0.

with a moaning; i. q. 2-3, (K) and 5-1,

jor breath, and I knon, not n-hat hath caused
(TA :) or he uttered a sound from his chest on him to be so, or to do so. And it is said in a
an occasion of distress. (TA.)
trad., cº Yº-y sº He san, a man breathing
* - d.

•

23

alloned to be so taken ; syn. Jººl tº 24 ($ )
or nihat is taken as spoil, plunder, or booty;

ºn 2. “24.
— [Hence]

*

&

and

" …"

and Y

<-ºl

2 …

•

(thus the short, or unintermittedly, or panting for breath,

by reason of fatness, and putting forth his tongue,
(So in one copy of the $.) last is written accord. to the K, but it occurs in from fatigue or the like. (S.)
An incursion made into an a verse written W

&l, TA, and in

this latter
**

enemy's territory for the sake of acquiring spoil, manner it is written in the L.) The lion. (K.)
plunder, or booty; and a spoiling, or plundering. — ºf 3-1 (S. L.) and ' …, (L.) [A lion
(TA.) = Jº Jº
: <-, in a trad. uttering Jrequently a lon, growl]. ($, L.) —
of Aboo-Beker, means I have accomplished what *: jº- ! An ass that brays much, or fre
I had to perform of the prayers termed jº quently. (S, K)—& Jé, ! A man that
before my sleeping, lest the occasion for my doing breathes hard; or emits the voice, or the breath,
so should slip from me; and when I anyake, I
with a moaning. (S, K.”) See
perform the prayers termed J313:1. (T.A.) [He

#4.

termed the 353 prayers

& because he performed

<-sº

The throat;

the guttur : (K:) so

them before the right time.] = + 1.4 kind of called because the sound termed <-23 proceeds
o

* -

aor. : , [contr. to analogy,) inf. n. aor. : , (K,) inf. n.

(S, K) and

Fizr, said of some goats which he drove forth,
Or

y

.

*:

nifies what is alloned, or given, to be taken as
spoil, plunder, or booty; and thus is similar to

Jº Je.

e.

4-3 ;

e

-

Jaej [i.e., app., of running, with reference to a from it. (TA.)
horse]. (Lh, K.)

<!--, and &#9, and &:

See

>.. .

*—º Jº- as ,-3 He beat him until he

became stretched along : or, until he wept : (TA :)

[but probably U.S. “he wept " is a mistake for

Gº he became worn with the

beating]. = 2-vºl

He, or it, caused him (a man, S, and a beast of
carriage, TA) to be out of breath, or to breath

short, or unintermittedly, or to pant for breath.
(S, TA.) [See an ex voce

&º

He rode a

beast of carriage so as to cause it, or until he
caused it, to be out of breath, &c., (S, K,) and
to become fatigued, or jaded. (TA.) = See 1,
throughout.

<ºl.

ãº and " Jº (Lh, Mgh, Mºb, K) and
W & and cº (K) Spoil, plunder, or booty;

9% Je- **

10: see 1. –
Or

cº; &º, (K.)

&. (S.)

Such a one follows the way

of such a one. (S, K.)

ev
a thing taken as spoil : (Mgh, Msb :) and also
Spoliation; a taking of spoil, plunder, or booty:

4.

*:

£2,

(K, Msb,) aor. :, inf n.
(Mgh :) substs. from J. : (Ki) and substs. in (Msb;) and Y **); (S, K;) It (a road, or * tº-t, - (S, K) A manifest, plainly
or
1
y apparent,
app
the sense of Jº: (Lh, Mgh :) W cº is way, S and Msb, and an affair, TA,) became
open, road, or way: (S, L, K.) and so Jºlo
1.

#: (S. K.) and '3 (L) and ': and
-

6

.

explained in the Towsheeh as signifying the manifest, plainly apparent, or open; (S, K, Msb,) W is at . (TA, from a trad.:) pl. of the first
taking of a Muslim's property by force : it is and so, with respect to a road, W tº-l. (K.)
stile-rº and 2-3 and 2-3,3: (L:)[and of the third
said, [of Mohammad,) in a trad., that he scat
º
tered some articles of property, and the people He, or it, rendered (a road, S and Msb, and an **]. – as-yº Jºe
Manifest roads, or ways.
did not take them ; so he asked them why they affair, TA,) manifest, plainly apparent, or open :
(L.) — And
[The plain, or open,
did not take ; and they replied & 33 Jº
track of the road). (M, K, in art. J..)
Jº ce [Hast thou not forbidden spoliation?];
6

- 6 -

6

— sº, (S. K. Mºb) and 'tº, (K, Mºb)

p.”

6

p >

gº.

• *

Gºiº. &

(5, K, Mºb') — aſ “… tº Jº Jº Do

according to that nihich I have made manifest

6

but he said jeº J. &

3 tº [I have

to thee. (S) = -2, aor. 2, (inſ. n. º ; TA,)

only forbidden soldiers' spoliation]. (TA.) See and W
5

cº';

*

rendered norn out, a garment.

~6. A

aor. 2; (A’Obeyd, S, K;) and
• *:

-

is at &

See

(K)—tº,

tº,

6

6 * * *

(K,) but

and

£3.

- o

**:

6

See

o'.

&r

-

this is disallowed by Aobeyi, (S) and sº,

3-2 :

and W

atº's

(K;) It (a garment) became old

*A*

** signifies it began 1. 3.3, aor.”, (SL, Mºb, K.) and , (Mºb, K.)
to become norn out : (S:) and it became old and inf. n. 3.3, ($, L., &c.,) It (a girl's or woman's
norn out, but nithout being rent in several parts. breast) was, or became, snelling, prominent, or
and n:orn out ; (K:) or "

(pl. of * and

**):

see 6.

A horse that eaccels in running: (K:) (TA) ,º 24
spread through it.
and in like manner an ass. (T.A.)

*

o.

cº.

&r

U-2, f : * ~ * and arº.

Jº
•', J.

º

See

It (attrition, TA) wore out, or

o.

Jº

*>

evº

so [The fict ºf] attrition
(IAgr.) = &iº & He

protuherant : ($, L, Mgb, K.) or became full.

(Munjid of Kr.) [See also º, and 345;

2857
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Jeº.] $33, aor. 2, and 2 ; and
W ~23, (inf. n. **, TA,) She (a woman [or

• * *

6. 133AU5 They attacked or assaulted one an #33, (L.) A tank or cistern, ($, L. K.) and
other, or rose and hastened and went forth to or | bowl, (S, A, L,) or vessel, (L, K,) full, but not
toniards one another, in war; they directed their yet overflowing: ($, L, K:) or full so as to over
girl]) came to have smelling, prominent, or pro courses one toniards another, and commenced fight
flow : (L:) or nearly full: (A, L:) or filled
sº The ing. (A, Mgb.) 19.AAUJ; ($, Mgh, L, K;) high:
tuberant, breasts. (L, K.) –
(L:) or two-thirds full. (K.)

and see also

-

ãº

skin became nearly full.

‘Jº, inf

n.

(A)—º sº and * beau, (L, Mºb) inf n. 24.4; (Mºb;)

º, The bucket became nearly full.

(A’Obeyd, L, TA) – 3.3, (M, L, K) aor. ,

(L) inf n.s...}, (M., L.) and 3.3, (L.) He (a
man) rose; (M, L;) i. q.

Jº; (K;) or the

latter signifies “he rose from sitting;” whereas
the former signifies “he rose under any circum
stances.” (M, L.) — 2. 33, (L,) and 34,

(Th, L.) He rose to him. (Th, L.) – 3.

33.9, (A’obeyd, L. K.) and 3& J., (S, L,
Mşb,) aor. 2, (S, L., Msb,) and : , (MSb,)

inf n. 3.; (Mºb, K) and 3.3, (K.) He attacked,
or assaulted; or rose and hastened and went forth
to, or tonards, the enemy; (S,” L, Mºb ;) i. q.

Ja,3: ($, L:) he directed his course towards

-

-

- -

35L6 x\, . The amount, or number, of a hun
They clubbed, i.e. contributed equally to, the
expenses nºbich they had to incur, (S, Mgh, L, K.) dred. (K.)
on the occasion of a journey, (K,) or an earpedition
* Fresh butter that is not thin : (S, L:) or
against an enemy; (L;) or contributed equal
thin butter: (K:) or fresh butter of which the
shares of food and drink : (ISd, L:) the first
milk has not been quite thick and fit for churning:
who instituted this practice is said to have been
Hudeyn Er-Rakáshee: (TA:) or they contri or a large lump of fresh butter; as also W
buted, each giving his share, for the purchase of and * 3:3: (L.) or "$3.5 signifies fresh butter
n:heat, or food, for their eating in common. made of milk that has not becomethick and fit for
(Msb.) —º 15-MAU3 They took the thing churning, and rehich is therefore little in quantity,
and shared it between them. (L.) = 13. AAL: They and sneet : (AHát, L:) or $2. $º fresh
played together the game of morra, described in butter expressed from a skin by quºting it. (L,
one of the explanations of $2.89. (S, TA, art. art. Aki.)
z

-

*:

**)

iº.

See

2. – The

hearts of the grains

33 A high, or elevated, thing: (L, K:) as a of colocynths, boiled until thoroughly cooked and

the enemy, and commenced fighting with them. shoulder joint, (L.) and a horse. (TA.) – A
and then having a little flour sprinkled
(A’obeyd, L, K) – 23, (IKit) inf n. 3.3, girl's or woman's breast : so called because of its thick,
upon them, after which they are eaten. (S, L,
(K,) It (a thing, IKtt) went, or ment anay, prominence, or protuberance: (Msb:) [pl. 3,3}.
(Jº) in any case. (IKtt, K.) = 3: also — Jº Jºse A pubes swelling forth, or pro K.”)
A girl's breast that is snelling, prominent,
signifies The being strong. (TA.)- 3.3, aor. * , minent : opposed to **. (L.) — 3: * A.
inf n. $3,3, He (a horse) was, or became, large
strong, bulky, youth, or young man. (L, from a or protuberant; pl. **ś, which denotes more
and tall: (S, L:) or bulky and strong ; or trad.) – 23 A generous man, ($, K,) who aims than 49%. (A’obeyi, L.) — Also, and " $3.5
6 a.

º

e o .

*č

goodly in body and limbs, and tall: (L:) or goodly, at means of acquiring eminence, or nobility. (S.)
(S.L. Mºb, K) and '3:... (L. K.) or #3:4, (i.
large in body and limbs, fleshy and tall. (K.)
3: A horse large and tall: (Lth, S, L:) or in the TA,) A girl, or woman, having smelling,
= 2+3, and V Jºl, He honoured (2k.) a gift. bulky and strong: or goodly in body and limbs,
prominent, or protuberant, breasts: (S, L, Msb,
(IKtt, K.)
and tall: (L:) or goodly, large in body and limbs, K:) or a woman whose breasts have become full:
fleshy, and tall: (K:) fem. with 3. (L.) —
2 : see 1, near the beginning.
---

-

(Munjid of Kr:) pl. Jaś. (Mºb.) – 3-6 A

Jáil 43, and Jºei, A horse large and pro
3. *-au, inf n. 33.6%, i. i. º (S, A, minent in the back of the head, and, in the short boy nearly come to the age of puberty. (A.) —
L., Msb, K;) He attacked or assaulted him,
*au Attacking or assaulting, or rising and hasten
ribs. (Lth, L.) — & and Y * The lion :
º

or rose and hastened and went forth to or toniards
ing and going forth to or tonards an enemy; pl.
him, in war; he directed his course toniards him, (K:) from 3,4 in the sense of Jº and §.
§§. (Msb.) – See 33.
and commenced fighting with him. (M, L.) – (TA)=3; Aid; assistance. (L.) See
º:
3. AAU : see JAAU.
**u, inf. n. ;34tº, He contended or disputed
assisted,
the
or
aided,
He
sº
—º
2 * of
nith him, in an absolute sense. (TA.) = ...A.AAU,
people. (L.) — Also, He contributed with the ilºvº [fem. of 3. i An elevated sand, (S, L,
[inf.n. ;34.) He contributed neith them to the eac people to the expenses of a journey or eapedition,
K,) like a compact hill, fertile, producing trees:
penses of a journey or an earpedition, clubbing with sharing equally with each of them. (L.) See
(L:) or a tract of ground such as is called **,
them, i.e. sharing equally nºith each of them. (L.) also 3. = And see 2.3.
but more flat and eactensive : (L, art. 2-43 :) it is
See also 6. = seau, inf n. $344, He played

&

º .

d x * *

s

-

3”

3.

*

*~ 6-

but not the masc. 3.31. (L.)
3% (L, K) and sometimes" 3% (K,) or the used as an* ,epithet;
of
many of his fingers as he pleases, and the other later ignifies the action described in the following
Asal Jº! sº He is the strongest and hardiest
does the like; he played with him at the game of explanation, (L.) A contribution, or that nihich of the people. (R.)
*.*.*, is contributed, to the expenses of a journey, equally
morra ; the inf. n. expl. by
shared by each member of the party: (L, K:) ** : see JAU.
(TA)
q.v.
sº,
(S, L, K) and
or a contribution that is made for an expedition
4. Jºl He filled a tank or cistern, ($, L,) and against an enemy, by a clubbing, i.e. an equal
jvº
a drinking-bowl, (A,) and a vessel, (L, K,) so
expenses, that there shall be no
with him at the game in nihich one puts forth as

© .

-

cº

º - - -

º

-

that it overflowed: (L:) or nearly flled it. (A,
*ść 4 she camel that fills
L, K.) —

so
sharing of the
1. 3, (S, Msb) aor. 2, (Mºb,) It (water)
defrauding of one by another, and no obligation ran upon, or along, the ground, (S, TA,) and
of one to another. (IAth, L.) See 3 and 6.

the resel (with her milk] (IAar, L.) — a

made for itself a jº [or channel like that of a
Give thou thy contribution river]. (S.) See also 10. – It (anything, as
to the earpenses of the journey, or eapedition, in one copy of the $, or anything copious, as in

ſº 3:

He made him, or it, to rise.

(L.) = See 1.

You say,

93% ets

5. e..… He sighed; breathed rith an expres equally with thy companions. (L.)
sion of pain, grief, or sorrow; or uttered a pro
longed breathing. (TA.)

another copy of the S and in the TA) ran, or

flored; ($, TA;) as also "xº~!, (S) or "prºl.
&º or cºlº, (§, L, K.) fem. sº and (TA.) - It (blood) flowed with force : (Msb:)
• O-

•

* 0

360 *
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*...i it (blood) floned (K, TA) like a river:

in which water runs : (A, K:) so most say: or betn!een the rising of the dann and sunset : (K:)

(TA:) and the latter also, it (a vein).flowed and the water itself [that runs therein; i.e., a river;
would not stop; (K, TA;) meaning, it flowed a rivulet; a brook; a canal of running mater]:
like a river; (TA;) as also "jºl; ($gh, K, (TA:) or a neide channel in nihich water runs :
TA:) and Wyºl also signifies the same said of originally, the water [that runs therein]: (Mgh:)
the belly; (TA;) or it (the belly) became loose, or properly, neide running water: and by a secon
or relazed; or it discharged itself; (JK;) as dary application, which is tropical, I the trench

also "…l. (JK, K.) =3.3, (§, K) aor. ,
(K,) inf. nº, (TA,) He (a man, S) dug a 2:
[or channel for a river]: ($, TA:) he made a

2. [or river] to run, or flow. (K, TA.) =2,3,
inf. n.

jº, He

made an inroad or incursion, or

inroads or incursions, into the territory or terri

tories of enemies, in the day-time. (T.A.) =

$3, $, Mgh, Mºb, K, &c.) aor. , inf n. 23:
(TA)and's,…," (š, Mgh, Msh, K.,&c.;) Hechid
him; he checked him, restrained him, or forbade
him, with rough speech; syn. 943, (Mgh, Msb,
K, and so in a copy of the S,) or

9% (as in an

trads., it is the whiteness of the 203, and the
blackness of the U.); and there is nothing inter
vening between the J.) and the 3',5 : but some
times the Arabs amplified, and applied 2,3 to the
time from the clear shining of the danºn to the
or channel [in which it runs]: (Msb, TA*:) pl. setting [of the sun]: (Msb:) or (so accord. to the
[of pauc.] Ži, (Msb, K,) a pl. of the former, TA, but in some copies of the K, and) the
spreading of the light [which is a cause] of sight,
(Msb,) and jºi. (S, Msb, K,) a pl. of the latter,
and its dispersion : (K:) in this explanation in
(Msb,) [but used as a pl. of either, both of pauc.
and of mult., and the most common of all the the L, in the place of 39.3% we find &ſ,
[and its collecting together]: (TA :) it is also syn.
pls.,] andź, (Msb, and so in some copies of the
with 2: ; and is so when used without restriction
K,) with two dammehs, a pl. of the former,
in the non-fundamental sciences of religion,
(Msb,) or;, (as in some copies of the K and in
as in the phrases 5% 2. [fast thou a
the TA,) and 3.4% (IAar, K.) You say, cº
and jø Jº, [n:ork thou a day]: and it
3: [The river ran, or flowed]; like as you say, day]
may be so used, or in its proper classical sense,
when prefixed to 2s, governing the later in the
channel of running mater having much water]. gen. case: (Msb:) it has no proper dual, (Mgh,
(A.) And '3.3 is also used in a pl. sense; as in Msb,) and no proper pl., ($, Mgh, Msh, K,) like
Jºãº and -º-; (S, K;) the former of which,

(ºil)

45- sº. (Mºb) And tº 24° 3. [4

** AS&; (Mgh :) he
addressed him neith chiding speech, (JK, A,) for
the Kur, [liv. 54], ſº

other copy of the S,)

and so accord. to the lawyers: (TA:) in the

-º- J. (In gardens

bidding him from doing evil. (J.K. [in the TA, and among rivers], i.e.,
like the phrase in however, has a pl. assigned to it [by Zjand] in
citing the last explanation from the
& is the Kur, [same chap. verse 45,) 3. &sº, the K, namely,
(MF;) [and respecting
erroneously put for
&I) It is said in the
the latter see *. with Jº;] [for] Jº is a name

jº

Tº:

iº;

3.
(Fr. S.) meaning jºs (Fr, TA) but it is
Kur, [xciii. 10,1,353 Jºſué (And as for otherwise explained. (S.) Seejº below.
the beggar, thou shalt not chide him, or address
him with rough speech].

And in a

applied to every 2, [or day]; and J% to every
aſ: [or night] : one does not say cº jº, not"

5..."

tradºſcº,

Jºy” .

See

Jº,

in two places. = Amplitude :

9% Já. but the sing. of 2,3 is 2. (TA:)
(K:) or light and amplitude : so, accord. to
and
the dual,
(Msb, TA:) and the pl.,
some, in the Kur, liv. 54, differently explained
| Whoso chideth, or checketh with above: see %. (S, TA:) or, accord. to Th, 22 2či. (Msb:) and the contr. of 2. is âû: SO
rough speech, the author of an innovation in reli is a pl. [or rather quasi-pl.] of 33, which is a pl. says Az, on the authority of A Heyth: (TA:) or
gion, God mill fill his heart with security and
it has ple. ; namely, 33, (IAar, $, K,) a pl. of
of jū. (TA)
faith, and God will preserve him from the greatest
pauc., (S,) in some lexicons
(TA,) [also a
terror]. (TA.)
pl. of pauc.,] and 33, ($, Mgh, Msb, K,) a pl. of
4. 2, 3] : see 1, in three places. = t He made both applied to water. (TA.) – A wide ºf [or mult. (S.) [See also 32. Ibn-Keysáa cites
blood to flow : (S:) or to appear and flon; : (K:) river, or channel in which water runs].
the following ex.,
(K)
or to flow amply and copiously : (Mgh:) or to
Jyº J-2 A man of day-time; syn. jº --~ ;
flon, with force : (Msb:) or he poured it forth
(S, K;) who makes inroads or incursions into the
• 23
• * *
:
copiously. (TA.) It is said in a
territories of enemies therein : (S:) or n:ho norks
2--":
º,
J-*}}
2i} : &- &- Jé L. S. <: tº [Make thou therein : (A :) a kind of rel. n. ; as is shown by
[Were it not for the two thereeds (or messes of
the blood to flon;, &c., with nºhat thou pleasest, the ex.
• o

& 3, tºº & 3 iſ $.

z

–

-

•

cº

-

, ºf ejº &.

-

iº,

jº Much (TA) as also '...}} (K, TA)

3

-

6 -- *

-

--

•

* tº Jº S,

trad, 23.12:

º

“.

º

• 2

eaccept neith rhat is made of a tooth or a talon.]

(Mgh, Msb.)

The issuing forth of the blood

*º-

-

6-

crumbled bread moistened with broth), ne had died

2 *,

Jº Jº Jºe sº-

*

*

*…** * 42 - ??... • , , ; , ;

*

+

of leanness: the thereed of night, and thereed in
the day-times]. (S.)

from the place of slaughter is likened to the
2& Cº Jºãº S
flowing of water in a river. (TA.) – f He
jeº: see;.
made it wide; ($, K;) namely, a spear-wound [I am not one of the night-time, but I am one of
3 -33° see Jø. – I'ood that is eaten in the
or the like, (S, TA,) or a 2. [or channel of a the day-time: I do not journey in the night, but
I
go
forth
early
in
the
morning]:
as
though
he
beginning
of the day. (TA.)
river], as is implied in the K, but in other lexi
said "(s)". (Sb.) The verse is correctly re
*-** *,22
cons as in the S. (TA.) = He nas, or became,
jºl jº, and
[A bright day :] in each of
in day-time : (S,” K,” TA:) he entered upon lated as above;
not
as
it
is
given
in
the
S.
(IB.)
… . ºf
these phrases the epithet has an intensive effect,
day-time: (MS) from jøl. ($)
— See also jºl.
+

-

"...,

5 *.

8: see 1, in five places.
10: see 1. – It (a river [in the CK

6 x

jº Day; or day-time; contr. of J. : (S,

3:

TA:) or broad daylight, (Mgh,) from sunrise to
put by mistake for 3:) took a place, (JK,) or sunset : (Mgh, Msb, K:) this is the original sig
nification : (TA:) or this is the signification in
a settled place, (K,) for its channel. (JK, K.)
the vulgar conventional language: but in the
– It (a thing) became nºide. (S.)
classical language it signifies the time from the
3. and '53 (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) A channel rising of the dawn to sunset : (Msb:) or the light

(K, TA) as the epithet in Jº Jº. (TA)
3. The place ºf a river. (T, TA.) – A

is

place n'hich the neater hollon's out in a 22 [or
channel of a river]. (K.) – A cleft, (K, TA,)
or hole, (TA,) in a fortress, passing through [the

nall], whence water runs, (K, TA,) or by which
water enters: (TA :)

Pljet.

(TA.)
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jø

[but to what the pronoun refers is not shown, ) one says of the serpent (£), <3, with the
with
his eatended hand, from a near spot; and so pointed Jº ; and of the dog and wolf and hyena,
1.33, aor. , (Mºb) inf n.5.3, (Mºb, TA,) W (sjs9.
(TA.) And º jº! He accepted
4-3, with the unpointed letter. (Msb.)
IHe rose to take a thing neith his eartended hand.
(Msb, JK, T.A.) He took a thing with his ex the thing, and hastened to take it neith his extended
tended hand. (JK, TA.) See also 3 and 8. =jø hand. (TA.)

8 : see 1, in three places.

'',:

Jºº see Jºlº, in two places.

*

The thing became near. (K.) See also 3,

4. o.p.

>*

* , º,

.

3×3 An opportunity; a time at nihich, or
in two places.

º

3.

*9,

inf. n.

-

*

-

during nhich, a thing may be done or had ; syn.

#sº, IIe strove

3 - 9 x

nºith him, or

à-2,3. (S. K.) — A thing that offers itself to

º A dog that is n'ont to bite;

made haste, to outstrip him; to be, or get, before one as a prey, or spoil. (JK, L*) You say,
him ; to precede him. (TA.) You say, jºu e-º-º: § & [Such a one is the prey of

&

He made haste to get before the game, or
object of the chase, (K, TA,) and seized it before
its escape. (TA.) And Jº .#sº [I strove
with them, or made haste, to be before them in
taking, or seizing, the opportunities, or the turns

** > .

J-ºk'; see J’s, e, in two places.
(Msb;) and

"Jºsé, applied to a she-camel, signifies the

the snatcher]; meaning, such a one is the prey same; (TA;) and the latter, a lion that bites a
of every one. (L.) And * 3.3 § ** [This thing when able to do so : (IKh;) or the former,
is a thing that offers itself as a prey, therefore a dog that is n'ont to seize, and then pull,
or pull vehemently, or rend neith his teeth. (Msb.)
snatch thou it.] (A.)
5

– A lion; as also 7

... o.

Jºsé and "J-º. (K.)

jeº Approaching, or near, to the time of — A wolf. (TA.)
for drawing water or the like]. (S, A.) A poet meaning; applied to a boy; (JK, Msb, TA;)
says,
and to a girl; (TA;) or the epithet applied to
J.---- A place from which a thing [such as
9 *o.

of no •
*

.

3:AU
Lovº

*

[I strove nºith them, or made haste, to be before
them in drawing water with a capacious bucket].
(S.) = Also, (K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He
approached it; dren, near to it; nearly attained

the latter is with 3. (JK, Msb.)

herbage &c.) is taken with the mouth and eaten.
(K,” TA :) pl. J-eº. (TA.) You say,
J-ºkºl

L-wº

Ji

§:= Land abounding in such places.

(TA.)

1. 4-3, (S, A, Mºb, K.) aor. - (Mºb, K,
6

to it; (K, TA;) as also V %. (TA.) You say, MS) and : ; (Msb;) and 4-3, aor. : ; (Fr, K;)

- «»

9

a.

L-w^* : see U-\º.

n. Jº (S, Mºb, TA) and Jºã; (TA)
£;ſº jau, ($, Mºb) and 4-I, (A, TA) He inf
He (a man, S, Msb) took it (namely flesh or flesh

6

yo.

J-ºvº. A man having little flesh; (S, A, K.)
(a boy, S, Msb) approached, dren, near to, or
[as
though it were partly eaten off the bones ;]
nearly attained to, puberty. (S, A, Msb.) And meat) nith his fore teeth, (S, A, Msb, K,) to eat as also W C-29.
º

-

…

(T.A.) You say also,

it, (Msb,) and plucked it off; (A, K,) as also

-- e.

U-54-9

&-- j^\} [He approached, or nearly attained
* *-ºſ ($) and he ate it off from a bone cºil, (A, K,) or cºol, (TA,) A man
to, the age of fifty]. (A, TA) And Alaaſ Jeu,
(3:3) neith his fore teeth : (Lh, TA:) or he (TA) having little flesh upon the feet, (A," K,”
(A, Msb,) inf. n. as above, (Msb,) He (a child)
pulled it off with the central incisors, to eat it :
approached, or dren, near to, the [time of] (TA:) and he took it neith the fore part of his

meaning; (A, Mºbi) as also
aOr. 2.

TA) or upon the ankles. (TA.) And -:4%

J. [4 shank of a quadruped] light of flesh.
3.3, (Mºb, TA,) mouth; as also "4-º': (A) or he took it
(TA.) See also Jºº.
W

* c >

(Msb.) = See also 8.

6. 5AL: They strove together, or made haste,
each to be, or get, before the other. (K.) You
say, láš
aſ: ău. cºsté tºº They strive
together, or make haste, each to be before the
other in obtaining the government of such a tonn,
or country. (S,” TA.) And Jºji lºst; [They
strove together, or made haste, to be before one
another in taking, or seizing, the opportunities,
or the turns for drawing water or the like :
see 3.] (A.)

neith his mouth: (IAth, TA:) or he took it with
his mouth to bite it and make a mark upon it
neithout mounding it : (TA, art. Jºº :) and he
(a dog, and any animal having a canine tooth,)
bit it : or seized it, and then pulled it, or pulled
it vehemently, or rent it with his teeth : but there
is a difference of opinion respecting this verb in
all its significations: some say that it is with the
unpointed J., ; and thus, only, it is mentioned
by ISk, who says, I heard El-Kilábee say, of a

Lºw

1. “º, (S. K.) acr. -, (K) inf n. J., (S)
i. q.

4–3;

($, K;) i. e. He took it with his

mouth to bite it and make a mark upon it neith
out wounding it : [&c. :] (TA:) or he took it
(namely flesh or flesh-meat) with his fore teeth :

(S3) and so accord. to some, " …l. (S.)
And It [a serpent or scorpion] bit him; or stung

dog and of a wolf and of a serpent, "4-º' him; syn. 4-4. (K:) you say, à- <<3 the
and “. . (Msb;) [and J says, the J-2 of
serpent bit him. (S.) And He (a dog, TA)
the serpent is the same as its Jº; (S;) you
bit him, or it; (K) as also 4-3. (TA) or
8. ā-ji, jº! He took, or seized, [or availed say i.e., < in the sense of & [the
He took it with his [teeth that are called]
himself of..] the opportunity; syn. º (S, serpent bit him]: (Z, $gh :) others say that the •º whereas 4-3 signifies he took it with
A, K :) or he arose and hastened to be before verbs are with J. and Jº throughout; and thus the extremities of the teeth : (K:) or Jº is less
another, or others, in taking, or seizing, the says IF on the authority of As : Az cites Lth then Jº: the latter signifying the taking, or
opportunity; or simply he hastened to take it. as saying that Jº, with the pointed Jº, signifies reaching, with the mouth; but the former, the
(Msb.) You say, -sul Já & 33 º taking, or reaching, from a distance, like the taking, or reaching, from a distance, like the Jº

Jºrº of the serpent; and Jº, with the unpointed
of the serpent. (Lth, T.A.) [For other obser.
letter, the seizing upon flesh, or flesh-meat, and
portunity;) for it hath become within thy porer;
vations on these two verbs, see art. J-3.] —
pulling it, or pulling it vehemently, or rending it 2 - c → • o º * … .
before the escape thereof). (T.A.) And
2-tº-3
jº-J) a twº (IAqr, S, K) : Time, or
with the teeth : Th says that the latter is neith
& Jº 3á [Take thou, or seize thou, the the eactremities of the teeth; and the former, with Jortune, bit him, so that he became in meant.
opportunity; for it hath offered itself to thee]. the teeth [absolutely], and with [those that are (TA.) — twº-> --> She (a woman) seized the
[Take thou, or

wise thou, it;

(meaning the

op.

x

jº

*

• -

©

.

&

, ... •

... of

(A, TA) Also, tºº. He took it, or them, termed] the vºy-el: IKoot says, like Lth, that flesh of her face with her nails. (TA.) – 4:3
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also signifies + He, or it, harassed, distressed, [to do, or perform, an affair]. ($, K.") And affair. (S. K.’) [And ºil, az- He sent
fatigued, or wearied him. (IAth.) – Jº, 343, & Jº He [rose and sped, or hastened, him on an affair, to perform it.]
inf. n. as above, t He became emaciated, or lean : to, or tonards, the enemy. (Mºb.) [See also
• * - 20 f
is: [inf n. of un. of 1; A single act of rising,
and Úsuael V
four arms from the elbon: 33.] And ºil J, & and …, tº [We
&c.; and a motion, or movement; pl. upwards became emaciated: (TA:) and <: rose and sped, or hastened, to, or toniards, the
o

-

pe
*

<ā
•

*

•

$3.2 t his arms from the elbow upniards be people, or company of men :] both signify the
came slender, (Ish, K, [but in the CK 3; is same. (Abu-l-Jahm El-Jaafaree.) And "lº-arºl
put by mistake for
little. (ISh.)

(33)

and their flesh became

8: see 1, in the first and last sentences.
º, e.

5

(Mºb) You say, i.e., & Eſº, (A, TA) or
- e.

*

...

•

ate cºle, There nas [a rising, or] a

and W 12-asuj signify the same as Jésſ, º motion, or movement, on his part, (Msb,) J-9
[They rose and sped, or hastened, to fight, or to the 13° [to such a place], (A, TA,) or 134- Cº. [to,
fight]. (TA.) – t It (a plant) stood erect; or be or tonards, such a thing]. (Mgb.) And * *
came strong and erect. (S, A, K.)-t It (a bird)
it ring, tº fy. (S, A,

sº

[He is a person of frequent risings,

spread, or eacpanded,

in 2 .

Utº : see Jºvº.

or motions or movements]. (A, TA.) – Also,
Mgh, K.) You say, Jacºl je-le ** [A young t Poner, or ability; and strength. (TA.)
Jºãº see Jº, in five places. – As an bird lacking the porcer of spreading its nings to
à-arº [The act of rising, or standing up : or the
epithet applied to a camel, i.g. Jº, (Ibn-'Abbād, fly]. (A, TA.) [See an ex. in a verse of El
state of being made, or eaccited, to rise, or stand
Hotefăh
the
paragraph
cited
in
first
of
art.
Jús..]
K,) as explained in art. Jº-º. (Ibn-'Abbād, T.A.)
} c_avº (K in art. utº-, &c.) and *-*. up:] a subst. from Jéºl. (TA.)
Jºe see Jºvi.e.
<! 4.i. ($ in the same art., and A in art. Jºve",
... o.º.

- a o -

º

º

-

e

- --

Po .

Jº [One who frequently rises; or nho fre
signify
same,
&c.)
[the
i.e.]
<ti+
[His
soul,
quently rises from, or quits, his place :] quick in
Jºº. + A man harassed, distressed, fatigued,
4

* >

or wearied : (S, IAth, K:) thitten by time, or or stomach, heaved, &c.] (S, A, K, in the arts. motion. (Expos. of the Mo'allakát, printed at
fortune, so as to be in nant, (IAar, $, K, TA,) above mentioned.) – ~& es: -:) Javº Calcutta, p. v.-) — & Jº * ! [app. He
+ and emaciated, or lean : or having little flesh, ! [Hoariness arose in youth]. (A, TA.) As is nont to rise neith these, for their assistance:
even if fat ; or light; as also "Jº and "Jº cites the following verse from an anonymous poet: See iáº). (A, TA.) —& Jº *: See
-

and

"Jºsé.

(TA.) Applied to the pudendum

& --

muliebre, t Having little flesh; as also V Jºº.
-

(TA) And in like manner, cºis iſ cº,

, 22 °-:

* 2°:

esº Jºãº "Jºº
e - a

;,

*.*

... •

O.

art. Jjº.
-

ye-awl J. Jºlº, º cº-e

+ Emaciated, or lean, in the thighs. (TA.) And + [Tremor arises in my little back from the time
Jºãº) Jºº. + A man having little flesh upon of noon to the little evening]. (TA.)
© - * *

the feet. (IAA, K.) And ºn "Jº 1A

3. 4-au, (S, A, &c.) inf n. *a*4, (TA)

man, (TA,) or a beast of carriage, (S,) light in He rose with him, or against him, and nithstood
the arms, or fore legs; ($, K, TA;) as though
him, or opposed him, in contention; syn. a.e55;
from :- "Jºš ($) and so "…sil Jº,
(S, Mgh, K;) namely his adversary. (A, Mgh.)
! light in the legs, (K, TA,) in passing along, and
4. *al He made him, or eaccited him, to rise,
having little flesh upon them; (TA;) as also
or stand up: (S, A,” K, TA:) or he roused him,
"…tº Jº. (S,”TA) [But see also Jºli...] or put him in motion to rise. (TA.) You say
A woman scratching her face in afflic also, 28, "4:43, [if this be not a mistran
tion or misfortune. (K, TA.) Such Mohammad scription for <ºil I made him to rise to [do, or
cursed. (TA.)
perform, the affair. (Mºb.) And Jé *
º t He strengthened him to rise, and do, or
*-

-o

* -

--

-

+

Jºe'ſ [act, part. n. of 1, Rising, or standing up:
&c.]. – t Energetic, sharp, vigorous, or effective,
in his agency, or work. (TA.) — I A young bird
n:hose wings have become complete, (S, A, Mgh,)
or n:hose wing has become complete, (K,) and
which has risen, (S,) or is able, (A, Mgh,) or
ready, (K,) to fly: (S, A, Mgh, K:) or that
has spread its wings to fly; or that has raised
itself to quit its place : applied by some par
ticularly to the young of the eagle: (TA:)
pl. Jéeº. (A, Mgh.) [See also &c.)
Jº iáº; f.A man's people, (L.) or the sons
of his father or ancestor, (S, O, K,) who rise for

-

-

-

him, (O,) or nith him, (K,) or nith nihom he
rises, in a case that grieves him, (L.) or nºko are

angry for him, ($,) or niho are angry by reason
of his anger, and rise to aid him : (TA:) and

perform, the thing. (TA.) – abºl Javº! I He his people, (A,) or servants, (K,) or those, (S,)

1. Jº, aor. , inf n. Jºsé (S, A, Mgh, nearly filled the neater-skin [so a. to make it
Msb, K) and Jº, (S, A, K,) He rose, or stood riºl (K, TA)—2- *} -* The
up, syn.

&º, (Mºb,) or Ali, (S, Mgh, O, K,)

astº. 34 from his place; (Mºbi) as also "Jacº,
syn. Aš: (IAgr:) or the former, he quitted

undertake, or manage, his affairs. (S, A, TA.)

6 - J -astº (S, A, Mgh, K) They

below :] and " Jacºl, he was, or became,

pass of 443i ($) You say, º, J He
rose, or stood up, to him: (Mgh:) and

28

K:) or his aiders, or assistants. (A, in art. Pyle.)

mind bore and drove along the cloud, or clouds. You say, *** º L. : Such a one has not
(TA.)
any (S, A) people, (A,) or servants, (TA,) who

a place: and he rose from it: (M, TA:) or rose, one with another, or one against another,
he rose from sitting; thus differing from 2.3, and withstood, or opposed, one another, in nar,
which signifies “he rose” under any circum or battle: (Mgh:) or each party of them rose
stances: (M, L, in art. Jº :) [and he rose and hastened (-43) to, or toniards, the other, in
and went: or he rose and hastened, as shown nar, or battle. (S, K.") See also 1.

made, or excited, to rise, or stand up; quasi

who undertake, or manage, his affairs : (S, A,

8: see 1, in four places: = and see 4.

[Jº, &c.

See Supplement.]

º
1. it, aor. tºº, inf. n. t; (S, K) and flºº,
(K,) He rose, or arose, with effort and difficulty.
(S, K.) — * - * He rose with his burden

10. 13- jº *~! He ordered him, or com with effort and difficulty: (TA:) he rose with
inanded him, to rise to [do, or perform, such an his burden oppressed by its weight. (S, K.).

2861
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tº-- t; She rises with her buttocks oppressed asterisms, n°hich compose the Mansions [of the |-3, of asy-a!!: and it is said in the $, art. 5-c,
by their neight : said of a woman. ($.) — à Moon (see 2.É. Jjū2)], in the rest, aurorally, on the authority of Ibn-Kunáseh, that the All
fall at the period of the 33 of 33, all.
* He arose. [App. said originally, if not i.e., at damn of morning, and the rising of its j9s—all
(The auroral setting of 33, all, at the com
only, of a camel.] (T.A.) — 4 a; and * u, ~3), n:hich is another star, or asterism, opposite mencement of the era of the Flight, in central
It (a burden) oppressed him by its neight, and

to

it, at

the same time, in the east, each night

bent him, or weighed him down. ($, K.) — is: for a period of thirteen days: thus does each
tº:- º Her buttocks oppress her by their star, or asterism, of those Mansions, [one after
weight: said of a woman. (S.) — G He was another,) to the end of the year, except <!-1,
the period of which is fourteen days: ($:) [or
oppressed by weight, (K,) and fell down : (S. K.) it signifies the auroral rising, and sometimes the
thus the verb bears two [partially] opposite sig
nifications. (K.) — * AG + He behaved auroral setting, of one of those stars, or asterisms;
as will be shown below: I do not say “heliacal”
proudly. (TA, art. lae.) —º *ś, aor. tºº,
rising because the rising here meant continues
inf. n. t; ; and W.L….! and sº (K; the latter for a period of thirteen days]. Accord. to the T,
being formed by transposition, TA) The star, .23 signifies the setting of one of the stars, or

Arabia, happened about the 9th of March O. S.;
and this is the day of the N. S., the 26th of
February O.S., on which commence the 2.
j9-all accord. to the modern Egyptian almanacs.)
Hence it appears, that sometimes the setting, but
generally the rising, was called the .33. More
over, the ancient Arabs had twenty-eight pro
verbial sayings (which are quoted in the Mir-át
ez-Zemán, and in the work of El-Kazweenee)
relating to the risings of the twenty-eight Man

or asterism, [generally said of one of those com asterisms, above mentioned : and AHn says, sions of the Moon: such as this: &ºl & 3.
posing the Mansions of the Moon,] set (accord.
that it signifies its first setting in the morning, Cºg cº, “When Esh-Sharatán rises, the
to some), or rose (accord. to others), aurorally,
nohen the stars are about to disappear; nºkich is season becomes temperate:” or, perhaps, “
i.e. at dawn of morning. (TA) See tº. [It
seems that U is used in both these senses because when the whiteness of danºn diffuses itself. (T.A.) the night and day, become equal.” (If this
the star or asterism appears as though it were A’Obeyd says, I have not heard 33 used in the latter meaning could be proved to be the right
nearly overcome by the glimmer of the dawn.] sense of “setting,” or “falling,” except in this one, we might infer that the Calendar of the
instance. (S.)
It is added, [whether on his or Mansions of the Moon was in use more than
=13, (K,) formed by transposition from (sé,

(TA) or a dial. form of this latter, ($, TA,) another's authority is doubtful, that the [pagan] twelve centuries B.C.; and that for this reason
He, or it, was, or became, distant; removed to a Arabs used to attribute the rains and winds and Jue, Ji was called the first of the Mansions;
distance; went far anay. ($, K.) – “. .U. [It heat and cold to such of the stars, or asterisms, though it may have been first so called at a
rendered him distant, or removed him to a above mentioned as was setting at the time
distance]. (TA.) = 91% 9A. V. (S) (see [aurorally]; or, accord. to Aş, to that which
explained in art. -]: J,U is here used for was rising in its ascendency [aurorally]; and
used to say, 13é- º Úb. [We have been given
Jüſ, in order to assimilate
it$.”to 94-5 #2($3)
o
–
5. . .”
rain by such a .33]; (S;) or they attributed heat
like as they say us;9-2 us?” for Jºy”). [and cold] to the rising of the star or asterism,

later period as being the first Mansion in the
first Sign of the Zodiac. But I return to the
more immediate object which I had in view in
mentioning the foregoing sayings.) I do not

find any of these sayings (though others, I
believe, do) relating to the settings. Hence, again,

(TA.)

$59, inf. n. šić

3.

and

#9,

and rain [and wind], to its

º

ſmeaning its it appears most probable, that the rising, not the

He contended

setting]. (AHn, Har, p. 216.) This the Muslim setting, was generally called 33.] — [In many

with him for glory; vied ºrith him. (K.) —
is forbidden to say, unless he mean thereby, instances, ii,39. signifies The Mansions of the
He acted hostilely tonards him. (S, K.) Some
times without .; but originally with
being “We have been given rain at the period of such Moon [themselves]; and º, any one of those
a .23;” God having made it usual for rain to Mansions : and they are also called 21-9 2–
derived from º, à and º; sº. (S.)
come at [certain of] the periods called .1931. [the stars, or asterisms, of rain]. (Mgh, in art.
Again, A‘Obeyd says, The 1931 are twenty-eight tai-) IAgr says that the term .33 was not

4 : see 1.

.** .u...] [He prognosticated rain &c.
by reason of the rising or setting of a star or an
10.

asterism aurorally, i.e., at darn of morning ; or
he regarded a star or an asterism as a •ºl.
& .

... 6

(L.) It is said, (3= 2,-4, & Jº S
[The Arabs do not prognosticate rain &c. by
reason of the auroral rising or setting of all the
stars, or asterisms: or do not regard

all the

stars, or asterisms; sing. .33: the rising of any
one of them in the east ſaurorally] is called .33;
and the star, or asterism, itself is hence thus
called : but sometimes •33 signifies the setting.
Also, in the L it is said, that each of the above
mentioned stars, or asterisms, is called thus be
cause, when that in the west sets, the opposite
one rises; and this rising is called ºil but

applied except in the case of a star, or asterism,
accompanied by rain : (TA :) [see exs. under

i.e. and tº… but most authors, it seems, apply
this term without such restriction: it is some

times given to certain stars or asterisms, which
do not belong to the Mansions of the Moon; as

will be seen below: and it is applied, with the

ū).

article, especially to
– Accord. to AZ,
stars or asterisms as ſºil. (Sh, L.) lºu-, some make 33 to signify the setting ; as if it
as cited by AM, the first rain is that called
the being transposed, They expected, or bore contr. senses. (TA.) [El-Kazweenee men
the alsº I of which are those called
looked for, the rain called J-5), [from the tions certain physical occurrences on the occasions cº
the same, says AM, as
auroral rising or setting of a star or an of the 1931 of the Mansions of the Moon; and in
each of these cases, except three, the 23 is the *32, [the 27th Mansion of the Moon, which,
asterism]. (AHn.) = *:::: + He sought, or
rising, not the setting. Two of the excepted about the period of the commencement of the era
ashed a gift, or present of him. (K.)
cases are doubtful: the passage relating to the of the Flight, (to which period, or thereabout,
2 of
*+ 2
tº, pl. {i,j and J/23, ($, K,) A star, or third plainly expresses an event which happens

J.-->

Jºs":

cººl,

§i)

-

the calculation of AZ, here given, most probably
an asterism, verging to setting ; or the setting at the period of the auroral setting of &; relates,) set aurorally, (for by the term .33 AZ
of the star, or asterism, in the n'est, aurorally,
namely the commencement of the days called means a star or asterism, at the setting of which
i.e., at dann of morning, and the rising of
another, opposite to it, at the same time, in the j9-all Zºi, corresponding, accord. to El rain usually falls,) in central Arabia, on the 21st
the of Sept. O.S., as shewn in the observations on
east : (Ki) or the setting of one of the stars, or Makreezee, with the rising of 23i:)
…

•

-

gu,
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iº,

termed: so in many instances in Kzw's account last, though also mentioned in the L, is rejected
[one of the cº, the 1st Mansion, which, about of the Mansions of the Moon.] And f Herbs, or by Th and the other early authorities as not
the period above mentioned, set aurorally on the herbage : so called because regarded as the con belonging to the classical language of the Arabs:

the ºl UjLºo in this lexicon]: then,

sequence of what is [more properly] termed .33: TA:) He supplied my place; served for me;
[i. e., the auroral setting or rising of a star or acted in my place or stead, or as my substitute,
which, about that period, set on the 12th of asterism, or the rain supposed to be produced lieutenant, deputy, factor, or agent; (S, K, &c.;)

17th of oct); then, §1, ſhe 3rd Mansion,
Nov.]. Then comes the rain called

& : the

thereby.] Ex.

iš-

• 1931 of which are

ſmeaning

ãzig,

the

is: ---

The herbage dried up.

(IKt.) Also, t A gift, or present. (K.)

#2
-- of
5th Mansion, which, about the period above
i; More, or most, acquainted nith the 1931.
mentioned, set aurorally on the 8th of Dec.]:
(K, and some copies of the $.) [See *; ..] It
then, Jºjº', [i. e. is, i.
and
is an anomalous word, though of a kind of
ãº,421; the former of which, about the same which there are some other examples; for it has
period, set anti-heliacally on the 3rd of January, no verb; and, by rule, a noun of this class is
the proper relative time of the setting of the 7th not formed but from a verb. (TA.)
Mansion; and the latter, on the 16th of January,
*u-z-e t One of mºhom a gift, or present, is
the proper relative time of the setting of the 8th
sought,
or asked. (K.)
Mansion;] and their 53, [the 8th Mansion,

£53,

* Jº in such an affair. (Mºb) – 4:30
[and

£53)

•,• - 6 Jº

4. 3,9] It (a thing) supplied its (another
... •

thing's) place. (TA)
(S,) inf. n. Jº and
W

*:::

—2 &, aor. 3
iš: (K, TA;) and

: 2

($;) a thing, or an event, [generally a

misfortune, or an evil accident,) befell him ;
betided him ; happened to him. (S, K.)
…)

4--, * * ºn

-

-

3. *sū, (inf. n. *sū2, TA,) He did [or took]
a thing with him, each taking his turn : syn.

* (K) – 4:35, inf n. 433, i.a. “...su.
(q.v., here signifying I shared with him : see 6].

which, about that period, set aurorally on the

(Msb.)
16th of Jan.]: then, #2-1, [the 10th Mansion,
which set aurorally, about that period, on the
11th of Feb.] In this period, the L33rº rain
ends; and that called
(q.v.) begins, and
[after this] -ºl. All the rains from the J-5

&

~5°
22

.

6

which

is,

.º.º.o.º.

.3 ± 0°, 0

4. are arºſ, (K,) and 7 a...!, (TA,) I made

o.

him to supply his [another's] place; to act in his

I came to him by turns. (TA) – " ...G., place or stead, or as his substitute,

&º,

lieutenant,

He came to them time after time.

deputy, factor, or agent; (K, Msb;) 134- Jº

Then, [after the (S, K.) The Hudhalee (Aboo-Sahm Usāmeh,
TA,) says,

in
such an affair. (Mºb.) — see 1. – Jºi
** * *:: , -2 ° 2, .

-5);

and

: *

1. a .5, aor. -->, inf. n. -->; and " ºr 51;
inf. n.

to the U.33 are called &
the 1931 of which are
\-5 33, comes the -*

ceº- (Jº

x > 0. g

-> 3 >

*

… a5 ×

[the former of

a 2:
#

S-i, j-, -, 3
•

,

z

*

-

4) --~) tº JY3 Such a one came to me, and
I cared not for him, or paid any regard to him.

-

(A.)
accord. to El-Kazweenee, the 14th
*

Çſ S. 49, 3, § 3

*
•

Mansion, which, about the period above men
tioned, set aurorally on the 4th of April: the
latter seems to be the rºy of Ux, (see -35);
i. e. Jºſeº, the 17th Mansion, which, about the

same period, set aurorally on the 13th of May];

6 -

• 3.

(S) Slender in the belly, an object of the chase, the affair, or business, by turns; or turn after
, * > -o- . . . 2 -oº:
in a part of the desert far from water and
(T.) UJI Jº avº “; *32) cy 25\º sº
pasture; he will not come to the nater othernise
than time after time. The poet is describing a *** [They took turns in the case of a thing
wild ass. (IB.) Accord. to one relation, the that was between them; in the case of water &c.]
last word is (º, meaning “coming by night.” ($) — ºr lºsuº They did it by turns; this

º

w

-

o - -

a period of about forty days. Then comes.--,

• 23

...”

6. -las-J1 Lºstº, and Jºy, We performed
-

* ~ *~*

o

º

*~ * >

[see this word, said by some to be] a period of ($) — [Also," ~(~51, app., He did a thing person doing it one time; and that, another.
about twenty nights, commencing at the [auroral] time after time: did a thing by turns. (See (Mºb.) — 5:59, as also lºjus and lsº cuaj,
•t, alor. -:4, inf. n. **, IIe They (a people on a journey) ate neith, or at the
rising of cººl, [at the epoch of the Flight, *]–.
… •

, ,”

about the 26th of May, O.S.,] which has [little drove camels early in the morning to the water, tent of [meaning, of the food of] this man on
rain, or none, and is therefore said to have] no and was [again] at the mater in the evening, one occasion of alighting, and another man on
•93. Then comes -º- [a period of little rain]: going to it [thus] time after time. (IAar.) — another occasion of alighting; each one of them
having his turn to supply the food of one day.
the 1931 of which are
[or the two vul & J. Jú; (K;) and * 23. ~U), ($, K,)

cº

tures,

39. jº

and

2u. Jº,

which, in inf. n.

ić; ;

(TA;) He returned from dis

(Ish) – 9 Jº lºº, (K) or it. Lºu,
(L.) They shared the mater among themselves

central Arabia, about the period above mentioned, obedience to obedience to God; he returned unto
set aurorally on the 24th of July, O.S., both God [repenting]; he repented: ($, K:) or the
(Msb:)
together]: then, 2-as-S), [which I have not been latter, he returned unto God; syn.
or
-U
signifies
he
kept
to
obedience
unto
God:
able to identify with any known star or asterism,
in the TT with te written above it, to denote [this is given in the K as another and distinct
signification of 20 :] and rºl signifies as
its being correctly transcribed]: then, 99.5%; all before explained: or he returned to the per
formance of God's commands, not departing
cº, the same says AM, as A&M
from
anything thereof; or he returned time after
[the 26th Mansion, which, about the same period,
set on the 8th of Sept.]. (T, TT, TA.") — time: the lit. signification, accord. to the Kesh
sháf and A.Hei, is he entered upon the good turn.

3–3.

§ºl,

[by turns] by means of the 2-il

sta-, (K,) or

J - © .

ākñºl: (I, ;) which is a pebble that is put into a
vessel; then as much mater as will corer the
pebble is poured into the vessel; this is done by

persons on a journey when they have little
water; and thus they divide it into shares.
-

-

•* *

~~2. - …”

(K, arts...-3 and Jäc.) – tº Gü Ji Deaths
come to us by turns; to each of us in his turn.
(TA.)

o,

[Hence,) tº [also means tºſhe supposed effect of

8: see 1.

a star or asterism so termed in bringing rain &c. : (TA, where for Jºs-J) read ºs-J).) —Jº 39,
10 : see 4.
whence the phrase 4. 193 ) It has no effect upon a Or. **, inf. n. * and Jú. (S, K: but the
6 c3
the neather; said of a particular star or former inf. n., which is mentioned by Th, is
~5-1 What is a day's and a night's journey
asterism : see Jºla.J. — Also, Rain consequent omitted in some copies of the $) and ãº (Msb: distant from one : ($, K:) what is a night's
upon the annual setting or rising of a star so [the only inf. n. there mentioned :] but this journey distant is called Jill: originally in the
•

.* c >

y

2 º'

.
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Abundant good, (K,) that comes

(K:) or, accord. to En-Nadr Ibn-Shumeyl,

days’ journey distant: or what is two leagues again and again [by turns]. (A.) – 43% Jº
(º) distant; or three. (TA) Lebeed A quotidian fever. (S.) – ãº Guests coming

copious rain (33-34.) is termed rºo: and you

case of going to water: ($:) or what is three

says,
º

tº tº fºr Jº sº;

º

•

93 $3 & Jºe v i 2

°

say,

5* & tºº

*

[There fell upon us

time after time. (TA, from a trad.). See º, an earcellent, copious rain, of such as is termed
Jºsé One who supplies the place of another; &: ; meaning] good rain, but inferior to what is
termed 39-3 but this is an excellent rain if fol
nºho acts in his place or stead, or as his substitute,

sº-

lowed by other rain. (TA.)

lieutenant, deputy, factor, or agent; pl. $º.
[I have become enamoured of one of the descen
dants of Jaafar: she has not become a day's and (Mgb.) – išū What befalls, betides, or happens,
a night's journey (or three days' journey or two that is aftieties, distressing, difficult, or unfor

eagues,) distant from me, nor a night's journey tunate ; pl. 3. and º; the latter of which
distant]. (S.) Or -93 signifies [in these words is extr.: (TA:) or rather this latter is pl. of #,
of the poet] near, so that he might visit her which is syn. with a 3U, (MF,) a subst. from
6*: *>..

8

. , 6.9

** act, part. n. of 8. – [Coming by turns:
&c.] — Visiting. (R.A.) – Doing a thing time
after time : doing a thing by turns. (TA.)
~33

1. 35, aor. **,

repeatedly; and -º and ~33 are synonymous:

inf. n.

sº,

He (a man)

(IAar:) or -2,5 [is used by him to signify that 3-ol as U, (S,) [and therefore signifying an acci
at such a distance] he might come to her once in dent, or a casualty, &c.; and as such this pl. is
not extr., but analogous:] an evil accident; a
three days. (A.A.) = $º2 Strength:
(K:) as
- 0 < e :
misfortune; a disaster; a calamity; an afflic
also Väs; : ex. JJ #33 º' --ºl Thº. last tion ; pl. 3%. (S:) only signifying what is
become without strength ; and 4) --> *.* 95 I
left him nithout strength, (TA) – º Near evil: (Msb:) or, accord. to some, an accident,
º

6.

...

º.º. 6."

moved from side to side in walking; as also it,
<: (L:) or he so moved by reason of

aOr.

weakness, or infirmity: (Ki) or, by reason of
drowsiness, like as the sailor turns the vessel from

side to side. (L.)

o

nºhether good or evil: ex. Lebeed says,

* i.a. Jº Mankind; or men's (S. K.) like

ness. (ISk, S, K.) = &º a pl. (or rather a
• P

quasi. pl. n., TA) of 36. (RA, K:) [but in
what sense I do not find : app., as the act. part.

→

Lºbº

-k

© e.

tº e *

* *

o

9

* -

|

-

sk

-

3-2 º' cº -º
*

- tº

+ 6 e

>3 >

*.

-j924, S5 33-2-1 \}

:k

•. 3

-

x

n. of 26 “it befell, &c.”]
6

p.

6

º'

[Accidents of a good nature, and of an evil, both

8, 6.

J.; Bees; pl. of 55: ($, K.) from is “a

*0 ≤

•6

Jºleel for Jºëi,

the J. being changed into e
[see art. J"), accord. to the dial. of certain of the
Arabs; as related by Az. (S.)

&:

[and Y <º A sailor upon the sea, (S,

of them; and neither is the good prolonged, nor
turn that falls to a man at a certain time,” accord. the evil constant]: or nihat befalls, betides, or K,) n-ho turns about the ship in the sea : (TA:)
to As: or so called because they feed and return happens, to a man, of difficult, arduous, distress pl. of the former Jº, (S, K,) [and of the latter]
to their place: (S:) and if so, the sing, is --59: ing, or afflictive, events, or affairs, and accidents: &sjº, (TA.) Accord. to J, from the language
(TA:) or so called because they are of a colour [a difficulty, or difficult affair] in a trad. respect of the people of Syria: accord. to others, an
•: * : * ~ * ~ 2.
: 6 p.

inclining to black; (S, from A^Obeyd; or, as in ing Kheyber it is said, a 51,3
some copies of the S, A’Obeydeh;), or as likened
to the nation of negroes called
the word has no sing. (TA)

ãº: and if so, &ººl & tº sº IIIe divided it into
See also

**.

:

3.5 (S. K) and 'íº (S)[The Nubians] a
nation of the Negroes [or rather Ethiopians]: (S,
K:) or the latter is the name of their country;
an extensive country south of Upper Egypt. (K,

TA) — "

** [A Nubian;] an individual of
mentioned.
See Cº.

the nation above
*

'',

22 of

x3-1:

arabicized word [from the Greek vaºrms]. (TA.)

-

*-

3. :

3 , i.

~23: see Jºº.

two halves; half for his on n difficulties, or difficult
affairs, and wants, and half among the Muslims].
(TA.)
22.9 -

*2.

&tº A road to water. (K.) – * f i, q.

&:

ex.

Jºº. 2.

ã333 i.g. āāº-. (L.)

t[To him is my recourse].

cº

(A.)

p.

(S.) See als). –

ãº

A turn n;hich comes to one, or n-hich one
takes; the time at nihich, or during mºhich, any

thing is, or is to be, done, or had, in succession;
an opportunity: (S,” K, MF:) pl. **, (S,)

4

* >

~\º pass, part. n. of 4, A person made to
6 * > y of
supply another's place; &c. (Mgb.) — Jºux, ºi
º An affair in which a person is made to supply
another's place; in which a person is made to act
in the place or stead of another person; or as
another's substitute. (MSb.) See the verb.

1.

§3. <--G,

(S, K) and

aOr.

3% inf. n. ** and tº

*% (H.K.)

or this is a simple

subst., (Mºb,) and ā-º, (A, L, K,) or this also
is a simple subst., (S, Msb, [and as such it is also
mentioned in the K,J) and
(K) and i-lº,

&

(L,) [The noman nailed]. You say Jº <--5
which is extr. [with respect to analogy.] (TA.)
are ~5-e A person whose place is supplied by
See $º.
ãº and W
A coming to mater, another; in whose place or stead, or as whose but alſº <-a-U is preferred, (TA,) [She nailed
&c., one time, or turn, after a former time, or substitute, another person acts. (Mgb.) – 3-ol for, or benailed, the dead, and, her husband],
.90 e

g

3 *

<!, (Mºb) and WºjJé, and *-ū, (L. K.)

#3

-

6 of

s

* ,

turn. This is the meaning of the words in the * ~3° An affair in which a person supplies the
following phrases, mentioned [but not explained] place ºf another; in which a person acts in the

Also, e." Jºe

&

(A.)

& and 'cº

(L, K.). [In the S it is implied that
are syn.
place or stead of another, or as another's substitute. it is tropical: see à-56; but in the A it is said
Thy time, or turn, to come to water, &c., in suc (Msb.) See the verb.
to be proper.] —
(L.) inf. n.
cession, has arrived: (TA:) pl. of the former
from all J) --U!, Repenting, &c. (L, K,) The pigeon cooed (L, K) in a plaintive
word *. ($, K.) — ãº An assembly, a
(TA)—ºr, act. part. n. of 4, A person or wailing manner. (L.) Some say that this is
company, troop, or congregated body, of men. (K.) making another to supply his or another's place; tropical; but most, that it is proper. (M.F.) –

*; **

in the S and K:

and

& ~-le-,

**,

*~1-6,

“…,

- 2

6

p.

2*...*

see -33 and 3.39.

#5
• *

&c. (Mºb.) – See the verb. – * Copious

6, 6 e.

ă.\º :

see aº.

rain: and good rain, of the [rain termed]

&

£º

[The birds warble plaintively.] (A.)

* * > , , ; 2:

3. Lazº wrazº

tºº

One of them nas opposite

-

361
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tº -2°
s

&

**:

to, or faced, another. Said of mountains, and wailing manner. (L.) also signifies
in like manner of winds. (S, L.)
Standards, or ensigns, opposite one to another,

tº

It (a thing) moved about, hanging
donºn; it dangled. (S, K.)
5.

* 1: .

"e

See

**.

it. A place in nihich camels are made to lie

in battle. (L.) — Also, Swords. In this sense,
it occurs written

"J-º',

by transposition. down upon their breasts, [nith their legs folded];

(Mgb;) a place where they so lie; (K;) a nightly
(Ks, L.)

£5%)

resting-place of camels,

(Msb, voce
In
&5\º jºin [The birds warble plaintively,
à-4. A place of
[or wailing for a dead a trad. in which it occurs, accord. to one relation
one to another]. (A.) See an ex. in art. person]: (Msb:) pl. **@ and
(A, L.) it is W.
(TA.) – Also, A time at which
cº, conj. 6. –
<--su. The winds Ex.
3-(i. es: Če [We nere in the place camels so lie. (M.F.) — Also, pass. part. n. of
blen, violently [as is generally the case when
of wailing of, or for, such a one]. (S, K.) — 2-Gl; and used as an inf. n. of that verb, like
they blow from opposite directions]. (TA.) See
3 * *
: :* •. "

&

6.

**.

&

**.
-

ºš

\

i-6.

© .

à-9). (M.F.) – ºs- &tº

-

-

-

!.js I This is a dis

See an ex, voce 9-. — lestº They two mere
* >

opposite, one to the other; they faced each other.
(S, K.) You say so of two mountains, and of
two winds. (S, L.)

...)

. . .”

ăa-5\ºº!

agreeable place.

• 23

• *

tº

(A.)

The minds called J.C.J. : [see

ič :] so called because they are opposite, one

£9. The lion.

(K)

to another: they blow in times of drought, when
39°
rains are scanty, and when the air is dry, and
• -5
K,) and was listened to and folloned by other the cold severe. (L.)
1. 39 intrans., in the sense of Jul: see the
nolves. (L.) — He (a man) wept and induced
latter, in two places. = }\,\! 1539 : see 5. =
another, or others, to weep : (K:) or he nept
jºx." & I made a mark upon the camel with

10: see 1–cur- He (a wolf) howled, (L,

•

*

• *

**

so as to induce another, or others, to neep. (L.)
1.

a hot iron.

See a-59.

** O

2,

a

.

. of

25 ° 2 a.

2. tº #29 JS1 iſ tº t God made, or
i-;

and Y
* >

0.

à-23:
5

i-;

Strength; force.

(L.)

may God make, the land capable of receiving the
nºater [of the rain so as to be impregnated, or
fertilized, or soaked, thereby]: expl. by tº

0,

See aa-33.

-

-

jº, intrans., in the sense of jū, from jº
see 4, in two places. —- ſº jº, (Mgh, Msb,)
2.

:

njº, (Msb,)

inf.

He performed the prayer of

-

daybreak

when the damn had become light :

3- ,

* *

tº :

See as-Lº.

i-Q ($, Mºb, K) and " &;
from

(M, K.) See 29.

* - e.

• *:
tº

9 *

a .

-

&: see 10.

Jº .

5

• 23

#1.

*

.

(S, L, Msb.) Also, W & (S, L, K) and tº Mºb, K) inf n. 25 (S. K.) It (a tree, S, A,
(K) and Y 3-tº- (L) He (a stallion-camel) Mşb, K, and a plant, Msb) blossomed, or flon-ered;

see aa-3U.

tº
•**

brights (TA) ,-i, 255, without sº, is an
*:::

(L, Mgb) He
amplification. (Mgh.)
as a subst. from this
(a man) made a camel to lie donym upon his
benailing
breast [nith his legs folded, as is done on the verb, see below. = G, trans., in the sense of jū,
see 4, in three places. =>,(S, A,
occasions of mounting and dismounting, &c.]. from

(Msb) substs.

§: <--G, q.v. [A railing, or

a dead person].

(Mgh, Msb :) for when the horizon had become

ãº uſe. ($) – See 4.
4. tul ($, L, Mºb) and " &

2

-

•.

-

23 A countern ind, or mind made a she-camel to do so in order that he might it put forth its

2: ; (S, A, Msb, K;) as also
n:hich is the opposite, of another mind. (S, A, L.) cover her : (S, K:) or made her do so and "jči (S, Mºb, K) originally jºi. (TA) See
One that blows transversely with respect to then covered her. (L.) — Jill, §3) * 8-9 also 4 – It (seed-produce) attained to maturity :
another is called the as-s-s of the latter. (S, L.) f [Trial, or affliction, and abasement, befell
(K:) [see an ex. in a verse cited in art. 3-,
him]. (A.)
conj. 3:)
the inf. n. of the verb in this
&= -2

3.3%

i-39.
J-ºl. 4-56.

i-ji:

see

See

sense, has a pl.

10; see 4, - Also, tº- (S, L, Msb) and
He (a camel) lay donym upon

smeared him or it with

tº (L, Msb)
pl. 3.

i-56 [A wailing noman]: (Mºb:)
and <!-ºff. and you also say * 3. tº, and

£º and W #: (S, K:) $º

W

Jºsé.

5: see 4. — and 10.

his breast [nith his legs folded]. (S, L, MSb.)

42% jº,
his

(S, K,) inf.

for-arm

with a

(TA.) =

5%.

º

IHe

(Mgh, Msb.) –

nº. (TA,) He pricked
needle, and then sprinkled

Also, cº-tº-1 and " --> She (a camel) did »º, ſq.v.) upon it. (S. K.)
is an epithet

so in order to be covered by the stallion. (K.)
applied to women niho assemble in a a-ú and It is said that one should not use, in the sense
Msb) gave light, or shone; or shone brightly;
" … (also) and "
signify women who of the quasi-pass. of the trans. v. fºul, the form
W 8-9, nor W. tº: (Mgb :) but the authors on (S, A,” Mºb, Ki') as also " …, (Lh, S, A,

4. jul, (inf n. §§, Mºb) It (a thing) (S,

3.

assemble together for the purpose of mourning.
(L.)

§§ are so called from tºº, signifying

verbs mention :-U! in a neuter sense; and IAar

says, that one says
“the being opposite, one to another :” ($ ) [if or IAqr says,

aul,

but not

*** W tºº,

so, it is app. a tropical term ; but accord. to the

tº :

but not

Mºb, K.) inf n. 2; ($, Mºbi) and "ju-15

(MF:)

(S, A, Msb, K5) and 73%, (A, Msb, K.) aor.

8-9

jº (Msb) inf n. jº, (K, TA) or º, (as in a

nor

[and F says, that] one should not copy of the A,) or jº ; (Msb;) and W 33.5:
sense of t-i-Lº," and "---> aS (K.) > (S,” Mgh, Msh, K) and jul (Mgh,
explained above, either tº-U or st-d-U!. (K.) Msb) and jux-1, (Msb,) said of the dawn, sig
quently; who is in the habit of wailing; a pro
nify as above; (Mgh, Msb;) or its light ap
ãº A remaining, staying, abiding, or dwell peared. ($," K.) — [Hence,
fessional nailing woman]. Ex. cº à-lº Jº
"sº,
cº [She is the professional nailing noman of ing, in a place. (L, K.)
a01". jº, Sedition, or discord, or the like, hap
is 36A distantland: (K:) or it is [correctly] pened and spread. (MSb.) – [Hence also, Júl
the sons of such a one]. (A.) – i-jū; iºtº

tººl, as above explained, is tropical]. Also &ul: (L:)
say, in the
Y i-ś [A woman n-ho wails much, or fre
A,

* *

*~

*

ãº

6 *, , ,

• -o &

and W

i-º, A pigeon that cooes in a plaintive or à-6, with ~. (TA)

and

-

-

º, (K,) the latter being the original form ;
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said of a plant; (TA;) It became beautiful :
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and 233 (AAF, S, M, Mºb, K) and orflowers; the yellow being called;; (M, K;)

jº, (M, K,)

for they become
white, and
then .become yellow :
2- 9:
9,3: .

its verdure: the phrase jºš. jū, in a trad. respecting the
or, as some say, put forth its blossoms or floners. prison of hell; this phrase, if correctly related,

(M. :) and "āj; and 7335 signify the same as
j. (M, K.) or [rather] 333 and §§ signify

and

and

jºi

also occurs, in

and it became apparent. (K, T.A.) And

à-in The tree became beautiful in

(TA.) See also 2. = jul and Y º He made

º jū,

perhaps meaning

to give light; to shine; or to shine brightly.

a 2-

º o-

J.2

and Jºl being the same; (S, Msb;) [but the former is often

used as a generic n., signifying a kind of blossom
or
flower: though both are coll. gen, ns.;] and
(Mºb) "...; and § signify the same.
3,53
is the n. un. of ſº, like as 5×5 is of 3.5;
(S.) You say, & jul, and '93, (A,) and
*** * >, (Msb) He made the lamp to give Aft 5é [May God make their abode distant, (Msb;) and §: is the #n., ofun, of j; ; (S, M,
light; or to become bright. (Msb.) — JºJ1 JUl and kindle a fire after them || And it was a L. :) and the pl. of 323 is jºi. (M, Msb, K.)
originally jºi (IAth.) jū. is also applied
to The fire of hell. (TA.) The Arabs say,
in cursing their enemies, 33% 2% &f 3:

6 * g .

--

*... c >

5 e -

6 6.

He illumined, or lighted, the place; (K;) i.e.,
put light [or a light] in it. (TA.) – [Hence,
§ul t He elucidated it; rendered it apparent
or plainly apparent, conspicuous, manifest, or

custom of Arab women, as related by IAar, on

them, to kindle a fire behind him, with the view
of causing his evil to depart with him. (T,) — K:) accord to Z,

evident; (TA ) as also "º. (A, TA.") —

{{< [with which tº

w - 2 dº y -

And hence, & aſ Ul I God taught him, or Jºrs), 39 A fire which the Arabs used to kindle,
in the time of ignorance, on the occasion of
dictated to him, his proof. (TA.)
entering into a confederacy: they thren into it
5: see 4, first signification. =
jū. º some salt, which crackled (
when the fire
**, (§, K) and " (šč, (K.) They looked at burned it: with this they frightened [one ano
the fire, or endeavoured to see it (**) jrom ther] in confirmation of the smearing. (T) —

&:

§)

afar : (S, K:) or jū. > he looked at the fire, --- jū has been explained in art. ---. —
or endeavoured to see it, (sº) and repaired jū also signifies simply Heat. (T.A.) — Also,
toniards it: (A :) or he came to the fire: it has ! [The fire, meaning] the evil, and eaccitement,
this signification as well as the first. (T.A.) — or rage, of war; as also Y
(TA.) You
Jº jº, and #9), IIe looked at the man, Say,
jū 3; ! [IIe kindled the fire of
and the noman, at or by a fire, from a place war]. (A.) — Also, f Opinion; counsel; advice.
nºhere the latter did not see him; he stood in the
dark to see the man, and the woman, by the light

$36.

sº-

(IAar, T, K) so in the trad, ſº ºf S

of the latter's fire, without the latter's seeing &-eig, (T) or Jº Jºi jº, (K) : [seek
Q/e not to enlighten yourselves by the counsel of

him ; ; ; being like is ai

* Light; syn ſº, (S) or $25 (M, A,

the authority of El-'Okeyleeyeh, when they Mşb, K;) whatever it be ; (M, A, K;) contr.
feared evil from a man, and he removed from
of 4.1% (Msb:) or the rays thereof: (M, A,
is more intense than

3; :

is syn.]
in the Kur, x. 5, the

sun is termed -º-3, and the moon 223: and it is
said that “…* is essential, but 2.33 is accidental

[light]: (TA:) it is of two kinds, the light of
the present world and that of the world to come;

and the former is either perceived sensibly, by
the eye, and this is what diffuses itself from

luminous bodies, as the sun and moon and stars,
and is mentioned in the Kur, x. 5, referred to

above; or perceived by the eye of the intellect,
and this is what diffuses itself of the divine

lights, as the light of reason and the light of the
Kur-án; of which divine light mention is made
in the Kur, v., former part of verse 18, and
xxiv., latter part of verse 35; and both of these in
common are spoken of in the Kur, vi. 1 and
xxxix. 69: that of the world to come is men

(TA) = See

also 8.

the polytheists; i.e.,] seek ye not counsel of the tioned in the Kur in lvii. 12 [and lxvi. 8] :

8, jus!, (Th, T, S, M., K.) imp. 53, (T )
and jº, (T, K,) imp. 5:#; (T;) and ">;

polytheists. (IAqr, T, A.”) — Also, Any (B) the pl. is jºi(S, M, Mºb, K) and 3%. ,
brand, or mark, made neith a hot iron, upon a (M, K;) the latter mentioned by Th: (M :)
camel; (AS, T, S, M, A, K5) as also * 3, and *:::::: signifies the same as %. (TA.)
-

($, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) or only just and (M, K) and *; : (TA) pl. as above: (M :) As 233 is a convenience of the pious in the
23:51; not jº: (T;) or some say JUST; [im or the pl. is jº, and the pl. of the JU that present world and the world to come, it is said
plying that most say 23-3] ($ ;) He smeared

sº

[which is differently explained
in the lexicons, so that these verbs are made to
bear different meanings by different lexicons].
himself with

burns is

&

(IAar, Th, T.)

The Arabs

aşū. ** jº L. f What is the brand, or [Wait ye for us that we may take of your light].
mark, of this she-camel, with mhich she is burned? (B.) [See also ãº.] – It is also applied to

say,

Mohammad : (T, M, K:) it is said by Aboo

(T, S, A.")
(Th, T, S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K.)

(sº (sº-

And they say, in a proverb, Is-hak to be so applied in the Kur, v. 18. (T.)
(T, $). Their origin is indicated by – And That which manifests things, (K, TA,)

10: see 4, first signification. = a, ju- He their mark neith which they are burned.

(T.)

sought the aid of its light : (TA :) or of its rays. The Rájiz says,
(M, K.)

jū

&

~ :

a word of which the meaning is well

known; (M, K;) [Fire; not well explained
as signifying] the flaming, or blazing, (~9)
that is apparent to the sense : (TA:) its 1 is

originally 3 : (S, TA :) it is fem.: ($, M, Msb :)
and sometimes masc. : (AHn, M, K :) and the
$º, with 5 because it is the original

dim. is

9

-

* >

**

•2 -

*-

* : * * **, *

alsº cº-e Jā-, * 193

the, eyes their true or real state :
and therefore »º is applied in the Kur, vii.
156, to I that [revelation] n:hich the Prophet
brought. (TA) — jº is also one of the
and shows to

names of God; meaning, accord. to IAth, He
[Until, or so that, they watered their camels by whose light the obscure in perception sees, and
because of the brand that they bore : for the by nºhose guidance the erring is directed a right :
fire, or the brand, sometimes cures of the heat or the Manifest, by whom is every manifestation.
of thirst]: (T, S: *) he means, that, when And Jº ºn 3, & [in the Kur.
they saw their marks with which they were xxiv. 35. means God is the enlightener of the
burned, they left the water to them. (S. For heavens and of the earth : like as & &
£

medial radical, (S,) and with 3 because jū is another reading of this verse, see -:)

fem. (Msb:) pl. [of pauc.] jº, ($, M, L,)

in the Kur, [lvii. 18, 4, & Jºãº Gº

*

See
In eanS

tº: (TA :) or, as some say, the right

alsojº.
director of the inhabitants of the heavens and of
in the K jºi. [which is a mistake, though this
is also said to be a pl. of 39, j (TA,) and [of J; Blossoms, or floners, (M, MSb, K,) of a the inhabitants of the earth. (T) = See also
mult.]
[which is the most common form] tree, and of a plant: (Mºb :) or white blossoms JU, last signification.
9 .

-

-

-

&

361*
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6

p.

see

.**

-

poems: (T:) or lamp-black; the black pigment Jºe seej, in two places. – See also 35.
3,3} : see 259.
(~#) prepared from the smoke of the lamp :
ãº See 3%, last signification. = I.4. ăs used for tattooing. (Comm. on the Mo'allakát, ãº, originally *; (A, K,) see jë.
A stand for a lamp; a thing upon which a lamp
[a word well known to mean Tar, or liquid
pitch, or a kind thereof; but I do not know this printed at Calcutta, p. 143.) – Also, A kind of is put : (T, S, M, A, K:) of the measure iíziº,
small stone, resembling ** n:hich is bruised, or
with fet-h (S, Msb) to the A ; ($;) but by rule
signification as applying to $º, nor, app., did
SM, for he has made it to be the same with brayed, and then taken up, like as medicine is by it should be with kesr, because it is an instrument.
that which here next follows, from the T1: the lip. (M.) [The same is found in the K, (Msb.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb uses it, for the sake of
(M, K.) or a kind of stone burned and made excepting that, in this latter lexicon, the ex metre, in the place of tºº, in likening a bright
planation is less full, and ãº is substituted for
into J-le [or quick-lime] and used as a depi
spear-head, without rust, to a lamp. (M.) –
be e

tº ... sº

-

latory for the pubes: (T:) or lime-stone; syn.

J to 3-- and by a secondary and pre
dominant application, a mixture of quick hºme

ãº, the reading in the M.]
2. a:

** *

Also, A candle having a

(T.) – [A pharos, or lighthouse..] – The mená
reh [or turret of a mosque, whence the English

2/33 and 3,53: see J33.

(U-14s) with arsenic, or orpiment, (tº .) and 36: See 3. – f Apparent or plainly apparent,
other things, used for removing hair: (MAbs) conspicuous, manifest, or evident; as also ">3.
[a depilatory composed of quick lime with a (Thus the pl. fem. of each of these is explained
small proportion (about an eighth part) of orpi in the TA.) – §§ ãº Sedition, or discord, or
ment: it is made into a paste with water, before the like,

application; and loosens the hair in about

two

minutes; after which it is immediately washed

cº- [or lighted wick].

ºë r

happening

term “minaret,” so written in imitation of the

Turkish pronunciation,] upon which the time of
prayer is proclaimed; ($, Msb;) syn.
TA,) vulgarly

ãº, (K,

išt. [which is the form given in

preading.

(M5b.) – the CK]. (TA.) – [Any pillar-like structure.
– The perch of a hawk, or falcon.
And §§ alone, Sedition, or discord, or the like : (See
(See
tº...)]
–
The pl. is
he who
(Mºb 5 or sedition, or discord, or the like, hap
and

§º)

* andjº

off: thus made in the present day: some say
that it is an Arabic word; and others, that it is pening; (TA:) and rancour, malevolence, or uses the latter likens the radical letter to the
spite : (T:) enmity, or hostility, (T, S, A, Mºb,) augmentative; ($, Mºb, K;) like as they say
arabicized. (Mºb) See 8.
gº
• ?
and violent hatred. (S, A, Msb.) See also }% **, which is originally *. (S, Msb.)
2

- 6 --

àºj93 : See J52.

You say,

jº Mill es: <<

I laboured in

ºw
º

3:

Giving light, shining, bright, or shining stilling the sedition, or discord, or the like. (M8b.)
brightly; (A, Mgb;) as also "... and *}<!. And #26. Between them is enmity, or hatred,
(A)[and wº.] — Beautifulin colour, and bright; and violent hatred. (A, Msb.) = One reho
as also "... and *śī: (TA:) or the last occasions evils among men. (T,)

2* *

}eº-e

-

º

see Je',

vº

1. Jº, aor. Jº, (S. M. A. Mºb) inf n.

Jº (§, M, A, K) and &º, (M, A, K.) It
signifies [simply] beautiful; (K ;) or conspicuous
see 33, in two places. – 913 & 12" |} (a thing, S, M, as a lock of hair, and an ear
and beautiful. (TA.) It is said of Mohammad, [This is lighter, or brighter, than that]. (TA.)
ring, A) moved to and fro; (S, A, K,) it was
sº *}; &le; He was beautiful and
in a state of commotion, and moved to and fro,
bright in the colour [of what was wnclad] of his 22.3 The time when the danºn shines, or becomes
ºw.

6

9:

(S, Mgh, and so in some copies

of the

225-,

K,) or 35%

o',

(T, M, and so in some copies of the

• e

9

3. ºf

,

-

light. (T, Mgh.) You say, *:::

body. (TA)
º

.

Jº iſ Jº

He performed the prayer of daybreak when the
damn shone, or became light. (Mgh.) See
also 2.

K.) or both, the former being the original form,
(S, TA,) i.g. £º [i.e. Indigo-pigment]; ($, K3)
Or
º ; [which appears from what follows to
be the right reading, though both &” and
-lº are used in the present day for the purpose
described in explanations of 2333, to give a
greenish colour to the marks made in tatooing;]
(Msb;) i.e., (so accord. to the $ and Msb; but
in the K, and) the smoke [meaning the smoke
black] of fat, (IAqr, T, S, M, Mşb, K,) that

W

jū. [originally *] A place of light; as also
§4. (M, K.) — A sign, or mark, set up to

show the way; (AS, T, S, M, K:) and a thing
4. 4-ul He made it to move to and fro; (S,
that is put as a limit or boundary between two
A5)
he made it to be in a state of commotion, (M,
things; (M, K;) or between two lands, (AS, T,)

made of mud or clay or of earth : (A5, TA:) pl. K, TA,) and to move to and fro, (M,) and to
% [respecting which see *] (A.) It is hang down; (TA;) he made it to dangle, or to
hang donºn and be in a state of commotion or agi
tation.
(M.) It is said in a trad. ($, M, TA)
&. ăſ &

[also used as a coll. gen, n, ; as, for instance,
where it is]

said, in a trad., %2.

sº

May God curse him niho alters the marks
punctures made in tatooing are dressed, (S, Msb,) of the limit between two lands: (T, TA:) or it
or filled in, (M,) that they may become green; may mean 2,-] jº, the boundary-marks of the
(S, Msb;) or with which the women of the Arabs Haram [or sacred territory of Mekkeh], which
of the time of ignorance tattooed themselves:
[it is said] were set up by Abraham. (T, TA.")
(T :) i.g. . º: [q.v.); (IAar, T :) or, accord. to And it is said in another trad., es: Aº &
adheres to the

---, (IAar, T,) with which the

(M, TA,) hanging down; (TA;) it dangled, or
hung down and was in a state of commotion or
agitation. (M., Msb [but in the M, the verb in
this last sense has only the former of the two inf.
ns. assigned to it, though the other equally be
longs to it.]) You say also, 4 tº Jº His
slaver flowed and was in a state of commotion.
(M.) [See also 5.]

to Lth, the smoke [or smoke-black] of the wick,

ofummºn & TA)3 (2-3. Jºſh,
made my two ears to move to 'and fro, &c., with

ornaments]; ($, M, TA;) meaning, that he
ornamented her two ears with ſear-rings of the
kinds called] alsº and -, *, which moved to
and fro, &c., in them.
5.

(T.A.)

J-> It, (a branch of a tree,) being blonºn

ju.3 : Verily there are to El-Islám signs and
used as a collyrium or for tatooing; but, [says

by the wind, became shaken thereby, so that it

ordinances whereby it is known. (TA.) – See
moved much to and fro; as also & (TA.)
Arabs used this as a collyrium in the time of also is cº-2. — The middle, or main part and [See also 1.]
ignorance nor in the time of El-Islām; their using middle, or part along which one travels, (***)
Jú is applied to Men, and to jinn, or genii;
it for tatooing, however, is mentioned in their of a road. (M, K.)

Az,] I have not heard that the women of the

6 .
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Jº — Jes:
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-

i: ; ;

(S, Mºb, K;) but its predominant application is
to the former: (Msb :) it is said by some to be
s

-

2

2

* * *

J-º.

-

-

***.J. [The testament is a means of an attain

J-5, applied to man,(S,) Quivering(†, *),
-

applied to both in the former of the last two

verses of the Kur, 9-1-1252. Jº

See

s & e.

ing of benefit]: i.e., the testator gives [for Jºé
in my original I read Jºël to the legatee with

and flaccid, or flabby. (S, K.)

*** siſ

out diminishing his

Jºsé act, part. n. of 1.

--&G #- &e [nho suggesteth

Ex. i:35 *

property

[during his own

Threads

life]. (TA.) And it is said in the Kur, [xxxiv.
what is vain in
51,
* º, &: W Jºëſ. Jº meaning,
the breasts of people of the jinn and mankind]; dangling or hanging donºn and moving about.
[But how shall] the attaining of belief [be pos
unless by it be meant Jº [the forgetting]; or (TA.)
J-tub as-II c. is added in explanation of a Jºsé, (M, Mºb) or Jºšć, (Mgh.) Burial. sible to them from a distant place, i.e.,] in the
preceding word, J-ºl, or of L$30ſ, or it is in places of Christians: (M. :) or a burial-place of world to come, when they have disbelieved in
dependence upon v3-32; (Bd;) [but what cor Christians: (Mgh, Msb:) [De Sacy observes, him [namely Mohammad] in the present world !
roborates the first explanation is the fact that] that En-Nuweyree and El-Makreezee constantly in which passage some read [...}}</h) with 2.
in the Kur, use this word in speaking of the burial-places (S.) [See art. Jºº.) Accord. to Ibn-'Abbād,
4 of “
lxxii. 6; and the Arabs used to say, Lé strºy of the ancient kings of Egypt, and that it is from in this instance, " Jºsuºji signifies Returning.
men and jinn are both termed

Jº
-

the Greek vaos: (“Relation de l'Égypte par

3- &: [I saw people of the jinn]:

(Msb:) it Abd-allatif;” p. 508:) Freytag, on the authority (K,” TA.) And 'Āisheh said of her father,

is a pl. of Jº, (K) originally Jú (§, K) •

: ** & 3)

W

Jºãº And he

restored the

it would not be found prefixed to the original,

of Meyd., explains it as signifying a coffin in
n:hich a corpse is enclosed; and 'Abd-el-Lateef religion, and laid hold upon it and took it from
applies the (expression -- &: Jesú to the the abyss into nihich it had fallen; [by his exalt
sarcophagus in the Great Pyramid: (see “Abd ing it;] in which instance, also, the verb is some
ollatiphi Hist. AEg. Comp. ;” p. 96:)] if Arabic, times pronounced with 2. (TA.) – as Jºë, aor".
(M) of the measure J,46; (M, Mgh, Mºb:) as above, He clung, or clave, to him, or it. (TA.)

Jú. whereas it is found

pl. J-5's. (Mgh, TA)

pl. which is rare [as to form]; (K;) or Jº is
pl. of

&º

(M, art.

J- ;)

and J.U. has the

article Ji prefixed to it, (S, M,) but not as a
substitute for the suppressed, because, were it so,
prefixed to this latter:
(S:) this derivation, however, from Jú. con

= 5:4 &#, (Lth, S.) inf n. Jº, (Lth) I
made him to attain good; (Lth, S.;) and

tradicts its belonging to art. J-33: (MF;) [but

Jº

some hold that it does belong to this art.; and
the form of its dim., to be mentioned below,

5:

evil. (Lth.)

1. 435, aor. Jº, (S, A, Mºb) inf n. *ś,

3. tº Zºšć, ſinſ n isºtº, They

(S, A, Msb, K,) He took it, or reached it, abso reached, or thrust, them nith the spears, in
favours their opinion: Fei says, it is a noun
near, but not close, conflict, being in like manner
applied to denote a pl., like 2; and º: and its lutely, or nºith the hand, or nith the extended hand;
reached, or thrust, by them,) (A, Mgh,) is from
sing, is &#, from a different root: it is derived (S, A, Msb,K5) as also Y ***, (A, TA,) inf. n.
Jºë in the first of the senses assigned to it

from Jºº, aor. Jºsé, signifying “it hung Jºšč; ($, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and "4-º', (A, above: (Mgh:) #3%, in conflict, is the reaching
TA,) inf. n. Jº; (S, K:) it is also written
down and was in a state of commotion:” and

[agreeably with this derivation it is said that] its

Jº:

dim. is

(Msb .) some, again, said that

Jº is originally -á), (L, TA, voce Jº)
6 o'

See also
º

y

•.”

J-4, throughout. = See also Jºº.

with .; (A, K, TA, in art. Jº) and so is

one another [with spears or other weapons] (ISk,
$, K) when the troo parties are near [but not close]:

Jºsé. (Mºb, and K in art. Jº And He (ISk,S, TA) and is like i3%, i.e., conflicting.
took him, or reached him, to seize his beard, or
(TA.)

See also 6.

—º

Jºsu He miced

his head. (ISk, S.) You say, iº ić &
with [or engaged in] the thing. (IAar.)
[He reached him with a feeble, or slight reach,
--

-

cº

&

[*2-9 Human nature; humanity; as also with his spear or the like]. (A.) And
6: see 1, in three places. –
*:::, . probably post-classical: opposed to aſſº; The spears reach him : occurring in a They [reached or] thrust them with the spears,
poem of Dureyd Ibn-Es-Simmeh. (TA.) And [in near, but not close, conflict, being in like
*S, q.v., in art. 4.).]
359 Jº it.º. [The antelopes reach and take manner [reached or] thrust by them : (Msb :)
~\-93 : see J-3.
with their mouti. of the trees called Jyl); as Jºsé is the reaching one another with the
J.'s. A ſlock of hair such as is called) aft,
[or other weapons] when the two parties
also '4%. (A) And Jº-1 kº Jºséâû spears
that moves to and fro: (K, in explanation of
are not close together. (TA.) See also 3.
[The she-camel reaches and takes with her mouth
--> ; the name of a king of El-Yemen :) or of the mater of the drinking-trough]. (TA.) 8: see 1, in three places. —ººl also signi
'i:; has this signification: (A:) [the former, A poet says, (ISk, S,) namely, Gheylán Ibn fies He caused him to come, or go, forth (K, TA)
6

* > .

from a place of destruction : or he took, led, or

therefore, is a coll. gen, n., and this is indicated Horeyth Er-Raba'ee, (TA,)
in the S; and the latter is its n. un, :] and
• -

" ºu's signifies i.a. 353, (pl. of £33, *

©

: o .

2

... o e

ºz

- *:

Sº & tº Jº-Jº Jº Jº

because they move about much. (TA.) – What

•,• o f
#

dren, him forth therefrom : (TA :) and he

:*

~ 2 2.

º Aji jº- &-la-i

4→

tº

"
#

saved him, or rescued him, from destruction.
(A,” TA.)

hangs to the roof, (M, A, &c. [a signification
Jº Strong : (K:) a man possessing might,
assigned in the K to J-8, prolºy through the And she reaches and takes of the drinking-trough, or strength, courage, valour, or proness: ($,
careless omission of the word J-lºſſ by an early from above it, a copious draught by means of TA:) as also Jº, q. v. (TA.) [In two copies
transcriber, consisting of smoke, (A, TA,) [or which she traverses [the middles of the] waterless of the S, I find the latter only, with ..].
soot, ye. (TA,) The word in the T and O, as deserts without needing other water. (S.) You

well as in the A (and M], is C-5. (TA)—

say also,

Čí. 2&ill &: 3.33 I obtained some.

J25°

The web of a spider: because of its fluttering.
what of the food. (TA.) And
(M.)

&: Jº #29

1. Jº,(M, K) aor. Jºsé (M) infn. Jº

2868
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Jú. A place to which one has recourse for

and Jº (M, K) and Jes. (M) and

cºe Jº, (K,) or, as A'Obeyd says, º &
refuge, protection, preservation, or concealment; [which, if not a mistranscription, app. means
(accord. to a MS. copy of the K, and accord. to a place of refuge; (S, Msb, K:) a place to n-hich between the two staves of the saddle]; (TA;) the
one flees; ($;) a place of safety, or security. 32) e being thus called because it is suspended
to the CK,) and &º, (K,) He put himself in
(A.) = See also 1, throughout.
(#3) to the load: (Z, TA:) and a small [recep
motion : (K:) or he put himself in motion, and
Jacº: See Jº.
nvent anay. (M., T.A.) You say, cy')3 J25.” Lo
tacle of palm-leaves, of the kind called] aiº, (Az,
o

(K) and

J-9, (K, accord. to the TA,) or

à-2\º,
-

º

Jº-º-

•

Such a one does not put himself in

$, K,) containing dates (S, K) and the like, (K,)
which is suspended from a camel, (S,) being hung,
by its handles, from the saddle of the camel of

motion for [the accomplishment of] my want.
(TA.)

And

Jºs'

P33
* U. There is not in him

agiriyl. (S, 1. 433, aor. *:::, inf n. 4;, He suspended
TA)— sº-, J, inf n. Jº and Jº, it; hung it. (S, Msb, K.) You say, ãº <!”
IIe prepared himself for motion. (M., T.A.) — º [I suspended the neater-skin by its loº,

strength (S, M) and motion [or

burden; (Az, TA ;) such, says Az, I have heard

g

thus called by the people of El-Bahreyn: (TA:)
pl. [of pauc.]

ºf ($,

K) and [of mult.]

Bº:

(Az, K:) the former is pl. of by: in the general

Jººl J, (Lih, M) inf n. Jº, (Lih, TA)

q.v.). (TA) And in sº as The thing

sense first mentioned above ; and also signifies

The horse, having his bridle pulled in, and reas suspended to him, or it: and axle *; : (TA:) n:hat is suspended (º, as in two copies of the S,
being put in motion, raised his head; as also Or alſº W $3. ($; accord. to two copies: the Or bº, as in the TA) upon the camel when he is
* Jeux-l: (Lth, M.) or " * signifies a pronoun relating to a camel when loaded.) And
horse's putting himself in motion to run. (K.) º º * The thing was attached to, or con

loaded: ($, TA) and in 3.4 ſºng, us.

a.i.;
inf n. Jº, (TA,) He º nected with, him, or it. (TA.) It is said in a
iº and the ºl. (S. K.) It is said
to him. (K.) — Jºº, aOl'. J% inf. n. Jº,
trad, tº S, #3. Sº tº $ 63-fu, i.e. [We inanda the
proverb *::::::: ble Taking [or reaching
He turned aside, or anay : (M, TA :) he dren: took him not save nith ease;] with neither beating,
to take] without there being there anything sus
back, receded, retreated, or retired; ($, K*;) as [lit. neith neither whip,) nor hanging [or clinging].
pended; which is like the saying “Driving by
also W Jeux-l: ($:) he fled; or turned anay (TA.) And in a proverb, *. º º Jé
singing without having a camel.” (S, L, (See
and fled: (TA:) he escaped, and outwent : [Every sheep, or goat, shall be hung by its hind
also art. 3)ae.]) And in another proverb, Çi &
-

pended to a beast of burden; such as the

•º Jaú, (K)

(Mº) and, inf n. Jºe, and Jº, he

leſſ] : i.e. every one who commits a crime shall

b; *}; 3.4 [If the camel be fatigued, add
escaped; or became safe, or secure : (M. :) and be punished for it: or, accord. to As, one ought thou to him an appendage to his full load]: mean
not to punish for a crime, or an offence, any but
accord. to IB, J-3, with, damm, [app. as an
the committer thereof. (TA.) And Hassán Ibn ing, if he be slow and inobsequious in his pace,
inf. n.,.] also signifies the act of fleeing. (TA.) Thábit says,
do not thou lighten his burden: (K:) accord. to
You say, 29 cº Jeº He turned aside, or
Aş, tº: § Çi & is a proverb relating to the
• ot.
5

w

from the thing,

a may,

or affair; he declined

from it; he avoided it; as also J-9.

•

-

*-* J. J. A- Jºs -5

°

sº &#1-#5 -i- ºg tº

:

..(Aloe.

Turáb, T.A.) And & Jaú, inf n. Jº. He

pressing a niggardly man. (TA.) —

hº <3

the name of 4 particular tree, (S, TA,) of great
size, (S,) which was norshipped in the time of

removed, withdren, or retired to a distance, and [And thou art an adopted person, who is connected ignorance, said by IAth to be the name of a
ºrith the family of Háshim, like as the single particular gum-acacia-tree (5-) to m'hich the
separated himself, from him, or it. (Ibn-Alº,
K.) And
inſ. n.

Jº

º &é
and

Jaú, (S, A,) aor. Jº,

drinking-cup is connected behind the rider]. (TA) believers in a plurality of gods used to suspend
See also 33, in art. Jºº.
their weapons, and around which they used to

Jº, (S,) He fled, or turned
circuit.

2 : see 1.

anay and fled, from his opponent, or adversary,
(S, A,) and eluded him, (S,) or removed, neith
dren, or retired to a distance, from him. (A )

(TA.)

—º ſº

occurs in a

trad, as meaning The leg of a rider, from fatigue
8. Ptº-' It was, or became, suspended, or hung; or some other cause, ever dangling, or moving
it hung; (K, TA;) as to him, or it. (TA.) — to and fro. (TA.)

<Sº
[And hence,) ; It mas, or became, distant, or
Jet. &-, meaning, When it was not a time of remote, or far-extending. (S, T.A.) You say,

laº; see lºº, in two places: and see art. Jag.

fleeing : (Az, TA:) or when it was not a time jūJ. ~-lº!, and, by transposition,

bº

And it is said in the Kur, [xxxviii. 2,]

-kº,

5 d.

ºf

.

The loop-shaped handle

(º)

of a

a;

of drawing back and fleeing : (S, TA:) or when
it was not a time of seeking, or petitioning, and f The desert eactended far; [as though it were [or water-skin]: (Msb:) the [appendage called
connected with a desert like it; (see Bº ;)] it 3. [q.v.) of a bow; ($, K;) by which it is
of being aided, or succoured. (M., T.A.)
was far-eartending. (TA.) And esjº.J. --- suspended: (K, voce as :) and of a a;; [by
3 : see §4.
: The places of near were distant, or far-ertending: which it is suspended; (see 1, second sentence ;)
10: see 1, in three places.
from 35's J| Pº, meaning “the far extent of the and of anything. (K.) – See also 33 –
6 o' .

J33 A wild ass; (S, M, K;) because he
ceases not to raise his head, going to and fro,
like one running away at random. (Lth, K.")

Jºsé Raising
randon:

his head, and running anay at
(M:) or a wild ass raising his head,

dººrſ."
313||

or from

$33.

(T.A.) And ºt-lous! Also (S, Msb [in the K, “or,” which is

evidently

! The house, or place of abode, &c., was a mistake.) [...] [i.e. -ºil #9 The suspensory
(IAar, K, T.A.)
of the heart;] a vein, (S, Mºb) or a thick vein,

distant.

thing, (S, K,) whatever it be, (S,) that (K,) [app. the ascending aorta,] by n-hich the
is suspended, or hung, from another thing; (S, heart is suspended (S, Msb, K) from, (3-, S,

b; A

and going to and fro, like one running anay at K;) an inf. n. used as a subst. : (K:) and Msb [or possibly this may mean forming a part
random . (Lth, K*:) and Y ---. a horse raising particularly a thing that is put, or hung, upon a of]) or to, (J., K,) the cº, [which seems
his head. (T.A.)
camel, (śa,) betneen two halves of a load, here to signify the descending aorta, or, accord.
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les; – "º
• 3-2

• 32.

6 w, in

Pººj, (8, K,) like 2,85, (K,) and P325, (S, among them, not being of their race: (K,° TA:)
the aorta altogether,) (S, Msb, K,) the cutting, K,) with damm to the cº (K) and fet-h to the cy or i.g. &: [one whose origin, or lineage, is
or severing, of n!hich causes death; (S, Msb;) as (TA) and kesr to the 3, (K,) or $33, (as in suspected; &c.]: (K:) and &#3% * is
also " ... . ($:) pl. [of pauc.] iº and [of
also applied to a person of this latter description
some copies of the S,) and £33, (TA, voce 3:3)
to the second rendering of cº, suggested above,

mult.] 8,3, with damm, (Az, K,) because the US
in tº: is originally 3: the latter is allowable
when the number is not meant [to be limited to
a few]: or, accord. to some, there are two things
thus called: the upper being that of the heart:
and the lower, the
(Az, L.) [Hence,

&

-

A certain bird, that lets down strings from a

who betakes himself to a people; the latter epithet
being added to denote that he knows not to

tree, (Aş, S, K,) and neaves its nest like an oil
flask, suspended to those strings, (K,) then pro whom to assert himself related, like the wind
duces her young therein; and hence its appella wavering to the right and left. (TA.) See also
tion: (As, S:) a certain bird, like the a jū in
blackness, [or rather in dinginess, that constructs

£1,3]
$

2.6 p.

*** f Distant, or remote; and far ertending.
bûl isiºn (K, and so in a copy of the $, its nest betnjeen two twigs, or branches, or upon (TA.) You say, 9-J) 1st: I Whose place of

excepting that

one trig, or branch, making its nest long, so that abode is distant. (TA) And £3. 3ſ. A
the article,) is applied to 1 The -ºi [or female a man cannot reach its eggs until he introduces distant goal, or scope; or a far-extending space.
arm to the shoulder-joint : or, accord. to (TA.)
hare], (§, K) like tº i.ii, (S) as an his
Aboo-Alee, a certain bird, that suspends pieces
[ 82, &c.
appellation of good 'omen, i.e. as meaning that
of the bark of trees [formed into strings], and
See Supplement.]
her Jolº will be severed: or, as some say,
makes its nest at their extremities, to protect
the former word is there without

āakāº.

bºl, (K, and so in some copies of the $, excepting

itself from serpents and men and jš [or young
that the former word is there without the article,) ants, or small red ants]: (TA [see also
:])
as meaning that, by reason of her swiftness, her called in Persian ** (Kzw:) n, un, with 3.

32

letº, or [as in the A, the blº of [every one of]

1. *, aor. Jºſ, (so in the S, Nh, L, Mºb,
but in some copies of the K, Lº, [which appears

(S, K.) [See De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, 2nd to be put by mistake for the inf n. in the acc.
the dogs [that pursue her], will be severed. (K.)
•* .
3.
vol. iii., p. 499.] Hence the proverb,
case];) inf. n. Us', (S,) and Us', without 2,
Hence also the saying,
ăſ su, meaning ed.,
3-2.

&

" ºu

[God smote him, or may God smite him, nith

-

*5-3 cº-º [More skilled in fabricating than a and tº, (Sh,) It (flesh meat, &c.) was

death. (S.) [See also art. Jaej.] [Hence like bº] (Meyd)
wise,] $3. is applied to tTwo stars [app. o. and
*::: What is
r of Scorpio) between which is -ºid

-

o

not, or

did not become, sufficiently cooked; it was in

hung (ś, K) from, (S) or

J; [which upon, (K,) the [kind of vehicle called J

sufficiently cooked : (S, K.) (like & :) or it
ranj. (L.) —

reas untouched by fire; [i.e.,

&

It (a thing) was not firmly, not soundly, not
2 g » constellation].
($gh, K, jor ornament: ($, K :) or the implements, or thoroughly, done. [See 4.] (TA.)
is the star and of that
2 : see 4.
TA.) — Also, i.g. 3134/1 [which generally means apparatus, &c., that are hung upon a horse.
The heart; but is probably here used in one of (Ham, p. rºs) – And hence, f Adventives; or
4. 29 “Ul He did the thing not firmly, not
its other senses, namely, the appendages of the persons who introduce themselves among a people,
soundly,
not thoroughly. , 29. wº, accord. to
aesophagus, consisting of the liver and lungs and and live among them, not being of their race;
heart]. (K.) – Also, A certain rein lying and persons mºhose fathers are free men, or the K, signifies the same; but this is unknown,
within the ~1% [i.e. backbone, or back], beneath Arabs, and whose mothers are slaves, and who and not authorized by transmission [from the

Arabs of the classical ages], and therefore not
the [portion of flesh and sinen, called the] cº; have become conjoined with the genuine and pure mentioned by IM nor by other leading lexi
35; [or cographers: the correct phrases are [when the
and so
(K:) or the latter is a vein eac Arabs, not being of them : for
tending in, or along, the -14, [in some copies of blº sº ;] the latter of these two words verb is intrans.]2-cy! ..U [and 2-0), and [when
being originally an inf. n. : or it may be an it is trans.] -ul Ul [and 2S]: the forms
the K, ~3. which, as is said in the TA, is a
inf n. used as an epithet. (Ham, ibid.) [See of the verb being like & and Öğı. (TA)—
mistake, by the cutting of which the »iº. [or also bº.
-U!, (S, incorrectly written in the K tºi, TA,)
person in whose belly is yellow water, as explained

bº

* {3} :

in the TA,) is treated for the purpose of cure.
($, K.) — ãº J. º : The far extent of the

inf. n. $43, He insufficiently cooked flesh-meat
Lt. A place of suspension, or hanging. (Msb.) [&c.]. (S, K.)

– [Hence the saying,j ū. £0. J. &
Flesh meat &c. insufficiently cooked: (S,
desert: (TA:) or of the way thereof; as though
f [Such a one is nith respect to me as though he K:) or untouched by fire; [i.e., ran]. (L.)
it were connected with another desert, (S, K,)
were in the place of suspension of the Pleiades]; It was also pronounced by the Arabs
but
hardly coming to an end. (S, TA.) [Thus,
i.e.,
in
distance
:
(Sb,
S,
K*
[in
the
K,
IJA
the original word is with e. (TA) — Wine
3-3, applied to the Hijáz, means
is put for &$3; and in the CK, Buſ, is erro untouched by the fire: cooked [of mulled] wine
&#. +[i.e. Whereof every connected part, or
(TA [written Gº, without ..]).
appendant tract, is far-extending]. (Ham, p. neously put for ºu...].) or the meaning is, in being called
such a station: the prep. being understood, as
– Pure [and sneet] milk: sour milk being
183). The Rájiz, El-Ajjāj, says,
in 2ü, <<3 and <! <!-3: Z says, called **: or milk just drawn from the udder,

tº.

&

&

4:4.

**,

*

* – 5--> -->

+

*

Jººl ski- Jú sº-

#

º

*u.

J.2%

f [they are &c.] by reason

before it is put into the skin. (TA [written
of their elevated state. (TA.)

+[Many a region far eatending, unknown, ren
dering unapparent the trace of the stepping of
the stepper]. ($ and O in the present art, and

*::: Suspended; hung. (K.) You say, 3.
dº *::: This is suspended, or hung, to him, or it.
(k) —[Hence the saying,12;iº *::: Jº 3.

in art. Joë.)
+ This is a man adventive to

&#

: See

£3.

without ..])

the

people:

one m'ho

-

& [for º Fat, as contradistinguished
flesh, [which is app. called

t;

and

&

#:

**].

from

(TA.)

The state of being insufficiently

cooked: ($, K:) or of being untouched by fire;

has introduced himself among them, and lives [i.e., ranness]. (L.)

Jº

•rº
1.

[Book I.
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46,

aor.

“,

He hit him on his wºu,

of which the medial radical letter is

es:

(M,F) and pl. pl. º.º. (K, TA) Ibn

Seenā says that no animal has both a -ºu and a
i.e., his canine tooth. (S. K.)
horn. (Mgb.) – $º An aged she-camel: (S,
K:) not applied to a male camel: (S:) so called
2. 2: J He bit the rood of the arrone,
to know whether it rere strong or weak, and because of the length of her tush; (S3) by
made an impression upon it with his canine tooth. synedoche; the whole being called by the name
of a part: (TA :) as also **::: (K;) accord.
($, K.) – 4:3 -: He (a beast of prey) made
Clº

impression upon him

to some copies of the K,

*:::

but

.*.

strº
1.

36,

aOt.

**,

<!, inf. n. &#;
ë; ;

(L, K;) He (a man)
moved from side to side in walking : (L, art.
~33 :) or he so moved by reason of weakness,
or infirmity: (K:) or, by reason of dron'siness.
(L, art. ‘tº, q.v.)

80r,

inf. n.

is a

with his canine tooth :

jº

he fired his canine teeth in him. (TA.) — mistake: (TA :) pl. of the former cººl and
<-- She (a camel) became eactremely old: *::: (K) and *: (S, K :) or these are ple.
(Lh, S, K:) became what is termed a ~9. of both the forms of sing. (K, accord. to some

(A) —- and * … t It (a plant) put
forth its root. (K.) Also signifying the same
with reference to white, or hoary hair. The

<6,

as also

copies; and TA.) Sb is of opinion that-g is pl.
of ºu, and says that the Arabs have made it
of the measure

Jº

[as it is said to be in the S,

1. ºn jº, aor. º. (T, S, M, A, K.)
inf n. 235 (T, M., K.) and " …, (T, M., A,

Mgh, K) inf n. xii; (T,) and '99', (T,
$, M, A, Mgh, K) and ºtº, (S, M., TA) like
35 and &s, (S,) aor. of the latter º,

root is thought by ISd to be thus likened to a for it is originally -3, like as they have the
canine tooth. (TA.)— -ºš jé Jº Öğ,ii. pl. of 3%, disliking the sound of **, because (M, TA) inf n. Sº, (M.) or àº; (TA;)
He made, or put, to the piece of cloth, a 2: ;
! Such a one clung to, caught to, or took fast the Us is with dammeh, and preceded by dam
(T, S, M. K3) i.e., an ... [or ornamental
hold upon, such a thing : [lit., stuck his nails and meh, and followed by 3. It is also said to be
ºriºl; (T, S,” M," A, Mgh, K,” TA;) syn.
dog-teeth into it]. (A.) See alsoji.
pl. of **:::: as it is related, on the authority
of Yoo, that certain of the Arabs say

*

* (Ap and a

[originally

(S.A.Mg, TA; )

syn, aº-ji; (A ;) contr. of $13.1 and 13.

Jºe, as pls.

Jú

woof;

and

5: see 2.

*.

The canine tooth, or

dog-tooth; or eye-tooth ; the tusk, or tush; or

3,4- and Jºsé, agreeably with
(Mg) —
the dial. of those who say Jº [instead of Jº ;
(se: (TA)
namely, the tribe of Temeem : but their not
of

the fang; of certain animals:] one of the teeth;

saying º, like as they say 3. and Jº, is
an argument in favour of the opinion of Sb. —
[or next but one to the central pair of incisors:].
-3 <- U. Js Jºi S; [I mill not do that as
(M, K.) [In this sense, the word is masc. :)
the tooth thus called is masc., when thus called: long as aged she camels Ayearn tonards their

($) the tooth that is [nerſ] behind the £eº,

tſIIe commences things, or affairs,

and completes them].
2 : see 1.

sºul

4.
99.

[though if you call it 3-, it is fem.] but -u Joung ones: i.e., I will never do it]. A proverb.
when fem. signifies “ an old she-camel": ($) – The dim of Jú is Jº, without 5,

sº, º ºss-, - (A) or

and

§tº: see 1, throughout.

º

jº see jº.

(Msb:) or, accord. to the M and K, it is fem. because ºrals, as applied to an aged she-camel, is 3. The .* [or ornamental border] of a piece
only in each of the above senses, without like an epithet: (S:) or rather this formation of cloth : (T, S, M, A, K.) pl. jºi. (M., K.)
distinction. (TA.) Sb says, that the Arabs of the dim. without 3 is a dev. from constant
It is related that 'Omar disliked it, (TA) and
observed the pronunciation termed imáleh (aju.) rule. (M.F.) Sb says, that some of the Arabs that he forbade it. (T, TA.) — Hence, t The
in the case of ºu in the nom., [as well as in make the dim. of -0 to be *. because many
side

(5%) of a road: (T.) or the side (-34.),

the acc. and gen., in which latter case this an such as that in -U, is changed from 3 : [or
pronunciation is agreeable with analogy on rather, this is generally the case :] but this, says and nide or widening part (242), of a rad.
account of the final kesreh, likening its 1 to that Ibn-Es-Sarráj, is an error on his part [who does (so in some copies of the K, and in the TA; but
in Jº [in which it is expressed in writing by so]. (S.) This apparently means, that Ibn-Es
in some copies of the former, “or” is put in the

L;,] because it is changed from us; but this is Sarráj accuses Sb of an error; but such is not place of “and :”) or the conspicuous part of a
changed the case: for Sb himself says “but this is an
from Ug or 3 is only observed [regularly] when error on their part;” i.e., on the part of the road: (S:) or the conspicuous furroned part of
extr. That is, this pronunciation of

the said is a final radical letter; and specially Arabs who say --> for ~es. (IB.) — a road. (M, A, K.) – The unwoven end
* f The lord, master, or chief, of a people: (~%) of a piece of cloth. (Ibn-Keysán, M,

in verbs : the instances of this kind that occur

*

in nouns are extr.; and more so are those in

(S. K.) pl. Jºi. (TA)—23 tº 4:32, K.) – The woof of a piece of cloth. (T, S, A,
and *:::, [f The dog-teeth of fortune bit him]. Mgh, K.) When cloth is woven with a double
woof, (ºr: Jº) it is more close in texture
(A.) – ~\ºl are likewise met, assigned to evil,
and more lasting. (S.) º 3; & signifies
or mischief. (TA.)

which the changed from Us is a medial radical
letter. (TA.) [But the restriction to the case
of verbs is inconsistent with what is said by
Ibn-Málik and other high authorities: and so,

too, is the restriction to the case of a final

radical letter) P. J.; (Lh, K) and tº

*: see -6.
Jº [as though

A piece of cloth strongly woven, neith a double
woof: (A:) or a piece of cloth noven with double

pl. of J.” Or 336) an thread: (T3) and [in like manner] "... ...;
[both pls of pauc.: but the latter is used as a
pl. of mult. :] and *: (S, K;) the latter epithet added to * as signifying “canine a piece of cloth woven with a double woof; (Lh,
contr. to analogy, (S,) because ſº is originally teeth,” to render the signification intensive, or M, K;) i.e., with a double thread: (TA:) also
called 3:43, (T, TA,) an arabicized word ;
*. and] a word of the measure Jº does not energetic. (TA.)
[regularly] assume the measure

Jº

in the pl. ;

..of

(TA;) in Persian

3. 33,

©

Or

P

o J

33: 23, (as in

-: IHaving a large, or thick, canine tooth,
(K,) that does not bite a thing nithout break different copies of the K,) or Jú 33. (T.) This
*- - ,
var., as in the case of every pl. of the measure ing it. (Th.)
mode of weaving is termed dozuº, which is the

(TA) to which should be added º, a dial.

-

-

-

-
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Jº — 233-3

* act. part.

making the woof of a double thread, and putting
w -

2-1.

n. of 4: see 1. – [Hence the sn'eet-smelling plant, which gron's in stagnant
$3 * 2.9 lis Jº <-- waters, (K, TA,) called by the people of Egypt

two threads together upon the aâa [which here saying,
means the yarn-beam, on which the warp is f [Thou art not in this affair (t com/nence?" 7207" a Jºe, [i.e. cº) and by the vulgar 23,
rolled]. (T.) — Hence, cº <'s išū 1 A finisher: or a person who will do harm nor one (TA ;) [both of which last names are now given
in Egypt to the nymphaea lotus, or n:hite lotus,
she-camel having an accession of fat upon former n:ho will profit]. (TA.)

found in the neighbourhoods of Rosetta and
Jºo : seeks. —t A skin that is thick (A, K, Damietta; and the former, also, or perhaps both,
63. 2.

fat: (T:) or having, upon her, layers (-º'-2)

jū <ls: (A :) or advanced in
*/ears, yet having some remains of strength ; (M,
of fat; as also

TA) and strong, (TA,) like a piece of cloth with to the nymphaea carulea, or blue lotus, found in
the same parts, and, until within a few years, in
a double woof. (A, TA.)
a
lake on the north of Cairo, called Birket er
K;) and sometimes the epithet is applied in like
juve, for 3%, pass, part. n. of 4. (Ks, Ratlee, whence I have twice procured roots of
manner to a woman: (M :) and
<!; sū a
Lh, M.)
this plant :) ,3,4, [written in Persian Jºº and
she camel having thick flesh. .(Ts) Also, Jº
3:44 and
&c.] is a Persian word
J-º
cº 33 f A man whose strength is double the
5 ... o P

jº

©.o

º

strength

of his companion : (S:) or strong and

firm. (A.) And
or counsel. (A.)

º 35 & f Right opinion
And cº <'s J- | Violent

war. (T, A) = The canes (~25) and threads
( **) [in a loom], when they are put together:
(M, K :) [it is a coll. gen. m., of which the n. un.
is with 3, as appears from what here follows:]
W ā- is a subst., signifying the threads and canes,

&tº [vulg. Ju-3] The seventh of the Greek (£-sºi), and is said to be composed of Jºj, [or
[or Syrian] months; (K;) [corresponding to indigo, with which one dyes, and the name for
April, O. S.] It is [said to be] a property of a wing, [i.e.,

3. ;] as though “winged with Jº

the water of its rain, that dough kneaded with [or indigo];” because the leaf is as though its
it ferments without other treatment. (TA.)
two wings were dyed [with indigo]: (Msb:) the
plant so called is cold in the third degree, moist
in the second degree, emollient, good for cough
laº;
1.12%, aor. kº, inf. n. lº, It was, or became, and for pains of the side and lungs and chest ;
when its root, or lower part, (J2) is kneaded
distant, or remote, or far-eartending ; as also
with water, and used as a liniment, several times,

(absº and 425, [or warp and, app., cane-roll, "Pus". (K.) [See the latter in art. P25.]

it removes the disease called Gºl; and when
on n°hich the warp is rolled nºhen put into the
8 : see 1.
kneaded with c.35, it removes the disease called
loom, and from n-hich it is gradually unrolled as
the nork proceeds, when they are put together :
23: see Plej, in art. P53, in two places. – -*. #3: (K, TA:) an excellent beverage is
when they are separate, the threads are called Death: or a bier: or the term of eacistence: (K:) also prepared from it. (TA.) The imām Bedr
*:::: and the cane, #23, or, if a staff, Laº or the death mºhich God connects (**) [neith ed-Deen Mudhaffar, son of the Kádee of Baala
o

5

o-

-

6.

bekk, says, in his book entitled Suroor en-Neſs,
one] : (IAar:) and if so, the L3 is interchangeable
that it is of many species; whereof [one or more]
one of the implements of the weaver, with which with 5, (IAth, TA,) the word being originally

$º is also explained as signifying

(AZ, Sh, T :)

bº,

and then
he weaves; namely, the transverse piece of nood bº, then
[in the loom ; the same as is described above]. traction, it is like &s and
(T.) In the following verse of an unknown
(Az, T.A.) You say,
poet,

i,j : (TA :) if a con in Syria, used in perfume; and a species in Egypt,

&s, and & and &

blue; and that its temperament is cold and moist
in the second degree; that the smelling it is useful

** ăſ sus,

"24- tº t+1

*

: o

o ºg

—iſ

2...º

*

JºJº Ja-5 C-53-0) -j-a->

#

#

* ~*
*

meaning against hot diseases, and anxiety; and its juice
[God smote him, or may God smite him, with in like manner; and that the beverage prepared
death : (S, in art. 1233, and TA :) or [may God from it is useful as a remedy for cough and
smite him] with the death nihich He connects [neith roughness [of the throat) and pain of the side
him]; as also
..iſ sº. (IAar.) And and chest, and is a laxative. The author of the
Irshād and that of the Moojiz also mention, that
g
alaº olāl His term of eacistence came to him. the beverage prepared from it is an exception
(TA.) And alº J.; c)3 Jº Such a one was from other sweet beverages inasmuch as it does
cast into his bier; meaning, when he died. (TA.) not become converted into yellow bile, which is
wonderful; and its oil is more cold and moist
See J.P.
than that of violets; and there is no flower more
cold
and moist than it. Er-Rázee, too, says that
£13 :
.
See art. Paş.
the smelling it is one of the causes of weakening

*:::

2 * O.

J. .

-

[She divides warp that she has with cane-rolls,
and beats the ndkoos in the midst of the convent],
the author may mean: , and may have altered

-

-

-

o .

3

- x

>

y

o

the word by necessity ; or * ...; may be a dial.
form of 33. (M.) One says of a man who
neither harms nor profits,

3×3 $3 f [lit.

Thou art

nor a cane-roll].

ā-

not

(t

$3 3tº &

warp

U.

ict

:

9

nor a woof

the generative faculty, and that the beverage is
[-º, &c.

one of the causes of stopping it; [for which pur

saying voce à- = [The yoke of a bull; the
piece of wood that is upon the neck of the bull,
together with its apparatus: (M, K :) or the
piece of wood that is placed transversely upon the

See Supplement.]

pose, or as an antiaphrodisiac, it is used in the
present day by some of the women of Cairo, J

23343

necks of the two bulls (T, $) yoked together for

3,4}, (Mºb) andjº, (Mºb, and so in the

is useful for palpitation of the heart. This art. is
omitted by J and $gh and the author of the L.

ploughing : (T :) called

cº *: ($:) pl. [of
pauc.] jji and [of mult.] &º: ($, M, K:) of

CK,) or jº, (so in copies of the K, and so
accord. to the TA,) or, as some say, Ji, º, Ol'

the dial. of Syria. (MI.)

233.3, (accord. to different copies of the K,)

(T.)

See also a similar

notwithstanding which, it rejoices the heart, and

(TA.)

9. o. o.

9*

3×3 : see jº.

335-39

[The nymphaea, or lotus of Egypt and of Syria ; ]

a certain well-known plant; (Msb;) a kind of

Jº, or sº

See art. 335/.29.
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sº

& * He arose, or ment,
[The twenty-sicth letter of the alphabet; called See Jºu...]
is it is one of the class termed iii- [or gut or betook himself, to prayer. (ISh, from a trad.)
tural], and is a radical letter, except when written
*. inf n. JA, He was brisk; lively;
with two dots, 3; for which, and for the pro sprightly. (TA.) – -*, inf n. -* and
nominal values of 3, &c., see the Supplement. —
and 20A, He (any person or animal marching or
As a numeral it denotes five.]
journeying) nas brisk, lively, or sprightly, and
quick : (K:) or *. aor.
with kesr, inf. n.
-

rule, and not found in other lexicons, but see
what is cited above from Lb, that

*

is one of

the twenty-eight verbs which thus deviate from

-

is and 2.4

-

5

rule, (TA,) inf. n.

* and Jºe and i.e.

and

.

ºv,

"J-s: (S. K.) and '3s, (K) in n. tº:
(TA;) He (a goat) reas eaccited with lust :
(TA;) or uttered a sound, or cry, [or rattled,

º

and nas excited by desire of the female; or
such person or animal) uttered a sound, or cry, [or rattled, when so
•*
reas brisk, lively, or sprightly: and &s, [aor. excited, or at rutting-time: ($, K:) or ~2.
*...]
inf. n. * .. and *. he (the same) was signifies he uttered a sound, or cry, [or rattled,
* and :Isis, (K,) the latter extr., (TA,) (see
at rutting-time : (TA:) or -*. inf. n. * and
a0t. *
tºis, He cºlled ſº camels to food, or procender, quick, and brisk, &c. : ex. âû
The she-camel was quick *** and "J-s: He (a stallion-camel, &c.)
by
cry Jº Jº :
K:) or he chid them, with damm, inf. n.
-*. desired copulation. (M.) – * <s I called
(UAye-j), by the cry UAUA. (K.) [See also arts. in her march, or pace : (TA :) and
The camel neas brisk, lively, or him (a goat, TA) ad initum ; ut femellam con
i- and tº-l
isis, inſ. n. isis, He chid a dog. inf. n.
|A

*

and

*. he (any

R. Q. 1. Jººs, (El-Umawee, S, K) inf. n.

sº,

*.

(§

tº

3.2

*.

-

scenderet.

(TA)— He called a dog (TA)—its, in:

sprightly, in his march, or pace.

(K.) [F observes, that J's giving

(Lh, S, TA.)
a.A. in this sense is a mistake : but MF remarks,
n. isis, He laughed loud and long : [a word imi
See also R. Q. 1. = *. a Or. +4. (S,) inf. n.
that what J says is " …, he (MF) having
and * (K) and *: (TA;) and
tative of the sound]. (K, T.A.)
examined many copies of the S and found them all
‘Je. subst. from isis, [A call to camels to food, '-º's, inf. n. iºs, (K;) + He anoke, or became alike in this case, and that this is correct; and
roused, from his sleep. ($, K.) – 13° Jº * this is the reading that I find in both of M.
or procender]. (S, K.) ‘J’ and
are said
f He began to do so; set about doing so; i. 4. Fresnel's copies of the S: see also ~23, given
to be thus written by Az's own hand, with kesr:
&b. (S. K.) — [You say “... & 3. in the S as quasi-passive of &s: SM, however,
and are thus written in the Jáme' [of Kz]. (L.)
+ Whence hast thou come 2 (K;) as though yo. states in the TA, that the reading found by him
[See arts. t- and tº-]
in a copy of the $ in the handwriting of Yákoot,
said -- Jº! cº-o; i.e.,
? - ?.
-- 3.
the author of the Moajam, collated with the copy
Whence hast thou been roused [to come] to us.
Usue and usus
One
niho
laughs
loud
and
long.
of
Aboo-Zekereeya Et-Tebreezee and that of
ot. §2
(K, TA.) — sists iº- A damsel n:ho laughs ($) [And] := <!., &, with keer, (in some Aboo-Sahl El-Harawee, is a c-A, as in the K:
copies of the K, ū- is put for ū; but this is a and this, he says, is the genuine reading.]
loud and long. (Lh, T.A.)
mistake; TA;) Where hast thou absented, or
2. a.s. He tore it, or rent it, much. (K.)
hidden, thyself, from us? or, rather, nºkere hast
**
thou been absent, or hidden, from us? (Yoo, K.)
4.
J-al, and ' '.…], [He (God) caused
1.
(S, &c.,) aor.
(M, &c.,)
* 1 He nas absent a long time. (Yoo, K.)
the mind to blon"; to rise; to be in a state of
contr. to analogy; for all reduplicate triliteral
*. ($, K,) aor. * (Msb,) or * (Az, commotion]. (A.) = a's + He anoke him, or
verbs that are intrans. have kesr in the aor.,
* > 0. .

*

*

...

o

•

-

-

8-9 es.

8-9

*

-

-

except twenty-eight, of which this is one; (Lb;)

TA) if n iſ: (S) ſand, app., i.e. and tº

roused him, from his sleep. (S.) W ... is said to

(TA,) It (a sword, S, K, and a spear, S,) shook, signify the same; and in proof thereof is adduced
but this last is not of high repute; (I Drd;) The or quirered, (S, K,) and penetrated into the a reading in the Kur, deviating from that which
-ā- &
wind blen, ; rose; n.as in a state of commotion. thing struck with it. ($, Msb.) – <s, (aor. is universally received as correct; Jºe
($, K, &c.) — It is also said of a foul, or stinking, +4. TA,) inf. n. J.s and i. and is: and "...al;
instead of tº 3. Who hath roused us
odour. (Msb, in art. ***)
tº :32, is (Sh,” K5) It (a sword, Sh,) cut him, or it; or
from our sleeping-place 2 [ch. xxxvi., v. 52; but
for ** tº [A day in nºbich the nind called cut it off. (Sh, K.) — * He was routed, or

ºf n. * and -º (;, K) and tº (K.)

62%,

-

IJ rejects this reading, unless it be elliptical, for

* 'lord (TA, art. --)—-

It (a

star) rose: (TA:) [and in like manner, the dawn:

put to flight, in battle.

(IAar, K.) – *.

aor.

tº sk) and +4 (K) the later dev. Ron

* -s. (TA)= -ºº ºl He look the
sncord; or made it to quiver.

(Lh, Sh.)
363
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287.4

5. -º It (a garment) became n'orn out, or

(S.) See 1. = as A piece of a garment, or the sword. (Sh.) Ex.

($, K, T.A.)

ragged.

ercited by desire of the female. struck, or smote, him (A, 'Obeyd, S, K) with a

of a stallion n;hen

tº: b% Jº-ºº: They

like: (K:) pl. * ($, K:) a piece of rag. smote them both with swords until they slen them.
(TA, from trad.) – <s, aor. : , He, or it,
Jº.
(TA.) – See
lonered him, syn. &lºs and ºt. and *i

8 : see 1.

*

10: see 4.

J. mentioned in the Nawādir of Th, and said
R. Q. 1. “...sº see

*

* —-ºs, int.
to be from

tº **,

but not of established

22 - 2.

n. a-vºº, He was quick, or swift. (K.) See
authority: [unexplained].
also 1. = -*. inf. n. *::s, It (the ~9°, Or

3.55: (K;)
(TA) = -ºs, inf n isºs, He

mirage,) glistened, or shome; syn.
i.e.,

(TA.)

and quick,
* A wolf that is light, or3 actice,
-, -

or snift, of pace. (K.) See Jºs. –

A certain

urged, or checked, [app. the former, nith his ralley of hell, the place of abode of tyrants,
voice; syn. *j; (K;) by saying -*. (R, as oppressors, and the like. (TA, from a trad.)
cited by MF,) or * •s. [so I understand from
Jºs Quick, or snift : as also "J-* and
the TA, where it is said * -* 4… Jaill; ; for
>
w

Jºaº
meaning “its” (imperative) vérial

which it is evident that we should read

-O

or actice, camel:
"Jºs (K) — A 3light,
---

(K,) with respect to station, rank, or dignity:
(TA :) and abased him ; debased him; rendered
him abject, vile, despicable, or ignominious. (L.)
Ex.

ãº. (sº- <s." &s Death

lowered him

in my estimation with respect to rank, or dignity,
because he died upon his bed, and did not die a
martyr. From a trad. (Fr.) — < He was
longered with respect to rank, station, or dignity.
(Fr.) — < (like &#. [i.e. pass. in form, but
neut. in signification, (K,) He (a man) was

fem. with 3. (K.) — Jºy” One n:ho serves nell;
conardly, and his intellect quitted him : ($, K:)
a good servant. (K.) – Any one who does nell
&c.:] accord. to some, used specially with refe a small thing : accord. to some, specially, a cook, he was without intellect. (TA) – “…s, aor. : :
rence to a horse: see -la [in art. “rea). (TA.) and a roaster of meat. (TA.) — A butcher; See <s.
You also say 4, -*. (TA.) = -*. inf. n.
syn. --Laš: [from -ºº “he slaughtered”].
(K.)
<s Softness; laicity. (L.) – Stupidity,
acrº, He slaughtered [a beast].
(IAqr, K.) – Jºº. One niho sings nell to
(TA.)
3 - 2 - foolishness, stupefaction.
R. Q. 2. Jºrj He (a goat, TA, called ad camels, to urge, or ereite, them. (K.) – Usºs
** Weakness (S, K) in intellect. (S.) Ex.
(S, K.) 4 pastor : ($:) or a pastor of sheep or goats; or ** alie Jº There is a weakness in his intellect.
initum, S) shook himself; syn.
i-J1 a.c.;

I).

* >

9

*

~9.

- “... o.

-

•

* 0--

* -2 °

-

-

&#.

See a,

<s.

-

-ºš Jº- An army of which

the he-goat of a flock. (K.)
º

-

-

- -

(S.) &A 4.5 There is a stroke of stupidity in
(TA, art. --xe-)

one part presses upon another.
a

6 º'

•

--

--

º,

* * * [Dust, ºr see ºl (K)
*-

J.

6

c.

-3-A and " ***.*

~A, pl. of aº ; see -3° -93.

d

---

-

" -ºs

and

A wind that

The mind.

(TA, voce

ness, and unsoundness of intellect : (TA :) or
9 . o ,-

[blows violently, and raises the dust. (S, K.)

i.

him : or there is in him what resembles heedless
-

loss of reason. (TA in art. &-)
ãº'sg ,signifies
o ºr
. " or
6 . .
, , o, .
,
2 + o-

•

~\º alº's sºlº- alº &- Jº J U-5

**)

.

.

-

-

*

*

-

Uo Dost
N

2- 2 -

45-º:

ãº, (S) and ' is, (K,) both of which forms

thou not inquire respecting an old man, rhose
is that of a sick person, or of one far
sleep
--e-A :
advanced in years, or whose sleep is light, (TA,
3.
~\º : see Usºs. = Clamorous; a ban:ler. art. J.,) [and whose night is one of languor].
5

- .

See -3:8.

-

4

are correct, (TA,) fThe penetration of a sword,
(S, K,) or spear, into the thing that is struck
with it, and its shaking, or quivering. (S.) –
= * The ~94, or mirage. (M., K.) From a trad. JºA, here, is from ~A, as signi
a's 3; A sword that shakes, or quivers, and pene (K.)
fying “softness, and laxity.” (TA.)
trate into the thing struck neith it: (S:) and, — `A A certain game of children, (K,) of
the children of El-'Irak, (TA,) or of the children
< One in nºom is sudden fright, or ter
that falls with vehemence. (T.A.) – i. (S, K)
of the Arabs of the desert. (T.)
ror, and a shrinking (3:3) [by reason ºf
and * **, (K,) or the latter only, (TA) + An
44% º (As, S. K.) as also º-, (As fear]. (L.) — <s and W ** A concardly
hour, or a short time, (äel-,) remaining before
(As, S, K.) — is ($, K) and ***, S,) and * Jús, and 'Jºe, (K,) ( A garment man, nºbose intellect i. quitting him : (S, K :) a
- O -

,-O.”

º

6 o' .

-O-

6

danºn.
(K,) or the latter only, (TA,) tAn indefinite rent in pieces, ragged, or tattered. (Aş, S, K.)

man without intellect. (TA.) – In the saying
of a poet, st-e-A \riº, quoted, but not expl.,

time;

4

gº. -

23 [A wind bloning; rising ; in a state
*UA
(Az.) Ex. A3J. &: ** * “e of commotion.] (A.)
We liced therein, or in that [state], some time, [or
$º -3% see -ºs ~P5°.
a long time]: like the saying i. (AZ, $.) —
3 -2
[-…" A place of bloning of the n-ind.]
[You say] 3. &; I san, him once (K) in life.
3.
(TA.) — is Jºº- 35 He has come [in] to me
Jú ($, L, K) and ' … (S) and 'J.,

syn.

}ss.

6 o' -

2 -

by Th, cºa is thought by ISd to be of* the
..
. .

*

measure Jºsé in the sense of the measure Jelš.
-

is o –

--

* . ,

-

…

period of time; syn. *i- (S, K:) a long

-

&

9 J. 2

... o º

•o

of the same measure as

allusion to her husband's having once come in to

that is much eaccited with lust : or that rattles

is:

āşş. (Msb.) See art. J-e in

i.

throughout. — A state, or con
dition: [or perhaps the meaning intended is the
state of being brisk, lively, or sprightly, and quick].
(IX.) Ex. #2 &- & Verily he is in a good
see

and to signify,

6 J.

J.

3 22

º

•0

~~~A

*…

state, or condition, ºc.

(T.A.) – alº The state

1-

<s.

aor. : , (inf. n.

*.

-

-º-, *, sº, i.e. A thing that

stupefies, or renders foolish, and confounds, per
pleares, or amazes, and thus stills, or quiets and
The poet says,

f A he-goat

much, and is much earcited by desire of the
female: or that rattles much when so eaccited :
see 1.
(S, K.)
~~~~ and ~~~~ : see -\ºve.

O

o .

causes to sleep.

.*.*, (L,)

once. Occurring in a trad. ; said by a woman in
her: (TA:) i. 4.
the Mgh.

-

-

-

-

-

e

-

*...

-

2.

#

tº cle c \e escº º

#:

*

<--s (3,-3 2-1 …

"

[he is app. describing clear and strong wine, and
says, It will shon, thee a mote in it, if it be
therein: a little after sleep, (even,) the intorica
tion (which is the result) thereof is a thing that
TA,) He beat, stupefies, &c.]. (TA.)

5

- d-

<-2. Confounded; perple-ced; amazed; i. 7.

**i.
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sº ** A man

(TA, art. J.A.A.)

º

also '*, (L,) and 'º.

(A) — A man
heary, or dull, in spirit; syn. J tº J.i.
as

of a conardly heart, without intellect. (S.) See ($, K.)
º

9

-

-

3

a .

* Jº 4 man who gathers colocynths:
(TA:) and 42'ss [pl. of $3,3] women nºko gather
colocynths.

(K.)

Jo .

<--> — exc, Lonered with respect to

rank,

[Jºe: see -3A..]

Jºãº

station, or dignity. (Fr.) —
*::..
Having depressed, deficient, collar-bones, or cla
vicles. (Fr.) = *:::: A bird that is sent forth

jºb
1.

<2. <s, aor. : , (L, K,) inf.

n. **, (L,)

at random; without being rightly directed; [nith He broke **, (Lth, L, K,) i.e. colocynths :
out being let fly at some other particular bird].
(Lth, L.) or (in the K, and) he cooked 2× [i.e.,
Thought by IDrd to be a post-classical word in colocynths or their seeds]: (L, K :) or (in the
this sense.

(TA.)
K, and) he gathered
st-A

,

&.

1. ºu. c-A, aor. 2, inf. n. *~A, He scattered,

Q. Q. 1. &

iºs ($, K) and "ijº (TA) [Scurf on the

* … and " …al; (K;) or head;] what is in the hair of the head, resembling
bran; ($;) the dirt of the head, that clings to
" … and "…al; which are said of an ostrich

and of a man; and these two verbs signify he
(an ostrich or a man) extracted *** [or colo

or squandered, his property. (L.)
• **

colocynths] ; (L,

}:s *: see;...

K;) as also
9

*

...

** [i.e.

[1. Jºs, &c.; see Supplement.]

* ..., 0.

the loneer part of the hair, resembling bran; (K;)
ãº (TA) and
(AO, S, K, in art.

*:::

as also

3-5.) — Also, [both "words,) What flies about, of

A : see al-A.

cynth-seeds] to eat: (L:) you say of an ostrich or from, feathers, (K, TA,) and the like : (TA:)
W *::: sº he eactracts the seeds of the colocynth

i:s A severe, difficult, or afflictive, affair :
and the former, nihat flies about, of, or from, the
(S, K:) pl. & Gº: the J is an augmentative to eat them : and " …; signifies he took a donºn of cotton : (K:) or the fine down that flies
letter. (TA.) The pl. also signifies calamities : colocynth, or colocynths, and broke it, or them : about from cotton : (L:) and nºhat becomes scat
and confused affairs and news. (TA.) — Also, ($, L ) or he (an ostrich) broke a colocynth, or tered about, and compacted, of, or from, canes,
Confusion in speech, or, in what is said: (S, colocynths, and ate its, or their seeds: (A:) or reeds, and the &sº [or papyrus] : (Yaakoob :)
K:) [probably an inf n, of which the verb is and he gathered colocynths and macerated them pl. of the former,
in water: (L:) and Y Jºs! he [an ostrich)
<-ºl.

sºs.

(TA.)

• , 9

* ,

pierced colocynths with his beak, and ate their

**

, a

ãºjº: see above, in two places.

seeds: (T, L:) and he took the seeds of dry colo
cynths, and put them in a place, and poured

jºs Barley growing, or growing forth; in the
Nabathaean
language. (Sa’eed ibn Jubeyr, TA,
He, or it [a camel's udder], became swollen ; or upon them water, and rubbed and pressed them
with the hand, then poured off from them the art. -ā-ae.)
had a tumour [or
(S, L, K.) —
water, and did this for some days, until their
1.

**. aor. 2, inf. n. **: (L;)

and Y

**].

&

**

It (a man's face) became swollen, and con bitterness was gone; after which they are bruised,
tracted: (L:) [and so "
in the K, art. or brayed, and cooked: ($, L:) or he prepared
Jay : see its part. n.] — **, (S, K,) aor. 2, for food ( ãº) the pulp of colocynths. (A Heyth,

Jºe

ex,

1. Jºs, aor. -, (S, TA) inf n. Jºs, (S, A,
IX,) He collected a thing; (TA;) as also

Jº,

(K,) or -, [which is more probably right,) (L.) L. [See an ex. in a verse cited voce als-U.])
aor. 2: (ISk, ISd:) he collected; and gained or
inf. n.
(S, L,) He beat him, or * — Also & (aor, as above, L,) He fed him

**,

earned, or sought sustenance; (S, A, K,) as also

(namely a man, K) with Jºs. (L, K.)
him, (S, K,) with a staff, or stick: like as-(S) [and **]: or, with uninterrupted blons,
but not violently: or, with a piece of wood,

"Jºjº (S, A ) or he practised some art or
5 and 8: see 1.

3.

:

See

trade, to procure sustenance; and he eacercised
art, craft, cunning, or skill, in the management

*.

like as one beats a dog in killing him ; or

he beat him in any part of him that he
san.

(TA.)
g

2. As s, inf. h.

o “

-

-

rºº, It caused him, or it,
-

[a camel's udder], to become sncollen ; or to

K)— &#3 ** [It
rendered his face snollen : see * :] said of much
a tumour [or

**].

have

(S,

sleep. (TA, in art. Jºy.) — &"

JHe killed a

dog, [app. by beating]. (L.)
5: see 1.

+. A thing like a tumour, in a she-camel's

of his affairs: (TA:) and "Jºel and "Jºi
* The colocynth; as also W º:

(L, K:) he gained or earned, or sought sustenance; and
or the seeds of the colocynth; (S, A, L, K;) as
collected; and exercised art, craft, cunning, or
also 3. : (L, K:) n. un, of the former, [which shill, in the management of his affairs ; (ISd,
is a coll. gen, n.,.] with 3 : (L:) or the pulp of TA:) and "Jºe, inf n.
he collected
the colocynth. (A Heyth, L.) – [See &l
much; syn.
(K.) You say, º sº
Also, A certain food, which is eaten in cases of
He collects; and gains or earns, or seeks suste
necessity, made by breaking colocynths, and taking
nance;
for his family, or household; (S;) as also
forth their seeds, and macerating these in nater,
that their bitterness may go, and then cooking "Jº : (S, A:) or practises some art or trade,
them: (Nh, L. :) or colocynths macerated for to procure sustenance for them ; exercises art,
some days in water, then nashed, and, after their craft, cunning, or skill, in the management of his
upper rind has been thrown anay, cooked; to affairs, for them. (TA.) [See also Jº-]

Jºã,

-

&-

-

which is added some flour; and sometimes 33-ae 4:..., (K) inf n, as above, (TA,) I obtained it,
udder: (S, K:) it is a tumour, or swelling, of
the slightest kind. (T.A.)

** see what follows.
6

:

mºr.

is made of it: (AA, L:) or a food made iy
(K, TA,) by collecting and gaining or earning.
macerating in water the seeds of dried colocynths,
(TA.) And ãº
"Jºel He obtained from
and heating this water until its bitterness has
gone, then pouring upon it some grease, and Jim a gift. (K.) —23. Jºs, inf. h. as above,

*

A man snºollen ; or affected with a tu sprinkling upon it a little flour, after rehich it is [app. meaning He roused and scared the sheep or
goats, and drove and collected them to some
(TA.) A snollen face of a man; (A;) supped. (L.)
263"

person or place,) is like
‘Abbād.)

(Ibn You say,

& Jºs-i:

5. Jº: see 1, in three places. = Also, and
* Jºel, It became collected; or it collected itself:
or the former, it became collected, or it collected
2 *~

itself, from several places: syns.
- d -

- --

*

&-

and

-

(K.) And A351 Jºy; The company of

He fell from his

poising portion of the load upon the camel.
[See also 7, men (TA.) — ūš ſa's He beat, or struck, such a
A. : Such a one O726. (K.)

a jº. & Lºs

honourable station.

2 : see 1.
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(TA)

tioned above..] And &
became lon, abject, mean, or vile. (TA.) And
*:- &- As f He became mean, or abject,
and lory, or submissive, from fear. (TA.)
[See Kur, ii. 69.] And Jºãº A.s, aor. 2, 1 The
people, or company of men, became in a state of
abasement and diminution.
(TA.) Whence the

- --

-

4: see alaº, in five places.
5:

see A.s, first sentence.
7:

alºs

A lon, or depressed, piece of land or

i

men became collected as an army, or a military
force; or collected itself into an army, or a mili
tary force. (T.A.)

tº-& kº Čiče º iſºl (10 God.
we

8: see 1, in two places: = and see 5.

of $333.

ground; (Mgh, K;) contr.

(Mgh.)

trad, (TA) tº Suºi (STA) i.e. it's
ask of

Thee a good state, or condition, and

bºs

A declivity, or declinal place: a place
of descent, or by nihich one descends; (S, Msb,

we

K;) a place which brings one donºn from a higher

put our trust in Thee for preservation that me
ãº, i.a. iść-5 (S. K.) i.e., What is col may not become brought donºn from our state]: to a loneer place. (Az, T.A.)
lected, of men, and of property: ($, TA:) a (S:) mentioned [and explained] before, in art.
les f Lean, or emaciated, by reason of disease;

company, or body, of men, not of one tribe : (TA,
**, q.v. (TA) [But in this instance, thºs
in art. U-- :) and what one gains or earns, and
may be regarded as the inf. n. of the trans. v. to
collects, of property: pl. < *. (TA.)
be mentioned below.] You say also, Jºel -la-A
gains,
or
who
and
collects;
who
One
Jººs
Jººs, aor. 2, inf. n. bºs, + My camels, and
earns, or seeks sustenance : (S:) or who does so my sheep, or goats, suffered loss, or diminution :
much ; (Lth, K, TA;) and n:ho eacercises art, and in the same sense A.A is said of flesh, and of
craft, cunning, or skill, in the management of
his affairs, for his family, or household. (Lth, fat, and of fatness. (TA.) And ãº, & As
o

• - -

-->

6

! The price of the commodity, or article of mer
chandise, became diminished, or lessened, (S, Msb,
Jºº. Collected; and gained or earned. ($," K, TA,) belon, its former full rate; (Msb;) be
TA.)
came lonyered, or abated. (T.A.) And Jºzº As
+ The counterpoising portion of the load iecame
laº
adjusted or arranged, made even, or made easy,
1. a.s. (S, Msb, K,) aor. : and 2, (Mºb, K.) upon the camel. (TA.) = **, (S, Msb, K,)
but the latter is of rare occurrence, (MSb,) inf. n.
aor. 2, (K,) inf. n. *s, (S,) He made him, or it,
lºs, (S, K,) of that whereof the aor. is z, and (namely water, &c., Msb,) to descend; (S, Msb,
of that whereof the aor. is 2; (TA ;) or of the K;) [he sent, or cast, him, or it, down; ] as also
latter only, that of the former being lºs; (Msb;) W
(IS.) You say, J. ãº "..…

TA.)

**'.

He, or it, (said of water &c., Msh,) descended :
2\ale') [The year of dearth, or drought, caused
(S, Msb, K.) and * ...; he descended, or ment
them to go down to the cities, or great towns].
donen, or ment down a declivity; and it sloped
(A, in art. J-e-.) And 13é- & *** He, or it,
donºn ; syn. 33-#3 (TA; ) and Y lazy?! signifies

"bs. (K:) both are applied to a

as also

camel, signifying whose fatness has become di
minished; as also Y is: (TA:) and the first,
to a she-camel, signifying lean, and lank in the

belly; (AO, S.;) or to a wild bull, to which a
she-camel is likened in respect of her swiftness,
and her briskness, liveliness, or sprightliness:

(IB:) and " the second signifies rendered lean,
or emaciated, by disease, so that his flesh quirers.
(TA.)

k's [act, part. n. of 1, both intrans, and trans.]
The rájiz says,

uºs tº Suº t.
U.Sºl 41.3% -:42 Jº

#

*

[Nothing surprised me but the n'olf sending domen
upon the tents his flock of sheep, or goats, fifty or

alsº tº. :

more in number]: he means
ISd: or he may mean

so says

*; Jº us.'s [descend

ing upon his flock, &c..]; making Ula, US trans. by
ellipsis: (TA:) tº- in this verse, is the name
caused him to enter such a tonen or country. (K.)
the same as this last; or the became lowered, or
him to of a wolf. (TA, in art. ti-) – See also i-s.
[And º Jº * kºs He, or it,
degraded; syn. hº (K;) being quasi-pass.
J-9 ** [The place of descent of rerelation;)
of W &i, (S, TA,) and it may be also of *ks, alight upon a place: see an ex. voce 3.]
his
from
!
degraded
He
lonered
or
him,
him,
a name of Mekkah. (Msb, T.A.)
as is said in the M. (TA.) You say, Jº ulºs

ma.

-

state, or condition; (Fr;) as also " **: (Fr.
àº.2 25-a- [We descended a difficult declicity].
lºve I A man whose state, or condition has
S;) i.e., God did so; (Fr;) or a man: (S:) it
(A, in art. 3.x-.) And (s.29. *.*, (Bd, ii. 58, (time, or fortune,) caused his wealth, and his become unsound. (TA.) – See also Jae:A, in two
• 2 -

->

*

-d .

5

-

6

and Msh,) [as though it were trans., for Us goodness or beneficence, to go anay, after he had places.
ess'91.) inf. n. bººk, (Msb,) We descended into abounded therein. (T.A.) — <- -º-, As
the calley. (Bd, Msb.) And 4. ** He came ! The disease rendered him lean ; emaciated him :
($, K.) or diminished his flesh. (TA.) — as

-

[&s, &c.
See Supplement.]

forth from it. (Bd, ubi supra.) It is said in
the Kur, ii. 58,

* lsº

Descend ye

* iº, & 3, (S. K.) infº.º. (K) He (God,

wº

§, or a man, S) diminished, or lessened, the price
Misr : (Bl:) accord. to one reading,

5

… •

biºsi.

o -

-

1. --A, aor. : , inf. n. *-**, He (a jº, or

of the commodity, or article of merchandise; (S,

You say also 3= 3% As He K;) he lonered, or abated, it; (TA;) as also young camel,) uttered a sound resembling a squeer
entered such a town or country. (K.) And
* ALA, said of a man: (AObeyd, S, M.) or ing ºf the voice (~5-a!) 2-axll acº): you say,
(BJ, T.A.)

cº- J. cº- &- <-lºs I removed him from cº &: As the diminished somewhat from the

-

-

of a 3&, observes Az, ºvº, inf. n. as above.
3.

2

-

-

-

º

-

…

• *

a place to a place. (Msb.) – As also signifies
then jºrº, inf. n.
price; and sometimes * ala-Al is used in this then, Jºse, inf.. .n.. . Jºe
3 .
. .
: The falling into eril: (K, TA:) and 1 the being,
sense. (Msb.) – Jº- Lºs He adjusted or 22-AA. (L.) – 33 owl) -º, aor. *, inf. n. *-*, He
-

-

-

-

9

or becoming, lon, abject, mean, or vile: (TA:)

and ; the suffering loss, or diminution.

-

-

º

2 o' -

(K, T.A.) arranged, made even, or made easy, the counter uttered the letter hemseh. (L.) [See -3-3.] –
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c-A – Jºe
!

-

uttered, recited, or ments, or particles: stamped upon vehemently, so made him to be such as is called J. : [i.e.,
made him to lose his reason, or intellect ; or to be
repeated, a speech or the like, with uninterrupted as to be broken. (TA.)
3 .
addicted to, or fond of, speaking of a thing :
jluency; º 33- (S, L, IK) and &é. (L.) —
~s, aor. , inf. n.

š. He

4

& 2.

~\º ; see strº-o.

[Hence] Újé <s, aor. , inf. n. es. She spun
her thread one part immediately after another :

3 .

which latter signification seems to be particu
6

* , ,-

&.

-

larly indicated in the lexicon from which this

cº-e J-3, and " -tº, A man quick and
is taken ;but the former seems the more appro
(TA:) she spun her thread continuously : (Az :) coluble in speech; ($, K;) incorrectly, and priate.]
(K.)
* signifies a woman's spinning thread con vainly, or frivolously, loquacious; a great babbler.
3. 3,5LA, [inf. n. 3.3% andjº, He encoun
tinously. (K.) = <s, aor. 2, inf. n. ës. and (TA.)
tered
him with mutual reviling, saying n:hat n'as
W <s, inf. n. i:s; He broke a thing, (K,)
~5-e see stºº. – US$ exº~ *** 33 ow!' .ſalse : (K,” TA:) so says I Amb, on the
3

so that it became reduced to small fragments, or

in o.

6

-

-

&- Jº [Hemzeh

5

*> .

3

o ,

,, o .

is a sound uttered (after

particles: (TA :) he stamped upon a thing re

authority of AZ; but, says Th, accord. to others,
* ~ *

~ *

a suppression of the breath) in the most remote 3,3'-cyl signifies the saying [that] whereof one
hemently, so that he broke it. (TA.) — st-A,
part of the throat]. (Kh, L.) Sb applied the part contradicts, or annuls, another: and hence
aor. 2, inf. n. & A, He rent clothes. (IAar, K.) tel'In *::…" to the letter o, because of its weak One says, jºgi &” [leave the saying that whereof
* ~ 3&

— Also, + He rent the reputation of another.
ness and lowness.

(L.) —

ãº &- 8

one part contradicts another].

(T.A.)

(IAar, K.) = < *, aor. , inf n. **, II,
2 of

Quicker than the quick-speaking woman. (IAar.)
removed the leaves of a tree [by rubbing or scrap
ing the branches]; syn. <-- (K [in the CK,
3-s, is put for G- ;]) i.e. he took them. (T.A.)
E

**, aor. : , inf. n. <s, He poured out, or

forth, [water, &c. (K) – º – 11.
part or portion of a thing, immediately after
another. (T.A.) — A.J. <-- à- The

He became disordered in his intellect :

(A, TA:) or he became so by reason of old age :
($:) or he lost his reason from old age, (AZ,

us

1. ts, aor. , (K) inf n. 13.3, (TA) He A’obeyd, K.) as also "...], (AZ, TA) or
beat a person (K) with a staff or stick. (T.A.) from disease, or grief; as also
-

poured out, or forth, [the contents of] the 339-c.
(TA.) — tº: * He poured out, or forth, one

>

4.

&s, aor. 2,

He was bent, or crooked.

(K.)

t; It (a garment) became ragged, and

5.
w’orn

out.

(S, K.)

tº Jº &. J.A., and " …,

jºi.

(K.)

See

also 10, in two places.

5. 2.5 He was, or became, stupid, and
ignorant. (K: but only the inf. m. is there
mentioned.)

(ISk,

cloud pours forth the rain continuously. (T.A.)
:-

<s.

ës,

aor. :, inf. n.

(k~)

he longered

tl

person with respect to rank, or dignity, in [the
manner of] paying honour [to him]. (IAqr, K.)
[Comp. <-º.]
R. Q. 1.

<< He urged a camel (3-3)

tº jº

the occasion of drinking, by the cry << *.

(AHeyth, K) see -s, below.— …, intº

6. Vºl. They accused each other falsely. (S,
(same measure as A, Mgh, Msb, K.) – And hence, ºu 3

K) and ' '..s, (Lh, K.) and "Jºs, (Lh,)
**u-s, and "&e

and

<&l, (Mº) and <sºil, (A, Mgh) The

&º

as in the TA), or " tº, (as in the CK testimonies, or evidences, became null: (Mgh,
and a MS. copy) and Y fés, (K,) and Y its, Msb:) or belied one another. (A.)
(A Heyth, K,) A portion ºf the night elapsed

10. *:::: see 4. — He was, or became,
much given to false, or vain, sayings, or actions.
remained not, of their sheep, or goats, save (TA [but this seems rather to be *i; see its

(K, &c.)— — 5: … & Já tº There

He twisted, or distorted, his a part, less than the part that had gone part. n., below.]) – t He followed his on:n
natural desire, not caring what he did. (Msb
tongue in speaking. (Az.) — Also ºve; (and anay. (TA.)
[but this also seems to be in the pass. form.]) —
W <s, TA, [aor. - ?];) He nas quick, or rapid,
*J.A : see #~A.
&
f He became addicted to, or fond of,
in his speech. (K.) — See <s.
tº and Y #2-s A rent. (K.) – A smelling : such a thing, (K, TA,) not talking of any other
& A, (TA) or < * < *, (K,) 4 cry by which syn. 3% (TA.)
thing, (TA,) nor caring what n'as done to him,
a camel is urged (3-3) on the occasion of drink
(K, TA,) nor hon, he reas reciled: (K:) he

&s;

as also

<: ;

©

o

.

2:

g

-

©

,”

o

...

o.o.

-

>

-

->

*

ing.
-

(K.) —
-

-

Sºś

... • w

•

*

*

2 o a-

*

-

became addicted to, or fond of, such a thing, not

**3, Jº jº -ā35 3.

-> *

2-2

o

talking of nor doing, any other thing : and he
became fascinated by such a thing, and lost his
reason on account of it, and his strong deter
mination became turned towards it, so that he
talked much and vainly respecting it. (TA.) —

". .

< * 4. Jā; or, as some say, aº ºvºvº X3;
[When thou hast made the camel to stand over
the hollon, in the rock in n-hich the rain-mater
© -

has collected, say not to him cº-º].

A proverb :

. . . .”

meaning, accord. to AHeyth, when thou hast

-- d ... O

- *** *

•

... •29 &

• **

àº'à, 3-, [or 2:…', and ºve Wººl, [or ºl,

shewn a man his right course of conduct, do not

: He

urge him. (T.A.) —º 3 * The sound

[became attached, or devoted, to such a
woman so that he] cared not n-hat n'as said of

of the falling of the camel's feet [upon the
ground]. (L.) = ū. ūs 2.4% [He left

him on her account, nor hon, he was reviled :
-

them routed, or broken asunder, and cut off; |
he broke them asunder ;
pieces.

addicted or given to, or fond of, speaking of a

or he cut them in
3. * :
|

tºsſ Humpbacked.

(L.)

thing.

(K.)

(K.)
as o.º.

Jºe:A A sound. Occurring in a trad. as sig
nifying a sound made by wine poured out upon
s

the ground.

**

(A, TA:) and *,xi also signifies the became

(L.) =

<s

J:s The loss of reason from old age or disease
or grief. (K.)

jº

1. §s, aor. , (K, TA) like ºa, (TA (in

…b >

and W ~5-6

the CK, -, but this is evidently a mistake,

It

thing broken so as to be reduced to small frag (old age, K, TA, and disease and grief, TA),

> An error in speech. (S, A, Mgh, Msb,
K.) You say, Jºãº) Jº Jº alº- He uttered
-

&.

-

o

-

- -
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* - tº

an error of speech. (A.)

And

º }:s

A.

as-is.

fresh green pasture until it n'as destroyed, Us:

great error of speech. (S, K.”) — A falsehood; Usºs... [So in the L: app. G#.
3 .
a lie. (K.) You say, > J; A false saying.
*-*
and "āśs and * ºlds. A
(TA.)

**

Or

is used [instead of

imitation of &b [and <wl.

i-])

<s

in

(L.)

5 ... o.
*: &

º;

...

A.

confusion of

º; a

25ue: see jº.

a loud cry, or clamour, or confused noise. (M.)
[App. inf n., of which the verbs are

jº

3 yes J. & He (a came) made his

sounds, noises, or voices, in war: or a raising of braying to reciprocate. (L.)

Testimonies, or ecidences, that belie one

...

• c.

*

*

atº, last paragraph.

See

<s and | 4:

**

****.]

8. 43
He persevered (essº) in it, (K,)
w
3,13.
ãº and Wºolrºa A word imitative of some i.e., in his judgment, not listening to the counsel
(Mgh [but in my copy of that work written what of the speech of him who has the citious of any one. (TA.)
ind of pronunciation termed as 3. (TA.) See 10.
jū.])
He followed his onen judgment,
st-A.
(K,) whether erring or taking a right course,
}: Disordered in his intellect, (S,) or having
lost his reason, (AZ, A’Obeyd, K,) from old age,
* Quick (K) rain. (TA) — 5:s neithout consulting any one. (TA.)

another: as though pl. of 3:3: (Ki) or any
evidences, or testimonies, that are not legal proofs.

22° 22

-

- -

- -

&-

(AZ, A’Obeyd, S, K,) or from disease, or Confused; confounded: (K:) an epithet applied
grief: (K:) if from 33, it is anomalous, (K, to a man. (T.A.) – See * – And See

TA) like 3-2-4, &c. (TA) – t Addicted or &és and ***.
is: — &
z -E -

5

-6-

-

-

R. Q. 1 & 32-, (S. K.) and &,
(L,) He cried out to the lion or other beast of

-

A town, or district, prey, (S, K,) and chid him, in order that he

given to, or fond of, speaking of a thing. (K.) abounding with dust. (K.)
See also

might refrain, forbear, or abstain.

3:4.
3 tº ?

**] J-º &-

3 .

sºlºs: see º’s.

3-2.

-

Erring in his speech. (TA.)

[See

He chid the camel, saying

&=e; (K; [in the CIX

to him

($.)

*:

See art.

&ö, and " * A liar. (K) — Also, the
4, or o 3

Jº-e Much given to false, or vain, sayings, latter, A man who tells unmixed lies. (TA.)

** :]) or

**:

(accord. to the

|

occurs in a verse written

or actions: (K:) or one who says nilat is false,

**)

[but it

and in like
• * >

[...:*, &c.

or erroneous: or one who cares not mºhat is said

TA;)

manner

*

ašču, the she-camel. (L.) – Us;
&

of him, nor hon, he is reviled: or t attached, or

See Supplement.]

***, said

of a stallion-camel, (S,) He made a

decoted, (5:..) to the world. (IAth, TA)
vehement noise in his braying.

(L.)

—:... º. 1 Addicted to, or fond of a
thing, (K, TA,) or fascinated by it, (A,) not

2 º'

a .

talking of any other thing, (TA) nor caring

3 .

-

1. 39) -> *, aor. - , inf. n.

***

and

o

gº

and

**. ($, K,) like as one says &

and

**

º y

(b) º

tº (S,) or Je. *
Lh,
n:hat is done to him, (A, K, TA,) nor hon, he is (L;) The fire burned fiercely, or intensely; or
(**, (K,) or &” ** and ** ** and sº les,
reciled, (K,) having lost his reason; (A3) as flamed, or blazed, or burned without smoke,
also *}. (A.) You say, wº }: &% fiercely, or intensely: or, made a noise, or sound: (Az) Cries by nihich one chides a dog, (S, K,)
! Such a one is addicted to, or fond of, drink, not

caring what is said of him. (S.)

ū -- being the same as “-- (S. L. K

and a lion, and a wolf, &c., to quiet him : (Az:)
like as JJA is the same as Jºy! : (S, L:) or, and sometimes one says tº a “s, (ISd,) and, if
burned, and caused a sound, or noise, to be heard he please, les, once, (Az) to chide camels: (ISd,
by its burning. (L.) = See art. **, last para. Az:) and 2-A, or -a at the end of a verse, is a

* ****ing

º-ſ, ş, K)
3 -

[Jºe, &c.
See Supplement.]

©

.

•

cry by which a she-camel is chidden. (L.) For
or intensely; or to flame, or blaze, or burn &” **. one also says as-a-, by transposition.
2.

jū.

*** He made the fire to burn fiercely,

© .

©

6 *

e.

> *

*…*

without smoke, fiercely, or intensely : or, to make (L.)
1. 3 s, aor. , inf n. 34, He mired a thing, a noise, or sound, or to burn so as to cause a sound,
(K,) and
(S,) but the latter is
one part with another. (M.) — st-e, [aor. : ,] or noise, to be heard by its burning. (L.) – only used by poetic licence, (K,) A cry by rhich
: He (a camel) had his eyes sunk in his
inf n, 3 s, He lied. (IAar, K.)
sheep or goats (and a dog, Az,) are chidden, or
head by reason of hunger or thirst or fatigue;
checked, or urged, (S, K.)
natural formation. (Lth, Aş.) —
R. Q. 1. <s, inf n.
, He mia!ed, or not byo their
. ~~
s

-

-

-

***,

***,

5

-

3, ... o.
**

*

5 *

..º no.

confounded, like ..... (TA) ºf “ He

4.- : *** [so in three copies of the S, and

confounded his affair. (TA.) — <s,

in the L; not

**.

as Golius seems to have

inf n.

found it written in a copy of the S;] His eye
*:::s, It was mired, or confounded. (S, K.) — became sunk in its socket. (As, S.) In the
&:s, (inf n. ičs, K,) He (a magistrate, S) saying of the daughter of El-Khuss, when she
acted unjustly, injuriously, or tyrannically. (S, Was asked, how she knew a. she camel to be
K)—Jº J. A. He (a magistrate) acted pregnant,
sºº
& lsº

ště

£5.2% &tº

> 0

.

à-vs-A A word imitative of the cry of a man
when he cries out to a lion. (Lth.) [See **.]

***

One in whom is no good.

&\s--)
4.--s, (A$, S, K,) as also 4.333,

unjustly, injuriously, or tyrannically, tonards the |[I see the eye to have become sunk, and the hump S,) in the dual number, like Jús

people. (TA) = <-ºs, inf n. *::s. It sent
forth quickly: (K:) [ex.]

tºki, ãº <s

to have shaken, or moved to and fro, and she
malks, and straddles in doing so],

*

c 2 S

may be

(L, art.

(TA)

and

(As,

*º-,

supposing [it to be addressed to] two

[persons, (A, S. K.) or tº & J.--,

i.e., Refrain thou ! or forbear thou ! or abstain
[an act, part. n.] formed from cº-a-A, although
thou! (TA;) said to people when one desires
its snom'.
($) = <-3s, inf n, iºs (and this form of the verb be not used ; and their refraining, or forbearing, or abstaining,
Ju:A, TA) He trod, or trampled, vehemently. she makes Jewſ masc., meaning thereby , a. from a thing: (A5, S, K:) and to a lion, and a
(K.) — It (a pasturing herd or flock) trod the or -ji, ; for properly she should have said wolf, &c., to quiet him. (Lh.)

tº-3,

The cloud sent forth quickly

its rain and
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** -->

*

~

*

8-|-> ~£2), (indecl., S,) and ***

[in form],

like Zuº, (S. K.) or el- ºf Če -e, and

and which has ceased. (K.) It also occurs K) and Y 3:… (T, L) Praying in the night:
without , lºs. (TA.)
(T, L, K:) pl. of the first, (L,) or second, (L,
43 -

K) 3,44 and 3-3. (L. K.) 4-8 and 3-4

2

3Us A Foolish ; stupid.

<--> Jay, in the dual. form, (TA,) He rent
at random, or heedlessly, without any certain aim,

(K.)
are also fem. pls, [app. in both of the above
senses]. (A.)

or object; or ment his omn tray, without considera

***
9 * > *>

tion, not obeying a guide to the right course; or
pursued a headlong, or rash, course. (S, K.)

g

--

-º-º-o: see A-LA.

1. –-s, aor. 2, inf n. •+º,

He drove, or

urged along. (K.) — Also, He beat with a

*** (S, K) and Y *** (K) A deep valley:

stick, or staff.

(K.) — Also,

“, inf

n. as

Jº-A

(S, K:) or deep, as an epithet, applied to a above, He was quick, or snift, (K,) in his pace

1. *, *, (S, A, &c.) aor. 2, (Mºb) inf. n.

valley: of the dial. of El-Yemen; pl. [of the &c. (TA.) – This art. is omitted by most of
former]

&

the lexicographers, because not regarded by them J-s (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and Öysis, (S, A,
Mgh, K,) or the latter is a simple subst, (Msb,)
as of established authority. (TA.)

(TA.)

is-ºs, (K,) without the art. Jº, (TA,) or

He cut him off from friendly or loving, com

... Jº, (S) and '84-' and 'º.

munion or intercourse; contr. of

423:

(S,

**-*

(K,) A stupid, or foolish, man; one of little sense:

Mgh :) he forsook, or abandoned, him; syn.
axia;
; (Msb, TA:) he cut him ; meaning, he
1. 3 s, (S, A, L, MSb) aor. -, (L, Mºb,)

(S, K :) and the first, one who consults not any
one, but follows his onen judgment whether he err inf n. 3,-83 (L, Mºb, K.) and "2+2, (S, ceased to speak to him, or to associate with him ;
or take a right course : (Sh:) or without heart A, L, MSb, K.) and "as-el, (L. K.) and "as a syn. <!--, (A, Mgh, K,) and &= &laš.
and without intellect or intelligence : (AA in TA,

(IAar, L;) He (a man, L) slept ; (L, MSb, K:) (Mgh.) It is said in the Kur, (iv. 38,)
art. 2) :) and the second, a rude, coarse, or
or slept in the night: (IAar, S, A, L:) or, in the gela.” Jº &º, i.e., [And cut ye them
churlish, and stupid, or foolish, man: (K:) and
the third, a man of much evil, or mischief, and of latter part of the night. (L.) — Also 3-8 and off from loving intercourse] in the sleeping-places,
W

little understanding : or, accord. to AZ, of no

understanding, and of no judgment. (TA)

2-3 (S, A,

L., Msb, K [in some copies, of the in order to obtain their obedience.

(Msb.) See
also
3.
—
He
left
it
;
forsook
it;
relinquished
last of which the former verb is written W 2

and so in the TA). He remained anake, or neas
brays vehemently. (K.) sleepless or nakeful in the night : (S, A, L:) and
A Word imitative of the sound which a stallion
hence the praying in the night is called 3-3,
camel makes in his braying. (TA.) —
(S, L:) or he anoke from sleep (K) to pray, or
Wont to take fright, and to run away. ($, K.) for some other purpose : (TA:) or he prayed in
– See ae-le-A.
the night; (Msb;) as also **** (IAar, L:)
thus these verbs bear two contr. significations:
i-º-º: see is lºs.
(S, A, L., Msb, Ki:) and Y 2-d he relinquished

** A camel that

it; abandoned it; deserted it; quitted it ab
stained from it : neglected it : shunned or avoided
it; was averse from it: syn.

**,5;

(A, Msb,

***

K, TA;) and 43%; (Msh;) and 3,6; (B :)

#2 & 2, (S. L.) and '4-2, (L.) An ºr

and ºf: and 4. Jº (TA:) namely, a
thing to which it was necessary for him to pay
frequent attention: (Lth, TA:) as also W º ;
(K;) which latter is of the dial. of Hudheyl :
sleep for prayer : (A:) so in the Kur, xvii., 81. (TA:) and -º he, or it, was left; &c. (IKft.)

*

.

.

.

6

sunk in its socket.
º

o

cº-e may be with the body and with the
2: see 1, in three places. – Also ****

, a

---, and

is….

A person chiding a lion
9

by a cry. (L.) [See
3 - - --

inf. n.

&.

tongue and with the heart or mind: it is with
the first in the passage of the Kur cited above:

Jºs-rj, He made him, or caused him, to sleep;

**]

it may be with any of the three in the Kur,

(S, L. K.) as also '32-al. (Ibn-Buzuri, L,

2* , ,

...

O J o a

cacy.

ſixxiii. 10) where it is said, Sº-5-ºxi,

as-a-vºo: see ae-\A.

K.) — Also, He anoke him from sleep. (Ibn
Buzurj, L, K.) Thus it bears two contr. signifi [And avoid thou them, i.e., avoid the associating

•

cations.

-->
1.

- e.

(Beyd.)

(S, L.) [See 2.]

t-s, (S, K,) aor. 2, inf. n. t; *

and

(K.) – See also 4.

4: see 1: and 2. — Also

***,

****

with them in person, or speaking to them, or
entertaining friendship for them in thy heart,
He found neith an avoiding of a becoming kind]; and it is

him (namely a man, K) sleeping. (L, K.) — with all the three in the following ex. in the
(K.) It (his hunger) became appeased,
($, K,)
# , ,

and departed, or ceased. (K.) — U-A He ate

6 º'

food (K)—t-s, (K) iſ a #4 (TA) (ISk, S, L, K5) as also '.a.s. (IKtt, El-Basār,
He filled his belly. (K)—is sani'l-si He K, TA, [in the CK 3-8) in n. *-ā (IKI,
stayed, or restrained, camels (K) or sheep or

goats, (TA,) that they might pasture. (K, TA.)

G-4 aor. 2,

He had raging hunger.

cacº.

-

w ad.”

And Jºs-Al He (a camel) laid the fore-part of his Kur, ſixxiv. 5, sº jºiº (And idolatry
neck (the part called cº-) upon the ground; avoid thou]. (B.) You say also, 9,3, **,

El-Basáir, T.A.)

-

3

... o.

-

avoided, polytheism, or the associating of others
nºith God,) à-- 5-> [n'ith a good manner of

abstaining, or avoiding]. (Lh, K.) And it is

5: see 1, in three places.

(K.)

5 e .

inf n. *-* and cº-e, [He abstained from, or

said in a trad., 9-8 Š &#. & “. $5,
*-*. (as in some copies of the K,) or ***, meaning, [And they hear not the Kur-din savej

4; see 1 – “...t-s, inf n. ***, I (food)

appeased his hunger; or caused it to depart, or (accord. to others and the TA,) A cry by nihich a with neglect of it, and aversion from it: the

cease. (S. K.) — i-tº-el, (K) and e-el,
(TA) He paid him his due (K) – º ºs

horse is chidden. (K.)
6

. .

•

.

5

> 9-8 : See

He gave him a thing to eat. (K.)
:o - .. . .

x

Jes

reading

•e-us.

-

Sleeping : (T, L, Msb:) pl.

3,4-

and

.

5. -5,-1) sº i.a. Jº-º. (K.)
s

tºº Any state, or case, in which one has been,

º §1,

mentioned by IKt, and his

-

explanation of it, save with foul speech, are both
said by El-Khattábee to be erroneous. (TA.) –
3-3, [aor. ...,] inf. n. **, He (a man) went,

3: A. (Msb.) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce removed, retired, or withdrew himself, to a
º

24, in art. 2,1–Also, (L) and "3,4-s (L,

distance, far anay, or far ºff.

(TA) —

2880
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Jº-A

es: J-s, (K,) aor. : , inf n. 39-> to any place of safety or refuge on account of K:) or of foul, or evil, actions. (A, Msb.)
(TA,) He abstained from secual intercourse in religious persecution, &c.] (B.) See an ex. And ">ºt. ..is (in the CK 2-kº) He
spoke foul, or evil, language. (L., K.)
fasting. (K.) = **, (Lth, Fr, S, A, K, voce Jº-Yº ; and see 39-A.

2,3,

• w

&c.,) or

42% Jº sº,

(Msb,) aor. 2, (Lth,

Fr, S, &c.,) inf n. *.*, (Lth, S, A, Mgh, Mºb)

e “

9-el.

4.

º,

o

**.

See

-

*** Jº J-º', (S,"

Mgh, Msb, K,) or simply

,-- (A)

inf. n.

with ſet-h, (Mgh,) or -º, with damm, (K) jº (S, K) and sº, (L), Kr. K.) or the

cº, (A, K,) or this is a simple subst.,
(Lth,) and (sº (K,) [or this and that

and

latter is, correctly speaking, a simple subst.,
5, 2

* ... •

*

(TA,) He spoke, or uttered, foul, evil, bad,
3,-e, a subst. from ox-A, (S, K,) as also
abominable,
or
unseemly,
language
:
(S,
A,
Mgh,
w
,ſ. s , (Msb,) signifying
cº-e
gnifying The cutting
g another 0
which immediately precedes it are intensive inf.
K:) or he did so much ; beyond nºhat he used to
ms, He (a sick man, Lth, S, Msb, K, or one
from friendly or loving communion or intercourse:
having the disease termed 2%, A’Obeyd, A, do before; as also "><s, aor. : , (Msb,) inf. n. (S:) cutting one; or ceasing to speak to him : (K:)
or having a fever, A’Obeyd, and one sleeping, ** (L, TA:) and in like manner, he talked forsaking, abandoning, deserting, or shunning or
Fr, K) talked nonsense; talked irrationally or much of that which was not fit, suitable, meet, or avoiding, one. (Msb.) It is said in a trad.,
foolishly or deliriously, (Lth, Fr, S, A, Mgh, proper. (S.) — a 35-Al He mocked, or scoffed, <ºf & ** ‘9 [There shall be no cutting
Msb, K,) and confusedly: (Msb:) or (sº or laughed at him, derided him, or ridiculed him, aff from friendly communion after three nights
and said respecting him nºkat was foul, evil, bad, with their days,|: the meaning is, Jºs as Contr.
signifies the talking much, and saying what is
abominable, or unseemly. (Msb, K.) = See also of Jº; i.e., such anger as exists between
ecil. (Sb.) In the Kur, [xxiii. 69, instead of
2, in two places.
Muslims, or a failing, or falling short, with
Cº-3, in the phrase &sº º, [Holding
respect
to the duties of society, exclusively of
5. 2. He affected to be like the cº-º: what relates
discourse by night, talking irrationally or fool
to religion: but the ** of those
ishly, I’Ab reads &º-º: from "3-ºl, ſq.v.,] [or emigrants from the territory of the unbelierers who follow their own natural desires [in matters
that of the belierers]. (A’Obeyd, S, A, K.)
of religion}, and of inaovators [in religion],
from J-2). (TA) — see also 4 – ~ *-*. toHence
the trad., º $3 W bjets, (A’Obey'd,
-

•

6 o

-

2.

• 2 of

,

aor. :, inf. n. 9= A, He dreamed of him or it;
or san, him or it in sleep : or he did so and talked S, A,) i.e., Perform ye the * with sincerity
towards God, and affect not to be like those who
foolishly or deliriously. (TA.)
do so without your being really such as do so :

should continue even as long as they do not

repent, and return to the truth. (T.A.) — [Also,

A mode, or manner, of cutting another off from
friendly or loving communion or intercourse :
said by 'Omar. (A’Obeyd, T.A.) = See also 2. &c. See 1, where an ex. occurs..] – Also, A
Msb, K,) He journeyed in the time called the
removal from the desert to the towns or villages:
6. 133-U.3 [They cut one another off from this was its [primary] acceptation with the
5,-us; (Lth, S, A, Mgh, K) as also "A-35 friendly or loving communion or intercourse;
(IAar, S, A, K,) and ",s-Al. (K:) or he went or they cut, or ceased to speak to, one another : Arabs: and the forsaking of his country, or
forth in that time: (Az, TA:) or he was (ju6) they forsook, or abandoned, one another: as also district, or the like, by an inhabitant of the desert,
or by an inhabitant of a town, or village, or
in that time: (Msb: [but in my copy of that
"2,5-zal]. (A.) You say also cº-º: lºs, and cultivated district, and taking up his abode in
work, U-2 is perhaps a mistake for jú ) or
•
2 o’ .
* : , 22
"Ja-Al has this last signification; (Lth, TA ;) or "Jºsiº, i.e., cººleº [They two cut each other another country or district, or the like, an

2. --, (Lth, A, K, &c.) inf n. *-ā, (S,

...

* > 2.

*

-

5

x

~*

signifies he entered upon that time; like xylºl. Off ye.]: (K:) Jelø is syn, with &lº. (S.)
(A.) — It (the day) attained to the time called

emigration; (TA;) the forsaking of one's home
and removing to another place; (Mgh ;) the

see 3 and 6; the latter in two places. – forsaking of a country, or district, or the like,
[He journeyed in the time of the 5-tº-: see 8 and removing to another; (Msb;) the going
8:

he 5-0... ($, TA)

3, 9-u, (A) inf n. *%; (B) and
* ,--al; (A:) He cut him off from friendly,

forth from one land to another; as also Y §4.
(K:) [and an emigration from the territory of

in art. 3-c.]
5

e -

º, o

z

* ,-

-

2-A : see De-A : = and see also 3,4-U".
or loving, communion or intercourse, being so cut
off by him; or he cut him, or ceased to speak to 2-A, a subst. from jº ; (S, Mgh;) or from
him, being in like manner cut by him ; and he
its syn. 3-s: (Msb;) Foul, evil, bad, abomi
forsook, or abandoned, him, being forsaken, or
abandoned, by him : (A," B :) this is the primary nable, or unseemly, language, or talk ; (A5, Ks,
signification of the former. (B.)
jº-UA, (T, T, S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) as also "iſºla; ($gh,
49

o

P

the unbelievers to the territory of the believers, or
to any place of safety or refuge on account of

religious persecution &c. : see 3, last signifi
cation :] a subst. from

3-s. (Msb, T.A.) —

(5-0), peculiarly, The emigration, or flight, (for
it

was really a flight,) of Mohammad, from Mekkeh

-

A, Msh, K) inf. m. ,<!... (T, S, A, Mºb) and K;) and Y Şes ; of which last the pl. is?-,-,
**. (A,) or the latter is a simple subst., incorrectly said by IJ to be an irreg. pl. of 3-4 ;
(Mgh, Msb,) He (an inhabitant of the desert) or W. §es may be an inf. n., like isle &c.
rent forth from his desert to the cities or tonns : (IB.) You say, º 5-4 Jé, and W 5-s
this is the primary acceptation, with the Arabs,
5-3. [He said] a foul [and a wonderful] thing :
of the verb [when intrans.]: also, he (any one)
Reft his place of abode, emigrating to another *** is an inf. n., and ** is a simple subst.
people : (Az:) he departed, or went forth, from (L, TA) And "-j-ſºº & He assailed him
one land to another, ($, K,) or from one country, with foul words: -i-. being a word of the
or district, or tonn, to another : (Msb:) and, as same class as &S and 25. (A, Msb.) And
used in the Kur, ii. 215, [and in many other
and '-º-º: ($, K,)or >9e
instances in the same and other books,) he went
(A, Msb,) He accused him
forth [or emigrated] from the territory of the (A,) and
of
evil
this
that
oposed
him to disgrace : ($,
unbelievers to the territory of the believers [or

'-º'-wºº,
-º-º:

Çſ,

to Yethrib, which latter was afterwards called
El-Medeeneh. Hence,
The era of

5-9,

**

the Hijreh, or Flight. The epoch of this era is
not the date of the Flight itself, as some have
inagined, (for this took place on an uncertain
day, most probably the first or second, of the

third lunar month of the Arabian year,) but is
the first day of the Arabian year in which the
Flight happened : and as I believe that all
European writers who have attempted to fix it,
prior to M. Caussin de Perceval, have erred
respecting it, the true date, as shown by him,
(see his “Essai sur l’Histoire des Arabes,” &c.,
in the places referred to in the index to that

Jº-A - L-º-A

Book I.]
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work,) I think it important here to mention. when the luni-solar reckoning was instituted, see 3,4-ty!!] the period a little after the 5-s:

(Es

The first year of the Flight was the two hundred &)]. cº-d means [The two emigrations, or Sukkaree:) (pl. of the first, >'ss.] You say,
and eleventh year of a period during which the jlights; namely, the ** to Abyssinia and the
3-32 <<!. [The vehement midday heats af.
Arabs made use of a defective luni-solar reckon

ing, making every third year to consist of thir

** to El-Medeemeh. (S. K.) And cººl is
Mohammad

fected him with a hot, or burning, fever]. (A.)

And W2-9) §3. The prayer of noon; as also
teen lunar months; the others consisting of He(of the 33-2 [or Companions of
twelve such months. This mode of reckoning TA) who emigrated, or nºko has emigrated, to 5-9, elliptically. (TA.) See also
was abolished by Mohammad in the twelfth Abyssinia and to El-Medeemeh. (K.)
3. * * *

$2.É.

month of the tenth year of the Flight, at the
time of the pilgrimage; whence it appears that
the first year of the Flight commenced, most
probably, on Monday, the nineteenth of April,
A.D. 622; or perhaps on the eighteenth; for
the actual appearance of the new moon properly

3,5-A" .
** 6 -

6 o' --

iya-A : see j-A.

o

-

6

CŞre-el:
6

... o.

5, o

J9-A : see 30-A.
&

as

See yea-b.

e

5

£es

w

ºs-A : see re-A.

:

o

•

. . a 3

-

-o 25

| L:25. We came to our family in

Jºjº-º-o
-

marked its commencement, and, as the new

moon happened about sunset on the sixteenth, it J.-- Left; forsaken ; relinquished; aban the time of the 5-3. (S.)
may perhaps have been seen on the eve of the doned; deserted; quitted : abstained from : neg 3-2. See Jº-A.
‘. .:
eighteenth. According to M. Caussin de Per lected: shunned or avoided. (TA.) = See also
5 o

9

ceval, the first ten years of the Flight com
menced at the following periods.
1st. [Mon.] Apr. 19, 622

**, in three places.
-

9 *

-

o

wº-º: see

[Th. )
[Mon.]
[Sat. J
[Th. )
[Tu. )
[Mon.]
[ Fri. J
[Tu. )

Apr. 26, 624
Apr. 15, 625
May 3, 626
Apr. 23, 627
Apr. 12,628
May 1, 629
Apr. 20, 630
Apr. 9, 631

& .

Jºe

of mid

day? (TA, from a trad.)

3,-us.

p

6 .

35-e Cut off from friendly or loving com

Custom ; manner; habit ; n'ont : state;

munion or intercourse; forsaken, or abandoned:
(T, S, A, K,) and cut, or not spoken to. (Mgh, Msb.) In like
manner 93--" is used in the Kur, [xxv. 32,]
A, K:) and the speech, or language, of a man; signifying avoided, or forsaken, nith the tongue,
[or mºhat one is accustomed to say;] syn. Jºë or with the heart or mind. (B.) [But see what

condition;

case;

syn.

$.

2.

#4, 5, TA) and 333, (TA) and & (T,

(T, TA:) as also "Jº, (T, S, A, K,)
and
a. * * *

&-º, (S, K,) and 'ºeil,

and W 335-si,

and W

º,

&c., (K,) That ceased not to be his
-

tables which have often been published for find

and

-

5-ts like him who stays during the time

**, (K,) and tºº, and &:4. (S.)
each; and the seventh was the last year that was You say, º 4% J5 tº, (A, K,” TA [in the
thus augmented : therefore, with the eighth CK
year commenced the reckoning by common lunar ||, ..." &: 33) and ſº, (S, A, K.) and
years; and from this point we may use the

, ,

—º-º:

>

5

W

Thus it appears that the first and fourth and
seventh years were of thirteen lunar months

6 w

-

Jº Jºe jº-ve JA Is one who yourneys in the

2nd. [Sat. J May 7, 623
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.
7th.
8th.
9th.
10th.

* *

y

|custon, &c. (S, A, K') And "Jºe tº

2

o .

here follows.] = Talk, or language, uttered ir
rationally or foolishly or deliriously. It is related
by Aboo-'Obeyd, on the authority* ~of*Ibrāheem,
that the words of the Kur, Ijſs tº 3s.5i Jºs” º
95-0 Jºãſ, [xxv. 32,] mean, Verily my people
have made this Kur-din a thing of n!hich they have
said what is not true : because the sick man,
• *

2.

.x

o .

6 -

J

~ *

when he talks irrationally or foolishly or de
liriously, says what is not true: and the like is

• *ě .

ing the periods of commencement of years of the Uº. He has no custom, &c., other than it. (TA, related on the authority of Mujáhid. (S.)
Flight. We must not, however, rely upon the from a trad.)
exact accuracy of these tables: for the com
j-". A place to which one emigrates. (Msb.)
5 *

•

mencement of the month was generally deter
mined by actual observation of the new moon;

*

5

~ *

w

Jºyce-A : see Jºº-ºb.

3-2. Any one, whether

an inhabitant of the

not by calculation; and we often find that a J-s, act. part. n. of 1, q.v. — Talking non desert [as in the primary acceptation of the epi
year was commenced, according as the place sense; talking foolishly or deliriously. (S, T.A.) thet] or an inhabitant of a town or village or
cultivated district, nºbo emigrates; or n:ho forsakes
of observation was low or high, or to the east or
See 1, last signification but one.
his
country or district or the like, and takes up his
west of the place to which the calculation is
abode
in another country or district or the like.
adapted, or according as the sky was obscure or
à-s: See 3-3, in four places. = *@, (S,
Hence
&-49 applied to The emigrants to
clear, a day later or earlier than that which is
indicated in the tables; and in some cases, even

A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "J-s (S, Msh, K) and
**s-s, (A, K,) and "3-4, (S. K.) Midday

El-Medeeneh; because they forsook their places

two days later. The twelfth day of the third
of abode in which they were reared, for the sake
month of the first year of the Flight, the day of nºhen the heat is vehement : (S:) or midday in of God, and attached themselves to an abode in
Mohammad's arrival at Kubă, was Monday: summer, or in the hot season: (Mgh, Msb:) or which they had neither family nor property,
therefore the first day of the year was most pro the period from a little before noon to a little after when they emigrated to El-Medeemeh. (TA.)
bably the nineteenth of April, as two months noon in summer, or in the hot season, only : (En
of thirty days each, or twenty-nine days each, Nadr, ISk:) or from the time nhen the sun
U-a-A
seldom occur together. But the tenth day of declines from the meridian : (Aboo-Sa’eed:) or
the first month of the sixty-first year, the day on midday, nºken the sun declines from the meridian,
1. º Jº Jº. J.-- (A) or *** J%
which El-Hoseyn was slain at Kerbelà, was at the 2% : or from its declining until the 2-a- :

Friday: therefore the first day of that year, at
because people [then] shelter themselves in their
that place, must have been Wednesday, the third
tents
or houses; as though they forsook one
of October, A.D. 680; not the first of October, as

(º-º). (K:) or the vehemence of the heat
(k, TA) therein : (TA:) and à-sº [dim. of
another

in most of the published tables above mentioned.

(For the principal divisions of the Arabian year

(K) or sºliº, (Mºb) aor. -, (S, K, MS,
TA,) or ?, (Mºb) inf n. J.A. (Mºb, TA)
The thing fell into, or occurred to, or bestirred
itself in, his mind, or the mind; or occurred to

his mind, or the mind, after having been for
364
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-

- - -

|

-

- -

gotten; syn. 85, and 2.1ad-; (Mgb;) or, of the sound, occasioned by the falling of rain. (L.) who concedes it; (MF;) but this form of the
- *

*

Verb is commonly known only as transitive.
(TA)— It (a mountain) broke down. ($, L.)
(A, K,) and •ºſé Jº & (TA:) or J.-- sound called sts, from the sea,) made a mur
10. sº- He regarded him as weak. (L.)
signifies [the thing's] talking, or suggesting some muring. ($," L.) – Jaa, aor. :, inf n. 3s, IIe
phrase in the A and that in the K,

alſº 2 las-,

3s, aor. , (L) in n. *es, (§, L.) It (the

thing, to the person's mind, in his bosom ; expl. (a camel) brayed.
©

.

* ~ 0.

,

w

- -

by the words 22-2 U. a-i >2-2 *

Jºe:

; like

(TK.) See also R. Q. 1. =

Jé, &: J3. J& “…

I passed by a man
as a man; (L, K;) as

R.Q. 1 ºxs, (S. L. K.) inf n. #3x3s, (S,

L.) He (a bird) cooed; syn. Jáš: (L, K, TA
who is sufficient for the
[in the CK, 3,3] 3) he (a pigeon) cooed; syn.
also 93s; (K :) an expression of praise: (L:)
tº, meaning, and what or
it means, the description of whose good jºs, and Jºs: (TA :) or made a murmuring

(K,” TA :) and hence the phrase in a

trad, 23.

Gº J.--

falls into, or occurs in, and bestirs itself in,

qualities would be burdensome to thee: there are or confused noise in cooing : (S, L, accord. to
two dial forms used in this case ; some use ºs the explanation of iºs.) and he (a camel,
matters of discourse, and of thoughts: (TA :)
as an inf. n., [in the sense of an epithet, $, L) brayed; syn. jº (K:) or made a
or ‘Jº cº- Gº J-s signifies i.a. J.
(marginal note in a copy of the S,) saying, in murmuring or confused noise in braying. (S, L.)
[app. meaning a thing came at random into my such a phrase as the above, Jºsj in which See also 1. – <&s, (inf. n. issºs, L,) She
mind]: (S, L:) and you say also, J-º J.-- case, it has no fem. nor dual. nor pl. form; (S, (a woman, S, L) shook, or rocked, a child (S, L,
[it fell into, or occurred to, my mind; &c.]. L ) the sing and dual and pl. are the same : K) in its cradle, (L.) in order that it might
(K:) and some make it a verb, and give it [a sleep. ($, L, K.) = &A. He sent, or thren,
(TA.)
• * ~*
• -:
fem. and a dual and a pl., and say, Jº-yº ~99.9 a thing down, from a high place to a low one.
5. J-e-w- I.Q. 291. (T, art. Jºe.)
J-2 ex- 33s, as above, (S, L,) and six. (L, K.)

(~ ***)

the minds,

and revolves therein, of
-

- -

• - O -

5:3.

-

J.--

A lon, voice, or sound, (303,)

one hears but does not understand.
g

which jøſ

(S.)—

-

See also J-e-A .

J.-- A thing, or an idea, or object of
thought, or an opinion, coming at random into,
falling into, occurring to, or bestirring itself in,

the mind; (S, A,” Mºbi) syn.jpl.- : (S, TA:)

Jºs, ($, L, K,) like as you say 3. A neak man; (As, S, L, K;) i.e., neak
Júé and Jºsé, (L,) and Jºs cº, and in body;
(L;) as also "Je: (K:) or, accord.
to
IAar,
the
latter.only, meaning comardly and
Jº Jº, and Jús cº, and :*::
4333s. (S, L, K.) — IAqr also cites the neak : (S, L:) or 3. (Sh, L) and Y 3. (L, K)
following ex. [by El-Kattál El-Kilábee, (mar and "333s (Sh, L, K) signify a conardly (and
ginal note in a copy of the $.)]
weak, TA) man : (Sh, L, K:) and "33% X;
a compardly people : (Sh, L. :) pl. of JA, &sº
º

*

+

*** * * * *-* J,

an epithet in which the quality of a subst.

(L,

K:) it has no broken pl.: (L:) and of

predominates: (TA:) and " Jºs also signifies as meaning, [And I have a companion in the **, Ösº (K.) A man says to another, in
anything falling into, or occurring to, the mind: cave;] of hon, great estimation, and hon in threatening him,
(Lth, K:) pl. of the former,

ºf 3.4

& Verily I am not
(A, TA.) genious, and hon knowing, is he [as a companion] . weak. ($, L.) – 3s Ertreme old age; decrepi

Jºss.

describing a wolf: (L:) in which he who reads

(K, TA.) See 1. =: A rough, or
dual and pl. and fem.: but some read 93. harsh, sound; as also "33%. (L, K)–:
making it an inf. n, used as an epithet; and as The braying of a camel. (Lh, L, K.) See 1. =
such it has no dual nor pl. nor fem. (Marginal 3. A generous, liberal, bountiful man. (IAar,
note in a copy of the S.) —39. 3. also S, L, K;") — A strong man. (IAar, L.) –
signifies Eccellent is the man : (ISd, L:) and Gel-3 33s *--> J, and &- 93s J& $2.

Jºs makes 3s a verb; and as such it has a tude.

[&-s, &c.
See Supplement.]

JAA
º

1. 3s, aor. 2, (S, L, Mºb) inf n. 2s (S, L, Jº 5. <! Verily, eaccellent
Mºb, K) and 323s, (L. K.) He demolished a K) in hardiness and strength :

is the man (P.
(L:) and Jºy!
a building; (Aş, S, A, L, K:") thren, it donn; Jºy How hardy is the man! (L.) – In a
(TA;) pulled it donn to the ground: (As, S, A, trad., Aboo-Lahab is related to have said,

Jº

see 1.

3.

3.

9 - -

** and 2-AA : see J.A.

L. :) demolished it with violence : (L, K:*)
33. The sound of the fall of a n’all or the like:
vehement noise. *** _s=> le ºw), [meaning Home greatly ($ ) or a riolent sound occasioned
thereby, or by
(Msb.) = [Hence you say,) 3= 334 u + Such hath your companion enchanted you !]:3 - A,9 -is> the fall of a part of a mountain. (L.) — The
a thing did not break him, or it. (S, L.) — an expression of wonder. (L.) – 3. J'}} sound of rain falling from the sky. (L.) – A
o

-

-

e J

. ~

*

•

*~*

demolished it at once, with a

wº

3. Jºº. and Jº, 3s, + The thing distressed,

Such a one is praisenorthy for hardiness (S, L,
K)
and strength. (S, L.)
and broke, or crushed, me. And [in like
manner] 2- <!. Jº ū, t [The death of any
2. 23A, (Mºb, K.) inf n. 2.2% ($, L) and
one has not distressed, nor broken, or crushed,
Sº, (L.) and * >3.35 ($, L, Mºbi) He
me]. (L.) And
2:3. The I calamity threatened him; (L;) threatened him neith
debilitated, or enervated, him. (S, A, L.) — punishment; (Msh;) frightened, or terrified, him.
3s, aor. 2, and - , inf. n. 3s, He (a man) was, (S, L, K.)
or became, weak, (L, K,) in body; (L;) became
5: see 2.

i.e.,

ertremely aged, or decrepit. (TK.) – See 7. –

3s, aor. :,

inf. n.

22*.

It (a wall or the like,

sinking, and falling in, of the ground.
5 - O -

-

--

(L.)
--

J.A.A.A. The voices, or cries, of jinn, or genii :
without a singular. (L, K.)
º, -i o -

J.A.A. A certain bird, (S, L, Msb, K,) nell
knomen; (L, Msb, K5) [namely, the hoopee, or
upupa of Linnaeus; so this bird is called in the
present day; and this, accord. to a common tradi
tion, is the bird mentioned in the Kur, xxvii. 20;]
4

7. J.

-

-->

s

--

It (a building) I fell down ; or as also Jºs (K) and "Jallas: ($, L, K:) or

$, L, or a part of a mountain, L, by its falling, became demolished at once, with a vehement noise : the last, a certain bird resembling the pigeon :
S, L) made a noise; (S;) or, a violent noise. (Msb:) and " 3s, aor. :, it (a wall) fell down; (Lth, Az, L:) or (in the K, and) AA-AA signifies
(L.) – stºº. It (the sky) sent forth a noise, or mentioned by A.Hei; and also by Es-Semeen, a pigeon that cooes much ; (I Drd in explanation
G - d -

o

º –
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of v. 20 of ch. xxvii. of the Kur., and AHn, L, senger by night), and the eye, were at rest. (S, is termed -- [a word app. incorrectly written,
K5) as also '3-343 (IDrd, AHn, L.) and TA.) — cº iás f He stayed, abode, or dwelt, but which I am unable to correct]. (TA.)
6: o –

any bird that

cooes;

that utters the cry called

in the place. (K)—ias, (inf n. 638, TA)

3'-MA Quiet; stillness; rest from motion; silence.
# 2 of

--

5,55; (L, K, TA ſin the CK, º is put for ! He died. (K) = (ses, aor. , (K) inf n.
Jºij) as also '3-34. (As, L.) pl. (of all, K) i.e., (TA,) i. 4. &- He had a curving back,
42134 (S, L, K) and 3-sºº (Kr, L. K.) but

(Lh) = See 38, and 13s.

iſ: #3s 4. º, (K,) mentioned by Lh, but not
&c.; (K:) or he had depressed and even shoulders, explained by him: thought
by ISd to mean He

ISd says of the latter, I know not how this is, inclining toniards the breast; not erect, or ele has not a night's food: (and so accord. to the K:)
unless the sing, be $ºs. (L.) Er-Rá'ee says, wated: (Lth, and others:) or he neas humpbacked. i.e., what may quiet his hunger or sleeplessness
($, T.A.) — se: It (a camel's hump) was bent or anxiety. (TA.)
* -3 -- -> *

, J.”

* *

ae-Le

#

suey J.-è ºl-4-

by much lading, (K,) and had its soft hair (23)
[Like a JAl-MA n-hose wing the shooters have sticking upon it, nithout its being n:ounded. (TA)
+

broken]: (S, L:) As says, he means the
-

o-

-

---

or the J-ºx, or the Jºys, or the

six. A hind of run. (K)
1334 Güí He came to us after

a-9,

a sleep : (S:)

4. Lal He rendered quiet, still, motionless,

a -

after men were at rest, and sleeping.

JAA-AA, or a

silent. (K, T.A.) — & iás $ May God not
man, or camels: and Lh says, that Ks asserts give him rest from his labour, or fatigue ! (K.)
him to mean, by JAl-AA, the dim. of &: but
W tºº, and sixal, [the latter only I find
-

(TA) =

o -

See J.A.
º o

&

o .

-

*L*-* : see AA.

As disapproves of this; and so does ISd; but mentioned in one
copy of the $: but both are

3.13. A slender horse: (K:) generally said to
mentioned in another, as well as in the TA: He
as some of the Arabs say iº93 and a 3: for patted the child neith his hand, and quieted him, be a term peculiarly applied to the male only :
6-o. 2
but said by some to be common to the male and
à-53 and iº; though they are only known that he might sleep : (S, TA:) or, accord. to Az,
the
female. (MF.)
to change the L3 into before a double conso & <i> signifies She spoke soothingly to her
nant.
&= tº: is: sº : He is more quiet, or more
(L.)
and quieted him, that he might sleep; and
the latter adds, that it may perhaps be for
gº ..."

*:

63 - 2

• O -

e.

ſhid,

5 * > 0 ,

3.A.A.AA [an inf. m. used as a simple subst.] The 3. is a child thus soothed. (T.) – Accord. to at rest, than he was: i.e., he is dead. From a
murmuring or confused sound of the cooing of IAar, le. in the following verse of Adee Ibn trad. Said by Umm-Suleym to Aboo-Talhah,
respecting her son, to comfort the heart of his
pigeons, and of the braying of a camel [and of Zeyd, [quoted in the S,)
father. (TA.) = tº: intº Having a curv
thunder (see iº)]; pl. **. (S, L.)
*.*, *2
=. .. .
+

9

•.

92

3'-xA and 35".A.A.: see J.A.
º

+

ing back, &c.; (K:) humpbacked: (S:) or a

!--- Jº Jº-º-º- j-º-º:

3.

- .

+

O.-

*a

* -

* 2:

- -

*

-

Jº —-all Lºſe cºil) Jae

• *

JAl-As. A stallion-camel that brays much among
signifies a child soothed in order that he may go
the she-camels but does not cover them. (L.) – to sleep. Others read it as an inf. n. (TA) E

person having the shoulders depressed, and even,
and inclining towards the breast; not erect or
elevated: fem, iſºs: you also say iás J.< (1

shoulder such as is described immediately alore:

º - d -

See Ja.s A.

iš.

a crooked man: (Lth, and others:) also
Jº-AA A coice, cry, sound, or noise. (L.) God made it (a shoulder) to be in the ſº a shoulder of which the upper part is smollen, or
Jilled with fat and flesh, and its strength relared
See also 1. — A threatening from behind one. described in the earplanation of the nord IJAl.
g

las f He nore out a garment. (A.) – & sixal

and

-

(K) —

(A$, L.)

sias. It (old age,

$.”

(K: in some copies of which we read Ls-j-"
beating, TA)

a!--- in others, alº- : [the former is the

3. A

rendered him nºkat is termed I.A.A.l.

(K.)

reading that I adopt].) —iºs (so in the CK

certain murmuring sound from the sea;

(K;) a sound which is heard by people inhabiting

and a MS. copy: in the TA, W 33s, [which seems
22, to be an error];) A she-camel having her hump
an bent by much lading, (K,) and the soft hair (25)

tº see 1 – Jºn & 3-2. G3 (S. K.)

the sea-shore, coming to them from the direction
and W :38, (K,) and
(S, K,) and W
qf the sea, murmuring over the land, and some
and W
and W º, (K; the last is also
times followed by an earthquake. ($, L.)

":3s,

Kses,

šū. Thunder.

(L, K.) Ex. §322

We have not heard this year thunder.
3. *

sticking upon it, without its being n:ounded. (T.A.)

“… U. inf n. and a pl.: TA,) the came to us after a

(L.)

3.

J.A.! : see J.A.

2," " -

2*:

*lºw-o: see #-AA.

period, or portion, of the night; (S, TA;) or
after about a third or fourth part of the night had
elapsed, (S, TA,) nhen men were asleep, (S,) or

*~ * ,

lºw-e : see 4.

at rest, and the night, and the foot of the pas
senger, mere still: (Sb, K:) or tº is the first
third part of the night; from the commencement
1. $38, aor. 2, inf. n. tº and $38, He, or it, to the third, (K,) n-hen it begins to be still. (TA.)
reas quiet, or still, calm, or unruffled; ($, K;) = tº and (sºs (in which the U3 is said to be

&22.

Still; motionless. (TA, in art. Jºs..)

9 : ... o .

- - -

3|Jºyº State, or condition.
•

o -->

... •

(S.)

* * >

**** Jºe 4:=; I left him in the state, or
neas motionless; ras silent : (TA:) [and so, app., substituted for 2, TA) Way, or manner, of life. condition, nherein he was: (As, S, K:) dim. of
*** - see &e...)
cº and 3% occur for
sº. ($)
--

-

-

is: and &sts.

(AHeyth, K)=y& Cº. & Jºº &.

(TA.) — & 3. It [pain or i.4.
the like] became appeased, and quitted him. (TA.)

33s:

(see art. JºA:) the latter is that

which
~Jºb

is commonly known and approved. (Ez-Zeijájee.)

Jºy -3. 3% ūú ! He came to
us nihen the foot (of the passenger by night) had
become still (S.) – Jº sias L. 3. UU)
– See 4. —

º
** 3

! He came to us after the foot (of the 1.pas

1. 4...s, aor. : , He cut it; or cut it off. (K,
TA.) See also * — <<s, (aor. :, inf. n.
|- A Smallness of a camel's hump, occasioned by JºJº, S.) He milked a camel: (ISk, S, K:) or
his being much laden. (K.) It is less than what he milked any animal with the ends of his fingers.

*: see 34.

6.

z e -

o

o -

364*
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(IKit) – 4:34 ($, K) aor.: ; or "-3s, inf. n. have no leaves; a coll. gen. n., of which the ~~e ($, K, a word of a rare measure, TA,)
-º-º: and W --Jal; (TA;) He plucked, or n. un, is with 3 ; and the pl., Jºi. (TA.) and "tººs (K: [but it is not there said

gathered, fruit, (S, K,) or [the kind of leaves |[The foliage of
called] .34. (TA) = -22s, (inf n. ** the like :] leaves

the cypress and tamarisk, and
of a tree that are permanent,
TA;) and W - Asl; It (a tree) had long and (and that have not a projecting nerve along the
pendulous branches, or twigs. (K.) The latter middle, TA,) as those of the cypress (K) and
verb is explained by IKit as signifying It (a tree) tamarisk and 2- (TA.) Those parts of a
had numerous branches.

(TA)

This is not

whether it be imperfectly or perfectly declinable:
accord. to Ibn-Buzurj, as mentioned in the TA,
it is fem., and therefore imperfectly decl. : but

from the ns. un, given below, it appears to be
masc., and perfectly decl. : probably, therefore,

35. but that have the place all the forms of the word ending with long
derived from the -3s of the Jºy' and the like of 33 (AHn, K.) or any Jó3 that have not or short alif may be correctly pronounced without,
(AHA) — & eºs, aor. , (inf n. ** width; (S, K;) as those of the Jji and > and and with, tenween ) and "Jºs (ISk, S, Mºb)
TA,) The eye had long lashes. (K.)
Jº and Úl ($ ) as also * {34, (S. K.) and tº and Jºe: (Az, Ş, K, Mºbi) but
both of which are coll. gen, ns., of which the ns. the word which is used by most of the Arabs of
2 : see 1. = ſº ~~ [?] i.q. 234, q.v.
the desert is the first : (Az:) IKt only mentions
e?

plant that are not

-

un. are with 3: pl.

(A, in TA, voce

Jºsi,

(K,) which is a

~3°. q.v.)

regular pl. of *: (TA;) and " .33: (K, the third form: (Msb:) also *śs; (S;) or
4: see 1. – “…As! It (a tree) produced, or accord. to the TA: but in a MS. copy, #133; [JºA and *-** are coll. gen, ns., and, ãº
put forth, its ~...s. (TA)
and in the CK, #343) but in the M, 2.33 is is a n. un., (AHn, K,) as also 3-ºxºs : (AHn,

TA:) A certain leguminous plant, (S, K,) well
known, (K,) of the description termed 25- ;
like the unnoven end, or extremity, of a garment]. garment, &c., and the -ºs of the Jº
[i.e., of a slender and soft nature, and eaten
(TA.) Az says, that J. is precisely the same crude;] (TA ;) [lichorium, intybus and endivia;
($) See ºs.
as **.
(TA.) — " $3. is also said to sig wild and garden-succory, and endice: also called
8 : see 1.

~2.

said to be a noun signifying the

5.

of a

~3. [It (a part of a cloud) hung donn

-

nify Inclining branches, or twigs. (TA.) – Also, in the present day
"Jºš Palm-branches; syn. *… (S.) temperament,
** and "Jº, (K,) the latter a dial. form
$133 is said to be used by Aboo-Dhu-eyb,
of the former, (TA) coll, gen, ns., and " ***.

Jº

49;& :]

(#244)

a plant of middling

useful for the stomach

E

(K,) also a coll. gen, n., (TA,) and

"Jº,

and the liver and the spleen, when eaten; and for
in the phrase -rºl. AAS) kº, as signifying The the sting of a scorpion, nhen applied externally,

[likewise a coll, gen, n.,] and " #38, [which is shoulder-blades:

**) (TA,) of a garment,
or piece of cloth, i.g. Jº- (K: in like manner,

but

denies its correctness.

rather the n. un, of

Isa,

who mentions this, with its roots: he who cooks it errs more than

he who washes it [and so uses it]. (K.) F
mentions the names of this plant in art. J.A.A.,

(TA.)

** A horse having a long forelock. The
cºas (pl. of 22s, but whether & or &

as though the J were a radical letter, which no
one asserts it to be : J [and others], in art.
it." :) or rather, The [fringe, or] unnocen end, is not shown, are among those horses that are -P-A.º. (TA.)
or eactremity, of a garment, or of a piece of held in high estimation among the Arabs, and
Csº, ****, and 5u-º, see -ºs.
cloth; its end, or eactremity, that has not been are distinguished as belonging to different tents,
noven ; or an end, or eartremity, consisting of or houses. (TA)—4.29) t The lion. (K.)
~. AºA : See *— [Its pl., **, is also
warp nithout noof: sometimes it is twisted,
But accord. to Lih, "338, as an epithet applied applied to Filaments, capillaments, or fringe-like
and [as it forms a fringe, it preserves the edge
to felt and the like, signifies t Having long nap,
appertenances, of a flower.] – ** ! A cloud,
[of the woven part] of the the garment, &c. :
or villous substance : (TA:) and as an
(whereas Jºsé signifies the “nap, or villous
applied to a lion, accord. to the A, it signifies or clouds, hanging down, (K,) approaching [the
substance,” of a garment, &c. : [such is the
! Having long shag [or shaggy hair]: (TA :) earth], like the ºxa [or unnoven end or

* #38 and * 3:38

are explained in the S by

2 -6

5

• , 6.

6

. . 6

6

- 0

~ 6.

epithet

2:54 aſſe ~:/Jº-ºº:
. meaning of the words
generally

whence it is seen that the correct word [applied eactremity, Jof a

meant by Jºs- :] and
to the lion] is 4.33, [q.v.] not **. (TA)
is mostly in what are called Jºué: M.F.)
or the extremity of a garment, &c. nºr [the part
~~~A and ae-sa : see -ºs.
called] the sº (TA :) or the aº-AA of a garment,
#3 (TA) and ' .38 (Kr, K) A certain
&c., is the same as the ; : (Msb:) n. un. of
bird:
(K:) or a small dust-coloured bird, resem
the first word, ($3. Or **) with 3: (K:)
bling the ass, eaccept in being smaller than this

\ this is what is

a cloud is its

(āla; ;

(TA:) or the ºxea of
[or skirt]: (K:) or n:hat

Jº

th

5

-

2

6 - - -

6

o z

so too of ~2:A, (TA,) [and of -13 s]. The pl. latter. (L.) El-Jāhidh says, The Arabs have

hangs don'n, of it, like the unnoven end, or
eactremity, of a garment, (< •º tº.) when it
is about to rain, resembling strings. (S.) —
** ! A pendulous (or flabby, TA,) pubes of
a woman: (K:) likened to the --Aza of a cloud.

(TA.) — *** ! Tears floning in a continued
(K.) On the authority of Lth, who
cººl, (S,) and ****, (K,) which is a dial. not in the night: it is that which is called 223,
cites the following verse:
fºrm of • MA, (TA,) coll. gen, ns., The eye

of #38 is eas. (Msb)—ºs (K) or 4.3%

not a name for that [kind of bird] which
-

-

9.

sees

succession.

… o.

[a Persian word, written 33&], more frequently
lashes; the hairs that gron, upon the edges than aves. (A.) = N. un, of Jºs, q.v.
|*
*99–- es; 3–2–
#
oa .
of the eyelids : (S, K:) n. un, with 3: (K:)
ãº [written without the syll. points; probably *
-P-cº CŞā º-º-' Jºe
pl. º.º. (Mºb)
4.2 o 2
*** ;] 4 piece, part, or portion. (TA.)
[With hot tears upon the cheeks, floning in a
-

6

-

c →

-

º

0.

-

0

-

-

- O -

- -

*

-

** [generally signifies slender sprigs, like
strings, garnished neith minute, amplericant,
appressed, acute leaves, overlying one another
like the scales of a fish : see J.- :] the branches,

continued succession].

22 e >

2- ~*

3 , ,

-

But it is said in the L,
-

I have not heard -->ea used as an epithet
applied to rain falling continuously, nor as an

- ºr -

-

*...* : see -3.s.
sº
w

Jº and similar trees (K) that

-

4./JMA - See dº-AA.

6

or trigs, of the

-

in

5

o z

5

. .

*

... o.

~|~A : see -º and ~~A and -ºº.

-

- -

-

epithet applied to tears; and the verse which
Lth adduces as an authority is forged. (TA.) —
-

-

w
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- e.

mistake: (K:) or any injurious affection of the | (TA:) [the last is pl. of Y is als, fem. act. part.
eye.
(M., F.) — Also, Weak-sighted : (L, K:) n. of ***). — Also, the Y
An ostrich : so
Impotent in speech or actions; syn. (*: (in
an epithet applied to a man. (L.) — Also,
one copy of the K
or unintelligent; TA;)
called because it so walks, or runs: (TA :) [and
Black gum (L, K) n-hich flows from trees. (L.)
so W
pl.
as in the following exam
and heavy, or dull: (S, K :) or -->eº signifies
6
. ,
impotent in speech or actions; dull of speech and
Jº-AA : see Jº-AA.
ple.]
Jº
J', <º [I looked
understanding; heavy: and hard, or churlish;
at the women's camel-litters upon the camels like
heavy, or dull; having much hair : (Az:) or,
ostriches]. (A.)
as some say, one niho has upon him dangling
**
* J .
strings, or the like, hanging from the suspensory
as->Ue: see **.
1.
***,
aor.
2,
inf
n
&lºs
($,
K)
and
of a snºord, or other thing, and resembling the
(K) and
(TA,) t He nºalked gently,
~. AºA of a cloud : or, as some say, this word
[A kind of camel-vehicle for nomen;] the
in
a
neak
manner:
(TA:)
or he nºalked in the vehicle of the Arab nomen of the desert : (JK :)
signifies stupid; foolish; of little sense; and
manner of an old man; (S, K;) and the like : a kind of vehicle for women, ($, K,) having a
***, weak. (TA.)
(TA:) or he (an old man) n'alked neith short
dome-like top ( *i); and one not having such a
Jºss A kind of pace of a horse, in which steps: or nalked hastily, without desiring to do so: top : (S:) or [a camel-vehicle for women] made
exertion, or energy, is employed; a certain hard (TA:) or he malked with unintermitting steps:
n:ith staves, over n:hich are put pieces of n:ood,
(As :) or he n'alked in a shaking manner, by
pace of a horse. (K.) See also Jºº.
and covered neith a dome-like top : (M :) or a
reason of old age.
(IAqr.) –
($,) aor. 2,
3 - 22
camel-vehicle
having a dome-like top
29&l Jºe” Jº + A man of much speech, inf n. Ölºs, and "-ºr-l; (TA;) He (an
or talk; of many n'ords. (K.) App. from the ostrich) malked, or ment, (or ran, TA,) in a ( iš), covered nith pieces of cloth, in nihich women

ºs ($, K) and "334 and "Jºš (K)

later,

*

6

**, £2%,
&lso
c2%)

. .p

5 *

gºs,

#38

-

**

• * 0.”

&

-

...

-

~~~ of a cloud.

(J-5)

•

(TA.)

tremulous manner.

(S,

TA)—jºin <<s

A man having long, or large, eyelashes. ! The cooking-pot boiled vehemently. (TA)
(L,) She (a camel)
Lth explains it by the words tº Jºb --~~, (S,) inf. n.

sº

-

e

-

**.

(TA.) [See

J-2 and 5-..]

o

, ,

**,

(K)

ride : (Et-Towsheeh :) pl.

-

•e

o 'º -

£3. A she-camel that yearns, or that utters

(sº Jºe --; the cry produced by yearning tonards her young
º cºl; [and J in a similar manner ;] but
Az disapproves of this expression, because 3\ºl (S, L.) as also "--ºº: (L5) [and, app., one : (K:) or that yearns towards her young
yearned toniards her young one;

'34s. . (TA)—Also,

uttered the cry produced by yearning tonards her one : (S, L:) as also
young one: see below :] or the latter signifies she + A wind that has a sound;
whence the eyelashes grow: (TA :) jºi.
nas affectionate to her young one. (S, K.) —
and Jüººl
[the same;] having long eye Also, inf n. as above, t It (the wind) made a from iść, <-- (L.)
lashes. (TA.) 13s & An eye having long sound; syn. <-- and *: from isºl ----e.
(K.)
(TA)—iºs is . A tree Maring (L.)
lashes.

cººl signifies “the edges of the eyelids,”

cº-º: ($, L:)

'42s,

long and pendulous branches. (K.) – iº cºl

2 <--> She (a camel) became high and big

1 A pendulous, flabby, ear. (TA, from a trad.)— in the hump, so that it bore a resemblance to a

13s iº
6

-

a

! A lank, not crisp, beard; and so
so a

.

. o a

6 e.

" ---as Jºe. (TA.) — was 2-, 1.4 culture

** (TA.)
5. tº It (the

1.

voice, or a sound) became

having long feathers which reach to the ground.
much intercepted, or interrupted, ( &lai-) neith a
(TA.) See v-AA.
tremulous manner. (S, K.) See 1. = 13-Jº
6 *~*
J.J. Having an unnoven end, or extremity; º They made apparent, or manifest, his gracious
syn. Plºa 53 : occurring as an epithet applied to actions, or qualities, or his favours, or kindnesses.
(TA.)
g

• *

-

...)

-

-

-

jºs, aor. 2 (S, A, Msb, K) and 2, (Msb,

K.) inf n. * ($, Mºb, K) and jºs, (K) or
the latter is a simple subst., (Msb,) It (a man's
blood, S, A, Msb, K, or another thing, K) went

for nothing; [meaning, in the case

unretaliated, and uncompensated by a mulet; as

2.

the kind of stuff called Jºiº. (TA)

10: see 1.
* *

Jººs and

"...13% Very thick milk : (S, L,

shown below, voce

jºs ;]

it was, or became, of

no account, null, or void; (S, A, Msb, K5) as

also ",sal. (Mºb.) = 2*, (A, Mºb, K.)

Jº-AA
6

of blood,

is-3s, (a subst., L,) The yearning, or the cry

aor. 2, (Mab,) He (a man, Msb, K, or the
Sultán, S, A,) made it (a man's blood) to go for

K:) sour and thick milk. (L.) The former produced by yearning towards her young one, of nothing; [meaning, unretaliated, and uncompen
word is a contraction of the latter. (S.) – a camel; aſſº &- (K:) or the yearning of sated by a mulet;] he made it to be of no account;
* *

…

-

Also the former, Smallness of the eyes, and a she-camel towards her young one; 33\Ji
neakness of the sight; or nyctalopia, or the

seeing better by night than in the day, and in a
cloudy day than in a clear one; syn. Ji- (L,
K:) or (so in the L, in the K, and) weakness of
the eye, (K,) or, of the sight: (L.) or (so in the

(A, Mºb, K.) as also '92's (S, A, Mºb, K3)
which means he made it (a man's blood) allorable
to be taken, or shed. (S, T.A.) Thus these two
verbs are trans, as well as intrans. (Msb.) It

tº Jé. ($, L.)
tº--- :

See

8-12°.

© ...
9

* *

5

* 0.

*

> *

•

o

•.

-

-

is said in a trad., 2.5–3 cººl rºº 3"> Jº

* *

2

*** see **. — 8-2-5 323 A cooking

* , o,

ø -

* **

* :

-

• * **

& Picº

2

L; in the K, and) [that weakness of the sight pot that boils vehemently : (TA:) or, quickly. A. J.As [Whoso looketh into a house without
permission, his eye shall be allored to be put out;
n:hich is termed] tºº, [which is a badness of (K.)
or] the putting out of his eye shall go for nothing,

sight by night and day; or the quality of seeing
by day but not by night,) (El-Mufaddal, L, K,)

$13,

and

": : 3's

One who walks in the unretaliated, and uncompensated by a mulet.

Öº

Jº

see 1. (K.) – An | (TA.) One says also, Jº 3- biº
(El-Mufaddal, L:) or weak
ness of the sight, nºith a flowing of the tears at ostrich that so malks, or runs. (S, TA.) One |[Thou hast made me (meaning my offence)
also termed

ãº :

most times; syn. Jºse : ($, L:) or this is a

manner termed

says

£3. 2.4%

and

&lºs Xu.

to

->

and

**:

pass unnoticed, or hast taken no account of
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3-AA – J.A

5. . .

o.º.

me, by annulling in respect of me the prescribed
6. 133305 They made one another's blood to go in whom is no good. (TA.) You say, 35-as cº,
castigation]. (K, art. tºº.) And El-'Ajjāj for nothing; [meaning, unretaliated, and uncom (S, A, K,) and #4a, (IAar, TS, K) and 3,38,
pensated by a mulct;] they made it to be of no
(IAar, ISd, K,) 1.They are lony, ignoble, or mean,
account. (K, TA.)
people; of no account, or northless, (IAar, S,
A," K, &c.) = [A braying camel: fem. with 3:
Jºe see J.A.A.: = and see also 23UA.
pl. of the latter, 323s. You say,)
which El-Báhilee explains as meaning, And the
J.AA : see 25's.
northless people have made good fortune to become
[Braying camels;] camels reiterating their voices

says,

3-2 vºl & 3-3-3

*

g o ,

5 * ,

6 o'

6

5

*

+

-

of no account. (TA) =33s, (S, K,) aor. 2 (K)

323s J4

-

5 * >

º

... • *

o . .”

2-L. (S.) See also jº, and re-o,
3-AA, a subst, from 32s in the first of the senses in their
6 * *
* * *
*
[and app. also], inf. nºes (S, K) and 33% (K) explained above. (Msb.) You say, 43 ~~~5 and j'-xA. – [Hence the saying,133 us• J-3
JY3
andº, (TA) said of a camel, (S. K.) that is 53s, (S, A, Mºb,) and '53s, (S, Mºb,) His ! [app. Such a one is a vigorous orator of sonorous
advanced in age, (S, in art. Jaś,) [He brayed; blood nent for nothing, or as a thing of no account, and fluent speech]. (A.)
6

5

i.e.,] he reiterated his voice in his * - [or (S, A, Msb,) unretaliated, (S, Msb,) and uncom
mindpipe, or the head of his windpipe): (S:) or pensated by a mulet. ($, T.A.) — Also, applied
he uttered his voice, not in a
[q.v.]: (K :) to blood, &c., A thing that goes for nothing;
ſmeaning, in the case of blood, unretaliated, and
and "23-, (S. K.) inf n.
(S,) signifies the
uncompensated by a mulct;] nihat is of no account,
same: ($, K 9 z mentions also $3.3 as an inf.
ineffectual, null, or void; (A, K,) [as also *]
• 2-2, 6 - 2 o’ i.
Il. of jºs said of a stallion, [meaning a stallion

aii:
3.2%

You say, .…jºs.ºu.” Their blood (lit. bloods)
camel.]

ãº

33.3%

Cº

-

[Like the brayer in the

enclosure of wood, or canes, or trees]: a proverb:
applied to a man who raises a cry and clamour
which is followed by nothing, (S, A,”) or who
raises a cry and clamour and does not make his
saying or action to have effect: (A, K:) like
the camel that is confined in the enclosure of

(TA.) — Hence the saying, (TA,)

is made to go for nothing, or to be of no account, wood or canes or trees, prevented from covering,
among them : (K,” TA:) is alloned to be taken, and brays. (S, K.)
sonorous and fluent in his speech, and in his or shed. (TA.) – See also 33%.
** . . . ,
9 - - oration :] and a-a-at. Stj-AA f [His utterance
2.
[-3-AA, &c.

** Jº jeº sº, and <!-- Jº, In, is
• *

*

-

• …

was sonorous and fluent.] (A, TA)—33A is

33-AA :

º

also said of a calf, [signifying, t He loned.]

.

see 231s; the former, in two places.

6, ,

See Supplement.]

3jº :

(TA, art. St.<>, from the Nh.) — Also, of a lion,
[signifying, + He roared.] (S, TA, voce Jä.)

— Also 33s, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. : (Mºb, K)

and , (Mºb) inf n. 224 ($, IKit, Mºb, TA)
and

jºs

and

jº,

(K,) said of a pigeon, f It

* § - t[A jar
much].
6

of wine or

*

(TA.)

º' -

J.A

fermenting

1. 3s, aor. 2, (S, L.) inf. n:

5 & .

31. A J-3 [A stallion-camel
that
brays much].
9 &.
6 o'
5

S. L. K) and

33. (L, K) and 338, (K, TA) or $38, (CK,

.

(TA) See also 330s. – jºs we, t [Loud, or [which latter is the correct reading, (see 43.3s)
uttered a cry: ($, K:) or cooed, syn. 353, (A,)
and, accord. to the JK, is a quasi-inf. n.])
rumbling, thunder]. (A.)
or * º, (Msb,) and reiterated its voice, or cry,
He cut quickly, or cut off quickly; as also
in its * - [or mindpipe, or the head of its mind.
220s, applied to a man, f Lon'; ignoble; mean ; * 3-slº (S, L, K:) or he cut anything. (K.)
6

-

-

-

*:38, — —#e-ſº $3s, inf. n. 3s, IHe cut him, or it,
res of the camel ; and J&s signifies the (Kr, K) and '5,343 (S. K.) which last is also in pieces with the snºord. (L.) — is, aor. 3,
same. (TA.) – Also jºs said of a boy, (AS,) applied to a woman: (K, TA: [in the former of (S, L,) inf. n. 3. (S, L, K) and $3. (L, K)
when he desires to speak, being young, or little, which it seems to be implied that ãº and and $34, (K, TA,) or $3s; (CK (see
(Abu-s-Semeyda',) t He uttered a sound, or cry: W * are also applied, each, to a man and to a above];) and "Jºel 3 (K;) He read, or recited,
as also Jes.
(A5, TA.) — It is also said of woman; but it appears from what is said in the
quickly. (S, L, K.) You say, <āş 3s. aor. ,
thunder; inf. n. Jes: signifying, t It made a TA that this is not the case:]) pl. #3s and #38
pipe): (A:) its cry being apparently likened to of no account; northless; (K;) as also
the

w .

[loud, or rumbling,) sound, or noise.
-

(A.) —

and

*;

inf n. JA, I He performed his reading, or reci

the first of which is the most agreeable
tation, quickly.

You say also, of ~5% (or wine], 33A, (S. K.) with analogy, like $º, pl. of sº,

33% and 3.3% (S, TA,) meaning,
+ It fermented; syn. Jº. ($, K.) And **

aor. 2, inf. n.

the second

*::) § -, (TA) aor. -, (A, TA) inf n. *
and 3.3, (TA) [The jar of Jº fermented.]

and

-

• 0 &

-

2 * ~

*

U-slaº Jº-1 4-5)→ ~ *

*

glºº, º cº --~~~ 13] Jº

• *z

0-

5

o

, a ~

*

:-

#25, pls. of jū and Jaú, unless, indeed, it
be a quasi-pl. n. ſ and some disapprove it, finding
fault with IAar who relates it: the third, more

0 a y

*

And &# 3. sº

being of a measure exclusively belonging to words uninterruptedly : (S, A, L:) and in like manner,
which are unsound [in the last radical letter], as
in the instances of 35: and štaj, [originally sºft

El-Akhtal says, describing wine,

(Msb.)

! He reads, or recites, the Kur-din rapidly and

<--- the narrative; (S, L;) and

poetry.

*::

the

(L.)

8: see 1.
3 .

3

•

2-

J.A., or J.A. : See 55-XA.
+

over, is not a pl. of a form, [regularly] belonging

*

to a sing. of the measure

Jeº, whether sound or

3.33 (S.L. K) and 33. (K) and 'i, (L.

unsound: (ISd, TA:) [or, accord. to Sb, it is a CK,) or "
[It was stopped three years with its lump of clay, quasi-pl. n. :] or it is pl. of "33s, (TA,) which

is, (as in some copies of the K, and

until, when it became free from froth, after fer signifies a heavy man, (K, TA,) in nihom is no in the TA) and "$33, and 3.3%, (L. K. [the
last in the CK 3-3s].) Sharp; quickly cutting :
menting]. ($, T.A.)
good; analogous with
2.

jº, said of a camel:
*

~

*

..”

see 1.

and
** * >

4, 3-ºl : see JºA. = •jº': see "jº.

6

isº,

pl. of

§:

(TA:)

"33% [a quasi-pl. n. of 32%, like as 22- is

(S, L, K:) the first, which is masc. and fem.,
and the second, applied to a knife; ($,” L;)

.

of Axus-, signifies lon", ignoble, or mean, people, and the last two, to a sword. (L.)

2887
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Book I.]

Jºãº, (as As says, S) is said to people when

-

Jº eas The camels fell down, [and, app., '-º', (K) inf n. -4.3 ($) and "33%;

you desire them to refrain, or forbear, or abstain, died, one after another: syn. <-ºuj. (K.) (K;) He (a man, &c., K, as a horse in his
from a thing; as also 4.--s: supposing [it
3,9] &- 34%, [aor. -, He perished of cold. running, and a bird in his flying, TA,) was
quick, or snift, (K,) in his pace or course :
to be addressed to] two [persons]; ($, L;) [but
-

(K)

it is addressed to one;] meaning Refrain thou!
or forbear thou ! or abstain thou ! (TA, art. **)
'Abd-Beni-l-Has-hás says,
*: *

3.2

::
Cº- 25-2 Lº-

oad

al-º-2 22:1-2

*

go

in

#

-

ls;

-

er"?'07".

2% º

He was loquacious, with

(TA.)

5. iša It (a wound, or an ulcer,) became (A:) — &#91 -º (app. º. º. He
putrid, or rotten, and dissundered, or ragged. makes the inclinations of his head and body [in

prayer] in quick succession. (TA, from a trad.)
—See also art. JºA. —ºil -ás The people

(S, K.)
…

•

o no

J-2) 3×9

*

5. 2,9. , : :
J-º Ls-e- Jºšlja
o,”

(TA :) he was quick in flying, in running, and
in speech. ($)—-23s He ran vehemently.

+

#3. i.g. à- [q.v., in arts. Us- and were very noisy, or clamourous, (K,) and loqua
3-.]
(K.)
cious. (TA.)
[When a burd (a kind of garment) is rent, the
*.
•*>
like thereof is rent neith the burd—refrain thou—
*
.
*
, 22
iás and * :13. A sharp sword, (TA [but the 2: see 1. — wis,
inf. n. Jºj, He trimmed
so that there is no rearer of the burd, it having
-

been rent so as to fall off: but it seems more

orthography is not quite clear].)

proper to render it here, with rending after art. JºA.]
* rending, which is nearly the original sig
:13A : see J.A.
nification, as will be presently shown ; and,
thus rendered, it does not interrupt the sentence]:
JJA : see art. 13.

[See also an arrow ; or shaped it nith nicety, by the second
*
- 22
operation: the first operation is called J-2333.
(AHn.) — U-e -ºs i.g. Jø, accord. to Es
-

-

-

•o •

P º .

,

J -

-

-

-

Sukkaree, who cites the following verse of one of
the Hudhalees : (namely Aboo-Khirásh, L,

• ?

the women assert that, when, in the act of

art. xylo :)
concubitus, [app., for the first time,) somewhat
~3A
•o • , º, ... •
of the garment of the man is rent, love continues
J-5 **!" Jºe Le ºs ºjºs
1. a,3A, aor. :, inf. n. &is, He cut it; or
between the pair; but otherwise, that they
5- z desert each other. (S, L. [This verse is related cut it off : (A, K:) like “...s. (TA.) — 43s,
Jºës
ºrº-e
cººr
ā-ºl.
with several variations: see another reading aor. . , inf n. &is; (K;) and W. **, inf. n.
of it voce 453, in art. J5x.]) — 4:33s º
*: (S;) He cleansed it ; purified it ; [app., He removed from her what was next the
- d -º-

… •

*

>

-

e

o .

+

#

#

*

-

6

*

•

6 º'

-

-

#

belly, and directed himself to a line of the back,
With a beating, or striking, with cutting after
cutting; (L, K;) ºs & W 13s, (L,) i.e.,

clared it.

($, K.)— Jºs, aor.

“, inf. n. ºis, between the rump-bone and withers]. (TA.)

It was pure, clear. (K, but only the inf. n. is
3: see 1.
(L, K:) or mith a beating, or there mentioned.) – **
cº U. There is
4. à-ºl stºl The cloud poured forth its
striking, successively; uninterruptedly; tºº $2. no purity in his love. (TA.) –43s, aor. - ,
water
quickly. (K.) See 1.
(JK.) – In the saying of the poet,
inf. n. Jºs; and W **. (inf. n. **i. TA);

gº & tº :

º

-

*

…tº
•, a 3

ſº tºº. Jeu:3
&

3

• 2 of

* -

*

9-, -, -

Lase-I JºJ) º' Lº- ºllis

*

*

[in which, for Já', in the L and TA, I sub
- -

5. --ºvº [It became nicely, neatly, or properly,
He put it into a right, or proper, state; put it to
trimmed]
: said of a thing from which one has
rights; trimmed, adjusted, repaired, mended,
cut
off
whatever
required to be cut off, so that it
amended, reformed, or improved, it. (K) —
has become free from everything unseemly. (A,
âAs-J) --KA. He trimmed the palm-tree by clear
TA, art. -3.3-.) – 92. Jº & [I nas, or
ing it of the fibrous substance called -àº). (K.)
o &

-

stitute Jºã31, AHn says, that it signifies JA
– MF says, on the authority of the etymo have been, amended, or improved,
(A, TA, art. Jää5.)
9
. 92 or means].
** **, i.e., --> * tº ; the poet meaning
And he applied himself early to a jar full of logists, that the original signification of Y ~ee
- d -

---

o J

* * *

:c

-

-

-

-

-

-

º

wine, [with its mud-plaster sealed upon it, with

drinking after drinking, until he eachausted all
that n'as in the jar, and emptied it. (L.)
5

- o ..

5

Já + A long and difficult night journey

to water: (L, K :) or quick.
See 353 A.

(JK, K.) —

•

6

-

*3. is The clearing, or trimming, of trees,

~3A cº-, after the manner of a rel. n., A
by cutting off the extremities of the branches, in rain following vehement heat, that pours donen
order that they may increase in growth and quickly : see 4: syn. ~33, 3. (TA.)
beauty; that they were then used to signify the
cleansing, or purifying, of anything; and putting
Jºs 4 kind of pace of a horse: (S) like
it into a right, or proper, state; trimming it; Jºs: (K:) a subst. from -3s “he was quick,
or adjusting it; and clearing it of any dirty or or swift, in his pace.” (TA.) The former is

and

SUAJA

by thy agency,

-

filthy things, or the like, miced nith it; so that

also mentioned by Az, in the T; IDrd only
$ºs: see 33.3A. — Also, t A camel that these became their proper meanings by general mentions the latter word. (TA) — A running
acceptation: and that they were then used to
outstrips others. (K.)
signify the trimming and embellishing of verse, with a leaning on one side. Ex. Us, 3.J. J.-3 *

9

x .

* - d.”

[He ment leaning on one side].
and clearing it of whatever might vitiate it in the
ſº

-

for this some read

(IAmb.)

But

sº Jºe, which is equiva

|J.A.

1.

tás,

opinion of the chaste in language, and the philo
logists:
but the truth is what is said in the L; lent to Jºãºs. (TA.)
aor. 2, inf. n. tis, He cut a thing
6 * ~ *
0.
that the original signification of JºJº is the
* -

~3-e Jº-j f 4 man of purifted natural dis

(As. S, K) [quickly], with a sword, &c. (TA.)
clearing the colocynth of its pulp, and preparing
It signifies a quicker act than does 3. (K.)— its seeds so that they may lose their bitterness, and positions, or manners, or morals; ($, K;) a man
of integrity; free from vices, or faults. (L.)
3. He destroyed the enemy. (K, TA.) – become sneet. (TA) = -3s, (aor. : , inf. n.

*u-ſ, šičs, (K, TA) inf n. 13s. (TA) He **, TA) It (a thing).ſored. (K)—ºis,
hurt, or offended, [or cut, him with his tongue; (aor. : , TA,) inf. n. “...is and iſis; (K;)

*32. Quick, or swift, [in pace, &c.].
4.3.9) is also a name of The Devil;

-

..)

(TA ;) made him to hear what he disliked. (K.) and '-3A, (K,) inf n.

*::
_>

(TA.)
who is

& J.

($ ;) and also called -ºº-ºº!, meaning “he who embellishes,

2888
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(TA.) You say also Ji -j- + The bony made
a sound. (AHn, K.) And the looking of

or gives a goodly appearance to, acts of dis
obedience [to God].”

(Fr.)

courageous men, one at another, is likened to

-*. J.

Quick, or snift, camels. (K.)

* (Isa, Mºb)—Jºn & J. J. He
grinned
JJA
6

1. &Sé-33s, aor. -, (A, K.) inf. h. 33s, (TA)
His speech,

*

see Jºs; the third, in two places.

of talk, n'as much, or abundant, and

in the face of the beggar, shoning his
teeth, and looking sternly, austerely, or morosely.
(A, TA.) – [Hence, perhaps, §s, (S, K,) aor.

;:

and

* (K,) [the latter irreg, like 3.

aor. of the trans.

erroneous and false or vain or frivolous. (A, K.)
–334, aor. 2 and -, He talked much; babbled;

v.2,

inf.

aS

n . (S, K) andjº,

(K,) t He disliked, disapproved of, or hated,

him.

*** Jºjº, aor. 2 and z, inf.

or it. (S, K.) You say, cº 3. ! The people
disliked, &c., his vicinity. (A.) And J. & jº,

m. 33s (S, Msh, K) and 333, (K) which latter

and -j-, (S, A)inſ nºs, (S); He disliked,

was loquacious, or garrulous: (JK:) [or he talked
irrationally:] or

&c., the cup of nine, and war. (S, A) =
has an intensive signification, (TA,) he confounded
in his speech, and talked what was not fit or meet
~jº
9.1%(K) or % it "....(TA) The old
or proper: (Msb:) or he talked much and badly :
made him (a dog) [to snarl, or honºl, or n:hine;
Q. 1. -jºº, inf. n. iſis, He talked much and
or erroneously: (K:) or he talked nonsense; he
or] to cry [in the manner described above]; as
talked irrationally, foolishly, or deliriously: ($;) quickly: (K:) a dial. form of 2,3s, or mispro

as also W53Al: (K:) and 4.5- Jº "33a) he nounced for the latter word. (TA.) See also
talked much ; babbled; was loquacious, or gar
rulous.
(S, T.A.)
4: see 1, in two places.

also 'ºsi (K) inf n.º. (TA) It is said

Jºſé (accord. to the TA, Jºjºs, and so in

in a proverb, (TA,) ~5
*}s 3. [It is, or
neas, an evil thing that made the fanged animal
to snarl, &c.]: alluding to the appearance of the

Golius's Lex.) Custom ; habit. Ex. Vºs as

signs and symptoms of evil: the sayer thereof,

*

, 6.

~P)}*.
: ... o. 2

hearing the cry (>3%) of a dog, feared the assault
of evil, and therefore said this to denote the mag
not scanty, so as to indicate impotence, nor much
Jújº Light, or active, (and quick, TA,) in nitude of the case in his mind; meaning, nought
and corrupt : said of the speech of Mohammad.
his speech and in his service. (K.) See also but an evil thing made the fanged animal to cry:
(K, art. 253.) [See 33s. from which it is altered
and for this reason, the use of an indeterminate
Jºjº, in art. JºA.
to assimilate it in form to jº.]
word as an inchoative is well. (K.)
[-33A, &c.
o

e

-

This is his custom; or habit.

;34. Śº § Not little nor much (TA) or

6

º,

,

(K.)

...x o -

o

5 oz.

;38, a subst, from ºil. J jº, (§, Mºb)

3. * in sº Jº Jº, (S. K.) i.e., He

Much talk ; babble: (JK:) or nonsense; or ir
rational, foolish, or delirious, talk : (S:) or con

See Supplement.]

grinned in his face, showing his teeth, and looking

Lºs

sternly, austerely, or morosely, (A,) like a dog.
(TA.)

fused and improper speech: (Msb:) or speech,
or talk, that is much and bad : or erroneous:

Q. 1. J&s, inf. h. Łºds, He was light, or

(A, K.) or that is not regarded as of any weight
or north.

(TA.)

See also 33s.

active, and quick. (K.)

But IDrd and others
• * 0.

º

assert it to be a word mispronounced for Ajº.

• ..

* -

Jºe: see Jºe.

33s, an

epithet from

4; see 1, last signification, in two places.
:

oº:

J.A. A male cat ; syn. jº- (S, A, K,) which

latter is uncommon in the language of the Arabs;
(IAmb, in Mºb, art. 3- ;) fem. §s; (S, A,

(M.F.)

jés, applied to a man,
JA

3

-

Msb, K. :) or A is applied to the male and the
[signifying, Loquacious; garrulous; babbling ;
a great talker; a babbler: or nonsensical, ir
female; and the latter is sometimes called ; :
rational, foolish, or delirious, in his talk : or one inf n. Jºs, (S, A, &c.) said of a dog, (He (IAmb, Msb:) the pl. of 3, s is *: and that of
who speaks confusedly and improperly : or n-ho snarled, o: howled, or nºlined;] he uttered a cry
§s is *; and the dim. of 3. is §s. (Msb.)
speaks, or talks, much and badly: or erroneously:| less vehement than barking (S, A, Msb, K,) by
(JK, S, K:) as also, [but in an intensive sense,] reason of his little patience of cold; ($, K;) º, = Also, a subst. from 9s meaning “he disliked,

1. *, G, A, Mºb, K) or 4 (S. M., K.)

--

*33. (K) and "33" (š, K) and "3,4s (K) and

at him : (K:) or barked and grinned, displaying disapproved of, or hated, him or it.” (S) It is
said in a proverb, (S)? &- ja -º-, 9, (S, A,

*}3s ($, K) and "33% (K) and '393, (JK, his fangs. (L, TA.) It is said in a trad,
A, K) and '33. (K) and "332, (JK, S, A, * ºbs &ex. --JS) & Verily the dog [snarls,
of

~~~

o

...

o –

Msb, K,) [signifying, very loquacious, &c. :] and, or] barks and grins, displaying his fangs, behind
[but in a doubly intensive sense,] Y §3. (JK, his master: meaning, that courage is a quality
K) and W
(JK, A, K,) [signifying very very implanted by nature in a man, so that he engages
in wars naturally, and from care to defend what
loquacious, &c.:] fem. §3. (K) and *3,3's (TA)
should be inviolable, not reckoning upon a reward,
and "33. [without 3]: (K:) or "&ºs sig
like as the dog naturally barks and grins, display
mifies one n:ho talks badly, or corruptly, and ing his fangs, to defend his masters. (L, TA.)
•

* o .

$32,

much : (TA:) or light in speech and in service:

(S, TA)
(ISd,
T.A.)the plot "33-isºsº, not&sjå.
-

•

-

–3. is also applied
.

to other sounds than the

cry of the dog; as in the instance of J-7|

jº

K,) meaning He knon's not him who dislikes or
hates him from him who behaves tonards him neith
goodness and affection and gentleness, and regard
for his circumstances: (S, TA:) this is the best
explanation of it: (TA:) or the action of him
n:ho grins in his face, showing his teeth, and looking
sternly, austerely, or morosely, from the action of
him who holds loving communion with him : (A:)
or the calling of sheep or goats, ($,) or the calling
of them to neater, (K,) from the driving of them :
(S:) or the calling of sheep or goats to procender

t The sound of the turning ºf the mill-stone. from the calling of them to water: (IAgr:) or
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the driving of sheep or goats (Yoo, K) from the the cool time of the evening : (S, K:") or properly crepit; i.4. 24; (Ki) of which it is a dial.
calling of them. (Yoo, T.A.) It has been ex said only of the evening ºf the ho º, (K.) form. (TA.)
plained [more fully] in art. Jº. (K.)
(See also jal.] – ºvla) cº-e Jºe Jºel Stay 2. -je. inf. n. -vº, He made, or caused,
3 9 a.

39A : see Jus.

thou until the mid-day heat shall have become

Å. A dog [that snarls, or honºls, or whines, by

and IAar, in TA, art. 2-3.)

assuaged, and the air be cool. (TA, in this art.; him to flee, or run anay. (S, K.) See also 4.

reason of his little patience of cold; or] that barks
and grins, displaying his fangs: and *}}s signi
fies the same [but in an intensive manner; that
snarls, &c., much:] or the latter signifies a dog that
grins [much], displaying his fangs: or that barks
much or that barks [much] and grins, displaying
his fangs. It is said in a trad., Jº Jº º

'%

=yal

IIe slen, a

person. (K.) = See 1, last sentence but one.

4. 4.) Al He forced, or compelled, him to º
or run anay. (K.) See also 2. —

3–9. <-->

ſº He (a beast) was destroyed, or, perhaps, The mind raised and carried anay the dust, (K,)

5.

debilitated, by the cold; lit., was broken : syn. causing dust and dry herbage &c. to accumulate
on the ground. (T.A.) — ºr Al He (a horse, or
2.85. (TA) = See 1.
other animal that runs, Lh) strove, or eacerted him
&s (so in
in onºpy of the S,
self, in going anay, or in flight, being frightened,
(sº in another, (sº) and *5. (TA) Meat (ISk, S, K,) or not being frightened. (TA.)
[properly signifying, I will not pay a fine thoroughly cooked: (TA:) or cooked so as to fall See
* — -j-Al He went, or travelled, far

*TA

92.

for killing the dog that barks much, is expl. as] off from the bone. ($,” TA.)
meaning, I will not impose anything [as a fine]
for the killing of a dog that barks much ; because §: See §

intº or through, the land (TA) ſee '-º's

**)'), mentioned also in the TA, seems to sig
§§ Jeº, (S, K.) Loquacity: or nify the same.] —º Jº Pyal He immersed
-

such a dog annoys by his barking. (TA, [see

art. Jie) – jū ºl Q sº The riding.
camels returned to her, or it, one grinning

Gº)

ñº,

Or

citious, disorderly, speech: (K:) or loquacity with himself in the affair; took extraordinary pains in
it. (K.) See
*.
incorrectness. (S.) — fºs, (K,) fem. with 3, pl.

º:

6

in the face of another, showing its teeth, in con
with J3; (TA;) and W LA ; (K;) A great talker

6. 5*,\; ($, O, K, art. 23,) They fled, one

sequence of fatigue. (TA.)
of nonsense.

from another. (TK.)

(K.)

º,

fús A

o a

young shoot of a palm-tree, (AHn, K,)
~, A The thin integument of fat that covers the
nºhen first plucked from the mother-tree. (As.) stomach and intestines : or the fat [or caul] that
1. 99. §s The cold destroyed him, or, perhaps,
iºd, A certain devil whose office it is to suggest
debilitated him; i.e., a beast; lit., broke him:
syn. …e. (TA.) [See also §s.
&*. foul dreams. (K.)
9A.

-

-

like

&#, [i.e., pass, in form, but neut. in signifi.

cation,] (incorrectly written in the S

&*. K,)

#,s ū ; Cold that occasions injury and death

* $3 * 4

(. He has not [of camels &c.]

to men and to cattle &c. (El-Fezáree, ISk, Ş.) – any that returns from water, nor any that comes

It (a camel or sheep &c., or * mº) perished ºf Also, ãº, The time in which cold thus affects to it; i.e., he has not anything; (Kh, S, K;)
or, he has not anything, nor has he any people;
cold, or heat. (Ks, K.) — » Jº 99A, inf. n. ** them. (TA.)
2- 9 º'
2 22 o 2 *.
(As, s, K) and ºs; (K) and 'sya, (Fr. S. º, from &#. pl. with J3, [in the CK, for an expression similar to a.a. So ãºx. a Lo :
K;) The cold affected him so severely as nearly to º: is put & Perishing of cold, or heat. (Lh:) accord. to IAar, * signifies one who
kill him : (As, S, K.) or so severely as to kill (Ks, K.) — Explained by AHn [in his book on returns from water; and º, one who seeks, or
him. (K.) —
eſs Tw, mind was, or plants] by the words sº <-aº 33 sº journeys to, water : (TA:) or the meaning is no
became, intensely cold. (K.) = 9A, (K,) inf n. [meaning, What is nipped, shrunk, shrivelled, or one flees from him, nor does any one approach
-

-

-

-

s

-

*}

º, (TA) and "5-5 (K.) and "Val, (Fr. K.)

blasted, by the cold: see art.

**].

him ; i.e., he is a person of no account. (As, K.)

(TA.)

[In the TA a trad. is quoted which confirms the

inf n. : * : (TA;) He cooked flesh-meat

*-

2

5...

•

See

&s.

former signification.] See also art. •2,5.

thoroughly: (K:) or so that it fell off from the
home.

($, K.) —

Sº, aor. 2, inf. n. º and §:

*A

~}*

place to which one flees; a place of

refuge. (Mgb.) — *... tºj & t Such a one
and º: (K;) and Y 5,35 (S, K;) It (flesh-meat)
1. Jºs, (S. K.) aor. : ; not 2, as some have
mas thoroughly cooked: (K:) or reas cooledº imagined on account of the measure of the first of is a refuge to us. (TA.)
as to fall off from the bone. ($," TA.) = Jº jº the following inf ns., imagining thence also that ºve * He came striving, or eacerting himself,
.J.

3 a .2

ailº, (S. K.) aor. , (K) inf n. *. (TA) He the pret. is ºs; nor with the pret 45s, as
ma. loquacious : or he was loquacious, with incor

some have

supposed because of the guttural letter;

§s:

(ISk, S:) or for a guttural letter, when it is the first, is not
he was very foul in his speech : or nas very reckoned as having any influence on the form of
rectness; (TA ;) as also A$$.

in the affair : (Lh:) or, as some say, he came
jleeing and in fright. (TA.)
9

*o

-Prº 4 piece of wood, or nooden implement,
which
the sonver, or ploughman, dran's fornward
incorrect, or faulty, therein : (K:) or, simply, he the aor.; nor :, as some have thought; (TA;)

and backward [over the ground]. (K.) [A piece
was foul, (S,) or incorrect, or faulty, (TA,) in inf n. * ($, K) and º. and 5%; (K;)
of
the trunk of a tree, or of a thick branch, is
his speech: (S, TA:) also 2^{<! Y ja he multi He (a man, or any animal, TA) fled; ran anay.
plied his words

but, pal, not to the point, or cº (S, K) – 4×. Jº Jº (To Thee I fee for

rectly. (K.) — ſº a filº & inf n. 9°,

refuge from Thee;

ić, from

[Verily his speech is prolia ; or is titious, and addressed to God]. (TA)
disorderly]. (TA.)
2 : see 1.
4: see 1. –

cº

thus drawn over the soil after sowing.]

thy punishment:

— 239) &:

Jºjº

*

** Half of the wooden pin, peg, or stake, dis

* *

-

* . .” -

-

-

JºA sing of 53.29s, which signifies The
appeared [in the ground). (K.) = −A, aor. , servants, or ministers of the fire (S, K) of the
J. Val He entered upon He became extremely aged, old and neak, or de Magians; (K;) the servants, or ministers, (3.55,
365
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L, K, by which is meant 23-, TA,) of the fire * “º (1) The lion (K) – Also º, . A "eason of the vehemence of heat, and his being
temple of the Indians: (L, K :) or the judges woman in nihom the division betneen the vagina much smeared neith pitch, (S, K,) and being
of the Magians: (L:) or the great men of and the rectum has been broken through. (S, K.) heavily laden. (TA.)
the Indians : or their learned men : (L, K :)
Sometimes employed in this sense. (S.)- <-2. 2.-J.
inf. n.
and '4-ya,
a Persian word, [originally *] arabicized. A rent garment. (ISd.) –
A mounded
inf. n.
He incited, or urged, the camel to
(S, L.)
reputation. (ISd.) =-ji. J- A man n-ho
*

*jº,

age,
º;;

<-->

-

* > . o.

5

-

-

3-key A. A pace less quick than that termed -d
(S, L, K.)

does not keep a secret, and n:ho talks foully. (K.)

<59.

-vo.

See

K.) —

(sº-

A proud and self-conceited manner of
walking, or going; (L, K;) n:hich is (L) a
manner ºf waking or going like that of the

journey on (during the hottest time of the day,
$) until he [the camelj became perpleared in his
sight by reason of the vehemence of the heat. (S,

** [A certain fallen angel, the companion
of ººl; the name of an angel, or of a king;

&–9 &e, inf n. **, IIe cried out

to the lion or other beast of prey, and chid him.
(S, K.) =
inf n.
It (beverage of

&xi,

tº,

but the former accord. to the more common

iáſs (pl. of 35s). (A’obeyd, L.) A obeyd
mentions it in speaking of the paces of camels; opinion: generally and most correctly held to be the kind called 3-3) affected, or took effect
upon, a person. (S, K.)
and says that it is without a parallel in form. a foreign name. (TA.)
* , of
- 2 - ?, ?
4: see 2. —
The heat reached his (a
(L.) — esãº J.- 13& The camel ran in
º

*

-

&

- c :

stººl: see tº throughout. — as: it'ſ stºl

clining towards one side.

(S, L, K.)

camel's) inside.
t an epithetic appellation given to a

pl eſs (TA) [like airiº 23, q.v.)
2

~}^

5

- © e.

tº

<ºs, [aor. 2 and 2,] inf. n. *:

(TA.) —

º

(TA.)

cº

-

sºvº: see tº A. = Flesh-meat thoroughly
3 J. 2

§s Trial, or civil rar,ºr conflict and faction,

•

&: &s, [aor. : and 2,3 inf. n. &s, JHe dren,

19-yº Iniverunt, alii alias.

He was, or became, affected by beve
rage of the kind called Jºš. (S, CK.)
7.

**.

He
6 * ~ *

rent, or slit, a thing, to niden it.

6.

,

º

~994-9: See
1.

*

(L.)

-º-;

cooked, so that it has fallen in pieces; as also ºve;
the side of his mouth towards the ear. (TA.) – or this latter [only] is the correct word. (TA, or discord, or dissension, (ārś,) and confusion, or
disorder: (S:) vehement and much slaughter:
*.*. aor. 2, (inf. n. **, $,) He n'as neide, or from a trad.)

(TA :) in a trad, respecting the signs of the last
ample, in the sides of the mouth : he had a nide

mouth. ($, K, TA)—ºn ºs, (5) aor. .
and 2, inf. n. Sys, (ISd, K.) He rent the gar

ment. (Az,8, Isa, K.)— & eºs ($) aor. es. (K,)

Traming

self: ($:) and so, accord. to Aboo-Moosa, it
ears. (TA, from a trad.)
43

and 2, inf. n.

of the mouth, day, conflict, and confusion, or disorder: (TA )
them often, or much, toniards the or slaughter; as explained by Mohammad him

**. Twisting about the sides
and

He wounded his reputa

- d -

6

signifies in the language of Abyssinia. (TA)

•

Ibn Keys Er-Rukeiyát said, in the days of the
faction of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr,

~94-0 : See -2}^.

tion; syn. 23 &#9; (S;) as also sº and lºs.

(TA) [Accord. to the K, 3, seems to signify

3. tº Jºli sº ej

*}^
+

the same as &al absolutely; but in the TA,
the signification is restricted as above.]— <>

** An old, morn-out, garment. (K.) [See
also <-2s.)

2-il. (S, IX,) aor. 2 and 2, inf. n. *: (K;)
[and * 3, .
5. ;] He cooked the flesh
See

º As

&

meat thoroughly : (K:) cooked it so that it fell
off from the bones. (S.)

-

->

->

* >

**, aor. :., inf. m. §s,

**,

2* * * *

5

. .

c <

tº 2-4 -º cº cº-

*

Would that I knen, nºnether this be the first of the
slaughter predicted as a sign of the last day, or
whether it be a time of trial, or civil war, &c.,
He did, acted, or other than the slaughter so predicted. (S.)

occupied himself, much in a thing; (S, L;) ear

2 : see 1, last sentence.
…

1.

**

#

+

6

*.

3 -©

8-9s

See

&

patiated, or took a nide range, in it. (L.) This

-

- - -

stºl and stºl : see -ºvº".

9 ,

is the original signification. (S.) – Us; **

º, .

àe-lya An assembly, or a company, of men who

§s,

Msb.) He launch into, and earpatiate in, or are diffuse in,
(K.)— Wide, or ample, <-22-1), (aor. 2, inf n.
launched
into, and ea patiated in, or nas diffuse discourse, talk, or narration. (K.)
in the sides of the mouth : (S:) as also V &
in, discourse, talk, or narration : (K:) this is
33:1, and 32-, -je, and ' …, and the signification in most frequent use : (TA:) or &r- A man n-hose camels are affected nith the
W éº.
(TA.) A wide-mouthed horse; as he made a confusion, or confounded, therein. scab, and have therefore been smeared neith pitch,

-j- Wide, or ample.

-

and camel. (TA.) [See an ex, in (K, Msb.) —
aor. 2 and 2, inf. n. ºs, and to n-hose insides the heat has penetrated.
a verse cited voce Cº.)
<-, Multum inivit: (S, L:) or [simply] inivit an (TA)
and W
A horse that runs much (S,
and W º, A serpent having a nide mouth. cillam suam. (K.) – cº, aor. : , (inf n. 2-ya,

&*,

alo' &;

-

3& <-->

-

- -

6

-

0.

#2

£5.

TA,) He (a horse) ran much : ($, L:) or ran K:) and
A man having quickly, or sniftly: (MSb ) or [simply] ran. (TA.)

(TA)—" & 3. A lion ride in the sides of
the mouth. ($) — ” & Jº
a nide mouth.

(TA.)

—º

a mouth wide in the sides.

*

*… Having
(S.)—" &. Jºë
W

*

(K.) — J.-L.J.'

* * *

-

"3-5- a horse that

runs vehemently.

6 o' -

tº, aor. 7, (inf. n. &^, (S,)

The people fell into a state of trial, or civil war

5

ºf . 6

.. 5

&ºr; :
-

see tºº.

or conflict and faction, or discord, or discussion,

3&

Dogs nide in the sides of the mouth. (ağ) and confusion, or disorder, ($, K,) and
[See an ex, voce **)
and slaughter. (K.) —
aOr. (inf. r1. cº, S,)
Q. 1. <s,
3,9] and " …) and * <5. (K) and He (a camel) became perple.ced in his sight, by snift. (IKtt.)

(s)
W

—“º

&*,

--~~}*

5 . .”

2

inf. n.

ãºs, He

reas quick, or

Book I.]

~~jº – Jºya

** and *** Tall, or long, as

an epithet

of man ke (k)— ** A tall, or long

2891

is, or ājs, (L. K.) and '@'sſe, (L.) A cer tº Grain, (Mºb) or wheat, (TA) bruised,
tain

plants (A, S,

L, K;) a

certain

herb, of

brayed, or pounded, [vehemently, or violently,
with
a
met
not
had
he
AHn
that
says,
n:hich
and then cooked: (Mºb, TA:) [or
(see
bodied, (4.3%) and bulky, she-camel: (S:) as
also
the
is
7
3%
and
(L:)
it:
description
of
also Jºe: pl. --5. —º- Anything
a kind of thick pottage, prepared of cooked n-heat
like
or
(L,)
esse,
certain
(K,)
plant,
a
of
name
cooked flesh-meats much pounded together :
Mojam:
ot
and
the
in
so
great, large, or bully:

Jºjº)

extending long, horizontally. (TA)
A tall palm-tree. (TA.)

–4

Jºe

(Golius; app. on the authority of Ibn-Maaroof.)

in &e. (TA)
-

5

-> →

but this is probably one of the kinds of à-eja
peculiar to post-classical times; which kinds are

-d .

Jºjº: see 32n-.
5

... o.

many: see De Sacy's Relation de l'Égypte par

- O

Abd-Allatif, pp. 307 and 312:] of the measure

cºlore: see Jºjº.

>}^

3

1. Sº, (S, L. K.) aor. -, (K) inf n.ºs, (L)

ãº in the sense of the measure ã, i.

-O

- 7 o'.

colors": see Cº.

from the verb above-mentioned: (S, K.) pl.

He rent, or tore, ($, I., K,) a garment, or piece
3, and '3s. A garment, or piece of cloth,
of cloth; ($, L;) as also <ys: (Az, L:) he rent,
or tore, to injure, or spoil, (L, K,) not to amend: rent, or torn; (L;) as also <-ºs. (AZ.)

(L:) he (a puller) rent, or tore, and beat, a gar
ment, or piece of cloth: (L:) and "sys he rent,

5

(L.) —

***

>5x-e : See

30s. – Also, (S, L,
of

cloth, dyed

Jº A maker, or preparer, of a-ys:

(Mgh,

K,) A gar Msb, K.) and a seller thereof.

(Mgh.)

yellon',(S, L) with

Jºe

sº, aor. -, (L.)

Sys, (S, L, K,) He wounded his reputation.

Jºs. (A)

- d -

ment, or piece
or tore, much.

(Msb:)

sº, (L.) and so *s. (L) and "ús; (K,”

[in the M, voce

3,4, q.v., accord.

to

Jºel

A stone hollowed
the TA, Jºve, i.e., app.
TA,) or, as Sh says, accord. to information given
(S. L. K.)—sº, aor. 2 (§, L. K.) inf n. *. to Aboo-'Adnán by an intelligent Arab of the out, (S, Mgh, Msb,) oblong, (Mgh, Msb,) and
(L.) He cooked flesh-meat so that it fell off from desert, of the people called Báhileh, dyed nith heavy, resembling a [vessel of the hind called] jº,

inf. n.

the bones: (S, L, K:) or cooked it much : (As,
Jºys, and then with saffron, so as to become of a q.v., (Mgh,) in which one bruises, brays, or pounds,
L:) or cooked it thoroughly and well: (ISd, L,
colour like that of the floner of the *ś- (Az, and from nºkich one performs the ablution termed
signi
K.) and 'ja, (K) inf n. 29% (S. L.)
•3-33; ($, Mgh, M3b;) and it is also made of
L:) or of a light yellow colour. (IAmb, L.)
0.

o - -

fies the same, (S, L, K,) but with an intensiveness:
4 *~ *

(S, L:) or he put flesh-meat into the fire, and

5

brass ; and grain and other things are bruised in

-O -

>}+* : See 5.93%-9.

it : (Mºb :) and sometimes, by a tropical appli

cooked it thoroughly. (AZ, L.) — sº, (L, K,

cation, ; one of wood, (Mgh, Msb,) used for the
same purpose: (Msb:) or a mortar; syn. Cºº ;

-->}^

TA,) or 3,A, (AZ, L, CK,) and "xxi, (TA,)

It (flesh-meat) became cooked so that it fell off
Q. 1. º, inf. n. iss, (and ~x", TA, [a (K;) or thing in which grain is bruised: (A,
from the bones : or, cooked much : or, cooked
TA,) and also, (A, K,) tropically, (A,) t a hol
strange form: perhaps a mistake for º Ol'
thoroughly and nell: (L, K:*) or it, being put
lowed stone, (A, K,) of oblong shape, (A,) from
into the fire, became thoroughly cooked. (AZ, L.) Jºe :]) He ran heavily. (IKtt &c., and K.) which one performs the ablution above mentioned;
º

Irreg verb.
-

CK,

2

-

º,

º

…

~*

• *

O ~*

ise

(A, K3) consisting of a bulky stone, nihich several

$2. TA) An old woman.

(S,
men cannot lift nor move because of its neight,
(Lh, M, art. 259; and K,) inf. n. K.) — Also, (as some say, TA,) Having a capable of holding much water. (TA.)
sncollen belly, and conardly: ($, K:) or convardly,
Stºja, aor. •249s", [in the

(and

-

$32, (Lh, M in art 29) iſ ºf ſq.v., in

bulky, of little sense, sn’ollen in the belly, and having
art. 333, I neilled, wished, or desired, the thing]. no heart. (TA.) — Accord. to Az, in the T, A
(Lh, M, art. 33) ; and K.)
large, long-bodied man is called
-

-

is,.

(TA.)

1.

Jºs, aor. 2, (Sgh, K,) inf.

n.

Jºs, (TK,)

•z.

g

2 : see 1. = x^, inf. n. Jºvi, He wore a
* 9.

Cºyº

t He (a man, TA) was, or became, evil, or bad,
in disposition. (Sgh, K.) =383 Jºs, (Ibn

-

359-6, (K,) i.e., a yellon garment, dyed with

Jºjº

sº. (TA)

0 o

Abbād, A. K.) and &l,(A) aor. and -, (A,

1. 4-ys, aor. , (IF, A, Msh) inf n. Jºs,

K,) inf. n. Jºs, (TK,) I Time, or fortune, was,
(IF, S, A, Msb, K,) He bruised, brayed, or
or became, distressful, or calamitous. (I'Abbād,
pounded, it ; crushed it so as to break it; broke
one
K,)
(L,
app. by inadvertence, Jº, a
sº Certain roots with nºbich dyes,
it, or broke it in pieces, by beating; (S, IF, Msb, A, K.) [In the A,
of a yellon, colour: (TA:) or (so accord. to the TA;) namely, grain, (Msb,) or some other thing: **!" is mentioned as proper; and Jus;1 Jºys,
as tropical.]
L; but in the K, and) i.4 = * : (L. K.) or
5: see 1.

(IF, Msb:) or he did so vehemently, or riolently:

.*.*.

correctly, the roots of the (A, K:) or nith something broad: or neith some
and a certain red earth preservative between it and the ground. (TA.)
(TA:)
J-º:
or
.*.*,
(K) with which one dyes. (TA.)
the yellon,

* ~39 & Jºs, (A, K, TK.) in n.
Jºjº, (S, A, K,) He excited strife, or quarrel

J-> Grain, (Msb,) or wheat, (A,) bruised, ling, between, or among, the dogs; syn. Jº

esse,

(As, S, L, K, [but in the last it is not

braved, or pounded, (A, Msb,) vehemently, or (S, A, K, TK.) and ~$g & "Jºu, (A,
riolently, (A) with the J-92, before it is cooled; Mgh, TA,) or ~$89, (S,) or Jé sº Jaz,

shown whether it be with or without tenween])
of the measure Jº, ($, L.) of the fem. gen.,
for when it is cooked, it is termed *~,sº (Msb:)
(IAmb,) but AHn says, I know not whether it [of the measure
in the sense of i. measure and
($, Mgh,) he incited the dogs to attack
be masc. [and therefore with tenween] or fem.
[and therefore without tenween], (L.) [in one Jº: from the verb above-mentioned. (K.) one another. ($, Mgh, K.) — [Hence, Jºe
J-7s es.” I have nº heat
instance in the L, and in a copy of the K, written You say,

Jº

*~jº

12, A, which is evidently wrong,) and

49e,

[i.e.

bruised, &c., for the a-, *. (A.)

* (K.' TK) inf n. 43% (S, A, Mgh, K)
Jºe

* & (A) or -º) & (K) inf n as
above, ($, K,) t He eaccited discord, dissension,
365*
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disorder, strife, quarrelling, or animosity, between, Jºe, and Jº, ! [lit., I shake my shoulder went quickly: (En-Nadr, TA:) or made a noise
or among, the people. ($,” A, K.)
blade, and my shoulder-joint;] meaning, I walk and clamour. (S.) – Jº <> 1 The camels,
njith an elegant and a proud and self-conceited being urged on by the singing of their driver,

tº's [They fought and assailed each other]: gait; I behave nºith pride and self-conceitedness. became brish, or sprightly. (S,” A, TA.) You
• ?:
wº
said of two dogs. (A.) See also 6. — [Hence.) (Mgh) And 38 illejº iſlit., He shook his
say also, Jºe') jºl He was, or became, active, or
Jºe Jºſé [An irritable, or a quarrelsome, dog]; sides at such a ſing: app. meaning, he was
3.

prompt, and brish, or cheerfully excited, at a thing,
active, or prompt, and brisk, or n'as moved with or to do a thing. (TA.) [Ex.} A- jºs f He
is also used to signify The fighting against each alacrity, to do such a thing, or he nas rejoiced at
rejoiced [or nas active or prompt, &e, to do good]:
other of men. (Mgh.)
such a thing : like
q.v.]: and in like said ºf: gºero!, man. (En-Nadr, T.A.) And

ikeº-tie (TA)—stealoº — 32

" ... jº,

o, -o,

a.

6. Jºol cºlº, and "--ºral, (A, K, TA,) manner, 3… 3s. (A) [In like manner also -32,-4) jºr, 38 t [He rejoices, or is active, or

Jºe &: <-ºff U. 3. [app. meaning,

and tâz ü as "Jºjº, (A,) The dogs fought and

you say,)

assailed one another.

accord. to a gloss cited by De Sacy in his Anthol. (A.) [Hence the saying,jjrº alsº jº, S CŞs

prompt, &c., to do nºkat is beneficent, or kind].
*-** 22 - - 3-2-

(TA.)

see 6.
*

--~~}*
* 3.. 6

-

-

-

- -

Gr. Ar., p. 309, What I san, rejoiced me: or, f [Such a one does not rejoice, &c., to give, but he
as rendered by him, p. 286, ce dont j'étois temoin, shrinks from giving]. (A, TA, art.jée.) [Hence
réveilla en moi le courage.] (Z, in his preface to
also,J * >39 cº Jºe #: 1 The empyrean
the Keshshāf) And Jºjº, (S, A, K,) aor. ,

of the Compassionate rejoiced at the death of Saad;
ãº, A. An old woman far advanced in years:
inf
n
:
(TA)
and
jº,
(5,
K,
TA).
He
(,
(K:) a n’orn-out old noman; as also ãº. (T.) man urging his beasts by singing) made the camels (En-Nadr, I Ath, K, TA;) meaning Saad Ibn
Mo’ādh ; (TA; ) i.e., when he [meaning his soul]
to be brisk, or sprightly, by his singing to urge was taken up; (IAth, TA;) because of the
~~ejº
them. (S, A, K.) Andž, đ, (The jour honour in which he was held by his Lord; (K;)
<--9s Wells : (K;) a pl. that has no sing.; neying made them to be brisk, or sprightly]. (T.A.) or the inhabitants of the empyrean rejoiced at his
º

o

… o.p.

And

jº 4: 3. # The pace brought him on quickly.

death : these words occur in a trad., of which

or its sing is strºys or ~3°ys ; or perhaps the

there is another relation, Jºº. 5-al: and some
J is an augmentative letter: (MF:) or, accord. (TA.) And - Öğ <ſº + I made such a one
say, that by Jº all is meant the bier upon which
to the L, it is a name of a certain group of wells to rejoice [or to be prompt and brisk (see the
was removed to his grave. (TA.) You
in the tract of Ed-Dahma, said to have been dug

|sand

quasi-pass., 8,) to do good]: said of a generous

also say, Jº <! "jsjø f My heart became
by Lukmán the son of ‘Ād; or, accord. to As, man: (En-Nadr, TA:) and **śs and
moved by a cheerful, or jouful, affection tonards
certain wells on the left of Dareeyeh; if so, F has
4. [app. signify the same]. (A.) And & tle him.
erred in prefixing to it the art. J. (TA.)
(K, TA) — tº 3-ºl The plant, or
…

6 - 0.

• *

* *

&#9 #. and 4:4. + Such a one came n'alking

jº
1.

§s, (S, A, Mgb, K,) and ºfs,

herbage, became tall. (A, TA)—Jº-5
impulsively : (JK in art. Jas:) or nºith a grace |
|f The land produced plants, or herbage : (A:) or
ful gait, impulsively. (Ibn-El-Faraj, TA, in art. became put in motion, and produced plants, or
[respecting Jas.) – You also say, of a plant, or herbage,
(TA.)

which see what is said on an ex. below,) (A, K.)

ju.2%

3-9. * 25. ! The

nºinds and the

rains

*

R. Q. 1. &sis, and &sjº, and 4. “jºis.
aor. 2, (A, Msb,) inf. n.
(S, A, Msb,) [He made it to become tall. (A, TA.”)- *;& ja.
§s, TA). He
shook it;] he put it in motion, or into a state of see 8. —ſº seems to be an inf. m. of §s] You
subdued
him,
or
rendered
him
submissive; syn
&
($, TA, art. Joye,) [app. for
commotion; (S, A, Mºb, K3) as also '85s, (S, say

3.

*1–Alºueirº, ºr "

5.

3–3,

K) and * je (TA) inf n. 3.; (Ki) and 5.2. *]
W

&sis,

A spear that vibrates, or quivers,
(S, K,) inf. n. §sis ; (TA;) meaning, he when shaken. (TA, ibid.)

à. (K, TA)
R. Q. 2.

made it move by pulling and pushing; or he made
it more to the right and left: or, accord. to Er
Răghib, he did so nºith violence, or vehemence.
(TA.) It is said that is is trans, by itself, and by

means of ~, like 3-f

and

Jää.

2:

jºi.

see 8, in two places. – Also,

| H. became subdued, or submissive;

see 1, in two places.

quasi-pass.

of jºs. (TA)
5 : see 8.

;: t Brisk and rejoicing to do evil or mischief;
8.

jal, (inf

n.

35.8%) quasi-pass. of §s, (TA,)
applied to a woman: pl.

it is trans. in

[It shook; or quivered; ) it became in motion, or
the latter manner in the Kur., [xix. 25, where
in a state of commotion; (S, Msb, K;) as also
"jø. (S, K,) quasi-pass. of §s; (TA;) and

it is said, sº ei- 4% jº, And shake

*js.

(A, TA.)

3. I Briskness, or sprightliness : (S, K.) and

writness,

sprightliness, alacrity, or cheerfulness,
thou tonards thee the trunk of the palm-tree], "jś, (S, A, K,) ſquasi-pass. ofºss; meaning, disposing one to promptness in acts of liberality,
i.e. Jº- but ISd says, that the verb is here
accord. to explanations of 3. in the TA, it became kindness, and beneficence; or liberality of disposi
made trans. by means of ºr because it is used in moved by being pulled and pushed; or it became tion; syn. i-ji: (K;) and [in like manner]
the sense of (sº- and MF says, that, properly, moved to the right and left: or it became so moved *}.º f briskness, or sprightliness, of camels when
(TA.) You
f

•

it is not trans. by means of ºp.
say,

9:3 -º-, 3. [He shook the snºord, &c.]

with violence, or vehemence.] —

ºff- Jº *915

(A) And Guaº 3–2. sºs (A) and -i, *::ſe. -*.S. f [the star in its shooting, or
and W º;s6) [The mind shook the branches, and darting, donn] : (S, A, TA:) and &ég }:s
the trees,) and <& sº it shook (-e-) the ! the star shot, or darted, donºn [app. 'n'ith a
plants: but this has also a tropical signification, quivering motion]; (O, L, TA;) as alsojº. (A,
which see below.

urged on by the singing of their driver. (A, TA.)—

f [app. the nater quivered in its running] : and ! A kind of pace, or manner of going, of camels;

(TA.) – You say also, 3. K.) —

<-exº- ! The procession, or cavalcade,

(Aş, K5) when the train goes quickly: (As,” En
Nadr, TA:) or a state of commotion of a train
or procession or cavalcade : (ISd, TA:) or the
confused sound thereof. (IDrd, TA.) — ; The

sound of the boiling of a cooking-pot: (S, K :)
t the reiterating sound of thunder; as also

'3.js

:
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* - tº

(K:) which latter has likewise the following inf n. 9s; (TA) and * u, jal; (K;) He
similar significations: t a sound, or noise; (K:) killed his camels with cold. IAar says, that
as, for instance, a sound, or noise, of turning of a §3 ºffs and jal both signify The cold killed
mill; as also jºi [inf n. ofji : (TA:) and t the him. (TA.) =% He put in motion, [or eaccited,)
murmuring of the wind

sang in a certain manner, nºith trilling, or quaver
ing; º also W tº: (S, K;) and W tº: (K:)
or W

tº signifies he reiterated, or made to re

ciprocate, the graceful modulations of his voice:

(S, K) when it shakes the the beast on which he rode. (As, K)=% or prolonged his voice, without elevating it: (Aboo

trees: (S:) or the sound of the bloning of the and &: He died (K) in his place, or on the Is-hák, L:) or §s does not at all signify trilling,
wind: (TA:) or the lightness of the wind, and spot ; i.e. unea pectedly, or suddenly : (Z ) im
or quavering; and therefore IAar has applied
the quickness of its bloning. (A, TA)
properly
objected
against
by
Ibn-Es-Sáigh.
63
as an epithet to a dog that barks much.

#.

-

}.25A :

("Ináyeh, M.F.)

see 35A.

(L.) — He read, or recited, with a prolonging

ja

He entered upon the time of severe cold. and trilling of the voice, making the sounds to
35s + Difficulties, afflictions, or calamities :
(K.) See also º, which is the word commonly Jollow closely, one upon another; as also " 83.
[a pl.] having no singular. (Th, T.A.)
4.

2.9

.

6

."

º'

-

known. (TA)—See 1. = a-39 & Jºyjal His (TA.)

jū Jºsé

! [A star shooting, or darting, she-camel hastened with him. (K.)

down; or quivering in doing so: see 8]. ($, TA.)

}

5:

83-,

2. ºn

inf. n.

tºº,

He (a singer

1

[or a reader or reciter]), made the sounds of the
*... e.

35Aja: see R. Q. 1, of
*

which it is the inf. n. :

10,

**

voice to be closely consecutive, and uttered in a
*** *

... •

at, scoffed at, laughed light and quick manner. (L.) – 435.2
and W 4-5.3, [the latter app. a mistake for
at, derided; a ridiculous person. (S, K.)

§ One who is mocked

and see jºjº.

**,
&

jajº [app. pl. of §al Seditions, or discords,
£2 3
3 .

-

-

4:3, He made the sounds of his coice to be closely

§§

-

One who mocks at, scoffs at, laughs at,
or dissensions, (Jºš,) in which people are in a
consecutive, or near together. (TA.) — See 1.
derides, or ridicules, others. (S, K.)
state of commotion : (S, Mºb :) or n’ars and
4. gºal He (a poet) composed, or uttered,
difficulties or afflictions or calamities that put
â3% 33. t A morning intensely cold : as verses of the metre termed &". (K.)
into a state of commotion : (A :) or the excite though mocking men when they shrug and
5. Jºin <3.7 ! The bon, twanged, on the
ment of commotion in men, by trials, or trying shiver. (A.)
events, and by nars; (K,” TA;) as also
archer's loosing the string after drawing it. (S,

-*ju is a $44, and with # for a jº,

" ;&s. (K.)

K, TA.) – See 1, and 2.

t[A desert that mocks the company of riders]. (A.)
[

£3. ! The twanging of a bow, on the archer's

º
loosing the string after drawing it; and of a lute

~}^

1. º. ºº, (K) and * (5 K') and 3.
(S, K) followed by are and aº ; (Akh, S ;) but

string: in the TA, i.g.

*

A camel strong in running; syn.

&

6 *

U83a-J1: (K, and so in a copy of the S :) or a
accord. to Yoo, we should say a dºs only ;
not are; (TA ;) aor. 2, inf n. 3. and 5. (S, K)

§ (TA) and $5. ; (S, K;) and a " 5.3,
(AZ, S, K.) and as * 5-15 (S. K.) He

drow and bold camel;

syn.
the S, in several copies): a

*** Jºsé (so in

strong

and

is,

§§

pl.

and pl. pl.

gº

or perhaps this latter is a pl. of which
2 of
the sing. is W i-ji, like as}~5 is pl of Śsº ;
and the twanging of a

bow-string or lute-string

camel. (El may be likened to an ode or a song of the metre

832),

which is perhaps, judging from
Jarmee :) a camel advanced in age, and bold. termed
mocked at, scoffed at, laughed at, derided, or (AS.) — $ºs A vulture, (K,) advanced in age. analogy, the proper signification of as-35A1.]
Jºãº *** ! [To the lute and the bon,
ridiculed, him. (S, K.) — The most approved (TA.)

tºº

reading of "& in the Kur, ii. 13, is with
the . fully pronounced: some alleviate it: and
some read &#14: and some &sjº (but

this pronunciation is of weak
.v.

say

$43.4% for

~éju
-

* * *~*

e. , 8 ~ 9

-

authºrity ;)
•o -

-

p

$3.
3. A

Sharp; fierce; syn.

2-.

-

“…)

there are twangings]. (A.) El-Kumeyt says,
[speaking of a bow,

sharp, or fierce, lion : (K, accord. to
the TA :) or a strong lion. (CK.)

º

and
>3

~5-1. (Zj) — º ~!y-J)

J's and iſºls A kind of fish. (K)
+

•*

£2.

-

2-

-3-

-

6 -

9-1 º telli iſ ºf

*

*

w

•5

--- (-ºi &

d.

0

*

..º.

t [The mirage mocks the company of

*

…)

* --|--| S2 tº ~º J
-

-

**

Jºjº

riders]. (A.) = 5A, (K,) inf. n. 23A, (TA,) He,
or it, broke a thing.

(K.) — A poet says, de

scribing a coat of mail,
#

tº:- Jºi sã & 9

#

#

gºi-, J--Ju 5-5,

#

Jºe andº and 3%, (K) or the first [only],

*

5-5- --- u-tºº

*

(TA,) Thick and bulky; and strong and hard or [Neither its on mer nor the people imputed a fault
hardy : pl. ºffs. (K.) You say, §e âû A to any of its properties, except its narning the
(wild) asses of his presence by the twangings of
hard, or hardy, she-camel. (IAar.) — Also, the its harsh singings, and its causing a groaning
first, ($, K,) and the second and third, (Sgh, K,) sound to follow the loud, or prolonged, wailing].
The lion : ($, $gh, K,) accord. to some, because
($.) —

£5. One of the modes of singing Çeş),

[It has creases that repel the arron's, making of his thickness and bulkiness. (TA.) Some
in nihich is a trilling, or quavering : (S, K:) pl.
them to recede, and break the broad and long say that the o is a radical letter: others, that it

&#.

(L.) [But see 1.] – A voice that excites
arron-heads, and those n-hich are small and is augmentative, and that the word is from jº,
broad]. The - in Jºlsºju is redundant. This is signifying the “act of repelling with strength.” lively emotions of joy or grief (K.) — A fine,
or delicate, and elevated, voice. (TA.)- A voice
the opinion of the lexicologists, except ISd, who (MF, TA.)
thinks that this is an error, and that

º here

=º. §s, (K;

but it is

means “mocks.” (TA.)

thought that this may be a mistake for $s. TA,)

t;"
1.

**, aor. 2, (S, K,) inf. n. §:

in which is hoarseness, or harshness. (K.) — Any
speech of which the component parts are closely
consecutive, or near together, (K,) uttered in a
(L;) He light, or quick, manner; pl. as above. (L.) —

2894
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39. The

name of a certain kind of metre of contented themselves by employing the word leaves, one after another. (Mºb [in which it

alone; and the Arabs used it, and prefixed to seems to be indicated that the aor. of the verb in
verse; (S, K;) consisting of four feet, each of 35A
(TA :) the pl. is stºl,5A. (Msb.) this sense is : ; but this is contr. to rule in an
the measure &eta; originally of six feet, like it the article J1:
intrans. verb of this class; and I think it impro
the jº and the Jº, in each of which, [as in the
bable.]) — Jºs. inf. n. *.*. t He (a man)
~y_j^
each foot consists of one element of the
became neak; unable to endure difficulty or
Q. 1. -jº, inf n. iºs, He was light, or
kind termed *:::: *s, and of two elements
distress. (TA.) And Jºs, aor. -, + He affected
active, and quick, or snift. (IKtt, K.) A dial.
languor, or languidness; syn. 2:3: and he became
of the kind termed J.A. J.; so called because form. of ~jgs. (TA.)
of the mutual nearness of its component parts.
old, or aged. (TA.) = Jº, (Msb, K,) first
- --

3

**)

- O

-

[8;"

3.

flies. (L.)

&c.

pers. : ::s, (S, Mºb, K) aor. Jº (Mºb. K.)

Lightness, or agility. (TA.) —
Quickness in the falling, and putting down, of
the legs [upon the ground]. (TA.) – t The
sound of thunder. (S.) – f The buzzing of

(TA.) –

©

See Supplement.]

and Jºs, first

*-ºs,

inf. n.

§s

J-ºl **, occurring in a verse of 'Antarah,

cited voce

Js, The

(Msb,

became cheerful, brisk, lively, or sprightly. (Msb.)

You say, Jºſé < ***. (S, TA,) and a <<s,
(TA,) : I was, or became, cheerful, &c., in
behaviour tomards such a one : (S:) or I was, or
A quick, or snift, he-ostrich. (K.)
became cheerful in countenance, or joyful, or
Quick, or snift : (TA:) a light, or an pleased, at meeting with such a one. (TA.) And

&e
cat that cries for food at

agile, (and snift, or quick, TA,) wolf: ($, K :)
supper-time : (EM, p. 233 :) or the dog that
pl.
barks much in the evening; meaning, in the
it is
night: or buzzing flies in the evening. (L.) —
*

Jº

He (an ostrich, or or sprightly: (S, K :) or he smiled, and was, or

.

* ... .o.

-

aor.

K;) the nas, or became, cheerful, brisk, lively,

* %,

Q. 1.

the sounds to follon, close, one upon another. (A.)

- -

<<s,

K;) inf n iºtis (S, Mºb, K) and Jüs; (A,

*

or
&" A singer [or reader or reciter] who pro anything,) nas quick, snift. (TA)
às-Jja: see 1; and art. &P.
longs his voice, with trilling, or quavering, making
º,

pers.

£5.

3:45°.

and

derived from

39.

ºs- J. Jº. sº, f He is cheerful, &c., towards

(TA.) Accord. to Kr, his brethren]. (A) And Jº W Jºsé ºte <!-3
(TA.) [See isºs in ! [I ment in to him, and he nas cheerful, &c., in

.

cº A child, and a horse, whose legs fall, or are

art.

5:3. (A,”
|TA) And -º-; its (JK, TA,') and
|<s, (TA) inf n iºtis (S) and Jºtis,

tºº.)

his behaviour tonards me]; like U,

[Aj*
put don'n, quickly [upon the ground]. (TA.) –
(L.) —
! Sounding thunder, as also V
1 A tranging lute [and bow). (A.) – 1 A cloud
and
sounding with thunder. (A.) – sº

See Supplement.]

&

**.

** and
- -

(A,) ( I neas, or became, cheerful, brisk, &c.,
to do what was kind, or beneficent : (S,” TA:)

**
: 5* . See art. tº.

or I desired to do it : (JK :) and Y

... +

Was-29A, One who makes the sounds of his voice
to follon close, one upon another. (L.)

[u-º

desirous, to do nºkat was kind, or beneficent.
See Supplement.]

v- .

* * ***

(TA) And ºn J. Jºlis :: * : [He pos.

-

à-25A Uninterrupted speech or language. (IX.)
— Confusion of voice or sound beyond measure;
(K;) as also

isºs.

8-9)
see tºº.)

(K, TA, art.

-

g

[The A is an augmentative letter:

<<k.

-32 = .0 I was, or became, cheerful, &c., and

~~~8

--- Sufficiency;

like

---.

briskness,

liveliness, or spright
liness, of disposition to do good]. (A.) Accord.
to Sh, <<s signifies + He rejoiced, and desired;
sessés cheerfulness,

(K.)

• *

[J-A &c.

(TA.)
if correct,
nife, or I

or was, or became, jouful, and desirous.
See Supplement.]

3:25: A voice, or the like, of nihich the sounds
ar'e

closely consecutive.

letter. (S, K.) —

The A is an augmentative
*> A confused voice

is termed

£2%

iº

:

(L.) – [See also

9

See

&js)

a01".

<s,

pers.

Jº

tomards my

a01".

nas, or became, brisk, or sprightly, in disposition
tonards her. (Mgh.) And accord to ISd,
(Msb;) inf. n. iºtis 2 iſ Jºes [so in the TA, but accord. to the

(JK, TA;) or

Jº

Jºs.

sec.

(JK, A, Mºb, TA) (and is, is and Jºsé and

**

See

º, we . .”

&#~ :

Jºs,

The sound so called is less than what

ſé.

Jº J. < *-*.

JºA
1.

or sound.

And the phrase

means either + I inclined

J. as appears from what follows];

JK

Jººs,

+ The people's being in a state of

(T.A.) = Jj9) Jºs,
3.
nvas, or became, soft, yielding, flaccid, flabby, law, aor. 2, (S, A, K,) and : , ($gh, K,) inf. n. JºA,
slack, uncompact, crummy, fragile, frangible, (S,) He beat the leaves with a staff, or stick, in
brittle, friable, easily or quickly broken; (JK, order that they might fall; (S, A, K5) as also
(Z, T.A.) It is sºil in the Kur,
W <s.

.

tºº.

23A [See Supplement.]

It, (a thing) commotion, or agitation.

A, Mºb, TA) syn, sº as Clé, (JK) or
& Gº &e, (A, TA) or Jºº CŞ.

[xx. 19, (S,) Jº Jº * Jºss [And I beat
[The nightingale;] a certain bird, (K,
TA,) the same that is called **. (S, K, art. (Msb.) You say, 3,4- Jº, aor. : , (S, K,) the leaves with it in order that they may fall upon

}%

improperly said in
K to be what is called in Persian & jº ;

my sheep, or goats): (S, A:) or, accord. to Fr,
and I beat the dry trees nºith it in order that
for
is: (S, K;) i. e., The bread became [soft, &c., their leaves may fall so that my sheep, or goats,
25s itself is Persian, and signifies “a thousand,” or] easy to break. (TA.) And sº Jº, (IAar, may feed upon them; and so says As : (TA:)
and &s means [as also & in that language]
Msb)aor. [.. orj-, (Mºb) infin. Jºsé, (IAºr, Lth says, that JºJ) signifies thy draming towards
“a tale;” as though this bird, in the sweetness of
Msb,) The wood, or stick, broke in pieces: (IAar:) thee a branch of a tree : and also, thy scattering
its warbling and the pleasantness of its melody, or became easily or quickly broken. (Msb.) And its leaves tonards thee nith a staff, or stick :
J.A.c,) of sweet voice;

the

told a thousand tales; being thus called by way

inf. n.

2 * ~

*

*…* (K) and Je. (TA,)

- *

meaning, ju

3.

(JK,” TA:) but Az says, that the correct ex
of hyperbole and excessive praise: then they 5,--J -s, inf. n. Jºe, The tree dropped its
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- 2

5

*

-

-

planation is that given by Fr and As; not the Jº-Jº Jºe, and "Jººs, 1 He is one who rejoices, inclined it; or he pulled and inclined it : (A, K,
former of the two explanations given by Lth. or is gºd." being asked. (TA) —[Hºte TA [but in the last of these, only º, as is given
(TA.) [The verb also seems to have a similar
also..] Jºe J-9 (TA,) or ºbi- J. Jº J-2, in this sense, agreeably with the A:)) he brought
application in a more extended sense; for it is and W Jia. (JK,) | A man who is cheerful, brisk, it near; (K;) which is near in meaning to “he
3.
said that] Jºs, aor. 2, inf. n. Jºa, signifies He lively, or sprightly, in his behaviour.towards his inclined it:” (TA :) he took hold of its (a
branch's) head and inclined it toniards him : (S:)
(a man) assaulted (Jue) with his staff, or stick.
brethren (JK, TA) And Jº Jº Jº 14 or he inclined it (a branch) tonards him : (A :)
(Mgb.) You say also, 2:9) Jºs He broke in
-

pieces the dry herbage or the like. (T.A.)

2. -ie, (JK, K,) inf n. Jºã, (TA) t He

man rho is cheerful, brish, lively, or sprightly : or he bent it (a branch) and dren, it tonards
(S:) or cheerful in countenance;
(ther: him : (Mgh :) he bent it; namely, a pliant thing,

plºt

inj (S, TA in art. Jº.) And Jº Jºe 4: Ul such as a branch and the like: (A, K:) and he

! I am cheerful, brisk, lively, or sprightly, in broke it nithout separating : (K:) or he bent it,
deemed him, or reckoned him, weak, or feeble,
behaviour tonards him ; (K;) joyful; happy. namely, anything: (A," K:) as also Y **'.
(JK, K,”) and soft, or gentle. (TA.) = 1 He,
or it, rendered him brish, lively, or sprightly; (TA.) And 33% J. Jé, 1 A man quick, or (K.) Imra-el-Keys says, (S, TA,) using the
and joyful, glad, or happy : (K:) and W 4:-- prompt, to do good. (AS.) And Jº Jºš verb tropically, (TA,)
•

tit (a thing, JK, TA) incited him, or eccited

cº

him, to brishness, liveliness or sprightliness; syn.

injuſt of rein (TA) And is Jº A

+ [A horse that is brisk, lively, or sprightly;

, of *

>

-

• 0 <

* *

** *

~~~/5

<!--J) “ejū-5 U-13

*

#

Jº &º es: º as “º as

#:

2: z >. . . * * *

*3 - - o

ass-1. (JK, K, T.A.) You say," a.º.º. L. CŞ horse that smeats much ; (JK, IF, K ;) contr.

2-5

,

#

! [Such a one, neal, or welfare, does not

of 3,123 (S3) or not 2,12. (A)
º,

y -

And nºhen we discoursed together, and she became
compliant, I pulled, (TA,) or, laying hold of its

w -

ercite him to briskness, &c.] (A, TA.)

Jºu: A : see J.A, second sentence.

8. Lºcal He was, or became, cheerful, &c. :
see 1, in two places.

Jºsés

head, inclined tonards me, (S,) a branch with
t A ewe, or she-goat, abounding neith fruit-stalks, waving from side to side : the poet
milk. (S, K.)
meaning, by the branch, her body, because bend
ing,
and soft or supple, like a branch, and
10: see 2, in two places.
Jº Dry herbage, syn. *. (K, TA,) for
likening her hair to the fruit-stalks of the raceme
R. Q. 1. a+++A : see 1, latter part. – He the horses of the people of -ºš [app, meaning of a palm-tree, in respect of its abundance and
the shores ºf 'Oman] in particular. (TA.) =
luxuriance. (TA.) And it is said in a trad.,
moved, or put in motion, or into a state of com
See also Jºs, in three places. – Also, t A man respecting the building of the mosque of Kubă,
motion, him, or it. (IDrd, K.)
* * ~ 6 -

who is niggardly tonards his family, or others, * J. 9.2% Sº ºs- 8% IHe raised a
A thing, (S, Msb,) or anything, (JK,)
nith respect to food; syn. * . (TA.) [Thus heavy stone, and inclined it tonards his belly.
soft, yielding, flaccid, flabby, law, slach, uncom it bears two contr. significations.]

J.

pact, crummy, fragile, frangible, brittle, friable,
easily or quickly broken; (JK,” $," A,” Mºb,

K, TA) syn. & 34, (S, A, K.) as also

(TA) And in another trad, as se, 3 &t=

is thought by ISd to signify Leaves º He used, when he boned himself [in prayer],
to bend donºn his back tonards the ground:
[app. beaten from a tree]. (T.A.)

iºs

ăşti, àº; A water-skin from which the (TA:) or sº * signifies he bent his back
-

* J.-S. (JK, S, K.) You say, Jºs #4 (S,
K,)

J -

* >0

much, making it even neith his neck. (Mgh.) —
f He pushed him or it; so accord. to all the copies
And his §: A
+++. t Motion; or commotion. (J.K.) of the K ; but accord. to other authorities, the
fire in the ground,
(Jºsés is app. its pl.: see 1, next before Jºs pressed or squeezed, him or it : and he pressed, or

and W Jººs, (K) Bread that is [soft, &c.,

water flon's by reason of its thinness. (K.)

or] easy to break. (TA.)
lump of dough, baked in a
that is dry, or hard : asserted by IKtt to have

squeezed, him or it vehemently. (T.A.) You say,
two contr. significations. (TA.) [But to this J33).]
&; **, aor, and inf n. as above, t He pressed,
assertion it may be replied, that dry *: !.
Jººs 1 Good in disposition; liberal, or boun or squeezed, his adversary. (T.A.) – Also,
easy to break.] And in like manner, a tº ae-yº tiful. (IAar, K.)
(K,) or & as [alone], (S,) + He broke it; (S,
A citron easy to break : or dry, or hard. (TA.)
- - -

6

* 0 .

s

º

And

J. 3,4 Wood, or a stick, that

quickly broken.

is easily, or

(Mºb.) — [Hence,

J. *

K;) as also V **'. (S.) You say of a lion,
à-viſ **, (A, TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above,

Jºus : see Jºe, in three places.
3 :

* ~*

:

-

à:…e., in the copies of the K erroneously

2-&M, (JK, S, A, K,) or ;-&l, (TA, (but this

•

-

; He

broke [the neck of] the prey, and inclined

6 . . .”

i. contr. to all the other authorities that I know,) written a tºo, (TA,) t A woman n-ho manifests
love to her husband, and rejoices in him.
and **". (TA,) : He is easy, or compliant,
TA.)
when ashed: (A:) or he is of easy nature, or
[2: A &c.

(K,”

disposition, (JK, S, K,) with respect to what is

it toward him. (TA) And -i > -t.
º, (A, TA,) the [broke the head of, or]

and

slen the prey.
[inf.

n as.) f

(TA) =

: >es,

aor. * ,

His good fortune declined. (TA.)

See Supplement.]

sought, or demanded, of him, of things needed :

5: see 7.

(S:) said in praise of a man (S, TA) when it
means [lit.] that he is not one whose wood gives
only a sound when one endeavours to produce

*a*
-

-

-

-

5

o .

7. 3-arºl and V2-azal It became pulled; and it

1. ---as, aor. 2, inf n. ---as, He fled; ran became inclined: or it became pulled and inclined:
fire from it; but said in dispraise of a man when anay. (K.)
it was brought near : it (a pliant thing, such as a
it means [lit.] that he is one whose wood is weak.
branch and the like,) bent : it broke, without

(TA) [And in like manner] "Jºës (K) and
W Jää (TA) signify f One nho rejoices, or is

Jºaº

separating : or it (anything) bent; (K:) or it (a
1.

& as,

(S, A, K,) and

* -as, ($, K,) aor. : ,

branch) inclined and bent : (TA:) or fell upon

glad, when asked. (K, TA) You say, W Jºsé (K) int. n. *s, (A, K.) He pulled it; and he the ground: (AHn, TA:) and "...a... it (a branch)

2896
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J-aº - ºr--as

hung don'n, or was pendent.

(TA.) [It seems

Jº-d

(S, A) The stallion breaks, or crushes, the

~~as

to be implied in the K that arºl and "2-azal are necks of the [other] stallions; as also **.
quasi-passives of &as in all its senses.]

(TA.)

And

1. *: <--as, aor. :, The shy rained: (K:)
or rained forcº
some days incessently. (TA.) See

Ješ Jº Jº The camel, train
(L.) – Also, Jº < * + The

tº . o .

2 x 9,

, ,

8, 2-azal : see 7. = * : see 1, in two the ground.
ãº-aa. — it's J1 sºas The sky rained upon
places. – iíº 2-azal He placed the racemes camels hastened, or ment quickly. (K.) And them : (S:) it netted them much. (TA.) —
of the palm-tree upon the branches, and put them º Jää Jº -º-, inf. n. as above, t The -º-º:
* : He pours forth verses,
straight or even. (T, K.)
and
discourses
in
rhyming
prose, or the like. (A.)
camels came hastening, or quickly. (TA.) And

Akº

2

* † -

*

t A man n-ho presses, or squeezes, vehe

mently; as also *}<s.

(TA.) – f The lion; as

also ºak and "5,44 (K) and "3,4s (S, K)

and '32, and "ā; as (K) and "jºs (S. K)

and "2U (K) and '2's (S, K (in the CK

4

– “3- J - as and " -aºl (S. K.)
(…!! Jº & “, (Ibn-El-Faraj, JK. K.") and
" - asl (K, but omitted in the TA,) t He
and % (Ibn-El-Faraj, JK,) + Such a one came
launched into discourse, (S, K,) and talked much,
nºalking impulsively : (JK:) or with a graceful
or launched into discourse time after time, (TA)
gait, (Ibn-El-Faraj, K,) impulsively. (Ibn-El
and raised his voice. (S, TA) —235 u l-as.
Faraj.) = Jas is also syn. with Jā- (Ibn
Talk, or speak, 0 people. (S.) — J and
'Abbād, K.)

"><s) and "jua's and "> and "jué. and

" -aa. He talked loud. (AA) = … He

Jaas He bruised the ground vehemently (a man) walked in the manner of a stupid, dull,
with his feet. (TA.)
uneaccitable person. (K.) = Asia -** : see
applied to a lion, (A, TA,) as
*}<s [&c.], (A,) signifying, that slays and 7. Jºel It broke, or became broken : (S, K:) ---, and -*.

"...e. and ">3%.

(K:) or >

* is an epithet
also ºuts and

[of]>'s] >'ss and [poeticæ]
3.2%. (TA) =>s 3. Declining good

2.

it became bruised, brayed, pounded, or crushed :

4: see 1.

breaks: (TA:) pl.

($:) quasi-pass.

of 4* and 43-ºl. (TA.)
o.

8: see 1, in two places. –

fortune. (TA.)
* ,

º

8: see 1. = -a-Al It (the vibrating of a
bow-string) produced a tranging. (TA.)

- ... O

10. Jay-1. It became nhat is termed -*.
(K,) or *** : (A ;) i.e. a mountain of the kind
so termed. (A.)

such a one ; syn. (.33:1. (JK, S, K (in one
copy of the S, tºº.])
çºğ &: < *aš,

z

3; as :
4

o

+ I held myself to have fallen short of my duty to

a

Jºaº :
º e

2

ºs-i: st-a-a-a!

-

x .

tº: t I took from such a one a thing. (J.K.)

J3 as :
º.

6

-

** as:

R. Q. 1.

25-aº :
*-

J as A kind, mode, or nay. A. Heyth quotes
the following verse of El-Kumeyt, describing a

|

see 1, in three places.

- -

$25-aº :

horse :

it as A company (S, K) of men; of the measure

|

** =
4

tº .

$35,

Jºaº :
*

5

mentioned by Th; (S;) and

by As; (TA;) or a company of horses, or horse
men: (A, TA:) and a [troop of horse such as is
termed] a...:*: because they break things. (TA.)

2-2\s:
5

-

5-3.

-

See 2-as

6 o'.

- -

->

°,---> x05

*

.

* ... e.

like

…

o -

•

2

x

3

*=

a.

a-a-a-,
&

5

...)

2 *

-ā---::

-

~as S •+)-; cº-º-º-º) J3-

#

#

The poet means, that his running, or usual run
Jºaº A thing (S) broken : bruised, brayed, ning, was of different, or various, kinds; not of

e o –

Jºaº :

3.

9

#

* ~ *

x 9.

pounded,3 or crushed; as also " Jºãº, (S, K,)

J3-acº .

... o J

* > *

8

and "Jacº.
Jay-o (S.)

** * *

. .

•--as : see 3-aº.

islas, like *~, (K,) or islas, (so in the

Lºa”,

c. -

*.*.

one -as, or kind. (L.) = See

***

A rain : (S, K.) or a rain consisting

JK,) What is taken (Ja: tº [in the CK, of many drops: (IAth:) or a lasting rain, con
erroneously, Jaś,]) from any one. (JK [where sisting of great drops: or a single fall thereof:
it immediately follows the phrase &- st-a-azal (TA ) or hard rain : (Mabº) pl. -às, (S,
K,) like jº, pl. of §4, (S,) extr. [with respect
º cº explained as above], Sgh, K.)
to rule], (TA,) and **, (K,) or this is pl. of

&c.

Jús J-

See Supplement.]

A stallion that breaks, or crushes,

6

o –

J. as accord. to the $; (TA ;) and pl. pl.
the necks of the [other] stallions; (S, A, K,) as

**

• 9 -

also W Jºãº (JK, K.) or a stallion that thron's

Jºaº

1 * (S, A, K) or , (s) in n. *.

; (K;) or this is pl. of **,

donin a man, and a camel, then leans, bears, or pl. of Y J. as, signifying fine shoners of rain
presses, upon him with his breast. (I Drd.)
after other rain; syn. Plas Axe laš stºle-; (AZ,
o

•

,

2.

(TA,) He broke it; as also " …al; (S, K5)
*

- a .

and '44' as; (K3) inf n, i.e. as: (TA) and

Jély-as: see what next precedes.

the first, (S, A,) or Wall, (K,) he bruised, brayed,

Jº-ay-o:

*

3. * *
a-e :

see Jae-aa.

->

pounded, or crushed, it; (S, K;) i.g. ** i.e. a
stone, &c. : (A:) or he broke it in a manner

which is

o,

ø

-

..”

--

~~

2

S;) and this is what is correct : (TA:) or * :

* .

signifies a fine rain; or a fine shower of rain;
syn. Plas a Ma- : it is also said, in the L, that

- d -

9 ,

. .

5,

*, * *

.º. o .

. .

*

* *

. .

-

W i3-asſ is syn. with Jº…as, ſeither in one of the

last two senses, or as a coll. gen. n. of which
falling short of n!hat is termed 3. [in the CK,
f A woman (TA) who annoys, or
Å, as is the n. un., which it is said to be below,)
incorrectly 3-.] but exceeding what is termed
:
molests, her fellon-nife or female neighbour, or
(Lth, K.) or, accord. to some, the first, he broke her fellon-nives or female neighbours: (so accord. and that --als! is its pl.: " is as also is the
it leisurely, or gently: and the V last, he broke it to different copies of the K:) transmitted by same as āeº-asl; so in the phrase áº 3-ar) ovºle"
i.J. &- [The fine shoner, or showers, of rain
hastily. (TA.) You say, 34: Jº Jºãº Sgh. (TA.)

ière.

9 * > *

Jº

6 -

… …

-

|

** 22

- 5

º
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(or the shower of rain, or of copious rain, or of sively, (S, K,) part by part, (S,) or part after
lasting rain consisting of large drops, or

hard

*A

part, like as snon, or fine rain, falls. (TA.) urged.

nord by nyhich a horse is checked, or

(K.

rain,) fell upon them]; mentioned in the K: it * ~$1.5 is mostly used with reference to some
is also said in the L, that * forms in the pl.

thing evil; (TA) [as] ſº J. & [They

i. Having a large, or ample, throat, (K,)

shall fall successively into the fire of hell]; (TA, smallowing everything.

(TA.) – Large, big, or

Juasi, and then *i; like as J; forms
Jºji, and then Jºši. (TA) w J.és is also from a trad ) [and] tº Jº Jº ºf

bulky, and tall, or long; an epithet applied to an
ostrich, (Lth, K,) and to other things: (K:) or
The moths fell successively into the fire; ($;)
said to be a pl. of *.** but it is rather a coll.
long, or tall, as an epithet applied to other things
[and] Agil 3.3% The people fell donºn suc than the ostrich. (TA.)
gen, n., [of which *...as is the n. un.] : and J.as
cessively dead; (TA;) [and] º l,ísº They
is also added to the list of the pls. of the same
-ā-AA Hard, or firm, and strong, or robust.
word ; but this, accord. to the $, on the authority fell upon him successively. (TA.) — < *s and (K.)
[&is &c.
of AA, is pl. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.] of *. * < *. It (snow, and fine rain,) fell quickly.
See Supplement.]
[act, part. n. of 1, like as
is of
and (TA) – “...is, ſaor, z,] inf. n. & is, He, or
6

- d ... •
-

&:

-

&º,

* , ,

34 of 3-4 (TA) = ** A hill; (IAth:) it, fell; fell down. (TA) – “...is, aor. : , ($,
or a mountain spreading over the surface of the K.) inf n. * is and 3.4 (TA) and "-ºl;

--MA

1. -*. aor. 2, inf. n. &is, JHe had much hair
ground: (S, Msb, K :) or a mountain composed ($ ;) It n'as, or became, depressed, or longered;
syn.
Jáš.
and
&#.
($,
K.)—
—
is
and
of one mass of rock : (K:) or any firm, hard,
[of the kind termed -ºš ; was very hairy. (K.)
large mass of rock : (TA :) or a long inaccessible " -ā, ji It was, or became, lessened, or diminished.
Jºw 3.3 -*. and Jill ‘…is, aor. 3,
-

mountain, separate from others; but only of red (IKit) – “…is, (aor. :, inf n < is, TA) It
mountains: (K:) or a hill, such as is termed became minute, fine, or slender; syn. 33. (K.) inf. n. *. He shore the tail of the horse : (Msb:)
a.e., neith fen plants, or little herbage : (Msb :) – “s, (aor. : , K,) inf. n. & is and 34, It shore it, or cut it off, utterly. (TA.) *; (S,

K.) and "aja, (K) inf n. Jºã; (TA;) He

pl -as and ºvae; (S. K.) and pl. pl. *

flew about, or became dispersed, by reason of its
(K, TA.) --- is used, by poetical licence, lightness. (S, K.) – “...is, aor. :, He talked plucked from him (i.e. a horse, S,) his ~!s [or
coarse hair, of the tail &c.]. (S, K.) –
It
for ~2UA", in a poem of one of the Hudhalees : much, nithout consideration. (K, T.A.) .
(TA:) [or it is pl. of J.és, which is pl. of pauc.
6. c.303 It (a garment) fell in pieces, piece (a tail) was entirely cut off. (TA.) = crºſs
of Jºãs). J-> is also said, in the S, and L, to be
after piece falling off, and became worn out. º, aor. - ; and W ~is, (inf n. * TA;)
a pl. of **; but it is rather a coll. gen, n. (TA.) – c. 31.5 It was continuous, or successive; 1 He satirized and reviled them : (K:) he carped
(TA) – An elevated, or overlooking, tract of syn. &tii. (K.) – See also 1. – Jº ~$1.5 at them severely with his tongue. (TA) = -ís,

3.

sand. (TA, art. 33.12.) = t A run ; a single Ji Jº The people pressed, or crowded, to the

aor. 2, and '-º', (inf n ºl, TA); He

(AHeyth.)

?"zz??.

nater, ſome after another, or party after party]. (a horse) prosecuted, or continued, his course, or
(Msb.)
run, uninterruptedly; syn. &(K:)
f A horse sn-eating much ; or that smeats
and,
the
latter
verb,
he
(a
horse,)
was
ardent,
7: see 1.
much. (S, K.) — Hard, or firm, and strong,
or impetuous, in his course, or running ; as also
or robust. (K.) – Large, or bulky; as an
* Rain falling quickly. (K.) — A de -ºi. (As, in TA, art. --J.) [See also - 3

&:

*

epithet applied to the kind of lizard called *,

pressed, or lon, piece of ground: (K:) like Jºº. Jºã =2;i it…" <<1% The sky netted the
(Az.) = < is Jºe Inconsiderate loquacity.
people with deny (sº) : or, with continual rain.
Sheep or goats having little milk :
(TA.) — 3 as Abundant stupidity: (K :) sur

and to other things. (T.A.)

*** *

(K:) app. from
(TA.)
9 .

.”.”

*9), signifying Akin ãº

ić- (..As The sky wetted us with den,
(Ugº) or the like; (TA;) as also " tºsí. (T :)
(K.)

passing stupidity. (IAar.)

* Stupid; foolish; of little sense. (S, K.) the sky rained upon us a copious, or an eaccellent,

5 e 9.

<º, voce &ºil

Authorities

rain.

J.3\s, used after the manner of a rel, n., differ respecting this word and 34, whether
signifying -** 33: so in the following ex they should be written with sº or with 3 or with
pression in a verse of Aboo-Sakhr El-Hudhalee; both. (TA.)

2:

a 3-as: see a.aº.
s

[But see its syn.

-** sº &eº J. : which means In a day

*~

**

2 •?

hair, of the tail &c.,] plucked out. (K.)

... • *

J-à &: *...* ex5

There came a party of

7: see 5.

men whom a year of drought had compelled to
8. Jºs!
(S.)
(TA.)

22 ° -

ass-as): see 3-aa.

emigrate.

** àº,

*** Confounded; perple.ced; amazed:
like º- (TA)

[A meadon, or the like, rained

upon : or much wetted by rain]. (TA)

1.

5. J.; and Y ~1,3] [He, a horse, had his
his -* [or coarse

3 -

©

(TA)

}~

4:

Jºe Grain that falls to the bottom of tail shorn ; see 1:1 he had

when the people had played much, and quickly : the cooking-pot, and swells out quickly. (Lth.)
explained by the words sº es: l, as 33 lºſe.
6*

(TA.)

•

[J-a” &c.
See Supplement.]

He drew a sword from its scabbard.

Jº, [a coll. gen, n.,.] Hair,

absolutely : or

(K:)

[*** &c.
See Supplement.]

~AA

coarse hair; (K;) as the hair of the tail ºf a
she camel: (Az:) or hair of the tail; or pigs'
bristles, with which skins and the like are sewed:
(K:) J gives this last signification to * ...is:
and also, coarse hair of the tail &c. : (so in the
6

• *

o z

-

-AA

1. &, aor. :, inf. n. eis; (TA;) and
Welsus; (S, K;) It fell continuously, or succes

sº) but it is the n, un. (TA)—º-º. The
5

J is Width:

amplitude; largeness. (K.)

o z

-

eyelashes. (T.A.) — ºrº, call gen, n., Hair
366
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that one plucks from the tail : n, un, with 3. days, in Kánoon el-'Onºnial ſor January O.S.] : kind brought from El-Basrah to the Sultán.
(TA.) —º [pl. of its] Tails and manes or in the severe, or intense, cold of ninter : (K:) (AHn.) .
º

o

or in the severe, or intense, cold of the month
plucked out. (TA.) = Jº Continuance, or
Stupid; foolish; of little sense: or dull
[above mentioned], in the latter part of it. (L.)
constant succession, of rain. (TA.)
E Jºss f One n:ho satirizes [and reviles] much :
ºf speech and understanding; doltish ; heavy;

*::ſe

* Jé,
kind called

5 d -

[A man having much hair; of the (ISh:) [nho carps much and severely at others syn. A-M3. ($, and some copies of the K.)

*:

very hairy: see

- * :]

a with his tongue: see 1].

Aº *

man whose JA is growing forth. (TA)

and

*J.

***

[Two] days of
5.

âts The hair

that is above the pubes, extend ninter.

e.

***

5 -©.

(K.) – See art. tº-2. — a JUA āk. A

is tº Stupid; foolish; of little sense: (S:)
ing near to the navel. (TA.) See *. = rainy night. (K.)
*.* Severity, or pressure, of fortune : like *...* “…i Having much hair [of the kind called or one unsurpassed in stupidity, foolishness, or
paucity of sense ; or heavy, dull, stupid, and of
and it. (S.) — Also, and " *::s, Severity,
--MA]; very hairy: (K:) fem. it...s. (CK) little use : (TA:) or a heavy, or dull, man :
or intenseness, of winter. (K.) * es' & A horse having much hair of the kind called --AA : (T:) as also
(L:) Khalaf El-Ahmar

&ºte:

A:

I came to him during the severe, or intenº, (S:) a coarse-haired man: (TA:) a man having says, I asked an Arab of the desert respecting
coarse hair upon the part where are the two veins
cold of ninter. (El-Umawee.)
the meaning of ae-Lº, and he said, It means a
called
and upon his body : (TA:)
632 y

cººl,

5 *o z

stupid, or foolish, man, or one of little sense, bulky,

*A* : See a.º.
5

p.

J, is A woman who dran's near to her
husband, or ingratiates herself with him ; syn.
3,

•

***222

6

U-25 C-2 tº ; (K, TA;)

affectionate, to him ;

and is loving, or
and distant neith respect to

having much hair upon the head and body. (TA.)
Jai A tail cut off. (K.) — Also, [accord.
to the CK, or,) Having no hair upon it : and,
contr., Having much hair : (K:) [in each sense,
as seems to be implied in the K, an epithet
applied to a tail: but, app., accord. to the TA,
applied to a horse]. —º, fem., A beast of
carriage (TA) having much hair, (K, T.A.) —
i&is The podea: ; syn. & 4 (K:) used as a
-

others. (TA.) — Also, contr., A woman who
is distant, or shy, with respect to her husband, or
who alienates herself from him, or avoids or
shuns him, (K,) and dran's near to, or ingratiates
herself with, her special friend. (T.A.) — From subst.; originally an epithet.

asu 1, 4.4% “he carped at him severely with his ***) -ºš

tongue ;”

(TA) — 3%

Ben are of him nºho has a hairy

because a wife carps either at her podea. Originally said by a woman to her son,

husband or at her friend: or, accord. to IAqr,
who was boasting that he found no one whom he

or corpulent, impotent in speech or actions, and
heavy, or dull, or doltish, a great eater, who —
who – who –, and he continued to add to his

interpretation something each time; after which
he said to me, desiring to depart, he is one who
comprises every evil quality. (S, K.”)
~JA

1. 3-1s, ſaor, ? and -?] inf n. els, He peeled
a thing; or deprived it of its outer covering, or
crust; syn. Jé.
(K.) —23. <-is, as also
<-12, He peeled off, or scraped off, (545,) the
[dried] blood with a knife. (Lh, L.) – 23 JA
#34), [as also -i-.] He scratched the skin of
the aº [or beast brought to Mekkeh for sacrifice,

in the former sense, from " 35s 2. “a day of did not overcome, and who was afterwards thrown
gentle, constant, innocuous rain ;” and in the
down by a man answering to this description.
latter sense from the same phrase as signifying A proverb used in cautioning the self-conceited.
“a day of rain attended by thunder and lightning (Meyd, T.A.) — it is J. f Land abounding
or there sacrificed, or the right reading is
and terrors, and destructive to dwellings.” (TA.)
3

J.'s

and

*:

nith plants, or herbage. (TA.) — Also, [contr.,]
f Land of n!hich the herbage has been eaten.

*>

see -\A.

• 6.9

i.e. the scar,

#35,
(see <-º)] with a knife, so that he

made the blood to appear. (Lh, L, TA.)

g, e.

(TA)—it is its (in the CK, lºſs i.i.) A
.7 & .

iš. The filth that is nashed anay from the

$54.

7. 3-axe stºl i q. S-1-3), (in the CK, J,
• 2 of
~~15 34.) He withdren himself privately, or
-31Al aſ He [a horse] has ardour, or im
stole areay, without being known to do so, running.

severe calamity.

membrane which encloses the foetus: (K:) i. q.

(K.) – See

.*.*

tº-

[a word which has two applications,
petuosity, in his running &c.; formed by trans (Ibn-El-Faraj, K.)
which see:] also called tâ-J) ãº: (TA:) [but
2 of
-

.U.J)ãº.]
is written by mistake for

JºJ.

position from, or a dial. form of,
[See

2 :

•

x

~y o.

5

-

Jºji.
-

(M.)
-

Jºſé A certain plant; ($, K;) when it dries,
Jºtal 5% ºc [His (a horse's) running is of
it
becomes red; and n:hen it is eaten, and gron's,
ardent, or impetuous, modes, or manners]. (TA.)
it is called -º-º-; or, accord. to Az, a certain
$º A hind, or n’ay [of speech]: syn. &;
$5. (K) and iša (S, K) A cold nind, nith
tree, growing like the cºe, earcept that its colour
rain, ($, ISd, K.) — Jº A day in nihich
also

•

6

5

.

•

-

(K) and ºf: (AO:) pl. -Jº (A0, K.)

is nºind and rain : (S:) a day of rain attended

-

&

U-9

**

A kind, or may, of praising, inclines to red; or, accord. to Aboo-Ziyād, as
AHn says, a plant of the kind called aſſº,
growing like the cº- and the Cº. red mºn

by thunder and lightning and terrors, and de or eulogizing. (TA.)
structive to drvellings.

(IAar.) — Also, A day

4,44 (S, A, L, Ms) and '3-i. (TA) A
of gentle, constant, innocuous rain. (IAar.) –
horse having his tail shorn: (Msb:) having the fresh and moist, and more red when it has dried;
Also, A day of dry cold; or dry by reason of
cold.

"
* {4.

and

(Az, in the T, art. --la-.) — Jºžū,
…i. A year of much rain. (K.) —
Ac

hair of his tail utterly removed: (L:) having his it is matery; and the camels and sheep &c. scarcely
[or coarse hair, of the tail &c.,] shorn: ever eat it when they find any other herbage to
serve them in its stead. (TA.)
(A:) having his --JA plucked out. ($, T.A.)

-ºš

A plentiful, or fruitful, year; a

year of abundant herbage, or vegetation ; like

3i ($)—ºs and 'º, and "J-48,
(K,) or as in one copy of the K, that of

5. . .”

‘….: see tº
-i. see ºs.

ajSA. The black filth that is mashed anay from
the membrane which encloses a young lamb or kid
in its mother's nomb. (K, T.A.) [For ău.

E!-fa.
</A

blåwee, the last is " …, (TA) and this is the
more correct reading, (MF,) [Three] very cold

*** A

kind of dates.

sº ā-tl, as in the copies of the K in my
Said to be the only hands, I read "33-1. – See also

ãº.]

~!s — Jºe
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&ºts [accord. to the TA and a MS. copy of an intelligent housen-ife, niho is a good manager, ($, K:) the latter word is added to give
the K: in the CK &tº :] A company of people in the house : (K, TA; but omitted in some intensiveness to the signification; (TA;) or
staying, or abiding, in a place; and of people copies of the K:) so is this medicine to the brain to corroborate; ($, K;) as in the case of
in art. Jº Jº. ($)—
Small flies, like gnats,
journeying. (K.) So accord. to AZ; but accord, and stomach. (TA.) [See also
A2.
to ISk, with tº. (L.)
that
fall
upon
the
faces
of sheep or goats, and
**]
asses, (S, K,) and into their eyes: (S:) or gnats;
--MA
<-JA

**

Jºs An

**

2 o',

signifying “hunger;” be

cause when they are hungry they live, but when

[J.A. &c.

*

See Supplement.]

and * (#s and " 3&is and "āś An assembly,

-ākº

they become satiated they die; or
(L

a company, or a

* 2:

congrga ted

body, (composed of

**

~5A*

Vehement hunger. (AA, T, L.)

a great number of men, TA,) whose voices are See also -i-.
raised high. (K.) [That * is with tenween
is expressly shown by Fr.: but whether ºis is so

ºis,

*

o

-

jū

gnats: (Lth, A :) pl. of

i-s,

this is the n. un. of

•,

(S,) [or rather

which is a

coll.

. .

(K.) [See also gen, n.]. – 2

Lean sheep or goats : (K:)

[a coll. gen, n.,] n. un, with 3. ($, K.) — º
! Stupid, or foolish, men; or men of little sense:
(K:) or stupid, or foolish, young men of the

º

U.A.

-

W

1. “s, aor. 2, (K,) inf. n. º: (TA;) and
tº: (K;) IIe rent, (K,) i.e., pulled so that

meaner sort : ($ :) or simply young men of the
meaner sort ; or a mired and low set of men :

it tore, (TA,) a garment: (K:) he wore out, or or disorderly vagabonds : (TA:) you say also
and is a º spid, or foolish, *:
rendered threadbare, [and ragged]. (K.)

225,
See

is evidently a mistake for

:

sº the young ones, or little ones, of flies j
or any grubs that burst forth from flies or from
*

@ .

from every direction. (Th.)
2?

:), [but this

$53, jū->

with the second

syll. short, An assembly, or a company, more in
number than what is called ā-5. (Th.) —
#z
a-5 Jé- &- w it is Jala- There came parties
* *

~AMA

** Wehement hunger.

~5-MA

is doubtful..] – Also

aſ:f

- *

assembly, a company, or congregated

body, of men. (IAar.) [Or perhaps it is Jº..]
— Also, and "ºſs [or perhaps it is] and W fús

•

:

so called from

* A large cooking-pot. (K.)

** 3:

-

Usº.

and

g

** Jº-3,

and

tººl.

(TA :) or ā-,3

4: see 1.

*UAA ſapp. “ſs), coll. gen, n., n. un, with 3, A

signifies a stupid, or foolish, man, who has not
firm command of himself. (Aboo-Sa’eed.) –

5: see 7.

kind of palm-tree, slender below, and thick at the
head; the unripe dates of n:hich are of a reddening

7.

tºº

(K) and

* [...; (S, K) It (a garment) : <s old and weak enes: (Ki) [a coll. gen, n.,.]

yellow, disagreeable in taste; and its fresh ripe beca me rent : (TA:) became morn-out, or thread n. un, with 3: which also signifies simply a ence.
dates of the best, or sneetest, kind. (Aboo-Hátim, bare, (S, K,) and ragged. (S.)
(TA)— — . A35 A people in whom is no
good. (TA.)—W
Young men of the
in Mºb.) – See Jºs.
!” A n'orn-out, threadbare, or ragged, gar
2.72%
z?:
* ,, ,
3=\º : see Usº and ºtºks.
meaner sort; like -º alone: and a miced set
5 o .

... O -

** **

-

ment: pl.
5

. .”

2 (2?

9 , 23 .

13i.

(K.)

-

of men who have no intelligence nor man
liness. (TA.)

*º-o-A

(**) that comes upon a man.

*.

(K.)

-

35A, and Västºs and W 34: A Flaccidness, or
languor,

9

1 < *, [aor. *, It (~ 3)

-

became hidden in

*** A

doe-antelope scared, or frightened,

3.3% People of the longer, or lonest, class. the grease; (K;) became overspread by the by [the small flies called]

**

($ :) a young
doe-antelope, (K,) of beautiful body: (L:) one
explained, by IAar: thought by ISd to signify
4.2%) --~al, and 4~~), He made speech, lank in the belly: or one that has two streaks of
Iſe is of the dregs of them : or, of their assembly, and laughter, lon: ; he spoke, and laughed, low. a colour different from that of the rest of the
or company. (T.A.)
(K.) It is said to be from J. J.; the J body in [the two parts called] the 9% (K:)
(TA.)

–2.3% &- 3%,

mentioned, but not

grease.

(TA.)

or one that has two such streaks on her back;

being changed into sº. (M.F.)

**

**

which is only the case in such as are white;
and also applied to the male: (TA:) or one

**,

(IAar, S, K) and
(Fr. Sh, K.)
but this is disapproved by IAar, who observes

1.

**, [app.

& aor. 2,] inf. n. *.

that has been attacked by a pain in consequence
He

of which her face has become flabby. (K.)

that there are no words in Arabic of the measure

Jº, but there are of the measure Jº,
** and 2-A, and Jíº, (S,) and **.

hungered; reas hungry.

(L.) —

Jº') <-->

aS

(L,) but this is disallowed by ISk, (S,) [a coll.

J. &”, (§, K) aor. 2, inf. n.

g

5 , ,

-

8-|-

See

a “ . – f [A people] left to mic

**.

(S,) The tumultuously, one part neith another. (K.) [The
camels drank of the nºater at one draught, (S, explanation seems to be borrowed from the
K,) until they satisfied their thirst. (S.)
Kur, xviii. 99.]

gen. n.,] n. un, with 3, (K,) an arabicized word,

(S) from alºa, (TA) [or rather 442, a Per

***', (inf. n. **'. TA,)

He (a horse, S,
º-cº
sian word, A nell-known fruit, [the fruit of the K, or other animal that runs, Lh,) strove or
myrobalan, as well as the myrobalan-tree,) one exerted himself, in his running, (S, K,) and then
kind of which is yellon, (K,) and another kind ran impetuously, so as to raise the dust. (TA.) (S, A, L, K,) The fire became eactinguished (A3,
S, A, L, K) entirely; went out entirely, (As, S,
black, the latter being in the highest state of ripe
4.

1. * ***, aor. , (S, A, L.) inf n. 3...,

w

…

•

ness, and another kind called Uskºle; it is useful

** Hunger:
** à-sº

or (in the K, and) bad manage A, L.,) none of it remaining : (L:) or lost its

of the means of subsistence. (S, K.) heat ; (L, K:) when [only] its flame has ceased,
as a remedy for quinseys, and preserves the intel ment
W
[Severe hunger ; or very bad you say of it <<+. (As L.)— <s, (M, A, L.)

lect, and removes the head-ache, (when used made
into a conserve, TA,) and is, in the stomach, like management of the

46

a y

means of subsistence :] aor. 2, (M, L,) infin. 23-A, (M, L, K,) He died;
366 °
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•

sº

[became ectinct ;] (M, A, L, K;) perished; (K:) or sterile land, (A, L,) the herbage of

* *

see jºs.

(TA;) like as did Thamood; (Lth, A, L;) as n:hich is dried up and broken, (A,) or containing

ex- &: ... * : He

also 3-4- (A) —

nearly perished of hunger. (L.) — <s, aor. 3,

(S, A, L.) inf n. *, * ($, L, K) and &s, (L.

jº A cloud pouring forth much rain ; as
no herbage eccept what is dried up and broken :
also "21s. (K.) – Applied to a man, ($,)
(L:) dry and dusty ; pl. 4-3s. (L.) — 3.2%
f Old and morn-out or masted, blackened, and I Loquacious, garrulous; babbling; a great
changed, [for the morse]. (K.) — ; A tree talker; a babbler; or nonsensical, irrational,
6 - 0

K,) tit (a garment, or piece of cloth,) became black and nasted: (L:) or dried up; (A ;) as foolish, or delirious, in his talk ; as also "Jºe

dissundered (L, K) and morn-out, (S, A, L, Mºb,) also herbage. (S, L, K.) – 1 Fruit black and
by being long folded, (A, L, MSb, K,) so that a stinking. (A, L.) – f A date just ripe, thick
person icoking at it n'ould imagine it sound, but, skinned and yellon. (TA.) 3.2% sº Ashes [in

and "jº (S, K) and "...... ($gh, K.) And
º

5. e.

-

" -elas I An orator copious in speech.
when he touched it, mould find it fall to pieces.
a state of eactinction or] masted, (L,) and com (A, TA.) And Y cº, applied to a woman,
(A," L, Mºb.") — 3–3,
+ The mind
pacted together, and changed in appearance. ! Clamorous; (K, TA;) abounding in talk or
J-o-º-o

º

became still.

(Msb.) — Jºj’)

****,

inf. n.

speech, like a pouring torrent.

(A, L.)

º

32%, f The land became lifeless, without herbage,
without wood, and without rain.

-ºš ** Jº

worn-out, or masted; and perished. (L.) –
o2 ×

.

o f

o

~ * ,

9

... o.º.

>\a Pouring rain, and tears; as also Wº...
Jºe

(L, K.) —

I The trees of the land became

(TA.)

-

(TA.) See also jºs.
s

º

Čssºs, (S, L,) or &sº, (L, in all its senses,)
Quickness (L, K) in running : (L:) or eacertion,

6. O

jºv 2:
9

2,319-el tº t Their voices became silent. (L.) or haste, in pace, or in going. (Sh, L.) —

tº

as “

-

see 5USA; the former, in two places.

, o

jºr-2

:

Violence, of rain: (A’Obeyd, S, L, K :) and
[so in the L: in the TA, as some say, violent
j-e : see 2-ca.
(K.)— He(God, and a man,)Killed, or destroyed,
occasions of rain, and of mutual reviling, and of
6 *>
a man, or men. (A.) –29 JoA' | He put running; which are sometimes violent, and at
22:
see
zºº
:
=
and
see
also
jº.
an end to the affair. (A.) —Jº i. i. 2 other times remit: (L:) and violence of heat;
f Drought rendered the land sterile, so that it (IAar, L, K;) as also
(IAar, L.) You
contained no herbage but such as nas dried up
say, &sº 3% 2. and
A day of
cº
and broken. (L.) — Jºel, (inf. n. sus, K.)
+ He kept silence in an unpleasant case. (L, K.) violent heat. (I Aar, L.) — Quick, or sn'if;
Q. 1.2-,
(inf n. isºs, L., K.,)
(A’Obeyd, S, L, K;) applied to a she-camel,
— 2-, (§, L.) inf. n. Sº, (L. K.) IIe (A’Obeyd, S, L, K,) and to a he-camel. He rendered the men's, tidings, or information,
remained, continued, stayed, abode, or dwelt, (S,
confused to him. (S, L, K.")
(A’Obeyd, S, L.)
L, K,) in a place : (S, L:) he nas still; (K;)
à-ºs Confusion;6 - (K,
L ;) as also
i.e., did not move. (T.A.) = Ass!, (S, L)
J -tºº,
J-o-A
and
W
tºº,
and
ae-2-ºx
: ex. of the last &#3
inf. n. stºl, (L, K,) He hastened, or neas quick,
4. Jºel, inf. n.

3.<!, +

He stilled, or quieted.

6

- o z

o

9

x o.

6

.

.

&sº&sº-

* **.

-

-

6 , o,

5

& 2-

(S, L, K,) in going along: ($, L:) thus it bears
1. º.º. (S, A, K,) aor. 2 (S. K) and z, (K.) ãºss Gº 2,i, The people fell into a state of
two contr. significations: (S, L, K :) he (a dog) inf. n. jº, (S,) He, or it, poured it; poured it confusion : (L:) and the third (L) and fourth
ran; syn. 2a-i. (L.) = Atala, Ls? '5-ºvº", out or forth ; (S, A, K,) namely, water, (S, (TA) signify also civil war, or conflict and
(inf. n. Stºk, K.) They fell to eating of the food. TA,) and tears, and rain, and the like. (TA.) faction, or discord, or dissension ; syn. al-š.
Jº [. 2. He dren forth all the milk (L, T.A.) — A confused manner, or state, in
(Ibn-Buzurj, L, K.”)
that n'as in the udder. (S, K.)- aſu, &- 4 ×s nºalking. (S.) — A confused moise, or micture
º-o-º: See *.
of voices, or unintelligible sounds, of men; as
+ He gave to him of his property. (S, K.) —
$3.8 + Apoplery: caros : syn. #3. (S, L.) 25& *. (K,) or 4.25° e” (A,) aor. 1, also "&s. (K.) — Lightness, or agility, and
quickness. (K.) — What is rain, or false;
— [A trance. (See $3%)]
inf n. * : (TA3) and 25-9 "23 (s;) syn. JLº. (K.) — &- &- isºs Jºël
*** ! Sheep or goats that have died: (L:) f He talked much. (K.) =2<s, intrans. : see
The Ghool are a micture of the Jinn. (L.)
or the beasts or the like (UU•) that are registered 7, in two places.
in the government-accounts as due from a man.
See isºs. – Penetrating (**) in
* - c.

-

9

gºal

*

£º

(Ish, L. K.) You say, 2-3 Káčí He (the

7. 3-vºl It poured; poured out or forth; (K;)
said of rain, and of tears; (TA;) as also

"2.s,

collector) eacacted from us taking for the sheep or
goats that had died : (L:) or, taking n:hat was (K,) aor. :, inf. n. 3.43 (TA;) [and so, app.,
registered as due from us in the government "3-2-A", q.v.;] it flored; said of water, (S, K,)
accounts.

3.2%

dai,

(ISh, L.) — See

and W

*

of rain, and of tears; like Joºl : (TA :) and
in like manner, 8-2", dºeſ- '*', a His eye
o a

*

…

no.

f In a state of floned with tears; as also
(M., L.) – * ! A ASS-Jº 2-ºvº"; see 1.

and W

or eactinction].

*.

<s. (A.) —

affairs.
6

-

(K.)

2 c →

6 - - d -

Jº-yº: see **, *.

j-e-A

1. 3.s. (S, A, Mºb, K) aor. : (S, Mºb, K)

and 2, (K) inf. h. 3.s. (S, Mºb, K.) He

pressed it; squeezed it; pinched it; (S, A, Msb,
garment, or piece of cloth, [dissundered and norm
8. Jºel : see 7. – I He (a horse) ran (S, K,) as, for instance, a walnut, (A, TA,) or
out by being long folded, so as, when touched, to K, TA) like a torrent. (TA.)
other thing, (S, TA,) in the hand; (S, A, TA,)
fall to pieces : (A :) or anything old and worn
and a man's head ; (S, A, TA ;) and a spear
out :

(L, Mºb) pl. º.º. (A) see 1 –

$3.2% J. ! Land in nihich is no herbage : (S:)

J.- Much sand; as also ".…. (K.)

shaft, with the 52%, to straighten it. (TA)—
3. A fall of rain. (K) – Angry speech. He pushed, impelled, or repelled, him or it, (S,
* - - -

and in the same sense

3.2%

is applied to a place : ($gh, L, K.)

K, TA,) meaning anything; as also ojºſ &c.
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j-e-A - L-o-A

(TA.) You say, ā-- <! &s Want im said in certain of the expositions of the Keshshāf,
pelled, or drove, him to him or it. (TA.) — He that the term 35. A thus used has not been heard
struck, or beat, him; (S, K, TA;) as also 3. [from any of the Arabs of classical times], and
&c. (TA.) — He goaded, or spurred, him ; that its name is Ji. (TA:) several persons
(K, TA;) he urged him on (namely a horse) say, that the term 5* is mostly applied to the
neith the jº, to make him run.
(Mºb.) – movent [alif.), and J) to the quiscent letter.
He bit him. (IAar, K.) — He broke it. (K) (MF, TA.) See the letter 1.

= 1 He (the devil) suggested evil to !his
mind.
•
* >*
& ..

5

£s

is [attached or fired] in the hinder part of the
boot of him who breaks, or trains, beasts of
carriage : ($, K:) pl. [of the former] j.“..

(K) and [of the latter] ... (S. K.) See also
• ,

35-ovº.
L-o-º:

1. J-ºk, aor. : , (A, TA) inf n, J-34

of 3…, Q. V. – cºlº *}<

Il. Ulll.

o

(JK, A, TA) You say, 23-a cº- ºut,

55°) ; ! The vain suggestions of the devils, which they (AHeyth, L, TA) and Jºss and Jº..., (L.
! I seek refuge in inspire into the mind of a man. (S, TA.) See TA,) He spoke inaudibly: (AHeyth, TA:) or in a
God from his [the devil's] evil suggestion ; and
lon, faint, gentle, or soft, manner, (A Heyth, TA,)
also 1; and see jº.
so as to be hardly intelligible. (TA.)
It is said
from the evil suggestions of the devils. (A.) =
:
3}< * i. q. j :*: (K;) i. e., (TA,) One n:ho in a trad. Jane Lº! J-e-, tax Jae-j And
f He blamed, upbraided, or reproached, him ; he
found fault with him ; syn. of the inf. n. --ee, blames, upbraids, reproaches, or finds fault with, some of us began to speak to others in a lon,
(Fr, in TA, art. 3.); and IAar, in TA, in the others, much, or habitually; (S, TA;) as also faint, gentle, or soft, manner, so as to be hardly
and

cºbº ~5-> &

5 e -

4 ..., x

5

-

6

-

6 *

…

-

o.

& e.

-

* , e.

e.

o'.

present art.) as also 3. (Fr, in TA, art. jº); "3Cs (S, TA) and '2% (S. K.) and so intelligible. (TA) And in another trad., &té
and S,) or he spoke evil of him, or spoke of him #3 : ($, K, art. jº) :) [or rather] the first and & Ş :* J-º **) Jº is He used,
in a manner that he disliked, mentioning vices or second are intensive epithets (TA) [but the third when he performed the afternoon-prayer, to utter

faults as chargeable to him, behind his back, is not intensive] : or one who backbites his something in a lon, faint, gentle, or soft manner,
though it might be with truth; syn. J.; agº, brother; as also "jºk: (Lth, A, TA :) or one n!e not understanding it. (TA.) You say also,
*::::: (Msb:) and [so] sº Jº 3. he back n:ho defames men (Jé, 2.2% &: loºs ***-*. Jº! U-6A [He uttered his discourse to
... • o

© .9 × 7 d

J

-

-

*

-

* -

-

-

and the action thus signified is like me inaudibly : or in a lon, faint, gentle, or soft,
Jº, éliº
ãººl, aor. :, inf n. 3.s. (Msb,) [He pro *. and may be [by making signs] neith the side manner.] (A.) And jº
nounced the nord neith the sound termed jº, Ol' of the mouth, and with the eye, and with the cº) [The devil speaks inaudibly in his sug

bit him. (JK, A) = -ij-i 3.s. (S, O.) or 22,-);

:*

jºs, of which the sign is ..] is from 9.2 in the ºff:
first of the senses explained above; ($, Msb,)

termed jºs in speech, ($,) or
35.4, (Kh, TA,) [i. e. the sound so called, is

because what is

[as it were] pressed, or squeezed, (Kh, S, TA,)
from its place of utterance [by a sudden emission
of the voice forced out after a compression of
the passage whereby it has been stopped]. (Kh,

TA.) It was said to an Arab of the
-- ?.

2:

desert,
.#.

-

3,UA)) jº, [meaning Dost thou pronounce 3,\s!"

with hemz, or hemzeh 21 and he said, [under

"jūs:

(TA:) or, conjointly with gesting vain or unprofitable things into the bosom
º &uº J--35-4, one niho speaks evil of men, or backbites of man]. (A.) And
them, and defames them : (Aboo-Is-hák, TA:) The devil suggested vain, or unprofitable things
or both together, one who goes about much, or in the bosom ; syn. Jºº. (TA.) See also
habitually, with calumny, or slander, separating Jº below. — Also, aor. and inf. n. as above,
companions and eacciting enmity between friends: He made the faintest, or slightest, sound in tread
(Abu-l-Abbās, TA:) 35% is applied to a man ing. So in the saying, “s
and <s tºº
and to a woman; (S, TA;) [like §: ;] for its
Make thou the faintest, or slightest, sound in
3 is to denote intensiveness, and not the fem. treading, and be thou silent: addressed by a thief
gender: (TA :) * jº [which is the pl. of;..'s]
to his companion. (TA.) And hence the saying
signifies persons who blame, upbraid, reproach, of the Răjiz,
or find fault neith, others behind their backs,
tº j .
|- sº * ~ *** cº
much, or habitually : (IAar, TA :) [or, more
correctly, it has not an intensive signification.]
And they walk with him making, the faintest, or
See also 35°).
slightest, sound in treading. (S.) J.-- also
as also

jº

Jº

*

standing the words to mean dost thou squeeze the
rat, or mouse 2) º 25-4) [The cat squeezes
it]. (S.) See }*. below. [And see also ſº.]
o,

2 o ºw

jº

6 . . .”

squeezed, or pinched; he was pushed, &c. The

, , ; see 35 sº, throughout.

first of these significations is indicated,

j^\A :

plied, in the JK and the TA.] — -5,-4) jºy.”
[The word nas pronounced nith the sound termed

jºs, or 5-s]. (5)
, 6J

… o.

signifies The malking softly; with a soft-sound.
ing tread: (TA :) [and so Jº; as in the say
• ?: ...”

9 , 6.

Júa.jl jºs was explained by Mohammad as
4 -

•

>

-

...* *

• 6 º'

J

&

.

ing, el-59, Gus-S J-a <- [I heard
º;

... 6

3-2 : see jº-º:

ãº. An
A Heyth, K,

-

© .

*

-

or im

-

5 . . .”

9 &.

7. jºrº ſquasi-pass. of 3. It was pressed,

*

#

the soft-sounding treading of the feet of camels
and of the feet of men]. (A.)
below.

= <sº Jº,

See also

aor. : , inf. n.

Jºs
Jººs,

instrument for beating, (ići,
TA,) of copper or brass, (app. He made the sound, or voice to be lon, faint,

meaning a hind of spur, or a goad,) with which gentle, or soft. (Msb.) And 25& J.'s, ſaor.

meaning t Madness, or insanity; syn. 432-, i. e. beasts of carriage are urged on ; pl. jº and] inf. n. as above, [He spoke in a lon, faint,
&2:4-; because it arises from the goading and (A Heyth,TA :) or a staff or stick : (K:) or a gentle, or soft manner; like J.s alone; lit.,]
6

x →

pressing or pinching

of the devil.

K.) See 1; and see also >}<s,

(A obeyd,

WOce

ãºs.

-

staff, or stick, with an iron in its head, with he made speech, or the speech to be lon, faint,
n:hich the ass is goaded, or urged on. (Sh, K.) gentle, or soft. (A, TA) = 2* Jºa, (TK),

ſaor, and] inf. n. as above, (AZ, K,) He chened
the food with the mouth closed: (AZ, K, TA:)
n., and the latter the n. un.,.] The sister of alif; one Ol' of 3.2. is also applied to An instrument, or or without opening the mouth. (TA.) You say,
of the letters of the alphabet; [n:ritten thus , ; a instruments, with nihich spear-shafts are pinched
L.A. Jau 3A. He eats without opening his mouth.
genuine word, old, heard [from the Arabs of and straightened : see 1, first signification.]
(A.) Hence, a toothless old woman's eating is
classical times], and well known; so called for a
jº
and
W 3- (S, Msb, K) A nell-knomºn termed Jºe. (AHeyth.) *…* also signifies
reason mentioned above: see 1, last signification:

jº, (S,) and ãº, (Kh, TA,) [the former agen. See also jº. —[The Pl, 32% of this word

2 : *

J. J.

:*

> *

so says Kh; therefore no regard is due to what is thing; (Msb;) [namely, a spur;] an iron which [simply] He chewed it. (TA.)

2902
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J-ca — Lºs

*-*.

inf. n.

tºº,

[Book I.
-*.

He spoke, or dis he went at a good and quick and graceful pace; [See

•*

£2.

** *

*] — J').3 jº-usº

The men's of such

coursed secretly to him, or nith him. (A.) You (L3) he (a beast of carriage) went a good pace. a one nas pleasant to me to hear. (TA.) —
say also, lºs, (TK,) inf. n. as above, (K,) (Abridgment of the 'Eyn.) Seejº, -*.
Alala)] Gº, aor. : ; and 2-ku "tº, (S. K.)
*

They spoke, or discoursed, secretly together; as

~ *

2. ~ *, * *

****, as a simple subst., (An easy and quick, and Alal, tº, and *º-, (TA,) [He enjoyed
or good and quick, or good and quick and grace the food; found it pleasant, or productive of
ful, or good, pace of a hackney, or pacing horse, enjoyment; &c.; see :*: he found the food to

also "12-stº. (K," TK.)
6 : see 3.

or beast of carriage:] pl.

Jº

**.

(L.)

be productive of no evil result, and not attended
(AZ, S, K,)
($, K, &c.,) used as the act, part. n. of by inconvenience. (TA.) —
ring in the words of the Kur, [xx. 107.] S3
3-4 s,(Abridgment of the 'Eyn,) whence it would aor. 2, inf. n. tº and :38, (K,) He (a beast)
U-A S.
[So that thou shalt not hear
seem that the regular form of the act. part. n., lighted upon a good piece of herbage, but did
aught save] a low, faint, gentle, or soft, sound,
not satiate himself therenith. (AZ, S, K.) —

A lon, faint, gentle, or soft, sound. (S,
A, Msb, K.) So it has been explained as occur

&e.

...

2

Gº,

o

• 9

o',

&:

&º,

has not been used, (Msb,) an epithet
arising from the shifting of the feet from place to
place towards the scene of congregation [for the applied to a hackney, or pacing horse, cº,
general judgment]: or, as Az. thinks, the mean ($, K, &c.,) or a beast of carriage, (L.) both to
ing here is, the sound of the patting, or pattering, the male and female, (L, MSb,) Going, or that
of the feet ( 23S Ji-) upon the ground. goes, an easy and quick pace; (Msh;) a good
(TA.) – The faint, or gentle, sound of the voice and quick pace; a good and quick and graceful
in the mouth, of such kind as has no mirture of pace; (L:) a good pace : (Abridgment of the
th
:
the voice of the chest, nor loudness of utterance. ’Eyn
yº): syn, ºr : (K:
(K; inin the
CK
5

o

6 - d ...,

J

sº
-

-

2 o' -

Jºº.

(Lth, K.) See also
lon, faint, gentle, or

And Anything a man's beast for riding : (L:) pl. *** :
soft, (Jº- Jé, K, TA,) (S:) a Persian word, arabicized : (S, I, K :)

--

•O

~

a 2

- 2 &

-o 2 :

•

-

4. & \-53-2-fu, 3A tº We ate this food
-

-

until n'e were satiated with it. (T.A.) – tº

Jº

The camels were satiated with herbage.

(TA) — 4 &:

IIe rejoiced in him, or it.

–2-k à Güs [God made the food
pleasant, or productive of enjoyment, to us : &c. :
(K.)

made us to enjoy it : see ºl.

(TA) —

ºts

-

ã33

[Health made it pleasant, or productive

of speech and the like: (TA:) [see again, Jººl [but I have not found its original in a Persian of enjoyment, to me: &c.). (K.)— Jºjº &
it. A sheep in nºvich is no [May the horseman give thee joy: a form of con
or the faintest, or slightest, sound of the feet; lexicon]. —
(S, K;) i. e., of their tread upon the ground: marrow, by reason of its leanness. (K.)
gratulation on the exploits of a horseman ; i.e.,

&e

(TA :) so [accord. to JJ in the instance in the

I congratulate thee on the exploits of the horse

Kur, [xx. 107, mentioned above: (S:) and
;: An affair rendered manageable, or man]: also written and pronounced 4-3.
[in like manner] W J. A signifies the sound of easy. (L, K.) – An affair proved by ex
Jºvº, though it occurs in a trad., pronounced
the shifting from place to place of the feet of perience. (L.)
6

-

4:4.

camels.

(K.) See also 1.

J-s:

see 1: and see

[Jº

&c.

(but which pronunciation is to

garism, and not allowable. (TA)—its, aor. :
Gº), inf n. º, (TA,)
or gave him to eat. (K)—º,

(K) [and app., 2 (see

º; ... •

-

443,

be preferred is disputed,) is said to be a vul

Jºº.
See Supplement.]

6

Ol'

Jºº.

ASke [Speech spoken inaudibly: or
in a lon, faint, gentle, or soft manner, so as to be
hardly intelligible: see 1: or] speech not spoken

t

LA
& J.

He fed him;
£

* -->

-

-

1. ***, aor. 3, inf n. Saurs; and U.:*, aor. . ; aor. 2 and ::, (S, K,) inf. n. tº sº (S;) and
out or openly. (A," MSb.) — J-2-w^ -5,-, It came, or happened, nithout inconvenience, or * tal; (IAar, K ;) He gave him, or bestoned
(Msb,) or J-2 -º-, (IJ,) [A letter which is trouble : (K :) [it was pleasant, or productive of upon him : (S, K:) gave him plentifully. (TA.)
pronounced with the breath only, without the enjoyment : see what immediately follows]. — – A\ala)
9

xd e

-

º, o .

•

•

coice; a non-vocal letter; a sound neith m:hich

2 &

£ 22

ts, inf n & and &s (K) and

Alala/ 3-A ($, K*) aor. 2, inf. n. Šus (S, K)
4*> .

2 &

9 -- -

O

~

4 * ~.

3:\rs (as in some copies of the K) or

o

sts (as in

the breath passes forth, not from the voice of the and 3L.A and JA, (K,) or JA (as in some
others) or it’s (as in others) or sts (as in the
chest, but passing forth gently; (IJ;) contr. of
copies of the K, and in the L); epithet ‘Jº CK), He made the food good; qualified it
jº (Msb :) ā-sº -º-, are the letters
: o'
-

(Akh, S, K,) aor. :, inf n. *0s; properly; seasoned it: syn. 4-12. (K.) —
(ten in number, S,) which
in the ($ ) and Usºs,
£2 2
*:are
(S, comprised
K:*) so called
o

- - -

6

-

© .

(TA ;) and us, aor. : , (Lth,) The food was, or ºu, tº, (TA) and Jº "tal, (K.) He put
[accord. to some] because the stress is made became, pleasant, or productive of enjoyment, to his property in a right, or good, state. (K.)
£2 2.
weak in the place where any one of them occurs the eater: or easy to sneallone; not attended by
— A35) UA, aor. : , He nourished, or main
until the breath has passed forth with it. (Sb, S.) trouble : [agreeable :] or not succeeded by harm,
tained, the people; (S;) satisfied their wants;
even after digestion, (Z, cited voce 32)

saying ºt-8-5 Jas-->

• O >

-

[J-A &c.

Asia.

Jº,

(Akh, S, K), and

& ts,

aOT. T.

-

-

-

o, o .

• * :* >

bestoned upon them. (TA.) Ex. Jºrº Alº
[He maintained them tryo months]. Hene, the

See Supplement.]

Q. 1.

&

and 2 (§, K) and 2, (K,) unexampled, says Akh,
in the class termed mahmooz, (S,) [though W. proverb quoted in illustration of the word Jº,
and ; are similar with respect to their having accord. to the second reading. (TA) — its He
8-|-damm to the aor.,] inf. n. º and º, (S, K,) aided, succoured, or defended, him. (K.) =
(L, Msb,) inf. n. isºs, ($, L, [The food was pleasant, or productive of enjoy Jº" ts, aor. 2 (S, K,) and : and 2 (K: dev.
£ 22

K, &c.,) He (a hackney, or pacing horse, cº, | ment, to
me: or easy .#2
to smallon; &c. : see 3-8). from constant rule as shown above: TA), inf. n.
.# * * * *, *
$, L., &c., i.e. a clºy, TA,) rent an easy and |— Cº-3 Atala) Jºe: see art. 9-6. — sts is and ºs, (TA,) He smeared the camels with
quick pace ; (Msb;) he (a hackney, or pacing 4's, and 305 4 tº That (thing) was pleasant, ſºs, which is tar, or liquid pitch, syn. cºlº,
horse, or a oeust,) went a good and quick pace; or productice of enjoyment, to him ; &c. (TA.) (AZ. S, K,) or a kind thereof, (TA,) (as a.
-

--

>

ſº

LA — J.A
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tº: (incorrectly written by J, in a verse
remedy for, or preservative against, the mange, and pronounced cº.º. (TA) (See tº- also
or scab). — J.3% ić,” Jº The smearing of below.]— Pleasant, or productive of enjoyment, which he quotes, ilºs, K, TA ; but in an old
a camel [all over] with * is not [merely] to the eater: or easy to smallon; not attended and excellent copy of the S, I find the word
smearing the cavities under the shoulders, and by trouble : or not succeeded by harm, even after written it...s;]) and Ja (K) and iſºs and
-

-

2 o'

5 * *

-

-

.

2 x

*

the like, which the mange, or scab, more its digestion. (Z, cited voce 32-3.) — tº tº W J (IDrd, K) A woman of neak understand
quickly attacks. A proverb, applied to him who [May it be, or Eat it, or Drink it, mith enjoyment, ing ; neithout discrimination; stupid; foolish ;

does not a thing thoroughly. (TA.) – See?.
2

2. outes

and with reholesome result ; or neith ease in the of little sense : (S, K:) accord. to some, as men

swallowing, and with quickness in digesting : &c.: tioned in a note by Aboo-Zekereeya, in the S, in

w" -

::s (in a trad. respecting the pros

ste §2): (s) – 4% & [May(TA)
that —
be this art., Jº signifies an insane woman; or
tration for inattention) He (the devil) made
one possessed by a jinnee. (TA.) it: is the
him to think of pleasant things, or things pro productive of enjoyment to him 1].
•

-

ductive of enjoyment, and of things wished for, or & and ** are of the number of epithets only word of the measure º: known to Az.
objects of desire, in his prayer. The former verb which are employed after the manner of inf ns. (TA.) Accord. to the K, IDrd writes iſºs #2.
is pronounced thus to assimilate it to the latter. significant of a prayer or good wish, governed and J. : but this is [thought to be] a mine;
(TA.) — 29, sts, inf. n. ãº and tusſº; in the acc. case by a verb understood. (Sb.)
he gives the two forms it... and Jº, as stated
6, o, 2

(S.K.) and "sts, (K) inf n. 1345 (TA) He

ºw. 3

5- d. 3

*…* (K) and āºs and ārºs (the second is by IM and others; and, app.,

congratulated him on the thing, (S, K,) such as the most usual; and the third is said to be

J

(TA.) —

The first and second of these three words also

the possession of a government, &c. : (S:) he formed by substituting a for . ; but accord. to signify A man who is stupid, foolish, or of little
said to him 4% [May it give thee joy]. (K.) some, the word is incorrectly written with -, [so Serºse. (K.)
— [When the agent of the verb is God, the says F, and is a dim. formed from isis, which
* Ecceedingly stupid, or foolish. (IAar,
meaning necessarily is, He granted him enjoy becomes first isºs, and then i: : see art. 3-A :)
Az, K.)
ment in the thing; made him to have enjoyment (TA:) A little; a little while. (K.)
in it..] — % $3 & see art tº.
5

* ... •

2... "

-

-

Us?"A A servant. (K.) – ºut occurs in this
4: see 1.
Q. 1. <s, inf. n. i:s, He n'as languid
sense in a trad. ; but the reading commonly
5. tº He gave many gifts. (IAgr.) — t; known is usua. If right, it is an act. part. n. and sluggish. (IKtt, K.) It may be said that
the J is augmentative, and that the word
13& [unless it be a mistake forº, as IbrD
-

z

-

-

-

-

from
tº “he gave." (TA)— sº tº tº is derived from arº, signifying “weakness.”
£ 6.
I think not improbable, though Jºvº,
Ol'
the former is the reading of (TA.)
mentioned in this art. in the TA] He prided
El-Umawee; the latter, of Ks; Thou art only
himself in such a thing : syn. 5. and lººk; and
~A
named Hāni (Giver, or Nourisher,) that thou
cº- and Jº- and cºjº. (TA) — see 1. mayest give, accord. to both readings; or that
Q. 1. **', sº * He nas remiss in his affair.
thou mayest nourish, or maintain, and supply
8 : see 1.
suggests, which

-

tº:

-

-

6 :

•

* > *

(K.) See also &.

people's wants; Usºs J5x3: (TA:) [such is
10.

‘tº- He asked him for aid, succour,

said to be the meaning of tº here:] and accord.
Jºë

or defence. (K.) — He asked him for a
to El-Umawee, ºr signifies &#, (S,)
gift. (K, TA.) — He conceded to him, or
gave him, a part of his dues, or rights. (TA.) [which is app. the same as J3-3]. A proverb:

2. če, infn.<ā, she (a woman) behaved

said to him who is known for his beneficence, in tonards him in a blandishing manner: (IDrd,
—See 1.
order that he may continue to do as he has been L:) she enamoured him by blandishment, (L, K,)
and by amatory conversation or conduct (L:)
13- A gift. (S, K.) = A part of the night. wont. (TA.)
#2 o –
she
enslaved him by amatory conversation, or
(K.) = * subst. from Jº) ts; (K;) i. e.,
s

•o e

• *

tº see Cº.—tº 4, (S) and &l,
The smearing with

(** J.

M.A. (M.F.)

(TA,)

Camels n'hich have lighted upon a

[Unalºyed

gratification to thee!] —

conduct. (S, L.) [Thought by Golius to be
derived from **, a proper name of a woman.]

j," “ſe, tº & [To thee be unalloyed grati
-

*i.

-2's She deprived him of his heart.

fication, and on him be the burden, or sin]: said,
(Ibn-El-Mustaneer, L.) = x:s, inf. n. &#,

good piece of herbage, but are not satiated there

accord. to a trad., to one who asked whether he
should accept an invitation to eat the food of one He made a sword of Indian iron. This is the
fús Tar, or liquid pitch; syn. &lº : (S, K :) who received unlawful interest or profit; and original signification. (T, L.) — He sharpened
a sword. (L, K.)
or a kind thereof. (TA.) See also àº; and -9. also said with respect to eating the food of
tus dial. var. of Jºel , (K,) or formed from a tyrannical intendant. (TA.)
JºA a name for A hundred camels; (M,
njith.

(K.)

6

-*.*

.

-

s. 6

=

the latter by transposition, (TA,) A raceme of a

o 29.
6
º

palm-tree.

(AHn, K.)

[See

… A camel smeared with •Ü•. (S.)

&.]

I, K.) as also '53.45 (T, S, M, A, L. K.)
which latter is a determinate noun, imper
fectly

** What

****
comes or happens to one without
inconvenience, or trouble : (S, K :) [nºhat is
J.A. [probably an inf. n., of which the verb
pleasant, or productive of enjoyment; an un
is “s, aor. 2,] Weakness of understanding ;
alloyed gratification, i.e., a thing that gives un
alloyed enjoyment; see what follows:] as also want of discrimination; stupidity; foolishness;
Wuº, (K,) a subst, sometimes written and littleness of sense. (S.)
2 º'
pronounced Lºve ; pl. Jºve, sometimes written
Usºs &c.; see \-A.
tº
5 ...”

-

* ...6 .

• 6 e

- -

-

decl.,

not

admitting

the

art.

J),

[though it is written with it in the S, and
in a verse cited in the S and L, nor having
a pl., nor a proper sing. : (T, L:) [see
an

ex.

in

a

verse

cited

voce

-j- )

Or

the former is a name for more than a hundred
camels and less : (K:) or a little more and a

*...*
-

-

little less: (M, L:) or two hundred camels: (M,

[Book I.
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A, L, K:) so accord. to Ez-Ziyādee, as men is not in the [genuine] language of the Arabs a
tioned by ISd, who adds that he had not heard j with a 3 before it. (S, K.)

sists He contended with him for supe

3.

|rior glory: like *. (IAgr.) [See also art.

it from any other than IJ: (L:) and the latter,

Cº.]

a hundred of other things : (S, L:) or any
hundred : (AO, S, L:) also the former, two

U”-AºA

& its, tº, &c. — its, with kesr, is syn. with
hundred years; and the latter, [written with the and proportions of subterranean channels for cº, Give; [or changed from this verb; and
art. Ji,) a hundred years. (Th, ISd, L.) = neater ; and hence, the art of architecture : and is thus inflected: sing. masc. As, fem. Jº ;
#23's [The art of determining the measures

& The name of a well-known nation; (M, L,

the practice, and science, of geometry :] a subst.
K;) or of a country : (S, L:) [the Indians: and from J.2% q. v. ($, K.)

India :] rel. n. * is.” : pl. 3,

sº

(S, L, K :)

o'. 2

6

Jºvº

3&

and

signifies

th. mn of *

the

One who determines

measures

[or India];
and proportions of subterranean channels for

Çs; pl. masc. º, fem.
&ºs ($, K: like *, Jºs; Gº; ;is,

dual. masc. and fem.

&ºts:

• holding the place of J. : S.) – But

**, with fet-h, is syn. with 9%, Take;

[or

$º [q. v. in

and is thus inflected :
*J,
neater : [and hence, an architect ; and a geo changed from this word;]
J. : dual masc.
without
[s,
fem.
its,
masc.
sing.
metrician : derived from jº, (S, K,) which is
art. J.A.A]. (L.) – See also J
and fem. tº: pl. masc. 2. [so in the K,
Persian [in origin], (S,) arabicized from 3.
3
Jºe: see Jºs. – Also, Indian aloes-wood. jºi. (K;) j|A3) signifying “the act of measur and so I find it in one copy of the S : in another
3
copy of the latter, Jºs, as it is pronounced
ing,' and ~! signifying “water;” (TA;) the
(L, K,) pl. of

as also

º o

o

-

(L)–$º-º. (L.) and 'tºº, in the
ck tº and &º, S.A. L. K.) A

»

before a conjunctive l; for instance, in the Kur,

j being changed into J. because there is not in
the [genuine] language of the Arabs a j after 3.
sword made in the country of •ºl, [or India,]
[which last does not exactly correspond with the
(S, K.)
and nell fabricated: (L:) or, made of the iron
model Čás. but I think it most probable that

of that country : (A:) as also " 3:...

in the

latter sense, (S, A, L,) and in the former : (L:)
so termed in relation to the people called •º :
** -

6 º' -->

his 19 ºn. & G, K9 or 3: ... (L.)

JºA
• **

-

>

**

- -

&é's is changed by idghām from &és;

.

* ~ *:

5 . .

(K.) and " … -ă... a sharpened, or sharp,

-

[&s &c.

holding the place of 9 : S:) also, sing masc.

(L.)

snºord.

i. (originally is, S), fem. Jºs; dual masc. (S)

See Supplement.]
3

3

~ x d >

and

5. ... O

4. -->-1) jus, aor, ºvº, inf. n. 3.,Lºl, or in like manner, that Ösº is changed from
3,\s; for jul: see art. 2:3.
& :] (like 9ts, Jú; U.és; As. Čás:

o

and ſºm. (S. K)*: (S. K.) pl. masc. , ,

Jºº-º-º: see L6-º.
-ā-A
* , o, 2

(S,) fem.

4 O

3.xe-A : see Jºe.

tº,

*s,

(TA,)
(K) by some written
Short ; (K:) but it is not a word of established
authority. (IDrd.)

is:

& (S, K:) also, sing. masc. and fem.

dual. masc.

14, fem. lºs; pl. masc.

fem.

5.

cited

voº fº, in

º,

(TA.) — [See a saying of 'Omar
art.

Jºyl- When

it is said

[…A &c.
6

- O

• * 0.

to thee UA Take, thou sayest UAl Ua What shall I
take 2 syn. 3. us; and isi us, in the pass.

See Supplement.]

-P-A.º. and **** &c.; see art. --AA.

form, What shall I receive, or be given 2 syn.

º

|5"

Jº

j-A**

jºs, (S. K.) with kest, (K) found in the 1. Jº J. *-*. Ås ($, K,) aor. 5.4,
work of Az, in several places, written with fet-h, inf. n. tºs, (TA,) He raised his mind to

(S,)

L.

($)

:

[Also, in

the TA, it

seems to

be said that Al signifies Jael He gave, or

high made to take: but this is uncertain; as the
3.2
[jºis, (TA,) A limit; syn. Jºe-: (K:) [or things, or objects; purposed, or aspired to, high former verb is there written z\Al, and the latter
rather a measure :] an arabicized word, from things. (S, K, T.A.) The vulgar say, Ugarº is without the syll. points]. – its is also syn.
... o.

e -

* >

•

- O -

o

•j|35i, (S, K,) with ſet-h, (K) which is Persian:
-

-

2

...”

-

> *. ($.) – otº stºº Lo I did not know it,

first letter because of the rareness of the measure

knowingly, nor intentionally]. (TA.) —

&:

J%

in the cases of words not reduplicative.
(K.) You say, Jºe SS --- Sº sueſ [He
gave to him without calculation and without
measure].

9. , (A.S.K)and 5-, (K) and - *

º (Lh) inf n. *, *, (TA) I

thought him

4: At thy service' &c. (K, T.A.) =
..iſ As Sj, or, more chastely, § ..iſ ts S, or the

with

(S:) the arabicized word is with kesr to the nor desire, or mean, [to do it; i.e., I did it not (;

former is a barbarism : originally 3. iſ, ‘9 :
| UA and is are separated, and the name of God is
introduced between them; (K;) and the mean

ing is No, by God, (I did not) this 1 (S, art. Us,
to be possessed of good, (Az, S, K,) and, of evil. q. v.) or No, by God, this (is nºkat I snear

(S.)

(K, TA)—i.e Jºe & I thought him to

by) J (K.)

§3. The cubit with which [certain] cloths

be possessed of much rail. (TA.)— §§ &
and the like are measured; [about twenty-five
inches in length :] also a Persian word arabicized. 29 3. &- 4. Verily I eralt thee
(TA.)
thing; I hold thee above it], (Lh.) – º –2°

* Mind;

purpose; aspiration ; desire; am

alowſ: bition. ($, K, TA) Ex. 33. ** A person

º,

o, x

-

wº in him, or it.

(AA, K.) — º,

of far-reaching aspiration, or ambition. (S,

&sº |TA.) —ºs

Penetrating judgment. (K.) –
jºy.” One who determines the measures and
proportions of subterranean channels for mater, aor. Sº, He purposed, or intended, it. (K.) Jºse J” 3%, and W Jºº. It occurred to my
.
and of buildings: [an architect: and also a geome = \A and AA and *Us,
in imperative senses, and mind, or imagination. (K.)"
I

---

*

--

-

-

-

~ o

trician :] from j-e: but they change the j into the forms into which they are inflected, see
J., ($, K,) and say Jº, (S,) because there

below.

c -

-

-

$38, : See preceding sentence.

/
-
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Ji. (S, K) and " cº- (K) A wide desert,

-

•

-

-

929) J-2 ** Usa. A certain time, or por always care n'ere she puts her feet on the

or wide tract of the kind called %-3. (S. K.) tion, of the night passed. Accord. to Aboo
– Custom : syn. $ste. (K.) — A part of the 'Alee, tºº is of the measure ºš, and quasi
and belonging to this art.
night. (K.) — The mention of Čir in this coordinate to
art., by J, says IB, and F after him, is wrong; (TA.)
for its measure is Jºsie: the 3 being an aug
** *** A cry by nihich the Arabs urge on
, 0.

tº-

ground. (A)—itºs -, f Any mind that
blon's violently : (IAar:) or a wind of n:hich the

blasts are closely consecutive, as though charac
terized by nºhat is termed

*:

or a wind that

carries anay the dust, and makes a trace upon
the ground like that made by dragging the skirt:
mentative letter. [But if so, F has himself done
a
dog
against
the
game
nihich
they
are
pursuing.
(TA :) or a mind that tears up the tents : (S,
wrong, in mentioning it, not only here, but also
(TA.)
[In
the
L
written
<s,
and
mentioned
in art. J2A, (where, if the 3 be augmentative, it

K.) pl. 34. ($)

is equally inappropriate,) as though it were a in art. St-A.]
quasi-quadriliteral-radical word, of the measure

35A

***

Jaa..] ISd gives it as formed by transposition
from the root

us, and explains it as signifying a

neide place. (TA.)
3 -0 ,
-

:* - Że z
1. Sts, aor. 3,4, ($, L, &c.,) inf n. 3;s, (S,
tº tº .433 He made a great slaughter L, K, &c.,) He returned (IAar, A., L., Msb)
& J . .”

among them. (TA.) [See art. 3-2.]

from evil to good or from good to evil: (IAar,
L:) he repented, (S, A, L, K,) and returned

3 #2 o 2

32- :

see Clºve.

* A thirst (K.)

to the truth; (S, L, K;) as also
~9*
-

and the latter, he repented and did righteously.

**
22 * -2

o .

~3A Distance; remoteness. ($, K.) — are:

1.

**, aor. :, inf. n. ** ; (L;) and "tº ;

some, as stated in a marginal

(AO, S, A, L.) — 4. tº We have turned
unto Thee neith repentance. [Kur, vii, 155.]

So accord. to Mujáhid and Sa’eed Ibn-Jubeyr

*'s ** Jº, and 2% W **. (S, K,) or, accord.
to

(L:)

...)

1. ***: see art. --A.
º

"33,

(A, TA;) He (a man) neas characterized by and Ibrāheem. (L.) It is made trans. by
note in a copy n:hat is termed
(L, A,) which is similar to means of Ji because implying the meaning of

**.

of the S, in the handwriting of Aboo-Zekereeya,

Jºs;

3"> -ss Jº, with ~3° as a prefixed n., (TA,)

of sense: (JK, L :) tallness, combined with hasti

(L ;) i.e., stupidity, foolishness, or paucity

tºº. (Isd, L.)— sº, (S, A, L.) aor. 3,...,
inf n. Sº (L5) and '33.35 (S, A, L, Mºb,

I left him in such a place that it n'as not known

ness, and stupidity or foolishness or paucity K;) He became a Jen: ; (S, A, L, K;) he
where he was ; ($, K:) Jº's -5A being the of sense : (S:) or tallness, with stupidity or
became of the Jennish religion. (L., Msb.)
name of a land over which the Jinn, or genii, foolishness or paucity of sense and levity or
have obtained ascendancy: (TA:) or the correct Jickleness or unsteadiness, and hastiness: (K:)
2. 323s, (L, Msb, K,) inf. n. 3.2% (S,) He

reading is [-,-] with ~ (K) = ** A stu

or tallness, with levity or ſickleness or un- made him (his son [for instance] Msb) a Jen, ;

pid, or foolish, and loquacious, man : (A’Obeyd, steadiness, and hastiness: (TA :) or tallness, (S, L, Msb;) he turned him to the religion of

s, K.) pl. Jºi. (TA) = −. The heat,

(A,) or eaccessive tallness, (L,) nith stupidity the Jens; (L, K;) taught him that religion, and

or burning, of fire; ($, K;) and its flaming, or or foolishness or paucity of sense. (L.)
initiated him in it. (L.) = *:: The talking
blazing; of the dial. of El-Yemen: also, the
together of jinn, or genii : (L, K :) so termed
heat, or burning of the sun : also of the dial. of 4. **** He found him to be such a man as because of the gentleness and weakness of their
is termed
(L.)
El-Yemen. (TA.)
voices. (L.) — *. inf n. 3.2% He reiterated

&ºl.

* : see ºs.
5

5: see 1.

his voice, or quavered, or

trilled,

gently.

(Ibn

p.
5 . .

-P5+o : See art. --A.

**:

**.

6 . .

see 1. —

&

º

J”

Jebeleh, L. K.)— is, (L) inf n, º, (K)

6 * ,

-

and

**.

are

He sang; syn.

Jº

(Aboo-Málik,

º :)

he

syn., [meaning In such a one is a deviation from
~9*

sang, or gladdened, and diverted; syn. Jø5 - P.
rectitude].

2. as
--

->.

inf. n.

<2%
2 o'.

(AA, L.)
(K.) See also

He called out to
,

5 ,

is tº

a dial. form of

--

him ; (K;) saying ex- tº-: (TA, art.
authority. (L, from a trad.)
Jee- :) he cried out to him, and called him.
*

($) A dial form of -ºs. (TA) (see eſs.]
ãº : see what follows.

but of weak rvent, or

of

***

33%.

proceeded,

E.

**,

inf. n.

gently, or in

**, He
a leisurely

manner, (S, L, K,) like the manner termed

Jºs: from Šlág

(S. L. K.) It is said in a

A man characterized by what is termed

trad, tº ºf $ 58- J. J. 2 ºf

**

(S, L., &c.;) stupid, foolish, or having
sjº, % 33 [Make ye your pace to be
little sense: (JK, L :) or tall, with hastiness,
ãº (K)and *āśs (S, K) A lon, or depressed,
quick at a funeral, and go ye not in a gentle or
and stupidity or foolishness or paucity of sense,
tract, or piece, of land: ($, K:) or a deep place :
manner like as go the Jen's and the
&c.;
(ś, §. :) fem. *** (A:) (pl. **]— leisurely
(IAth:) or the space between two mountains:
Christians]. (S.) See also 5. – 23-, (L,) inf. n.
(IAar:) pl. ess (as in the CK) or *** (as in Jºla) *** ! A man earceedingly, or eccessively, **, (S, L, K,) It beverage, or wine,) into ci
the TA.) It may be said that *** and << tall. (A.) — Also
1 A courageous man, cated (S, L, K) a person : and rendered him
are coll. gen, ns. [of each of which the n. un, is n:ho thron's himself into a scene of war. (A.) languid, and caused him to sleep. (L.) —
with 3]. (TA.) — Also ãº A road, or nay,
f A he-camel that goes quickly, a. though sº, infn. 3.; and 3%; (L. K.) and 'ssº;
characteriºd
.” what is termed **: fem. (TA;) He uttered a weak, gentle, (L, K,) and
descending to water. (IAar.) — asſe aſji J
a35-05 * 35.3 an imprecation, respecting which *u-3A : [pl. ****) or the fem. epilºt ºnly i. languid, (L.) voice. (L, K.) — ». inf. n.

£º

&:

2. . o .

ISd says, I know not what is 3534 here. [It used, applied to a camel; and you say ite-3A 330 ; 3,3 (S. L. K) and 3%; and "sº (K.) He
probably signifies A cry, such as destroyed the (TA;) i.e., a she-camel that goes quickly, &c., mas lon, not loud, in speech, or utterance. (S, L,
•
*.
•,• 92.
tribe of Thamood; see ess.] (TA)
as explained above; ($, K;) and that does not K) – 33A, inf n. 9-2-3 (L, K) and slºw ; and
-

367
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33,3; (L;) He was slow, or tardy, in his pace, or tie; or a quality &c. to be regarded as sacred tive letter: (TA :) [and this seems to be the
(L, K,) and gentle. (L.) — >> He (a man) or inviolable, or rendering one entitled to respect correct reading; for it occurs in a verse, cited in

W

the TA, in which the measure required it to be
of one syllable: it therefore appears that sº is
Malik, L.) – s; , inf n, ºi, He lept ($ 33% Returning (Msb) [from evil to good or a coll. gen, n., of which the n. un, is with 3..]
L.) — **, inf. n. 3.x: and 35; and "33,5; from good to evil: see 1 :] repenting and return

rested; or was still, quiet, or at rest. (Aboo or reverence: and a bond of relationship. (L.)

He was gentle; he acted, or behaved, in a gentle ing to the truth: (S, , ) pl. Sº, (S, A, L, Mºb)
manner. (L.) — Also, The murmuring and like as Jº is pl. of J59. (S, L, Msb.)
gentle sounding of the wind over sand. (L.) =
33A, inf. n. Jºº, He ate of a camel's hump : 3. and 3×3 and W 3,9] [the second of
5

-

o,

23 A
1.

•jus, (K,) [aor. 9,4,]

inf.

nºs, (TA,)

which is the most common,] signify the same, He thren, it donºn ; pulled it down; pulled it to

(K;) or what is termed 53%. (TA)

(S, A, L., Msb, K,) A certain tribe; [namely, the pieces; or demolished it; namely, a building ;

3. *. (A) inf n isº. (S, A, L. K.) He
made peace with him ; reconciled himself

Jen's :] (L:)

3.

is said by some to be origi

njith

(K;) and in like manner, a -- [i.e. an abrupt,
water-worn, bank, rising by the bed of a torrent

nally $º, and arabicized by the change of 3
him; (A;) syn. of the inf. n. iè3%; (A, L;) into 3 ; but ISd disapproves of this assertion: or stream]; (TA [in which }: is given as an
inf. n. of this verb; but it is more probably an
in the K, $32,3, which is a mistake; (TA ;) others say, that it is from sts “he repented:”
• *

* *

inf. n. of the intrans. verb only, agreeably with
(L:) it is imperfectly decl., because it is a proper
analogy;]) as also Y §s, (S, A,) the pronoun
name and of the measure of a verb; and [of the
relating to a building, (A,) and to a -º-; (S;)
fem. gen., as it is said to be in the S and L,
and * [in illustration of which see what is said
because it means a à:3 : but it is allowable to
of…, below]; ($, art. Jºe;) and W º, in which
prefix to it the art. Ul, and to say sº : (Msb:)
the pronoun relates to the upper part of a -º-, Or

and 4-14, S. L.) and #32. (TA) and
also

is...}. [app. signifying the restoring a

person, or taking him bach, into one's favour].
(TA)— He inclined towards him reciprocally;
syn. aíºu
and 33% They two inclined each
this, however, is allowable only on the ground
toniards the other; syn. Şū. : (TK :) syn. of

the inf n iſſu... ($, L.) — He returned to

of its being, with the art. prefixed, for

º

to the brink of a well. (TA.) –2; jº, (K,)

;

o º j

p >

5.o.

aor. Lºve, inf. n. 25A, (TA,) t He slen the
him, or it, time after time ; syn. $33% (TK:) for it is of itself determinate : (S, L:) (thus] people, and thren, them don'n prostrate, one upon
3. is [as it were] pl. of Y &:4, (L;) which is

syn. of the inf. n.

$34.

5: see 1 and 2. —

(K.)

another, (K,) like as mºhen a

*::: Jº sº

He walked

-j- falls donen.

the rel. n. of 33rd, or, accord. to $gh, of sº
[or Judah], thus written by him with the Ulil (TA.) And [in like manner you say, -->

gently, imitating the motions of the Jews in their pointed 3 in this instance, the son of ~9.5.x: [or % Öğ t He smote such a one and prostrated
reciting or reading. (El-Basáir.) See also 2. — Jacºb): (Msb:) 32.3 (sometimes, TA) has him; as also " …A. (K, TA)—is, (S, A,
sº He became allied, or allied himself, Or Ú13.3 as a pl.: (K:) this pl. occurs in a poem Mº, K) aor. jº, inf n. * ($, Ms) and
sought to ally himself, (J-5, K, and Jä, El of Hassán: (TA:) Fr, says, of sº, in the Kur, 225A, (S,) It became thronºn don'n, pulled don'n,
Basā'ir,) by a bond of relationship ; or by some ii, 105, that it is for 3. [app. a mistake for pulled to pieces, or demolished; or it fell in ruins,
or to pieces; (S, A, K5) said of a building,
other sacred or inviolable bond or tie, or a quality sº ; or that it may be pl. of 3%. (L.)
&c. to be regarded as sacred or inviolable or
(K,) and of a -j- [explained above]; (S, A.;)
rendering him entitled to respect or reverence.
as also "jºl and "...sº (S, A, K) and 2.5 (K.)
: See 59%-3.
which last has Us as being interchangeable with
(K, El-Basāir.) See also 33¢.
2*

…

.

e.

5 wº. --

3, or it may be of the measure
…

.o

…

6. , 6 e

Jºſé

[originally

… •

3.31. (TA) or it fell; it fell, or tumbled,

39.1 : see 23rd.

352. tº:

5. . .”

[in some copies of the S,

$32,

A.

323s : see 3x5".

lon, not loud, singing. (S, L.) — $3.

also

5 * * *

#35. A camel's hump : (S. K.) or the base of signifies Gladdening, and diverting;
the hump : (Sh, L ) as also " #sº (L.) pl. and *. (IAar, L.)
3, ($, L, K.) [or rather, this is a coll gen, n.,

wn. Jºkº
-

6 * *

donn; it collapsed; broke donºn; said of a build
ing; (TA;) as also W \,31 and "23,35 (Msb,

TA;) said of a building, (TA,) and of a -º-,
(MSb,) or of the upper part of the latter, and of
the brink of a well; (TA;) [and "jº, Q. V.,
probably signifies the same *]. gr it cracked, with

sº Allied, or

#sº is the n. un.].

allying himself, or seeking to out falling; said of a C39- (Msb :) or it
ally himself, (Jº, IAar, Sh,) by n!hat is cracked in its hinder part, remaining yet in its
33% Gentleness; lenity; (A, L, K;) and termed $3%. (IAar, Sh, L.) See 5.
place; said of a building. (TA.)
that kind of conduct whereby one hopes to effect
the adjustment of an affair between a people : (L,
2. ox3A : see opts, in two places.

and

A

K:) quietness : (L:) peace, or

w

.*.* >

reconciliation :

55%
5. × . see jus, in two places; in the former
partiality: (L ) facilitation, n:hereby a pºon
§3), (L. K.) or ëº, [without the art. J, of which, ×, is also mentioned as syn. with
is indulged in an affair. (L, K.) Ex. 233-9 S as a proper name, (S, L,) written by Ed-De ×. — He plunged, or fell, into an affair neith

inclination, or affection : ($, L:) favour, or
.9

x > *>

*

care [for the consequence thereof]: (S, K :)
strictive ordinance of God, with favour or par him for this, (M.F.) [The bird called] the sūš : Or 9,39) Gº × he plunged, or fell, into affairs
tiality towards any one, will not• * affect
him, or ($, L, K :) or, as some say, the female 3Ulaş.: (L:) without thought, or reflection, or consideration :
> *
>

$3% aſ J.

Quietness neith respect to a re meeree with damm, but fault has been found with

3.

* ~

little

*

influence him. And 52'2' 4.3 °3-5 S Favour or 333A, (as a determinate noun) is the name of (A:) or 3.3 is a state, or condition, adventitious
or partiality with respect to thee will not affect a certain bird, (L, K,) different from the above: to the irascible faculty, by reason of n!hich one
him, or influence him. (L, each from a trad.) (L:) pl. sº, (as in the CK and a MS copy of ventures upon affairs not fit, or meet, to be
$3% also signifies A sacred or inviolable bond the K) or 3;s, formed by eliding the augmenta centured upon; as the fighting nith unbelievers
-
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rehen they are more than double the number of another part of this art. in the TA that Jº with multitude, or the multitude; (K;) like as
the Muslims. (KT.) = º : See *.
signifies “the belly's being empty,”)] by reason you say, ºù lºu & (TA)
*

of leanness; from IF: (TA:) or it (the belly)
became so. (IF, TA.) —Jº ~3ts, (JK,

7 : see jº, in two places.
8.

jº:

5 - d -

ãº 3A Conflict and faction, sedition, discord,

or dissension : (A’Obeyd, S, A, Msb, K:) eaccite
See

jus, last signification. — It (a

TA) or J.J., (A) jºl J, (JK, A) aor.

ment : commotion, agitation, convulsion, tumult,

Jº, (JK) inf. n. Jºs, (JK, TA) The camels,

thing, S) perished. (S, K.)

or disturbance : (S, A, K.) and confusion : (A,
(JK, TA,) or the horses, (A,) took fright, and Msb, K.) and "āś is like #3;s; (TA;) or
6 -

33% and jº, (S, A, Msb, K,) the latter formed
by

transposition

&%.

and

tº 4:3

from the former, [first into ran anay at random, (JK, A, TA,) and became

- -

* > d -

- a •

O

> . .

signifies war. (JK.) You say, J. iºs ~55

(S, TA,) like as dispersed, (TA,) or separated themselves, (JK,) J.- [Conflict and faction, &c., happened in
and n'ent to and fro, (JK, A,) in the hostile
market]. (A.) And it is said in a trad.,
is changed into cº Jºë, sudden attack made by a party of armed the
...,’ of

then

into

*]

• 6 - 2

(S,) applied to a building, (K,) and to a -º-, horsemen. (JK, A, TA.) — J%

J. <<

1

oº:

•

*

o , .

…

33-9, ºtºs, Jºdi ºtºss º (S, TA)

(S, A, Msb,) became agile or brisk, and advanced tonards such Berrare ye of the misfortunes, calamities, or evil
Becoming thronºn don'n, pulled domen, pulled a one. (TA.) And *42, 4-,-] Js Jºus accidents, of night; and of the nºrong courses,
to pieces, or demolished: (S, A, K:) or falling; The marriors beca me agile or brisk, and hastened, and trickery and robbery, of the markets. (TA.)
***, thus related by Th, but not ex
falling, or tumbling, donºn : (IAar :) or crack one to another; [in like manner]" (5:303. (A.)
ing, without falling : (Msb:) or cracking in its = Also, [aor. and inf. n. as above, He collected: plained by him, is thought by ISd to mean The
[explained above, (see

*)]

3.5

hinder part, remaining yet in its place. (TA.) and miced, or confused, or confounded. (T.A.) confusion of the market, and the defrauding there
See an ex. of the latter voce Ji- and another
You say, (.5- Su. < * I collected unlanful practised in buying and selling. (TA.) See
* ... o.

in the Kur, ix. 110.]

wealth.

($gh, T.A.)

And *

and

"...º.

also area in two places.

ºw .. 2

33. A man plunging, or falling, or reho He miced, or confused, or confounded, them ;
plunges, or falls, into an affair with little care

and collected them hence and thence.

[for the consequences thereof). (S.) See 5.

also 2.

iéſ, A mired, or confused, assembly, com
(A.) See pany, or assemblage, of men; ('Arrám ;) as also
'i: , ; (K, TA) and tº, (the pl. of the

former, collections of men, and of camels, (S,
K,) miced, or confounded, together : (S:) and
= Also, crºss I occasioned variance between n:hat is collected of unlanful wealth or property;
them, or among them. (Mºb.) And Jºse (K,” TA;) and of lanful. (TA.) See also
2: o 22– He created, or eaccited, disorder, dis Jºº. = See also assº.
turbance, discord, or dissension, between them,
2:
3:
or among them. (T.A.) – And hence, (MSb,)
a .23A : see alºlº.
w

2. JºA : see 1, first sentence: – and see 5.

J-5A

o 2.2 c J -

Jºss Somen'hat of madness, or insanity, or
diabolical possession, (S, A, K,) in the head :
(A :) or a vertigo, or giddiness, and confused
noise, in the head. (A, TA.) — Hence used by
the vulgar to signify Hope. (TA.)

->

-

-

•

- -

Jº, (S, Mºb, K) inf n. *; (k) He

* … . .

J-9-e Affected with somewhat of madness, or
insanity, or diabolical possession. (Ibn-'Abbād,
K.) — A man who talks to himself. (A.) —
Sometimes, One m'ho is affected with melancholy,
and neith vain, or unprofitable, suggestions. (TA.)
– And One who occupies himself with the science
of alchemy. (TA.)

Jºss and ič, Camels unlanſfully collected:
mixed, confused, or confounded, (S, Msb, K,
(JK
:) or the latter, camels taken from this and
TA,) a company of men, (S, TA,) one nith
another; (TA; ) and general rules; (Msb;) and that place : (TA:) and the latter also, camels
anything. (S.) See also 1, last sentence: and taking fright and running anay at random.
See

Jºº.

[Hence also,

sº 3-9. <>

(JK.) See also Jºs.

The mind brought the dust of various sorts
[mired together]. (S,” IF, K.)

Jºs:

See

Jºs.

=

Jºss J4. [pl. of *::Is.)

*

Camels taking fright and running anay at
3. crºsUA He miced, mingled, or consorted, random, in a state of confusion, attacked by a
1. Jºs, aor, Jºº, infin. Jºs, (S, A, Mºb) with them : (K:) or did so to create, or eaccite, party of armed horsemen : (Lth :) or taking
It (a company of men) was, or became, in a disorder, disturbance, discord, or dissension; or fright and running anay at random, (JK, A,)
state of conflict and faction, sedition, discord, or
to make mischief: (TA:) and išū. signifies separating themselves, (JK,) and going to and
dissension: (Msb :) he, or it, (a number of
fro. (JK, A.) See also Jºs.
A.
people,) fell into a bad state, or state of disorder conflicting; like išū. (TA, art. Jº.)
great viper. (TA.)
or disturbance; as also Jºss, like A.; [indicat
5. Jºd. see 1, first sentence. — Also lsº
3, ... •2
ing that its acr. is , and its infºn, as above;]
Jºlº :
They mired, or mingled, together; or became
and W Jº (TA :) it (a company of men, S,
mired, confused, or confounded, together; as also
U-29* :
A) nas, or became, roused, or eaccited; (A, TA;)
• , ,see Jºlº.
'º-sº
(K.)
and
"lºs.
(JK,
TA)—
in a state of commotion, agitation, convulsion,
Jºlº and Jºlº :
tumult, or disturbance; (S, A, TA;) and in And 242 lsº They collected themselves together
Lºw-e
like manner, W Jºse, said of the belly, it reas, or against him. (IF, Msb, K.)
became, in a state of commotion, agitation, &c.,
6. 13:51,5 : see 1, near the end : — and see 5.
Jºº. What is gotten by force or theft: (K:)
JºA

d x > *

>

==<'s

º

&

0 °

* .

…

6

5

• *

*-

p.

*

by reason of leanness : (S:) or Jººs,

like

&

Or

any wealth, or property, (S,) that is gotten by

6 o .

[see above,) (K,) aor. 2, inf. n.

Jºss, (TK,)

he

(a man, TK) was, or became in a state of com
motion, agitation, &c.; or his belly became small,
syn. **. (K, TA, [or empty, (#2 being per

haps a mistranscription for Já-2, for it is said in
-

Jºº. A large number: (S, K :) or, as the unlanful means, (JK, S,) such as force and theft
women of Temeem say, a multitude of men; and the like: ($) pl. of "Jº, (A:) or as
and of beasts of carriage; as also Jº : (Aboo though pl. of this latter word, as signifying
'Admán :) and men collected together in nar. collected; and mired, confused, or confounded.
(TA.) You say, "J-391
* He came

Cººk

(TA) It is said in a trad, & S.367*
23. 3.

[Book I.
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ô tº
jº Usº aſ a "51 Cºx've [ Whoso getteth wealth, would also happen if a variable verb of the same expedition of Sinjāb (); (TA ) and us being
→**

.-

*

* * *

-

- -

indeclinable, with a vowel for its termination
to obviate the occurrence of two quiescent
God mill make it to pass anay in places of radical letter is Us, the change of Us into 3, which letters, and with fet-hah as the final vowel
is more difficult to pronounce, would thus become
destruction]: (S:) but this is variously related;
frequent. (TA.)— <! =\s, aor. iVº, inf. n. i.e. because it is more easy of pronunciation than
some saying "Jºj; and some, Jºji and
the others in this case. (K, T.A.) — [See also
He desired, longed for, longed to see, him or it.
art. [...]
some, Jºº, with J, which is explained in the
(K.)
95 oz.
6 go
2: 6
K as signifying Juá... the relation given in the
measure were formed

from one

whose final

or property, of such as is unlan fully acquired,

-

*w

- -

&

-

6:

** -

O.

-

-

-

ãº and "āA Form, fashion, shape, aspect, or

2. Us, inf. n. *; and Jºj, [primarily sig

S is that which is commonly known by the
lexicologists; but all are correct, excepting that nifies He invested him nith, or made him to
Jºj, with tº, and with a kesreh to the 3, is have, is, as meaning garb, guise, &c. See
disapproved by some of the lexicologists: (TA :) Bd xviii. 9. – And hence,) He prepared, pro
vided, disposed, arranged, or put into a right, or
this last word is a contraction of Jºlº, pl. of

appearance;

figure, person, mien, feature, or linea

ments; ($, TA;) guise; or external state or

condition; (Msb;) state with regard to apparel

and the like; or garb; (Lth;) state, condition, or
good state, &c. (S, K.) [And hence, He rendered case; quality, mode or manner of being : (K:) pl.
2*
* Jºlº, of the measure Jºãì from JºJ), (K, an affair feasible, or practicable; he facili <t's and <!e. (TA.)— 3:2) &- [of goodly
form, aspect, or appearance, guise, state of
TA,) meaning “the collecting”; and “mixing,” tated it.]
5

º

- d.

... o.

apparel, garb, &c.] (S.) – [Also, goodliness of
“confusing,” or “confounding”. (TA :) or from
5. tº [He, or it, nas, or became, prepared, form &c.:
see 1. See also e-º-, for an
tº- Şū. < *. ($gh, T.A.) A poet says,
provided, disposed, arranged, or put into a right
3 * ~ * or .
2 - ?.
or good state, &c. And hence, It (an affair) addition.] – [ä-ºple à A,in Logic, An accidental
6

- - -

-

O -

-

-

-

-

~~~~\le Jé-9

Jºsi &

o'

+

was, or became, feasible, or practicable : and it mode.] — gº sº º big, in a trad.,
thing) was, or became, attainable, or within
(a
[Thou eatest what thou hast collected of things
signifies, Forgive ye the people of good qualities
poner
or reach.]
tº: and 4 ſts, (S, K,) &c., who keep to one state and may, their slips.
unlan fully acquired]. ($gh, T.A.)

+

[82°

—º
aor. 4 (K) and Kºº, (S. K.) inf n.ºs. (S3)

&c.

It alludes to those who make a slip unwittingly.

He prepared himself for the thing. (K.) Ex. (TA.)
08 o
6:o.
& <e 3.4% And she said, I have prepared
*** : see &A.

See Supplement.]

myself for thee: accord. to one reading [for

U.A.

3*

1.

its,

aor. it. and º (K; the latter not of

respectable authority, Lh;) inf. n. its, He nas,

<s, in the Kur, xii. 29). (Akh, S.) – [see

also tº]–29 tº (Mºb, K, art J., &c.,)

-

-

Je”:

&

see what next follows.

and W

* A person of good, or goodly,

6 º'

or Usº), ($, art. Jºl, &c.,) The thing, or affair, form or appearance, or other properties denoted
or became, of good, or goodly, form or appearance,
Fo.
was, or became, feasible, or practicable, to him;
or other properties denoted by the term a's,

by the term ā-A. (K.)

q.v.

and the thing was attainable.] – & Çº [He
*a->
(K.) — [*, accord. to the K, signifies the was ready, or about, to weep : a phrase of
lºw-e
[Prepared, &c.]
same : but see below.] —£4, accord. to IHsh frequent occurrence; like & sº, and & 2.]
(MF, art. 33.3.)
and others, the only verb of this form whose
9:. . .”
($, art. Jºve-, &c.)

medial radical letter is us: (MF :) accord. to the

J; Jº b$43 They agreed together upon

K, syn. with às, in a sense indicated above :
but IJ states that it has a superlative sense ; that, or to do that. (K,” TA.)
that it is to be classed with sé “excellent [or
* and *…* The calling, or a call, to food
how excellent (see #k: WOce &üº)] is he in his
6.

343

[and

sºl,

and mood].

arts.

9 *w.
- c.

*** A camel that seldom fails of becoming
pregnant when she has been covered. (K.)
*reº

1. 4ts, (S, K, &c.,) first pers. “e, originally

t- and te)

<s, (S,)

es' U.

invariable [as to person, tense,

º ū [but see 3...] [Oh! what

He observes that, as a verb of the has happened to me?} an expression of regret;

*. (S, K,) [originally ...]
and -er, (IKtt, cited by
MF) imp. Jºs,
2-o
-

-

Jé

…

3\"." A thing respecting nhich persons have
agreed together. (K, T.A.)

and beverage. (K.) – The calling, or a call,
judging!” and sº “excellent [or how excellent] to camels to drink : (K:) or, [rather, a call to
is he in his throwing, or shooting!” [wherefore camels to food, or provender. (TA.) — [See

it signifies Eccellent, or hon excellent, is he in his
form or appearance 1 &c.;] and that it is, like

5 d,

– Also i.4. 2,2'-j, q.v.

-

a01".

-

-

-

o

-

-

...”

~\A, (S,) inf. n. *... ($, K, Msb) and
being a word signifying regret for a originally
ºr ,-radical letter is us, [as * and sº from Ja; thing that passes away from one, or escapes *** ($, K) and -* : (K;) and Yasual and
or, (as some say, TA,) 'aº; ; (K;) [He revered, venerated, respected,
and Jº so is this formed on the same measure him : (S, TA :)
an
expression
of
wonder : (K:) see also honoured, dreaded, or feared, him or it ;] he
from a verb whose medial radical letter is J. :
and that it is invariable [as to person, tense, and * 5* \, and Jº 9, which are syn. with * s” (2: regarded him or it, i.e., anything, TA,) with
mood,) because of its resemblance, in its super (TA:) or º, (accord. to certain of the lexico reverence, veneration, respect, honour, dread, or
measure

is formed from one whose final

º

©

.

.”

o “

. .”

o -

o.

.

lative sense, to the class of verbs of wonder, and logists, as related by IB, TA,) is an imperative are : (S. K." Msb, TA;) and fear; (s, K+)
to 2. and Jº.
He further remarks, that they verbal noun, signifying Attend 1 (4:3); like **, cautious fear, or caution. (K, Mºb.) – “…s
[the Arabs] have abstained from forming a verb which signifies “Be silent l” (K;) the inter * Jºi Itererence men, [and] they mill
(TA)—º. in which the
on the measure Jº [variable as to person, tense, jection tº being put before it in like manner as it reverence thee.
and mood,) from one whose medial radical letter is in the saying of Esh-Shemmákh,
original J is changed into 3, [He (a man) nas

is Ug, fearing to make what is difficult to pro
nounce still more so; for in that case they would
…

o.º.

be obliged to say tºº,

J.

J.;

tº', and

•

•

Jº. 5* Jº Jºãº º ji

regarded mith reverence, veneration, or ance;

"

with fear; or with cautious fear, or caution].

*

Leº ; and, as [Come non 1 0, give me to drink, before the (S, K.)

c.

2.

2909
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* 2° 32

* e.

6 w -

º, alº I made it to be regarded by him

of them; asserting Öğ to

~A : see -3UA.

be unknown as the

-

with reverence, veneration, or anºe; with fear;
or nith cautious fear, or caution. (S, K.)

&
&\s. 3% (K) or [rather]
"&s, (TA, [see Jºs]) A he-goats (K.)
See

-

measure of an unsound word, like as cºx's is
unknown as that of a sound word except in extr.

instances; (TA ;) [Having much reverence, ve
but this is a neration, dread, or ane; much fear; much
cautious fear, or caution :] fearing men [much]:
signification not found [by SM] elsewhere, and

4. al-Las ºus t He called his companion.
explained by the word Jºã,
And in like manner, 2--" Us! “” <-2 = t I
•

* ~

o “

*

…

-

o. 3

called him, or invited him, to what was good. appears to be a mistake for Jºsé for in the (K:) a convard, who regards men with anoe, or
(M.F.) — Jºu -\al He called to the camels,
L and other lexicons we find the word explained fear, &c. : (S:) [The last of these epithets is
in driving

them or urging them, by the cry

Jº &s. (K.) — *** -\al He (a pastor)
cried out to his sheep, or goats, in order that

also explained in the CK as signifying having
by

* Jº,

(-,-] 3:=;) and

citation of the following verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh :
a concard: but in the TA and in a MS
2 ºf -

they might stop, or return : and ** -UA)
[He cried out to the camel, for the same purpose].
(S.) ãº is The crying out to camels, and

Scattered, and light; with a much fear, or very fearful;

#

. . . . .

a-3\e
…

O J.

cº-ºr•:

3

.

&

Ali-A-J)

2:;

, *:

2

*

a

:*

•

#

*

#

*

JºJ) tººl 4-kº Jºe Lsº

copy of the

K, 33-4) is omitted; and in the TA is added

by the author, after Jºe, the words Je J-9
*Use ; as though the meaning of the word were
“much, or many, of any things:” the correct

[She ejects from her mouth the scattered and
reading seems to be the former, and the mean
light
froth, as though it mere plucked fruit of the
He called the horses, or called out to them by the
'oshar n:hich the flabby sides of her mouth cast ing intended by SM, having much fear, or very

calling them. (As and others)—J.-9 -*
cry

-A, (so in the S and in a MS. copy of the K:

6.

w

6

o

y

fearful, of everything : in like manner] "Jºs
in the CK, **) or by the cry of-s and Jº, forth :] and we also find, in the R, JLº, J laš
explained as signifying cotton that is plucked, or signifies a man who fears everything. (TA) —
meaning Come! Approach' or Advance boldly" teased nith the fingers, so as to become scattered; W * čº [Faith is fearful, or very fear
(K) Az remarks his having heard -UA used
syn. Jºãº e : or JºA signifies, in the above ful; i.e.,] he who possesses faith fears acts of
[as a cry] only to horses; not to camels. (TA) cited verse, accord. to some, Light, [which disobedience: occurring in a trad.: (S:) in this
• 2 oz.
.
See ºrvº, in art. “r”.
signification is also given in the K, but in the case, -’33” is used in the sense of an act. part.
w

-

-

-

CK displaced ; following, instead of preceding, n. : or it signifies [faith is feared; or regarded
the word Jº, and without 3 before it;] and with reverence, &c.; i. e.,] he who possesses faith
fears (El Jarmee :)
is feared, or regarded with reverence, &c.; in
ISd, Mgb :) I regarded it with are, or jear; separated into small particles: (TA :) [or] the
froth of the mouth of camels; (Az, K;) i.4. which case -3.s is used in the sense of a pass.
5: see 1. –

Jº

It filled me with ane, or
it made me to fear : (S,

in 3.3. (Thº) I feared it; i.a. “ (§

2ú : (Mj, Sifr es-Sa'ādeh :) Az cites the above part. n. (TA.)

ISd, K.) Ibn-Mukbil says,

verse; and says, that the fruit of the 24 [or
& i. º 3k [This thing is a cause of
asclepias gigantea] comes forth like a small ane, or fear, to thee]. (S.)
pomegranate, and, when burst open, discloses
what resembles [white] raw silk; to which the
*: See ºr revo.
poet likens the froth of the camel's mouth.
[And the waterless desert fills me not with ame, or (TA) — & (or &s, TA,) A pastor. (K, ãºlve : See a_A
fear; (or makes me not to fear, jc.;) I ride
from Es-Seeráfee.) [Accord. to the CK, a light,
over it when the male only (?) answer one another
*94-0 See --evo.
at early danºn : Jº being for Jºl. or an active pastor : but see above..] – JU.
and W *…, ($, K,) the former agree
(or "&". TA,) Dust, or earth : syn. º
(S, &c.)
•2

of

.

, 6-

ºf #2,” Jºãº
,-i, […S. -ºº ºl

5

e -

5*

>>

6

6

-

º

-

5-3.

g

x >

*

2

‘….

(K)—see -s.

able with rule, (TA,) and W

*. (K) [respect

8: see 1.
•w.”

&s:

ing which see also J.3%, and "Jº, (Th, IM,

6 ... º.

see Jºe.
K,) [Regarded with reverence, veneration, re
spect, honour, dread, or ance; with fear; with
cautious fear, or caution ;] a man nihom others
regard with reverence, &c.; (S;) a man n-hom
others fear. (K.) – * & formed from

Jºs (K) and '-'s and "Jes, (S. K.) [but
respecting the second of these words see 4,]
g

Cries to horses, meaning, Come! Approach I
(S, K,) or Advance boldly" (K.)
•

“

see -3Us.

9 *

•

-UA and Jºe: see -*.

Jºſé [act, part. n. of 24,

Regarding nith
the verb

**, the original Us being changed into

reverence, veneration, dread, or ane; neith fear;

Jú + A serpent. (K.) — Jú

3, (S, K,) A place regarded nith ane, or fear;

A calling to

with cautious fear, or caution;] fearing men.
camels, in driving, or urging, them, by the cry (K.) This is the original [simple] epithet. (TA) (S;) a place in which one is impressed nith anºe,
or fear: as also V $2% &: (S, K:) 2.
Jº Jºs. (K)—see 4.
– The following, which are explained in the K
in the same manner as the above, are intensive signifies a place of ane, or fear.
5

6

(IB.) –

e o .

U-A :
J*:

see -3Ue, and -ºvº.
6

x*

,

-

6

.

-

~3 tº :

igs

epithets: (TA:) namely " …,’s (S, K) and --~" and *..."
*::s, (S, L,) [in which the 3 is added to strengthen (K) because
the intensiveness, and Y Jºs and ãºs, (S, men. (TA.)

£2:

see 1. — [As substs., Re
K,) in which 3 is added for the purpose above
werence, veneration, respect, honour, dread, or
mentioned, (TA,) and Y
(K,) which may be
ane; fear; cautious fear, or caution.] – Also,
contracted into *. (TA,) and Y 3% (K) and
great, reverend, or venerable, dignity; a quality
and W

*

and

"…]

+ The lion :

regarded with awe, or fear, by

3...?

~evº! ; see

-*.

*.

inspiring reverence or veneration or respect or

honour; venerableness; anºfulness; a quality two forms, the latter only is admitted by some
(M.F.)
of the learned; but MF admits only the former

inspiring dread or ane.

wº-e?

' & (S, K) and ' Gºss (K) of which last
2 * -º, ö, K) inf n <, (TA) as
also

~3°,

(S,) He cried out to him, and called
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<-- a-->
• & .

.

e.

a

-

. e.

e.

him, ($, K,) saying, -º cº-º; or saying 99 •º, or a verb; &c. Accord. to AZ, as related by thing] much ; syn. *:::::: (K) tº eº-l
which is a cry by which a pastor calls his com Az, JJ JºA is arabicized in the Kur, from the ºu..." [He deemed nihat he gave him much].
panion from afar; or, accord, to AZ, saying Hebrew &= tº [app. a mistake for 3-J U.A., | (TK.) — See 1.
.
tº tº [or rather * (, ; see art. al. (TA.)
which I suppose to be meant for no? Tºny
à:A An assembly, a company, a congregated
“Now, come!” occurring in Gen. xxxi. 44].
3. cºus Gire me: (K:) Jº tº es Give me, (TA.)
| body, (A$, $, K,) of men, or people; like i:s.
•* *

0 man : (T, S, M. :) i. q.

Jºlee'; (T, S, M,

•

O ~

sº

Çts: to a plurality of men,
l,ís. to a woman, Jº: to two women, GA

(As, S.)

-

<-s:

see 2.

ãº. The clamour, or confused noise, (**)

K:) to two men,

<--> A lon, or depressed, piece of ground:
of a people. (L.)
(K :) a piece of ground having a lon, or de

to a plurality of women,

&ºts:

you say

sº

g

*

pressed, bottom : (TA :) i. q.

and

ãº.

<its > [Give me: mayest thou not give (here (IAar.)
after)! an imprecation, of the like of which there
túa, and tº : see art. -->.
are many examples] ; and 49 334- c. **
-

-

-

$6. [Gire me, if there be in thee (a

e

. .”

<-2\,. Taking much; one who takes much.
(K.)

-

**

*...* [Clamorous; calling out often, or much].

disposition

-

cº,

1.

aor.

.

g or

cº, inf.

n.

.

most common form]; and

like as you say, Jºletel U, ; but you do not say
“…its ; nor do you use this verb in a prohibitive
manner: [it is used neither affirmatively nor
prohibitively :] accord. to Kh, ets is from

6

*

~*

* and cº-ºº [the

)

for) giving]; and 3.juju. [I do not give thee],
2:

•

.”

-

*~A

&

and Y

1. 3 &\s, aor. <,

inf. n.

&

and

&ºe,

and W

It (a thing, S) became

tººl,
raised,

&&. roused, eaccited, stirred up, or provoked; syn. 33:

J.

He gave him a little, or something little in (S, L, K:) it became so by reason of distress,
aOr. J. ; the
being changed into 2. (S.) quantity. (AZ, S, K.) [See also tº-, in art. or difficulty; or of harm, or injury: you say
inf. n.
and &–3, The blood
[But J is of the measure Jasi: and ets is 2:-.] — age G: <ts, inf. n. <s, He gave 23. *
little
in
his
measure,
or
in
his
measuring;
i.
q.
became roused, or stirred up, in him : (A, L:)
the imp. from the measure Jé. See also art.
6 c >
42
U-, inf. n. 2- : it is like what is termed -35-. and in like manner,
the gall, or bile : and

**

&º,

2*

.

- -

-

- -

-

&

Jºe, where it is mentioned again in the S

*

*

*

~

.

6

o',

.3

** — tº

(*)

(TA.) = t2UA, aor. “vº, inf n. J.A, It was jū. º dust.
See also
in a state of motion, or commotion; ($, K;) like inf. n.
and
and &“ ; and W tº:
<s an exclamation denoting wonder: the Jºs, inf. n. Jºs. (S.) —ºi < *, aor. <
f He (a stallion-camel) became excited by lust;
Arabs say,
<s [What forbearing mild inf. n. <s; and Y <%; The party became
initum appetivit; brayed, and became excited by
ness, or clemency!]. (L.) – 40 <s, (Akh, S, intermia!ed in altercation. (TA.) — alsº <>(s lust. When this is the case, he becomes lean,
4-95, aOT. “…, IIe dug up the dust, or earth, and his price is lessened. (L.) – & <-s,
(Akh, IB, K,) and the first letter is sometimes with his foot. (TA) – ºus, aor. “…, inf. n.
(S, art. **; and L, art. Jºey ; &c.) inf. n.
with kesreh; (K;) as is related on the authority of
and K.]

&ºe

**

A-9

K, &c.) and u ºs. (Akh, K) and u ºs.

9

&: (TA ) and "-(a-l; (K;) He corrupted,
‘Alee, (TA,)[so that you say 3 s and ess and
or marred; acted corruptly; did mischief; syn.
<e. the first of which three forms is mentioned

<si (K, TA) – 4 J “, aor. …,

by Fr, Akh, IB, and the third by Fr, IB; but
inf. n. &s, He acted corruptly ( 3.3 ) with his
for the second I find no other authority than
that implied above;] of all which, the most property; (K;) as also &le; (TA ;) [he scat
common is JJ <s, with fet-hah to the 6 and tered and marred his property; squandered it;
expended it quickly : see art. “…c.). — Also,
<2: (Zj:) <!, is of the dial of Howrón, whence
[contr.,] He acted rightly with his property.
it became introduced into Mekkeh; and &ga, (TA.) — :* e &ú. He acted corruptly with

*

~~

(K, art. Jºy; &c.) His eye became in

J

flamed; painful and snollen; affected neith

ophthalmia ; (L, art. Jºy ;) i. q. •j. (S, art.
Jºy ; and L, K," in the same art.) – as

*3

&º

f [He became earcited against him, or

attacked him, and satirized him]. (A.) — &tº
... P. o.

\ºvº

*J. ! [Satire nas excited between them

**,

two. (A.) — <!- <--ts (inf. n.
Msb)
a thing ; and took it without gentleness; (TA ;) f War became eaccited, or raised. (A, Msb.) –
verbal ns.] i. q. 2's, Come! (Akh, S, L, K,) or [as also *] — , ) Gº -33) &A The 2.43%)
! Evil become earcited among them.
Jú the same, (Fr, Ks,) or
the same, or neolf did mischief among [or norried] the sheep, (A.) —
inf. n. **, He, or it, was in a
Come fornward 1 (L.) It occurs in the Kur, or goats; (TA ;) [as also <!el.
&- <'s state of commotion. (L.) — Úº it- <--ts

of the dial of El-Medeeneh; (Fr.:) [imper.

&

Jji,

º

&

E

xii. 23; where it is commonly read ºff << . Júl, alor. “...

inf. n.

<s,

He obtained nºhat

(Zj;) but Alee and Ibn-'Abbās are said to have he wanted of the property. (K.)

read aſ is, with hemzeh. (See art us.) (TA)
<s

is

itself

3.

<\s,

inf. n.

iš%.

The shy became cloudy and nindy, and we were
rained upon. (TA.) —

invariable whether used to denote

inf. n.

puted, with him for superiority in abundance, or
the sing. or pl. or fem. or masc.; but the dif.
ference of number is observed in what follows multitude; as, for instance, of wealth, or of

it; for you say

&\s ; (S, K;)

[followed

by an accus., and also by - ;] and "
He contended, or dis
W

**.

: #, the

*:

most common form;] and
(S;) He, or it, raised, roused, eaccited,

Q: * [Come ye truo () and dependants or followers. (TK.) <!. is syn. stirred up, or provoked, ($, K,) a thing; ($ ;)

withº. (K)—see 10.
2. [Come ye women &c.]: (S:) you
also say simply * [Come!] and this is also
* 3:

5. <3 He gave. (K.)
said to signify Hasten l and Set forth journey him a thing. (TK.)
ing through the land, or earth. (TA.) Autho

6 : see 1.

rities differ respecting this word; whether it be
Arabic or arabicized ; and whether it be a noun

jči.

(K.) Thus the first of these verbs is
trans. as well as intrans. (S.) All have the
syn.

& 4. <º He gave same meaning: ($:) or the second has an in
tensive signification. (Mºb.) —jº g-ts, and
" *-ºs, [which is more common,) He raised the

10. <2\,…,] (and Y &A, TA,) He deemed [a

dust. (TA)—ºr " tº He excited evil

** - Jºb

Book I.]
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is tº A ewe that does not desire the ram : as pull it down, and then repair it : (S, L.) or pull
among a people. (A) — tººls ãì <+:
I roused the she-camel, and she became roused. though deprived of excitement. (M.) — is tº it down, and recommence the building of it, and
(A.) —
I roused him, and he became A female frog. (L, K.) See an ex. in a verse repair it, and put it into a right or proper state.
roused. (TA.) — éin ;3. & <--is The cited voce $42. – An ostrich. (L.) Pl. of (L.)—sus, (Yaakoob, $, L, K,) aor. *... , inf. n.
both, <!-s. (L. K.) Dim. is ſº and is 4. Jºs, and sus; (L5) and " …A ; (Yaakoob, S, L:)
dwelling eaccited his longing desire. (A.) –
He chid a man; and turned him anay, or back,
IIe, or it, disquieted, and scared, a person. (L.) (L.)
from a thing: (S,” L, K:) or 4. is only used
Jº)
inf n.
He put the camels in
J-ºk : See als--A.

& **

6 o'-

*

,

-

-

&tº

**,

cº,

-

* -

O -

with a negative in this sense. (Yaakoob, K.)
motion, by night, tonards the natering-place and
pasture. (L)– Jº

Rºs and " J-º (S, L, K) and W ** and sts He removed a person or thing from his or

<--a The camels thirsted.
W

** (L) the third [as also the fourth] originally

(K)—&s, (inf n. **, S, and ºs, TA)
an inf. n., (Msb,) War.

(S, L, K.)

! It (a plant, or herbage,) dried up : ($, K:)
5 *>

[it neithered:] it (a leguminous plant) became
yellon, (Msb:) or dried up and became yellon .
and became tall. (L.) — Jeº <-º, inf. n.

See

*

J**

133-

$º.

Such a thing does not move me;

(L ;) it does not disquiet, disturb, or unsettle, me;
I am not moved by it; do not care for it, or
regard it. ($, L.) Accord. to Yaakoob, Jere

º

**: see 1 and 3; and its s.
-

6

its place. (L, K.”) — sº. He or it disquieted,
disturbed, or unsettled, a person. (K.) —

*** *, *, and W &lars, 4 thing, or person, is only hus used with a negative. (S, L.) One
&
says, 43% &= 3. * S Let not this move
herbage, or leguminous plants, of the land dried
that raises, rouses, excites, stirs up, or provokes,
thee at all from thine opinion. (TA.)
up. (L.)
* and

and

3-3,

! The plants, or

5

p.

o

“

6

* o

-

much : each of these epithets having a trans.
2: see 1 and 4.

3. *-*. (TK) inf n.

gº,

signification. The former is also used as a fem.
epithet. (L.)
(S, K,) He

(TK.) –

cº

2.

9

-

5 O.

>\A : see JºA.

** f Anger '. º

fought with him; engaged in a conflict, or
combat, mith him.

2: see 1.

anº, rage,
Ex. *** &tº

ebullition of

The

or passion; syn. 3033. ($, K.)
day of fight, conflict or combat. (S, K.") — f His anger became roused, or excited; (S;)
See 1.
became violent; (TA;) he became inflamed nith
anger. (A.) And *** 3. ! The ebullition
4. <º
f The nind dried up, or
of his anger, rage, or passion, became appeased.
caused to dry up, the plants, or herbage : (S,
(S.)—
(S, K) and Y
(TA) f A stallion

3's

and

***

and 3% (S, L, K) and *

and * and 3's (IB, L) and 3.x (L) Cries

by nihich camels are chidden (S, L, K) and urged.
(L.) — Also 3. A mode of singing to camels,
to urge or eaccite them : (L:) or the commence
ment of such singing : (TA:) when a man is
about to sing to camels for this purpose, he says
excited by lust; initum appetens. ($, K.) —
* **, and then sings, or prolongs and mo
JS tº-3 t We found the land to have its
Jº
f Land of which the leguminous dulates his voice. (L., T.A.) — 30 tº <s, (T,
plants or herbage, dried up. ($, K.)
plants have dried up, or become yellon : (S,
5 : see 1.
K:) or, as in some lexicons, [and as in one L. K.) and 40 u, º, (Sh, L.) and 40 u, º,
(L,) [What is thy state, or condition, or thy
6. , 4.5 + They leaped, or sprung up, to copy of the $ in my hands,) and become affair, or business?) forms of speech used in in
yellon, (TA:) or, of which the leguminous

3–9. <<w

**

**

K'i) and [sº] 'º-º. (o, K in art ex-)—

isºs

gether, to fight, one against another. ($, K.)

plants have dried up. (TA.)

**

Já,

and

8: see 1.
W

*:

See

: is,

quiring of a man respecting his state, or con
dition, or his affair, or business; (T, L, K ;)

f Leguminous plants dried up, or drying
like as you say 40 ( 3. ū. (T, L.) One
says, J. L. 3's & Jú <! [He met him, and

**.
up, [and yellow]. (L.)

&:

º Civil war; or conflict and faction ; or
A she-camel that is excited by desire for said to him, What is thy state, &c.?] and &:
discord, or dissension; syn.
(L.) See its accustomed place, and hastens thither. ($, K.) J tº 2. & Jú tº [I met him, and he said

*…*.

**. — Excitement of the blood : or, of coitus:
or, of longing desire.

(L.) —

** 2.

– See

**

-

£4.

A day before [other] camels.

... •

6 o'.

º'-38

(K.)

(Ks, L,) and one says,

Jeº

&

-

1. \s, aor.

4…,

inf. n.

3:s:

(S, L, K :)

3-3, (TA;) He
moved, or put in motion, ($, L, K,) a thing, (S,)

body of clouds, when first rising ; (As ;) [mean and " …, (L, K.) inf. n.

ing, It hath had a good rising, or hath risen

not to me, What is thy state, &c. 2] (Lh, L,) and
tº 2's G, and 4–3. tº 3. º,

[What is the state, &c., of thy companions?]

of wind; or, of clouds, or mist, and rain. (K,
TA: [but accord. to some copies of the K,
instead of “and rain,” “or, of rain.”]) —
U-e- ** 4, said with respect to a cloud, or

A camel that thirsts

well, so as to present, at its first rising, a good, or anything: this is the original signification.

(L.) —sº, aor. 44. inf. n. º and sº ; (L,
or promising, appearance: an expression like
&-- tº 4, q. V., art. tº]. **. + Yellon K;) and Y *: (K;) It frightened, or terrified,

3's & is U. Jº 3,

J (4, meaning, [Hadst thou reviled me, or
shouldst thou revile me, I had not said, or mould
not say,) What is thine affair? (As, on the
authority of "Eesa Ibn-'Omar.) When a stray
camel passes by a man, and he does not turn
him aside, nor does he regard it, you say, > J-o
J L. * 4. Jú tº, and, as related by an

-

ness : [app. in a plant]: (L:) or a state of drying and afflicted, distressed, or oppressed, a person. Arab of the desert, JJ Le “s, with kesr to
(L, K.) — sts, aor. 44. inf. n. *: (L, K ;) the 3, [A camel passed by, and
he said not to
up. (IAar, L.) See

**

and "…s ; (K;) He repaired; put into a right him, What is thy
indecl., with kesreh for its termination, or proper state. (L, K.) It is said in a trad., *śts S3 3's à uº.
and W
Cries by nihich a she-camel is chidden. with reference to the Mosque (of Mohammad, or neither JºA nor
(K.) [See also
L), $3s, (S, L,) meaning Repair it : (L:) or meaning, he is not
in art. **]
:---,

**,

state, &c. 2) (AZ, L.) –

He has no motion: (L, K:)
SUA is to be said to him;

- -

***,
-

to be moved, nor withheld
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from a thing, nor chidden anay from it. ($,

set; as also

2,2' >

* A sus: (S, K :) and in like

Jø

3

43

L.) = 3... i. a. º. A ſtably pubes. (Fr.
º,

.

Jaeyº.

(TA.) – f. It (a thing) made
uno

-

, o e

him to fall back into his disease; (S, A, TA;)
and so * us J. 43's. (TA.) You say also,

in TA, voce Jºsé".)
o

manner, a wing.

See

... & J.

º, o .

JºeA : See Jeº

Jºs [whether with or without tenween

is

6

... & P

Jély-e [A beast] that has had a leg broken,

and has recovered, and has been hastily laden
Jill &- Jäus + Grief affected the heart and driven, and whose bone has consequently

time after time. (TA.) And Aft "4:a:: broken a second time, after it had become set and
not shown] Conardly; or a conard: ($, L 3) a [Wehemence of desire] returned to him a second nearly nell: or, accord. to Ish, one that has
time. (A," T.A.) – t It softened him, or it. been diseased, and recovers, and is hastily put
heavy, conardly man ; like cº-e (L.)
º

-

(TA.) And so IAar explains the verb as to nork, so that he is distressed thereby; or that
occurring in the saying of ‘Āisheh, Jºe", Jº eats food, or drinks beverage, and in consequence
relapses into disease. (TA.)

Jºe
2.

º:

5. 2: .

See

tº Jº Jº sº. [Had that befallen

9;s.

See

×.

the firm mountains nºbich befell my father, J it
had softened them. (TA.) [See also an ex. of a
1.
similar meaning voce &\ls.] — 1 It (drowsiness)
made him languid. (A, TA.) – f He broke **5
him, or defeated him : as in the imprecation out, or

lase

**

Jºe
-> 0 ,”

•

:

*

J% tº, inf n. is: and Jº Jº U.

© ... •

-

-

6 o –

1. 235, Jºe, aor. Jºevº, (S) inf n. Jºe,

-:

~

.. ; He ceased not to be engaged in crying
vociferating, or calling for aid or succour;

(S, K,) The people, or company of men, were, uttered by 'Omar the son of 'Abd-el-'Azeez and in evil, or mischief; and raising a clamour,
or became, in a state of commotion and excite against Yezeed the son of El-Mohelleb, when he or confused noise. (K.) IKtt says, that Jacº
ment, (S, K,") tºº against us. ($) — Jºº broke his prison, and escaped, 35
2.9) has no pret. (TA.) [See also 3.]
Ja: & 2.44 Asi. The people, or company *** Jº ! O God, verily he hath broken me, 3. Ples [in the senses assigned to it in what

3.

3 **

*

5

2.

*

e

of men, leaped, or sprang, one, or one portion. or defeated me, and encroached on me Çº J-5 !), here follows] is an inf. n. of which the verb
tonards another, for fight, or conflict : (TA :) then do Thou break him, or defeat him, and [*] is obsolete. (L.) You say, Jº Jºj L.
Jax J', avaº J.tº W Jº The men, requite him for that nihich he hath done. (TA.) Pºs leu." He ceased not to be in a state of
-

© 2 x d>

.n

and

z

-

2

*

approaching, or drawing near, and retiring to a
or people, leaped, or sprang, one, or one portion,
2. 4 as + He roused, eaccited, or provoked,
distance
: (K:) or loºk signifies the act of
towards another, (JK,) in the slightest kind of him ; and it, namely the heart. (IB.)
advancing : (Lh :) or Pºe and blº respectively
conflict. (TA)—J-tºl J, Jº, (JK, TA) 5: see 7: = and see also 1.
signify
the most vehement driving in coming to
inf. n. Jºs. (JK, K,) He created, or excited,
7. Jalº! It [a bone] broke, or became broken, water, and the most vehement driving in returning
disorder, disturbance, discord, or dissension, be
tween, or among, the people; made mischief (JK, K,) after having been set ; (JK;) and from water; and the meaning is, going and
coming : (Aboo-Tālib :) or both signify the being
among them. (JK, K," T.A.) – Jºy Jº's, "Jazz signifies the same. (K.)
in a state of commotion, tumult, or disturbance;
(JK,) inf. n. Jºe, (JK, K,) The man used, or
8: see 1.
as some say, arising from their saying “No, by
uttered much foul speech or language. (JK,
God,” and “Yes, by God:” (TA :) [it is also
9

6

-

Jºs + Any pain folloning upon pain. (S,
$gh, K.”) = Jºſe, aor, as above, (TA,) and so
the inf. m., (Fr, K,) He collected. (Fr, K, T.A.) TA.) See also iás. — + Softness. (TA.)
[In this sense, as well as the first, it is like Jºls
iás, (Lth, K) or "Jºs, (JK) + A disease
having JºA for its inf. n.]
after a disease : a return of anariety, or dis
5: see 1.
quietude of mind; and of grief. (Lth, JK, K.)
ia's as + He has a purging and vomiting
ãº's i.q. àº;s; (S, K;) Conflict and faction,
together;
(i.e. the cholera : used in this sense in
sedition, discord, or dissension. (JK, K.) It is
9 @ ,

-

said in a trad, (TA) *, *g, Jº Jº,

.

6

.

-

said that] ikºº, [which is likewise an inf. m. of
*] signifies the act of crying out, or voci
ferating; and raising a clamour, or confused
noise; [(see also 1;) and so, app., Bºs; for it

is immediately added, one says,
-

-

-

Jº Asi) &

*** *** [as though meaning the people, or

company of men, fell into vociferating, &c.].
(S.) alsº [… is also said to signify

the present day :] (S, K :) or a discharge of the Between them two is lon, faint, or gentle,
belly alone. (TA.) You say also, tº; << speaking. (TA.) [See bºx. — Accord. to

(K, TA,) or, accord. to one relation, sº e” 3.
(TA,) There is no retaliation for one slain in a.aº, meaning t A change of his temperament,
cases of conflict and faction, &c., when the slayer such as often occasions lacness of the bonels,
is unknown.
(K, TA) And -ºs in the causing a frequent going to and from the privy,
phrases J.J. <t's and
<<s is like affected such a one, from the disagreement with
him of something n:hich he had eaten. (T.A.) —
<ºs. (TA.) = A company of men : (JK, sº ãas a In him is the languor produced
S:) or a miced, or confused, company. (K.)
by drowsiness. (A, TA.)
,

3 º'

36.9

IAar,

* signifies He esteemed him weak.

(TA.)
6. 1912,\,. They came together, or coalesced,
and arranged, or adjusted, their affairs; (Fr.,
S, K;) contr. of 131aºlº. (Fr, S.)

Lºs and ºt, are explained by IAar as sig
nifying Going and coming. (TA.)
Jazy-e A bone broken after having become set;
[ &A &c.
6

Jacº

.

-

1. 43%, aor. Jáº (S. K.) inf n. Jºs, (S) (S, A, K.) as also "Jº, (S) and "Jººº...
He broke it, namely, a bone, after it had become (S, A.)

See Supplement.]
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The twenty-seventh letter of the

33:

alphabet ; (TA :) or agº! also signifies he turned him, or in which the e is originally 3, (S,) and Y #3,4,

*…* [or drove him, back from his affair, or from the (K,) A disgrace; a shame; a thing of which one
augmentation
labials], and is a letter of
. — For object of his want. (S.)
should be ashamed: disgrace, or ignominy:
• £3
the uses of 3 as a particle see Supplement; for 3
(S, K:) shame; (K;) and a contracting of
8. Jül: see 1 and 4.
one's
self, or shrugging : (TA :) a vice; fault;
in the sense of Uº see a verse in art. 223; 3
2.
like. (Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee.) –
the
or
giving fulness of sound to *, see 31.3; 3 used
2 *
3 - a
3%, as an epithet applied to a solid hoof, Ex. Jº &
[Such a one married in
2=3-9, see Lºud! -āl in art. 1, and see -ă]) Strong, contracted in the edges, or in the fore
disgraceful;
or, of which one
0. manner that neas
3\º-S) ; 3 in the sense of ~, see a verse in art. edges, and light : (K:) or simply strong : (L,
should be ashamed: i.e., married a roman of
art. atº, :) or round like a cup (such as is called
called

it is one of the class termed

&

#.

... o

o

-

J.-- ..— As a

numeral it denotes Sir.

(S.) – Dhu-r-Rummeh

lon, origin, or the like]

Jºã);

cup-shaped; ($, K;) and that takes

says,

[app. meaning occupies] much of the ground:

º

22 22
#

£28,

-

[(see also

92.82

•sº :) accord. to Freytag, hollowed

R. Q. 1. Tºls, inf. n. 31313, He (a dog) barked. within, so that it takes up (tollat) much earth :]
(A.) — Also infin. º ([respecting the form of (K :) or i.4. Jäcke-: (Az, as cited in the TA ;)

3

... • * *

* *

?.

ble, 4, 5-9:

+

• * ~ *

j-aſ-

+

2.8.

• ?.

in the CK and a MS. copy, 1915) [but this I incline to think a mistake for -ā-ā
He (a jackal, ess cº!,) cried, or barked. (K.) light :] or of eaccellent size: (K:) or of moderate
size; not wide, nor contracted. (T.) — 4%
–[See also
335- IIaving hoofs contracted in the edges, or
which

a 2

-tº a 3-3 ºn 3.

seed tº

&#3.]

[When the Maraee has daughters that have
attained to puberty, they bind upon his head
→ ~ *

disgrace and ignominy]. (S.) — " *::: Axle

#

3. 2ū. , as in the TA,) Food of which
(or
one should be ashamed to eat. Mentioned by
1. sº, aOr. -4, inf. n. *†, [app. a mistake § A large, or big, and wide, arrow : (K :) AA on the authority of an eloquent Arab of the
&2, in the K, we desert. (S.)
for sº and #4], It (a hoof) was contracted in [but I think that, for
22
6, 3 p.
• ?.
Jº ; and that -i. is there
should read
->

in the fore edges. (Az.) See also

Ji, above. —

cº

e3S

º . . o.

*35 and a 33-2 : see awl.
s

its edges, or in its fore edges. (Az.) See -15. —

-

~ :-

-

?.

-

-

-ā, aor. …, (S. K.) infn ºf (S) and *.

fore an epithet applied to a cup, such as is called

:35; as Golius and Freytag have understood it;
(S, K) He contracted himself, or drew himself

• ?

•.

and not to a

**** Foul, or disgraceful, qualities, or
positions.

-

together, or shrank; and was ashamed. ($, K.)

J.5: see what follows]. -13 Ul

—ºis (TA)and '-5 (S. K.) He rasashamed,
(S, K,) * &: of a thing. (TA.) — <º,

big, and nºide, vessel: a wide vessel:
A large, orJi,
large, big, deep, and

dis

(S, K.)

-

s

• *o &

** A

or

5'5

pl. ~5).

aor.

wide, [cup].

(TA.) —

ii. 33

A nºide, or

Jº, i.a. Jiſapp. meaning He was disdainful]. ample, cooking-pot. (T.A.) — See also *3.

(TA) —º, [aor. *:::

See

&% :]

He nas

-

a 2

1.3%, aor. 33, (infin. Sº, S. L., &c.) He
buried his daughter alive (S, L, Msb, K) in the
grave, (S, L,) and put a load of earth upon her.

Jºlº. A great camel: ($, K:) accord. to some. (A.) It was customary for a man in the time
($) — à A short and broad she-camel, or of paganism, when a daughter was born to him,
one
n!hich
did
&
He
an
him
action
of
4.
to
woman. (TA.) — A female of middling make, to bury her alive when her mother brought her
should be ashamed: ($, K :) or he made him between good and bad, or handsome and ugly. forth, from fear of reproach and want; but this
angry: [mentioned twice in the K: once as (TA.) — A small hollow, or cavity, in a is forbidden in the Kur. xvii. 33: and some of
though there were no difference of opinion respect rock, that retains water. (S, K.) — ii; Jº A. them used to bury their children alive in times of
ing it:] or he turned him, or drove him, back wide and deep nell: (K:) or a deep well. (L, K.) famine : (L:) the tribe of Kindeh used to bury
with ignominy, from his affair, or from the
their daughters alive. (S, L.) – &- sº
object of his want : (so in the copies of the K ; * Wide, or ample: syn. *. (TA.) — a term used in a trad. as meaning Extractio penis
2° e - 6 °.
but in an old copy, relied upon as correct, of the arº 325 A deep cooking-pot. (T, K.)
tempore concubitus, ne conciperet femina : as
Tahdheeb el-Af’al, from his companion, cºe
also Jºaº y 3,º because this act resembles
(S, K,) in which the 3 is a substitute for
a-Le: TA :) as also " :#; (K;) meaning he
that of burying a child alive, and is done with
angry. (K.)

#,

turned him, or drove him, back with ignominy :

the ſincipient radical]2, (S) and **ś, (S. K.)

the same motive. (L.)
368
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dº.”

JS) *Ac cºlº; The earth, or the land,

5.

-3.3,

beckoned;] and Y ag lºsſ he made a sign

J-> &c., See Supplement.]

(T.) See 8.

his fingers [from the palm] towards the back

(originally

sº,

S) and

of the hand, in order that he should retire,
or remain behind ; [in doing which, the palm

*P5
… :

* ~

sé
geted, or

9.

:) formed by transposition from

[q.v. in art. ºl.

8.

See

to him ; (i.e., to a person behind him,) opening

hid, or concealed him, and [as it were] removed

him : (T,

Lºs

-

* Si,j

IHe

c

1. --5 (originally ~1, the
3 .

-

being changed of his hand is towards himself]. El-Ferezdak
-

-

* . . o.

.

is:

from

[q.v.]: (S:) or from $3:

or, as

*

R. Q. 1. -3.3 : see 1.

rising, by reason of her

heaviness."

(T, L.)

sº

Gº stil, and *ś V 5123, IIe acted
with moderation, gentleness, &c., in his affair :
(S,” A, L,” Msb :) and *** Jº in his walk,
or pace, or gait. (S, L.)

-

-d

-

o

•

a

^

* Cw- ºr cº-ui es;

#:

19459

#1 w

23-

2.É.-

: * :

+

*,

º

Cºul es', U-3 c

+

[If we journey on, thou seest the people journey
on behind us ; and if we make a sign to the
people to remain behind, they stop, one after

say, formed by transposition, and from ~259
les
3 of

-

--> .

>k

. o.

U-23 us, meaning “she (a woman) bent in her
Ex.

says,

-

behaved, neith moderation, gentleness, into 5, Az,) infin. -s; and "-25, inf. m. Åº ;
or deliberation, moderately, gently, deliberately, He prepared to charge, or make an assault, in
or contr. of hastily: with gravity, staidness, battle. (K.) See art. •ºl.
sedateness, or calmness: (T, S, M, A, L., Msb, K.)

-

2.

-

1. Jºl **3,

§ K,)

3-9.

or Lºj, (CK,) and

aor. º, (K, TA,) another].

-- -

º, (accord. to

the K: in

uţă.

Y

digi is

also read in this verse for

Ibn-Buzruj says, that

tes

signifies “he

the (Sand) L and other lexicons, only this last acr. made a sign with the eyebrows, and the eyes;”
is mentioned; but it is asserted on the authority and W tº, he made a sign with the hands, and a
of AZ, who says that this form of the pret. is of the garment, and the head. (TA.) —º <º, aor.

dial. of the Kusheyrees, that the aor. is L-3, with tº, She (a camel) yearned towards it [i.e., to
>!3 and * 3:33 A sound, or noise; (K;)
,)
absolutely: (TA:) or a loud sound or noise; kest to the st', ſcontr.to analogy,ITA inf.n. is; wards her young one]; or uttered to it the cry
(S, L, K;) as that of a wall falling, and the (K;) or #3;(s) and <3, aOl'. º and tº: produced by yearning : syn. <- (K.)
• *.

.

6

-

º

like. (L.) — The sound occasioned by vehement (Moo'ab and Jámi') and sº, inf. n. fús and
sº and 1. and #(º (K, the 3 being changed
into in the latter two); and with 3 without ,

or heavy treading of the ground: the heavy sound
of the feet of camels. (L.)- Also the former,

(L.) or both, (K,) The braying (229s) of a

2 : see 1.
4.

tºl It became * :

syn.

º, jº.

£

rº-

Usºsli He (a young weaned
stomach from indigestion,
the
in
camel)
suffered
(S, K,) like & , [i.e., pass. in form, but neut.
4, 2 o 2
repletion.
of
consequence
(K, T.A.) = Sj?U.
in
3% and 32% (L, K) and W 33333., (S, L, K,) in signification,] (K,) aor. [...], (L and other
and, by abbreviation, $32, (Abu-l-'Abbās, T,) lexicons,) in which, the 3 being changed into L5, Jºse, like Usºsz S, Water that does not fail, or
- ** >
the vowel of the first letter necessarily becomes stop. The like is said of pasture. (TA.)
$º
A daughter
buried
alive.
L,
($,
K.)—"
• *~
28.
~ o a
3
or ü, (s) infº. tº, (K, TA : 5 : see 10.
Lºal: see Jºss-Ji Sisſl, voce 32. (L.) — See ker, (TA)
-

-

(TA.) = See 1. =

--

3. £

2.

in the CKūs) or #3; (S, L, &c.) and *-ū,

2

§3. – See also $335.
33%

A man burying, or who buries, his
daughter, or daughters alive. (L.)
º,

[i.e., esºl; (Moolab and Jāmi' and cº,

(L, K.)

camel.

o .

o .

tº-1 (S. K.) and "tº (TA) He found,
(S, K) inf n, fºl; (TA :) The land was, or 10deemed,
a country, (S, K,) or water, (TA,)
or became, afflicted with tº: (K:) or, much
unhealthy, or unwholesome : (K, TA:) [see º :]

afflicted with disease (S) =%, aor tº:

or, much afflicted with disease. (S.)

(K; contr. to rule, which requires that the

z:

º

aor. should be tº ; MF;) and Y tº :

>=53: see 3233.
->

3.

22.

s

**

IIe

tº and * {3, (S, K,) and also without ,

put the utensils, or goods, one upon another; [º] (TA) Plague, or pestilence; syn.
$335 (T, S, M, L, Msb, K) and 3355 (M, L,
or packed them up : or he prepared, set in
º’ i.
22° 2
.
&sºu. . (K:) or a common, or general, [or
K) and $335, without -, [i.e., 3255 or 3225,)
*... .

-

order, or arranged, them; syn.

(TA) and Y sº (M, L, K) and "333; (K;)
£ 22

, E-

the first originally

#sº ;

E
-

º, tº ; (S, K:

te.

(K.) an epidemic,

think that Th has mentioned & , without tesh
(T, L;) Moderation ; gentleness; de deed; but I am not confident of it; TA;) and
Iiberateness ; a leisurely manner of proceeding,
or of deportment, &c.; contr. of hastiness : and "tºl, inf. m. ſºlº (S.K.) dial vars of tº
gravity; staidness ; sedateness ; calmness : syn. and tº ; (S;) He made a sign to him : (S,K:)
&G,(T, M. L. K.) and Jº, (T, L.) and £5, or 42)] tºl signifies he made a sign to him
with his fingers, forwards, that he should
(M, L. K.) and iº.s. (Mºb) Ex. J. & approach ; and agſ tºl “he made a sign to him
manner; with with his fingers, backwards, that he should retire,
is: [He did it in a moderate
• ?: y
gentleness; ye.] (A.) And 3355 Usſe J-2 (S, or remain behind.” So accord. to the K; but
Msb) [He walked moderately; gently; &c.;] this is at variance with what the leading lexico
calmly ; or quietly. (Msb.) W Fº ** J-2 graphers have transmitted. In the L it is said,
acyl tº and tºl are dial. syns, of te, and tes
gently;
2 o' --

-

[He walked moderately;

&c.]; ($ ) calmly, or quietly. (Msb.)
*- : * >

3-2-

*e

~3 -

322594 and 3332 : see *:35 and >15.
->

-

-

ness, of death among men. (TA.)

Accord.

to Ibn-En-Nefees, it is a corruption happen
ing to the substance of the air, by reason
of causes in the heavens or the earth; as
stinking water, and carcases, such as are the

result of bloody battles.

Accord. to the hakeem

Dá-ood, it is a change effected in the air by
events in the higher regions, as the conjunction of
beaming stars ; and by events in the lower

- -

--

#355 Jº

or any such

like as šić is originally

:=3;

i. ſſ.

disease : (S:)

Ibn-El-Mukarram says, I disease : (K:) or a quickness, and common

-

regions, as bloody battles, and the opening of
graves, and the ascending of putrid eachalations;

-

with which causes conspire the changes of the
seasons and elements, and the revolutions of the

he made a sign to him : or, accord, to some, tes universe. They mention also its signs; among
agſ signifies “he made a sign with his hand to which are fever, small-pox, defluxions, itch or
him, (i.e., to a person before him,) turning his scab, tumours, &c. What is said in the Nuzheh
fingers towards the palm of his hand, in order necessarily implies that the J3-Up is one of

~55% Calamities, (IAar, T, K:) formed by that he should approach him ;” [in doing which, the different kinds of Lºs ; as the physicians
transposition from 35%. (IAqr, T.) See art. 331. the palm of the hand is held towards the person hold to be the case: but the opinion which the

2915
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critics among the professors of practical law and ' (S, M, L, K,) It (life, or manner of living,) was, in houses, and is taught ; and it is eaten, because

the relaters of traditions hold is, that these two or became, hard, strait, or difficult : (S,M, L, K.) it feeds upon leguminous plants: (Mgh :) it is
diseases are distinct, the one from the other; the it (a man's state, or condition,) was, or became, [said to be] a ruminant; [but this is not the
us being an unwholesomeness in the air, in con | evil, (S, M, L, K,) by reason of the largeness of case;] and therefore it is said in a trad., that
sequence of which diseases become common among his family, and the littleness of his property: when a man in a state of 25- kills it, he must
men; and the cºcu, being that kind [of disease] (M. L. :) you say aft- **s. (M, L.) See also sacrifice a sheep or goat: (TA3) [a full and cor
with which men are smitten by the jinn, or genii : 3. belºw: —º *3,(S, M, L,) aor. 4, (K,) rect description of this animal is given in art.
an opinion which theya corroborate
by the words inf. n. 343, (M, L, K,) He was angry with him : “Shaphan" of Dr. Kitto’s “Cyclopædia of Bib
3’
>0 &
2 o ~ *
in a trad. 3-1 & 2 & 3-, *, IVerily it (S, M, L. K.) like ~3. (S, L.)—º, aor. -, lical Literature :”] pl. jº (S, M, Msb, K) and
is the unpenetrating thrusting of your enemies
• 2 of
inf. n. 3.3, It [a day, &c.] was, or became, hot, jº and jº, (M, K) and Şū, (M, TA) with
among the jinn]. (TA.) The pl. of º is \{51;
hemzeh in the place
of the 3. (TA.) One says,
, , ,, , ,
(M, L, K,) and without wind : (M, L. :) like
and of **[3, ići (S, K, TA) or iºi. (CK.)
29. _s &: º- & [Such a one is more
-

45

p.p.

6

d

~3. (M. L.) — *3. aor. -,

inf. n.

.2

3.3, It (a

liberal than the marrow of the webr]: because
& The state of a land being afflicted with giment) became old and worn-out. (M, L, K.) the marrow of the webr comes forth easily. (IAqr,
tº. (K.)
Jºº : see º.
T.) And àº, &- 3. & [Such a one is
à3 Jéji, and " *5, (S, K,) and Y 5:5:32, 3,3 Hardness, straitness, or difficulty, of life, more dispraised than the nebrs]. (Fr, T.) =
}} One of the days called
Aff, (S, M,
(S, L,) and *..., (S, K,) a land much, or often, or manner of living : evilness of one's state, or K,) which are seven, falling at the end of ninter :
condition, (S, M. L. K.) by reason of the large
afflicted with tº : (Ki) or, much afflicted with |ness of his family, and the littleness of his or it is called 2-3, without the article : for the
•º- " - > *- : - 222 - 3
disease. (S.)
property: (M, L:) indigence; (M;) porerty, Arabs say, 225 tº-3 2-25 cº-e [Sinn and
adversity; (T, L;) largeness of family, and Sinnabr and their little brother Webr]: but this
tº : see \º.
littleness of property : (K:) pl. 3ūji. See 1. – may be for the sake of the rhyme. (M.)
*Us?5 Sick; unwell ; (IAar:) See *s Jºy". Jº, an inf. m. used as an epithet, and [therefore]
Ji, The -º-3, [here meaning the fur, or soft
‘J’s Unwholesome water. (TA.)
9 o ,-

5 -

g o:

-

~ ºn

6 o.º.o .

…

* > .

6 - -

-

-

jº

ºd.

6
*> *

&

22

,

-

º, ogº

9 - >

-

o

sing. and pl., A man, and men,
in an evil state,
6 ... o ż

-

-

&;.

Engendering tº. (TA.) — sº
o .

->

&

-> *** J-2

ãº

gº A draught of brackish water

is more profitable than sweet water that engenders

tº. (A trad.) Here the , is omitted in the last
word to assimilate it to ~95%. It is a proverb,
applied to two men ; one, superior in station,
and more slim ; the other, inferior in station, but

more useful. (TA.) — See

iº, J.

-

&:

or condition : and sometimes x\,5! is used as its hair,J of the camel, (Lth, T, S,” M, A, K,) and
pl.; (S, L, K :) as though it were imagined to be of the hare or rabbit, and the like ; (Lth, T, M,
[or
a proper epithet: (S, L:) or this is for
º : A, K ;) and in like manner, that of the
sable], and of the fox, and of the J.3 [or marten]:
(M, L:) also V **** signifies the same [applied
(T:) or it is to the camel like wool (-33-2) to
to a single person]: (S, L, K :) and *s, (TA,) the sheep; and so to the hare or rabbit, and the
or W 39, (L,) a poor man : pl. sº. (L, TA.) like: (Msb:) originally an inf. n. : (Msb :)
*: A rice, fault, or defect. (M, L, K.)
n un, with 3: ($) pl. Jºi. (M, Mºb, K.)
39 Jº f The people of the deserts; [or

*

sº

-

º;

d. o

2

* > .

-

Jº 3-0

see Jºº.

Water that is little in quantity; and failing, or

rather the people of the tents;] because they make

stopping. (K.)

their tents of the

6 o Jº o .

23

of camels [as well as of

Jºº
6.-

.

goat's hair, which is not included in the term

6 y;

35945-0 : see *5 Jēj",

1.2%, (S, Mºb) aor. , inf n. 23, (Mºb) jº,

but is called 3-3]. opposed to Jºn Js
He (a camel) had much 2. [i. e. fur, or soft the people of the cities and of the towns and
***3
hair]. (S, Msb.)
villages. (TA.) See also 3.
º 3
* ~ 2.
1. J&Jú -45, aor. ~~2, (inf. n. *-*5, L.)
Jº, a pl. [or rather a coll. gen. n.] of which º t He took the thing altogether; he took the
-

-

-

6 o'.

- -

-

9 o',

.9 .
. . . ;
He remained, stayed, abode, or dwelt, in the
the sing. [or n. un.] is with 3 ; (S, Mgh;) or a whole of the thing : as also ºjº 2.5-l. (A.)
place. (K.)
masc. m., of which the fem. is with 3, (Lth, T,

3,

&:
2.

4-2,

inf. n.

*F, He reproved him, or

lamed him, (L, Mº, K) * sº for his evil

M, Msb, K,) and also a pl. [or coll. gen. n.],
A camel having much º [i. e. fur, or soft
(M,) [The hyraic Syriacus; believed to be the hair]; (S, M,” A,” Mºb, K ;) and in like
animal called in Hebr. By;] a certain small manner, a hare or rabbit, and the like ; (K;)
beast, (Lth, T, S, Mgh, Msb, K,) like the cat, as also "j. (S, M, A, K:) fem. of the former,
(Msb, K,) or of the size of the cat, (Lth, T, M,
Mgh,) or smaller than the cat, (S,) of the beasts $6; (M, A, Mºb, K3) and of the latter, jº.
of the desert, (M,) of a dust-colour, (Lth, T, (M, A, K.)

action or conduct : (L:) reproved or blamed
him, or did so severely, or with the utmost
severity; and threatened him : (S, L, K:) re
proached or upbraided him. (El-Fārābee, Msb.) Mgh, Msb,) or of a hue between dust-colour and
<<! is a dial. form of the same: (IAgr:) or n:hite, (§-9, this epithet being applied to %,
S,) or nºbite, (TA,) having beautiful eyes, (Lth,
its hemzeh is a substitute for the 3. (ISd.)

jº

see

33. — ºf

<º, (Aş, A’Obeyd,

AHAT.S.M.K.) and, º' tº, (AZT, S.M.)

T, Mgh,) or having eyes bordered with black, or the art. being added by poetic license, (M,) A
ãº. A burning reproof: (L.) as also as-ºs ; very black eyes, (ś, Msb,) having no tail, species of st- [or truffles], donny, (AZ, Aş,
*> 0

6 - O -

(IAar;) in which the - is changed into A (S, Msb,) or having a small tail, (Mgh,) [Golius A’Obeyd, T, S, M, [the epithet thus rendered is
because of the nearness of their places of utter says, on the authority of Dmr., “longiore caudā,”
written in copies of the K
and in the T,
ance. (AM.)
which is a mistake, for it has no tail,] said to be
S, M, 4.3%, but in art. Tºj in the TA it seems

iº,

of the measel-kind, (Msb,) very shy, (Lth, T, Mgh,)
Jºº
1.

*3.

(K,) aor.

**,

#,Dsmall,

(TA,) inf. n.

39.

living in lon, grounds, (Lth, T,) and dwelling in to be indicated that it is probably
houses [of its on n or of men], (S,) or it is confined and of the colour of earth : (AZ, S, K.) or,
368+

2916

jºº - 955

accord. to AHn, truffles

(i.e)

like pebbles,

[Book I.
~55

&43 (Fr. M, K) and cº, (IDrd, K.)

small, found in places where they have broken [or &le; and &las, (see art. Jºaº,)] in some
1. *-ºs, aor. <!, inf. n. &is, BIe remained
through the crust of the soil, in number from one
Jiaced in the place, and did not move. (K.)
to ten; they are bad in flavour; and are the copies of the Jm., &º, [which see in art. Jay, Omitted by most of the lexicographers; and
first of si.e : or, as he says in another place, (TA) The month of;:S 3-3 ; (M, K.) i.e.
said by some to be a word mispronounced [app.

i.e. but are not it.e : and they the name of that month in the Time of Ignorance :
for -45]. (TA)
(M: see also !-- :]) n. un. 3.5" cººk pl. º. (TA)

they are like

... o ż

are small:

a 6

(A, Aobey, T) You say, Jºš J. &

ia-3:

Jºf sº [Verily the sons of such

Jº : see what follows, in four places.
Jº Shining, gleaming, or glistening: (Msb:)

a

on.

are like

bendit-on-bar]: one imagines that there is good

See

Jºº.

tº
%,

1. -

&,

a 01".

s

3-

inf. n.

à-6,

(S, K) and

* ... o.

*~235 (K) and as 55, (L.) It (a thing, S, or a
in some copies of the K,) or gift, K) was little, or small, and paltry, mean,
both, (M,) shining, gleaming, or glistening, or contemptible. (S, L, K.) — **i.e. 25, aor.
appointment, or] a calamity, or misfortune.
much (M, and some copies of the K:) or the *::: (K;) and Y 4-ºls (S, K;) and Y *-ī,
($gh, K.) – º żººls, (S, A, art. 3-5), An latter, shining, gleaming, or glistening much in
inf. n. cº; (S;) He made his gift little, or
evil, a foul, or an abominable, calamity, or mis colour; (so in other copies of the K ;) in which
small, (S, K.) and paltry, mean, or contemptible.
fortune. (TA, voceſſº, q. v.)
last sense, both are added to the epithet Jºi.

<

in them [when there is none]. (M.) And
- 2225' elº 4. I experienced from him [a dis
2- 9 5

o

**o e

º .

and

'Jº, (as

*...

.

º,

-

O.

—º

(K.)

aſ y

35' He made the thing

(TA:) and Y Jº, applied to a cloud, signifies little to him. (L.) - W
also intensely shining, or gleaming, with light

L-39

2. Jºs (TA) or ºf Jºs ($, L.) inf n. ning. (M.) You say * Jºº 23 [A moon
Jº-ji, (TA, He collected companies, bodies, or shining brightly]. (A.) And Y Jº signifies

person of little property.

4: see 1. –

tº;

tressed him ; syn. &-

or miced multitude; (S, A, K,) and the lowest
or basest or meanest sort, or refuse, or riffraff;

also 'iaº. (M) – gº i.e., Jºj, (M)
& ãº, (S, A, K,) means A man who

W

[and relies upon what is said to him : such a man is

is

or.soldiers;

(A;) like

Jºſs

similar to Jºlº, but more particular;] and said
to be a pl., formed by transposition, of Jº:

called

&í.

became a

(K)

*2.

& *:

<!- cºs', and

in like manner,

(A, K5) of men, or people ; ($, TA;) or of

IIe

55. He harassed and dis

Jºº (ISd, TA) and "Jºš (ISd, K) sings. 33. [app. A flash of lightning]: (M:) and fire; as
of Jºi (ISd, K, TA) which signifies A medley, also W aa-3: (IAar, K:) and a live coal; as
Ol'

tº'

2 : see 1 and 4.

forces, of various tribes, for war. (S,” L, TA.) The moon. (IAqr, K.) — i.e., signifies i. q.

troops,

.

(L.) —

cºs',

(L, K;) and

4.

tºl, and

in this sense, occurs in

a verse as related by Th: as related by IAar it

tºl.

(TA.)

and the epithet is made fem. because

• 23

tº

-9-1) &-

5.

IHe drank a little of

& is meant: or the 3 may be added to render

[q.v.]: (S) or sundry, or separate, sorts, of men, it intensive: (M:) or the meaning is, who trusts the beverage : (S, L:) or, as also ~5: cº,
or people: (As, ISd, TA:) and of trees and in all that he hears: (S, K:) or who hears he drank the beverage by little and little.
plants: (ISd, TA:) or a small number, and speech and trusts in it : (A:) or who hears what (TA.)
those separate, of trees and plants. (A, TA.) is said and relies upon it, and thinks it true, but

— [Hence, app.,] ºn Jºs

+ What is bad

5

2- a * 2.

W

g

-"

*

. .

cº'J', and cº, (S, K,) and W. cº, and

W $35, (K,) A little, or small, and paltry,
relies uponzº whato he
hears
2 .
of, or from, such a one]; and lºve &- 4-aels mean, or contemptible, thing. (S, K.) One says

of speech, or language. (TA.)
* , .

is not yet sure. (TA.) You say also, ãº

cº
2.

6 o' -

Jºe 2 : see Jº 5

•

gº [One n-ho

Jº .

Wº

.*

9 o .

also jº

... o &

6

o'.

© .

-

cº *Us: A small, or little, or scanty,

29. [One who relies upon what he hears of this
thing : the latter of the two epithets being
1. Jº, (S. M. A. Mºb, K) aor. Jº, (§ affair]. (TA)
an imitative sequent ; (S;) or, correctly, a
Jay 9

K.) inf n. Jºs (S, M, A, Msh, K) and Jº

[la's &c.
See Supplement.]

(M, K) and ā2, (M, TA) said of lightning,
(S, A, K,) and of other things, (S, M.) It shone,
gleamed, or glistened. (S, M, A, Msb, K.) You

jū <3.

inf. n.

Jº-3,

-

~5
3 -

say, [also,

corroborative. (Marg. note in a copy of the S.)
* - 2“.
.;; , – 'as-is Jº Jºſ ", a phrase like Jºël Le

3 *

63.p

63.

&e use, (L.) or He, or it, was of no profit,
(L, K.) — ** 2

or advantage, to me.

- -

The

J3 (L, K) and ex and 435 (K) or ājj (L) Food in which is no good; like & 3. (L.) —
light shone, or shone brightly; accord. to AHn ; The cry of the bird called cº. (AA, L. K.)
" -5, J-3 4 tile, mean, or contemptible,
and (sº W < *ś, signifies my light shone, or
Jº signifies He cried as cries the Jºys.
6

.

º Jº

.

man. (S.)

shone brightly : (M:) or the latter signifies my (IAqr, L.)

light showed its flame : (Ki) or my light began
to show its flame: (ISk, $:) or

jū.

<5% i.g. Jººs

Evil suggestions, &c. (K.)

" …a5.
The J., is thus changed, in poetry, into ºt, as

signifies the fire appeared on being struck. in Łº and &@i. (M.F.)

(TA) And -ºj Jºs-3 signifies The shining

of perfume.

(Mgh, TA)

U3

tº,

tº, (K,)

inf. n. #3, (TA,) He
land began to show its plants, or herbage. (ISk, was heavy and slow in his gait, by reason of

4; see 1. –IHence] ºr e-l,

The

1.

a OI".

º
~ : -

S.) = es."

< *; I made my fire to burn,

or

age, or by nature. (K.) Not mentioned by J.

…

•

-

o

-

9 d.

1. ^35, aor. º, imp. 23, inf. n. 255 (S, L,
43 .

blaze, intensely. (A.)
45 - ~ *

a.a43 : See

º

because esteemed by him not chaste. (TA.)

K, &c.) and

325; (M, L, K, &c.;) and Y 253);

.

Ja'5.

f2°:

*.

U-23 : see art. Us.

(A, Msb, K;) and "25, (M, Mgh,) inf. n.

33; ;

Book I.]
(TA;) He knocked with a mallet, (Mgh,) and

29.17

J2 – 255

$9,41.

which kind is called

ési. $35,

-

(L

-

-

2

-

of >

* * *

3

2 o'

~* ~ *

is said in a trad. 5,523 253, Jºs- jºy aul J)
-

-

-

s

-

faced, or made firm or fast, a wooden pin, peg, disjoined peg ; because the quiescent letter dis cºff Jºſé [Verily God is one only : He loreth
6 - of
or stake, (S,” M, A,” L, Msb, K,) in the ground
3'-j the odd number: therefore perform ye the prayer
joins the two movent letters: pl. 295).
or in a wall. (Mºb.) – 255, (M. L. K.) [aor. does not take place in the 3051, because the foot ºf an odd number of rek'ahs, 0 people of the
2 of
*...] inf. n. 3% and $35, (M, L;) and Y ai, ; depends upon them ; but it does in the -\º-l.
(T.) And in another trad., 13.
Kur-tin].
, o, o , o, e.
o of
(M, L, K;) It (a wooden pin, peg, or stake,)
-

exº~! When thou employest stones in
(L)–35, (A, L. K) and #23, (L) of the ear, 2329
the purift

L., K.) ! [The tragus;] the small prominent thing in
was, or became, faced, firm, or fast.. . . (M,
of 1
2 of
Jºs-Jº Jºji aſſi 353, and "Usºſ, [God the anterior part, (A, L, K,) like a teat, (A, L.,)
made the earth firm, or fast by means of the newt the uppermost part of the side of the beard :
mountains. (A.) – Jº Jº * "25, + He (L:) or the prominent part next the temple :
ficed his foot firmly upon the ground. (L.) – (L.) or the cºlºss of the two ears are the two
a: Gº Y *i. ; He remained ficed in his house. parts in the interior thereof resembling a J5,
(L.) — ” 25, It (growing corn) put forth its also called the cº-. (S.)
-1 ºd

-

* ...

o

o

cation termed --~~!, use an odd

... w.

number; (TA;) i.e. use three stones for that
purpose, or five, or seven, and not an even
number. (T) = o,55, (T, S, A, Mgh,) aor. º,

-

-- ~~~

! .

92

92.2

-

2- .

-

-

-

| inf n. 235 ($) and 353 and #5, (T, S,) He slem
his relation, and so separated him from him, and
rendered him solitary: (A, Mgh :) or he slen, a

person belonging to him, or related to him, with
out the latter's obtaining revenge, or retaliation,
33% ! A man standing ficed, or firm, or for the blood of the slain : (S:) or he slen, a
eararsit vir : (S, L:) erecit penem. (K.) — It
person belonging to him, or related to him; or
was said to an Arab of the desert, What is Jutlas ! motionless. (A, L.) – f An erect horn. (A.) –

stalks, and became firm and strong. (L.) —
W 2%. (S, L,) inf. m. 335, (K,) ; Libidine veneres
~

and he answered, Jºnal

the word cºlae]:

* --

-

o –

"35. !LIt corroborates

or, as some relate it,

º

*32 see -ºs.

Firing, or making firm or fast, a wooden pin, took property belonging to him. (T.) It is also
doubly trans.: you say, &f Gºś Öğ 3% Such
peg, or stake. (L.)

º

a one committed a crime against such a one by

3352. A wooden pin, peg, or stake, fired,
U-6)→ a A-3 [A thing, meaning a word, by
slaying his family; or by taking them anay:
or made firm or fast. (L.)
which we corroborate our speech]. (A.)
(T:) and 4. % (T, M, K) the committed a
K,) and < (L, K) A mallet crime against him by taking anay his property:
L,
(§,
***
2 and 4: see 1.
(-5. , L, K,) with which wooden pins, pegs, or (T:) or the made him to suffer loss or detriment
3.

• 2-

•2-

º

stakes are knocked [into the ground or a wall]. in respect ºf his property; or he deprived him of

.

*35 and Jºs and 35 ; see J5.

§§ *3. (T,”
(S, A, Mgh, Msb,) aor.

it in part, or altogether; syn.

(S, L, K.)

º, (S, M, K, &c.) of the dial. of El-Hjáz,

|M, K :) and ai-

%,

233

as above, (Mºb,) ; he made him to suffer loss or
detriment in respect of his right or due; or he
M, Msh, K) and 3%, (L. K.) and '53,
(S,
(S, M, Msb,) of the dial. of Nejd, (Msb,) the J y º: (S, Msb, K;) He made it, (a num- abridged him, or deprived him, or defrauded
being made quiescent, and then changed into 5, ber, Msb,) sole; or, one, and no more : syn. him, of it partially, or wholly; syn. *-i-.

and the most chaste form, (Msb,) and Y *s,
3.

© .

and incorporated into the final 3, (S, Msb,) and
W

… •*

1. oº, aor.

sº, inf n. 35%; (Mºbi) and

:3:1, (S. K.) or ºf (Mºb) It is said that the ($, Mgh, Mºb.) It is said in a trad., 4:36 &.

latter verb only is used in relation to a number;
both are said to be thus used in the M [as
but
is fired in the ground or in a wall :
TA) By whomsoever the prayer of the afternoon
well as in the Msb.] (TA.) – [And He made passeth unobserved, he is as though he had his
K.) pl. Stºi. (S, M, L. K.) [You say,

3.53, (L, art. 35,) A wooden pin, peg, or stake,

which

(M, L.

* & 23 tº 24, 353 (T, M, Mºb."

it to be an odd number.] You say, 234, 33, family slain and his property taken anay; or

gº º &- jś

[More vile than a wooden (M, K,) aor. :, inf. n. %; (M) and "...ºi;
as though he had his family and his property
peg in a plain]: because it is always knocked. (M, K;) He made the people, they being an taken anay : (T:) or as though he were deprived
A proverb. (T.A.) – 25% *s, an expression even number, to be an odd number. (M, K, TA.) (Ja: ) of his family and his property, (T, M,
a cor Aſ says, tº lººs is ºil &= Mşb, TA) and remained alone: (T, TA:) the
roborative ; (K;) or A wooden pin, peg, or 2% [The people were an odd number and I loss of the family and property is thus likened to
stake, firm, or fast, (A, L,) and erect. (L.) – made them an even number, and they were an the loss of the recompense: alal and au. being

like

Jetº Jé, (AS, S,) the latter word

accus. case as objective complements:
f [lit. The pegs, or stakes, of the even number and I made them an odd number]. in the
als! is a second objective complement:
:)
(Msb
earth; i. e.] the mountains : (A, L, K :) so (TA). You say also, $2,133, (Mºb, K.) and for the first is understood, as implied in the verb:
" (ši, (T, S, Mºb, K.) and " (š, (K) and

Ješ sūji

called because they make the earth firm, or fast.
(L.) — sº šči + The chiefs of the towns,

sº

Gº * j, (Lh, M,) He made the prayer

* [i.e., to

but if we read

dº aiº,

accord. to another

relation, alal supplies the place of the agent,

consist of an
nothing being understood, and the family and
odd number of rek'as; as is done in the case of a
property are the objects to which the loss is made
f The teeth. (L, K, T.A.) – 3.3, of a sandal,
+ The part that projects from the car [or loop]. prayer which is performed in the night, consist to relate. (TA.) And it is said in another trad.,

provinces, or countries. (L, K.) — siſ

(L.) —

35, t [A

35;

to be such as is termed

ing of three rek'ahs, and particularly called $5.2
peg of a cº, q.v.;] a por
3,1] ; (S,” Msb, K;*) he performed prayers of

tion, or division, of a foot of a verse, consisting double rek'ahs, two and two together, and then
of three letters: (L, K*:) it is of two kinds : performed the prayer of one rek'ah at the end,

; t He who sitteth in an assembly in which
God is not mentioned is obnoxious to detriment,

letters followed by making what he performed an odd number: or loss: or, as some say, to a claim of reparation
one consisting of two movent
2:
a quiescent letter; as 3×3 and JAc; which kind (T:) and * j, alone, signifies he performed for wrongful conduct. (TA.) And it is said
o

-

*

>*>

->

-

-

*

is called J2 Ro 353, a conjoined peg ; because
each two letters are conjoined by a vowel: the
other consisting of three letters ; one movent,
then one quiescent, then one movent; as Jºy in
-

.

the prayer called

;"

[explained above]; (T,

in the Kur, (xlvii. 37.1Xtº 3% And

M, A, Mgh, K;) or he performed prayers of He will not deprive you of aught of the recom
[an odd number of rek'ahs, two and two together, pence of your deeds: (Zj, T :) or will not make
and then a single reli'ah at the end. (TA.) It you to suffer loss in respect of your deeds; like

2918
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<!. (S)-(Also.1%, (M.K.) aor. Sº,

Ji, ),

because it is from

ii.2%), of Nejd, (Lh, M,) and of the tribe

of Temeem,
($, K, TA,) i.e., sºil. (Lh, T, S, M, Mºb,) and of the people of El

meaning Us? ~\º-> forming it separately: it does not mean

'Aliyeh, (T, as on the authority of Yoo,) and El

(T.A.)

-

(K) inf n. * (M., K) and 3, (TA) and 35,
(M, K,) He erecuted blood-rerenge upon him :
or did so wrongfully : (M,” K,” TK:) expl. by

J-3, 3A2i. (TK)—Heorertook him (º

Hijáz, (S,) or the latter in the dial. of the people

4 : see 1, in seven places, first part. — of El-'Aliyeh, (ISk, as on the authority of Yoo,

º & 253) :

see 3. = Sº,

He made him

and S,) and El-Hijáz, (Lh, M,) Blood-revenge;
to attain, or obtain, his blood-revenge. (Az, or retaliation of murder or homicide : or a seeking

with some displeasing, or abominable, or evil,
TA; and L in art.
action. (M., K.) — He frightened him ; ter

jº)

voceſſ.

See an ex.,

seeking, for retaliation of a crime or of enmity:

= Jºsiſ ºl; see 2, in two places.
rifted him. (Fr, K.)
two places.

=Jºã 33: see 2, in

J-3: (T, S, M, Msb, K:) or wrongful
f It (a sinew, or nerve, T, M, A, K, conduct therein; as also
33 and * iº, in
and a vein, M, TA, not the neck, for & in either sense : (M, K:) or a crime which a man
the K is a mistake for
TA) became tense, commits against another by slaughter or by
syn.

5.

jº

sº Ji, see 1, near the beginning.
éºl,
Jºãº 25, IIe fastened, bound, firmly, or braced, (M, K, TA,) like a bon-string. (M, TA.)
the string of the bon: ; expl. by tº 33; (Lh,
2.

to revenge, or retaliate, blood: or a desire, or

plundering or by capture: (TA:) pl. [of Jäl

Jé and ſofig ºg (A)

6. 2535 It was consecutive : or neas so mith
(Lh, M, Msb;) both
intervals:
(M, A, K :) or nas so with separation,
% The string, and the suspensory, syn. ačº
these signify the same; (S, in which the mean
or interruption. (Msh.) You say,
~55193, and & [the latter signifying properly the
ing is not explained;) and " (š, (M, TA) inf.
n.} : (TA:) or Y tººl signifies he put to it a and tail, and so of any other things, The camels, appendage, (see isſu Jºãº, and see Blº,)]
and the birds of the kind called Ulaijl, &c., came
(M, K,) of a bow: (S, M, Msb, K:) [and in
string : (M, K:) and Y tºº, (M, K,) aor.

M, K;) as also Y

sº ;

Jº

tºº,

(K,) inf. n.

ãº, (TA,) he attached to it its string :

one near after another, not in a rank. (Lh, M.) like manner, a chord of a lute and the like:] pl.
•of

And

Jº-

stººls; The horses came following one

-

jči (S, M, Mºb, K) and tie (Fr. Sgh, TA)

(M, K :) this, accord. to some, is the proper

another. (Msb.) And <--ó. <2,535 The nºritings,
signification of the last. (M.) It is said in a
— Also pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] of à ſq. v.]
or letters, came one near after another, sepa
in
all the senses of the latter. (K.)
proverb,
[Twanging the bow rately. (S.)
à. of the nose, The partition betn!een the two
without bracing the string]: ($:) or
º
232 : see 253, throughout.
nostrils
[consisting of the septum and subseptum
2.É. J.; Jºº. [Hasten not the tranging of

* * Jº

Je:

55.

go

the bow before the bracing of the string]: allu
3, and "33, (T, S, M, A, Mºb, K, &c.,) the
ding to the hastening a thing before its proper
former,
[which is the more common, in the dial.
time. (M.) [See also art. Jas. And see 2
of Nejd, (Lh, M,) and of the tribe of Temeem,
in arts. --- and -i-.]
(T, S, M, Msb,) and of the people of El-'Aliyeh,

narium, or the subseptum alone]; (S, A, Msb;)
as also Y

$º :

(S, A, Msb, K:) or the former

signifies rehat is between the two nostrils : (M :)
or the junction that is betnceen the two nostrils :

(T:) or the edge of the nostril: (M, K:) accord.

as on the authority of Yoo, and S) or the
to Lh, (M.) what is between the tip of the nose
º: & 2515, (A, and so in some copies (ISk,
latter in the dial. of the people of El-‘Ālīyeh, (T,
of the K,) or * j, (M, and so in some copies of as on the authority of Yoo,) or of the people of and the iſ... [or middle of the mustache; app.
3.

•-e ā

--

2-

- 2

o ż

the K,) and 4:= cº, (M,) and ojºs-L512, (M, El-Hijáz, (Lh, S, M,) Single; sole; only; one, meaning, the subseptum marium]: (M, K :) and
the latter, the partition between the two nostrils,
K; in the latter of which % is put by mistake and no more : syn. §: (T, S, M, A, Msb, K. :)
of the fore part of the nose, eacclusive of the car
for tº, as is observed in the TA,) and 4:4, or x-xx) J-2
2. L. : (M, A, K, except tilage; [i. e., app. the subseptum marium : (AZ,
that
in
the
K,
instead
of
we find
:) T:) and the former, in a horse, what is betnceen
(M, A, K,) inf. n. 3,319-6 ($, M, K,) and 392,

3i:

5. .

. .p.

5 .

&

&

(M, K,) He made his tidings, or narrations, or contr. of &: (Mgh :) [and an odd number :]
and his writings, or letters, to follon cme another:
all [even and odd] numbers are termed [re
(M, A, K.) or with some intervals between them;
spectively] 3. and %, whether many or few.
for 3,313-6 between things is only when there is
some interval between them ; otherwise it is (T,) —

iè3.

and

à.2%:

(S, K:) or

J.S.

jº's one].

a small interval between every two : (T:) and
3.</ 2513 he made the tidings, or narration, to

follow one part after another: or, accord. to

syn.

in all its senses, Å.

(K.)

In a trad. in which

it is said that the fine for destroying the ãº

is

º§

[Singly; separately; one by
a third of the fine for homicide, by this word is
(S, K.) [See
one of the meant the 5% of the nose. (TA.)- The sinew,

3. —Fºl.

signifies he made the writings, or letters, to follow names of God, The Single; the Sole; the One;
one another nearly, one by one, without ceasing: He who has no equal, or like; the Unequalled;

(S:) or he made them to follon, one another with

the tip of the nose and the upper part of the lip :
(M:) pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] of the former,

ja

and

sºul.

(TA.)

—#

§ 2, and

or nerve, (a.ie,) of the back (c…). (M.)
6

º; ...

39. alone: see 1, first part: it was sometimes
mid by Mohammad to be a single asº. (T.)

A3, with a small space between everytno portions — In the words of the Kur, [lxxxix. 2,]
thereof: from }, in the sense of $3. (T.) You

&ſº

-

5-

-

jºx : see 3×55, near the end.
•

6 o'

$2.35: see 252. = A way, course, mode, or
manner of acting, or conduct, or the like: (S,
M, A, Mgh, Msb, K:) and nature, or disposition :

(A, Mgh :) from 35,3: (Th, M, A, Mgh :) or

say also 2. &: 2513 He made their supplies

jº's by the former is meant all creatures which a road keeping close to a mountain, (K, TA,)
are created in pairs; and by the latter, God:

of wheat to come to them without stopping; time
after time. (TA, from a trad.) And it is said
in a trad., &tº A2; 33. &
S. There mill

(T.) or [by the former, Adam and his wife; and or constancy, or perseverence, in a thing, (AO,
by the latter, Adam, who was made a pair with
his wife: (IAb, T:) or by the former, the day T, Msb, TA,) or in a nork. (TA.) You say,

Jº

and pursuing a regular, uniform course : (TA :)

33-3 ãº Jº Jju. He ceased not to follon,
be no harm in his performing the fast of Ra of the sacrifice; (T;) and by the latter, the day
or
continue in, one n'ay, (&c.,) of acting or the
madán at intervals, fasting one day and breaking of 'Arafeh. (T, K.) (See more voce
like : (T, S, M, A:) or one disposition. (A.)
fast one day: (TA:) 25- §3. is the fasting
one day and breaking fast one day, or two; per former, [which is the more commoil, in the dial. And 53-3 sº Jé2. They follon, or con

&]

=

Also is and '33. (T, S, M, A, Mºb, K.) the

2919
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tinue in, one way, &c. (A, Mgh, Msb.) = revenge, or retaliation, for his blood: (S,K,TA:)
Remissness, or languor, syn. £5, (S, M, MSb, a seeker of blood-revenge, or retaliation; one to
whom belongs the revenging of blººd, or retalia
K.) in an affair: (M, K.) and syn cº [which
tion. (TA.) [See an ex. voce Jū.]
signifies the same]: and faultiness; syn. 33°,
(M, K,) [in some copies of the latter, **, with 3% Consecutive, but neith small intervals :
the unpointed 3.]) You say, º ** Jº U. thus differing from Jºº. and &%. (Lh,
There is no remissness, or languor, in his work. M. [But see &#.]) You say, Cº. biº
º:

º.

-

•,• -

& Having a broken hand : (TA : [but see
,tº
sº
3:... " ? 3:*, *
ozo
5:]). — 4-3-ºl,
and W 4-ºx,
(K) and W 234555.,
(S, K,) A hand affected by what is termed tº.
(K.)
6.

a’

a o no .

a*

s

*:35 and 3235-2 : see &#2.

-

(S, A, Msb.) And §§ **

Jº-

#. A mallet with which pegs, or stakes, or
tent-pins, are driven. (T.A.)

3,4}.

A journey explained above, voce sº. (M, K.)
ing, or pace, in which is no remissness, or languor. Tidings, or a narration, told, or related, by one
(S.) – Delay. (M, K.) – Confinement; re from another: (T:) or by one after another.
striction; restraint. (M, K.) = I. q. à, as (TA.)

[&#3 &c.
See Supplement.]
*2

ãº,

*

... r

º

2-

o

:*

1. --92, aor. - 2, inf. m. --95 and -535 (the

6

and

Weakness ; impotence.

- 9.

(L.)

iº,

(Ibn-Málik and others) He leaped ;

jumped; sprang ; bounded: ($, K:) or he leaped

-

<ºlºis A weak, impotent, man. (L.)

down, or downwards. (Mgh, Msb, art. Ale.) –

&

or thread. (M.) = A white rose : ($, M, A,
K:) or red rose: (Kr, M, K:) or a rose-floner;
a rose-blossom : (AHn, M, K:*) n. un. of

--

generally affirmed to be an it. m. of ~33, TA;)

*::::

at the end of a spear or spear-shaft, by aiming
at nihich one learns the art of shooting, or casting
[the lance]; made of bow-string or of other string

. . .

2. "

latter agreeable with analogy, TA,) and 3%
and -4, (S, K) and -č, (K; but this is

explained above. = A ring (S, M, K) of -áē
[or sinen), (S,) by aiming at which one learns
the art of piercing with the spear; (S, M, K;)
also called
(S:) or a ring that is made

~32
.

-35 [He leaped, or jumped, upon, or
over the place]. (T.A.) – ié, -ºil cº, -3%

U5
* > .

* -

o ż-2

o .

1. 222 stus, aor. U-5, inf. n. *es ; (AZ;) f [He made a single leap to eminence, or
and sº, (a form disapproved ly some, TA,)
"33% (AHn. M.) = A star, or blaze, or
nobility]. (T.A.) —
-** [app., He leaped,
white mark, on the forehead or face of a horse, aor. the same, inf. n. the same and º , (K, TA,) of sprang up, or he hastened, to him]. (TA.) —
when round, (T, M, A, K,) and small: (A:) when Ol' āşş ; (CK and a MS. copy) and *ś, ; and ~553), except in the dial. of Himyer, signifies
long, it is called i-3%. (AO, T:) likened to <s, (S, K,) like (*, [i.e., pass. in form, but The act of rising, or standing up. (T.A.) — It
the ring above mentioned, thus called; (T;) or neut. in signification,] (K,) which is the chaste is also much used by the vulgar as signifying
to a white rose, which is also thus called. (A.) form of the verb ; and to the inf. ns. are added, The act of hastening to a thing ; as observed by
63.”
on the authority of the Wā'ee, tº and $33, MF, who is wrong in saying that there is nothing
See 3 s.
(TA;) [but it is not said to which form or forms in the lexicons that favours its being so used.

4.

o J

33:

See

Ji.

The Jº is substituted for the of the verb these belong;] His hand became

(TA) = -º, ſaor, º] if n. *-ā, in the

affected by what is termed #3. (K)—& ū; dial. of Himyer signifies He sat ; sat down.
TA, from a trad.) * in that dial. signifies
sº º, and &#. with and without ten (S, K) and * Go!, (K,) He caused his hand to (K,
Sit
"sit down. (S.) It is related that Zeyd
affected by what is termed tº. (S, K.) —
ween, and with J substituted for the original be
* ~ * **
Ibn-Abd-Allah Ibn-Dárim came as an envoy to
incipient 3, (T,” S,” M, A,” Msb,” K.) in the •24 tº 2. [O God, bruise his hand 1 &c.] one of the kings of Himyer, and found him at a
is a form of curse used by the Arabs. (IAar.)
former whereof, (S, M,) which is the better,
hunting-place belonging to him, on a high

elided 3. (TA.)

(S,) and the more common, (Fr.) pronounced –2-0

t;

He, or it, (i.e. a blow,) deadened mountain, and he saluted him,
and mentioned to

by Hamzeh and Ibn-'Amir and Ks with imáleh, the flesh. (K.)]– 239) t;
[i.e. tetre,) (Bd, xxiii.46,) the [which is written q.v. (A.)
4: see 1.
Us] is a sign of the fem. gender, and in the latter
whereof it is an of quasi-coördination, ($, M,)
-

from

Ji,

in the sense of

$33,

tés

and

zo.

#,

(S,) They came

: i.d.

tºº,

him his lineage, or relationship; whereupon the
king said to him 3, meaning Jº, Sit; but
the man thought that he commanded him to leap
A breaking of the flesh without from the mountain ; and he said, “Thou shalt
*}

o .

separation of the parts, (2-23,) not reaching to
following one another; one after another ; (A,
the bone, (K,) producing a swelling: (TA:) or a
Mºbi) syn. &;.... (M., K.) or interruptedly. pain in the bone, without fracture: (IKoot, K.) or
(Yoo, T.) It •ois ofsaida 2. in the Kur, [xxiii. 46] a dislocation (K,TA) and concussion of the joints,
Jº \º-, lº-j) cº, or sº, Then rve sent which affects the hand, without fracture : (TA:)

find me, O king, very obedient:” then he leaped
from the mountain, and perished. So the king
said, “What ailed him ** And they explained
to him his case, and his mistake respecting the

or [an injury] resembling dislocation ; in the

2-jūls J-5 i.e., [“Arabic is not current with

... • * >

our apostles one after another: (S:) or in
terruptedly; at intervals: (Yoo, T, M. :) or
making a long time to intervene between every
two. (T.)
~2 c :

2,3 - 2

* ...”

* * * ~ 1: - e

word: upon which he said & ~e?,*

o - c.

U-e --e)

flesh as a fracture in a bone : (AM :) or a us:” (for, probably,
in the time of this king, the
bruising or breaking of the flesh without break

-

* *

ing the bone : (IAqr. :) or a bruising of the skin term ārºye was only applied to the general lan
guage of Arabia :) “whoso entereth Dhafári,j
and flesh, reaching to the bone,
without its break

-

ºu.39) 3532 Jºš I A horse contracted in the ing : (TA :) or a bruising of the bone, without let him learn [or, rather, speak, as MF says,
[veins called] 13, [pl. of tº] as though they breaking : (Lth, S:) in which last sense, Lth the Himyeree language.” (Mz., 16th 82.) [The
º

were braced, or made tense.
º

(A,” TA.) See

-

-

*

.

uses also the word tis. (TA.) The , in tés is principal facts of this anecdote are also mentioned
in the S,to on
the authority of As.] By the king's
a 2.

*s
like * and 23. Jºs is condemned as vulgar. &
sometimes omitted, and the word is written
5.

º, -º o ,

º, .

6 o'.

2 º' - 2

>

-

saying -ºc was meant àºal: the 3 is pro

nounced tº in the case of a pause (which is the
is separated from him, and rendered solitary: is authorized by As; but & (which is said by case here) in their dialect. (S.) Or, accord. to
relation of the above anecdote, the king
(TA:) and one who has a person belonging to the vulgar, S, [and is disallowed in the K, ) and another
oz o.º. 2 - him, or related to him, slain, and has not obtained 235 are disallowed by him. (T.A.)

3352. One who has his relation slain, and so

said ºne ºr tº J-3 [“Arabic like

[Book 1.
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* Jº

An antelope that leaps, jumps, evidently a mistake]) Land abounding with herb
says ISd, is the right reading in my opinion : springs, or bounds, quickly. à, Jº A mare age, or pasture, (S, K,) and with tangled trees ;
as also is-º : (ISh:) land of which the herbage
for the king did not mean to exclude himself
that leaps, &c., quickly. (TA) — " J, i. 4.
from the Arabs. (M.F.)
%53; (K;) i. e., That leaps, &c., quickly. is dense, thick, or compact. (TA.) [See also
2. “is, inf. n. &-º, He seated him upon a (TA.)
tº.
cushion : (S, K :) asserted to be of the dial. of
* -2° 3 - ?•
s , ~.
Júj9-e A king who sits still, and does not
ãº-3532 -\º Garments, or pieces of cloth, of
Himyer. (M.F.) — ise, “is, (S, K,) in some
wndertake military earpeditions : (S, K:) asserted which the threads and teacture are slack, or loose.
copies of the K *33, (TA,) He threw to him a to be of the dial. of Himyer. (M.F.)
(K, from Sh, on the authority of a man of Bá
cushion (S, L, K) that he might sit upon it : (s :)
hileh : but see
T.A.)
[app. in the dial. of Himyer]. – ū, <5, I
A plain, or level, land, or tract of land.
(K.) — A leaper, or jumper. (IAar, K.) –
spread for him a bed, or the like. (T.A.)

your Arabic is not current with us:”] and this,

-

º

4. "

-

#3.

*

232

Also, [contr.,] A sitter: (IAgr., K:) [app. in
the dial. of Himyer]. — What is elevated, of

3. 433 He leaped, or sprang, upon him, or

1. 3. aor. : , inf. n. āş; [and app., Å;
land. (K.) — A rivulet, stream, or streamlet : (see the second signification;)] It (a thing, S,
(S, K) and ºù. (K, art. 253) and *S*. (K, syn. Jºe-. (K.)
M, MSb, or a bed, A) nas, or became, plain,
art. J2-2.) — [Also, perhaps, He contended
level, smooth, soft, or easy to lie or ride or walk
with him in leaping, jumping, springing, or

at him ; he assaulted or assailed him ; syn.

*

5

o .

•

&#2

bounding.] – [4,319 is also mentioned in the
2 * >

TA as having a signification not explained in
the K: app., He contended with him in hasten
ing to a thing.]

*

1. >5 aor.
W

&,

&#3, and W a-º-

inf. n.

is us ;

(S, K;) and

; (TA ;) It (anything, S,)

upon. (S, M, A, Mºb, K.)—jº ºf
and sº, inf. n. as above, t The buttocks became
fat. (A) See also Šć, belºw. = %, (M.
A, K,) aor. Sº, (K) inf. n. 233 (M, TA) and

&is, #3 (TA) and '95, inf. h. 3.} : (M, A,
He became abundant

became dense ;

thick ; compact. (S, K.) –

4. a.5). He made him. ſo !cap, jump, spring,
* :*> .
3 - 22
& ex- a 35' [He made aOt. cº, inf. n. *e-Ü5,
*… .
him to leap, or jump, upon, or over, the place]. in flesh ; or very fleshy : 235, inf. n. 3,55
(T.A.)
signifying he became abundant in fat; or very
5. J *** Jº & -i. f Such a one took fat: and both signify he became bulky, or big :
possession unjustly of an estate belonging to me; or large in body, corpulent and fleshy. (AZ, S.)
& º The herbage, or plants, became
he seized upon it unjustly. (S, K.) — U.5 - 525
-

or bound. (S, Msb.) —

~* >

K;) He made it plain, level, smooth, soft, or
easy to lie or ride or walk upon. (M, A, K.)

And 2.É. 3. He made the thing on which
he rode smooth, soft, or easy to ride upon.
Msb.)

(A,

2 : see 1, in two places.
dense,
thick,
or
compact,
and
tall.
: He took possession of his land
4. 439; 3. tº Hon: smooth, soft, or easy
o :
with injustice towards his brother. (A.) —
4.
13s &- U.J :-35) Give us much of to lie upon, is thy bed! (A, TA.)
4:#. Jº -jº t He took possession unjustly this food. (TA.) See 1.
of the place occupied by him. (A.)
10. Jºl 233:...] He found, or deemed, the
-

* Jº ºf

2xi,

&

-

10. a-is- It became in a complete, or perfect, bed smooth, soft, or easy to lie upon. (A,” TA.)
6. 13- Jº Cº. 2% They leap, or rush,
sº §ºf <+3; 3. ! [When thou takest
together upon such a thing [in an evil, or in state : (TA :) or it became so in a certain way:
jurious, or a contentious manner]. (S, art. Je.) (S:) one says & tº- ! the plants, herbs, a noman as thy wife, choose her fat, suitable for
-

or herbage, clung together, one part to another,

Jº is syn, with 38:1. (5, K, art. -ie)

and became in a

ãº, A

complete, or perfect, state.

single leap, jump, spring, a bound: K.) — See 1. – JuJI

(S,

a bedfellow; see;). (A, TA)

*s-

• ?J-9 :

The property
(TA :) or a leap down, or downwards. (Mgh, [app. meaning camels or the like] became much,

º o

Msb, art. Alo.)

or abundant. (S, K.) —

JºJ) &: tº-

(K.)

[But it seems rather

to belong to the root L-5, as remarked by
Freytag ; or, accord. to some, to art. -23.

See

arts. Jº and ~25.]

9 &.

2-2

.

232 : see 2.55, in three places. – See also 5…",

FIe

#3 An assembly; a company; a troop ; a desired, wished for, or longed for, much of pro
congregated body.

• A

see rºs.

throughout.
*.*
295 :

perty [app. meaning camels or the like]; syn.
5: : (AS, Th, S, K* :) as also Jºãº--l. (TA.)
— sº-º-º-'l She (a woman) became large in

º

z”

5

...

see 2-55
g

-

3.

392 : see 395.

body, or corpulent and fleshy, and perfect in

Jº,

Jú,

:

see

<5.

6 -

make.

A throne, or couch ; syn.

3-

(TA :) (app. of the dial. of Himyer]. - A bed;

or what is spread to lie or recline upon; (K.)

ū, &#,

Jú3, a subst., Plainness, levelness, smoothness,
softness, or state of being easy to lie or ride or

(K;)

accord. to some, that is always occupied by the
King ; or that the king does not cease to occupy :

ox.

(T.)

I spread for him a bed, or the

like : (TA :) or places where persons sit; syn.

*i. :

($, K :) in which case it is a pl., as some
have expressly affirmed it to be : (TA :) accord. |

3-4, Anything

6 * >

(S) dense; thick; compact.
walk upon; as also "jū. (M, K.) = See also
(S, K.) — A horse, (S) and a camel, (TA,)
2:35, in two places.
compact in flesh : (S:) or strong. (T.A.) —
Dense, thick, or compact, herbage. (T.A.) [Sec
3.3 Plain, level, smooth, soft, or easy to lie or
also as-ºs-e Jºy!.] —
* ! A garment, ride or walk wpon; (T, S, M, A, K,) as also
or piece of cloth, of firm teacture. (A) [See "3, (T, S, K) and "33 and '3; ; (M. K 9
also 4-332, -3.]
*

#4,

applied to a bed, (T, S, A, K,) and anything

$39, applied to herbage, Dense, thick, or com

to IF and others, of the dial. of Himyer. (MF.) pact, and tall. (TA.)
Applied to heaven

(A-1) as being the sitting
-

places of the angels. (S.)

- .

~

*

g

.

. . o º

*s-ºs- Jº (in the CK is ºft.

upon which one sleeps, (T, TA,) or sits, (TA,)
and finds it to be thus, (T, TA,) and to other

things: (M, K;) and thick and soft; applied to
[which is a bed: (Msb:) [and Y jé, seems to signify the

Book I.]

22- -->

same; or this and

2921

*}, are epithets in which the

(T;) [aeorum, (Golius,) or acorus; sweet-cane,
or,
as some say, galangal : see Diosc., l. i.,
quality of a subst. predominates:] fem. $33.
referred to by Golius :] thought by El
c.
2.,
(M. K.) You say, 233 arºj Le, and jū3, (S, TA,)
Jawāleekee
to be not pure Arabic; i.e., an
There is not beneath him a smooth, or soft, bed.
arabicized word, from the Persian
: (TA :)
(TA.) — $4% ! A woman having much flesh :
so says J. (S.)
0.9

* - d - - -

9 *

performed the operation called

— The latter is said to be used in a trad. as

-

signifying Gelded. — Also the latter, Struck

with a knife. (S.)

(#5)

* Dates, (K) or locusis, (Isk, S. K.)

(IDrd, S, Msb, K:) or fat; (T, A, K,) suitable
for a bedfellon: (T, K:) and 3-4 ãº flarge,

bruised, or pounded, and then stirred up with
clarified butter (cº-). or with oil, and so eaten :
(S, K :) or dates moistened with milk or with

*
(T,) or fat, (A,) or soft, (M,) in the buttocks:

(T, M., A ) pl.2% and jū. (M,K) = See
also

'3. (K.) [See 1.]

ãº, throughout.

º,

1.

and some

clarified butter, and then bruised, or pounded,
“4, (Msb,)
(TA ;) and until they are consolidated: (TA:) or dates
WU-35; (K;) He beat, or struck, or smote, a bruised, or pounded, until the stones come forth,

*

šć see 1 – 1 Abundance of fat: (AZ, $ )

º,

nor.
inf. n. te: ;

(S, Msb, K,)

and

moistened

then
with milk or with clarified
or offlesh: (K:) or the latter is termed iº. person with his hand, (S", K,) or with a knife, butter so that they become macerated and co
(AZ, S.)
(S, Msb, K,) or the like, on any part. (Msb.) hering, in which state
they are eaten. (ISk, S.)
º, inf. n.
He beheaded him :
Also,
(IAgr.,
—
A
cow.
K.)
3; More [and most] smooth, or soft; applied — tº
• 2 22
Syn. aſſºs -, *. (S.) — is 3 tinirit feminam.
to a bed. (TA, from a trad.)
*>3.2 : see * -3.
—º

º,

-

-

-

© … o –

o

-

º, inf. n. º and fº-3, (or the

(K.)

3, ..., (T, S, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) of the
measure

ãzie, from âû9, (TA,) without hemz,

(S, TA) originally 3,3,..., (Mºb, TA) the ,
being changed into Us because of the kesreh before

it, (TA) and "33, and "3, (K) or (only]
*. (TA, &c.,) of a
Mgh,

horse's saddle, (T, M, A,
Msb, K,) and of a camel's saddle, (T,) A

latter is a simple subst., TA,) He beat the veins
of the testicles of the goat between two stones,
without extracting the testicles themselves: or he
bruised or beat the goat's testicles until they
broke, (K,) and he became like one gelded.
(TA.) You say also Jºº. (S.) [See tºº.)
&- He (a goat) had the operation termed
performed upon him. (K.) — He was struck

--~5

1.

--3,

a0t.

<-- it ". .43 (L, *)
-

and

-->

(Lh) It (a wall, or the like, Msb, or

a house, or anything, Lh,) fell down. (Lh, K,
Msb.) See *3.
~~5, inf. n. #3, It
-

-

-

-

#3

fell to the ground. (TA.) — iº does not
signify a single act; but is an inf. n. in an
to the signification
— tº f He bruised, or absolute sense, unrestricted
• *... 22 o 2
soft, or easy to ride upon : (T:) or the saddle pounded, dates until they cohered. Hence #e3 of a single act: ex. J-e-Jī ā-3 The falling of
cloth or housing (53%) of a horse : (S:) pl. 3. (I. V. (TA.)
the sun, in setting. (TA.) — U-5- --> $13

thing in the form of a pillow, made for the saddle,
like the it. [q. v.], (M, Mgh, K,) to render it
with a knife. (S.)

-

-

3.

-->

and 3%, (§, M, A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) the latter
2 : see 1.

agreeing with the sing., (Msb,) retaining

—i.e., tºº,

the

[Kur. xxii. 37, is said to signify And when
º, He their
sides fall down upon the ground ; or and
termed #3, when their souls depart, and they fall down.

º,

23%, (3-39)which are forbidden
used, (S, IAth, TA,) Certain things to

to be
ride upon,

(~€92, S,

… o.

º

(TA)— cº -s, š, K) iſ n. **
and

º.

4. arc Le-5. He repelled from him ; removed, set.

IAth, K, TA,) used by or put away, from him. (K", TA)—i-sl

He

Persians or other foreigners, made of -->

Or

*: (K) and #3 (see above), The sun
(S. K.) — & <-3 f The eye was, or

became, sunk in the head.

--,

(K)—--3, (S, K,)

*-i-, (TA,) He
came in search of a thing that he wanted, or
in pursuit of game, and did not attain it. (K.) fell down and died : (S:) he died. (K.) –
— It (a well) failed ; i.e., its water cease / ; Hudbeh Ibn-Khashram says,
&l OI".

the -º, (S) or ~, (Ath, TA) (meaning

© -- .

inf. n.

permuted letter, as is the case in x\ecl, pl. of found the well to be what is
q. v. : app. signifying without
3.e. (IJ, M.) – Also, accord. to the K, [re [fem. of
ferring to the three words above,) or [correctly] water]. (K.)
the red

-->

inf. n.

*:

and

[silk brocade or other silk]: ($, IAth, K, or 2 itof contained no water. (TA.) [See also #
3 & 45 S < *.iis
#
TA:) or the red 5:…,
**) for Jº-3).]
bidden, in a trad., to be used, is a stuffed thing
8. 3:) tºj f The dates became closely packed,
to ride upon, which is put upon a camel's saddle :
or pressed together: (K:) they were bruised, or [And I said to him, Let not thine eye weep; for
(TA :) and the red 3×4 which is put upon a
by my own hands is occasioned what I experience,
pounded, until they cohered. (T.A.)
horse's saddle is included in the prohibition.
now that my death has come to pass]. By *re-3-0
(IAth, T.A.) — Also, the first of the above
*2-5 fú, and **3, and W. *3, A water he means *... (TA.) – [See also g- o –
**-5,
three words, (M,) or all of them (K) A garment
where there is no good: (K:) [app., a source of which seems to be a third inf. m. of the verb in
or piece of cloth which is put as a covering over
water where there is no herbage, or pasture; or,
this sense.]— --3, (aor. ---, TA,) inf. n.
other garments or pieces of cloth. (M., K.) – more probably, a source without water; or
a
Also, (accord. to the K [referring to the three
*: (Th, S,) and --> and 34-3 (K) and
water that has failed : see 2 and 4.]
words above,) or [correctly] jº, (TA.) The
*: and **3, (TA,) It (the heart) palpitated,

rº-

©º

e

-

-

-

-

*

Jº. 3-3-35 tº is

+

6.

6

skins of beasts of prey. (K, TA.)
[Jº &c.
See Supplement.]

tº-3 and fº-3:

See

º fü.

beat, throbbed; (K;) was agitated, or in a state
of commotion. (S.)— Jº <--5, and Y <-->
>

tle-3, a subst., A striking with a knife or the
The camels could scarcely arise from the places
like, on any part. (Msb.) [See also 1.] —

| ?-> The bruising of the reins of the testicles where they lay down. (TA) — J.-3, [aor.
&2
until they break, so that it is like gelding. (S.) -**) inf. n. *5-3, He was cowardly, or
+3 A kind of medicine; (S, K;) certain (See also 1.]
pusillanimous. (S, K.) – 4. **-5 He drove
twigs, or rods, with which one fumigates; (TA;)
him back, or turned him back, from it, (K,)
-

-

-

º; .

.

.”

º

•

or which are used medicinally or remedially; |

º and Y º A goat on which

has been

J.--

-

when he had long kept to it. (Nawādir el-Aqrāb)
369

2022

--> and " ---> and " --> He (a man,

-

[Book I.

**-3
... of

TA,) ate once a day. (Th, K)

See

#3 .

E

º

-

tº .

2. Jºy) º ºrº-5, inf. n. *-ºs-23, He threw sin for which he has become deserving of hell ;
him down upon the ground. (S.) – --> , inf. n. to which he replied, Command him to emancipate

J, aor. --, inf. h. Łºś (S. K.)and ** --º, The

camel lay upon his breast, with a slave [as an expiation]. (T.A.) — In another

(K,) It (a thing) was, or became, necessitated, folded legs, falling down upon the ground. trad. it is said, &#91; aśl 3. -ºši, Inean
necessary, requisite, or unavoidable : it was bind (TA.) — e-º-5, inf. n. -->, She (a camel) be ing, He of whom three children, or two, have
º

w

© .

ing, obligatory, incumbent, or due : syn. 2} ; came milkless: (TA:) or [her biestings coagulated
(S, K, Msb;) [lit. accord. to some, it fell on a in her udder: see -->]. - - -2, (inf. n.
person: see 4;] and <3, (Telweeh,) which *ś, K,) He was fatigued, tired, or weary :
*.*
means nearly the same as 29. (TA.)- For (S, K:) said of a camel. (S.) – \,\!! ---5,
a fuller explanation, see its syn. J-. [In inf. n. **, The biestings coagulated in the
the science of the fundamentals of religion, It
udder. (K)= -2, (inſ.n. vesi, TA)
necessarily was or eacisted; was a thing of
He milked (a camel, K,) but once in the course
which the noneasistence could not be mentally
of each day and night. (S, K.) — ---, inf.n.
conceived: as is the essence of God. (Ibr.D.)]
**, He accustomed himself, (Lh, S,) in
— (3= <!---, or lie Jº 5, such a which case you also say a—º ---, (Lh,) and
thing, or the doing of such a thing, was bind
º

o .

gone before him [to paradise] hath become entitled

w

w

-

6 -

to paradise. (TA)—jū ºf iºn & Jº;
It (an action) procured for him as a necessary
consequence thereof [the reward of] paradise, or
[the punishment of] hell; or made such to be to

him a necessary consequence thereof; [unless
Jollowed by repentance &c. :] (S, K*:) [it re
quired for him paradise or hell.] –

13é. It necessitates, or renders

[**

necessary, such

a thing. — It requires such a thing, as a neces

sary consequence. — It necessarily implies the

coeristence of such a thing therewith. Used in
ing, incumbent, or obligatory upon him ; was his family, or household, and his horse, (Lh, K,)
unavoidable to him; lay on him; was his
necessary, or indispensable duty: or was bind
ing, incumbent, or obligatory upon him, by
God's eapress appointment, so that he would be
punished for neglecting it : and it was that which
should be preferred and approved. See --5.)
– See also another explanation, afterwards. –
* O.

•

*s-, inf. n. *e (Ll, S, Ms)

-

&J

*re-9, aor.

and

*

(Lh, Msb) The sale was, or became,

binding, or obligatory; (Msb, TA ;) ratified,
fired, settled, decided, or determined; (Msb;)
completed, accomplished, or concluded; it had,
or took, effect; it was extended, or performed ;
or it was, or became, effectual : (TA:) and
are: <-3, i. 4. Sº, q.v. (M, in art. --.)
→ *

>

6 º'

&c., and perhaps in classical writings.]
to eat but one meal (K) in the course of each day physics
*=2
•*
> 0 , of

and night. (Lh, S.) – See 1. = --> He — ai- tº e-º-5' means I regarded such a
* 9 . .

took, got, or won, a bet, wager, or stake, at a one's right or due : and you say
shooting-match or race. (L, in TA, voce º.)
6

jº- &= &

~\as

-

*ś- ("s-l [I did that from regard to his right

– See 4.

or due] (Har. p. 490); [and & ** He made
it, or declared it to be due to him]. - [*** also

3: see 4.

4.--> (S, K,) and W *

(K) but this
latter is by some rejected, (TA,) He (God, S)
made it, or rendered it necessary, requisite, or
unavoidable ; necessitated it; made it, or de
clared it to be, binding, incumbent, or obligatory:
(S, K.) [lit. accord. to some, he made it to fall
on a person : see Jºjº.] — &J ~~s', (Lh,
S.) inf. n.
(Lh,) He made, or rendered,
4.

*!,

3.

Jú-

z

w -

or declared, the sale binding, or obligatory;
– It is said in a trad.,

J;

. .

signifies He affirmed it, he averred it; i.a. 3. 8.8
contr; of elA.—And It necessarily occasioned it.]

2.4%

E

~~5. He beat him, overcame him, in a

case of laying a bet, wager, or stake, at a shoot
ing-match or race. (TA.) = 4.3 AUI ~~9)
*-d.

-

.” -

God made his heart to palpitate, beat, or throb,
[to be agitated, or in a state of commotion].
(Lh, K.) = See 1.
*...

. .

6. 3-1; They laid a bet, wager, or

stake,

(Msb, TA;) ratified its made, or rendered, it one with another, at a shooting-match or race :
*9 3á [When the sale is optional, it is bind fired, settled, decided, or determined; (Msb;)
as though one party of them made a thing
ing, or obligatory]: i.e., when one says, after completed, accomplished, or concluded; effectual. binding, or obligatory, on another party of
the contract, “Take thy choice to reject the (TA.) —
40 --> He made the sale to them. (TA.)
sale, or to make it effectual,” and the person so
thee to be binding, or obligatory; &c. (Lh, K.)
10. **s- He had a right or just title or
addressed chooses to do the latter, the sale is — In like manner,
W 44-9, inf. n. <!,"
claim,
to it; deserved it; merited it . syn.
binding, even if the two parties haye not yet
and * ; (Lh; in quoting whose words, the
v.] (S,K.) See the act, part. n. below.
separated. (TA)—In like manner, ºn *re-9,
author of the K has made an omission, so as to
-

*

*

&

&

*

*

.* * *

*

*

*i-ºſq.

inf. ns. as above, The right, due, or claim, was,
or became, binding, or obligatory; or fired, cause it to appear that these two words are inf.
settled, decided, or determined. (Mgb.)- Ja-3 ns. of ºre-5' ; TA ;) He, with his (another's)
~~5), inf. n. ---5 : (TA: [unexplained ; but concurrence, made the sale to him to be binding,
following &--> as signifying “a bet, &c. : ” or obligatory; &c. (T.A.) — & * ~~5'
app. meaning The bet, wager, or stake, became [He made a thing, or declared it to he, binding,
due, or incumbent]. —

[… •-3

tº: --- i. º. i-º, ; (TA, in art. G-:)

-

which means He did what necessitated sin;
(Ksh, Bd, Jel, in v. 106;) [was guilty of a sin ;]
and deserved its being said of him that he was a
sinner. (Ksh.) – jū. º J.-:
-*,

***

[He committed a sin for which he became desert.

It was, or obligatory, or incumbent, upon him ; or unavoid ing of hell]. (TA.)

became, necessitated, necessary, requisite, or able to him]. (TA)— tail afte --> He
--> and " --> A she-camel whose biest.
wnavoidable, for him to do, or suffer, such a necessitated the sentence to take effect upon him;
syn. ai- and *i-i. (TA, in art. J-.)—-e-5' ings coagulate in her udder. (K)—º
thing ; and hence, sometimes, it was, or became,
binding, obligatory, or incumbent, on him.] — He did a great sin, or an act of great goodness, Places in which water stagnates : (Ki) pl. of
&

6 o'

d .

-

6 *

~ *

5

o .

making [the punishment of] hell, or [the reward --5. (TA.)— —--> A large skin of the kind
necessitated to take effect upon him; or it became of ) paradise, the consequence thereof (unless called tú-, made of the (complete, TA,) hide of
Tequisite that the saying or sentence should take followed by different conduct &c.] : (S, K.) he a he-goat ; pl.
(AHn, K.) — sº
committed sins for which he who should punish
effect upon him.] Jel, in xxxvi. 6, &c.—[...; him would be excusable, because he deserved Stupid; foolish; of little sense. (K.). *-*s

Jºãº º --> [The saying or sentence became

*.

13° 4. Such a thing was, or became, due to him;
punishment. (IAgr, in TA, art, les).) — It is

(S, K) and "ºs (K) and "º (IAA, K,

as, for instance, a reward, or a punishment.] — said, in a trad., that some persons came to Mo and W *** (IAgr) A coward; cowardly;
of
~~
Jä << --> [Slaughter was, or became, his hammad, saying, •º
U tº-le 3, i.e.,
pusillanimous. (S, K, &c.) [The second and
-

due.] (TA, in art. Jº, &c.)

-

º:

-

-

Verily a companion of our's hath committed a third, and more especially the latter, are probably

2023

Book I.]

---, -e-,
© tº .

&-5 Slain : (S:) dying ; or dead. (TA.) great sin, and also an act of great goodness,
intensive epithets.] = -º-3 A bet, wager, or
stake, at a shooting-match (Lh, K) or a race. So in the following verse of Keys Ibn-El which makes [the punishment of] hell, or [the
Khateem :
renard of] paradise, the consequence thereof
(IAar; and L in TA, voce & .)
#

.. • -

J.

e - .. ;

Lºlº ye”

*—95-9

3-?

~ello!

2 * ...
º

*** inf. m. of --> “it fell down, &c.,”
q. V. —#9. & **, a proverb, (S,) *

2

**, *, *t J, iſ ſo God, I ask
2

- 2= 2

-

* .

6 w

-

--> Jol J'é use sº-1 cºe

[(May a disease be) in his side, or (may God

* of thee those things which will procure thy
mercy!]. (TA, from a trad.) – See *::
-

[The sons of 'Ourf obeyed a commander who for
afflict him, or smite him, with a disease) in his bade them to make peace until he was the first

side, and may falling down upon the ground,
and dying, happen (or be the result

thereof)

i.e. * **, cºcº tº *s-, or * *

repentance &c.] (K) –

unless folloned by
#

5 w

...,

-º-º-e One who eats but once in the course of
who was slain, or who died]. (S, TA.) = *s a day and a night. (AZ, S.) = *:: A beast
[act, part. n. of ºs-3 ; Necessary; requisite; of carriage that is frightened at everything.
45

o .

unavoidable : binding, incumbent, or obligatory. (ISd.) Not known to AM. (TA.) – See J.-3
& “- ;34. (Freytag, Arab. Prov. i. 156)]. In the science of the fundamentals of religion, in two places.
*
c> 0 , , , ;
-º-, A falling with a sound, or noise, Necessarily being or existing; of which the
*~!!
---9-e
au) God is northy, or deserv
such as that produced by the fall of a nonezistence cannot be mentally conceived : as
ing,
of
praise;
has
a right, or just title or claim,
wall or the like : (S, K :) [see 1, where it is the essence of God. (IbrD.)]– Accord. to [the
ð .

-

2

2- .

. .”

it; deserves it; merits it : syn. a.ſ3 3A, and
[in matters of to
23

given as an inf. n. unrestricted to the significa Imām] Aboo-Haneefeh, -:
tion of a single act:] or the sound of a thing
religion] is not so strong a term as
falling (K) and producing a sound such as

• & P

-

Jº [and ań---. (TA.)

so may be rendered incumbent, or obligatory;
or that which is a necessary, or indispensable,
once in the course of a day and night : (S, K:) duty; yet not so decisively or manifestly shown
or an eating but once in a day until the like to be such as that which is termed J2,5 :] or,

*** An eating but

above mentioned. (TA.) =

&->
-

1.

-

...

-

•

b >

3 O .

-

tº-2, aor. cº-º,

inf. n.

>9,

He had

eating in the following day: (K:) an inf. n. accord. to Esh-Shāfi'ee, these two terms are recourse, or betook himself, to a thing or place,
Jor protection or concealment. (L.) [As also
(Lh) [restricted to the signification of a single syn., signifying [binding, incumbent, or obli *>3.]
See 4.
2 * > * > *.
act]: you say, #3 Jºlº & Such a one eats gatory, by God's express appointment, as] a
2 : see 4.
but once (T) in the course of the day and night. thing for neglecting which one will be punished:
(AZ, S.) [See alsox- ..]– In a trad, respect and J-e-13 signifies that which should be pre
ferred and approved; thus explained by El
4.
4-5." He compelled or constrained
ing the expiation of an oath, it is said,
Khattábee as occurring in the following trad.: or necessitated him to have recourse to, or to

<!

2k.

33-3 iº &él.

3,<e [He shall feed ten

* Jé Jé -s ºn Jºž The

poor men with a meal sufficient for a day and a

ablution prescribed to be performed on Friday is

concealment or the like.

an act which every one who has eaſperienced a

He curtained the house, or chamber, or tent; (K,

betake himself to, him or it for protection or

night]. (TA.)

&le;

:

see

&l-,

nocturnal pollution should prefer and approve. TA;) hung a curtain upon it. (TA.)— cºs' He
-

(TA.) =

*

(K)—& c=s

event as a

J.-, Jº

[A verb expressing an held fast, and defended, a thing. (L.) = cºl,
such, for instance, as (L, K.) and W
(K, TA,) or W.
(as in
13é- ū º [while I

positive fact] is

A daily allowance of food; or daily
syn. *3. (K:) i. e., what a in the phrase

maintenance:

3.j * 3.

cº,

&#3,

the L and CK,) It (a thing) appeared; became
man is accustomed to allow himself [each day] as was thus, or in this state, lo, or behold, Zeyd apparent. (L, K.) – é.jº Ú tº-3 The road

that which is necessary, and ficed ; but the word came]. (S, L, art. 31.)

became apparent or conspicuous to us. (S.) –
<--->| The fire became apparent or con
---> An effect; that which is produced by
º .

in the A is #3, q.v. (TA) — i.e., [4

p.

jū.

term employed in the case of] one's concluding a an operating cause; a result; a consequence. spicuous. (S.) = tº-3 He reached, in digging,
sale, and then taking it [meaning what is sold to (Māb.) = [-a-3-e eye, lit. An affirmed sen smooth rº, § K.) which is called tº-3.
2 - ?”
3 *>
him] by regular successive portions, one after
tence; i. 1. “” as contr. of Jºãº ; virtually (K.) = J34) 4-5-5. The urine oppressed him
another, (AA, S, K,) or, as some say, on the the same as V ---> *Y*, an affirmative sen
by his wanting to void it. (S, L, K.)
6

.

9 . .

…)

-

g

*

6

.

-

condition of his taking a portion of it every day,
tence.]
(TA,) until he has taken the whole of his i.e. :

3

*

>

cº-> A place to which one has recourse for
e -

(K:) [which hence appears to signify both the
act above described and also what is due to one

ſº-º- A place where
ſº wher. º diº.

one falls down and protection or concealment; a place of refuge;
-

*!

A35J)

cº an asylum : (L:) [as also 3-3 :] a place
resembling a jºe [or cave in a mountain]. (L, K.)

of a thing purchased and taken in this manner;
****, i. e. evºla, Ls); The people went
but more probably the latter is the only meaning Jorth to the places where they should be pros

* . .

.

5

-

2

6

.

intended]. When a person has finished doing trated; or, as implied in the S, where they should tº-3 and tº-2 and <!-2, (S, L, K,) of
this, one says to him *3 < ºf 25 [Thou Jall donºn and die; or n/ere they should die]. which three forms IAqr prefers the first, (L.)
and sometimes
the2 3: is changed into 1, and one
hast taken the whole of what was due tº thee of
... 8

**

*****)

(S.) =
[and
A cause ; an
the thing purchased and taken by thee in the
efficient; that which produces, or effects, any
manner above described]. (S.)

thing. (Msb.) — See *** X=
3

* >

.

to gº.]

A name of the month
times. (TA.)

and

cº-2,

&=

0

and

.

cº-, (S,) and in one

indecl., with kesreh for its ter.
3

mination, (L.) and

.

cº-, (K, in

art.

cº-)

A.

(K) in ancient
thing by which a person or thing is veiled,
concealed, or hidden ; a veil; a covering ; cz

g .

*: and * :

2-9

dial.

tº

---.

2* >

[Jºss-> Obligatory, or incumbent: opposed
3

-

says

3

&

.

See ºrº-5.

...)

**** A great sin for which one deserves curtain. (S, L, K.) — &l=5 º wº & *
punishment [in the world to come]: (TA :) or a Such a one came having upon him nothing to
360°

--> -

2924
2 -

º

rail, or conceal, him. (L.) —

- b-

2

-
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Jº-A
-

-

-

6 & x

-

* >

5 o .

U-2 a523 J-J which forms are said by several authors to apply M, L, K,) inf. n. 2-3 and Jº-5 and Jºe-3 and
to the verb in all its significations, though F

* (Ll, T, S, M, K) and Öº, (T, L) and
There is nothing that veils, or conceals, before,
seems to restrict the latter to two significations, , , ,
or in the way to, him, or it. (L.) — Jº Jº
33-5, (Yz,) He became possessed of nealth, or

***

(TA) inf. h. 3,44 (S, L, Msh, K) and cº->

&

or ſon:

There is nothing that veils,

(L, Msb, K,) and

property: (T:) or he nas, or became, rich ;
(IAar, L, K,) in possessed of competence, or sufficiency; in no
6 o
into e, (L.) and Jº-3 need; nithout wants, or nith few nants; (S, M,

&

ceals, between me and him, or it. (L.) — tº-2 which the 3 is changed
Water in a tank or cistern sufficient to cover its
and 2-, and i.e.; (L, K;) and
bottom. (S.) –
The remains of º

:*:

such as property, &c. (Az.) — cº->

-

-

*s,

aor.

L, K;) so as not to be poor afterwards: (L:)
and he gained, acquired, or earned wealth.

L33) alº <- (K ;) but this form of the verb is not (Exps. of the Fs.) Hence the saying of the

found in the lexicons, [the K only accepted,
Arabs, cº & Jº cº &lº (The
I met him, he being the first object that I saw.
(MF,) in the sense here assigned to it; (TA ;)
(S, K.) = Smooth rock. (K.)
of money hides the weakness of judg
possession
He found it; lighted on it; attained it; obtained
it by searching or seeking; discovered it; per ment of the neak in judgment]. (T, L.) =
2

. .”

*

ceived it; saw it; experienced it, or became

* <3, (S. L. K. &c.) aor. 4- (F. M. L. K)

sensible of it; (F, in the K and in the Bašáir, and 3–:: ; (M, L, K;) and 3-3, as heard by
on the authority of Abu-l-Kàsim El-Isbahánee ;) Fr from certain of the Arabs; (Kzz;) inf. n.
namely, a thing sought, sought for or after, or

desired ; (S, L, K;) and simply a thing. (L.)
cle-3

See

**** is of several kinds.

It is The finding, &c.,
by means of any one of the fire senses : as when

º *3-3

one says
and

4.x: **3, and

****,

(Fs, S, A, L., Msb, K,) by some pro

iº, (Fr.) and 3+, and i- (L, K)
and 33-3 (Lh, S, M, L) and 3,4- (Fr, Kzz)
nounced

[I found, &c., Zeyd]: He was angry with him : (Fs, S, A, L, Mºb, K)
<-5, and **, and or he was angry with him with the anger that
proceeds from a friend. (TA, voce

****,

**)

E.

[I found, or perceived, &c., its taste,
dº

3-3, (aor.

3-4, L,) inf. n. 3-3,

He loved

and its odour, and its sound, and its roughness].
*

&es

:

~

Also, The finding, &c., by means of the faculty him. (L, K.) º 3-3, (A, L,) and ****,
of appetite, [or rather of sensation, which is the (A,) He loved her; (A, L;) he loved her pas
cause of appetite :] as when one says *3-3 sionately or fondly. (L.) 3-3 º 4 He

*

see

***.

*:: A garment

closely noven, (S, K,) and

&

[I found, experienced, or became sensible has a love [or passionate or fond love] for her.

firm : (S:) or of close texture, and thick : or of satiety]. Also, The finding,
&c., by the
strong : or narron, and firm : (TA :) as also
intellect, or by means of the intellect ; of which
W
(5. K, TA:) from Jº
kind is one's knowing God: and here it should
(S.) —
A smooth skin. (K.) = *** be observed, that 33°-3 attributed to God is
Constrained, compelled, or necessitated, to have simple knowledge : (Abu-l-Kàsim El-Isbahánee,
recourse to, or to betake himself to, a thing or cited in the Basáir :) ...iſ 3-3, wherever it
place, for protection or concealment or the like;
occurs, means God knew. (Er-Rághib, Z, &c.)
*. ..
*> *>
syn. is 14. (L, K, TA [in the CKUE-Lo, which
i.e., in the Kur-àn. (TA) – 3-3 [He found,

“º.

***.

****

(A)=4<3, ſaor, 3-4] (Pyn, F.S. L. Mºb,
&c.,) and 3-3, [aor. 3-4.) (El-Hejeree, M, K,)
the latter the only form mentioned in the K,
but the former is the only form generally known,

(MF, TA) and 343, (Lh, M, L.) inf. h. 3-3,

(S, L, Msb, K, &c.,) He grieved; mourned;
sorrored. (S, L, Mºb, K, &c.) You say, tºº-3
au, (Msb,) and % W ---, (S, L.) I grieved,
Az says, that the in the sense of] he knew [by experience]. (A, mourned, or sorroned, for such a one. (S, L,
is the signification of
word which he retains in his memory is &--, TA, &c.) [In this sense, it is a verb of the Msb.) Ibn-Hisham El-Lakhmee says, that in
before the &
and that the two kind called ~sº Jºi, having two objective this sense As-3 is not transitive : (MF:) [i.e.,
with the
*

@ .

.

3-5)

º

º

words may be two dial. forms. =
9.

-

-

d -

a

**s-, or complements;

the first of which is called its without a

prop.] = <-3,

(inf n.

3-3,

A,

-

* -->, accord. to two different relations of a noun, and the second its predicate.] Ex. <--> Msb) It existed; it became existent (A, Msb)
\- "
from a state of nonexistence. (S, L, K.)
trad. in which it occurs, Oppressed by the want letie- É º I [found, or knew Zeyd to
to void his urine. (L.)
possess the quality of defending those things 4. º $2-3 He (God, S, A, I) made him
which should be sacred, or inviolable.

--

(A.)
to find,

tº:- One who veils, or conceals, or hides, a
•

attain, or

obtain, it; (Lh, S, A, L, K;)

Used in this sense, as doubly trans, its inf. h.

thing. (L.) = See

***.

namely, the thing that he sought, sought for or

Öº (Akh) and 3,44.

It is also after,
or desired; ($, L, K;) or a stray beast.
tº-> º A closed door : (S, K :) or a used as singly trans., as syn. with 24. (TA.) (A.)— $2-3 He (God, S, &c.) enriched him ;
– When 3-5 signifies he found, or tighted on, made him to be possessed of nealth or property;
door before which is a curtain. (TA.)
a thing after it had gone away, its inf. n. is to be possessed of competence or sufficiency; to
be in no need, or without wants, or rvith fen,
&ji. A conspicuous, open, wide
is

G

- d -

(Seer.)

0

#4.

&º. (IKE)—its ºs, G, A, Mº.)

road. (L.)

nor. -- (Mº) and 4-, (MF) if n &
(S, Msb) and

3-3

(M5b) [He found the

wants. (S, A, L., K.) Ex.

(sº & <!

**, Jº is “ Jº Praise
stra, tº-**
to God who enriched me after poverty and

1. *.*-5, aor. *** and 4:4, (S, L, Msb, K.) beast]. — 3. 4% &- 3- 2, for which one
strengthened me after weakness. (S, L.) — He
the latter of the dial. of the tribe of 'Amir (S, L, also says 2-2, I found no means of avoiding, strengthened him after weakness; like **i.
Msb) Ibn-Saasaiah, (MF) and without a parallel or escaping, that. (Kz, T.A.) — 4-3, (L)
(K.) [But see what immediately precedes.] =
(S, L, Msb, K) in verbs of this class, (S, L, Msb,)
* - - -

-

the 5 in it being dropped because it falls out in
the original form of the aor, (Msb,) both of

and JºJ)
- -

- -

2-3, (Fs, T, S, L, Msb) and 2-2, (inf n, stºl, TA) He (God) made it;

-

º, J., “s, (L), M. K.) ºr 4-, (Lh,

meaning, created it; originated it ; caused it to

1300K 1.]

**-5 - je-5
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be or crist, or to come to pass; brought it into it stagnates : (L:) or a pool: (L:) and (some 1943 (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and 3.4% (K)
existence (S, L, Msb, K) from a state of non- say, TA) a tank, or cistern : (Ki) pl. slº-2 (S, Medicine which is put, or poured, into the mouth;
existence, (Msb,) not after the similitude of any
(K;) into any part of the mouth; (ISk, ISd:)
L, K) and Öliº. (L. K.)
thing prečaristing. (TA) •24-3 in this sense is
or into the middle of the mouth : (S, Mgh:) or
not allowable. (S, L, K.)
Jes & A place abounding with *3, pl. into the fauces: (Msb:) or into the middle of
the fauces : (TA:) of a child, S, TA, or sick
5. *; He complained of it; namely, sleep
9 . .”

-

of 3-3. (K.)

-

-

-

-

person ; (Msb;) with a

5->.

(A.) – Also

lessness by night, (L, K,) &c., (K,) or a par
ticular affair. (L.) = See 1, in two places.

the former, f [A thing which one is made to
jº-5
hear and which he dislikes, or hates :] a subst.
6. Jº-195 He feigned, or made a show of,
1. ore-5, (§, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and 133 ope-2, from º in the last of the senses explained
love [or passionate love]. (A.)
(AZ, A) (or º) aor, ºs-, (Mºb) inf n. above. (K.)
2 **

5 o .

o

º, o

-

º e

z

and W

** *

* * * *

6 o' .

º

º .

3-5; (AZ, K;) and 7 *; [which is the more

Jº-3 and 3.xe-: see 2-5; and see 1.
2-3 and " *

*

3-3 [and Y i.e. &c.,

- *

* (5 K) and sº (A, K) A thing the

common,] (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, TA,) and º º-s, the kº. , with which medicine is put, or poured,
º, (TA,) inf. n. j-. (Msb;) He put, ($, K,) into the mouth, (K,) or into the middle

Or

see 1,] (the first of which is the most chaste,
IKh, MF) Richness, or competence, or sufficiency;

or poured, medicine into his (a child's, S, or sick of the mouth, (S,) [or into the fauces.]

person's, Msb) mouth; (AZ, K ;) into any part
state of being in no need, or of having no wants, or
few wants: (M, L, K.) ability; capacity; power. of his mouth : (ISk, ISd:) or into the middle of
his mouth: (S, Mgh:) or into his fauces: (Msb :)

(M, L.) – sº & 3. This is a result of with a 5-3 (A:) and (Ji *:

[he poured

jº-3

1. *s, *, inf n. *-s (A, Msh, TA) and

my porcer, or ability. (L.)

the water into his mouth; or into the middle of 3-3, (M, TA,) [It (an expression, or speech, or
3-3, act. part. n of 1, Finding; or a finder; his mouth : or into his fauces]. (A’Obeyd.) – language,) was brief, or concise : or] it (an ex
pression] was brief, and quickly intelligible:
&c. (L.) — Rich; possessing competence, or

&1943; (IKH;) or sºlº (A'obeyd,

sufficiency; in no need; without wants, or nith S, A, K,) which latter only is allowable; (Msb:) or it (a man's speech) was offen words;
fen, wants; (L;) solvent; one niho finds that (A’Obeyd, S.;) or the latter is what is com (A;) as also "jº, said of language: (A, K:)
nºheren:ith to pay n-hat he ones. (A’Obeyd, L.) monly known, but the former may be a dial. or both signify it (language) was offen words,
Ex. ésie J- 2-19) & The solvent man's
form thereof; (IAth;) and
º: with eloquence. (M, TA) — ail. es? 3-3,
putting off the payment of his debt with promises (Lth;) tº He pierced him in his mouth with the aor. : ; (A, K,) or *** Jº; (Msb;) and
repeated time after time makes his punishment spear : (A, K.) or in his breast, or chest : (Lth, * 3-3, aor. 3-4; inf. n. #3; (A, K5) of
allonable. (L, from a trad. See Mgh art. L33).) S, IKtt;) and -º-º: º, inf. n. *3, Occul's the former verb; (TA;) and [of the latter] 3-3
9 * >
3-5), as an epithet applied to God, He who in a trad., signifying, the pierced him with the

cº

and j9-3 ; (A, K5) and as "jºl; (Msb;)
has no wants. (IAth, L.)=4<--e Jºe 9 5 * sword. (IAth, T.A.) — And in like manner [He was brief, or concise, in his speech, or lan
... •

-

6

•

*

>

He is angry with his companion. (A.) = Úſ you say, ºr " & ! [app. He infused into guage; contr. of <bi : or] he was offen words

º 3-5

him.

I am able to do the thing.

= & 3-6 *, and Çº, and "3-5-4, He is
in love

for

wrath, or rage].

(A’Obeyd, TA.) — Also,
in his speech : (A, K:*) or he was brief, and

(Msb.)

•

5-3.

9-4,

inf. n.

*3, f

He made him to

quickly intelligible, in his language: (Msb:) or

hear what he disliked, or hated: (K, TA:) but

"3-5 signifies he was quick and brief in speaking.
(Nh,
TA) See this latter verb below. = 3-3
~ 0a

aOl".

passionately in love] with such a

the form commonly known is W
6 * >
female. (A.) — Jºe-3 is mentioned in the A’Obeyd says. (TA.)
-

º,

as

-

JääJ!: see 4.

Towsheeh as a pl. of 3-9. but this is strange.

4 : see 1, throughout.

4 : see 1, in four places. =

(TA.)

ſº jº-5' [He

5. 2-, He snallowed a medicine (K, TA) by made the expression brief, or concise; and in like
33-3-e, part. m. of *ś, Being, or eacisting ;
little and little, or by degrees. (TA.) – He manner, the speech, or language : or] he made
come to pass : (S, L, K :) or, as an irreg, pass.
the expression brief, and quickly intelligible; as
9

x

∈ e.

drank water against his will. (Aboo-Kheyreh, K.)

part. n. of

$º,

caused to be, or eacist; or to

come to pass; brought into eacistence : (MF :)
pl.

also " ſº, aor. §e. ; (Mºbi) or & jº,

* **, G, K) originally jº, (S) He

*s, *:

which is a term applied to three physiced himself neith the medicine termed
kinds of things: namely, that which exists and (S, TA.)

(A, K,) inf. n.

jº-, (A,) he made his language

3.43. to be offen words : (A, K.) or ASKI j-, he

abridged the language; (S;) i. q. *: though
there
is a logical distinction between the two, for
and jº The hole, or den, (2++, A, K,)
God : that which exists and has a beginning and
an end; as the substances of the present world : or subterranean habitation, (~~, T, S,) of the the mention of which this is not the place: (M,
TA:) the difference is said to be this; that the
and that which exists and has a beginning but

has neither beginning nor end ; and such is only

*:

no end; as men in the world to come. (TA.) hyena, (T, S, A, K,) &c., (A, K,) or, and the former signifies he ea pressed the correct meaning
— [Present.] — 3,44. A thing within one's like, (T,) such as the lion, and the wolf, and the concisely, without regard to the original n:ords;
fox, and the like: (M, TA:) pl. [of pauc.] *} and the latter, “he curtailed the words, preserv
power; over which one has pomer. (Mºb.)
and [of mult] 343. (K.) A poet uses the es. ing the meaning” (MF, in art. 2-ad-.) –
Jae-sºº : see Jº-'9.
pression jº *S*, applying jº-3 metaphori ãº jº-5' He made the gift prompt, or speedy:
% w - - -

g

-

Jº-3

cally to the place of the dog: but it is not (A, K:) or he made the gift little, or small.

improbable that the correct relation may be £º (L, TA)=Jºãº Jéj-2. He hastened and
completed, or made certain, the slaughter of the
a mountain, (S, L, K,) in which water collects, *:: though it may be allowable to call hyenas slain man; i. 4. 4. 3.44. (Abu-l-Mikdām

3-3 A

small, or round, hollon', or cavity, in

-

©e ,

(S,) or which retains water, (L, K,) and in nihich

~54°, as her young ones are called ſº-.

**

(M.) Es-Sulamee, in TA, art. jars.)

5.
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º j-> He sought, asked, or demanded, | syn. £3.
*~ * ~ *

the accomplishment of the thing; syn. •jº-º:

** *:::

(A.) So in the Kur, [xx. 70,)

es? Jºsé

And he conceived in his

and motions; for], accord. to Es-Sukkaree, cº->
Jºsé. (TA.)
In eans

(S, K :) he sought, asked, or demanded, it ; syn. mind a fear : (Aboo-Is-hák, $:) and W J-5

4-º:

(K;) and

asked fºr its accomplishment ;

•jº- meaning jº, Jº 4…}.

3-3

(TA.)

g

-

J.--> An opinion, idea, or object of thought,
signifies the same: ($ ) or the above words of bestirring itself, or occurring, in the mind; syn.
the Kur. signify he perceived, or felt, and con
ceived, in his mind a fear; (K;) and in like U->ue, (S, K,) i. e., 3'-le-. (TA.)
*

Quickness; speed; haste. (TA.) As an manner in the same book, [xi. 73, and] li. 28:

*

5

-

.

Jº A little of food, and of beverage (K)

epithet, applied to a man, (TA,) Quick of motion or, as Aboo-Is-hák says, in one place, J-e-5' One says, sº $3:e £53 u. I tasted not, at
(K, TA) in that which he begins: (TA :) fem. signifies fear fell into his mind. (TA) See his abode, any food; (El-Umawee, S;) and [in
with 3: (K:) and quick, applied to a camel. also 1, and 5.
like manner W tº. (TA.) And ºi. es. U.
(TA)- Also, applied to a man, (TA,) Prompt,
or quick, in giving. (K.) — Also,
3-3 (S, K) 5. J--> He listened to (S, A, K) a sound, J-e-5' There is not in his skin a drop : thus the
6
.
.9

-

and "jº (S, A, Msb) and 'jelº (TA) and
*

.

.”

*}... (S. K) and "jeº, (S) applied to an
expression, (Msb,) or language, (S, A, K, TA,)

[Brief, or concise :] or brief, or quickly intel
ligible: (Msb:) or consisting offen words: (A,

(A,) or a low, faint, gentle, or soft, sound. (S,
K.) Ex. 5*, J.--> [He listened to a lon,
sound), occurring in a poem of Dhu-r-Rummeh :
or, as some say, it means he perceived a lon,
sound, and listened to it, being in fear. (T.A.)
[See also 4, where another signification of the
same verb is mentioned; and see 1.] And

phrase is given, without the mention of beverage:

or a drop of water. (TA.) It is said that the word

is not used * except
in negative phrases. (TA.)
, of
— Also, J-e-5') and Jºš (S, K) the latter
on the authority of Yaakoob, (S, TA,) but the
former is the more chaste, (TA,) Time; syn.
(S.K.) Hence the saying, (TA) ãº 9
.

jº,

.9

TA:) or abridged: (S:) or light, or easy,
(-iº, K, TA,) and keeping within just, or Çiği " …< Their ears (referring to camels) J.--5') J-e-, (§, K,) and v-º-3), (S) I
moderate, bounds: (TA:) and all these epithets listened, or endeavoured to hear. (IB, [in a will not do it ever. (ISk, S. K.) And 44; 3
(all but the last accord. to the K, and the last marg. note in my copy of the TA, art. J-i)
Jºsé J-e- I neill not do it n-hile
also accord. to the TA,) are likewise applied to — [Hence, jºš. cº J.--> He sought to
•

-ºš

time lasts. (El-Fārisee.)

the thing, or an affair, [app, meaning, small, or learn the ners, Or tidings, neithout others knowing
slight, or the like :] (K, TA:) and the first is of him. (AZ, in TA, voce J.3-4.) — Also,
also applied to a gift, and to beneficence, mean

&c.

See Supplement.]

& <--> The ear heard a lon, faint, gentle,
or soft sound; as also W <3. (TA.) – Also,

ing, little, or small. (TA.)
s

[3-3,

-

j-º-º-º:
g

6 o .

.

see 5-3, in two places.

&2

J.--> He tasted food, and beverage, time after

R. Q. 1. -º-; inf n. 4-3-3. He uttered a

time, little and little at a time. (K.)
j-e-'2 :

sound accompanied by a hoarseness, roughness,
10 : see 5.
harshness, or gruffness, of the voice : (S, K:)
3-2. and }** See 3-3, in two places. –
he made his breath to reciprocate in his throat,
Jº A fright of the heart : (S:) or fright so
as to be audible, by reason of cold; (TA :)
Or
..] One of the names of [the month of] that falls into the heart, or into the ear, from a he blen, upon his hand by reason of intense cold.
sound or some other thing; (Lth, A, K5) as also
(S, K.)
** : [app. for one or other of the reasons men

j-, -ſsoin the Land TA; it may be eitherjºs.
3-2.
tioned voce

Ji, ) thought by ISd, to be an * &uzº. (K.) [See 1, of which each is an

6 * 0 °

3-3 A strong man, (L, K,) who breathes
appellation used in the time of the tribe of 'Ád inf. n.] – A low, faint, gentle, or soft, sound.
hard
at his work by reason of his brishness and
(A’Obeyd, S, K.) [And particularly The sound
[who are also said to have called this month denoted in the words here following, and ex vigour; (L;) as also V **3. (K.) — Also

>G]. (L, TA)

plained in a former art, voce 3.3.) It is said the former, (L, K,) and the latter, (L.) A quick,

y--9 gº Jº , meaning,

He forbade
a man's being with his slave-girl, or his wife,
who uses fen words in speech and in reply, &c.
nºhen another female would hear their low sound.
(IDrd, K,” TA.)
(K,” TA.) And in another it is said, respecting
the same case, that they used to dislike [what is
U”-9
termed] J--9). (S.) = See also Jºi.
in a trad.,

3'-- [Brief, or concise, in speech;] a man

or prompt, and sharp-spirited, man. (L, K.)
Also the former, (S, K,) and the latter, (S) A
light, or an active, or agile, man. (A$, S, K.)
— Also both words, A lord, or chief; pl.
and
(L.) – Also both words,

***

i-3-3.

A barking, or howling, dog. (L, K.)

1. J.4%, aor. J-e-, infn. Jº and & “s,
He was frightened at some sound, or other thing,

&#3; see 1, and Jºs.

that fall into his mind, or ear. (TK.) [See also

Jº is syn. with 2%

1.- : see what pprecedes.
tº-2

[Knowing, &c.]; and

*re-3

Jº,

below; and see 4, and 5.] This com
therefore made trans. by means of ºr in the say
bination of letters generally denotes the per
ing of Aboo-Dhu-eyb,

ception of a thing of which one hears not any
sound. ($gh)—º J.-2, ſaor, app. as
above,) inf. n.

Jº, i. q. C*

*:
TA.)

*

*

* *

© a

-

&

A disease that attacks camels. (K,

By some written

*:

[and so in the

…)

J-U-5 ºr all 3'29, 3,223

*

[app. meaning [An intelligent person, acquainted with the cir

The thing was unperceived, or hardly perceived, cumvention of game : see §3) : (M, art. 253 :)
by the eye, or ear, or mind; was hidden, or
(ISd holds it to be a possessive epithet, since it
concealed; n'as lon, faint, gentle, or soft, to the
has no known verb [of a suitable meaning that
ear; or was obscure to the mind.]. (IKft.)
is unaugmented]: or [the meaning of these
2 : see 5, last signification but one.
words is, a person possessing skill in circumvent
ing
game, a listener, or attentire, to their sounds
4. U-s-3. He conceived a thing in his mind;

CK;] but the correctness of this is improbable.
(TA.)
\-a-3
4,

6

e

5

e >

cº-3 Alal Food in nihich is no good. (L.)
*A*-5

1. 4-5, aor. 4-45 (T, L, Mºb ) and 3-3,
(Lh, M, L, K,) aor. 3-; (Lh) and 4- (K;)

2927
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with the latter aor, likeº, aor. * ; but 3-3 any to share or participate with him, in the They are by themselves: (L:) and 2-5 Jé Lºſ
with this aor. is not mentioned by the lexico affair. (L.) – º 2-2. He was, or became, 354- Jº 2. Give thou to crºon. of tiºn
logists or grammarians [except F]; (MF;) [and alone, without any to share, or participate nith
its aor. is therefore probably

3-34.

by himself; syn. Jºe Je. ($) The 5 in 33

only, agree him, in his opinion.

ably with analogy, for which reason it seems to

be omitted in the M5] and 3-3, (Lh, M, L,

[3<3

8.
* * *

(S, L.) – See 1.

is a substitute for the 3 (S, L) which is cut off
It was, or became, one. And hence, from the beginning. (L)–3–3, (K) or

* * *

"3-3,

ax-e Jº-jī He was, or became, one with him

(L,) A wild animal alone, by itself, or
apart from others. (L, K.) – 3-3, (K,) or

Msh, K) aor, also 3-4; (K) but this is in interests &c.]–2-5. It (a number of things,
without a parallel, and without any authority
[except Fl; (MF) or 3-3.5 (L ) (but this is
also extr., and is probably a mistake for **,
which is the form agreeable with analogy;]

* *

*-

0 0 e.

... "

*.. .

o

-

:

3-A-: see 2-3. — al-Me- eſs cº-e alsº, and lowing phrases: (A’Obeyd, S, L:) ****

inſ. n. 4- (T, M, L, Mºb, K) and 3-3 (M,
L, K) and 3-3 (L) and #34 (L, K) or
33-3, (as in some copies of the K and in the
TA) and 3,43 (K) and $3.3 (M, L, Mºb, K)
and is, 3: (K;) He, or it, was, or became,

5

or substances, two and more, KT,) became one. "3-3, (L.) A man whose lineage and origin are
(KT, KL.) See 1.
unknown. (Lth, L, K.) – ** is used as the
10: see 1.
complement of a prefixed n. only in the fol
33°,

-

and 45-a- Uss cº, and cº-e which is an expression of praise; (S, L, K;)
meaning, f He is one unequalled; one who has
*—i. &ly, and aſ, Jºly Jºe, He did it of him

Jº,

45-As- els

no second (L:) or he is a man of right judg
self; of his onen accord; of his onen judgment. ment : you say also tº-3 tº-3 º, and
ô -

(AZ, L, K.)
6 0 .

alone, by himself or itself, apart from others;

s

* > 3 >

-

Ja-2 : see 1, and Jº-5. – 9-A-3

- -

,

,

22*, 's 24, and tº-3 i- (e. and
are!, &ea=s ** &: (Lth, L:) [see art. &- :]
* Jef.

(T, L, Mºb ;) as also [V <5. ; and "2+3; ; (S, L, K) I san, him alone. (S, L.) Ja-3 is
and] "Je-5-1; (A:) he was, or became, alone, here an inf. n., having no dual nor pl. (K.) it is as though you said 39°, **** you put
without anyone to cheer him by his society, com The Koofees hold it to be in the acc. case as • A-3 in the place of an inf. m. in the gen. case:
pany, or conversation: (L:) he remained alone, an adv. n. of place: the Basrees, as an inf. n., (S:) and :* Jº, (IAar, L,) and **** Jº,
by himself, apart from others; (Lh, M, L,
in every instance ; as though thou saidst ajJae-5' (S, L,) [A man unequalled; who has no second,
K;) as also "2-53. (M, L, K.) See also 5,
and a little man (probably meaning the contr.)
…

* > 0 ,

*

.

of

... 0.9

|2|-} Jºãº, meaning “I saw none save him,”

&

.

.”

-

&c.] : and 2.x=3 &º A man with whom no one
and then substituted oxa-3: or, as Abu-l-‘Abbās
2. 32-2, (inf. n.
K,) He made it one; says, it may mean the man's being himself contends in eaccellence : (Lth, L:) and **** Jºe:P,
Jººs-e-, which are expressions of
or called it one : (K:) like as one says à, and alone; as though thou saidst ºil. Sº, <º and
and then substituted 2-5. (S.) Or dispraise ; (S, L, K;) meaning, f One who does
.# (S, L.) as also sº. (TA) similar itlsº,
is in the acc. case as a denotative of state not consult, nor mia: nith, any one, and n:ho is
verbs are formed from the other nouns sig
accord. to the Bagrees [and the grammarians in
nificant of numbers, to #4. (Esh-Sheybánee, general]; not as an inf. n., J being in error in contemptible and weak : (Sh, L. :) * being
used in the manner of an inf. n., not being an
K.) —
2-2, or
He remained one
what he says on this matter: (IB, K:) the epithet nor an enunciative so as to be in con
night with hiri e: and in like manner the verb Bagrees hold it to be a noun occupying the
cordance with the preceding noun, would be
is used in relation to any saying or action. place of an inf. n. in the acc. case as a denotative more properly in the acc. case; but the Arabs

below.

•

3-#.

- d ...

.º.

•

Jºe Jº

*

****

2

º

(TA, voce 2 :-)

..

6

-

tºº,

-

iſ 2-2, inf. n. 3-3,

He

of state; like Laë, 3. à-, meaning useſ,

use it in these instances as the complement of a
prefixed n. : (Lth, L:) these expressions are

asserted, or declared, God to be one; he asserted, (IB :) excepting some of them, as Yoo, who
declared, or preferred belief in, the unity of God: holds it to be in the acc. case as an adv. n. of
as also 2-1. (T, L.) —
The belief in
and there is a third opinion, that of Hisham;
God alone; (L, K;) in his unity. (L.)
that it is in the acc. case as an inf. n. (L.) Or,
4. * * Ja-5! [God rendered him soli (accord. to IAar, L,) it is a noun used as a

& .

indeterminate:
for the Arabs say, oxº-3
2 of,
o .

place, for 2-3 Jé, (IB, K) like º (TA)

4-ºl

6

5

* >

g .

º;

: see Jºe-3 and

***PJ

g

.

***-9.

-

: See Jºee-5.
45 - 6 .

(L, K.) –

tºº,

… •

<-el, Jºš i [I'ew unequalled men have I seen].
(Hisham, Fr., L.)

tary]; i.e., he remained alone; (K;) or nas noun absolutely: (L, K.) so in the dial. of the
made to remain alone. (L)–33& 2-9. Benoo Temeen: (Msb :) you say 33-3 J.-and 29-2 Jº, and lsº 9-3 Lºe L.-º-, and
He left him [alone] to the enemies.

.
*... " .

3.x-3 The state of being alone, or apart from

22-3 Jº lº,

[He sat others; solitariness; solitude. (Sb, S.) See 1.
of his time : (S, L, K.) made him to have no alone, and they two sat alone, and they sat —ill #2-3 [The solitude of the grave]. (A)

$2-3'

He (God) made him the unequalled one

and

equal. (A)—Jºn 2-, The people left alone]. (L, K.) When not preceded by a pre
[33-9, ãº The night of solitude; the first
~e s
a y o , cf.
him alone, or by himself. (L.)— Jºe 459-5), fixed n. [or a prep.], it is always in the acc. night after burial; so called because the soul is
case: (Lth, L:) you say, **** Aſ Śl •S Sj
believed to remain in the grave during this
inf n. St-1, II singled him by my sight;] I
|

[There is no deity but God alone]: and

san, none save him. (S, L.) – Stºs-31 She
(a ewe) brought forth one only : (S, K:) like

2 - 6 -

9. Ae-3

3.

-

éº

night, and then to depart to the place appointed
[I passed by Zeyd alone]: (L:) for the residence of good souls until the last day,

&#. (S.) – º ºs-> She (a woman)

[excepting in a few cases, stich as the phrases] or to the appointed prison in which wicked souls

brought him forth an unequalled one. (L, fºom

tº-3 29. 34 & [We two alone said this
thing], and tºº, $36 [They two women

a trad.)

5. ** if assi, (S) or “a” “s,

alone said it]; mentioned by AZ. (L.) You

(L, K,) God protected him himself, not com say also, 22*. Jº lik, and "44-Jé, This
mitting him to the care of another. (S, L, K.) is by itself; (L, K5) and tº- Jº tº They
-

28, *sº He was, or became, alone, nithout

tno are by themselves:

and

2,3- Jé 2.

await their final doom.
6-

.

See also

isºl ăș.]

6 2.

àºl.xe-3 The unity of God: (L, K:") as
32 - #
also ãº-i. (Msb.)
3

2 5 2

-

-

-

-

-

*

-

Lºlº-3 One niho is singular in his religious

opinions; who separates himself from the general

[Book I.

2-3 – J-5

2928
.

-

. e.

e.

-

.

* > . . .

.”

body of believers : a rel. n. from 3.x-3)]; the ". and otherwise. (Mgb.) [See, again, art. is decl.] You say, Aj-e Jºx's-3A [He is the
s
2 - 3 &
g
1 and c, being added to give intensiveness to the Aa-j.]—" **-59
29.
3. es” “… I am not eleventh of them]: and Jºe (sal- ºg [The
-

signification.
...

•

|

-

• - © .

5'-3 : see Jº-5-6

3-5 (S, L, Mºb, K) and '3:34 (L, K)
and '3-3 and '3-3 (§, L, Mºb, K) and '3-3
(M, L) and "3-1, (L) A man alone; by him.
self; apart

from

-

-

- -

- -

others; solitary; lonely : (S,

(S, L.) — &- the pl. of W.A–5), is applied respecting 334 & Jú and its fem., explained in
by a poet to dogs having no equals or matches.
art. ‘tº, q.v.]— ;-s: signifies i.4. *i; :
(S, L.) — 4; 4-3 S; Öğ Such a one has no
and is often used in the sense of à. (MF,
equal, like, parallel, or match. (S, M, L.) —
9 &.

Also, One that has no equal; one unequalled.

M, L, Mºb, K.) as also 3-1; (M. L. K.) or,
6 . .

q x -

accord. to Az, one should not say Jºel Jºj,
6 - #

-

alone, without a parallel, or match, in this eleventh day]; and 3,4- à- âû [The
affair : (S," L, K :*) or simply, I am not alone eleventh night]. (ISd, L.) [The rules respect
in it. (T, L.) The fem. *** is not used. ing, i.e. (sal- and its fem. are the same as those

(L.)

*

-

6. 0

6 * :

nor Jºe-l ºx, nor Jºe

o

.

(L.)

cº)

—ºss 4-5 &

o

Such a person is the
unequalled one of his age. (S, L.) And in like

*Usº, though some of manner, (TA,) *j
6 - # .
-

voce

Jºf * 3: & (S, L)

Jº-1: see art. 2-1.
- ~ *

... •

b >

>\e-l: see *5-0.

-

the lexicologists assert that Jºe-I is originally
Such a person is the unequalled one of the people
Jae-3 : for 3- is an epithet applied to God
* ~ *

* . of

Jº-5' : see

3-3.

of his time. (TA.) The pl. of "J-31 [as well

º

…)

alone: (L:) the fem. epithet used in this sense is
--> A ewe bringing forth, or that brings
#3-s: (K :) and "3-3 in this sense receives as of Ja-13 in the same sense] is &:
forth, one ewe only. (S, K.) [See 3.44.]
• ? (originally Ö3-3, S) like as 33. is pl. sºi.
the dual form : and the pl. is Ö3-, and &2
($, L.) – º 4-5 [An unequalled son of his
<-- and Y 3-3 and 3- [used adverbially]
and 3'-5. (L.) Jºe-2 Jºy A man who has
mother], is an indeterminate expression, like are imperfectly decl. because of their having the
no one to cheer him by his society, conversation,
q. v. (Hisham, Fr. L.) – Also, quality of an epithet and deviating from their
****
or company. And "Jº Jº A man who A man pre-eminent in knowledge or winſ, or in
-

-

6

-

º

-

4 - -

9 - - - -

*-*.

& - e.

original form, (§, L.) which is 3-13; (L, K.)

remains alone, by himself, apart from others,
valour in n’ar, (L, K [in the CK, for J-Lº is put

or because they differ from their original both as

or solitary, not mixing with other people, not
J-U]) or in other qualities; as though having to the letter and the meaning; the original word
sitting with them. (L.) See also 3-3
no equal, and thus being alone : (L:) pl. being changed as above stated, and the meaning
-

being changed to 14-5 14-3. ($, L:) you say
Mºb, K:) syn. [in many cases, which will be 3-9. (T, L) and '3-ºl and '4-3-ºl, (M, *a-9-e *:- lºſé 3. (S, L, K,) [and 3-3 3-5.)
shown below,) with 3-i. (K:) [and one alone: L, K,) epithets applied to God, Thé One, the and Su- 3-1, (L, K,) They entered one [and]
a single person or thing :] fem. #2-3: (L, Sole; He whose attribute is unity: (M, L, K:) one, ſome and one]; or one [by] one, [one by
Mºb:) it sometimes receives the dual form; or the first signifies the One in essence, who has one]; (K;) or one at a time; one after another.
L.)
(L, K ;) as in the expression
tº no like nor equal; and the second, the One in (S,

3-6

One; the first of the numbers: (S, L,

33-, and Čaki (L, *)-3-2 and

. .

o.

* ~

6.

-

º-ſ,

[We met, we being each of us one alone]; cited attributes, beside whom there is no other ; or

ſia-2, (not #3-4)

conv. term in lexico

the first, the One who is not susceptible of division

logy, Having one diacritical point; one-pointed:
from a poet by IAgr: or the dual form pertains
into parts or portions, nor of duplication, and an epithet added to tº to
prevent its being
to it in another sense, explained below, namely
who has no equal nor like : (TL:) or the One
“alone:” (L:) pl. &24-5 (S, L, K) and who has ever been alone, without companion : mistaken for U, U, or Q. (The lexicons,
2 oż

• 6 -

33-3

º

which,

passim.)]

-

Ö3-1;

(S, L;) in the last of (IAth, L:) and there is no being but God to
is substituted for 3 because of the whom the first and second of these epithets are
•
23 oz
3. (L ) one says, 3-6 L5- ºl, and applicable together, or to whom the second is

and

dammeh
Ö33-3 Ls-, (Ye are one tribe, L.) like as one

applicable alone. (T, L.) See also 3-i,

• * ... 2 - °.
says cº
àº : (Fr, S, L:) st- may also

*-i-J - J - Jºi's 3–?" The

-

-

3'--**,

in art. pl.

human being and the horse are one in genus.

One of several hills, such as are called

- -

separate or remote, one from another:

3-2.

(L, K.) F remarks, that J is in

error in saying, &
5,441: (TA :) but

Jºe º-s, &e 3'--

the meaning of this is, that
Zeyd and 'Amr
like as sº is pl. of ºt. (Th, Mºb.) Its are one in species. (Er-Răghib.) – 2-5 Sin it denotes one part or portion; like as jº.
signifies one of ten : (L:) [i.e., the former sig.
proper signification is A thing having no sub
nifies
one of several things whereof each is
division ; and it is secondarily applied to any gular, as opposed to plural: pl. 34-3. (The
existing thing; so that there is no number to lexicons, passim)—3-3 4–25 cº-º: alone, or by itself:l and the same explanation
which it may not be applied as an epithet; [Thy companions and my companions are one is given by [several] old authors. (TA.) [In
wherefore one says,
§: [One ten], and and the same]. And 3-6 **śl, cº one copy of the S, instead of **), I find,i,j),
which affords a good sense, i.e., that SU-2, is
53-3 tº [one hundred). (Er-Rºghib.) It [J-3/a-J1 and 3325) are one and the same]. syn.
with 3-5; and may be the true reading.]
is interchangeable for J-f when used as an (L.) – See 3-5. — Jºe 32-, masc., and
6 * > **
epithet applied to God; and in certain nouns §:- ãº-, fem., Eleventh. In this case, [and
Jº-º-o: see Jº-5 and Jº-13.
of number. [See art. 2-1) In most cases
in similar instances, as Cºe, est-Twenty
differing from these two, there is a difference in
U-5
first, &c.,] .33'- and auxl- are formed by trans
be a pl. of 2-5 [and therefore originally 3-5.)
2 of

-

And

e;

Jº

3-5 sº 23

33-6

º

-

º

-

usage. The latter is used in affirmative phrases

1. Jº-3, aor. 2, [inf n., probably, **** Ol'
as a prefixed noun only, governing the noun position from 3-3 and 53-5, by putting the
which follows it in the gen. case; and is used first radical letter after the second. [When <!-3 or both,) It (a place) abounded with nºd

absolutely in negative phrases: whereas the without the article, it is indecl. : but when ren animals. (IKtt.) [The meaning assigned to this
in Freytag's Lex. belongs not to it, but to
former is used in affirmative phrases as a prefixed dered determinate by the article, the first word

|verb

Book I.]
•

J-5

* *

-

2929

*

º,) a Or. J.-, (IAar, wild animal; syn. **, (S, K, ubi supra,) and from what follows,) of the desert, (S, A, K,
(TK.) and a '.…, & 35: (A, K, ubi supra;) and "Jº-3-1 sig TA,) such as are not tame; (TA;) [i. e. wild

Jº-3,
*

k) intº Jº

Ol'

nifies the same ; (see this verb below ;) or he animals;] of the fem. gender; (TA;) as also
K,) or º, (S, A,) which latter form of the verb
: (K:) these three words
became, or made himself, as though on a par with Jº-5 (S) and "
is disapproved by IAar, but both are correct;
all used in a collective sense: (ISh:) and
(TA;) and "J-2 (app. used alone, the ob the wild animals; expl. by Jº-sº 3–1. (TA.) WareJ-3
signifies a single one of such animals;
jective complement being understood]; (TA;) [See exs. of both voce J-7| — See also 4, in
.
3
o'
3
*
($, ;K;)
to cº,
2-53, and Jºy
He threw it, or them, anay, (S, IX,) or to a five places. – And see 1.
: like J.-35
J-y inº, orelation
.
distance, (A,) namely, his garment, (S, K,) or
10. Jºe-5-1; see 5. – It is also quasi-pass. to A2, (TA :) or Jº-3 signifies such as is not
his garments, (A,) and his sword, (TA,) and his
tame, of beasts of the desert; and everything that
of Jº Jº-si (S, TA,) and [thus] signifies
d 2
spear, (S, TA,) and his weapon, or weapons,
is afraid of human beings
*\s: Jé
(S, A,) or anything, (TA,) to lighten himself, He felt, or eacperienced, at-3 [i.e. loneliness, or
3 .. • the L3
(A,) or his beast of carriage, (TA,) in fear of solitude, &c.; and sadness, grief, sorron, or dis Jºul cºe); as also "
were
a
corroborative,
as
in
Jºy'52
:
or,
accord.
his being overtaken : ($, K:) [or in any case; quietude or trouble of mind, &c.; and fear, &c.].
for] it is said in a trad. of El-Ows and El
to El-Fárábee, Jº-3 in the pl. [lexicologically,
º;

y →

-

Jº-3
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(S, K, TA) And ºn J. J.-:- [He ſell

Khazraj, tº &º º 1,4-y

a nant of the thing]. (K, voce esse, q.v.) You but not in the language of the grammarians] of
[Then they thren, anay their weapons, and em
like as 25, is of
(Msb:) or it
say also 4. Jº-5-), (A, TA,) or 4:3, (Msb) W
braced one another]. (TA.)
[meaning He was afraid of, or feared, him, or is used as a sing., as well as collectively; for
2: see 1.
it : agreeably with an explanation of the inf. n. you say, 2–3 J-5 3. [this is a bulky wild
4. Jºe-5. It (a place, A, Msb, or a place of in Har, p. 331 : see also an instance below, voce animal], and Jº-3 $t. º [this is a mild sheep

*3.

Cº

5 o –

alighting or abode, S, K) was, or became, desolate, J.-5 : or] meaning he was shy of him ; averse or goat, &c.]: (ISh:)

Jºsé is a pl. of J-3,
deserted, or destitute of human beings; (S, A, jrom him; unsocial, unsociable, or unfamiliar, (Msb, K,) and so is Öº-3, (Sgh, K,) and so
Msb, K,) the people having gone from it; (S, neith him ; and like a mild animal. (TA.) — is
[lexicologically, but grammarians
K3) as also "Jº-º. (A, Mºb, K.) And [in Jº ~…~5-1: see 4. = [He deemed a word,
term it a quasi-pl. n.,.] like as &4% is of
:
like manner you say of a land, Jººl " -->55, or sound, &c., strange, or uncouth.]
9 og
(Sgh, TA:) or Jº- is its only broken pl.

J-3,

3 o3

&tº

2 of
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0

°
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o' .

[and " --->~!, (see tº Jºjº, voce J-2)]

5 e

2<

>

4-e
-: pl. &: see J-5.
(S, TA) [i. e.
desolate, deserted, &c.] — He (a man) was, or
Jº-3, applied to a country, or region, ($, K,)
became, hungry; (S, A, K, TA ;) not having
eaten anything, so that his inside was empty; and a place, (TA,) and a house (32), (A,) and
(TA ) as also "Jº-5. (A :) or the latter [its fem.] à-3, applied to a land Cº) (S,

The land meas, or became

(TA.) — [Hence also, Wild, or shy; applied

a-3

to girls or women: see an ex. of the word in
this sense voce
where it has a redundant cy

#,

affixed to it..] — [Hence also] Lome; solitary;
nithout company. You say,
es: Jé.

-ºš

signifies his belly became empty by reason of TA,) to a house (3/3); (A :) Desolate, deserted, tº-3 He walked, or n'ent, in the land alone,
hunger. (S, K.) Also the former, His provisions or destitute of human beings or inhabitants; (S, having no other with him. (TA.) — [Hence

became spent, or exhausted. (S, K.) You say, K, TA;) as also " J-2. and W Jº: (A :)
o e, c.

2 o 2

• O .

of

o –

Jºe Lºe-5) Jº Our provisions have been

* •: 0 e.
and 4-e-9

2 :

2. 2 :

o2o "

.

-

ºf

…)

also] Hungry; (S, A, K,) as also Y J-24,

.

Jºji and Vä:-3-2 signify the same.
.

spent for two nights. (S.) You say also, Y Jº-> (K, TA.) You say also, J3:- 3\e Countries,

£3,

(AZ, A) and "Jº, (A) and "Jes:
(TA) pl. of the first, Jºº (S, A, K) [and

(S, A, K*) He made himself hungry; or regions, desolate, deserted, &c.; after the
&:-3]. You say, tºº & eº, (S, A,”
(A ;) or made his inside, (S,) or his stomach,
manner of J3- ; and in the accus. and gen., K,”) and tº-24, and tºº, (A,) Such a one
(K,) empty of food (S, K) and beverage; (K;)
for the purpose of drinking medicine. ($,” A,” &:-. pl., as Az says, of 'ii-, originally passed the night hungry, (S, A, K,) not having
... : 0 °
K.) = Jºš Uže-5' He found the land to be J-5, [So I read instead of it.<5, which is eaten anything, so that his inside was empty.
We passed the night
at-3 (As, S, K) [i. e. desolate, deserted, or evidently a mistranscription,] the 3 being want (TA.) And Cº-3
*

6

…)

c >

-

-

-

&
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• Jº

destitute of human beings — Jº Jº-5' ($,
A.) He made the man lonely, or solitary; and
sad, sorronſul, or disquieted or troubled in mind;
[by his absence, or withdrawal of himself; and
afraid; ] or he made him to feel, or experience,
**** [i.e. loneliness, or solitude, &c.]; ($ )
contr. of 4.31, (S, K, in art. J-7) inf. n.

6 .

nithout food. (TA.) [In another place in the

43 .

ing, as it is in a j and al-2 and 3.xe. (TA.) TA, we find J-5 º tº: “. 3á, and so
You also say, sº->| | *-sº arº, (S. K.) and in the L; the last •word
being evidently a
* >
*~~!, (TA,) i. e., I found him, or met him, in mistranscription, for cº-3; and it is added,
-

. .

o

& .

*.

.

o

o e.

• *

*

*

a desolate, or deserted, country, or region. (S, as though the speaker meant, Us:-5 âcº-;
K.) [See remarks on the last word in the
doubtless a mistake for Jºe-5 acLee- so that the
former phrase in art. º.º.o.] And in like
saying seems to mean, We have passed this our
manner, &#9, J--> &=}} I left him in the
night like a company of wild animals.]
(S, in that art.) Hence the saying of the people
desert part of the elevated plain, where one could
of Mekkeh, [and of Egypt, é-3 [Thou hast
J-3: See J-3, last signification.
not reach him. (L., T.A.") And [hence] jº
made us lonely, &c., by thine absence]. (TA.)
[See also an ex. from a poet, voce J-1. And J-5 An ass of a desert; [i. e. a nild ass;] as
à-3 Loneliness; solitude; lºomenes; SO
©

...

•,•

.

.”

J.4.

2

6.

-

see its quasi-pass., 10.]

3 ... • * *, *

3

*

*:

(S. K.) [And ºt-9 is litariness; desolateness; syn. 39Aé- : (S, K :)
The bull and conv, or bulls and cons, collectively, sadness; grief; sorrow; disquietude, or trouble,
5. Jº-> He (a beast) became nild, or shy; of the desert; i.e., the nild bull and conſ, or of mind: ($, K, TA:) or sadness, &c., arising
syn. *. (S, A, K, &c., in art. *i) and 3.5. bulls and cons.]—[Hence also] Animals (J33 from loneliness or solitude : (TA:) fear: (K,
(A, L, in that art.) And He (a man) became [which is used as a sing, and a pl., but is here TA :) or fear, or fright, arising from loneliness
unsocial, unsociable, unfamiliar, or shy; like a meant to be understood collectively, as appears or solitude : (TA :) a state of disunion between
also U.:-5 Jºe.

370
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a dagger, (S,) and a needle, (A, Msb,) &c.,
(Msb) not making the instrument to pass through :
(S, A, Msb, K. :) or, as some say, he did so

a:3-3-e Jºy! A land having, (Fr, S, A,) or
men, and remoteness of hearts from feelings of
nºith, (K,) mild animals, or animals
abounding
love or affection; from Jº-3 signifying “a
wild beast,” or “wild beasts, of the desert:” of the desert. (Fr, S, A, K.) [See issº- Ji,
(Msb :) unsociableness; unfriendliness; unsocial in art. Sye-.] In [some of] the copies of the K,
ness; unfamiliarity; shyness; wildness : [in all ****, which is a mistake. (TA.)
the above senses] contr. of L-31. (T, S, A, K,
J-3-o: see Jº-5, first sentence, and near
in art. J-i) [Hence, 44-9) āş The night of
loneliness, &c.; the first night after burial : also the end.

making the instrument to pass through : in a
trad., the plague (Jºual) is said to be a j-,
inflicted by jinn, or genii; and the word in this
instance is explained by some agreeably with

o o

6

- . .

5 c

.”

-

the former rendering, and by some agreeably
with the latter : or

called

53-9 āj, q. v.] You say, Jº &=;

c2o,

2.

4 of

º

3-3 signifies a slight piercing,

o –

*>3-, Jºy! : see J-5, first sentence.

and is like a goading: so accord. to Khálid
• *

3-3

I left him in loneliness, or solitude. (TK.)
And ā--9 33- Sadness, grief, sorrom, or
disquietude or trouble of mind, or sadness, &c.,
arising from loneliness or solitude, laid hold upon
him. (TA.)

,

Ibn-Jembeh, who uses the expression Jº js->

**** (2.

[-à-5 &c.

[He made a slight stab

in

her

hump neith his scarifter]. (TA.) 3-3 also sig
nifies The act of scarifying; syn. &#. (K.
&:
[So in a MS copy of the K, and this is the right
[of, or belonging to, or relating to, the R. Q. 1. **** His belly was, or became, reading : in the TA,
written with &
desert : and hence, wild; untamed; undomesti
Jiabby. (TA, voce -s-s-.)
unpointed: in the CK, &jº, with J and &
cated ; uncivilized; unfamiliar: and often used
as an epithet in which the quality of a subst. is
A fat and fleshy man, whose flesh instead of ~ and #.]) You say of a farrier,

See Supplement.]

*

&#.

&ls=3

4 o -

.

-

predominant]: see Jºe-5, in three places: i. q. shakes : (L:) having a flaccid belly, and dilated -** & S tº 5-5 g × 3–5 [He
(L:) lazy; (L, scarified it with a scarifter slightly, not penetra
Jº-; (S, Msb, art. Jºse-;) contr. of Jºel. skin ; (L, K ;) as also
s

tº

…

o £

***

ting to the sinen’s]; the pronoun referring to the
K;) unwilling to work: (L:) lazy or heary: (L:) hoof of a horse or the like, and the place of the
q. v. (S, A, art. Jºº- :) and in like manner, weak : (S, K :) a weak coward : (L:) ad rene
operation being the part called the yellº!. (Aboo
(L, K;) as also ttº- and
p
* :-, * : i, q ºs- (Mz, 13th 22.) rum impotens;
*323 : 'Adnán, T.A.)
– The right side of anything: (AZ, AA, S, (L:) qui se polluit, aut concacat, tempore coitus;
K, &c. :) or the left side (As, S, A, K,) of any as also tº- and 3-333. (IAqr.)— Anything 3-5 The plague; syn. &sºu. (TA.) See
thing. (As, S.) [For more full explanations of flaccid : (L:) and particularly a flaccid date : above. — Pain : [or, app., a piercing, or prick
* f.
this term, and its contr. Us-ºſ, in relation to a (K:) or a date having a flaccid skin : (L:) or a ling, pain :] as in the following ex. : Jº-S) -*.
beast and to a man, see the latter term: of a date having no sweetness nor taste. (IAar.).
53-5 Usº J. [Verily I feel, in my arm, or
beast, accord. to most authorities, it is The right,
hand, a pain, or a piercing, or pricking, pain].
Jar or off, side. See an ex. in a verse cited
Jé-5
(IAar, T.A.)
Of the arm or hand, and of the leg
WOce Js.]
1. Jºs-9, aor. *s-, inf. n. *ā-5 and clºs-5
9
signifying the side that
or foot, The back;
(S, A, L, K) and *3, (K,) He (a camel) went
2.
is towards the man: (S:) or of the foot, the along throning out his legs like the ostrich : (S,
1. Jº-3, aor. :, inf. n. ãº-3 and i-,-, (S,
former means [the outer side, or] the side that is L., K.) or went quickly: or nent with wide steps: K) and J33-3, (TA,) It (a thing, S, TA,) became

q. Jºsé,

(TA, in art. Je.)—J-32%

9 ... o.
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Jº

*

-

*

the more remote from the other foot; the latter
being the contr., or that which is towards the (L, K:) as also

Jº- :

3-4,

as

J-5 Bad, vile, or base;

applied to anything :
(K:) lon, ignoble, vile, base, or mean ; the refuse,
or lowest or basest or meanest sort, of mankind;
(Lth, Az, S, Msh, K ;) the abject, contemptible,

ow

the

side that is towards thee: (S, K :) or of a bow,
whether Persian or not is not said, the former

jº.
a

.2

3- ) see Jā-15
º

means the side against nºhich the arrow does not
lie. (TA.) And Y J.-9 <!- signifies the
saine

as

J-ºl.

(IAqr.) — A sort of fig,

that grows in the mountains and in the remote
parts of calleys, of every colour, black and red

and rhite; it is the smallest of figs, [in the TA,

smaller than the J-5,) and when eaten newly
plucked it burns the mouth; but it is dried. (AHn,

L.)—º-3

[or

*::: *]

A

n-ind that

*

or despicable, thereof; (Lth, Az, M.sb ;) used
as a pl., (S, Msb, K,) and dual, (Msb,) and sing.,

…

>'s-3:

- -

(L:) also said of a horse, bad, rile, or base. ($, K, TA.)

other foot. (TA.) Of a bow, (S, K,) or of a (Kr, L.) and of an ostrteh. (TA.) See
Persian bow, (TA,) The back; and

-

|

and masc. and fem., without variation : (Msb,
K:) but sometimes it is made fem. by the ad
K) A camel going along, or that goes along, dition of 3 : (IAar, ISd:) and has the dual form :
throning out his legs like the ostrich: (S, L, K:) (S, K :) and has for its pl. Jº-3 (S, K) and
or, quickly: or, with neide steps. (L, K.) The
Jº-> ;(K;) or the latter is plori-kº . (TA.) You
second [which is an intensive or frequentative
* * * • 22
* * * ** *
epithet] is also applied to an ostrich ; and the say, Jºs-5 Je-, and J-5 39. and J-3-5 A33
third [which is intensive] to a she-camel. (L.)
[A man, and a noman, and a company of men, lon,

2-5

and W

33-3 (S,

L, K,) and Y 33-3 (L,

9 o –

*

* >

6 - -

-

enters one's clothes, by reason of its relemence. (K.)

Jé-5

* , 2 o'

& , applied to a man, Sad; sorronful:

1.

3-3

&c.: see art.

2-1.

Jº
base,

P. Jº-º. (K)
Jº-3,
J-3.
fee

J

jº-3

(of which it is a quasi-pl.

-

º,
-

n.,) in two places: — and see

o .

J-5.

1. 3-3, (S, A, Msb) aor. 5-, (Msb) inf

That is a man of the lon, ignoble, rile,
(S.) And

or mean, of mankind.
,

-

-

Jº

o E

C-º) cº-e Jº-3 Some of the refuse, or lonest
or basest or meanest sort, ºf mankind came to

me.

5 e .

(S.) And Y 3,4-•3
-

is the same as

n 3-3 (S, A, Msb, K.) He pierced, stabbed, or
J-a-3-o: see J-a-5, first sentence, and near the pricked him, with a spear, (S, A, Msb, K,) or (TA :) the rājiz (Dahlab, TA) says,
#
end.
J.-->, <>, <--, *y
other thing, (K,) or with the like of a spear, as
*

-

ignoble, &c.). (TA) And A-3 & Jé &

Jºë-5 :

* c -

w

…

-

•

*

&

o.

6
-

-

*
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Jºš-5 – 55
3.

3*

[A girl who is not of the lon, or ignoble, &c.]; stant rule, the former doubly, (Kz, MF, TA,) senses; (L;) and 33, (S, L, K,) pl. of 35 (TA)
ineaning J.-9 ; adding a double J. ($, T.A.) and 31s, and 36% and $33, (M, L, K,) the first in the second of the above senses; (K;) or of
tº

w

3

- 2 -

5

0

.

of which last three forms is the most common,

J-5-2 : see J-5.
(MF,) and
as-5

£

35 ; (S, TA ) and >3', (L, K,) [an irreg. pl.,

is's, (M, L, K) and, accord. to some, or quasi-pl. n., upon which I find no remark, in

iss, and $333,

3 -

senses, (L.) or the second;

the first of the above

(MF, TA,) and, as in a copy

See alas-3 in two places.

(K;) and $33, pl. of

x o .

3%;

(Kz;) and

āş,

(S,

of the K esteemed of good authority, 3x3x3-6,
Jaé->

1. *-3, aor. 4-, (TA) inf n. *-3 (A.

(TA,) He loved, or affected, him, or it, (S, M, L, K,) pl. of ** (TA) in the first of the above
L, MSb, K,) i. e. any means of attaining or doing senses, (L.) or in the second ; (L;) and $33,

S, K,) He pierced him through : (S, A., TA:) good. (AZ, M, L.) The form $33, is dis (K,) also pl. of
(TA) in the second of the
or he pierced him slightly; (K,TA;) not through : allowed by the Basrees who hold it to be erro above senses; (K;) and Assº, pl. of 3:33 (S) in
(TA :) or he pierced him tº as to penetrate into neous: and Zj says, We know that Ks did not the second of the above senses, (S, K,) [and the
his inside; not piercing him through; (A5, TA;) mention $33, without having heard it ; but he third] ; and *>3 is also mentioned as a pl. in
neith the spear; as also
(TA.) heard it from him who was no authority. (T, L.)

**

cºv

*3.

... o of
2 *~*
the second of the above senses in the K; but
— 2335), an imp. form [of W 0357], without this is probably a mistake for 3.32. (TA.) —
* >
idghām, accord. to the dial. of El-Hijáz, occurs | IAth says, that "33,
used as an epithet, is for
in a trad., meaning Love thou it, ;or
affect
it.
º;
23 33 ; but 35 does not require 33 to be under
3.
(L)– 4 Jai: ; >>>5. and “A 3) -->>5
stood, being syn. with Jº-A.o. (L.)
-

3-5 ..] — [And hence, -ºil **3,

[See also

(S, K,) aor. as above, (K,) and so the inf. n.,

w.”

(TA,) t Hoariness, or whiteness, became inter

. ... O -

mired in his hair; ($, K, TA;) as also as 3:

o –

* o

J:

.

o -

2

o

->

–

-

-

9.
w 2

(TA :) or appeared or spread upon him : or his
blackness and n:hiteness [of hair] became equal:
(K:) and you say of the man, *: (K,” TA:)

or this signifies his head became hoary, or white.

* Jº, (S, L,) aor. as
*3

º

see 1, and

s

5

32. –33 and Y 3% (the former

.

3135, (T, in TT,) I wished that thou n'ouldest do is the more common, L) A certain idol (S, L,
~

-

-

that it had been so.
6

s

33 :

3, and 33.3% ($, L, Ms) and 333 (S. L) or
•

•

o-

2 &

2.

-

that. (S, L.) — Jºe cylº= 3; sex.33 I wished K) which pertained to the people of Noah, and

(TA.)

*** :

5.

above, inf. n. x5 and

see 2, in art. Jacá-.

o .

-

-

-

-

(Msb.) —

º | <º

then to Kelb, and was at Doomet-el-Jemdel : (S,

I

| L:) or a certain good man, who lived between
n-ished for the thing. Fr says, This is the more Adam and Noah, and of whom, after his death,
.

*I

-

- -

->

-

* -

Jas-3 [originally an inf. n. (see above)] is said approved form ; but some say <33,

in both

to signify A little, somewhat, or a small degree, cases the aor. is 3. only. (L.) [Respecting was made an image, which, after a long time,
became an object of norship ; like
and
of hoariness, or whiteness of the hair. (T.A.) — the latter form of the pret., see above.] This is
<> ãº and Jºsé and Jº, mentioned there with in
You say also, Jº-5 cº-e Jaé-5 tº In it [mean a secondary signification of the verb. (TA.)

3.

©

o

.

g

o

.

•

-

the Kur, lxxi. 22 and 23 : (Bd :) and the former,
ing a land Cºol is a small number of wild
3. $39, inf. n. $5,4 and $32, He loved, or a certain idol belonging to Kureysh, also called
animals.
(TA.)
affected him, being loved, or affected, by him.
(L.) — 93. By thy Wedd 1 meaning the
Blºº Jºſ, IA piercing, of one or another (Msb.)
idol so named. (L.)
A wooden pin, peg,
of the kinds described above, that is much; Ol'
4 : see 1.

3i.

a

>

0

o

=%

frequent]; and in like manner Plé-5

j [a
5.

$23,

or stakes i. 4. 255 (S, K :) of the dial. of
Temeem ; (I Drd ;) or of Nejd as though they

He attracted to himself his lore, or

spear so piercing, much, or frequently]. (TA.)

affection. (IAar, L., K.) — aft 33,3 He mani
A man (TA) having hoariness, or Jested, or showed, love, or affection, to him.
whiteness, intermiaced in his hair : or upon whom (L, Msb, K.)
hoariness, or whiteness, has appeared and spread:
6. º “s, (S, L,) inf. n. 535, (K,) They
or whose blackness and whiteness [of hair] have

made the St quiescent and incorporated it into

****

become equal: (K :) or whose head has become two love, or affect, each other. (S, L, K.)
hoary, or white.

3.

(TA.)

3.

…

(S.)

32

|

3

3.

>5 : see 1, and 35, and >9 -

-

Jºe & Cº.

13° I wish that such a thing may be.
following saying of the poet,

In the

3.

35 ($, L, K) and W 33 (L, K) and * 53 (IJ,
-

the x.

*

tº Jº-2 & ºft

-

[-à-5

&c.

L, K) and Y

2.2% (S,

L, K) A person lored, or

... o ż

- -

©.

-

wº

+

Jºel CŞº 2) *sº
beloved; an object of love; a friend; syn. Jºs.
[0 thou visitor of the sick, inquiring respecting
and *- and &e- (L) and *-*. (K: in
us, wishing that thou mayest see my grace
3
*

5

-

See Supplement.]
>9

...)

-

* >

-

the CK-4) — Also, "33 (TA) and '323;
1. §5, first pers. 323, (S, M, L, Mºb,
K, &c.) and $33, (Ks, Z, K.) [but
lis (S, L, MSb) and '323 (TA) and '5% (K2)
A person who lores ; loving ; affectionate : (S,
allow this] aor. 333, inf. n. 3% and 3, and 33,
L., Msb, TA:) the first also used in a pl. sense,

clothes], the kesreh of the s is lengthened for
sake of the measure. (S, L.)

most

3:33

:

See

32.

-

3:32, as an epithet applied

to God, The loving towards his serrants, (IAmb,
(S, M, L, K,) of which three forms the first is (L, K,) being [originally] an inf. n. (TA) and
L.) or, towards those who obey : (Beyd, lxxxv.
the most common, (MF,) and is,..., (S, M, L, the second used alike as masc. and fem. (S, L, 14:) or He who regards with approbation his
K,) or this last is a simple subst., (MSb,) and Msb.)— Also, 3." 33 and Y 3:33 and W 3-, (K,) righteous servants : or He who is beloved in the
3. (CK and some MS. copies of the K) and also written "3.3°, (M.F.) A man (TA) loving hearts of his saints. (IAth, L.)
•

•

6

is,...,

(accord. to some other copies of the K, much; having much love or affection;

very

(K, MF) — Pl. $33,
this and the next preceding deviating from the loving or affectionate.
3.
3*
common forms of inf. ns., TA,) and #32;2 (M, (L, K,) pl. of 33, (TA) and also a pl. [of 33]
Kz, K) and $33,4, (TA,) but these last two are in the second of the above senses; (K;) and

* .

>5x5 also, A mare that puts forth all her power
of running. (ISd, L.)
9

3

.

*35 ; see 33.

5

allowable only in poetry, and deviate from con $32, [pl. of 55 or

3.33) in the first of the

above

3.

53.

see 55.
370+
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55 — ºr 55

3. *

-

-

33) More or most, loving or affectionate.
~

Said

3 -:

to be also used as a pl., for cºs". (L.)

&-a-.

&--.

&c. (TA.) – A grave. or arteries] : (T, Msb, TA :) accord. to some,
(See below.) — Zuheyr Ibn-Mes-ood Ed-I)abbee. the 2-35 and A225 are the same ; [meaning, that
for

on his brother Ubei y
says,
*.
J “” in an elegy

3.

3, 2

3.

25-9 and

33-2 : see 32.

** - 2

-

...

O

o

z

o.

3 -

5

-

+

22° cº, tº c. J.

93.2 .

$32, Love; affection. (Msb.) See also 1. –
Also, A letter; an epistle ; and letters, or "
epistles : syn. Jºlie and Jºë. (IAar, L., K.)

#

cº,

e;

3–1. Jºs º-

each of these names is applied to the external
jugular vein :] (Msb :) or the cºs' are the
veins which surround the windpipe : (TA :) or
[elsewhere
the &22 is the vein called the

*

[0 Ubef 1 if thou become a deposit in a place
Said to have the latter meaning in the Kur,
over which the earth is made even, or plain, (or
lx. 1, in the first of the instances of its occur
in a place that hideth thee, or in a grave,)
rence there: (L, K :) but this is a strange
with smooth, or slippery, sides, and having its
interpretation. (TA.)
hollowed out laterally, -] (S, T.A. See

bottom

said to be a branch from the 22, 3, in the place
where one is cupped, which the slaughterer
[of an animal) cuts through, thereby putting an
end to life. (Msb.) —cº-3, t Two brothers :
(S, K :) two persons,”utually attached; likened

cº

Ham, p. 466.) — #5. A place of destruction, to the two veins so called. (A.) tº-33
or perdition ; or a desert in n-hich is no mater. tº
Two evil brothers of war are they
aor. Jºe, He made it even or plain. (AA, S, K.)- Also, accord. to I Aqr, or with
* -! A cause; º pnea 7-s wºrly
tno. (S.) =
|35

* --

#-2

1.

siss,

~~

-

&

º

(K.) = See 5. = x3 (aor. Jºe, T) Weretrum out 3, as in an example which he quotes, A
one attains to a thing; syn. J., and ãº-3;
32 c >
(K;) or, as in some lexicons, aſ 23. (TA.)

(T.A.)

eacseruit equus : (T, K :) but A Heyth says that grave.
this is an error, and that the correct word is

-

-

§ -

- -

-->9

(TA.) = \sº

without . . [i.e., us;5, q.v.).

[imp.], i.g. Jº, Let me &c. (K.)
some to be of weak authority. (T.A.)

Said by

º,

Ex. 134-

& J-33 &

&=

Such a one was

o .

-32 An ecil state, or condition. (L., K.)

my means of attaining to such a thing. (TA.)

8-22
2.

Jes

acle

iss,

inf. n.

º,

He made

1.

& (S, K,) aor. : , (s)

the earth even, or plain, over him. (AZ, S, K.) K) and

*::

inf. n.

<>>

(I.
4.

£32

(L;) and * &23,

*>3'

He confessed; syn.

3.

(L, K :)

*** ;

inf. n.

or he confessed a falsehood, or what was false :
J.S. & The earth, or the land, hid, or (K;) but the latter has an intensive signification; (ISk,
T, K:) or he confessed himself submissive
concealed, him. (T.A.) [See also 5..] – 52,
who would lead, guide, or govern, him :
to
him
(Msb;) He cut the vein called 8-39); (K:)

-

He, or it, buried.

(IAar.) –2.

º, inf. n.
is, ; but this

*>35;

he bled a beast by cutting the vein so called;

(AZ, T, K.) he was submissire, or prompt in

(S, L;) accord. to the K,
3-33 with reference to a beast, as the object of obedience, and humble. (S, K.) — IIe (a ram)
is incorrect; (TA;) He covered, or overwhelmed, the act, being the same as J.a3 with reference held back, and would not mount the female.
them with evil, or with ill treatment. (L, K.)
t He put (S. K.) — Jº --~35' The camels became fat
to a man. (S.) — &33. inf. n.
to rights ; put into a right or proper state ; and in good condition. (S, K.)

&

5.

JS 4- <'s,

The earth became even,

adjusted. (S, K.) JºJ) & He put the
or plain, over him, (K,) as over a dead body in
the grave: (TA:) or enclosed him : or was property into a right or proper state. (Msb.)
orerturned orer him : or was broken in pieces |A35) Jº &23 He adjusted differences betn!een
over him. (K.) — The earth, or the land, hid, the people, (S, Msh,) and put an end to ecil.
or concealed, him. (T.A.) [See also 2.] This (TA.)
o-

-

d.

.

phrase is used when a person has gone away to
the more distant parts of the earth, or land,

2 : see 1.

so that it is not known what he has done : also,

3.

[355, &c.
See Supplement.]

- -

º
* - -

of ~~

-

o -

1. 2135, (S, K,) aor. 133, (TA,) inf n. 233,

(S,) He imputed to him a vice, fault, or the
like : despised him; (S, IX:) chid him ; (S, K;)
when a man has died ; even if among his family. him neith gentleness and good nature. (ISh, A.) *and
or reproached him. (A’Obeyd.) =
blamed,
> 0,
… o.
o &2.
4.5 a-e -lys His eye recoiled from him, or it :
(ISh.) —jº &= —is, News, or tidings,
&23, (S, K.) also written with kesreh, [app.
of him rere cut off, or ceased to come ; like

4-33, inf.

n.

à-3%,

t He acted fon'ards

* > .

5

o

º,

-

-

* < 523, and were hid. (K.) [In the K we &’” but perhaps &23.) (Msb,) and 8-22, (S,
real, -alaššu-S “[-º], *[-º]. K.) [A name given to each of the earternal
jugular veins;] a certain rein in the neck; (S,
à- whence it seems that Jºã-S1 a.kc =3; K;) one of two veins, which are called the

# --

* -a

8.

135, quasi-pass. of 33, He was charged

with a vice, fault, or the like; ye. (S. K.)

also has the above signification. But in the
$3 Disapproved, or hateful, language; (K;)
JU-23 : (T, S, &c. :) these are two veins ex
TA, after a ſc, in the passage above quoted from
whether it be reviling or of another description.
-

-

-

fending from the head to the lungs; and the pl.

the K, is inserted Jajºl. This word, however, . . a , 2 of
6; d has, I think, been inserted through inadvertence : |" 3-33 : (M :) or two great veins on the right
3.35 as L. (like 3.33) There is no fault, or
(Msb,
the
clavicles:
and
left
of
the
pit
betreen
defect, (äſe) in him or it. (Aboo-Málik, K.')
if not, Jºji asſic ºx35 signifies The land was
interrupted to him, and hid : as also W <-23.] TA :) they are by the side of the J'-ºx3, [here
-

-

*-

-

-

-

au, Jº is; He took his property or wealth,
and kept it carefully. (K) = alſº is; He,

-

or it, destroyed him.

(S, K.)

º,

app. meaning the two carotid arteries, and are
~55
of the number of the reins in n-hich the blood
-3. The stomach of a ruminant beast, (or,
(merely] runs, whereas the cyl-A23 are for pul
as
in some lexicons, the stomachs of such beasts,
sation and for [the diffusion of the soul, U-àJi
neith the intestines, or guts, into n-hich milk
TA,)
[i.e Jº, not J-º- ; for, accord. to the Arabs,

iš, Perdition; destruction. (K.)
the animal soul

§2.

[Earth

-

made even, or

plain,

over a per-

the

KT,)

(Cº-

diffuses itself

$22,

as is said in

throughout

the

is put, and which are then cut in pieces, [and
eaten]: a pl. which has no sing. (ISd, K.) –

body, Also The perforations, or punctures, made in

son: or earth hiding, or concealing, him ;] like from the heart, by means of the pulsing veins, sening, or the loops, (the word in the original is

0
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~95-, pl. of #,4- in some of the lexicons, 3,4 case to me, (Bd, TA,) and busy not thy heart would attain to it, and behind them as it would
but both these words relate to the same things: respecting them ; (TA;) for I will stand thee overtake them: this passage Jelál-ed-Deen ex
plains by saying, “there was behind them when
TA: [whence it appears that, accord. to the in stead to recompense them. (Bd.)
author of the TA, &c., the former of the above
they returned, and before them now, a king.”]
[-335, &c.
Of the same kind also is the phrase:- ~5% J-9
two meanings is the one intended :]) of a

33.5%. (K)

the same
[Kur, xiv. 19, Before him is hell: ſortſ

See Supplement.]

-

- -- -

-> * > --

*]. (TA) — sº tº &º, [Kur,
º

cº
1.

&# --33,

alor.

disbelieve in what
[hath been revealed] beside that: syn. 3

ii. 85, signifies And they

95

& and £3.

*..

--

(S, K)

1.

º, aor. 92,

He repelled, pushed, or thrust. (IAar:) or it may mean after that. (Jel.)

or tág,(TA) infn. $33, (S,) The sheep nas, (K)=22&l &- % He was, or became, filled
u, and ' & L.,
or became, foul with &#3 [q.v. infra.] (S, K.) with food. (K) = **
3
-

o

2

º is masc. and fem. (TA.) Its dim. is

*322, (K) accord. to those who hold the , to be

-

above, He suffered from an I knew not. (K.) º * ~5,31
inflammation and earcoriation of the inner sides not the thing, or of the thing. (L.)
of his thighs; (En-Nadr, L, K;*) as also
2 and 4: see 1.
(En: Nadr, L.)
** . .
2 of

L I knew

— —33, inf. n. as

3.

© . .

–

a radical letter, not substituted for Jº ; namely,
the Başrees: accord. to others, * and

(TA.) — [See also art. Cº.1–0.
5.

---

º

ºw

5. Cººl ºc Stºj ž. q. ES53, The earth

º

The dung and urine that have clung to became even, or plain, over him : or enclosed
the wool of sheep, (K,) or to their tails and the him : Öc. (IJ, K.)
inner sides of the roots of their thighs (º)

#25 : see

ºn 3.
J-5
33%

--.

*25. – 55 A son's son, or

offspring. (K.) — fº Bulky, and thick
in the cº, or shoulder-blades. (AAF.)

son's

y

*39
10. Jº sº- The camels took fight and
and dry [thereon]: (S:) or the filth that clings
* - 9.2 .
to the rump, or buttocks, of the ram : (Th:) ran anay, in a body, one after another: (As :)
he, (a
like & (S, K) pl. of accord. to AZ, this is said when they have taken 1. *Py5, hor. “PJ22, inf. n. *05, It, orwas,
n. un, with 3:
or
TA,)
man,
a
or
S,
stock,
or
origin,
root,
fright and ascended a mountain; but if they
-

6

-

. .

p. 33.

9 -

> *

(S.)

-

have taken fright and run away in a plain, one

says -º-º: so in the dial of the tribe of
335

'Okey].
o-

became, corrupt. (S. K.)

2. ~2, inf n.

-ji,

[app., He expressed

[Thus in the TA in this art. : but see

... O

933, of the same measure as “-3, (S, K, ~jºr-l.]
TA) or §3, (Lth, Isk, T, TA) is the original ſº and ſº, and 53, indeel., (K) an adverbial

himself respecting a thing equivocally, or am

1.

higuously, by words objectionable in one

sense,

and allowable in another: so thinks IbrD :]

of
. .” - 2
pret. of which the aor. is 3.3% (Lth, ISk, T, S, noun of place or time : (Bl, &c. :) J mentions the inf n, is thus explained ; c.c. . Lºyº
Cl
…

K, TA) signifying, He leaves, lets alone, or it in art. Us, 3, regarding the , as substituted for
ceases or desists from, it, or him; he leaves it U3 ; and this is the opinion of the Koofees, and
undone; syn. **, (ISk, T, S, K, TA,) and of all writers on inflexion, though disapproved
4-3 ; (Mºb;) imp. Sº, syn. … (ISk, T, S, by F, who, however, mentions it again in art.
K, TA:) but the pret. is not used, (Lth, Sb, U533 as though belonging to that art. : (TA :)
Isk, T, S, M, Msh, K) as being used in its Behind ; and, contr., before. (K.) In like
stead ; (Lth, T, S, TA;) and because its pret. manner, 1991 [The location that is behind, or
is not used, the aor. is of the measure Jº; for beyond; and the time past : and, contr. that is
if there were a pret., [it would most probably be before, or preceding]. (K.) Or it does not bear
of the measure J33, as this is the regular measure contr. meanings; but one meaning ; namely,
of trans. unaugmented triliteral verbs, and the what is concealed from one. (K, art. Us, 3.) Or
aor, would be of the measure Jº Or Jaiſ. (Sb, it is a homonym ; [but not a word of contr.
M, TA:) nor is the inf n, used, (Lth, T, M, meanings; as it signifies what is behind, or be
Msb, K, TA,) 3; being used in its stead, (Lth, yond, in respect of place, and what is before in
T, M., TA) i.e., instead of;: (Ki) nor is the respect of time]. Fr. says, It is not allowable to
say, of a man behind thee, that he is JºJº Jº ;
~ 0 , ,

, 6.

act part, n., (Isk, T, S, Mºb, K) namely 3%,

-

*-ºs ºjºſº ºn. (T, K, but in the
latter, the 3 before the last word is omitted.)
3. -->'5, inf. n.

ãº.

He strove to outwit,

deceive, beguile, or circumvent [another]: syn.

Jºſs and Jälä. (K.) Accord. to IAth, it is
from 49 “the being corrupt:” or it may be
from -jºl “intelligence, &c.;” the

being

changed into 5. The latter is the opinion of

AM. (L.) — One of the sages says, jº.
‘tº J.-

~5

[The striving to outrit the
cunning, or intelligent, or sagacious, is ignorance

and labour nithout profit]. (TA.) [See art.
-ji, where this saying, but with a 3'34 in the
place of iº9'3”, is given as a trad.]— It is

said in a trad, 9.3% º &, i.e., 9,433,

nor of a man before thee, that he is Jil,5; these If thou buy and sell with them, they will deceive
being only allowable [as synonymous] thee, or endeavour to deceive the. (IAth.)
expressions
the pret. is sometimes used, (Msb, K,) though
in cases relating to particular times of events or
rarely, (Msb,) or by the deviation from the con
of a wild beast : pl. Jº.

instead of which 3,5 is used; (Isk, T, $3) or

s

*

5 o',

...

•..

$º The hole
but actions: thus one may say, 223: 392 Jel,5 and
stant course of speech: (K:) so in the*,K5
o.
o ż
•
(K, T.A.) – 45, The space between two ribs;
in the M it is said, that the phrase Jºbs 3 & *** >> *-* C º [meaning Before thee is
... o - e

-

is allow cºal & L. : (Ki) but this (says S.M.) I find
tº:- [I left not behind me anything, with kesr intense cold] : each of these expressions
not in any other book than the K; and probably

able because the intense cold is a thing that is
to the $, and so in the original copy of the TT,)
coming ; so, as it will overtake thee, it is, as it should be º: Jº Le the space betn'een
is related on the authority of some of the Arabs.
it were, behind thee; and as thou wilt attain tno fingers; for we read in the L that -23 is
[Leave thou, or
(TA.) You say, ſº % and 6
to the period thereof, it is, as it were, before said to signify
:) pl. $5;i.
Lo:
let alone, or cease or desist from, this]. (ISk, thee. It is said in the Kur, [xviii. 78,1 &t=

&

T.) It is said in the Kur, (lxxiii. 11,

cº- º

Jº 4. sº

(K, T.A.) [See also ºx!..] – º The space

There was before them a king :
&-38% And leave me, or let me alone, neith [because it has reference to a certain period, measured by the extension of the thumb and fore
the beliers, or descrediters; (Bd;) commit their which might be said to be before them as they finger; syn. }: ; pl. 35; (K, TA.) = º

2934
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‘. .J.in <-He inherited Jor ye act [therein] according to usage inherited
A member; a limb : pl. Jºi. (K, TA.) * ~93 Msb.) And as:
* Jº
95
the
thing
of,
or
from,
his father. (S.) When Jrom Abraham. (TA, [app. from A'Obeyd].)
[also] is a dial. from of $5, (K,) as signifying
~5 -

*o:

“a member, or limb.”

- >

(TA.)

The form

of you say

Suz : 3; * [Zeyd inherited of his

6

$5.

[See also

in art.

.

<di.) — ---

e

.

e

o z.

~! ~~

2.

word commonly known, says AM, is ~!; but father property], the word ^)[e is a second f They have an inheritance of glory. (TA.)
I do not deny that -0.3 may be a dial. form, objective complement, if the verb be doubly
* Fire. (L.)
like as ë, and 35 are two words whereof one trans. ; or it is a substitute of implication
e

-

is

6

a dial. form of the other.
º -d -

o' -

(TA.) — -95
6

5

(JºJº) for 23. (M.F.) You say &
- -

-

* -

º

.

* * *

*y's An heir ; pl. ºl,5 and #3. (Msb.)

d .

o'

a)\o, and •Jº-o, I inherited his property, and, – It is said in a prayer (of Mohammad,
o of . , J &
:
former Jºi. (K, TA) – "
? The pit, or his glory: and 4: &#3 I inherited it from
him. (TA.)
J. [O God, cause me to enjoy my hearing and
hollow, that is in the lower part of the side, i.e.,
my sight, and make it (i. e. the enjoyment that
the hypochondre, or flank. (TA.) — “º The
2. &, inf. n. <-jº, He included him among
I pray for, TA) survive me : or, make it to con
mouth of the hole of a fat, or mouse,
,) and the heirs of his property : (S:) or made him to tinue with me until I die.
(K.) Or, accord. to
of a scorpion ; pl. -95). (K.)
be one of his heirs : (TA:) [see also 4:1 or another relation, which substitutes tººls for
St. & he included him among his heirs, he
alse-13, make them both to continue with me,
~2: See --J5.
not being one of them, and assigned him a portion :
sound, until I die. Or, as some say, what is
(AZ, Mºb :) (in like manner, at J ej, he meant is the continuance and strength of those
4:25 : See ~95 included among his heirs of his property one or two faculties
in old age, so that they may
ūšš &#, survive all the other powers: so says ISh.
º Corrupt. (K.) —-93 3- A corrupt more not of them. (TA.) —
is meant the remember
root, origin, or stock. (S, K.) Aboo-Dharrah tº I made such a one to be the heir of such a Some say, that by
one.
(TA.)
See
4.
=
*5,
He
stirred
a
fire,
El-Hudhalee says,
ing of what is heard, and the acting according

and W 3.33. The poder

syn. J.; ; pl. of the

- O -

2 o'

.

-

-

- e - © ecº-

---

(jº

*_a .

--> --

4 o' .

&-

&-

in order that it

+

o

o

-

o

... o

o

what is seen, and the light of the heart, whereby

[If thou mention thy lineage, thy lineage is
traced up to a corrupt origin, or stock]. (S.) —
-

.

º

5

- .

thereto ; and by 2.44, the being admonished by

|a dial. form of tºl, q.v. (TA.)

37: Lº! ~~~~ ~~~~ J.

*PJ.5

night burn up, or blaze : (K:)

#

- - -

-

~95 Jej A corrupt man. (TA.) — -92
cloud that is loose (K) and much broken.

one escapes from perplexity and darkness to the

º 3,9] He (his father) made him to
inherit the thing. (S) — tº Gº! 45,31 He
4.

right course. (TA.)

A

(TA.)

-

-

2. w

-

“ººl,and -9., and sº '45, He made
-j9… [i. q. -->] A member, or limb, cut off
entire.

(TA.)

him to

inherit the heritage. (A.) –

&s

after everything beside Him has perished; and
thus, what was the property of mankind, his
servants, returns to Him. (TA.)

and

Wajiº He (his father) made him to be one of his

ºir, (K) [See also 2.]— sº tº He

*15

£º
~!

*13, (S, K,) an instance of made his son sole heir. (AZ.) – tº: ağ,5! t It
him, as its result, a thing. Ex. aš,3]
deviation from a constant rule, there being only occasioned
. ** >
ū.3 Jº f The disease occasioned him, as its
the following verbs of the measure Jaš which
1.

sº,

aot.

result, n'eakness.
have the aorists of the measure

Jº

(as an epithet

He who remains after

made him to have a goodly inheritance.
(TA) the creatures have perished. (K.) He remains
w

| > 0

6 ºf ,

3 J. J.

—º

applied to God, T.A.)

:

-

2

-

o

*}^* : * see tºys, and 1.
2. Yº

~23:

(TA.)

only,

*ś. Property inherited.

Gº, *32, 823, *15 CŞ25, Jº, Jº 6. jº- &- !, É- §§ f [They inherited it
3-3, (Ibn-Málik and others,) and ~3: by degrees, one great in dignity and nobility from

(Msb.)

namely,
and

(TA, art. J.25:) the 5 falls out in

*.

d x-© .

Low-le-A

• - - -

->

-

*jº. 4-9

t Glory is inherited among

another great in dignity and nobility]. (S.) [See them. (A.)
[&c.]

art. 2.É.-.] — $3%- Jºãº (Bedr Ibn-'Amir
because it occurs between 3 and kesreh; and in El-Hudhalee) flyſisfortune took me by turns,

&:

those persons of the aor. which begin with and
as though they inherited me, one from another.
St and J because these letters are changed from
(TA.)

º

.

* -©.

* > .
-

1. *,2, aor. & 2, (S. L. K.) inf. n. *22 ;

us, which is the original ($) inf. n. *, and

(S, L;) and W tº: (L;) It (dough) was, or
in which the 3 is changed into 1,
<209 I What is fresh, juicy, or moist, of
became, thin, or flaccid, (S, L, K,) by reason of
(S,) and ājj, ($, K,) in which the 3 is a sub things. (K.)
the abundance of water in it. (S, L.)
stitute for the [elided] 2, (S,) and ail,5 (S, K,)
5, and *3; [see 1] and * 3,53 (in which
[the most common form] and āş, (TA,) and
2. liás 2- Jºgl & He inscribed the
accord. to some *}”, but this is an error, for the St is originally 5, S,) and *%- (originally
*5-, the 3 being changed to Us because of the writing, or letter, with the date of such a day;
Jú. is not one of the measures of inf. ns., kesrei
immediately preceding it, S.) What is i. ſ. 5; (S. K-9 of which it is a dial. form.
º, O.

5, (S, K)

-

9• ,

-

(ISd,) [but it is used by some of the professors
inherited; an inheritance, or a heritage : or, (Yaºkoob.)
of practical law as an inf. n.,] and *ś : (Msb

accord. to some, tº 5 and Jºe are used with
4. #23 He made dough thin, or flaccid, (S,
below] :) He inherited. (S, K, reference to property, or wealth; and 3)' with
→ ~#
*
>
&c.) You say ou' tºys He inherited [the pro reference to rank or quality, nobility or eminence, L., K,) by putting much water to it. (L.)
perty of ) hisf father:
($,
K :) but the original reputation, or the like, in Arabic, J.-: (M :)
5 : see 1 : — and 10.
- 2
[the
pl.
of
tºo
is
<</2.]
[See
also
art.
phrase is 4:1 Jue tº 3 He inherited the pro
* - 9 2 3,"
. .
22°:
o

-

[but see

*

º

perty of his father. (Msb.)

Also

- o

*

(and

c-

~

*

~ *

* &- º *"..]— Jºe cº º 2=x<!-- Jºe '3-ºl
o

o

o

&e, A,) He inherited of his father: (K3) Acºyal£ Stºjl
J-2 tº 1 Remain ye steadfast in the
- B
-

*

10 JS -----, and '-º', The land,

or ground, became wet, or moist.

(K.)

: T =

or he inherited part of the property of his father. observance of these your rites, or ceremonies;

*. A kind of tree resembling the ty.

in its
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tº-3):

growth, (L, K,) except that it is dust-coloured, or blossomed. (AHn, L., Msb, K.)— ~5, ! She is ºl. of Cº-, (S,) and 39, (S, L, Msb, K) and
having slender leaves, like the leaves of the (a woman) reddened her cheek nith the dye of 395 : (K:) but this last is unknown, and app.
dyed cotton. (L.)
Jºſe, or larger. (L.)
a mistake. (M,F, TA.) — sº t A lion of the
colour termed sº : (S, A, L:) or a lion ; as also
to water
i-s J Land having tangled and lururiant 3. oxy's, (infin. 3x3'32, A,) Heor came
6- o - 6 - .
,a
W 225-2. (K.) — 33,5 a.º.e : An evening when
neith him. (L, K.) – 33,122 cººl-) cº, and
herbage. (K.)
the horizon i
sof . which i
3,55, I [ Betn’een the two poets is an agreement, º horizon is red (L, K) at sunset ; which is a
Dough that is thin, or flaccid, (S, K,)
or a coincidence, in ideas and expressions; as sign of drought: and in like manner the morn
by reason of the abundance of water in it. (S.)
though they both drew from the same source]. ing at sunrise. (L)–33), 4. ! A night of
– Wet, or moist, land, or ground. (K.)
which the beginning and end are red; which is
(A.) Similar to this is the phrase glas- sº
• *.
the case in a time of drought. (A.) – 305
&ly, pl. of
: See *29.
! [Agreement, or coincidence, of thought, or idea).
Bold, or daring ; (K;) an epithet applied to a
(TA.)
man; (TA;) as also Y 93. (K.) — sº Saffron.
595
4. %2, and W 92-), (K,) and * $23,5,
1. 93. (S, M, L, Msb,) aor. Sr., (S, L, Msb,) (ISd,) He brought him to the matering-place.
! The penis: (K:) so called because of its redness.
inf n.ºs (M, L, Mºb) and 34. (L) and 9. (K.) — Also, the first and second of these (TA.)
(M, L, K,) or the last is a simple subst., (L, verbs, He brought him ; made him to come, or to
Msb,) He (a man, and a camel, &c., Msb) came be present. ($, L.) — [And the first, He ad
sº A coming to, or arriving at, water &c.,
to it, or arrived at it, (M, Mgh, L, Msb, K.) duced it, or cited it : namely, an evidence, a whether one enters it or does not enter it; (S,"
[and repaired to it, namely a water ($, M, L, speech or saying, a word, &c. — He set it forth, L., Msb, K ;) contr. of 3~. (S, L, Msb.) See
Msb, K) &c., (M, L, K,) whether he entered it or ea pressed it : namely, a meaning.] — 3,
also 1. —39, Water to n'hich one comes to
A.) He made him to come to
or did not enter it; (M, Mgh, L, Msb, K ;) as *J, (inf Il.
drink. (L)–9, The time of the day of
also 2.2 s,s, (M. L.) and "º, (M. L. K.) the water. (L, Msb.) [See an ex. voce Jº coming to water, between the two periods of
and W *- : (M, A, Mgh, L, K :) he came
ãº $22 I [He made him to run into abstaining from water : (L:) a time, or turn,
to it (namely a water) to drink : (L. :) the erro)". (A)—º- •ºſe sº [He brought to
of coming to water. (TA in art. -j-.) — 9,
arrived at it (namely a town or country or the
him wealth, property, or what n'as good.] (Mugh, The arrival of the day of coming to neater. (L.)
-

-

6, 2

... 2

6 * > . .”

-

5 J

6 . . . .”

-

~ o.

. .

-

*~);
*

*:::

> .

© .

(K) – Cº- ºr “e Jº — », sº

32,

-

like), whether he entered it or did not enter it:

(Mgh, L:) it is allowed by common consent in art. -la-) —2-)

º

not necessarily to imply entering. (L.) [Hence, to him the news. (L.) —

3,5 : He related

º

* H.

–9,

*J.

Jº *3,3, and sº, and

in like

jº, The camels, and the birds, came
to
the
water
in a herd, or in a flock, and in
tioned the thing. (T.A.) — J.A.25 xj.5l I He
understood, The camels came to water.] – began and compelled. (TA, art. J-A-2) — oxys' herds, or in flocks. (L.) — sº A company of
pnen

manner,

J.') =3,3, the objective complement it, or it.”
being

». inf.

3:53,

ºque i. Me ras, or !ecame,
o, J.25 He brought it and he took it ancay. men, (S, L, Msb, K,) and a number of camels,
present. (S, L.) — ºr 325, inſ, n. » t JHe (Har. p. 361.)
and of birds, &c., (L, ) coming to, or arriving at,
(a man) came to us. (Msb.)—-tº-Sl 22 (A,
5 : see 1, and 4, and 10. – $31, J.- exis water; (S, L, Msb, K;) as also " #95 : (L,
Msb, K. :) the former originally an inſ. n. :
n.

He

Mºb) inf n. tº and 13. (A): The letter

! The horses entered the tonn by little and little.
(A, Msb,) Jº to me: you say, Cº- 35% (S, L, K.*) = x35 I [It became red, roseate,
*g). (A.)— JJ W sº * : He ventures or rose-coloured]: said of a woman's cheek. (A.)

3, A

upon, or goes into, places of destruction]. (A.)
— as a " »;', gºl º; I [He ran into
error]. (A.) — a slag, 2-, * >> f [4 thing

(L, K.) – f An army, (L, K,) so called as
being likened to a herd of camels, or to a flock
of birds. (L.) — A portion, or share, of

came,

befºil him which he was unable to master]. (A)
age 353 It contravened it; presented

-

itself
-

as an

objection to it ;

opposed it.]

[3,3, said of a word or phrase or the like,

Jº- º,

It occurred.] –
inf. n.

(aor.

#, Msb,

3%, A) f The fever attacked him periodi

6. Us,"25 We came to water together. (A.)

10, 2,5-1 (ISd) and "sis (K) He desired
to come to mater.
part. n. voce

(ISd, K.) [See an ex. of the

Jº-J – See 1 and 4.

(Mº) is pl. is sº. (L.) See also sº. —
herd of camels. (L.) — A flock

of birds.

water. (L., K.)—Thirst. (L.)—3-,-4) 3–

9, 2- Cº. [Kur, xix. 89, t We will drive

11 : see 1.

the sinners to hell like beasts that come to neater :

or, thirsty : (Beyd:) or, nealking and thirsty.
gen. n.) The flower, or blossom, of
any tree (AHn, L, K) or plant: (AHn, L. :) but (Zj, L.) –3, f The day of a fever, when it

sº ſcoll.

its predominant application is tothe

rose.--

attacks the patient periodically: (As, S, L, Msb,”

K* :) or one of the names of fever : (L, K :)
(L, K,) the well-known red flower (TA) which but the former explanation is the more correct.
periodical attack offerer. (A, Iº Msb.) = 53, one smells: (S, L, TA:) its colour varies in
(TA.) —% t A portion of the night when a
aor. *, (S, Msb, K,) inf. n. 33555 ; (S, L., Msb;) winter and summer: (L:) and it is of different

cally. (S, A, L, Msh.) – 3:3: He suffered a

and W.

32, originally 353, the 3 becoming US

because of the kesreh before it; ($, L, K;) t He

man has to pray. (L.) — 3, ! A section, or
dicision,
(S. L. K.) of the Kurºin (L, K.) a
in the mountains : (AHn, L:) n. un, with 3.
kinds in the cultivated soil and in the desert and

set portion of recitation or the like: (Msb:) a

(a horse) was, or became, [of a bright, or yel (S, T.) Said to be an arabicized word. (MSb.) certain portion of the Kur-din, as a seventh, or
lowish bay colour;] of a colour between that – s; , ; A horse [of a bright, or yellorish, bay
half a seventh, or the like, (Mgh, L.) n-hich a
called -º- and ji: : (S, L, K :) or, of a red colour;] of a colour between that called <= person recites at a particular time : (L:) a set
colour inclining to yellon'. (M, L, MSb.) — and , i. (S. L. K.) a horse, (M, L, Mºb) portion of the Kur-in, or of prayer; ºc., of
... of

.

. .”

-

-

-

22 of

iš. 22.5 see … and ãº.
2. *; » ! [He dyed his

or other thing, (M, L,) of a red colour inclining which a man imposes upon himself the recital on
to yellon, (M., L., Msb,) beautiful in everything: a particular occasion, or at a particular time;
garment, or piece
(M, L :) fem. with 3: (S, L, Msb :) applied in i. q. 45- q. v. : (Mgh, L:) pl. 39. (L, Msb.)

of cloth, red, or of a rose-colour).
** ~ *

w

-

•

(A.) — the above sense to the sky, in the Kur, lv. 37:

3,4-31 exps, (AHn, L, K.) inf. n. 24323; (K;) (L:) or it there means roseates, or of a rose
6 o'-

and

*sjº,

aor.

sº

o

• ?. 2

22.

(Msb;) The tree flowered, colour : (Zj, L :) pl. 2,5, ($, L, K,) like as

Ex. Lºxys ey; [I recited my set portion of the
6 o'

- d.

a y

• *

º

&= Kur-àn, &c.] : (S, L :) and 2.13 à:

Jé cºal
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299 - Jºy?

2i.e.

-o,

0 º-

2

º, Jill C-6 Such a one has every night a

49

.

295 : see xylº.

L:) or suffering a periodical attack of fever.

set portion of the Kur-án which he recites. (L.)

3.1% A man, and a camel, or other animal, (L.) (Msb.)— An Arab of the desert said to another,
25.9 3% 3. tº [What is the sign of the
$332 [A bright, or yellonish, bay colour il a coming to, or arriving at nater, &c., whether he concalescence of him who is attacked by º perio
colour between that of a horse that is termed enter32 it or do not enter it; (L, Msb, K;) as also
<= and that of one termed sº (S, L:) or W 35. (L, CK :) pl. of the former, 395 (S, L, dical fever ?] and he answered, tas, [The
Msb, K) and &:303 : (L:) and of the latter, sweat which follon's it ; or copious sneat]. (S.)
a red colour inclining to yellon. (L.)
J5x25. (L.) See also 99.
º ji *
5. t A shirt dyed of a rose-colour; of a less
º <, (Ms) pl. CŞs
tº, (K) 4 [Kur, xix. 72, There is not any of you that shall deep
dye than that which is termed 94%; (S,
º, ... o.º.

6

•

*

*>

~ *

&

-

•

- ©.

.”

-

certain insect, (Msb, K,) nell knomen, (K,) like

3 J. v.

w -

not come to it, means, accord. to Th, that the
the beetle, of a red colour, mostly found in baths Muslims shall come to hell with the unbelievers, L;) or dyed with saffron. (TA) — », Jä.

f A reddened cheek. (T.A.) – Jºãº sis. &
but not enter it with them. (L.) — sº dº.”
t He returned [nrith the back of his head]
499, and 24,9. J.-, [Each of the two ! A road, or nay, by nºhich people come to water: slapped,
or thumped with the fist, [and rendered
carotid arteries; and sometimes applied to each opposed to
(M, A, art. J.A.2.) See also
red]. (A.)
of the tro external jugular veins :] each of two
xy's S5 3.5L-2 a Lo : see art. Jº-o. —
and in privies. (Msb.)

32°.

9

veins asserted by the Arabs to be from the cº,
[or aorta], on the right and left of the two sides
of the neck, nect the fore part, and thick : (S,
L:) or the Jºjº is a certain vein, said to be the
[or eacternal jugular vein]: or, by the side
of the 8-22 or, accord. to Fr, a certain vein
between the nindpipe and [the two sinen's called]

&
the

Jºe, always pulsing; being one of the

veins in which is the life; the blood not flowing

in it, but only the soul, J-A-J) [i. e., Jº, In Ot
Jºl; for, accord, to the Arabs, the animal

-

> *

*

•

J.

-

*—
3% A preceder.

*** - 2

6 o'.

392~ : see 323.
(L, K.) So (accord, to Some,
TA) in the Kur, xii. 19. (L.) – Sylº Cou
J").5
rageous; (K;) bold; forniard in affairs. (TA.)
See also 35.
3.3% I Long and lank hair : 1. Jº, inf n. Cº., It (a plant) became
(L, K:) or hair so long as to reach the buttocks, green. (AA, A, Hn, M.) – See also 4. –
(A,) of a woman. (L.) —º I Anything long. J3, (M, K) aor. Jº, (K,) It (a rock, M,
(L.) — is), ãº f The end, or tip, of a nose K, in water, K) became overspread nith [the
advancing over the middle of the mustaches: (A, green substance called] ---, so that it became
L. :) because the nose, when it is long, reaches to green and smooth. (IDrd, M., K.) – See also 4.
the water when the person drinks : and in like
2. 4-2, inf. n. J-jº, He dyed it (a garment,
E.

…

º

•

• 2

soul
as is said in the KT,) manner, a lip, and a gum. (L.) — 5:15 cy').3 or piece of cloth,) with J-3, q. v. ($, K.)
a.º. ! Such a one has~ oaf long
end, or tip, to his
*~
* -6 - 2 diffuses itself throughout the body, from the
4. & U-35. The place produced the plant
heart, by means of the pulsing veins, or arteries : nose. (§, L, K.) Jºaºl 33,5 3,5-3 t 4 tree

Čº- &ºl,

2

of

-

*

5.45

see also a 35]: (Msb :) or the jºys are two having pendulons branches. (L.) – See XJ5.
veins in the neck, (AZ, L, K,) between the

sº

32

6

*

-

5 o'

6

called J-3. ($)—tº cºol The ſtrees
called] tºo, produced
the [garments termed]

o ,

$2,5 : see xylº, 293, and 22.

cº, a
&;

thing yellow like

as also W

Jº:

so

[or external jugular veins] and [the two parts of

it is asserted, on trustworthy authority: (M :)
or became yellow in their leaves, (S, K,) after
cº-sº [or two eacternal jugular veins]: (AZ,
attaining to maturity, (S,) and had upon them
T.) or, accord. to A Heyth, and his is the cor 9. A place of coming to water: (Msb:) a what was like yellon, Ä4; (S, K ;) and in like
a road, or nay,
rect explanation, two veins beneath the cº-33, watering place: (L:) and Y
manner one says of a place, & Jºys' : (TA :)
nihich one comes to mater; (L, K;) as also
[see above,) which latter are two thick veins on Wby39%
: (A, K:) pl. of the first (L) and second, or became yellow in its fruit: (A :) — Jºj9!
the right and left of the pit between the clavicles;
3-3, The trees put forth leaves; (K;) as also
g

the neck called] the cº, in the camel, the

-

6

*

.

[59.2 t Income ; revenue ; pl. ºxyal.]

39;.

… •

they (the former) are always pulsing, in man: the (TA) 99.5 (LTA) and of the hiri, ºyſ.
" J3. (IKft.)
•235 is a rein in which the soul (J-A.J. [see above]) (TA) — Hence, (A, TA) sys, and '9% A
flores, and in nihich the blood does not flow ; and
vºys. A certain plant, (S, A, Mºb, K,) of a
road, or nay; ($, L;) as also Y $3,3: (TA:)
every pulsing vein, in which the life flows, is of
yellon,
colour, (S, Msb,) resembling sesame, (A,
or the last, the middle and main part of a road;
those thus called : (T:) or the Jºjº is the vein
K,) with nºbich one dyes, (A, Msb,) and of which
or a main road; or simply, a road; syn. § -;
6 o'."

in each side of the neck n'hich snells out on an

is made the [liniment called]

sº for

the face,

occasion of anger: (L:) or four veins in the (K;) as also *::::.. : (L, K:) pls. as above. (A, (S,) existing in El-Yemen, (S, K.) and non-here
head; of which two descend before the ears, and T.A.) —º 99. ! [The n'ays leading to a else, (K,) being there sonin; (Msb;) it is not
of which are the cylºs in the neck: or a certain thing :

or the rays of commencing a thing]: wild, but is sonn one year, and remains ten years,

vein beneath the tongue; and, in the upper half
(AHn, M,) or twenty years, (K,) without ceasing
of the arm, the Jº [or cephalic]; and, in the (TA, art. --~.) [See an ex, voce Je-55; and
see its opposite,
VOCC Jºaº.
(3): to be profitable, resembling sesame in its manner
fore arm, the J.-- [or median]; and, among
of growth; and nºhen it dries, on its attaining to

Pºtaº,

-

those which separate in the outer side of the also signifies, agreeably with analogy, The time maturity, its pericarps (lºº-) burst, and it is
hand, the
and, in the belly of the fore of coming to water; pl. 99. : see the last signi shaken, and the --> shakes out from it: (AHn,
arm, the Jºjº (T:) pl.
[a pl. of pauc.] fication of it; in this lexicon; see also 99.
M,) it is useful for the [discolouration of the face
termed)
-ale, used as a liniment; and for the
f [The primary idea, or thing, signified
(M, Mºh, K) and sº, (M., Msh) like as š is Jº
[leprous-like discolouration of the skin termed
pl. of 3,4, (Ms) and 3% of &gs, &c.) or * a parable or proverb : correlative of
J., [prepared] as a drink; and the nearing
35%, (K,) [but this I think a mistake]. — Jº Pl. 99-1 (TA, &c., passim)
of a garment dyed neith it strengthens the venereal
*j9)
Jé, [A man n-hose external jugular
faculty: (K:) or a certain yellow dye; or, as
3x39-0 : see 339-c.
vein swells out;] a man of bad disposition or
some say, a certain plant, of sneeet odour : or, as
temper, prone to anger. (TA.)
sº. ! Attacked by a fever periodically : (S, is said in the cº [of Ibn-Seena, or Avicenna,

***

39;

-

93.

**

***

5 -

d.

9

o .
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a certain thing ºf an intensely red colour, resem

25

bling pondered saffron, brought from El-Yemen,

º
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signifies “possessing dates;” (AHn;) and K.) which is the male of the &l. [or kind of
of n!hich a single female is
* J.233 likewise has the last of these signifi. collaredº, turtle-doves
o a
3 • ,
and said to be scraped or rubbed aff, or to fall
| called #23 (see Jº-º)], (Msb,) of the birds of
off, from its trees: (Mgh :) or, as some say, a cations: (TA:) "Jºe also signifies the same
the desert, (TA,) the flesh of which is lighter than
species of ,-,-, q. v. : or, as some say, resem as J-3, applied to a tree of the kind above
that of the [common] pigeon : (K:) fem. with
bling .** : (Msb:) or a certain thing, yellon, mentioned; (A, K,) but is very rare, though
3: (Ki) pl. Jºs ($, Mgh, Mºb, K) and
like the [garments of the kind called 3%, that agreeable with analogy: (K :) it is said (M)
-

-

6

-

-

*

4

comes forth upon the ſtrees called] <!. between
the last part of summer and the first part of
ninter, (M, TA,) which, when it touches a gar
ment, soils it : (TA:) or it also, sometimes, [accord.
to certain persons who seems to misapply the
word, is a substance which] pertains to the ſtrees
called] * and <!, and to other trees, above
all in Abyssinia; but this is inferior to that first
mentioned (K, TA) in virtue and properties : as
to that of the exc, it is found between its rind
and the main substance, nºſen it dries up ; and
nºhen it is rubbed, it rubs off; and there is no
good in it; but J-95 (properly so called] is adul
terated with it: and as to that of the J, when
it is the end of summer, and it has attained its
utmost state, it becomes intensely yellow, so that
n:hat envelops it becomes yellow, and with this
also one adulterates : so says AHn : (TA:) u-j9

is called in Persian 30,-]

(9-1;

5

º

6

. . .

It is said in a

cº -*. Jēt. cº alsº [With
(TA.) – Applied to a plant, Becoming the preteact of the narashán, thou eatest the fresh
green. (M.) You say also, -º-º: tº's *~, ripe dates of the excellent kind called Ju-2):
leaves.

A rock overspread mith the green substance called (S, A, K :) said to him who pretends one thing
J-12, so that it is green and smooth : see 1]. and means another: (A, K:) originating from
(A.) — It also denotes intenseness of colour, in the fact that some people employed a slave be
•

*-

&

Yellon, intensely bright. longing to them to guard the fresh ripe dates of
their palm-trees, and he used to eat them, and,
(M.) And [in like manner] you say, Jº Jºe
when reproved for his evil conduct, laid the
5- A camel intensely red. ($gh.) And blame upon the warashán; wherefore this was
Jºãºj [app., Bright-coloured saffron]. said to him. ($gh.)
the phrase

Jº jºi

5 - -

*

... o –

Ju%

5

(A.) See also

J-2.

.

Jº's One who comes in to a people uninvited,
º

º

--

JºJº”

º

-

-

when they are eating; like Jæ13 in the case of

see Jºy's.

beverage: ($ ) and, accord. to some, i, q. J-5
but others say, that Jºy's has the first significa
tion only, relating to food : and that of a sponger

6 *~ *

vºj9° : See

J-53. in two places.

and in

*—S.

.

• *

Öſº is a pl. of

to a tree [of any other kind], Putting forth proverb,

Jºy:
(TK.) [Freytag adds to what
he has given on this word from the K, S, TK,
1. Jº, (S, A, K,) aor. Jº, inf. n. Jº
as follows: “Memecylon tinctorium. Sprengel.
(K) and Jº, (TA,) He took, or reached, or
hist, med., t. ii., p. 444, ed. tert. (ubi jJ3 scrip
took or reached nºith the hand, or nºith the eac
tum est). Spreng. hist. rei herb., t. i., p. 258.
tended hand, (S, A, K,) food, (A, K,) or some
Avicenn. p. 11 c.”]
what thereof, (S) or a little thereof. (AZ.)
--> : See. J-295.
— Also, (K,) inf. n. J. and Jº, (TA,)
Turkish,

- 0

one should not say Jºs. ; (S, M. :) but it occurs &tº, (S, Mºb, K) like as
in a poem of Ibn-Harmeh. (M.) – Applied Jls,<>, contr. to rule. (S.)

.

desiring food.

(TA.) See

&º and *.

P25
1. (.9% He veiled, concealed, hid, or covered,
her, or it, or them; [to what the pronoun relates
is not said ; but I incline to think that the right
reading is º, and that the pronoun relates to

camels; (see 2;) as also W \ºle, 31: (L, TA:)
He ate vehemently and greedily : (Ibn-'Abbād,
bowl made A, K. :) but accord. to IAqr, Jº, with the rá from IAar. (TA.)
of ja, (M,) which is a yellow wood: (TA:) first, signifies the “eating much;” and Jº, with
2. Abº, (S, Mºb, K.) inf n, º, (S, Msh,)

* A yellon, bowl : (A:) or a

or of the best kind of those made of jº. (Lth, the wiw first, the eating little. (T.A.) — Also,
K.) – A pigeon that is red inclining to yellore
(K,) inf. n. Jº, (TA,) He coveted; longed;
ness: (M:) or a pigeon inclining to redness and yearned; eagerly desired;
strove to acquire,
yellonness. (K.) – See also J-jº.
obtain, or attain. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) You say,

He made him to fall into nºkat is termed alº,
[properly and also tropically, or in its primary
sense and also in any of its subordinate senses];
as also Y Abys, (S, Msb, K,) inf. n. $9.1.
garment
dyed
with
A
as also <! Jº He coveted its &c. (TK) — Jº (Msb:) both signify the made him to fall into
J-235
"J-3 and 'J's (M) and "Jºjº.. (M., A) …ie, (A, K.) inf n. Jº, (TA) He came in that from nºbich he could not eactricate himself:
to them uninvited when they mere eating, (A, K, (TA:) or into that from nºbich he could not
You say, i-ſº *~12, (so in some copies of
TA,) to get some of their food; and when one easily extricate himself. (Msb.) — *! by:
the S and K) or " iº, (as in other copies of has gone in to others while they were drinking,
º

*

-

º

-

* …..”

the S and K, and thus in a copy of the Msb,)
[An outer wrapping garment] dyed with C-15

&- Jº). Jº t He hid, or concealed, his camels

say,24 Jé; but see Jºº. (T.A.) =
Jºë Uğ J3 He incited such a one against
(S, Msh, K) i, q " £5.5 (K.) which latter such
a one: (Ibn-'Abbād, TA:) in the K,
epithet is sometimes used. (Msb.) – See also
erroneously, cº & Jºs. (TA.) See also 2.
*

you

among other camels [in order that they might
escape the notice of the collector of the

poor-ratesj; as also V lexºl. (K.)

[See also

1, and 3.]

.

Jºy's

-

o-

... O -

• *>

-

Jº

º

• 2.

applied to a place [Producing the plant
2, 2si) cº- cº, (S) inf n. Jºjº, (S,
He eaccited discord, dissension, disorder, strife,
K.)
called •ºl. (TA.) — Applied to a tree of the

3. Bº (S, Msb, TA) and iº. (TA) [The
act of

mutually making to fall into n-hat is termed

abis. = And hence,) + The act of mutually
quarrelling, or animosity, between, or among, deceiving, beguiling, or circumventing; or en
kind called <!, Producing --is, a thing yellow
the people; syn. Jº-; (S. K.) as also Jºji deavouring to deceive, beguile, or circumvent;
like the [garments termed] 3. (M. :) or be
(TA;) or the act of deceiving, beguiling, or cir

coming yellow in the leaves, (S, K,) after attain ($) [and JA). See also 1, last signification.
cumventing; ($, Msb;) and the acting, or
ing to maturity, (S,) and having upon it what is Jú,5 A certain bird, (S, Mgh, K,) of the
5

... • *

advising, or counselling, dishonestly, or insin

%: (S, K :) or becoming yellow pigeon-kind, (AHát, Mgh, Msb,) or resembling cerely; (S, Msb, TA;) and " * and Y ibºº
in its fruit: (A :) or, app., having J-53, like as the pigeon, (TA) also called - 3-, (S, Msb, the latter on the authority of J., [accord. to some
like yellow

2.

2

371

2938

89,

signify

the same [as substs.] (TA.) You say,

ºº

copies of the S, but in other copies

*º 9: *59. & 3}\, t [Do not thou

[Book I.
box – 255
5, Strong-made : (S, K :) or a short, fat,
tion: (Msb:) a lon, or depressed, piece of ground
or land, in nhich is no nay, or road, (S, Msb, strong-made, man. (TA.)
K,) directing to escape: (Msb :) this is said by
~55
A’Obeyd to be the primary signification : (S:)
1. –32, aor. -je, inf. n. -255, It (water, K,
a deep hollow, cavity, or pit, in the ground:
(TA :) a deep hollon, cavity, or pit, formed for or a thing, T,) floned. (T, K.)
the purpose of a stratagem, such as may be in a
4. Jº Jº -35' I He rent, or ment away,
mountain, occasioning difficulty to him who falls
or pursued his course, through the land, (K,) like
into it: (As :) and hence, (TA,) a nell: (K,
-

practise mutual deceit nºith thy neighbour, or
endeavour to deceiving him, &c., for the doing so
brings upon its author things, or affairs, from
which it is difficult to escape]. (Z, TA.) And

-

- -

º,

.

2 ×

s

it is said in trad, 993 $3 bººs- $, which is like
his [Mohammad's] saying, + There shall be no TA ) and anything that is Jazú [app. here as does water. (TA.)
putting together n:hat is separate, nor separating
nhat is put together, from fear of the poor-rate :
(S:) loºs- has been explained in its place:
(TA :) lo!,3 [has also been variously explained
in that place, and, it is said, signifies the putting
together what is separate; and the reverse: (K:)
or the dispersing camels (K, TA) among other
camels : (TA :) or the hiding camels among
other camels; (Th, K;) or in a lony, or depressed,
piece of ground; in order that the collector of
the poor-rate may not see them : (K:) or the
making one another to fall into a alºs, (TA,)
one saying to the collector of the poor-rate,
“Such a one has that for nihich a poor-rate is
due,” when he has not; (K, TA;) so accord. to

25, ! A

meaning lon, or depressed]: (K.) also, by

clever thief: (K:) so called because

derivation from the first of these significa quick in his motions, like running water. (TA.)
tions, (Msb,) or from the second, (S, Msb,)

6

.

~5-2 A rater-spout; a pipe or other channel

[or some other,) + perdition; or destruction;
that spouts forth water; (TA, art. -j ;) that by

or death : (S, Msb, K. :) and + [any em
barrassing, or difficult, case, or affair;] any
case, or affair, from which escape is dif.
ficult: (K:) pl. [of pauc.] biºi, (S, IS,) the
3 in the sing, being app. regarded as elided;
-

which water pours donn from a high place;
(Towsheeh ;) a mater-spout of mood, or the like,
to convey array the water from the roof of a

houses (MF, art. -->j ) from J. J., “the
water flowed :” (K:) or a Persian term, ara

--

(IS) and [of mult] $52, (K) and Elkº.

bicized ; ($, K ;) i.e., composed of the Persian

(TA.) — Also, f The podea, , or the anus : syn. words, (TA) signifying “make water:” (K:)
<--. (K, TA.)
also written *: and in this case its pl. is
s

2:

-

âl-'95 : see 3.

[822 &c.

• , of

IAgr: accord. to Ibn-Háni, it is from 1235)

See Supplement.]

rºl & J. ºs-1. (TA) See 4.
j5

-jº (S, K :) but if without e, its pl. is ~~jº,
(S,) or -jº- ; the latter agreeable with analogy,
like 4.-- and &js. (TA.) [See also arts.
~5 and -25. It has also two other forms,
*

, o

º,

, o

jº a dial. var. of jº, (S, K,) A kind of mater -j-" and ~5, "..]
2-3, 3e CŞ. 2, Ji t He put the end of the Jonel; ($;) [the goose, or geese; and the duch,
4:

see 2, in two places; and 1. – 1235)

Jºe [Q. v.] of the camel into its ring, and then or ducks; but generally the former of these
pulled it so as to throttle him. (Ibn-Háni. K.) birds;] as also " &js: (Ki) n un, of the

1.

255

ãº, (A, Mgh, K,) aor. %

inf.

nºis, with

kesr, (K,) He bore, or carried, a heavy load,
5.

ãº Jº by

He fell into nihat is termed

alº

[properly and also tropically, or in its
primary sense, and also in any of its subordinate
senses]. (S.) You say, tº º <br> The
sheep, or goats, &c., fell into mud from which they
could not eactricate themselves; or into a depressed
piece of ground in nºbich was no way directing
to escape : and hence the verb is used in relation
to any straitness or difficulty. (Msb.) Thus you
say,

29

former, § ;

(Msb, art. 53 ;) and of the latter, or burden.

*jº. (Sgh, TA) See Jejé.
º

w.

2.2 w"

Jºjº and *j9 :

j,
abounding. nºith

See

-

(A, Mgh, K.). It is said in the

Kur, Ivi. 164, &c.,] sº- 9, §§ 3; S3
Nor shall any [soul] bearing [a heavy burden]
bear the [heavy] burden of another soul; (S;) i.e.,

J. A land
the birds
92.8
called 535 (Ki) like šuº from jºl. (TA)
93. -

its burden of sin: (Mgh, Msb :) meaning, that
no one shall be punished for the sin of another;
nor shall any sinning soul bear the heavy burden
of another soul; every one shall be requited for
º
1.%. G. K.) or º, (K) if n. 9, (s) his [own] deeds : (TA:) or nor shall any sinning
He
dried flesh-meat: (S, K:) or he roasted and [soul] sin by the sin of another. (Akh, S, TA.)
cº & by: + Such a one undertook,

52.

or embarked in, the affair, and could not easily so dried it. (TA.) —ºin 5, He repelled one — Hence, (Akh, S) jº, (Akh, S, A, Msb, K.)
ectricate himself; and so as W lej9-1 : (Msb:) pºrt of the people from another. (K.) —% alon". *: and jº, aOr. jº: (Akh, S, A, Msb,
or the former signifies t he fell into the affair, 295]] One part of the people repelled another K;) and j; (the same and A,) aor. jº (Akh,
or case : (K:) or the became entangled in the part. (TA.)
S. K.) inf n is and j, and #5, (K) or
affair, and could not easily extricate himself
2. ite, 5, inf. 11. #3; and **ś, He made
from it; (TA;) and so V the latter: (Sh, K, tight the contents of the bag; or other repository ājs, accord. to Zj, as I have seen it [says IM]
: pointed and well written ; (L;) t He sinned :

TA ) and Lj, and " by:- both signify he

stuck fast : or + he perished; or died. (TA.)
10 : see 5, in three places. – cº 8. Pj9-'
+ He behaved proudly, haughtily, or insolently,
in speech, nºith such a one. (T.A.)

syn. 3.- …. (AZ.S.K.)—jº, (S.K.) int.n.

*sjº, (S,) He filled a water-skin (S, K) or
other vessel. (TA) = a -5°, (S. K.) inf. n.

(Akh, S, A, K.) or he bore [a burden of] sin.
(Msb.) See also 8. —5% also signifies I He
was charged with, or accused of, ao 3sin. (K,”
to

. ~~

àº, (S) She (a mare, TA) or a camel, S. K.) TA.) —2-2), 352, (A) and Juan-J, (Msb,
[this I believe to be the right reading; but in

threw him (i.e. her rider, TA,) down prostrate.
the only copy of the Msb, that I have, I find it
tº see 3.
(S, K.) = •j. He made him bind himself by
every oath : (K :) or by a hard, or severe, written Julak-Jī;]) aor. 3. (A, Msb ;) inf. n.
iº Slime, or thin mud, [in the CK, Jº oath. (L.)
3,55; (A :) and 2-259 'jº, (S) or 4.9;
is erroneously put for J-9, into nºbich sheep or
(K;) and * 9, ; (S, K;) f He reas, or became,
5. j; It (a water-skin, K, or other vessel,
goats fall, and from which they cannot eatricate
themselves : (Msb, K:) this, or, as some say, TA) nas filled, or became full. (K.) — He was, 2.5% [or vicegerent] (S, A, Msb, K) to the governor,
what here next follows, is the primary significa or became, filled with drink to satiety. (As, S.) (S, A,) or sultán, (Msb,) or king. (K.)
9 - > *

zo

-

w

- d.

Book I.]
3.

ſºjº

259 - J-9

2939

He bore a burden mith him. –

strong: (K, TK :) or a mountain to nihich one
[Hence, 49. 1. J. 2513 f He bore with betakes himself for refuge : this is the primary
signification. (Aboo-Is-hák.) — A place of
the king (42-) the burden of the regal office.
refuge : (S, Msb, K:) any such place. (Aboo
(A.) See also 1, last signification. — Lººs ºjj's Is-hák, K.) So in the Kur, lxxv. 11. (TA.)
– See also jºj9.
• *

>

6

2.9, (TA) inf n. 55%., (A, TA) He aided,

assisted, or helped, him, and strengthened him, to
do the thing : originally §ſ. (A," TA:) the

3.j:

spoke, or talked, indistinctly: (TA :) [or in a
lon, faint, gentle, or soft manner, nith confused
ness : for] Aboo-Turáb is related to have said,
that he heard Khaleefeh say,

iº

signifies the

speaking in a lon, faint, gentle, or soft, manner,

-

rvith confusedness : or, accord. to one relation, it
is [iºs] with Jº. (TA.) [It is generally

jº.

[One nho bears a burden or intrans., agreeable with the above explanations
:
assists or
* * ~,
but sometimes trans. ; for you say,) Jº Jºe”5
helps, and strengthens, another: see 3:] (S, A, K. :)
He spoke to the man nºith lon, faint, gentle, or
4. 93, He appointed him a jº, (K, TA,) like as J.e. signifies i. q. Jæg.,
(S,) and
place
refuge
i.e., a
of
soft, speech. (M.) — [Hence,) 4:3 º <!-3,
to nihich to betake himself.
J.-- i. q. J--. (A.) — I [A vicegerent of (S, M,” A,” Msb, K,”) and &uº <! Jººs,
(TA.)
d king or the like: or a confidential minister of
5: see 1, last signification.
state; in English commonly written vizier, in (S, A, Msb, K) and j, (S, Mºb, K.) and as,
i. q.

former of these, 6,313, is the more chaste. (T.A.) burdens with another: or one who aids,

8.

535,

-

imitation of the Turkish pronunciation; but pro

J.<!, (S, Mºb)

of the measure

[originally 3%, He committed a jº, (S. K.)

* ... o.

-

(TA) or sº J, (M) inf n, i-sºº (S. M.,

perly, nezeer:l the familiar of the king, who A, Msb, K) and Jººs, with kesr, (S, A, Msb,

bears his master's burden, and aids him by his
counsel; (K:) or the 2253 of the king is the K.) and Jº-3, with fet-h, is also allowable in
person niho bears neith him (ºjº, i. e. 42-4.) the case of this and similar reduplicative verbs,
(MF, voce tété ,) or this last is a simple subst.,
10. º:- ! He took him, or chose
2 × 2 as
a him,
× 2 a3
the burdens of the regal ºffice : not from 395'3-6
2255 [or vicegerent]. (K.) You say, JY3 j9
(S, Msb, K,) His mind, or soul, (S, M, A, &c.,)
signifying the “act of aiding or the like,” because
and the devil, (S, A, Msb, K,) prompted, or
: Such a one was taken, or chosen, as a Jej9.
the 3 in this latter word is substituted for , and suggested
to him [something], or talked to him,
(S, A.")
9,
2 .
the derivative from it of the measure Uraš is ($, M, Msb,) and [in him, or] in his bosom :
j, A heavy load or burden, (A, Mgh, K,) Aft (A:) ISd says, some hold that the 3 in 3359 (M. :) or suggested to him, or talked to him of,
a bundle, (S,) or great bundle, (K,) that w carried is substituted for .; but Abu-l-‘Abbās says, that (A,” K,) and suggested in him, or talked in him
on the back : (S, K:) a weight; syn. U33: (S, this is not agreeable with analogy; for the sub of, (TA,) what n'as vain, or unprofitable, and
[in which the syn. is written Jiř; so in two stitution of - for 3 in a word of this measure is destitute of good : (A, K, TA :) and in like
copies; and so app. accord. to Aobeyd, who rare, and that of 5 for 2 is more strange : (TA:) manner one says of the thoughts. (TA.) By
is so called because he bears for the king the prep. J by which it is made trans. in the
makes its pl. Jiříž) and Mºb (in which, in my the 3253
(S, Msb.) You
the burden of administration: (S,” Msb:) or it Kur, in vii. 19, is meant J.
s
copy, the syn. is written without syll. signs:] is from "jº, signifying “a mountain to which
say also, 4. J-2-3 [as though signifying properly
and K (in which it is written Já; ) pl. §§. one has recourse to save himself from destruc He had rain things suggested in him by the devil,
(Msb, K.) — I A neapon; an instrument of tion :” so the 3253 of the khaleefeh is one upon
so that his mind nas disturbed thereby, and] his
near : or neapons; arms : syn.
(S, Mgh, n:hose counsel the khaleefeh relies in his affairs, speech became confused, and he became stupified,
Msb, K:) because heavy upon the wearer: and to rohom he betakes himself for refuge or or deprived of his reason. (TA.) – [Hence
(Mgh, Msb :) or; signifies the burdens and safety : (Aboo-Is-hák, TA:) pl. º (A, Msb, also.) 3-, Jº, (M.A, B4, in vii. 19) inf
and jši; (A, K,) the latter like Jſº and Il. *** and Jºe, (M,) ( The noman's or
instruments of war, &c.; and the sing, is 255; K)
(A’Obeyd, TA; ) or it has no sing, accord. to 2.É. (A, TA,) pls. of -ºxº and ... (TA.) nament sounded, or made a sound or sounds:
(M:) or made a lon, or gentle, sound; or a
some. (TA.) A poet says, (S,) namely El-Aasha,
%
and §5, The condition, or office, of a
(Mgh, T.A.)
chinking. (Bd, [who holds this to be a primary
Msb,
former
2.53
word
(S,
:
K:)
the
more
the
is
signification:
but it is said in the A to be tro
ºf -º-º: ~x. Ac3
approved. (ISk, Msb.)
pical.]) And -ai) Jº ! [The reeds made a
i.e., a sin.

-

(Msb, T.A.)

4.- .

e

•

*

-

3-

…

o

* O.

-

. o E.

*

#

+

º-3 Sºk ºv,

jº Bearing, or carrying, a heavy load, or lon, sound; or rustling]. (A.) And <!-[And I prepared for the near its neapons and
burden. (A.)—[Hence,) also, (A,) and " jº, “ſº t I heard its lon, sounding, or its clining ;
other apparatus; long lances and male horses].
(S, A, Msb, K,) I Sinning : (S, A, Kºr bear or its rustling]. (A.) See also Jºº.
(S, Mgh, T.A.) And it is said in the Kur,
--

-

(xlvii. 5) ºf º-fi & Jº-, meaning,
f Until the near terminates: (Mgh, Msb:) because
then the people thereof lay down their arms:

ing [a burden of] sin. (Msb.) >95u, occurs

*º, the regular form, because
it is there coupled with -*. to which it is

[especially] polytheism : (Fr, Bd, TA:) pl. as
above. (Bd, Msb, &c.) This is the sense in
which it is most frequently used in the traditions.
(IAth.)

5

in o .

J959-e

6

see

*

23'5.

-

-

-

-

-

353 A mountain : this is the primary significa

Jº a subst. from Jºs; (S, Msb, K :)
signifying, [Speech, or talk, that is indistinct; or
lony, faint, gentle, or soft : or lony, &c., and con
fused : see 1. – And hence,) The soul's, or
mind's, (S, M, Msb, K,) and the devil's, (K,)

6

tion : (S:) or a mountain difficult of access, or

in two places.

prompting, or suggestion, or talk, (S, M, Msb,
ſejº &c.
K,) of nºliat is vain, or unprofitable, and destitute
See Supplement.]
of good; (K;) as also " i-sº [used as subst.,
in which case its pl. is Jººs, occurring below].
J-5
($, K.) — [And hence.j't An evil, or unprofit
R. Q. 1. Jºº, ſinſ n i-º, and
,----, able, idea, imagination, or thought, which bestirs
and simple subst. U-13-3, but see Usus,) He itself in, or occurs to, the mind. (Mgb.) – And
+

*. .

J-,-,

in a trad., for

(Mgh:) properly, until the people of the near lay opposed. (S, Mgh, Msb, K.)
down their burdens: (Msb:) their neapons and
burdens: or, as some say, their sins. (Bd.) –
! A sin: (S, Bd, ubi supra, and Msb, K:) and

* > * > *

à-3-5 : see 1; and

o

... O

a*

371*
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Dates such as are termed

3-3, [i.e.,

[by a metonymy,) t A certain disease, [i. e. me.
lancholia, in nihich is a doting in the imagination half, or two-thirds, ripe]: (K:) i. e., as applied
and judgment, a sort of delirium, vulgarly to -kº, vile, or bad. (TA.)
attributed to diabolical prompting or suggestion,
but, it is said, arising from a predominance of
&->
the black bile, attended nith confusion of the
1, 2-2, (aor. 2-2, K.) inf. n. 2-3-5 ($
intellect. (Msb.) — [And from the primary
“... e-, *.
**, *,
signification seem to be derived those which here K) andtº
8-9 and Jº-3 ; (L;) He (a camel) went
follow.] + The lon, or faintly heard, sound of
a certain pace; (S, L, K;) [more quick than
the hunter and the dogs. (S, K.) – t A lon, or that called a-- the contr.
is said in the TA,
-

-

-

-

5

6

-

-

beneath his (another's) head. (S, L, K*.) [See
º ". .

an ex; in a verse cited voce -9-3 ; and another
voce 53-.]
*

;:

Jº 9-5' He hastened, or was quick,
in. his pace. (L, K.) – 3-3, (S, L, K,) or
*-alu •2-5), (Msb,) He incited him (a dog) to
4.

the chase; as also 3–1. (S, L, Msb, K.)

5. -->, (L. K.) and 'sus 2-, or sus

o .

faint sound [or rustling] of wind; as also

. .

(L,) and

º, (S,) He put for himself a pillow,

app. by a mistranscription : but see -aš, and (L, K.) and a thing, (S,) beneath
his head; (S,
J.3 :] the first pace, accord. to En-Nadr and As, L.) he rested his head upon a pillow. (L.) —
(M, K,) of women's ornaments : ($, M, K:)
is called -**
the

W

i-sºº.

(M.) - I The sounds, (S,) or sound,

next,

[the chinking thereof: see 1.] = Also, Jº-y
The devil; (M, K;) a name of the devil: ($ :) &

the next,

J. :

... .

* ~

the next,

the next,

**):

*

a-L3 --> He made his fore arm his pillow ;
i.e., lay upon his fore arm, putting it as a

2.91. or he ment quickly, or pillow. (L.)
it occurs in verse 4 of the last chap. of the Kur; and the next,
and is said to mean there J-ºl 3% [the sniftly. (TA, L.)
sus (S. L. Mºh, K) and '
prompter, or suggester, of what is vain, or un
4. 8-9 He incited, urged, or made, a camel, K) and #sº and *}, (K,) but some disallow
profitable, and destitute of good. (M.)
the last twoforms, (TA,) and
(L,) and šti
to go at the pace called
(S, K.)
Jºr. [A disease of the nature of
(K, art. --,) A pillow, or cushion, upon which
8-|-Jº- A quick, or swift, camel. (K.) one rests his cheek (S, A, L., Msb, K) or head :
melancholia]. (K in art. Jºc.)
<--> J. Quick, or swift, camels. (K.) (L ) and the first, a thing upon which one
U”9-9-0 : See U-3-2-2.
reclines, or rests : (M, L, K:) or the first, only,
signifies, anything that is used as a pillow, (A,
J.-->4, with kesr, A man subject to J-2-3
à->
Msb,) or put beneath the head, (L.) whether of
[or diabolical promptings, or suggestions, of vain,
household-furniture,
(Msb,) or stones, (L,) or
or unprofitable, things, and thereby confused in
and
1. *-2, a Or. 3-> (S, K) and
earth (A, L., Msb) &c.; (Msb :) pl. of the first,
his intellect, or disordered in his mind]: (M :)
(K,) [the last two of which are irregular & (S, Msb, K) and * ; (L, TA;) and of the
an act. part. n., applied as an epithet to a man,
inf. n.
(L;) and W.
and
because he to whom it is applied talks to him
second, ºs (S. L. Msh, K) and &sus.
self: and one also says Jº, [or asſ! J-2-3-ºl
(S, K) and
; (K;) It (a garment,

isºs (S, A, L. Mºb,

&-9

sºul,

-

**

tº,

7 -

0

-

º

0 . .

o - 2

5 " … .

**

-

*

-

*

, o .

.

3-4

3–4.

6 - d - -

o

o, .

-

o,”

6 - d ... ."

3–3.

º
'*->

&-

"3-2-

(Mº.)—--> 93tº 3 (lit., Perily my

3 *-

!:

like evºke -

(Msb.) or, accord. to $, L, K, and the skin, L, or some other thing, pillow is nide :] said by

Mohammad (L, K) to

M8b) was, or became, dirty, filthy, (S, L, K,) 'Adee Ibn-Hátim : (L.) alluding to his sleeping
Jºº.
in consequence of its being seldom washed, (L.) much; (L, Ki) because he whose pillow is wide
sleeps pleasantly : (Ki) or to his sleeping night
or
from nant of care. (Msb.)
**3
and
day : (L.) or to his having a wide back
*
<
,.
2: see 4.
1. Jºy! --5, aor. ---, (inf. n. -->,
to his neck, and a great head, indicating want
4, 8–9 (S. L. K) and W 3--> (L, K) He, of understanding. (L, K.) You say, --> 5*
TA;) and W cº-31; The land became abundant
in fresh herbage, such as is called ~#4, (S, K,) or it, made a garment, (S, L, K.) and the skin, stºl, meaning, He is stupid, dull, or wanting
and in dry herbage. (TA.) —-3, aor. --~93, (L,) or some other thing, (Msb,) dirty, or in intelligence : (Msb :) or sleepy. (TA, art.
IAar, one should not say

2 of

(TA.)

5

o .

- - -

-

- -

- - d -

~3. He, or it, nas
with -*. and <--.

inf. n.

syn.

dirty : (IAar, K :) filthy.
5 :
(TA.)

4.

. .

4

33-5 :

8:

4: see 1.

Jºjº.)

(S, L, K.)

See

.

3'-3.

see 1.

10:

la-3

*

Wood that is put in the loner part of a
1. 2,i) A-3, aor. *—, inf. n. * (S, Msb,
Dirt, filth, or soil ; (S, L ;) n-hat collects
rell, nºken its earth is such as mould pour in,
(K,) and that prevents the earth from doing so : upon a garment, or the skin, (L.) or some other K) [and ** (as shown below) and *, (S,
called by the people of Egypt sºft-, and only thing, (Msb,) in consequence of its being seldom K,) He sat, [or nas, or became,) in the middle,
of the wood of the sycamore fig-tree: (TA:) washed, (L.) or from want of care : (Msb:) pl. or midst, of the people, or company of men;
[the 3×3:3- is a lining of planks, resembling a
(MSb.) — cºul
S : [Live (K;) or among them : (TA;) i.a. "...a… .
barrel ; and the wood above mentioned is used
(S, K ;) or 2,4- W +-> : (Msb:) and in like
not thou upon the alms of men]. (A.)

**

-

º

*

tº Jé

in its construction because water does not rot it
º,

so quickly as it rots other kinds of wood:] pl.

-

3–2 Dirty, or filthy, [in consequence of being

manner, & a′s ſhe ras, or became, or sat,
in the

middle, or midst, of the place]: (Msb :)

*... (K.) [Accord. to IDrd, of the dial of

seldom mashed, or from want of care : an and º i-s, and Y *-*. and W <!-->. he
El-Yemen. (Freytag.)]
epithet applied to a garment &c. (Msb.)
was, or became, in the middle, or midst, of the
--> Plants; herbs; herbage : (S, K:) or
thing : and [in like manner]
*~, sig
abundance of herbage. (M, in art. J.)
J.-9
nifies ā- W º [The sun's being, or becom

---

º

-

--~~~ : A ram abounding with wool: (K :)

likened to a land abounding with herbage. (TA.)

ing, in the middle, or midst, of the sky]. (M.)
º A-3 also signifies He, or it, was, or
He put a pillow, (L, K,) and a thing, (S,)

2. sº 2-, or sus, (L. K.) and tº, (S)

-

la-3
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became, in the best part of the thing, most remote midst of the ring is cursed]: for he must of A-2, sufficient observations have been made in
from the two extremes. (TA.) And <!--, He necessity turn his back towards some of those the next preceding paragraph, which see through
alighted, or took up his abode, in, or among, the who surround him, and so displease them ; where out, and more especially in its latter part :] the
best, or most generous, thereof. (M.) And fore they curse him and revile him. (IAth.) — pl. of *—s is Buji, and that of its syn. " 4-3
or this may be a pl. of Y 4-5, and
4. Jº k-3, and
G” inf. n. iºus, It may not ſproperly] be used as a decl. n., (IB,) is
i.e. as an inchoative, (Mgh,) nor as an agent, nor
The man occupied, or held, a middle place,
<--as an objective complement ; (IB, Mgh) &c.; originally *-ºs. (M.) You say,

i-ji:

º

•

[meaning the best place, or one of the best places.]

among his people, in respect of truth and equity.

(Mºb) And -- J. & kºs, aor k-,

thus, also, differing from "Ja-3 ; unless it have 93. º [I sat in the middle, or middle part,
the adverbial particle [U.;] prefixed to it; in of the house]; (S, Mgh, Msb;) because la-3 is

&#

which case it has the sense of la .3, and you a subst: (S) And 4-3
[The middle, or
3.
2::/ **, Jº <--> and & 4-9 ** e” middle part, thereof, became neide). (Mgh,
* - 2 A-3 <--> [I smote the
of pretension to respect.] (M.) And Jº la-> [like as you say A33} *-> <!-- and 4-9 la 3 Msb.) And
middle,
or middle part, of his head]. (Mgh,"
a--, ſaor. “...] inf. n. abus and ill-, [He &º, explained above]; and sometimes it is
Msb.)
And
i., §-e [I broke the
held a middle, or good, or the best, rank in regard used as a subst., preserving the quiescence [and
of his grounds of pretension to respect;] (M, the adverbial form], like as & is used as a subst., middle, or middle part, of the spear]. (IB.)
TA;) and A-3 signifies the same: (M;) and though virtually an adv. n., in cases like that And ** &- 3- “s [The middle, or middle
so does W. bºx, (M, TA,) inf. n. *-*. (TA.) where it is said in the Kur, [vi. 94,3
3i part, thereof is better than the eartremity].

in-, [He held a middle, or good, or the
best, rank among his people in regard of grounds
inf n.

•

-

º

--

-

-

-

-

-

say,

o -

* *

-

d >

*

>

--

~5

sº

&la=

[see A-3, below.)

2. lºs (K) int. n. *-ji, (S. K.) He put
it in the middle, or midst (§, K.) – And [so
in the S, but in the IX “ or,”] He cut it [in the
middle, or midst, i. e.] in two halves. (S, K.)
[See the pass, part. n., below.j- [In the Kur,
c. 5, j some read, tº:- 43 &kº [which may
mean And have put in the midst, thereby, a com
pany of the enemy: or have divided in two halves,
thereby, &c.; or have thereby become in the midst
of a company of the enemy] : (S, TA :) others
read &A-33. (TA.) See 1, first sentence. —

<-- cº *… :

*: (meaning & us, or, as explained in the

(Mgh, Mºb) And ºf sº - The ºt

Jolºkºl.

of affairs, or actions, or cases, are such of them
as are between tro eartremes. (M. [See R. Q. 1,

Expos. of the

is sometimes used for "

(IB :) or

**

A-3, improperly; (S;)

in art. J-.]) It is sometimes put in the accus.
or it may be so used ; (Msb ;) or it is so used
by poetic license ; (M ;) or, as some say, each
of them may take the place of the other ; and
this seems the most likely : (IAth:) or one says
kº, with sukoon, only, of that whereof the
component parts are separate, or distinct, (IAth,
K*,) such as a number of men, and beasts of
cºrriage, &c.; (IAth;) and * *-3, (IAth,) or

-

d . .

case as an adv. n. ; as in the saying, c-Je

93. k-s: but this is an

instance of departure
from the original usage ; and [the meaning is

;3 la-3

Jº <--- signifying as explained

above; so that] it is not here syn. with &,
like as **, is. (IB.) — It is also used as an
epithet: (IB, Mgh:) [as such signifying Middle ;
both, (K,) of that whereof the component parts intermediate ; midn‘ay, or equidistant, between
are united, (IAth, K*,) such as a house, and the the two eactremities
or extremes; in place, or

see 1, last sentence.

head, (IAth,) or such as a ring: (K:) it is related,
*.*. the authority of Th, that º W a-3 and position ; but in this sense superseded in usage
by * kº and W *-5 and W. *::::: and in
ala-2 [both meaning The middle, or midst, of time; but in this sense also superseded in usage
between the men, or people, for the purpose of the thing] are said when the thing is solid; but
by ; iº :] middling ; of middle sort, kind, or
when its component parts are separate, or dis
accommodation ; from <!; Jº a-3 and Jº
tinct, the word is kºs, with sukoon, exclu rate; (Msb;) as also " iº (S,” M, Mgh, Msb,
5: see 1, first sentence, in four places. –
J-ºl & a-> He mediated, or interceded,

•º, explained

ill-s:
intercession, (Jº

above; (Msb;) or from

(S;) he made mediation, or

à-l.91,) between them. (K.) — *…

also sig

K) and ' … (M, Mgh, Mºb) and ' ', 's
k-s ; betnreen good and bad;

sively. (M.)

(M, TA) [and *

k-, [The

middle, midst, or middle part, of a

(Msb, TA;) as also " A-si (Msb:) conform
nifies He took what was of a middle sort, between thing ; i.e.,] properly, the part of which several ing, or conformable, to the just mean ; just ;
lateral, or outer, portions are equal ; as, for
the good and the bad. (K.)
instance, the middle finger: but also meaning equitable: (Zj, S, K :) good; (Zj, M, Msb, K:)
*-3, with the *. quiescent, is an adv. n. ; the part which is surrounded, or enclosed, on its as also W k-, : (M :) most conforming, or con
[as such written la .3, meaning In the middle several sides, although unequally : (Msb:) or formable, to the just mean ; most just ; most
of; in the midst of; or among ;] (S, M, IB, the part that is between the two sides or extremities equitable; applied to what is so of a thing; (S,
Mgh, K;) and it is for this reason that, it has
of a thing ; (M, IB, Mgh, K ;) [or the part, or M, K:) whatever it be ; (S,K;) as also " A-3.
its middle letter quiescent, (S, IB,) like Jee (IB) point, that is between every two opposite ertremities
(M:) best; (Msb;) as also " kºi. (S,” Msb,
with which it is syn.; (IB, Msb;) [for] it may of a thing ; and properly when equidistant;]
K*:) most generous : (M :) and when used as
be used in any case in which & may be sub as, for instance, the centre of a circle: (Mgh :)
an epithet, it is applied

stituted for it: (S, Ath, K.) and, like C, it

alike to a masc., fem.,
(Mgh :) the fem. of

A-si, (M, K,) which is [likewise] a sing., dual, and pl., subst.:
subst, like Jºi and Jºji [but imperfectly decl. * {..} is Jº (Mgh,

as also V

does not denote a part of the thing denoted by
the noun to which it is prefixed, wherein differing
because originally an epithet] : (M :) k-3 has
from W. la-3. (S, IB, K.) You say, <--its middle letter with fet-h in order that it may

A,i, Lºs (S, IB, Ms) I sat [in the middle of

agree in measure with its contr., which is

-ºl. ;

or in the midst of;) or among, the people, or con the like agreement being
frequent: (IB :) and

maSC.

i-ſº

(Msb,)

and pl. fem.

º &S

Msb;) and the pl.

k-s.

(Msb.) Hence,

(S, Msb, K.) The middle

ſinger (Mº.) And " kº. Asº

[The middle

pany of men, (IB, Msh;) not being one of them. it is only used in cases in which Jºº may not be day].
(Msb.) And "
ājj [The middle
substituted for it, herein [and in other respects, night. (Msb.) And " A-ſº **), meaning
his head is oil]; not meaning a component part mentioned in the next preceding paragraph,)
of the head. (IB.) And it is said in a trad. differing from a 3. (S, IB, K :) [respecting The [ten middle] days. (Msb.) And **
Cº. ai- º J- [The sitter in the the similar and dissimilar usages of L-3 and w à-91, meaning The [ten middle nights : not

Jº"

(IB) And 3% ºf its in a middle of

2942
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lº .."

for this is a vulgar mistake, into middle sort : occurring in a saying of an Arab strikes; (TA, in art. 3- ) the 3,31 being the
which relaters of traditions have fallen ; or it of the desert to El-Hasan, cited in full voce P,3. extremity which is next to the tail of the camel ;
may be a mistake of transcription. (Msb.) And (M, TA) And u, , ºelias, in the Kur, (Az, L; ) the hinder part of the saddle, which
" Jay 3,141, (M, Mgh, &c.) mentioned in [ii. 137, (S, Mgh, Msb,) [We have made you is its tall and broad piece of wood that is against
the Kur, [ii. 239, (M, K,) meaning The middle to be a nation] conforming, or conformable, to (ess-3) the head of the riders (Ish, Az, L:)
prayer (Bd, TA) between the other prayers, the just mean; just; equitable : (Zj, S, IB, Bd, the former of these is not called Ja-15 as being
(Bd,) or between the prayers of the night and K.) or good. (Zi, BJ, Mºb, K.) And Jºey. a middle part between the 35- and the aests, as
W

the day; (TA;) or the most excellent of them in *-3 Choice pasturage. (M.) And k-, J
particular : (Bd:) i. e. the prayer of the after A good man ; as also Y *-s: (M. :) or a man
noon; (Alee Ibn-Abee-Tālib, I’Ab, and others,
having good grounds of pretension to respect.
Mgh, BJ, K :) because the prophet said, on the
day of the Ahzáb, “they have diverted us from (TA) And 4.3 J "bºs &, (§, K’) or

Lth says; nor has the camel's saddle any [part

called] a 29. (Az, L.) – 4-9 also signifies
The piece of wood that is in the middle, between
the tro pieces called the cºstae, in the yoke
that is upon the neck of a bull which draws a

d x -o .

Ja->|| 3,4-a!", the prayer of the

afternoon :”

_or_º, (as in some copies of the K,) Such a one cart or the like. (L in art. Jac.)
(Bd:) or the prayer of daybreak; (also said to is the best of his people ("...ſº) in race, and
il-5 The jewel that is in the middle of a
be on the authority of ’Alee, Mgh, Bd, K:) the highest of them in station. (S, K.) And
because it is between the prayers of the night ---, 93), W 4-3 & [Such a one is of 3355 [or necklace], nihich is the best thereof;

and the day; (Bd;) for the saying of the prophet good quality, or of the best quality, in respect of

(s; the large pearl (sſs) that is in the middle

mentioned above does not contravene this and

tribe, and of grounds of pretension to honour]. thereof, which is the most precious of the beads
other assertions, since what is meant in the trad. (Lth.) And ** *-3 &- sé, and
Jº, thereof. (L.) — [In modern Arabic, A means
is not what is meant in the Kur: (K:) or, (M,
of doing a thing. You say, 13= âla-sº By
K,) accord. to Abu-l-Hasan, (M,) the prayer of He is of the best of his people. (Msb.) And in
J*, means of such a thing. — Also, An inter
Friday; (M, K;) because it is the most ex like manner, & la-3 &- %, and

'…}

'sa-3

cellent of the prayers ; (M;) and he who says It is of the best of the thing. (Msb.) And JG
otherwise errs, unless he trace up the assertion
"...ſº in the Kur, lxviii. 28, The best of them
to the prophet: (M, K:) these three opinions
said:
(Jel:) or the most rightly directed, of
are of the strongest authority; (B;) and the first
c2 x - c:
to the truth: (Msb :) or it means "Ja-3
is that which commonly obtains : (Mgh :) or the them,
a 3.
prayer of noon; (Mgh, Bd, Msh, K :) because Q9 (the most remote, of them, from either eactreme,
it is in the middle of the day : (Bd:) or the in judgment]; or
[in age]. (Bd.)
prayer of Friday on the day thereof; but on
other days the prayer of noon: (K, and also *>3: See *—s, as an epithet, in two places.
said to be on the authority of ’Alee :) or the
*-3:
k-3, as an epithet, in five places.
prayer of sunset : (Mgh, Bd, K :) or the prayer
of nightfall : (Bd, K:) or [the night-prayer —- mediator, or an intercessor, for the purpose
called] ; : (K:) or the prayer of the breaking of accommodation, (0, K,) between people, (O,)
or between two persons engaged in mutual alter
of the fist: (K:) or the prayer of sacrifices:
cation or litigation. (K.)
(K :) or the prayer of the period called the
J-º: (K:) or the prayer of the congregation : iºus [originally an inf. n. : (see 1 :) — and
(K:) or the prayer of fear : (K:) or the prayers hence, as a subst., Mediation, or intercession].

ū.

See

of nightfall and daybreak together : (K, and said
to be on the authorities of 'Omar and 'Othmān :)
or the prayers of daybreak and the afternoon to
gether: (K:) or any of the five prayers ; because

(S, K. see 5.) –2-93,
(TA.)

ābū

mediary, interposer, or agent between parties;
a go-between.] – See also i-3. — Jº *

Jº &- âla-3 t

He is in a good condition

of

life. (Er-Răghib, TA, in art. Jº-.)

iº; fem. Jº pl. masc. i-3 ; pl. fem.
A-3 see laws, as a subst., in two places; and
*

. .

as an epithet, throughout.

**

What is in the middle of a

< [i. e.

house, or tent, &c.], particularly. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

à-,-, or a-, see A-5.
uº. 3% J-5 He slew such a one cut [in
the middle, or midst,) in two halves. (TA.) [This
mode of slaughter, termed *-*. was often
practised under the rule of the Egyptian Sultáns;

The best of many instances thereof being mentioned by El

Makreezee and other historians. See De Sacy's
Chrest. Ar., 2nd ed., vol. i. p. 468.]

deendrs.

ſia--, A mean, or means ; pl. kº.]
4-5.
k-3, as a subst., and also as an
prayers: (K:) or all the divinely-appointed
prayers : (K:) or certain prayers not particu epithet. —º kºls, (Lth, S. K.) or Jº,
larized : (K:) or prayer of middling length,
between long and short. (K.) Hence also, ''.< (Ish, Az, M.) and "4:a-s, (Lth, M, K) and
k-, A middling thing; a thing of middle sort or W <!--, (Lh, M, [or perhaps v “A-...,
kind; (Msb;) between good and bad; (S, Msb;) responding to W <-3. , j) The fore-part of the
before it are two prayers and after it are two

ºf

w . . .”

la-9-e : see

* .

A-3, as an epithet, in two places.

See

COr

[8-2

&c.

See Supplement.]
Cºx

R. Q. 1. [-º, inf. n. ãº, He spoke in a
camel's saddle : (S, K.) accord. to Lth, (Az, lon, faint, gentle, or soft, manner, nºith con
applied to a male slave, and a female slave, TA,) the part, of the camel's saddle, which is fusedness; accord. to an explanation, given by
(Msb,) and two male slaves, and two sheep or between the a233 and the 5-1, (Az, M, L;) Khaleefeh, of the inf. n. ; or the word of which
goats. (Mgh.) And Öºk L. * Lºſ & but this is a mistake ; (Az, L ;) for the law's of he gave that explanation was tºº, with J. :

as also "kºsº (Msbº) and in like manner it is

the camel's saddle is one of the cº, (ISh, (see Jº :) or he spoke confusedly, so as to be
Az, L,) which are its two ertremities, [or upright
hardly intelligible : or he spoke in a lon, faint,
of that which ye give for food to your families,
pieces of wood, like the cº of the horse's gentle, or soft, manner : (see *sº below: and
(Mgh, Msb,) between what is prodigal and what saddle, (Az, L,) between which the rider sits;

...ſº, in the Kur, (v. 91, of the middle sort
is niggardly. (Mgh.) And "

£39

i.J. The

(ISh, Az, L;) it is the eactremity which is nect see R. Q. 2:) in the present day it signifies he
to the head of the camel; (Az, L;) the tall fore nºhispered: and “sº, he whispered to him.]=
‘Alee, cited in full in art. As. (M) And Jºe part newt to the breast of the rider, (ISh, Az, L,) º, [or rather, app., “sº, I gave
W u-2-3 º Teach thou to me a religion of the against which the breast of the rider sometimes or handed, it to him in a small quantity. (K.)
|

middle class of men : occurring in a saying of

sº

Book I.]
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Cº- tº
º

-

They mere in a state of
**** Trees of n:hich spears are made : (S, ment. (L.) —º W 4-2, as also <ā
commotion, and spoke together one to another, or K:) or canes growing obliquely, or, as in the f He put on him the garment in the manner.
some of them to others, in a lone, faint, gentle, or M, in an intricate manner: or the hardest of described in the explanation of the phrase
soft, manner. (IDrd, K.)
canes : or, as a coll. gen. n., f spears; n. un.

lsº

R. Q. 2.

tº

6 - 0

-

-

- d-

º

^ - © .

with 3: (TA:) [See also is c :] or, originally,

Jººs : see Cºlºs.

** (M. I.)—º- tº: (S, K, &c.) I i.g.
$º (K) [or i, 4.1 tº Jº- tº: He

the roots of canes : and afterwards applied to
Speech with confusedness, (S, K,) so as signify spears, themselves; so called because of
put the suspensories of his snºord over his left

is,...,

to be hardly intelligible: (TA:) or confused their intermingling when meeting together.

shoulder,

learing

the right bare : (T:) and

speech : or lon, faint, gentle, or soft, speech : or
(Ham, p. 165.) — **** 15-cula; ; They thrust 23'-> *** [signifies the same]. (A.)- ***
such a word or saying. (T.A.) See R. Q. 1. =
2 of
one another neith the spears. (A.) — al-Jſ. Jºël aels-, (L) : He thren the bit and bridle of his
Lightness, activity, or agility. (K.)
* -

-

-

- 2-

3

Jºs:

º,

,

***" Drought

o –

see Jºlº.

-

- -

* ~ *

horse upon his shoulder, and put his arm through
destroyed the tangled trees, or

it, so that it became like a tº. (Expos. of the
their roots; no moisture remaining in the earth.
Jº Light, actice, or agile; (Lth, S, K :) (TA, from a trad.) –
The roots of the Mo'allakát printed at Calcutta, p. 171.) See
applied to a man; ($ ;) and to an ostrich; (AA,
he were of Lebeed quoted below.] — *—sº
sinews. (TA.) —
: Intricacy of relation
K;) and so " iº applied to a she-camel;
39-21 f Inivit feminam : (A, TA :) or he em
(TA.) Ex. … braced a woman round the neck, and turned her
(K;) or this last, so applied, signifies quick, ship : (S, K:) pl.
Oaxer.
(TA.)
and light or actice or agile; and so Jº ~~
There is an intricacy of relation
applied to a he-camel; and W Jº applied to a ship between them.
8 : see 5, in two places.
(TA.)
he-camel and to a man. (TA.) You say also,
-lºs.
d
is—s The root (3-) of a tree. (S, K.)— cºi : see tº-2
abº" W Jººs
Je-j, meaning,
is—sº [An implement made of]
and
(S, K)alº written
i.e., A man slender in the [fore] arm, and light, See is 3.
cU-5 and
fibres
palm
tristed,
(J)
tree
then
and
of
the
actice,
in work. (AO, TA.)
or
º by poetic licence W J-ºs,(S.) An orna
ctº:, an
tied (or, as in some lexicons, attached in the
manner of a net, TA,) between two pieces of ment worn by women, (L.)[consisting of] two series
-->
wood, (or a net between two pieces of wood, (cº-) of pearls and jewels strung or put
--> [app. meaning Fleshy] is from the ex TA,) upon nºbich reaped wheat &c. are carried. together in regular order, which two series are
pression i.e., sº, (in one copy of the K, *3. (S, K.)
disposed, or placed, contrarinºise, (ºr ºf Calls-3,)
TA) A date having a thick le! [i. e. pulp, or
one of them being turned (-, …) over the other
tº's Anything entangled, intermiaced, con [so that they cross each other]: (L, K :) or a
flesh]. (K.) Of the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)
fused, or intricate. (TA.)
thing woven of leather, and adorned with jenels,
* sing. of Jºi, (K,) which is the same
like a 3353, worn by a roman : (Msb:) or a
is—s (S, K) and Y *-*. (TA) f Intricate wide
as Jøi (S. K) and ºi, (TA) [but see this relationship
[piece, or thing, of] leather, (K,) or a
; or intricate uterine relationship;
last word, in art. -3:...] and signifies, A medley,

**
*::
*3.

***

ºf

- -

• 3

-

0 1

ºr

.

-

0

-

-

tes,

'**,

*

-

d.

- *-o.

6

…•

-

-

-

2 of

o J. O.

or miced multitude; (K;) or sundry, or separate

(S, K 9 and close. (TA) Ex is ºl, Low-tº

sorts of people; (S;) and young men of the

is an intricate and close

~, Between them
(TA.) A term of dispraise only. relationship. (TA.)

thing woven of leather, in a wide, or broad, form,

(S,)

and adorned with jewels, n'hich a noman

binds (33) between her shoulders and her flanks:
(Lth, S, Mgh, K :) or a 3353 of the belly, nihich
(Marg. note in a copy of the S.)
• & 2 × 6 c:
is sometimes long, so that the redundant portions
**** 3-ol An intricate, or a confused, affair. of
its two eactremities are thronin over the shoul
(TA.)
**,
ders : (Mgh :) or one of a pair of necklaces
n:hich a noman makes to hang don’n upon her
1. &la=S, J5) all ºt-a-º. The roots and
tº
sides ; one upon her right side, and the other
branches became entangled together. (S.)— à-33,
upon her left: (W. 144:) [hence it seems to be
He put º
2. 35.]]
inf. n.
aor. --, inf. n. 2-35 and 8-32, It (anything) nºon (twº (l **2, q. v. (S. K.) — See 5. – as-ºs of different kinds; one kind consisting of two
became entangled, intermixed, confused, or in
ornaments resembling necklaces, one of which
3
o'
tº-tº
f He struck him a blow upon the place of rests upon the right shoulder and against the
tricate. (TA.)
~~5
— 23-ºx 25- 4:13 U.5
the tº:- (TA.)
left flank, the other resting upon the left shoulder
baser sort.

-

--

-

-

:

2.7

-

*

-

tº,

c >

&

-

-

g

A D ...

g

**,

º

-

»

-

o

- -

: Affairs, and griefs, or solicitudes, became per
oz
plearing in his heart. (TA.) — sº-º-º: Jé
O

cº āş 4, aOt.

&#, K.)

-

,

,-

I The relationship

and against the right flank; another kind seems,

5. -->, (S. K.) and " ----ji, (K.) She from an expression in the A., “a woman bearing
(a woman) put on, or decked herself with, a

of such a one to thee has become intricate : (S,
K, TA;) like as the roots and branches of trees

tº 1 v. G. K.) – º – 5, & K, &c.)

become intricate. (T.A.)

and a " tº, (Ms) : i, q, xiàº (K.) but

8.

tºº, and cº-tº- ,” to be one such ornament;

another, an ornament resembling a necklace,
thrown over the head, so as to rest upon the

shoulders, crossing in front, and passing round
MF disapproves of this explanation : (TA:) or the loins, and is tied or crossed in front, and of
2. ºil tº, int. n.
! He (God) He put his garment under his right arm-pit,
made the relationship intricate. (S, K.) – 2
which the redundant portions are thrown over

**,

w
-

&

9

o x > 0 . .” -

ºº

and threw it [meaning a portion of it] over his
See
the 2-4 does ; (T, Msh;)
as—ººl (S, K) and
like Lü and
(T:) or he threw a portion

º **

pl.

&

and

J.-, aſ t God joined and mired them together. left shoulder, like as
(TA.) —

** He laced together a Jº… [or

gº

***

(M, K:) the last

thought by ISd to be formed as though from
basket in which grapes are carried to the drying of his garment over his left shoulder, and drew
a-U.S.
place] with a leather thong, or the like, (such as its eactremity under his right arm, and tied the
a. *23, TA,) lest anything should fall from
two extremities together in a knot upon his bosom.

it. (K.)

(M.) Also, He wrapped himself up in his gar

•

(L.) — Lebeed says:
o . ~~

Jº Jº- - - - Jºãº

+

*s-, 32° 3, Jets ºf

.

tº: - ºr--es

2944
* >

*
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>

[And I have protected the tribe; a snift, out3, 53.2 A woman who orders one to sharpen ~34, in n. -s; (S. K. Mºb) and " -->
stripping, horse, whose bit and bridle mere my teeth and to make them thin [and serrated] : and * ~25) and " --> (K ;) He (a man,
tº: nºhen I went anay, bearing my arms : see (L:) or who asks for this to be done; as also S,) neas, or became, diseased, ill, or sick : ($, K:)
*]: he relates his having gone forth |" *: (K:) if with -, it is from 2:1, not or in pain : (Msb :) [or in violent pain : or in
a-ol-Mº
5

o ºr

-

* c <

-

º o .

-

continual, or constant, pain : or emaciated in

-

as a scout for his people, mounted on his camel, Jºs; and if without ., accord. to the regular body by reason of fatigue or disease : or in a

with his horse by his side, and bearing its bit way it should be *. (K.)
and bridle like a

tº, so that

*-

horse if he perceived the enemy.

(L.) —

tº:

d - e >

* ,

~

*

30-5-2 : see 32-3-2.

+ A bon: ; (L:) (so called because of the manner
in which it is worn). —

state of eaccessive fatigue : and, sometimes, he
suffered fatigue, or neariness, and languor; see
--> *…* is also explained as signifying

he might bit the

[A35 &c.

** (M) and " -->

the being languid: (TA:) and " ~235, as sig
nifying he felt, or experienced, pain in his body.

See Supplement.]

(A.) —-

(M, K) + A snºord: (M, K:) so called because
of the manner in which it is worn: see 5. (M.)
-

2 c >

-

~

tinued. (TA)—iº J. ºss, (S. K.) ar.

Jø9

: * ~

tº" Jº Jº, [and cº" Us-la-, or
tº" à-la-, and tº **) | She is slender

…

2 -a-, (AZ, TA) or " : *, *, (M)

-

-23 The fat [in an animal] con

-

º

-

J -

-

-

--ee, [inf. n. -->> ;] and -->5, aor.

…

-

<---a: ;

-á (a the latter aor. extr. [with respect to analogy];
in the belly and flanks. (K.) [See also art. kind of face-veil), (AZ, TA,) or her gº [a kind (Kr;) like 33, a Or. &. and &-3, aor. 3-4,
stºre.]
of head-covering], (M.) in such a manner that &c.; but not mentioned by the exicographers
She (a girl, M,) put on, or more, her

•

2 -

º

-

ãe-Lºs : see

nothing nas seen but her eyes: (AZ, M, TA :) with these verbs; (TA;) [and W -251; see
J.--> and J.--> signify the same : (AZ, S, below :] and '-el, : (TA ) i. 4. J.9%; He

-

tºº.

A she-goat (S, K) that is black, (L) CK!) the former is of the dial of Temcem:
neith a white mark, or with two white marks, like (AZ, TA:) or both the above verbs signify she
al
expl. by Jºº- ā-3,4. (S. L. K.) (a woman) contracted her -ta-3 (K, TA) so
that it shened nothing but her eyes: (TA :) or
4 & 2 ×
3.32 I. A garment, and a cock, having tro J.23-25 signifies she (a woman) put her -li,
marks like a
(L.) — i-3,4 : A gazelle, near to her eyes. (Fr. T.A.)

**,

•

kept, attended, or applied himself, constantly,
perseveringly, or assiduously, to the thing; (S,

* ~ *

tº :

K;) and managed it, or conducted it, well. (K.)
Jº ~3. and allo Jº and -: ;
aors. as above ; He kept, attended, or applied
tºº.
himself, constantly to his property, [meaning his
and a sheep, and a bird, having two streaks, or
R. Q. 1. --23-25 : see 2, throughout. — camels &c.,] and managed it well. (Kr.) —
strips, one on each side. (L.) [See Jºak-2.]
Jes-> He looked through a hole such as is º Jº Asi. "-->3' The people kept, attended,
-

o

ºr ,

–4,

d -

6 x d >

Jºs.

(K.) — He (a whelp) opened or applied themselves, constantly, perseveringly,
or assiduously, to the thing. (S, K.)
his eyes. (K.) = &= Jºs He (a man) con
1. 33s, (S, K.) inf n. jº, (TA,) He sanced a tracted his eye in order to obtain a sure cier. 2. 4.32 He took care of him, tended him, or
nursed him, in his sickness : like ~~. (TA,
piece of wood with a jºse; a dial. form of 23 : (IDrd, M.)
from
a trad.) – See 1.
Jeº-2 : See Jo 9°5 •
termed

J-5
-

2 :

6

. .

6 - d .

(S.K.) in 33. (K)— sº, aorºj, (Mºb)
inf.

3 : see 1, and 4.

nº. (S, K,) She (a woman) sharpened (S,
Jº, (S) or "Jeº, (M) or both (K.)

4. 4.--> It (a disease) rendered him ill, or
Msb, K) her teeth, (S, K,) or her canine teeth,
the latter on the authority of Lth, (TA,) A hole
(Msb.) and made them thin [and serrated], (S,
sick.
(TA) see -3. – ~2. He (God)
in a veil or the like, of the size of the eye, through
afflicted
him with a disease, sickness, or malady.
Msb, K.) meaning their edges: (TA:) [as also
n:hich one looks. (S, M., K.) And Jººs,
(S. K) see J.-3. —--> II, (a man) had
sº See
[the pl. of the former, or of either, The narrow
diseased
children born to him. (K.) Accord. to
[a
10. <2,33:...' She (a woman) asked for her parts of the apertures for the eyes of a
IKtt, A33]) --~25) The people had ſhºr children
[teeth or] canine teeth to be sharpened and made kind of woman's face-veil]; (M, TA ;) as also
wearied by disease. (TA) = aſſuſ -->
thin [and serrated]. (Msb.)
Jagues.
(TA)
2- ; The she-camel grew fat, (K,) and con
a , 2
2:3 a dial. form of 2:1 [A serration and a
J-º-º: : See Jºº. — A small
[a tinued so : (TA :) [explained in the K by 3-3
sharpness of the eactremities of the teeth]. (Sgh, K.)
kind of face veil); ($, M ;) pl.-4:12, (S) **, [which is probably a mistake for < 5
º-ſ, A woman n-ho sharpens and makes thin signifying small &#9, worn by a girl. (K.) — and if so, I prefer another reading of the phrase
222
[and serrated the [teeth, or] canine teeth. (Mºb) Je'2-25 &ºre A. &”
that is contracted [so as to in the K, mentioned in the TA; namely,
2- asū J.25" ; i.e., the she-camel was
It is said in a trad., 5-29% 5-9, Aſ cº
constantly fat]. — āsū <-->3', and W ~~~le,
[May God curse her who sharpens and makes shon, nothing but the eyes]. (M., T.A.)

#23.

&:

5 . .”

&

6

o –

º, 2 o z

£

thin and serrated the teeth, or the canine teeth,
and her who orders one to do this, or who asks

+ The she-camel yielded milk continually, or

U-25
1.

&es,

as also

&-,

constantly.

does this in order to make herself like the

5:

* The space between the third finger
~~~~9

1. – 3, aor. -->4, inf. 1 º' (S. K.)

Having the fore shanks formed thin, and ser and W -251; (K;) It continued; was constant;
rated; ] as also without e. (K.)

see 1, in two places.

TA,) It (a garment) was, or became, dirty. (K.)

young. (T.A.)

cº, applied to the beetle, [meaning,

(A.) – See 1.

(mentioned by Lb,

for it to be done]. (S, TA.) An old woman

and

the first finger; or, lit., what is between those
two fingers.

*~, A

(K.)

disease, sickness, or malady: (S, K :)

(S, K :) was ficed, settled, or firm. (K.) – or pain : (Msb :) or violent pain : or continual,

jº, without -, A san: ; a dial. form of 4. aşū. & <3 # The milk of the camel con or constant, pain : or continuance of pain :
tinued, or was constant. (A) —-3, aOr. (TA :) or emaciation of the body by reason of
(S,” K.)

Book I.]

~~~5 – Lºs
s

2a
°y-oº:

-

• *

fatigue or disease : (IDrd:) or eaccessive fa
Jº-25 A court, or an open or a wide space in
tigue : (Zj:) and, sometimes, fatigue,
or
weari
front
of a house or dwelling, or extending from
2 of
ness, and languor : (TA :) pl. Jºi. (K.)
its sides : (S, M, A, L., Msb, K:) as also
;

2-

2

•re-es:

3-

9

<s

(S, K) and

"J-5

(TA) Diseased;

q.v. (L.) pl. 343 and 34.33. (TA) — 4

£3 6.

See j-29.

, o ż

j-oº! :

(Msh.)

threshold (Msb, K) of a door or entrancº.

[-5-23 &c.

ill; sick : (S, K:) or in pain : (Msb:) for in
violent pain : or in continual, or constant pain : – A door, or entrance. (A.) See 5U.23. —

See Supplement.]

It has the first of these meanings in the Kur.
tº,
xviii. 17; (A, L, TA ;) or the second: (TA :)
~|~3. (K.)
or the third : (A, TA:) or it there means The
1. §45(S,K) aor. 54:3, inf. m. #123; (TA)
-3 ; see •3.
•'s Jºãº [Kur. cavern of the Ashāb el-Kahf (K*, TA.) – Also, and &es, alor. tº (IO, &c.;) He was, or
xxxvii. 9, A continual, perpetual, constant, or
became, fair, beautiful, meat, or clean. (S, K.)
fiaced, punishment. (Fr, TA)—º-e? & 4, 33-, A fold (3,4-) for sheep or goats :
‘tº * Lºº, (S, K,) aor. of the latter tº,
[Kur, xvi. 54,] as Zjobserves, is said to mean (A § or a house like a 3×laa-, of stones, made (S,) dev. from rule, by which, as a verb of the
To Him shall be rendered obedience perpetually, in the mountains, for flocks or herds; (L, K;) class called agº, Jas, it should be like 4.,

&c.;

See

*śl.

pl. of the former

Jº

and

6

-

3-3, (K) or '32-3, (S, A, L.) [as also

-

or constantly: (Fr, S:) or it may mean To Him i.e., for sheep or goats &c. : (TA:) an enclosure (TA,) He vied with him for the honour of sur
shall be rendered obedience, whether man be

like a 3rºlā-, made for flocks or herds, excepting passing in fairness, or comeliness, and prevailed
over him therein. (S, K.)
that it is of stones, and a 3×ºlas- [is] of branches
or not ; or whether it be easy to him, or not :
of trees: (S, L:) F, misunderstanding this ex
2. sts, [He made him, or assisted him, to
to Him shall be rendered obedience, even if it be
planation, has erroneously said in the K, that perform the ablution termed º, Ol' *3. (M,
attended by eaccessive fatigue. (T.A.) — ãº.
4-3 also signifies a 3×lae of branches of trees: T.A.) [See an ex. voce
content with that which he is commanded to do,

bºl

4.2% A desert far-eartending, [as though] with

*s.

out end; (S;) that extends so far as scarcely to (TA:) pl.
for

have an end; (A;) very far-eatending. (K.)
*

(A.) – [Snares, or traps,
beasts of prey: see 4:3, in art.

catching

** Afflicted by God with a disease, sick
together.

ness, or malady. (S.)

(S.L.K)—3-3 f Strait;

(K, TA;) as also
2-

(A, TA.)

g

-

clean : TA :) He performed ablution, 35 au for,

-

or preparatory to, prayer. (S, K.) — It some

3-2-25 : see 24-25.

see 4:] + A she-camel that yields

used for the regular inf n. $3,3,.] º, or $43,
or both, [see these two nouns below, from its,
(lit., He made himself fair, beautiful, meat, or

āşū, and " #2,” [perhaps a mistake

-3%.

milk

alſº W <>.

straitened;

..y

5 -

for

tºº, ($, K,) inf. n., ſor rather quasi-inf. n.,

5.

*~..] — 3.2% Herbage having the roots near

,

4-25-0

3: see 1.

continually, or constantly. (A.)

times signifies He washed some one or more of

3-2. A door, or entrance, closed : (L:) or
9

& 2 ×

-

-

J-232 Having many pains [or

-

diseases]. become closed.

(S, K.)

xc. 20,

22 - - 2

3.

his members : he purified his hand, or hands, and
(S.) — In the Kur, civ. 8, [and mouth, by washing, from the foul smell of fat, or

-

i.e.: (as some read instead of 33-34,

greasy, food: he washed his hand. – Some say

L) signifies Closed over. (S, L.) – See 3-3. <sº [for <tº] ;

* 2:1:

but this should not be said:

ã.23% : see a-23-, 439.
(S:) it is of weak authority, or is viciously so pro
nounced: (K:) it is said to be of the dial. of
Hudheyl. (T.A.) — tºº, and stºº, He (a

Jºaº
º o

4. J.25" He closed, a door, or an

2-25. A covenant, compact, or contract : (S, youth), and she (a girl), arrived at the age of

ºntrance

9 o

syn. Gºí; (S, M.A. L. K.) and épiº (Mºb,

tº o

K:), as also

ºf .

,-

9 .

-

3.21. (S, L, K) – See 10. — and eja, and 35° and 351-5. (S.) — Also,
• a 22

It (a door, or entrance) became closed.
(5) – J.25" He covered, or covered over, a

puberty. (K.)

.”

5.

-

3-

3.

K.) a dial. form of, el; like as they said

•

cooking pot (M, A, L.) — Jº Jº- 3%
$3.2% -ºš ~% The mountain fell upon the
entrance of the cavern, and stºpped i p. (L,

o

•

Le! : see *Jºs.

.

(S, A, K.) and "343 (Lth,A,K) and '32-3 (K)
and '323i, (Lth, TS, L.) A written statement of
5 e oE

g

o

y

P

*** : see 3-25.

tº signifies The act of allution, &c. (S,K)
a purchase or sale, transfer, bargain, or contract :
(see
5); and " .33, the water with which that
(S, A, K, TA :) the first is from
and is
act is performed, or the mater that is prepared
generally used in this sense: pl. of the first,
2 of
See also Ales". – 4:Ae 159-5) ju-ji: and of the second, $53, : Lth says, for that act, (S, K, TA,) and is said to be also

*.

w ~ 2.

from a trad.)
f They straitened him, and imposed on him a that the second is an arabicized word; and an inf. n., [or rather a quasi-inf n., signifying
the act itself]: (S, K:) or they are syn. words

difficulty which he was unable to bear. (A)

others say, that the first and second are Persian of two different dialects, each sometimes used as
10. 2.22:... (S, A, L, K) and " …e5! (A, K) words, arabicized. • 6 3.(TA.) One says, axiºſ an inf. n., signifying the act, (though inf ns, of
He made a fold, such as is called 33-3, (S, L.,) 2, a -->=5 JajS), and 73,291, [He made the measure U3as deviate from constant rule,
Or *~s , (K,) or a sºlº-. for his sheep or him a grant of the land to be held in fee, and TA,) and each
sometimes as signifying the
goats, (A) in a mountain. ($, L.)
water. (S, K, TA.) AA says, that **, *s sig
wrote for him the statement of
the
transfer.]
(A.)
:o ż
And
it
is
said
in
a
trad.,
Laji
Ls: (sº 3. nifies “the water with which one performs the
sues (M, L,) as also
(L.) and Y
a 2 - 3.22 2- 2 - 0
ablution above mentioned; ” and he knew not
[see the Kur, xviii. 17, (K) i. q. Sºlae : (M, S5 3.e3!! Je 3× 24 ×3 (*)-22 Jº Ja:35 tº [though it occurs in, many traditions]:
2 *

-

*

~

-

33,

*

-

>

-

•* ~ *

-

**

•

2-3

... •

*

L, K.) [in a copy of the M written &A. :

in

*

o

- sº

w

•

*-* -

o p

cººl Jºlax… [This man purchased of me some and A’Obeyd disallows #3-25, and allows only

the L, without any syll. signs: in the ÇK, land (or

5's a house, as

in the TA) and received
of me the written statement of its sale, but he will
see the remarks on these words in art. ~! :]) or not restore to me the written statement of the sale,
and
are like 3*. (O.)
nor will he give me the price]. (S.)

3.1%: and in my MS. copy of the K, &la,

sus,

sus,

$33. (TA)

º, ($, K,) pl. £º

and

fús;

(K;) and

• **

• J.”

W ºu 33, [S, K; in the CK, erroneously, ºu 32;]
72

Lê
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2-8-2

p. 3:33, and & eº; (k) and ' Gº,
(K) which is used in the future sense, accord.
..o Lh, [like an act. part. n., though from a neut.
verb, as in the ex. [mentioned in the K] 5* U.

cº's ; º being used in the present sense;
(TA ;) Fair, beautiful, meat, or clean. (S. K.)—
In the following of En-Nābighah,
•. . .

#

. .. . . ..

.”

+

Jºsli -uśte fuel crº

[And they are fair, beautiful, meat, or clean;
unsullied as to their inner garments], " tual may

be put for [33. (TA)

I

*34

blaze, or white mark on a horse's
mistake of a copyist, it app. signifies He, or it,
was dirty; or nas dirtied, soiled, or besmeared]. forehead or face. (K.)- What is termed
J.-- in the legs of a horse. (L, K.) And
2 : see 4.
also applied to other varieties of colour. (L.) –
4. *—ss, (S, Msb, K,) and * tºl, (L.)
33 Jº A horse
and what
inf. n.
(TA) and Y *—º, (K) inf.
is termed Jºº--5. (A.) — *** Whiteness of
(TA;) He rendered it apparent or the hair, or hoariness ; or white, or hoary, hair.
plainly apparent, overt, conspicuous, manifest, (K.) — ; Milk : (L, K:) thought by ISd to
notorious, plain, obvious, or evident; ($, L, K;) be so called because of its whiteness : or milk
rendered it clear, or unobscured; earposed it to that has not been miced with water : (L:) or
view ; displayed it; laid it open ; disclosed or that is just drawn. (TA, art. Aj.) Aboo-Dhu
uncovered it. (Msb.) — He rendered language eyb says,
6. f.
• o 2 oz. 2
o:
perspicuous. (The lexicons, passim.) – c – 35'
#
-- * * * Low-e Joãe
#
J-7| es? is in The wound upon the head laid
-

|

cº

Maring a last

**):
****

© .

a-

- -

Siu as Fairness, beauty, neatness, or cleanness.
(S, K.)

w in

bare the bone. (Msb,) [See

& and &º

:

See

*—s,..]

-

tes

**9. lº- tº bíčíž

#

#

'º.
2$14,6,K)and 2%),(S.) He made the affair,

[They shot an arron toniards the sky, and
no
one knew of it : then they returned, and
tº Fairer, neater, or cleaner. (TA, from a (S, K,) and the language, (S,) plain, or clear, to
him. (S. K.) – See 1. — u; tº JHe sam: said, An excellent thing is milk] : mean
trad.)
ing, we would rather have milk than the
sia..., and, sometimes, * sita., A place in a people. (L.) — tes He (a man) had nºkite blood of him who has killed our companion :
n:hich, and from n-hich, one performs the ablution children born to him : (S, L:) and in like they preferred that camels should be given
g 3. * *
manner one says [st--ºl] of a woman. (L.)
them in compensation. (L.) [See also 2,
# ,oż

•

o

termed .333 (K;) [as also "tºº :] a 3rºlae
•, o –

**,

A sound, whole or
5, see 1 –
[app., He (a sheep or in art. Lºfts.] —
(K: in the CK, 3,...laa), meaning that from
which, or in which, one performs the said ablution: goat) had a nihiteness predominant over other perfect, [silver coin, of the kind called] **.
(TA:) [a tank for ablution, accord. to present colours, overspreading generally his whole body : (S, K.)
29, A clean, white dirhem : pl.
-

tºº

**,

5

usage].

or in his breast and back and face]. (L.)

*** :

see what precedes.

tººl.

8 : see 1.

To - .

of

(TA.) —

tº

The middle, or main

part and middle, of a road ; the part of a road
along rehich one travels. (S. K.) — 2–33 A.
*

% a . ..

3f .

-

U-35-2 : see Śuazo.

A privy; or place where

10. &

23:...' He put his hand over his

> .

º, o .

woman's ornament (Jºe)

of silver : (A’Obeyd,
one performs ablution. (K, TA, voce ~sº, &c.) eyes (in the sun, L) to try if he could see a K:) or, of stones; (El-Meshárik
;) i.e. of silver
thing, (S, L, K,) guarding his eyes with
his
Jº 2 -o
stones : (Towsheeh;) so called because of its
hand from the rays of the sun : as also ass-,
whiteness: (TA :) pl.
(K:) or
***
and **). (L.) One says & ū 4.
signifies a kind of n:oman's ornament (Uskº-) made
1. tº
#3, aor.
2–a4, inf.
ºr tº
ºnn. 2-2-35
tº ($,
(S, MŠb, L,
[Try if thou canst see him, or it, by putting thy of whole [silver coins such as are called] *5. :
K) and ā-3 and ā-ā, (L, K,) the last with hand over thine eyes, 0 such a one]. (S.) –
• -- (S:) and (according to some, TA,) *** sig
fet-hah because the guttural letter; (TA;) and J- tº:- He sought or
to see
nifies an anklet; syn. J.-- (K)—
(K) or
plainly or clearly the way: syn. aur- (Beyd,
(L, but the latter word is there
(L, K;) It (an affair, 2-el, S, K, and a thing, vi. 55.) — J-M tº:- He blinked at the
*C* , L,) appeared; became apparent, or plainly sun ; syn. Jesú-5. (A) —º
*~~, written ää2×12,) Small portions, or parts, of
apparent, overt, conspicuous, manifest, notorious,
herbage; (L, K:) what has become n:hite thereof;
plain, obvious, or evident; ($, L, K;) became (S, K) and AS&T, (S,) He asked him to make (AHn :) pl.
(L:) or §e &
clear, unobscured, exposed to view, displayed, the affair, (S, K.) and the language, (S,) plain,
signifies somewhat of herbage that has become
laid open, disclosed, or uncovered. (Mºb.) – or clear, to him. (S, K.)
cº tº: white : (As :) Az says, I have mostly heard the
! It (language) was perspicuous. (The Lexicons,
He inquired respecting the thing or affair;
with ºpertº herbage, applied to
passim.) — Jºãº 3i. "
The middle
sought for information respecting it ; inquired
the U-23 and Jºãº-- Jºe which is not a year
of the road became plainly apparent, obvious, or into it; investigated it. (L.)

&tº

•

* *

->

g

-

->

3-ºxº

--

-

-

tº:

6 o' --

2

-

adºra

**,

'-º',(S, Mºb, K.) and tes, and "tº
5 oz

-

ãº *3.

Ç,

tº:

***

—ſº

term *-*.

tºº

old and has not become black : and on another

conspicuous. (S.) — Jºe'ſ

-3% &: &-,

as AZ says, or, as others say, " *: Je' cº,
Whence did the rider make his appearance 2 (L.)
Or

J.e5,

occasion he says, that it is the
** Light, and n:hiteness, (S) of anything: CºJºe only. (L.) —
and

33 Whiteness

(TA:) the whiteness of daybreak, or dawn :

of the moon ; (K;) and its light. (TA.)
3-33 signifies the rider came forth : and
***) G" tº &: lsº Fast ye from

700 m)

(ISI:) and W <-º cººl cº-o whence hast thou
come forth 2 (IAqr, S,) and [in like manner one
says] 4-3 24 Jºl cº-o. (S) = Jº) <<3

remains of the
o

predominating over other colours in sheep or
goats, overspreading generally the nekole body:
pl.
(L:) or, in the breast and back and

**

moon to 726 at 7/1007?.

(IAth, from a trad.) –
face : (T:) you say also Y
4. (L.)
25 Leprosy; syn. Jºº. (S, K.) It is
— a “s 12.
see 1 –2.É.
25
sometimes used in this sense, metonymically.
cºti.T. <<i. (K.) =
aor. 4, inf. n.
(S.) —
A mark in a horse differing in Whiteness of the hollon of the sole of the
33, [a verb of which the inf. m. is explained in colour from the generality of his coat. You say foot. (L.)
ºu In the horse is such a mark. (S.) ā-39 A she ass. (K.)
the Mśb by the word cyx : if this be not a

****

6 - -

->

& Cº.:

&#3,

*

º

***

--
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tº -->
Camels, or camels and sheep; syn. subst. predominates ; pl.

**
3 . .

…)

• * *

4-33. (TA.) – See

*-*.

9

&.

tº:

**%

See

£us,

. .

tº see tes

*3.

and W

9

**; inf. n.
[but the latter has an

and

sº &es

JHe dren, neater with the bucket

and shook it about vehemently [app. so that it
did not become, or remain full]: or he drew

~ ; pl. cº. (L. K.)
6 . . of

4.

*3.

with it little water. (L.) [See also 1.]—Aft tes

of 2, q.v. — And see

**,

He drew for him little, or a little, water.

(S,

L. K.)— Also, º es—es. The well con
at the end.
tained little

water; its neater became little; (K;)

intensive signification] Apparent, or plainly
K) and W à-el, (TA) A nound water having been taken from it for irrigation.
(TA.)
torious; plain; obvious ; or evident; (L, K;) by which the head or face is troken, that shows the
clear, or unobscured; exposed to view; dis nºhiteness of the bone: (S, K, TA:) or, that removes
6. (s-alº: They (two men standing together
played; laid open ; disclosed, or uncovered. (So the skin which is between the flesh and the bone: over a well, L) emulated each other [in drawing
apparent; overt; conspicuous; manifest ;

no

i-e, , (S,

accord. to the explanation of the verb in the the only kind of as: for which retaliation is neater and in watering, or irrigating. (L, K.)
Msb.)— Perspicuous language. (The Lexicons allowed : for [some] other kinds there are as — ; They (two horses) emulated each other [in
passim.) — Also the V latter, A man of white, signed mulets: and for this too is assigned a running] : (L:) and Jºl ~~395 the camels
or fair, and beautiful, complexion : (S, L, K :) of mulet, consisting of five camels: but a 3-23-2 emulated one another in going, journeying, or
beautiful and smiling countenance. (L.) – See may also be in other parts than the head or marching. (I, K*.) [See also 3.]
tº:--Also the Y latter,
Hence face ; and respecting this, a judge must give

- 49

w

- 2

iſ prº.

Jelenº El-Abrash was

called

tººl.

(S.) his sentence: pl.

(L, K.) The night is

—"

tº

called

&\sº . (L.)—" tº % The prayer

The day.

*:

(TA.) [See

is ..]

** Water in a bucket resembling

half [of

*** i.g. **, q.v. (TA, in art.

the quantity that would fill it]: (S, L, K :)

Cº.) — i-e, , A noman who brings forth

or what is less than the quantity that would
fill it. (L.)

— 3-

of morning, or daybreak. The prayer of nightfall white children. (O, in TA, art. Jaº.)

is called & Cº. (L. K. [but in the CK
and a MS. copy of the K, for &

** and W ** A camel that is n!hite, but

jº

we find

&])—"cº Zºº, (L. K.) and 2*

not intensely so; (En-Nadr, L, K;) more white
than such as is termed J-º [app. a mistake for

1.

*3. (M, Mºb, K,) said of a vessel, (TA,)
3. * * *
sº said of a bowl, (#425,
S,) aor. *
*

and

cº, (L.) A certain game

*

.

(of the children of J-º] and ~~. (En-Nadr, L:) also (the
(Msb) and 2.335, ($,) inf. n. 2-35, ($, Msb,) It
the Arabs of the desert, L,) in which children former accord. to the K, and the latter also was, or became, dirty, or filthy, ($, M, Msb, K,)
take a mºhite bone and thron: it in the darkness of accord. to the L) of such a colour in the ~5
with grease or gravy, or the dripping that eacudes
night, and then disperse themselves in search of [or flanks]. (L, K.) —
One niho is from flesh-meat, ($, M, K,) or othernise, with
it (L, K:) he who finds it wins. (L.) [See
apparent, or plainly apparent. (K.) — One n:hat is termed *3. (M, K.)
more in art...lae.]—"3-33 Jº * sº He
who shows himself openly in the road, (S,) or
2. , 5, [He made it (a vessel) dirty, or filthy,
is plainly apparent to thee, as though he had be who goes along the middle, or main part and
-> * > *

* , .

***

come white. (Th.) – ---

**% Jº,

middle of the road, (K,) and does not enter a with 2-33, i.e., grease, or the like]. – Jº élé
W 4-uś, 1 A man as though he were conspicuous, woody place or the like nihere he would be con sºu 93, Jº- [He was unsullied in honour,
cealed. (S, K.)
and he sullied it by baseness]. (A.)
clean, or pure, and white, with respect to rank
and

or quality, nobility, reputation, or the like. (L.)
– In like manner one says, "
--- .

33%

£º

Dirt, or filth : (S, Msb): and grease,

&º

gravy, or dripping that exudes from flesh-meat
1. Sº 3-3, and ' '…e5!, He nearly half. or from fat: (S:) or the dirt of grease or gravy,
(TA.) — >'s + An illustrious man. (Es Jilled the bucket, so that it resembled one half or of what erudes from flesh-meat, and of milk :
(M, A, K. :) and (so in the M ; but in the K,
full. (L, K.) [See also 4.]
Saadee.) – [And so] Jº J-ºl c. *
or) the washings of a skin that is used for milk

; He is of conspicuous and pure race, or lineage.

&tº

[Illustrious people, and miced people of the baser

3. *-ºs, ini, n. *-*. (S, K) and

**2.

sort;] companies of people of various tribes. No (K,) He emulated, or imitated, him (that is his
sing. of Lê5 in this sense has been heard. (L.) companion) in drawing mater, doing as he did.
[pl. of
The stars called •ess (AS, Ks, S, K.) This is the original significa
J- [namely, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, tion : afterwards used with reference to any two
persons emulating each other. (Ks, S.) [Hence,
-

$39.

***

water, and of a. bowl and the like : (M,
[see 3-5) #9-aē- voce -ºc :] and remains

or for
K:)

of tº [or tar] (AO, S, K) &c. : (AO, S:) [and
feculence of clarified butter, adhering to the in

terior of a skin: see ağ.c and ai.e :] and the
soil, or stain, of saffron and the like; (K;) or
and Mercury, when in conjunction with the
– f He emulated him, or imitated him, in run of [the perfume called] 3,4- , or of [other] per
bright stars of the Mansions of the Moon. (L.)
ning; (L, K;) and eacerted himself eaccessively, fume having a colour: and a mark that remains

*—es:

**3–tºº, originally

or exceeded the usual bounds or degree, therein :
(L:) or [so in the L; in the K, and went,
tº, (Hr, K) pl. of *—º, (TA) or 42 journeyed, or marched, like him; or kept pace
(IAth,) The fasting during the days with him in going, journeying, or marching;
(S, L. K. ;) not a vehement rate; (S, L;) as
of the white nights : (K*, TA:) which was com
manded by Mohammad: (K:) these are the 13th, also: “s. (L.) Az says, that as-312-3,
See

cº,

from what is not perfume : (TA:) pl.

jºi.

(K.) – Also, The odour, (A,) or n:hat a man
smells of the odour, (AA, S, K,) of food in a

corrupt state. (AA, S, A, K.) – You say also
of a man, Jº

foulness. And
as used by the Arabs, signifies emulation,
qualities.
(A.)
14th, and 15th, [of the lunar month]. (TA.) —
although not with unusual exertion, or an exceed
ā-el, The teeth that appear when one laughs: ing of the usual bounds or degree, in running.

ºšči J. : In his dispositions is

jº 3% 3. 1

He possesses foul

3-3 Dirty, or filthy, (M, A, Mºb, K) with

($, K:) an epithet in which the quality of (L.) [See also 6.]

grease, or gravy, or what eacudes from flesh-meat,
372*

2-83 — U-5
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(M, A, y Jººls signifies loquacious ; a great talker; lit., make us to tread on, i. e., make us the guests
K;) applied to a vessel: (A :) fem.
(M, a babbler. (K*, T.A.) – t A man weak in in of the sons of such a one ! (IJ.) — &#3, (S,
and judgment: (ISh:) or weak and K,) aor. as above, (S,) Inivit feminam. (S, K.)
A, K) and "Jºss (M. K3) both applied to a tellect
tº, inf. n. ãº, + He trod under foot, and
woman; (M;) and the former, to a hand. (A.) cowardly; (A’Obeyd, S, K ;) in the opinion of
A’Obeyd, as being likened to the flying thing so
3.
–o –
despised. Ex.
ãº &- & sº We put
called;
(S;)
as
also
Y
Jºlsº
: (Ki) and " kº. our trust in God for protection from the vile
W £39, (A, $gh, K) The anus; syn. <ºl,
(IAar, K,) of which bººk, is the sing., (TA,)
(A, TA) and sºil, (K, TA, ſin the CK. men (IAar) weak in intellects and bodies. person's treading us under foot, and despising
which is a mistranscription,]) both of (IAqr, K.)
the KU213) Hºprºpard, and mad,plain, smooth,
which signify the same. (TA) – [Hence also,
or othernise, with rehat is termed

*;

$º

-

See & – [Hence] sºft (IAºr, K) and

…

us. (Ph.)—tº and "tº (in MF's copy of

§ººl,

3

35-5 * &
positions.

º

J43.

.º

f Such a one is foul in dis

-2 -

Jºlsº

- 6 -

See

Blsº, in two places.

or soft. (K.) – st-eles, for ~U-5, is dis
allowed. (TA.) —#43, a Ol". #2, inf. n. tºo,

(A.)
and

£3.

See

>3;

[so in the TA: probably a mistake for 31-3:
44. below:] He (a horse &c.) was, or

º

the former in

U23
two places.

•

*

*

See

-

1. ºbs, aor. Uae : (S, K;) the 5 falls out became, easy to ride upon. (TA.) —3%, a Or.

I&2 &c.

from the aor. of this verb, and from that of #4;. inf. n. 34-3 (S, K) and sº (TA) and
5 , because they are transitive; for other šu. (TA, as from the K) [and, app.,
q. V.
yerbs of the class J-3, having the aor. of the infra], It (a place, S) was plain, level, smooth,
In easure Jº, and the first radical letter infirm,
soft, or easy to be travelled, or tº wall, ºr ſide

See Supplement.]

#b,

•

129
a 2.

s

1. 3, [an inf. m., of which the verb is P3,
aor., accord. to rule, z, but accord. to the TK,
2,] The crying of the leſsles. ($gh, K.) — The
creaking of the [kind of vehicle called] Jº-".
2 o' -

rºl

are intransitive; and as these two differ from

or lie upon. (S, K, TA) = , =3 u-1 ce

their class in being transitive, they are also + I used to conceal the mention of him, or it.
made to differ in the aor. ; (S;) or ú was (TA, from a trad.)
originally

&º,

and therefore the 3 falls out

2. See 1, in two places. —tº, inf. n. #bj,
from
it;
(TA;)
inf.n.
ths
(TA)
[and
ãº,
Q. V. He made plain, level, smooth, soft, or easy to be
(Sgh, K.)
infra]; and Y tºº, (K, but this has an intensive travelled, or to walk or ride or lie upon. (S, K.)
R. Q. 1. ºbs, ſinſ. . of bºks.] The signification, MF;) and "tº (S, K) He trod; He made a beast of carriage easy to ride upon;
uttering speech, or words rapidly, or near to
with his foot; S) trod under trained, or broke, it (M, voce Jé5.) — Also,
gether. (K.) [See tºº. — t The being trod upon ;
(TA) and "tºº, (L.) He prepared (L, ubi
foot; trampled upon : (S, K, TA:) or
weak. (K.)
signifies he pressed, or bore, upon him, or it, supra, and TA,) a bed, or a chamber. (TA.)
R. Q. 2. ſº He (a child) cried out. (Ibn. nvith his hand or his foot. (TA, in art.u.3.) He arranged, or facilitated, an affair. (TA.)
<!º [for
is disallowed. ($)—tº,
'Abbād, Sgh, K.)
[See also stºs ..] – alo, at the commencement He (i. e. God) rendered a land plain, level,
*** : see the last sentence of the next para of the 20th ch. of the Kur, is read by some smooth, soft, or easy to walk or ride or lie upon.
&B, and said to be for te, (the o being sub (TA.) — Also, He (God,) rendered a land de
graph.

(*:

<º

&

stituted for e,) and to signify Tread upon the pressed.

(K.) = See 4.

blºs The bat; syn. Jºãº : (As, $, K:) or ground with the soles of both thy feet; because
3. * Jºe ouels, (AZ, $, K,) inf. n. 5ualsº
the large Jº- (Msb :) or the swallow; syn. Mohammad raised one of his feet in prayer.
Jä2 (S, Msh;) this is thought by AObeyd (TA) — &ji, º, ... : Tºy (i.e. the (S) and fib, , (TA) and "ºu-l; and " tº:
(K ;) { Hé agreed, or concurred, with him
o:

2-

2 =2 -

652 - 2

to be, more probably than the first, the correct sons of such a one) sojourn, or encamp, near the

respecting a thing. (S, K.) The radical sig

meaning; (S;) or the last may be right, but the
road, so that its passengers tread upon them
first is that which is commonly known : (IB :)
or it has the first signification, and also signifies [i. e., became their guests]: (Sb, K:) a tropical
Jº,
a species of the swallows (-à-leuas-) of the phrase, in which cºla) is put for
mountains, (K, TA,) black and likened to a this being done to give greater force to the
species of the -*- [or bats], because of its phrase, as it is one expressive of praise; for the
[frequent] receding and turning aside [in its road is a thing that is constant; whereas its
flight]: (TA:) [Golius says, as on the authority passengers are sometimes upon it, and sometimes
of the K, “pec. genus montanum et vocale, quod absent. (L.) [It means They are a people who
grows disiur; i.e. the swift; pl. ºbs, (Ms) take up their abode near the road in order that
many passengers may enjoy their hospitality.]
Or **3, (S,) or both, (Kr, K,) but the latter,
— [See also &º. — Of the same kind is

Gºi

which is irreg., only allowable in poetry, in
cases of necessity. (Kr.) It is used in the first the phrase & Jº cºlº
of these senses in the proverb,

Jº

Jº

3

; [We look

&;ºn Jº 33

to the road whose passengers tread

nification of

tel,

is said to be IIe trod in the

footsteps of another : and the signification of
agreement is therefore figurative. (M.F.) –
J." 4:
& ; [Such a one's name

&E's

agrees, or is the same, with mine]. (S.) —
& 2- tº 33- bºls; : [That they may agree
in the number of (the months) which God Hath
made sacred: Kur, ix. 37]. (S.) — tº; 33,
as some read, [in the Kur, lxxiii. 6, signifies
f More, or most, suitable; (S;) [i. e., prayer,
and the recitation of the Kur-án]: but some
read libs, in the sense of 23: see :-}. (S, L.)
See 4.
*

•

[More clear-sighted in the night on (i. e., make themselves the guests of) the sons
4. §: subs He made another to tread, or
by-e trample, upon him. (T.A.) – 4-3 subs IIe
than the bat]. ($, Msb) — Clamorous; (Lh, of such a one]. (IJ.) — So too,
K;) applied to a man : (Lh:) and one who &#9 &º. : [We passed by a people trod
utters his speech, or words, rapidly, or near on (i. º, resorted to for their hospitality,) by the made his horse to tread, or trample, upon him.
(K, T.A.) — Jºš subs He made him to tread
together ; (Lh, K ;) as though his voice Were
→ ~ of
passengers
of
the
road].
(IJ.)Also,
&xi;
º
the voice of bats: so they assert it to mean:
upon the ground. (MSb.) —A, $125 + They
(Lh:) fem. with 3: (K:) and [in like manner] cº Jº tº te : O road, bring us near o [or, overcame them, or prevailed over them, in a

bºº &-

~ 02.

2:

…
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:* *
* 2:
when a little thicker, ašaj;
contention, or dispute. (TA.) — In a trad. it ~30&l l): (K:) jº, is pl. of 3:3, and -3], *) is
º, -

--

-

- - -

and when so thick

is said, that the pastors of the camels, and the pl. of ~39.5; and both signify “eminences.” (TA.) that it may be chewed, 3.x-ae. (El-Muffaddal.)
— Also, (as some say, TA,) A thing like [the
shepherds, boasted, one party over the other,
6: .
3Up: see dºlo.
and the former overcame the latter (L.A551-31).
kind of sack called] a 5%: (S:) or a 3,5
4.

(TA.) The verb is used in this sense because it

originally signifies, with the annexed pronoun,

and *= (K) and
à, and " it. (in both of which the final 3 is containing dried meat (3,33)
T. i - - - -2.
o o ż
-

they made (others) to tread, or trample, upon a substitute for the incipient 3, S) and Y $4.3 other things: (TA :) — Uel tº S3 Gºl£ cº
\!"
them : (K, TA:) for him with whom you (S, K) and V 5323 (K) Plainness, levelness, *2 cº-e Take forth and give us three cakes of
wrestle or fight, and whom you throw down, smoothness, softness, or state of being easy to "read from a 3,98. (S, TA, from a trad.) –
you trample upon, and make to be trampled walk or ride or lie upon. (S, K, TA.)
[See also *L's and tº...]
6

upon by others. (TA)—isiºn stºl, (K.)

or 2

2.

O

9; 5 -

3U23 [A tread, or a treading. — And hence,
isºl, Fallen dates. (K.) An act. part. n. in
and #4, (S, K,) He made him to pursue a course
: A pressure ; oppression ; affliction; violence: the sense of a pass.: (K:) [such dates being so
without being rightly directed. (K*,TA.) See art. (S, K:) or a vehement assault, or punishment;

called] because they are trodden under foot.

* —jº, Jº tººl, (S. K.) in n. *];
(TA) and ºn tes, and 23 ruºlº, and "stº,

º .

•

6 , o f.

syn. 32.4.x: 33d-l: (K:) also, a hostile ex
pedition or engagement; battle, fight, or slaughter.

(TA.) Or [it is changed] from ºu.3, pl. of

ãº,

[which is] from

tº:

[and such dates

the 3 is (TA) — a Jé º sºil, in a trad, are] so called because their owner has despised
O God, make thy punishment of Mudar severe. them, or trampled upon them, (Js ,) and spread
changed into l; (TA;) He repeated a rhyme in
2 ~ 2.É o 2 & 2 22 a poem, (S, K,) using the same word in the same ($, T.A.) — 3-ºx 3U-5 5-axll uses [The enemy them about, for those who may take them;

iſſi, and *1, (K,) in which last

and

vehement wherefore they are not included in the conjectural
sense : (Akh, K:) when the word is the same, assaulted, or punished, us nith a very
-~ fo - 2 but the meaning different, the repetition is not assault, or punishment]. (TA.) tºl-5 sº jé-l estimate of the produce of the tree [made by the
collector of the legal alms]. (TA.) — $1.3 (K)
-

21

w -

-

2

-

called 'uºl [but 23 J.L.-J. (TA) This re &” aul, in a trad., ; The last assault, or conflict,
ſpl. of &pi;] and ill, (s, K) Travellers;
petition (Ulag') is deemed iy Arabs a fault: or
which God caused to befall (the unbelievers mas) wayfarers : (S, K:) so called from their treading
it is only deemed a fault if it occur two, or
three, or more, times. (TA.)

6% o .

in Wej [a valley of Et-Táif]. (TA)- šū.3 the road. (S.)
and Y

uº. (K) and W &º. (S, K) A place on

• ?:, .. 2

* oº .. 2

5. See 1, 2, 3. – 3 tº for ºtºsí is in which the sole of the foot is placed; a footstep,
correct. (S.) —tº He, or it, nas, or became, or footprint.
prepared. (K.) [See also 8.]

fü-3:

tººl;

6.

tij, It

was prepared, and

became plain,

smooth, or soft. (K.) [See also 5..]— ºurs!" ua
(in a trad.) The evening became completely dark:
[or the period of nightfall fully came :] also
read

fús, and tiº.

Jº!, accord.

# a- - -

©

fº, (S, K) and Y £3, (K,) the former is the
o

word commonly known and approved; the latter

respecting it. (TA.) [See 3.]

0 -

(i.e., to repeat it,) on account of treading on
Jilth in the road: but this does not mean that
one is not to wash off the filth. (TA, from a
# o .
trad.) – See *3.

(S, K.)

t They agreed together. (S.) –

* 1551-135 t They agreed together, or concurred,

8.

See

>

*> <- Lºs: S One is not to perform 3-33

disapproved by many; (TA;) The contr. of
(as (a covering); [nhat is placed, or spread,
beneath one, to sit or lie upon]: (S, K:) pl.

ãºl.
g

s
* *

Ula-2 :
ºf d …

o.

See

4

ths.
2:

-

-

-

3:31-32 jul (in a trad. respecting destiny)
Tracks trodden [as it were] by past predestined

(TA, in art. 295-.)

Jº Plain, level, smooth, soft, or easy to

ºf a .

o .

&l=52 : see 3U23.

be events, good and evil. (TA, from a trad.)

to the dial. of the tribe of

Keys, and explained as signifying the period of travelled, or to n-alk or ride or lie upon. (S, K,
Jú-9 º, (K) and -sues "Gº,
nightfall came. The latter verb also signifies T.A.) — *3 ăș (IAgr) A beast easy to ride (TA,) A man of easy nature, or disposition,
-

“concurrence, or concord, and agreement, with

upon.

(TA)—ºr, Jºe [An easy lift].

generous, and very hospitable : or one in whose

another.” (TA.) —º tiº [About half (TA.) – 3- º Easy in nature, or dis vicinity his companion is possessed of poncer,
authority, or dignity; not harmed, ſº. ingº
the month has elapsed]. This is said a day positon. (TA.)
veniently
situated. (K.) – U23.2 aſse- or Vl
before the half, and a day after the half. (AZ.)
-āºl
#0
God, make him to be (a Sultán,
3áu-3:
tºl, (as in the CK,) or
(as in a MS.
see axle.
followed by many dependants, and) one whose
3:31-3:
copy of the K,) measure
[in the TA
heels shall be trod upon : (K*, TA:) an im
precation, occurring in a trad. respecting a man
written tºl, which is doubtless a mistake, It
£1.3 A certain kind of food, (S,) i, q. i-º-; who
had been secretly informed against to 'Omar,
nas right, and attained its full period; was (IAar :) or dates of which the stones are taken
who said this with reference to the informer if a
perfect, or complete. (K.)
out, and n:hich are kneaded mith milk : or n:hat
liar. (TA.)
is called ań, neith sugar : (K:) or a food of the
10. U-2-1 He found, or deemed, a thing plain, Arabs,
-->
prepared with dates, which are put into
level, smooth, soft, or easy to walk or ride or lie
a stone cooking-pot ; then water is poured upon
$43 A skin ('[...) in which milk is put, (S,
upon. (K, T.A.) — He found, or deemed, the
them, and clarified butter if there he any; (but K,) specially used for that purpose : (S:) or a
thing on which he rode smooth, soft, or easy to
no Jaśl is mixed up with them;) and then it is skin in n-hich are put clarified butter and milk :
ride upon. (S.)
drunk, like a 2- : (T:) or it is like J-º-; dates (Mejma'
el-Bihár, &c. :) it is made of the skin of
2.
*~ *
and
lašl
kneaded
together
with
clarified
butter:
an
animal
such as is termed 84-, [meaning a
2.3 and Y fü25 and "tlaº (measure Jºãº, as
(ISh:) or a certain kind of food, also called goat in its second year, or what
is above that
5 *> .

tiº,
Jº,

-

o .

º.

º

o- -

---

shown in the TA; but in the CK, fuel. )

Depressed land, or low ground, between eminences

Gº (in the CK jºl and -ºi (in the CK

©

.

-

-

-

* *; ; a thin 32.2c - when it is thickened, it is [in age]: (ISk, S, K:) the skin ºf a sucking kid,
called àº;; when a little more thick, aš; in which milk is put, is called 3×3: ; and that

2950
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ãº ; and the like of a -º-, Jº Jº), (TA) or Jes-le--blº,

***

and

*},ts. Rendered

constant, firm,

35&, in which clarified butter is put, ić ; and (K,) The camels cronded, or pressed together, to steady, steadfast, fast, or established. (L, K.)
See also $ºls.
34.3 and *:: Pressed upon
the like of a jºy, tº: (ISk, S:) see also the tank or cistern. (K.)
-

the S] and so written by Aboo heavily; syn. Já. (L, K.)
&lº, (dev. with respect to analogy, (TA,) Sahl, but in the copies of the K
(TA,)
$34, + An established station which a man

§:
and

pl. of pauc.

3-ki, and of mult. *: (S)

*** [so in

**,

[accord. to most grammarians; but not so accord. Dung (3,4) or mud that adheres to cloven hoofs, holds. (Yaakoob, L.)
to Fr, because its first radical letter is 5 ;] and and to the clan's, or talons of birds: ($, K :)

pl. p. (i.e. pl. of -ºs, TA) -bºl. (K) –

$º

n. un. with 3.

(TA.) .

&bs f A hard, rough, rude, or coarse, man :
syn. Jº Jº. (S. K.) — sº 4 large

*.

1 393, aor.

— 49-3 *** f He died : or he was slain :
(K:) the body's becoming empty of the soul is

columns,

(aeº) of a building:

columns

(cº-)

(S, L, K :) the
of a mosque. (A.) – &

*P5

breast; (K:) likened to the skin so called. (T.A.)
--- -

f The foundations, or bases, or the

inf. n.

3.43 (S, L, K) and 2Sº 23% &: f [Such a person is one of the

33b ; (L. K.) and 'ab, (K) int. n. *; ;

columns of el-Islám.] (A.) – 25ues f The sup

ports called Jºë of a cooking-pot: (A, K.)
compared to the skin's becoming empty of the (S, L;) He made a thing constant, firm, steady,
milk: or the meaning is his blood issued forth steadfast, fast, or established. ($, L, K.)— ºbs, app. pl. of 3.43. (TA.)
->

40 o -

-

0.

from his body: or, as some say, his skins became aor. Alaº, inf. n. J-5 ($, L, K) and 3-alº 3 (L,
Jolº Constant, firm, steady, steadfast, fast,
empty of their milk; a hostile attack having K3) and "...º. (K) inf. n. 24; (S, L.) He,
settled, or established; as also, by transposition,
been made upon his camels, and no milch
or it, pressed upon a thing heavily; syn. Jä. su. [...v. in art, sell (S. L.) See also ºbs,
camel remaining in his possession. (TA.) [See
(S, L, K.) — 2. sº He dren, and pressed and ºbº, and 39;...
similar sayings voce 35; and see Ham., p. 34.]
him to him ; hugged him. (L, K*.) – 493,
6 * ~ *
º

6

o .

allo, without teshdeed, [but whether ãº

or

inf. n.

3b3, He pressed a thing to another thing,
g

-

-- -

-

- d -

6

-

331-32 : see 2-lº2, and ºl-3-.

-

al, is meant is not said, A piece of skin, or hide : and made it fast. (AA, L.) – Jºy J) e-les $31. A nooden implement with which the
thought by ISd to be perhaps from -** He pressed him to the ground [mith his hand, or foundations of a building &c. are compressed, in
but the word commonly known is a.º., with hands, or foot, or feet, and kept him fired upon order that they may become hard. (A, L., K.)
it, preventing his moving : (IAth, L:) he trod — A piece of wood with which a boring-instru
upon him vehemently : (S, L:) occurring in a ment, or drill, is held : [i.e., a nooden socket
**3, occurring in a trad., accord. to one trad. (L.) — ãº. a) 3.9% : He prepared, or which fits upon the top]. (S, L.)
relation, and explained by En-Nadr as signify
a= 2* *
established, (3...) for him a station; (L, K;) Jales”
ing The kind of food called Jº- made of dates
jº, and "3,4,2, and * 31.1%, † Bsta
and as and clarified butter: but said to be as also 'ois. (TA) — Jºš º He closed blished, or confirmed, might, or glory. (A.)
erroneous: accord. to another relation, a.k.), up, (K,) and trod, (TA,) the ground, in order
3bsº Continuous; or constant and uninter
which is erroneous: accord. to another, *.*, that it might become hard. (K, T.A.) – See 5.
teshdeed, mentioned in art. Jºlo. (T.A.)

©.

.” -

3.9% He trod; trod upon; trod under foot; rupted; (K;) as also V 31-3 and sus. (TA.)
[q.v., app. the right reading]. (TA.) See J--. trampled upon ; a dial. form of &#3. (K.) —
– : Strong; vehement; hard. (K, TA.)
-

f A woman having large breasts: (S, * Lºſ ~g Jº $39, I piled up the rocks
K:) as though having a -kº, (S;) i. e., carry at the entrance of the cave so as to stop it up
nith them. (S, L.) See also 4.
ing a J-125 of milk. (TA.)

º

-- D -

2 o3

>* ~

31-3

Jºs A

*

nant; an object of nant or need: (Zj,

2: see 1. – as L. Juak-9 am) ºbs, as also S, A, Msb, K.) or one which one purposes to
<!-5

sºil, f God established, or confirmed, to the

1 < *s, (aor. “, K) infº. 43. He Sultán his dominion. (L.) – sº He
struck the ground vehemently with his foot : (S, nºith the implement called 5.º.º. (A.)
K. :) or he (a camel) struck vehemently with his
foot : (TA:) a dial. form of J-1,3, or viciously

beat it

accomplish: (Lth:) or for mºhich one is ancious,
(A, K,) or desirous: (Msb:) pl.º. (S, A,
Msb, K.) It has no verb. (Kh, S, Msb.) You
say, (sº < *; I accomplished, or obtained,

* Jºn & The
4 **fell***
upon *
the entrance of the cavern, my want, &c. (A, Mºb, K.) And 3.2

mountain

pronounced for the latter word: (S:) or the

*

c > *

-eas

tº

and stopped it up with its ruins. Occurring in sº 13° I accomplished my nant of such a
a trad. IAth says, One should only say $313; thing [so as to have no further need of it: see
the meaning is he broke: (Yaakoob :) or <!-3,
or perhaps ovalºs is a dial. form. Another Kur, xxxiii. 37, in two places]. (Lth.)
a0r. “º, inf. n. *-ºs, signifies he trod, or
[u-l-3 &c.
relation gives $33. (L.) See also 1.
trampled, upon it so that he broke it. (T.)
See Supplement.]

of J.P3 is a substitute for the J. of J.P5 ; and

5. Abº, (S. L. K.) and " al-ā; (L5) and
- -

***
1. *-93, aor. **, (inſ. n. i-º, TA,) He

5 o'

-

* 343, (L. K.) inf. n. 31.3; (L.) It became
constant, firm, steady, steadfast, fast, or esta
blished. (S*, L., K.)

~135
1.

...” Jº *3,

(aor.

-4,

K,) inf. n.

º, (and $43, Msb,) He continued, to do a
persevered in it : (Lth, Lh, S, K:) or,
thing;
§o –
$3b; i. 4. sti, : so in the following words [of (as also a lºº, aor. and inf. n. as above, TA,)
6. 2.É.
135 The people did evil, or mis a trad]; … Jºãº 33% ... [o God, i.q. '-º', [which is the more common,] inf. n.
chief, one to another, by turns: or fought make thy punishment of Mudar severe!] (K*, àº,
he kept, attended, or applied himself,

pushed him, or thrust him, with his hands, un
gently, harshly, or violently. (K.)

8: see 5.
• O

.

•

* *

6:o –

together.

(El-Umawee, $, K.) – cº-a-lolº TA.) [See also sues.]

constantly, perseveringly, or assiduously, to a

2951
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• ****

→

... 6

~6 &

-

•

*--

thing; he was, or became, intent upon it; (AZ, […e53. He swalloned a banana fruit, and left *9 -č 2\o-l * A sleep after coitus is
Lh, S, K;) W -1513 is said to be sometimes trans. nothing of it. (L.) – Cºl J & -5, most proper for the complete evacuation of the
without a preposition, like Ajj; but Es-Saad (K,) and as W *3, (Az,) He put, inserted, or semen remaining in the penis. (TA.)
denies this. (TA.)- ãº <1% The meadow introduced, the whole of the thing into the [other]
J.e.: 23-, (also written -->4,
5

(so that

was incessantly pastured on,

.

.”

g

6 ,

TA) A

it became

thing. (K, Az, Mºb) — 4, J --> He

destitute of herbage]. (TA.) See the pass. part. n.
o, *
* ~ *
9
— agº -ºº: & , and afte" -àº, [Such
a one is deprived of his property (his camels &c.)

by successive misfortunes]. (TA, [but for ~1352
is there written ºr lºº.]) See the pass, part. n. =
~95, inf. n. -ºš. He trod; trod upon; trod
•

* *

under foot; trampled upon. (K, T.A.)
... .º

... O

• *

>

-

-

3: see 1.- cºs 3.25- Lºſe aº's He incited

mutilation of the nose, ear, hand, or lip, by n!hich
lent, pr paid in advance, of his property, syn. it is eactirpated. One says, in reviling, 4-3
J.l: (IM:) or he was prodigal of his property; tº- *3- & May God mutilate him by an
syn. -ºi. (IKtt:) or, as some say, he eac utter mutilation of the nose, &c. 1 (S.)
pended his property in every way. (TA.) —
2.É. Jo The people collected themselves to &-->. biº- : They came having collected
gether; congregated : (S, TA :) they came all together all that they could : ($, K:) they came
together. (TA.) – “…e5! He collected; gathered all together, not one of them remaining behind.
together; congregated. (K.) – CŞ3 * ~e? (Msb.)
2 *

c >

2.9 -

* *

9: .

2, … •

~

him, or urged him, to keep to, or continue in, the 3- * ** cº-º º ºs- [The sons of
service of such a one. (TA, from a trad.)
such a one came all together, emigrating, so that
there remained not in their country one of them].

2. ~ * *

The vulva

alº

stres
1.

<es,

(4,-, L, or jū-, K,) of a

(ISk, S)—gº Jº Jº sº. --> The sons <s,

solid-hoofed animal. (L, K.)

aor. 2, (inf. n.
aor. 2, (inf. n. ãº

< *, TA,) and
and âté, TA,) It

of such a one collected together a company for (a road) was difficult to travel, (K,) and arduous

-99, and W •jē Jºlº, Keeping,

the sons of such a one. (Lh.) —º --es! # The to ascend. (TA)—e-es, aor. 2, inf. n. <-->
people
went forth all together on a military eac
attending, or applying himself, constantly, per
and *3; and <3, aor. 2, inf. n. ãº ; It
pedition.
(TA.) —5.3 13:25) They [collected
severingly, or assiduously, to such a thing; intent
together the men, and n'ent forth all together on (a road) was soft, and like mºhat is termed &#3.
upon it. (Lh.)
(ISd.) – <es It (dust) was fine, and it (land)
a military expedition. (TA, from a trad.)
nas soft, and loose, so that the feet of beasts of
* i. q. 3,4, (K,) which is a kind of 5: see 1.
Stone.
carriage sank in it. (TA.) – 34: <<3 His
(TA.)
10: see 1. – “… --es-l # It (a place, or hand broke. (K.)
*... Jé, A man deprived of his pro a vessel,) neas large enough to contain the thing;
2. <2, inf. m. **, IIe neithheld, or re
13° Jº

perty (ULA [app. meaning his camels 3:) it held the thing, or received it into its capacity.
strained, and turned, or diverted, [another from
by successive misfortunes. ($, K.) — J
(TA.)
Jºe &- ~55-5 3.xe-13)] a ox-J) a thing]. (K.) 13é- &- & IIe turned him,
ãº. A land that has been pastured on by
•

*

*

-

*

6 - d-

.9 °

-

" * ~ ov.

-

turns, so that there remains in it no herbage, or ãº º ºx! t one facour [of God] will be or diverted him, from such a thing ; as also
pasture. (S, K.) In like manner, a 31-3-2 iº: equivalent to all the works of a man on the day *se. (Az)
or a meadon, that has been incessantly pastured of resurrection. A trad. (TA.) – “…e5:…] [ge

4. Jºcs! He came upon a tract such as is
on. And -3132° 3% A valley of n!hich the nerally signifies He, or it, took, took in or com called &: (S, K :) he came upon an even
herbage has been eaten by cattle &c., so that it prised or comprehended or included, or took up
or occupied, altogether, nºkolly, or universally; and soft tract : (A :) he walked along a tract
has become barren, or bare. (TA.)
or took in the gross; engrossed: like & ]. such as scalled -º- (Mºb.)—at Lº e.e.,

J.9%; see J.B.'s.

See 1: and 4, in two places.

*3- •ºſs!

[-àlºs &c.
See Supplement.]

of it, the [n:hole] price of blood [shall le paid]:
(S:) or, accord. to another relation, aïè -:

~5-9

[If] the whole of it be cut off. (TA).

-*.*.* >

W

1. 4:25, aor.
&ºl, (inf. n.

(and

" …;;

-4, (inf. n. *3.

E

*!, He confounded, or con

3.3%

A place that is even and soft, (S, K,)
Jººs, (K,) or J-sº **,
(S,) in nihich the feet sink, (S, K,) and wpon which

such as is termed

it is troublesome to walk : (S:) or sand in which
the feet of camels, &c., sink : (ISd:) and [in like
*: and the pl. is *. (TA) —
manner] W tº signifies that in which the hoofs
Wide places in a land. (K.) Correctly, it is pſ. of horses and the like, and the feet of camels,
of * : but in the Moajam ſel-Buldán] it is sink, consisting of fine sand, and what is termed
made a proper name of certain places. (TA.)
J-uss, of small pºllies: (Az, from Khālid Ibn
Kulthoom :) or Jeº signifies whatever is soft
*** An ample house, or tent. (K.) An and even : (As :) or sand that is not much in
ample vessel, that takes in the whole of what is quantity: or a soft place: pl. < *; and **:
put into it. (T.A.) — ---, Jaé, Jill * and [in like manner] " &. tº an extended
The horse came at his utmost rate. (S, K.) —
and gibbous tract of sand, which is soft, and in
Pudendum mulieris amplum. (TA.)
which the feet sink. (T.A.) — Also & and
5 o ,

*!;

Mşb ;) and Y

TA, voce

Jºsé ;)

*::-1:

He took it

See 4.

4; see 1. – “as (TA) and " … (S,
TA) He extirpated it; eradicated it.

(S, TA.)

—-es' and '-es- He rent to, or attained,
the utmost limit in anything. (T.A.) — J.5|
f He extirpated the trunk of a palm

tree. (K.)

prodigal of his nealth, (ISk, S, K.)

Msb;) and

altogether; took the nihole of it. (K, Msb.)

23-

IIe was

<-es', inf. n.
ãºl, said in a trad. respecting the nose, If the fused. (TA.)
mutilation thereof be total, so that nothing be left

But this is a mistake: the right

£4-

-eń A wide road. (K.) You say,

dº
&le

-sº

reading is
Js! He made the mutilation
2 < 0&
2.
|38) --> & This is most proper, or fit, for W &es and Y &: A difficult road. (K.) –
(of a nose, ear, hand, or lip) to be radical, or
or the like, of such a < *, es? Jº 38, and º cº, JHe walks
total. (TA.) See -->4. — & --es! He cut the full giving, or receiving,
•9 5
off the nihole of his nose. ($, T.A.) — 4.e5! JHe cut thing: syn. 43a;-S (5-1. (K.) This is taken along a tract such as is called J-U-3, (and along
off the whole of his tongue. (TA.)- 353% *::: from the following words of a trad. — sº tracts of that kind,) in n-hich walking is laborious.
-

~~

•

2. o.

3

• 6-
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(TA) — 3.23 t A bone broken, (S, K,) and and }*. (IKoot, Mgb.) When neither good K.) He accepted a promise: (S, A, L, K:)
chipped, or notched. (S.) — * Leanness : nor evil is mentioned, if you mean the former, originally
the 3 being changed into 3.

<};

(K :) soft leanness. (TA.) —
and confused state of an affair:

you say 3-3 [He promised good]; and if you and then incorporated [into the augmentative

& A corrupt
mean the latter," ºi, (FE, T, S, L, Mºb, K.)
pl. **. (L.) inf. n. stºl, with which 3-3 is syn., (S, L,

*]: some persons say
5 ...

323ſ,

aor.

& (inf. n.

o.

TA) and pronounce the act. part. n.
quasi Stºſ,
*
..o.º.
inf. n.,] (Msb) [He threatened, or threatened -ºše, with . ; (S, L, K;) like as they say
woman who is fat, (K,) or fleshy; ($;) as with, evil]; and W $3.3 [He threatened him, • 28
-

&

t Anything inconvenient, troublesome, Msb, K,) being
(Msb.) — i.e.,

difficult, or toilsome.

§2.

One

irregular inf. n., [or

A.

though the fingers would sink into her, by menaced him, or threatened him with evil); jºu. (S, L:) but [if they do not change the 3
into -] they should say 3*, and 3-54, and
reason of her softness and fleshiness. (T.A.)
(Msb;) as also W **, (L, Msb,) inf. n. 3-5;
t

-

-

-3.3% ãº

(S, L, KE) and '32-ji. (L.) You also say **, without

tocks.

5... " Jºcs! [He promised good]; (IAar, T, Jided in the promise of another. (L.) — See

3,21 1 A woman having soft but
(ISd.) Ru-beh says,

ISd, Msb, K;) but this is extr.: (L:) and

<-239 tº ſº

-

also 1 : — and 6.

*

3: "...e5! [He threatened, or threatened with,
[Her soft buttocks make her to bend]. Here evil]: (S, L, Msb, K :) when º’ is introduced
<-cººl may be pl. of és, contr. to analogy; after this form of the verb, it relates only to
or it may be pl. of 3-ºl, which may be pl. of evil: (FS, Msb:) but you also say º * exc31.
stres. (ISd.) W tº also signifies the same (Msb.) – Failure of performance, with respect
to a promise, the Arabs regard as a lie; but
(ISd.) – [For the prov.]
aS *3.
with regard to a threat, as generosity. A poet
º

*. (IB, L.) — Also, He con

º O.

*

.

Jº and "3-se (in which latter the s is a
substitute for the [elided] 3, S, L) and Y 3-3.
and W 33-3. and W 3,4- (A) and Y is,...;
•

- © .

O.

*

-

6 -

o

w

-

--

2-à éº & tº Jé

+

::

says,
*:* ~*

+

6

9

-

*:

* : * ~ *:

* ,,

*, *

4-5-ºx 5' 4-5-es' clº Lº!3

(TA,) [see 2, in art. Jºã-.]

• 2

::

@ .

:

*> .

-

". . . .”

-

[And verily I, if I threaten him or promise him,
Adversity; difficulty; distress; afflic fail to perform my threat, but fulfil my promise].
tion ; evil. (T.A.) – See tes.
(Msb.) Nay, they do not apply the term Jºſé
to the failure of performing a threat. (TA.) —
tº t Inconvenience, trouble, difficulty, or |xy- ** tº: f Our day promises cold. (L.) —
toil, (S, K,) of travel: (S:) or severity of trouble,
difficulty, or toil, thereof. (A’Obeyd.) – Also Jº **** f The land promised good produce.
the like with respect to crimes, sins, or the like: (A) — sº <3 : see 3.
you say, & -º-, meaning : He committed
3. *b, inf. n. $32,3, He promised him,
a crime, sin, fault, or act of disobedience.
latter doing the same to him. (Aboo
the
(A’Obeyd.) – See *3.
. . . . .”
Mo’ādh, L.) – ** <!, JHe vied neith him.
3,225. A man deficient in rank or quality, in promising, and surpassed him therein, by pro
nobility, or eminence, reputation or note or con mising more. (L, K.”) – <39) 32-2, and

**

*

c >

2 o'.

2

of the first, 3,é ; (IJ, L;) or this has no pl.:
(T,
(T, S, L, Msb:) and of the second,

**:
third, 32%. :] and

*

sº-c j--> Lºº! ~~~~

<-23: see e-es.

(L:) see 1: A promising; a promise ; (A, L;)
meaning, of something good : ($, L, &c. :) pl.

.

S, L, Msb :) (and of the Y
of '32-32, 3.2%. (L.) When 5.xe is used
as a prefixed n., [in a case of

was.j

the 3 is

elided, (Fr, S, L.) and U3 is substituted for it :
(Fr, L:) a poet says,

lsº

+

(sºft * see Jºiºi,

+

-w .

º

…

º.

-

-

-

($, K.)

sideration, or what is termed ----.
º,

o .

Jºº
-

-

…)

(Fr, S, L.) –

[A promise is equivalent to a gift] :

i.e., it is base to break it as it is to take back a
- * ~ *

gift. A proverb. (TA) — ºr ' i.e
2-iº [He promised him

oxe5

as the moon promises

cººl,

2

-

i.e.
2.9 3× &: º -º-, [The breaking of

<-cº-o: see tºº.

-

-

** W $32,

the Pleiades]: for the moon and the Pleiades
are in conjunction once in every month. Another
[He appointed with him the time, and proverb. (TA) [Perhaps we may also read
•*o £ .
the place]. (L, K.) º: Jº is a vulgar jºin Uğı
see 3'-º', in art. *..] —
mistake. (Aboo-Bekr, L.)
...

* … . .”

[And they have broken to thee the promise of the
thing which they promised].

6

4:

see 1 throughout. = Jºes",

(A, L.) inf. n. a promise is one of the natural habits of the

>\xel, (L.) in the sense of which *>

6 .

43 O.

-

is also

1. Jes, aor. Asº, inf. n. 9°5 and 39°, (S, L,

mean and base]. A saying of the Arabs. (MF)

used [as a quasi-inf. n.), (S, A, L, K) t He (a —3% also signifies The fulfilment of a pro
Msb, K.) [in which the 3 is a substitute for the
on his

stallion-camel) brayed, (33A, S, A, &c.)
mise. Ex. 3& 3. Jº, in the Kur, [x. 49, &c.]
elided 2,] or the latter is a quasi-inf. n., (L.) being about to attack and fight mith other camels.
means, When shall be the fulfilment of this pro
and Jes, and 3.xe3-2, (L, MSb, K.) or the last (S, A, L.)
mise 2 (L.) — Also, a thing promised. (TK,
is a quasi-inf. n., (L.) and º- and #sº,
4

o' .

45 -

d.

-:

* > .

5: see 1.

art. 3-5.)

(L, K,) the last two being instances of inf. ns.
- © .

º ,-

of the measures

Jºi.

and

ãº,

(L,) He

6. Lael; and * > *śl signify the same,

promised. (TA.) It is trans. immediately, and [They promised one another]: (K*, TA:) or
by means of the prep. , ; (L, Msb, K5) but the former relates to good, (S, Msb, K,) signify
some say that the ºr is redundant in this case ; ing they promised one another something good:

3.xe: see Ac3, and 1.
E

-

-

U.S.Ae. Of, or relating or belonging to, a pro
-

:

5.

-

mise: rel. n. of

3-AE,

like

cº

5.

of

*j,

formed

and most of the lexicologists disallow it with (S, Msb,) and the latter, to evil, (S, L, K,) sig
without restoring the 3 like as it is restored in
this form of the verb, allowing it only with Jºes'. nifying they threatened one another: (L:) and
[the rel. n. of] ãº. : [see art. 5: ..] but Fr says
(TA.) It is also used with reference to good this distinction is commonly admitted and ob
* - - -

and evil: (S, L, MSb, K.) you say 9:
[He promised him good]: and 5.

o-Asº

3% ! [He

served. (TA)—& 9343, [and <39, 354; and &sij, like Cº. (S, L.)
We appointed mutually the place, and the time].

threatened him with evil]: (Fr, Fs, S, L, Msb, (Msb.)
K, &c. :) and, [accord. to some,) 2:- 9.J.C.9,

*:::

see

1: A threatening ; a threat : (S,

8, 2.5i, (A) [ºr ºlinſ n. Sº, (S. L. L, K.) also written 3.23. (TA) See also 4.

2953
•es – key
2. º, inf. n. Jº, He made it (a place, dered, or enjoined, him, respecting such a thing,
àJºey! A certain sect of the &ls= , niho are
extravagant in threatening ; asserting that trans K, and a mountain, S,) rugged: (S,” K :) [or syn. 23i, (S, Mgh, K) and 21, (Mgh, K.)

Book I.]
**

--

-

-

gressors [who have been true believers] shall remain difficult.]

4; 3. Jai & that he should do [it] or not do
4 &Jill as Jes! The road became rugged to [it]; (K5) as also agſ "3-2, (S, K,”) inf. n.
Jel, # A horse that promises run after run. him; or brought him to a rugged land. (K,” je; (S3) and (sometimes, s) ~ *%, (S,
(L, k.) – A beast that promises to be pro TA.) – es! He came, or lighted, upon a rugged K,”) inf. njº: (S;) which are also explained
ductive of good, and fortunate. (L) I See an place. (A, K.) – See also 10. – f His (a by 23; [signifying the same as 23i and 2h
in hell for ever. (TA.)

:

ex. in a verse cited voce J-a.e. — ; A tree, man's) property became little, or scanty. (K,"
or herbage, promising good produce. (A.) — TA.) The man is thus likened to a rugged place
A cloud, which, as it were, promises rain. without plants or herbage. (TA.) – 9-3' I He
(L, K.)- : A day which promises heat; (L;) made it (a thing, A, K,) little, or scanty.
as also a year: (TA:) or of which the commence (S, A, K.)

ment promises heat; or cold. ($, L, K.) — 5 : see 1, in two places.
33-3 Jº f Land of which the herbage is hoped
10. ,-,-] He found it, (S, Mºb) or deemed
fo proce good and productive, (A$, S, A, L. K.)
it,
(K,) namely a place, (Msb,) or a road, (A,
By reason of its first appearance. (As, L.)
K,) or a thing, (S, $gh,) rugged, (S," K,) or dif:
*

5

-

and

3%.

O.

* ...

o.

ISk, but the last (jé) is not allowable, accord.
to him, nor is it, as related by AHát, accord. to
As. (TA.)

[J-->
See Supplement.]
key

1. *s, (S, Mºb, K, &c.) aor. A., (Mºb,
kº and ise, (S, Msb, K.) in which

K.) inf. n.

3es. signifies A covenant, or compact. So, ficult; (Mºbi) as also 'ºes. (Sgh, K.)
accord. to Mujáhid, in ch. xx. vy. 89 and 90,
of the Kur-án. (L.) – 3-5° and 5-wes”: see 1,

or the first and second are correct, accord. to

the 3 is a substitute for the elided 3, (TA) and

jº

J. :

Rugged; contr. of

(A, K. :) or

*e, (TA) and ike..., (K) in which the s is

difficult: (Msb:) applied to a place, (TA,) and not to denote the fem. gender, because this is not
a road, (A,) and a mountain: (S, Msb :) as real, (TA,) or this last is a simple subst., (Msb,)

-

– See also sº.

"3-3, (A, K, or, accord. to As, this latter
A time, and a place, of promise: (S, is not allowable, (S,) and F's assertion, that
A, L, MSb, K:) [and, of appointment; an ap this which is said in the S is nothing, being a
pointed time, and place]. – sº A mutual negation of a negation without evidence, is a
thing unheard of, MF,) and
and Jes and
promising, or promise. (S, K.)
sº. (S, A, L, Mºb, K) and "Jes. (S, A,

also

He eachorted him, admonished him, or warned
him; he put him in fear : (IF :) he exhorted him
to obedience; commanded him to obey: (Msb:) he
gave him good advice, or counsel; and reminded
him of the results of affairs: (S:) he reminded him
2. of
by informing him of that which should make the
35-54 and 335-5-3 . see 1, and Jºes —232) WJºſ: (K:) and plain nith ruggedness: and a heart tender: (Kh :) he reminded him of that
mountain rugged, and difficult of ascent: and a
2329 Ji [The promised day; 2 meaning]
the day place inspiring fear, and desolate : (TA:) pl. n!hich should soften his heart, by the mention of
o'. , 6 × 0 , , 9 J C ~
renard and punishment. (K.) It is said in
of resurrection. (T.A.) – 3563.05 x3-25 25*.*
Past and present and future : the tenses of a Jºi, (K) a pl. [of pauc.) of 23, (TA) and the Kur, [xxxiv. 45,) 5-3.
I only
*},
(A, K,) a pl. of mult. [of the same], (TA,)
verb. (Kh, in L, art. Ave.) – 33°3′ is one of
eachort you, or command you, to do one thing.
the inf. ns. which have pla. governing as verbs; and ãº, (A,) [of the same,) and jëi, (A, (Msb.) And you say,
ke, [He was ea:
K,) a pl. [of pauc.] of Jes and
(TA) —
its pl. being **.
horted, admonished, or warned, hy the example
2
* ~ *
Applied to a place where a thing is sought, of another:
see 8]. (S.) [And Aé, alone, He
(-ik, S,and Mºb) + Difficult[of access]. (Mgb.) preached a sermon or sermons.]

Mºb)

L,

"Jeſ,

º, © -

5

-d .

4.-

* O.

… e. “

Xue º

G

+ o

*

Jes.

…

-

•

-

-

Ex. → * ~ * *es.

[As "Orkoob's promisings of his brother in — Also, applied to a thing, t Little, or scanty.
8. ſºil [He became eachorted, admonished,
Yethrib.] (IJ, ISd.) See -35, c.
(A, TA.) And you say, *J. je3 c)3,
warned,
or put in fear :] he obeyed, or con
meaning, t Such a one has little goodness, bene
- O -

-> 0.

º,

-->

ficence, or kindness. (S, A, K.) — It is also Jormed to, [an earhortation to obedience, or] a

jº

1. *s, (S, A, Mºb, K.) aor. º. 3 (TA :)

and 3.3, aor. 24; (Mºb, K3) and 353, (Lh, A,

command, and restrained himself: (Msb:) he
this case it is only a corroborative ;] and to accepted good advice, and the being reminded of
the results of affairs: (S:) he became reminded
* .
.
#: (S:) and so is "jeº to sº, in the phrase of that which should soften his heart, by the
6. , 6 - 6 - 2
je3 × 3 ×º, (K) meaning, t Little, scanty, hair. mention of renard and punishment. (K.) It is
an imitative sequent to

º;

-

Jºš; (S, K;) [but in
.

-

º

K) aor. 2; (K, TA) and º (Lh, TA;)|g.
•

--->

inf n isºs ($, Mºb, K) and jº, (Mºb, K.)

said, 4, #357 & Jia's º

(TA.)

Aes

of the first (Msb, TA) and second; (TA;) and
ºse .

Jes, (Msb, K.) of the first (TA) and second;

Jes:

See

*3, in two places.

(TA;) and 3, (K) of the third; (TA:) It

*3:

(a place, A, K, and a mountain, S, Mºb,) was,
or became, rugged ; (A, K,) as also "Jes; (S,"
A, K.) or difficult. (Msb.)—[Hence, Wye; t It

jels

º

.

another, and the unhappy is he by the example of
n:hom another becomes eachorted, or admonished,
or warned]. (S, L.)

5o –

See yeº.

* - of

i.e.: see 1. —[As a simple subst..] it has

je3! :

(an affair), and he, (a man,) was, or became diffi

- - -

for its pl.

5* ~ *

(Sgh, T.A.) – [Hence also, yes, inf. n. *,\es
and *}, ! It (a thing) was, or became, little,
or scanty. (K, T.A.)

&use; and is syn, with " i.e.:

jº

ūšš ūt.

f We asked of such a one a thing
wanted, and he was hard, or difficult, to us.

[The happy is he who is eachorted, or

admonished, or n’arned, by the example of

(Mºb, TA) andjº, (K) of the second only;

cult, or hard. (K,”TA.) You say, ā--

sº

1. jeº: see 4.

(TA:) [the pl. of the latter is {e}..] It is
said in trad., iáe 3:44.5 I will assuredly

2 : see 4.

make thee a warning, or an example, to others.

And in the Kur, (ii. 276, tº 3.5
4. 3* J jes', (S. K.) or 38, (Mgh) (TA)
º
&i.e. [But he to whom cometh an
inf n. jºl, (Mgh, TA,) He commanded, or:
W

373

[Book I.
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3. *b, (L) int. n. ***, S. L. K.) He

erhortation, or an admonition, or warning, from

Such a one became affected neith rancour, &c.;

his Lord] (TA) And 'alie; Ju Ji [The

(a man) did like as he (another man) did : (L, or burned neith nºrath, or rage; against me].

slaying by way of warning],

K. :) accord. to some, specially in pace, or in (Fr, T.A.)

mentioned in a

trad., is when the innocent is slain in order that going, or marching; (L;) he went like him ; or
he who gives reason for suspicion may become hept pace with him : (S*, L:) and he ran with
him; or vied with him in running : (K:) you

warned. (TA.)

say
5

J.

*

bles : see

sº àº,

2: see 4, in two places.

4. 15985) They entered upon the summer-mid

<23:13 the she-camel went like, day when the heat was intense, or vehement. (K,

.

Jacly.

or kept pace

with, the

other: (L:) and some

TA) = (Ji ,<! He heated the water, (K,

ke, [One who eachorts, admonishes, warms, times the term $34,4 is used in relation to a TA,) by putting into it heated stones: (TA:) or
or puts in fear :] one who eachorts to obedience ; single she-camel, because one of her fore legs, i. q. à-i: (TA:) — He made the water to
who commands to obey : (Msb :) one who gives and her hind legs, moves with (3*) the other. boil. (S, K.) Sometimes, a live pig has its hair
scalded offin it, and is then slaughtered: (S, K :)
good advice, or counsel; [who reminds of the (As, S, L, K.)
or, accord. to some lexicons, is then roasted.
results of affairs ; &c.; and a preacher of a Jºë3 A lon, or ignoble, mean, or sordid, and
(TA.) This is done by certain Christians.
sermon or sermons : see 1 :] and in like manner
6 o' .

* Lºs [one who exhorts, &c., much, or fre

see 1: — and

ise,

(S. K.) You say ºft-i sãº º The

Christians boiled some water, and scalded off the
(Msb, (L,) stupid, neak (L, K) in intellect, (L.) lon,
hair of a lire pig in it, and then slaughtered it.
or ignoble, and mean, or sordid : (L, K :) or
(A.) — &J Jé51, He made the milk what is
in three places. weak in body: (L, K :) or light in intellect : termed 2.É. and 5.5% ; as also, W %. (S, K,)

quently]: (TA:) pl. of the former
TA.)

ises. :

weak person, (S, A, Msb:) who serves for the
food of his belly: (S, A, L., M.sb :) or light,

tº.

(M3b ;) or neak; as is a slave: (Umm-El-Hey
them, Msb:) or who eats and carries anay. (Expos. inf. n. jºi. (S.) = * He made him to be
of the Lámeeyeh of Et-Tughráee.) — A servant affected 'with rancour, malevolence, malice, or
of a people. (L, K.) — A slave. (L, K.) – A spite, and enmity, and to burn neith nºrath, or
boy. (L.K.)—Pl, sº (A, L. Mºb, K)and &º rage : (K:) or he made him to be affected nith
and &º. (L, K.) — A certain arron, ($, wrath, or rage : (A:) [in like maner, " , ,

[Jes &c.
See Supplement.]
~85
1.

-č,

aOt.

-º-, inf. n. ãº (and âtés,

IM and others), He (a camel) was, or became,

large, big, or bulky.

(S, K.)

A, L,

K.)

of those used in the game called

*.

nº,

(TK,) inf
(K,) he incited him to
rancour,
malevolence,
malice,
or spite, against
2–2, (S, L,) to rehich no portion, or share,
• * *~ o … o. c :
pertains. (S, A, L., K.) Accord. to the A, him. (K,” TK.) You say also, Jºe j-e ‘º
this is the original signification. (TA.) – The cº I made his bosom hot with nºrath, or rage,
-

J.;; What is of a mean sort, of the utensils

and
furniture of a house, or tent: ($, K:) pl. fruit of the cºsº. (L. K.) – $34,9. A against such a one. (S.)
6
- of
6

certain game (K)

.

of the

Arabs, in which one

J-U-31 and -2\#3: (K:) the former, of paue. ;
the latter, of mult. (TA.) The ºu:31 of a house, player does like as the other does.
See also 3.

or tent, are the wooden bowl and the

5 : see 1.

(TA.) —
4 o' .

-

stºne

Jé5 Rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite,
385

and enmity; and a burning neith nºrath, or rage;
(S, A, K,) as also *}=3; (A, K,) or the latter
— A sack, such as is called àº; (K :) but
1. Jº &é The sun fell vehemently upon
is an inf. n., (S, TA,) but the former is a simple
this is included among the meaner sort of the
him. (A.) – à-9) *3. (K,)
(K,”
utensils of a house, or tent; and is therefore not
subst. : (TA:) or the state of being filled with
particularly mentioned by any of the lexico TA,) inf. n. jº, (TA,) The summer-midday nas, wrath, or rage : (Msb:) from *3. explained
9o w - graphers except T. (TA.) —º (As, S, K) or became, intensely, or vehemently, hot. (K,” below. (S.) You say, 245 Jºe yº-e Jº In
and ... (Th, K) Stupid, foolish ; of little TA.) = [Hence, (see *3)] •j-A-2 2%. (S, his bosom is rancour, &c., against me. (S,) And
sense : (S, K:) i. q. Jº, a neak, stupid, man : Msb, K,) aor. jº (S, Msb,” K,”) and **, •,• * -ºš The rancour, &c., of his bosom
(TA, voce J-k! :) pl. as above. (K, T.A.) See with kesr to the first letter, (Fr, K,) [an irreg.
departed. And 23.2%
à:29, The gift
also 3.
*: Weak in body: (as also form, like J.- : (TA;) and 3%, aor.
dispelleth the rancour, malevolence, malice, or
Jºë3 : TA :) pl. as above. (K.) —º Base ; (K, TA;) but Jé- is more common
5
spite, and the heat, of the bosom. (T.A.)
mean; vile.: (as also 3%. TA:) pl. as above. (Az, TA) inf n. Jes, (S, Msh, K) of the
•.
•?
2
c5
:
See
J.C.S.
(K)—º A large, big, or bulky, camel:

cooking-pot and the like : (S:) [as also -\55]].

aorºj,

3

J. J.

e.

-ºš

*:
than jº

-

4 o .

*

e.

-

•

former, (S, Msh) and is, (K.) [of the later.]

(S, K.) pl. as above : fem. with 3. (K.)

6 o'.

* . .

or xes is a simple subst., and the inf. n. is 2.83;

#3. (S, K,) and - #3, (Msb,)

Intenseness,

(S,” Msb, [but perhaps this is said because only or vehemence, of heat : (Msb, K. :) or of the burn
*5
the former of the two verbs is mentioned in the

ing thereof, (S, TA,) when the sun is in the
S and Msb];) His bosom was, or became, affected meridian. (TA.) You say, lº sº Jº tº:
Msb, K,) He was, or became, a low, or ignoble, mith rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite, and
mean, or sordid, and reak person, (S, Msb,) n-ho enmity; and burned with wrath, or rage; (S, 13á, & Jº We alighted during the intense
served for the food of his belly: (S, L, MSb :) A, Msb, K;)
Jº against such a one: midday heat at such a water. (TA.)
or light, (L,) stupid, and weak (L, K) in intellect, (S, A:") or became filled with nºrath, or rage,
*: Milk into which heated stones are thronºn,
(MSb,
TA,)
and
rancour,
malevolence,
malice,
(L.) low, or ignoble, and mean, or sordid; (L,
and which is then drunk : (K :) or (so accord.

1. *, *or. 2, & K, &c.) inf. 1 isºs, (L.

cº

K;) or weak in body : (L, K.) or light in or spite : (TA :) or burned by reason of intense, to the TA ; but in the K, and) milk boiled and

or violent, wrath, or rage : (TA) and " , , ; cooked : (K:) or milk made hot neith heated
he
Ji, aor, º, (S, L.) inf. h. 3%, (L.) He (a man, TA,) burned, and was, or became, stones; as also "3.3° (sº) or the latter, or
served the people ; acted as a servant to them. hot, nºith nºrath, or rage. (K, TA.) You say pure milk alone, heated until it is thoroughly
also, & Jºe jºy, aor. 24–2, [see above, cooked; and sometimes clarified butter is put into
(S, L.)
intellect : or weak as is a slave. (MSb.) – Jes

-

5

*

-

29.55
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it. (ISd, TA.) — Also, Flesh-meat roasted his nithers 1 (S, L.) * 23,5 is also syn. with of the Kur-an:) but from the explanations in
upon heated stones: (Lth, TA:) or upon stones Jaś5! in the above sense. (K, T.A.) — J.55'., the K, and other lexicons, it seems to signify a
inf. n. x\#21, It (a white antelope) raised its party coming, whether walking or riding, chosen
heated by the sun. (L., K.)
head and erected its ears. (L, K.) — 235), for the purpose of having an intervien, with
5

#3:

*3.

See

.

still, He

hastened, or ment, quickly : (S, great men, or not : the explanations of En
L, K :) occurring in the poetry of Ibn-Ahmar. Nawawee and some others may be in accordance
23- Jeſ, sº He has the bosom [affected with (S,
L.) — 23.5', inf. n. stºl, t It rose, or with general or conventional acceptations, and
rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite, and enmity,
became elevated. (A, L., K.) – Jºš5!, He thos: of the rest may be proper, or literal. (TA.)
and] burning with wrath, or rage; Jº against
— ºl: ; A camel, (S, A, K,) or bird, (A,) or
raised, or elevated, a thing. (L.)
inf. n.

me : (TA:) or filled with wrath, or rage.
5.

(Msb.)

Jº ~~5,3,

and

jº,

bird of the kind called Uaiji, (K,) that precedes
+ The camels,

the others (S, A, K) in pace, and in coming to
The pigs hated and the birds, strove to outgo, or outstrip, one water. (A.) – c.13391 (in the poetry of El
water. A proverb. (T.A.) See 4. another. (L.) – Jº- | é Ješ --> Aasha, S, L) : The parts of the treo cheeks n'hich
# The mountain-goats ascended upon the mountain. project when one chews, and which become
[Jé5 &c.
(A.) – See 4.
depressed when one gron's old. (S, A, L., K.)
See Supplement.]
One says of a very old man, 3.3% -Lé : [The
6. º U.A$135 [We came together as ambas
middles
of his cheeks have become depressed). (A.)
sadors, or envoys, Öc., to him : see 1]. (A.)
-o:
J.35
sts; Lºe sº They are upon a journey :
10.
t [app. He asked, or desired,

Jé, J.-- Jºjºs- -*.*
the boiled hot

. .

o z

Jºº.

1. ... 3s., (s, M, A, K.) [in the Mºb, *s,

me to come]. (TA.) = x32-1 : He elevated (L. K.) as also jºi. (TA)

-

©.

but this appears to be a mistake, and ** (M, himself, and made himself erect, in his manner

g

->

233. Prominent, or elevated: (A, L.) applied
K,) aor. 252, (M, K,) inf. h. 335 (M, A, K.) of sitting; (A :) a dial. form of 533-1 ſq. v.] (S.) to a camel's hump, (A,) and to the pubes. (L.)
• oz o.º.
and 3% (M, K) and $392, (M, A, K,) or this
2%: see 33%. — ºf 33, &- [The J.59-3
; Erecting himself, and not placing
last is a simple subst., (S,) and $39, (M, K,) pilgrims of Mekkeh are the ambassadors of God}. himself at his ease, in his manner of sitting;
in which the 3 is changed into 1, (M,) He came (A)—3.9% ºs ºjº is ºf 3,
º

…

.

*>

-

º, o .

(L) i. 1.3:4. (L. K.)

to him, (S, M, A, K.) namely, to a king, (A,) : [The ambassadors of God are three; the
or governor, (S, A,) or great man, ('Ináyeh,) warrior, and the pilgrim of Mekkeh, and the
as an ambassador, enroy, or messenger; (S, A ;) performer of the ceremonies of the *]. A.

or to concey gifts, and to ask aid, or assistance:
('Ināyeh;) or he went forth to him, namely, to a

jºº

1. 33, (T, S, M, A, Msb, K.) aor. };} (T,
tradition.

(L*, El-Jāmi' es-Sagheer.) =

33, Mºb. Ki*) andjº, ſaor,3,4,] (A, K.) inf n.

The upper part of an elevated long tract (J.-:
king, or governor.

(As, L.)

; (T, S, M, Mºb, K) and 3, and $3, (M., K.)
in some copies of the K, J.-:) of sand.

2 : see 4.
. .

(S, L, K.)
d.

.”

4. a.º. 232, (M, A, K,) and ag, (S. M. K.)
inf. n.

Şül; (K;) and

º, W 323s, (L,)

isºs, subst. from * 2%, (S,)

A coming to

inf. n. a king, (A,) or governor, (S, A,) [or the like,

as an ambassador, envoy, or messenger, [&c. :
namely, to a king, (A,) or governor, (S) [or see 1]. ($, A.) – $33, 4. [a phrase of frequent
occurrence in notices of companions of Moham
great man, as an ambassador, enroy, or mes
mad,
meaning, He had the honour of coming as
senger; or to convey gifts, and to ask aid, or
:
2 *
*
* *
assistance: see 1]. – 33) yº) J) reº) Wºº an envoy to the Prophet]. (TA, passim ; and
other works.)

2.5: (K;) He sent him to him, ($, M, A, K.)

º

25; [The governor, sent him as an enroy to
• 2

the
of

~

[all of the former, or % is inf. m. of the trans. v.;
(Msb;) and ãº, (K,) [which is of the latter;]
It (a thing) was, or became, full, complete,
perfect, whole, or entire : (S, Msb:) or it (a
thing, TA, or property, M, K, and herbage,
M, [and a collection of goods, or commodities,
or household furniture and utensils,J) nas, or
became, much, abundant, ample, or copious; (T,
M, A, K;) not deficient : (T:) or it (anything)
nas, or became, generally, or universally, com
prehensive: [syn., in the last sense, 2. as is

governor who was above him]. (L.) — J.A35) Le ºl, A man coming to a king, (A,) or governor,
implied by an explanation of the epithet Jis, by
U.J.C. +[What hath caused thee to come to us?]. (S, A,) [or great man,) as an ambassador,
which
this sense of the verb is indicated in the
2 . . .” -- ~ 29 # *
, , ; ; ; * ***
(TA.) — Jº aſſºl J's 5' 3] * Jº U! ºr or envoy, or messenger; (S, A ;) [or to convey lexicons whence this signification is taken :) (M,
gifts, and to ask aid, or assistance : see 1 :] pl.,
... O - -

•

J.--"

º

.

A, K.) as also "Aii, (K) ſand "25; ; see
lo, God brought to me a man, and ectricated me (L.) 35, (S, A, L, K) and 335 (K) and 3%; }}] You say also of a branch, & "...sº [It
from it. (A.) = º Jºe A32', inf. n. *!, (A, Msb;) and pl. of 33,393 and 3,3}. (S, mas full of, or abounded nith, leaves]. (L, K,

*.

! While I was in difficulty, (S, L,) or [rather] this first is a quasi-pl. n.,
º

-

-

-

40 . .

1 It rose up, or stood up, so as to be higher than
L., Msb, K :) 3% is also explained as signifying art. Jºsé.)— 49e 3%, and 35, (M, L,) inf. n.
overtopped it; overpeered it; over
[of the former] 35%, (M,) :[His honour, dignity,
hung it; overlooked it. (S, L, K*.) A poet a party that assembles together and comes to a

the thing ;

country or tonn - and a party that repairs to or estimation, was unimpaired;] he nas honour
princes, or governors, to visit, and to ask aid, or able, or generous, not careless of his honour, or
assistance, or some benefit, &c. : (L:) and a dignity, or estimation. (M., L.) = º, (T, S,

(Homeyd Ibn-Thér El-Hilálee, TA) says,
-

#

…

, 6- .

|-º-, lººſe Jºº &
2 o

#

party that comes to a king respecting an affair

a £2

\º-yº cº-

M, A, Mºb, K,') aor. Sº, (T, Mºb) inf n.,,,
(T, S, M, Mºb, K) and 53, (T, M) and $35,

of conquest, or for congratulation, or the like :
(Mgh :) and a company chosen to go forth for
[Thou seest the 'Iláfee saddle overtopping her, as
(TA, as from the K, but wanting in the CK
the purpose of having an intervien, mith great
though a high-raised tower were upon her.]
(S, men : (En-Nawawee:) and a company of riders: and in a MS. copy of the K,) He made it full,
of
And
one
says
of
a
horse,
tº
cº-i
U, (Jel, xix. 88:) and a company riding and without lack or defect, complete, perfect, whole,
L.)
aëjº- 33; Hon, beautiful is the prominence of honoured: (Zj, in explanation of the same verse or entire; ($, Msb) as also 'ºis, inf. nº
#

373*
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(K5) and '95, inf. n. *]; and " ºr-l.

ample, or copious.] (A, TA.) You say, }} Jº,

4: see ºs.

S,” TA:) or, as also V §2. (T, M, A, K,)

and

& e -

5: see

3%. — aske 3,5

3% *3,

&c., [Full, or complete, &c., or]

f He was regardful

much, or abundant, property, and herbage, &c.,
which latter is the usual form, (Lth, T,) he
of those things pertaining to him (namely his
made it much, abundant, ample, or copious ;
(TA) And '5,332 (... A thing that is full,

companion, A) nhich one is under an obligation
(Lth, T, M, A, K,) not deficient. (Lth, T.)
to respect or honour; (S, A, K5) and held loving complete, &c. (S.) And *::::. ºff. A recom.
You say, * * 3% He made his property much, communion, commerce, or intercourse, with him. pense of n!hich nothing is deficient. (TA.) And
abundant, ample, or copious. (K,” TA) And
(TA.) – lié Jé 3, f He turned his pur ,-i, "3,4 & Such a one has his hair left
it is said in a trad.,&ºff % ‘5 Jºſe. <
pose, or intention, or strong determination or to become abundant and long. (TA.) And fú.
Praise be to God, whom withholding doth not resolution, (<e.) tonard such a thing. (A,
º, (T, S, A, K) and '33. (Sgh, K) A skin
make to abound. (TA.) You say also, "252 Mgh, Msb.)
for milk, or nater, made of hide of n!hich nothing

*
And

He cut out the garment whole. (M, K.)

ãº * , ,

BHe made the skin n-hole, neith

8:

is deficient. (T, S, A, K.) And in like manner,

seejº.

iš, #52
out cutting off any redundance. (M.) And
&tº a " <º, inf n.
I made his food

10 : see

jº := and see %, in two places.

Jº,

96.

A leather mater-bag made of a com

plete skin; (S, M, A, K,) nothing thereof being
deficient : (S, TA:) also signifying a leather

see sº. – Also, [an inf. n. used as an water-bag filled (M, K,” TA) completely. (M,
epithet
in which the quality of a subst, predo
I gave
TA.) And Y iſ is J Land in the herbage of
dominates] Much, or abundant, property, (Lth,

full, or complete, in quantity; not deficient.

(Mºb) And ºt, *i- º 3.

J35

him the whole of his right, or due, and so he
which is abundance: (M, K,” TA:) and land
T, S,) of which nothing is deficient : (Lth, T.)
received the nhole of it; syn. of the former verb
what is much, abundant, ample, or copious, of of rehich the herbage has not been diminished.
with its objective complement and the prep.,
property, and of goods, or commodities, or house (S, K.) And W £3, & An ear having a large

<!, (A, Mgh) or & &iº (Mºb;)

º:

hold furniture and utensils; (M, A, K3) whereof
: (M. :) or a large ear, (K, TA,) large in
and of the latter verb with its objective com nothing is deficient : (TA:) or what is generally, the lobe. (TA.) You say also, W &lsº _c^
plement, V sº (A, Mgh, K:) or both these or universally, comprehensive, ( 2.É.) of any They are numerous. (S, K.) — 39. The
verbs, thus used, signify the same, i.e., où9-1, thing: (M, A, K.) pl.º. (M.K.) See also
fourth metre ( 2-) in prosody; (M,” K;) the
($, K) [in the former of which we read, aske 235 36.
measure of n!hich consists of & siac times
.

©e ...

. . .

o.º.

•w.”

•

*:::fusi §:ſ, º; à- ; and in the latter,
3,4- sº *i- •º sº.) You also say,
* 3,33, (M., K.) infn. 33, (TA) He re
stored, or returned to him his gift, being content

[in its original state] : ($gh, K:) or, [in practice,

#: seejº.
5 wo e

g

o

2

p.

©

2- .

. .”

o

P. .

. .”

2- -

-º

Jºaº Jºelke Jºeli.e., twice: or *::ieu.

22

§3; see 3,53. — Also, Hair collected together |&#elá, twice: (M, L:) so called because its
upon the head; or hair hanging donon upon the feet are made full like those of the Jete, except

with it, (M. K.) or deeming it little. (M., T.A.) ears : or hair extending beyond the lobe of the that there is [in practice] an elision in their letters,
And 33- &: *- Aiſi 3. God made his lot, ear: (M, K:) or hair ertending to the lobe of so that it is not complete. (M., L.)
or share, of such a thing, full, or complete. (T.) the ear : (S:) or hair (T, Mgh, Msb) such as
2.0
~22
*>', fem. #935, [pl. 55; ) see 336.
And º * , , f He left his hair to become is termed **, (T, A, Mgh,) extending to the
6o y

abundant and long. (A, TA.) And Jººl

(T, A, Mgh, Msb:) it is said to be larger
$5%, ears:
than what is termed ** ; but this is a mistake :

5.

(M:) the order is this : first, the 5%;

(TA [in my copy of the Msb, 331, which is probably

*-

… now.”

then, the

a .

then, the

* 9:35 (S.M. A. K.) and 4.3% ºi, (A:) shoulder joints: (S. M.) pljū. (M. K.)
'93, (K) inf n.

jº

(TA ;) t|[He preserved his honour, &c.,
unimpaired;] he spoke well of him, and did not
Jind fault with him; (A;) he did not revile him ;
(M, K;) as though he preserved it [namely his
honour, &c.] to him abundant and good, not di
minishing it by reviling. (M.) It is said in a

33, in three places. – Jº *;

*> J--! t I left him in the best state, or con

(S, M, K:) the second of dition. (TA.)

a mistranscription;]) and &#3, in an intensive
these three is what extends beyond the ears;
sense ; (Msb;) He preserved, or guarded,
(M;) and the third is what descends upon the
honour, dignity, or estimation. (Msb.) And

and a $3,5 (M3) or

.

, o £

* - /

aor, ºi, (Mºb) inf nºis (Mºb, TA) and $9.

See

º

º

2”

-

J995-9 :
*:-.”

j99-o:

3.3% and "33 and " % and W § [are inf. ns.,

ºf

.

see 255.

9. •.”

jºlºe :

(see 1,) used as simple substs.,] all signify the

j95

same : (S, TA :) Fulness, completeness, perfect
3. 9, He hastened with him; vied, or strove,
ness, wholeness, or entireness : (S:) or muchness,
abundance, ampleness, or copiousness: (TA :) with him in hastening; or made haste to be, or
and the second also, richness; or o:competence. get, before him ; syn.
...

•

aſºle. (A, TA)

d.

(A, K.) You say, is tº J. Jºiº, (S)

proverb, 3% je -í is (S, A) Thy and "º, (S, A) and "æ (§, A, K.)i.e., º,

4. §s, He hastened him. (K.)

5. 3, He prepared himself (A, K.) 3& for
honour, or dignity, or estimation, will be pre (S, A, TA,) This is land in the herbage of which
served, or guarded, and thou nilt be spoken nell is fulness, &c., (S,) or abundance; (TA;) the such a thing, (A,) or jºu jor evil, or mischief.
of, for such a thing : (A:) from *** *** : herbage of nhich has not been pastured upon. (K.) — Also, He turned over and over upon
* > 0

..º.º. o.--

and Jú ($:) said by him to whom a thing is

(S, A, TA) And JJ & 5% -2 sº [He

his bed. (A.) See also 10.

offered: and applied to a man who, when thou is in possession of abundance of property]. (A.)
10. º Jº 333-1 He put himself in an
hast given to him a thing, returneth it to thee
upright posture, not at his ease, in his manner of
without discontent, or without esteeming it little. 31, and " 5. and "...i. and *::::: [and sitting; he sat erect, not at his ease : (S, Mgh,
22% =
(Fr, S.)
K:) or he put donºn his knees [upon the ground]
go,

-

-

-

-

W335i and W 335] all signify the same : [i.e.,
2 : see 2933, and what follows it in the same Full, without lack or defect, full-sized, complete, and raised his buttocks: (Aboo-Mo'ádh, K :)
paragraph.
perfect, whole, or entire : or much, abundant, or he raised himself upon his legs, or feet, nithout
.*.*.*.*
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mischief of night nºken it cometh in upon
having yet set himself firmly in a standing posture, from his country: (M:) he banished him. the
men; ($;) [for other explanations see 3-14 in art.
but having prepared himself to leap, or spring, (Mgh, K.)
(Lth, K, TA,) or to go ancay: (Lth, TA :) or
Jais (S, M, K) and " Jass (M, K) Haste:
he sat in a posture as though he desired to rise
(S. M. K.) [like #3 and #3; pl. Jºi (K)
and stand up; whether in the manner termed
You say, * Jº **, and Y *%. and

#3 and "ji, Haste; pl. (of the latter, TA)

K.) : The sun set: (S, K :) entered its place [of

(S)-3-ºl -º (inf n, º, TA)
*% setting.]
The moon entered upon a state of eclipse; (K;)

*śl [i.e. sitting upon the ground with the

shanks erect], or otherwise. (M.F.)

J-41–J-ºn ess, (inf n is and º,

He came in haste. (M.) And

º Jº &#

entered into the cone-shaped shade of the earth.

I found him in a state of haste : (S, K:) like (TA.) — St. <s (and simply &-53, TA,)
His eyes became sunk, or depressed, in his head.

jºi. (S. K.) You say, jº, J. & 3 (S. K.) jºi. (S)
•, ; of

and 333 Jº, (K,) We are in haste : (K:) or

(S.) — -$3,
“…, inf. n. & is and -35,
Jº see Jais, in two places.
He (a horse) made a sound with his prepuce :
iais A pastor's [bag of the kind called] alº [in the S and K, the verb is not mentioned, but
aOt.

we are on a journey; [like sūji Jº ;] the time
of our journeying has come. (S, T.A.) And for his implements and provisions, (M, K,) which
Jº &#, and 3% Jé, I found him in a he carries therein. (M.) – And hence, as being
state of haste : (Az, TA:) or preparing [his likened thereto, (M,) A ſquiver of the kind called]
**s-, (M, K,) or a thing like the **. (S,)
apparatus for travel]. (M., T.A.)
for arron's, (M,) of skins, or hides, (S, M, K,)
jº : See 3%.
in nihich is no nood: (S, M. :) or [a quiver]
smaller than the axe-, having its upper and
#, An upright posture in sitting, so that one lonier parts of equal size: the axe- is round and
is not at his ease. (Lth, T.A.) See 10.
wide, and has a cover on the top, over its mouth:
32-, Turning orer and over upon the bed, [see the latter word:] (ISh:) pl. Jºus (S, M,

jº

only the latter of the two inf. ns., which is

explained as signifying “ the sounding of a

horse's prepuce."] or made a sound by the
motion of his penis in its prepuce. (TA.) –

-53, aOr. ‘…, inf. n. 3, It (a thing) entered :
($ :) but it is said in a marginal note in a copy
of the $, that the inf. n. is correctly *ś, because
the verb is intrans.: accord. to some, it signifies
he, or it, entered into a

& is,

q. v. ; and in the

ºw . . .”

scarcely sleeping : (K," TA:) mentioned by Z,
and by Sgh in the O, on the authority of Ibn
(TA.)

'Abbād.
4 o' ... o

º

K, -i. is given as the inf. n. of the verb in
this sense. (TA.) [In the CK, ess is put by

A, K) and ºtº. (A, TA)— Also, A thing
mistake for -5.) — -º, ſaor. -ā) inf. n.
like a quirer (aitº), (Fr. M.) of small size,
& is and Sº, He, or it, became absent, hidden,
(Fr.) in nhich a man of the class called Jeº

jš2.2 act, part. n. of 10, q.v. One says, puts his food. (Fr., M.) — Also, The small de or concealed. (K.) — -3% [aor.
5

*.

inf. n.

o.

jº. 35i Jº &º [Be thou at ease, for pression between the two mustaches, beneath the ~55, He, or it, came; approached; advanced.
I see thee to be sitting in an upright and uneasy nose, (K, TA,) of a man. (TA.)
(K.)
posture]. (T.A.)

Jº Parties

of men : (A’Obeyd, S, K:) a

4.

Jº

•r-53) The palm-tree became rotten

mired multitude : (A’Obeyd, M., K.) from c.3% in the fruit-bearing stalks of its racemes. (TA.)
became dispersed ;” —-33. He (K), or it, (a people, S.) hungered;
1. Jaś5, (A, Mgh, K.) aor. Jº, (K,) inf.n. Jº meaning “the camels
(AA ) or poor, weak, defenceless people : (L:) suffered hunger. (S. K.) – &: ~33, (inf n.
Jº, (A, K) and Jºs; (IDrd, K3) and or an assemblage, (K,) or a mixed multitude or ~\ieſ, TA,) He put a thing into a *35, q. V. :
Jaś5

* Jaš31, (S, Mgh, K,) and

W

Jass-l; (S, K5)

collection, (S,) from

various tribes, such as the (Fr, S, K :) or, as in some Lexicons, into a -*.
(A’Obeyd, S, K:) or a company (TA.)
of whom every one has a aaß for his food, (Fr, Jºãº A small hollow, or cavity, (ś) in which

He ran : (A, Mgh, K :) he hastened, or rent aiº,

3–2.

quickly. (S, A, Mgh, K.) Hence, in the Kur.
[lxx.43, W &#: -* J. 2:le, Ol' ~~~,
M, K,) i. e. a thing resembling a aītie, (Fr,
As though they were hastening, or going quickly, M.) of small size, (Fr.) in which he puts his water collects, in a mountain : (S:) or in a rock:
as also Y āş, : (K:) or, accord. to some, -33 is
to a thing set up for norship. (Fr, S, T.A.) You

say also

Jº <3 The

camels hastened, or

went quickly: (M :) or ment the pace termed

food; (Fr. M.;) but this explanation is disap a coll. gen. n., of which a 35 is the n. un. :
proved by A’Obeyd (TA) [and by Isd]: ol"

(MF:) pl. Jºãº (TA :) or *ś, accord. to
applies to the persons called aiji Jai,
the K, (but accord. to the TA W #33.) signifies
(M) who were a mixed multitude (A’obeyd,
large

JéS.

Jº.. (Khaleefeh El-Hoseynee.) And The
camels became dispersed : (AA:) and "c-ass M) from various tribes, (A’Obeyd,) consisting what is like a well, in a tract of hard and
stones that produce no plants, a fathom, or two
they became dispersed (K, TA) in their pas
of ninety-three men. (TA.) [See

ii...]

fathoms, in depth, (K,) in nihich the rain-nºater
stagnates.
(T.A.) – The cavity, or socket, of the
Jºe Going quickly, or sniftly; applied to
4. Jaś31: see 1, in two places. = Also, He a she-camel, ($, M, K,) and to an ostrich. eye : (S :) any cavity, or socket, in the body; as
that of the eye, and that of the shoulder-blade:
made a she-camel to go the pace termed -º-; (S, M.)
turing.

(TA.)

as also ca. 331. (Khaleefeh El-Hoseynee.) And
Jaš3-e Going quickly, or hastening, by reason
He dispersed camels. (The same, and K.) See also
of fright; (A5;) or running anay by reason
10 = 4; Jaš3! He spread for him a carpet, or
of fright; as though desiring his Jº, or
the like, by which to preserve himself from the
running : (Sgh:) or frightened. (TA.)
ground; (K, TA;) as also cººl. (TA)
6

* ... o -

[Jºs, &c.
See Supplement.]

10. Jaś5-1: see 1, in two places. = Also,
He required, or commanded, another to hasten,
or be quick, or he hastened, hurried, or urged,
him. (S, M, A, K, [but in the M ; it seems to

**5

(K) Plºš and Jés. (TA)—The pit, or
cavity, above the eye of a horse:

(K:) pl.

*ś

and -99. (TA) – The hole into which enters
the aarle of a pulley. (K.) – See also a 53. =
Stupid ; foolish; of little sense : (S, K:) like
Jº, : (S:) an epithet of a man; pl. Jºëi. (K,
TA:) fem. with 3. (TA.) — So in the follow

ing trad. of El-Ahnaf: -áš. *-3 A-Cl
[Ben are of the care with which stupid people

Axial -#3 The darkness came in upon the

defend their rights : a proverb). (TA). For
the -Usºſ, another relation substitutes -tê391,
of
verse
the
in
So
–
K*.)
(S,
people.
anay (S, M, K) camels, or an ostrich; as also

relate to camels, or an ostrich.]) – He drove

*Jassi: (M:) he drove anay, or earpelled, another

1.

Kur. [exiii. 3.}-5, 6, 3-lºº & And from

meaning the same, or weak persons.

(TA,

2958
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&- <lie

art. --à5, on the authority of A.A.) – See time; he assigned, or appointed, a particular (S.) Ex.
Jé — A despised, or contemptible, lon,
pilgrims enter
base, or ignoble, man. (Th, K.)
13é [I appointed him, or it, for such a day]; you say,

time for doing a thing. (Ath, L.) ºg ' is

The place where the

upon the state of 25- : (S, K :)
13. This is the place

Atil Jºi *i-

ã3 The thing that is in the belly, resembling the like ºff.

(S.) — In the following words of where the people of Syria enter upon the state of

<--3 : (TA :) the a-ii, [a name given to the the Kur. [lxxvii. 11, <3 Jº $13, * - 5, 29-'. (S.) – [Also, A place in nhich a
stomach of a sucking kid, &c.] when it has grown is a dial form of £3; like as , is of 3,43, meeting is appointed to take place at a particular
large, of a 3Ut, [i.e., a sheep or goat or the (S;) and the meaning is And nºhen the Apostles time. Ex.] Ji- <i> 3,-Sl [The norld to
- -

6

mankind are appointed
like]: (K:) not in any animals but those termed shall have one [particular] time assigned to them come is the place in nºbich
•U: ; (IAar:) mentioned before, in art. --5, ſq.v., to decide between the people [to whom they to meet after the resurrection]. (L.) — [Also,
where it is also written ã3]. (TA.)
have been sent to preach] : (Zj:) or, shall be That which determines the commencement, or the
collected at their appointed time, on the day of like, of a period &c. Ex.] * *u- JSJ)
āş, A large aperture, or hole, in a mall, in resurrection. (Fr.) This is the general reading: [The crescent is that which determines the com
which is shades (K) pl. Jºi – see 33. but there are other readings; namely, c.33, mencement of the month]. (L.) – See also
o

--->

o'.

6

-

— 23, #3 (S. K.) and cººl, (K) but
the latter is a mistake, and the correct word i.
cº, [a vase for ointment], (TA,) i.g. <e,ii,
ſi.e., its cavity or hollow]. (S, K.) Lth says,

~33-0.
which last is

<35, (S, TA,) and 323,
of the measure <-ſeº, from #3,9. (K.) —
~553. and " ~$5-e Determined, defined, deft
He (Mohammad) did mite, or limited, as to time. (L.) – tº 3.33,
3-2- J definite, or

and

5

2

and

º;

c. -

and

"3,4,

blons, or stripes]. (TA, from a trad.) – 3-33 U533.- Utre crºsº [Kur. iv. 104,] For
He (i.e. God] made the

... -- o -

o' --

- d-

A determined, defined,
3.
& ite 35-3,
(K.) — . .ie ete
a castigation consisting of a certain number [of limited,
C.
:
* ...”.time. (K)—Jºe

that W J.3% signifies any cavity, hollow, or pit : not determine, or define, for [drinking wine,)

as that in a [stone of the kind called] 22.

* * *

2o–

*

in a Jºlo, or axº~~~, q.v. (T.A.)

sometimes signifies

prayer is to the believers a prescript, or an

J.3% Fond of, or given to, the company of entering upon the state of 29-1 in pilgrimage, appointment, or ordinance, ordained [to be
and prayer at the commencement of its appointed performed] in the times [thereof.] (S, K, &c.)
-č, i.e., stupid, or foolish, persons. (K.)
time, obligatory, or incumbent, upon men. (TA.)
— Also ſº. (see 1) and '5, Deter.
35; [pl. of 3, ?] The utensils and furni
ãº- 13 ***, J&S *3, He appointed, mined, defined, or definite, as to its extreme
-

ture, of the meaner sort, of a house, or tent: for the people of Tliſed oneh, Dhu-l-IIule/feh
~ of
limit, ertent, or amount: (L:) both signify
as the place where they should enter upon the anything defined, definite, or limited. (Msb.)
(K, TA) as also Jºi. (TA)
• 2 of
from a trad.)
* **, *
Jé-3 Multum penetrans in vulvam penis. state of29-. (TA,
6a
o
-35'
~55% see Stºs-2.
2:
see 1 throughout.
(K.) — it; i.e., A well of which the water
6 ...

•

-

-

5

th. (TA.)

sinks into the earth.

3. 439, inf n. 4364, [He made an appoint.

-i- i.q. iés, [The shell called conry]. (K.)
Ji-

A man who drinks much of water :

(K :) or of the beverage called *3. (L.) —
*

-

-

-

Jºukº. A stupid, or foolish, woman : or one
who gives birth to stupid, or foolish, children;
syn. *i-4. (K: [so in the CK : in a MS.

F-35

ment with him for a particular time]. (K.)

1. 3 #5 (S. K.) ºr 3: ; ($ ) and 35,
&#3, (K,) aor.
&
i-º, (S. K.)
&:
3. &#.
35 so in [most
the CK &#,

3,

(S, K) A time; or space, or measure, (K,) aor.
(TA;) and
of time, (M, L, K, Msb,) appointed for any
(TAS) inf. n. *-ū, and
affair; a season: (Msb:) mostly used with
inf. ns. of the first, (TA,) and
respect to what is past : (M, K:) sometimes
with respect to the future: (TA:) as also (S,) [also of the first, and
" i.e., (K, Mºb :) or, accord. to some, there of] the copies of the K, [but in

one to whom stupidity, or folly, is a difference between these two words; the
is imputed; but the former is evidently the former having an absolute signification, and the
right reading; ºtize being an epithet similar to latter signifying a time appointed for the per
}*3. and * &c.]) — Also Latam vulvam formance of some action : [as in the S:] (TA :)
pl. of the former 3.53, and of the latter <35.
habens mulier. (K.)— -tis] * a reproachful
appellation, (K,) referring to the mother of the (Msb.) [Hence, Jºš3 Then ; at that time.] —
copy,

- d .

ii.-,

•o.

z -

5

and

--

inf n. of the second, (TA,) and

ā-5 and i-s,

(S, K,) in both of which the 3 is a substitute for
the [elided] 3, (S,) and in the latter of which
the fet-hah is put in the place of kesreh because
of the guttural letter, both inf. ns. of the second

and third ; (TA;) and "-35", and " -53-1;

O.

persons to whom it is applied. (TA.) — J.33 A space, or measure, of local extension; (S, K;) It (a solid hoof, S, K, and a camel's
foot, and the back, TA) nas, or became, hard.
~tiºn 3. A journeying continued during a as a mile, &c. (Sb.)
day and a night together. (K.)
es. [of the measure] Jai. from &#91;
(S, K.) [it may therefore be an inf. n., or a (K) inf. n. *-ū, and is and is 5 ($) and

(S. K.) —&#3 (S. K.) and 35, and 35,

st 35

1.

<āş,

a Or.

<!, inf.

n.

<s, ;

noun of place, or a noun of time].

El-'Aijáj

and W -52,
says,
O.

o ,-

<-ºº:

. . º.

-

-

He determined, defined, or +
<<!) 23:9 Cººl) & eº-il,
limited, a thing as to time; (IAth, L, Msb;)
and othernise : (L, Msb :) he determined, or [And He who congregateth mankind for the day
defined, times. ($, K.) 33% He declared [or of the appointment of a particular time, or, of
event, or, of the time of a
appointed] a time in nhich it should be done. the place of a certain
for the day of resurrection].
(S.) āş-all à. ~$3. aOr. < *; and * {35, certain event; i.e.,
(S.)
for
God hath determined, or defined, a -time
at
inf. n.

4.

-

prayer. (Msb.)

3; and º (Lh:) and '85, (A) He
(a man) had little shame : (S, K :) he was

-

" - 55, as also cº-5, He

-

º

o.

<ºis. : see -35. — Also, A place in

which

assigned, or appointed, for a thing, a particular a certain action is appointed to be performed.

hard-faced, having little shame; he was bold to
do bad, foul, or abominable, things, and cared

not for them, accord. to Bd and Z. (TA.)

is,

º,

He repaired a tank,
or cistern, with pieces of dry clay, or tough clay
in which was no sand, and (or, as is sometimes
2.

inf. n.

done, TA) with broad and thin stones. (K.)

tº,

inf. n.

&#,

He rendered a solid hoof

tº — Jö5
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hard by means of melted fat, (S, K,) burning 4. jū. Jºš3!, (S, A, L., Msb, K,) inf. n. Šlá; made to burn, burn up, burn brightly or fiercely,
with the melted fat the places where the hoof (L, Mºb :) and "uº, (L) and " wº, blaze, or flame: (L.) or the blaze, or flame, of
was worn by treading, and the hairs next to (K,) and "Us.a53-1; (S, L, Msb, K;) He Jire, which one sees. (Lth, L.) — Jº
the hoof.

(TA.)

ā-jū [Kur. ii. 22; and Izvi. 6; The fuel

4:

)

5:

sºft

lighted, or kindled, the fire; made it to burn,
to burn up, to burn brightly or fiercely, to blaze, whereaf shall be men and stones]. (L.) — See
or to flame; syn. wº (K, art. Ay-& 3) and also 1. In the Kur. lxxxv. 5, it is most
ºf; (TK;) he raised the fire, or made it to properly rendered as an inf. n. ; (Az, L;) and
burn up, with fire-wood, or fuel: (A:) or the some in this case read 2.É. (Yaakoob, S, L.)

see 1.

o, )

53 and Y 3. ! A man having little shame. " last signifies he desired, or endeavoured, to

c
(S, A.) —

.7

*9) &#3,

35, Shining, or shining brightly; (L, K;)
applied to a star. (L.) –35, (L, K) and

an epithet applied to a kindle the fire, and to make it burn up, or

woman, (S,) without 3, as well as to a man, burn brightly or fiercely, and blaze, or flame. W 3. (L) 1 A heart, or mind, quickly excited
a-9 W &#3. applied to a man, thard-faced, (B4, ii.16)—ºf -,-, 5% ºf Ciê
having little shame : (TA ;) as also "J-53 aui t[Whenever they kindle a fire for war, with ardour, or eagerness, in liveliness and acute

and

applied to woman.

ness or penetration. (L, K.) — Also, both
God eactinguisheth it; Kur. v. 69, meaning,
words, t A man (L) clever, ingenious, acute,
whenever they contrive a mischievous and deceit
sharp, or penetrating. (L, K.)

(Msb.)

• 3

£º +A man patient in riding. (IAar, ful plot, God annulleth it. (Mºb)— $3;
K.) (see Jºšj– 3:33 (S. K) and 'º'; UU tºu [in some copies of the K, J-49,
~~39)

*

3.2 -

* *

* -, -

2 -

•

cº 2.É.

f Blind: (A :) by JºJº's!" are

(K,) A hard solid hoof, (S, K.) and camel's t I relinquished silly and youthful conduct. (L, meant the two eyes : El-Aashā says, accord. to

foot, and the back; the former an epithet both
masc. and fem. : 6 (TA
:) pl. of the former
*>
• 22
5. (TA.) -üs C-13 t 4
*2.
(S, K,) and tº: (TA.) tº: º +
6

. .

|

K.)

-

2 ozoº.
#

Şū sº

#

Uta~!

6 ºf e

*

> . o 'º

~2355
-

Le

• w ~

U-all

->

0 ,

,

Stº-2
3 - 2

a 2.

Jºe

2.99

See

0 f.

>9

+

#

but the reading commonly known is cººl.

+[I recovered from info.cication, and relinquished (JK.)
vain and frivolous diversion; and youthfulness
3.
restored to me nhat it had borrowed]. (L.) —

3.

2 * >

cºjº 2. Ye-j

#
#

hard and strong horse. (Msb.) — See *2.

&#: and J-º:
&#9 £63.

-

one reading,

A poet says,

: See

(S, A, L, Mºb) and '3;iº (A, L)

35. (JK) A fire-place;

a place in which
God remove
3. Jé, ! A man n-ho has been tried or his dwelling far anay, and) may He not bring |fire is lighted. (S, A,” L, Msb.) See an ex.
prored, or rendered experienced or expert (Lh. him back, or restore him 1 (L, K.) It was a voce Jºu--.]
S, K) by trials which have befallen him; as also custom of Arabs, when a man whose evil or
J.53-2 : see A33-c.
J.- : A camel jaded mischief they feared removed from them, to
light a fire behind him, that his evil or mischief
& A Jºj that quickly produces fire.
by work. (TA.)
might go with him. (L.)
(A, L. K.) You also say 3253 Jºj, i.e.,
J.53
5. See 1 and 4. —º is also said of the
and W

§ §§ assis 93 aff ºf f [May

5

5.

.

in

.

6

& .

&. (Lh, S.)— 3.

stie

• * *

2 º'

* -2.

- - -

-

º

|$33,4 (JK)

:*

1. jull stº, aor. 953, inf. n. 2539 (S, A, odour of perfume, (S, A, K, in art. &^2)
L, Mºb, K) and 3,3}, (Sb, Zi, L. K.) but this meaning t It was, or became, hot [or strong].
is a deviation [as to form] from the constant (TK.)
course of speech, and most hold that the former
8: see 1. – Jº easil [The sun was, or
is an inf. n. and the latter a subst, signifying became, burning, or fiercely burning]. (M, K,
“fire-wood” [or “fuel”], though there are in art. Jä-2, conj. 4, &c.)
… •

Jº
and 35,

some instances of inf. ns. of the measure
whereof

J;

is one, (El-Bašáir, TA,)

10: see 1 and 4.

4 w "...p

3,5

*śsº : see 332.
º

6 - 6 -

3

o.

Jó5-2 : see Jºš5-0.
º
1. $35, aor. 34, (S, L, &c.,) inf. n. 353,
(S, L, K, &c.,) He beat him, or struck him,

violently: (L, K :) he beat him until he became
relaaced, or languid, and at the point of death :
(S, L, Msb:) or he beat him so that he became
also 1.
at the point of death : (A:) he broke his skull,
ãº, (S. K.) or - #35, (L) : The wounding the brain : (L:) he beat or struck,
greatest heat; (S, L, K;) which is a period him upon the small protuberance above the back
of ten days, or of half a month. (S, L.) of the neck, so that the sound of the blon, or
—-sº $33, 2:-k I [The greatest heat blon's reached the brain, and deprived him of
of the summer affected them, with a hot, or reason : (Aboo-Sa’eed, L:) he beat him (a man)

35, Fire itself. (A, L. K.) Ex ºf u.
(S, A, L, Mºb, K) and 3; and #3 and 33% | 333,
lik Hom great is this fire 1 (A.) – See
(S, L, K) and

33%;

(S, L;) and

'-º', and

* < xij, (S, L, Mºb, K.) and "-233-1; (L,
Msb, K;) The fire burned; burned up, burned
brightly or fiercely; blazed; or flamed; syn.
<-º-º: (Mºb, art. Ja: ) and -*ts; (L;)
•

and 29

gº's <!--

*

*

(Bd. ii. 16) – 3.J.35

t [May my Jºj emit fire by thy burning, ſever]. (A.) — Jer- ~|~53 : see the until he died. (L)– ºut 3% [He killed
him with beating]. (ISk, L.) — still 333 He
means !] a prayer, like Jxºj <!- sº (L:) last paragraph of art. Jºe.

(s29 4.

• **

beat the ewe, or she-goat, to death with pieces of

ſmeaning, do thou aid, or help, me]. – 33
and

J-M33, fem. Shining, or glistening. (L.) —
* 23, It (anything) shone, or glistened. See also sti.e.

(L.) —

2.5 W 25,

1 His heart became excited

with ardour, or eagerness. (L.)- [And

"25,3

3; Firewood (s, L, Mºb, K.) but it is

wood [&c.; see 335]. (L)–:35, He pros
trated him. (K.) —ºis Ji- ãº- ~~~~
...

I beat the serpent until I killed it.

o. .

(A.) —

t He (a man) nas, or became, clever, ingenious, only so called when kindled; (El-Hareeree, in $35, + It (clemency, forbearance, or gravity,) ren
De Sacy's Anthol. Gramm. Ar., p. 31 of the dered him still, quiet, or tranquil: (L, K:) it (the
acute, sharp, or penetrating. (See als3.)]
Arabic text;) as also Sü, and 333. (K:) or
5 * >

fear of God) rendered him still, quiet, or tranquil,

2 : see 4.

any fuel; anything with rehich fire is kindled, or and had such an effect upon him as to prevent his

[Book I.
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from the effect of the rag with which they have of the former, (S, K,) and āş, of the latter;
(drowsiness, S, L, Msb) overcame him : (S, L, been bound to prevent their being sucked, (S, L, (K;) He reas, or became, grave, staid, steady,
K:) or made him to fall down. (Msb.) — K,) by reason of its tightness : (L:) or that has sedate, or calm ; (S, Msb, K;) [see jé, below;]

(L)–:3%

committing an unlanſful action.

f It

been suched by her young one without its drancing as also "jiā, and "jºi: (Ki) or this last,
her milk othernise than scantily, by reason of
he showed, eachibited, or manifested, gra
also 'ºi (K)—Jºn 35, and 2*, the largeness of her udder, in consequence of signifies
vity, staidness, steadiness, sedateness, or calmness :
+[Disease, and grief, overcame him, or rendered mhich she suffers disease, (S, L, K,) and has a
(KL:) [and also, agreeably with analogy, he
him infirm, or caused him to be at the point
tumour (S, L) in her udder. (L.)
endeavoured, or he constrained himself, to be

:35, # He, or it, left him ill, or sick; as

of death]. (L)– štº 33% [Religious

grave, &c.] It is said in the Kur. [xxxiii. 33,
&: Gº & [meaning, accord. to some, And

service rendered him infirm, or caused him to

335

we at the point of death (A)—iº Jºãº,

sº
à,
aor. Sº, (S, Mºb, K) inf n is, ($, Mºb)

1. 3% as syn. with ºi: and āś
a8
be ye grave, &c., in your houses, or chambers] :
•22 - f(A nord, or sentence, that I heard,
!--(S, A:) or the meaning is, and sit ye, &c. : (TA:)
syn. with -ºš : see 4. =[Hence, ăși
and so another reading, &#:(TA) or this latter,
distressed me.] (A.) — 3.3% f She (a camel)
(S,) or each of these two readings, (TA) is from
was milked against her wish, so that her milk
f God made his ear heavy, or dull of hearing : jºin, (S,) [i. e.,] from 3, aOt. ji. and Jigs
became little. (A.) –
&: $33, Jº es:

J;

(Msb, K :*) or deaf. (S, K.) You say, ..ii
f In my heart is some distress remaining in con
3ši }: ! O God, make his ear heavy, or dull of
sequence of that. (A.)
hearing : (A:) or deaf. (S.) – [Hence also,

(TA)and is a contraction of cºſor &#}(S)
2. $32, inf. nºi, + He made him (a beast

4: see 1.

4; 33, (ISk, S, TA) aor. 3,5, inf n. %;
(ISk, TA3) and º, aor. £5; ($, Mºb,

of carriage) to be still, or quiet. (K, T.A.) —
f He pronounced him, or held, or reckoned him,
become relazed, or languid, and at the point of TA;) and $53, aor. Jā; (MSb, TA;) inf. n. to be grave, staid, steady, sedate, or calm; syn.
death; ſºc.; see 1) as also 'º. (Mb)— jº, (S, Msb,TA,) which by rule should be jº, aS of the inf. n. &jº. (S.) – 1 He treated him,

33; Beaten [violently : or] until he has

nºith honour,

3.5% (ISk, L, K) and **ś. (Fr, Isk, S, L,
Máb, K)

A ewe, or she-goat, beaten to death;

reverence, veneration, or respect;

$33, (S, TA,) but which is regular

as (S, A, K, TA;) did not hold him in light estima
of 33% ; (TA;) this ear was, or became, tion. (A, TA.)

inf. m. of

(Fr, ISk, L;) after which it is eaten: (ISk, L:)

inf. m.

killed neith pieces of wood (S, L, MSb, K) &c.;

heavy, or dull of hearing: (MSb, TA:") or

4.

º

(inf. n. jú.

and

3,3, K,

which latter

(Msb;) not legally slaughtered : (Fr, L, Msb:) deaf. (S, TA:) but in the K we find, less pro is anomalous, TA,) He loaded him : (S, A, Msb,
beaten to death with a staff, or stick : (A, perly, 33 and 33, [as though signifying he (a
K:) or loaded him heavily : (A, K:) namely a
El-Basāīr;) or neith blunt stones: (El-Basáir) the man) was, or became, dull of hearing : or deaf :]
camel, (S, Msb,) or a beast (K) or a mule, and
Arabs in the time of paganism killed beasts

inf.

nºis, which by rule should beş, ; andjº,

* :-- an ass: (A :) [see 3, below; and " ft, aor.
thus. (A)—33, Prostrated. (K) [In the like Jºe. (TA) You say also, & Jº!• * ~235
º, signifies the same; and its inf. n. seems to
TA, &y- is erroneously put for &J
f [Myear was dull of hearing, or deaf, to (lit. be & q. v., as also, probably, %: 3%, aor.
3.35 + A man in nºhom is no fat or strength ; from) him} : (A :) and 4.25° *:::ſ cº sº
jº, is explained by Golius, as on the authority
& * le. (S, L.) – 3:33 t A slow, heavy t[it was dull of hearing, or deaf, to (lit. from) of Ibn-Maaroof, as signifying “gravavit, aggra
man : (L, K*:) as though his heaviness and the hearing of, or listening to, his speech]. (A, vavit"] You say, 33.2% 3,5 à13, 3. [He
TA: but in the latter, 3,33) — [Hence also,
*

…)

..º de

-

-

º

-

-

weakness overcame him, or prostrated him,
f Violently sick, and at the
o-A99. (L.) —

2

loaded the beast of carriage severely].

~~~

33,

3%,

aOr.

jº,

inf n.

jës,

*

-

point of death; as also "ş,

(L, K:) heavy, became, still, or motionless; rested; syn. &.
(Lth, L,) suffering from sickness that cleaves (TA.) So in the phrase ~ſil º 35% + It (a
fast to him, and at the point of death : (Lth,
thing) rested in the heart, or mind; and L3 3%
A, L;) suffering from a swoon, and in such a
state that it is not known whether he be dead or ojº.2 t it (a secret) rested in his bosom : occur
to different relations.
not. (Ish, L.) —33, Ill, sick; as also ring in a trad., accord.
•?
© .

*35,4. (TA)

-

33%

(L, K.) sing sº.

(TA.)

+ He, or it, was, or

with a load, or heavy load, of gold. (TA.) –
& o,391 f Debt burdened him, or burdened

him heavily. (S, A') — iſºl -º (S, A,
Msb,) and W. 55%, (A,) The palm-tree became
laden, or heavily laden, with fruit; (A ;) became
abundant in fruit. (S, Msb.) – And Jº, Ot

Stones spread about :

(TA.) You say also, 2331 U.; 35,

(L)– ºs-

! I spoke to him a speech nihich rested (<) in 2391, (accord. to different copies of the S, in art.
his ear. (As, A.) And Já **
Jº Ax,) [or tº-3,3, Or .**) said of a camel

3.35

i.e :=

And tº 4:i-ſ, š, He loaded his riding camel

•

?

gº

t Grieved in the heart; as though it were
broken and weakened by grief. The 2-313s- [are | | | It rested in the ear; and the heart, or mind, &c., i. q. .** 2. [He was, or became, loaded,
kept it in memory]. (A.) And 13é- º Jº or overspread, nith fat: see23]. (S, in that art.)
the ribs that] enclose the heart. (L.)
az →
* -|f
Such a thing came into his mind and left its
Jºº-o: see ººº
5:
45

}

impression remaining. (A.) –[And hence,) 33,
-

335- An extremity of the person, (K.) Ol' aor. Jā; (Mºb, K, TA) and 33, aor. £5
place upon which a blon is severe, (A,) as, (K,) (TA;) inf n. 253, (K, TA) of the former,
or namely, (A,) the elbow, (A, L, K,) and

see 1, last signification.

8:

-

shoulder:joint, (K,) or extremity of the shoulder.

(TA) and 3,3}, (K, TA) of the latter; (TA;)

joint, (A, L.) and knee, and ankle-bone : pl. ! He (a man, TA) sat ; (K, TA:) or he sat
with 5% [i. e. gravity, &c.). (Msb) —[Hence
33.3%. (A, L, K.)
also, 3%, aor. 3:3: (S, K;) and 3%, aor. %. 5
* 2o–

32 - 6 -

*

.

$533, and 33333-2 : see Jºš3.

(Mºb, K.) inf n. #5, (S, Mºb, K.) of the
5355° A she-camel suffering in her dugs former, (S) or of the latter, (Msb, K,) and §,

10. utº
his load, or

§, 239;…]
heary

He took, or received,
load, of n!heat or other food.

(K)—Jº ºl, (K, TA) or -º,
*** Jº (A,) The camels became fat; (K;)
[lit.] carried fat : (TA:) or became heavy with
fatness.

(A.)

* ~ *, *

%

A heaviness in the ear; (S, A, K,) a

2961
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.

heaviness, or dulness, of hearing : (MSb, TA :) cally, for Jº stºls, and is an inf. m., of the inf n. Jºãº, (S, A, Mgh, K) He (a man, S)
or deafness; entire loss of hearing. (K, T.A.) ineasure Jº, like Ji- and (5:4. (TA.) was short in the neck. (S, A, Mgh, K.)
*G -

º

See 1.

-

-

-

["33%, in the same sense, is also applied to a
2. Jº Jº Jai,(S, A) infn. Jºi,(TA)
}, A load, (S, A, Msb, K,) in a general sense, ship; as in the Expos. of the Jel, ii. 159.] — He thren, fragments, or broken pieces, of sticks
(A, K, TA,) whether heavy or light or moderate,
(TA,) of a mule and of an ass and of a camel;
(Msb;) or mostly of a mule and of an ass; that
of a camel being mostly termed 3% : (S, TA:)
or a heavy load: (A, K. :) or a weight that is

š, is , (S, A, K,) and * $3,4, (S. K.)
and

*},...,
-

6

upon his fire: (S,” A:) or he broke in pieces

6 E. o

(S, A, K,) like as one says, 3,…] sticks upon his fire. (TA.)
•

-

-

Jº-, (S,) andji,4, which is anomalous, (S, K,)
4.
and

"jie, (K,) and W ãº, (A,) and W §4.

<s,

the neck.

He (God) made him to be short in
(S, K.)

(K,) A palm-tree laden, or heavily laden, with
carried upon the back or head : (TA:) pl. jëi.
5. Jejº ! He ment a pace between that called
fruit; (A, K,) abounding in fruit : (S:) pl.
(A, K.) You say, §, J.-- * He came
[of the first, second, third, and fourth,j 36. J.J. and that called -º), (Ki) falling short
carrying his load [&c.]. (S.)

of the latter, but exceeding the former, and re
moving his legs as in the pace called -ºs-Ji,
Jºº, or jº: See 25°3.
– See also 3.53.
eaccepting that they were nearer to the ground,
and throning himself [fornward] : (AO :) or he
: see J333-0.
J33-0, and with 3: seeji,..
trod vehemently in going, (K, TA,) with short
*z - e.
*-* * * * ~ o .
Jºº : see 295-9.
235-2 pass, part. n. of 2, q.v. – 3:53-2 alsº : steps, (TA,) as though breaking what was beneath
him: (K, TA :) or he (a horse) bounded (As,
Jää Gravity, staidness, steadiness, calmness; See j93-c.
S, A) in his running, (AS,) making short steps,
syn. #5, (S, Msb, K) and e-, (S, Msb) and jº, and with 3: see 3,4- t A man [dull (As, S, A,) as though breaking his steps. (A.)
• 2o - 4
<<, and iess; (L, TA) and "º is syn. of hearing: or deaf. (S.) And āş.
& f An You say, & 4: Jºsé & 3. Such a one
with jū. [in this sense], ($, K,) of the measure ear dull of hearing : or deaf: (ISk, A, TA:) passed along, his horse bounding, and making
short steps, with him. (S.)
jº, (K) originally sig, (S) the , being as also "#5, (A,) or "3.33. (TA.)

(S. K.) and [of ji- and 5,3,...,] .332. (A)

• 2

42.

5,” .

*

-- o –

-

-

º

5.4,

-

p.

6- o z

-

4 o'

-

changed into tº : ($, K. :) [see 1:1 or, accord.

2, 2

*z

-

to some, it is syn, with 33.5. (TA) El-Ajj

jºº : see 555-2.

says,

Jºe: see 2553.

*... • *

2.92.

2 of

-

o

•.

sº Jº J-' cº, c.9

6. Jaślº, He made himself like, or imitated,
him nºlio is short in the neck : (K:) said of a

º,

n-

man. (TA.) Hence, Ş Jé as: Jº Jaś
Liº He bent and shortened himself to hold on

°
Jaš5

J% J-ºl. And if wear, or waste, hath

his is: with his neck, that it might not fall.
1 & Jaš,(Ks,S,K) and ºl,(A’obeyd, (TA, from a trad.)
become the cause of my gravity, &c. : or, if it be
syn. with (sº, the cause of making me still, TA) aor. Jaii, (Ks, S, K) inf n Jºãº, (Ks,
Jºs: see what next follows.
or quiet]. ($, TA) Some make it to be of the S, Mgh,) He broke his neck, (Ks, S, Mgh, K,)
and the thing. (A’Obeyd, TA.) You say also,
In easure Jºsé, like *::::, &c. (T.A.) – Also,
Jº t Fragments, or broken pieces, of sticks,
The greatness, or majesty, of God: as in the 4-5 4: 3.2% [His riding-camel, or she-camel,
n:hich are thronon upon, ($,) or into, (K,) a fire:
Kur. lxxi. 12. (S. [See 1, in art. 3-3.]) — broke its neck] : (S, K:) like as you say, 3 (S, K:) or small pieces of fire-wood neith which

i. e.

See also

35%.

#, (S, A, K) and

W

jé, and "33,

Auss-J and Auss-Jº 3- (S:) and <3 a fire is made tº burn more vehemently; (A,
(K,) or Çeş, âû The she-camel threr her rider and TA;) as also Jºã3: so, says Aboo-Turáb, I
heard Mubtekir say. (TA.) = Also, sing. of
broke his neck. (Msb.) And Jºs He had his

"33, (L) and "33%, (TA) Grave; staid;
sedate; calm : applied to a man : (S, A, K,

Jºsi, as used in relation to the [tax called
neck broken; (S, K;) said of a man : (S:)
TA:) and the first applied also to a woman : [and also] said of a camel, signifying, he became a;22; signifying twhat is between one a.a.23
(K:) pl. of the first, Ås, (A, TA,) applied to diseased in his back, and nithout motion : and and the next aa,23: (S, K:) as, for instance,
in like manner said of the neck, and of the when camels amount in number to Jive, one sheep
men, (A,) and to women. (TA.)
lack (Khalid in Jemieh) Andº 3, 1 or goat is to be given for them; and nothing is
33% f Heavily burdened with debt. (TA.) – pressed,
or squeezed, his head; sometimes mean to be given for such as eacceed that number until
•- - , , ;
ing, so as to break the neck. (TA.)- [Hence,) they amount to ten : thus, what is between the
3×35 cºl: see 2535-2.
five and the ten is termed Jº: ($ :) some
3% & : A heart which fright does not make & & Jeís f Debt [oppressed him as though
itjbroke his neck. (TA.) – [Hence also, Jºin times pronounced "Jºš (Msbº) and in like
to flutter. (A.)
Aë) Jº ! The horse bruises the hills, or rising manner, &: (S:) or (accord. to some of the
jºiás See jé,
grounds: (S, K.) or breaks the summits thereof: learned, S) Jaś5 relates to bulls and cons par
(A:) and in like manner one says of a she camel. ticularly, (S, Mgh, Msb,) or to these and to
Å, [Laden;] having a load: or [heavily (TA.) – You say also, Jaš º 33; ãº sheep and goats, (Msb,) and Jº [Q. v.] to camels:
(S, Mgh, Msb:) both signifying nhat is between
laden;] having a heavy load : [as also *3,332 :]
applied to a man: (K:) and also [the former] <& Çe f The beast of carriage beats off one a.a.,3 and the next : (S, Mgh, Msb:*) or,
in the same sense : (TA:) from her with her tail, and kills, the flies. (TA.) accord. to Aboo-'Amr, (Mgh, L,) i.e. Esh-Shey
6

* >.

-

applied to a woman,
E. Jº <3 The neck broke : thus the verb
bánee, (L,) Jºš signifies camels for which
or you apply to a woman the epithet º,
meaning, bearing a heavy burden. (Fr, S, TA.) is intrans. as well as trans.: (K :) or, accord. it is incumbent to give sheep or goats in payment
You say also "eſſ, £3, meaning V ãº. [A to Ks, one does not say this : (S:) i. e., one of the 45.3, (Mgh, L.) when the camels are

<}, using the pass.
(K) but Isd holds that "Jºš is used ellipti. form. (TA) = Jasº, (S. K.) aor. Jº, (S)
neck
beast of carriage laden : or heavily laden]: only says of the

between five and twenty in number; (L;) but
some disapprove of this: (Mgh, L:) accord. to
374
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IB, it signifies sheep or goats taken in payment

4. =ji (S. K.) int. n. 19, (S) He set up
o

repast : so called because people used to recline

~~

of the affº.2 for camels. (L.) = You also say, for him a thing upon which to recline (śī..) when they sat to eat: but the Muslims are
2 & 2 of

U23; biº

+ They became scattered, or dis

persed: and

cº Jº &: Jü;

(S. K.)—º, (in which - is substituted for

ūči + There 5,) inf. n. túl, He propped him up by a cushion

forbidden to do so. [See & It is said to
have this last meaning in the Kur. xii. 31.
(TA.)

came to us separate portions of the tribe of the or other thing whereon to recline; made him
upon a cushion &c. (AZ, T.A.) –
sons of such a one : (Ibn-'Abbād, K:*) J253) recline
~f~98, 2 . . .
2 # 2 of
3 -

in these cases being a pl., [namely of Jºl

like

(S,) so that he made him fall in a reclining or marched along, in a leisurely manner, (S, K,)
posture : (S, A, K:*) or, so that he threw him or, as in some copies of the S, in a grave and
donºn upon his left side. (K.) – See 3.
leisurely manner. (TA.) See -ex. =-es
He (an antelope) proceeded at a quick pace,
5: see 8.

-

25
5 a.a5!

*
See

***

Jø599-0

1. *s, *or -º, int. n. *,és (K) and

ić aº-3, (A,) or otºl Us:- a.s.l., originally

slei, (S,) t He smote him, (A,) or pierced him, &és (S) and Jº (CK), He railed, rent,

Jºi, pl. of -2. (TA)
º .

~<>>

2. ~ *

-

* - of
(IKtt,) [and with long steps: see Jºsé, [Thus
8. (ó. He sat in a firm, or settled, manner:
Jaš5) A man (S, Mgh) short in the neck; (S,
the verb bears two contr. significations.] Hence
A, Mgh, K;) naturally so : (TA :) or having and he sat leaning upon one of his sides : (Msb, the word "J.e. (IKtt) [as meaning
“a
the neck inclining and short : (A’Obeyd, TA :) in art, tº :) the vulgar know it only in the
certain mode, or manner, of walking, &c.”]. =
fem: & (A, TA) = cºin Jº 34. latter sense : but it signifies he leaned, rested, -*5, inf. n. &és, He, or it, stood erect;
f Take thou the nearer of the two nays: (Ibn or stayed, his back, or his side, against, or upon,
a thing; and he leaned, rested, or stayed, him became erected, set up, raised, or reared: ($, K.)
'Abbād, K:*) or shorter thereof. (A, TA.)
self in any manner, upon a thing. (IAth, in he stood. (K.) –29 Jº —és, and '•=3,
(in a copy of the $, ºvel», which is also men
Jº- A man (S) having his neck broken :
tioned in the sense here following by IKtt and
(S, K:) and so & Jºsé. (A :) the fem. is (S, K,) and Y t=2; (K;) and Y
[in which

Ms, arties)—ºtº, (S) and 'tºº,
&

IM, as stated in the TA,) He kept, attended,
or applied himself, constantly, perseveringly, or
in a trad. of ’Alee, in which he is said to have
(Lh;) and "tes; (CK) He leaned, or re assiduously, to the thing, or affair. (S, K.) =
given judgment in the case of the a 3,5 and the clined, upon a thing ; supported, propped, or -es; and *-*s inf n. *::: It (a date)
•

with 3: and

* o –

viºl, occurs in the sense of is,%2

a.aºli and the 'aasſ, that the price of blood,

St is substituted for 3, aor.

stayed, himself upon it.

ić, inf n. 235;

(K.)

—tº

He re

became black when ripe : (K:) or

-*s sig

or fine for homicide, should be paid in thirds; clined upon a cushion,
&c. (TA.) — ić. He nifies, as below, “it (the skin, or a garment,)
these being three girls, who were playing to
made for him [i.e., app., for himself, a thing was dirty, or filthy;” and '-º', it (a grape)
gether, and mounted, one upon another; and
upon which to lean, or recline : (CK, and a MS. became black : (TA : where it is said that this
the lowest pinched the middle one, who there
distinction [excepting that the second

verb
copy of the K :) or he made him to be a thing
upon leaped off, so that the uppermost fell, and upon which to lean,
relates
to the grape rather than the date] is
or recline. (TA.) [The
her neck broke; wherefore he imposed a third
latter seems to be wrong, unless the verb be
of the fine for the killing of the uppermost upon
read (Gil
cº 3. tić f We ate a repast
the lowest, and the like upon the middle one,
neith, or at the abode of, such a one. (TA.) =
annulling the third of the uppermost because she

meant in the K: the passage presenting what is
termed º 3:33 - ) or the latter verb sig
nifies it (a grape or a date) showed some degree
aided against herself: (Mgh, TA, in art. J2,5, $3 (MF) and ' tº (K) She (a camel) of blackness. (Az.) See *... —-es, aor.
9

J. J.

6 o -.

-

.*

-

d.

s

and Mşb,) here, [accord. to those who hold that was taken with the pains of labour, and cried -ès, inf. h. -ès. It (the skin, or a gar
Jaś is trans only, "aas, is like **ś, in out. (K.) Accord. to Lth, ašūji #; signifies ment,) was dirty, or filthy. (TA.) See &=3.
2. -*2. inf n.
[app., He pursued a
the phrase **)
; (TA, in art. J2,3 and in !-as-e Jºe waſ a (TA :) [but it is evident
the present art. :) and is used in the place of that the right reading is waſ a and the sense
middle or just, way with respect to the 21, 2 ;
a-2533.6 for the sake of agreement in form with agreeable with the above explanation].

*…*.*.

**

which is a cord, or a piece of rag, that is bound

the two other epithets: (Mgh, in art. J2,5, and

#3 (in which c is substituted for 3, TA) over a she-camel's udder, or teats,
to prevent her

Msbº) * 42.53, also, signifies having her neck
broken; and its pl. is Jºsés. (Meyd, as in

A staff, or stick, (K,) upon which one leans in
Joung one from sucking her]. (K: the inf. n.
walking; a malking-stick : (TA:) that upon
is explained by the words Jºaº Jº ăştiºn:
Freytag's Lex., excepting that the pl. is there n:hich one leans or reclines. (S, K.) – One written in the TA 29-29) ; to which is there
who reclines much. (S, K.) – f A heavy person
written Jºº.) You say also isº. & A.
added, with kesr.) – See 1.
[app., in disposition]. (T.A.)
3-2
broken neck. (Msb.) And Jº. is also applied
& act. part. n. of 8. – tº: Jé-1 ºj I 3. …<>ls (inf. n. *::=13-2, TA,) He marched,
to a camel, signifying, Become diseased in his
(said Mohammad) eat not sitting in a firm, or or journeyed, or kept pace, with them : syn.
back, and nithout motion. (Khālid Ibn-Jembeh.)
settled, posture, cross-legged, or in such other 2&tº or he hastened with them, and strove to
similar manner as is adapted for much eating: be before them; syn. .*.*.*.(K :) or he rode
[&#3, &c.
for he used to eat sitting upon his hams, with with them (S. K) in their -es-, [or procession]:
See Supplement.]
his shanks erect, so as to be ready to rise. (TA:) and also, he contended neith them in a
The meaning is not [only] “inclining on one race or the like. (S.) – See 1.
te,
side,” as the vulgar among students imagine.
4. -->3' He (a camel) kept to the mode of
1: see 8.
(K.)
walking, &c.,] or kept with [the kind of pro
e-

-

• -

d x ..

£23,

4. Jº tel, He leaned

upon his hands,
U&c. A place in nihich one reclines : (S:) a
or arms. Mohammad was seen to do so when chamber, or sitting-room. (Akh, S.) – That
he raised and extended his hands in supplication upon which one leans, or reclines, in eating,
drinking, or talking. (Zj.) — I Food, or a
to God. (IAth.)
3.

.

cession, called] a ~e?. (ISk, S, K: [but
accord. to the K, the latter is the meaning
intended ; or, as said in the TA, he kept with
the procession of riders or camels; for which,

Book I.]
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however, SM knows no authority.) = -r-es' iº, (Lh,) or a cup, or the like, as also cº-ej. | authority of Seer, TA) A date speckled, or
He (a bird) rose to fly; ex., ju i ~<>5; he (Fr.) = <-É-3, aor. <!, inf. n. &#9, He becoming speckled, by reason of its ripening.
rose to fly, and then flew : (Er-Riyáshee:) or walked, or went, with short steps. (Sh, K.) — (T, M., K.) When it is speckled in the part
prepared to fly; ($, K:) or flapped his wings He (a beast of carriage) raised and put down next the stalk, it is called ājj . (TA) See.
n:hile falling. (K.) = 4:3-5] He made him
his feet quickly. (L.) — J. J. -ès, inf. n.
angry. (K.)
<=3
and &ées, He went, or walked, with
9, w . .”

-

*s

-

**,

The blackness of dates ; (K;) or of short steps, but in a heavy and ugly manner.
10. <>3-1 He ate of what is called tte, ;
W < *, He went with a par
(K:) he hastened, and ate somewhat of that
T.) Generally used with reference to grapes.
ticular kind of pace. (L, from Kr.) = < *s which is called teles, thereby to attain the
(TA.) – Dirt, or filth, (K,) upon the skin or
of the morning-meal called ſºil. (L.)
--tº', inf. n. < *s, He pointed, or dotted, the period
upon a garment. (TA.)
book, writing, or letter. (L.)
**5 and states Food, aliment, or nutri
º,és ãº also An antelope that keeps to 2. $º <é, inf. n. <= i, The date ment, (#138 : so in some copies of the K, and in
3-9
its herd. (TA.) —º aeºlº An antelope
became speckled, by reason of its ripening. (S, the TA: in the CK, #2.É, or a morning meal :)
proceeding at a quick pace, with long steps ;
M, K.) = See 1.
that is prepared, or taken, in haste, (a, *-a-º,)
syn. tº- es” & Jº (S:) and in like
< *s, (Nh, &c.,) or #5, (L.) A mark, (L) [before the morning-meal called .133 : see 10].
a she-camel that proceeds
manner
or
a small mark, (Nh,) in a thing, resembling a (K.)
in that manner: (S, K.) See -** : or the
colour from the
2-4-3
latter signifies a she-camel that journeys, or speck (alaſſ), of a different
the latter [or
L.
:)
pl.
of
(Nh,
itself:
thing
marches, or keeps pace, nith the -** : (K:)
<-- ***. The young birds became
10.
rather coll. gen. n., of which the latter is the
that does not lag behind the [company of]
or
coarse. (S, K.)
bulky,
big,
n unj < *s. (L.) — e.e. A little; not
riders. (A.)
much, a little thing. (Sh, K)—º and
º Big, bulky, or coarse, young birds:
Jºë, A man (TA) grieving, or mourning,
A speck that appears in a date by reason (K.) after the manner of a rel. n., as though
<=}
much ; very sorrowful, sad, or unhappy. (K.)
since it cannot be pl.
of its ripening. (TA)—i.e. A speck (alº) pl. of
Or
i.e., i.4. ãº [app. signifying The leg of a in a thing: (K:) or n:hat resembles a alº in of
(TA.)
quadruped]: (S, K.) from -*s “ he stood.” a thing : (S:) a red speck, or spot, in the white
of the eye, nihich, if neglected, becomes a aśs
(TA.)
Jęs

grapes, &c., (T,) when they become ripe. (K, (L.) — º Jº

º,

-

6

.

.

.”

-

.

.

o. o.º.
-

viºl.43%

£º

--

&es, **s,
****.

(ISd:) or a white speck, or spot, in the black of

&es.

-

-

*

-

5

-

…

--

A certain mode, or manner, of n-alk
Jº [In 1. **3, aor. Sº, inf. n. 23°3, He remained,
the eye : (TA:) you say, *e,
ing, marching, proceeding, or journeying. (S.)
K.)
of . . . .
eye is a peck, &c.] (S)-（+, Jº J. continued, stayed, abode, or drelt, 2 (L,
See 1. – A company [or procession] of men, his
- or a
riding or walking [or marching by slon degrees, JB Leº I On my heart is a slight impression * in a place. (L.) = See 2. = 9.2ſ 33-3,
(L, K,”) aor, &, inf. n. 3és, (L,) He aimed
or gradually; or in a grave manner, and by made by what thou saidst. (A.)
at a thing; sought, endeavoured after, or pur
slow degrees, or gradually]: (K:) or a party of
people riding upon camels, for the sake of pomp, aré-5 i.Q. § 4.9 (K; in the CK, aº) sucd, it; desired it; intended it, or purposed
or parade, (S, K,) or to go forth to the gardens [app., The notch in a wooden instrument for it; syn. ...a3 (L, K) and -il. (L.) See also

i:-

4,

6 -

-

or the like for amusement : (TA :) and in like striking fire; as understood by Golius : but

below. —

$34, 3é He directed his course

manner, a company of horsemen, or a caval accord. to the TA, the notch, or the like, in the to, or tonards, him, or it; or he pursued his
cade: (S) pl. -e-. (TA)— — ju joint called Jºj of a camel].
(another's) course ; syn. 3.23 as ; (S, L, K;)
~e?." He walked, marched, or journeyed [in *…*, The act of calumniating, or slandering, doing as he did. (L.) — º *5, aor. and
the manner, or at the rate, of a ceremonious
syn. il- and ãº, (K,) to one possessed of inf n. as above, also signifies He laboured at,

procession, or by slow degrees, or] without hasten

and endeavoured after, a thing. (L.) — •=3,

command, or power. (TA.)
ing.
5

(TA, from a trad.)
w

(L, K,) aor.
6

~ *

&.

inf. n.

*3,

(L,) i.4.

*

º' -

Jej, mentioned by Kr; thought by He, or it, did, or went, right; attained an
ripe : (K:) or a grape or date in which ISd to be from J. < *; ; [and therefore to object ; hit, struck, smote, affected, hurt, befell ;

J.-è3. A date (or grape, TA,) becoming black,
when

& 2

states

(Az.) – Also An signify A man who walks, or goes, nith short &c.]. (L, K.)
unripe date that is pricked with a thorn in order steps, but in a heavy and ugly manner]; because 2. *s, ($, L,) inf. n.
were it by the phrase mentioned by Kr [i.e.
that it may ripen. (AHn.)

the least blackness appears.

i.e.,
º

.P.

:

See

*ēs.

o.

<=ls, in a camel, i.g. <-eč.

~3°3-, - see 1.
~<>3
1.

<=3,

aOI".

9- J -è, it would be sº. (TA)

<!, (inf. n. <es,

&=;.

(K.)

f Changed in colour (**) by reason

He, or it, of anariety, or grief: (K:) or changed in colour

**ś;

(S, K;)

[and "3+3 as is implied in the K, but app. by
**, ;]
and "Jºes', inf. n. stºl; (S, L;) He made

the unintentional omission of the word

a horse's saddle, (S, L.) and a camel's, (L,
K,) firm, fast, or strong; or bound or tied it

firmly, justly, or strongly; (S, L, K;) as also
3éſ and Jeſ; but more chaste with 3. (S,

made a mark, or impression, or left a mark. (..*), and full of malevolence, and of anariety,
L, K.”) — Also, He confirmed, ratified, or cor
(K.) You say &: <=3 He, or it, made a or grief. (TA)—iº. &- An eye in
roborated, a compact, a contract, a covenant,
mark, or impression, or left a mark, upon a
or
an engagement; as also ºl (S, L, K) and
(A,
&c.)
thing. (TK.) = <=3, aCI”. &, inf. n. 34-3: which is a azes.
2=1: but, in this sense also, more chaste with
and '-º', inf. n. <=; ; He filled (K) a
à-es-, 3-, and -=24, (the latter on the 3; (S, L ;) or in this sense more approved with
a ... w

- -

-, ... o. --

*

-

. .”

37.4%
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** The nest (Jºe) of a birds (AA, S, A,

1 : (L:) and in like manner *> he confirmed
2 oz.

... 2

o 'º #:

2 °2"

...:

an oath: you say, cº- 3:2 ºu Sº ls, Msb, K;) wherever it is ; in a mountain or a
(AA, S, Msb;) and so if the bird is not in
3é When thou makest a contract, ratify; tree;
it; (M, A, K5) as also V 3.5-2 : (K:) the
and when thou snearest, confirm.
place in which a bird lays its eggs, and has, or
* , ~ * *, *, * :
4 : see 2. — sº ouxe5! His arms, or hatches, its young; being a hole in a wall, or in a
6, ©

o:

S, Msb) was, or became, defective, or deficient;
it fell short; it diminished, or decreased. (S, A,
Msb, K.) It is said in a trad., (S, Msb,)

.

of Ibn-Mesood, (TA) -º-; $ tºº. … (3
Ala:

Ş% She shall have the don'ry of her like:

-

there shall be no falling short nor exceeding :

hands, eacercised him with nork. From a trad., tree : (T, TA:) the place into which the bird
(S, A,” Msb,” TA:) or there shall be no diminish
3 *
enters; as also Jes: (A5, TA:) [see also Jºc ; ing nor ecceeding of the limit. (Mgh.) [For]
relating to a seeker of knowledge. (L.)
*

3S *>

and ºt signify the same,
[The thing, or affair, became confirmed, ratified,
or corroborated]. (S, L, K.")
5.

3=3
o

.

and ººl pl. (of pauc, TA ) = (K)

a £3, aor. and inf n. as above, signifies He

and jºi, (S, A, Msb, K.) and (of mult, TA)

rendered it defective, or deficient; diminished it,
or decreased it; (A, Mgh, Msb, K;) as also

3,4-5 (s, K) and jes (Ms) and 3-3. (K.)
* 4-4-2, (TK) inf n. J.e. (K, TK)—
You say, ºn jetë sº [Houses like the

Desire; purpose; intention ; aim ; en

nests of birds]. (A.) – f [A house: as in the He made him (a man) to suffer loss; syn. <<ā;
following saying, Usº Jºš & Jº 3's U. (S, TA; as also "4-º', inf n. J.e.js (K."

deavour. (L, K.) See also 1.
º,

6

z

Jºey Work; labour; eacertion ; endeavour.

f Thine alighting at my house was not TA:) or he cheated, or defrauded him.

(sº
(L, K.)

Ex.

cº 4; Jiju. That ceased

not to be my work, (L, K,) and endeavour. (L.) revolved in my mind.]. (A.) See also §es.

6 o'

.

•

-

Jºjº.)

[in his traffic, or merchandise; as also "Jesi,

sel sings of gº [and &leij, (IDrd, L. K.)

(S, A, Msb, K.) inf. n.

[pls deviating from the constant course of speech
in relation to the sings. ; see art. A•';] sig

#3:

nifying, (i.e. the ple...) Thongs, or straps, with

§es:

See

}*3. = See also §3.

J-º:

(TA;) and so

J-4-3, aor. (K) and inf. n. (TA) as above.
(K, TA.)

See

*:

J.
-

2.

which one binds (L, K) a camel's, or horse's
saddle : (L:) or the thongs, or straps, by which

2.É.- :
**, Food that is prepared on account of the

92

6

-

-

*-*s, inf n. J-E-35: see 1, in two places.

– Also, He reproved, or blamed, him, or did so
severely; or with the utmost severity; or he

side-board, of a
horse's saddle; (IDrd, L ;) as also " ºu. completion of a building; (S,” Msb,” K}) as reproached, or upbraided him. (AA, K.)

the

Jº is

TA) You say, ºº Jº Jº, (S, A, Mºb,

Jes [q. v.] of a 53%. (A, in art. K,) inf. n. J-es, (TA,) He suffered loss, (S, A,
Msb, TA,) or diminution of the price, (TA,)

— The

ses A rope with nºbich cons are tid on the
occasion of milking. (S, L.) — Also sles and

(IKtt,

bound to the trºo

Jº

also W

and 3.eū and "3,4-35; (Ki) or these are

and Y

#3

and

"3,4-, .

(K:)

• 2

of

J.P.

.

* -

©

4. J.-si, (A) or ju, Jºësi, (Ibn 'Abbād,

called 3.e., but not *.*,

(L.) and it food which a man prepares on the occasion of K,) His property n!ent apay. (Ibn-'Abbād, A,
[...eu…] is a pl. that has no [proper] sing. building his 2-3 [or house], or buying it, (A, K.) — ºjº es? Jºes' see 1.
(TA.)
TA) and to which he invites [others]: (TA :)
* ~ *:
i.els.

accord. to Fr, [food] prepared by a woman

A she-camel that strives, or eacerts

herself, in her progress, course, or pace. (K.)
...)

-

->

-

*:

6

.

•

3.2=[.. and 2.É-35; see 5*3.

3. (L,) or 28, (K,) Standing ready, [with the food called 3.3-3]. (TA)
Ol' prepared, for a thing, or an affair
(L, K.)
jé-5
of

6 º'

J-4-31 ||More, and most, defective, or deficient :

among the requisites for a bride or a traveller less, and least, in value]. The saying respecting
(jū- Jº); sometimes, he says, called jº : the division of a building, --L3 J. * f.e :
which latter word also signifies the act offeeding Jºes') means, One shall look to see which is he

--

jou º

1. §es, (§, Mºb) aor. §§, (Mºb) inf n.

jë5

of

whose place is of the less, or least, value. (Mgh.)
— A man having a small portion, or little good
fortune : (A:) or a lon, an ignoble, or a mean,
or sordid, man. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

jé, (Msb, K,) He struck, or beat him, (S,

ſees, &c.

1. *, aor. 3, inf n. *0 ($, K) and

Msb,) [with anything, as, for ex., with a staff,
}*s, (K.) He (a bird) came to the As [or or stick: (TA:) or it signifies, (Msb,) or sig
nest]: (Ki) or entered his As. ($)—3°3, nifies also (S) he struck, or beat, him with his
(Mgh, Mºb,) aor. 3, (Msb,) He (a bird) took fist upon his chin : (S, Msb:) or, accord. to

Ks, i.4.4.<j; (Mºb;) [i. e.] he struck, or beat,

(3-4)
,-3; (Mgh, Mº as also "2+, (A, Mgh,
for himself, or made, or prepared,

(t

See Supplement.]
~5

1. –3, aor.

-9,

inf. n.

*ś,

He entered

him with his fist. (A, K.) — He pushed, or
impelled, or repelled, him. ($, Msb, K.) — He (K) into a house or tent, or into a tract, or
Msb, TA,) inf n. 2.É225; (TA;) but the latter pierced him (Ks, K,” TK) with a spear. (TK.) quarter, or the like. (TA) – 4-13. He has
ºnenſk) In enterlºg, (TA) — J. J. ** - 5,
has an intensive signification; (Msb;) and *}<!. — He goaded him. (TA.) — He broke his
In OSe.
(T, TA.)
aor. --Jº, inf n. *55, The thing, of whatever
(K.) Jº in this sense is a mistake. (Mgh.)
-

#3 A blon, with the fist.

=}=3, aor. 3:3 (Ki) or "Jº, (A, L.
d.

d :

• 62

-

~.

kind it was, came to thee, or reached thee.

(A.)

(A’obeyd, S.) In the copies of the K,

9 J .

Msb,) inf. n. 2.4-35; (Fr, S, L;) He made, or

-

jū-3 One who strikes, or beats, much neith his

*: º

4,

; accord. to which, the verb, in the

prepared, the food called &#3; (Fr, S, A, L, fist. (A.)
g

w

J-ok'

Msb;) 24 for them. (L, K.)

:

sense of J-3, there assigned to it, is trans.

e -->

}=& Standing ready,

or prepared, for

*

a thing, or an affair. (L, art. Jes.)
2 : see 1, in two places. – See also

i.e., in

both

immediately and

by means of

Cºl.

but

the correct reading is "Lº! tººl --J3, as above.
In an old, and generally correct, copy of the

two places.
8: see 1.

J-4-3
-

|

1.

Tahdheeb el-Af’al of IKtt, it is said that

Jºës, aor Jº, inf. n. Jés, It (a thing, 3:)

Jºl -J3 signifies The evil reached thee:

Book I.]
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-, -ę,

Jºi. (TA)—-3, inf. n. 29, and

or, not firmly concluded, or settled: (S, K:) or
J3, It (corn or the like) germinated in offsets somewhat, or a little, of a covenant, compact, or W **!, as in the CK and in several MS. copies
around the older plants. (IKft.) – 3- <'s contract: ex., in a trad., 2. &- & £is S; of the K) or
(as in the L, and all the
cº The sons of such a one multiplied, or * …aſ Were it not for somewhat, or a copies of the K consulted by SM, in this art.,
increased.
(IKtt.)
little, of a covenant granted to thee, I had be and in art. 2-15,) in which sº is substituted for

sy".

*** 6, #9 ºf . §4; (Mºbi) and

sº

:

headed thee: (TA:) or the remainder [or what
Going into a thing; entering into it. remains unfulfilled] of a covenant &c. : (T:) or 3, and this is the correct reading ; (TA;) He,
or it, caused to enter; introduced ; inserted.
(Esh-Sheybánee, S.)
a covenant ye. firmly concluded, or settled. ($, K.) – The expression in the Kur. [xxii. 60;
iglº The offsets of the corn and the like : (T.A.) — & A little of anything that is much and other chapters,J
jº e? Jºſif

-3,

**

&:

(IAgr.) – & |What remains, of

(K :) so called because they enter into the roots in quantity.

Jºſſ es? jøl signifies He maketh the night,
of the parent-plants: (TA:) or corn or the like dough, in a platter. (K.) — What remains, of by increasing it, to enter into, [or encroach
growing from the roots ºf that which has pre
jiàº.

water, in a

(K.) — What remains, of

upon,] the day, and maketh the day, in like
manner, to enter into, [or encroach upon,)
offspring of camels, (IAar, $,) and of sheep or 34, A neak promise. (K [See 1. In the CK, the night: (Jel:) or He increaseth the night
goats, (IAar, K.) and of cows, (K,) and of a
and in a MS. copy of the K, for Ass)" is put with a part of the day, by taking from the
people. (IAar.)
&#91.]) — You also say Jº & 24, and latter and adding to the former, and in like
J.; : see art. •r J. Accord. to Suh, the - A-, $39, [A weak promise has been made to manner increaseth the day with a part of the
is substituted for 3, and the word is derived them, and a firm promise]. (TA.) — tº 4 night. (S.)— [æ's is often used for 2,4-3 &’s ;
from a ſlº, the “offsets of corn and the like:” vestige, or trace, of ophthalmia. (K.) –3 2 and hence as meaning Inivit.]
5: see 1.
and Ibn-'Osfoor and IKtt assert the same.
* #3 Š 4. I saw not, of him, or it, aught 8: see 1 and 4.

coded it: (s) pl. -5. (TA)—iº's The

the beverage called

*

... o z

º, in

the vessel. (K.) —

º. o.

(TA.)

save a small vestige, or trace. (A.) — 4.
~3
i.4.

*; ;

(9,13),

i.e., The saying to a slave

W

1. *i- 4:3, aor. $44, inf. n. * is; and " &l; Thou art free after my death. (K.)
He diminished unto him his due, or right; [or
6.- 6 -

defrauded him of part thereof]: (Ki) as also
… •

* - 25

,

5

O.

-

-

o

6.5 -

o

à:3; see sº-3. – 2:5- c. 495 Lº-

I have

*~ *

coming, out and in. (S, TA.) [This is the
primary meaning : for others see art. cº-l
* . . .

a little news.

ajS), and a ji, or aº. (TA.)

(TA.)

2

3.

3.33% A lasting, or constant, evil. (K.)
—º's &ls, an expression used by Ru-beh,

4 : see 1.

</5
1.

is;#25iºt (TA,)
Jº, A(S)manandfrequently
'3, gº,
and
gº
going, or

tº tº, ſaor. <-º]

inf. n.

343,

The

as J5. A place, (S,) or a cavern, in which
passengers shelter themselves from rain &c. :
pl.

&

and jº, (S. K.) [or rather the latter,

which is omitted in the CK, is a coll. gen, n., of
(TA,) A burdensome debt: (K:) or a lasting,
which as J2 is the n. un.] or #. (L.) —
or constant, debt : (IAar:) or, as some say, a
Also, A bend, or place of bending, of a valley:

sky wetted us with a little rain. (TA.)— debt by which one constantly binds himself
a:3, aor. “-º, (S) inf. n. *-2, (S, K,) He beat, (33liš), as he does by a contract. (L.) As (IAar:) pl. as above. (K.)
5 * >
& 2), and 8-99: See as-J3.
struck, or smote, him, (AA, S, K,) with a staff, disapproves of the expression. (TA.)
2* **

…

•

s & .

-

49

or stick, (AA, S,) a little : (As :) or he beat
him, or struck him, without wounding him.
(Aboo-Murrah El-Kusheyree.) – lºse a “tº
2 o' -

2.

-

contract, that nvas unintentional, or not firmly
concluded, or settled. (S.) 2. <45, [aor. $44,
inf. n. <s, He gave them, or granted them,
somewhat of a covenant, compact, or contract.
•

,”,”

..)

6

•

o'.

(TA) – “...ſº, [aor. “44 °] inf. n. *-2, He
concluded a
… •

covenant, compact, or 6contract.
o'.

-

--

2

-

(TA) — aſ tº, aor. º.º., inf. n. *-2, He
made to him a weak promise. (TA) — <-3

tº: &:

Ú

&#,

inf. n.

343,

Such

a

one

&’s

into a thing, and that does not belong to it :

*3, #4. inf. n. £5% and is , and
W &º (S, K;) and 'sº (H) Hø. or it,
1.

aor.

2 o' -

-

any such thing is termed a 4-3 of a thing.
(A’Obeyd.)

—2.É.--> *

IIe is an adherent

to them ; (K;) one who has entered, or become
introduced, or included, among them,) and not
Was-ºil, and "as-J35, He entered the house. belonging to them. (TA.) Pl.
(TA.)
(S,

entered.
*
-

K.) You

say “tººl

&ls,

and

$º.

(L.) Andº J. & 3. The thing entered —is is + A particular, or special, intimate,
into another thing. (Mgb.) As is said in the S
friend, or associate, of a man; syn. *** (S,
and L, Sb says that &ls has for its inf. n. *ś,
K) and ãus, (S) and * 3: (K:) by these
which is of one of the measures of the inf.
syns. A'Obeyd explains it in the Kur. ix. 16 :
ns. of intrans, verbs, because the meaning [of and it is applied to one and to more than one :
...

de

…

O

~!! <--ºl is 43 <+3. and it is said in
appointed the ~manner
of somewhat of our affair
3 the M, that Sb holds the intermediate particle to
for us ; syn. 4.5. (TA.)—uire 4°5'-s' ºx, be dropped : but Mohammad Ibn-Yezeed holds
[aor. <-1.3, inf. n. 343) He promised his slave the verb to be trans. without an intermediate
2 o'

* ... o.p.

i-Jº Anything that is introduced, or inserted,

--

He made with him a covenant, compact, or

p.

--

(TA:) or one whom a person takes to rely upon,
or to place confidence in, not being of his family:

(K:) and so some explain the word in the verse
above referred to : (TA :) or it there signifies an

manumission after his death, saying, Thou art particle. MF observes, that Sb's words appear intimate friend who is one of the polytheists. (Fr.)
to make & a trans. verb, which no one asserts
free after my death. (ISh.)
0

0.

e.

. .

. ;

it to be: that if he mean that it has as its

isºl,

i.g.

ãº, (K,)

i.e., A certain disease

Jºjº. A little of rain: (S, K.) ex. 34, Usual complement a noun in the acc. case as an ad in the belly. (TA.) A pain that attacks a man;
3.
* &- A little rain fell upon us. (S.) — verbial noun of place, it is like <!-3 and or a pain in a man; &uº Jé-\e 3-3, (so in
•

…

-

e

--tº 44; A little rain. (TA)—3% 4

other intrans. verbs: but if he mean that it

covenant, compact, or contract, between a people, governs a simple objective complement, like
2 b,

that happens unintentionally,

** * &: : (S:)

*

.º

-

-

& .

.

two copies of the S, and in the L.) or &->

cº

J. : (so in the TA and a MS. copy

@ e.

|Aaj cº-º-º, his opinion is not correct. (TA.)

of the K:) or a pain that attacks the teeth;
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or a pain in the teeth; &
(so in a copy of the S,) or

**

J&

8-2, (L)–98,

Jº &-3.

mother

(AJ3 He made her to be the
(M.A.) See 4. — $25,

-

gſ children.

4.i. Jº

: -

* 935,

a proverb, (T, S,

L; but in the S, 4:45) of the Benoo-Asad,

(So in the CK.)

(inf n. JºJºj, K,) He reared him ; educated him; (S, L,) Thy son is he nho made thy two heels to
* , of:
brought him. up. The Christians (as Th says, be smeared neith blood; (TA ;) i.e., whom thou
&'s [More, or most, penetrating] : applied T, L) have corrupted, in the Gospel, God's thyself broughtest forth; (K, TA;) he is thy
e. [TA, in art.
* > * of
to language or• Al;
[TA,
t”: saying to Jesus, on whom be peace! Gº?"
& son really; not he whom thou hast taken from
See an ex. WOCe **-*.
|
:2°
3.
...
..
"
*—e.]
Jāºš Uls [in the CK, erroneously, J5. orAJ3, another, and adopted. (TA.) – & Jº L.

jºur

º

-

The hiding place of a wild beast, (or Thou art my prophet, and I reared thee: * Jº

º

I know not nºkat man

he

is.

(S, K.)

antelope, TA) among trees, (S. K.) into which altering it thus, 33.3% ul, Jº <-31 [Thou art
he enters (423 ** (sº); like £3. the -, ºy little son, and I begot thee]; attributing to
says Sb, is suiliated for a . and the word is of Him a son. (T,” L, K.”) — J3 f He innovated,
ys So,
* - oz
.*.
ly found or originated, language, and a story or the like.

33,
3

in which the 3 is a substitute for the

that is elided from the beginning, for it is

-

the

measure Jess; for J

in Arabic

ššSy),

from

(A.) +[It (a thing) generated, engendered, pro
as the measure of a subst., whereas duced, or originated, another thing.]

($, L,) or, accord. to some, it is

is scarcely ſoun

from Jºj, q.v., (TA) applied to a male and

to a female, (TA, voce Jº) i.4. º: (S, L,
4. &. J.5', (inf n. $54, Msb,) She (a woman, K;) meaning One born at the same time with
** A place of entrance; a place into nihich S, L., Msb, and a ewe or goat, L) attained to
another; coètanean, or a contemporary in birth

Jess is frequent. (S.)
3

o.

-

…

one enters: (TA:) pl.
Contr.
5

• *

**. ($) [See its the time of bringing forth; was about to bring

***)

of a man: (S, L.) dual cºlº (S, L;)
* T. (TA)
[but $3. occurs in a dual sense in the Jm and O
people attained to the time of [their having]
&sº (S,
children. (IKft.) – šiuº JS He made the and K, voce §3. q.v.;] pl. <&

forth. (S. L. Mºb. K.)— **

- e.

gº- A man attacked by
asſis, or āś. (K, TA)

the disease called

and

girl to be the mother of a child. (M.A.) See 2. L, K :) AHei and other expositors of the Tes

heel say, that words like 3.J have the latter
(S,) or º &º, form of pl. when they become proper names.
*>
(Msb,) + The thing became generated, or engen (TA.) The dim. [of the pl.] is sº and
A [sack of the kind called] ãº: (S, dered, or produced; it originated; from the
J5-ºx, (K,) because the formation of a dim.
L, K:) or such as is called a Jº- Ol' a
restores a word to its original form ; (TA;)

º &e º -jº,

5.

“ſº

other thing. (Mºb.)—22,

as “...

large and wide J/3-; (L.) and a date-basket f [Party-spirit originated, or became engendered,
not ºf and &sº as some of the Arabs
of palm-leaves; syn. it. : ($, L, K.) and a among them]. (A.)
erroneously make it: (K:) but this which F
sack or the like forming one half of a beast's
6. 13-M123 They multiplied, or became numerous, pronounces an error is accordant to the authority
load, in nihich are carried perfumes and clothes [by propagation,] and begot one another ; (S,
of the leading writers on inflexion, who say
(#) and the like: (L:) n. un, of
pl. L;) as also "12-15. (TA)
that by regarding the original form, and re

$43,

3% ($, L. K.)

storing it thereto, the word is made to depart

8 : see 6.

10.

295

1. º.º. (§, K, &c.) aor. 43,

(L, K, &c.,)

inf n. #35, and 3% ($, A, L, Mºh, K) and
33% and 3%, but each is more common with

l

***

| He

rendered her pregnant;

from the meaning intended by it; for if its
got dim. were made

her neith child. UAJ31 in this sense is not of
established authority; and some expressly dis
allow it. (Msb.)

kest, (Mºb) and $35, and 3;4 (L, K) and

there would be no dif.
6.- .

ference between it and the dim. of J3. (TA)
º; .

See also art.
5

%: see 33.

3%,

.

JºJ. — See 5').º.o.
•*

3S, and 3% see 1. — Pregnancy; (A, L.

in which the former only is mentioned, and
man's people, tribe, or | Mºb :) the former is the more common. (Msb.)
family. So, accord. to some, in the Kur.
ex. VOCe $$3, in art. JJJ,)] She (a woman, S,
lxxi. 20. (T.) – See J5.
35% [Prolific ; that breeds, or brings forth,
L, or mother, L, or any animal having an ear,
plentifullu.
S, K,
K, art. Jºel.)
i. — See 3.14.
3, see 2s, and 35.
pluſ
y.] (S,
º

#3, (K,) [and app.

33-, like jºie,

(see an

2 .

. o.º.

…

Po

Je. J3, and Y **3, A

5...

o P

as distinguished from one having merely an
ear-hole, (Msb,) brought forth a child, or young
one; or children, young, or offspring. (Msb.)
— Also,

33, (aor, as above, Msb,) He begot a

child, or young one; &c. (Th, L, Msb, K.).

º , ,-

6
5 . .

*

.

>

.

Jºs (of the measure Jeas in the sense of

5 , ,

J5 (of the measure Jaş in the sense of the
Jºiº, Msb) and Y 3% (S, A, L, MSb,

measu l'o

K) and '37, (S, L, K) and '36, (K) each

& 45 tº J. (The land of El-Bala used alike as sing, and pl., (s, M, A, L. K.)

-

-

the measure Jºiº, TA) and "3%.

signify
the same, (T, L, K,) i.e., A new-born child:
(M, L:) a young infant : (the former in the
L, and the latter in the Msb:) the former, as

produces saffron]. (A.) —J-4 Jº- Jº and masc. and fem., (M., L., Msb,) A child, son, well as the latter, masc. : (M, L:) or, accord.
&4. u. &% t[The nights are pregnant : it daughter, youngling, or young one; and children, to some, the former is applied also to a female:
sons, daughters, offspring, young, or younglings;
and *ś. ; pl. of 2.5, Ö3,
is not known n-hat they mill bring forth], (A.) of any kind : [often applied to an unborn child, as also
ſº occurs in a verse cited voce 3. &c.; a foetus :] (M, L, Msb:) pl. [of pauc.] of and of 39.3,
(L.) — 3- es: 4J,

"33%

33%.

--

for

$442,

2.

like

**i.

for

3- 2.

wº. inf. n. **, He assisted her [namely

a woman, A., L., Msb, and a ewe or she-goat,

S, A, L., Msb, or other animal, Msb) in bringing

35, (M, L, Mºb, TA) and of 35, (M. L.) The child that dies in early infancy, or that is
§§; (M, L, Msb, K;) and [pl. of pauc. of prematurely born, is in paradise. (L, from a
trad) — Also 3.34 boys (S, A, L. K.) a
35, #3, and #3 (M. L. K.) and pl. of 33, youth
(AHeyth, L:) f a boy n-ho has arrived
35, & M, L. Mºb, K') like as 3… is pl. of at the: age
when he is fit for service, before he
5- £

forth; delivered her of her child or young one: 2-1, (S, L, MSb,) in the dial. of the tribe of attains to puberty: (A, L:) a youthful servant;

(S, L, Mºb, K*) he acted as a midwife to her. Keys, (T, Msb) who make 3,

singular.

(T.) one is so called from the time of his birth until

Book I.]
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JJ3

•º

3.25.

(L.) Ex. Arabian ectraction : (S, L, Mºb :) or 3. (L)
and its fem. isis. (M, L, K) signify a boy, or

he attains to manhood: the servant of a man

hood: the state of a

in paradise is a Jº always, never changing in
age : (L:) a slave; ($, L, K;) or, as some say,

•º J. J. Jº, and ºft. He did that

Or

Jº slave-boy, (L.) and a girl, or slave-girl, (M, L,)
one born in servitude : (TA:) fem. in these in his infancy : (El-Basáir:) and ****2
born among the Arabs; (M, L, K;) as also
(L, K) and
senses, with 3: (S, A, L, K:) a female slave is when he was a •ºs. (L.) —
(M, L, K :) or a boy,
(M, L) and
called 3JJ; even if aged: (L:) pl. (of the
(L) Rudeness; coarseness; hardness; or slave-boy, and a girl, or slave-girl, who has
masc, s, L) & 3), (§, L, K) and $3,5 (L5) churlishness; deficiency in gentleness, (L, K,) been born among the Arabs, and has grown up

ãº

"29.

$295.

*::

and in knowledge of affairs : (L:) illiterate with their children, and been educated, dis

($, L. K.)—
and (of the fem., S. L) 35%
3?
aſ
The domestic hen.
See also 3. — Jºji

(L.)

726ss.

ciplined, or bred, in their manner : (A, L:) or
the latter, 3.J., signifies one born in a country
2-1. §§ cº ā-4 I [The society of such in [and of] which is only her father or her
[They are in a case, or an affair, wherein (lit. a one is very productive of good.] (A.)
mother: (ISh, L:) or one born at thine on-n
whereof) the boy, or servant-boy, or slave, will
or home; (ISh, T, S, in art. JJ ;) like
abode,
3.1% and 3.9%, (M, L, K) the former as a
not be called out to] : a proverb, (L.) originally
3 -->

-

(K)—$3.5 sité Sr. J. 28 (S. L. Kº)

meaning, they are in a case of difficulty or possessive epithet, and the latter as an act. part.
distress, such that the mother forgets her child, n. (M, L.) A woman, and any pregnant animal,
and does not call out to him: and afterwards having a child or young one, or children or
applied to any case of difficulty or distress: young; and bringing forth. (Th, M, L.) — Also
(M, L:) or they are in a formidable case, in 3.1% A father: (S, L, Msb :) and a mother;
which children are not called out to, but those (L;) as also $33, (S, L, Msb;) [which latter
advanced in age : (AO, or As, M, L:) and is the more common in this sense:] pl. of the
|

-

a

-

•

sometimes it means, they are in such a state of former,

...

•

$$5:

(S, art. Alj:) or born in the territory of
the Muslims. (Mgh, art. au)—º. jeté
f [A post-classical poet;] a poet of the last of

the

four classes; of the class neart after the
cº-º: also called tº 4: (Mz, 49th &#3)
called by the former appellation [as well as the

latter] because of his recent age. (L, K.) [It
is difficult to mark the exact line of distinction

&sº and of the latter, sºlº :

between the Islámees and the Muwelleds, so as
parents; always to be certain to which of these two classes
signifies
two
clºš
the
dual
the
(Msb:)
chidden
away
his hand to take a thing he is not
from it: (M, L:) or it is applied to a case of the father and mother. (S, L, MSb.)—º's sº a poet belongs. The latter are those born, not

abundance and affluence that if a J.J.3 put forth

*

-

-

- 5

-

good and to one of evil, and means, they are so A pregnant ewe or goat; (ISk, S, A, L, Mºb, merely since the first corruption of the Arabic
occupied with their case or affair that if a J.J.3 K;*) as also 3.9% and *3%. (L, K:) pl. J5, language, which happened in, or before, the
put forth his hand to the most valuable of (as in the L, and most other lexicons, accord. age of Mohammad, (see Mz, 44th £33,) but
things he is not called out to for the purpose of to the TA, and in some copies of the K,) or since the extensive corruption which happened
chiding him: (K:) some say, that its original 35, (as in the A, and in other copies of the after the Arabs had spread themselves, by their
reference is to the running of horses; because a K,) each of which is correct. (T.A.) — Also, conquests, among foreigners, in consequence of
fleet and excellent horse goes without being A prolific ene or goat; that breeds, or brings which their language became simplified. This
-

called out to ; and that it is secondarily applied
to any case of great moment, and to any case

of abundance. ($, L.) — One also says, us;

go º

… •

-

forth, plentifully; (Nh, L ) (as also "33%
5

-

|

-.

see S, K, art. Jºi: see also2.anc : ex of 293,
• *

0.

change took place in the latter half of the first

century of the Flight.

Hence the poetry of

the Muwelleds is not cited as authoritative in

applied to a woman, voce 13-).] — Jº Jº lexicology or grammar, or as to the metres of
[In the land is fresh
occurring in a trad. respecting verse, or rhymes. (See *3)] Ibn-Rasheek
herbage respecting which the servant-boy, or slave, 205 tº 23,
prayer for God's protection, [lit., From the evil mentions, as the most famous of the Muwelleds,
will not be called out to]; because it matters not

$49, essº Š & 4 JS

---

-

in what part of such land the beasts are; the of a parent and what he hath begotten,) is said El-Hasan (surnamed Aboo-Nuwäs) Habeeb, El
Bohturee, Ibn-Er-Roomee, Ibn-El-Moatezz, and
whole abounding with herbage: and Atala, biº to mean Iblees and the devils: (L.) or Adam
and the true friends and the prophets and the El-Mutanebbee : [the first of whom died in
$39, essº Ş [They brought food respecting martyrs and the believers whom he hath be the year of the Flight 195, or -6, or -8]. Aboo
which the servant-boy, or slave, would not be gotten. (El-Bašáir.)
Amr Ibn-El-'Alā [who died in the year of the
-

called out to] ; meaning, that one would not

care what injury he might do to it, nor when he

Flight 154, or-9,] termed El-Farezdak and Jereer

3, The place of birth (T, S, M, A, Msb)

ate of it. (ISk, L.) – Muzarrid Eth-Thaalebee of a man. ($, L, &c.) – See also $$...
says,

*: *

- *,

- **:

+

3. [A woman, and] a ewe or she-goat, (L.)

: *ā-2

** Jej" sº cº -9.
•

*

• . ..

>

.

w

ad

about to bring forth : (L, K:*) pl.

4%.

and

-

+

#

**2 (33° S. Lºº iſ J.

J's. (L. K.)

Muwelleds, in comparison with the Pagan poets
and the Mukhadrams, though others call them
Islámees. (Mz, 49th 83%) —ºr, 2Se:[Post
classical, or innovated, or modern, or modernized,

language : (L;) language nºbich is not of the
original dialect of the Arabs; (A :) language

which is not genuine Arabic. (Mºb.) And
Mºb,
L,
A,
S,
M,
(T,
birth
of
time
The
$$.
3. ! [A post-classical phrase or nord;]
simply
by my turning unto God neith repentance re
specting which the servant (myself) will not be K) of: man; (S, L., &c. :) as also " 392, (T, M, a modernism; an innovated, or a modern, or
called out to] ; meaning, respecting which I A, L, Msb, K.) and Y $3. (K :) but this last is modernized, phrase or n'ord; a phrase or word
[I have become clear of the vice of reviling men,

shall not be questioned. (ISk, L.)
* .

.

32:3:

9

mentioned only in the

$,

and requires proof.

-

(TA.) — [See also 1, of which it is app. an

see Jºe's.
-

inf. n.]

iº, (IA, L. K.) an inf n, which has no
verb, (Th, L.) and tº (K) and £2.5, which,
accord. to Th, is the original form,

and W šš,

5

s

-d -

>3'3” :
4 ºr a

See

4 -

-

innovated by any of the Munselleds, whose
phrases or nords are not cited as authoritative
[in leacicology, or grammar, or as to the metres
of verse, or rhymes: see above]: the difference
between it and the

*3.
gº • *

3. Jé, (§, L, Mºb) and #3, #jº, (S,

(L.) Infancy: (IAar, L, K :) boyhood; girl L,) A man, and an Arab female, not of mere

**** is, that the latter is

given by its author as chaste (**) Arabic;
whereas this is the contrary [i.e., confessedly
innovated]. (Mz, 21st

82%)

It is opposed to

[Book I.
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isi. The lexicons passim.) – Also 3. (L.) has taken it anay: (M, K:) or, who has taken lightning: (M. :) and "Jaº, ($, M, A, Mºb,
and its fem. with 3, (K,) t Anything inno- it. (Yaakoob, $.) The phrase without negation K) aor. Jáº (Š, Mºb, K.) inf n. Jºe, and
is also

cated. (L, K.) — 3. *** : A forged nºriting.

7.

.7

(L. K.)—iº.

* ... we

used.

(L.)

[See a similar phrase

Jºs ($, M, A, K) and &lass (S, A, K) and

g

in art. Us!..]

-

|

àº

Evidence not verifted.

Jº,

(M,) signifies the same; (S, M, A, Msh,
K;) or it (lightning) flashed faintly or weakly,
2
and
then disappeared, and then flashed again;
?,
23.
A
thina
that
is
known,
and
~5-03-9 L5”
9
$3. A midwife. (A, L., K.)
(IAar;) and is also, sometimes, said of fire,
decided, or determined; syn. 33i. –33).”. (K.)
(M, TA,) and of anything of a clear [or bright]
[U-2, &c.
colour: (El-'Eyn :) or both verbs signify it
See Supplement.]
*A-05
(lightning) gleamed, or shone. (Ham, p. 785.)
1. âû ><3. (S, L, K,) aor. & inf. n. — Hence, #9. <! f The woman smiled,
tº
3-3, (L,) The night was, or became, one of “s, so as to display her teeth; the glistening of her
# -front teeth being likened to the flashing of light
i.e., intense heat, Öc., as explained below. (S,
ning. (A, TA.) – And f The noman stole a
and *L,", (S, K, which is the chaste word, MF,) L., K.")
One also says 2,9. <s but the
glance, or glances; ($, M, K;) as also cales'
inf. m. fºl: (TA;) and Y tº (K;). He made former is more common.
L.)—
tº : (A :) or this last, t the noman looked, or
• ?. 2
a sign to him. (K.) ‘…, [for &tº is dis
gazed with widely opened eyes. (L.) – And
*

•99

(L, K.)

-> o.

o

.

6

-

©.

. . .”

* o.

3.

-

1. *tj ($, K) aortº, inf n. tº: (S)

2 o'

alſº º

º,

...

-

- ©.

O ,

(S,” M, A, L, K*) aor. …, (K) inf. n. 3.3,

allowed: (S:) [but see what follows in this
(M, L. K.) f He was angry with him; ($, M,
paragraph]. Lth says, that lº! is the making
a sign with the head or the hand, as a sick man A, L, K;) was incensed against him ; i.4. *5,
does nºith his head for the inclination and pros (S, L,) of which it is a dial. form. (S.)
8.
tration in prayer : (TA :) and 4.9% tºl SOme
Jº Intenseness of the heat of night; as also
5 - -

times signifies He [made a sign with his head

" …} :

alsº a Jaleşl t He made a sign to him nith
his eye : (M:) or & Jales' f such a one made
a private, or secret, sign, (K, TA,) & to me.

(TA.) = Also, He san, the slight flashing, or
gleaming, or shining, of lightning, or of fire.

(S, L, K :) or intense heat : (CK:) (M, T.A.)

as though he] said “No :” Akh cites this verse: or sultriness; i.e., intense heat neith stillness of the
#
wind; (KS, T, L, K:) or heat of whatever kind
with stillness of the wind : (M, L:) or den, or
moisture, that comes during the greatest heat,
#

&º cººl, º, º 3

iº
Say,

[A slight flash of lightning, &c.] You

3. **.* 3. ãaº < [I looked at a

slight flash of lightning, like a single pulsation

of

(M, A, L., K.) from the direction of the sea, an artery, to see whither it tended, and n:here it
[When the man's nealth becomes little, his friends
(M, L, K,) with stillness of the wind ; (M, L:) might rain]. (A, TA.)
become fen: ; and the fingers, together nith the
or a den, or moisture, that comes from the
eyes, make signs to him]; in which cº-ºº! is for
Jacºx 3× .4. " Jae's [Lightning flashing,
direction of the sea, when its vapour rises and is
stiles). (TA.) — [For a further explanation of
gleaming,
or shining, slightly; &c. : Jasºs in
tºl, and the manner in which it is said to blown by the east wind, so that it falls upon the this case being app. an inf. n. used as an
bordering regions like the dew of heaven, very
differ from tºl, See art. tº.
6

•

6 o,

g

*

º

norious to men by reason of its offensive smell: epithet.] (TA.)
6

-

(T, L:) and $3.3 a denſ, or moisture, from the
Jaels: see what next precedes.
sea, falling upon men in the intenseness of heat,
is no such root as Jºs:] He took anay the
[J-5, &c.
when the mind is still: (L:) it comes during the
thing. (TA.)
greatest heat, from the direction of the sea, and
See Supplement.]
3. ūsīš &e's &#, and 29. [Such a one falls upon men in the night; (Lth, T, L ;) and
agrees, or vies, neith such a one]. These two sometimes in the days of autumn also. (T, L.)
~5
* ~ 2.29.
verbs are of two different dialects, or the former
***
*
:
(L, K :) and "3-25, (T, M., A., L,
2. a.º. inf. n. *ś, He reprehended, re
is formed by transposition from the latter. (K,
which
latter
is
the
more
common,
(TA,)
T.A.) — I Sh quotes,
proved, blamed, chid, or reproached, him severely;
~f~
night
of
<3,
i.e.,
intense
heat,
&c.,
as
ex
#
&c.; (K3) a dial. form of 45. (TA)
aſſels- 3/33/1 blº
plained above. (T, M., A., L., K.) One also
meaning, accord. to Abu-l-Khattāb, “And I, in says -25 A32: but not so commonly. (M, L.)
ſus”, &c.
the morning, shall see him, or it:” syn. *. — *05 * sº f He is angry with him. (A.)
See Supplement.]
(TA.)
2.

tº: see 1. — ºu Jº [for tº: as there

* ...

•

r

ko

©.P.

-->

,

|A

, ,

+

5

,

º

6

4: see 1.
g

10.

º, o ,

-

6 - -

• * *

3.A.e5 : see

*99.

5 *

º

>

*5

º

--

29. Uskº Jºº-' [for Les-' ; as there

is no such root as US-5 :] He made himself
master of the thing: like J3-I (Fr.)

39.95 :

Jaleş
1 : see 4.

tº: Aj ~ss, (aor. -4. K; said to be
originally *::: which is changed into “…
because of the kesr; and then, into -. because
1.

See ºoº

of the medial guttural letter; Msb, voce 3-3 ;)
A misfortune; calamity : ($, K :)
4. Jales' It (lightning) flashed, gleamed, or
thought by ISd to be a subst. [not an act. part. shone, slightly, (S, A, Msb, K,) not eactending inf. n. & and &-sº and i.e. (S, K) and *

#2%

n.] because no verb from which it could be siden:ays in the adjacent tracts of cloud; (S, K;) and i.e., (Msb,) or the last two are substs.,
derived is known. (TA.) —
Jº 3% IHe for when it does thus, it is termed si- and
(S, K, &c.) He gave him a thing; properly, as
fell into a misfortune
or
calamity.
when
it
extends
high
in
the
sky,
without
extend
a free gift, disinterestedly, and not for any
of
2.
($) —
arºls st-3\e Le $32 \ºš es?” -** My gar ing sideways to the right and left, it is termed compensation. (MSb, T.A.) You should not
ment is lost, and I know not what misfortune ài. : (S:) it is also said of other things, beside say & [he gave it to thee], (K, &c.,) making

#23

2 * >

*

>

. . .

-

* --

~

* >

2969

*3 — stºº

Book I.]

3é 25 t I became capable of such a thing
allowable, as it is said that] AA has related this and able to do it. (A.) – sº & -ºš The
on the authority of an Arab of the desert: so in thing was, or became, within thy ponyer, or reach,
the K: but in the L, it is said that Seer has so that thou mightest take it. (K.”) Related on
the verb doubly trans.: (TA:) or [this is

related this, from 'Amr, (meaning Sb,) from an the authority of IAar alone, who says, They
Arab of the desert. (TA.) En-Nawawee allows
the expression 4. 134- “ss, meaning, I gave The thing neas lasting to him. (A’Obeyd, AZ,
such a thing to him, &c.; (c)-3 being redundant, $, K.) J cites the following verse :
£
as in 4. lié <º “I sold such a thing to
#
<^2
>'s- 2+2 Usa) cºe
#
him;”) as
in several trads. (M.F.) –
#
• *
* : * > *
** * *
#
See 3. – J3; alſ Jº May God make me

did not say & &i (TA)—iºn ºf
o . . e.

-

2 o'

-

--

...)

-

occurring

...

Jº

•

2-º-º-º-5 4-9-e 35-º-e a

first signifies Giving; properly, as a free gift,
disinterestedly, and not for any compensation :
or one who gives; &c. :] the others are intensive
epithets, [as is said in the S of the third and

fourth, signifying one who gives liberally, or

bountifully; ye. . and in this sense " …º is
used as an epithet of God; or, accord. to the
Nh, it signifies He who dispenses his bounties
universally and perpetually, freely, or without
constraint, and disinterestedly, for no compen

sation. The 5 in Yaº is added to give more
i.54. (TA.)

force to the intensiveness ; as in

[or give me as] thy ransom 1 (IAgr, K.)
[Large in the back of the neck, soft (or loose or
3.35 * May I be made [or given as] thy

~e?. and W tes. substs of ~sº [* he gave,

ransom 1 Tbn-Umm-Kàsim says, that -A5 is flabby) in the flanks: dates of the best that El
Medeemeh produces, prepared with clarified butter,
one of the verbs which signify He caused to be,
and leaven, are lasting (provisions) to him].
or to become : and he cites the above phrase
But 'Alee Ibn-Hamzeh says, that this is a mis

&c.;” signifying A gift (or act of giving);
properly, that is free and disinterested, not for
any compensation ; a free, or disinterested, dona
tion]. (S, K, &c.) See 1.

from IAar; and adds, that the verb is only used
Others assert it to be rare.

in the pret. tense.

©

reckon

. .

• 2 of

2 oad.”

º

or gone away; syn.

*-*.

(S, K) —-ºº-ºº: They have a habit

such

0.

(TA.) –

an excellent copy of the $: in another copy,

“sº 13- ) and able. (S.)

-

of the S: in another, J---i.) Thus this verb is * º [The people gave it; one to another].

doubly trans. : (S:) but it is not used in this

(TA)—i.e : tº 44; 3. [Nor is

sense in the pret., nor in the aor. : (S, K:) you
their mutual giving of what is (possessed) among
do not say J% < * * :º [I supposed thee to them (from fear of) humiliation]: i.e., they
have done that] : nor (as some assert, Māb,) do do not give by constraint. (TA, from a trad.)
you say &las Jº *. (TA,) as say the vulgar,
o “ ”

though what the grammarians say, respecting
the class of verbs to which <º belongs, that

& (with what follows them] may supply

8.
(t.

-

<s, and 3. cºlº

32 - 6 -

•

ãº-o: see

i.e. – f A cloud falling [in rain]

in any place : (K:) pl.
o:

-sº

…”

you say

*

**)') J3 ~el, J.

*
-

The rains became abundant

in the land. (TA.) —£º.

and

**.*.

fA

small pool of water left by a torrent ; or the
He accepted former only is the correct word, and the meaning
He accepted it of which, as explained in the S, is a small hollon,
[I accepted or cavity, in a mountain, in which water stag

<! (originally -º!, TA,)

age, or gift.

(S, Msb.)

“j

“sº 4. <º

[as a gift]. (K.)

nates : pl.

the place of the two2 o',objective
complements, [as from thee a dirhem, as a gift]. (L.)
º f *
when you say 25 1945 J'

tº:

6. lººl; They gave gifts, one to another. one became prepared, or ready, (Jºe; so in

(So in two copies of mutually giving gifts].

• * * *

and

e

Suppose me; syn.

[or grant me;] to have done that. (M., K.”)
ū. º <s Suppose Zeyd to be going anay,

&

º

*-*. A thing, such as food, prepared, ready,

meaning “are prepared, and continued.” So in
at one's hand. (S.)
a marginal note in a copy of the S. (TA.) [So
(AHei, cited by Fei;) or count me, or too in the margin of one of my MS. copies
+k-1) ** 3% t A valley abounding
nith
•2 o #
• 2 of
of
the
S.]
|
me; syn. JºJº Jºº-- ; (M, K3)
fire-wood. (A.) =
Jºſé

(TA)—43 < 1.3 Jº

Jº;

.

-

take, and that the right reading is stºl,

-º-,

and in the T it is said that

4 small cavity, or hollon, in a rock, is called
ãº-e, with fet-h, being extr. [with respect to
asked for a 4.4, or gift. (S, Mgb.) — *:: rule]. (TA.)

10. --, -, (S) or ée -e, -, (Mºb). He

3ü 133, “I thought Zeyd to be standing,"
affords matter for controverting this. (Msb.)

tºss- [He asked him to give him a servant.]
2* * **

g

22 o –

4*5-0 : see

5 . . o.

o .

~es." and iº9.c.

*~ *

3. * **ś 4.81%, aor. of the latter verb “… (K, art. A-Mé-.)

“…, He strove to surpass him in giving,
freely, or disinterestedly, and he surpassed him

and

*::

A thing given; properly, as a free

ise and W is,. A

gift (or thing bestoned); gift, &c. : see the verb. (Mºb.) – à *::
properly, one that is freely and disinterestedly
therein. (K.) [The former of the above aors., given, not for any compensation ; a free, or Having a thing given to him; properly, as a
accord. to general opinion, is irregular; and the disinterested, gift. (L.) [In the K, the latter jree gift, &c. (Msb.) — *:::: A son; a
latter, regular; because the first radical letter is is explained as signifying simply a gift.] Pl. of child; offspring : and whatever is given to one
by the Liberal, or Bountiful, Giver, i.e., by God.
3 ; as in the case of $3& <ls, aOr. 4-4. the former
and of the latter,
(A,
An epithet in which the character of a subst. is
or, accord. to the rule laid down by Ks, the &c.) — [A ** is of two kinds: 3.2 i.e A.
predominant. (TA.)

ãº;

“s.

reverse is perhaps the case, because the medial
radical letter is a guttural.
Gram., p. 171.]

See Lumsden's Ar. free gift, for no requital, or compensation :
and sº ** A. gift for a requital, or com
pensation. This distinction is made in law, &c.]

*

.x.

-

1. axes, aor. ºve, inf. n.
stamped upon it

º

3 --A5' He prepared, ºr *
ready, the thing for him. (K.) – Alala' ºs'
4.

st-A9
... •

ess,

He trod, or

vehemently. (L.) — He pressed,

2 of

6, p.

** i.q.

ãº

compressed, or pressed against, him; or it; syn.

q.v. (K, in art. --Al.)

Ala#3 (L, K.)

29:13

I prepared, or made ready, for thee the

‘g

- .

;

~3°9 :

food and beverage, and abundance of them.
(Tahdheeb el-Af’al.) But see this verb in an
intrans. Sense.

—º -s:

3

& 2.

See

4. c-A5) It (flesh-meat) became stinking : (S,
K:) dial. form of ºvel. (TA.)

*3.

6.- … •

~\*5 and azuº :

-

#33

1 The food, or
s

corn, or the like, became abundant and ample, so
2

5

-

--Al3 and

Y

* *

s

3.

4,

A depressed, or lon, piece of ground :

3.

~3°5 (K) and W ~\A5 and Wālsº

(K:) pl. [or rather coll. gen, n. of which it is

o. of

that some of it was given anay. (A) = ~~A3) (S, K) epithets from -*5. [“he gave, &c.”: the the m. un.]

<s.

(TA.)
375

2970
-*3 –

**3
o .

-

-

-

-

.

º, o .

-

1. \sº us; “…a5, aor, ºr, inf. n. *5, PIe
in the thing. (K.)
was persevering, or assiduous,
* *
.
n. *-*3, He trod,
inf.
…,
aor.
— tº &º,
2 o'.

-

-

5

-

o.

or trampled, vehemently upon a thing. (K.)
5.

depressed, place : (As, S, A L;) as though it
were a hollow, or cavity, dug, or eaccavated,
for which the latter is also a name : (L:) and
both words, lon, or depressed, ground: (L, K:)
pl. &, (L, K,) a pl. [of pauc.] of the former,
(S, A, L, K) and Ö383, Ol'
(TA,) and

sus,

to what is said by Z, in the Fáik,

4.

and

30 ‘… &c. signify Mercy on thee! or the like.
(M.F.) When ºrº is put in the acc. case, it is
so put as an inf. n. (S.) This is the opinion
generally obtaining: the opinion that <s is a
verb is extraordinary. (TA.) When you use

•º ‘…

Gº <--> He ment, or penetrated, Öº, (as in different copies of the K, the the prep. J, you [generally say]

29

(or

former being the reading in the TA) and & •º º,
of $33. (S, L:) ſº ºther this last is a coll. elegant to

L): when you use U, it is more
put -5 in the nom. case, as an in
One throning himself into destruction.
when you
gen. n., of which 3.As3 is the n. un. :] also choative, than in the acc. case: but
complement,
its
with
noun,
as
a
prefixed
|
use
-->
$33, a hollon, or cavity, or deep hollow or the acc. is more elegant than the nom. case:
***
cavity, &s) in the ground; (L, K;) and so
<3. aloi". cº, inf. n. *** and & &, and $33, Ji. (L:) and a round [i.e., it is more elegant to say Jºj -35 than

far into the affair. (M, K.)

&l,

[Book I.

c:3

1

-

(TA.)

o .

*

0.

5 o.

1.3%
&**śi (S. L. K;) and <'s sº, ſapp, a mis

2

o-

…

o.

Ks says, Some of the Arabs
hollow excavated in the ground, deeper than Jºj -->]. ($, *L.)
*: - 9;] n:hat is called &le, not having abrupt sides, say *5 and *** ~35; and some of them say
[inf. n.
take for <-->3) alor”.
3% º
in width two and three spear's lengths, and not * º, like 29 Sº, (TA.)—
(L5) The fire burned; syn. -35 ; (S, K, &c.;) producing any herbage. (L)– Also jº
(K,” TA) i.g. à “, [I] wonder at, or nith
and so *-*, (L5) syn. --5, ($, L. K.) The hollow, in the ground, in myhich the weaver
[or this last has an intensive sense, and signifies, puts his legs, or feet. (Mgh.) – Also, i.g. respect to, this thing ! (K,) and so & (TA)
as does the first accord. to the A, it burned
iº, (IAar, L.) which latter, says Lth, sig ãº, A measure consisting of twenty-two, or
fiercely; gloned]. — Also, all these verbs, with nifies The part nºkere the mustaches divide.
twenty-four, sº (pl. of 3%), which see in art.
the same inf. ns., It (the sun) burned, or nas
JLo. (K.) Not mentioned by J nor by IF;
hot : and it (a fire) burned from a distance.
[A5 &c.
IDrd doubted respecting it. In truth it is
and
(L.) — Also, all the above verbs, with the
word, used by the people of
a
post-classical
See Supplement.]
same inf ns., f It (a day, and a night,) was
Syria and Egypt and Africa Proper. (TA.)
violently hot. (L.)
[At present, the iº9 in Cairo is the sixth part
*rē9
2 : see 4.
of an 29, which latter is equivalent, very
and
& a word like Jºs (S, K) and
4. *** He kindled a fire; made it to burn;
nearly, to five English bushels.]
: these four words agree in form and mean
syn. 35i. (S, K;) [or made it to burn fiercely, Jº,
-

-

-

--> -

-

**

&sº

-

29

- d -

2.

-

34,

ing, and have no fifth ; although some of the
lexicologists differ, in holding that some of them
cº
to
the
falling
is
others
and
good,
to
what
relate
(the
of
perfume)
odour
5. *** see 1. – t It
25 a word denoting compassion, or pity:
nvas hot, or strong; syn. •º. ($, K.) — into destruction. Accord. to what is said by (AZ, Aş, S, K:) Jºs denotes [an imprecation
J-35 denote
f It (a jewel) shone; glistened; gloned. (S, K.) Z, in the Fáik, -5 and 2-23 and
of] punishment; ($;) or [of] removal from
– f It (a day) was violently hot. (A.) — I It compassion : but J22 is used in reviling, and good, or from prosperity: (AZ, As :) or [of]
imprecating destruction. (M.F.) IKtt says, in
(heat) nas violent. (A.)

or to glow :] in the M, W & (L.)

J

0 o

º

...

6

º. o.

.

. .

es A32, and "cº-º,
4.

-

2

and

ā-A*3 iſ, and

-

* iſſu-kº, ; A violently hot day, and might. (L.)
*** and W ** The burning, or heat, of fire.
(S, K.) [See 1.] – Also, The diffusion (in a
neut. sense) of the odour of perfume; and the
hot, or strong, odour, thereof. (L.) – Also,

the latter, The shining, glistening, or glowing, of
(L.)

a jewel.

&lsº and ălsº

: See

&es.

** see -ºs.
3

J.

5 o –

*** -

burning, or gloning,
[A6 fiercely
*~
9 º'

(TA.)

star].

*** 8-9-

[A fiercely burning,

or glowing, lamp : Kur. lxxviii. 13:] i.e., the
(TA.)

Sun.
* >

w-. 2

**-****, as an epithet applied to a woman,
Hot in the pudendum; expl. by & ā
(L.)

the Tahdheeb el-Af’āl, that the invariable verbs destruction: (AZ:) and Jº denotes the same
(As :) or
are nine in number: ... and Jº and Jº and as tº : (AZ;) or less than &
*> and J-35 denote compassion, or pity, and
and
J-4 and the verb of wonder and •º
admiration of one's beauty; as when you say of
4:25 and alº2 and 4-5 but that El-Mázinee
a child, 4-di us 4-5. and 4-Vol Lo 4–3.
asserts the last four to be inf. ns. (TA.) You
[Mercy on him 1 or the like: how beautiful is
say *25, (S, K.) and JJ Q-33, and •º º-s, he 11 (Kh) or, accord. to most of the lexico–
and a lººs, and a Sr-9, (K,) with the three logists, Jº is a word said to, or of, any one
different vowel-terminations, both in addressing who falls into destruction or trial, or misfortune,
a person and in speaking of one who is absent, and on whom one does not wish God's mercy :
(TA,) and º, and º ~3. (K,) [and -, and -25 is said to, or of, any one who falls into
trial or misfortune, and for whom one wishes
*. (see below,)] and •º <s. (S, K,) and God's mercy, and his escape therefrom : the
25 sº (TA,) [and 2% –3. (see below,)] and former word being so used in the Kur-án, and
& -, on the authority of IAar, (K,) who the latter by the Prophet: (T:) or U23 is said
adds, except the 2-1 5-3, who, it appears, from to, or of, him who falls into destruction : and
his saying this, give fet-h to the - : (TA:) the 23 is a word by which one chides him who is
meaning of all which is, May God make woe at the point of falling into destruction : (Sb :)
(U23) to cleave to thee! [and —to Zeyd 1 &c. : or tº and U23 are syn., (Yz, El-Nadr, $,
or Woe to thee! &c.; but see what is said Ibn-El-Faraj,) and U-23 signifies the same:
above.] (S, K.) Dhu-l-Khirak Et-Tuhawee uses (Ibn-El-Faraj:) or 2-5 is a little softer, or
~3 in the sense of J25, addressing to a wolf more gentle, than Jºs : (En-Nadr :) [if so,

&

--O-

--O.

-- ~

...

• . o.

*...

38,

(L) and

#233

the ejaculation

0.

3

c.

0.

*~

2o .

•

JAA5

2.

-

-

-

T

- -

*** <s. [which

(A$, S, A, L.) A lon, or same in meaning as

-

z

*

> 0 .

is therefore the as-35 signifies noe to him 1 in the same, or in a
-- ~ O

4:51:

(TA :) but accord. milder, manner than aºs :] or the original of

Book I.]

2971

*2 – Jº
• * o .

-

-

-

As is Jºs; sometimes - being added to this ** *

prefixed n. ; (S;) and putting it in the meaning: (TA:) or 41-23 is not said except to
latter word, and sometimes J, and sometimes acc. case again because of a verb understood ; children; and JJ, 3 is an expression in which is
Jº, and sometimes J. ; (K;) so that it becomes (S, K5) and in like manner, *s, and * J22: roughness and reproach ; and *> is a gentle and
2-3 and J25 and -2 and J-45. (TA.) [See (S:) and also •ºj tº-3 in the same sense. good expression. (AHát, TA.) See
and
-

• - © .

-

-

-

-

-

-

- a -

34,

© .

J25 and -3 and J-2 and es5.] You say

**

5 oz.

(K.)

J25 and

5 o

-3. — It also signifies Poverty.

23, [Mercy on Zeyd! or woe to Zeyd!); putting
(ISk, M.) And one may say, if it be right to
u-25 a word used to denote compassion, or say so to one, a J-35 as meaning Poverty be to
U-25

23 in the nom. case as an inchoative; ($, K;)
6 o' .

and in like manner,

23, J25 :

(S:) and also

--

5

5 e -

oz.

pity, and admiration of one's beauty; (M, K;) him. (ISk.) – Also, What a man desires.
the object being a child; (K; ) as when one (M, K.) So in the phrase º Jº He found,
of a verb understood ; (S, K ;) as though you says of a child, “Liu. 4.3 [Mercy on him or met with, or experienced, nºhat he desired;
said “s ăſ & [May God make mercy, or
or the like: hon, beautiful is he "j : (TA:) or (M, K ;) accord. to an explanation given by
woe, to attend him constantly "j; and in like Jº and
are used in the place of Jºs: IAgr; so that it means much : but in one place
manner, •º Sº (S :) or [it is put in the
he says that this phrase signifies he found, &c.,
ace case as an absolute complement of a verb (TA;) and 4. Jº signifies aſ J.3 [Woe to n:hat he did not desire. (M.)
him " : (M, TA :) or, as some say, J-2 is a
understood, i.e., as an inf. n., and j the meaning
word denoting contempt; and has no verb;
is *: &# [I say, May God have mercy
analogy forbidding that it should have one :
[J25 &c.
on him 1 emphatically]: (Z, in the Fáik:) you (IJ, M :) Aboo-Turáb says, I heard Abu-s
See Supplement.j
also say 4-5. and •º
(S, K;) making Semeyda’ say, J-5 and
and J. have one

29, “s;

putting

cº

in the acc. case because

•

2 ... O

º o

*::

…”

&:

-

#3
-

6 o'

9 o .

[Book I.]

The twenty-eighth letter of the alphabet:

K.) it is of the birds called ,iº, ſpl. of iº,

Asad ; (Ks, Lh, TA;) the case of Jº being

esjø and the cºst; and the Jij made an exception by them because kesr with
or weak, and is a letter of prolongation and of and the 33% (AHát in TA, in art. 3- ) that letter is difficult of pronunciation ; (Sb,
It is one of the letters termed soft,
called {{.

augmentation.

as are also the

As a numeral it signifies Ten. accord. to Dmr, it is a small bird, short-tailed, TA ;) but some of the Benoo-Kelb pronounce
occurs in the phrase the temperament of nihich is, in comparison nith Us also with kesr, which is extr. ; (Fr, Lb, TA :)

frequently

= \s ſo:

\e

aul Jº,

and in

lºt. – US inserted to give that of the Cºlº, cold and moist; for it is more

fulness of sound to kesreh, see art. 1. – Used
see JUS-S), Câll in art. 1. – Jº with
sheddeh followed by 3 converts a part. n. into
a quasi-inf. n., as iº9, “the being beaten.”
So, by the relative s, ãº iº, substs. and
even particles are converted into abstract nouns
of quality, as *… and *...*. = @ is the

and this is done in the instances of

Jºe

and

patient, or enduring, and heavier in motion : J- because one J is here strengthened by
the people of Egypt and Syria, he adds, call it another; (K, TA ;) [I find also, in a copy of
.*. on account of the lightness and swiftness the M, Jº, as an extr. form of the aor. of this
verb, on the authority of Sb ; but it is doubtless
of its wings: (TA:) pl. &% and, in a verse,
a mistranscription for Jºe: and there is another
& (S.) — Also, accord. to AA, The head, evident mistranscription in a quotation from Sb
or uppermost part, of a vessel in which J-4. immediately following in that copy, relating to
is kept : mentioned before as called aors. of the form of Jºe, which has been ren
most common of vocative particles, used in •(collyrium)
282
calling to him who is near; [like O !] ; and to $32, which is perhaps a mistake for $232. (TA.) dered correctly above, in the present work, from the
him who is distant ; [like Ho there ! Holloa lj;
TA;] inf. m. Jº (S. M., A, Mºb, K) and Jº,

jº,

o

and to him who is between near and distant ;

[like ho! what ho!] ; (Ibn-el-Kátib, in the
Káfiyeh, cited in TA, art. ū.) Pronounced
with imäleh, see art.
-

-

© -

º! — Jº

for

J. º,

J-º

1. Jº, (S. M. A. Mºb, K.) Jill & (S,
A", Mºb) aor. Jº and Jº, (S, M, Mºb, K.)

.#

-

the latter of which is extr., (Sb, S, M, K,)

see J. – 22 and agº, see art. 2'.

of 2-3,

though properly an inf. n. of 4; (Msb ;) He
despaired of the thing ; syn. of the inf. n.

(Aş, S, TA,) and is of the dial. of the higher
classes of Mudar, as are also the similar in

bj, (S, A, K.) contr. of tº (M. A. K.)

like

Ü
of...?.

s: .22

(TA,) or Jº, (as in a copy of the M,) and it
(Ibn-'Abbād, M, K, TA [but in a MS. copy of the
K I find it written i-g and in the CK, act ;])
and Jº! is also used as an inf. n. of this verb,

--, aor. of ---, and 2%

aOt".

or he cut off hope of the thing : (A, K:*) or
R.Q. 1. quº, inf. n. oute and #29, [respecting stances, but the former is of the dial. of the
his hope of the thing became cut off : (Mgh :)
the form of which latter see usus, IIe made a lower classes of the Mudar; (AZ, S, Msb, TA ;)
-28.

-

(S, A, K.)
benignity, or favour to him. or, as Sb says, accord. to his companions, the and "Jº, signifies the sºme,
show of hindness,
282 - - -2
and so
($;)
followed
cº-º;
by
manner
like
in
forms, Jº, aor.
(K.) — fú 3A U-5] [It is only making a show verb was originally of two
• £2.

-->.

--

-

o.

does

"Jºë,

of kindness, &c.; or, perhaps, He is only one J-º, and C-2, aor. J-Rº, and a compound
-

…

-

o.

who makes a show of kindness, &c,.]. (L.) = [which is J-º having J-º for its aor.] was

2.Éw t He called the people : (K: so
the I, and this is the fºre meaning:

too in then formed from the two ; but as to
TA :)

or he said to the people \,\!, in order that they
should assemble, or collect together. (K) –

3.

and

&
&3,
Cº. and &3,
alor.

and
aor.

of the

J-3,

but with

incorporation

[of the

Jº into the ºl. (S.) It is allowable to trans
&-3,
pose the letters of Jº, so as to say Jº but
24, and
a0I".

29.
&, and *
aor.

not those of the inf. n.

&
in each of these only one form is allowable,
Jºe tú He called to the camels by the cry **.
with the kesr; (S, TA;) and some change the
aOr.

Ineasure

Jº!,

(S, K,) [originally

aOI".

(Msb.) There is not a

word in the Arabic language commencing with
Us followed by , except Jº [and its derivatives]
~f~

(t. and

its derivatives, and words
second J of the aor. of Jº into 1, and say commencing with an augmentative Us followed
TA,) to quiet them. (K.)
Jº and Jº ; (Mbr, S, TA ;) and I’Ab reads, by a radical J. The expression Jº & Jºs,
it. The cry, or crying, of the bird called in the Kur. xii. 87, Jºe, after the manner of occurring in a description of Mohammad, means
(IKtt) [and

3, (whence the verb is formed by transposition,

;4

(K.)-[See also the verb.]—See art. ū.

the dial. of those who

pronounce the

first letter that his stature was such as would not make

of the aor. with kesr excepting such as is with [one] to despair of his height; for he was nearer
s. 22
;: A certain bird (S, K) of prey, (S,) Ug [for its first letter], (K, TA,) which dial. is to tallness than he was to shortness: (K,” TA :)
resembling the [kind of hawk called] Jé. (S, that of Temeem and Keys and Hudheyl and J-º is here an indeterminate noun governed in
3.76
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the accus. case by the negative S : (TA :) or, (K, TA:) or, as Suh says, in the R, this necessarily implies difficulty of assuming form
…

accord. to one relation, the words are, J.3% S

Jº &c.

i.e., he who vied with him in tallness would not

•

J-3%

•º,

sense of

3.43.

-

united. (KT8) and 'J', (§, M, K) of
the measure J-3, (S,) the US being changed

is here in the

into st', (M,) as well as [its original form]

* enz

?.

despair of him on account of his excessive | ****
3

--

Cº.

meaning, that his height was not despaired of;

# 2.

. o.

Jº ^),] Jºuji the son of Mudar died of it. (TA)

[in the CK, erroneously,

height: (K, TA:) so that

.

--

disease was called J-2 iſs, or J-9) i!3, because and of becoming separated and of becoming

see J-52.

J-º', (TA [there written J-3

J.4.

the conjunction 3 prefixed to it]) aor. [of the

Jºº#2 (M, Mgh, Msb) and "J-2 (M) and

former]

- .

like G313 fue in the sense of

(TA.) — [Hence,

§2. <

$ 2

The

>

-

…

o.”

M, A, Msb, K,) aor. J-4 and

Jº:

and [of the latter]

Jºãº,

(M,)

signifies the same as Jº : (M, K:) or is quasi

'J',:(s, M, A, K) and 'Jº (M.K.) Despair.
(Msb.) —

woman was, or became, barren.

J-4, (S,

because it has

ing : (S, M, A, Mgh, K:) but the third has pass. of Y & [and therefore signifies it became

c

~z,

an intensive signification, (Bd, xli. 49.) [and dried, or dried up ; &c.); (Ibn-Es-Sarráj, S.;)
[as also Y J-3, occurring in the TA, art. J-Se..]
(M,) also signifies i He knen, ; syn. As ($, so the last.]
M, A, Msb, K;) in the dial. of

En-Nakha';

i-9, A barren

(S, Msb;) or, accord. to El-Kelbee, (M,) or
Ibn-El-Kelbee, (TA,) in the dial. of Wahbeel,

•

.V o

became dry; &c.] (S, K.)

?• .

And

Jº

<

The land lost its water and moisture ; its water

(M.) — [Hence,

and moisture went anay.
*:

.* r >

*

2

*

* 23,
2 ×2
|a.22-6.
* - 3 + He became costice. And] J.
2. 69.3 °2,3- [They rendered it waste, and U...,
u : [That friendship which reas between

made it desolate : see

(S, M, Msb, K :) or, accord. to some of the
-

6

lexicologists, do not then those who have beliered
know with a knowledge wherencith they despair
of its being otherwise than what they know 2 or
the meaning is, do not then those who have
beliered despair of the belief of those whom

[The plant, or herbage,

(Msb.)

a-e J-53s. Despaired of (M, Mgh, Msb.")

a tribe of En-Nakha'; or, accord. to El-Kàsim
Ibn-Maan, of the dial. of Hawāzin. (M., T.A.)
So in the Kur. [xiii. 30] lsº &#7 J-4 23.
[Do not then those who have believed know 2]:

<º J.-

You say,
woman.

-.

-

*].

(A.)

-

-

them two became nºithered; (see 2, and see also
es; ) i.e.,] they became disunited, each from
the other; the bond of friendship that united

-

ºt. Vacant; in which there is nothing (sh ;)
o:

in which there is no one. (T.) * J. A.
them, each to the other, became severed; syn.
land that is in a state of ruin, or waste, unin
tºº. (A, TA) — Hence also, (M,) * Jº,
•

*

habited, depopulated, deserted, desolate, in a

God has described as those who will not believe 2

state the contrary of flourishing : ($, K:) an (so in a copy of the M [agreeably with an
uninhabited land, accord. to some.
(Msb.) explanation of its part. n. J-ºld, q.v., and in a

(M, TA;) but I'Ab (M, TA) and ‘Alee and
others (TA) used to read lºcºſ
and I’Ab said that he thought that the writer
had written J-4. in a state of drowsiness. (M*,

-Lº Jºã- : in this case, the latter word is copy of the A written J-2',) or J-2), [from
2 -o:
o o ż
merely an imitative sequent to the former: (Sh, J-2\,.]
like Aye!, (K,) t Be thou silent; or
Msb:) or it is not so ; (S;) [and therefore the cease thou from speaking : (M, A, K:) said to
meaning is A rery desolate waste, or the like; a II) all.

*

s

6

. .

-

-

-

• 23

-

.

o

of

-

(M.)
Soheym Ibn-Wetheel El-Yarboo’ee also -\º being added to strengthen the signification
2. – (S, A, K.) inf n. Jº, (S) II.
uses the verb in this sense, in a verse cited in of Jºã-: or merely a waste, or the like ;
art. 2-2, voce 3-, q.v. (S, M*). [Z says,| You ~\º being an explicative adjunct]. -9s-cº's dried it; made it dry; [&c.; see 1 ;) (S, A,
• , ,…
f I have <^* >> J-j-S) -\º [Their dwelling is desolate, K.) as also " …. (M. A. K.)—[Hence
--->
o :
" - 3
say, 3-2- Jº-, 49) --~ 23, meaning,
vacant :
there is (to it) neither guard nor door].
the saying, alsº º-, J-3 C," a Jº Jºel
known [that thou art a good man], because
with eager desire is restlessness, and with (A.) --tº J33- A tank, or cistern, that is [I pray that thou mayest be preserved by God
TA.)

©

-

-

o

* * >

2 wº.

2

o

2

-

-

-

d

--

-

-

. .

o. 2

.

-

& 2.

2.

z

-

Ac >

2

.

-

»º

5 o .

•

-

-

-

-

-

the cessation thereof is quiet and tranquility ; empty; containing no water. (A.) &: Jº from thy neithering a freshened tie of relation
•2- a
2 - # **
wherefore it is said, Jºº-y!" X-1 vº!' [De º J-8) It became decoid of inhabitants : ship]. (A, TA.) And & Jºesº J-5 Sj
spair is one of the two states of rest.] (A, occurring in a verse of Ibn-Abee-Rabee'ah. (TA.) ! [Wither not the fresh and vigorous friendship,
betn’een me and thee; i.e., sever not thou the firm
T.A.)
L*::
bond of friendship that unites me and thee :
4. a-U!, (S, M, A, Mgh, K,) inf. n. C-U!,
see tº
J-4: and see also es;). (A, TA.)
(L, Mgh, Msb,) of the same measure as Jüe,
* ~ * of

5

.

--> -o,

-

1. Jº, aor. Jº (S. M. A. Mºl, K) and

(Ms) originally Jº, (L, Mºb) like Jº, Jºº (K) and Jº, (S, M, Mºb, K) which
(L,) and

&º, (Msb,) He made him to despair.

J-4,
J. (M,

latter is extr., (S, M, K,) so that it is like

(S, M, A, K :) or to cut off hope : (A :) or (TA,) inf. n. Jº (S, M, Msb") and
to cease to hare hope: (Mgh:) já,
of such Mºb, TA) and J. (M) and iº.

&:

a thing : (S:) as also V a.…" [from J-2)]. (Mgh,
* ~ *

-

~

:

(K ſhut

3.

4–9

+ He treated him

with drynes

and

|

hardness, or niggardliness; syn. 4-5 ; (L, K,
a- ) i.e.
U-ºw 4.6\e. (TK, in
that art.) [See J-ºk.]

:3-9

art.

not there said to be an inf. n.,* being
men
o only
“.. ..
* ...

4.

JS

<-21 The land had its plants or

tioned there in an explanation of the word J-3,
K.) — [Hence, ãºf ū God made her to be, and accord. to general rule it would be an inf. n. herbage, (A,) or its leguminous plants, (Yaakoob,
or become, barren. (Msb.)
of J-4 , which is probably an obsolete form, ly S, K,) drying up, or dried up : (Yaakoob, S, A,
K:) or became abundant in its dry plants or
It was, or became, dry;
or it dried, or dried
8 :
$/
10 :
see 1.
up; after having been moist, humid, succulent, herbage. (M.) — sº, ~~! The she-camel
y

-

>

or the like : (A, Msb, K:) or, [rather,) it was, became milkless. (TA, voce <s.) — J-2)
J.ū Phthisis, or consumption; syn. J. ; or became, dry; or it dried, or dried up; and 2;in The people journeyed in the land: (K :)
(M, K ;) because he who is affected by it is also, [but perhaps tropically, it was, or became, or in the dry land; (TA;) like as you say

.

3.

-

JS1 (S. TA)—Jº
despaired of ; (M ;) or [because]
the first who stiff, rigid, tough, firm, resisting pressure, or bj,k from 3,
2 :was affected by it was Jūji, (K, TA,) or hard : [contr. of -le, J J-2 signifying the see 1, last signification. = a-ºl: see 2, in two
...

J-9, (TA,) the son of Mudar the son of Nizár: contr. of #sº

." .

(M. :)

9 o.º.

i-s: is

-

- -

-

a quality which places.
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(~~).

5: see 1.

manner, applied to land

8. J.; and J-3, aor. J.; and Jºãº

water and pasturage have dried up ; and the the leg is lost : (AHeyth :) or cº signifies
latter, so applied, f hard; (M;) as also Jº the parts of the two shanks upon n:hich is no

see 1.
6 o'.

6

f applied to a stone : (A :)

.

J-º: see 1: = and see J-2, throughout.
6 o.p.

g

-

:

Cº.

See

See

[generally] J'esh : ($ ) or the parts of the two shanks of a

dry, or dried up; (S, M, A, Msb, K;) as also
[sometimes] Jº ; (M, K ;) the former being

cº, throughout.

J-4

pains one, (A Heyth, K,) and nºhen it is broken,

applied to a plant, or herbage, as signifying horse upon which the flesh is dry, or tough: (AO:)

of the measure

Jº

"Jºe. is

-

J-2 : see 1 : = and see J-22, in two places.
J-2 : see 1: = and see

of n:hich the

Jº

in the sense of the measure

or the shank-bones (M, TA) of the fore leg and
hind leg : (TA :) or n/at appears of these :
(M, TA :) or the parts above the Júze
[app. here meaning the two ankles

9.3%

and
and

Jes:

J-4

E-

--94,

like

(Msb :) or it is so applied to herbs, or nºrists]: (A:) pl. Jº (S, K:) which is also
2 of
leguminous
plants,
of
the
sort
termed
29-1
[that applied to such parts as are like the hock, or
[as a

Aus;,

are eaten without being cooked, or that are hough, and the shank. (TA.) — Also, the pl.,
slender and succulent, &c.], (As, K,) and of the Hard things upon which snords are tried. (K.)
the anus; syn. àº, , (K, TA [in one copy sort termed 2.É. [that are hard and thick, or
6 of:
4-9-e Jºy! [originally a->] Land of which
of the K, ãºil; and in the CK, isºl ;]) thick and rough, &c.); (As, TA;) and [so As,
in the TA ; and so in some copies of the K: the plants, or herbage, are drying up, or dried
i.e., <--> : on the authority of IAar. (TA.)
but in the CK, or] those herbs and leguminous up. (A.)
plants that become scattered when they dry up ;
J-9-3 ;
See Jº ; for the latter, throughout.
cº & [4 very drying wind]. (TA,
proper name, The pudendum ; syn.

#:

Or

3 .

6

º

(A, K, as also "Jº, and "J. : (TA;)
but not to what is dry of the Jº- and cº

-

-

L-e: ;

...)

-

-

* ...

-

o.p.

9.

voce U.S.)

Lº, &c.
(A5, T.A.) — [Hence,
or dried up, after having been and
See Supplement.]
succulent, or the like : (A, Msb, JºJ) J-y\,\! t The palsied of whom the half is
without
sensation
and
nithout
motion.
(Mgh.)
K:) or, [rather,) dry, or dried up, or easiccated:
&:
Jº (AHn) app. meaning
and also, [but perhaps tropically, stiff, rigid, And
tº:
£, o.
tough, firm, resisting pressure, or hard : [see 1 :] + A man as though he were dead and dried up
(M.) pl. Jº (M) and "J., which latter is in consequence of much intoxication. (M.) [And Q. 1. *-ſ º (K, TA; in the CK, ſerro
neously, t; ;) He dyed his beard neith tº.
like Jºe, as pl. of J.e5: (Isk, S, Msbº) a.º. Jº + Costive..] And Jº & + In (K.) A strange verb as to its form, (K,) which
and "Jº is a dial. form. of Jº: (A’Obeyd, toricated so much as not to speak ; as though the
[except in its final vowel) is that of an aorist,
S:) or J-4 is [rather] a quasi-pl. of Jºº. as is wine had dried him up by its heat. (M.) And

*º-

J-9 Dry,
moist, humid,

*

£º

Jº

. . , 6.

though it is a preterite. (T.A.) Mentioned in

also

"J".

license for

(M. :) or this last is used by poetic

Jº

(TA :) also, (S, M.,)

signifies the same as

Jº,

"Jº

*iº & Gi (IAar, M) and " ... (Th, M) + A

the L in art. º, (q.v.), on the authority of IJ;
she-ass dry, and lean. (M.) And "Jº $t. and there also by ISd; and A Hei and others
and "Jº (AO, S, M, K) + A ene, or she assert the L3 to be augmentative. [If so, the

(S, M, Msb, K,)

as also "Jº, (M) and "J-3, (M., K.) and
"Jº, (K,) and "Jº, (M,) and "Jº,
(TA,) and "J : (K:) or " Jº signifies dry
from its origin, not having been known moist :
(K:) but W Jº, is applied to a thing dry after
having been knomºn to be moist : (TA :) and as
to the path of Moses, [to which the former of
the last two epithets is applied in the Kur.
xx. 79, it had never been known as a path
either moist or dry, for God only showed it to
them created such ; but the epithet is also read
with sukoon to the rº, because, though it had
not been a path, it was a place wherein had been
water and which had dried up : (K, TA:) the
latter reading is that of El-Hasan El-Basree:
and El-Aamash read the word with kesr to
the J. : (TA :) Th [however] says, (S,) you

goat, without milk : (AO, S, M, K:) or nihose verb is a quasi-quadriliteral-radical word.] F
milk has stopped, and her udder become dry. follows $gh, in mentioning it here. (TA.)
9–
(M.) And *ā- §2. +A woman n-ho has no
U23 (S, K) and
and º (K) and &
milk : pl. *: and Jº and ſquasi-pl. n.]
(without 2) and (accord. to [the Bári', as men
Jº [like
and 39).
(TA, from the
tioned in] the TA, art. 9)
and
and
Moheet.) And "Jº
t [A dry duct], (accord. to MF, who omits the two forms here
meaning, penis. (Lh, M.) And J-9 }< immediately preceding,) º and ū. without 2,
k-w.º.º.

tº:

Jº-

tº:

t;

&=

f Hair upon n-hich no effect is produced by (TA,) i.g.

ºt-

($, K) [The plant Lan'sonia
moistening nith mater nor with oil; (A, TA's)
which is the worst sort thereof. (TA.) And inermis]. See also art. to. where the word is
. Accord.
* [...]
f Dry sneat : (M, A :) or [simply] written [erroneously in my opinion]

º

Jº:

Jº Jé, and "Je.
f A man having little good : (A :) and *-ū º
and "Jº (A, TA) and 'J. (S, K, TA)

to IB (not IJ [as in the CK]), the may only
be omitted when the word is pronounced with
dammeh to the U.S. (T.A.)

f a noman having little good : (A:) or in whom

J-2

sneat. (AA, S, K.) And

is no good: (K, TA :) or who does not cause one

1, 2-4, aor.

obtain any good. (S.) And "Jº Ji tº:
say "Jº J-a-, dry firewood, as though it to
! Betnyeen them two is disunion.
(A, TA.)

were so naturally: ($, Msb :) [and J says,
"J. signifies a place dry after having been

3–3,

[respecting the form of

which see the same verb in a different sense

below, inf. n. *

and

3– [and 3,4- (see:

Jº [comp. and superl. of
— [Hence below)], He ras, or became, gentle, and tract.
moist; and so in the instance in the Kur. men
able, submissive, manageable, or easy; (M, K;)
the saying, 2- &: Jº : Harder than
tioned above : (S:) [and Fei says, it signifies
said of a man, and of a horse: (MI:) and ,
a place that has had in it water which has gone rock. (A.) =see also J-4, near the beginning
ancay; or, as Az says, a path in which is no
moisture: (Msb:) [and ISd says,

"Jº

and

W.J., signify a place that is dry : and in like

Jºl.

and at the end. =

Jºš,

as a subst., not an

[app. signifies the same : and ) is said of speech,
and of a thing or an affair; signifying, [when

epithet, (A Heyth,) The part of the shin-bone, in relating to the former, it was gentle, or [when
the middle of the shank, which, mºlen pressed, relating to the latter, easy; like Jº * las
76%
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J-2
-

->

-

-

-

•.

-

syn. with 3 a...], and J-3 [as syn, with J-e-º]. made ready, him or it, 139 for such a thing. (A or direction with the people; as also '.… ;-1,
-

• ...

*

. .

(Bd, xvii. 30) See also …. — ºr 4, said [in which this signification is said to be tropical.]) aor. -4. accord. to Sb. (M., T.A.)
of a woman : see sº = 2-2, aor. *, It (a 3-3 relates to both good and evil: (M, K:) as
4. -- She (a woman, M) brought forth
in the following instances in the Kur; [xcii. 7,
thing) was, or became, little in quantity: (A,
neith ease; she had an easy birth; (M, A, K.)
Msb:) contemptible; paltry; of no weight or 10; Jº 9-3-3, and esº, (M) [We as also " -, -, (M., IKtt,) which is in like
• , of

•

* >

Jº-

(A.) =

aor.

Jº-º: (AHn, M,

facilitate, or

may, or]

We will
manner said of a she-camel; (M ;) or, as in the
accommodate him, or adapt him, or dispose him,
K.) inf. n. 23, (AHn, M.) He (a man, AHn, [to a state of ease, and to a state of difficulty, or copies of the K, *—s, without teshdeed. (TA.)
M) came on, or from the direction of my left (as explained in the TA, art. 3-c.,) to punishment, One says, in praying (M., A) for a pregnant
hand. (AHn, M, K.) See also 3. = -4, and a difficult case :] (S, A:) or We will pre woman, (A,) * =sº * -: May she have an
[aor.
4. inf. n. 34.) He divided anything pare him for paradise, and for hell: (Jel:) or easy birth, (Lh, M, A,) and may she bring forth
into parts, or portions.
(T.A.) You say, We will prepare him to return to good, or right a male child. (Lh, M.) See the contr., ºn-ci.
north.

will

smooth, his

...)

o

à é… I divided the flesh of the she camel
into parts or portions. (TA.) And2•j- by
They slaughtered the she camel and divided its
limbs, (S,) or portions, (TA) among themselves;
(S, TA;) as also, accord. to Aboo'Omar El
Jarmee, W tºº,

º-s,

aor".

eous, conduct, [and to persevere in evil, or un = 2-3", (S, M., &c.,) aor. 3-24, in which the
righteous, conduct; the former leading to ease, [radical] J is changed into 3. because it is qui
and the latter to difficulty:] (Fr, TA:) or We escent and preceded by damm, (S,) inf. n.

3-,

will prepare him for that habit of conduct which

•*
ju-3
; for that which leads to difficulty, such as the (M,) He became possessed of competence, or
º

inf.

Il.

2-

-

•

6 -o

-

-è

entering hell: from

Jº, meaning, he pre

*

> * >

•

like as they say in the case of

<!.

o.

6

& p.

0 wº

2

w x

9 - 2

bridling. (Bd.) It is said in a trad. 4 × 35,

= 'º-º's Jºel stºl I put my camels aside
(S.) * + And water for ablution had been prepared on the right hand and the left. (A.)

Soheym Ibn-Wetheel El-Yarboo’ee says,
.

sufficiency; or of richness, or nealth, or opulence;
(S, M.Mgh, Ms., $:) and abundance. (Msb.)

o J

-

inf n. Ju-51, with hemz ; and cº-ºs- A ;

.

(M, Mgh, K) and 45 (M, K.) accord. to Kr

leads to ease, such as the entering paradise, and and Lh, but correctly the latter is a simple subst,

and he adds that some people say, lº-ju, pared the horse for riding, by saddling and
6

-- o 3

and put for him. (TA)—Jº-, (int."
3-3, K.) The man's camels, and his sheep or

of

#

Jºrce 3. -** **, J25.

5. 2-. It (a thing, M, Msb) was, or became,
facilitated, or easy; (M, A, Msb, K, TA;)
contr. of difficult, hard, strait, or intricate;

goats, brought forth nºith ease, (IAar, M, K), and
(TA;) as also "3-2-1. (M, A, Msb, K.) You
none of them perished. (IAar, M.) —º
A-ºj Jºº Jº Jº 's-º-º/
say, 2–3 us wº-ſ, and "2-fººt., We took n'hat
The sheep, or goats, abounded in milk, (S, M, A,
was easy [of obtainment, or of attainment]. (TA.)
[I say to them, in the ravine, when they divide
K,) and in like manner, Jº) the camels, (M,)
And it is said in a trad., respecting the eleemo
me among themselves, deciding what shares they
shall severally have in me, Know ye not that I and [so in the S, M, A, but in the K or] in off sinary tax called sej, c. cºlº *** Jaa-3
am the son of the rider of Zahdam, and that ye spring : (S, M, A, K.) and they brought forth : º
;i 4; W Ú-ºf And he shall put
may obtain a great ransom for me?] for capture and they were ready to bring forth : and they
had befallen him, and they played with [gaming-] abounded. (TA.) A poet (namely Aboo-Usey with it, or them, two sheep, or goats, if they be
easy to him [to give], or twenty dirhems. (T.A.)
arrows for him. (S, T.A.. [but in the latter, deh Ed-Debeeree, TA) says,
• *-

2 * *

*

*-*... •2;

==

*

-

&#:

lº, we find lsº, which signifies
the same.) You say also, " º,
cº

- a

instead of

~ y o

–

...

• *.

And in the Kur, (ii. 192], sº & "J-ºſt.

. .”

tº: Jºej-, --> \*

*

*

a Or.

• *
*

~* ~

o

. ~~ 2

* :

*

~

* ,

tº sº-º: -j-e J" \"">2-3

+

and &ºts (K) and "bºº (M, K.) They

What is easy [to give], of camels and line and
sheep or goats : or, as some say, either a camel
or a conv or a sheep or goat. (M., T.A.) — Also,

divided among themselves the slaughtered camel. (S, M) They two are our two chiefs, as they as * …, (S, TA) and a "J-1, (S, K, TA)
(M, K.) — [Hence, 2-e, aor. -: , (S, M, A, sert; but they are only our chiefs inasmuch as t It (a thing, or an affair, K) nas, or became,
* *

*

…

6.

Msb, K,) in the [second] L3 is not suppressed as their sheep, or goats, abound in milk and in ºff. prepared, or made ready for him : (S, K, TA:)
it is in

** and its coordinates [having 5 for the spring. (T.A.) – See also *—i.

first radical], (S,) and 3–2,

like

Jºe,

[and he prepared himself for it..] It is said in a
trad.,
º: 35 They had both prepared

Jºãº

in the

[inf. n. **) He was gentle to
dial. of the Benoo-Asad, (TA,) inf. n. 7-4, (M,
nards him; acted gently towards him ; treated
TA,) or 3–2, (A,) He played at the game called
him nºith gentleness; syn. 4.5; (M, A, K:) he
2-42. (M, Msb, K5) he played with gaming was easy, or facile, with him; syn. As. (S. K.)
arron's. ($, A, Msb.)
Ex., cited by Th, from a poem : by- 22-0
If thou treat them with gentleness, they become
3.

9-9.,

&

2. 9-2, (int." -ā, M, &c.) He (God, A,

themselves, or made themselves ready, for fight.
(TA, from a trad.) – $5.2
| The countries
became abundant in herbage, or in the goods,
conveniences, or comforts, of life. (TA, from
a trad.)

sº

6.

lsº

[They were gentle, or acted gently,

Msb) made it, or rendered it, easy; facilitated gentle. (M.) And 4-12-4 He was easy, or one towards another; they treated one another
it. (M.A, Mgh, Mºb, K.) You say, ºſe ºf facile, with the partner. (TA, from a trad.) = with gentleness: (see 3, of which it is the quasi
>\, (inf. h. 3,-44, K.) He took the left-hand pass.)] they were easy, or facile, one with another;
$35, The act of bringing forth was rendered
side or direction; ($, M, A, Msb, K;) as also syn. 131st-5; (IX,* TA;)

3-3 is

the contr. of

easy to her. (A.) — He made his circumstances

* ,-uj; ($, Msb, K.) which latter is the contr. ;43. (S, art. J-e.) It is said in a trad.,
ample; he made his condition, or his way or of
J_c\, : (Ki) or W º they took the left
course [3& to such a thing], easy, or smooth :
J32, Jº by-º: Be ye easy, or facile, not ear
(Sb, M.) he accommodated, adapted, or disposed, hand side or direction ; contr. of sº. (A.) orbitant, one with another, with respect to donºry.

4-º-º

Take thou the left-hand (TA.) = See also 3. = And see 1, latter part.
[to easy things, or affairs, or cir You say,
side
or
direction
with
thy
companions; (S, A ;)
cumstances; or to the easier, or easiest, way]: (S.
8: see 1, in two places.
as also 5-3 ; but some disapprove of this latter.
A, [in the latter of which this is given as a proper,

him,

(sº

not tropical, signification:) ; he prepared, or

(S) And 2.92. He took the left-hand side

10: see 5, in five places.
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jº (TA) and "3-4 (M, A, K, TA) [each an
inf. n. (see 1) used as an epithet, and 2-9, (K,
TA,) Easy and gentle in tractableness, submis
siveness, or manageableness; applied to a man and

to a horse: (TA:) or [simply] easy; facile;

(M, A, K.) as also '2'' (TA) and 3-1, (Mºb),
this last being syn. with
nifying not difficult,

&#, (S, K,) and sig

2-ºxº

to the M; but in the K, or; and in both of these with kesr is deemed difficult to pronounce, (M,
lexicons the signification here following is placed TA,) but there are three other words commencing
first;) and in like manner, *}. , (K,) and "Ju-, like it, namely, 29, an inf. n. of “sº, though
(S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) and " 3-, (S, K,) and this is disallowed by some, and jº, pl. of Jº,
W 3-2, and Y *..., (S, M, K,) of which last
a proper name of a man, also pro
and
Sb says that it is like * and iº. in not nounced with fet-h [to the Us]; (TA;) and another

-*.

being after the manner of the verb, [but after

form is

"juj;

($gh, K;) contr. of

&

(S,

(A,) and * , “. that of the simple substantive,) (M,) and " 5–2. M, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) and so is " sº

{respecting which see also 2-4, pl.

jeº...].

(A.)

Hence," ſº, pl. of its and #4, applied to

(K.) Easiness [of circumstances]; (M, K;) com
petence, or sufficiency; or richness, or wealth, or
opulence; (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K;) abundance;

(M, A, Mg, Mºh, K) and #4 of iº, (M,
A, Mºb, K.) and "5-3, of ii., (A, M., K.)
of 45) and " …; of &: (S:) ju- and W es: sig

the legs of a beast, signifies Easy: (M.) or light, (Msb;) [in these senses, also, contr.
or active, legs of a beast: (S, TA:) or light, or and W. J– signifies [the same; or] easy ſhings nify The left [hand, or arm, or foot, or leg, or,

active, and obedient, legs of a beast of carriage:
or affairs or circumstances; contr. of Jº-c ; as limb : and the same two words, and Y * and
(A:) or the legs of a she-camel: and you say also, also W irº. (TA, art. 2-c.) You say also, W 5–2. the left, meaning the left side or direc
<!- Jºu 3.2% meaning, verily "ju- Ji[Grant thou me a delay until tion or relative location or place : (Msb:) and
the legs of this horse are obedient and light or I shall be in a state of easiness of circumstances, " …, the left side: or a person [or thing] that
active. (TA.) [Hence also, * $35, [An easy &c.]; in which the last word is indecl., with is on the left side: (Msb, art. J-se:) [and " i-º

&

Jú-

Jº

birth, or bringing forth). (A.) And us...} 3.3% kesr for its termination, because it is altered from

tº She brought forth her child easily: (M, K*)

the inf. n., which is

said of a woman: (M:) or " º (CK.) And

(ii. 280) some read, "…J. §ks [Then let

it is said in a trad.,

* : & 3. &

à-ºl.

the left wing of an army: the pl. of jug is …

(S.) In the Kur. (Lh, M, K) and

24,

(K,) or 2-

:

(AHn, M ;)

which last is [also] pl. of "sºft (TA ;) [and
Verily there be a postponement, or delay, until his being
the pl. of Y $4. is 3-2. You say, & 2-3

this religion is easy; liberal; one having little in a state of easiness of circumstances]: but Akh
straitness. (TA.) You say also, W 3,4- 34. says, that this is not allowable; for there is no
measure Jºãº [of this kind] : as to
[Take thou what is easy thereof, and noun of the
*
leare thou what is difficult] (A) And ' …, 2.É. and & 4, [it is said that] they are ple.

2. o –

* 5,-, Such a one sat on the left side. (S.) And
2 - d . .

W

* ~o .

* ~ *

--

-

33-35 & 12-xx}, (A, Msb",) and Jº Us”

£33

3–3, and "es-Jº º !, and "5-3.Jº ãº.J),
is applied to a saying, or speech: (A:) so in the [virtually though not in the language of the (A,) or 5–3 “, and jº cº cº cº,
Kur. xvii. 30; meaning, gentle; (Bd, Jel;) easy: grammarians] of << and *.*. (S.) [On and J-49 Jº, and 5–33 ãº,
* 6

In ean

-

(Jel.) or 'º. J; means prayer for 39-º-o, this point, see 3t,
Jji. = See also
trist.
(The
(Bq)—JºJº
(q.v.).
for,”
i.e.,
*, in two places. =24 3, . º 3,4, in
VOce

ing a rope or cord tonards the left, by rolling it
against the body from right to left; or] the twist
ing downwards, by extending the right hand to

art.

2-1.

-

parts towards him].

-

6

2–4, 34. — Made easy, or facilitated;
i4.3-3. t prepared: (K:) or [the game called]
See

wards the body [and so rolling the rope or cord
donºnnards against the body or thigh, which is
the usual way of twisting]; (S, A*, K;) contr.

ing, They sat on the right side and on the left.
(Msb.) And Y 9-6. §§ [He turned his left

2–º

prepared:

or, as some say, t

.

6

(A)

* >

3'-e: see j-.
.
23-2: see 2-\e, in two places.
6

º

x .

-

anything
º

-

2-2 : see 2–1. = Little, or small, in quantity,
prepared. (M.) =3– * A man niho works,
ing, or piercing, [straight forward; or] opposite or does anything, neith both his hands [alike]; petty : (S, A, K :) mean, contemptible; paltry;
the face : (S, M, K:) opposed to }*, which is ambidea trous; ambideater : (S, M, Msb:) and of no weight or worth. (A.) = See also 2-9.

of;... (M.A, TA)—Jº & The thrust.

º

from one's right and one's left. (TA.) See an

w

*: ; :

occurs in a trad., accord. to one rela
G. o z

º“ . .

--->

ex. Voce exº.

tion; but the former is the correct expression:

35-3 :

(A’obeydº) and the fem, is 5-4 ºr (M)
explained before, in art. 2-c. (K.) = See also

J-

See 2-3.
9

5 J .

J- [Easiness; facility;] contr. of 3:4; (S,
M,Mgh, Mºb, K.) as also '54; (S, Msb, TA;) 2-2, in six places.
[and Y 3.4: (see 3, where it is variously ex
24. see: in two places.
plained;)] and "3,4- is the contr. of: º,
5. d .

6

. .

[and therefore signifies as above; or easy; facile;]
32-3 : see 3-3, throughout.
(S;) or this last signifies, (accord. to the lexico
logists, M,) what is made easy; or facilitated;
U&-3 : see 2-3, in two places. = See also
22 of
or (accord. to Sb, M, [but see Jºi...) it is an 2-&l. = See also 3–3, throughout.
inf. n. of the measure Jºiº, (M, K,) [used in
j\-2 : see 24, in two placºs. = Also, (S, M,
the sense of* as explained above,) of the same
- c >

-

4 o' --

o

>

See

:

See

. .

j\-3.

*. first signification. = [Taking

the left-hand side or direction : or coming on, or
from the direction of, the left hand of a person:
contr. of Jºlg. (S.) = [Dividing a thing into

portions.] —[Hence, The slaughterer
of a camel: (K, TA:) because he divides its

parts, or

flesh into portions: (TA:) the person niho super
intends the division of the slaughtered camel (M,

4 ... •

K) for the game called,

Jr.

(K:) pl.

[&x-g

Mgh, Msb, K, &c.,) and "ju-2, (M., Msb, K.) and] jū : (M, K :) A'Obey'd says, I have heard
and Abu-l-Hasan the former of which is the more chaste, (ISk,
them Put-g in the place of:- [for the expla
says, that this is the truth; for it has no unaug IAmb, IF, M, Msb, K*,) or the latter is so,
mented verb, and inf ns. of this measure are not
nations of which see what follows, and '3- in
(I Drd, M, K,) or the latter is a variation used
(M,) or '3- and 3-4 signify
of verbs which are in use, but only of imaginary for the sake of assimilation to [its syn.] Jº, the place
unaugmented triliteral-radical verbs, as in the case ($gh, TA,) or it is vulgar, (IKt., Msb,) and not the same: and the pl. is ju-ji (S, A:) > sig
of 3,4-4, which is [really) from 21-5. (M.) allowable, (S,) or J is in error in disallowing it, nifies [as explained above, and also] a person who
For examples of 2-3, see 2-c. — Also, (accord. (K,) or it is disapproved because the incipient Us plays with gaming-arrows, (S, Msb, TA,) [at the
kind as [its contr.]

*:

of -9.

9 e -

º, e -
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2- - - -

-º-,

game called

for a slaughtered camel; this was the case :] the camel being slaughtered,

5 o .

- d .

5

23-2- : see 2-3, in three places: = and see
9 o' --

-

they collected together the ten arrows, and put also 2-2.
slaughter of the camel; and the pl. is [as above them into the àº, a thing resembling a quiver

because he is one of those who occasion the

andjº (TA ) and '3-, i.4-2. [which

(ašte), and

3-9. She-camels that bring forth easily.

(TA.)

turned them round about or shuffled

signifies the same; and the person who is entrusted, them (*): [or they employed a person, whom
as deputy, with the disposal of the arrows in the they called asſ- to do this:] then they put

**

* A nell known stone; [jasper; pecu
game above mentioned, and who shuffles them in them into the hand of the judge (.8-J), who
a whitish kind thereof, found in Mount
liarly
the agº, :] and, [as quasi-pl. of 3-9. like as 22 took them forth one after another in the name of
is of

2*]

Imaus: (Golius, from Et-Teyfāshee :)] an ara
a party assembled together at the one after another of the party; [or they com bicized word, from [the Persian]…, q.v. (K.)
missioned the alsº to do so;] and each took of

cala-ºl. (M, K.) plºt (M:) and
and 'º- signify one who contends ºrith
another at a game of hazard; syn. 25. (K:)
or W. 3- and "3,4, and also?-9, are applied to
game
W

3–

the portions of the slaughtered camel according
-la.

to his arrow ; but those to whose lots fell the

arrows without portions were obliged to pay the

4. 4. L. i4. &E tº: (K:) a dial. form
price of the slaughtered camel: with the flesh of of the latter, or formed from it by transposition:
of
o
• , of .
which they afterwards fed the poor; and him
one niho has, or to mºhom pertains, a gaming
(TA :) and in like manner as ºr las', i.q. 4 -ºpi:
who would not engage with them in the game
-

(IAar, T.A.)

(th"/"Onx.

they reproached, and called

a2, .

(Sefeenet Er [both signifying Hon, good, sneet, delicious, or

* > of

3-ºl [More, and most, easy, or facile; fem. Răghib, printed at Boolák ; p. 637:) [see also
*-j. and ~~~. and }: :] or any game of
sºil. = See alsojº.
hazard ; Or play for stakes, or nagers: (K:) so
!--- [originally 2–4, Possessing competence, that even the game of children with walnuts is
included under this name by Mujáhid in his ex
Ol' sufficiency: Ol' rich, or nealthy, or opulent :

(M, K.) pl. -u. (Sb, M, K.) [like J-Jº,
pl. of Jºiº, and, but, pl. ofºº as though

pleasant, is he, or it]. (TA, art. Jºlº.)
*

2

2 ºf

-c :

~lae! i.g. -->! [More, or most, good, snreet,
delicious, or pleasant : and pure]: a correct and

of the latter
word. (Ex...,
chaste dial. form
~ of
* > . of > 3 > →
from a trad., a law: adº 4. sºu <ſe Keep
o - d..

planation of verse 216 of chap. ii. of the Kur.:

!ye to the black thereof; (i.e., of the fruit of the
(TA:) or anything in n-hich is risk, or hazard:
(Kull, p. 321:) or the game of tricktrack, back Ji, ) for it is the best of it. But some deny
the sing. were 3,4- :] but by rule it should be gammon, or tables; syn. 3, . ($gh, K :) and its being a dial. form, [holding it to be formed
. (TA.) — Jº âû, -ºš
&xº~... for the masc., and <!--. for the fem. chess was called by Alee the-2. of the Persians, by• , , transposition]
2 * ~ of
of
or foreigners: (TA:) or the slaughtered camel º, and Çai, (the latter form from AZ,
(Abu-l-Hasan, M.)
for which they played: for when they desired to TA,) The sheep, or goat, came in the vehemence
j-e-o See J-2.
play, they bought on credit a camel for slaughter, of her lust for the male. (K.) See also
and slaughtered it, and divided it into twenty
!--- The game, or play, mith unfeathered and eight portions, or ten portions; and when one art. --!>.
[j'ad, &c.
headless arrows; (M, K;) the game of hazard
-:

-

-

º, o in

º, º e.

.

[of the arrows] after another came forth [from

which the Arabs play with such arron's; ($, Mgh,
Msb;) a game of the Arabs, played [by ten men,)
with ten unfeathered and headless arron's: they
first slaughtered a camel, [bought on credit, (see
below, in this paragraph,)] and divided it into
ten portions, or, as some say, [agreeably with
what follows, into twenty-eight: the first arrow
was called

ju,

the

à9] in the name of one man after another,

the

gain

See Supplement.]

of him for whom came forth those to

ãº

which belonged portions appeared, and the fine

of him for whom came forth [any of the arrows
1. “, (K) aor. 4, because of the guttural
called] the Jié (K:) so called as though it letter, or +, accord. to the common rule observed
were a place of division: and so used by the in the K, or : , as though it were of the same
poet Lebeed, who speaks of a fat 2-2. (TA.) class as 343, (TA,) ſh; last is probably the

and had [one notch and] one

Aºi, and had [two notches and] two portions:
the third, 4-5", and had [three notches and]

º, o

z

. .

him, or hurt him, on the part of his head called

4 * - d.

5.

o.

*** is a dial. form, He, or it, hiſ

of which

in four places.
99-º-o:

three portions: the fourth, J--, and had [four
notches and] four portions: the fifth, Jºst, and

5

32-cº : see 2-2, in two places. = See also ju-2, most correct form, as <sº is the aor. of <s,

5* ~ o.

portion of the slaughtered camel: the second,

º, o -

See 2-2.

•j-e-o :

the tºº. (K.)

**

had [five notches and] five portions; or, as Sonne
2-c.c. Prepared; disposed; made easy, or
say, this was the fourth : the sixth, J.--, and
facile. So in the following words of a trad.:
had [six notches and six portions: thé seventh,
º &é. tº 3:.. jé [And every one is pre
Jººl, which was the highest of them, having pared, &c., for that for which he is created].
[seven notches and seven portions: the eighth (TA) = 14. 93.3 ſq.v.); (Mgh, K) app.
ºf w . .”

[The top of the head;] the

part where

the anterior and posterior bones of the head

meet;

[see

ºft, of which

it is a dial. form :]

***.

(TA.) ISd regards this form of
pl. as an indication that the L3 is a radical letter,

pl.

this

art.; (TA ;)
a post-classical word; so called because easily [and F says the same in art. -31; but see that
[the
and &#91; and these three had no portions:
taken ; (Mgh;) in Persian, called aſ: [or art.]. — Jº a-ºº: Jº + [He touched
players to whom these three fell had to pay for ºl, (Mgh, K,) and in Egypt termed ãº Spica Virgini, o: Arcturus, with the top of his
and ninth and tenth were called

-

and therefore mentions it in

*** and <!
o –

the slaughtered camel: (see Jº-J1:) whence it
appears, that if the camel was divided into ten
º, o .

portions, (see Lozy,) the game must have con

Jººl.

(TA.)

head].

(A.)

—ºft &#3. & &#3

+ Such

and eminence given to him.
2-22, applied to a man, ($, TA,) Having a one had lordship
5 - -->

tinued after all these were won, until it was seen numerous offspring of sheep or goats [and5 there
w . .”

(A)—Jºn & sº I in lºſs [They

whose were the eighth and ninth and tenth ar fore much milk]; (TA;) contr. of J.--e. journeyed in the night; ye.] (A.)
art.
rows; and it seems to be the general opinion that (S, T.A.)

tº:

[See also

Book I.]
*

2974)

3-4---2 to

… o.

**** Hit, or hurt, on the part of his head roused his attention, 23-259 to the things, or [Life is a state of sleep, and death is a state of
called the

tºº.

(K.)

naking; and man between the two is a night
journeying phantom]; but most hold it to be
! He dispersed the dust : (Lth:) and the
used only by poetic license. (T.A.)

affairs (Mº) as also alai. (TA) — kill
jº

[84, &c.

raised the dust; (Lth, S, Z;) as also " Alai, ;
…

See Supplement.]

• b>

9

*

• 6 -

18

(Lth, S:) or, accord. to Az, this is a mistran
Júasz see lase, in two places. – Juaiji 32.
scription, for 29: Aiº, inf. n. kiº. (TA.) The domestic cock. (K.)

~#4

… o.

-

of

,

of .

.

5. Lai. He became awakened; or he anjaked,

4–2 lºſſel º!, Le [I have not seen any more
$34, [coll. gen, n., The sapphire, of what or anoke ; ($, Msb, TA;) º &- from his vigilant, wary, or cautious, than he]. (TA.)
ever variety: the ruby, oriental ruby, or red
sleep; (TA;) as also " air- (S, Mgh, Msb,
lais-e: see Lääz.
sapphire, also called 3- ** ; of which there
are several varieties, whereof one is the car K.) — ; His attentiono £obecame roused, or he had
ſcº, &c.
his attention roused, 2-6).J to the thing, or affair;
6 w -.

.”

º,

,

-

buncle; also called

&- **

the sapphire,

commonly so called, or blue sapphire, also called

See Supplement.]

(Msb,” TA;) as also "aiº-, and " Aig :

and the topaz, oriental topaz, or (Msb:) he became vigilant, wary, or cautious.
yellon, sapphire, also called ji. **: the (TA) You say also, as a J. "Aş-i >

3.j sºu:

©. o .

jacinth, or hyacinth, accord. to Golius, who
observes, as on the authority of the Teyfāshee,
that by this name are called various gems of
the East; four species thereof being enumerated;
the red, the yellow, or gold-coloured, the blue,
or azure, and the white: that the sapphire and
the chrysolite are also thus called: but that,
by the word used absolutely, the red jacinth,
or hyacinth, commonly called the ruby, is meant:
which last remark is agreeable with modern
usage:] a well known gem; (K;) of which
there are many varieties, (TA) the most excellent
whereof is that called
3

&º J.-S. <ººl,

- 2 o'

"

(K) also called Juºvº); [the finest kind of
ruby or carbuncle;] said to be brought from
Sarandeeb [or Ceylon]: it has the property
of exhilarating, and of conjoining [separated
friends]; (TA;) and is profitable for disturbance
of the mind (occasioned by the black bile, TA)
and palpitation, and weakness of the heart and
stomach, if drunk; [being app. reduced to
powder for that purpose, as is done with some
other gems in the East ;] and for congealment
of the blood, if hung [upon the person]: (K:)
it is a Persian word, (S,) arabicized : (S, K :)
of the measure Jºs: n. un, with 3 ; and pl.

<35. ($)
lää,

Añº,

. .”

: [He has his attention roused at his voice, to
Jº Shields, of the kind called iº, (K,)
listen thereto]. (TA.)
pl. of J; ; or of the kind called 33, aS
10. Jää-l: see 5, in three places. – : It is said in the R and M ; which two kinds differ
(a woman's anklet or other ornament) made a in this, that the 3,3, like the -i-, are of skin,
sound or sounds: (K, TA:) like as one says
[in the contr. case], 25, meaning “ its sound, or
sounds, ceased,” by reason of the fulness of the
leg. (TA.) = Alai-lº see 4.

or leather, without any wood or sinews (or
nerves), whereas Jºjj is a more general appella
tion: (TA:) or coats of defence, syn. **,
(K,) of the fabric of El-Yemen : (TA:) made
[app. whether shields or coats of defence] of
Jaag: see what next follows, in three places.
skins; (K;) i.e., of the hides of camels: (TA :)
*i; and * † and "Čuº A man making, or coats of defence (822) of the fabric of El
or awake; not sleeping : (K:) or the last has Yemen, made of skins sented together : a coll.
this signification; (S, Msb ;) and its fem. is gen. n., of which the n. un, is £4. 'Amr Ibn
Jai: , (0, Mºb, K.) the pl. (K, &c.) of the Kulthoom says:
6 o'.

first (IB, Msb) and second, (IB,) or of the first
only, for the second has no broken pl., because
of the rareness of

Jas

as the measure of an

aor. 2, (Msb, K,) and

Jººl -ºº ºl tº

#

“s 3-#4 Jº

[Upon us (were) helmets, and leathern coats of
which is applied to women as well as to men ; defence of the fabric of El-Yemen, and sn'ords
(os) and the pl. of Jusã, is bú (IB ) and that are straight (so accord. to the above reading,
the pl. of Jai is Jºãº. (K) – And the of & which I find in an excellent copy of

first (ISk, S, Msb) and " second (ISk, S) f A the S : but some read
man vigilant, wary, cautious, or in a state of
preparation ; (S, Msb;) having his attention
roused : (S:) and intelligent : (Msb :) or a man
having his attention much roused, very vigilant,
and possessing knowledge and intelligence. (ISk.)
[In the TA, each of these two epithets is said to
be after the manner of the rel. n. ; but they are
both part. ns. from Añº as syn. with lais.]
2 *

w . . .”

which, I think,

plaited thongs of leather (8-) woven together,
which are put on the head in lieu of the helmet :

(TA:) or skins nekich are served together, and
worn on the head, specially: (K:) or skins which
are norm beneath the [kind of coat called]
or [beneath that of )
one of which is

&2.

tº :

called

* -

&#.

affords not so good a sense:) and that curve]:
(S:) or helmets made of camel's hides : [see also
3. and ãji: Ol' [head cºrings made of |

iſ

or skins mºhich are worn like the

first] Ai. (Msb, K) and isis, (Msb, TA,)
mind.]. (TA.) And Hig & & + [Verily coats of defence called &2), or skins
or the latter is a simple subst., (S,) and [of the
such a one is vigilant ; not dull, heavy, or list such coats are made : (TA :) or any
second] ãºlá; (Msb, K;) He naked, or nºoke; less; lit.] light in head. (A.A.)
coverings, or armour, of skins; not
did not sleep, or was not sleeping. (Msb, K.) –
and hence, shields (3:3) [of skins]
alas.2 : see what next follows.
See also 5.
called : a poet says,
ālai. A state of waking, or being awake;
2: See 4, throughout.
6 - c. -

* ,

saying of the Et-Tihámee,

of n:hich

defensive
of iron ;
are thus

, ,

(S, Mgh, K;) as also Valaše, occurring in the

4. alai" (š, &c.) inf n. *), (TA) He

*

epithet, (sh, TA) is kui, (sh, IB, Mºb, K.)

- d -

•

•

•

Aiº, aor. . ;
(Lh, K.) and in the Msb is added Jai, i.e. like
**, which is strange; (TA ;) [but this I do You say also, Kul "Čuº Jº, and 'aisi.
not find in my copy of the Msb;] inf. n. [of the and &A=. and * & I [A man vigilant in
1.

~\!

#

--S, #2- Jé zºº
…

, 2.

…

• *

o:

:*:

-

arakened him, (S, Mgh, Mºb, K) •º &.
from his sleep ; (S;) as also

" Jai,

inf. n.

*-iji (K) and "Alai-l. (TA) — He

[Upon them (are, or n'ere,) all (kinds of) ample
coats of mail, smooth and glistening; and in

~!2 –

2080

their hands, round shields of skins] : and

*.

**

[Book I.

[And a pulley-aris clearer (in its brightness)

****

originally is a name of that skin [of n-hich such than the lustre of pure iron, or steel]: but ISk
4. C-rel (as also c-A51, TA). It (flesh-meat,
coverings are made] : Aboo-Dahbal El-Jumahee says that it is by an Arab of the desert, who, K, or a wound, TA) became stinking. (AZ, K.)

hearing the verse of Amr Ibn-Kulthoom quoted

says,
• . . 3 2
-3 a .
~~~~
**, tº
Je')2
sex
\º
2 Jety:

above, erroneously supposed -12 to signify the

o

#

#

- -

J.J.

o -

-

&- jū.

...

o ºr

y

-

-

-

*

.

-

-

-

-

-

* asserts that the meaning assigned to it in this
hemistich is founded upon a mistake. (T.A.)
[My coat of mail is smooth and glistening : * See also ăji. — Also, Anything great, big, or
cleaving (or sticking close) is an admirable cleav- large in size. (K.)
ing : and its shield, of good dimensions, is of
&
strips of skin: so accord. to explanations in the
Lº, &c.
:#:

Je"

*2-3

S, in arts. Ji, and 3:3: but I incline to think
that U-5- here is the same as tº- and that

a word is understood, which makes the meaning
to be its opening at the neck and bosom, of good

*::,

*:::

©.

**)]

A certain thorny kind of tree, not of (see
indecl., and without the art. Ji,
called sºae. Mentioned here by IM. (ISd,) accord. to IAmb t”, but this is a mis

(TA.)
take originating from a corrupt transcription
*

-

--

-

of the word, (IKh, IB, &c.,) and

2- 9 ×
x:

<-ſº 4.

JºsJº

9. c.

53-33
+

<-e: ;

it is doubtful whether it be

Arabic, or a foreign word introduced into the
| Arabic language. (T.) [See arts. <-2 and
. . . 3.]

END

OF

BOOK I.

tº,

also

-

* of sea;fish : (IAar, T :) different

from the

(so accord. to AHat, Mbr, AAF, Kr.,

Abu-l-'Ala El-Ma'arree, A,) [of the fem. gender,

***

no

Alsº

the following hemistich is cited as an ex.,

[See my translation of the 1001 Nights, note
to the Introduction.]

**

-

º

(S:) or simply skin, or hide. (K.) —
See art. º.º.
defensive coverings, or armour, of pieces ºf felt
(>3%) with a stuffing of homey (J-4) and sand.
(K.) — Also, Steel; (K;) pure iron : (1Sh, T,
<º A.

*... (TA.) Of this signification,

*:::g A name of the fish upon which is the
earth : erroneously written with ºr [stºvºſ):
so says Esh-Shiháb in the 'Imāyeh. (MF, TA.)

See Supplement.]

dimensions, is bordered with an edge of thongs] : the kind

K:) n. un.

st-eve

most eaccellent hind of iron ; and I Drd also

-

indecl. like

cº, (TA) and Jº-º. (TAth, K.)

names of The sun.

(S, art.

t”, K, &c.) [See

c”.]
[292, &c.
See Supplement.]

SUPPLEMENT TO PARTS VII. AND VIII.

C3 - CS

©o

CŞ
of ºf G, K) – 43 tº ſhot ºil 1

-

U-2

J-5-3 A sort of

sº

:

see

-jū.

6.

siſtij

They faced, or confronted, one

advanced, or came, toward thee. Like $3.25 another : see S in art.
J3.23. (L, art. 3,-.) See also Kur, ii. 172. – 8. 4 ºil He began it, or commenced it :
* J3; He advanced, or approached, tonwards namely, an affair; (S,” Mgh, K ;*) as also
him, or it. –

9–

Jº Jºi,

thºugh

as

he

"Aiii.). (Mgh.)
º

1.

tiºn 33:

desired no other person. (J.K.) – Júl

see --.

… . . o.o.

The

10, alº...] : see

**ś

[The pommel of a sword;] the thing of
silver or iron at the extremity of the hilt of a

sword. (S, K.)
J3

1. J3 as syn, with " J31, Q.V.: see, si, in two
places. –2, º & J3 L. & 3–3. See ris.

advancing of fortune;

contr. of jº.

-

Jú)

(TA).

or it.

*1.

He turned

He faced him,

his face

tonards him,

ºw! Jº [Advance in the norld, or in worldly or it. – He came before his face. — He
to meet him ; he met him, or encountered
circumstances]. (Mgh in art. A+.) Júl signi rvent
him. He saw it before him ; he looked for
fies The being fortunate. (K.L.)- Júl in. iºs ward to it; he san, it, or knew it, beforehand.
[Good fortune; &c.; see 429]: and iſe [might; He san', or knew, at the beginning of it what
he did not see, or know, at the end thereof.

&el (Kull, p. 64)— is J.; He showed

he pre
J3 He took, received, or admitted, millingly, favour to him : or, more properly,
sented a favourable aspect to him; or, accord.
See J.3.
or with approbation; he accepted.
Jº c.13 The sandal had its Jú broken. to general usage, he met him kindly; see 4. Jº.
—tº º 13, (A, art. cº) The world
(TA in art. &—º)

-

-

– 2, “i- (T, S, K, &c., in art. ...)
He met him, or encountered him, with a thing,
or an affair, or an action. (TK in art. o.º.)
º º *i- (A, K, in art. “…Sº, &c.) He
encountered him with, or, as it often means, he

:* Jº J; He set about,

accused him, to his face, of a thing that he
: see <&; and the phrases
commenced, doing a thing. (K, &c.) – See disliked, or hated
# 2 × .
to or over against, him, or it. (S," K.) See also or
o:
- * ~ *
favoured him. –

3. *ſū He faced, or fronted, or was opposite

-

©.

. . .d - o

W

alº-). He, or it, corresponded to him, or it.

-

*—tº &\;

"

29-29. – 4:42

. .

5) He clave to it : and he took

to, set about, began, or commenced it; as also
[He opposed himself to him].

--

-

-

ad

-

-

-> * >

•

-

*

ag-jºº ºil-grand-ºu"&G,
WOce

&;

and

J-9 *i-ſ, Voce 4-3 ;

** 3. – 4 * &

in both

*::::::

and see 4.—Jºë * 'Jä. (K)—[-º,-, * Jºi, and
13& 13° He requited such a thing with such a Lawu, and bºw He advanced against him, or iáis [I encountered him, or confronted him, nith
set upon him, with the snºord, and with the staff speech in which, * roughness]. (JK, M, TA,
senses like

-

(TA, art. Jºe.) See 4. Jºe,

thing: or did, orgave, such a thing in return for such

with the nihip.] – You say, J3;
a thing; as good for good, evil for evil, good for or stick, oand
wº
<ſe [He advanced against him,
49—as
les-Jº
passim.)
Lexicons
evil, or evil for good. (The
a
such
with
thing
a
— He counteracted such
or set upon him, with the whip, striking him]. (S in
thing. — He compared such a thing &c. — Jº art J.-)—seej4–4, Jº Jºand
~2:
; : * ~*
3& It was compensated, or requited, by, or with, -e
ºr
—
see
:
ºx!.
2-1
J.5)
ºJ)
Jº!
such a thing: see an ex. of the part. n. Voce ce.
4 ×

6 -

-

•

º

stín Jºſé:

see 3Ut.J.'

3.13.

&- Jº Jº —ºw:

©. .

•. o ż

6 -

see Har, p. o. a - 9–43

art. 4.-:) — al-ā-l. He anticipated it; namely,

Ramadán, by fasting before its commencement.
(TA.) – See 8.

J3 Before; contr. of 34; (S, K, &c.;) an
adv. n. of time; and, as some say, of place also;
(MF, TA;) and of rank, or station. (TA.)

s

--

Jº Jº

$3 * !Jº [and Jºãº) He poured the
A horse that is generous neith respect [Betake, or apply, thyself to thine on-n affairs]. nºater into the trough while his camels n'ere drink
*} 40 ºx : ing, so that it came upon them : (T, TA:) or J3
*A*
(T, voce J. ) + < ºf tº 24,
to both parents. (S in art. J31.)
see ºx. — J-31 [He recovered, or regained, signifies a man's bringing his camels to water,
4. º 33 I made it to face the thing :
and drawing the water over their mouths, not
(S, K:) and ºl" &é app. ignifies the samº; health ;] occurring in the K, as the explanation having prepared for them aught [thereof] before
* J3. that : (As, TA:) and Yºs all Jº Jº- he
of * 4-5. (K, art. -->4)
see a verse of El-Aqshā voce Al-º!. – 4 J3
(K, voce 2-)— Jº, with reference to the
poured the water over the mouths of his camels :
(S, K,
[He turned it forniard; contr.
20 of
~20 &
... o.:
slit ear of a she-camel: see ºx!. – alº \ººl, (M, TA:) and 4.1 Je W Jºš he drew the water
art. xx.) — J3. He came, facing; (JK, S,”
over the heads of his camels nihile they drank,
K;") came forward; came on ; advanced; contr. app. a mistranscription for Urºš): see aloš.

-

-

aist, 931

*-

~ 9,

d ... •.

J%

of ºil.

º

- -

z

~6

of

- 5*

377*

2984

[SUPPLEMENT.

n:hen they had drunk n-hat reas in the trough, rendered Upon him, or it, is an appearance of
92°
(Lh, M, TA,) not having prepared it before that: goodliness, &c.]
* ~ *-.
{3 [A kind of tunic, resembling the &#,
and this is the most severe mode of watering.
Je:3; see jºx. — Jº Kind, species, class,
(Lh, T.A.) See an ex. voce tº-, art. 3- and
generally
reaching to the middle of the shank,
~ *
27 2.
divided down the front, and made to overlap
L3’--- J3 as opposed toys : see the latter. — race. J J-e Of the kind, &c. See alſº:3.
5

.

9

.

-

-

• 922

*.*

-.

Jºã. 3–1. & Verily the truth is manifest; where Jºš alº- He came a little while ago; syn. Uš). over the chest. So in the present day. See also
Dozy, Dict, des noms de větements, pp. 352-62.]
one sees it. (TA, art. 3-c.)— J.3 us; & See (M in art. Căl.)
Jºsé CŞ3 &- ; and see J3; and C#.
13. arºu.5 Opposite to, in a position so as to face,
J-2
--º2 of ~
Ain or it. (K, &c.) See Ju- in art. J2-. —
& Jºãº Gº!! -ºj : see M, art. 23.
2. ors He prostrated him upon his side, Jºe
a Ju 3 The direction, point, place, or tract, in
24.
-* * *
S3 *.i. I met him face to face. (J.K.) — front of a thing; the opposite direction ye.
*}-> [not sº Jº, as in the K]; (L;) he threw
. .”
•
* ... .” - . . . . .
Jº Jº Jºe J. Jºe Siq, "Jºš ex cº, aM-3 A body of men from one father and him down upon one of his two sides, 2- Jº
i. e. [I mill not speak to thee until ten nights] mother ; and "Jºš, without 3, a body of men **, having pierced him [with a spearj; (JK;)
2.

t

-

J - -

- -

• *

-

6

2.

.

-

-

• *

-

^2.

5 -

-

6

-

in what I [now] begin [of time]: or the latter,
until ten [nights] which thou [now] beginnest:
and the former, until ten [nights] of the days
which thou [non-J witnessest, (K, TA,) i.e. begin
nest : (TA:) or the latter, of a time [mon.] begun;
or, a future time. (Mgh, Msb.) And tºś &

Jéess & 4 º' (Lil in T, art. -º) –
J3 Towards. (Bd. ii. 172) ... J.; What

Gº

is neart to a thing : you say,
arent to the part next to the

e - © 2

-

from several ancestors. (Az in TA, art. la-.)
– 4:3: see J. x: ...— A mass of stone or rock
5,

9

-

-

like 3,13.

o .

0

-

ãº & The :-

. .”

at the mouth of a well. (K and TA voce -\fic,

J.5.
J.52%, and "J.H., signify the same, [A neart

q. v.) See

coming year]. (S.)

âûâ

i. q. àig

nert night]. (S, K.) See -jū.

-

See

-4.

ãº [The

-

Susceptible of such a thing. — Jºë

13& Jºë

J-5
-

° 3, , , :: .

An arrow

2-2);

(TA.) that wins [in the game of

* c-

Jº.)

239 -2-4 shield of good dimensions. (S.)

**:

1. Jº J-3, inf. n. Jºš, He knen, the thing;

J.; “s; ſhe

marked

2

s

(T in art.

(TA, art he was, or became, acquainted neith it : (Msb:)

I have property in his hands; i.e. jºx ;) contr. of 3.3, q.v. ($ and TA, art. 22.3.) [or rather, i. 4.) tº al-ā, (Bq in iv. 156, and
Jú of the head : see
— And TA,) and L-5-, (K,) and ***, (Bd, ubi supra,)
due, or oming, to me by him ; syn. <- [q.v.]
*ś A nºife. he knew it (BJ, K, TA) completely, (TA,) or
(K,” T.A.) And i-tº- J3 ūj; ($ in art. CŞ5) W aí.3 of a helmet: see 39*.

Jº 43 es

2. c →

*

o

&

-

-

&c. :) see

*3

is,

(and

* also). — &- 29.

3.

This thing, or affair, is from him ; syn.

thoroughly, very nell, or superlatively n-ell ; as

(TA in art. -jc.)

2
-

o

**

.

.

-

º

-

•

, e.

-

* * *-*. (Bd.) See ai,x,

ãº

in e.gi

[The quality of admitting or receiving ; in art. -3.
aſſis &- and 4999 C°, meaning 2.x.c J.o. susceptibility].
2. J.; ; see a verse cited in art. ~~e, conj. 4.
(Lth, T.A.) ači J3
[He speaks from
J3. [More, or most, inclined to accept 3. a Gū He Jought, or combated, him ; con
(i.e. through) his nose]. (JK and K, voce As .) admonition]. (TA, art. Jj.]
-

… o. 3 ºr

p

o

o

&-º

-

a-i. J.; J-9 3–3. It

itself.

*::::
22, -3

(a garment) rent of

(L, art. à->. &c.)

º, ,- 2

-

6,

àJuš and its syn. Jušl: see 4; and see
6

tended neith him in fight or conflict or battle.
aul Jº Jºe J55 : see 3 in art. CŞj'.
i ro

.. 6

3,93 |.
e

* ~

--

Jºiº see Jºº. –II.7. J&J Ex. iii.

→•

5, a

o

* *

*

w -

J. .

tº means

9 ** > .

• *

.7.

Lsº- ~39.355 aſ

>

.

<<3

2.7

J.; The front, or fore part.

See Kur, xii. 26.
3.

2-5) (K, voce 35-) and -ºil.
9

The former or first part : see

(TA, ibid.)

o z

Jº-32. — Jºãº) See 22-A.o.

•

The anterior pudendum (**) [vulva, and vagina,]

Jºãº sº 3.3 [A

or cool, in the part that is kissed].
5 - d

>.

jºin Jú
•y\--> &

O.

º;

- -

See

-

(JM ;) he resigned and subjected himself to

J;& &: Jºliº confr. of 3,133, (M, art. slaughter, and cared not for death. (Mgh.)
Jä: from this word is formed the pl. Jºã,
292, q.v.)— Jºli, Noble, by the father's and
on the authority of hearsay. (El-Jujánee, in
mother's side : (S, K, TA :) see an ex. voce *u. Msb, art. A-aş.)

-

3,23 S5 a.k.5 a Lº, &c.; see ºx.
3

#

Jºs.

gº).

and
-

-

See

3. — tº &

-

S. Jºš &4;
9

and see

see 22-J3 **.

º:

-

&c.:

-

ăşti. applied to a ewe : see
§3. iſ, i. âû
».-jº

-

-

:

Jú [ Murderous; slaughterous; very deadly.]

See

You say it: āº (A very deadly serpent]. (TA

134- ălă. Gº In com in art. J-el.)
parison with such a thing: see an ex. in art. Jºë

-

âûâ9, :

of the sandal: see Aloj.

see Jee-, -

*3

J; Favourable reception; acceptance; appro
bation : (KL, PS :) love, and approbation, and
inclination of the mind. (TA.) J.;
[Approbation is bestowed upon such a

6 - d ... o º

-

lase-;) and to poison. (TA in that art.)

-

CŞ3 Jº to, anticipated, begun.

one;

the
o

J.; <e

.

-

J39 Deadly; applied to a tree; (K in art.

in the Msb.

Jºãº-e, with fet-h to the -, Looked forward

mind accepts, or approves, such a one. (S.) —
J.; Goodliness, beauty, grace, comeliness, or
pleasingness : and [beauty of] aspect or garb.
(K.) [And Acceptableness.

courted,

sºlº (S, K;) meaning he
eared
not
for
death,
by reason of his courage;
(A,

art. ,<ā-, &c.)
... -

- d.

mouth, or front teeth, cold, slaughter;] i. 4.

of a man or woman; (Msb;) opposite of 3.31.
(S, K.)

- d

10. Jºi-1 ſproperly He sought, or

& .

º, 3

ſite. (A.)

… … .º

--

* 9.2 o '

©

. o z

**—º) Jºãº-- : see Jº-º-o:
cº-3

45 ... a .

Jºãº A [vital] place in a man [or an animal,
i.e.] where a round causes death; (S, Msh;)
as the temple: (Msb :) pl.

Jú. Jº
5

may be

Öğ A

steelyard : see

95…" 3.

& , 6 p.

In eans
o

• 6

(S.)

4.º &; Jº- (A.)
p.

Jº-o: see -e-.
-

Jºli.

298.5

Jº — A-X5

SUPPLEMENT.]

* ~ * *

2 - 2 of

& .33 and ' a 233. He urged him forward.

22.5

• * *

...

o ,

(Mo'allakāt, 157) – 235 has i.i.; for an
1.

2;i. 23,

235 (S,” Mºb,

aor. 2, inf. n.

inf n.

K) and 2,3}, (Ki) and "…#5 (S.' Mºb,
K;) and

"…# and "...si: ;

-

-

• * og

4. A-5. He was bold, or audacious. – 23;
(K;) He

,2S) Jé He ventured upon, or

addressed him

became before the people : (TA:) syn. Zºº;
self to, the thing boldly, courageously, or daringly;
1. 3-3 It (an arrow) rose in the sky. (JSh, (Msb;) he preceded them ; went before them ; (S, K;) he attempted it. — *; Jº 23# IIe
took precedence of them; headed them ; led
in TA, art. Jas-º.)
them, so as to serve as an example, or object of (ehaved boldly, courageously, or daringly, against
imitation. — See 2.
349) 2-3, aor. 2 , his adversary; (Msb;) he attacked him. – See
-

-

-

2o .

2 - 2 ° 2

3.

.

inf. n.

2,3; and 23i,

o

[He came to,

9 . .

o

y

— A glass bonel; as also iss---. (AZ, TA in at, the tonn, &c.] (Msb.) “s 235 U.

53-:
***-

art. •º-.)

see art.

~~~. —

(improperly

o

295],)

said to a horse,

or arrived

cis-5 : see iss-se-; in two places; – and *.
•

d

1. – 223),

Advance boldly 1 (S.) So rendered voce **,

J'é

and

, S. Jº Zºº

-*.

i. 4.
• * ~*

age *233; [He advanced boldly to undertake

5. A.A55 He was, or became, or went, before,
J-5
had, or took, precedence;
the affair]. (TA.) See an ex. in a verse voce or ahead;~ apreceded;
£2
J-5, applied to a man and to a horse, i. 7. –3'-a.e. — See 6.
contr. of ji-U, q.v. See 1. – G-l 23i
&e. (IAar in TA, art. 3-c.)
la-5'-J He drew near, or approached, to the
2. hºt- J. º 23; He brought Zeyd n-all. (Msb.) — 23-#3 He advanced; rent
J-ā; ; see º
•

5

3 &

* ~ *

>

. .”

2o

• &

2.

~

near, or caused him to dran, near, or to ..fornward, or onnard. (L, art. 335.) – 2-5-3
• * ~*
approach, to the reall. (Msb.) — 4.3 He put 3-Jº Jºe : see Bd, xviii. 27. – 22.55 He became
w.e.

_oa-2

- -

9

. .”

… O

.

… --

it formard; offered it; proffered it. — He
advanced, or promoted. – AS = a-e A-55:
1. Jºy! Jº a-àº cº-3 and tº "L.-à-5 and brought, and brought forniard, him or it. –
Y sex 5' He entered into affairs without con U^\al, aſ A-A5 He proffered, offered, or presented see lºš: but the primary meaning is, Speech
~3 - proceeded from him previously. — Jº A-AA-5
sideration. (A.)
to him, food. —23. He did good or evil previously,
or beforehand: (Bd, and Jel in xxxvi. 11; &c.:) º quasi-pass. of º Jº <33; He, or it,
5. 2-à He experienced dearth, drought, or
* 22
he laid up in store. (Bd in xii. 48.) See & was, or became, before, or had precedence of,
sterility. See an ex. voce axº. — Lºº Lo-º
3 - 2
of
º
23; He made foremost ; put, brought, or another, in time: and in place; i.e. he, or
*5, Ye 29 [He plunged, or rushed, into the
sent, forward; he advanced him or it: he pro it, was, or became, before another; preceded
another; went before another: and in rank, or
affair without consideration]. (K,” TA in art. noted him. – * Jº <33, inf. n.
dignity; i.e. he, or it, nas, or became, preferred
lake.) See 1. — =#: see Jºi.
He made him, or it, to be before, or have prece before another; or honoured, or esteemed, above
8. 2-3. See 1. – Said of a young camel: dence of, another, in time : and in place; i.e. another: in all these senses like &: 2.É. See
o:
~ * 2.
See WOCG
-93, 2-3 : see 1 in art. he placed, or put, him, or it, before another; or 3&. — ?”"
es? Le-AA- [He reas forward in an
made him, or it, to precede another: and in
Jºsé-. And iſial ºl See a fic.
rank, or dignity; i.e. he preferred him, or it, affair] alsº J.; [before doing it]. (A’Obeyd,
i.7. G., (K, art. G-,
a 3-3, like i-5, An old woman. See ºre-5. before another; or honoured, or esteemed, him, T in art. Usey.)
or it, above another. (Kull, p. 104.) – <3 &c.;) and contr. of ºt. (TA, art. 2-1)
2-#3 Redundant; pleonastic; foisted in : 133 He prepared it, or provided it beforehand,
•?

* - d.

.

-

."

- -

2

45 ...

•

-

... w

* ~

**

> * >

. .

-

-

-

22*.

&.

-

-

5*~ *

g =

8 .

0 .

5 ...

5

-

o

.

—23;

-

6

-

-

-

3é Jº <!23:3, (K) or 33, (Mº.) or both,

50 .

2 * >

applied to a word and to a letter. —4 * —3,
~ * > for such a thing.

See Kur, xii. 48. – 22-3 (Mgh,) He commanded, ordered, bade, charged,
4.- : A letter inserted without reason. 3-6s-ào
5He prepared, or provided in store, or enjoined, him respecting, or to do, such a
is also applied in like manner to a word. [In a
thing; (Mgh, MSb, K;) as also *23, inf. n.
for himself, good, [i. e. a renard, nºith God.
... •

0 °

-

-

sº 3:

copy of the $, in art, cº, I find it written

<-ºl. i. º. 32.5. (TA in art. -º)

(A and Mgh in art --)—&#1423. He 22:... (Mºb)
6. Asté is best rendered It became old; and
paid him in advance, or beforehand, the price.
2 - 0.2 of
ão; ."
i235
He
preferred
doing
such
WAJº
it was old.
— 3é
O
p
(ſ
• * >

9-9
• 2 > of

* < *, *

J'9-31; see

Jº.

a thing;

syn. 33ſ,

[Hence,

& J.3--" 233

i. e.

(M in art.

231.)

-

**.

See also a verse cited

* 3

voce A525.

Jº

Jesú (pl. Jº) An earthen or nooden pot
of a nºater-wheel. (PU.)

He preferred

8. a, eº; He did as he did, following his
erample;

*, , -

&c.

syn.with 23# q.v.: like asſº is with it. so in
• 2 b > 9

£-

or restrained, him.
o

6 of

* . .”... •

of:

with 2,34.
.

82°.

. . o. o.

-

-

.

see its syn. 23:3,

and see 13 as a trans. v. it is 2.As The human foot, from the ankle donºn
. 3 • * ~ : 2;
. (Msb, art. 2-7) — 4,3 is syn. wards. (Mgh.) — As) Jº as--ºb A-3 aſ :
See art. &-0.
2.5 Jº On an earcellent
(Mgh and• *Mºbin
art.º.)—23;
~*
- a 3.

(S)-&# SJ-- sº * - 4:

ań31: see -āīl; and see

o

10. A-six." He went before. — cº-o-º:...!
the Kur, xli. 1. (TA, art. 2-1) —23. [is trans.
and intrans.: for its significations as an intrans. v., Jºju-2 : see art, J-j.

contr.

He pulled in his horse by the
1. a-33
bridle and bit, to stop him ; (S, K;) he curbed,

as an eacample, an ea

backwardness with respect to the thing.] (See emplar, a pattern, or an object of imitation.
• * >
E. and b; : and see Kull, p. 279.) – alºš (Msb.) He followed his eacample, imitated him;

5.

gº

taking him

or

. ºf

z - of

o

-zºº

see 22.55. – See JSU voce
• *2

• yo - d -

-

of

; :

-

*:

* ~

* ~ *

foundation. – º A-3 Jºe JY3 Such a one
2

*

J31. – 595' 2-83 and Low-º-º: see lºsſ. – is successor of such a one.

A.A5 – 12,5

2986

[SUPPLEMENT.

-

2.É. Preceding: anterior; being, or lying,
Jäiº. 3:... (Lih, K.) The kind of
Oldness; antiquity. – Eristence, or
•?
instrument
mith which a thing is thronin so that
duration, or time, without beginning; like Jä in advance of others. — 19-9) J3 Leº For
it
goes
far;
n. un, with 3. (Aboo-Kheyreh, K.)
(Kull, p. 31; &c.) See Jń. —º *3 Je: ward in affairs.
See * and i.e.
#13; A sling ; pl.

23;

% w . . .”

-

-

-

23,23 means properly the olden time; antiquity.
– 283, 23; Jº [In, or from, old, or ancient,

&-aiº

in the Kur, xv. 24: see Bd;

--

-

time; of old]. (S, M, K, art. Jºl; in the first
and last of which it is coupled with the like
395

phrase.)
22 o:

23; &- [In front].

**)

(K, voce

&Gū. (MA)

#. 2 -

-

and see its opposite, Jºã-tºº !.

3. •.

32 °:

33-5 and 3525 (S, Msb, K,) and 33.5 (K.)

*3%.

See

-šū.

See

33%; £º **.
** Places of perdition; syn.
and

4... (TA)

-

A pattern; an exemplar; an example; an object
of imitation; one niho is, or is to be, imitated.

º 32
,, 2
A.J.5: see Jº-l.

J35

5. O
5.

(S, Msb, K, TA.) See 32-1.

•

Jáil

The whole of the back of the head:
(S, Msb, K:) or the part from the hollon of the
à:JS : See ag, Aš.
back of the neck (iii) 3, #) to the ear: (El
2,33 An ad; [so in the present day, but àext; The first that come to one, or come upon Ghooree, Mgh :) [see §3-ºil in art. Jº-5:]
pronounced A323;] a certain implement of the one, of a company of men. (TA in art. •=le.) and, in a horse, the place where the jlie is tied,
behind the forelock. (S, Msb, K.)
carpenter; (S, Mgh, Msb;) a Jºls with which

à,30; as applied to a part of a camel's saddle
is an improper word: the proper term is la-'5.
g

-

-*

3- 9.

3.

32 o

.

one hews, or forms or fashions by cutting. ($.)

gº

** Ancient; old; to nihich no commencement
633
is assigned. —

2” Jº Old, or long-possessed,

3.

4:35 He reviled him, being reriled by him;

and vied nith him in foul, or unseemly, speech or
(S, A, Mgh, Mºb, all in art. JJ.)
language. (A, K.) See 3 in art. 2-2.5.
The reputation (~~~~) of a man or

property.

—º

6 - 2

©ad

-

-

- -

-

.

1. tº 5'--lº -335, aor. -, inf. h. 333,

esjº _º-Aſſ' The Ancient neithout beginning.

Ašš

The location that is before.

2. 1,5: respecting2. ofthe feathers thus called, see
.”

- -

voce -Éºle, and prºl.

us3; What falls into the eye; (§, K;) a little

º

-

2**

-

23:3) *Cº- see art. 94-, 2-º) is

flies, &c.; (TA;) what betakes itself [or is
attracted] to the sides of a vessel, and clings

He thren, stones, &c. (Msb.) — a -ºš He thereto : (AHn, TA:) dust, motes, or particles
cast it; cast it forth; namely, an arrow, and a of rubbish, as of sticks and stalks and strans, or
pebble, and speech, and anything. (Lth, T.A.) the like, that fall into the eye or into water and
It may sometimes be rendered He shed it; as, beverage : (KL :) any floating particles upon
for instance, light into the heart, said of God.

o

• & .2

1. ol. 3; see a-º,-.

an epithet applied to God, i. 4.
•

*

* , 3.

(JK:) and n:hat falls into beverage; ($, K;) as

-3.35
3 .

**

piece of nood, or dust, that falls into the eye:

people. (TA,art. 23.3.) See averse in 1 of art. Lºº.

–2-4, as

*

here
-

3-9 -ºš (Kur,

water, &c.; [scum :] dirt that falls into the eye;
(Msb;) what collects in the inner angle of the

xxxiv. 47,) He (God)

eye, (Har, p.65;) what comes into the eye, such
as a bit of stran, &c.; (Id, p. 149:) [properly
23i. Very bold or daring or courageous shot the arron. (Lth, T.A.) — -533 He re a coll. gen, n. :] $35 [the n. un.] a thing that
it : (Id, p. 259:) a
(S, K,) against the enemy; ($;) as also alolº. proached, upbraided, reviled, vilified, defamed, falls into the eye and pains
... o ż
or
gave
a
bad
name
to,
a
chaste
woman:
(MA:)
mote. — Lºº Lºs Jaé): see art. 5-aē.
(S.) — i.l.i.; see voce ãº. — [The pl.]
he reproached, upbraided, &c. another; syn.:*.
22 of
syn. with

235)

uttereth truth. (Zi, TA) – º –33 He

-

5.

-

. .)

2 *

Asti. Fronts; fore parts. See an ex. voce Jºel. (J.K.) Used tropically, 433 is most

–2* The front of the forehead. (J.K.)
23i.

correctly

rendered f He cast at him an accusation : but it

is commonly used and expl. as syn. with <
A provost, chief, head, director, con Q. V. - -333 He charged, reproached, or up

Jºjº
~ *:

* 92

-

2 - 25

1. Jºš, aor. -, inf. n. Jºš; and "Jºš and

"Jºã; He gained, acquired, or earned, and
collected,
for his family. (M.)
(or first proposition) in an enthymeme, and (first married, woman, with adultery. (S, Msb, K.)
– 435 Iſe aspersed him, reviled him; syn. “.
5 and 8: see 1.
ductor, or manager. — 23i. The antecedent braided,

(J-5)

a chaste, or an honest, or a

part) of a hypothetical proposition. — 4.33%

(J.K.) — 4, aš-š He reproached, or upbraided,

The van, or ranguard, of an army.

him with it; he accused him of it.
2 ...< w
* -: * ,
4-0

-

(TA.) —

-

The ground whereon rests an inquiry

Also, in a 4-1 (TA)—-ºº &#3

Jojº

-

or investigation ; and the ground whereon rests (Kur, xxxiv. 52,) They uttering 'conjectures, (Zj,
the truth of an evidence or a demonstration: and
a [premiss or] proposition which is made a part
of a syllogism : and ãº i`iº, is that
[premiss] which is both actually and virtually
suppressed in the syllogism; as when we say,
A is equal to B, and B is equal to C, when it

• 23

J2,5 A round conver ornament worn on the

TA,) or uttering conjecture : (Bd;) speaking of crown of the tarboosh. (See Modern Egypt.
that which was hidden [from them], (Ksh,) of Appendix A.)
that which had not become apparent to them.
(Bd.) –
t She (a camel) became

2-09 <33;

le;

o no a
& O P.

fat and plump.

-isºil 4333;

See

(TA, voce e-º-º: !.)

§sº

2* ~ * ~

are-slº.

—

le;3: see

5

.

lº.

*
*

... 6

results that A is equal to C, by means of the
ſº A lamp, or its lighted nick: syn. ***
àº. à...Vi.e., which is, every equal to the equal J3; Land in which is no pasturage wherein or &&. (K) the lighted wick (aiº) of a
of a thing is equal to that thing. (KT.)
cattle may freely range. (L, art. te.)
lamp; (S;) and so * ºi. (L, art. **)
... w > *
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-ālejº – cy;

SUPPLEMENT.]

isie

present day, and app. in the classical times.]
A coverlet of a bed; (Mgh, in arts. Ayş
He shuffled, or cast, or drew, lots; and J-5) also called Jºe: (Id, in art. J-e-:)
performed a sortilege.

Jºš A red garment, of the kind called .*. ãºil *

or a thin curtain, accord. to some, figured; as

See -3°, p. 2598c.

&# pl. Jº

see an ex. of the pl. in a prov.

also

"…i. and "2,5:

Jojº

ius;

An ass's pannier, one of a pair. See

cited voce
&

Ślę.

&l.
J.

-

**** &; *:

See Jºa-3.

..

Jaejº
Jºlajſ acy's The higher, or highest, part of
Jeº A hollow which a man digs wherein
the road; the part that is trodden by the pas
to
sit to protect himself from the cold. (Mgh,
(Msb.)
In law
for sengers; [the beaten way].
→ ... of
art. Jaej.) See an ex, voce Jaj.
i.g. books expl. as meaning Jºla)] -jºº ; opposed
º

8%
1.

83%

in the sense of

<!-- has &#.

(Msb:) or this last, a

(Mº.)

Jigured curtain.

… o.º.

w

an inf. n. (Mgh, art. jº.) — “ºriº Lº &A
*-*. es? *—e. (TA in art. --e.) —

&-

*ilie

# He impugned his character;

to its

35.

Jºjº
*

ãº A sudden calamity.

(K.) See also Bd,

blamed or censured him; spoke against him. and Jel, in xiii. 31, and an ex. voce

(Mgh, art. jºš.) See

3.

.” -

6 º' 2

Jºjº, pl. J.293.; see aa-.
cy?

,ić & £º

s

25

5

© .

29 .

. . .

1. \sº tº cy-5 He connected, coupled, or

- 6

conjoined, a thing with a thing. (S.)

thumb and that of his forefinger. (Lth,K,”TA, art.

~)—º #: º 3:º see Jºand gº.

*

cºl.

£iº seeki.
º- jià, 32% He fillipped with the nail of his
& “: see -j-aº.
-

9.

*...

•

s

isſie

A whip; or anything with which one
3. *ſū, ($) inf. h. 39, (S. K.) and iji,
beats : (K:) or a thing with which a beast is (K,) He associated with him ; became his com
– 445 824, inf. n. 814, +He rejected him,
beaten : (Az, TA:) or a piece of wood with panion. (S, K.)
repelled him, or turned him back; namely a which mules and asses are beaten : (TA:) [a
2 -of
suito: in a CaSe of marriage, (TA, in ar; & al.) cudgel: often applied in the present day to a 4. &; He gave of a thing two by two.
a-;
º
See ** – sº- usº -eń Laxll cl: see
cudgel made of the thick part of a palm-stick; (A’obeyd in •T,2 ofin art. Jº, voce Jºſ.) See j.
Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 55; and Har, 656. – and this, when used in sport, has several splits — G+" & 5, (Mº) or C++, (K) [the
ua J &
see Freytag's Amb, Prov.ii.54% made in the thicker end, to cause the blows to latter more probably right, He was able and
(TA.)
strong to do, or effect, &c., the thing; (Msb, K;)
and Har,655, in two places. – 3-Sºl Laag ae;3: produce a loud sound:] pl.
He had the requisite ability and strength for it.
see was – Lazº
< *; and
See
• 355
&: One who opposes, or contends with,
3. aš,5 He was, or became, near to it; meaning another, in science, or in fight, &c.; (Msb;) an
&c.; see art. “rºls : and as 2.59 &#: See ºv. some base thing, or the like. (TA.) See Jä.
opponent; a competitor; an adversary; an an
2. 3.
2. ae; He reproached him for his crime or
J,5 The miring with others; [and particularly tagonist; or one's equal, or match, in courage,
the like, saying to him, Thou didst so and so. with others who are diseased or the like]; a subst. (S, K,) or generally, one's equal, match, or
(TA, voce Jº)
He took, got, or won, from W išū. (K:) the being near to [a person, fellow. (K.)
&; One's equal in age; syn. $39, (K,) or &:
a bet, wager, or stake. (L, in TA, voce -pº.) or persons, or a place, infected with] disease:
(S, TA:) the being near to pestilence, or epidemic with fet-h when relating to age, and with kesr when
3. aejº; : see its syn. 4- A w.
disease. (T in art. Cälj.) See Já.
relating to fighting and the like. (Har, pp.572,64.)
-

&

ºn

&#S.

ài.

&

-º-º:

*** ...

-

6 **

-

£5

5

... • *

*

2.92

-

4.

2.

J - e

... •

-

- 2 of

§ He ordered, or commanded, them

. . of

.x, 6.

– 35, (JK, Mºb) or -& Cº. &;, (S) [A

6 * >*

ãº, all st-ºel signifies -a-51: (TA, art. Jºe:)
2..."

to cast, or draw, lots, or to practise sortilege,

6

... • *

2

y

J.

&

generation of men;] people of one time (JK,”

.

and a 3×3 <<3 signifies a cºre &sji=. (TA, S, Ez-Zeijájee, Msb,) succeeding another cº
[among themselves, for the thing (Jº Jé):

3.

(JK,) among whom is a prophet, or class of
(JM :) [see an ex. in the Mgh, in this art. :) or art. J-J.) See voce Jéº.
learned
men, whether its years be many or few.
he prepared, or disposed, them, for doing so, for
-ºi. A place of paring off: see an ex, voce
(Ez-Zeijájee, Msb.) — &; The part of the head
the thing (‘JºJ) Je): (Mºb:) or he cast, or
of a human being which in an animal is the
drew, lots, or practised sortilege, among them.
Uj9
place whence the horn grows: (K:) or the side,
(K.) The first explanation is generally preferable.
2 *.
to. o.p.

o p. 9,

. . of

(S,) or upper side, (K,) of the head : (S, K:) or

J25 : see alºlº.

See ºvº »).

[more exactly the temporal ridge (see

6.5%: Jušč tº see tºº.
eji, *-- JWorms in th; belly. (TA, voce
***)

But see

mistake for

til
•

2.95.

£º

found in medical books:

s

the edge of the acts (which is the middle and

2.

ăză

(TA, art. Jaš): properly

is not a

gill --~ is a name of

2.5

1. 33 It gnawed: see i:é.
6 o',

5

-

cited voce

6 on

of horses: see

*i.

-

&; of a solid hoof: see *...

-

&; of a desert,

- ºr -

the most elevated part. (TA in art. Căa-e-.) –
... of 3 oz
Jāśl Cyß, as meaning A spear-head, seeji=1.
&; A pod, like that of the locust tree: pl. &;

25, see sº.
6.- e.”

*. &xi;

3 p.

Ayş: see ---a.e.

the tape-worm, because each joint of it resembles
a grain, or seed, of the gourd. (IbrD.)

iº, q. V.
main part of the head [i.e. of the cranium]), on
the right and on the left. (Zj, in his “ Khalk
el-Insán.”) — &# of the head: see a verse

* >

tºil; cºil ~~ is a corruption,
-

£33) i.e.]

&”

6. o.p.

-

£º

Bare pieces of ground amid herbage.

a-oº: see 3×3.

-

(TA in art. Usis-, from a trad.)

is;

25; A kid. (IAar, in TA, art. --e.)— See Occurring often in the work of AHn on plants,

5 . . o.

[A lot used in sortilege: lots collectively: ae,”.
6, e.

sortilege itself.

Used in all these senses in the

-

and in the TA, &c.

See

*— & [A thing]

3 - -2

Ajā’e: see 3-orie.

in a she-camel, which is like the Jäe in a woman :

[SUPPLEMENT.

cy; — its
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ãº A town, or village; (Msb, TA ;) a small
(AA, TA, in art. Jae)—&# An issue of Jº, smaller than a **: (MF, voce *::: :)
sweat ; pl. &xi; see two ex. Voce J.
not well applied to a **** unless qualified by
an epithet denoting greatness. (TA in art. Jae-.)
& and Y &% A cord of twisted bark which See Bd, ii. 261.

and which is cauterized with heated Stones.

a.

2.5 A division: (Msb:) and particularly (Msb)
portion, or share. (S, Msb, K.) Pl. 23.

º

is bound upon the neck of each of the ploughing
bulls (K,” TA) and to the middle of which is
23
then bound the àº; [or whole apparatus of the

— 3- 2.5 &- J-4 It is not a part of such

it does not belong, or appertain, to such

a thing ;

a thing; it is independent of such a thing.
o- 2

Çº º išć;

see 4 in art. 5.

- 2 of

X-

A conjurement. See age o-51. — An
oath (S, Msb, K) by God [..}c.]. (MSb, K.) An

âjî [vulg. aft The yard of a ship;] a squared asseteration. —-ill 3, The 5 denoting an oath.
piece of wood upon the head of the mast of a ship.
i. is also used in the sense of A3-sio [mean
col,5i Sons of one mother
from
different men. (Az, TA in art. cº, .)
9 -2
3- 0
ing A thing, or collection of things, divided into
(TA, voce Jºe.) – cys: see **-.
3
- 2
32 .
ãº A certain bird. See L&Laš- and º:3. portions, or shares] : (Bd and Jel in liv. 28:) a
3: 93
aş,5 The “horn” of the uterus.
portion, or share; like .3: (Msb :) [and por
US for &jº, q.V.
*, .
4 -2
2
tions, or shares; as in the phrase,]
J93: see Cy3.
plough].
6

See

(TA.)

&34.

– [The pl.]

|

of

g

o“

5

-

5 .

-

-

*

*

-

-

tiº £2

o,

2

x>

its;

2 - 23

see 24.

U533 Loyºl:

ãé A long-backed she-camel. (IB, in

TA, voce

&A An associate;
6.-

-

*je)

.

2-

-

:

[A clause of rhyming prose, considered as

93.1 : º, sº Jº J-2 [We will eacclude a
way, or passage, from among the portions, or

a comrade; a companion.

(S, K.) i.e., 5 A connerion; relation. — & 23

o

shares, of the land, or the house]. (Mgh in art.

&i-

see 2 in art. Ja--.
3

32 c 2

•2

o Po .

&”.)
2:3 An officer of the Kádee, who divides in

º
-

-

2,5-2 and

(sº

for £22.5-3 .

See art. |95.

connected with the similar clause preceding or
heritances.

following; the two together being termed
Jú: 2–5]. (Har., pp. 9, 23.) —
Also,2 4- -context,
22, 2,
of
in an absolute sense. — Yaº & e-º-' and
a";233 : see 1 in art. c-.
* **

*

2:

22

*

333
º

J-3

•2

g

o

*

with, or against, it : struggled, or contended, with,
or against, its difficulty, or severity; he endured,

.

83%

499.39 : See Jºy?.
* , cf.

º,

83% Jºãº

or he struggled, or contended, with, or against,
the difficulty, or trouble, or inconvenience, that
he experienced from it or him ; [and so outc.; for
both of which see Har, p. 564; and for the latter
see ot;U, ; and for both see also ãº J.; syn.

• *.J.

See

tº.

*

&; [Horned; having horns]. (S, voce;=
[which see]). See an ex. of the fem. ić,

WOce

&s in art.

*

Aj}

J45.
2

*

6 .

$342, (S. K.) and 33-

A93 : see C-a-).

see -3-As-º.

~

- c :

* ... o.

cy”:

*

3. U.U. He endured it; struggled, or contended,

See Jºaº.

2435°

*

>

.

.

** :

(TA:) he

-

6

..y

underwent difficulties, troubles, or inconveniences,

*

•

-

U-A-9

Jºe: see Jºls---.

in doing it.
J. ... •

(Msb in explanation of the syn.

*

•-º'-.)

Jiří 14. Jºiº. (IKh, TA, art. Jab.)

3 2

Jāºš

6 oz.

J-2 pl. of J-53.

Jiji,

--

SCC

**i.

3

_o”

-2

Jº-3; see art. C-53.

*...* He divided; parted; divided
in parts or shares ; distributed. – º 2-3, or
1. Jº-all Cº is doubly trans.: see a verse "4:3; see 3 in art. Jºe.
1. 2–3 and

* , of

us;3

2o a

...t. -

U-9

--

g

Já

-

cited voce 235.
8.

* - -

es:#;

2-3)

2 : see 1.

[meaning

&

see a verse of

3.

Aboo Dhu-eyb, voce isº, in art -5,-] It also

º

4.5 He divided with him the thing,

each of them allotting to himself his share, or

Stubble; stalk of corn, &c.; straw. Jºs
Rushes of which mats are

Searveed.

Jº à-e- A mat of rushes.

made.
6

Jä

3

& 2.

J.

Jºu:3: see Alej.
means He investigated a country or countries. portion.

—alſº 4-5 He snore to him by God.

(S," K,” TA, all in art. U3,5; and TA in art.
o, ...

295.) He made much and diligent search. (KL)
See also 10 in art.

5.

• .. 5

g

... w -

4. a.kel-5. He conjured him; he said J.5-3.

w

1. -->

(Mgh, art. 3-ºl, .)

-

-

-

cºJJ) stats The nind removed, or

-

. . of

cleared off, the clouds; ($, K;) as also V 4.3.

:

U2; Entertainment for a guest; that with

5.

2-à It (a thing) nas, or became, divided, (K.)

n:hich a guest is entertained. (S.) – Water or distributed. (M.A.) See an ex. in a verse,
4.

collected in a trough, or tank, for the drinking voce Jº.
a 32
-

in art. --

-

2 of

*

7. 32::= 20.3
2

*

-

"&#! and "eit

It (a cloud)

became removed, or cleared off. ($, K.) See 1.

- - -

J -º

2.

It was divided into

-

5:

many parts.

A place where water runs, (T, S,) to,

10.

|
see 4.

2-i- He sought to know what was
-

ºf O.
•
*

him. (Mgh, Har.)

7:

-c:

(T,) or in, or into, (S,) meadows, (T,) or a allotted to him, by means of the Aş, (S,” Mgh,
meadow. (S.) See cº- (last sentence). — Pl. and Har, p. 465,) and what was not allotted to
-

… --

and

-

of beasts : see tº : thus explained in the M

&

&

- --

wº-A-5
- - -

1. -ī-3, inf. n. -à:3, He was coarse in his

** 3 —

SUPPLEMENT.]

.25
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this is the original signification: he nas

living :
and in like manner U-3
(K,. TA:)
question:
* -- )
-of
neglectful of cleanliness : (Mºb :) he n'as neglect Jºji and W staš5 (TA) f [He investigated, or
ful of washing and cleanliness ; unfrequent in searched, to the utmost the case, or affair;] he
paying attention thereto; slovenly with respect to reached, or attained, the utmost of the case,
his person : (M, Msb:) and 7 -ā-ā signifies the or affair, in investigating it. (MA in explana
like. (Msh.) — -ā-ā, inf. h. -ºš, He became tion of the former phrase.) — a ºf J-ai-l
sunburnt. (M.)
IIe attained the utmost knowledge of it. —
&: a 33 * L. J- [He elicited, or
5: see 1.
-

-

... O ~ 6.

* ... O

ii. 111, When He (God) desireth a thing to be.
(Bd, Jel.)-[Thus it signifies He decreed a thing;
ordained it; pronounced it; or decided it judi
cially.] — * Jº, aor. - , inf. n. #35 &c.,
He decided judicially, or judged, against him ;
and 24-4- & between the two litigants.

-

-

2:

earacted, the utmost of his she-camel's pace,
or power of going on). (TA, art. Jas.) –
ãº, metonymically, signifies : The being
niggardly, stingy, or avaricious. (Az, TA in

***
3 oz.

•, :2

ãout 5: see J-93

(TA.) Seejº- [He completed; accomplished:
or fully performed; a thing.] — Jº IIe at
tained, or obtained, or accomplished, his want.

(Msb.) – [He paid, discharged, or satisfied,
a debt, due, claim, or demand.] — *i-

4:43

I gave him [or paid him] his due, (Msb,) fully.

art. G2) — & 4-iº () i. º. º. (Har., p. 22.) — 4: Jº (S, K, in art. Jºjº-,
see an ex, voce 3,\-2.
1. &a
&c.) He, or it, payed; or made, or gave, or
(TA in art. Lºc.)
rendered, satisfaction ; for him. (TK in that
as as A bowl not so large as a azāe-, but next
Laâl cº- and Lai, ; and Lai, tºº
art.) And followed by º: [He paid a thing
to it in size, that satisfies ten : (S, voce à-2 :)
&c.; see art. P3-, and see 1 in art. 22-.
for him, or in his stead; gave, or rendered, it
it is a wooden bonel. — cº-º]] as as : see
º is like 3. and Jé, with 5 changed into as a satisfaction; lit. and fig.] (S, TA in that
aSā!!.
-

6-

- -

C

.

• O .

-

• o

- *

- -

2 : -

-

* - - ,2 -

22 ° 2 º'

.

~ *

-

\;. (ISd in TA, voce

... • z, * *

art, and BJ in i 45.) See & J-; and see

essiº)

aa-oº-e aj-As-l: see a.a3la.o.

a verse cited voce cºls, in art, cºx. — He

finished doing a thing: he finished his prayer.
(TA.) He performed, fulfilled, or accomplished,
*
&\; -i.e. <3 [A weak, or fragile, sappy Jiā, (K.) and some say Jias, (TA,) the pilgrimage, syn. ess, (Msb,) and the reli
The cº of Syria : (K, TA:) or the green, gious rites and ceremonies of the pilgrimage,
plant]. (TA, in art. £2-)
and lank (**) thereof: (Ibn-'Abbād, TA:) or (BJ, Jelinii. 196) syn. Jºi. (Jel, ibid, Mº.)
Jas

-ā-aş

-

--

a species of trees of the [kind called] Ja- — You also say, * Jº He decreed it; &c.;
(AHn, K, TA,) slender and yellow. (AHn, like a lº- see an ex. voce &uº.
4;

J-aş
1.

Jaś.

See

>

J-a-.

-

TA) see Jº.
Ja; of wheat and barley: see iº
J-5 Corn, or seed-produce, (K,) or

--w

[His saying such a thing is
of the things that induce wonder in the utmost
degree]. (TA in art. --!>.) See Har, p. 22.

• *-aš

barley,

(Msb,) cut while green, (Mºb, K.) for fodder.

—i.e.

Lean, or light of flesh.

(TA in art.

**)

(Msb.)
G

-

_o-aş

2*

9

x 0.

See

... - -

-

He crunched, nibbled or gnawed 2

-

-

as : and see also Freytag's Arab. Prov.
5: see 7.

ii. 245.

-

also called Ješ 2,43; and Jº Jºaº is
applied to santolina.

6.

Al-a-3:

2-. .

.”

&

Suºlij He took, or received, from

him the debt.

see a cº-as-.

(M., K.) – See 10. – And

see Újū.

* : *>

_o-as-o :

• *

-

£ 22

see 53*, and 9:4, and Juan , and

3. sust; He cited him before a judge. (TA.)

2,23 Artemisia abrotanum, or southern-wood;
of
q > 0.
-

• * >

- -

&P in the S.

- o

See
-

•

-

_o-aº

-

—Jºº-, J. J. ºs (Kur, xvii. 4); see
J.-->

Jai: ; see J-2.
1.

Jºi. º

*

w

4
of
7. Usail and W Us-aſſ. It passed away; came
2. Uses: see Ja...º.
..as as meaning A skin &c. has for pl. al-aš'
• *:
a 22
2 * *
… •.
to an end, or to nought ; became cut off. (IX,
5. Lºai : see Jaaij. —A3 & JºJº
[a pl. of pauc.] and , as, and e-aš, accord. to Sb, TA.)
tº a.º. 2:… [He drank the water to the utter
most, not learing any of it remaining]. (TA, in is a quasi-pl. n., (TA) and e-aš is a pl. [or
8, 134- Jºãº It required such a thing : it
quasi-pl. n.] thereof as meaning a white skin
art. “A”.) – See 10.
required the inference of such a thing : it neces
upon which one writes. ($, K.) See an ex. of
sarily implied, or involved, such a thing as its
10. cº He went to the utmost length, or 24; VOCC ~~~
-

6

0

x >

o z

6 - -

6

-

-

consequence or concomitant; it required such a
thing to be conceded; it necessitated such a thing.
— i- staš, He demanded of him his due.

point, in a question, (K,) and in like manner
you say,

2S Jai- and "suzà.

(TA.) —

Jºaº
[He exhausted a subject. — He proceeded to
ertremities.

He was, or became, eactreme, in an
. . . . .

.

• 22 °

action, &c.] — a Ju-e Jº-ai-) [He went to the
utmost point in questioning him, or asking him,

...

1.

Jº He finished a thing entirely, by word,

or by deed. This is the

-->

(M.A.) — Ji- a-2

->

< *śl I took, or received,

primary, meaning. (Bd, from him my due. (Mgh, Msh.)

ii. 111.) By word, as in 4, Jºãº (Idem,

* -C

- C -o

10. a-ai-] I demanded of him the giving
respecting a thing, so as to draw forth the utmost
[or payment] of my due, (Msb, K,”) or debt :
that he possessed [of information respecting it]. (Idem, xvii. 21) And by deed, as in Östai,
(K;) and in like manner Jº 'aº.33; and Jºº.
(s.art--)—#12 J Jº and "Gºº -º- &- [Kur, xli. 11, And he completed them
ibid.) And thy Lord hath commanded decisively.

2 *> .

. .

o

(Mgh.)

(Idem, ii. 11.) – And He
to necessitate its
or attained, [and elicited, and investigated, the (God) desired a thing so as
2 of

(S, K) both signify the same; ($;) the reached, seven heavens].

- -

* . .

•- AE

2Laš a term of the law; opposed to #31,

-

-

-

-

utmost [that was to be reached, &c.] in the being. (Idem, ii. 11.) — 5-lu-aš 3, [Kur, which see; and see an ex. cited voce -->. –
378
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[SUPPLEMENT.

Jaś - &la;

A decree; an ordinance; a sentence, or a judicial

*** Gº &ail [He was, or became, cut short,

or kine, of camels, and of swine, and of ante

- ~ *

decision.

3,4, X-

See

&*.

and

5

— ?-as or stopped, in his argument, or plea].

-

(TA, art. lopes; and a “swarm" of bees, &c. —

The exercise of the office of a kádee. [You say] J-º.) — & <<! is said when one is A n-hip cut from the skin of a camel. – ãº Li
J-oe- it iſ [meaning, the exercise of the office unable to perform [or continue] his recitation,
A portion of land held in fee. See Mgh, Mi.
º, o .

•

(L, or reading.

of a kádee is one that often leads to hell].
art. 352.)

AºS &

* ~ &

&-laſſ) — tº

(TA in art. •-e-c.) —

39-->.

i. 7.

ãº

(S, K.) And

[or 29.9) 9% (K in art. 3-5)

2-2. [The cutting, or forsaking, or abandoning,
a2-aš. A thing ; an affair; a matter; a case ; iſe broke aff, or ceased, from speech]. (TA,
of kindred, or relations; contr. of
à-l.
an event; an action : significations well known, art. --A-.) — 25 & &-la-i- | The speech
(K, voce ti-)
but not found by me in any classical writing,
stopped short, or broke off. (T.A.) – are &la=!
nor in any lexicon, excepting as impliedgo àwhen
• **
*
* > * > .
[He broke off from him; separated, or disunited
* > . , 2.
j9–2)} e-la- J-e-j ($, M, A, K, all in art.
the word is used in explanations: syn. Jol and himself from him]. See cºl; and see axlo'º
6&

2.

2-5)

Jo ,

w

...

• * >

-o

^

6 * >

Jº. — A case of law. (L in art. Awº-.) —
a Je al-aš [A universal or general prescript,
5a

9.J., 3 -

2.

• 2 - 0

here. —

-

&laſſ, It became cut off, intercepted,

~aş); see

ãº.

-

• *, , , , ºf
interrupted; or stopped; nas put an end to ; or
Jº-9) &la=! f Unable to reply. (AZ in TA,
rule, or canon]. (Kull, voce 3. Acts, p. 290; KT, put a stop to ; it stopped, or stopped short, it
art. •S.)
** . . .
in explanation of the same word.) – acas in finished, it failed, it failed altogether; ceased;
became extinct; was no longer produced; came
logic, A proposition.
3-ki Conformation, or proportion, of a man
U.-azā’ [Erigence.] — bºº Jºi. That to an end. – He cut himself off, or became or beast; lineament of the face; i. 7. 5, of a
+

-

-

. . d >

(El

which the word, or erpression, indicates.
z o.º.

Fárábee, Msb, voce Jºaº.)

detached, or he detached himself, from worldly
• 2, 2 - • , 2.2
man : (IX:) and the stature; or ..justness, or
things, &c. — ye=~" -8-5 &la=! [He was, or
beauty, of the stature; of a man; syn. 4.5. (K:)
became, cut short, and was silent, being con
2w .

. .”

founded, or perple red, and unable to see his
right course]. (TA in art. Strø.) — &la=!
2. --9 4xiºs II, mangled him with beating.
sº J. f He made himself solely and pecu
&lai ! [A griping, or cutting pain, in the liarly a companion, or an associate to such a
bowels;] i. p. Jº in the belly; (S, K, TA;) as one. (TA.) And º, &a=! app. signifies t He
• * ~ *

-

º

6 o z

3 -

6 * .

See an ex. Voce Jºj; and also voce Jºš, where it

is shown that, being an attribute of a thing as
well as of a person, it does not always mean
stature or the like: it signifies cut, shape, fashion,
or form ; and more commonly conformation or

© .

.”

***. (TA.) See also &las3.

and the cut, shape, fashion, or form, of
anything:
3.

&laſſ--

withdrew from a person or persons, or a place, proportion ; and hence, beauty, or justness, of
stature; and simply stature, or tallness : pl.
lai &la=!
See
~3-2) (K in art. • 3.xe-) A repeated interrupting to him, or itºf :. see <! *... — 23'3?
& Pº, which is more commonly used than the
of the voice in singing. (TK in that art.) See
sing. in the present day.
---. —
inf. n.
He articulated,
also
• 2 S- *

—

-

o.

23

--

& 2

-

- - o

:

-

&lais,

&º,

º

or spelled, a word. – See

&º [He cut off for himself] a piece from

8.

o,”

&laſſ.
a thing: (S:) took a portion from another's

… •

-

2

-

-

property. (Msb.) –
3. axlºt; He separated himself from him, with
ze
. . .

.”

•

the latter's concurrence; see of jū; and see &la=!
- *, *:

* c>

-

&e- &lº

see 8 in art.

*

that united them, each to the other; contr. of

traversing, of a

river [and a desert, &c.]: (K, TA:) pl. in this
Sellso

gºtia.

(S.) — Also the place of utterance

*r-a2.
* ... o

-

-

arc. — Lalo's They disunited themselves, each
from the other; severed the bond of friendship

gº

+ Pain in the belly, and

(TA.) of a letter; like

Jºº.

- -

See 2.

-

.

w

-

J

- d .

*** – 3-1 &las.
2 :

-

2)-. —

&lai.” 3-ºº!

See

** -

.; 2 - *.

32.5: see 33-c.

&º, applied to an arrow: see &ºtº and &
*~; 2-

S-33. (K.) See 6.

gº for &

6 ... o.

&lake A place of crossing, or

ãalai.” A cause, or means, of cutting off, or
A-. — &#.

5 . .

ãaks A piece;

o

.

bit; part, or portion, cut off, stopping : see ac->~~.
detached, or separated from the whole; a segment;
see 29.23: It (a wound or ulcer) became dis
*-alaše -uj [Garments cut out of several
a cutting ; a slice; a slip; or the like: a piece,
sundered, by putrefaction. — It (a garment, or
or portion, or parcel, or plot, or spot, of land, pieces] are such as the shirt, and trousers, or
5 - J - > *
>.
a water-skin, &c.) became ragged, tattered, or
ground, herbage, &c.; a distinct quantity or drawers, &c. (Mgh in art. -->3.)— is lai. Alſº
dissundered, by rottenness. It (milk) became
number : somewhat, or some of a number of
Dirkens [or coins] that are [clipped, or] light
decomposed; it curdled, clotted, or coagulated;
things. – A detached number of locusts: see of reight, [or] in which is adulterating alloy;
i.e. separated into clots.
5.

see S, voce

... • * *

4

- J - 2

6

-

-

-

º o

6. Gºlā [They became disunited, each from
the other; the bond of friendship that united
them, each to the other, became severed]; (A, art.
9 * , z:

J-- ;)
2 *

.

. ,,

* * , ~2.

&lsº signifies the contr. of U-2135: (S:)
>

.

Je-y: and so of a herd or flock, &c.; and a or, as some
say, much broken. (Mgh.) —
2
detached portion. — ãals, of poetry: see 2-3. ãalañº L552-, The letters of the alphabet :
so applied in an explanation of 2-4. -º-,
pl. &º, with which " tº is syn.
as syn, with this, in the S in art. ss-c. See
ăzaj, see is.…. — arºlai *>3: see 25-oxº-. also -º/-. — See axlaš.
2 - J

- J.

->

*

& 2 ×

ºf 2.

5 *

>

..

→ * ~

* . . .

*

6

g ... 3

-

-

x > y

see 1929-23.
-

* c>

&la=!

IIe became disabled from prose
cuting, or unable to proceed in, or prosecute, his
journey, (S, Mgh,) [his means having failed
him, or] his means of defraying the capense
having gone, or his camel that bore him stopping
with him from fatigue, (S, Mgh,) or breaking
donºn or perishing, (Mgh,) or an event having
7. as

6.

-

&las

9. ,

A herd, troop, or drove; a distinct col

2 or

“-o o

-

-

-

-

lection or number ; of beasts, &c.; a flock, or ercepted is disunited in kind from that from
bery, of sheep, birds, &c.; a party, or group, or n:hich the eacception is made; contr.
collection, of men, &c.; a pack of dogs. The
term “herd” is applied to “a collective number”
of camels by several good writers. We say a
... •
…

“flock” of sheep, and of s
geese y; and “flock ’’ or
»

rather “herd” of goats;
e2 and a “herd” of oxen

*

.

&ºtic Heads ºf spears, or arrows; syn. UU23.
(Lºri, also see also &la:
6

ſºfallen him so that he could not move. (S) —

-

&lai.” *::- An erception in which the thing

o

-

Călaj — 233

SUPPLEMENT.]
ālaş

Jº A bunch of grapes, &c.; pl. Jek; ; see
Já. Jºks i. 7. Jºki. (TA in

an ex. WOce

2001

gourd-plant and the like : (S:) any tree [or plant] (A, TA, in art. -ā-) [See also sº faş, said of
that spreads [or creeps] upon the ground, not land.] — Jiā; see R. Q. 2 in art. Cäe-.
rising upon a stem ; such, for instance, as the
5

.

o

-

art. Ja….)

See

9, 2

colocynth; but conventionally applied especially
8. CŞū-31 The eating until nothing remains.
(Ham, p. 239.)
to the gourd. (Msb.) See

k-.

£uº.

6, 22

-alaš : see Jºãº.
•-83 : See Cáš.

Juaš and

"Juas

The time of gathering the

(S, Mgh, K:)

crop of grapes :

3,

3|aş

-ºš High ground, (Msb, K,) less than n-hat is
or the latter has

Laš Sand-grouse; pterocles melanogaster: so
this meaning; and the former is allowable accord. Wilkinson, Ancº Egyp", i. 250 : see De Sacy's termed J.-: (Msb :) or a high portion of the
Jºo of the earth : ($ ) or high and rugged
to Ks: (T, TA:) and the latter is also an inf. n., Chrest. Ar., 2nd ed., pp. 369, et seqq.
ground, not amounting to nihat is termed J.

(Mgh,) or may be so, (Ks, T, TA,) meaning the

* : *:

gathering of the crop of grapes: (Mgh :) [or both

& 3-k

have this meaning ; for] you say,

22

(Sh, T.A.)

-

33 laš : see azºx.
3.32
5

** *

ââ3 (pl. -śā3) A basket of the same kind as

* >

... O

-

3Ulaş, of a beast, The croup, or rump, and what
that called -ālaše, but larger; smaller than
is between the hips, or haunches : (K:) or [the
-ºš a coll. gen. m. syn. with -ºuai, men fore part of the croup; i. e.] the place nihere the Jºj : i. 4. ***. (TA in art. J3-4.)
*
2
* . .
the -3, sits. (S, K.) See cººl.
&- Js; -**3; see -2.5:
tioned in the TA voce
which see.—
and C#-fie-.
6 3.2
A villous, or nappy, jūx [or outer wrapping gar suáš: see &#.

-su-il and su-il). (Mºb) see 33

©.

£º,

isºlº

5

•

Jº

-

*

-

- -

-

ment). (S, Mºb, K.) See also º, .5.
Jä5

Jºu.}; see my 1001 Nights, note 23 to chap. viii.
3

&”

à-Sj.

See also

4. [...]

ài.

Jeí.

See

called mumia, and in Arabic

A hand

R. Q. 1.

&#x3:

See an ex. Voce J-5.

basket, made of palm-leaves: so called because

R. Q. 2.

&#3

It made a sound, or noise;

-ākūs)

tº .

Sacy's Abd-allatif, p. 273 : and see

3 -

• 2 ö -

Jai. (rulg. -āki.) [pl.

* 0.

essºr." As Jews-pitch, i.e. asphaltum ; also

In the TA, art. Cäce, it is

applied to aşūé.

*~

see De

3%

6 - 2

and

-

Joe-.

originally used in gathering fruit. (See also
a “crepitus;” a succession of sharp, or harsh,
ač and J.; .)

jº

i. 4.

}*.

sounds, or noises; a creaking, crackling, rustling,
clattering,
clashing, rattling, &c.; see an ex. voce
* >

(IDrd in TA, art. , i.e.)

L-83

Jºsé A boot: (M.) or a short boot; (IAar,

Jºlas

cº

isis; The clash of arms. – See K, TA :) or such as is cut, and not well made.

1. Juxºll, &laš He resided in the place.
. . o.

Q93.aſº. -

(Msb.)

&l.

2

syn. with #3: see the latter.

isiº A gnashing of the teeth.
º
w.e.

*.

& “ or &
&.

-

J.

ºr."

G.

:

Claş

3

3.2

Jā5

See Lºc.

o2
5

See U.45}º.

- 2

alsº

º’.

(Az, T.A.)

6

3,

. .2

4. Júl Jiří He locked the door. (TK.) See

-

*L* : see Jºye- and Je.
also

&as The part betneen the two hips, or haunches;
(S, K;) or the donºnnard [or loner] and even part
of the back of a man ; (Mºb;) the lower portion

6 o'

&

5 e

-

-

-

-

-

Jºë A slender horse.

-

ălă i. q. J.A.-, as its description plainly
shows; i.e., the third stomach, commonly called
the manyplies, and by
some the millet, of a rumi
9. J 2

8. Asº see sº. — bºlº) and iſ all
ãºu, signify the same. (O, K, in art. Gºlo.)

nant animal. See a Loy.
-

à..is5
•

and

6 -2

9, 82

Jā3: see Jºjº.

-

(TA, art. •-i-.)

Jax3
g

-

&.

-

J-º-; see J-ºs- and strº-.

of the loins.
•

5

-

it to those returning from a journey errs: (El

3.13 [Any kind of pulse, or seed

*

of a leguminous plant that is cooked; this is the 7. ~ āzā31 : see & aſſ) ; He died.
general meaning, and includes almost | º par Jaa3.)
ticular definitions of the word] ; pl. Usuaº, (S,
Ls”

(Msb.)
•

Ösº A closet ;

0

* >

1. orji Uš5 and

§ He followed his traº,

Or

Ji It

.

34-3

i.e., a [small]
chamber neithin a [large] chamber. (L in art.
syn.

98.9
--

(a star) rose high, and then quitted footsteps; tracked him. (S, Msh.) — 553 (as
not its place. (TA, art. Sye.)
He followed the footsteps of such a one. (TA.)
4.

&lt; A resident.

(TA, art. Fárábee, Msb, in which see more :) a caravan.

22 -é

Mgh, Msb, K.) in the CK erroneously written

with the article Jºuaill.

ăslă A company, or an assemblage of persons,
travelling together: (El-Fárábee, Msb:) or a
company returning from a journey : (S, K:)
and commencing a journey; as auguring their
return: (El-Fārābee, Msb, K. :) he who restricts

tº:

See

4-is.

§ Jº,

which signifies the same, for a
*~ * :

* > ..

better explanation. See also ojjī ‘2955.

-* *

J.-:)

&lai. A plant (§, K) and the like (K) that

See

1.

JS

ū The back of the neck. (S, Msb, K.)—

< *ś The land had its herbs, or Štá Gº & is said of him who is put to flight,

has no 3. [or standing stem]; ($, K3) as the leguminous plants, dried up for nant of neater. because he looks behind him, fearing pursuit.
378*
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[SUPPLEMENT.
* >0&

(TA in art. -ºl.) And is J. ańº

2 × 2

his flight (JR, K)—tº Jº IIe (a man)

removed from his or its place; displaced; (Msb,
K*;) eradicated; uprooted; unrooted.
became
affected
with
a
tremour,
or
trembling,
by
Jºl. — [Also the back of the hand; and the
anger. (J.K.) – º Ji: i. 4. 44 3:4.
& (K in art. 53-) and J.(TA
flat back of a knife and the like.]
(TA in art. Xe-.)
5& .
in that art.) [app. for
ce
said of she
3 *
a 33 : see #52.
US Poverty: see an ex. in a verse cited voce camels, (Kib.) [app. They raise their feet clear
from the ground: see
and
the pret.
#35, by synecdoche, for isées, (IJ,) A verse;
Jae-: see

6 of

goºd. (K)

→ ... o.

&

-

&#1,

jº

---

§:

35

3 *
a single verse of a poem. (Akh, Az, T.A.) — & • * > 0 & 2
93
Jº
J3;
see
J-3.
Also, [by a further extension of the proper sig

seems to be

3.22% [or an ode, or a poem].

($, K.) – The top of the head

531

See

sle-, art. 53-.

Jº.—

& It (rain) left off.

(The lexicons pas
J/ syn.
y
* £
(
)—
sim.)}.It cleared away;
Lº-l.
(TA.)
dºc
&
He,
or
it,
left
him,
or
quitted
him,
or
The hollows of the two collar-bones (JG53, JI).
(TA, art. -->3.)
it. (Mgh, Msb, K.) He abstained, or desisted,

jū [app.

-

See

o.º.

&:

and

Jºã, or

rather

Jú,

4.

• -

es

from

...

:

…

-

but in a copy of the K it seems to be

hump. (K.) See a verse cited voce
353
3.

& be the right reading:

a\} The top, or highest part, of a mountain,

&c.

§5t; and 353 (5 :

so if

:

-

5- 2

nification,] A
(Az, I.J., T.A.)

&;

* - c >

J.u.

o.

d.

-

-

• 2 of

ââ [Paucity; smallness; littleness; scantiness; jrom it. (S.)— & It (hard fortune) departed:
J.- <--ó. The fever
rant of due amount of anything: as in ;S. ăs See an eX. VOCe 34.
1. 35, It was, or became, fen: ; small, or little,
in number, quantity, or amount; scanty. — want of due care : or this phrase signifies ran passed away.
J3

-

132 &= Ji. * He, or it, is smaller than, or too of care ; also fenness : for] is sometimes sig
5.
Jº
He walked as though he were
nifies
i.
q.
22*.
(Mgh
in
art.
*~)—
ăs
may
small for, such a thing ; syn. 344. (TA.) —
descending a declivity. (TA.)

***

&#

-

º J; IIer milk became little, or scauty; she
became scant in her milk. – 9: Jä [His

often be well rendered Lack.

(A, TA, in art.

where an explanation is given equivalent to 2%
2-1: and in like manner] (59. Jº is used
to signify Not making use of oaths at all (Mgh

-

&

It became pulled out, or up, or off;
J.; Fen; small, or little, in number, quan became removed from its place, displaced, eradi
tity,
or amount ; scanty. — A small quantity, or cated, uprooted, or unrooted; it fell, or came,
good things, or wealth, and his beneficence, be
came fen, or little ; scanty, or wanting ; he quantum, or number, 2º Jº cº of property, out. You say, & <<! [His teeth fell, or
came, out.] (TA, art. J-e-.)
became poor; and he became niggardly :] for
2- ăs signifies “poverty” and “niggardliness.” or cattle, &c. – 2- Jºš [see art. Jºs-,
7.

8: see 1.

z

scanty,
or deficient, or wanting, in goodness. – J3 He
A-e-.) And It became
º

had few aiders : see an ex. Voce J3.

in art. Jää-.) It may be well rendered Lack
ing,
or destitute of good, or nealth ; as well as
2 & IIe made it, or held it, to be little.
having
little thereof: it generally means having
(Msb.) — He shored it, or made it to appear,
little,
or
no, nealth, or good; or lacking, or des
to be little, in quantity. (TA.) – See 4.
º

als He lifted it, or raised it, from the

9

2 o'

3

o–

*

-

º,”

. .

-

See v.525-9.
o

-

* :

Usºs : see Joue, and 99); in Turkish Lºbºs.
G

-2

8.2% is a quasi-inf. n. of the verb in the phrase
º,
w

• 2 of

-º

! ~~x)3și.

* >

see J-2.

6 - 22

5 o .

: See an ex. WOce

&->

-

-

titute of, goodness or good things. – Jºš : see
4.

5 . . .

ax/3 as meaning Large stones:

* >

&ºi= A thing with which one throws a stone;

Syla... — Possessing little, or possessed in a

ground ; and carried it. (Msb)—-aº 4.3" small degree, of anything.
+ Anger disquieted, or flurried, him. (Mj, TA,
ãº as a subst., Little ; see 3×e.
in art. Jºse-.) And ji [alone} + He was dis
222 - 2 - 4 -É
quieted, or flurried, by anger. (T, TA, in that
IJ33 ju, J31 Possessing, or possessor, of less
art.) — 4. jš i. ſ. wº. (M.) — Jsſ He than another in respect of wealth and children :
became poor: (S, Msb:) or he had little pro see an ex. (from the Kur xviii. 37) in art. -3.
§ 2o 2
perty. (K.)
Jāz-e A writing on a particular, peculiar, or
5. Jºsé (K, art. 25–3) It became diminished,
special, subject. – akā-e ājºy 4 3.monograph.
or rendered little or small in quantity. (TK,
same art.) — aſſà He saw it, or deemed it, to See also a verse cited vocelº. — J3-e Jºe
* .

.

5.

-

6J

- d >

3.

.

º, o .

~ 3 ->

: o .

a: An independent meaning.

[And

*-i- Jiº,

the same ; or (as shown by

Jila, -ā He pulled out the finger-nail by
the root : (Lth, TA :) and so '4.3, accord. to a
8.

usage of its pass. part. m. in the T, art. Als.
6 ... o.º.

ańA5 [also The prepuce of the clitoris of a
woman ;] a piece of flesh between the Jºsé of a
... o.

-

woman, which is cut off" in circumcision. (Msb,
voce play.)
* - of

Jº He nas independent, or alone; with

none to share, or participate, with him. (T.A.)

-ā15
2 : see 8.

6 o .

he little in quantity. (TA.)
10.

9 , o

See also Jejºo.

-

-

-

(S;) a sling : (PS:) so in the present day. —

Jº has also for pl. &#:

Jals
…

-

Jººl,

Or

*

See A22).

-

Jºã), Some small stars before
a .3

~~ *

-

an explanation of the act. part. n. in the TA) he Ö93); [i.e., towards tººl; being between the

>

*

~ of

o .

~

b

> -e > -

Q. 2. a-3531 e_2& Jºe st-sºa5 [The crusts of
managed his affairs, by himself alone, thoroughly, Hyades and the Pleiades;] following &l.
earth
broke up from over the truffle]. (M, art.
soundly, or vigorously..] And * Ji- º sº (Mir-át ez-Zemán.) Or The Hyades.
ass.)
He is not able [by himself] to do this. (TA.)
Ji- IIe nºas independent of all others;
absolute. — Jº He (a man) rose, or raised

J/5

-

1.

&

and W

& He pulled, plucked, tore,

1. Jºš, aor. , (M., Msh, TA)inf. m. ºº, (S, M.

himself, with a burden : (JK:) and a bird in wrenched, or rooted, out, or up, or off; detached; Msb, IK,) It was, or became, unsettled, unsteady,

2003

Jº — Jºã3

SUPPLexm:NT.]

5.

unfired, loose, mobile, unquiet, or restless; it
_o Rºo A man n-ho eats all that is upon the table.
a 2.
3.
did not settle, become fired or motionless or quiet S, K.") — 32
sile and ii. see Lºº.
or at rest, or it did not rest or remain or continue,
in its place. (T.A.) He, or it, became disquieted,
Jºãº A certain well-known vessel; arabicized
c 2 o º
disturbed, agitated, flurried, or in a state of
from ...Sº ; (K, TA;) a vessel of copper, in
unrest or commotion; syn.
(S, K, TA,) which water is heated ; also called 2- : and

-

(iii.)

growing forth in the beginning of the

&; ;

a Nabathaean word ; called in Arabic

Jº

[correctly

-

-

-

-

-

-

6 x > →

-

-

tºº,

**!.

and

(M, Msb.)

—º. Jºš, or

~~<! ;

Jº;

<º

Pers.

eaten by
[correctly

called by the people of Ghazneh

•º

:

though

ãº: (MSb :) or a nell-known vessel of copper, in most of the copies of the K without teshdeed;

-

and with kesr to the rº, as in the Tekmileh.
&c., in n-hich water is heated, narrow in the
head: and hence, f a small vessel of copper or (TA.) See Jºſé.

2: see 4.

4. ãº He, or it, disquieted him; disturbed silver or china-nare,
in nihich rose-mater is put
him; agitated him; flurried him. (S, Msb.) [for sprinkling, having a long and narrow neck,
IIe moved it, a thing, from its place; as also with a cover pierced with a hole or neith several
holes]; (TA;) the vessel of the perfumer ; and,
* Aſſº. (M)
Jºš Unsteady; loose. —
ãº A loose with 3, a vessel of brass, having two loop-shaped
handles, nihich the traveller takes with him: . pl.

ââ

expression. (TA &c., passim.)
9.

men ; and called in

and

(O:) correctly with teshdeed to the J,
J-" called by the
people of Syria << ; as also

aşū), see -e-.
--

Jº

. .”

5, said of seed-produce or corn : see

1.
22 of

Jºe-

-

22 3

• 292

33. (Msb)

-

-

... O

-

4.

-

&: ; see Jº-Jº Jºey, voce -=9.

-

5 -

ășS$ Looseness in an expression. (TA &c.,

... o.

6 -- -

6

• 32

* 0 .

actics: see aº Ae- and Ju-º- and

824.

passim.)
Jº

2% and W cº and Y 3.13: 24- — 4
n:riting-reed prepared for writing; a reed-pen.

1.

See

9 . . ..

*3 : see 3.

& What

24

Vocc

#sº

sticks to the date, around its

stalk : (Mgh :) the base of the date.
6

>3 >*

(Mgh,

J-3

* on

2 of

pl.

>*

- O -

*

*

gº', voce J'293. – J3') &º
6

...

-

The meatus

O -

4 & 2.

See

-

Jº

The [tapering] top of an iron helmet.

(K.) See &s.

of the ear: see JY-Me-.

J-º :

J.; see &-9

art. --93.) See J5x55. – See also a use of the

•. "

, o ż

APJ'ſ ºil, and Jºãº) : see jº.

&-6.

&”

J-5
1.

Jº:

&

See

• , cf.

1. §§ and Jº He fried wheat; i.e. roasted
- -

ºn
-

a

ài.: Ior fying
frying-pan

-

o

-

- - -

4. Jºãº, said of the cº-oj : see lar

&# (not & 23, as in the CK. With whom

or roasting-pan].
-:

J:

i. q.

Jº or a kind of 35. (Jel, vii. 130.)

(Mgh.)—Usºs with Jº for its aor.: see Us". —
; ;: *: See sº. Jº He roasted in a See J.u.
frying-pan (MA, KL) flesh-meat (MA) or any Jºão : see Jº.
thing: (KL :) and Us, 3 signifies the same.
4-o-3
(MA.) Ji," % Jº and sºi, means $33
[i.e. he parched, or roasted, the wheat with the 1. 4.3, aor. inf. n. 93-5, i. 4.
Jºãºl. (Mg.)
aor. is,
1 Jº
gh.) Thee aor
Ji and 3\#2,
sº, and
the inf. n. Usº (MA, Mgh) and 35. (Mgh.)
º,

o a

º

*

3–3, q.v.

-

U-9
.n

as is shown by the explanations

worn over the Jº
[or head-covering] ; (Msb;) a woman's head
covering, wider than the
($, K.)—
Jill The integument of the heart; the peri
cardium. (Mgh in art. &=; and K.)

See

5 . .

ă ş An isolated mountain. (K, voce Jºº-.)

º

--

-

}\}, as used in the Kur, xxii. 37, accord. to

See a verse cited in art. jºc.

Jº

£º

*a*.i.

-

in the S, K, and TA. Hence our term “alkali.”

9 - 2 -•

#3 A noman's covering

- -

->

one is contented, or satisfied, (S, K,) like *

(S, K,) in respect of his judicial decision, or
his evidence: (K:) used alike as masc. and fem.
and sing, and pl. (S, K) and dual. (S.)

-

Jº Potash;

* 3:

He was content with a thany.
(K, voce -axi.)
5.

313 and Lºs

it

man. (Az, in TA,

-

9.2

º: see Lºš.
o 3

3×3 A large, long-bodied

&

2/3

some, One who asks, or begs. (TA, art. 2 c.)

6 :

ãº 5 Galbanum : so in the present day: see
* , 2 oz.

ºf . C. .

Jºe A frying-pan;

i. 7.

&-u.

(Msb in

6 ,

-

º

-

-

in that is a sufficiency]. ($, M, in art. 33-.)
• 22,

a 2-2

°2 -

The last word

ă.3 à37 Je-2 : see art. J).

-

º,
5...”

Lo?

o z

&: :

&) :

but this I have not found in art. Jé.

[and

4-22
~

~ 2:

2 o a

32.

--

1. 4.5: see 4; and a .3, in two places.
O

see

may perhaps be a mistranscription for 4-5 (from

• *z .

2 a.

-

...

-:

art. Jº-le.)

2-0 .

2-2- .

ão : see Jº — lakāº. 4193 Jº ºl [Verily

O-

<

&#2, PS] A noman's head-veil.

. . of
5 Jw

4. alsº Jº-All,” and Jº- "-º: see Jº !.

- --

--

à.3 The state, or condition, of slavery.

(MA, PS.)

z - o - d -

4.i.ii I took it, or devoured it,
altogether. (TA in art. --e.)
R.Q. 2.

Jº
2 o' .
- a

.”

2 of

2 o .

* - c :

.

2 * *.
... • .
Jº Vlaº us.” Vºl 23- pla: Jac
-

ãº Sneepings. (S, K.)

(sº

A certain herb, or leguminous plant,

us

2994

Jä25 – J35

ti. What is nºte in one half, black in the
back, that malks contractedly, and makes water
in drops? An enigma: to which the answer is, The
34: ſq.v.). (L.)—
3.5 one who sleeps not
[during the night]; because the Jas sleeps not :

J.

[SUPPLEMENT.

33 A spear-shaft: (Mgh; a spear (T. S. K.) a bent and humped back, or a projecting breast
that is hollon, like a cane; (Az, in TA;) a spear and hollou back; accord, to the different expla.
with a head affived to it. (Msb.) — Hence, nations of tº: : or tall; (K;) i. e., in an abso
A subterranean channel, or conduit, for water.
lute sense; (TA;) as also "&#. (K.) But
(Mgh.) — [And A pipe.] —jº šū The Jº

A Hei and others assert that the J is augmen

(L:) and a calumniator; a slanderer; (L, K;) [or spout) of the j9- [or mug), that pours forth tative. (M.F.)
as also
(L.) — Also 343 and J.; the water. (M, K, in art. U.) — šū, said to

Jº ºff.

6

The rat, or mouse; syn. jū : (K:) fem. with 3.
(T.A.) — 343 The part behind the ear of a
camel, whence the sweat eacudes. ($, L, K.) —
And, with 3, t The part of the head that is

<--> % :
ãº: 3:5.

o' . .”

~ āo Always remaining at the mater. (K.)

see 33.

signify

See

33: see Lºss

•

3-o.

3 - 9.

353

ãº.3 and W 333 Sheep, or goats, taken for one

belon, that which is called the 35-a-să. (L.) — self, gotten, or acquired, [..for a permanent pos

343 A place that produces tangled herbage: (S, L, session,] not for sale. (JK.)

5,

,

3,5 A she-bear : see an ex. in art. Clas
(conj. 2).

K:) an elevated place abounding neith trees: A Hn

says, that what is thus termed is in hard ground,
between what is termed Jiā and sand. (L.) —

Jº

&= Jº 35-4-

in the prov.,

| 93

i. q.
5 oz

Aft

-

P35 :

[as meaning Most preservative: see that

3:

-

See an ex. in a verse cited voce

,

*A*-9.

Jº

* * * * + Sand collected together, (Aboo prov. in art. 24-, and see ſº- &#, above].
Kheyreh, L, K,) and elevated, (K,) or somewhat ($ in art. 31.5-, and Meyd.)
elevated: (Aboo-Kheyreh, L:) or the abundance
Šulá. The weaving neith one thread white and
to ~

o
x ~ 0.9

&
5

-

one thread black. (T, voce 3.3.)

2.

gº An even place; (S, voce Jºã. ;) plain, or

g

of trees of sand; or, as some say, Jºy J.A.3, with

3-2

.

level, land, (S, Msb,) that produces nothing;
5 of
(IF, Msb;) plain, or soft, land, (*~ Jej",)

fet-h, signifies abundance and tallness of trees of

6

sand. (L)–343 (L, K) and with 3 (L) A

o .

~jº

!ow, and free from mountains. (K.) See also
tree in the midst of sand. (L, K.) –33.3
&#
Short ; (K:) an epithet applied to a *~9.5. Respecting its ple., see 3\º-.
+ Mountains that are not long : or long and
man. (TA.)
narrow tracts, (J.-, L, K, TA: in the CK,
J.3
J.- , or mountains,) of sand : (L, K :) or hills
-353
neith pointed heads (33) lying in the nay, or
R. Q. 1. aſſ He uttered a reiterated (K, TA)
~35% of the ear, The upper part : or the
road. (Th, L, K.)
and prolonged, (TA,) or a vehement, laughter: helix see 3- and Ji and Jº. Not to be
5

- © .

-

6

6

-

.

p.

-

(K:) or he laughed, reiterating the sound of 25. cºnfºunded
Jä.3
6 . o.

we

(S, Msb, K.)

> 0

w

3.5–3; and -3.3 see

—33-c.

- O

. 9, 2 oz

J3.3 IIalf an ºxyl. (T, voce -->y!.) See
3 ,

with

-

2,

2-

olā,5 : see Jºle-à-.

-

J35
jë.
2.

-āv;
323 and

Jº

o

*

.

6.

/ o .

*

*

J5; see Jú, in two places. – 3x3x5 J| 3\all:
See art. Jas.

Jiā Big, bulky, or large in body;
Xià (Seer, L :) or the same as an

as also
1. 4-1 Jº He kept to the sense of shame,
epithet
or modesty; (S, K2.2.2;) he preserved it : and i. 7. applied to a camel: (TA:) or big, bulky, or
U--~!: and "Jºãº! he kept to [or preserved] large in body, and advanced in years; as also
~ o

g

3.

5

*

6 .

J33; see Jū.

o

J23
3 - 22
his sense of shame, or modesty. (TA.) — J.ää. (K.) and J.s; . (T.A.) – Tall, or long,
1. Juá. The oljective complement of Jus,
tº: U3, and Y J.-, He took for himself, got, and having a capacious belly. (K.) — Hard,
meaning He said, or what is termed Jill Jºãº,
or acquired, sheep, or goats [for a permanent and strong, or robust. (M.) — I. q. &º 3%;
must be a complete proposition, or a word sig
-

- -

possessiºn], not for sale. (J.K.)—U5,
aor. *. (IAar, K.) as also Jºe. (TA)
§2 -

nifying at least one complete proposition, as
tº- ; or a word signifying a command or the

s.v.).

inf. n. 2-3 ; a dial. var. of L3, q.v. (T.A.)
3.

Jú: scetić.

like ; or a word significant of a sound, termed
* 2 oz i. Q. --84.9
0 2.92.

8.

Big ; bulky; large

in

body.

-> 24:

it

my be a verb ; but cannot be

Jº IIe gained, acquired, or got, for him
(L.)

self, (S. K.) or took for himself. (Mgh,) property,
or camels, &c., ($, Mgh,) as a permanent stock,

an inf. n., as 33°C.

(Gr.) [This is what is

is said in the Keshshāf, šu.”
Juif Ş. (Kull, p. 327.) — & Jú signifies

meant where] it

J.3

for propagation, (Mgh,) not for merchandise:
5, Jº He was, or became, unfrequent in
(S, Mgh :) he made it to be in his possession, not
* -º-; * Jº, “ sº ºfte Jú, Jiji
rashing
and cleansing his person ; slovenly nith aske: * Jú, * <- and 4:3 Jú, as <-l.
to depart from his hand : (TA:) he acquired it
for himself permanently, or for a permanence. respect to his person. (K.)
(Marg. note in Additions to a copy of tie RT)
See 1.
–95 tº 4.3 Jú, i.e. *ś <!: see J5.
o” .

10: see 1.

~~~~
– 4:\e

z -

4 * >

..:

2

&:

... -

U3 of the nose: see Lº-º. — Jº us a name
* *

a2

given
in Egypt to J-3 ; also called J-1 and
3*
-

...

see what follows.

Jé, aor. : , He lied, or said what mas

false, against him. (TA in art. 315.) See Jä.
*

-

2 o',

&:3 Tall, and having a curring back, the – a 3 Ju and axe He said of him, or it, such a

--

-ºi. (TA in art. Jº".)

upper part bending forward over the breast, or thing. —

13& Jú He asserted his belief in such

299.5

J35 – 253

SUPPLEMENT.]

* 1:

a thing, as a doctrine or the like: a well-known

in his place. (Ksh) – £3 s.45 The heast

-

*

-

**

**

-

.

...

— 23 often signifies < 5: so in a-să Jº 29
2 -

* **

-

-

-

9&

sº The eyes made a sign stopped (S, K, TA) from journeying, (TA,) |Jºe a 3) It was, or became, established in his
[as though saying...]. (T.A.) –
Jú He from fatigue, or being jaded; ($, TA; ) i. 7. mind that it was so. — Lºui tº dź 2u5 He

meaning. —

-i.

made a sign with his head : (TA :) or a motion.

<lail. (A) And £3, … <25 IIs
him, and moved

managed it perfectly. — 134- Jai 2-3 He

beast, being jaded, stopped neith

(Ham, p. 242) — sº Jú He took [with his

began to do such a thing ; he betook himself to

not from its place. (Mgh.) – 23 He, or it, doing such a thing. (Zj, in TA, art. AJ3.) –
hand]. (TA.)- **. Jú He walked, or struck

[with his lºg, or food (TA) —alº Já lie
raised his garment. (TA.) — 32.

Jº Jº Jú

stood up, or erect; syn. <!. (K.) And *J1A5 t The water congealed, or froze; syn. <+.
hence, He rose, i.e. from sitting or reclining. — (S. M., voce ---.) — arºs -5: see alsº &e.
•
*
25 He rose in the night to pray. — 25
-

*

Jºº

-

...

©

J.P.O. ,

-

•

.

-

.

.

•

9 .

•

3

o .

•

— 3rºlā) sºls A3; see 3,…} : there expl. from
He poured the nºater on his arm or hand. (T.A.)

•

*

~ *

. . .
* > . »:
Juao, He passed the nights of Ramadān in
– 4:3 Jú He spoke against him; vituperated prayer: (El-Alkarnee in a marginal note in a J.K. – 9-a-35 AU5: see 3–3–3; and 23–2 3) ;
and see an ex. Voce 32-. – 23 has also for an
him. – º Jé lit., He said, or spoke, or put copy of the Jámi' es-Sagheer, voce &: :) or he
3, 2 forth, or uttered, or gave utterance to, or recited, performed the prayers [of Ramadān) called inf. n. Also, agreeably with a general rule: see
Bd in x. 72, &c.; and see 29-6 in art. A9.
poetry; he spoke in verse; he poetised, or versi
(En-Nawawee, ibid.) – $52, <3
fied. – Jº He made a sign; syn. tºi. (Ham, The people rose to prayer ; or the time of their 2. &; He made it straight, or even ; namely,
p. 601, where see other meanings: see also p. 242 doing so came. (TA.) — ā-tl, <!- The a crooked thing ; as also " 423i: (TK :) and
•

-

* :*

~ , .

6 & x

-

•

*

-

5

-

. .

tººl.

of the same : and see Mgh.) •º- Jé [He made resurrection, or the time thereof, came to pass. – made it right, or in a right condition ; direct,

meaning to say . . .]. (A - * * * *... .. 2 - Jº <<5 [The sun became
Jāz, JºJ) stes
*- and another voce -5-) high, and the shade almost disappeared, at mid

a sign with his hand,

…

…

o ºw

or rightly directed. –

13& &; He valued

it,

-

trad. cited voce

Also, He struck his hand upon a thing. (Mgh.) day].
See an ex. voce

(JK)—º 26

He rose

*i.
him : see a verse cited voce

5.

* Jº

º-

-

He undertook the affair; took, or
He lied against him.

(Har,

or rated it, as equal to, or worth, such a thing.
up against A phrase well known, and used in the present
29, 25 day. — 4:5; He set its price; assigned it its

imposed, Žt

price; valued it; (S,” Msb, K3) as also "...iº.

upon himself; syn. as Jis: and the epithet is (Ms., K.)—"...si:3 & 4. J3-3 433.

p. 256.)

25 and 3.

(Ham, p. 5:) [and] he managed,

8 * Jé, (S) or º, (K) i. z. ºli, conducted, ordered,

(Msb.) –2; He made a writing, and an ac
count, or a reckoning, accurate, or eacact, or right.

regulated, or superintended,
.x * ~

(S,) or 2-1. (K.) See

Jú.

*

3. aests [He rose against him, and withstood
º AUS has this latter signification; and he him, or opposed him, in contention :] namely, his
J35 A saying; something said : and speech, or
adversary. (Mgh in art. Javº.) — It was equal,
diction. – Jºãº alſº < [Diction, or speech, tended, or took care of it, or him; syn. <-or equivalent, to it. (MSb.) — -,-] Gº 4.33
was, or became, difficult to him]. (K in art. J-e-.) and Js: (Ham ubi supra:) [and] the former
signifies he attended to the affair; [occupied He opposed him, or contended with him for
the affair; syn.

“tº

(TA in art. J-3-;) and

“s o -

Jä and Y Jºe:

See

23.

himself with it]; (this should be the first ex equality, in war, or battle. (M.A.) —

• 2 of

º

*

tº- and
#3 (A saying). (M, art. 2.)
U.5: see exs. voce

âû: see

4.3%

planation ;) was mindful of it; kept to it con

J-5 He rose, or stood, with him [or
nºted
him]
to accomplish some needful affair.
stantly, or steadily; and is contr. of arc Jºsé
and set:3: (JM, q.v.) [or] as contr. of Jaś (IAth, T.A.) – 4–sui It was equal, or
axe and Jacºaj, he acted vigorously in the affair; equivalent, to it : see Msb: syn. aſsº, q.v.
*- 2:
-

voce us?-2. —

is;, near the end.

+ o-

-

* >

• * ~

- - -

*

as also V a.c51; syn. 4.3 Je-, and J-5. (Bd (TA in art. is.) —º [It counteracts
*

-

o

Jä, &c., Good

in speech: or loquacious; or in ii. 2.) – You say, as U-9 AU$ He under poisons]. (TA, art -º)
in
took, or superintended, or managed, his affair,
4. Aé 1. * up, put up, set upright, a thing.
speech ; and eloquent. (K.) —
The
or affairs. And you say, 2:30 A3, (Msb in
(Msb.) — alouš), said of food, [It sustained him,
man who talks much. (TA in art. Lºº.)
art. Jºe,) and J-9, (Idem, art. Uše,) He supported him j. (Msb)—lasHe stood
J.i. Jºãº The thing said : as 13° in the maintained the orphan, and the child; syn. àe,
to a bet, wager, or stake. (TAvoce
—25
phrases 134- Jú and 13= Jú. See Jú.
and 4.4% (Idem :) and sº 23, and º,
Jºs-Jº aske He inflicted upon him the punishment
:o
He undertook the maintenance of the woman; termed 3-. (Mgh, art. A-.)— 2$5,25.
See 53.
see J.5.
or he maintained her ; (ºu, [i. e. tºº Aş
Aşi, inf. n. 323, He (the
recited
3:…) &S,i. , in logic, The Ten Predicaments, (S and K in art. J3-6)];) and undertook, or
or Categories; namely, jº- Substance, 29 managed, her affair, or affairs. (K.) And the form of words called à25, q.v. infra. —
Quantity, -º-, Quality,
Relation, tº Jº &ºi= Jº The men govern the Aşı He remained, continued, stayed, tarried,
& Place, or n-here, Jº" Time, or when, women : (Bd, iv. 38 :) or are mindful of them, resided, dwelt, or abode, in a place: he remained
and act well ſº them, or take care of them. stationary. — sº Aşi, He observed prayer :

copious in speech ; chaste, or perspicuous,

Jº &

Jºzº
**)

º.

©. .

-

jºu

...

5 o –

Jºe:

&

à Léº"

3-9. colocation, or posture, 4tº, Possession,

(TA.) — Jºe A-5 [He
or having,

Jº

Action, or doing, and

undertook, and it

Jº

Passion, or suffering.

&c.) — a Auš He, or it, was supported, or
nation of

2;

ii. 2. —

Sas 2é He performed an action. —

gº Jº 4.5; He made him to keep
to the road: and *iu, to the right way. (L, art.
See 1. –

sustained, w it ;
A33

or & 26. (S, Mºb) see also Bº, and Jel
2 o

served, to excuse me]. (Msb and TA in art. 33 c :
subsisted by it : see the expla
in the Msb. — 13°
Aş It

4.

1. 2.É. He stood still (Ksh and Bd in ii. 19) cost him such a thing, such a sum, or so much. **) – see 10–2S25; He put the affair

2006
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&

into a right state; like

83

see the latter in the

2 .

-

-

-

-

nomen, as folloners; (S, Msb, K.) for the A2;
a -695 is written with damm in copies of the
women.
Msb.)
(S,
is
and
men
prophet
of
every
Msb. — 4.5 (K in art. J.Ac) He made it to be of
S, K, JK: in the CK, erroneously, a 235, in
see a verse cited voce
opposed
£3:
to
2;
namely,
a
that
is
right;
which
conformable with
9J

-

o .

6 - - -->

-

both senses. See voce J-3-c.

judgment, a judicial decision. (TK in that art.)

* As

in the Hamáseh, p. 75, 1.9,
ºë Appearing; conspicuous; [as though
#36 The stature of a man; his height in a standing before one]: said of a thing whether
app. signifies He stood in his stead. — 2.5i
standing posture; it is a span ( 2:) shorter than standing or thrown down. (TA, in explanation
He observed, or duly performed, a religious, or
beauty, or
– See 2. —

(JK:) tallness, height; and
(t &
of the phrase J-4 --- !---, art. ---a .)
moral, ordinance or duty. — ãº- 23 [He
justness, of stature. (K.) – alo's A structure
pl. 2-, Leg of a horse, &c.
established the evidence or proof; and so (e _e\5!?
the
at
[or post] like the figure of a man, raised
i-º-º: & 4 An eye [blind, or white and
the being redundant]. (Bd, iii. 68.) And [in side of a well, whereon is placed the wood to
blind, but still n:hole: or that has become white
like manner, <-- A\5) i. q. &: (TA in art. n:hich the pulley is attached: pl. 26: (JK:) also
and blind, but not yet burst, (AZ in L, art. J-,)
the ºr being re called * 3.55: see K, voce ** or 3×3 ă.5 or sightless, but with the black still remaining.
<-3 ;) and so, app.,
dundant, as in an ex. voce tº- but this is the signifies the sheave (ś) with its apparatus.
(Mgh, Mºb)-25 and ājū The hill of a
only ex. that I know, and it is without explana (S, K.)
sword. (Msb.) – 4.5% A leg of a table, and
6 . .

i-uś,

-

-

<--

tion: Golius mentions the

phrase.<re Jºzº

moveable seat, &c.
right religion. (Kur, vi. 162.) See of a throne, or

23 &e A
but without indicating his authority.— Jézé,
J- He abode, or continued, in a state, or con
of
dition ; and * Us!e A3' the same; and he abode,
:

continued, stayed, or waited, intent upon, or
occupied in, an affair, a business, or a concern;
he kept to it.

also

*32

-

2.É. 3-9.
VOce

ić ..)

g

~ a2 .

-*-2

o 2

(K, art. JºA.) The servants of the fire-temple.
The right [or cardinal] winds. (S, (TA, same art.) – 2% The minds. So in a
verse of Umeiyeh Ibn-Abi-s-Salt. (TA, voce
(Kur ix. 36) The right, correct,

3-

2-2

•f

-

6-2

2-9 wº A manager of anof affair; i. 7.
-

-

o --O-

-

(K, art. Jac.) —25 Jaš A nibbing in nihich the
or true, reckoning. (T in art. Cºx.) —-cºl_cº pith and the earterior of the reed are made of equal
i. 4. "4.5% and <!-- fem. i. (TA.) — lengths opposed to -->4. (TA in art. -5,-.)
of

had a price; was valued. – See 2.

(JK.) See

sº. — jà < ãº

and see

32-) – 53:12, 2% [The lºſs of the table.
Jºãº & 3"
-

5. 2333 It subsisted: see eye). — A35. It

ālā;

-

$51.

—º :Lo Frozen water. And stagnant water:

--

->

-

6. cº º

*3%

They valued it, or esti

(S, Mºb, art sil.) see 2.99 23. – 3 A
manager, conductor, orderer, regulator, or su
perintendent, of an affair: (TA:) a manager,

mated its price, among them. (TA.)

see Jº-.

4.5, The form of neords chanted by the &4,
- * *

direct; in a right conductor, &c., of the affairs of a people. (J.K.) not by the J35°, consisting of the common
state; straight : even ; tended tonards the right, JuJ. Jé X: A good [manager and tender of words of the cº, with the addition of <3 35
or desired, point, or object; had a right direction, camels, &c. (TA in art. 314.)
$º (The time of prayer has come!) pronounced
or tendency; was regular. — 9.* Jº 2.É.
See *.
Jº
*3 The real value, or worth, of a thing; its twice after
10.

Aiº, It became right;

tººl

&- (K, art. Jºy) He continued in the way of equivalent; differing from & 4, q. v. (MF in
truth, or the right way; as also
-

2S,

- * *

* * 23it

g 2. The affair nas, or

art. C-34.)
6

J-

2ú. The place of the feet; (K;) a standing
place; (S, Msb;) as also "…i. (S:) or the

..

Al33 Stature, and goodly stature, or tallness, latter, a place of stationing: (Msb:) and both,
became, difficult: see jºx3. – 2-cyl al AR-1 of a man: (S:) symmetry, or justness of propor a place of continuance, stay, residence, or abode:
The affair, or case, became in a right state for
tion. (Mºb.) – 29 A; and 43 and 44; (K:) [a standing :] and the latter, a place of
him ; syn. Jºy. (S.) —ºº! He, or it, was, The stay, or support, of the thing, or affair, long continuance, stay, residence, or abode :
or became, right, direct, rightly directed, un whereby it subsists, and is managed and ordered. (Expos. of the Mo'allakát, Calc., p. 138:) and
both, continuance, stay, residence, or abode.
deviating, straight, or even ; and he, or it, stood
(Msb.) And 25; The food that is a man's
(S, K.)
right, or straight, or erect. (MA, K.L.) He
support; (Msb;) [his subsistence.] —23 [The
ment right on, straight on, or undeviatingly: (see
-

-

• * ~ *

2 of

* >

s

→

-

-

-->

*

.

.

5

-*. :)

whence

ãº) Jº Aiºl

he ment on

main stay of a thing.] — as 4. Als; S [He has
not power to withstand him. (K, art. 3-5.)

undeviatingly in the way. (See Kur lxxii. 16.)
He ment right; pursued a right course; acted
Al53 Subsistence: see eye, and &P.
rightly, or justly. See also 34, with which it is
syn. It (an affair) was direct in its tendency, 23 [A state of purging, or fºur of the belly:
~ *>
or had a right tendency. It (discourse, &c.) had used in this sense in the S, IX, voce *a.a.s].
a right tenour. — See 2.
:
6
A35° : See ~5-2.
2, [A people, or body of persons composing a 2 3.
• 32 community; and people, or persons:] a company, A335]); see A3.3 \e in the last paragraph of art.
*

.

6

-

g

c

→

º . .”

-

- 2

Also: see 2*.

..i. Lasting; continuing : (Bd, ix. 21 :) un
ceasing. (Bd, ix. 69.) – said ..i. -i.
5*>

See art. Maš. - See e.g.

ãºliº A standing-place. Hence, t A sitting
place. Hence, t The persons sitting there.
Hence, t An oration, or a discourse, or an
eachortation, (ālā- 5! ***) or the like, there

or body, [or party, (see what follows,)] of men, oxº, where I have rendered it on the authority delivered; as also J.--. (Mir, in De Sacy's
[properly] without momen : (S, Msb, K, &c. :) of an explanation in the TA.
ed. of El-Hareeree, p. 5.)
or of men and women together; (K;) for the

* …
-

0 - - --

5

-

Al25 One niho rises much, or ºften, in the night 23& J-- (K, art
or tribe : (TA:) or (K) sometimes including to pray. (T.A.) See 25
(TA, same art.)
A53 of every man is his party, and his kinsfolk,

->) 4 precious stone.

SUPPLEMENT.]
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2:…) Jº

The rectum.

of -º-º: ($, K;) in body, and in intellect: like the aâ:

CO2, tr.

(TA:) vigour, robustness, or sturdiness; like

<º
(TA, voce

[pl. of

2.É.

Stellar calculations.

*})
62 ºn 3

.x.

envelope (tie) that is with the es. (K, voce
3.
tº 2

$; A strand;

-

J4.

aa35: see assà, last sentence.

-

-

-

A faculty.
.

Ex.

9:3# º gºš

Jº

;3

&

* ... •

-

He became strong: ($, K:) vigorous, robust, or
sturdy; like 3:1, or the last signifies he became

3.2

-

[&-

is a faculty in the ear by which
iſ perceives sounds]. (TA in art. &-.)
33.5/9 Potentially, or virtually; as opposed to

Jº

-

1. 3,5 and "us;# (S, K) and 'esºſ (K)

45

*:5 see voce -º- and K, voce &2 and -ăa-.

. o 8

~3-2^)/

623

o.

23.2

Jºº, i. e. actually. — law 325:

ū; <>, and U23,
eaccellent in strength. (TA.) — 2.ſº J33 He
had strength, or power, sufficient for it; or he &é in art. 5*.

and

ū,i.

See

<!.

See

1. Jú He slept during midday: (Mgh :) or
he stayed during midday. (TA, art. 2-A.) —

(sº and J.3 : see another meaning, voce c.º.
3.

had strength, or power, to endure it; he prevailed
against it; namely, travel, adversity, &c. And He

&

43% [He dissolved, rescinded, or an

nulled, with him the sale]. (A, art. 3, .)
L**

or it, prevailed over him, or it. – See 4.— (s:
is [said to be] originally 353, because it is from

Jºlº : see J-53.

#1: (IAk, p. 368) but Lih holds # to be

Jºãº (not Jºãº)

9.

*ā; of the ciº is the

i.e., a single twist of a -à-.)
rope; a yarn; a distinct, and separately twisted,
portion, of two or more which, being twisted
together, compose the whole, of a rope, and
of a string, or thread. See also

95.3
9 .

sº.

(JK:) the

4.

9 *:

6 32

Consistent with analogy.

4% iſ Jú,

and

Jºe,

[May God

cancel thy slip, lapse, fault, wrong action, or
mistake: (A, art. Jºe:) may God raise thee from

,

[anomalous,) originally & 53. (TA.) I prefer

tly fall. (Mºb, art. Jºs) & disi He for.

the former opinion, and think it should be men

gave him his slip, lapse, or fault. (M.A.)

tioned in art. 55, or I would rather head

Jacº

this art.

* 2:

* 22

, or sº, like + or sº. Isdholds; to
be from 553, like

10.

a3

Jº:

• *~ *

see Jacº, and

-

i.

Jºë.

& Jºl He desired, or demanded, the

rescinding of the sale, or purchase. (M.A.) And

see 2 in

ãº Jú-1 He desired, or demanded, his passing
over, or forgiving, the slip, lapse, or fault. (M.A.)

1. J35
see Leº', art. Ja.s.

... O

$3%

, º, .

§§ Jºã3:

Jasº see J-sºº.

o, -

2. olº : see o-º. — aske
art. Jºlº.
3.

5.

#, q. v. from 233.

* 3:

* *2

6 -2

See also Har, p. 7. See also a verse cited voce

7. J&\53] :
He vied with him, strove to surpass
'º

- 0.9

6

... o.p.

him, or contended with him for superiority, ($, * Jºlio: see Joliº.
K.) in strength : (TA:) i. 4. §3. (A, L in art.
Jä.5
4.

33. sº The house became empty, vacant,

3

or

Jº

J.i. A resting-place; ºnjet. hence, J.i.
3

-

on the

- -

gº thus called see Jºã-2.

--

or unoccupied; (S, Mgh, Msb, K5) as also

"-323. (S. K.)

lºan J.i.

5 - *
... O

º,”

El-Mu.

tanebbee to the heart. (W, i. 112.) See an ex.
(mistranslated) in De Sacy's Ar. Gr., sec, ed.,

Lºcº

es:

[the resting-place of love] and

[the resting-place of wrath], applied by

-

He strengthened himself; made him

*U.5, (K, voce à *: ; S, K, voce Jaj, and ii. 165: the same, with a var., in Ibn-Akeel
ºz self, or constrained himself to be, strong; affected, VOCe &: ; K, voce -ăa-; &c.,) or 2ãº,
(S, voce p. 210.
5.

9

or endeavoured to acquire, strength.
© .

****

o ºg

-

*…

.

tº J.

See 1. –

à:3;

and TA,) and

#3,

(TA,) or

#3

and

sust) Jº CŞsº see &.

âûg, (JK,) The
8: see 1.

envelope

(*,

JK, or

*3,

Jºe”

&; The part, of a camel, that is the place of

eiß

;

TA) of the
[or spadia of the palm-tree]; the shackle, or hobble. (Ham, p. 558.)
Strength, power, potency, might, or force; (JK, TA;) which is made into a drinking-vessel, verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh, voce Jº
-

370

See a

3 prefixed to a noun is called

***

Jºë The

3) of comparison. Respecting its being prefixed
to pronouns, see &i, suprā, p. 106. – Ja

2-3 tle &

Jºº. Round and compact; (K;) applied to
a head : (TA :) short (S, K, TA) and strong :
(same as 3ie) The ceremony (not certifi
(TA:) a man thick in body, (K, TA,) compact
~<>

Jºe

marriage-contract. Jº 4;te ls:= therein, and inclining to shortness. (TA.)
13. Make thou this thing to cate) of a
ašš They performed the ceremony of the con

be [uniform, or] of one nay, or mode, or manner.
(ISk, in TA, art.

et.) – 4-4*

The like

tract of his marriage to such a noman (same as

thereof; such like; and simply such; and so. — $3. 15-se). — sº Jº
|É- and iſe: See &t= Or &= WOce Ší.

:

See

lor=

Jºi.
6 b ...

1. *, aor. , inf n <= [and &ºi=l

-

doubly trans., He concealed, or suppressed, a
secret. (Mgh.) — sº 2.É.- : see a verse cited
Jºë [The shoulder-blade;] a nide bone in the last paragraph of art. 292.
— U.<> is often followed by a pret. in the sense
behind the shoulder-joint. (Mgh.) – [Hence,
5. is (K, art. J.) He (a man) concealed,
of an aor. : see exs. in EM., pp. 41 & 214. –
2 o' .
. of
The shoulder itself] See §§ and 45%.
or hid, himself. (T, K, same art.)
'*35 & 3" U.<> [Keep as, or where, thou art, and
&@*, as an epithet applied to the locust, see 6, 1935UK; They practised concealment, one nith
approach not Zeydl like º &]. Heard
another: see 13:31.35.
in TA, voce
See also 35

te

followed by s pret. often means Like as
nºhen : see an ex. in a verse cited above, p. 740.

§::

… • , ,

-

* -

. .

º

me nºhere thou art 1

- -

3–4.

by K. (L, art 2.2)—Jºi tº Wait for

3 .
Heard by Az from certain
A3- A strict concealer of secrets.
~3° of a Jej : see Us:-.
of the Benoo-Suleym. (L, art. Ake.) – 49 of
*... ;
6 22.
3... " .
_j\e meaning A3…e : see Jºš's, in two places.
allocution is varied like the pronominal affix of
isé i. g. i:- A broad piece of iron. A
the sec. pers., accord, to the sex and number of
poet speaks of a wooden vessel of which a – 3-J' ºtº= Lºs : see a verse cited in conj. 3
the persons addressed : see exs, in the Kur, iii.
of art. Jºe.
fracture is mended with a tiere. (S.)
6 .

-

42 and xix. 21 (Flügel's ed., and Lees' Keshshāf),
xii. 37, ii. 46, &c., and xii. 32.

But sometimes

the same form is used in addressing a number
of persons as in addressing one man: see, for

Jºë

5

º

ex., Kur, iv. 96.
Jºë

&= .

See

& —º &é : see &#.

… .

-

– And He, or it, fattened him. (Kr, T.A.)
-

1.

*

, ,-

Jºe for Jure : see an ex. in a verse cited
2. **, inf. n. Jºë, He made it (as [&c.])
voce -\º.
into lumps, or compact pieces or portions. (TA.)
d

-

-

-

5. Jº K-5 It became compacted together in a

9 & 2

% - 9

às-É-, see

4.x: in the K and T.A.

mass; it became lumpy. See 3.5, art. 335.
âté. A lump, or compact piece or portion,
tº : said of a horse: see above, art. 3-, (S, M," Msb, K.) of a thing, (Msb,) or of gum,
p. 656 b. — See also a phrase voce ii. — tº &c., (S,) or of dates, and of clay, &c.; (M, K :)

las-e

U.5

• *

o £

r - ºf .

4. las-ei: see las-5), in two plcaes.

a piece, or portion, of dates packed together in a

He fell upon his face: (K, TA:) or so *: (*: receptacle: (Mgh :) and a piece of flesh-meat.

S, TA:) and [.æ also signifies Jºe [he stumbled, (K.)
or tripped]. (TA.)

<<=

1. J-É= t He put out, or blinded, an eye with
- - -

ace i a J.J. (TA in art. c-a-)
< *

R.Q. 1.

J-º

J& AJºj, (Mºb, K) or thing like a Jºj,

a heated nail, &c.: see an ex. voce J-e-w.

8. Latº &ºi=1 tº

and

uses

&c.;

see

[or Jºj, (S,) holding fifteen measures of the Jºº. See also ºt-.
See

quantity termed tº ; (S, K;) it is a thing [or

10.

* J-º

+ [He became sleepless; as

J&= The coarse part of silk, and of basket] made of palm-leaves, in nihich dates, &c., though he took sleeplessness as a collyrium].
tonſ, &c.

are carried.

(Msb.)

(TA in art. J-Me-, from a trad.)

2999
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2,8. & The -ºš

6 o

J-4- and J-4- (S, K) A year of drought,

Jejé

barrenness, or dearth; ($ 5) a hard year. (K.)

Jºë A

J.-- a proper name for A horse of high
breed, as also"3S-4*. (TA)— J.-è Tar
(9,45) in the dial. of El-Hijāz. (TA, voce Jé

kind of asſ,

- d ...

"

6 o ,

grapes]. (T in art. Usºs.)

see ::=.

* ,,
* ... O

• ?

-

Jejºº : i, q. -->aº, q.v.

5

0

6

,

.

.

g

→d .

-

º

-

2}=\; Jº- 3%

(Kur, lv. 27) Possessed

82°
2

&=,

1. (J. es:

and

ſº

Usł, He put

his

Jº-e: see Jº-º.
* ~

Ayº in a horse, &c., generous
quality. See
* -

~~~; and see ºre, and alºo, and -ā2,3,.

from the T.) See lº.
6

[i. e. grape, or bunch of

of majesty, or greatness, and bounty: (Jel:) or,
of absolute independence and universal bounty.

mouth into the water, or into the vessel, and 80 (Bd.)

d.

tº e Jºe An eye that is black, [or black in
the edges of the lids, by nature, as though it had drank. (See

*)

** = &º see ſiz, 32,41.

5

J** applied to it. (Mgh.) Not in the TA. [It

£5%

e

See

3e.

seems to have both of these meanings.]
*

64.

. .

£9*.

.

.

.

6

6

*

. .

893, and Jº.

see 32-, Jaë),

$** A certain plant : see K, voce *:
6

calendula arrensis : see Delile, Flor. Aegº, no.
864.

x o z

83-ye The prominent extremity of the ulna,
next to the little finger, at the wrist. (S,” K.)

2 .
...

o

ż

9

-

and

...

and

good, breed or quality.] – A thing highly
esteemed or prized or valued; earcellent, precious,
valuable, or rare. (Msb.) — (*, * J Pro

6

3.

generous, a noble, a high-bred, a well-born, or
an eaccellent, horse, &c.; of generous, high, or

of

.

J-ºl The median vein. See 2225 and J-2)
.

•

_ºp= Generous ; liberal; honourable; noble :
high-born ; contr. of 24. (K, &c.) – [A

&\al.

2 *: * ~ *

ductive l

J}<>
3.

•

-

a

.

ºr.

J.

Jºë Tº Numidian º º rive;
AJº

and See “iſ e-ºe.]–...,e jº
* Jº [A camel held in high estimation by his
of

. .

-

-

also called Cºbº jº, and Jºjº j2. See 341 onner]. (TA in art. &#2.)— [29] ..iſ *:
1. 234. He bit with the fore part of the mouth.
(S, Msb, K.)

35.

&

and

means The glorious face of God: see an ex. voce

*-*..]—Jºn 25* (TA) or Jºº (Mgh,
2- 23&

6.

[The wild asses' biting one

another with the fore part of the mouth]. (TA
in art.

Aji=
• * >*

1. Axe, inf. n.

&-)

See also cº,

Msb) Such as are held in high estimation, pre

6

2}=, It (a thing) nas, or cious, or excellent, of cattle or other possessions;

became, highly esteemed or prized or valued; (Mgh, Msb, TA;) the choice, or best, thereof.
(Mgh, Msb.)
excellent, precious, valuable, or rare : (Mºb :)
©

. . . .”
:

alſº:

followed by

see 1 in art.

•

* *

>

ă »

3 ,

2 *

>

*

>

.

&=-3. — e-eyº

ão';*3 U-, see ---, - a 29- S5 S. No ;
ãºuse [Pers. *] An intelligent house ** His land yielded increase of its seed-produce, nor a jar-cover: i.e., No: (1 mill not give thee,
thou requirest,) nor any
wife, who is a good manager. (K, art. &”; (ISh, K.) and its soil became good, (ISh,) being or I will not do,3 what
*
but omitted in some copies.)
manured; (ISh, K ;) [or it was, or became, thing else. See -º-; and see alojºs. – i,je,
generous, or good; i.e., productive, or fertile]. the kind of miracle so called: pl. eu.5°; like
•

-

*

©. ,

s
tº

.7

e.

:

-

-

-

-

c → •

— age 3.5°, (S, K, art. je.) I exceeded him the term Xaptopara as used by St. Paul in 1 Cor.
in generosity, or nobleness. (TK, voce je.)
xii. 9; it may be well rendered thaumaturgy:

J33
5.

6 -

•

Jºlie : see J.A.”, in art. J3.

tº 2 -

2 -3-

and

*

*

->

•

sºlely- --!> a thaumaturgus, or thau

2. Jºe A.jás [He honoured him above me].

6.

o p

9 *

>*

(Kur, xvii. 64). — 134- &é &= [He preserved maturgist : see 35-a-o, and a-95.
j}=

him from such a thing]: see an ex, in a verse cited
in art. Uc (conj. 3); and see, here, 4 and 5. —

3. Jºu, J. G-1 cº jº cº-, int. ".
$#& : i. q. 3-4, expl. in art. 3-c. (TA, 2= He highly regarded a horse or the like. —
2-

•2 -o ż
-

courtesy.

&

7.

Jº

Jºjº JHe entered

generous horse
...

* -

-

(º,é- (33).
•

•,•

22

3-1 -je (T, K, art. A The best of the
£e, thus
o

*

> *>

2×5.

stance, from

d

Jºe [or Jºe A sort of Jes-. (The
Minháj, in TA, art. Jae-)

and

*2,\xi,

He shunned it;

ż

...”

g

d .

•

6 ... O -

aloyº. A means, or cause, of attaining honour.
J3

5 J o .

A;&e : see 3,ſ

iº.

a .2

and 24.

A generous, or honourable, quality or

action. (Msb, &c.) — 2-& Jº Jºe [He

5 o

5 . ..

Jºſé or Jºe The plant so named : see 4-3).

2-&

may often be rendered

•

J& He affected, or constrained himself, to be
generous

Jºë
.

5

foul speech. (TA in art. &#2)— Eaccellencies.
in art. 3-1-c.) —

-

5 . . o.

(S.)

ãº,8. J.

6: see 5.

4

o y J. o

written: (TA:) [Bitter vetch :] avoided it; kept, or removed, himself far from became eminent in generous, or honourable, actions
it ; or preserved himself from it; (K;) for in or practices or qualities or dispositions]. (Msb

see #4.
3

self from it. (S in art. Jaye. See also 2.)
5. 4.

.2 :

(TA in art. Jay.) (Mgh, Msb.)

- c2 o =

See laº. — Jºe are -e, -' I preserved my
ring. (TK.)

.

-

–2-4, and "2, ºl, He found a

into the thing

and concealed himself. (IKtt, in TA, art. J-3.)

*

àºjº, syn. mith 23; (Mgh ;) subst. from
4:3, e ; as also " iº. (Msb.)

4. al.,el He gtreated him with honour, or

Jºë

5

see Jºlº.
* -

22

See alo,Sj.

art. 3-5.)

2-2 = .

A}<>! in the sense of 223°, as in tº ovº-i:

10.
also 4.

º 2,8.

and

*2 =

; Generous, good, land:

(K, TA:) [good and fertile land:] or dunged and
see 10 in art. 2,3. – See

tilled land. (TA) And -ºu tº ºf
f Land producing good herbage or plants. ($,
379*

3000

Ajë – Cité

-

[SUPPLEMENT.

6 : see 8.

T.A.. [In some copies of the S, good for herbage

poor

a-e)

(S, art.

man.

[The L-e was

or plants.])

8. Jºel and " “º and "Jºš He hired, evidently a simple oblong piece of cloth; for
or took on hire a house, and a beast. (Mgh.)

•jē’

Jº-S) is said to have been thus named because
he wore a u-e while in the state of

&= [He disliked, was displeased neith, dis
approved of, hated, him or it.] ãº, is the
1.

29-1;

aS

10: see 8.

is mentioned in the TA, art. 3-e; but it seems

&=

5é Drowsiness.

(S, Msb, K.)

to have been sometimes sewed in the manner of
contr. of
and
(Marg. note in
the -\ºe, which see; and see also
, and 3).]
&= One who lets a thing on hire; (Mgh :)
TA.) – asje (Mgh, Msb), inf. n. **!,<> and
It
is
ſproperly]
not
one
of
the
garments
which
34, and 3,4-, (Mºb). He one who lets beasts on hire. (Msb.) See an ex. are cut and sewed [but is a single piece]: (Mgh,
dia not desire it; he disapproved it, or was dis in a verse cited art. …, conj. 4 – And One art. &las 3) [a wrapper, or wrapping garment,

šš).

cº-l.

Or

---

s

…•

º, ,

*

-

g

-

-

• Jº

6 o'.”

-

, ,

£aſe, (Mg) or

pleased or discontented with it; (Mgh ;) he dis

liked it; disapproved it; hated it ; contr. of &

who is hired. (Mgh, &c.) In one copy of the
of a single piece]. - site •e, He fell upon
Mgh, Lººk.]" is put by mistake for Jºš9);
the back of his neck. (IAar, in TA,
i. q. 2&;

(sº.

and

(Mºb)—ºft and '98: see is .

82J.)

Jºe IIaving clothing: see an ex. voce º:

&= Spherical : see Ksh in ii. 20.

2 & 3 tº, in n. 4:3, I made the

... o

ż

9

. .

s-ºl; see Jºaº.

:,é Sphericalness: see Bd in ii. 20.

thing to be an object of dislike, disapprobation, or
hatred, to him.

art.

(TA in art. Ay-.)

(S, K.”)

9, 20 - 2

à:

ujë [Caranay-seed] is of the measure J
•,•

* >3 >

4. 134 Jºe &=
thing against his nill.

I made him to do such a

[and if so must be written ºl: (Ki) or it

(S.)

may be

1. ** and & -** He uncovered it :

Jº

[but see what follows :] AHn unveiled it; laid it open ; displayed it : eaposed
* > *, *
says that, if with medd, it is fem. [and therefore it to view; discovered it; detected it ; revealed
5. as,85. He showed, or expressed, dislike, dis
its disclosed it. — & Jºe He investigated,
approbation, or hatred, of it; see aloe-U and £3,2]; but it is not Arabic [and therefore,
explored,
or scrutinized, it : searched, examined,
without medd, it is probably Gºl. (TA.)
*-5 : and a.ſe Wojº signifies the same; see
or
inquired,
into it. — «ă ă» He removed it ;
5 oz
•3 ~ *
2 * * ~*

* ~

-

*

~ *

o,”,

•,•

*,

-

-

*

6 -

- - -

3. –

disapprobation, discontent, or
See examples in the K, voce
&c.

&= .

o, Kj He expressed dislike, displeasure,

hatred. (Ibrº)

à, and voce Ji,

A&
2.

2

£º and **.

See

and he uncovered it, laid it open, &c.; as also
One3 who
lets beasts of carriage, ºc., on
-

&:

...

•

§3.

.

.3% & tº -i-e He removed,

covered or concealed. (K.) — Jºe He re
moved, cleared anay, or dispelled, grief, or

• *-*
6: see 5.

sorrow ; see 8-3 (of which it is an explanation
J%) ---

-2-Ée Disliked, disapproved of,

Jº

See

in the Msb and K). – See 7.

blamed, or

3.

J.--

as also 'º.
... ãº signifies º Já% and 2.xe
<5%. (MF in art. Jºl.)
.

º; , 0.

ºf ,

inf n.

is tº,

o .

J-2+ i. 1. t-s-

§ss... (Har., p. 470.) He, or it, appeared to
him ; as also alſº -áště ; syn, a jºls. (TA.)

(M.)

2 oz of

-

— ºrch-i-) \º

J-à

*> *

- - - -

&é,

[He acted openly
with him, or towards him ;] syn. of the inf. n.

hated; hateful, blameable, displeasing, or odious ;

º

• *
: &

-***. —

from over, or from before, a thing rehich it

-

i. q. a-º-º-, q.v.

&ti.

(K,” TA.) See also

2 o',

dºc

hire; like Jºãº, q.v.; an owner, and
letter on put aff, took off, or stripped off, a thing
w.

The above is the prevailing signification, hire, of asses Lye). (KL.) See

and often occurs. –

namely, a cover, or covering, or the like:

-º-,é He became acquainted

•y\= Unmilling : see an ex. voce au.i.

&.

2. are, inf n. J-8, said of satiety, It ren with, knen, or got knowledge of, nºkat I con
(Har. p. 686.) – ičić.
A thing that one dislikes, disapproves, or dered him heavy, sluggish, lazy, indolent, or tor cealed: syn. º

&E).

hates, or that one dislikes to do: opposed to *:::: pid. (TA.)
(TA in art, la:3:) [a thing, or an event, that is
4. Çe J.

The showing open enmity, or hostility, with any

Ł

signifies

Jº As &º

[Inivit one. (K.L.) [I. e. *2 = alone, or] a A-Le

an object of dislike or hatred].
6

*>.

-

33'34-9
-

-

49

we

abominable, or evil; i. q. ess" ;
Jº Zºº. &ºil.
(Beyd, xvii. 40;) and *: (TA:) [held in aver
sion]. See *.*.
§º, a pl. of ºx.
&= Heavy, sluggish, lazy,
23, §§ The afflictions, or calamities, of for pid. (K.)
22 - 2 3 *
tune; syn. 45% and $333. (TA.) See also al-Ko
; see an ex. Voce alae.
oxº~ Foul,

9

oz

o --

~~

-

-

-

-

signifies He showed open enmity, or

sed non emisit; ) (IAqr, in TA, art. 2,33) [i. e.,

-

hostility, with him ; ($, MA, K.) and so ańºte
§3.4.1. (M.A.) See i-tº-Also Discovery,
or
revelation; pl. <º see Hájee Khaleefeh,
indolent, tor
s.v.] — ~~ &= [He made near with him
openly]. (MSb, art. Jº.)

•jºo

5. Jºš He uncovered, or exposed, himself in
*

9. Q - d -

6 --

-

sitting.

3--

99%---o: see an ex, voce Jºc.

.

1.

tº:- &= [I invested him nith a

snºord].

> of

(TA, voce c-àcſ.)
.

. . .”

6, 1953. UG They revealed their faults, or secrets,
* *

Lº

-

3. is Jº Jºjº. He employed a beast
carriage to carry for hire.
* ~

*

. c.

5

… o.

of

(IbrD.)

* ~* *

5. Lº-S : see Jā-5.

fºe, and Jºopposed to * 33,

fi.e [A garment]. See

4, 233 39°l, and arºls, He let me his house,
6 * ~ *

and his beast of carriage, on hire. (Mgh.)

- *

— al-º

tº-

*

,

33,

> .

one to another: see 1931-5.

(TA in art. 3+8.)

as

• - - o

7. arc J.K.' [He, or it, nithdrew, or became
nithdrawn, or removed or became removed, from
and
him, or it, or from over it]. — cººl said of a
+ A she-camel: see &.
bi-ºº: [They mere
e

-

- - - o

3001

Câté – the

SUPPLEMENT.]
routed, defeated, or put to flight;

isie [app. a subst., not an inf. m.,] The act,

Că=

like", i.e :

3.

-

the former is quasi-pass of Jºë, “he routed,”
&c.]. (K, voce Jº- in art. Jºe-.] See also iº,
in art.

&P.

& Jé He

sented the edge, or border, or art, of senſing in the manner termed of the garment, or piece of cloth, the second (TA;) contr. of ãº. (TA in art. Jº.)
time, (S, K,) after the [slight] sewing termed 6 & 2 9 - 2
1.

32.

Jüe : see Ham, p. 49, l. 2.

aste ääu An old and
weak
she-camel. (AO,
(S,) or
(K.)- [He felled (a seam
94 2
TA
in
art.
A.A.)[äste
Lo
The
restrictive Lo,
or garment).] — 4. Je. aor. 2, He refrained,
tº
a£
or forbore, from it, as forbidden ; abstained, which is annexed to cl, Öſ, &c.; so called be
or desisted, from it; left, relinquished, or forsook cause it restrains the particle to which it is

Šil.

-

-

J, & Uncovered, &c.;
•

overt.

* >

Jºlº. [A discoverer, or revealer: thus I have
5 o.

•

*:

rendered it voce Jºe.]

-

-

it: (Mabº) (as also 'Jix).-4: Jé He

adjoined from exercising any government.] —

refrained, desisted, forbore, abstained, or held,
from it. (K, &c.) – << iè He made him

&= Wholly. (Bd and Jel in ii. 204)
£2

2 o' -

... .º

J. :=

33US. Gº- A particle denoting compensation,
him,
turned
him
anay
or
back,
from
it;
(K;)
or the complement of a condition; like 25- -5,-.
4:= Barley-water : (K:) or pounded wheat
to refrain, forbear, or abstain, from it; averted

2.

---

or barley: a Persian word, arabicized. (Mgh.) prevented, hindered, held, withheld, or restrained,
him from it. (Mgh, Msb, T.A.) – [-Lé
Hence, ãºcié A kind of broth. (Mgh.)
“… He interposed as a restrainer between them

two : a phrase of frequent occurrence]. - Jié
Alaº

.9 & .

Jā=
1.

Jºu Jié- He was, or became, respon

* & (M, K, art. ,<5) He shortened the sible, answerable, accountable, amenable, surety,
alsº 24- He repressed, or restrained, his hair. (M, ibid.)
nºrath, or rage. (K.) — Aé, aor. 2, inf. n.
•a 2 3 1.

A=, He restrained himself. (TA)—24: L.
5-Jº and &- Jé º 5. § -.
See

-

3.

Jºsé 135te

6 º' - 2

or guarantee, for the property (Msb) oned by
another person : (IbrD:) [it may be rendered
J.

i. q.

P. .

.

Cº-- which see.—

6

he guaranteed the property.

See

Jº —

as US signifies i, q. à---, because it is a pre J--9 J-ā-ā- He was, or became, responsible,
venting, or an abstaining, from fighting. (Mgh.) answerable, amenable, or surety, for another

* Jº 24= i, 4. *A*. (TA)
person, (Msb,) i.e., for the latter's appearance,
or presence, to answer a suit. (IbrD.)

7: see 1.

2usé [pl. of ãºuse]

Subterranean conduits

3.

Că= [generally The hand: sometimes, app.,

for neater. (TA in art. 3-5.)

the palm only :] accord. to Az, the palm with

Jae

The

3---

[or hinder part, posteriors,

the fingers. (Msb.) – [Hence, A cake of the buttocks, or rump.]: (Msb, K:) or the -9 [or
Jºaº

length and thickness of the hand: thus in the hindermost part] thereof; or the [part called]
present day. See Jºº.) — Jºe A handful ; claš. (K.)
3,…e and Y §2.É. Anything compact (K,
what one takes nith the hand, or grasps; syn.
TA) and round: (TA:) and the latter, i.g. 3.xic
J-º-à-e One who is responsible, answerable,
*-a-3. (S, art. Ja:3.) — [lie 423 He struck
[meaning a knot, or a knob]: (TA :) [pl. of the
amenable, or a sponsor or surety. (S, K, &c.)
latter Jºué : See 3,- : See also ºil. — Also him a slap with the hand.]—[Jºë often signifies
âûâ Responsibility; answerableness; amena
The seed resel [i.e. siliqua, or pod, of the radish The pan of a beast.] — it...sº Jº, The star
-

6.-- 6 J

6.

6 ... o J

-

-

5

B of bility; or suretiship ; (S, Mgh, Mºb, K;) the con
joining of one responsibility (3-3) to another,
[i.e., the conjoining one's on"n responsibility to
3×ae : see 3-aē.
24, 2
gº
ań= : see añº.
that of another person,] mith respect to the right
Jaé
of
suit, [so that one person becomes liable to be
# The Selvage, i.e. border, or side, of a
3–2.É.- A well-known bread: (K;) biscuit; garment or piece of cloth, (S, Msb,) that has no sued for that which another ones]; (Mgh;) i. 4.
(MA;) or [a kind of] dry bread: (MA, TA:) ~% [or end of unnoven threads] : (S, voce §§ :) &s. (5 &c.)
now applied to a sort of bread made in the form or what surrounds the skirt of a shirt : or what
Ji . A woman large in the Jáà [or hinder
of a ring, hollow, [and generally containing some ever is oblong; as the àºle- of a garment or
part,
or posteriors]. (TA in art. Jä5.)
J-3 or the like, the best of n:hich is brought piece of cloth, and of sand; and the edge of a
from Syria, and given as a present. (TA.)
thing. (K.)

and some other plants. (IAqr, TA voce jº) a of Cetus. –
Cassiopeia.
ge, tº o jº

6..… o

--- J. The star

z

Jsić.

app. signifies Guaranteed, or pledged :

9 wº

Jaé
9

-

* - 2

àäe The bezel, or collet, i.e. the part in for, accord. to IKtt, as is said in the Msb, you
which the stone is set, of a signet-ring. (TA in say Jº <die as well as Júl, <dae ; mean
3 o 2
ing I took upon myself the property; became
art. -->y.) See Jºë. – See also 3,9.
responsible, o, answerable, for it; [or I guaran
-

o

Jaé- : see Jaj.

“

-

tie A scale of a balance: (MA) vulg. "is-.

teed it :] or Jºãº is better rendered ensured by

_s==
(K.)
1.

2:9) 2.É.

see &

an acknowledgment of responsibility for it: see an
6

Jú. The like of a thing (S. K.) — Food,

* c >

ex. Voce J3Ajº.

or sustenance, that renders one independent of
others : (S, K:) or sufficient for one's want, not
ãºe The iron thing that embraces, or clasps, exceeding nor falling short. (Msb.)

2üe A muzzle for a camel. (PS.)

(***) the muzzle of the horse. (IDrd in his Jüe The circuit, rim, or surrounding edge,
book on the Saddle and Bridle, p. 8.)
of a thing. (S, K.)

cº-º-º
5.
with

sº
eu-

º

[They wrapped themselves

for grave-clothing]. (TA, art. Jaz-.)

Jºã= – “..Alsº

3002

[SUPPLEMENT.
* … . .”

(K, &c.) —

Jºãº
4.

xi = , said of clouds: see a verse cited

&:=

for

&ºi= :

see Bd xxxi.,

last verse.

$2.

Jºſé

2.

JAS, Adorned with gems or jewels. (L, art.
Ja-3 ; a common meaning.)

He adorned a thing with gems or

jewels.

Căli”

Jºã=
4. ...tº Jeſ [It set his teeth on edge]; said
He, or it, sufficed, or contented:
of acid, or sour, food or drink. (Ibn-'Abbād, in
hence 2.9 &$3 Jú - Such a one sufficed
TA, art. J-2-3.) See 1.
me, or contented me, in respect of the affair;
A burden; syn. Ji. : (S, Mgh, Msb, K:)
i.e., by taking upon himself to perform it or
one has to support ;
accomplish it if good, or to prevent it or a persºn, or persons,
1.

Jº-

j=

1. * J.-Lé He became attached, addicted,
given, or devoted, to it; or he attached, addicted,
gave, or devoted, himself to it; (S, Msb, K,
TA;) he loved it : (Msb, TA:) [he was fond of

it :] he loved him, [or it, vehemently. (TA.) –

whom

Jué, inf. n. of Jué . [ciolent or intense love:]
3 *
He sufficed syn. Jºc, (K,) and Jºe: (S, Mgh, Msb, K :)
applied to one and to more. (Msb.) See an ex. see --~ ; and see a verse cited in the first para
me as, or for, a witness ; or he suffices me as,
graph of that art.
WOce
(last sentence but two).
avert it if evil : and

º Jú=

-

*

or for, such and sometimes - is redundantly
prefixed to its agent, and sometimes to its objec
tive complement; as in exs. cited in art. •P. See

2. & 4.i. -áē He tasked himself neith
U= when preceded by a negative and followed
º &i=
a thing, as also Y “... -º-º:
by an exception, means Any one; as in the Kur,
satisfied,
or
sufficed,
or
[It
Jºe
a 3 >
Ham, p. 152.
2 * >
• 23
He tasked him to do a thing ; imposed upon
xxxviii. 13, U-21 -3- S! Je <! There mas
contented, it stood instead of another thing, or
him the task of doing a thing. — So -tº
apostles of lying. The imposition of a task or duty. — A task;
other things; (Msb;) [as also º &- Jºë. not any one but accused the
3.
* —tº Jºe for Uláé &c. SeeW, pp. 5 and 6. See also another ex, voce (J. – See Jazz. – compulsory work ; a duty imposed. – * :
— Jäe, aor. cº, inf. n. àsue, also signifies Júl Jé JJ 3* [lit. He is the possessor of 2.9 He imposed upon him the thing, or
knowledge, the entirety of the possessor of know affair; syn. : &- (Msb.) – * -sie
followed by &c. (Har, p. 43, q.v.)
&#3 and
ledge, means that he is one who has attained to
[You say, 3. suá. He repelled from him evil; the utmost degree of the quality thus attributed He put himself to trouble or inconvenience; like
W -ºš alone. — 13% &i= He imposed upon
3 ,

-

0.

o -

-

• *

-

6 *

© .

-

>

&

and hence, he defended him therefrom ; and he

to him. (sh, K, TA) — tº Whatever —

freed him therefrom : said of God, and of a tº- Whenever; as often as , every time that ; him the task of doing,* *or* * procuring, or bringing,
such a thing.— 5. ańe IIe imposed upon him
a
thing, or an affair, in spite of difficulty, trouble,
63
Jax.
and
32
or inconvenience : (Msb:) he ordered him to do a
&= [musquito-curtain]: see Jüx
thing that nas difficult, troublesome, or incon
Relating to all or the nhole; universal; venient, to him : ($, K:) he made, required, or
total : and often meaning relating to the generality; constrained, him to do a thing; eacacted of him
And, as a subst., the doing a thing ; meaning, a thing that was
general; contr. of
difficult, troublesome, or inconvenient, to him :
A universal; that nihich comprises all
-

man, &c.]

o

. ~ *

in proportion as: – J-34° Whoever.

o a

• * o

8. JºJº Jºe. He was, or became, sufficed
by the thing, so as to need nothing more ; or
content with it. (Msb.)

âûe A sufficiency; enough; a thing that

suffices, or

contents, and enables one to obtain
*** At;
what one seeks. (TA, art. & )
-

2 :

-

2

-

-

- -

*

§e

&–

-º-,

(Kull, 123; and the Lexicons, passim.) See “i

J.- 2

He undertook his maintenance ; he maintained or particulars; pl. &ºi=.
ãº- The quality
him ; syn. *u. ($, K, art. J3-c.)
of relating to all or the whole; relation to all
-

Jº # [More, and most, satisfying].
in art. 9-.)

—-lº

An imposition ; a requisition, con

straint, &c.
or the mºhole ; universality; totality: and often
-a (Mgh, meaning the quality of relating to the generality;
5. º cº; He [undertook a thing, or an
in logic, The affair, as imposed upon him ; or] took, or im
generality. — J.-posed, upon himself, or undertook, a thing, or
Fire Predicables: namely, Jº- Genus,

<<1,

&

***

&== *** [Pers. &==l.
Or

Jé

an affair, [as a task, or] in spite of difficulty,
trouble, or inconvenience; (Msb;) syn. “:•º.
and Jº Accident.
(S, K :) he constrained, or tasked, or exerted,
or took pains, or made an effort, to do
himself,
Jºe Weak, or faint, lightning [app. likened
a thing; meaning, a thing that was difficult,
Species,

See

J.--

Difference,

i.e., Property,

:

to a lunt sword]. (TA in art. Jºe.) – Jºe troublesome, or inconvenient, to him : or he
It (the sight) was, or became, dim, Mil. See jià.
Jºſé &tº A dull tongue: affected, as a self-imposed task, the doing of a
dull, or hebetated. (K.) – He (a camel) was,
thing. (The Lexicons, passim : see J}< . and
lacking sharpness. (s’)
'
or became, fatigued, tired, or wearied. (M.A.)
:
J& He affected, or
See 9. asſ=.)
1.

Jé

-

-

… .

-

ãº

âșé $4, *3, and ājj = 34, He was heir
• -2 endeavoured to acquire, a quality. So in the
weak; syn. E-àxià [i.e. < *-*]. (Ham, 296.) of a man who lºft neither parent nor offspring
the measure Jää ; as

-

Jº

Jºe The hands, or arms, became

neak, and so (IbrD.)

(Jº & Jé He was fatigued, or
z

-

disabled, or incapacitated, from doing a thing ;
2 o'.

2 of

→ 0 .

like & Cº, and arc
> * > 0 :

o a 2

-? -ăa-3: See

-

-

-

-

--- and J-ye.]
-

• 2-

– a U- c_1=, (K, art. Jºsé,) inf. n. Jºe,
(S, in that art.,) His teeth mere set on edge,
(TK, in that art.,) by eating, or drinking, what
was acid, or sour. ($, K, in that art.) – Jé
It (a sword, &c.) was blunt, and would not cut.
-

Jºë). The 17th Mansion of the Moon; (Kzw;)
the head of scorpio. (Aboo-l-Heythem, quoted in
the TA, voce ~5)— Jºël Three bright stars

explanations of verbs of

2'-. (Sharh El-'Izzee, by Saad-ed-Deen.) –
Also, He affected, or pretended to have, a
quality, not having it. So in the explanations of
verbs of the measure Jºué, as Jss-i: (idem :)

in [or rather before] the head of Scorpio, [namely [and sometimes in verbs of the measure Jºë also,
y, m, and 6,) disposed in a row, transversely. as 2-& &c.]. And -ºš alone, He eacercised
— The border of flesh round the nail : (K:) self-constraint, or put himself to trouble or in
in the TA, art. Călăº, jail Jºël.
convenience. — —#18. He affected what was not
- w - -

3003

SUPPLEMENT.]
93 w -

Jáč He

used forced efforts
to do a thing, and to appear to have a quality.
He affected, or endeavoured to do or acquire, &c.;
he constrained himself to do, &c.; he applied him
self, as to a task, to do a thing. ães in -aſs
natural to him. –

(Msb, &c. :) a saying : a say: something said:
* **

-

*

6

-

ães= Quantum, or quantity, as answering to

w -

in grammar, a sentence. --ºla'ſ JS1 : see trºl. “how many.”
5

*

>

6 *~ *

–2).<>; also, a quasi-inf n. for sº, some
Leº Covered over, or concealed
times governing as a verb, [like the inf. n.,.] art. ---aē-.) See §.
accord. to some of the grammarians; as in the
*** The cancamum-tree: see
He made himself, or constrained himself to be, following ex.:
5

courageous; affected, or endeavoured to acquire,
or characterize himself by, courage. — - is

àes in also, He acted, or behaved, with forced
courage; endeavoured to be courageous. – -sis

*** Jº Lºs 4-ye lºus
ule : *t → -u tº

+

*

+

t!
…

+

"

… and 3.2.

5

--

- 9.

… O

(Sharh Shudhoor edh-Dhahab.) See Jºaº 2-1.

wa-oyº.

e

2.

aº- J. He used a forced, or affected, manner
–25& Ac [The theology of the Muslims;] a
in his Arabic speech. — Jºſé A straining of a
•-

-

4 o'

4 o' --

Jºlaºlº [xapaimurvs, the ground-pine] : see
5

© .

- d.

- d .

(2:…) (S,

-

science in which one investigates the being and
point in lexicology. – Jiří signifies He affected attributes of God, and the conditions of possible
or endeavoured to acquire, intelligence; explained things with respect to creation and restitution,
by Jian - is ; and Jálaj, he pretended to be according to the rule of El-Islām; which last
intelligent, not being really so. (S, art. Jäc.) restriction is for the exclusion of the theology

Jä

in a verb of the measure

Jää

is as above

explained, signifying a desire for the existence
of an attribute in one's self : in a verb of the

of the philosophers. (KT.)

24*Jº, like -º- and 3.3-lit &k.

measure Jélé it is different, and means the pre (Ibn-'Abbād, Z, T.A.)
… .o:
2- 2
tending to be or to do something which in reality
*** of a bow: see ºri – of a 335.2 : see
-

one is not or does not ; as in the instance of
Jºã, he pretended to be ignorant, not being ãºji-.
so in reality. (Sharh El-'Izzee, by Saad-ed-Deen.)
lººr.” A
táé- -ºš He did so
purposely. —

-

jº
º; … .

** A kind of belt with a receptacle for
money.

Jºë

1. Jºë He, or it, was, or became, perfect; and
sometimes, it was, or became, complete, entire,
whole, or full; which latter signification is more
properly expressed by 3, which see.
s

-

-

5. e. p.

J** Complete with respect to bodily vigour,
having attained the usual term thereof.

See

Jºãº “…), art. Jºe. Also Consummate, perfect.

5- - -->

Muslim theologian. See ..Sºl 21.

Júð. &: ;

• w ,--

• AMX5 He

tashed himself – ºil -ąś He vomited inten
-

*

-

~

tä.

~}<^* Supererogatory acts of religious service.

51*

tionally. (TA, art. • 3.)

See

- w - -

*

*

-

0 ,

-

-

1. SA=, first pers. Stºke, aor. 31.8%; and Sºe,
J-of
Jºſé [A discolouration of the face, by] a thing first pers. -gle, aor. XS: ; inf. n., áºbe; see
4.3% &l, mentioned in the TA, in art.
that comes upon the face resembling sesame; [by § 2 freckles, accord. to present usage :] and a dingy
laº, i. Q. būš Jºe, which is applied as a J2j]
5. -

- o –

d- .

-

-

--

-->

J&J): the feathers so called: see -** and

redness that comes upon the face. (S, K.)

* -of

to a wound.

-

g

âté. A difficulty, or difficult affair, or a jºi.
duty, or an obligation, that one imposes upon

... O 5 ,

Jºº. A name of two stars on the ear of
himself; (S, K ;) or a thing imposed upon one
as difficult, troublesome, or inconvenient. (Msb.) Taurus. (See Jugl.)
3

See

-

*-- - [Constraint, J

-

-

Jole Latent.
o, .

cºlo A place of concealment, a lurking-place:
(Mgh, Msb :) pl.

&-tº. (Msb.).

-

trouble, pain, or in
a cº

Lo

convenience. (M.A.)
o -

_s)=

3. 4.jé in. Aiºi. (TA in art. Glas.)

** *z

3 =

o w? .

pressed, What number 2 Hon many? and, as in
an ex. WOce

5. 4: ...is He spoke for him;

w = 2

-

* of .

3a. ,

3*:

-

*-** Jºy! i. g. a+, and āsāº. (TA in art.
_e= : see its syn. se or Jºe voce Jºſ. –
2-4.)
As an interrogative with the specificative sup

syn. *. (S,

Msb, art. Jºe.)

Ji-

Jºë

3.

virtually meaning Hon, much?

Jºsé

A courageous man: or one wearing
arms or armour: (K:) or a courageous man
Honº long 2 as in the Kur, ii. 161, &c.; a noun
covered, or protected, by arms or armour; (S;)

and so in an ex voce is… and voce 3.

Also

6. (.jú They spoke, talked, or discoursed, each signifying a period of time being understood: see a courageous armed man.
-

3.

à-le A nord: (Kull, 301:) an expression :
(K

- --

- -

also an ex, voce -ā-e, and voce Jºš.

with the other. (S,” M.)

o .

©.

-

Še A place of retreat or concealment;

3) a proposition : a sentence : [a saying :] an

argument. (Kull.) An assertion: an expression

* The calya of a flower.
The

of opinion.

Jé

_c= and sº are both app. right: see Jºš.

envelope

(K, &c.)

[or spathe] of the

&ſº

[or

—-

as a cave, and an

spadir

of a palm-tree]; and the covering [or calyr] of
Jºſé is a gen, n., applying to little and to
much, or to few or many; (S, TA;) to what florers or blossoms; as also W *…* . (S,
is a sing, and to what is a pl. (T.A.) It may Msb, K.)

(Beyd, xvi. 83:) see Jº. – Jée The shelter of
see *32. — 4 thing that serves for

a wall :

veiling, covering, or protecting. (S," Msb,” K.)
See

39, where I have thus rendered it.

therefore be rendered A saying, &c.; and say

# A sº. (TA in art. ** :) or a round
ings, or words : see an ex, voce JS3), in art. is—us: ($, K.) pl. tº. (K, TA in art. **)
JS3. — Lºe Speech; something spoken; [dic
* ...of

5

9 32

* **

à:= : see -ārlo.

. .

tion ; language;] parlance; talk; discourse :

it.e : see cº
-

such

exºvated house or chamber:

2:, .

2 -2 -

aşue : see asse-.

3004

Jée – L3,4

&u= A fire-place;
lighted.

(S, K.)
see a verse of El-Aasha in art.

Jºº.
~ 0 ºn

surname of relationship.

of the incipient letter of this nord : 1001 Nights
ll.

ău 4-

Jºãº &sº :
3.

£é A

a place in myhich fire is

[SUPPLEMENT.

Jº2:3:

where the

#3,4- A

difference between these two words is explained.

thing that is n'orn upon the head; so

— Also, An allusion. (T.A.) – Also, and "Jič, called because of its roundness, or its being round.
(TA.)
accord. to De Sacy, in his Ar. Gr. i. 455, or "&,
for I find its plural written in a copy of the S
25°
stºo, A pronoun; see Jºe.

9 .29

-

A metonymy: see

cº-e Jets : see Cº-º.

•w.

i-É

Jº

-

***

-

2:= He walked upon the extremities of

8.

Confusion of speech, or discourse, by
reason of errors, or mistakes. (Yoo, K.) [App.

w

.

*z, *

.”

3-, -

his toes, by choice. (TA, voce

Jºe and Jºe see a.º.

à-, q.v.)

an inf. n. of which the verb is ~<=.
-*
Jºë

ãº, accord.

to Ibn. El-Aarábee, Yelloneness
-"
[a kind of roast flesh-meat] : see inclining to redness. (TA, voce à.e.-:)
J.--

-

-

J.---

-

o

-

P

1. Ólá He or it was. A verb of the class
º

-

-

-

-

called incomplete, (Ja-5\-3,) because, with the
Jé5-ºxºo.
agent which it comprises, or to which it re
Jºe
lates, it cannot constitute a complete proposi
****
8. Jºë!, said of a plant, It became tall and tion ; i.e., non-attributive. The other verbs of
• 2 of
* .
8. 2;iſ &l The people n'ere on his right full-grown : (TA:) or it became of its full height,
this class are, jº, t-, J-3, Us--el, Jº,
and left. (Msb.) — &=! It bordered it on and blossomed : (S:) see;-5
º

J O -

...

... o

of

-

**, J5 tº, tº º, & tº, if a., 25 tº,

either side.

Jºe Of middle age; or between that age and

J-4.

and

Each of these governs its noun, or

-:= Vicinage or neighbourhood, or region or the period when his hair has become intermiaed
subject, in the nom. case, and its enunciative, or
quarter or tract, and shadow or shelter or pro with hoariness. See *: and £º and Xà.
predicate, in the acc. case; as, tºū 3.j &=
tection. (K.) –

Jº

tº The man's two

9,

sides, right and left.
g

Jºe :
g

-

(TA)

.

6

.”

,,

Zeyd was standing. — (The J in

alºw = : see -\º.

J .

Jaé [The neithers of a horse, &c.] i. 4. 9,

see 25.33, in two places.
9

&

and the

like is often irregularly elided.)— &l=, divested
of all signification of time, is often used as a

o

the anterior portion of the upper part of the copula. (See De Sacy's Gr. Ar. i. 196.) So too
back, next the neck, which is the upper third is &l=5 for 33 & and lº &= 3. signify
3sué. A hind of pastry, resembling vermicelli,
part, containing sic vertebrae : or the part be
made of fine flour and water mixed in such pro tween the two shoulder-blades : or the part n'here the same. (Mughnee, voce 5i.) — Gué as a
Ol'

-ā-e : see -jj.

*

portions as to compose a thin paste, which is the neck is joined to the back-bone; [the base of
poured into a vessel whose bottom is pierced the neck : see &-3]. (K.)
with numerous small holes: the vessel being then
àu = Divination; soothsaying. (K, &c.)
moved circuitously over a large round tray of
tinned copper, beneath which is a fire, the paste
&== See Jº- and -*.
runs in fine streams, is quickly but slightly baked,
and swept off. For eating, it is slightly baked
with clarified butter (cº-), and then sweetened
5*
with honey, or sometimes with treacle, or sugar.
# and #4 (S, Msh, K) and 54 (K) A
—#4% i. q. Pers.
& [Thread kaſáf]. hole,
or perforation, or an aperture, (S, Mgh,
Msb, K,) in a wall (Msb, K) or chamber; (S,
Mgh ;] [a mural aperture;] or the first and
Jºë A maker or seller of astē.
second, a small one; and the third, a large one.
Jºlº, A she-camel that lies donºn behind the (K.) See also jºi.
other camels. (Az, cited in L, art. cº)
6

5 .

~

*

complete, i.e., an attributive, verb, see U.aa-,

*.*

in three places.
~ a2 -

.

s

5. J33 He, or it, received, or took, his, or
its, being, or existence ; came into eatistence ;

originated.
•

* ~ 0.

10. Jº-1 He was, or became, lonly, humble,
submissive, or in a state of abasement. (Har., p. 4,
q.v.) See & in art. J.S.- : and see art. Jºe.

Jºlla;

(KL) See iº.

cºg º – c. aſſu sº see 3- and

*

-

9 o .

º

J3
g:

P& .

a 3-2.É.- : see

**.

-

6.-

... •

& S. A particular place of being or eacistence.
9 o

See an ex voce J.A. – tºjº Jú. [Keep

25°
a. *
3

º

2

o ż

-

vº

•

*

4. azel : see an ex, in a verse cited voce U-x.o.

-

where thou art and approach not Zeyd "I Heard

-

Jºe [Jºyle?] i. 4. -*. applied to a man. by Ks. (L, art. J--e.) – State, or condition.

3.
2.É.- : see Jaº. — a'é, may often be rendered (AA, in TA, voce **)
o J

-

.n

[Bd, xi. 122, and xxxix. 40.) See art. Jºe. —

& iſ tº.. (BJ, sii. 77) — & 3.

Entity.

ex

Ls”

13° Jºã This is a ground for our saying thus.
•

1.Jºe He affired a àº, meaning, with the

&= The extremity of the radius, or bone of –

22

3:- cº-

- ... • *

tº-

It became as, or like, such

• 22
Koofees, a pronoun, to a verb [&c.] : (TA in the fore-arm, meat the thumb : (S, Msb, K:) or a thing. See a verse cited voce cº, .
-

art. --22 :) but accord. to the usage of the verb the protuberance formed thereby.
in two instances in the M and K, voce 95 in
-35°
art. •22, it clearly means he spoke allusively. —

33
1.

22* &- * &=, He used it metonymically
for such a word or phrase ; he alluded thereby
to such a thing.

w
• * ~ *

** He (a veterinary, and any other, TA)

cauterized him ; i.e. burned his skin; with an
5. -ºš : See Auj.
iron, and the like : (K:) or he burned him with
3, 2 &
3 *
-3\ = Same as J-É= (because it is the name fire. (Mgh.)
- -

-

3005

J-ºº — as:

SUPPLEMENT.]

Jú- [A measurer of corn and the like]. (A,
its quality and it became so specified, are formed
art.
J-e-..)
in
accordance
with
analogy,
not
heard
from
the
Intelligent; ingenious, clever. (S, Msb,
Arabs. (K,” TA.)
U-tº

Jºe

K.) [Plur. Jºsé J also Jºi. (Mºb.)
2

- 6-

J%. A

32

(S, Mºb, K.) as also "Jºe: (Mºbi) a measure

63

of capacity.

JU-23 aſ a metonymical name of The knee,

in the dial. of El-Azd. (TA, art. -e, )

measure with nihich corn is measured;

5. Jºj, see what next precedes.
c >

a.A.<> Quality as ansnering to “hon”; mode,
or manner, of being.

Jºº
6. 2

34.92

Jaz=

-

for aeśa:= :

see 3-5
r-.

6

Jacº

10.

&:

in art. J& : and see

art. J5°.
6 o' .

Jºe
-āze
8.

2. ~5.8:3

&

.

see Jºx.

- 42.2°

See

-

-

º

°.

22′ a

*:::=,

used by the Muslim theo

of

-

3-92

5 - 6.

Jºë (also written ä.<>, K, voce J-35): see
6 o .

a.ie Jºël and 4. see Jº in the sense
a.º.

&.
zo -

logians, (K, TA,) verbs derived from Jºë,
(TA,) [signifying I specified by the ascription of

\r:* A large, or bulky, she-camel ; see the
last sentence in art. 533.

3S()

J.-itº, cº Jº es:

Ú [We have a claim, aider, or helper, or defender, or surety 2
9 & .

fzº;

• * *

For

iſ gº

— J in

is [not a particle denoting

*: , 2 2.

upon the sons of such a one, to blood, lit. bloods]. exs., see 24-, and jº, and U-51. – a U-sj, and swearing, but merely] a corroborative of the
...

($ in art J.-) — lie Jºº &

He shall

a!

• &

“3, and 3 (3,

&c.: see the first word of

indoº
…

have a right to do such a thing : see -ic. each of these phrases. – 3 & * &: see £2.
ū, a cººl, I saw it to have a glistening: (near the end of the paragraph); and see also
•

pe.

p 6

-

•

P.”

ū;2

and

.”

a) st

*... I heard him, or it, to have

a sound proceeding from him, or it; or rather, I
heard a sound attributable, or to be attributed,
to him, or it; meaning, I heard him, or it, utter
or produce, a sound; or I heard in consequence
of it, &c. (see
— 34° 4 often means

above. —

9 in the sense of 23.

See an ex. WOCe

o.

the enunciative of which, i.e.

J-5,

-

-

or * ~51 tº, is understood. (S, art. Jºe.) –
º º, and 2.j Jú, accord. to the Koofees, is
a contraction of *j Jſ ū. (Mugh, letter J.; and

Jº, and see other exs. in the M5b, art. Alaš. El-Ashmoonee on the Alfeeyeh, Š a jūr-ºl.)
9

3%,

in the sense of

ãº

Or

sº &

See

*.

It

seems that where the U is not connected with

the word following it, Jug is generally, if not
ū; and so sometimes when it is
&º).
meaning *.
ăiții, tº 0 come with succour connected. See 3- Jú, WOce Jºué, and see
Such a thing appertains, or is attributable, to
him, or it. – Jji: jf tº tº, in the Kurii. 247, to the calamity: see 33– Jin the sense of Jº: **. See also De Sacy's Gr. Ar., 2nd ed.,
– “.

i.e. on the

When one night had passed;

first day of the month : U in this case

always, for Jſ

-

see Kurzvii.108-9, and xvii. 7, and xxxvii. 103: i. 476, note.
(J) [that we should not fight? or, in our] and see exs. voce 3,3 (last quarter). – J in S, the negative, does not necessarily restrict
Jes. &c.; see art. Jºs. – Jused as a cor to the signification of future time a marfooa aor.
roborative, (see S in art. A5,) after 3. and S; following it: in a case of this kind, tº is often
in the same, xiv. 15, means What eaccuse

(i.e.:3) means What object have we (3 -**&i,
in

not fighting? (B4) And JéJé šić tº

siſ,

have me (3 334 &) in (Jº)

the conditional

3. is

sometimes difficult to ex

substituted for it in the explanation of a phrase;

[that me should not

º

* Ş, in the
press in English, except by emphasis in pronun as in the instance of 3. &TA,
art.
Jº;
and
the
aor.
is
more properly ren
ciation; as in
ū
Verily,
or
non
J-2
God? (Bd) lie J. S & tº us [may be surely, he is a generous man. This ex. occurs dered by the present than by the future. —
... f.
rendered What reason, or motive, have ne that
Jº S There is not any man standing :
voce U21. – J redundantly prefixed, for cor
nee should not do such a thing 2 or, in that, &c."
roboration, to the 3) of comparison: see a verse (Mugh :) but when the subst. and epithet are
or in our not doing &c.? for] the original form of Tarafeh voce Jº and another similar in
both simple words, and not separated, the latter
of the phrase is 134- Jaś ~3 &; es” tº us.
may
be used in three different ways ; as in
(Mugh, voce &i) Often & is omitted, but stance in the Mugh, art. J. — Jºj -3)]*) means -āº Jé, S and tºº and -º-º: otherwise
Hon; excellent, or elegant, in mind, manners,
meant to be understood : you say also, $13 U. address, speech, person, or the like, is Zeydl syn. it must be marfooa or mangoob, but not mebnee :
1.x= Usi-j What reason, or motive, hast thou
3 ºf 2: and 2: Ayº How generous, &c., is this relates to S) used
(Ibn-Akeel,
that thou dost such a thing? or what aileth thee
'Amr 1 syn. &= (4. (Mugh) – 4 × p. 1.1.) – S , also, Lest. See a---j. –
&c. P. It is often like Jú * — ... <!- 25%
Excellent indeed is he, or it. — Jºãº Gº tº [… Şs 4; § There is nothing due to him,
nor anything to be demanded of him. (Thus I
peculiar to it. – Jax, Jºlº & J U : means, aecord. to the Koofees, Jaša Jºe Le ; the
U being redundant, to corroborate the negation : have rendered this phrase, voce J- , in three
See Jº.
|éé Jań 35i es U. What hath
2
e :
places.) For] when S) is a general negative, the
accord. to the Bagrees, Jºãº CŞ
Jºe Lo.
context renders it allowable to suppress its sub
happened to me that I see thee doing such a
(Mugh.)
See
an
ex.
voce
Jº
as
equivalent
to
sº.
ject,
as in 4:42 3, for 4:1. Jº S; and some
thing, or thus 2 See an ex. in conj. 3 of art. 31.
God?

rely upon

or, in our] not relying upon

2,4-

$ 2 - .

3.

-

35

º o

-

º o ...

-

*

,

… •6

-

-

• A 2- -

-

•

* >* >

J- Jº,

…

... , 6 -

* T

*

*

*

-

~

-** It (a bird) marbled with a feeble voice

-

. . o.

-

... tº

.

.

*

-

*

*

*

2.25

J. L. : see a verse cited in art. 5Ac. — J in sentences beginning with & for &: See times the predicate, when known, is suppressed,
Ú Uí I am for it; i.e., I am the man for it; p. 107, cols. 2 and 3: and see conj. 3 in art, 5. as in Jº S. (Msb.) – Jºj, for º Sj. See
meaning a war, or battle, *º-, which is of the — J of inception (ſº AS) : see exs. of this art. Jºs). — Ş, Yé [As the time occupied in

-

3&

-

Öl: and see De Saey's Gr. Ar. ii. 582, &c. saying $35]. See an ex. in the TA, voce cº.
— S3 Ş Olive-oil : in allusion to the words
stories. – J^ oin. the sense of us: see Msb, voce — J termed --!>J1 AS is, I think, best ren
2:
3* – Jº J-2
‘,-e Who is,, or
or will
wi be, for me, as dered by Then; or in that case : see exs, voce Lol. in the Kur xxiv. 35, occurring in a trad. –
fem. gender.

Often occurring in old Arabic

WOce

*

6 *

-

º:

-

*

…

•

•y --~~

SUPPLEMENT.]
•?

#2 *

§ $, as a prohibition, and |Şiş S as an enun
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:. . .

* = 28

232’) cºl: see J.A.e.

genus Bosnellia, found in Hadramowt and other

ciative with the same meaning: see a trad. thus

* f of

commencing in the Jámi'es-Sagheer: and see

AS! Baser, and basest; &c.; see an ex. voce site (eastern) region of Africa, and in India : it

º

5.

e.

parts of Southern Arabia, and also in the oppo

.

o-

was formerly erroneously supposed to be the
Juniperus Lycia. — º Ls-a-; see K, voce

j

the Kurlwi. 78; and see an ex. Voce Jºy. —

-

*

.

..

.32 =

2

-

:

-

.

… ...

2:… Sº jºi S.: see ºccº. – ) in a case of

sº e -

•."

-

-

... • * 0.

glº-S

a.o.º.)→J) i. q.

See alº-l.

J.-- ; and see art. Usaa-.

8.

pausation pronounced 9; see art. 1 (near the

*ext 2. '

º

º

--> -º) i. 4. 25. See : i.

end).

& The sucking of milk or of the breasts (S,

-

Msb, K. :) see an ex. in a verse of El-Aasha
cited voce 2-1. and see 1 in art. 3.js.

JS

º
g

---

(Msb in art. JJ.) – Jº

35 He sent.

1.

*

#, , ,,

and

£i.

see art. JJ).

2.

#* ~ *

10. śl: see ºut-l.

-

J34) : see

-**

U-4

Jºi. pl. <º Sugared almonds, &c.

º

JS)

* - ".

-> -->.

Ls”) J-e i, q. ****!" [now applied to Storar,
or styraw] sometimes used for fumigation. (TA.)
See art. J-e.

º

* ~ ::, ;

*

Jº): see art. N.

Žíč, :

See art.

º

n - e.

***** **): see Jºš.

Ş.

*… . .

*:::º

… O

and 3&. —

or in his second year. (K.)

31ſt.

.#.

…

6 & .

P.”

***

2 :

--

2?.

4f or.

Jºe : see

º

. .

º' cººl A male
an ex. cited voce Jºº. – º With difficulty, camel that has entered upon his third year: (S,
Mgh, K.) or entering upon his third years (Msb:)
trouble, labour, or exertion.
L3’) as After difficulty, &c. (Lth, T.A.) See

<!;

-

Food made with milk : so in modern

Arabic: see

Lest; in order that not.

iºn

#: [A little milk: dim. of #3, n. un, of &l.
See

Aş

&

2} He was base, base-born, lon, ignoble, un
generous, mean, sordid; ($:) contr. of2,+. (K.)
See 4. —23. also sus.
1.

2;iſ &: < *ś,

inf. n.

i.S., I

A thing like the

J.-,

upon which

| bricks (c.) are carried from place to place.

(M) see tº.

See

3.

tº.

recon

the people, (S, Msb,) and brought them
together. (S.) – 4.5 He was suited to him
as a companion: see 5 in art. L453. – 4.5

1.

4&

es”

&.

is like

ciled

It (food, T,

and an

[inf. n.

He said to him

º, and 4. and 4. &

~1.
3

->.

-

... e

5

4.i.

See art. --J.

- 6.

<!

2ü,

It (a wound, and a crack) became
coalesced, consolidated, closed, or closed up : (S:)
it (a hole, or rent,) became repaired. (Msb.) –

ūti,

i.5)

~}.} : see -rºle- or ~\ºle--

or united, nºith it.
8.

§

(MA.)

affair, M) suited him. (T,

M.)— And ig. 4 jº). (T,)—And It coalesced,

2.

as: : see is e.

cº
.*

3. The gum. See art. 23).

-.

St. Lº [app. The small guts or intestines,

They (two things) agreed together, or be in which originate the lacteals;] the intestines in

-*-*J
came consistent. (S, Msb.) – Atºl It dren, which is the milk. (M, K.) See £,- termed
# The changing, in pronunciation, J., into
and stuck, together; coalesced; or consolidated.
** – i:; [n. un, of &]. (Az, in
(Mgh.)
*, or 3 into & or U, (S, K, Msh,) and the like :
TA, art. J-9s-.)

º

(Msb:) or, one letter into another. (Az, in Mºb,

i.; see i,j.

& Bricks; (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) crude,
i.jſ, (S, K,) or ‘iº, (M, IB) The whole
apparatus, or gear, of the plough : (AHn, S,
M, K:) or its iron [or sharej and its nooden
parts: (M :) or the ai- [or ploughshare] with
which the earth is ploughed up, and which, when

or unburnt, bricks. (M.A.)
word is said to be
2-9

5-

à…] : See añº.

&

or a n’ord mispronounced.

[The frankincense-tree] is a tree of the

kind called ouse, having a fruit resembling the
-

-

-

…

•

-

ić; ; is a dialectal variant

-

...t

e -

upon the plough, is termed &e, pl. Jºe: (IAqr, pistachio-nut, and a resin like the jº, [which
is said in the S and TA to be the same as the
-* a
Jú) nºhen it concretes: (O and TA in art. &-:)
ãºul &ºse- Jé. See

TA) the is... (IB, TA) see &
&

K.) Also, A nord mispronounced; as when a

2-9 -i. ãº-- <<! The stones reounded
($.) —
the camers foot, and made it bleed.
<<. She muffled herself with a *}. (K.)
1.

it is also, and more commonly, applied to the
A. A hind of muffler for the mouth.
ungenerous; sordid; ignoble; base; resin itself, i.e. frankincense, or olibanum : the
. (K, &c.) See 2.É. tree that produces it is now known to be of the (K.)
base-born ; contr.

24 Mean;

of 2.É.

380°
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[SUPPLEMENT.

J.-, of silver or iron or thong.

(1Drd, in

his

3-)
Book on the Saddle and Bridle.) = See

Jº*-

:

<-j.

à-4.
**

See

moved him to it; namely, a place ; lit., caused
him to reach it : see an ex. voce

&c. —

affiliated him to him ; announced

in

son, because of a mutual likeness.

ãº -º-

[The gingival letters :] these

are tº, 3, and 9.

cº

(TA, commencement of

3+.

1.

&=4:

5.

<º &-º:

See

*

*i-fi He classed him, as an adjunct, nºith

See

#35.

voce PS, in art, lag. — See 1.

Guaji <-i-Sö The saddle-camels overtook

6.

29. Jº &

lā

He kept, attended, or applied
9

himself, constantly, perseveringly, or assiduously,
to the thing; he was persevering, or assiduous,
in the affair. (Mgb.)

o .

&- i. 7. 2,3- and 3.4%

-º-,

: see what follows.

• *s-,
6.- ... o.
6

afi-le A.

.

that is

*:: [not lined, nor

art. -āA).)

Az says, that

He bridled a beast; agreeably with
the same: like

-j-.

and

-i-.

mean

35, and Jºe, and 25 and Xie
isſie and ii. i. ; and

an explanation in the K: and sometimes he
and sometimes one says
bitted him ; as expl. in the Msb.
Ö

.

it is the same whether the garment be

-

**

~

- *

2 :

o J

o

* * >

:

-

adjunction, or quasi-coördination.

terms'Ju-

4 - > *

and

more in number than those of the former nord.
A letter which is added to a nord for
the
2 :
purpose above mentioned. See JU-Jº Ji and

Or

lined. (TA.) He says also, [in another place,
that the Arabs apply the
and

Loe-) : see a cº-).

i-

-

3-ºl -s in art. '. — 3'-'. -3,- A letter of

5. 3-15; see 10 in art. 243.
6 . .”

Júš J-S Lean, or lank, in the sides. (Ham,
p. 496.) ckg) J-S Lank in the belly. (TA in

stuffed]: if lined or stuffed, the vulgar also
call it by this name, but the Arabs do not know
3- The rendering a nord quasi-coördinate
to
another word of which the radical letters are
this: (L, TA:) and the same applies to the

"-slº

2-

5%

(TA)

-

A
4.

The last of them

overtook, or came up rith, the first of them. (S,
TA in art. 3),3.)
-ā

* . .

bi-sº

one another. (S, K.)

go.

Jae-J: see Jºe.

-à-J: see -\aº.

to be his

(Msb.) —

him ; put him on a par neith him ; or made him
to be as though on a par with him. See two exs.

•Ül rºle.)

1.

He

º A thing from which one augurs

à-le
to A night-wrapper (Jº 35) if it be 3-3 3u.

J-º,

pl. <Mi-14, A word rendered quasi
radically coördinate to another n'ord of which
the radical letters are more

in number than

those

[a single piece of stuff; i.e. not double, not lined of the former word. — &=9| 3–1. A quasi
evil; an omen, or a bodement, of evil : because
nor
faced, nor stuffed]. (TA in art. Ja….) – quadriliteral-radical word- See
it refrains one from a thing that he wants. (A,

3-#.

art. J-lae.)

"...sº, which is originally the plural

See

35.
s

• * >

*

> . .

º

• * *

<!--> cº i, 4, cº-º. (TA in art. Jºe.)

of both, is also used as a sing. (A, ibid, where
J

see an ex.) See J-la- and C-siº.

*i-

1.
and 43-ſand "...i-fi He reached him;
[A bit; i.e., the iron appurtenances of
4. ašyā- 2-5 [He closed up the hole thereof with
al bridiº.
To the Ala-J belong pieces of iron overtook him; or came up with him. (S, Msb, K.)
a patch]; meaning a garment, or piece of cloth,
which are fastened one to another ; as the – “It (grief, &c.) overtook him; or ensued
and
a skin, or hide. (TA in art. &#3.) — Al
to him.— Also, and 4. 3– He overtook him ;

2'-

* ~ 0 ,

,

,

o

.

Jºsuée, and the J-,

and the

-t;

.

o.

and

He became, or stºl-5-Ji [The consolidating of rounds]. (K in
its extremities of iron. (Az, in T.A., voce Jºãºs.) came up with him.
art. &-.) = a -ºjc 4- ! He empowered him
The above explanation is incomplete : it means made himself, on a par, or as though on a par,
the bridle, or headstall and reins, nith the bit with him. See an ex. voce J-º. — It became to revile, vilify, or censure, him : (S, K, TA :)
and other appurtenances; like its Persian origi adjoined, or annered, to it. — " 4-5 It was he made his honour, or reputation, to be to him
[as] a Y à- [or hawk's portion of the quarry].
nal, 23. See £5. It signifies The piece of firmly, or strongly, compacted or coherent or
(Har. p. 302)—sº- tº ,-i, we sº.
iron in the mouth of the horse : thus, by exten knit together; and its several parts were inserted
one
into
another.
(T.A.)
—
&
*i-ſ,
inf. n.
sion, applied to this nºith its thongs, or straps,
6. 2-53 It was joined, or knit, together. See
6 *o–
and apparatus: it comprises the 4.8%, which 3,4,5,7 eſs, i.e. The payment of the price K, voce j953-6.
is the transverse piece of iron in the mouth; and meas, or became, obligatory on him. (Msb.) —
-

-

.

–2. 3-

* 2°z

*

...

.

2 * > 2243

the

cº, which

is the piece of iron standing up

*-i- : see the last sentence of art.
4-9
cºe. — is has for its int. h. 3- as well
22*2
495°

J- which is the iron
beneath the 4.-: and the Jºur- which are two as 3-5. (TA)
bent pieces of iron in the J- and the icº,
3 : see 1.
in the mouth; and the

which is the ring

surrounding the cº- and

the

ot

o.

• o

8. Lo-J). It coalesced, consolidated, closed
up, or became closely united. (TA.)
5

o ...

A-

.º.

6 o'

Jr.; [Dates having flesh]. (Msb in art.
* c

>

g

-

-à--.)—se : see 2223, last sentence.
6

on the right and left; and the cº, which 4. as *i-fi He made him to reach, overtake,
are two pieces of iron wherewith are fastened
or come up with, him; (S, Msb,” K;*) or to
the extremities of the cºlás : and the a-,
follon him. (Msb.) He made it (a punishment)

...

2

… o

-

5

-

º

-

º

.

9-1 los-i: ; see Ja-2 and o-º.
* - c 2

3- 0 ,

w

-

4.-J and "as-J The woof; or the threads
that are woven into the cº- or warp, of a piece
to [overtake him, or] befall him. (Msb.) He re of cloth. (Msb, &c.)

SUPPLEMENT.]
* ... o

-o-, - Ajj
* - d

a

i.-3.

see 4, and

...

-
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... e.

-

i-º-º: i.- :

see

*:::4.

(Msb,) the part on nºkich the beard grows. (S,
Mşb, K.)- And sometimes Either lateral por
tion of the lower jan, ; see J33, and 31.3/ſ.
6 . .

A- A butcher. (Fr, TA in art. Ala.)

vº ā-

eju 2-32 (K) The narrow, or strait, parts
of the pudendum muliebre : (TA:) or rather, the
fleshy parts thereof: the sing. is-º. signifying,

:

See

J3.

-

y

J3–
→ ... O

o

-

ašjJ and 4334. Close by his, or its, side.

i- is sometimes,
Lej

by a synecdoche, put for the whole person : see
a verse cited voce

< *.

& It necessarily, or inseparably, belonged,
pertained, or it clare, or adhered, to him, or

1.

J- **

See

2:19 &.

Or

accord. to analogy, a place of much flesh : see

Ajj .

it ; as also aſ

it (disgrace, &c.) attached

&ue.

fº- Bark; and in particular the bark of a to him. — cº- 3. & The management
4- tº [The tunica albuginea, or white of plant, or of a tree, of n!hich ropes &c. are made. of the affair, or affairs, of such a one was, or
-

the eye: so in the present day]. (K, voce

ſits Pulp, pulpy
Jº) — The le) of the date ispart
that clothes the
pericarp, or flesh; i.e.] the

•2 ×

6 .

9 * >

6 º' -

6.

-

5 .

-

is 6, and a-jū (voce 33 (or stone]. (TA)— — all ſº. [The skin

ào-X-e ā- : see

became, incumbent, or obligatory, upon him. –
He kept close, clave, clave fast, clung,
or held fast, to anything. (S, K, &c.) And

** 2:4

-

-

of grapes]. (TA in art. Lo-º.)
.*

Jjº).

*

-

hence, He preserved a thing : see Us: 5. –

-: J-3, for ~~~

3%

See 3.

q.V.

—23. 234, and

*

239, and W. 4.j9,

J

1. Ó He erred in speech; spoke incorrectly.
(Msb.) — 4. cº-j He said to him something

cºs

3,4- [A sort of trench, or channel, made by
n:hich he (the latter) understood, but which was
unintelligible to others : (Az, S, Msb, K:) he in water, which has worn and undermined its sides;]
timated to him something which he (the latter) a place in n-hich water flors, haring sides morn
and undermined thereby, and hollowed in the
alone understood.

He adhered, kept, clare, clung, or held fast, to
the debtor. (Msb.) —“ 24 He kept, or
clave, to his house or tent; did not quit it :
was not found elsewhere. (Kull, p. 318.) —
JJ <- The [paying of the] money ye.
behored him, lay on him, was incumbent on him,
or obligatory on him. (Msb.)

form of the river, or river-bed : pl. &l=ſ.
3.

2.<S

2:19.

(S, K.) See an ex. (ISh, T.A.)
explanations
of a Jolio.
\e-; and see my

-

o

i. q.

9 * >

-

VOCe

-

-

. »

&S IIe kept, confined himself, clave, clung,
or held fast, to him, or it; as also "...; he hºld
3.

on, or continued, it. See 1.

&-

The meaning of speech; its intended
sense or import : (S, K, TA:) its intent : (TA:)
[it is direct ; and also indirect :] an indication
thereof whereby the person addressed is made
to understand one's intent; so says Az (Msb:

2 of

Distorted

Lss-

in the mouth. (CK; L, art.

& &:

signifies He necessitated him, or
and to pay, &c.; or to suffer,
to
do,
him,
obliged
or endure, a thing : and hence, said of God, He
decreed, or appointed, or ordained, to him a thing.
AJ
[and the like is said in the TA on the authority
And He made him to cleave to a thing; and he
5 * ~ *
of AHeyth :]) an oblique, or ambiguous, mode
A-AA. A garment, or piece of cloth, patched, made a thing to cleave to him. See 8-- of speech: (Msb :) an inclining of speech to or pieced ; or patched, or pieced, in several
[He was made to cleare to ſt
S; &
4.

*', but written als. J1.)

-

places; like sº. (Lih, T, in art 2,9

thing, not quitting it]. (K.) —º & &:
May God make evil to cleare to him : or, to

(Bd, in xlvii. 32.) — A barbarism, an

sion.

-

o

-

-

.

* or ,

incorrect word. – 42).<= j = Lºs 4-3, e and

attend him constantly

J-9

*** - Jº and “Se Jºe J signify

-

2.5

º

obliqueness, or ambiguity, and equivocal allu

-

6 e.

3% Supple; lithe ; limber ; limp ; pliant;

or

decree evil to him.

—ai: J & ºff, (Kur vii. 14) We

the same. (Msb in art. Jºc.) See the last of
have decreed to him his happiness or his misery,
pliable; flewible.
these voce J35, c. — cº- A modulated sound;
foreseeing that he would be obedient, or dis
JJ Jº From the time of: see a verse cited obedient: (AM, in TA, art. Jºlº :) or we hare
expl. as being ãº, ºn *~ <!--S &
*

6

-- .

x .

o

…•

o

- of
pl. Gºi and &; 3. (K.) You say, Öº in art. Jºe,
2 of

Jº

->

&: 29.

3. i. Z.
[The modulated sounds of songs]. (Mgh.) *# cº, q.v. (Lth in TA, in art. J-5.)
-

-

-

-

-

conj. 4.— 233;

made his works and what is decreed to him to
cleave to him like the
2

-

Jº upon

his neck. (Bd.)

2 of

-

a jjī He compelled him, or constrained
him, to accept, or admit, the evidence, or proof.

84.

J

(Jel xi. 30.) – Júl, <g He obliged him to pay

-

...

."

-

-

-

1. J-1 : see a verse cited voce -las-. –
2**

1.

&tº &-

[It burned the tongue; nas the money ºc.

the deed. (Mºb)—-ºll &#1, and J-1 see
J. 4.33 Jºji [Keep thou thy sandals

acrid]. (S, Msb, art. -5,- ; &c.)

…)

aſ su-ji see $93.

sº

£3.

- -

[The hurting, or paining, of cold).

5. J-3, 6, Mgh) and *** --G, (TA,
(S, O, K, voce

upon thy feet]. (From a trad. in the Jámi es

-**)

Sagheer.)

art. Jes,) He wound a part of his turban under
his lower jan, ; ($, Mgh :) as also
© .

-

o a

-

-

d ...

4-5, Q.V.

º o

.

3.

§§

i. 4.

25-

He took upon himself an affair.
&- He took it upon him
say,
(K.L.) You
8.

j

.

8. Alaa' ºs o-J) <! [I peeled off the
flesh from the bone]. (O, K, in art. Cº...)

J.J. 4.33i IIe obliged him to do

self; charged himself with it; obliged himself

*iºus. (TA, voce 36.)

to do it; became, or made himself,
2

answerable

.

Jº-J [not us=9| The jan-bone; (Mgh, Msb;)
either upper or lower: (MSb :) and, in a man,

5 o-

3 - . .

3- i. 1 ºff. (A, K.) In the CK, Jº jj'5
is a mistake for

&º- £3.

: see
for it by an inseparable obligation
2 o .. ;
-

…

O -

.

o .

*. —
* o J. .

Jugº -º-; i. z. e-tº sº, and <ſº

3010

Aj9 – Ja)
* 6- -

aw, accord. to I Amb, or 4,

-

<!--,

[SUPPLEMENT.
--

-

accord. to

AZ; (Msb in art. Jäe ;) I made myself answer

able, responsible, or accountable, by an inseparable

-

&tº of a sandal, The thing (āza) projecting affection and gentleness, and regard for his
fore part thereof. (TA.) See 3-. — circumstances, 3& [by such a thing, or such an

in the

&tº

cock] of a

The tongue [or

balance:

see

action, &c.]. ($, K, T.A.) Often occurring in

obligation, for the property: see & 3. – 2} iſ J.-- in the S and K. – &tº Information, the latter sense; but 13 & aidi, expl. in the S
Júl, and Jººl, He obliged himself, or took news, or tidings; syn.:and K by ~ 9, may mean He presented him
($ in art. 312.) See
upon himself the obligation, to pay the money &c., a verse cited voce 5Ac.
with such a thing; like a 4.33. – See alali-l.
*.

.

2 - - d ?

5 o

and to do the deed. (Mºb.) – <<ji He kept, or
restricted himself, to it; i.e. an

action, or usage,

&c. — And It nas, or became, necessary for him,

->

3

-

3–3.

See

of a

.

J

.*.*.

-

.

5, 2-59: *-ālaº,
i.7. Jº: (S:) see J.L.-I.4.
•** *
> .
-ālau –al-ºi. (Bd xviii. 18)— as Jūjā i.g.

**, voce Jº-.

* ~ *

&tº

(S,) or with 3, (K,) A sandal long and

or obligatory upon him, to do it, or pay it, &c.; slender, like the form of the tongue : (S, K:) or Jºi. (Mgh in art. 3).)
or to suffer it, or endure it. – J-5-39 J. He having the
eatremity of its fore part like the
cº Gentleness; graciousness; courtesy; civi
-

hastened to take me by the hand and mirac, me: ertremity of the tongue. (TA.)
see -ºs. –
i. q. 23ſ. Ş U. 2:34 : See

lity: ($, &c.:) see

25:1

below.

J.a.
-> * - d ... •

10. a jº-l. It necessarily required it or in

3.

Jº

-

iii. A present ; i.e. a thing sent to another

Cº-a! An associate; an adherent.

2,3-

One niho keeps, cleaves, clings, or holds
fast, much, or habitually,
to a thing : see
an ex. in the Ham, p. 238, line 21.

º

and delicacy of flavour,

-

A gift, or present; pl. Juji. (M.A.)—
See islaj.

&#25 He associated with him.

º

volved it.

&

&c.

3

.

2 -? »
J-al. i. 7. Usex (TA ;) as also "34% (TA in in token of courtesy or honour; syn. #2s;
w = 2

"Jij, as

K;) as also

stated by Z

(S,

and other

:

art 3-) and 3:1. (K, and TA in that art.) pl. of the latter
Juji. (TA)
or [a consociated

alien ;] one residing among a
tribe
of
which
he
is not a member by lineage.
-à-la Gentle, gracious, courteous, or benig
2% $ U. 2.; The imposing upon one's self
nant : and also subtle; knowing with respect to
mhat is not indispensable; or adhering to a mode of (TA.)
the subtilties, niceties, abstrusities, or obscurities,
construction that is not necessarily to be followed:
J-a'-e :
| of things, affairs, or cases:
in both of these
as in the following instance in the a.º.º. of the
º

-

senses often applied to a man. And Refined in

&- l,& º:25 2-lij &: lsº
º:26 g-º-º:

Kámoos :

manners, &c. – Obscure, recondite, or abstruse,

(Kull.) – See Ham, p. 455. —

language.

-

All

See

3.js.

-

ſº A

6 - o .

she-camel far Applied to a medicine, &c., Delicate; see
J.3.

2jS Keeping, heeping close, cleaving, &c.; advanced in age, and having lost her teeth. (T,
tenacious; and pertinacious. – 3% A thing in

º - d

in L, voce
separable from another thing : pi. 3%. (TA.)
Such as cleares fast; inseparable: as an epithet.
: See
as signifying “a plural.”

2334

-

J-la)

&-

—252.

Necessary, or inseparable, adjuncts,

i.e.

A nice, subtile, subtilely excogitated,
quaint, facetious, or witty, saying, expression, or
allusion; a witticism ; a quaint conceit. — [A
nicety of language; ] any indication of subtile
meaning, apparent to the understanding, but not
to be expressed; as [matters of J the sciences of
taste (3:38 2.1%) (KT.)

-

tº-e)

J-uº. A pickaxe.

(TA.)

accompaniments, consequences, or results.
+, of

•ef .

-

• *

~

*

-āla,

- ... O

Aj-J1 as syn. with Ls”) in the prov. 3)3Xà

—sual)

Self-pollution, by a woman: see Jala
1. – 4. It (a thing) was small, or little; (S,
means Most preservative : see that
3×e in art. Me-.
prov. in art. 314-, and see 4-) Cº. and 25– Msb, K, KL ;) and slender, thin, or fine : (K,
KL:) and elegant, or graceful. (K.L.)
_ºla
2. Jºi. It (a medicine) acted as an attenuant,
2 -2 2. 2k. He slapped much, or violently. See
J}
and as an emollient. — aala), inf. n. -à-la\5, [He 2 * >
Lºlº, and see K, voce -s le.
2 of
made it slender]. (A, and K, art. 3-a-; &c.)
Jj-) : see -à-i.
-

-

, cf.

-

45°-

. . o ,--

Jº

2 o'.

º

3.

5

* ~ *

- a .

6 - d .

**.

a sla) : see

3. Ji-S He caressed; treated with blandish
º

-> x > →

6

ment; soothed; coared; nkeedled; cajoled: i.g.
%. ($, K.) — as GS also signifies He spoke

- d -

See

loºka,
-

-

º

-

6 -

º

-

**3. –cºla.

see
d

-

-

5 .

-

-

A small camel.
3:

- d-

(TA, voce 2-c.) — accla) see alºj. — Small

-

softly, gently, or blandly, to him. (T.A.) He
3: - - -

5 - - d -

See
4

-O - 2

-

5 * ~ *

º, - d - -

see J-1-2 and J-1-2.

acted in a good manner mith him : (KL :)
manifested goodness towards him : (PS:) he acted
toniards him nºith goodness : and he did so,
experiencing from him the same : (TK:) or
rather, as syn, with sº, he behaved toniards him

weaned camels. (TA in art. Jº-c.)
lax,
* ... o.º.

alax) : see

intº, in two places.

with goodness and affection and gentleness, and
Chasteness, or perspicuity, or clearness, of
regard for his circumstances; or did so, expe
Ja)
speech, (S, Msb, K,) and eloquence; (Msb;) i. 4.
riencing from him the same behaviour.
1. Jºj He licked (S, K, TA) his fingers: (TA:)
&: or, as some say, the quality of speaking
4.
Li
He
gave
him
a
gift
or
present.
(TA.) he ate a thing with his finger [by taking it up
well: and chasteness, or perspicuity, or eloquence,
– He showed him kindness, or goodness, and theren:ith]. (Msb.)
ºf speech, and sharpness of tongue. (T.A.)

&-

SUPPLEMENT.]

3,4 A

Ja) – 3AJ

3011
3 .

ãº. The genuine language of the Arabs; which

linctus.

&

(Mgb.)

O

J.

Of, or relating to, the genuine language much enveloped with fur: see 2Sºl
: e.

• 2

of the Arabs.

Ja)

34 Jºa. A genuine lexico (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K, voce -ºiſe, q.v.)

logical meaning.

3-2.

ê .

J.

...

21: Ää, äu [A she-camel having the hump
* --- !].

àsia [A spoon; vulgo às ;] a well-known
instrument.

--

-

is the classical language.

- *: * *

º ... • e

.

asº. A lock (i.a.) of hair. (S, voce it.)

*::: A nord of neak authority. (TA, voce ºs-J -ãº. A man having a nell-knit frame;
compact in make. (L, art. J-6.)

[May-be; perhaps]; a word denoting

hope and fear. (K.) It governs the subject in ~5-, et passim.)
the accus. case, and the predicate in the nom.
See Ibn-Akeel, ed. of Dieterici, p. 90; and see
<3.
Jº, in its original and general accep
tation, expresses hope; but in the word of God

£5

it [often] expresses certainty, and may be ren

1. J. He folded, or rather wrapped; folded

:

}*.

See

lań)

dered Verily. (Jel, ii. 19.)

aijj:

3.

-

abjū.

See

**)

&

up, or rather wrapped up, or rolled up, a thing
in another thing. — sº Jº [app. He involved

• 3-2

• * > 6.

&aul; See Jºl.

the enemy (in difficulty), or entangled him :] said
Ja)

ãº A man who is much cursed.

82-)

with reference to war, and excellence of judg
ment, and knowledge of the case of the enemy,
(TA in art. and the subduing him, with the infliction of
many wounds. (L, in TA, voce &e.) But see
-

g

Jā)
1. •º J-i-. He joined and sened together,
or put together and sewed, the two oblong pieces

- -

-

Jes. The base, or lower part, of a raceme of

~~~P.

a palm-tree. (TA in art. Jºe.)

of cloth of the garment; ($, Msb, K.) and '33,
inf. n.

5 : see 8.

&#,

signifies the same, and is more

common; or has an intensive signification. (TA.)

- tº

It (herbage) tangled; became con
fused,
and
caught,
one part to another: (Msb :)
5*)
or became luxuriant, or abundant; (S;) it (a
•2.
ū, said to a camel when it stumbles: see L-x5, collection of trees) became luxuriant, or abun
voce Jºji and see the first paragraph of art. dant, and close together: (AHn:) [or thickly inter
mixed:] it (a thing) became collected together,
J92, last sentence but one.
and dense; (TA :) best rendered tangled, or
sº A hunting bitch. (L, art. Jºãc.)
luauriant, or abundant and dense. — -i iſ and
"Jää He rvrapped, or emn rapped, himself in,
8.

-

:

-

or with, a garment; (KL, PS;) i. q.
(Msb.) — 23 - **
IIleans

Jºãº)

-:

$3.5

3.

i.g.

*.

(TA, voce

4.3.3.)

<-

– See also Har, pp. 253 and 254.—"...a5 The
bringing, or putting, together. (K.L.) And The

making suitable, or conformable. (K.L.). And
The speaking, or telling, n-hat is untrue, or false:
(KL:) the embellishing [of speech] nºith lies.
(Har, p. 254.) –
ment).

Já He felled (a seam or gar
•

b,

-º

–258. Jº Ji, (JK, voce &
Jºº. &c.,) inf n &ti, (K, voce $º, &c.,). He

<13,

[i. e. The face of the young man became

2 : see 1.

>

interlarded, or embellished, the speech, or dis
course,
with falsehood : see the pass. part. n.
5. J. J.
ańAA. : and see

&, and

$5, and dº.

continuous, or uninterrupted, in its beard]. (TA.)
-

-:) It (an affair) became complicated.

5. aſ

Jºãº

See

&.

AJ
• 22
g

- p.

-i.

in rhetoric, [Complication and expli

ciº Two pieces which compose a 3&4, (Mgh,

cation, involution and evolution ; i.e., a construc
tion in nihich truo or more nords are mentioned,

Msb, TA, in art, lazy,) being joined together,
(Mgh, TA, in that art.,) by sewing or the like.

~5

•& " -

Leuk) : see an ex. in a verse cited voce sºj.

Jº)

and, after them, two or more other nords, as (TA in that art.)

epithets, &c., referring to the former. 2:32 -i

*

.

*-

-

Jú) : see a-ºxy.
The sides, or adjacent parts, (J-54) Jº, Involution and evolution regularly dis
of the sū, impending
over the &- [or posed, is when the order of the latter words
iá'í, <--- Narrations, or stories, com
agrees
with
that
of
those
to
which
they
refer.
pounded, or combined, nith falsehood; embel
throat]; as also
(JK:) see #&#, and
J-58-, 2-5 --, Or Jº, Involved, or dis lished [or interlarded] therenith : and put to—
ordered, involution and evolution, is when the gether. (MA, Har, p. 254.) – à. iii.; see
order
of the latter words is contrary to that of
335-3) : see ag-aº.
3,2-az
those to which they refer]. (TA, passim.) See
Har, p. 383.
Leº
s & P
3*)
* , z.
a-à-J i. q. a-ºk): see ãº, last sentence.
AUJ A kind of noman's face-veil. See -Uij.
3. Štěj He jested, or joked, with him; inf. n.
ič A thick thigh : see a verse voce lºst 3.

&sº

(**)
&ºis

º

y o -

º, o.p.

5.

is o.p.

... .º. 6.9

6.

3 - 6 p.

•

6 º'

9

*

-

-

#54. (A, TA) You say, & J. “S. (A,
TA, art. J-e.)

Sº,

tº-3& tº &- Öğ.

See art. Căză.

9A)

applied to speech, &c., Nought; of no
āşū. A nºrapper for the leg or foot &c. (S,
6. $653 i.7. **, 33 [He repaired it; a mean
account; (M, K;) unprofitable. (M.) – &-9 K.) — And A pericarp; a glume, and the like : ing well known]; (S, Msb, K, TA;) namely, a
an envelope ; pl. -šū.
short-coming; or failing, or falling short, of what
Sºul: see KT, voce &º.

[SUPPLEMENT.

**) – Usº)

3012

similar exs.
4.i. A morsel, gobbet, or mouthful : nºbat is in art, os-2. [See this and three
- of

was requisite, or due; and an inconsistent act.
(TA.) You say, Jºš 5 : 13, [This is an
affair that will not be repaired]. (TA.) And
22. Jº [He repaired their condition

* ... •

-

- -

o-

.5-1.l)
A\-Jſ -a"Jie Usº
. .5–1. He offered to
[smalloned, or] eaten quickly, at once, of bread voce _oº-j
J) – AX[&c.]; like as ãº. signifies what is swallowed him salutation, or submission : see A*- : — -Prº
•,• 2
o,
2 c.o:
at once in drinking : (Msb:) or what is pre •z. - -2: , º o

**

-

-

-

Usº) le: see art. -->. — Jºãº aº! -º
pared to be [swallowed, or] eaten quickly [at **!
• * ~:.
*

by peace, or reconciliation]. (EM, p. 117.) See once]. (K, T.A.) – Jºãº) ă.iº,
***
-

45.5.

6 o' .

-

5 & 2 ×

. .”

=

i.i. and U95/U. I told, or communicated, to him the

and

saying.

(Msb.) –

º * Jº

See art.

ãº's J1: see 3,5Loj, art. 335 ; and 3-2.
-

5 . .”

6

-

jº. —

*.

3\al : see StºàJ.

* Šiši

He put it into his mind; he

Jºãº <º: Same as US-35) <<ā.
suggested it : ola'ſ ſthus used] is said of God

and of the Devil. (Kull, p. 277, in explanation
J

of Jazāll. [See 1 in art.

Jā)

& A fissure in a rock. (AA, in TA, voce

Jé, last sentence but

one.]) – [And] He

dictated it; (Msb;) namely,
3. 435 i, q &ué. (TA voce 435.)
a writing to the writer. (MSb, in art. U.e.) –
3)–3, 3- and Gū; 3×is see Güí.
&#, arajicised from [the Persian] &# [also
º- 3. Jºi [He revealed to -me
his secret].
* *
written &l, A thing [or basin] resembling a
~55)
(TA, art. 3- ) – S- *! L35–11 S : see art.
---, of iº [or brass]. (TA.) See ãº.
Jºº. – 4-kº JºJ), said of night (Jºſſ):
1. Aij He seized it, or took it quickly; ($, M,
3.

3-

3 -

- o .

*

... o.

*

> *

2

r

-

O-

2 of

O .

-

2 o'.

-

See

-

K;) namely, a thing thrown to him with the
hand, or said to him. (M., T.A.) See also last

2 . .”

--

O.

Jaj. — Lº-

2 of

*! Usº)

He addressed to him

Gº
speech.

sentence of 1 in art. J-e-.

4: He met him, or it. (Msh.) – And

1.
...

O

…)

5. 493 C- Aaiú He caught it and retained

He

(me

with, or] found him, or it. (Msb.)

it quickly, [i. e., what he said, from his mouth. You say,
(TA.)

ºi...it

[Thou wilt find them lions].

5.

* sió

He received it from him. (TA.)

—Jid i. 7 &iſi. (BJ in I. 16.)

(Mughnee, voce

&)

* 3:35

near to him, facing him ; came together in one, by the rending of the part

I came

See also

ă.

-

&# and

8. (sū. Jé, [Her vagina and rectum met

before his face, near to him. (Ksh, in ii. 13.) between, on the occasion of devirgination. (M,
2 - O-

1. i. 25, ſaor. : ,] inf. n. ..., (JK, MS,)
[He gobbled a gobbet, or morsel, or mouthful, or]

-

•º-º- 4.i.

encountered with

(K in art. azº-, &c.) He in art. Lºl.)
him, or said to him, or did
10.

Jº!

He lay, syn. 26, (K,) upon the

he swallowed the gobbet ; and so "…iº. (S.) to him, a thing disliked, or hated: (TK in
back of his neck.
art. azº-3) like §§ |- alº-).
-- O -

->

-

43, aor. :, (Mºl, K, &c.,) inf n. …, (JK,

º
à
MA, K, MS, JM,) or. (Msb, [app. a mistake,D
2. 5: Stij [He made him to experience evil
He gobbled it; i.e., ate it quickly, (Msb, K, treatment]. (TA in art. 82-, voce
See
TA,) as also " 4.iº, (Msb, [see above,) and
£
below; and see Jº — i.e. &sig They
hastily; drew it with his mouth, and ate it
quickly. (TA)—ºvº »5- He put morsels into shall be greeted mith prayer for length of life,
his mouth (i.e., his own mouth) with his hand. or everlasting existence. (Bd in xxv. 75.)
->

£3-)

(JK, S, K.) And It (any
thing) was [or lay] as though thrown down or
extended. (T, JK, T.A.)

Jº Muscles of the flesh.
—Jº Jº. see 34.

(TA,

art.

**)

fú The facing a thing : [encountering it:] and
meeting it, meeting with it, or finding it: and
See an ex. voce &#1. This seems to be the
3. §§§ [He met him face to face; had an perceiving it by the sense, and by the sight. (Er
primary signification.
interview with him ;] i. q. a.º. (T.A.) See Răghib, T.A.) – fü. : its predominant appli
• 2 º'
cation is Encounter, i.e. conflict, fight, battle,
1. – JS He earperienced pain &c. See an
or war. (Mgh.) – sus-U! A2-. The day of
the food by the mouthful; put it into his mouth eX. vocess ; and voce jī: like C#, VOce Ji
encounter in fight &c.
by the mouthful]: (Msb:) or § 4.i. and "...i $3% *5. Jºk & Jº [He made the two ends
sº he put a mouthful [of it] into his mouth. of his
jº--J| Us!!t & : see •Jºlº, and art. J-J.
meet, and tied it]. (A, art. 5-a-.)

2. 2.É. A.; and sº "...if [He fed with

- -

-

-> 0

-

- O.

- O -

-

* - -

-

jº

(TA) And iſ and "...if [He fed him by the

...

sºft He threw it where he would find it.

4.

mouthful; put mouthfuls into his mouth]. (S.)

•- O

• *

-

© . .”

Jºãº Jº JºA ºxe-3 I experienced this from
-

4.

2. He put morsels into the mouth of [such
See 2. — 2--" 4:

him in an altercation. (Mºb.) –

+ I silenced

Jº 4.ii

:

on the ground: (Mgh:) [he put it :]
---

*i; &: 29 3.
This thing, or affair, is from him; syn. * &as also º &- and 33; &c. (Lth, in TA in

& <-ji 43.

àJ. Jº I put the goods upon the beast. (Msb.)
—º-º's &: She cast her young one, or her
-

see the latter word.

o

(Mgh in art. U-5.)

;

2 of

5.

& : ; He swallowed the gobbet, or

young. –

He let fall a thing, art. J.3.)
o', of:
<!:
did good to or faces.

Jº also signifies
2 o' --

o.

lſ

• * * >

sº es
-

8: see 1. –
-

tº it, [He took her

— sº In the direction that meets

2

morsel, or mouthful, in a leisurely manner. (S, a curtain, &c. – 9-s- “I
TA.)
him. (TA.) And 335-3)] *!! st-cºl and
º

O

Jº

thren, it in any way: (Er-Răghib :) he thren, it
o, of

a one].

o

(Er-Răghib.) – And hence, conventionally, He thee, or on thy part; syn. Jºe-Jo and

©.

*

O. O.

w - -

322 Ju

+[I offered or tendered to him, or gave or granted

(El Khaſſee,

TA.) You say,

º & [He went towards such
jū. ãº [in the direction of, or

*:

a one], and
towards, the

-

Jire]. (K.) And sº ~-le- I sat over
against
him, or opposite to him. (S.) And -ºš
~~~) t [He made his love, &c., to fall, or light,

mouth within his lips in kissing]. ($ in art. sa=.) him, love, or affection]. (TA.) – alſº

Jº

→ . . . .”

Hence the verb signifies t1t embraced, or clasped,
a thing : see an instance, voce
upon him, i.e. he bestowed it upon him]. (K, TA

&--.

sº & He stopped facing the house.

(Mºb.)

SUPPLEMENT.]

— atºl tº [The direction of the Kibleh].
(M, K,

3013

sº — Ajø

voceXu.) = See “.

3. It was collected, accumulated. – lsº

8.

They collected themselves; congregated.

(K, TA,) and
&c.,) and

*. (TA, S, K, &c., in art. Jää

**, (TA,)

He signalled, or made a

with his hand or arm, (K, TA,) and with
Jºº. [pl. of Jit, The narron, or 2 with an aor. following it is often to be ren sign,
his
garment,
and with his snºord; or did so
dered in English by the preterperfect: ex., Šíž
strait, parts of the pudendum muliebre. (TA in
for the purpose of information or nearning; by
art. 2-4) — JSJ) The horizontal slabs in Juºsº Jºe I have not seen him for two days. – raising it, and moving it about, [or waving it, or
* 2 He did not beat. (S, &c.) See also ū. brandishing it, i.e., he waved it as a sign or
which is the aperture in a privy.
–2. see the latter half of art. Ši; and signal,] in order that another might see it, and
:: *
32 oz. . .
Lsº Greeted : see azºº, in art. 44.
; but the former is
the former part of art. Uel. – Us! as a par come to him; as also Y
ticle of exception [is equivalent to our But ; the more approved; [i.g. Lat. micuit;] and some
JJ
meaning both eaccept and, after an oath or the times the verb is used without the mention of
1. & He pushed him, or thrust him ; like like, only, or nothing more than ; and is put the hand or arm [&c.]. (TA.) See a verse cited
2. 3, 2, 2
(S, and K, art. cº)
*s and & 2. (As, TA in art. 9s.)
before a nominal proposition; as, U-à3
º! VOce Jºs.
-

ejº

• 6-

2 -

•E

-

&

3.

- - -

-

2.

3& A pressing, or crowding:

* …Ú

[There is not any soul but over

it is a guardian, (Kur lxxxvi. 4,)] accord. He made a sign with his sword, and nith his
to those who pronounce the A with teshdeed : garment, [naving it about, to make it seen by
and before a verb which is literally, but not some one nihom he desired to see it]. (S, K.)
a3

o .

2 *~ *

jS [inf. n. of 25&]

º, (S, ibid, and S, K, &c., in art. Jād-,)

and

see an ex. voce

3-&
40 o-

* 89,

-

i.4 &º,

- -

- , , of
-

in meaning, a preterite; as in U.J. aul J.A.:3

-

-

< is [I conjure, or beg, or beseech, thee by God
• 23 of
.
but that thou do such a thing], i. e. Š &tiu.

art. 3–1.)

-

-

ji, &c.:

see 1.

-

* , , ,

3. He sought, or asked, or demanded,

8.

it.

AJ

-

4. *-**

like j-J. (TA,

(S,

K.)

He sought it out.

& [I do not ask of thee anything save thy

ãº A shining, glistening, or glossy, appear
doing such a thing]. (Mughnee.) See its syn.
ºji. In the Kur xxxviii. 13, accord. to one read ance, [or hue,) of the body : (K:) any colour
ing, it occurs before a verb which is a preterite different from another colour [in which it is];
J&
(TA ;) [a spot of colour). — [Primarily] A
i_{j An impotence, or impediment, or a literally and in meaning — tº, accord. to Ibn portion of herbage beginning to dry up. (S,
difficulty, in speech or utterance; (Msb ;) a Málik, is syn. with #: [and sometimes, like 3, Msb, K.)
barbarousness, or viciousness, and an impotence, it means Since, or because :] one may say, U.]
. . o. o £
6:
• 6- 0 &
$5: see & in the K, and my rendering
or impediment, in speech: (S:) or the not speak
2,2
&
Jº
Jºëi,
but
this
is
said
to
in
explaining
the latter word, s.v.
2 * o2 ö 3
o:
ing Arabic rightly, by reason of a barbarousness,
mean &= J-ºl J ºbel 2,9. ~3 (J.
or viciousness, in the tongue : (K:) or the inter
e
posing of [n.ords of J a foreign language in one's (Mughnee.) See also an ex. voce 353. – tº
Gº!
speech. (Mbr, T.A.) See avºri; and āca-c, with •rº-az He has not yet beaten. (S, &c.) See
s
32 ° 2
Jº!: see Jºke, voce aſſºc.
which it is syn.
4.3 A blow nºith the fist.

e

...)

•

- - -

•

-

o

*

> 6.

- --

-

•

*z

º.

-

o .

&

- e.

- -

also

2.

&, with the U quiescent, has no government.
– It means But after a

29 A

negative proposition :

-

w

slight insanity or diabolical possession;

(Mgh, Msb:) a slight taint or infection of in

but not after an affirmative : see Şſ.

5 o .

sanity.

See -āºlo.

cº

& A particle denoting negation, rendering the
aor. mansoob, and restricting it to the future

ãº A touch, or somen'hat [of a taint or an sense: not implying corroboration of the nega
infection of insanity], from the jinn. (S, K.)
1 & Aiſi J God rectified, or repaired, and See & J.
consolidated, what was disorganized, disordered,
i. Hair that descends below the lobe of the
or unsettled, of his affairs. (S.)
ear. (S, K.) But see #3: and see a tropical
2. … He made a iſ of his hair. (Z, TA in use of it in a verse of Kumeyt cited in art. Jia-,
art. •e-.)
p. 597 c.
** * >

4.

| < a.

3.
3:
_s1.2 : see …”.

2;it ji

alighted al

He came to the people, and
their abode as a guest. (Msb.)

Juſ.

Jºº ji + He
(Msb.) – And sº ji

beat.]
jº

3-# An anchoring place, a harbour, or a port,

-

art. 3-0.

(Idem, pp. 385 and 815.)

-

-

Ajº,
º , o,

2:1.
3 tº ~

A boy having a

*

as also

& i.

(TA)

(IDrd, TA, voce

95

-

AJJ A sharp spear-head : see an ex. in a

-

3 *

verse of Zuheyr, cited voce &2.

(Mº)—It happened. (Ham, p. 385)–:
ū. ;

&.

It became near.

a. He came to him. (Ham, p. 127.) – I. q.

(TA.)

norld. (S.) See an ex. in a verse cited voce
la--.

+ He committed the sin, or offence. (MSb.) –
And Ji He, or it, visited covertly; (Ham,
p. 23;) or in a light, slight, or hasty manner.

(TA.) Occurring in the K

>

à, Le A misfortune that befalls in the present

– And hence,

knew the meaning.

Z asserts it to imply these. (K.) [Hence &
* signifies simply He will not beat: not
he assuredly will not beat ; nor he will never

(Cº.) for ships.
6 *

See

tion, nor its never-ending continuance; though

* , ,

&
*jø

1. 3. It (lightning, &c.) shone; shone brightly;
gleamed; glistened.

(S, Msb, K.) —

º &",

g
iº
accord. to different

authorities, app. The

-

-

381
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Ajº – cºs)

[SUPPLEMENT.

angle of the lower jan: ; or the ramus thereof: pie: a man so as to divert him from that nihich
or the flesh upon the hinder part thereof. See neould render him sad or solicitous, &c.; (TA:)
or relief of the mind by means rehich wisdom
U55-9.
does not require : this [it is said] is the original
law.)
signification: (Et-Tarasoosee, Msb:) a thing in
1. ae 1.3 IIe, or it, was cast, or thronen. (TA n:hich a man delights himself, and n:hich occupies
him so as to divert him, and then ceases. (KT.)
in art. –its-.)
It has a more general application than $4. for
ex., the hearing of musical instruments or the like
-*)
is 39, but not S-4.
(TA.) — sº iſ [An
6

- ©

.

thou do such a thing 2 and in like manner,

º and ji and Šs. See an ex. in the Kur, x.98,
explained in art. Śl.
Jú & 34 S; Had
-

but for this, that had been, or

not this been, or

mould have been. —

S;

is followed by a noun

in the nom. case (as in the Kur, viii. 69), or by
a verb, as in exs. above.
•

~ 2:

*

~); see t-Jl.

~ a2 .

of music].

n. -#, S,) and W -ãº, He instrument of diversion, meaning,
grierra for it, or at it; regretted it; syn. &j WOce Jú)
and *-ī; (S, K ;) meaning a thing that had
1.

alſº -áſ, (inf.

Jºº. The sneet food called $3,05 : see *94.

3% [The uvula;] the red piece of flesh that
escaped him after he been at the point of attain
hangs down from the upper *. (Zj, in his
ing it: (JK, TA:) or he grieved for it, or at
it; or regretted it ; and was angry, or enraged, Khalk el-Insán.) See also Jº , and ãº.
on account of it. (TA.)

But see

*i;

and
-

see S, voce

eapressed,

£º
3 *

6 - 0.

aes) Ardour of love : see J-e-.

[generally expl. as meaning The uvula :

-i-i- -ºu signifies He felt, or or] what is between the end of the root of the

grift sorrow, or regret.

5 : see 1.

-: ( 0 the grief! see an ex. in art. th-,
conj. 4.
º, e.”

-

-

âây) Greediness; voracity; eagerness.
º,

súſ

Jes)

(K

a 0 .

-

- -

tongue and the end of the -ºš [thus in all the
copies of the K that I have seen, an evident
mistranscription for ~15, i.e. hollow] of the
upper part of the mouth : (K: [app. meaning
the arches, or pillars, of the soft palate; agree
ably with the next explanation here following :)
or the furthest part of the mouth : [see i: :]
and, of the he-camel, the

-33)
1.

3.35 $3 3.3% ºf see 1 in art. J5°.
J5)

3,

and

&:

See

ai-i- [i.e. bursa

Jº Greedy; racenous; eager; Jºe or Lº!
faucium]. (J.K.) See also a usage of the pl.,
$39, in the last explanation of < 5.

for a thing.

3,- and &é.
499)

1. ÓS He chemed a morsel: (S, K, Msb:) or

chemed in the gentlest manner: or chewed some
What is thronyn, [i.e. the quantity of corn
thing hard ; (K;) rolling it about, or turning
4. º i. ..iſ “...i [God directed him by in that is thronen,) (S, K,) by the grinder, with his it round, in his mouth : (TA :) [he (a child)
hand, (S,) into the mouth of the mill or mill.
spiration to that which was good, or to pros stone. (S, K.) And The mouth [itself] of the mumbled, or bit softly, his finger]: (S, art.
perity]. (TA, art. Jºs,) —
4-di He sug mill or mill-stone. (IKtt, TA; and S voce;-) Style :) he (a horse) champed, (Msb,) or chened,
the bit. (Lth in TA, art. JUI.)
20

3.

sº,

gested it to him; (in the order of the words, he
suggested to him it;) he put it into his mind.
3)
8.

**śī.

23, He gulped.
6*

o,

a, ,

-

>

0 °

-

-

See aejº a.o. – It is used as an optative

3):

!

o

o,

3

… .º. o .

4 * Jººl; and &#, as though from
5.

See art. JJ).

* < *o3.3

2 : see

3,i.

28S and orVl: see &l.
particle, Jºº. See Kur, ii. 162; and Jol, ibid.
See also

§e. —

05 & 3. &l= ; Had

this

A3)

29
been, or if this were, that had been, or mould

1. *J, (S, Mºb, K) and are 3, (Mºb, K.)

23, º <-- % Jº
[Pray thou though thou be unable to stand; i.e.]

have been. —

In eans

1. 25, inf. n. 29, He blamed, censured, or
reprehended, syn. Jée, (S, M, Msb, K,) a person,

He became diverted from it, so as to forget it.
(S, Msb,) 134- Jº [for such a thing]. (S.)
(S, Msb, K.) – See an ex. voce At-l: and see pray thou n'hether thou be able to stand or unable
&4. <!-- & <-9, inf. n. ; and sº, She to do so. (Mºb in art. Jl.) – See also exs. voce 4. 2% He did a thing for n:hich he should be
3, and J. ; often begins a sentence ending blamed. ($ in art. –axe-, and L and TA in art.
-

-

(a woman) was, or became, cheered, or delighted,
a £
*>
aposiopesis. – 3) meaning cyl: see 25. ~9.)
and pleased, with his discourse. (M., K.) And so with 2an
of
* ~ * 0.
-

— Jºy') ow; Jºº-> 3; see - as syn. with Jº.

•of

4. Usºl Júl The thing diverted me; syn.

Jºë.

(Mºb.) — &l,

sºft [He diverted him

5.

a

** 2: .

•º 22

;

The nord

~

*

;

9 ... •
:

See a prov. cited voce J3

(near the end of the paragraph). And see -º-,
& f

by singing]. (S, art. A-.)
o

-

2

* G --

a 2- ºg. (T in art. 3°).)
a º

© .

-

…

-

o

.

•

, ºf

ãº

A thing for which the doer is blamed.

(TA)

o

Js)

& : [If]. Ex. &# 25 ºf ; [Hads

• sº Jºvº i. 7. Jºj : (TA:) and as &2). thou been standing, I had stood]. (K, art. Jl.)

(Mºb)—And J. He direrted himself. (TA)
3-4 Diversion; pastime; sport; play; or

5. 2; i. 4.2%) —º. (Ham, p.3%)

See Kur, xxxix. 58; &c.

§

and

tº :

See

“...— . .

2

o- e

>0

2. & i. q. "& It became coloured. (M.)
– It (a palm-tree) had dates which had become
coloured. (T,)—2%) es’ & [He varied in

tºx3 );

speech]. (Sgh, K, voce Aºi.)
especially, such as is vain, or frivolous; idle means Wherefore didst not thou such a thing 2
sport: (from various explanations :) what occu and 134- Jº S; means Wherefore wilt not

5.

&

It became coloured. (MA, KL.) See 1.

3015

J5) – as

SUPPLEMENT.]

- c. 33

— It became variegated, or diversified in colour.

ñº A banner, or standard, synº, (M, Mgh,

•0-

Jº Al

… •

Wine: L.A.) signifying ãº. (T in

– And hence, (see Jºãº) It varied in state, or K,) of a commander, (T,) or of an army, less than art. Al.)
3 •.
condition; it was, or became, variable therein. the 335 , being a strip of cloth, tryisted, or wound,
Jº: See jº.
He assumed various forms, or appearances. –
and tied to a spear-shaft. (Mgh.) See isé.
&$3 & Such a one varied in disposition. Respecting the & of the Kaabeh, see &- and J% is pl. of §§. (TA, voce
g

e.

Ji)

(Mgb.)
3. *

&

Colour: (S, Msb, K.) distinctive quality

… ; see art.

Jºin is like #3% from 2,3,
and 3 ºut-o from ºil, &c. (TA in art. &”.)
9. . . . .”

Jºº--

or property: (M, K :) sort, or species : (S, K.)

º

mood, disposition, or character.

a -1.8 Öği [Sorts, or species, of viands].
(S in art.

**)

occurs in poetry for

Jºi.

-35-5.)

Jº

sº

&sº Varying, or variable, in dispositions.

insteady in disposition.

Very contentious. (K.)

See an ex.

Voce yº-e.

in art. Jºi-, and TK;) It was, or became, soft,

U-2)
2 o'É

as opposed to rough or harsh; smooth; plain;
without asperities; fine to the touch; delicate;

•:

see the latter part of art. S1.

CŞ2)

tender; supple; lithe ; limber; pliant; pliable;
flexible ; ductile ; malleable; soft, or flabby;

1. aſe us. He waited for him. (Mºb) —
&

2- & (sº 52 He went along, not pausing
1.

£9,

alor".

£5. , inf. n. & :

see an ex. in a

nor waiting for any one. (Msb.) See the Kur-án,
... w.e.”

iii. 147 – 4:3, 3}, i.a. ii. ($, Mºb, K.)
& He twisted

1. &S, int. A. & ſnot & as in the cK]
and Ög, (T, S, M, K) contr. of &f=5 (S. K.

(K.)

Jº

-

* 6 a.

(TA in art.

w ... • o 2

-

* >

alº), o from

law: and he nas, or became, soft; tender;
pliant; gentle; bland; or mild. Hence Jºy
*: See &#. – aiº
“º.& His bowels became

verse cited voce Jºjj.

relared. — &S He relented.

a thing; turned or nºreathed
***)

it round or about : contorted it : wound it :

curled it: curved it: or bent it. (K, &c.) And

Jºiº &S He soothed, coaced, or n-heedled,

3.

him with words. (L, art.
9–45 [He
acted gently tonards him ; (M, K;) treated him
deviate, or snerve. — *** U53) He went round
sort is the -ãº) of the cocoa-nut. (TA.) See with gentleness, or blandishment; soothed him ;
it, or round about it. (Bd, in liii. 20.) – U33)
is used by Ibn-Mukbil as meaning coared him ; wheedled him;] i. q. 351s. (S, M,
9. afts [He made his case, or affair, difficult + A she-camel's tail. (TA in arts. --Jé, and Mşb, voce 2013.) — a.º. He was soft, tender,
and intricate to him : see a.º. essºl. (S, K, J-º-º:)
gentle, bland, or mild, towards him. (M, K.)
art. Jose.) — º- cº, * He concealed his in
• 2 o 2 - 25
J.)
4. 4-law cy') [It relazed his bonels]; said of
He, or it, turned him from his course;

made him to

—º [The membranous fibres that grow at the
of the branches of the palm-tree :] the best

base

&——º

formation. (T, TA) And J. & Gº: He

concealed his affair from me.

(K, TA.)

1. a,

&4 U. It is not suitable to him, does

medicine. (K in art. Jº-.)
.

. ~ 6

not befit him, that he should do such a thing.
10. JX-l: see its contr. cºs-l.
4. Ağu “sº He distorted, nºrested, or norung, (Msb.)
cy') for J') : see the latter in art. Jºl.
the language. (M, K.) [Hence, perhaps, &
JJ
~~ essº, if the verb be correctly thus: see
& , [i.e. 4; with an adjunct alif for the sake Jºsal cºg Softness, delicateness, or easiness,
Jºiº, last sentence.]
of the rhyme, for Jºl;
see art. & near the of life.
e
-

• * >

-

e-

...)

s

sº

It tristed, or coiled, itself: (KL :)
it became tristed, or coiled : one says, sº
5.

end.

#9 applied to a palm-tree :
3

Jº

See 33-c.

à-l. (MA)—sº gº & sº [He
nºrithed by reason of the pain of beating]. (M,
A, K, art. 25-3.)

see art. c999; and

o .

3 we

6 6.

-

-> w

-

Jj, see;3.-J., & Wishes (T, TA

Jº Jºe Soft, delicate, or easy, life. — J.J

in art. Jº) and anxieties. (TA ibid)—&

~3-1 : see wººl-. – -suº J.J.; &c.; see

Jºuſ

art.

º

•

The thief, or robber: (T in art. Jº :) and

2 of

-

…

we

-

Alae.

6. Jºſé said of two serpents [They twist
6 . . .

•

together]: see Alic, last sentence.
8.

cº,

the wayfarer, or traveller. (Er-Răghib in TA
in that art.) –
,- A nightfarer: see a

Jº

neuter verb, It twisted : nound :

-

-

3 we z

Jºlo A lenitive, or lawative, medicine.

-

verse cited voce J.Ac.

bent.

(K, &c.) – <e

(sº

It (an affair) be

came difficult; or difficult and intricate. (TA.)

ae)

ãº

A night-journey, or night's journey. —

--

2 . oº

of.

2
-

-

-

-

-

*

of

•

-

Jº

-

3.

*

…

-

J.-- Jé *::: My nant became difficult Useu-e J-> āºul stºl, ; and 13+3 lºse cyte <: 39; and sº 4.- : and oº): see 31,
of attainment. (TA.) – •º Jº-1 also Hela.
ãºji; and 4-9, ãº, & us: see above, and art. 4.) in the S; and see an ex. of AS
-

6 .

acted, or behaved, perversely tonards him.

p. 183 a.

•

voce ài->\º.

381*

ſ
A for the interrogative tº immediately following * tº The form inclines somen'hat to length; See Jú. – Trouble, molestation, or embar
a prep. ; see L, in the S, K; and J. last agreeably with a rendering voce Jié: see De rassment: as also W #4. pl. of the former
sentence. — A for Jºe: see an ex., from a poet, Sacy's Gr., sec. ed., i. 543 and 539: see also sºjº: and of the latter &#3. (M.A.) – The
2 y ci
voce -j- — aſ A &c.; see all cº-cº!. — A for ū. ** above: in the Kur xxxviii. 23, Lo is requisite means of subsistence. (KL.) – #25.
-3
See isj:
it seems to mean the puden
redundant, (Bd,) denoting vagueness and wonder,
Al : see the latter.
(Ksh, Bd,) or a corroborative of fewness: (Jel:)
dum muliebre considered as the means of
tº when following Jé- Or 3.
Or 3.
it means somen'hat whether great or little in
tº

a

-

1 ºd

…

t

-

-

gº-l.

cº

or &

if having the signification of JºJ), is written degree or importance. = us, the negative par
separately. (El-Hareeree, in De Sacy's Anthol. ticle, followed by a pret., often requires the

olo

in English by the preter
Gram. Ar., p. 67 of the Ar. text.) — tº added latter to be rendered
... o. o 2 × 2: ;2
perfect
:
ex.
Jº
Jºe
are!, tº I have not seen àºlo [The quiddity, or essence, or substance,
to certain adverbial nouns is not merely redun
of a thing;] that nihereby a thing is nºhat it is.
63 dant, but gives to them a conditional and general him for two days. See De Sacy's Anthol. Gram.
• no.
(KT.) See also aſſº-, and A2-, and ā.53,
signification; as in tº: Wherever; and [exe Ar., p. 253.
9.3

°

5 ...

•

5- 2

-

2 o ,-

-

and Ust-e.

Wherever, and whenever; &c.; see Kur, ii. 143,
145, &c.; and see De Sacy's Gram., i. 537 and

*
g

Jºe

598 – 2 While; as in tº sº; tº; and as

s? .

º, o a

Jue and Jºe and

much as; see Kur, lxiv. 16. — tº Because

*--

g

-

Jºº : see Jºº, voce a-, in art. al-'.

*.

* .

ju. see (sº.
º

* 2: .

&#: l, 4- tº Because they did transgress;
or for that they did transgress.
2 o ,

.

-

© .

~ *

9:3-5 Le *! ,

for

. .”

(Kur.) —
6 o'.

Cºle

ã5L6 A sobbing ; i.e. an affection like what is
termed

3%

as though it were breath heaved
1.

sº (like it.) It (a cat) mered.

(TA, voce

-

*** **. See ºs-. — Le is jrom the chest, on an occasion of weeping, and 4,

also added to a noun to denote the littleness of
w

that which is signified by the noun; as in Ue

art.

‘...)

of being choked with weeping. (S, K.)

•:

&
&

c

Some little n'ant. (IAth in TA, art. -91.) —

JLº.

u in ti and U. (of which latter Š tº: is an
o 2.É.
1. 3& & The day became advanced, the
1. or Le He sustained them; bore the burden
sun being high, (S, K,) before the declining of the
instance) I have mentioned in arts. t; and ū.
of, or undertook, their maintenance; he main sun from the meridian. (K.)
& U. tº : soe &. < L. [What ar. tained them. (S, K, arts. cº- and cº-º.) —
2 * >
2.2.
2. º. He (God) made him to live. (Bd in
thou?] means what are thy qualities, or attri
2;iſ JLº, and "...t. He maintained, or sus
butes? (Har, p. 155.) & Jººl * us, in the
xi. 3.) – See $2.
º: He gave her a gift
tained, the people, or party. (M.)
y

-

-

-

G -

-

Kur, xxvi. 22,

mº 3. Jºël. Ga)

•

sº

after dirorce. (K.) And 13.8- º: He gave
her (a divorced wife) such a thing. (Msb)

2: see 1.

also an ex. Voce Jº. — 40 Uo signifies ºust us!
30 c.3 (IbrD) and may be rendered What

4-8.

s. 2 .

alth thee?—u. º Some particular thing : hump of a camel: see 33-3
something.

(See all.) Also, Any particular

...? .

asue of the belly : see à-la-. – Juºus) of the
-

& and W & and W & are syn.,
signifying Sºk Guj * &: (Ham, p. r.sr;)
5.

*

#, i.a. 3% (Food, &c.); (M) a dial var.
of 'º. (i.v.); as also tº pl. &. (Mºb)

[He benefited, or profited by it; had the benefit,
use, or enjoyment, of it; he enjoyed it; accord.
— Jºe Le Jº An excellent youth is such a one.
to
the above authority, for a long time; but
6, 2
this
restriction is not always meant..] You say,
a.º.e.:
see
art.
J',
where
will
be
found
the
(IbrD.) See Kull, p. 336. See also Bd, middle
<<! [I enjoyed the drinking
p. 42. – us is sometimes put for als tº, lºſs tº, explanations of this word given in the S and K
in
art.
Jºe.
and the like; i.e. As long as : see an ex. voce
a morning-draught of wine]; and J. Ak-º',
thing? (IbrD.) See an ex. cited voce
9

- >

*

**.

º

3- ****

z

He, and 95, and 3-...-Jº. J. Jº

**ś.

A neight, or burden.

(Mgh, Msb.)

#3'- Jº [the listening to

the songs of a girl].
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5. 13& J: [He affected to be like, or imi
(Mo'allakát, p. 169.) — &- He became pro side, or the middle of the broad side, of the blade,
vided nith cº, or utensils and furniture for of a sword;] the part in the middle of which is tated, such a thing;] i. 4. 42 a.5. (TA, art.
the house, or tent. (TA, voce “…i, q.v.) — the [ridge called] ** , (En-Nadr, in L, voce **.) — <2. Ji. and [more commonly]
----

• *~ *

i.d. Jºle. (Bd, Jel, Xi. 68) — ” & 3,...) or the part in which is the [ridge called] <-29 He used, or applied, the verse as a pro
*A*, (K, voce ā-tº) and ***, and *: verb, or proverbially. (M.A.). - See <3.
generally signifies He enjoyed it: (MA :) so in
(K, voce 3,4- :) or the ridge [itself] (**) rising
many cases in the Kur, &c.
6. Jjū He became nearly in a sound, or

&

in the middle of a sword.

(T)—&

The

healthy, state; or near to convalescence : (K:)
hard and outer or apparent part of anything: or he became more like the sound, or healthy,
and W.
10. 13&
He benefited or pl. & and &. (M.) — &: The middle than the unsound, or unhealthy, who is suffering
from a chronic and pervading disease; (TA;)
profited by such a thing. (Msb.) – See 5. — of a bow, and of a spear. (Munjid of Kr.) –
See
Jºan
&: see --e. — Jºe The part or so Jº Jiuj. (M.) said also of a wound:
&—
(T, S in art. Ulex :) and of a disease; like J&ſ.
ãº. Enjoyment; a subst. in the sense of between two poles of a cº, or tent. (AZ in TA, (TA, art. J&J – Yºuji, q tºº. (M, K in
art. &y.)
& Elevated, and level, or plain,
ground: (M:) or hard and elevated ground. (S, art, cº-.)
8: see 5.

&.

&º,

6 o' .

3 -d .

4 - O - O -

5 o ,

&

-

-

#. (S, Mº, K9 syn, i.º. (Jel, slºi, 26)

See an ex, in a verse of Lebeed, voce lºº. —
K.) –
3 - 22
A gift to q divorced nife. 'Mºb, K.) sº Mºb,
ax…

gº. — Jº all is… [i.e. a- ?] i.a. 95.
(TA voce

aść, in art. J53.)

º &. One of the four bright

8. 9: Jº! IIe followed his command,
order,
bidding, or injunction; did like as he
stars in Pegasus, that (a) at the extremity of
the neck : see
&: i. q. <-e- and commanded, ordered, &c.; (Mgh;) he obeyed
J.- and 3, A tradition of Mohammad, or of his command, order, &c. (Msb.)

§i).

-

et. Anything useful or advantageous; as another, namely a companion of Mohammad,

goods: such as the utensils and furniture of a &c. (IbrD.)
house or tent, or household-goods: any utensils,
or apparatus: chattels: a commodity, and commo

Ji. A like; a similar person or thing;
fellow ; an analogue. (K, &c.)

See

match;

3.

and

6 o' --

2-2 4-0 :

WOce

See J-0.

J-4.

– A

likeness,

resemblance,

or

semblance; see !--. – An equivalent; a
Strong; stout; firm; hard. (S, K,
requital. – J* , used as a denotative of state,
chattels, household-goods or chattels, or utensils
• *:
Msb.) [Well seasoned. Possessing any quality
and furniture. — £º [signifies : tº ;] a
means Like.
Ex. Jr., Ji- 3. He passed
in a strong degree.]

dities; (Mgh, &c.;) generally best rendered goods,
*

> .

-

&:

-

6 -

w . . .”

-

woman's pudendum : (TA:) [see as-ºs-e, in
º . ~~

art. 2-83; and the penis. (Mgh.) —

cº- also

2-

-

→ ... of

-

2 * ~

*

like the lightning. See an ex, in the Kuri. 23;

3 -£

More sweet.

33')-- Jºel, i. 7. 35')-- ~~!,
(TA, voce <-)

applies to Food, the necessaries of life: see two

ess, voce -i-. — &tº for a divorced wife, A
provision of necessaries, such as food and clothing
º, o P.

Jº i. q. ić- [as meaning A
º

See U-e-o

case, &c.]; (S, K, &c.;) or -º-,
[meaning the same]: (Msb:) or this is a mis
&: (a subst., properly speaking, like Jº take: (Mbr, AAF, TA:) or it may be a tropical
q.v.) and "& The threads, or strings, of tents. signification: (MF, TA:) for in the language of
the Arabs it means a description by way of com
(K.)
parison : (AAF, TA:) you say Jºe Jºj Jºe
us.”
JY3 [The description of Zeyd, by way of com
Jº signifies When! and whº, used to denºte parison, or the condition, &c., is that of such a
one]: it is from Jº and 33–1. (Mbr, TA:)
dition, state,

© .

º

--

and household-utensils or

and Bd in ii. 242: i. q.
-

urniture: see -ºc,

&#.

(Bd in ii. 237.)

* i. q. “ & us, and gº;

(Jel in

iv. 79;) generally best rendered Enjoyment, in
the Kur iv. 79 and ix. 38 and similar cases. See
2 - 22
dº.o.

description, con

ð -

... o.

Jº:

º

Jºº.

and another, from Sakhr-el-Gheſ, voce

>

a condition; see J-1 and J-21. – Lº Jº

Until when 2 how long 2 and also until the time it is metaphorically applied to a condition, state,
or case, that is important, strange, or wonderful.
when. See Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 382.

J”
-* >

-

(Ksh, Bd in ii. 16.) The phrase here given is

© .
-

4:4, inf. n. Jºj, He made it, or rendered
it, strong, stout, firm, or hard. (T.A.) — &:
2.

He seasoned a skin with rob, or inspissated juice

more literally, and better, rendered, The simi
Jºe

litude of Zeyd is the similitude, or is that, of

1. J& aor. 2, inf. n. J*: (S, M, K, &c.;)

such a one; for a similitude is a description by
way of comparison. – You say also,

(º) (K)

Sº, Aſsº

Jº (M, K;) He stood erect; (S, M, K,
13& [He made it (an expression or the like) to
2. &: is The erector spinae muscle, which &c.;) 42. & before him. (S, &c.) — a Ji, be descriptive, by way of comparison, of such a
consists of the sacro-lumbalis and longissimus inf. n. ić, He mutilated him ; castrated him ; thing]. (TA passim.) [And 13& J.
dorsi and spinalis dorsi. The &: is The back : namely, a sheep or goat. (TA in art. Je-3,
and

IIleans

An expression denoting, by way of similitude,

(M, Mºbi) or, as also "is, (M.) or cº, (T,)

from a trad.)
such a thing.]

two portions offirmly-bound flesh between which

— Jº Jº

As indicative of

a
5 . .

-

2. Jºe: see a verse* of> Kutheiyir in art. 353, resemblance to something. — See J.A.
>*
-

is the back-bone, [or that confine the back-bone,
rendered firm by being tied (ºtº) with, or

by, -ie [or sinens,] (T. M.) or the Jºº.

- *w.

conj.

4. – alº : see 4-5.

Jºe
3. * i. º. 4.3. (TA)
* > .. 6 g

Quality, mode, manner, fashion, and

form; (Msb;) a model according to which another

are

;
the two sides of the back. (M.) – rºl tº.
4. aſtol He set it up: from Uža “he stood thing is made or proportioned a pattern,
The two portions of flesh and sincu, neart the erect.” – He set up a butt or mark: see an ex. (jºi.) by which a thing is measured, propor
tioned, or cut out : (T:) an example of a class
back-bone, on each side. (S.) – &: [The broad voce Jºjº.
* , ,

-

- -
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Jºe — j-e
Ö e

— Jºe

of words, of a rule, &c.

6 *

>

remained.
G-' jºš J.” that no trace thereof
2 - of
• *

[Without there having been any precedent]. (Msb

*

© ..

6

•

(Msb.) –

2

-

-

Q 99.9

-

"J-e Jºe C-2 º', or 3~ : see …e.
6.

in art, cº-s, &c.)—[A bed:] Jºji º The
daughters of the bed; meaning women.

2 : see 1.
•

*

-- ?.

--

* -

c. 3

(sº The

3'-ºl Jº: see #153 and i\º-e J1.

→ 0 .

see j9*.

J-2

Jºlº,

in the following hemistich of Ibn

•

4.

, 3

25-9)

Ahmar,
* -d -

**

• 9.

- -

a yo.

of

<-i-. The stars set aurorally and traversed] and hence used in the sense before

explained because extending to a 3-lè: (Z, in
the Fáik, quoted in the TA:) a goal. (The
cº * ju. <!-3 I laboured to acquire Lexicons passim.)

brought no rain. ($, K” in art. L$33-.)

* 2.

...)

-

3.

… --

5.
•* *

signifies tº Jº. (L, in TA, voce egs,

property without price: (Msb:) or, accord. to

as signifying a “light, or active,” camel.)

Az,

St. J-3

#3% A butcher's knife. (Mgh.) See &#-.

means he laboured, and exercised

art or management, in seeking [to acquire] pro
(TA.) See also “…i.

perty.

Jº-0

1.

utmost extent, term, limit, or reach,

of a thing; syn. *: (S, Msb, K:) an extent,
a distance; a space, an interval; syn. it. :
[meaning a space that is, or that is to be,

6 o .

yºu. jºe-

He persevered in his error.

(T in

art. Jºe.)
** *

* es: (s3t-

(Msb.)

J3-2

3-, app. an imitative sequent to 2-4.

See

J- Drought, or

Msb in art. --As-,) and dryness of the earth (S,

3:3.

3.4% Milk mixed with
tas.)

suspension of rain, ($, K,

much water.

(TA in

art.

Msb ubi supra) depriving it of herbage; ($,
Je
*j .

Jº 3:4::

TA) and iº. 43-. (K)

o

1. 834 & 1-3. His hand became blistered, or
vesicated, by much work. (Mgh.)

[Having diluted marron); ap

plied to a soft, or flabby, camel.
à-2; see art. J3-; and see also its;

VOCe

5

*~*

*z o.

22 of

(O, K in art.

*) – 3:4. Jºe A turbid lift. (TA in

w -

art. J-e-w.)

•337, and its 33 voce J33), and -3.
5 a 2 x

&

_oº-o
•

*

o .

...

: See oºº-o-º and

•

6

-

Sour milk upon which much fresh

J33-6

Jºjº.

is milked : see

&---.

Q. 4.

J-º-º:

#9.

See

Jº =5&t

The camels became dis

persed. (TA in art. 2-2.)

U-º-o

1. & . He cared not for what he did (S,

U-a-6

33-6

Mgh, K*) nor for what was said to him. (Mgh,

K.") The epithetis &-º. (S, Mgh, K)

*… A trial, (S, Msh, K) or trying affic
tion : (S:) pl.

6

3-.

(Msb.)

* ~ 2-22
45.

*

5.

A

*s-, (not a 3-2):

see art. Cº-.

Msb.) – Gº- & I did it without

compen

sation. (Mºb) tº . . ..., & This thing

5

g
~

o .

1. *-* He effaced, erased, rased, obliterated, by amorous toying or by kissing : [app. the
or cancelled, it; removed, or did away with, its prostatic fluid ; a discharge from the prostate

<--

impression or trace. (K.) –
<-->
2- The wind made to pass away, or dis
pelled, the clouds. (TA.) – Jº º
.
..y

is for him without an equivalent.
Msb.)

-

U3.3-e Humor tenuis qui propter lusum ama
torium vel osculum e pene virili effluit ; a dis
charge of a thin humour from the 2é, occasioned

3-6

& The gift of a thing without price. (IF,

- -

y

intº

of the TA whether it be dº-, or ºs.)

-

4. L3-ºl Humorem tenuem e pene emisit vir
propter lusum amatorium vel osculum. (Msb,
&c.)

-

J3-e āzāc [A stage of a journey, or a march
or journey from one halting-place to another,)
that is far, or distant, or long. (ISk in TA,
WUCe
but it is not quite clear in my copy

2o

(El-Farábee,

gland.] (S, Msb, &c.)
º, 2

*|Jºo app., Is qui multum passus est seminis
effluºrum ea contactu feminae
aut osculo. See
2 of
5

* -o .

Daybreak dispelled the night. (T.A.) – * -2 -3-3-0.
Aliº <e [God removed from him 3 .

See also us…}.

*::::

-

Je-º: see 1.

Lºu Honey: (Ki) or white honey : (S, M ;)
diseases and sins; as though He cancelled them]. or fine, or thin, white honey. (AA, TA.)

(Mºb in art ºne) — sº 2-3 &tº
2 - d

-

Beneficence effaces, obliterates, or cancels, evil

1. 3 ºs-e: see art. J-e-.

conduct. (T.A.)

Jºe

3.

***6

A spade ; [so in the present day;] syn.

J-A-0
5

e

.

22.9

-

3-5 (M, K+) with which one works in land

6 of
5

~~e and a re-o: see tºl.

- d -

J"Jºe" : See art. Jºo.

tºº & sº, said of a skilful guide; see
CŞa-0

1. 3-, aor.

=, inf. n.

J-3, He

: .x=-3.
rendered a

of seed-produce: (M and K, voce Jº :) or the
handle thereof: (M, K;) and in like manner,
of the ~5- [app, here meaning fire-shovel]:
(M. :) [see

thing deficient, and deprived it of its blessing,
© A.o

&-

works in earth,

the thing neith which one

or mud. ($gh, T.A.)

or increase: or [he annihilated, annulled, or
- - -

obliterated, it;] he did away with it wholly, so

1. o.º.e.: see

-

- -

t”.

* -5 - …

iyº-e An anaesthetic herb :

See

$º.
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<!, , and 9. + It shattered, or dis

alie, and

Jjº

jjº

organized or dissipated, or it marred or impaired,
neith a degree of hardness. (M., K.) Said of a his intellect, and his judgment, and his state of
in TA, art. jº).)
• 2 of
affairs or circumstances.] — & He rent it, or
camel's foot: see J-1. – ºr Jºe Jr." He
places.
became accustomed, habituated, or inured, to a tore it, much ; or in several, or many,
Jºjº
mangled, or dissundered, it; and cut it much ;
thing. (K.)
à.9% [A wooden rake or harrow :] i.q. i-º-o:
&c. (TA.)
2. &. He made it soft, or smooth, cº,
(TA, art. &ºe.)
5. iść <ſe éjà + [His intellect became
(Msb.)
shattered, or dissipated, or impaired]. (TA in
2232
• , of
lºle,”
&A. The [soft, or cartilagenous] part of the
º o .

º o,

º, o .

-

-

1. &. It was, or became smooth, (S, M, K,)

32-, [an inf. n.] i. q. ºc ; as also jº). (Fr

©

* *

º ...

* *

.

• .

. .

---

tºº-.

[A sweet food :] i. q.
(TA in art.

3,6;

as also

83.)

nose, beneath, or exclusive of,

95-9
-

£2. and '82

It (a valley) abounded with

(S, Msb, K.)

herbage.

..

the bone. (Zj, in
judgment, and his state of affairs or circum
his “ Khalk el-Insán:” and the like is said in
stances, became shattered, disorganized, dissi
the S and Msb, and partially in the K.)
pated, marred, or impaired. (A and TA in art.
&#, .) See &. of which 3. is quasi-pass.

82°
1.

. .

art. 3%.) And ºi, º, ...ie. 33.5 t [His

--- es: *}

**::::

l;3

+ They became scattered, or dispersed.

(TA) — *** J.5 + His honour, or reputa
became mangled, rent, or shattered, or
tion,
dran's forth the clouds. (M., T.A.) See an ex. in
1.

and

The wind

marred.

•-c

4 : see 1.

a verse cited voce i \}c.

£2% the bird so called : see an ex. voce &

3.

$51,

inf. n.

ãº.

and

tº,

i. Q.

43-;

3}.

The rending, tearing, or slitting, a gar

(S, K;*) He disputed with him, or did so obsti. ment and the like.

(JK.)

nately, &c.; (TA:) it is only in opposing [what
iš. A piece torn off of a garment (S, K")
has been said; not in commencing a disputation]. &c. (K.)
He rolled, or turned over, a beast of

&

2.

&:

carriage, in the dust. (K.) –

82. He smeared,

(Msb.)

35. [A she-camel] whose skin almost becomes
to
contending,
or
disputing,
The
seasoned, imbued, or soaked, a mess of Jºj, with
rent in pieces by reason of her sniftness. (O in
gether. (TA.) You say, *** cºjº us
and
grease, or gravy, or dripping ; i. q.
art. J-e.)
with
together,
contend,
or
dispute,
two
[They
2-3, and Jºº. (TA in art. &22 .)
verses or poetry]. (TA in art. o.º.)
º
3. * [He rolled with him upon the ground,
8. & He doubted, as of it. (Kur, xliii.
3. Clouds (K, and Ham, p. 564) of any kind:
or in the dust]; said of a man after his wrestling
ibid.:) or nºliite clouds : (S, K, and Ham,
(Ham,
with another. (TA in art. &–1.) See 3, in that 61.) – See 1.
2 of. o. o
p. 53:) or clouds containing water. (K.)
art.
10. Jas-J) Jº) ~~! for a 9-1 : see 1

sº

6.

.*

3,

-

•

&

(TA, voce

…

•

... o. o.

Jº & The ant. (TA in art. Usºs.)

in art. Jºe.

Jr.”
8.

a

9

3 o .

He dren, a sword from its scabbard.

-ºš

&#1)

and voce

x

.

- - -

52-e A certain plant : see 333i-, and
and J3-9.
º

-

J.-,

...

53- and Jºjº
6 -

2. dejej The praising, or eulogizing [another].

*} 3.

The burying of the skin, or hide,
in the earth, so that its hair may be removed, and
it may become ready for tanning. (K,” TA in

art. Jºl.) See also $3.
9 J

5 * >

D

3 ... •

no º –

o”.

-

Jj-o

* ** * >

(K, TA.) You say, 4s arºjic, syn, a.k.a3.

3.x:

Strong-hearted. (S.) So I have ren (IAar, T.A.)
dered the fem. (with 3) in explaining it. : it
5.

seems there to mean bold.

tº:- <º Thou thoughtest, or hast thought,
-

in grapes : see 2-8-. — j-e Broth ;

J,

d -

o 'º - -

thyself superior to us in excellence; and so tº asj.

gravy-soup; and any decoction.
(TA.)

Jjº

3.42.

An arron of n!hich the whole has

2, 3} + He scattered, or dispersed. (Kur,

6. Gºji.a. ', tà (TA)

passed through the animal at nihich it is shot.
º

9

-

, o is

(A, art. 3, 2.) See 2g2, and cº-o.
6

wº

o

o

w.x.

xxxiv. 18; and Expos. of the Jeláleyn.) —
ă.3. An
rendered
be
sometimes
may
[32, used tropically,
Msb, K.)

in the K is a t He mangled, rent much, or dissundered; but
(TA.) See also *:::, in more generally, the, or it, shattered, disorganized,
mistake for 3.24.
or dissipated; or the, or it, marred, or impaired;
• , o E
art. 312, in which a 5-33-2 is mentioned as the
being opposed to *~!, Or to &#, Or &”, in the

excellent quality; an excellence. (S,

&: ; see (33. – Gº,
5 ...

<!--

-->

- - -

• *>

~~~

1. Jºy!"

II. Uln.

o -

-

4–4; see art.

Lººy.

• * >
• 2 of

l, as in an ex. cited voce &#,

sense of

SOrne

2.

jºu J.- :

see -ā5.

&: A

kind of small lantern in the roof of
a chamber, for the admission of air, generally
octagonal, the sides of nooden lattice-work, and
the top of a cupola ; a sky-light; any kind of
window or aperture in a roof.

times several of these renderings will be found
4. 3. He retained; he withheld. (Msb.)
to be appropriate in a single instance. You say, — He maintained : he was tenacious, or nig
4-ºxº 3. t He mangled, rent, or shattered, or gardly. — He, or it, held fast a thing: and
2*
marred, his honour, or reputation. And cº arrested it.—& He held, retained, detained,
*

, 0.

-

-

s]

3020

-
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restrained, stayed, confined, imprisoned, or with

held, Min (K) – 25 & 4–2. He held
abstained from the thing. (Msb.)
& He grasped it, clutched it, laid hold
upon it, or seized it, (::12 Jaé) 22- njith his

&&. :

See art.

© .

cº

-

-

-

2. Je: The act of lacerating much : see
s

-

an ex. Voce Jee->.

3- or ºut. A kind of needles; see 3.

refrained, or

0 -

-

tie Writing with spaces, or gaps, and

Ji,

*—º2 : see icº.

with elongated letters ; (JK;) [or quick, or

&u=t. [in the CK, art. J359, written hasty, writing; (see Ji , ;)] contr. of

hand : (Msb:) or he took it , or took it with
-eu...] Places, in land, or in the ground, to cº-ºil. (K in art. J-e-.)
his hand, 64- ,) namely, a rope, &c.; (Mgh :)
which
the rain-reater flons, and which retain it.
or he held, or clung, to it: (TA:) [as also
-

-

5 *

-

Jº'+* Tony; oakum.

(TA.) See alayLó.
*

**

*4–3]. Also, * 4… signifies [the same ;

išū. [the hards, or hurds, offlar, or hemp
or] he laid hold upon, or seized, somewhat of his
J-º-o, said of a horse, white on both fore and
body, or nihat might detain him, as an arm or a
* * ~ *
and any similar coarse fibres : (see -J.- :) or
hand, or a garment, and the like: but à- may hind leg on the same side : see
tow; i.e.] what falls from the combing of
*—tº Compact in the limbs, (TA in art. hair and flar and the like : (S, K.) or what
signify he withheld him, or restrained him, from
acting according to his own free will. (Mugh, J.A.,) or flesh. (TA in this art.)
is long ; or not cleared: (K:) or nhat remains,
flar, after combing, that is, after it has been
of
art. •P.) — a.k. 4–2. [It bound, or confined,
drawn through the " aiº-, [or heckle,) which is
his belly (or bonels)]: said of medicine. (S, O,
J
thing like a comb, whereby the best becomes
a
Msb, K; all in art. Jäc.) – Juº, in rela
cleared,
the broken particles and integuments,
tion to J.--. see an unusual application of it
J– : See J–4, in art. Jº-.
which constitute the astº, remaining. (Mgh.)
º - d -

* . .

in art. JºJo, conj. 4.
3 -

-

5

-

5: see 4 and 8. –

4- 4: He held fast

A certain sea-fish. (K, voce

*3-9

*

**:

in

s

Ls”

the CK, J-3.)

. . of

by his covenant: see o-acl.

3& St. He came to him in the evening

2.

*2 z º.
*z, * *
4-a-o-o: See as L-o.

6. 3.1.3 He withheld, or restrained, himself: with such a thing. (TA, voce **)

- ©

5

(PS:) he nas able, or powerful; as also Jú,

4. J-

He

entered upon the 4–3. (Mº.) —

q.v. (KL) – 3- Jº & Jú.3 u. He could
Us-ol as syn. with juro ; see an ex. voce la 3,
not restrain himself from doing so; syn. Juju.
of Himyan, and another voce J-c.
(S)-4-1. It held together—º & in a verse
|&
+ Verily he possesses intelligence. (T.A.) And
*-es- Us-º] arºl: see t-.
º * L. : There is no good in him. (TA.)
• *

e -

6 o

z

-

-

*

-

- -

.

J2:… A man light of flesh: (K:) a horse
lean, lank, light of flesh, slender, or lank in the

welly. (S) — i.i. A damsel tall and
slender: (Ki) slender: or perfect in make, and

goodly, or beautiful: (Msb:) or goodly, or
beautiful, in stature.

(S.)

ºt. Afternoon, counted from noon to sun

* ... o. --

See as-o.

set : (Az, IKoot, Mgh, Msb, TA:) or, accord.

8. as 4… He clutched, or griped, him, or to some, to midnight : (TA:) contr. of tº

it; i.g. a "4-3. (MA)

-

º

(Mgh.) —ſº ſ &# [I came to him in the
evening]. (IAar, TA, art. cº-) See

came bound, or confined]. (TA in art. Jäc.) –
•. a ..
. so. £
4: 4-ºl [sometimes.j He sought to lay hold – “-e ‘a lº-2 & 3) : see
upon it. (Bd, in ii. 257.) – 4-ºl: See an 2a of
-* > **
... O

o

**.

cº-e

---

•

tº-e.

e -

2. Jºj : see Jºã3.

(S, K, Msb, &c. :) and evening, after sunset.

10 & 3, 3-ºl [The belly (or bowel) be.

ex. WOce

:

*:

*

~ *

1. ºxº), J-2 He pared, or removed the
superficial part of, the hide. (TA in art. Axl.)

*-oſ : see 3-3-ol.

4cy-2.

6. & He wiped his hands together: see

- O
º

-

*… [Musk : it is obtained from the musk
U-2 a name for the it...; and the time
Jºº.
deer, moschus moschiferus; being found in the thereof;
1S
and the place thereof; like as
male animal, in a vesicle near the navel and
a name for the 2-1.2 ; and the time thereof; and | cº-e See Sjæ-.
- Z *.
-*_
• **
prepuce.] It is masc. and fem. (IAmb, TA
the place thereof. (Marg. note in a copy of the
*u-ºº: see Jºº, voce Jºe.
WOce Jes.)
S, in art. cº- ..)
0

-

-

º

...

--

3 - 2

º

3-4 Tortoise-shell ;

syn.

Jº (K:) bracelets

made of tortoise-shell (3:3), or of ** [ivory]:
(S, Msb :) bracelets and anklets made of horn
and of &le; n. un, with 3. (K.)

4- A place, or thing, to lay hold of: see

-

Ls”

3- -

Jº

He nºalked, went, or went along;
(MA, KL ;) [in its primary sense] He went
u-o
any pace upon his feet, afoot, or on foot; he
ãº. Intelligence: (Msb:) or full intelligence,
footed; whether quickly or slowly: (Mgh, Msb:)
R.Q. 2. Jº < The camels became
he
removed from place to place at pleasure :
judgment
(K, TA,) and
; judgment and intel
dispersed.
(Er-Răghib
(TA
in
art.
2
a.o.)
:) walked; nent along, marched;
ligence to nºbich one has recourse ; as also 4-4.
travelled;
trod;
paced ; stepped. See 5. —
not '4-2, as in the K: (TA;) i. q. .. *i.
J* also signifies He went on, or continued, º
(Mgh.) You say, ãº, aſ J- He has no intel
his course of action, &c. (Mughnee voce Ji,
ligence. (Mºb.) – ix. * Jº He has no
1. i.e., Jº. He elongated the handwriting: in explanation of this verb as used in Kur
strength. (Msb.)
or nas quick in it. (M.)
xxxviii. 5) – [...* t It (money) passed; was,
1.

&

- a
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Jº — Jºe
s

with the epithets * and 3-, &c., and im
&e
Jºe [His is & A piece, or bit, of flesh (T, S, K), &c.: plies penetration and skill, or proficiency in
belly became moved, or in motion; it discharged (T, K:) or a morsel, or gobbet, of flesh, i.e. anything;] excelling, or surpassing, in doing, or

or became, current. – t It (a calumny) was, or
6, o

2 - 6.

• *

-

became, current. See Jºo.] – alaº

itself.] (S, K, art. JºJo ; &c.)

a piece of flesh such as a man puts into his
mouth: (Khālid Ibn-Jembeh, TA:) or as much
2 : see 4.
as is chewed [at once]: (Msb:) and such as
3. tºu. He walked, or went on foot, with the heart, and the tongue, of a man : (TA:)
him* ;~ he
kept pace with him. See an ex, voce and a foetus when it has become like a lump of
*
cº-a-S).
flesh : see Kur. xxii. 5; and see 3.14.

performing, a thing; (KL from the “Destoor”.)
[it is also coupled with
the T, art. ºve-.

See

‘’sº and 23iº, in
also 30, its syn.] –

£

-

Jºle 3. + A command, or an order, that is
effectual; that has effect; that is eacecuted, or
333. (L, art. 343.) — Jºjº
Jºue t A sharp, spirited, vigorous horse [&c.];
6 ... •

performed; syn.

4 & 1.3, Jºi (A, K, art. --) (The
medicine moved, or purged, his bowels; made
his belly to discharge itself:] and &l.9) W Jºº.

-ā-ale
6

o' .

contr. of

a "z.

*: (Lth, TA, voce ** ;) exerting,

-à-a.e : see #9: .
-

Usa."

Jº i. q. Jº: (TA:) [or, properly, and
*

5.

penetrative energy, &c.; see Jºº.
Jºº cº Jº Js &lé, That was in the

or having, a

(TA, art. Jºsle, &c.)

-

time that

is past;

contr. of

Jºiº.

(TA.)

accord. to general usage, he invalked with slon) 1. Jºãº and ' …ii. q. 23# [He advanced,
steps: so I have rendered it voce Js, &c. :) proceeded, &c.]. (M.)- Jº He, or it, passed; tual A signature.
he walked heavily, with an effort. (TK voce passed away; went ; or went, away. (S, M,
a 2Żuaoj One who performs affairs with energy
: 3.)
[One says in the present day, c-a-jā Māb, K.)—[He went on.]— aſ Lºa”, said of
Jºi I went forth taking a walk; and Ji-sº time: see 2…i. ſº es: Jºãº He ad and perseverance : an intensive epithet: see
* > 0

…

-

6 - -

-

--

-

5

* ~ *

He walked; n'alked about..] – [Hence the say vanced, or pressed onward, nºith a penetrative cº-e.
#2,... * *
. o tº 2 energy or force, or a sharpness and effectiveness,
ing, cºlº) use º cº-º-º: [The intoxicating in in his pace.] –29 (*, and Jºãº, + The
º,

--

fluence of the cup of wine pervaded him, or

cºlae

z: - 2

w e.

crept in him. (TA.) See also

Jºã.

6. ºt. They walked, or went on foot, one
towards, or to, another. (TA.)

5. Jºla sj He tasted repeatedly, or smacked
command, or order, and the saying, was effectual;
had effect; was, or became, eacecuted, or per his lips : see two explanations of this verb voce

formed; syn. 33. (Msb, art 3.43.) – Jº Jºãº

A.S. + He

acted [or went on, and did so] with
energy, or with sharpness, vigour,
10.
[He used the medicine as
a lawative or purgative. (IbrD.)] (Az in L, and effectiveness, in the affair; syn. Jºã5. (S,
Gº Jºº, below; and,--.—
art. Jäe.)— 4 Jº!, referring to a plant, M, K.) See

£3.9 Jº

Jºlae

penetrative

• *

yº

&e,) He drank its nater (i.e. infusion ,39. Jº Jºãº He eacecuted, performed, or
or the like) for moving the bonels. (TA ibid.)
accompiled, the affair; as also "3Laºſ. (S:)

(K in art.

•

*>

* >

5 e >

“..., allaº, inf. n. Jºlae, and Vaiku, inf. n.

1.

Jue. He delayed, or deferred, with him, or put
him off, in the matter of his debt, by promising
time after time to pay him. (Msb.) See &á's
*** >

and he kept, or applied himself, constantly, or and 433-.

:ú. [That goes nith energy; a good or
strong goer;] strong to walk, or go, or go on
g

,”

perseveringly, to it. (Msb.) —Jº Jº <<
and "...a...i I effected, or executed, my sale.

3: see 1.

J.4. Much given to delaying, or deferring,
It (a sword) cut ; (M, K;) njith a creditor, or putting him off, in the matter
C+9) iſºs Medicine that moves, or purges, the penetrated; was sharp.
of a debt, by promising time after time to pay
bonels. (TA in art. Jºlo.)
4. Laºi [f He made it (i.e., a contract, sale, him. (Msb.)

foot. (TA voce Jºº-j.)

(K)— ca.

ãºu. A she-camel having numerous offspring.
(S, Mgh.) — Hence, and Cº., as

ominous of

oath, &c.) to take effect; eacecuted it; performed

J.k.

Iron, or a sword, (Az, TA,) beaten

it]–28 cº, see 28 Jº Jº —

into a long shape: (Az, K:) or anything ex

& 3) cº

tended, elongated, or lengthened.

IHe made the oath to be uncon

(S.)

good, Camels, and cons, and sheep or goats
ditional, without exception, absolutely or de
that are for breeding and gain. (Mgh.)

Jºº. A passage,

or nay, by a place; (TA;)

cisively or irreversibly binding. (TK voce Ajº..)
See Cº& Jº + He made his covenant,

Jº

-

[a malhing-place : the gangway of a ship !]
&e

1. u_* signifies He drew, or pulled, a thing;

3.
3 .
or contract, or the like, to have, or take, effect;
as, for instance, a well-rope: for] Jo and Jae
eacecuted or performed it. (L, art. J.A.) –
and sº are all one. (Az and TA in art. lae.) See
He formed, or gave, a decided

º cº

5, 2.

an ex. from Zuheyr, voce àU.5.

4. tº 3-2. She (a woman) brought forth,

opinion. —

cº

He signed a writing neith his

or cast forth, her child with a single moan, or name, and so rendered it effective. - See 1.

Jº

5.

He stretched, in a neuter sense: as

2 * ~*

hard breathing [or with a single throe;] like
a st.=j. (IAqr, L, art. Jºãe-.)
6

* ~

• a ~ 2.

also lalas; and 3.3-3.5.

5 : see 1.

*

*
-

23

•

23-ºl Us? Jºle [t Penetrating, sharp, ener

*

* >

fu. [for iſsa. ?] A stretching, through neari
c

getic, or acting with penetrative energy, or ness, &c. 2 (TA, art, ºù.)
Jºaº

32. A kind of bij see tº and tes.

ă. 2. A camel: (Msb:) a camel, or beast,
vigorous, and effective, in the performing of
affairs ; like
QI. V. – Jºº. is coupled that one rides; a beast that goes with energy and

****,
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Jºe <&

speed: (K:) or a she-camel, or he-camel, that is

Jº

23.

*. (T in art. Lºº.) —

---. 6 g

4 & &-

4…Qel He made him to have a

thing within his ponyer, or reach : enabled him
to do, reach, get, or obtain, a thing. See 2. —
it...S. i. q. 3.25); (AO: see voce 3) & I was within his poner, or reach ; was
the guts; i.e. bowels, or intestines, into which the possible, or practicable, to him. – “º It

used for riding ; (TA;) [and so a horse, &c.;] 2.É.-9
a saddle-camel, or camel that one rides. (KL.)
– See two exs. of a metaphorical meaning voce

The

The rectum.

food passes from the stomach: Uíºl is the name became easy to him. (Mgb.) It (an object of
The stretching oneself by reason of of all the places of the food; and in the belly
the chase) offered him an opportunity to shoot it
fever. (As in TA, voce **) – See ſº. are the
and the ~3, to which the food or capture it; or became nithin his ponyer, or
passes after the stomach, and these are the lower reach. –
said to a woman, [meaning
-la.ol ; and all these are called the -ºš. the Empower thou; i. e. grant thou access;] occurs
&
glº- are all the .a. that wind, or take a
&. [generally thus in all cases] is a word, or coiled, or circular, form. (Zj, in his “Khalk el in a poem. ($, art. Jºe.) – & She granted
him attainment.
• , of
noun, (S, K,) or particle, (K,) denoting con
Insán.”) – its of: see a tropical signification

iſ,...

tº:

Jº,

-

comitance, (S, K,) &c. (K.)

the commencement of concomitance, (water-holes) of this pl. voce

denote

-

-

-

It is said to

though this is not invariably the case.

(MF

and TA, voce J3.) —º 8. *

means

5 & i. q. jº (Mgb, art. 25 :) it is very
often used in this sense, as meaning He, or it,

**.

settled; became fixed, or established; it became
faced, or steady, in its place; when said of a man,

lake

3-ax! …e. (Mughnee)

ls. A player with the ball (o in art. 8-)
º,

See

e.

gºe,

-

...* &: &#,

and

"&l,

He

became possessed of mastery, or dominion, or
ascendancy, or authority, and power, over a

• ca.

...

3.

last sentence.

Lºo
~ ... • Ol

particularly implying in authority and power:
See

Jäe

8. J-axel see tºll.

thing; he was able to avail himself of it : [he

3. 3., inf. n. *šū. He vied with him in was, or became, within reach of him, or it.]
diving : see 4–2.É.
(Mºb)—4. J&J He assumed authority over

Lax-0

Jazºº

1.

See

•

Jakº.

him.

6. $5.5; see Lºuki.

w_--

-

...

- O - ©

10. J&ºl : see 5. – He, or it, was, or
The Theban palm ; palma Thebaica of
became, firm. It seems sometimes to mean It
Pococke; the cucifera of Theophrastes. – Also
(a plant) took firm root.
The Jesé, or leaves, of the tree thus called: see

Ji.

G**
2* *

2**

1. Jale: see Jºe.
... • of

-

4. Uria.ol Uo : see Jºc.
_olº – See also
º

ić, (Msh, TA) with damm, (TA) Power;

3-2.

G

-

Jealo: see Jese

fe -

6. , 6.

(Msb,” TA;) ability; (TA;) strength. (Msb.)

2- 6 -

-

àMio, for also aerº-: see 3 in art. Jºão.
º:

i.e. i.a. Cº. (sh, TA)—J. Jº
iii. The ball, or globe, or bulb (lit. fat, 4.3),

Jalo

* means Ajū. Je. (IAar, T.A.)
Jºãº º (T, art sº) or jū-ji ($, M,

of the eye, i.e., the eyeball, which comprises the
*

white and the black. (Khalk el-Insán of Zj;
art. Ussy) The horses' or asses' place of rolling
upon the ground.

and S, Msb, K.)

See Lºxy.

* *

tº e

o

JUCe: see ey
5

*

- d .

in art. Jale.
~ *.

cyl-8-2 : see a-23.
J&

âû, Greatness, and high rank or standing,
in the estimation of the Sultán : (Msb :) an
1. * X, i.a. &c., (Mºb, &c.) see ste.
honourable place in the estimation of a king.
An agile, acute, clever, man:
J& [Artifice; machination; stratagem; fraud; (K.)
fraudulence; guile].
& U-Mº. He sat in a firm, or settled,
J-Rº,
posture; as when one sits cross-legged.
Jºe
Jºe

J. [not J-4)

6 o' .

2.

&

4.

-->

-

- -

He (a horse) ment far, (S, Msb, K,)
-

in

,

his run.

--5

2. a.º. He gave him a place: (Jel, vi. 6:) he

($, Mºb.) — Hence, L3 cºol

38°

assigned him a place, and settled, or established,
~iºn He went very far in search : (Msb:) or him. (Bd, ibid, where see more.) You say also,
he went jar, or to a great or an cartraordinary
him a

J}. Jº º &

[He assigned, or gave, him
length, therein. (MgH)—º U.” Jºel, place in an abode]. ($ in art. is ) – 4–8.
* > -o E
He made him to have
(Hamp. 817) or, S.J. (MA, K, Harp. 176.) : Jº"2. cº, and w &i,
o

-2' =

-

-

*U.S. The bird so called, because of its colour :
2 - 2 :
See

cº-l.

o

J*

He went far, (K, Ham, Har,) or deep, or beyond mastery, or dominion, or ascendancy, or autho
1 & He put it (namely bread, or flesh
bounds, (MA,) in, or into, the thing, or affair. rity, and poncer, over a thing ; (Msb;) put it meat,) into hot ashes, [to bake, or roast]. (K, &c.)
* . . of
~ 9. §
-

&J

The drawing of water.

o

-

º

-

2. º.º.

… o.

* -- 0 &

-ºš J. He sewed, or tacked, the garment,
piece
or
of cloth, [slightly, previously to the
He empowered him, enabled him, or rendered
him able, to do the thing: he enabled him to have [stronger] sewing termed J&I. (S.) See also
2 - of
the thing within his power. Ex. 2:3. "& Jº. “us, & * <ſº, I was averse from
4:2::=3 J. He enabled his hands to take and it; (T;) loathed it; was disgusted by it, with it,
-?or at it; (T, S, K;) [nas neary of it;] turned
(See ºu.u.) grasp his knees : from a trad. (Mgh.)

(Ham, &c.) — Jº-e J cºſt see Ješí.

in his porer. — 3-1 cº-e a.º.e, and a-, " 4.82),

o

-

- -

-

O. . o.

CŞº
2

J” 4 narron, depressed place.

2

o

*

Jus:

<!--

anay from it with disgust. (T.) See ... —
• * ~ *

3023
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& —º Jú. The possessor of

See

* ** >

* *

JSC. J., [May thy disgust pass anay, or cease]:
2- - - - - a ~ *

see JS3 ºf Jºi.
4. <ſº & &i.

1. 48V. He possessed it, or onned it, [and par command, or rule. – 29 J. The Great
ticularly] with ability to have it to himself exclu Master, or Owner; i.e., God ; in contradistinc
sively : (M, K:) [and he eacercised, or had, autho tion
Jú. the little master, or on-ner;
rity over it; for] 3i. signifies the exercise of

tojº

see 4 in art. Jae-. –

i.e., the human owner of a slave, &c. —
authority to command and to forbid in respect of
&jJú : (so in one copy of the S : in
the generality of a people [&c.]: (Er-Răghib,
8. i. J. He follows his way of religion: TA:) or the having possession and command or another, and the MA, and Kzw, 9-3- Jú. :)
authority ; and the having poncer to eacercise [The heron: or a species thereof] in Pºlº, ;
see 8 in art. &º.
command or authority. (TA.) Ji. , as inf. m. of
(MA;) a certain bird, long in the neck and legs,
ii. The hollow that is made for baking bread:
aS19 meaning He possessed it, is more common called
in Pers. Jus; 3. (Kzw :) see & —
or the hot dust and ashes [in which the bread is
than 41, and it...— ſº & He had the
Juº ;: Hunger. (MF, art. Jº-.) See also 3.
baked]. (Msb.) – Hot ashes: (S, K :) ashes,
ruling,
or
ordering,
of
his
affair,
or
case]
And
and earth, in which fire is kindled. (TA, art.
5.
•
, of
&l=52. pl. of 3). pl. of *i. Goods, or
jº-.) — à-3: Bread baked in hot ashes. (S.) Aj-e Jºuji Usſe J. He had the dominion, or
3. §

J.i.

see an ex. voce JxJ.

d.º. o

w

-

-

- - -

~ 0.

o

•, of

[It is

generally made in the form of thick round

cakes.]

sovereignty, or ruling power, over the people. chattels, of a bride : see Lºí in art. Jºë.
(Msb.) = See 4.

ići. A faculty.) A quality firmly rooted in

-

•*>

2. &. He made him to possess a thing ;

ă. A religion; (S, Msb, K;) a may of be
the mind. (KT.)
(S, K;) as also **śći. (K.) — He made him
lief and practice in respect of religion. (T, &c.)

º <<1% God's

hing; or made him to have dominion, kingship,

– See 8.

or rule (Mºb, K.)–92; Jº it... [The
Jº, Conceiving
See 355.

[frequent] disgust. (Msb.) man shall be made to have the ruling, or ordering,
of his affair, or affairs, or case].

(TA, art. Jº.) Generally The kingdom of
God.

(Sh, T in art.

4. is also

J42.)

J%

see 1.

2a :

-

-

-

-

world of corporeal beings.

syn. with

Jº

this is meant

in the TA where it is said that [& in the say

-

8. a.ol Jue : see Jº.

J.” A man burned by the sun; as also
W Jº- (TA.) See an ex. in a verse cited
voce & ; and see ...ii.
Jsº Flesh-meat covered over in live coals.

(3 Jº, 3.4% (j [We have kings of

ing jū.

4. &e="4 and & He kneaded well
the dough. (S, K.) = See 2.

bees, but we have not slaves] is pl. of 449.
from 9,
J. it is also said in art. 383 in the

-

º

-

He took possession of a thing [abso TA, (see 4 in that art.) that
lutely or] by force. (Msb.)
5.

ić

ić. is syn. with

(TA, art. Joys.) – See Jºe.
& see £3: and also £i,
himself from doing; (Mgh, Msb;) syn. 4.1.ju. ãº, $3 3. 4. U.: see 33.

6. Jas & Jú u. He could not restrain

- O -

Jºſé An iron style with which

one writes on

tablets. (K.) – The style, or bodkin, with which
collyrium is

applied ſº the eyes.

$º.

-

[q. v.] (S.)
(S, K.)

In the
6 o'

6 : of

.

Ji. Dominion; sovereignty; kingship; rule;
mastership; ownership; possession; right of pos
session ; authority; sway. — aif it. God's

&”
* :* *

see Jºsé.

<!. A kingdom, or realm. (S.)

-

CK, incorrectly, U2.1.2 : the former is found in
JULe: its pl. 3)}.61, in common conventional
MS. copies of the K, as well as in the S, and is language means [or rather includes] Houses
... • of
right accord. to the TK.
and lands. (TA.) See its pl. pl. &lé-Sºi.

34. :

and

Jºº. A slave; a bondman; syn. 3. (S,)
3.5. (TA.) In the present day, specially,
A while male slave. (TA) See ºz.
Or

world of spirits; or invisible world. (TA, art.
•*
~ *
-:
**.)— [º. (when distinguished from tº Ske)
1. sº &: See sº J-9 in art. J-J. —
1. & He flayed him with a whip: like The dominion that is apparent; as that of the
US$ cº, I was made to live long with such a
earth.]
- - - - - - aJºe

* -

* ... x

-

aii. (TA in art. 3-)

*>

w in

-

JJº An angel: see Jit...— M. Water. (S.) one. (Ham, p. 412) – 4:- aul Jºe May
God make thee to have enjoyment of thy friend
º, ... •

* ~* ~*

.

-a < 2.

5. aſſº,
(S, K,)
and aſ Jºj,& ($, Mºb,6 K.)
3 -2
6 º'
&

dº and 3X35, [like Jº- and 2.99,
35: as in the CK, He behaved in a

..?.

* . .

inf. n.

J3.9 Å. The king of kings. See &

not

33% 35. and W 4éº That nºhereby the thing

loving, or an affectionate, and a blandishing, or
coaring, manner to him. (S, Msb,” K.) See a

verse cited in art. 3-3), conj. 5.

à. [A sniftly-running mare]. See * , e.

&c. subsists : (S, KL:) its 2,3 ſq. v.] by whom,
or by which, it is ruled, or ordered: (K:) its
foundation; syn. Aſ ºf: (KL:) its support;

(4.

4s.) and to live long

4.

<!º and

5.

Jº

with him. (S.) See

tº see 4 in art, k

Jº He lived long.*(T,)
– Jº
“…is

see

o

“J”

He enjoyed a thing. –
that upon which it rests : (T, TA :) it may be
3.9 Wehement
in journeying, or in his pace; rendered the cause, or means, of the subsistence a verse of Ibn-Ahmar cited voce
a.
4 &.
5*.
i.g. º.o. (TA, voce ;-)-e.)
of the thing; &c.
5... e.

ańM-e-e A harron,

see

Ji.

§§. see 95.

2 of

Jº

in art.

ū. A while (Mºbi) or alongtime. (S Mºb)

-

382*
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c -- a-© .

o

ences between : see Jº - Jº often means

U-6

&
Some. — Often redundant: see 1 in art. Jase.

1. ºie 3.2, (S, M, Mºb, K.) aor. 2, (Mºb)
& (S, M, Mºb, K) and J. : (Ki) and

— Of, or among : see two exs. voce e”

inf. n.

&

1.

latter

He prevented, hindered, held back,

[impeded, withheld, arrested, restrained, kept,
part. – are U15 Jº &- Hoseyn and I are debarred, precluded, inhibited, forbade, pro
W &- ; (Msb;) He conferred, or bestoned, upon
as one thing, [as though each were a part of the hibited, interdicted :] (MA, KL, &c. :) he denied,
him, a favour, or benefit. (S, M, Mgb, K.) You other, in respect of the love that is due to us,
or refused; doubly trans. ; (S, K, &c. :) &. is
say, º º &. and :* , which latter is &c. (Commencement of a tradition in the Jámi'
2*

~£2

g

w

the contr. of ſlº. (S, Mgh, K) — 4... [He
more common, and as age "Cºl. He conferred, es-Sagheer : thus explained in the Expos. of
El-Munāwee.) See Ham, p. 139; and De Sacy's protected it, or defended it, or guarded it, (namely
or bestoned, a thing upon him as a favour. (Msb.)

—º 3. (S, M, Msb, K,) inf. n. &. (T, Msb)

w

2&

--

2:

-

-

a place or the like) from, or against, encroach
ment, invasion, or attack :] he protected, defended,
art. 33. IbrD confirms my rendering of this say
or guarded, him. (T in art. -3.) — iſlaº 4xº~e
ing. —
Jº Jº J. Jºš [He applies

Gr. i. 492 – J. 33.1%;3 & tº

Uo : see

… • * >

or #25 (S. K.) and '32 (§, M, Mºb, K) and

*

cº- ; (M;) He reproached him for a favour, himself to a thing not of his business to do]. [He refused him the gift]. (TA in art. Leye-.)
— A sº! << i. 4. •ul &- [q.v.] (S in art.
or benefit, which he (the former) had conferred, (TA, art. Jºe.) — ū. J-5 He is not of our
W

o a

or bestowed; (M ;) he recounted his gifts or dispositions, nor of our way,
a
o

-> * >

… ºn

~~)—º &, int. n. ić, i. º. f* and
course, or manner,

• * ~*

... b. *

actions to him. (Msb.) Ex, us... tº lºſe "ºl of acting, or the like. (TA, art. Jºë.) – Jº Jº

(TA) sº 8 —335i ºu (Kur

J-a-.

vii. 11): see
[He reproached her for the dowry he had given (Kur, ii. 250) He is not of my folloners: (Bd,
her]. (K, art. 2, 2.) See Bd, ii. 264. See also Jel:) or he is not at one, or in union, with me.

J.

º

4.3% He disputed, or contested, nith
(Bd. See 1 in art. oxle.) See a similar usage him the thing : (Msb:) he refused him the thing :
of cº-e, voce Jes.
ãº) 93t-É- * Čí. (TK:) he endeavoured, or contended with him,
See &=.
&: is used in the sense of Jº in to make him, or to entice him, to abstain from,

an ex. in a verse cited voce -āj-.

3.

-

5:

...}

see 1.

-

***) 2. &e

the phrase

or relinquish, the thing; (TA;) [he endeavoured
[In, or on, the day

to turn him anay from the thing; to prevent his

&. [used for tº in the sense of What? as in of congregation] in the Kur lxii. 9. (K, Jel.) obtaining it or doing it; he prevented him from
the following of El-Khansà,

*::

lve 3-ox Lie S Jº Jº S

So, too, in
Jº In, or on, his, meaning, the obtaining or doing the thing, being also prevented
same, day: and aret. &: In, or at, his, mean by him; i.e. he reciprocally prevented him, &c.:

O 1 mbat aileth mine eye, that its tears dry not 2

ing the same, instant of time. See also De Sacy's and hence the meaning in the TA; and then
that in the Msb:] 233. lºt. signifies i. q.

•*

**

*

*

>

o,

o -

2:

+

#

quoted in the TA, art.

tº.]

-

respecting Gr., ii. 526.

&

-> * >

its dual

&

&,

and

and its pl.

&:-

&º, see I’Ak, p. 919 – 3& J &

• *

47 & . is for & Cº.

and

3

see

.

3

-

©

> .

223-1- (TK, art. ja-- ) see the latter. —

2 * of

*

a…I. Jº

&:

[he resisted, or withstood, the

3 -É

.

Jºe and JºJ), from cº-º: see J-2);

and De

year of dearth]; said of an animal. (K.)

- (near the end of the paragraph).
Sacy's Anthol. Gr. Ar., pp. 374 and 401, and
o

6 :

d

6

* - of

5.

5 o'.

&:--sº cy' cº Jácſ Jºj means &
33& sºil (Kull, p. 78) [i.e. Zeyd is more

•ºi. & &- &: and "&" He became

| 1 r.

strengthened, or fortified, against the thing by
his people, or party; syn. Cºif. (Msb.) –
&
2 *
~ *
20 - -- reasonable than he who lies : but, though this
3. [An obligation, 2- Je upon one, and are a tº He refrained, forbore, or abstained,
is the virtual meaning, the proper explanation,
o :
also 4 to him.] — A favour, or benefit, con from it, as being forbidden, or prohibited.
accord. to modern usage, is, that cy! is here for
or bestowed. (M, MSb.) — Also an (K,” TA.) See 8. — as 2:3 and as W. <!
Čí with the adjunct pronoun ; : for in a phrase ferred,
inf. n. See 2.1% &s.
he protected, or defended, himself by it, namely,
of this kind, an adjunct pronoun is sometimes
a fortress; syn. J-4. (TA.)
expressed; so that the aor. must be marfoog; and
cº, sº ºf S I will not do iſ till
the literal meaningis, Zeyd is more reasonable than
6 ºil. i.a. 5-l-ji (K, art.js--) see the
the end of time. (S.) – &: is fem. and sing.
that he will lie; which is equivalent to saying,
latter.
Zeyd is too reasonable to lie. It may be doubted, and pl. (Fr, $.)
however, whether a phrase of this kind be of
&” The first (or main) rope of a nell. See 8. azºl [It was, or became, prevented from
being ; it necessarily was not. You say &
classical authority. The only other instance
3 2

5 o

cº-o: see Jºy.

- --

o

*

- c.

-

3, #2

-

o &

that I have found is jels 29, cy!

*

> 0 & 2 ×

º

1, .

* *, , . "

-

-

-

& J-aa-1 5A

J/3 x3-5] lºº. This is prevented from being, or
... º.
oż
f
&&.
Very
bountiful
or
beneficent.
—
Also
may not be, or necessarily
is not,
because of that's
Alaº & J-o, in the TA, voce Ji. Accord.
• *o #
2 - 0.
* - of
[Very reproachful for his gifts;] one who gives being. And 3. º
J) 2-ºve This may not
to modern usage, one may say, J-2 Jºel <3
3& º &3/
nothing without reproaching for it and making be.] — &l He refrained,
* , o,
. a:
forbore, abstained,
lje Jañ5 J31, which virtually means Thou account of it: an intensive epithet. (T.A.)
-É
or held back, (Msb, K,) -º), J-2 from the thing,
art too reasonable to do such a thing ; and here
, of

O

-

• .. 6

-

-

º

J-2

we cannot substitute JJJ'ſ for cyl.

2

o'

-

Jºº.

o £

w &

Gratuitous; granted as a favour :

See Ji for
3.

a £

... O

•

-

2

2

** *

** *

…

— J.A.''
2 o' .

*

Jo

...”

*

6 of

- O.

-

~ 3- -

"&#:

(TA:) he

3 =

did so voluntarily, of his own free will or choice;

Jl.] – Jº Jºe -3°S) 49, Lºji-/: see Cºl opposed to Lºse-5.
2 -5

-

or affair; (Msb;) as also 4.

.º.

-.

*6-

he refused : you say, arc

… O

. .. o

&l he refrained, &c.,

a-2 ~es): see 2-1 : and -ºº — alo
2

o'

-

3•

2 oz.

9- ; and 9-4 at-e ‘tºº :

-

See Jº —

&:

-

cº-e and Jº-e

in

from it voluntarily, &c.; refused it; or refused to
do it. (M.F. in art. Jºaa-.) See ei.
&l
~5-a-º,
and
*** He, or it, opposed him; resisted him ; noith
z,
stood him; repugned him; nas incompliant, or
• -- o

-

• 6

3.

•

O

.2 ... O

,

2 * ~ *~

the sense of Jºe: see 2- — J-2
13é : see 1 in art.

Lºyº -

&: and &% differ

*

e5-a-º,
º

* > *>

Jºº-º-e,

~ 0.

sers--e
-

See art. Jºº-.

. . . .

-9-e-r-º,

º

* ...

-

o
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unyielding, to him; see

º Ji.

* **

-

& It

camel, The period by the end of which one knows

_oº

5.6 °

was, or became, inaccessible, or inapproachables whether she be pregnant or not. (M.) – aero of
like

"&; syn. with 34-, q. v.; and also liff.

cult of access, as in an instance in art. Us! (last
sentence of 4); and also

Jº Jºº. – See 5.

2- 2 to : See &c.

6 - d -

i. A far-extending jū [or desert, &c.].
a mare, Twenty days. (M, voce 3,

…)

(S, K.)

<-el.

-

#2

[A decreed event. Fate; destiny:] The
decree of death ; (IB :) or the decreed term [of
life, or] of a living being : (Er-Răghib :) death;

(S, M, K;) because it is decreed; (S, M ;) as

ãº, State, and power, of resistance; lit, a

See

Jº :

also W

(M, K:) [properly a thing decreed:

Jºe

&

8.

He used it for service and nork:

(K) i.a. Jáš, q.v. (S, Msbº) He held it

state of might of one's people or party, so that and hence the pl.] GūJ signifies the fates or in mean estimation. (Har., p. 65.)
such as desires to do so will not prevail against decrees [of God]. (T.) –

i: also means t A

him : [or a state of might in his people or party, man of courage upon his saddle : (TA in art.
&c.; or a state of might, and power of resistance,
in his people or party:] (Msb:) [resistibility; or ess- ) pl. Gū... see an ex, voce #,
simply resistance:] inaccessibleness, or unapproach
An object of nish, or desire: originally,

i:

ableness, of a people; as also "is", and " i.e.

(śī)

*: [is syn. with Jº and Jºs, and means
nork, labour, or] service ; ministration ; per
formance of an office. (S, &c.) – Also, The
clothes worn in service, or in the performance of
business. (Msb.)

a thing that a man meditates
in his mind;
Contemptible; abject: (S, K) weak:
from Jº signifying 3. and hence applied to
having little judgment and discrimination. (K.)
3. One who denies, or refuses to give; as a lie; and to what is wished, or desired, and
also W
and W
(K.)
what is read, or desired [pl.
and

&r.

(TA.)
6

p.

-

-

&t.
gº.
& from & [Unapproachable;

&
...

inacces

sible:] difficult of access; fortified; strong:
(TK, voce jº) [defended, or protected, against
attack : like &-e- resistive; resisting attack;)
applied to a fortress. (Msb.) – it. X; [pl.

*...] An inaccessible, or unapproachable,

of

6

ºil.

-

5°

(Bdinii. 73) see #3, and ess.
3.3,

9.

6 o' -

-

a 6 -

Thin eaccre

- 9%-9

dºo
6 *>

ment. (Skr in Carm. Huds. p. 15.)

• 6.

*-* * L-3), (T in art. Jºey,) or 43, (L in

tº. f Front teeth Čá) that are clean, white,
that art.,) It has no goodness and lastingness.
and lustrous (having much A.): so in a verse
(T and L in that art.)

people. (T.A.)

:

applied to a sword, Thin edged: see

an ex. Voce azºtē-.

of El-Aashā [cited voce -ºil. (TA.)
à. 2

* *

*

Jr., Beverage, or wine, (-,+,) mired with

82°.
4.

tºº sº She (a woman) brought forth,

much water. (IAar, in TA, art. Jºa-.)

or cast forth, her child with a single impulse.

*:::9.

The young she-camel and young
(IAqr, in L, art. Aké-) – 29% <& is syn.
she-kid: because they resist the year of dearth
with * $32i; (IAqr, O, TA in art. A+- ;)

by reason of their youthful vigour, &c. (K.)

3:. Resisting; resisting attack; unyielding;

lsº
fü, Water. —

jºin

it. [The seminal fluid.].

and 4. <=i, &c. (IAqr, L, in art. Jºãi-.)
(K, voce <!) See Kur, lxxxvi. 6, 7, and
see 4 in art. J59. —ft, Lustre [likened to
water, and running water, of the teeth, (IbrD)

incompliant.
J.-Us”

g

* . . of

&c.: see

Jº and 5. and *. —ft. The water

4. al-ol He acted gently, softly, or in a
and &: also its lustre.
1. º. He tried him; proved him. (S. K.) leisurely manner, towards, or nith, him. (K.) of a sword : see
You say, Ç- & St. God tried him by love He granted him some delay, or respite ; let him — tº * -º- [A snord much diversified
of her. (T.) And 13& Jº He was tried by alone, or left him, for a while. (S, K.) [In both with wary marks or streaks in its grain; as
senses] i. q. sºi. ($, art. 33).) You say Jº are the swords of Damascus &c.] (TA voce
such a thing. (T) – Jº He meditated [a 13ée Jºsſ Ji- Grant thou me some delay that
<& i. 7. &%). [storks or
thing in his mind]; syn. 335. (Bd, ii. 73.) See
I may do such a thing ; give me time to do such cranes]. (L, art. 2-3.) See Cº. — tº &
630 8
a thing. See Harp. 164.

&

Jº)—&

is A kind of bird; pl. (J & (Mgh in art.

• *~ *

5. it: He wished, or desired, it (K, TA)

5. Jºj He acted, or behaved, deliberately, or Jº :) the aquatic bird

Jº

relates to that which is possible and to leisurely; without haste; (S, Msb, K;) in an
that which is impossible: whereas Jº re affair. (S, Msb.)
-

lates only to what is possible. (I’Ak, p. 90.)
10.

Jº, said of a she camel ;

see 8 in art.

Jº. and "J. and *śgentleness ; a leisurely
manner of acting or proceeding. (Msb, K, &c.)
2 o .

—Yºo Act gently, softly, or leisurely.

the bird of the mater.

(Msb in art. 34.) — sº ille: see -\º. —

Jº —-sº it.
Gold-wash for gilding: and ** it. Silver
wash for silvering : you say, -sº * º,
*9)

it.: see

&i-

and

5-o-w.

aža. He washed it over with gold, and
dier- {[.. is used as a coll gen, n., of which

5 *.

6 º' -

2.

Jºe : see

-

Ls”: see

i.

ić.

See

Jø.
Jø.

and

-

ãº,39. J. In the affair

the n. un, is ău, ; and therefore is sometimes
y a man: pl. Jº.
*::::: signify the same. is a delay: syn. --5 (Mºb)—i-i-º-; J. made, as a pl., to have a pl. epithet: ex. tº

A thing wished for

3.

-

*

-

@

(T.) This word and
gently; by little and little.
(M, Mgh,
Msb, K.) See an ex. in a verse cited Leisurely;
3
•*
• 3.x.

voce 3). —

ãº

-

in the case of a covered she

7

23°.

(See

... o.º.

J.--> Jº A hard penis :
*

see

3-5.

or some water.

***). #4.

signifies A mater;

3026
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the mater of the nell; syn. (AA. Kºi. (S, K :)
3. & He inclined tonards him reciprocally:
He (God) made the nater of the well to be and Sºu, they two inclined each towards the
3. [Stupidity;] foolishness with lack of much, or abundant. (Msb.)
other. (TK, art. 39A.) See also 4. Ju in 1.
understanding. (S, K.) = A kind of boot; see
Jºe

5

- d -

J2-ºxº-.

5. See 6–Jºãº Jº. He raciliated in the
U.69%

saying : see

Jºe

5 . . .

2 --

5.

Js.

&.

-

asue Small-pow : see asl in art. 251.

... o

He became abundant in wealth. (TA,

-

- -

- -

6. a-e Jº Jºls; [He affected an inclining

* A mirror; so called in relation to water, of his body, or a bending, or he inclined his body,
because of its clearness, and because images are or bent, from side to side, in his gait; a meaning
Jú. Whatever one possesses: (K:) property;
nealth :] accord. to Mohammad [the Hanafee seen in it as they are in clear water: the A is a well known, and still common]; (S;) syn. Jº.
Imām), whatever men possess, of dirhems, or radical letter. (T in art. U331.)
(Har., p. 269.) – See &#. — J-3 tº

art. 3-5).

* - - - -

deendrs, or gold, or silver, or wheat, or barley,
or bread, or beasts, or garments or pieces of

º
U”

-

and

*34:

signify the same. (TA.)

& G'. Jºã; and * &: i.g. -či

i

cloth, or weapons, or other things: (Mgh :)
J

- © .

[property, or nealth :] or originally what one
Ju-J) One of the two stars called ãº). [He affected a deviation, or purposely deviated
from his course, &c.] (TA in art. Jüe-.)
possesses of gold and silver: then applied to
The other [ć] is called ji. (El-Kazweenee.)
anything that one acquires and possesses of
substantial things : and mostly applied by the
clined him, and his heart. (K.) — <!-Arabs to camels, because these constitute most of

10 *-1, and ºli; Jºi-, (S. K.) Hein

Jºe”
He attracted him to himself; or sought to make
their wealth: (IAth, TA:) and animals. (TA.)–
Jº Camels or sheep or goats. (S.) The JLe of the 1. Jiu. He mired hair with wool ; see &k; him incline. (M.A.) — Ju-l is a quasi-pass.
people of the desert consists of what are termed and see Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 28. – Jºt. of " … (K, TA)

24, (T, Msb) i.e. Cattle, consisting of camels

25& i. q. ašu. [He practised various modes of Jºe as used by the Arabs, [A mile. The dis.
or neat or sheep or goats, or all these, or camels
tance to which the eye reaches along land: accord.
speech]. (TA in art. Jolº.)
alone; (Msb in art. Saš;) herds, or flocks, or
to the ancient astronomers, three thousand cubits:
herds and flocks. – Jú A square in arithmetic:
pl. Jºº. See 33--Jº Jº, for
3.

accord to the moderns, four thousand cubits : but

yº

the difference is merely verbal ; for they agree
that its extent is ninety-six thousand digits;
[about 5166 English feet;] each digit being the

&
(L, art. Jºe.)

4. aeu. He made it to flow. (Mºb)

J% Of, or relating to, property or wealth.
7.

el-

measure of six barley-corns, each placed with its

It flowed. (Msb.)

belly next to another ; but the ancients say that

&tº

A3-9
g

.2

5

-

o

5

.

A3… [Pleurisy]: see Auº and Alº~.

es.

Lands wherein is nothing : see

Anything in a melted state, fluid, or the cubit is thirty-two digits; which makes the
mile three thousand cubits. (Msb, which see
liquid : opposed to
(Msb.)
for more.) See also
J. i.q. J º,
is: Briskness, liveliness, or sprightliness. [A style]. (K.)

*.

.”

J-ºk.

ãº.

-

(S.) The prime, or first part, of youth, and of
Jºe Inclination; leaning; bent; propensity;
the day. (S, K.) The first part of the run of a
tendency.
horse: (S:) the first part, and the briskness,
as o .

93-0

2.

º: He silvered or gilded, ($, K,) or washed

J. A

liveliness, or sprightliness, of a run, and of in

over with gold or silver, (Msb,) a thing ($, Mºb, toxication : or the main part of anything. (TA.)
K, TA) of brass (TA) or copper or iron. ($, K.) – And The flowing of anything poured out.
— He [carnished or] embellished falsehood so (TA.)
as to give it the appearance of truth. (TA) He
falsified information,

º to

natural mºryness.

(S.)

cº- (?) of a aſu- of a well: see #13.

Jú.

[i. q.

Jº, Inclining much].

(A, art.

*) See Jºº.

him, in reply to a

:

Jºe

| Swaying on horseback: see an ex. of its
question. (K.) — He involved in confusion, or
... • of
2 a.
doubt; or practised concealment or disguise; or
1. Jº [He, or it, inclined, leant, bent, pro pl. J.- in a verse cited voce Jºl. – Yºo as e :
he concealed or disguised: (S, TA:) and he de pended, tended, declined, deviated, or deflected.]
ceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or out – 44, Jº, and ** He conformed nith, and
-sº âul The inclining of the sound of ,
witted. (TA) — He warnished, or embellished
* - d.

with a false colouring.
4.

assisted, or aided him. (TA)—º, J. He
loved him. (T.A.) – * Jú. He wronged him.

when quiescent, after fet-hah, tonards the sound

su. He (a digger) produced, or fetched out, (TA.) He was, or became, inimical to him. – of L3 ; so that the fet-hah, with that I, composes

water, by his labour or nork; syn. A.J. ºf:
-all;
(S, K.) or reached the water: (Msb:) or reached 24, 3- tº sº. (K, art º it.
[It limped). (TA.)
much water; as alº Jai (AA, in TA, art.
o-o.
2 o'
- a2. cº: Jº Jº. He watered, or vacillated,
laº.) —i.e., su. He (a man) produced, or
fetched out, ty his labour, or work [in digging, between two things. (S, MA.) See 10.
©

.-- ~

a sound the same as that of the long “e” in the
English nord “there.” This is accordant with
present usage; and I have not found any learned
Arab who asserts otherwise. See also rº, and
5

9

&

.

&ls--

and

**.

.

Gº”
a 5.

aor. 2, (inf. n. 3t, TA,) He
distant, or far removed, fººp, him, or

1. **
became

Jº

laº;

~\}

<t,

#;

it. (K.) – tºu, aor. , inf. n. **

70%as

J: Arrows : (M :) or Arabian arron's (T,
elicited, extracted,
**. See also Bd, and S, Mgh, Msb, K.) for the sing they say 2.
It may sometimes be rendered He (T.)

*::::

He drew forth,
10.
eactorted: see 4 in art.
Jel, iv. 85.

o o

slow, or tardy. (TA.) — Also, inf. n. *0 and excogitated.

$º, He

walked, or ment, syn.
slow pace. (TA.)

Jº, (K,) at

Jº Sharpness, acuteness, or sagacity; syn.
:=3; and generosity, or nobility; syn. *3.
(K) — J: Eccellence; (T, M ;) syn. iº ;

a

&

&l, inf. n. &l, He removed him, or it,
put him, or it, at a distance. (TA.)
off;
far
4.

&

1.

It (water) welled, or issued forth. –

and also ‘es. (M.) [Ex.],

4 to .

. . .

or . . .

a £

2 o’

”.

** 343 & Sº 99 Jié-

*

-

ºo -

-

Juº 2-, [so accord. to a marginal note in the
L, in the handwriting of SM] A slow pace, or
going, or journeying. (TA.)

2 -of

&

4.
issue.

He (God) made, or caused, water to (MF, art. Jºe-.)

(Msb.)
4:3

5 O.

&

The tree so-called : see an ex. of its n.

un. in a verse cited voce

-

J>9

6

-

d -

6

-º-

g

-9

1. Aſ 43 U. He did not know it; or know, or

•* ~ *

and

–33-3. —
9 :

have knowledge, of it; was not cognizant of it;

§: see Jae-sº, and Jºjº and ** — cº,

of

-

-

or did not understand it. (K.) – 2259 a.º. His

º-p o

UJº Calamity; incubus; nightmare: see The two shafts of a cart: so called because
they were commonly made of wood of the tree attention became roused to the thing, or affair,
after he had forgotten it. (AZ, S.)- & & tº :
: See §§.
called

6-yo
-

-

-

&

-

3 of

2,

.

- -

---

*R*

see 4 & 2. —

-> -o

&#1,
-

£2.

see evºke tº. —

irregularly formed from the augmented
see an ex. in a couplet cited voce a 3 He nas, or became, eminent, celebrated, or
well known. (S, K,” TA.)
...

1. Jºã He disliked, disapproved, or hated.

- --

is 3:

º.”

of

&

verb

(IAar, art. Cä31.)
J".

& Jº *:

He made him acquainted
with the thing ; informed him of it; gave him
39
£.
notice of it; notified it to him. (S.) – &
Jºla!! Jº Jº and Júl denote nearness and
1. a, Lºu [He, or it, removed him ; put or
in a way (TA, art. J-e-e), like 28, f [Heroused his attention to the thing, or
placed him at a distance, anay, or far away.] 3shortness
:
affairl. (TA in art. Jää.) – &: f [He roused
sº He shran; from a thing:
(S, art. tºº.)
2.

© - O -

-

him from heedlessness or inadvertence: he roused

33, properly the fruit of the jº- or lote-tree,

see an ex. in a verse cited voce -35.
**of

->

his attention.

(TA.)

**

4. Uſ: see ou! in art. Jºl.
£o.

--

-

10. Jºlº i.a. ſº q.v. in art.º.

is also applied to The tree called 2- itself:
The fruit so called is a drupe, resem
See 233.

•2

o º

5.

> *-*

*Usº) Jº a.º. He became acquainted neith

the thing ; became informed of it; had notice of
. ~~~
of o
bling the crab. — It seems to be also applied to it. (S.) – jº)
f [His attention became
a.j
A trench dug round a tent, (S, K,) or a A drupe absolutely, or a drupe like that of the
attention roused, to the
his
had
he
or
barrier [raised] around it, (T, IB, TA,) to 24- see its dim., " ii., voce Jºží. see also roused,
thing, or affair]. (Mºb and TA in art. Jää2.)
prevent the rain-mater from entering it, (S,) or
a -3 f He became vigilant, wary, or cautious.
keep off a torrent. (K.)
Jºjº.

&

º

- O

-

3:3) A bad sort of dates, also (Mºb, TA) – 4:3 and " …} : He became
3- (TA in art. J-e-.) – See &. roused from heedlessness or inadvertence; his
[app.

Jecalled

attention became roused; or he had his attention
2:

4.

~5 Jº Jº

He made the string of his

bow to vibrate, that it might twang.

(K.)

.

ańeº of a grape-vine, A
grown large.

aº

when it has

(ISh in TA, art. &ºj .)

roused.

(TA.)

8: see 5.

3028

49 – 9-5

* Eminent, celebrated, or well known ; (S,

•útá: see Jº,

6.

K,'TA) contr. of Jaé (S, TA)

[SUPPLEMENT.

• of

Jº

with mhich the nood, or branch, is cut off from
the tree, and cast don'n, or anay. (TA.)

•of
:

See

Jº".
s

a:3 à.1#. A word used to give notice, to a

person addressed, of something about

to be said
to him. (TA, voce (A.) See also UA termed ac-5.
-

6

-

6

.

&

|

e.

2

3-

*

It (a discourse, $, K; and ex
|
hortation, S, Msb, K; and medicine, S, Msb;
1.

It may generally be rendered Non'.

**

-

}*- : see ius-le.

4. ... I (rain, &c.) lºſt off (K)

and fodder, Mgb) entered into him, and pro

2*

[A star. — Also, An asterism, or con
stellation: being applied autonomastically to]
(Msb.) — It (medi
1. **) cºe (; It (a sword) recoiled, or its effect [upon him].
the Pleiades. (S.) — 2,4- [like 3-) signifies
and Y
reverted, [or glanced off, or anay, from the cine) benefited him ; as also W
also The sprouts from the roots [of º tree, or

J."

duced an effect upon him : (S, K:) or showed

&

&

thing struck with it, without penetrating, or with (TA.) [And It (eating) had an agreeable,
out effect; (TA;) returned from it without cut a wholesome, or a beneficial, effect upon him: shrub), before the &- [meaning either spring
ting; (Msb;) took no effect upon it; ($ ) syn. so I have rendered it voce. ..] – 2-3 said or autumn], the heads of n!hich one sees like

Jé. (K.)- (< It (the edge of a sword)

Jºel-Aa
83-, It was

large needles, cleaving the ground.

(TA.)
also
signifies
f
The
time
would not cut; was blunt. (TA) — cºe (; [wholesome, or] suitable, or it agreed. (So accord.
when a payment falls due. (Msh.) [Hence,
º It (the sight) recoiled, or reverted, from to an expl. of the inf. n. in the KL.)
app., an ex. cited voce Jº.] – And hence,
the thing; was repelled by it; (S,” K,” TA;)
of food and of beverage, inf. n.

6

- e

>

See

Jºlsº

syn.

Je.

(TA) and

(K.) — 9% --

(Msb,) t An instalment; syn. ii.13. (Mgh,
Msb.) See also Je. —º and tº: A kind

see 1.

... }

4:

...+. It (nature) recoiled, flinched, shrank,
or was averse, from the thing, or shunned it,

–2+.

He sought after herbage (S, Mgh, of plant, triticum repens or dogs' grass: see
and would not accept it. (Mºb.) – ºr 4.5-tº K) in its place : (S, K.) or went to seek after J.J.
cºal f His side did not rest, or nas restless, or herbage in its place. (Msb.) And º &s-ºl
Jºe The beam of a balance; (MA ;) the
•

2º o.

& “.

8.

~~

6

ºf ,

o

•

uneasy, wpon the bed;

(K, TA:) it shrank from

[He sought after herbage in a district, or country]. transverse piece of iron, in which is the tongue,

it — tº It (a saddle) was unfirm, or unsteady; (K in art. Jº-.)
not firm, or steady, in its place. (TA.)
* .

& for sº

of a balance.

:

See

3 e.

Jº'? See a verse voce cºy.

(S, K.) See

cº 3, 4.

5, 6

***3.
5*

ãº: The seeking after herbage (S, Mgh, K)

1. tº 3 Aleum dejecit; (Msb, TA;) ventumve
A thing like the štº, q.v., made of in its place; (S, K;) the going to seek after
per
anum emisit : (TA:) he voided his ordure;
palm-leaves, wpon which flour or meal is sifted. herbage in its place. (Msb.)
or
broke
wind – “3, inf. n. fº, He nas
(I’Abbād, O, K.)
Effused blood: see 2 in art. J393-.
quick, or swift, and outstripped. (S.) See an
ex. of the inf. n., voce Jº. – “3 He became
, pl.
A desert : see
&
safe, or secure; he escaped. (Msb, &c.)
where herbage is sought : see
The gums of trees; correctly
* g-zº. A place
p

*:::,

*
&
*

£:

**.

&et.

àº.

... • 6 p.

º

-

2 : see 4.
J-as-e
-

sº

4.

-

and

**3

He saved him ; rescued

J

him; preserved him.

(K.)

4 (+3 and tº tº Fye or shame on him or
º be

Jº-

it ! See 532.
º

o

-

º

-

o a

6

o'

5

o .

of a door, i. q.

•º

[a Persian word,

10.

Jº He washed, or niped nith a stone

or a piece of dry clay, the place [of erit] of

A bolt, or bar.] (IAar in L, art. cº .)

his excrement. (Mºb.) = ºl.

Jºe, originally cº-º or Jºe: see 2s--e.

see 8 in

art. Jºw.

Jº
J-º
tºi º

#3 ãº. A wide round with a spear or the

e e

9. o.o.

1. U-5 He cleansed an intestine :

See Jºe.

sº and tº A shower of rain. — See
*** and 1. — Aaº A well of which the

like. (TA.) See an ex. in a verse cited voce
water is distant [from the mouth].

*

. .

§§§ &: A wide eye; pl. Jº:
J3: 3 A lean, or emaciated, woman. (IAar, 3.
(TA.)
See
a verse in art. êº (conj. 4).
TA, art. Jºe-.]
-

J.:

The dust, or earth, of the foundations

Jºe
VOCe

ź. ãº

The earth that is around a nell, that
is seen from afar. (S, art. 2:4-)
-

-

-

&

L5”
tº-:. .

. o.

… •
-* -

1. ºs- are ex

•zz

*

6

****)

S
Six

$3.3 An elevated piece of land.

(Msb.)

K,
•

-

-

It has a toothed, or serrated,

Usº : see

º

v .

sº.

-

J-5

*

-6 x

Jºe : see art.

edge : (A, art. 3-; and K, art. Jºl ) and is 32°
sometimes plain. (K, voce J-2, and M and use- Secret discourse between two persons or
L., voce 3-) See J.--is and isºs. — [A | parties. (TA.) — 3A secret
between two persons
lso
"Jse.
(K*,
T.A.) — A per
reaping-hook: or a pruning-hook : sometimes sig- orparties; as a
nifying the latter: an iron implement, having son, or persons, discoursing secretly, or telling
tº

e

• 6

-

-

*

and -º-; see Lºy.

(O, TA,

5 . .

voce -23.)

w

...

of a house. (TA, art. -53.)

A reaping-hook. (Mgh ; and

&

teeth, with which seed-produce is cut ; or one secrets one with another. (TA.)

SUPPLEMENT.]

3-3 – J-5

3029

* o.

6

3|a-… [A cause, or means, of safety: of the upon him, or it, with his body, hand, &c. :] i. Q.
5 ... o.

-

6 .

-

-

-

*:

measure àxiào, originally

similar to

<!; as also "lº-3.

(IAqr, T.A.) – Jº Jº

an. off J.
a

(K, voce

Jacº)

See

Jºº.

and

o –

\-2}=-0.

. 6 -

bºº gºš [He attacked such a one with the
and -** [nºith the snºord]: and hence
-*** the accosted him with harsh, or rough,

à-la-e, &c.J. (S.)
J O

- -

-

~es- a dial. var. of

-

3 .

-

***

:

See

whip],

-

iès.

•. .
-

-

. . of

behaviour; syn. asſe J31.
à

1. 5-5 : see an ex. in a verse cited voce
º

(Har., p. 508.) –

*-ū

i. q. * q. v., A side; a lateral, or
outward,
an
or adjacent, part or portion, (K,

&c.) – An apartment of a house. (Mgh, voce

3-)

And the pl.,

cº,

The outer parts or

~ of

* <-- Jº Jº e-à [He seized the

regions of an animal. The sing. may often be

-

Ue

thing with his whole hand] (M, voce. A 3 ſq.v.)). rendered A part, or portion, of a place. —

&

**

3-6

:

See

-

-

-

arºe : and in like manner you say, acke Us like, or a point, tonards which one goes, or
ajjāj:... [but whether by this be meant J- Ol' directs himself; a point of direction;] because

U-- d. 3

10. 134 &é a----' and

* > 0 &

--

W 4-3 :

See

cº

10 in art.

one goes, or directs himself, towards it: (Msb:)
best rendered as above; adding, or part, region,
district,
quarter, or tract, considered neith re
5. Jºã He, or it, removed ; withdrew; ment,
spect
collocation or juataposition or direc
to
its
or moved, anay, or aside; (Msb;) or retired to

U-3 is doubtful. (TA) – See 1.

5 : see 10.
--- d

tº .

- 2 O - -

3- A mortar; syn. J35A. (K.)

.

27

& aſſ- Jº <!--

* O.

-

o

1: .

I applied the knife àee-U is of the measure àActs in the sense of the
to, or put it across, his throat, or fauces; syn. In easure iſ,…, ſmeaning isº, a part, or the

&=0.

J- (TA, art. Jaş,) sig
nifies tº tºe … cº -ºs, i.e. -ºx

tion, or considered as belonging to a whole: a

a distance. (T.A.) –
-

-º-

-

Slender, slim, thin, spare, lean, or light

sº-J & Je.º. (Ibro)
8. J-º: It fell, like a man's

vicinage, or neighbourhood ; and a part of a
country, a region, district, quarter, or tract,

absolutely; a district; a province ; often best

rendered a side; or a region, district, quarter,
hand when he or tract
: or a part of a place, an apartment;
strikes with it upon his other hand; (L, TA, in see je-, in art. j9-.
J
— Also A limit, bound, or
art. tº :) and, in prostration, he fell with his
boundary: see two tropical exs. of its pl. (º)
1. <-- J- His body became lean, or
forehead to the ground, and rested upon his
emaciated. (S.)
forehead, not upon the palms of his hands : voce 32-, and another in a verse voce Jº
remote side; syn. … *: (Kz, in
*A-, i. 7. a.a.); ; or a 93 and cºx, as in mentioned by Sh, from 'Abd-Es-Samad Ibn or a
see & and
the saying 44- tº [What is thy religion ?]. Hassán, on the authority of some of the Arabs: |TA :) a tract of land.
so says Az. (L and TA in that art.)
-- 3-0 Jº Beside, aside, or apart;
(TA.)
and -3% Uske 3 and so à-8
3- The like of a thing: syn. Jº. (TA.)— like
of flesh.

-

ºw -

o o

ºf . o.

5

.

.

º, . . .

.. 6

o

-

*.

-

--Gº-

lo

'•

Quantity, &c.; syn.
1.

2-3,

said of a horse, seems to be best

rendered He breathed pantingly, or hard, with a
sound from the chest. See 1 in art. **.

jºie.

(TA.) – A divi

o -O

-

-

-

and 34-9 Jº, &c.; you say.…” ā-e-u
, ~

CŞº J.-aside, or apart, from them; and Jº ul
~

~f

sion, &c.; syn.

23. (TA)— — .

see -3. | He sat
:

—º 3-

-

*53 :- e? 29. &

About three.

o

--

Jº

-

cº,

expl. voce

-

diº. And Jºš

.x.y O.--

<Meu. In about three hours. —- es'

2-

signifies A sound
of the horse. (T.A.)

3= a -6 In the direction of such a thing : see
2** *
Jºº. es” | <rºl. — ºce-U Jºe 5A He is keeping to his

**

(-, -) from the chest

-

-

* -

- -

-

-

-

a-Sé- and 4 o'):= cº- es” and
a.º.e. signify the same. (Msb in art. Jaye.) own side, following his own course : see al-Me-.
6 º'

º

- .

...

o

-

J

-

See the last 2,of9.these,
voce
Jé2,3.• –
c. 35.
•
o wº
2
He went towards, or in the 492-, i.e. 49;23 Jº cºs' [or Jyl-Aiºl: see art.
5*

•

… .

o -

-

-

O -

1. 39-3 le.
direction of him or it. (Msb, T.A.) — Also, J5'.
5
He pursued his (another's) course, doing as he

•

-

-

&

*:
* .

The spinal cord, or

spinal marror:

o

See

J-2.

(S, K, &c.;) what eatends from the alous through
(Jº) the vertebrae to the end of the -33, like a
and 33. 35; and see $3.5.
*3, inf. n. &= A. skin for holding liquids: (K:) or for
cord of marrow. (Zj in his “ Khalk el-Insán.”)
clarified butter : (S, Msb, K.) as also "J-, See also J4% and £ºl.
3-3, signifies [also] He purposed it, or intended
* > . . of
Us-

did; or purposed his purpose. – See

:

4s. Jºº.

-

it. (MA)—º 31- tº-, and " *****",
I stripped off
voce

&”).

(K.)

*

See 4.

,

3-5) 4.2%

t A hardy man.

* ... a 5

of

&= -

the skin of the camel. (Msb,

See

&-l.

(TA, art.

Jºe.)
2.

J-

He put a thing aside, or away, or

Jºs. A boot: (IAar, K, TA:) or a boot
Jºº-Ji stºls. Respecting what is said of the
apart; (Msb;) removed it from its place, (Msb,
much patched. (Az, T.A.)
K, TA,) placed it at a distance. (T.A.) — He woman thus named, and of -º-, in the S,
made a person to turn away, or withdran', or see xj+.
}s
retire, from (3°) an affair. – º <e J
Going, or being, anay from (3%) a.
1: )
He put aside, or away, or he warded off, or
See 8.
place,
person,
thing.
or
place
—
to
Us—ºº
[A
removed, from him the thing. See 4.
5.
o,

o w

…)

-

-

w

o- -

2 of

--->

n:hich to turn anay, or back, from a thing;

4. asſe L-3) [He leanſ, bore, or pressed, or to which one removes, nithdraws, or retires

8.

4-3,

IIe cleared it [or sifted it]; as also
383

3030
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!-- ºf

*…; and "4:3 (K (see tººl.) or he took panion. (S, Mºb, K.) And hence, Any con
the best of it (S, Msb) to the utmost ; ($:) or

vivial companion ; a boon-companion.

he chose the best of it for himself. (TA)

AJºe Repentance : an inf. n. of A.A3; see an
ex. in a verse of El-Kattál El-Kilábee, cited

3

5 - 6.

o .

Jº-

6

* *

A cultivator of palm-trees: see Jºlae.

*

-

3 :

.

See a tropical usage in a verse of El-Kumeyt
cited voce iš.
es. Bounty; liberality:
-

2 .

-

($, M:) a gift. (T.) — U.S.A.; Moisture (S, K)
of the earth ; as also * 3:13. ($) — “” is

voce Us".
9

sº originally, Rain : (Msb : [but generally
it seems to signify dew, absolutely ; or day-dew.]

.”

Jus-3 Bran.

generally thus written: not 135.
CŞ-º
3

3
1.

(se:

It was, or became, moist, or moistened.

Jº He boasted of such a thing: see ($, K)—ºº & Jºe v. (M) or Jºe tº
&= * *. (T,) [A thing, or a thing that I
13& Jºj,
1. 3&

.

- -

-ºš.
See Cº.

U.S.A.; An assembly: see a verse cited voce

#33
*

and

#3; Moisture.

...,

(Msb.)

-

Jxte: see tº.
dislike, did not betide me or befall me [from

is:

Pride; self-magnification; haughtiness.
(S, Msb, K.)

him]. (T, M.) And & Jº Jº Jº S
J.-->
[A thing that thou dislikest] shall not befall thee
6 º'

(from me). (M) < jJie 42ſ tº [My
hand did not evil to him] : and º <-- L.

C-29

.. .
5.

.

jū-S

U-5

-

J.3% He sought to learn the
•

-

*

~

- 4 - 2

*

6

°

ness inclines to yellowness [like the narcissus].

as, K. [I did not a thing that thou dislikest]. (TA, art. J-P25.)
(T.) See also art. Jºc, first par., last sentence
©

•.

a-e-jº agly A beast of carriage whose white

. . … --

news privily : see J.A-5 and J--~3.
...)

o, 6.3 -

-

e.

... o.

o. .

22 of .

J-yº

-

C-5'59 **) Piercing spurs : see a verse of but two. — ;, sº Us! ~ * arºu. [I asked him,
6. . .

-

and he did not to me, or for me, anything].

-

El-Kumeyt cited voce 3,\s, in art. J58.

2

3.ić-A A species of dates. ($, in art. 3-5.)
-

(TA, in art 24-)— is sº tº i. 7. Ja... tº
•ja--, q.v. (S, art. Ja...) See also art. 3.5-2.

&P

-3.3%
2 : see 5.

1. -533 [He separated and loosened cotton by
means of a bon, and a kind of wooden mallet, by
striking the string of the bow with the mallet :

***; and

See

&-

he beat cotton with the
... : * *

... o.

.

-

"J3:2, (S, Msb,” K.) also called "ā52:2, i.e., his

3.

•º (s3tſ [He made proclamation of him]

(S, A, Mºb) -º (A) or Jºi ºff (S) or

1. ºf J. £3, ($, K) acr. -, (S) inf n.
and i-ji: (K;) and'éjū;

3% (S, K) and &

(K;) He yearned towards or for, longed for, or

:

tº: ju% à, (Msb) [that he had become bank desired, his family. ($,” K, TA, PS). — 3.3%
rupt, or insolvent]. — [a, esst He proclaimed : inf. n. 353, I yearned tonards, longed

nooden implement with which he strikes the bon it; made proclamation

of it :

a very common for, or desired, him or it; syn.

<<. (Ham,

string, that it [the cotton] might become fine. signification, but one which I have not found in
º,429) See an ex. voce Jai- — Hence, 3.
(K.)
any Lex.] – You say also cº cº essu, mean *!! Jº It (desire) invited me to it. (Har., p. 606.)
3 o
3:
• 6

5 ,

º,

• 3-2 and as.… : see 1 ; and see J-2 ing & and 233 and

ºi. ($ in art. J31. See —º 83. IIe inclined to it. (Har, p. 234.)
35i).) & Kö & b3, 3. (Kur vii. 41 :)
& as a contraction of 5i. 4:5; Šišū . —º 3. J. & [IIe inclined to a noble

6 - O

and Ja…e.

-

See

-

radical, or ancestral, or hereditary quality;

Jº

see Jººl aji...— sº He called him; called
and in like manner,

5.

J%

He bound a

jº

[or

Jºe

i.e.

2:1:

and

º: e 3.

to him; summoned him, or hailed him : (S, Msb:)

and º [he inclined to his radical, or ances
napkin or the like] upon his head. (K.L.) And or, (T, M.) and as exu, (M,) he called out to
tral, or hereditary, qualities]; and * ~~~3–
J.-- "Jºj IIe bound a U23.4 upon his head. him (T, M) mith the loudes voice. (T.)

39.
(Mgh.)

[his radical, or ancestral, or hereditary,

es: ſquasi-pass.of "G3, It was moistened, qualitics inclined him]. (L, in T.A.) — &
Q.Q. 2. alº J34. He used a alsº ſor by denſ, or the like : or] i. 7. &- [it n'as, or be It inclined by likeness. (Msb.) — Jº 3
alºl
J.--. (TA in art. lazy from a came, moist); said of a place [&c.]; and i. q.
* (5. Mºb, K) & J (S) and tº gº,
Jºi. (TA)
trad.) – See 5.
5.

(1S

J3.

(1

app., Hard steel

rigens).

(K.)

(…tº 343,

not penis

Seejé.

:13;

(K,) IIe resembled his father: (Msb, K.) or
signifies simply The raising the voice; inclined to his father in likeness; syn. -ºš

not implying the expression of meaning by speech. (S:) or he took after his father; had a natural

(Er-Răghib, T.A.) — ãº -º- A particle of likeness to him. – ºf: signifies Yearning; and
calling, or hailing, or invocation ; as 3. – 4 natural inclining. =
and W.
He pulled,
AJJ
vocative particle. — The vocative form of speech.
plucked, or drew, out, or up, or off; removed
U. Jº 22 He grieved for n:hat he — Also, agreeably with many other instances,

83.

1.

Jº

like

&l= in the sense of 39-4, an

inf. n. used

from his or its place; displaced. (S, Msb, K.)

had done; regretted it ; repented of it: or he
— a 23
in the sense of a pass. part. n., meaning A person
disliked it. (Mºb.)

… - d-

6

•

J2A3 A companion in drinking ; a cup-com

&

3.

(Mgh, in art.

&l=5)

and

&,

or thing called; the object of a vocative particle, (Mgh and Msb in that art.,) He pulled off his
syn. with "Jºsu.
garment, and his sandal. See, however, &é.
2

- 2
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83 – JP
go

£3, (Mºb, TA) aor. -, (TA) inf. n. §

-

(MSb, TA,) He reas at the point [or in the agony]

-3}

forth : (Msb:) he gave up his spirit; as also
He drew the bow; (S, Msb, K ;) i.e., its string ;
or he drew, or pulled, the string of the bow with
the arrow. (TA.) = i.e., 3×3 4-5-5, re
6, -,-

2.9

6

J-9) — Sº sºi [i.e. tº she (a camel)
first milk, listings, into her

($, K.)

earcerned the

xd-

udder; i. 7.

~iº.

(TA in art. Jjº.) — She

excerned milk [either into, or from, the udder].
J}
-

eral &c & sul ºf ſor 8-all Jºl

Lightness, and unsteadiness, or lightwitted The she-camel excerned the milk from [or into]

3;

lating to a horse: see Jº-'.

ness, (S, Msb, K,) on an occasion of anger; (K;)
i. q. is-º-; lightness in any n'ork, or action :
3. Jº- 4.3% He contended nith him in pull
hastiness, with foolishness or ignorance: (JK,
ing the rope; syn.
43-. Hence, Jº aeju TA:) hastiness, or sharpness, of temper; irasci
13° : He contended, disputed, or litigated, with bility; passionateness : a meaning deduced from
him, respecting such a thing. (Mgh) – a jū various examples, and confirmed by present

&

the udder. (TA, art.

53)

-

Aft

He

lodged

him ; made him his guest; or gave him refuge or
$37; (S and K in art. L331;) and

asylum; syn.

3tº and &: (Mgh in art. Cäc-3 :) [and he
lodged and entertained him;] namely, a guest.
(Msb.) I. q.

AS& ! He disputed with him in, or respecting,

Or

-355… Eachausted: see an ex, voce by-3.

o.

• of

Her (a camel's) milk descended [into

1. J.; He entirely exhausted (S, Msb, K) a her udder): opposed to 3.23. (TA, art.

of death; meaning, of having his soul drawn well, (Msb,) or the water of a well.

'83", inf n. 35. (TA) — Jºsiº J §

&

4.

$. $ºi.

(Fr in T in art.

ise.)

usage.

— 3- &- aft He made him to resign, or re
Light, and unsteady, or lightnitted.
linquish, such a thing. — J.-- 4. & [app.
, My soul strove with me to incline me to (Msb.) See also & : and see 3,4-3.
I imposed my want upon thee]. (S in art. 2 c.)
love her. (TA.) See 1.
išć and "3; A refractory she-camel; hard And…e Jºe “- Jºi. (TA)

words. (TA)— sº Jeº Jºſé, int."

J-

£5.

<-2-) ºv:

6.

We discoursed together; one to be managed.

(Msb.)

-

6. Jjú He descended gradually, by little
neith another.

—jº bºts

(TA, art. …as.)

6

5.

.

2- & JjLö He humbled himself,
J}} : see
(K, art. 3-3.) They recited verses, or poetry,
~ :
* > *: y : J &
cº Jj\--5 He
J.-S." Jºo Jjº! 33: All [The lioness is more im condescended, to one. —
of the metre termed jº, one m'ith another ; as
abdicated the kingdom. – º ce Jj\-3 He
also &buj. (TK, art. 3-5.)—
The con petuous than the lion].
($, voce axº~.)
desisted from a thing. — jū They alighted
tending in altercation, disputing, or litigating,
and little. –

2.

4 tº

-

5 . .”.

gº

one with another: (K:) or l,é they disagreed,
one neith another; held different rays or opinions.
(Msb.)

and ate by turns with different people; i. q.
J}}

lºº,

35;

The penis

q. V.

(2°3, $, K, i.e. -ºš, TA)

of the J-3 (S. K) and of the Jº (K: [in the 10. & He made him, or caused him, or
CK, 39, is erroneously put for Jºº :) it, to descend. (Mºb.) – 429 &- & [He
3.

.

… . . 2.

*i- 4. ãº He nºrested from
him his right, or due – 4:32- 83°) See accord. to the assertion of the Arabs, (S,) it sought to make him resign, or relinquish, his
8. See 1. –

• ... O

2

(S, K,) the former, (S,) as also the

~a:3).

cº

opinion]. (Bd, xii. 11.)
go.”

(Msb voce J533-,) has two penes

3. Baldness on each
** ; and *.

side of the forehead:
(S, K, TA ;) and the female has

cº,

ºº:

y
-

i.e.

J; Food prepared for the guest.

(TA.)

a

places.

See

[two wombs]

6

§ Food or rations at a halt: see , K.y in two
5°

(º);

(Msb.) See

-

6 º' - --

ié

A baldness in the side of the forehead.
3; , ;

i.33.

See
6

p.

J}

6 o

º

tº jº [A
9

6 of:

5

.

.

âjº Jºy!: see 5'--.

1. JºJº Jä (Kull) and & Jä (Mºb

P .

Jºš A guest. (S, Mgh, Msb,” K.) See also
in art. Ja-, &c.) He alighted, descended and Har, 353.
stopped or sojourned or abode or lodged or
Jé [Alighting, &c.,] has for pl. J.; and
(TA.) settled, in the place; syn. 33 J- (Kull.) See
J53.
(TA.)
& Jº [The milk of the enre

deep well] i.g. 259-. (A, voce

o “

223-.)
6 :
&9 a...P .is pl. of 839;

-

as is also
6

&• ?:P.

-

6

ºn

Jº — sº

See an ex. in a verse cited ºu.

descended into her udder; i.e. she secreted milk].

£5.

*

-

*

.

3

*

-

*jū A dºffurion; pl. Jjº. See j-, -ājū

Dragging much, or forcibly : see Kur, (S, K, voce < *, *) — 3- Jº J; It took,
A severe calamity or affliction, (S, Msb, K,) that
lxx. 16. — &P J, all (see Freytag's Arab. Prov., or occupied, the place, or became in the position
befalls men. (S, Msb.)
6 w.

. o.

or condition, of such a thing : see a verse cited
J5. A place of alighting or descending and
means The radical, or ancestral, or hereditary, voce J', near the end of the paragraph; and
stopping
Ol' sojourning or abiding or lodging or
quality is n'ont to return to its usual possessor: another voce -º-; and see a jºc. — ~}},
or it may mean, is wont to draw.
(sss), for (s.2%) Ls; : see <!) <--> in settling : (Mgh :) a place of settlement : an
abode ; a dwelling; a place mºltere travellers
* , of
2 * of
art. Jé-x.
&#): See tº-l.
alight in the desert; syn. J. : a [house, or

ii. 168) is probably similar to C-ts 3-1, and

o E

g

3.

* 3. [The bottom of a well; the place from
3

*

which the water is drawn]. (TA, art.

t”)

&gt;

-

*3.

o.

* b. .

He alighted with him, each to oppose mansion, such as is called] % (S, K:) or,
išū. and accord. to, the 4.ii, less than a 313, and more

the other, in war, or battle ; inf. n.

Jº.

(Mºb.) —

ãº He alighted neith him.

than a <- [or chamber], consisting of at least
383*

J} –o

3032
two chambers
9

(cº)

Jug)]

or three. (Mgh.) See (see
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Who abstains from that which is

8: see 1.

oz.
9 . o.

indecorous, &c. (K, TA.)

also -e-.

---

Cà-e A vessel (eves) in rehich dates [and
9 -

©.

*:

a j-e A space which one traverses in journey
6-

•

of "

..? "

grain] are shaken to remove the dust, jºc. (TA
in art. Jaś.)

*.*

d .

ing. (TA, art.j-.)—ajºo, used unrestrictedly,

6

see ºs- •P.

.

oj9

Station, standing, footing, or grade ; honourable
a

-

…

.º

-

5

-

.

-

<!

station or rank; a place of preferment. — 4

aejº; see Jºſs-1 º' – 4:53 A pious man;
1. J.; He norshipped: used transitively.
predicament in which one stands. – aljº is Mé or one who abstains from unlanful things.
See an ex. in a verse of El-Aasha, in the S, art.
Usys-î as Me A word equivalent, or similar, to (TA.)
,

-

º
ºt

... &

-

-

o ºr

9 -

-

-

-

>

*

-

~aº.

… • o ... O -

another nord. – [You say] 13é

#. Jºº

See 5.
-

2}}

It (a word) is used in the manner of such

of

4. J-31 [app. He mashed and purified a

203
[another word]; generally with respect to
1. LºS) Jºe 93 He (a solid-hoofed, or garment]. (TA voce *...)
government, not necessarily with respect to
cloven-hoofed, animal, and a wild beast,) leaped
5. 3:3 He deroted himself to religious eacer
meaning. (The lexicons passim.) – &:
the female ; (S, &c.;) and so § alone, ellipti cises; applied himself to devotion; (S, Msb, K;)
• *

~*

Jº

cº, & gº àjí. º, sº Who is, in

cally — ºff- *ś,

said

of a camel:

see

respect to religion and the world, as light to the

as also '4.3 (§, K) and '33. (K) or the last,
he became a 9-6. (S.)

-je.
eye.

22,
º,

o z

: o .

º

.

2 2.

See alsº c.

aS-3:

o J

J

j-e Jº-º: see exº~.

w

-

-

2

* -

>~!! J-Lo The religious rites and ceremonies
1. Jº, a Or. Jº, He went at a gentle pace.
of
the pilgrimage: or the places where those
(TA, art. 3-5-.)

->

rites and ceremonies are performed. (Mºb.)

ojº

R.Q. 1. -ji c.. The wind blew coldly:
\- *
*
2. Aſ 3. He declared God to be far removed,
see R.Q. 1 in art. J.
or free, from every impurity or imperfection,
5 *

or

frºm ºrerything derogatºry frºm

like

<-- and & —

Aft

his glory;

~ o .

à-º-

J

* A cold wind ; see ău.

8.

423:5 is The de

Jº said
2

2 of .

6.

of camels' fur:

-

-

see -3.
-

-

Y-3 SM-3 is a form of imprecation against a
claring God to be far removed, or free, [..from

every imperfection or impurity, or from every
thing derogatory from his glory; i.e.,] from
evil [of every kind]; or from the having any
thing like unto Him by participation of his

2 *

*

-

-

... • *.

-

45 o –

J.

Progeny, whether of man or beast. (The

Lexicons passim.)

&

&

2-3

A plaited thong, serving for the nose
2 oz.

rein of a camel, &c.; and sometimes noven

,359. cº §

He shunned, avoided, or
nºide, for a fore-girth,) placed on the breast of a
kept or removed himself far from, unclean
camel. (K.L., T.A.) See also is…}.
things; (S," Mgh, Msb;) preserved himself there
A kind of broad plaited fore-girth for a
from. (Mgh.) – º, used absolutely, and said
• 2.
a 2.
9, 2 2.
and
and
(S:) or
of a man, means He shunned, avoided, or kept or
removed himself far from, unclean things; kept &- and &- and £2- and e- are pls. of
aloof from, &c.; or from things occasioning
[a coll. gen. nº] of which ãº is the n.
blame. (T.A.) – 33 is best rendered, when
not used absolutely, He removed himself, or kept, un. (K.) See Jºy 24s, in art. Alae. —
5.

is:

ºna. P.:-

s:

gº

3%

&= following it, it may

Jº £uº * The furron's

of the road, made

be rendered he shunned, or acoided. — cºe jº by the beasts with their legs [or feet] in its

Jº
arine:

[He purified, or cleansed, himself from surface. (TA, voce
a meaning assigned in the TA, art. 253,

by an evident mistranscription, to ojº-wl]. (Mºb
-

*

g

9,3)

. . .

5. tº lo & He sought, or endeavoured to get,
or attain, a thing, neith labour and perseverance:
i. 7. 4.ii.5. (IbrD.) –2- … He sought,
searched, or inquired, for, or after, the news, or

tidings; (MA, KL ;) [as though endeavouring to
scent it;] so that he elicited it. (TA.)
Jºla, cº-e sº, denoting nearness and short
ness of the way, see Cº.; and *-*….
6.- .

far, or aloof; and with

: O.

man, like tº uº. (M, in art. J-1)

à-2-3, applied to a wind: see a-º, art. cy.

essence or othernise, and from defects that may

not be imputed to Him. (TA.)

2 o ~.

&

6

-

2- : See at-3.
• ?:

9 * * *

à- A soul; syn. J.53, with sukoon: and

2.5 souls; syn. Jºsé. (Msb.) — A man. (K.)

2-

A gentle wind; a gentle gale; a breeze.
– The commencement of any wind before
ań… An instrument for pricking bread: see it becomes strong : (AHn, M. :) or a pleasant

in art. 99 : and a trad.) – Also, He diverted,
or recreated, himself; or took an airing; in the
92.9
country, or in a garden. – 3-3 meaning He 2992.
went forth to the gardens (S, Msb, K) and [green
fields, or] green plants, and meadon's, (K,) is a
mistake, (S, M5b, K,) accord. to some ; but IKt
1.
holds it to be not so. (M5b.)

ºf , , o

wind : (S:) or the breath of the winds (Msb:)
or the breath of the mind when weak; as also

º:3: or a wind from which comes a neak breath:

-A

3–9. “…, (Mgh, Msb, T.A.) aor. :, (TA,) pl. of both 2-1 (M)—- sº on
Jä. –2–
scent, sweet or disagreeable : see i-35.
és
who chills people : see

inf n. Jº; (Mºb, TA) and "4:4-3), (TA)
Ji- § [in copies of the K Ji- and The mind carried it anay; (TA;) i. 7.
' as; and * & ſand " …; and -º § (q.v.); (Mgh ;) namely, dust. (Mgh, Mºb)

6.. 9."

5

... o.

2-9 i. 1. ---º.

Odour,
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--5 – 5-a
w .7

2–1. The sole (cºlº) of the
camel, the same as the 4.

• *- : or, to a

to the horse;

arrow, ($, Mgh, K) and of a spear, (S, K.) and
of a sword, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) and of a knife,

5: see 10.

(Msb;) [i.e., the toe, or nail, or edge of the
10.
Jº (He snuffed the mind): ($, Mºb) and the like. (Mºb)—J2: The spun
fore part of the foot, of a camel ; see Jié :] the
thread of the spindle: (K:) see 33-3.
eactremity of the Ji- of the camel and ostrich (TA, art. As-o:) he snuffed, scented, or smelt,
Jºsé ā- A very n-hite beard. (See itãº
and elephant, and of the solid hoof: or each of the wind; as also 'ºi.j. (Mºb.) See 10 in
• 2 of
art. Cº.
the two nails (cºtº) of the camel, that are
*',
art
-º)—
39,
ºº & iſ us
upon [each of] his fore-feet ; or it is, to a she
išč What is taken [or ladled out], while hot, J-5 : See J. and & in two places.

&

-

d -

camel, like the * to a man : (M :) or the J from a cooking-pot. (TA.)
of the camel, ($, K,) and of the ostrich. (As, S.)
— [Also, t The toe of a human being: see a

6

- e-

• Jº

6.

...)

*

-

Araº

& as
verse cited voce '3-, art. 53-.]

2 - 6 2.

&a. He, or it, purified.

1.

*- --

6 * >

-

ão-a or ā-aī An idol: see …o.

(L.)

* -of

-

3.2% Jacºl Intensely n!hite.

5-9 and J
1 : see 6.

3 *.

w e.
-

-

: see LºjJ.

6. tº He pretended that he had forgotten
2- - -f

4. aaa, He did justice to him : (MA:) he
Jeſ A certain plant: (S, TA:) Golius says,
(MA, KL,” TA;) like " …} : (TA :) [or] he acted equitably with him : (Msb :) he gave him, a species of thistle ; but this seems to be incon
constrained himself to dismiss it from his mind. or obtained for him, his right, or due, from (3-)
sistent with the description of it: see as-J.
The giving what 3 (M.A.) – G-sº It (a word or the like) neas another: see jºi.
Jºe: Gelded, castrated. The second word
forgotten by degrees. (Occurring often in the is right, or due : (M:) or the granting, or render Us.”
is an imitative sequent.
larger Lexicons.)
3)
ing, justice. (KL, PS) – a-lu, &
it : (S, KL,” TA:) and (TA) he forgot it;

4

-

Jus.

•

.

.

. o&

tº [vulg. tº 3- app. The sciatic vein ;] [He eacacted justice for him from his nºronger].
the portion, in the

thiſ, of the vein (3,-) n:hich,

cº, and which extends
to the shank, where it is called the cº- : (IAth,
TA, voce ...i.) or the cºua and tº Jye are
in the back, is called the

two branches of one

&e for vein]:

(Ibn-Seenā,

* w.

*-ū properly, in the language

of the [classi

(T voce 2s.)

call Arabs, The place where the hair grows in
the fore part of the head; and hence, the hair
8. azo
3! He exacted, or obtained, his of that part; the hair over the forehead; (Az,
right, or due, from him (M, K) completely, so
TA;) [and this is the general meaning;) i. 4.
that each of them became on a par with the i:; and 3%. (Mºb, art. Jes.) The forelock
… O

-

• ,-d

other; (Ki) [i.e. with equity). — Jºaº. It

of a horse. —

º & £25.

vol. i. book iii. p. 608: [where the opening of became halved: (Msb:) [often said of the day 2 - 0
each of these to let blood is mentioned :]) [in a time (ºſ)]
32)3.
solid-hoofed animal, U.J. is a vein (3,-) pro
... • ?
ceeding from the hip, or haunch, lying within

(sº

and

(tº

or pºe

See

6 -

...

w

.º.

Jºaº

-ºš Jºe 3-4, and -i-, Je tºº, I,

each thigh, then passing by the hock, so as to
reach the hoof: when the breast is fat, each of
its thighs becomes cleft by two large portions of
flesh, and the U-3 runs between them, and is
apparent. (S.) [In the present day it seems to
be applied by some to the sciatic nerve : and
*o

• w

-

(wine) was boiled until half of it had gone, or
juá A tree of which yellow cups
evaporated. (TA, voce a;u.)
made. (T, in TA, voce **) See
o,

, ...

- -

cº, & J.A. & [A place halfway,
midway, or equidistant, between two places].
(Mughnee in art. tº...) —-i-. A middle-aged

•

-

•

*2

Jºaº

-

2.

6

sciatica, or hip-gout : see Jºã3 and also
•

J–3.

• 6

U-Jſ Jºe, as also U.J.) alone, often signifies woman or man : (S, K:) or forty-five years old :
-

3.

o .2

-

**.
2-22

trº-ºe for twº-o: see a verse cited voce à:ke.

or fifty years old. (K.)
6

Dim.

—i.e.

-

-ā-23 A woman's muffler:

See

1.

& He orercame him, or surpassed him,

in shooting. (S, Msb, K.)

.

3. 4.36 He vied, competed, or contended for

jº

superiority, with him in shooting. (S, Msb, K.)

-:4% dim, of Jaś - see & 4

VOce

Ji

… o.

a -

Jºº.

4.3%, inf. n. Jºaº see & — are

- - -

Jºu
Expressed juice, (Mgh, Msb,) or wine, t He defended him, pleaded in defence of him,
-

-

1. (J -ālij, aor. -, (Mgh, Msb) inf n. or beverage, (K,) cooked until half of
-:43, (Msb,) He took [or absorbed] the nater gone [by evaporation]. (Mgh, Msb, K.)

it has or repelled from him ; (K, TA ;) spoke in his

defence, eaccusing him ; ($, TA ;) defended him,

&c., as above; ($ ;) contended, or pleaded, in
from the ground, (Mgh, Msb,) or from a pool,
Jºu. Not wholly ripe: [half-ripe:] applied his defence; (TA ;) defended him ; and con
(Mgh,) neith a piece of rag or some other thing
tended in his defence. (Msb.)
to the date. (TA, voce 34)
(Mgh, Mºb) of a similar kind. (Msb.)
º

*

, of

2 < *; She (a camel) [yielded frothy milk;]
Jº-AJ1 -3U.a5! [Half-bricks, or cut bricks,
had ast:3. (S in art. 3#9. [See 2 in that art.]) whereof the one is placed, in building, beside the

-

... O -

whole brick, for the purpose of ornamentation.
•2

4. Us!!

- of

[It caused the earth to (Msb in art.

**)

imbibe
the water], said of the 2,4- (K voce
* , oż

9 o

~~<!.)

is: (pl. -kº.u.) A drying-tonel;

Jºaº

napkin.

• *

1. Jºs-Ji U as He outstripped the other horses:

~ 2 of

Jº -či

-

Jº The iron head

3-aī A lean, or emaciated, camel ; fem. with

or blade (Mgh, K) of an 3. (S, Msb, K.)

24- * [Lean, or emaciated

3034
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by journeying] ; applied to a beast.

(TA, in

&=7)

3us:

(TA, art. rightly [or regularly] ordered, arranged, or
The Belt of Orion : see disposed. (Msb.)

The bar (Jºe) of a door.

39.) —

jº- 3us

*... O -

iſj9-J)

&la

-

5.

3.3, (KL) or 25& J. cº,

-

6 -

-

-

išū; A ticket of price, or neight : see à5Ula.

A. What are strung, of pearls and beads, &c.
(M)—ººl; see jºi.

(S, K,)

&bt Auº [A standard of a thing, by which to regu

He went deeply, or far, in speech; (KL ;) syn.
&G – aslots jºk' Singing birds. –
&: (S, K :) was exorbitant, or eatravagant, an epithet applied to A deenſir. – Jet 33- A.
therein : (K:) or
signifies he spoke neith
rational root, in arithmetic ; opposed to 33
the extremity of his fauces; [or with a guttural
J's--- 4
roice;] from
signifying the upper Jºã in

alsº

5

* ~

*

>i. (Mg, an ºr ) — Gºt

&iº

rational animal.

the mouth. (IAth.)

ãº

-º-,

âlû

iº

and

foundation, or support; syn. Jºe: (M, K :*)
a tropical meaning. (TA) – t A may, course,
mode, or manner, of acting or conduct or the
like : custom, or habit. (M, K.) —

º Jº

Xu. + His affair has not a right tendency. (T.)
Ani Xuā; 2,39 Jº + Their affair has not a
ideas, or meanings, by voice and nords. (K, T.A.)
right rº, or method, of procedure, nor con
ãº. I. (1. isk- (Msb;) A kind of girdle,

&l. Speech:

5 o .

*

&º.

See

or means, of the subsistence, of anything ; or its

Dental letters :

ee º’.

&k.

Rationality.

5 .

late or adjust it. See voce 2\sc.] — ; The cause,

(S:) Diction; or expression of

(3:3) (M, TA,) nor right
And 2-3 Auš Jé Jju.

neacion, or coherence,

zone, or waist-belt, nihich is fastened round the
• * :

waist with a buckle or clasp; morn by men and

&la,

tendency. (TA.)
+ He ceased not to follow one custom, or manner

by women; and when worn by wealthy women
generally adorned with jewels, &c., and having of conduct. (M., T.A.) And Ú Auº
thing (Munjid of Kr, Mgh, Msb, K) that is also two plates of silver or gold, also generally +[Stories having no foundation, or no right ten
dency or tenour]. (M and K in art. Ala-...)
spread [upon the ground to serve as a table for jenelled, which clasp together. See
food, and for play at chess or the like, and to
&k. Eloquent : (S, K:) or able in speech; Auš and "L.A. A composer of many verses,
receive the head of a person when it is cut off],
or of much poetry. (T.A.)
(Munjid, K.) made of leather; (Munjid, Mgh, an able speaker. (TA in art. 23.3.)

gº and W. &A.

and

&A

and

gº

<---

A certain

234.

J. O.

Msb, K.) a piece of leather that is spread upon
the ground for any of the purposes above men

'a 3,49.

5 ... O

à-S-J): see as S-.

6

J.

6

w

6

w

6 J .

*:

see sula).

tioned. – The anterior part of the palate; see
j\s.

Jºlas

*u.

A man niho makes

books.

Jāas

exº : and who binds

1. Aº, aor. , inf. n. ** and 3,4

(T, in TA, art. Jae-.)

(S, Msb,

K) and kº, (Isu, K.) It (the j, S, or es,
Mºb, K,) became erect, (S, Msb, K), by reason

of carnal appetite; (Mºb ;) as also Vlasºl. (M,

ălaj
3- ? :

: see azlaj.
* -:

-

-

-āla; Earrings : see a verse cited in art. Jºs-.
ãº Sperma of a man (S, Msb, K) and of a
WOman.

4. A-1, (Mºb, K.) inf. m. kº, (S, Mºb)
3|aº

(Msb.)

… •

, e.

8. 3.jūºl

- bu. A hind
Jº (;, Mºb)

TA.)

-

<-ºl.

see t-loº!, in art. 1233.

of sweetmeat; (Msb;) i. 7.

fuss Distance, or far
See Jºë, in art. Jºë.

He (a man, Msb, K,) became affected with car
mal appetite : (S, Msb, K :) and in like manner
st-lāa śl, said of a woman. (Msb, K.”) — His

eactent; syn. 3. (TA.) penis became extended. (M, in art. U23.) —
~-läxj) She (a beast) opened and contracted,

alternately, her vulva; (S, K;) and so "classi.
Jºla,

ãº A female weaver ;

pl. leſs. (TA in art. (AO, K) – See also 1. = alkas. He caused it
to become erect ; ($:) or put it in motion : (Msb :)

1. 31.3 trans by means of ~ : see Ham, 823.)
P. 75. — * &lai means he pronounced it, or
articulated it. – 31.5, said of a bird or any
animal : see Bd, xxvii. 16.
3.

aibº,

inf. n.

ãº,

8:3)

+5 , ($,) or ji=3.

(Msb.)

8: see 4.

10. Jºi & =3) -alsº see Ji-l.
He talked, or dis

4.ie, (TA,) followed
by ~ before the subject of talk, &c. (TA in art.
coursed, with him ; syn.

namely his

ka;

>

A vulva eaccited by carnal appetite.

(K.)
_ºlº

#,é

That excites erection of the penis. (K.)

1. A [He pierced :] he pierced and knotted *, *u- ~9–5 [app. a mistranscription for ãº
a cord or rope : and he (a •G-) pierced and 133-LJIl Medicine which has that effect: men

6. Lieu: They tro talked, or discoursed, each plaited [the leaves of J the J-i-. (M.) — tioned by Z and Ibn-'Abbād. (TA.)
with the other; like Sºuj. (TA.)
Já He strung beads. (Msb.)
Jºaº
8. <ºf He transficed, or transpierced, him;
He desired him to speak; (TA;)
1. aša, J. 2. Jºsé He hallooed them on to
[interrogated him :] he spoke to him until, or so (M ) i. z. ºl. (S, M. K.)—A3. It (an
that, he spoke. (Msh.)
affair [and language, &c.]) was or became, fight, etc. : see 10 in art. 32.
10.

Aikº

3035

Cºx – ca.

SUPPLEMENT.]

.

, o in

. of

One who drives anay the beasts, and upon him a thing as a favour. See J-e-1. – "Jºš and 'i'.… and "…, ease and plenty,
cries out after them. (TA in art. Jej.)
<< ...; He kneaded it well, thoroughly,
or enjoyment; (Msb;) [welfare; nell being; weal: ]
º, a
• 2 of
soundly. (TA, voce
— J-AM cºl He "Jº and *i.º are the contr. of J-5 and
Kiel; : See £13.
of
bruised or pondered finely: see Jºšx. —24: it. (TA, art. J. :) £3 3: " [.3, in the
• 2
- 2 #
a-s-l. He cooked it well; syn. 4-ſe >\e-l. Kur [xi. 13, is like health after sickness; and
Ja)
(IbrD.) The verb is often used in this sense. richness, or competence, after want. (Bd.) –

&et

*- d .

.” - d.

-

35)

~ was

-

*

*

c

>

** .

1:

*...* -- 2:

.

• 2 of

&A

blessing ; ($;) a cause of happiness.
(K.) A favour ; a benefit; and the like. (S.)

— use º auſ oxºſ : see Jaśl.

see 4.

5. --> He enjoyed, or led, an easy, a
i.; Wealth, or property. (K.) The first
4. Jiji 3 is and "4:… I affired a sole pleasant, a soft, or a delicate, life, with ample
explanations given to it above are assigned in
to the bottom of the Jºs. [i. e. boot]; and hence, ness of the means of subsistence; a life of ease
-

º

33, 343; and ' '…. (Mºb) see 22.
•*

*

3

,- - -

•

the K, not to this word, but to W_-->3 and
* ~ *.
.
and plenty. (K.) —º It (a tree) became
"Jºsé. – as as with the article seems gene
jlourishing and fresh, (TK, art. L$39, &c.,)
*

-

rally to signify Wealth: and without the article,

8. Jºſe tº see J.B.

luxuriant, succulent, sappy, soft, tender, and

A benefit, benefaction, favour, boon, or blessing.

Jº [A sandal: a sole :] the thing by which supple. See (s:... — ... i. q. &: i.

(Msb.")

ãº The act of rejoicing by a thing; and the
the foot is preserved, or protected, from the
ground; (K;) syn.

#3-

9

o in

l, a
and also applied to

º,

Jº and
See i.º.

*~ 0.

i.; and "...” :] pl. ...i. (S.)

W

assº [or shoe].

(Msb.) What is non called
assº. (IAth, T.A.) It often signifies only a
(1.

o z

contr. of J-3-, (S,) [like "ius; and state of rejoicing in a thing. (K.L.)
... o º

-

£,

c

Jºº contr. of Jºse ; (S, TA in art. J-u;)
and tº contr. of it...i. (TA in that art.) —
_s=9 Even so ; yes; yea. (Msb, &c.) See See i.33.
© ... •

sole; so in the S, K, Msb, &c., in art. • Ålaš- &c.
— The leathern shoe, or sandal, of a camel ;
J-1 and Jº-º.
3 - 9.
which is attached by thongs, or straps, called
i\ox3 : see a 9-3.
(pl. of
to the a...+ or
2,23 Pasturing Jue [or cattle]; mostly applied
to
camels, and neat, and sheep and goats : or 2. Enjoyment; [delight; pleasure;] as also
thong which surrounds the pastern : see a-29
q.v.: (Msb) plenty and ease. (K.) See
and #34 – Jº of a sword The iron, (Kr, applied to all these, and to camels when alone, *a 3.3,
o.
but neat and sheep or goats when alone are not 4-oº.
S, K,) or silver, (S,) thing [or shoe; at the lower
thus termed ; (Msb;) therefore, cattle, con
ãºt. The blackness of night. ($ in art. Jań.)
sisting of camels or meat or sheep or goats, or
and 2 in art. Jejé. — J; meaning A 5-, Or all these, or camels alone.
see an ex voce ki...— … The ostrich: it
o .

&

©

.

.”

* ... o.
-

tº-

5 . .

plated

i-,-)

-

-

end of the seabºard. (Kr, S, K) see tºº,
hard rugged tract of land, &c. : see
Jº : A wife. See *::s.

J-3.

6 o' -

3 3 &

-

o

Jºj Jºſ' ca. Ercellent, or most excellent, or

excellent above all, is the man, Zeyd ; or [very
Jº One n-ho takes care of the sandals or or] superlatively good, &c. (Msb.) – See Jº.
3

25-

and

35- —23% 34& see jºus, Jä. Jú,

and

sometimes denotes the female.

See

-

.

a VerSe VOCe

ū.

-

34: &

The shank-bone :

3-2

6 - © .

and a certain vein in the leg : and the middle,
or beaten track, of the road; and the brish,
in art. -->4.)
aş,5, (K,) or
(Msb:) or i, q. — sº :
lively, or sprightly, horse : and the drancer of
Jeg Wearing, or having on the feet, sandals. (S: in F's smaller copy, -ī, an evident mis mater (
who is at the head of the nell.
take :) i. e. plentifulness, and pleasantness or

shoes [at the door of a bath or mosque].

(TA

alo as subst.

of .43 (Msb, K) in the sense of

2

3 *> .

• 3-2

º

&#.

Jº)

(T in art. Usº.) — āzū; and cºlº
easiness, and softness or delicacy, of life: ease

Joaº
1.

3.j. 3. Nine stars ºf Sagittarius],
behind ãº, fºur in the Milky Way, [8, y, 8,

See

plenty — i.

and

A living in [or rather

*::: 2: His life was, or became, plentiful enjoyment of a life of] softness, daintiness,

of a well

-

and easy: (Msb:) was, or became, good, or or delicacy, and ease, comfort, or affluence: and e,] called $3,9] 2-), as though drinking :
pleasant. (Mgh.) See -3%. — —”, aor. *, (KL:) i. q. "...--~ : (Msb;) and *::: (Jel and four without the Milky Way, [ć, or, r, and q,]
is like Jºãº, aor. *, and 2-a-, aor 4.
See the in xliv. 26:) it is from 2:3: and *i. is called §sº 2x4), as though returning from
latter. —
and

-3 24, and --> *:

**. –2%, inf n. tº

See

*:

($, Mºbi) and

Atºl. (Ksh, cited in Kull, p. 364) drinking; and the ninth, [A,) [not mentioned by
i.e : and see * — sº ãº [The some, high between them : each of the two fours

from
See

forming the corners of a quadrilateral figure.

_*}; ($;) It was, or became, soft, or tender, Jourishing freshness, softness, tenderness, or The twentieth Mansion of the Moon.
(S, Msb,) to the feet. (Msb.)

(El

blooming loveliness or graces, of youth. See Kazweenee.)

-*.]—i.

Sºftness; tenderness; bloom;

2. -->4, (S, Msh, K) and ' … elº, (S. K.) or flourishing freshness (IbrD;) of a branch;

2-3 Jºe [A plentiful and easy lift. See

He (God, S, Msb,) made him to enjoy, or lead, a
and of youth, or youthfulness. (M, art. Jus; &c.) &= -3.] A pleasant life. (Mgh.) [A soft,
plentiful, and a pleasant or an easy, and a soft,
or delicate, state, or life; a state, or life, of ãº-a-3 and "Jº and * . . ; A benefit ; or delicate, life.] —2% Soft, or tender : ap
plied to a plant or tree: (Mgh :) [smooth ; sleek.
ease and plenty. (S, Msb, K.) — *...* He
benefaction ; favour; boon; or good: (S, Msb:)
nourished nell him, or it ; pampered him.
a blessing; [bounty; gratuity; ] or what God And i. 7. ~~~~.]
6 ,

3 : see 2.
o z

o

•

->

a-.

-

"...º. (S:) [grace of
* 3:33, with fet-h, [and

beston's upon one : and so
o, 2

• 2 ºf

4 : * *** ** He conferred, or bestowed, God:] and

"...si

and

*

J., applied to a horse, white on the forelegs:
22 of

see jã51.
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2* pl. pl. of 3: see a verse cited voce
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use or benefit, or nas useful or beneficial, to him. ground, or subterranean eaccavations or habita
s
P&

*> . .

-

– 4–0 axi : See an ex. voce

J3.

•

-

* ~ *

J - d.

* — 39 &

and 13é- 3-, It (a medicine) is good, beneficial,

tions, pl. of Jä. (TA in art. 2-3.)
6 . .

or profitable, as a remedy, for, or against, such

5 , of

6 . .

s-à- :

5*

see -j- – Jú3) The holes of rats

or mice. ($, TA in art. Cää-:) see 1 in that

1. 33 He announced his death ; see a verse a thing, meaning such a disease or the like.
art. : holes in the ground;
cited voce

ãº.
&, inf.

2.

n.

&#, He caused &

to come

to him. (TA.)

&

excavations or habitations; pl. of 33. (TA
in art. …,x.) See 5. = Also Fresh olive-oil:

see 33 in art. J33 ; also mentioned in art. Jºãº

... p 6.2

6 . no.2

or subterranean

&#!

*

8.

- -

He benefited or profited by it;

**** : see azºº, and

in the TA.

. . --

made use of it; had the use of it; enjoyed it;

&#.

5 ...

Certain portions of flesh by the uvula.

like *

&.

ââ What one expends, of money and the

See 10.

(O in art. Jºke.)

like, (K, TA,) upon himself and upon his
-

5

. . .

-

-

-

&

º:

-

4.iii.

He sought, or demanded, his family or household. (TA.)
profiting him, or being useful to him. (IAqr,
&: The part of a pair of drawers, or trousers,
sometimes occurs in the
T.A.) – And
which is turned don’m at the top, and sented, and
sense of Y
(TA.)
10.

-

&

<º Portions of dry mucus: see alº-.

through which the n'aistband, or string, passes.
3 .

O.

See

§ contr. of 2-3 :

(TA:) or a thing n:hereof
º
one makes use for the attainment of good: (B:)
3+. and 3-3, of a crow, signify the or good: or a means of attaining one's desire.
(Msb.)
same. (Lh in O, art. Jºc.)

a.i.
Jā;

2.

à,

Jºš

inf n.

He gave him spoil,

4.- : * >

àxià... [A cause, or means, of advantage, (S, Msb,” K,) and a free and disinterested gift.
profit, utility; or benefit: and simply, advan (Msb, K.) And it is doubly trans.: see 2 in

J#3
*

.

o “

Uś [in the CK

tage; profit, or profitableness; utility, use,

*

Jº

A hide vitiated, or wsefulness; or benefit :] contr. of
rendered unsound, ($, K,) in the tanning. (K.) 24.)
•

**.

5 . .

Jā5 Trifolium melilotus indica of Linn. : and

*

medicago interteata of Linn.

ãº & The son of a female slave. (T in
art. Jº.)
1.

&

cliáš. The market became brisk, its

goods selling much; syn. <5. (K)— &
1. *, aor. - and z, He spoke in a lon, It was, or became, saleable; easy, or ready, of
gentle, or soft, voice or tone : (S, Msb:) [he
sale; or in much demand: see its syn.
spoke in an undertone :] he used such a voice in <-à It (a commodity, ãxº~,) was in much
singing: (K:) or he modulated his voice, or
demand ; and she (a woman) was demanded in
made melody, in singing. (TK.) See Jºº-.
marriage by many. (Mºb.) –29." < *ś,
2. lººk: ; see Cº.
inf. n. &#, The dirhems passed away, came to

£5.

o

**>

See

(Delile, nos. 706,

i.º.

- ... •

Jé

:

isú.

3–3.

See

the pl.,

art. j9-, by

Jº, is explained

35;

in the TA,

[Accessions, or additions]. —

-

... o.

What accedes to, or exceeds, the original. (T.)
A voluntary gift, by way of alms, or as a good
work : (T:) a gift : (K:) or a gift e. &=

º

-

(M:) a deed beyond what is

or

obligatory.

an end, or became spent or eachausted; syn.
prayer. (S, Msb.) See

- O -

ãº Gentle-toned speech; syn. 25&

Lºyº- :

. .”

&*.

-ºš. (Mºb.)

(M5b :) and sneetness of voice, or melody, in
3. &ć He played the hypocrite in religion :
recitation [and in singing]. (S, Msb.) — [Also,
(K, TA:) he pretended, to the Muslims, that he
A musical sound, or note :] a melody: see 3,4 held the religion of El-Islám, concealing in his
sneet sound; pl. **ś. (K.L.)
heart another religion than El-Islām. (Msb.)
ãº Lo: see voce

incumbent,

(M., K.) – i_33 Supererogatory

- -

5. _oº : See Lºyº-.

6 . .

:

Jā3

lº

©.

Já

730.) –

-

g

art.cº.

(S, art.

Ls”

1. 33. He drove array, expelled, or banished,
him, or it. (T, in TT.)

-

4.4%.

And

Gºś Jºsu He acted with such a one hypo
•* , , ,

~ *

33.9

-

-

3. Jºs Usºvº - A This precludes the co-eristence
critically. (TK in art. J.A.S. [But I have not
found this elsewhere.]) And 3-2. Jº Jäu of this therencith , is inconsistent, or incompatible,
[He acted the hypocrite in respect of love]. rvith this.

3. *ē He interchanged speech with him, (Har, p. 505.) See &&.

6. (.303 They two mere incompatible.

each of them addressing the other neith a n:ord
4. & He expended money: and he (God or
8. J.àº It was negative : contr. of J and
or saying : (TA :) àº º << signifies I a man) dispensed gifts.
and <' (IºD) — J. & Jº IIe
addressed to him a nord or saying : and âté.
denied
a thing ; meaning an accusation or the
[The slaughtered camel
signifies ā-sºl. (JK.)
became dealt out, or dispensed]. (S, K in art. like: syn. ta.
**) – 3:3: see Har, p. 472 – 3:3 It (a agúš Refuse; i.e. what one rejects, of a thing,
&
wound) cracked in its sides, and made, in the because of its badness: (S:) or refuse little in
•. &

-

•

5.

1. Asa. It profited him; availed him; was of flesh, nºkat resembled Y Gū,

i.e. holes in the

•.9

-

* ~*

-

-

quantity: (T:) or the remains, and bad portion,

ãº – L.33
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of a thing: (M, K :) or, accord. to IAqr, what pl. -ātā. (TA in art. 823: and thus in the <---, and aiul, all the other sciences are
is bad of n-heat or food. (M.)
M in art. U43 : in the T in that art. -ºštº comprised under the term Jºãº- !; (IbrD;) i. e.
3 •.
intellectual, or perceived by the intellect; and
& Jºs A verb rendered negative by its see Juox.) See 3.
excogitated.
being preceded by us or the like; contr. of
5

* >

--

-

-

º

º,

-ø in

.

*: :

3 .” -

.”

-

~ and -º-º-o. — Jº A)= A denied
6

-o-

5

-

-

Jāº

-

sentence; contr. of ~~~~ and -e-3-3 ; virtually
the same as ~30 AX= a denying, or negative,
-

5

J-º

1. & He related it, told it, or mentioned it,

- -

º

Jºël

from another; he transmitted it; he transcribed

-

Sentence.

it. See 1 in art. U.S.-. tº-

<! Já

J-ºil.

[He

related to him a tradition]. (Msb.) — &
He transferred it; shifted it; translated it ;
, - or 5
1. 253 and "ài. It (water) remained, or conveyed it. He discerned it, or took and men
stagnated, or collected, in a hollow, or cavity : tioned it, namely a word or phrase or significa
---

-

[An eel] i. q. [Pers.]

(En-Nadr, in TA, voce

[and

<-j-)

Loſſ

-

-

Jºº. jº.

© ... •

* ~*

1. *e is He eracted vengeance upon him,

(Mgh :) or remained long, and became altered: tion, from (J-2) such a one ; he quoted it : i.e. punished him : see an ex. voce Jººl in art.
(Msb:) or the former [and latter] collected in a j-1 +te &: ** & ã he transferred 9 *. See 8.
-O - .

&” : (S) or the latter [and former] became it to his book from another book.
yellow and altered. (K.) —

&

and

5.

[He macerated, steeped, or soaked, a medicine,

Jāv Ji.

Ji-

[and

<! I took, or eacecuted, vengeance
him, or inflicted penal retribution on him, for

8, 4.

"&

alone] He ate

Jä.

Ozz

in water, he left it in water until its colour (MA) — Hence, e-º-º: Jä He amused that which he had done: (JK :) or I punished
"3 is, (Msb,
became changed. (Msb.)
himself with talk; like as one amuses himself him ; (S, Msb, K;) as also
and
4:
with the eating of fruit after a meal: see axis. K,) and º, (TA,) aor. 2; (Msb, K;)

*

• * ~*

• ?

o

* -

.

2

<--ó. (K.)—see :
10:

Jää,

**ś An infusion; meaning, a bererage made
by steeping something in water : (Msb:) and a

3 - 2

-

-

He shifted, removed, or passed, from
one place, or time (as in an instance in the IX
8.

; [and w_º

:

::)

Vengeance;

or

penal

• 2 of
VOCe

82-), or state, to another.

retribution. (JK.)

mash.

2,339 Jä The shifting of the feet from place ||

ić -

Poison that takes effect ; (S, K :) to place. —

thiſ kills : (TA:) that remains fired, (Abu-n
Nasr, K, TA,) and collects. (Abu-Naşr, T.A.)

i. (1.

ãº it.

renders a verb trans. ; as in

+.)

in art.
2

Jill iſ,

Jiu

-

The •r

4. -ºš. (Mughnee

ići or

Jä. iſºl mean:

of

& More, or most, thirst-quenching : see
-

-

.

ańs

that

*S. J. ººl & Jºº, i.e. The that

1. 43 He recovered, but not completely, his
health and strength : (TA:) or he became con
calescent ; or sound, or healthy; at the close of

an ex. under SU-J), in art. 33-; and another is added for the transference of a word from the his disease : (S:) or sound, or healthy, but was
yet weak. (K.) See &2.
voce -āºy.
category of epithets to that of substantives; as
***,”
3: . .
.
āsū3 [Convalescence;] the slight degree of
ãe,é; The hollon, or depression, of ~23, in ański-, accord. to some, and 3,513.
health that immediately succeeds sickness. (TA,
a 2:
(S, A, K,) in which the grary collects. (A, K.”) Jä
Dried and other fruits (such as nuts, art. 9)
• 2 or
, A place where almonds, raisins, dried figs, dried dates, &c.),
*\o &a , and "... "
rater remains and collects; where it collects and [and comfits:] the fruit [that is an accompani
- - -

-

- ... O - O -

--

*22
stagnates; or where it remains long, and becomes ment] of wine; (MA in explanation of Jä.

altered.

See

&#.

2. &

Untnisted old thread

nehich a

Jº

-

-

6 o'.

-

2. & He cleaned it; cleared it, picked it;
[which is more common than Jā] ;) fruit that
eaten
wine.
with
is
(KL in explanation of purified it ; removing from it what was bad.
(Msb, &c.)
Jā3.)
º, o z

woman spins a second time, and puts into the
10. Jéº He took extraordinary pains, or
Uā Stones with trees. (AZ and IKtt in TA,
stone cooking-pots, because she has nothing but
the utmost pains, in cleansing his body. (Mgh.)
these [in which to deposit it]. (Sgh, K, T.A. voce jºš.)
[From the K it would seem to be 3. alone:
You say also, Jº &: 3-3, Jº (K, art.
&
.
J-2
ºn
Mºb),
(JK,
i.
º.
iiº
iii.
for
and in the CK, Al, Ji is erroneously put
5.) [He took eactraordinary pains in cleansing
the 2=3 from urine : or he cleansed the Ješ
2931 : Golius found it written 2,31; and has (JK.)
Appendix.])
—
Yºgy explained it in his
4.3. A thing upon which bricks are carried entirely from urine; syn. &iº. (TA in that
6 ... •

* . .

*... ... Poison made into a conſection. ($, K, from place to place. (O, voce à-º.)
6

-

* ~*

art.) — *:::::

See voce

º!.

TA.)
0 - w -->

&a-

ãAš... : A mound in the head, by which bone

5 . O.

- ºf , o, ø lº

See

&á-.

-

9 *

>

is removed : see a-º.

&

& The pith of canes, or reeds: see
Somewhat of fat in a canº, (TA in ar; ...)
– And Marrone; i. 4. **. (TA voce 3,\,-2.)
-

J, i.

---

[Discern, d knowledge; opposed to
º this 2term are com p rised the
| under
J3-5-a-2):
-

c

-

→

-

Jú. A species of 8.33

Jº <& or

tº, The aš- [or ad-l; to
[or conry]; ($, K*;) sciences of cººl J3-I (also called 259 2%). which the fingers (cº) of virgins are likened:
º

…

- O

384
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2?.

The inflicting injury upon an enemy: tºº of a child, before it becomes hard.
* 2:
dwells in sand, resembling a fish, smooth, and (MA, KL.) slaying and wounding among the TA.) See also **.

(T in art. Jº :) a certain small reptile, that

&

(L,

having a mixture of whiteness and redness; called enemy: (S, K :) or making much slaughter,
2 *

… •

. .

-

.”

6 *

also tº i+3. (TA.) See ići. and 2-3. (MA,) or a great, or vehement, slaughter or

Jº

sand.

a routing and overthron, among the enemy. 2 #222.
où).
The extract, or refuse, of a thing : see (ISk, T.A.)

ââ

šua.

sº

& said
w

See

Jº

An extended gibbous piece of wounding, (Msb,) [i. e. the making havock,
among the enemy: (MA, Msb :) the inflicting
(S,” Msb," K.)

— iſ or

&º.

of a sheep, Becoming a little fat :
– A sieve, syn.
(TA, art.

**
::iº Indºo-pigment
Ind ament;:
-º andd 2-93

Jºe,

see J99-',
...;

4

. o. º.

cº-

~ 0 &

-

Jº

Red ants : see

ess-, in art. 3--

w. 2

A noman n-ho trims the split palm
-

-

-

-

9.

(thus generally written, Msb) The head
& A kind of medlar-tree, Mespilus aronia. [or end] of a finger; (S, Msb;) i.e. (Msb) the
See

• 2 of

6

*>

o J

5

See

joint (Jaiº) (Az, Msb) in which is the nail :

ãº.

(Az, Msb, K. :) [i. e. the ungual phalanx, nith,
or without, the flesh upon it : (see & as :)] or
2
a joint, or an articulation, (sº) of the fingers.
a.
1. J He [uttered calumny or] excited dis (Msb.)
cord, or dissension, and made known discourse
in a mischievous manner; or embellished speech

*a .

4. 385): see J.S., and a 23.
j&

it:

JJJ

-

stalks in mat-making : see -la: and āºleus.

6

[He mended a garment] i. q.
(TA in art. Jas].)

5. J: A formication or stinging, as of the
torpedo fish : see “Abdollatiphi Hist. Aeg.
Comp.,” p. 82.
•

art. 25%.

J-52.)

*::/ Jº

o in

2.8.2.

-

&

-

Jº

º

ãº, so written for i-3 or is: in the O and

neith falsehood.
o: -

is,..., q. v., [The head of a plant.]

K, voce

3.

.

(M., K.) You say, 4 & and
3*

:

9

a.º.e, inf. n. 2.; and ā- and

:

1.

-

Jº, aor. : , inf.

n.

£3, It increased; (M,

sº, or this last

K, Mgh, TA;) multiplied; became plentiful, or
abundant ; (Msb, TA;) said of a thing, (Msh,)
-ā83
him ; or misrepresented him. – “…x=0) o He of cattle, or wealth, (S, Mgh, TA,) &c. (TA.)
22.
Jº < The land throve, or yielded
Jº —#9, aor. , inf n. -& ; and made known, divulged, or told, conversation, in
5 .

-

.

-

-

-

is pl. of a cºsj, (M,) meaning, He calumniated
-

º

-

1. Cº.

-

-

º,

-

-

-

a malicious or mischievous manner, so as to

increase.

Jić, aor. 2; and " -ăcº-l; He abstained from, occasion discord, dissension, or the like. (TA,
4.

or refused to do, the thing, from disdain and art. J.5; and Msb.")
pride. (Msb.)
R. Q. 1. 2. IIe variegated a thing : he
5. 134-: [He waited, &c.,] i. 7. decorated or embellished it. (S, K.)

cº-

&G. (TA in art. , i.e., from the “Nawādir.”)

-

23.

e-

The quarry died out of sight

of the sportsman : see Jº-el.
8.

º J-4

He asserted his [own] relation

ship [of son] to him ; (S, Msb, K;) like (sº.

5 -

*

àº. The sound of the bow-string. (Kr.) – (S and Mşb in art. 252.)
10. 4. -ºl (KL,” MA) He disdained, or * . . "
as—tº Malicious and mischievous misrepresen
scorned, it; was ashamed of it. (K.L., M.A.) See 1.
i-6, of a grape-vine, The shoot upon nihich
tation ; calumny; slander; (S, K5) the embel
are
the bunches of grapes: (M, K:) or the eye,
ić; ; see iº, and JºJ.
lishment of speech with falsehood. (Kr.)
or bud, that breaks open so as to disclose its
2% The sutures of the skull ; as resem leaves and its berries : (M. :) or its branches :
* *>
J&
pl.
(T.)
bling lines of writing; see JLº.
1. Jº, a Or. Jº, see 1 in art. Jaš.
23 now commonly applied to Wild thyme,
aş
J& signifies <!; Jº (si. (A, art. thymus serpyllum : see JUrº.
R. Q. 1. a, & IIe cried out to him, or at
Jac.) — See Jó.
* , of
ău The artery in the head : see Jyºl.
him, namely, a beast of prey, in order that he
JK and "J& : see Jº.
might forbear, refrain, or abstain. (TA.)
Jº-e A garment, or piece of cloth, figured
J& Any punishment serving to give narning with marks resembling writing, or otherwise.
to others than the sufferer : (M, K, TA :) or
Lºw
that restrains the offender from repeating the See Jºo.
offence. (Bd, ii. 6.)
&alsº The channels of the tears of a horse.
so.,

-

-

25.

º

* . ..

.

º o

6 ... •

* - d ...”

5 J ,

,

Jacº
* , of

aş

(M in art. ….)

-

Jaºl IIaving no eyebrows.

ãº

(TA in art.
Jø

The odour of the mouth. (S, T.A.)
1.

1.

Jº
Cº. aor. :, inf. n. 13, He (an enemy)
-

º:

was defeated, and overcome. (TA, art. Ú.)

–95 4.

He consumed the beverage.

£93, &

[The tan wore it, or eroded

acLeº The upper part of the head : and also it], namely, a hide.
the part that is in a state of commotion, of the See Jākāo.

(M and K, voce Jākāº.)
* :*~ *

(K.) —
2-. . .

º

-

* - d ... ."
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8. aſ 2-,

Jºl

[He violated the

sacred

tº-b

**0 [A person sufficing thee is our nicety and exactness ; and the erceeding of what
ordinances of God;] he did that nihich God had brother]: the - is added to denote emphatic is usual in a thing : or the choosing what is
forbidden him to do. (Har, p. 18; where see praise. (Fr in TA, art. •P.) See also Har, ercellent, or best, to be done, and doing ad
more.) — <!- s *! He violated [his honour, p. 28, and, more particularly, p. 91.
mirably: or the doing firmly, solidly, soundly,
&c.].
-

º,

or thoroughly, and skilfully: or] the ecceeding
. Ust-e A place to which a person or thing what is usual in a thing, and making it good,

(M.A.)

2. o.º.

-º o .

-

Jºr-e Affected with a constant, or chronic, comes at last ; a journey's end ; a goal ; a des or beautiful, and firm, solid, sound, or free
or imperfection. (Ham, p. 625)
pervading disease; or emaciated by disease, so as tination, or place or state to which a person or Jrom 2 ºfdefect
~
thing
is
appointed
to
come;
an
end;
an
ultimate
See JU.
to be at the point of death. (S, K.) – See *:::..
object: see an ex. in a verse near the end of
art. •P. See a.º. — Jº!" 333. (Kur liii. 14)
J2%
Jø
6.- .

... •o ->

... O

---

The lote-tree of the ultimate point of access, in

J. A

fir t drinking : see Jºe.

the Seventh Heaven : see 3-w.

1. Jū, aor. Jº,
* ...

has for inf. ns.

Jú

and

3- 2 -

Jºe and auto. (T.A.) – See 6.

3. A
camels

neatering-place ; i.e., a spring to which
come to water. (S, Msb.)

tº: 43% He gave him a thing; presented,

3.
º

C

or ºffered, it to him ; gave him it with his hand;
J-sº 4-5.) [The Noachian crow;] an appel handed it to him ; syn. su-lé; (T;) he gave
lation applied in Egypt to the &B (or rook). (TA, him a thing with his extended hand. (T, K.)

Avº

1. ... He had an inordinate desire or appetite

&j .)

art.

2- *: tºº J: .
6. Jº- A. J3tº [He
5.

(S, Msb, K) for food. (S, K.)

2. A

chiding of camels.

1253

(TA.)

ić;
2% &2. A road wherein is [heard] a
chiding of camels: (TA:) see Cº

alsº

crop of a bird :

The

The same as

ãº.

see

{j-.

See

i-º.

... o.º.

5.

& said of a branch of a tree :

... a 2 -

see J-5°.

• *~ *

J.

and

"Jºj,

He refrained,

or reached, or reached and took, a thing, abso
See

i-º.

abstained, or desisted, from it, as forbidden ;
left, relinquished, or forsook it. (S, Msb.) See

3,2.

an ex. of the latter voce

-

<! Jº!

It

ultimately reached, or eartended, and sometimes

* ~ *

o-

-35°

it (i. e. food). —

© .

-º-, &tº

He reached, or

-i. High lofty; applied to a mountain,
i. j hit him, with the snºord : see 4-3 ; and see

ºù,

and

J. L. — Jº

-eń sº

and

... • o

Teached to him, or it. — »s-J) 2.) Ust-1, and

Jº, The

lutely, or with the hand, or with the eartended

hand; and in like manner, with the mouth, as
in an instance voce 2, &c.; he helped himself to

it so pertained, to him, or it : in the latter sense and a building. (T.) You say also
said of authority and the like: and simply, it
[High nobility]. (K in art. Jaec.)

(S.) —

thing with the extended hand; (TK;) or simply

-

ièſ; A child's swing, of rope.

W

took it

with his hand; handed it to himself';] he took a

— 23-5 It became of various sorts, or species. he took a thing ; took it with his hand, took hold
of it; syn. 3-i. (K:) best rendered, he took,
(Msb.)

6 : see 8.

8. &e

[ć Jsº He reached a thing ;

(T,) —

&”

Jº

2.

reached, and drank

of the water of the drinking-trough]: said of
a camel. ($, art. Jº.) — tº: ** &- J33
He took from his hand a thing ; took it with his
hand from his (another's) hand; syn. su, Gă.

Jºy'

1. ** sº IIe forbade him it. –
sº S5: See art. Lºv-, in two places.

see Jºk.

J3-9 J.-

[app. He is one from whom it

information, or men's, reached him.

is easy to take, or receive, gifts, &c.]. (TA.)
& lºst.j: see 6 in art. J53. – &u=

• * *

-

&º- J. Jºl He came at last, or

J39

-

ultimately, to a place.

So I have rendered it

- c=

2.

& [He broke, or trained, a camel].

(TA,

*,

J.

in explaining Us asl. —

It (a thing, or
an affair,) attained the utmost possible point, or
degree. (Msb.) It (fruit, and the like) attained

WOCe

5.

**

*—º

es: Jº, and Jº,
--

... o.

nice and lua urious

~*

(8.9% 33-5)

He was

him with, what was not in him].

his apparel. (J.K, K.) Better explained voce
-ºš 2 ºf .
for J-U. — J33 : see Jºu and 33-5. and ii.
-- ~~

& -e, He
bidden to do.

sº

did that which he was

g

(TA in art. 82, .)

-

-

.

-

s

4tº)

(TA, voce

*u-º 4;tº He

carped at him with
his tongue: (IbrD :) as also Yajú. (TA, art.
-

• 2#

ºn

Jºº quasi-inf. n. of Jul.

is anomalous, (TA,) like ;4.

taxed or charged him with, that which would
grieve him]. - a-2-3 J.-- -º-, 4-5-3 [He

in his diet and carped at him by saying, or taxed or charged

its utmost state of growth. — U-1 It is ended:
a word put to mark the end of a quotation.

3.4 tº [He carped at him by saying, or

J.-4)

*.

tº: J5x5 It (a noun, &c.) applied
thing. — Jº It comprehended, or com

~!”.) —

s

• 2.

-

2.

to a

*39 : see J23A5, and exº, and jº. — 439 prised : post-classical in this sense, but commonly
32, * , 22.2%
s of
ãº The utmost possible point, or degree : * * >
alº-J): See all-j. — etiºl pl. of Jººl pl. of used. (MF, TA.) — & tº &sº He tared or
(Msb:) and the ultimate point, or element, to ‘....'.
charged him neith, or accused him of a thing
which a thing can be reduced or resolved : its ã39 : see a verse cited voce sy...
•
,
,
,
,
;
;
W
.
.
.
2
utmost point or particular ; as also Usw-º. See a 5-3 a subst. from J;3 (IJ, S, K) as syn. disliked, or hated.
See also art. Jº; ; see an
• *, 2*
-

5

o

z

2 - 0 m

-

º

-

-

-

- -

5 e .

-

ºw .

~

a

4-, - .

-

Jes. – 's--" Us? 44% [Ertreme in bounty, or
6

explanation of arºl, and see Jyls.
with Jāt; ($) [and therefore signifying Daintiness,

o

nunificence]. (O and K, voce J-2.)

9

nicely, eacquisiteness, refinement, or scrupulous

.

Jº :

See

Jº.
384*
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Jº — tº

J%

Jºë (S,

K) and 7 Jú (K) A gift : He rendered famous (S, Mgh, Msb, K*) and place,9.3that is the6.3 object of* an
action
or journey:
...
ºº,
i.
i. q. ** and
(S, K:) and a benefit, or favour, obtained from magnified; (Msb;) and rendered notorious ; See £p and tº. — tº
*
a man. (TA.) See two exs. of the first voce (Mgh;) it, (S, Msb,) namely a person's name, **. &c. (O, art. t”)—iº à: See
-

and W

•

go

-

º; e - e.

-

Jºã- : and an ex. of the second voce àºje. — (S,) or a thing, (Mºb,) or him. (Mgh.)
3.x, where the 3 of the latter word has been
accidentally omitted. It also often (or gene
from El-Aasha, voce Jºº.
82°
rally) means A distant, or remote, thing, or
J39 : see J/53.
place,
that is the object of an action or journey :
1. sº and * $1,31 He intended it, purposed
&c.
Jºe The neb-beam of a loom ; the beam it, designed it, aimed at it, proposed it to himself
• 2.

-

Jº is also used as an inf. n.

See an ex-,

2 : see 1.

-

6

.

5

* >

eE

on which the web is rolled, (S, Msb, in art. J33, as the object of his aim.
and S, K, voce i-) as it is woven. (MSb.)

8. 34° sº, Sãº ºil ess: (S, Ms) The

in art.

people, or party, repaired, or betook themselves,
to, or towards, a place of alighting or abode,
in such a place. (Msb.) See 1. — sº It

AU

1. tº 3.6 t 14,

•

(TA in art. 2-7.)

2 of

-f

ºw ... ºr

* * * ,,

... of

•

,, ;

•

Jºy') Flav)) 499,

1.

(a people, or company of men,) removed from
(TA)

&#9.)
J-3

24 [His leg, or foot,

became benumbed, or torpid].

•

?

2.8, 34 & * u, I.T. & Jºe, q.v. (TA

o2

and 4-cº

2

-3

J-La- ! : see

* *

country to country, or town to tonm.

— 20 + It (a woman's anklet) ceased to sound,

2.

L333 Date-stonesgº: 2they
are often used as food
- 6
says [in the contr. case], Jää-l. (TA in art. for camels; (see àº; Jel;) and for this pur
lääg.) — Au has for its inf. ns. 2: and AU.o. pose are bruised, and sometimes mixed with
by leason of the fulness of the leg : like as one

Jº

-

*

.

-

5 . .

6 .

(Msb) — ºr 25 i + 35 ſq.v.) (A, art.

6

•

1.

* Jú

He defamed him. (L, art.

tº.)

. .

barley, and then moistened : see a-º-º. -- 3/5)
What is cut off in the circumcision of a girl.

—ºº & Jú He defamed him. (T, K, TA)

4. Jú He harmed, hurt, or injured him,
(Lh,
in
TA,
voce
33-c.)
The
name
shows
namely, an enemy. (Mgh.) — ºl-g 3G is
TA, art. -ºš..) — 23 He lay; as opposed to
he sat and he stood. See 29.
**-tº- 3.42% that this is the prepuce of the clitoris, the end coupled in the Msb, art, J2,3, with *i; and
of which resembles the end of a date-stone.
He cared not for the object of his want, neglected But see jº.
es: What remains of the seems plainly to signify & 2, which, in this
25) – 3-, -ºg i. 1. -º, ſq.v.) (Th; in

-

6 o

z

-

-

case, is the same as Šiši. And *ść

it. (Msb.)

has a

place of circumcision of a girl after that opera
2. 233 and WZUM # It benumbed, or torpified: º: the lº (M :) or the place of circum similar meaning. — Jú He obtained, or attained.
See & <<0.
cision of a girl, which is what remains of her (S, K.) ;34. &: Jú He attained [or obtained]
A. when the u:, has been cut off. (T.) — ess the object of his aim, or desire, from his enemy.
3, 2-5 jº. CŞº *3% [I slept with him in one
Pieces of gold, each of the neight of five dirhems. (Msb.) — 45, a Ol". Jú, It reached him ; came
•*>

z

2 -f

2

-

*

-

under-garment]. (S, art. 2 as.)

sº

(TA in art. ---.) — ess; The tract, or region to him ; syn.
J-3. (M, art. Jº.) See also
tonards which one goes (S) in journeying, whether Bd, xxii. 38. – Jºsé C J Jú, a Or. Jº ;
near
or distant; ($;) the place that is the object
10. 3. 2& He trusted to him, and became
and & *Jú: See
Jú, first. pers. *i;,
quiet, or easy, in mind; relied upon him. (S, of a journey : (El-Kálee, TA:) [a traveller's inf. n. Jº, IIe obtained it ; he attained i.
destination :] the course, or direction, that one
K.)
2 3
* :* r * , .
pursues (K, TA) in journeying and in acting or namely, the object of his wish, &c. (S, K,
J-all 25; 3'," i. 4. J-a!) 233, [which conduct: (TA :) see an ex. voce -> (third Msb, &c.)
see]. (A, art. Jºy.)
4: see 1.
4 : see 2.

J.

-

:*

-

=

->

* >

6: ... o

sentence), and jić. It is of the fem, gender.

26

43

o.

# Lying ; as opposed to sitting and stand (S.) See an ex. in some verses cited voce Jay.
ing. (Mgh.)
3.
, 3 :
* .
es. and Us see art. (3.
A35) [More, or most, prone to sleep). (A, art.
*3.)
ãº An intention, an intent, a purpose, a
design,
an aim ; a determination of the mind,
2. Time of sleep. (Jel, xxxix. 43.) See
or
heart:
(Msb, TA :) this is the general
also 1.
meaning : (Msb:) the direction that one takes
J2%
(S, Msb, K) in a journey, (S, K,) near or dis
tant, (S,) and in an action : (K:) the thing that
ãº The dimple in the chin of a young child: one intends, or purposes, or aims at : an affair :
(M, K :) see ***, and ã, and $33, and 2
(Msb:) the place to rehich one purposes journey
in art-o-wx.
ing : ($ in art. Uj :) see an ex. from a răjiz in
art. Uj, first paragraph: the thing, or place, that
95%
one proposes to himself as the object of his aim,

6.

º: “s and Jºë

signify the same.

(TA.)

2, of

1. * * (Mº) and * * : ($, Mgh, Mºb, K)

in an action, or a journey : or the thing, or

J;

Obtainment; &c.; see 1.

ãº. The act of giving (Ps in art. J.; ;)
the giving a gift. (K.L.) It seems properly to
belong to art. U33.

Jº

(T, M, K) and

"Jºë

(M, K.) What one

obtains, or acquires, (T, M, K,) of the bounty of
another; like

Jº. (T.)

2-9
See art.

3-9.

; : the vowel of this pron. is sometimes, in a (M, K.)— Also, the former, A stupid, and flabby,
case of pause, transferred to the preceding letter: or flaccid, man. (K.) — Also, a man in whom
and this is always done in modern Arabic. — is no good. (K.) — Also, A great ralley. (K)
. subjoined in 23, and the like : see Ji. – And A large river. (K.)

ts,

*ś, is

said by some to be
used as an inceptive, without any meaning but

— The

termed

inception. (See 13.) See

*: ă.Já- in art. 4:3:

&s
-

&*-*
5.

3-3 He slept.

**** The

setting of a star. (Sgh in TA,
art. lºº.) See bº. – A light sleep in the first
part of the night. (S.)

-

-

--ºb

, applied to a young camel: a young

and see an ex, voce G. When followed by a
camel brought forth in the end of the breeding

J.-A

pronoun, as 2-A, &c., it is best rendered Lo.
time. (K, voce 8%, q.v.) See &.
– o of pausation: see remarks on
VOce

&-

-

º,

in

º tº-

(1001 Nights, ii. 321.)

Jººs, of

a verse cited
and many phrases

*.

a ship or boat, is smaller than the

**) – See

(O, TA, voce

De Sacy,

# - 2

syn. there with, is app. for
--

--

:*.

J.A

See Ulaa-.

º

1.

*...* and Us : see art. 34.

<-ºs, inf n. Jºs:

Chrest. Arab., ii. 359.

see J.e.

J.-• * ~

8. Jºl.

*

see 5 in art. 54-. — I q. cº-5.

A fornicatress, or an adulteress : pl.

Jºsis. (JK)

(TA.)

tº
Q. Q. 3.

&

3

(K;) and

<<!,

- 2

-6

o --

a Or.

êº ; inf. n. tº: ; (TA;) He, (K,) and she,

3:A

(IK, T.A.)

**. of the measure Já, (S,)

1 3& Cº. (JK, TA) or ... (TA) The
A boy, or

Ayoung man ; and ās-A a girl, or damsel ; both

* >

1. a.ſ.. ... s. He came upon him suddenly, or
J: The place ºf gestation : see a verse cited at unawares, (Mgh, Msb, K,) or came
in to him

(TA,) walked with an elegant and a proud and
self-conceited gait, with an affected inclining of
the body from side to side.

_oº-b

ºn

Jº A Christian monk : see Jº'.

ashes became mired with

dust, and extinguished :

(JK, TA) and rºll (s. (M, art. 29.)

in the dial. of Himyer. (L.) — Also, the former,
A soft boy, or young man : (K:) or the former
and latter, respectively, a sºft, thin-skinned, and

*-2

nithout permission, (K,) or nithout asking per
mission: (Mgh :) he invaded, assaulted, assailed,
attacked, attempted, or ventured upon, him or it :
he pounced upon him or it.

i. s. ,

the five divisions of the night. (TA.) See

22 of

º

4:A : see al-Al.

&Ajº, The third of

or, accord. to Kz,

o .

#34,
º

-

and sº. — As applied to camels, see Jºu:

º - d.

5 -

-

33: " Dust rising, or spreading, in the sky like and 32'25.

plump, boy or young man, ($,) and girl or damsel: smoke. (J.K.)

-

(S, K:) or a plump and goodly young man, and
tº The motes that are seen in the
woman : (L:) or the latter, a tall and great
sun
: (TA :) see an ex. voce 2U 3.
woman : (JK:) [and hence, app., applied as an
epithet, in the sense of long and large, to a
woman's train, in the following verse, quoted by
JºA
-

J.-A

rays of the

- - -

Az,]
2 - 2%.
+

, 2-,

*

-> 0 .

. of

2

& 2 -

•

-

-

-

-

-

1. *Sº C-33 Jº Jº. J. & [Iſe

1. Jºe He rent open. (K, S.)— §:- a/Jſ Jºe
o, -

married among the sons of such a one, and
made their children to be base-born, or ignoble].
(TA in art. Jºe.)

d … .

* >25 tº * ~~
• * > -o-o

+

*

* >

God dishonour him : see X-

ºf tº cº -

0. O

6

- O

** One who rends frequently tents and the --!><!.)
like: see

29.

º

dusky colour, and abounding nith dust, like as
à

the bride drags her long and large train.] —
* ~...~~

-

(L.) [The wind dragged over it a train of

Also, the latter, A damsel suckling, or that suckles.

-

** [Meanness of race, in a horse]. (K, voce
6 J.

.

-

-

#

… •

* > -s;

•jº, for 2,91: see 233.

Jºs-A One whose father is free, or an Arab,
and rehose mother is a slave. (S, K.) – A
horse [half-blooded] got by a stallion of generous
race out of a mare not of such race : ($:) or got

3042
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U-A - jº

by an Arabian stallion out of a mare not of
Arabian birth : (Msb:) or not of generous birth;
a jade. (K.)
g

-

-

sº Jº * He is following,

J*-**

right direction. —

ãº Food and drink; see J-kº.

Jel in lxxii. 13, &c.)
32 °

o

.

... ,

6- d

…

6

-

•

GK)—’sº and sesſell ºn nº What

satirized him, (S, Msb, K.) in verse. (Msb, K.)

one brings as an offering to Mekheh, (K,) or to
the Kaabeh, (Beyd, v. 2.) or to the IIaram,

US-AA

—& * <!-- L. : see 1 in art. 3-e-.
1. 33s. He directed him, or guided him, to the
way; (K,” TA;) directed him a right; or caused
him in satirizing. See 4 in art. os-5.
him to take, or follow, a right way or course or
of
oż
s. 2 c 3
direction. (K, T.A.) See 8. — J-º- Jºs
52-el, Dispraise, is like &2-), contr. of
• - 2 o
He sent [or conducted] the bride (MA, KL) to
à-3-ol.
her husband, (MA,) or to the house of her hus

($, Mgh,) consisting of camels (Lth, S, Mgh,

He contended mith

Msb) or other beasts, (Lth,) namely kine or
sheep or goats, (Mgh,) to be sacrificed, (TA,)
and of goods or commodities: (Lth :) n. un, with

3. ($, &c.) — Also, Camels, absolutely. (TA.)
-

o ...

O

-

(Har., p. 65.)

-

• 5". .

w -->

10. –3.x-l. He became a
9 .

se:

also One who is entitled to respect, or
band ; (KL ;) i. 7. º, (K in art. CŞj,) and so
honour, or protection : so in a verse cited voce
* (s3s. (Msb in that art.) — es.” meaning
&. (ISk in T in art. *)
328, or butt.
J332 : see an ex. in a verse cited voce &P.
sts: see an ex. of its pl. Jºlsº meaning

-3.3A
. .

A present; i.e. a thing

2

** He censured, dispraised, reviled, or

à-4,

o ,

cº-> USA= àjJ.A. An illusory truce : see Jui-x. sent to another in token of courtesy or honour;
(Msb;) such as is termed ** and Jº.

5*-*

inf. n.

6

&es [n. un, of &:

U-AA

*s,

2- 6 -

âz-e and āz-AA : see Lººs.

Jé

3.

(s39

-

J-Us A girl not arrived at puberty, or a
beast not yet fit to be covered : see an ex. voce

1.

or he follon's, a
The Kur-án. (Bd,

-

See ãº.

4: see 1.

Necks of horses, voce Jú.
#2% The fore
horse.
(K
in art. • A-.)
6. Us!. They (two parties who had been at
tº: Jºsé J-7| &sº 3- [He took
war) made a truce, each neith the other. (T,

*** A high or lofty building : see J.J.2.

-

part of the neck of a
-

J2A

art. 33.)

the handle of the mill, and began to turn
'it). (K, art. 3.5-.)

- - -

1.

Jºs He uttered a cry: see 32A, in two

8. esº, IIe became rightly directed; fol
longed a right direction ; (K;) went a right; as
5. J3. It hung down ; [it dangled;] said of also "eas.
(S.) — He guided himself —
a branch of a tree, (S, TA,) and of fruit; it He went a right way; went aright. — º

places.

J&

More expert, &c. :

sº

meaning The directed by God to the
He cannot go a right, or knon's truth, is a proper name, and the name of him
Ji- [A camel's lip] flaccid, or pen not the way that he would pursue; or knoes not of whose coming at the end of time the happy
in what direction to go : sometimes said of a tidings have been announced. (TA.) [It is
(K, T.A.)
drunken man. —
(sº Ş means He does always so pronounced by the Arabs in the
A.J.A
not, or cannot, find the way to accomplish, or present day: not & ..]

hung loosely; said of the former. (TA.)

dulous.

Jº Jeº &: es&
See art. Jacºx.

ãº- & (se:

sº

-

perform, his affair. –

eºs

He found, (MA,)

1.23s IIe threw don'n, or pulled down, a
or took (KL,) the right may or road. (MA,

J.A

building; (Msb;) pulled it to pieces; demolished
KL) – 9 sº Sãºls, by which 2%) ãº's
|
1. *-i- is He ejected his carcrement. (TA,
it; destroyed it: (K:) [the last two explanations
2 º'
are the most correct, as is shown by the phrase] is expl. in the S and O, means “… us-a-v. S. art. 35.)
23s jº &: it.” Jää [He took to pieces the º, by which the same phrase is expl. in the
Us.”
building nithout demolishing, or destroying] : (S, JK : or it may be well rendered A calamity in
A, Msb, K," in art. J325 :) he ruined [a build relation to n-hich one knon's not the right course
1. es.” He talked nonsense; he raved, or
ing, &c.]; reduced [it] to ruin. (Ham, p. 31.) to pursue. – (sº also signifies He continued talked irrationally, foolishly, or deliriously;
. . e.p.

6.

-

i.

[The walls fell to ruin to be rightly directed, or to follon a right direc (JK, K;) by reason of disease or some other
tion ; and he sought to be rightly directed, or to cause. (K.) — a Gés He talked irrationally,
($ in art. 3-3.)

Öuº- <-233

by degrees].

7. 22.3, It became thrown don'n, pulled down,
pulled to pieces, demolished, or destroyed ; and
it fell in ruins, or to pieces; or became a ruin.

follow a right direction. (TA)—ess and
cººl, for (sº; like 33- and 33e), for 33:1.

&c., with him. (TA.) – And Iſe mentioned
him, or it, in his irrational, &c., talk. (TA.)
2 -

o :

3. *-->
º

ess. 333 [He sat talking irra

o ,

U.S.As A way, course, method, mode, or manner, tionally, &c., with his companions]. (TA.) —
of acting, or conduct, or proceeding, or the like; 3.5%: … [I heard them talking together
wall fell in ruins, or to pieces, from its place, (Msb, K;) as also Y ãº and ***s: (K:) or irrationally, &c.] (T.A.)
neithout being pulled to pieces]. (Lth, in TA, to the second and third ; and the first is pl. [or
sus *5- ! [Becerage causing delirious, or
a l't. Ja:3.)
coll. gen, n.] of the last: (S:) and a good way,
&c. : and calm, or placid, deportment ; or calin irrational, talk.] (T.A.)
2 & 2
× 6- 2 -a
A.M.) A-ºw/13 AJ) A-J): see A3.
ness, or placidity, of deportment : (TA:) see also

— 23* = & Jºº & kº- 223 (The

J. J.

9 * *

Ö.

6.
-

3. *

Jā-.

43

o .

-

2-AA Earth that is dug from a pit or rell:

See

2*

3. – *
C4-xA [Conduct,2 mode of life; manners].
w

-

= See Jº-º.

1.

jº, inf.

n.

5*, He

drove sheep or goats:

jº — , as

SUPPLEMENT.]
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3

(IAar, in S, K, voce J. :) or he called them. [an amble]; (Msb;) and is between&#. [a malk]

Ajº.

33. [a run] : (S, Msb, K.) it is a kind
of 33= (S:) or quicker than Jé. or a quick
and

(Yoo, in TA, ibid.)

bulky, she-camel: (TA:) see

Lejº

-

1. 2,4 He became extremely aged; (K;) old

-*.

and infirm; (Msb;) decrepit; or a weak old man.
5

.

-

-

Jºº. The mind: see 6 in art. Jj.

**
-

-

--

tº :

~#

th

See

ju-ji, in art.j9-;

in art. Jas-, and

J-ºk, A tall, long-bodied, or

pl.

army) was routed, discomfited,

defeated, or put to flight. (K, &c.) See Jel-,

walk. (K.)
Jej"

Jºe,

25¢. It (an

7.

of which it is distinguished.

ãº

The [purring, or] sound of the throat
(TA.) — The pit betn’een the two
collar-bones.
(TA, art. -->.) — [The pit
above a horse's eye.] (K, voce *is .) See also
of a cat.

3 * * *

9 . . o.o.

**s-, and

-

U}*
3

Lºy A

* ~

**

from both

6**

-

: and see sic, where it seems

to mean a stricture: it generally and properly

3*

signifies a depression, or dint : or a pit, or small
hollon, resembling a dint : see also -:

Cºx;''' 2J' : see 5*.

-

J.5%

A certain thorny or prickly tree, (S,

K, TA,) the thorns or prickles of which are

like the J., (TA,) and its fruit is like the
J.5: n, un, with 3. (K, T.A.) See Jºš.

23-12x.

cº-aº

Depressed of breast, i.e., appa

reitly, illiberal, niggardly: see Jº

The ºuays,(K)i.e.<vaje. (TA) or ***.
(so in the CK, and in my MS. copy of the K,)
with kesr, (K,) and the 3 quiescent, and with kest

c-A

to the cy, (TA,) is A certain norm, (K,) accord. to
-āºjº

ãº.

IAar; said by others to be (TA) what is called
the
+º [which is very variously described].
A piece of rag rith nºbich water is dried

from the ground. (TA, art. -ā- ) – See (K, T.A.) See

up

Jºs.

1.

<s

2.

<s, inf.

He crushed it.
n.

2-3,

He broke it [much, or

so crushed it]; (TA j namely, a dry thing, and

ãºs.

anything hollow, such as the head, and the like.
(TA in art.

U3A

JPA

& A granary:
Juºs A

see

33.

5.

large long-bodied man. (Az, in TA,

tºº.)

2:3 It (a plant, or herbage,) became …,

i. e. dry, and broken in pieces.

9& 2 o

voce axº.)

2.--

Jjºb

jº A strong boy or young man :
JyA
old man: as

alsojº-

pl.

(Abu-t-Teiyib,

o:

•

*

0.

J.9) *2,

* -

cº

U.2

o

–

6 .

J2a : see

.”

*5) .

ãº. A round in the head which breaks the
6 &

2.
A.

-

bone : see ãº-º.
*>

2

3 *

us-ºwl 29); see Jº.

Freytag's Arab. Prov., ii. 875; also the same,
ii. 877. –

that is dry, and breaks, or is

and a weak broken, in pieces. ($, Msb, K.)

9- Jº 3,5

[Pour water upon thy in TA, art, jj-.)
wine; i.e.,] quiet thine anger. (T.) See also
1.

iºs.

plant

A

&A
6

* ...

-

O >

See d.o.º. A
&;a see
a-º.
Lo-aº

-

-

... o.

o

0

s

3.

sº J” <= 3,3', i.T. Sº, q.v. (I Aar,
in TA, art. **) See 4 in art. J59. — a 59°
4.

- *

U}^
1.

and

39.

and

* 45,8,

aor. 2, inf. n.

&s,

i. “...as

~ *

J}s

is contr.

of 3-

(S, Mgh, K.) You

*&

and

4.<!.

J -

See

**i. — 40

-

- -

o-as

see.*.

IIe

Jº, aor. = , inf. n. J;sº (S, Msb, K ;)
5 : see 7.
and Jys, aor. 2, (K,) inf. h. as above; (TA ;)
33. J. Jºe lºſs, (in the IX, erroneously,
7. ..º. It (a thing) melted, or dissolved, after
and WJius; (K;) He jested, or joked; (Mºb;) being congealed. (J.K.) — §3) <!, and
234.) Alight ye in the first of the night : (TA:)
or was not serious, or in earnest; (TA;) 4.2% cº
or disburden yourselves (~&c jºi): or relieve, in his speech; (Msb, TA;) and 29 Jº in the W < *; , The fruit broke; or became broken,
or crushed ; syn. <<3; (TA;) and became
or rest, yourselves; which seems to be generally
say,

poured it out, or forth : see 4 in art. J53.
-

affair. (T.A.)

mellon, so as to be easy of digestion. See also

meant by sº-c 1552, s.

ăye and #93;

3.

Jits He jested, or joked. (K.) See 1.

... –2-4, said

of food, (MA), It was, or

The seminal fluid of a man :

became, digestible, or easy of digestion. (MA,
* >

See

.

aş9. ,

J% Leanness,

-

-

in art. Lººj .

meagreness, emaciation : contr. KL.)

of fatness. ($, K.)

Jº,

JA

pl. of
*

J.js Lean, meagre, emaciated.

—23.4

of the

Ji.e.

, ,
* , of

* * *

* :* > . .

6

9

* >

o

~ *

8 : see 1. – 9) el J-2 ** ** (K voce

3 O e.

J33-2 : see two exs. in a verse cited voce -**) He cropped the tops of the shrubs : see
-

-

[app. Depression].

(K in art. Jºe-. [There coupled with J.-3.)
See also

(K, voce ----.)
Q.Q. 1. Jºs He walked quickly: (Msb :) [he
rent a kind of trotting pace betneen a nºalk and

j

º o

a run; see J., ;) a J5. A is not so quick as -ºs Jºº.

*

****
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[SUPPLEMENT:

2-aº -loº

2* Contraction of the sides, (S, K,) and

3. ... o.

Jº:

10.

see a verse cited at the close of

-

... • b > *

-

and see an ex, voce 3,3,3,. - "Je Us; *A*-l

of art. J-3.
– See also a He (a man) distressed, troubled, or fatigued,
lankness of the belly, and smallness of the flank : the first paragraph
# , of
32 - 2 verse cited voce US$1. – See Jº-e
(K:) in a horse it is a fault. (S.)
| himself in, or respecting, such a thing. (TA.)
-

-

Js

2, as : see 2,48.

sis

may be originally

(Akh, in S, voce J. :) see

2,4ts

Any medicine [or other thing (see
by

2,4-)] that is a digestive
of food; as also
‘.
º

… •

-

-

~

"2, as: (Ki) i. 4. Jºº-, (S)

J.

Or

-

J. : see the latter. — Já
a 2.

6 tº

.

©

Js
Js

Or

Js

followed

".-: see

.

J-.

ići. The drying up of the plants, or herbage.
(AHn, T.A.) See

Jºs.

* * *

– SWA: see alae- and Jºe, latter part, and Ys),
ºf

,

and S1.
63.

See also 6.

63.

35 s [Perdition; destruction ; a state . of
perdition or destruction ; a lost state;] death.
(K.) — 3× and " i is are syn. (S, Msb, K.)

a MA : see alſº.

Jºlas

*

Jks It (water) poured: see its inf. n. voce

1.
9

o .
wº

sº

Jº 43. He stuck fast in cases of

>

USA.J. The new moon; or the moon when it perdition : see art. Jºy.
is termed JºA : it may be explained as mean
ºuts Dead; or dying. (Bd, Jel in xii. 85)
ing, generally, the moon when near the sun, or
Jú sometimes means Subject to perish ; as
moon a little after or before the change. — See
in the Kur, xxviii. last verse.
Q-.
-

-āA
3

JāA Certain small fish, which are dried : see
• 2.9 - 2

* jº. The first night of the lunar month.

&.

:

See

3, .

--

Juſ. Death :

(Msb.)

&. A

**'A

34.8

5 s -

see a verse cited voce 3v.

cause of perdition, or of death.

(TA

in art. Us-g.) — I A place of perdition or
º og

1. (AA, said of the heart, It fluttered, or pal.
pitated ; and, as Z says, was flurried by reason

•c2

* ~ *

death ; and a desert : (KL :) or a [desert, or
such as is termed] 5tá, ; (S, K, TA ;) because
persons perish therein; (Z, TA;) or because
it urges [or leads] to perdition. (TA.) See

-33AR A52; see Jae-l.

of grief, or of beating. (T.A.) See 1, in art. 2,3.
JJA

isis A slip, lapse, fault, or fall into wrong
doing ; pl.

<ºs.

1. Jis, inf. n. &\s &c., ($, K, &c.,)

(TA.)

it, perished, came to nought, came to an end,
passed away, was not, was no more, or became
non-ecistent or annihilated : (KL, PS in ex

Lºº

6

2, - 2 -

º

g

...

-

2

$5u.
o, o

P

... x

5.

• 6 p.

* J & ºv-e 3A i. 7. e-es-,
(TA, art. -,-, from the A) — sº
5

ſq. v.].
•z' 2 A.

- -

planation of JSA, &c. :) or fell ; or became in a road that destroys him who seeks water, by
had, or corrupt, state; became corrupted, vitiated, reason of its far extent. (O.)

-

Jºãº -3 : see Jº-à-.

marred, or spoiled : or went anay, no one knen,
whither: (Mgh in explanation of Jºs :) he died.

Jºaº

jºis

He, or

A large, long-bodied man.

(Az, in TA,

* *-o

AA

(K) – 44; 34. His land had its herbage
dried up by drought : see

is

i. 4.

Jº, Come. ($, K, &c.) — It is

--.
intrans.; as in

voce azºº.)

tº:- Come to us.

And trans.

*

also ; as in

2. tº ess, 1.7. Jié

2- ãº As

Cause your nitnesses

4. & He destroyed, made an end of, or to come; bring your witnesses. (Msb.) —2’s
ãzig, Three small stars [A, @ 1, and 4, 2, of caused to perish or come to an end, made anay, 9- At thine ease: see 1 in art. Jº-.
&as

Orion,] forming the points of a triangle, in the did an:ay with, or brought to nought, him, or it,
Loº
head of 15.- The 5th Mansion of the Moon. took anay his life.
He purposed, or intended, a tling.
(El-Kazweenee.) [This is accord. to those who 6. tº: Júj [app. He perished gradually by
make 3–3 to signify the “auroral setting:” reason of grief.] (A, art. J-2- : see 1. in that _oA denotes more than 3> 31, and less than 25 c.
accord. to those who make it to signify the
art.) — sº Jø He was vehemently eager for (Kull, p. 382.) – $3tº Š, &. S : see art.
“auroral rising,” these stars compose ãº,
33°. — º 2. [He meditated, proposed to
q. v.; and ãº seems to consist of o 1 and o 2 it. (T.A.) — 4-3-3 Jú He strove, laboured,
foiled, or exerted himself, in it, namely in himself, purposed, or intended, to do the thing;]
of Orion.]
running ; as also * &. (TA.) He strore, he desired to do the thing, (S, Msb,) without
laboured, toiled, or eacerted himself, and doing it; (Msb;) he endeavoured to do the
He intended the affair,
* hastened, in it, namely an affair; as also thing. (S.)
1. JA : see J.-.

,12:

*

—,399.

>

'aº; 19-y-l. (TA.) — <-sº
º
w

3 -

=

3)\A : see 3)\}.
g

she-camel, i. 7.

&i==

or purposed it; or he desired it. (Mgh.) —
[She vehemently desired -i. Jº º 2. [aor, ?] He intended it, meant it, .
said of a

desired it, or determined upon it, in his mind.
(TA.) See also a verse cited voce Cº. –2.

a •

the stallion].

3& : see &ö.

(AA, TA in art. Jºc.)

8 : see 6.

&\, [He was about, or ready, to weep; like
10. JAY-1 properly signifies IIe sought, or 3. 35, and & tº: q.v.). (A, art. Jºve-, &c.)

JA
-

-

to

.

~

*

-o 2 c :

. . o. o

-

- -

4. "Jº Jº JXA \,\Al : see

tº

-

• - 9

º

- O -

courted, destruction, like ~\º-l: see t-º-o:

-

*** > [It

threatened to fall], said of a

SUPPLEMENT.]
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* - &A
>z =

wall.

(S, in art. L5°9, &c.) —

&s and

W 4-6-8)

It disquieted him ; (Msb;) caused him care, or

or an olject of desire, or of endearour; as also 4. ãº J J. He sent [or left] the cattle to
* 3. (JK, K.) — i.e [Ambition; particularly pasture [by themselves,) without a pastor, ly

* S. “. S [Nothing causes him of a high kind;] a faculty firmly rooted in the night and by day. (Msb) — & He left iſ,

anxiety. —

care, or anaciety, but his belly]. ($ in art. soul, seeking high things, and fleeing from base
things. (Ibn-Kemál, in T.A.) See ---, and
Clae.)
2-4.
[Mind; purpose; aspiration:
2 * ~ *
4. a-aī It rendered him ancious; (MA;) desire; ambition ; enterprise; emprise.] —
disquieted him, and grieved him. (Mgh.) See iglº ** High purpose; ambition.

iſe

-

*

>.

let it alone, or neglected it, intentionally or from
Jorgetting : (Msb:) or he left it, or let it alone,
expl. by *—º &-3 & Jº (S. O. K.) or
•

*

* ~ *

he left it, or neglected it, and did not make use

of it. (K) – 3: Jºi (S. K. in art. 2-)

outc.

2. An aspiring king : (S, K:) a magnani He left his slave neithout nork, or occupation :
7, ovº!: see a verse cited in art. -, p. 144.

mous, i.e. courageous and liberal, chief.

(K.)

(PS:) he left him to himself, uncontrolled.
£

8.

2% 3. He was

grieved, and disquieted,

by the affair, or case : (TA:) you say

4×

o:

ox-o', he reas grieved for him by his affair, or
case. (S.) [He was, or became, anarious, dis
quieted, or grieved, by it..] – He minded, or
attended to, the affair : (MA:) undertook, or
superintended, or managed, the affair. (Msb.)
See Cº. in art. Jºe. — 4. 3. He cared for,
minded, or regarded, him, or it. (Har, p. 94.)
— 3 *...* i.7. *:::1. (TA in art. U-c.)
--

-

Cºs A

He exerted himself, strove,

- - -

5

- o

6 ...

.

w

-

o.

5

o

–

2.

6

and Y ** Purpose, or intention; syn.

*

2a:

-

because they creep (ovº, i.e. -->4). has no grammatical government; contr. of Jºlz.
(IbrD.)

(JK.)

-

4…]

• * ~&

-

w

last.

1

- - -

Jº

renomous creeping thing or

• £

-

2.8

7.

or laboured, in the affair, (S, Msb,) and per
sisted, or persevered, in it. (S, Msb, K.) —
reptile or the like, that may be killed; such as
JPLJ) e” *~! He obstinately persevered in
the scorpion, and the serpent ; and I a louse :
(Mgh :) what has deadly cenom ; as the scorpion : vain or false affairs.
62 º (Az, M.sb :) and sometimes, mºhat is noacious :
ajko's Applied to the eye or eyes, Flowing
(Msb :) any reptile or the like, from the louse to abundantly with tears : see a verse cited voce
the serpent; (AHát, Msb :) but its application
to the louse is tropical : (Msb :) any venomous
or norious reptile or the like; such as the scorpion,
J.-. Having no government. (TA, art. on
and the serpent : the like of serpents and scor the particle -3.)— J.-, Jā-ā- A word that

i.e., pl. 3. Any

_os for Lºs for Uol before an oath : see the pions;

2.

mild bird of the cron, kind: see *.

A difficult, an arduous, a distressing, or
U-A

3.2%

business: syn.
2i.
Aja), J5) and āºja!! J5). (Msb.) See Har,
3 .
&s and J.A. A thing : and a penis ; and the
signifies
(JK,) affairs
p. 345, and a verse cited voce
— Also the (S:) and
vulva of a woman : (KL :) or the former is
Wlatter, Strong determination or resolution. (Msb.) of difficulty ; and, of importance.
pl. [or coll. gen, n.] of ***, which signifies a
3 - 0, a 2
—2. An object, or a thing intended or meant _or_< xj [app. Dissolving hail-stones]. (Mugh small, or little, thing : (MA :) ºr this last sig
or desired or determined upon, in the mind.
nee and K, in explanations of 3).) See a verse nifies a thing, (KL,) as does J A : (K, KL :)
(K,” TA.) see all eX. voce - and . . you in explanation of ºr used redundantly, p. 144.
[but the former meaning I have found to be very
say, 133- <s His olject is such a thing. — A.
common, and I think it the more approvable.
[Anciety; or disquietude, or trouble, of mind;
* is may be rendered something, somewhat :]
*cº
it denotes anything. (T.A.)
solicitude, care : or grief, or sorrow :] distress,
or disquietude, affecting the heart or mind, by
3.x: A A trance: so rendered voce 323,
a. A : see J.A.
reason of some harm, or annoyance, that is
c-

2a :

an

afficire affair, or

sº

*:::

£5b.

5

6 - -

º • 6 -

-

6 • o –

6 - -

6

.

erpected to happen; differing from …, which
J->
JºA
signifies “distress, or disquietude, affecting the
heart or mind, by reason of what has happened :”
Jºs A bulky she-camel. (IAar, T.A., voce 2-A A light, or an active, ass. (I Aqr, in TA,
or both, as some say, signify the same [namely Jsº .)
voce J33-4.)
distress, or disquietude, of mind]: the difference
is asserted by 'Iyád and others. (TA in art.
Utº-A
**) — “A &s [His object of care, or of
anaciety, is his belly]. (IX in art. Jay.) And
8. Jºel The intermingling, or interpene
âzâ. Two white stars, [y and 3 of Gemini,j
*k, Sl * … Sj [He has no object of care, or trating. (K.L.) – And the proceeding slowly.
between
nihich is the space of the length of a
of anriety, but his belly]. (TA in that art.) – (KL) See &#.
nºhip, in the Milky Way; one of which is called
4. U. Jºs means Jºe L. Jºs: and Jºs also
j}), the other & ..— The 6th Mansion of the
Jºe
signifies Jelšl. (J.K.) See also Freytag's Arab.
6

o'

• o - .

º

- d .

2.

5

Prov. ii. 880.

Los A decrepit, old, and meah, or extremely
(S, Msb, K.)

aged, man.

o

Moon.

(El-Kazweenee) — Or The three stars
[A, p 1, and 4, 2,] in the face of Orion. (Idem,
It (water) overflowed, and poured forth. (Mgh.)
descr. of Orion.) [The former accord. to those
(**** v-35, Jºe Jºvi ; so in a copy of who make t; to signify the “auroral setting:”
the K, voce P3-5 : in other copies of the K, the latter accord. to those who make it to signify
J-5 or Jº-2 : if the first be correct, the the “auroral rising:” accord. to those who make
meaning is probably Camels left without rein it to have the first of these two significations,
and without burden; and this is agreeable with the three stars in the face of Orion compose
the context.
ăzăg, q. v.] See J.--, in art. J-.
1.

º
w

...

Jº,
… …

-

aor. 2., inf. n.

.

- 2

-

- -

&

and

* ~ 0.2

"Jº

-

-

6 º' --

º,

x-

a 2.

4-o-º: See a.o.º.

.

6 º'

as A A thing that one meditates, purposes, or
intends to do ; or that one desires to do; or

endeavours to do; a purpose; an intention ;

.

o

z

.*

...

2 .

O

-

-

a

385
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[SUPPLEMENT.

_º - Ges

i.e., regard it lightly; and do not grieve for it]. of love]. (K, Ham, p. 546.) [Being originally

AºA

(TA, art. Jañé-)
Q. Q. 1.

2. He concealed, or kept secret,

a

&W, and as " & , and * * &345, He

4.

J. :

story; syn. D-l. (A, art. xv+.)

82°
6 *

> 3 >

5 .

. . o.

àe 5x-A, originally asses:* : see

&.

held him in light, or little, or mean, estimation,
or in contempt ; despised him ; made light of him
or it. (S, K, &c.)— & He loniered, or abased,
him ; debased him ; rendered him abject, vile,
mean, paltry, contemptible, despicable, or igno

The inclination of the soul to
that in which the animal appetites take delight,
without any lanful invitation thereto ; (KT ;)
[natural desire: ] love, and desire; generally,
such as is not praiseworthy: (Mgh :) I render

minious.

it, love, or desirous lore. — [Its pl.]

6:

J2A
10

d

& and W &s Easy:

(S, Msb, K:) and the

latter of light estimation, paltry, despicable.
(K,” TA.)
• ,a

A3*

<!--A Jºke at their ease.

As He slept.

2.

9 *.

(TA, voce 29.)

s o-

* 2 of .

* , o f

6 wº

Jººl in the sense of vºº : see Jºel.
* .

See
49 d.

the two edges of the head : or the middle, and
main part, of the head, [see &#, and (sº- in also an ex. Voce 3,4-aº ; and another voce xx.
... •

several places, of anything: (TA:)

or the wpper

5

- a

-

tWO

~ *

5

~ *

See

ãº-3, and

or a lon, or depressed, place in the ground.
(TA.) — 53-3 § 2S J.-, Make thou the
affair, or case, [uniform, of one uniform thing.

1. * ess, He made it to fall donºn - see an
6

o

-

3

-

&9),

ex. in a verse of Ru-beh, cited voce

.

3

*

Lººs and JºA : see 4, (last sentence), in art.
in

A-.

-

-

tº ..)

---

&2). – See 4. – 435 -3A His ears heard

art.

.

&s,

--

wrº

[The people of erroneous
(T, in art. &*- : &c.)

;: A deep hollon in the ground: (S, JK, M,
Msb, K:) or a hollow, or cavity, in the ground;
a pit : (Msb:) or a descent in the ground: (K:)
or a deep hollow, cavity, or pit; as also W is:

or humming, or singing, sound.
j-e). – AUA meaning Headmen, or chiefs: see a confused,
23% o - a.

& J&

29A. A vacancy; a vacuity; a vacant, or an
empty, space. (Mgh.)— A vacant, or an empty,
thing. (Msb.)

U35-A

2*>3

crown, or top, of the head.

also

6.

the forehead; in it is the Jy-à-2, which is
the G,5 of the head, between the two sides,

3,35. (AZ, TA.) See also
explanations VOCe ***. — tº The

[Hence,)
opinions].

as: Jºe Cº- 3.x: [A camel held in mean (Fr in TA, in art.

part of the head, in which are the a-2\, and the estimation by his owner]. (TA, art. &#2.)
aai, n:hich mean the fore part of ſhe hair of

eactending to the

iſ ºf

:

U-2A : See Jºe.

*As The head: (S, K :) or the part between

Jº — ess.”

signifies Opinions declining, or swerving, from
the right way, or from the truth. (Bd, ii. 114.)

see 4.

J. Terrible. (TA)
J.,3136: seejū.

an inf. n., it may be used alike as sing, and
pl. See an ex. in a verse cited in the first
paragraph of art. Jºj : and see an ex. voce

cited in art. …aks. –29)

<!-- The (K.)

said to be thus, with fet-h to the 3,

– axl stºº is used to express wonder; originally &ºts, [A mortar;] the thing in which
> - 2 of
as when one says, axº~! Lo a Ji al-jūš. one pounds, or bruises; pl. &lsº . (Msb.)
in TA, art. Lol.)
iss An abyss ; a depth, or deep place, of
2 of
-- * 3-1) J. CŞs" He eartended, or n:hich the bottom cannot be reached. (JK, TA.)
t

•

. (K in
art. &^2) app. i. 4. Jº : and & :
see:

like
(IB,

*2. – i.e. An owls a certain night-bird,

4.

marrone of the brain. (T.A.) — AJ

:

and

3 w -d

/.

-

-

-

(S, K,) that frequents the burial-places, of small stretched forth, his arm, or hand, to the thing
size, (TA,) i. 7. sº (S, K:) or i, q. is: : to take it ; it being near : if it be distant, you
(TA:) pl. [or coll. gen, n.] As. (S.) See 2,

say, ºft'sse, without . (Mºb) And J. sº

º, #

*

and see also Je-l.

àe,
esſ. [The carity of the well). (K,
-.
5 ,

voce j}) — See 33-c.
6 ºf

6 - d.

He reached his snºord; took it with his

3/3+* : see 332. – The space between two

hand, or

neith his eactended hand ; or took hold

of it. (Mº.) And Jib & ſin my copy
U9A

º Jº

of the Msb, erroneously,

1. Ós, inf n. Öys and Ösk (Mºb, K) and

I made a

sign with the thing. (As, S.)

mountains; (S, Msb;) and the like; as also
&. : (S:) a pit, or hollow, dug, or excavated.

W

(Msb.)
-

*z, *

go . . . .”

**

ãº, (K,)

o –

*a 3

º t .

-

He, or it, was, or became, lon, base,

• * ~*

i. Q.

»ºj.

(MF,

art.

23.)

g --

5. 25.5: See asſ, in art. 231.

vile, alject, mean, paltry, contemptible, despic
-~*

able, ignominious, in glorious, and weak; syn. J.

(Msh, K) and ji-, (Mºb,) and -*. (TA)
-

aſſe &% [It was of light estimation to him].

• 29,

.

-

7. Lº! ; see LS3+, in art. 5*.

-ā-A
2 ºz -

O

-

…

*

•

.

5. –iº, (S, K,) said of a man, (S,) is from

ous and o'A : see ol, in art. 33).

—£2.
It (a thing) was ſeasy and light to him. (TA.)
-

[the hot south-west wind), like

Jº

ess." Love, and attachment: then, inclination from tw. (S, K.) See an ex, voce Jºia.

&\s also, He, or it, was, or became, gentle, of the soul, or mind, to a thing : then, blameable
and easy. (Msb.)
inclination ; as when one says, clºs &! [He

-

*

- -

- -º

-:42, respecting the wind thus called, see
:

~ b".
--

-

-

-

-

o a

o

... .º.

*S*.
alſº & IIe (God) made
it easy and light followed his evil inclination]; and UAl J-2 5A
• * >
. . . of
3 *
to him. (K.' TA) – 4 J- $ 25 Jºs ſº [see below]. (Mºb) See also it. -** cº, [A very thirsty wind]. (TA, voce
2.

-

…•

[Make thou the case, or affair, light, or

- *

easy:

o

*... o.

-

es:

Also signifies Beloved [or an object

- e.

ić.)

g

SUPPLEMENT.]

2. [The being bewildered, or distracted, by
amorous desire ;] the pursuing a heedless, or an
inconsiderate course, or going at random, heed
lessly, or neithout consideration, or certain aim,
by reason of amorous desire : and 2-3 the

Lºcº
3 ...

o.

4AcA

3047

Jº — USA

A female ostrich.

(A, art. Jºj.)

Jºe

4.2%

4.A and as and aº ; see *] and az! and
-

43

-

-

*

-

-

!

[being so, or] doing so, much. (TA.) You
13° <!º Far, or far from being believed
say, of love [or amorous desire], V a.s, inf. n. or from the truth, is such a thing ; as also **
— Jºſ, 32-122. (The wall fell in ruins,
2-3 (TA.) – An affection like insanity 13& : or the latter means remoteness, or remote
or to pieces, or became a ruin, and broke, or

7. Jºi It (sand, &c.) poured down. (S. K.)

(K in art. Ja-e-5.)

crumbled domen].

Jºliº, art. Jacº.

rendered voce

-

So arising from amorous desire: (JK:) bewilder ness from being believed or from the truth, is to
ment, or distraction, by amorous desire. (K.L.) be attributed to such a thing : <ºs followed
*

J:s inf n, of Jus: see tº-– Jºs and
"Jits Sand that will not remain steady in its
place, but falls down.
*

by J means 24, (Jel, in xxiii. 38,) or *

- d .

JLº. A man loving intensely, or very pas

3.223 or is al. (BA, ibid.) or 3ºl. (BJ,

sionately or fondly : (TA:) and so applied to
a heart : see
čº A thirsty camel : ibid, TA:) and without J after
the pronouncing [a thing] remote.
fem. Jº pl. 2.” (Jel, lvi. 55.)

J·.

(JK.)

• 32

* >

-

• 32

-

2 of

Jºe” and Jºss : wrongly mentioned in art.
ºw

.
º

J3A.

See 3×2.

a

y o .

-

º

(TA.)

See

... O

>\val. — sºlves denotes one's deeming a thing
remote, or improbable, and despairing of it; and

-

A3ew-o: see Voce -9.

In eans
g

it, it denotes

-

3- <--

[Very far, &c.], or

*::::: |--

.*

Jave : see reº.

[How far, &c.]; implying more than ---,
though we render it by this word. (Kull,
p. 382.)

JºA
Locº

1. & &\s, aor. &= - , He treated him with
* > *>

a

2 x

2. a-A : see 22-A.
*

~ *
-

gentleness, or

blandishment:

syn.

$513.

(Aboo

Is-hák, in TA, art. Uc ; but only the imp.,

A\,A : see an ex. in a verse of Lebeed, voce
4;

9 o ż

J-ol.
4

×2

kest.)
3.

is there mentioned, said to be with
See jº, near the end, p. 2031, and the

...)

AºA : see ---e.

Ls”

&--,

distinction there made between

&-

and

&

& & ) and &u= c- The low, ignoble
mean, contemptible, man. (T in art. Jº)

5 & 3 -

-

. ..

5 O.

-

3: you say, >e5 2.25 jº, using 5 as a con and preceding another. See art. J3. —ſº Jº
2 o' --

2 o . .

:

o

The first parts, or beginnings, of thé

chapters

junction ; rather than 9-º-c-3 ; and |-ºj9 ~~,
Gº ** He
using 3 as [a prep.] denoting concomitance; of the Kur-din. — 23 in Jº
-* *
2 & 3.
rather than Jºjº. (I’Ak, p. 161.)—alsº Jº!"; came among the first comers of the people.

1. J43 He (a horse) ran vehemently: see an
ex, in a verse cited voce A's, in art. 253.

º, o ,--

-

o

*

.

.

.

. f

.

3?

-

Jº Violent rain, consisting of large drops; as
The people of former also "Jºl; ; (K;) a heavy rain.

Jºš

-

and Jº-5') ºr J25 UT Le: see Al; and see another (Msb.) – And

6

ex, in a verse cited voce ---. In the Kur, ages, as also &º. —J. ºte &# In Calls
ii. 121 some read J-----|3; and others I met him [in a former year, before this !year,
o

-

--

2 o' --

- ©

-

-

5.

6 *>

a Mº ; see a

o-

-

-

-

--

(4.

2: -;

3 :--

-

--

('Alee El-Kári, in his
Jºaº-15. In "Jºj9 40 U2, the 5 denotes con though by several years.
comitance; What hast thou in common, or to Expos. of the K, from Seer; cited in the margin
of a copy of the IX; art. J5).) See 2.É.
-

Jº

aMº ; see &1.

Jº An evil result. (Mºb)

do, with Zeyd 2 or it is for 22; 3 JJ Lo. – 5 in
-

z
- -

º

- - -

o .

&

- O

.

…

-

5 -

•

***5 : see ---. — 2-) cºlla J 5'5!" [The
3 demoting unrestricted conjunction, not neces
sarily implying simultaneousness nor relative

-

s

(I’Ak, p. 254.)

generally means Alas ! see

last verse voce

Ji-

Ú- 3. and the

sº 13 Alas, Zeyd '

-

.

6

25
3. See art.

order].

4. .

-

à-3 : see allº!.

29,

tº.

ãº The extremity [in which is the glenoid
of the scapula: and the portion of flesh
cavity]
The being mutually near; mutually agree
[or muscle] of the scapula. (IAar, T.) See

(T, voce 2%)

ing.

6 o'.

Jº's : see J.5.

* .

*... • * *

.
-

ãºxy-2, and also -3-3 ; and more particularly
J

$5% º, and 3% 3, Alas, stench / meaning Alas,
what an abominable thing ! See 3, ; and Ji.

cº

!, The herb so called: see art, 29.

Jº,

:

3.

435

CŞ'>
-

**

d.--

*

.

z

j's

.

f.

* * *

.

1. a strºs Lo, and

o

...

.

“…

:

c -5

-

see al st-vºl le.

-

1. Jºls as syn, with 2-5; imperative •], with
the o of silence added; fem. corroborated form
of the imperative &: of which last, see a curious

1. The verse of Lebeed,
~

of

,

o

-- 3: 24 J---|--|--

*

.

*

...?

.

*o -

2 of

ex, in the end of article -ājS) -5,-, in the
c

2 -

d -

º

-

•

-

d

-

4.

-

Jº § u : see tº.

iśā. sº [The palm-tree was fecundated:]

$ºf

- 6 - O

10. 213-1 He hasted in the darkness; as also

4.

i.e.

-i.

art 2".)

See

(Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Alā,

J-3

§

The vein

(K, art. 22".)

art. 2”.

º Jº º i. q. 42's 's-22", q.v.

(TA,
Insán.”)

o - 22 o .

3,925- aſs-'Ala, l. c.)

i. q.

$ºt. .

- d .

• ?:

2933-2 : see voce j9.

.

(Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El

J's

cº

•

º

U-29

J'? : see Uſ, in art. U5), in two places.
º o ,-

J5' First, and former ; preceding all others,

[meaning the frenum])

il. (c.1%) of the glans of
the penis, (S, K, and Zj, in his “ Khalk el
4

ſº

(3,-

that is in the inner

art. --~~5.)
**

1.

~

Jº

in L,

camel.

2: -

*

1. Jºy') ºx and Cº) sº-º; ; see -ºs.

Mughnee.

means She carries off from the gazelle entering
his covert, he not being frightened by her, the
branch of the trunk of the tree above him, when
1.
the shade contracts, or decreases, or goes away,
i.q.
at midday : he is describing his swift she

25-'.

2 of

• J -

-

J-5-e J-lº-' 15 Ju-J) a---->

*

Ls?5

.

…

º

o

Jº A whiteness on the nails : see Jºº-j.

-

Jºjºſ" [The aorta : or the aorta descendens :]
vein [or artery] adhering to the inner
a
certain
|

SUPPLEMENT.]

J55 – 4-5
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side of the backbone all along, which supplies to two or more men or women ; pl.
all the [other] veins [or arteries] with blood, and (Msb.) – Jºë * In him is my trust, or

irrigates the flesh, being the river of the body: or dence. (TA.) — *-i-

&#.

&#

&=-3; and K) and Jº (Msb,
3t. (Msb, art. 23') and i (S, art. •ſ) and

(S, art.

confi. K) and

Jº 4. “… I am not &j-i. (K, art. c9-) – 134- &:

& &;
confident,
or
sure,
of
it.
Occurring
in
the
S,
[this last is the description given by Zj in his
[He was pained for him, or he lamented for him,
“ Khalk el-Insán:”] or [the aorta ascendens;] art. J-e-à, &c. See an ex, voce 3. (last sen on account of such a thing]; he pitied him for

a certain thick white vein resembling a came :

... * *
6 :
• * :
•. . ;
2-1: See &l.
— 4-5-19
Jā-1 : See
the blº of the heart : or a certain white vein tence). — #
“th a thing. ($, Mºb, K) – i.e., &;
2 - 5
within the back of the neck : it is said to dran,
[He lamented for the affliction, or calamity].
Jé-), and see my explanation of *1.
-

up [its supply] from the heart, and in it is the
blood. — Also, the -º-, q. v. : pl.
and

ãº

&#:

(M. :) i. q.

s

*>

2.5

-

(K, art. 8-) – 3-- c. 4, & He

*

U. ašjs!" The doing the thing firmly; lamented, complained, or expressed pain, or

taking the sure method, or may; expl. by grief, to him, on account of such a thing.
(Bd, and Jel, lxix. and
~*
→ c :

sºil 99.

-> x

>

0

9 .

.

* -o:

ãº Jº-Sls actº-1. (TA) — ań.j: A bond,

45.) See vºl.

* . .

&-> A disease, or malady, (S, Msb, K, TA,)
security, or nºriting of obligation for the payment
of any kind, (Msb,) causing pain. (TA) —
of a debt or the like; pl. &ú. Ex., &\ſº ãºe
(Bd, ii. 282,) The mode of writing bond.
A Jºeliº 3- Pain of the joints; i.e. arthritis :

es">

-

3. CŞ. Jé Gó, inf n. #2 and Kº, i.a.
…

• *

See

ãº

pledge. —

i. 4.

Jºjº.

is's , Q. V.

*

3*

as SU2; a dial. var. of the verb with . [i. e. $51,

3–5% 2.9

3- He set about the affair in

q.v., and of stºl, also]. (TA.) See 3 in art. 5-ac.

-

ãxe- The Jºj, or beverage, made from barley:
6 o'

See 25-0.

the surest, or firmest, manner.

(TA.)

3 .

... of

*>
*5

4. Lº! ; see -3.

o .

*

d

-

2 . of

.

*\xe-3) The anus : see a verse cited voce &-ºl.

J33, and "Juí. A compact; a contract;

Usºs-e, or -º-º: A mare desirous of the a covenant ; an agreement; a league ; a treaty;
#2 o .
an engagement ; a bond; an obligation; a pro
stallion : see ºut-o in art. Jº".

é.

A.

86e

dº

The ball, or elevated part, of the cheek.

(S, Msb, K.)

and 87.
dy

iº

and Jel, &c., in ii. 60

J-9

34; it. Jº &ºi. (TA, in art J-1)

Jº-9

(S, K, &c.)

mise.

éº-

In n-hom [and in nihich] trust, or
4-5

confidence, is placed.

(Mgh.)
… ...

& .

3–52

•

e J

*

.

Jº e

º

'º'

-

-

2. “– cº-3 and “32- : i.e. <s

* > * > →

Jºſs-Jī āā594. A she-camel rendered firm, strong,

* ... o

•* >

o 2 :

*

-

•rº-, i.e. twº-> --! : see arts. -ā- and

& is It

1.

neas, or became, firm, stable, fast, or compact, in make. (S.)

or strong ; (MSb ;) i. q.
• 2 &

—3-, and 25-, conj. 2.

28-

(S, Mgh, K) [or

. e.

*>

28--!, q.v.]. — ” J-33 He trusted, or con
6.

fided, in him.

(S, Mgh, Msb, K.)

3. 4-5, inf. h. Łºsº, He faced him con

-

àº;3 Broken stones. (TA, art. Aja-.) See
3 . .

He made it firm, stable, fast, or A9-.
strong. (Msb.) — He bound, or tied, him, or
it, firmly, fast, or strongly, in a bond. (S, K,

&#3;

4.

TK.)

See

$33.

cº

6 *>

* . .

-

• 2 of

3 z º.

6

* .

Jº An idol : see … and Jºe and cº-e.
º

fronted him; encountered him ; met him face to
face (S, K, Msb.) He confronted him, accosted
him, or encountered him, neith speech, or n'ords,
or with his face. (Lth, JK, T.A.)

4. as-3. He repelled, or rejected, an asker, or a
beggar. (T.) – See 95-.

-

5. 33.3%, -i is: [The knot became firm, or
&

J'9
2.

10. 4.

zo 29

a 2-

J-52:- [He secured himself against

*ś

5.

fast]. (A, in art. •P).)
L3’5

He tended, repaired, or betook him

self, to, or towards, him, or it, either in a direct
course, or indirectly. (IJ, in M and L, art.

ò .

2-aš.) — *::: U. &- A stupid man, who does

see tº 5.

him, by a bond or the like, or absolutely :] he

not accomplish his affair well. (J.K.)

took, or received, a bond (ii.5%) from him. (S,
---

2 o'. ...

?

~ *

-

>y o 3

&->

K)— 89.9 (.333 Glºſſ ºf [Write ye it,
• 28, 2

(namely, the debt,) for the creditor's self-securing,
and for preventing contention]. (Jel, ii. 282.)
• , o -->

2.

See alsº. —-9) &

2° 22

J–33-1 He closed the

1. a-9

-

&=>

8. Jº is: 3 ($, K, art ºf and M, K,

He had a pain in his head: see art. Jº; &c.) He did not apply himself rightly
to anything; he knew not the right course
to
*- c :

2.

... o.

-

o.”

→ … . . .

-

pursue; like ºr ol. See also 4-3-3 (." Jº- ;
* > . of
• * >2 - - a
4. axe-5. He, or it, pained him ; or caused and see? and Jºº. — Jºb “J 4-5) i. 7.
-

-

door firmly.
.

…

2

o

... • o 'º o

(M.A.) — "yº-e Jº J-2-1 : see
him pain, or aching.

. of

**'. — Jº &: dº
* & He confided in him.

:

See

(S, TA.) See

:

**, in two places. – e',

• * ~*

5.

&-> He earpressed, or manifested, pain, a.a.) He became convalescent.

affliction, distress, grief, or sorron,
[com
àā5 Trusty; trustworthy; honest : applied as plained ; moaned ; or] uttered lamentation, or
an epithet alike to a man and a woman, and complaint ; (PS;) ºn Jü. (S, art. 2) and
9.

º

(K, MA, TA.)

tº-1. —

•

-

g o

e

-

cº &

o

of

-

-

... I resigned, or resign,
myself to God: i.e., I became, or become, a
a-5 – aſ

30.50

[SUPPLEMENT.

4e–9 –oº-3

Muslim : ae-3 is here used for the whole because The place towards nºkich one goes : (Munjid of

-ā-5

it is the most noble part: (Jel, ii. 106:) Kr:) or the place, region, quarter, part, or
&: point, towards which a person, or thing, goes,
or usily my course. (TA) —

*,

5.

,

of

93 quasi-pass. of ańs-51:

º Jé

2 - 2 -

8. aš-jī: see art. -ā-5.
In every respect; considered from every point tends, or is directed: so I have rendered ***
signifies
See
and
3* * *
of view. — 133- & & & The [proper
ań-5 and añe-5, said to be the originals of
*
*
*
*
or reasonable] way is that it should be thus : or any place toniards which one looks or goes ; as
aş-5 and 3.5-5: see aſſ=3.
(Har., p. 373:) the place, or
the valid and obvious [nay]. (Msb.) See also
2 -9 2
à-ey–5. — al--> A course, a purpose, or an point, of the tendency or direction or bearing of
object, which one is pursuing ; a direction in anything: whence 13é- * i.e. in the direction
J-5
which one is going or looking, &c.; as also of such a thing : and W +-- tonards one
J-5 (S, Msb, K) and J-5 (Msb, K.) Slime,
(TA.) — Jº
W ãº- – The way of a thing.
à
quarter. — Hence, 3–2–1–1) a—e-5. The mire, or thin mud, (S, Msb, K,) in nihich beast
4-5 & There is no truth, or correctness,
point, or place, to which the nay, or road, of carriage stick. (K.)
in thy saying. (TA) — ** Brightness [of
leads: see agú3.
like manner, 2-ol ae-5
— ºf 2-9 (Kur, and Yaº- The end,Andor inresult,
intellect]. (L, voce
of an affair, to
Loº-3
lxxvi. 9) For the sake of God; or to obtain the

&—- ***

& i-º,

* - o –

-

-

5 * ~

-

6 - o ->

*

* +, +,

º,

o .

-

º

.J.

O

0 - -

-

of

a o

–

:=)

2 o .

which it leads, or

tends — 2-3

c -.

*** *

countenance or favour of God. (Kull, p. 378.) See

aſ eſs Usº in art. 3. – tº-3 & 134- &=;
or beginning, of the
iſers it so, it were reasonable. – 4. a-3 Ş, said — Us—all ae-3 The first,

Not of

respectable, or esteemed, or

high,

O

.

-

See an ex. Voce --Rº.

(TA vote &º, q.v.) – º A chief
(K.) — 20ty-> &- ºf .
See J5°. - 4-3 º' q. ii," [meaning The mode,

3.
of a phrase, &c., There is no reasonable way of
or party.
accounting for it. – a-99 Jº same as J-4 of a apeople
*o - .
>*

*** ?

©

1. ºoº-3 She was incompliant to the male :

shot i. one direction]. (M voce Jºy.)

[They

o

Jº-5

(said of a word or phrase, &c. :) or or manner, of a thing]. (K.L.) – sº U.
From 4-5 U. I know not what is its meaning.
it is not the proper way. — & a-3
a desire of God's recompense : (Kur, ii. 274; º 3- [app. He degraded her; took anay
and Expos. of the Jeláleyn :) or countenance, her grade : and hence he took her maidenhead:

Q-

-->

ax-: see

à-l.

g

authority:

º

-

- ~

• * >

*

L5-3
o-

4.

-

of

* Us-3. He (God) revealed to him; or

There are several similar see alºlº— ºve-5].
meaning favour.
spake, or made known, to him by revelation –
phrases in the Kur, where ae-3 is explained in
He suggested too &him; or put into his
Also,
**- : see 4-3 throughout. — 13 = ava. J-2
- .

40

4 o' .

-

-

-

o

... •

-

the same sense of Jºlº.3 in the Expos. of the

mind. (Mughnee voce Jì)
In respect of, or with reference to, such a thing :
Jeláleyn. — 4-5 Jºe 4–2. (He withheld him,
and by reason, or on account, or because, of
J-3 Hasty; (K;) quick;
o “

o

-

r

Mgh, Mºb, K,

($,
or restrained him, from his course, purpose, or such a thing. — <-- *º- The six relative
(S, Mgh, Msb.)
to
death.
sense
applied in this
object]. (S, art. St.J.) — *** &= ''…) -º-e points or directions or locations; namely, above,
He turned the thing away, or back, from its below, before, behind, right, and left.
ā-s! A-9) [Make thou] haste; or haste to
first, or before, or beforehand: haste; &c.
be
(S, A,
course, a. &é. (TA.) — 4-3
T.A.)
(S,
manner,
*re-2 : see ae-5. — A way, mode, or
333
L, art. 3. :" and L voce 8-|--- ;)
cº
[
;) [for
... of
• *
of acting, &c.
-- -

&-

e -

-

--

y

º o

3 - 0

.

-

:* --> | es:

ave-3 eV.5, The hair of his face grew forth].

3.A.”

In the
S/t0rtest
le short

iod:
periºd

See

--

–2sº 4-3 The

beginning of time, (K,) and

3% of day. (TA)—º, Jº 9, (S. K.
Jaş,) and ** Jº 4. <3- (Msb,

***
*:

More, and most, worthy of regard.

art.

º

2 o 28

art. Jaş :) see

Jº, in

two places. –29 ~~!

an ex. in the first paragraph of art. Cää5.

Worthy of regard.

... of

º, d.

o ,

-

o º

--

-

e

-āš-5

-

**-39 - see -3. — ace-5-) i. 7. 4423-1.

1. *** He beat it (namely J-4- IDrd, K,
ae-3-2 A place towards which one tends, and in like manner 3-24, IDrd) with his hand,
The drift of speech. (K, Kull, p. 378.) — repairs, or betakes himself.
and moistened it in a ~~~le [or basin], (TA,)
random,
heed
at
went
Jº
[He
J.-***
until it became viscous, or cohesive, (K, TA,)
became [fit for) food; (TA;) as also
and
lessly, headlong, or in a heedless, or headlong,
* > . of
L5-3

*3 &c. &c., and 'a-º-;

course, or manner; and so

Jú.

See

g o .

-

6 *

>. .

ae-3

**** (K) and "44-5. (TA)

4-3 Jº -ºš):
--

-- --

-

->

-

-

1. J-3 and "Cº-º: [said of a man, or of
or the like, or of a camel] His foot, or
a
horse
whither he
hoof, or c-A, was, or became, attenuated, and
art. A2-.) — Jº
chafed, or abraded: (TA:) or he (a horse)
\r-5 and -* : see 1 in art. Jº. — 132A12 experienced a pain in his hoof. (S.)
Make ye petition,
cº- J'

see a-, -ºj in art. --→g. —
it: <-- [He went anay at random

2: see 1.
4 : see 1.

<k. º

would]. (TA,

3-3-

º

Loº-3
5: see 10.

5 : see 1.

for the things that ye want, to persons of good
rank or station.
(El-Hasan El-Muñddib, in
*

c

.*.* - 6 - o

10, a cº-3-1 He found it (food) to be un
n:holesome; as also

>

-

º,

o

–

(JK, K :) he

found it (a land) to be insalubrious : (TA :) he

9 -

regard. See 3 in art. 3-1. – ae-3 and "ā

"4-35.

&->

TA, art. 2-a-3.) — a-e-3 t Consideration and

****

transp. for

&-º.

-

found it (a country or town) to disagree with

SUPPLEMENT.]
-

-

3051

-**2 – J25.
a 3

-

s

or of

-

6. Leºš They two made peace, or became
its inhabitants. (S, Msb.) – J' os-2-1 Le
• , , o ż
each nith the other. (K.)
reconciled,
<!--->| : see 5 in art. --A-.

J25
º

º o .

*

… o .

J533.- : see Jºla”.

2-3 A heavy person

7: see 1.

(K) [i.e., dull].

£25.

CŞ29
see 1: he acted, or proceeded, with
moderation, without haste or hurry, in his pace
1. Jºël Jºss He gare the bloodwit to the
or journeying. (M in art. J31.)
heir, or next of kin, of the slain person. (Msid.)
8.

2-3

A tainted condition of the air, engender

ing pestilential diseases. (TA.)

2-3

Unnºholesome food : (Mgh:) unsuitable

2 -

- - - © ... O

10. Sue aesar. He intrusted him with pro

3. 33% inf n. #354, He took [from him]

food. (K.)
perty; intrusted to him property; gave property
to him in trust, or as a deposit. (Msb.) And
2 *

Usé-5
3.

*3: see Śląſ.

5.

*;

>

* > . 6 - e.

It destroyed him ; (T;) it re.

moved him, or took him anay : (M, K:) said
of death [&c.]. (T, M., K.) See an ex. in art.

(K.)

ães Ease; repose ; freedom from trouble or 3\", conj. 8, and another voce 25.

He sought it, aimed at it, or pur

inconvenience, and toil or fatigue; tranquillity;

posed it : (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) and he sought it,
&c., erclusively of, or in preference to, any
other thing. (Mgh.)

es:

4. 4-2

**35 a->5x-l He asked him to keep, preserve,
guard, or take care of, a deposit.

43. (TA.) See 3 in art. 3-Ac.

the

See a verse cited voce

syn. Jus. (S. Mgh, K, TA) and icº (Mgh, tº see bº.
Msb, TA) and & (TA;) and amplemess of
#2 Bloodwit ;
circumstances (i…) in life: (K:) or iés is

essº
ăș. —S. 3:2) ess:
-

-

a fine for bloodshed, i.e.,

syn. with ae-ly and J2X., ; but Jai- signifies homicide; consisting of a hundred camels. –
“ampleness of the circumstances”
of life, >|-9-e- $42 [Fines for mounds]. (S, M,
in art. Jº..)
ães, (TA) and “plentifulness and pleasantness” thereof: TA,3 &c.,
.
He (a man, S.) or it, (a thing, TA,) became [see an ex. of both, voce Jai-]. (El-Mar J25 Small J.-3, q.v.; ($, Msb, K;) shoots,
or offsets, cut off from palm-trees and planted :
still, quiet, or at rest; ($, K, TA;) as also zookee and MF, art. Jaśā-.) = See 1 and 3.
- ~ *
2- 9 2
5 42 - ?
(Mgh :) young palm-trees. (TA.)
W 8-9), (K, TA,) [quasi-] inf. n. 4.33 and “”.
ac35 A convry; Cypraea ; see an ex, cited
(TA.) You say to a man, "
and W 82°
3% [A valley; a meater-course, or torrent-bed :
Voce crºw.
meaning Be thou grace, staid, steady, sedate, or
and sometimes a river;] a space intervening,
*** A thing committed to the trust and care (M, Msb, K,) i. e. any such space, (M, MSb,)
calm. (T.A.) se: also 1; and art. 335. —
of a person; a trust; a deposit. (Mgh, Msb.) between mountains or hills ; (M, Msb, K ;)

&23

&-

1. §5, §, K) in n. 33 and

-

-

5 . . .

£º

- -

2.

gº

£33,

and

inf. n.

ãess,

He was, or became, in

See 10.

through which a torrent runs forth ſoccasionally
a state of ease, and ampleness of the means or
circumstances of life. (Msb.) — & See an

esſ.

£3, [Gravity, steadiness :] i. q. i.e., [like
"33. also jū. (S, L, in art. Cº--) —

as
it may be rendered, in different
cases, Leave thou, or let alone, or say nothing And Valediction.
of: see aú. — 3- &: Jº Let me alone and

ex. VOCe

£-

and

or constantly]: (Msb:) for which reason it is

thus called.
i. q.

(S, Msb.)

is.” A

-

or excuse me from such a thing. – 3-4- 33

garment, or piece of cloth,

&:

See

--

ãºx35; pl. 2'35, in the accus. case, by poetic

- d -

* ,~:

* >

-

licence, [33'35: see a verse cited voce Jºs-.

º

£33, and

5

2.

-

see a verse cited voce

34.
•

£3.

o,

6*

J--

in one of the senses explained

&: ; i.e., f He superseded him, &c.

-

G

£229- see
Dismiss thou from thee such a thing.
* — 4. j U. &
U.

ſ

in art.

cease from such a thing : and exempt thou me, used as a repository
for clothes. (TA.)

(M, Mgh, T.A.) – alsº

* * gº

2

-

-

See art.

Jºao .

255
~2J. - -

3.j

us

3.

See

& in

º. o ... tº a

art. Lº-. —
3: e.”

-

.

£25- A

depository: see a verse cited voce

823 used as a pret. : see an ex, voce àºj, in Jº.
art. J2j.

farenell to him. (MA, PS.)
- a -

-

3. aes!3, inf. n.

iès's, and

subst.

33;

-

235 [app. 233. The villosity of a tripe.
(TA, art. -->.)

és, Itain, ($, K, TA) whether violent or
gentle : (TA:) or violent rain.
~3.)

(MF in art.

873

He

made peace or reconciled himself, with him:

5

-

J33

He bade

22 of

4. a-- A35) : see an ex, voce …x.

3.
-

2, 4:33, (MA) inf. n. gº, (PS)

3 -

&:3:

3.

Piety: or pious fear: syn. essº
(K:) and abstinence from unlanful things.
1.

see 10 in art.

5.

(Msbº) (the inf n.] i-3, is syn, with i-jua.
J33-2 : occurring in the TA, art. •rº ;
because it is **ść. [a mutual leaving, or leaving
é9, meaning Violent rain. (MF)
unmolested). (Mgh.) – iès'. is also syn.
with 35 ; as also "ies: (TA) so that 4.3%

•

9 w . . .”

4933

signifies He left him ; but more correctly, he

from (TA.) —

*

a ...

•-

* .

£º 82 sº

.

see 82°.

–395
-

*

- -

-

-

*-

.

1. – 95, and its inf n. -āj; ; see -3, in two

6 * >

left him, being left by him; like 44-33, and
…

•

J25 Grease, or gravy; i.e. the oily matter places.

*

•')\i-; and this is the primary meaning.
5 : see 1.

that is produced from flesh-meat, (TA;) or the
dripping that eacudes from flesh-meat and from
fat. (Mgh, Msb.)

J):

3.

Silver, whether coined or not : (AO,

3052

[SUPPLEMENT.

32 – 8-2
5 *

-

-

• 6 &

-

ſ

TA:) or coined dirhems; (S, K;) coined silver.

ãº, K]; and Jºjº, aor. Jº; and "Jºi; It hue, as its name Jojº indicates]; (TA, art. Joy”;)

(Mgh) see &

(a

-

. c. :

... e. 5

6 *.

6

o'.

-

-

2%)

-

produced its fire.

essº,

or

53.

-

o .

.”

(Msb.) — Jº st-295

35%

See art. Jºj, and see

and

JU2), pl. of J25, meaning stºl-Me-l: see -aš.
t

---

…

•

6

c >

6

* , and sº. — sº S tº:

See

* >

and in ºtº (JK, M, K9 or -, 3
is a name of the large & (A and Msb, both
in art. Joy? :) or is of the large ës. (S and K,

~\es-.

āşş Ash-colour. (Msb) see 3, ...

both in art. Jojº.)

*

2. :33.3%
esſ, [He pretended, or made
believe, a thing, instead of a thing which he
JjS
Jy's 2-4. Trees having leaves: (Msb:) [or meant: as is shown by the explanation of a
1. & It (a thing) was heavy: (Msb:) or
leafy trees; trees having many leares; for trad. in the TA]. (S, art. Jºe ; save that the
inf. n. is there mentioned instead of the pret.) outweighed, or preponderated; syn.
(TA.)
— lie &- (53. inf. n. ãº, He alluded to
K, TA) signify a tree having many leaves.
3. 3s &l. 13. This is equiponderant to
*.

-

*.

.”

5

.

ã3,5 and añej9 : see Jºjº.
*

...

g .

.

&#3.

3, 5-3 (TA) and " sº and "āi-jº (S.

such a thing equirocally, or ambiguously; equi

(S, K, TA.) And Jºãº º ºs-3 (4 tree
haring leafy coverings or shades].
Jºš.)

(K in art.

vocated respecting it : he meant such a thing and this. (S.)
pretended another. (M, K.) a 99-J) is also called
*~ * *

Aºi and *-ºſ and J-silº (Kull, p. 119.) 8. a73.31. He took it, or received it, by neight.
applied to a camel, White inclining to and signifies The using a word, an expression, (S," Mgh, MSb, K.") See an ex. voce is ...
* -

35,

2

hlack; i.e. of a dusky white hue : or rather, or a phrase, mehich has an obvious meaning, and
simply, duskish ; or dusky; ($, K ;) or of a intending thereby another meaning, to m'hich it
colour like that of ashes. (T, Mgh, Msb.) See applies, but which ..is contrary to the obvious one.
3

* 2 of

-* >

o' -

Jj9" A certain star in the left fore leg of

Cºntaurus. (Kzw.) See juas-.
3.

2-9

2-1 and Jºlas-. — & Ashes. (K.) See an (Msb.) See J3932. — See 4.

© .

*

.

usºj, rel. n. of 4–5. ($, art. Aes, q.v., voce

6&n

ex.

a verse cited voce arc, last sentence.

3.

$5% He hid

it, concealed it, or covered it.

&j%:

(S, Msb, K, &c.)
49,3
4.

9,
Ol'

hip;

(sº

"es; and "sº

and

What is above the thigh; [the haunch; Jºj to produce fire.
and often signifying only the hip-bone;

He made his

($, K.) – See 1.

10 : see 4.

and the hip as meaning the joint of the thigh 2)
(S, K, &c.)

**)
See

3-5.

neight : (KL :) pl.

o .

or of full

see

You say,

&; ..sº (S)

A full, or complete, dirhem : (so
in a copy of the S:) [a dirhem of full weight :]
a heary dirhem.

5

heary: (Ms. :)
&
J5.

(PS.)

-

Us, 3 Purulent matter in the interior of the

&5, A

neigher. (TA, in art. Ja-5.)

body: or [an abscess ; or] a severe ulcer that

Jº.

of a camel's saddle : see 8 in art. Jäc.
discharges purulent matter and blood. (M, K,
2

.

.”

22-

º

...

→

T.A.) tºle-35 (295 : see --> 3.
*-

J3
3

6 *,

J3
o

3 a

.

z

thing. (K, &c.) see Ji.

*j : see 3-5), in art. L59.

-

&5- A neighing - instrument; (TA ;) a
balance; a pair of scales. – The neight of a

2 - e.

see J-3 : there are two species: J3

.

Jº

13°

Behind me is such a

thing.”

LS55

3–9. the U23 of the river; the monitor of the

…

though it were a burden upon my back. — J-2

•

,-

*

-

•

. .”

…

•*

3. * 52, inf. n. 353.2 : see 351. See also 3

Nile; lacerta Nilotica : (see Forskål, Descr.
o:
#95 ſº From behind a thing covering, or con
Animalium, p. 13:) and Jºy') J3 the J/5 cealing. (TA.) — cº *95 &- & Such a in art. 1,3.
of the land; the land monitor; lacerta scincus:
(sº
A variety of rhyming prose :
one is an aider of such a one : or a follonier.
vulg. pronounced J25.
(Ham, p. 206.) – 4353 &- ãº God is seek see &--.
ing after thee, and matching, or lying in wait,
A.J.9
for thee. (Ham, p. 206.) See also an ex. in the
la-3
* 2 of . .
6 oz.
first paragraph of art. Jºš.
P9-5 A middle-sized tent of goats' hair: see
1. aš31 Aj9 : He became enraged: see -āl.
* > . of
J. of
#ſº The Book of the Lan revealed to Moses.
4. a635) meaning act,' He angered him : see
(Bd, iii. 2; &c.)
-->

-->

* >.

a’ ”.

&

6

º

o'

-

- -

* w .

*

> .

•93.

8-9
*> .

833

A33, a coll. gen, n., Snellings, or tumours :
n. un, with 3.
art. Jºº-, &c.

The n. un. occurs in the TA,

*

…,

2

- c :

ãej911 i. 4. Je-21 J'3-1.

(TA in art. J-el.)

capacious, or large, for the goods]; and

•.
83%

See

&&.

* ,:
&29.

2;iſ [the place for the company of men]. (Msb.)
13° Jº cy! 4– Ş It is not in thy ponier, or

999
•,• 5 -

& ſº 3-3

[The vessel was sufficient
in its capacity or dimensions, or sufficiently
1.

* ~ * *

5 . .

832

249 **,5 : see Aé-j.

proper for thee, (MA,) or allowable for thee,
(Mgh, Msb,) to do such a thing. (MA,* Mgh,
- - c:
4. 239 iº st-ºj9): see -\ºj".
Mşb.)— & ** &-3, aor. & ; and Waa-3ſ,
ié A certain reptile (ś); ($;) i. 7. J. and W. 4×3; He (God) made his means of sub
[a lizard of the species called gecko, of a leprous sistence ample and abundant. (Msb.)
*

*- o a

• 2 off

2 - 3&

o. 2

U535
º

1. CŞs, aor. Sº, infº. 3, [and 3% and

- - -

• 2 .

SUPPLEMENT.]
2.

& IIe maſk wide, ºff. spacious, roomy,

or ample. —u-º-º/

es: al &-> He made

room,

or ample space, for him in the sitting-place. (S,
art.

3053

&-> -->

8-) – [And

J---

so)

Jº

W

1,4-s:

#;" £º i. 4. º- [The in
terior of the well (K, art. ~~.) See also 5,
WOce

-ºi.

-

-

in art ais – sº Jº 3-, 3-5. The wº
£º
was wide to the pitcher: see 3-.
-

They made room, or ample space, ſome for Extension of the signification of a word or phrase:
another,) in the sitting-place. ($, art. t—º)
an amplification. (The lexicons, &c., passim.)
-

alſº

&s, for &#,

alie

& He (God) ampli

5. [...] J. ;39 J-5 [He sought to get at,
or obtain, the water by means of the bucker].
(M in art. 33.) — 13& <! Jº He sought
to bring himself near to him, or to approach to
him, to gain access to him, or to advance himself

favour, by such a thing : (Msb, &c. :) so
too "Jºs; ($, K5) and "J-3, aor. J–4.
in his

ā- Width ; breadth; eartent, or space, from (Msb.)

-

fied, enlarged, or made ample or plentiful, his side to side. See J.--.
Jºs" ãº. Ample tº-3 A means of access to a thing ; (IAth;)
means of subsistence; contr. of J.-3. – See 1, mess of the means, or circumstances, of life; an a means of becoming near to a thing ; (IAth,
and 4.
unstraitened, or a plentiful, state of life. — Msb:) these are the primary significations:
às. [Ample scope for action, ye. : and a state (IAth :) a means of becoming near to, or inti
4. º: & [He made, or rendered, the
in which is ample scope for action, &c.; see mate with, or of ingratiating oneself neith,
thing ample, or free from straitness, to him ; ) Jº, and Jº- richness, or wealthiness, or another: (S :) honourable rank or station neith
a king : degree: affinity: (K:) a tie, or con
he made the thing sufficient for him ; syn. &
competence: and capaciº, or power, or ability:
4.- : (TA :) [he gave him sufficiently of the (S, K:) and plentifulness and [consequently] nearion : (TA :) it may be rendered a means of
nearness, intimacy, ingratiating oneself,
-

, w -

tº-3

2.
thing; or largely thereof.] – **,
O God, make thy mercy sufficient for us; syn.
tº-3 tº-1. (TA.) — 9. < [He made,

easines of life. (TA) — ºn tº it.

2- 4x

access,

attachment, or conneacion ; and also, of attain

J. O.

Ji-l. (Har, p. 104)— i.
i-s,

-

ãº

Cº jo-

are J: see ment, or accomplishment.

It is allon:able abso

or rendered, his state, or case, or affair, ample,
lutely, in other cases than those of poetical
_o".9
or free from straitness, to him]. ($, art. Jºš.)
necessity.
(IbrD.)
Jºu º They made room, or
See 4%.
1. -: 2-3 [He marked, or put a mark
ample space, jor the man, in a place of standing
8-2 A horse wide in step : (S, K :) or on, the garment, &c.] ; said of a trader, or
*
or of sitting. (Mºb, WOce
dealer. (JK in art. Cº.) – * 4-3 [He
i. ſ. 5/3-, (K.)
branded him, or stigmatized him, with satire].
(K,) He (God) enriched him ;
(S, K.) and "
31.
a j in art. Lºy
*u-s: see ,-*2,
:--2,, pl.
I 8-2
&=
(TA) See a hemistich cited voce
or rendered him free from want. ($, K.) —
-

5

33%)

. .

&

-

6

. .

&.

:

-

-

-

c

tº —

See 1.

5.

marked it [in any manner]. (Msb.)
A life ample in its means or cir a-5 He
Jºãº 4-3 ! He stigmatized him, or set a
cumstances; unstraitened, or plentiful. –
mark upon him nºkereby he should be known, by
Having power, or ability: (Bd, iv. 129:) or
something said. (TA in art. JäMe.) — cº-3
rather, having ample power or ability; power
-USI [I put a superscription, or title, to the
Jº See
ful. See Ham, p. 609. –

3-6 Jº-

~ 3 --

&-> [He became, or made himself, ample,

or abundant, in his circumstances ; or in his
o,”

w

means of subsistence; for 4:22 US; 8-27 ;] i. 7.

&; Hºw

&i.

(S, in art. &” .)—
an ample, or a large, range, 2-ol

affair. –

...tº cº

3-3

*

3-1,

a wide,
in an

& + [He tool a wide, or

-

See

O. , ,

kº.

look, or writing.] (TA in art. 3-c.) –2-3,
&–13 Jºã- t A large, or liberal, disposition : inf n, i.e., (S, Msh, K) and A.Ş. (S. K.) He
gº. Jºn 8-9 1 Large, or liberal, in
beautiful
: (S, Msb :)
º

cº,

-

-

5.0 -

-

in face
(a man, S) was
3.
'.
2
—
loº-o.
see
'9:
J-all
disposition.
—
impress,
of beauty. (K.)
the
or
stamp,
bore
or
profuse,
bounty,
in
an ample range, or nas
&: 5
&: 9
a
or munificence]. ($, K, in art. Jºã-.) — It J-J) ($ voce ---, applied to a horse,) Wide
5. --, -, -º-; i.a. &#5 ($) [1
expanded itself, spread out, dilated, widened. stepping [in running]. (So expl. in the PS.)
discovered,
or perceived, in him good, or goodness,
. . of
Jº
– He earpatiated. One says,
&-3' Wider, or widest : see 3 in art. Jaka-.
by right opinion formed from its outward signs; )
à-u. 3. (TA, voce
and º
0 & - 2
o. ~
originally, I knew its real existence in him by its
** 8-> Amply, or abundantly, provided outnard sign. (M.F.) See also Har, pp. 30,
He strode, in walking. – 935A12) J- 4:3 ºx-53 neith the means of subsistence.
46, 76. – 2-3 He examined delibe, ately
133- Jº They extended its (a word's) significa
Width ; eactent; ampleness of space, in order to know the real state or character of
tion, or amplified in respect of it, or rather, took
a thing by the external sign thereof. (Ed., xv.
an extended range in using it, so that they applied and of quantity: properly a place of nºidth, or 75) — He perceived a thing by forming a
it to such a thing. (The lexicons, &c., passim.) spaciousness. See a-aī and la-->.
correct opinion from its outward signs. (TK.)
-

-

o .

gº

*

J

•

-

-

*

-

© .

-

cº,

***)

cº-

o

-

* ~ *>

> 2 of

3.

6 . o. -

6 - d .

— &is seexià.

i- A

brand, or mark or figure made neith a
hot iron, upon an animal. (K.) And i. q.
ãº [A mark, sign, badge, token, symptom,

-

... • *

- - -

L9-9

&-

It (a man's state, or condition, &c.)
became free from straitness, or unstraitened. –
8.

---> o -

-

- - º .

4-ce

a o

º, o .

J-5 A camel's load; see 235.

&-ºl [His means, or circumstances, of life
6

-

<- and Jº-

-

neidened,

panded. –

4:k.

became

mide, dilated, or eac

3-, His belly became wide, or
J-2

*S. &#

IIe n'as capable of

1:

doing a thing. An instance occurs in the TA,

2:

distended. –

&c.). (Mºb) And The Jºſé (or title] of a
book or writing.

- o

became ample, or plentiful]. (Mºb, art, oxº.)— Jºao

8–5. It

** we

-

ań.-3. A mob of driven cattle ; see as... and

}

see 5.

iº

(TA in art. 3's.)
in art. A5-.

See also

[now applied to Woad]: i. 4.

Xuās,

with which one tinges or dyes [the hands, &c.]:
(S:) a certain plant, with the leares of which
386
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21:9 —ia;

*

one tinges or dyes [the hands, &c.] ; and said to
be the 2.É.- : (Msb:) the leaves of the Jº [or

[He was, or became, cha
racterized, or he characterized himself, by know
8.

Lo".9
. . of

4. a.5

-

23,

said of hoariness, It became
ledge, or science]. (Mºb in art.

indigo-plant]: or a plant [of another species abundant, or spread: see 5 in art. …w.

(TA)] with the leaves of rehich one tinges or dyes
[the hands, ye.]
3

o

10: see 4.

. ~~

c.:5 (She tattooed herself with

(K.)

o 2

iá2

(T, art. 253.)

smoke-black].

o .

J-31; on the rain thus called, see *33.

3.

[A periodical festival: a fair :] i. 4.

(Mºb, art. 33°.) —

i.e.,

**) ... The fair,

and place of meeting, of the pilgrims. (Mgh.)

A quality; an attribute; a property;
or a description, as meaning the aggregate of
the qualities or attributes or properties of a

3, #

º, o .

23.3 Tattoo: see -ā- and

2-2.

Jºi)

**.

A female tattooer. See

&.

latter

-

part of the paragraph.

-

-

J.e. A brand, or mark made with a hot iron.

-

ãº.

6 * ~ *
º e

thing; or the state, condition, or case, of a
* 2
thing. So explained voce Jº-2, and voce

_3, . . [Tattooed]; see a verse cited voce

See its syn. JThe same as <, An epithet.

-

ite

in grammar,
(K.) — A nord

6 o' -

33-) – [Originally] A branding,

(TA, voce

(Cº.)

denoting an attribute

or cauterizing, instrument [or iron]; ($, K3) a

(~13).

and a substance

Under this term are comprised the

J*5
marking instrument. (Mgb.) – An impress,
or a character, of beauty. (S, K.) See an ex.
*.*
in a verse cited voce cºl.

1. Jºs, inf n. *s, IIe variegated, or

-

-

Jeº e-l, the Jºãº -), the avºi-e āā-2, and
the J-e-a-i-Jº J–a–31. (I’Ak, sect. 3-5-a-ſi
Jelš)) →º *") —º. ii- [A simple

figured, a piece of cloth, or a garment; (Mgh,
Msb,”
K;) and embellished it.2 o 3 (K)
– Jº epithet]; an epithet resembling an Jes A-" —
• 23
- 0
Juak-J) º! *, (S, K,) or Juak-J) ***, (Msb,) âté i.e. An epithet in which the substantive
He calumniated, or misrepresented, him to the character predominates. —i.e. as a general
-

L5°5
-

-

2 * >. *

3. U-13 see azº-, throughout.

term for an attributive word, is also applied by Lth

Sultán. (S, Msb, K.)

... of

• 9

. .b

4.

Jº, originally J3-) : see Cºxº~!

6.

$45.

and other old writers to An adverbial n. of place

is: Any colour differing from the main
or time, and to a preposition. It is so applied in the

*

© erº.

* *

colour of a horse, &c.; a colour differing from

L and TA, art. Jºe, &c. It was applied to
the rest, (S,) or from that which generally the former by Fr, (T, voce Jº) and to the
pervades a thing. — 4--. ā- Sj It is of one
latter also. (L, TA, ubi supra.)
generally pervading colour, in which is no other
ãi 2-ºl &: see 3 in art. Jºy.
colour. — tº [also] A mark, sign, symptom,

see its syn. 13-9.

lºs

• *

4.

s

•

-

Jāº [thus without 3] : see loºs-e.

or token, by n!hich a thing is known; syn.
(Msb;) and i.e., which see.

~ *

… O

32%;
J-23

&º
g

$3, originally an inf. n., A kind of varie

i.; A ball of spun thread. (AA, TA in
art. J-.)
• A

4123, and aft J23,

1.

\-5

gated, or figured, cloth, or garment. (Mgh,
Msb.") — &% The variegation, figured work,

came to,

He, or it, arrived at,

reached, attained,

him, or it; (S, K,

&c.) as also º "Jºsi (M)— — J-5

or figuring, of a garment; making it party

L9-9

He made close his ties of relationship by
• 2 º'

...

•

b >

coloured. – Jas sometimes signifies 4 natural behaving with goodness and affection, &c., to

*

º, o 2

8. Jºl: see --~~3.

4

o' .

diversity of colours : see alley. — Jºs of a

kindred : see

2-2. âte. – 425 and '43's

6 o'

sword: see Jºš.
3

held,

close, or loving, communion,
commerce, or intercourse, nith him. (Msb, K.)

He had, or

.

Jºº : see what next follows.

.*,

*

6

*

'9, inf. n.
3

- -

-

Jººs rel. n. of i.e., the rad. 5 being restored ;
3.

& & *:

K, TA:) or it is
6

It will soon be : (S, MSb,
near to being. (Māb, TA.)

-

3

-

-

3

[of 33:1 ($ in art. 2-2)

* c >

inf.

g

dº

(TA in art. 3-5, in an explanation of <º. Jā)
s

-

$4.

is used by Aboo-Dhu-eyb to signify
A musical reed-pipe. (TA, art. •P53.)

-

an ex. in a verse cited voce 3,9.

i-º-º-º:

Ju-,

and

are

said

#2 ; and 4- "J.2%: [He made close his

[A saying misrepresented].

simple subst. : see 1 in art. Lºº.

tº Quickly, or speedily. (IB, TA) See

n.

chaste. (M.K.)—And tº J23, inf n. Jº
and

-

&: J;

*

with relation to love, whether chaste or un

-

ſ:

* ~ *

.

($ in the present art.;) and so "Csº, like C35-5

Jºãº an anomalous inf. m., or perhaps a

o

Jº, and i.e : and Vallets,

-

bond of love, by affectionate conduct]. (M.) —
aſ 23 He gave him property. (TA.) And
→ ...

• *

jº- 4.3% [He gave him

a gift]. (K in art.

~33-) — J-23 He connected, or conjoined, a
word with a following word, not pausing after

*

• A-25

Jºs

the former; he made no interruption.

J%:

1.

---,

applied to water : see an ex, voce
and another in a verse cited voce J5x ; service. (K.)
9, -

&-

-

He attained to the proper age for

-

.

g

. … • *

22 tº -

6

© -

2. a 1–25, inf. n. Jº-235, He joined, or con
See an ex. in the K, voce
nected, much : he made a string to have many

*

and another voce

tº:

J5

joinings. (TA : the latter from
an explanation
22 - 2
of
the
pass.
part.
n.)
—
*ºl
4-25.
He made
it
4. – 23 and " -ā-•º He (a boy) became
* * o–
* , ~2.É
* -- of
o,”

. . of

Jºë A she-camel whose milk lasts throughout
the year. (IAgr., in TA, art. 28%.)

-

of full stature, and fit for service. (Mgh.)

-

to reach it, or him : syn.

*|| "…!, and

aşMºl
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•Ü; like º '42; (q.v.). (TA) See an
ex, voce Jás.

n. is connected with its subject, together with down from his hand : (TA:) contr. of aº ;
that subject; as 43 in 43 &si. In this case it (Mgh :) syn. al- (K,” TA, in art. Jae- :) but

is an inf. h. in the sense of a
3. See 1. –

2.3 J-3.

inf. n.

i.e.,

pass. part. n., it has a more general sense than this last.

and

namely, of Jºº. (IbrD.) –
He continued the fasting uninterruptedly. nective word or phrase : as 3& is

Jº,

[äsaid

A con

Răghib, Kull.) –

to be in contr. of

3%.

3.3%

(Er
He put down a thing:

(K, voce -º)— <s

(TA)—J-3 see #3–ãº Jº II, held

the phrase (sº & J. see art. 53°. In this brought forth. — 4.

communion, or commerce, of love nºith the

case it is an inf. n. used in the sense of an act.

She

& He appointed

to him,
in art.
see
Msb
&c.;
or for him, a sign, or token,
woman. – S-2's Contr. of tail}. (K in part. n.] It is used in this sense especially A*. — sº & He imposed upon him a fine,
with reference to cases in the Kur-án. (MF,
art. &las.)
or tax, &c. – 2–33 He remitted a tax or the like;
art.
35°.)
22
of
did no cºurt it. (Mgh, Msb, in art. tº-)
5. o.º.
4. al.25" He made, or caused, him, or it, to
aſ 23 : see ańc : A means of connexion, or -º-J1 19-35 t [They gave over, or relinquished,
reach ; he caused to come, brought, conveyed, or
see axº.
attachment:
war;] they made peace; opposed to tºº, (Ham,
delivered, him, or it; (S,” M, K,”;) º, to him,
* 3: ".
U-23-e A joint, or place of juncture.
or it; as also "aſ 29. (M.) See als).
He lowered his grade, rank, condition, ($, K,) or
[A conjunct]. This is
5. 4.) J-223 He applied himself with gentle Jº, in grammar,
He lost,
estimation. (K.) – ºjº º
3 *>
* > *>
ness, or courtesy, to obtain access, or nearness, of two kinds; Jº- Jº-ex” and J-1 J3-22-2.
or suffered loss or diminution, in his traffic;
to him. (S.) See 1.
The former term [or conjunct particle] is applied (S, Mgh, Msb, K;) did not gain in it; (Mgh ;)
o £
ºf £
o .
o.
8. aw Jaji It communicated with it. (Modern to the infinitive particles 's', Ji, &=, 9, and as also
(Mgh.) – & He forged (a
usage.)
Le. The latter term [or conjunct noun] (I have
e:
word :) he forged (poetry, U-1–2 in the name
thus rendered it voce Ji, and voce & and
Jº Union [of companions or friends or VOce Ö) is applied to the conjunctive nouns
a.
Q5
"
He applied or assigned or appropriated a word,
(T, S, voce &) or of
lovers]; contr.
cººl, and its fem. Usº), and cº-e, and Le, and or phrase, to denote, or signify, a thing. (Kull,
ă; (Mºb, ibid.) or of Jºš (Bd in vi. 94) or of 33 in the dial. of Teiyi, and to J, which last
º st-R-33
371, &c.) See also 43].
35- (S.) — -ºš Jº Jº In the case
conjunct particle,
incorrectly
to
be
a
hold
some
app. signifies I made the thing according to his,
of connerion with a following nord and in the
and others assert to be a determinative particle or its, measare.
See Stºjº.
case of a pause.
and not a conjunct, and to 3 after the interroga
º
tive tº or &. (I’Ak, sect. J-ºl)
CŞ3 Jº: See āşi.
2.
-

6.

o

z

-

5 -

g

*> * >

-

o ,

pp. 179 and 180) – 4: & (S) or *, (K)

d.

º

w

© .

©

-

-

-

ºy

&

J o e

-

- - -

'éºi

o). (M., 8th ex-) – 33 uº &

of 35:

©

.

->

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

o

. ~~

º

→ c → .

45

o

º:

6 o' --

&º

º, o .

J25 and "J25 A limb : see 3-5 and ºf

4

and see also Har, p. 346.

ºr

“...a o

-

-

-

-

Between every
Jºe” *u-l An exception in which the thing
cºas [or rather between every Jº and the ercepted is united in kind to that from which
Jº next to it] is a J-25. (O, K, in art. J-aš.) the eacception is made ; contr. of &l-i-.
o

-

6 o' --

J-25 : see

6.

-

-

... o.º.

4 see 1 —-eº & & 3-, 4 &
& Jºl. (T, in L, art. ***)
3.3%

He was, or became, lon:ly, humble,
submissire, or in a state of abasement: (Msb :)
6.

º o

J-2.
Ls”5

2-3) ā-e The [making close one's ties
relationship by] behaving nºith kindness,

lowered, humbled, or abased, himself.
(S, K) — &sº U.3% They two laid bets,

or

of

*

* -

2.

,

of

sº and W ‘tº He enjoined him ; charged

he

or him ; bade him; ordered him : (K, &c. :) he
goodness and affection and gentleness, and con commanded him, 3&, to do such a thing. wagers, or stakes, each with the other; syn.
isj. (TA, art. Cº-ºp.) — Jº <s;
siderateness, or regard for their circumstances, (Msb.)
f
The land was lower than that which was neart
2 3
to kindred, or relations, even though remote, or
He bequeathed to him to it. (TA.)
4 -ºu asignifies the contr.
evil-doers : and ~}
the third of the property. (M.A.) – J-3 IIe
2 * ~ of o – < 3
(IAth, T.A.) – it. A gift for which no com made his will. — See 2.
| : see R. Q. 2 in art. 8-3.
8. aštej! J
pensation is to be made; a free gift; a gratuity;
6. I5.2% They enjoined, charged, bade, ordered,
8-2, as one of the ten predicaments, or
(Marg. note in a copy of
like i.e and #32.
or commanded, one another. See an ex. voce lºt. categories, Collocation, or posture. — Also The
the KT) —ie The conneacion of a verb
constitution of a thing; its conformation ; its
neith the objective complement, whether. imme
Jº A person commissioned; a commissioned
make.
And i. q. 3-5, meaning A mode, or
diate or by means of a preposition. – a V-2 The agent : (K:) an executor appointed by a mill.
manner, &c.
complement of a Jº- [or conjunct], (ſ have
#-3 An injunction, a charge, bidding, order, is 3 perhaps an inf. n. of 2
thus rendered it voce Ji) whether the latter be or command: (K:) an admonition, with an
35, meaning
sentence,
1,
third
:”
see
forth
brought
“she
a particle or a noun. (IAk, sect. JºJ) endeavour to persuade: and a command: its
– [The term ite is also applied in the Msb, place may be supplied by any word in which in art. 93.
Often is the meaning of 2. (Msb.) – And A will,
art. cº, to 3 in the phrase 43
*. #3 Lon, ignoble, rile, or mean; of no
applied to the connective prep. by which a verb or testament. (K,” TA.)
rank,
& or estimation. (Msb.)
or act, part. n. is transitive, together with the
USr.' &º- 38. He is the depository of my
noun or pronoun governed by it; as to 43 in
8-99
* .

... O

J-3

$1.3

º D .

s

º

-

-

- -

º

-

-

&

-

*. . . ;

-

0.

... .º.

a cº

-

-

-

23 - -

o 2

o .

a) J31 : and that prep. alone is called āk.ajl -º

1. 4.33 He put it, or laid it, (KL, PS) in,

secret, or secrets. –

Also, to a prep. by which a pass. verb or part. or on, a place : (PS:) he put it, or threw it, & 92.

—&

& ax-as-e Same as al-2

The proper application, or
386*
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meaning, of a word. (Bd, iv. 48 and v. 45.) himself to do the thing ; syn.
See 1 in art. Cº-. And The case in which a in T.A.) See also 5 and 10.
nord is to be used : see S, art. on the particle
4: see 10.

&

Wºº-. (ISd,

853) — The bone of the 5C. (L, art.
&j.)— —#9 Jes. The fetlock joint. (S, K,

See also

WOce

3%)

-3. — And The proper place of a thing. —
5. º Jº & <<āş, and 3, He under
Ground ; as when one says, “a ground for,
And
or of, belief, trust, accusation,” &c.
took the thing, and submitted to it; syn. <-º-*
* ~ 2.
The proper object of an action, &c.; as in the º 3.53% (ISd, in TA) [see also 2 and 10] his
phrase
& Such a one is a mind, or he, became disposed and subjected to do
the thing ; syn. *** (K [in the CK, for
proper object of honouring.
\º-º-o: Çº, is put sº tº])
A certain pace of a beast; contr. of

*** A daily allowance, or portion, of food,
or the like. (S, K.) —

ãº also An appointed

part-payment, or instalment, due at a particular

25°º *::

3, ..
3,9. (S in art. &#9.)

-

**** as an inf. n.,

10.

&bsº

period. (Mgh, Mºb, in art. ,<5.) — &- **,

Jº cº- [An

assessed rate of the land-tawī].

&b.)

S, voce

He took for himself as a home, or

signifying a certain manner of going of a beast : settled place of abode, (S, Msb, K,) a country;

J-4) &%.

see

-

£º-

in logic, t A

82

(S, Mºbi) as also '69;i (S. Mºb, K) and
*... • ?

6 , b >

subject, as opposed to a predicate : and t a sub * Clº (S, K) or "&ºi. (Mºb.)
stance, as opposed to an accident : in each sense,
&B, The place of abode or residence (S,
contr. of J.-- – + The subject of a book
3. * * * * * * Mgh, K) of a man : (S, Mgh :) a man's settled
or the like. — See ex-ae – “3- ~5-2)
place of abode ; his place of constant residence;
**** See alt. &:-.
his dwelling; his home. (Msb)
5

- ©

eyes see J393.
U-85

.

1.

&c.

23, &

i. 7.

<< and **,

and

$3:2

(IAqr, TA, in art. J.-:)

as alsº

[when used as a conv. term in
lexicology] i. q.
[when so used]. (Mz,

&º

1st

-ālsº

82.)
2. J.J.

•º -its

He appointed him the
º

i.e.: i.eſta low hill. ($ in art, cº-) work. (Mºb) — 8-9-1) 2.41: is, (He
assessed them their rates of the
in art. Ja-5.)

, a

: see Jºc.
g

&p-].

(Mgh

-

-

-

: see Jºe.

ā-35
... •

d

• 2 of

4. a $Ul

-āº

He made the she-camel to go

the pace termed -º-; like ºi. (Khaleefeh

-:43, in every quadruped, What is above the
8% ſor pastern), to the joint of the Ju : in the
fore-leg of a horse, nºkat is beneath the knee, to

El-Hoseynee, in TA, art. Jaś5.)

the

the
J-35

&“s

à- and in the hind-leg, what is betneen
ºrz= [or hock] and the * : accord. to

IAar, in a camel, from the

& [or pastern], to

Jes
6 o' .

Jes. A mountain-goat ; (K, &c. :) see j j;
5

** c:

es

6 o –

also -1; and 325, and 2.3.
5 - - -

ses as meaning Noble persons: and strong
A girth

(Jua)

wide, noven of thongs the knee in the fore-leg, and in the hind-leg

©

.

men : See two exS. Voce Jºº-j.

or hair, or only of skin; (M, K;) said to be to the -º-; : [or hock) (M,
adapted for the J*, and the
the
shank, fore and hind.]. – See

***

cº

* - d -

º. o

TT.) [the
++,

and

in

being peculiarly for the cº-3 : (M :) or it is for ~3-, and ā-j. – In a horse, What corre
in an or or a sheep or goat;
the
like the cus, for the 23 and the sponds to the

£5%

tºº,

22*. for

the

Jº and

the

25- for

the

&

or the slender

part ºf the leg.

(K, voce

ele.)

Ls°5
1. sº He kept it in mind, and considered it.
(Msb.) — <!-- Jº He kept, or retained,

and both [but to what this refers is doubtfulj (The -ãº J-22 is The joint between which the narration in his mind, or memory; or knew
are like the
ercept that they are of thongs and the hoof is the slender part called the it, or learned it, by heart; and studied it until
(K, art. &–0.) The slender part of he knew it. (Msb.) – Jº, aor. : , He heeded ;
woven one upon another, doubly or more. (S.)

cº,

&º

the
6 - 2

2.

893 and JU in a horse, camel, &c. (S, K.)

2 o' -

i.e., i.a. i. i. e. ***.

(TA in art.

That which is broad, in the hind-leg, is pre

paid attention to.
-

-

* , of

4. t-e-A-Jl oues! He made him to retain the

J3-4.)
ferred ; and that which is gibbous in the fore

leg. (S.) [In art.

<-

the place where the JU.

U-123
and Càºlº meet is mentioned.] The arm
1.

J-93: see Jºu, in art. C-212.

(39)

narration in his memory; or to know it, or learn
it, by heart. (TA, in art. J.)

:L→ A [bag, or wallet, or] receptacle, for
of a camel, [&c.,] is above the Cârlº. (K, voce
The Cârlºs evidently signifies what anato travelling-provisions, and for goods or utensils,

3.3.)

cyl-3

&c.; (S, MA:) a vessel () — -īāl is, [The
metatarsus (in the hind-leg); see axe, and **. pericardium]. (TA, voce 3%)
* ------In general it seems to signify the slender part Jº Jº L. : I shºwed him what was in ºny

mists call the metacarpus (in the fore-leg) and the

* -

.*

o .

•

* *

.

-

29 Jº 4… &º He disposed and
subjected his mind, or himself, to do the thing ;
2.

of the shank, next the pastern : and this, accord.
to the explanation of J.A.-- in the M and K,
5.

. ... O -

syn. Øjº º sº. (Mº.)— — ci,
...# Usºs, and aſ, He induced, or persuaded,
º

heart. (Er-Răghib,TA, in art. 58: and U.K.) —
*e, -º- [The adverbial particle us]. (IB,

J.

is the meaning assigned to it in the S and K. in TA, art. Ja-5.)

SUPPLEMENT.]
Jé5
...

(TA.) – Jº

&#3 He

lighted, or came, upon a

O ... o.

sº

* *

voce jº.
g

3057

or corresponded with the sin, crime, or offence]. thing or place ; and he became in a place. —
t.Aés' : see a verse cited (TA.) — J33 It was suitable, or convenient.
Jas:
Jº'º [They lapsed into the years
— see tiet-, in art. J&, conj. 3. – &ls of scantiness of herbage]. (K in art. a..., q.v.)

- * > . of

4. W-1=5), for

-

-

Jé2 – 832
33. $233, & [The punishment agreed,

•

-

*

*

-

He encountered him ; syn. with

-

assue, q.V.

<! &#3 It

chanced, or happened, to come to
4. 2 cl J, º He found his affair, or case, him, or it: and, said of a thing borne by water,
it drifted to it, namely, a place. — aske &” It
agreeable neith his wish, or desire. (T.A.)

Jeſ, see Jº, and 31.3, and iº.

-

• 2 of

~ 2 of

o,” 2.

285

lay, or closed, upon it, or against it. —
It happened ; chanced. So used in fell,
o:
the K, art. St-à), and in many other works. – J-o')\! &#3 He originated the thing, or event, and
o :
... *
made it to befall. (TA.) — &#3 He fell into a
3- Jºkº 4x.o | : see 3.
8.

J-5

-

º, o .

a 22

-

• * -

_2=3, said of food : see was .

- -

- -

. . .

* -

snare, or the like : he became insnared. —

Jaś5
2.

J-5 Já,

&

He put a Jatº [or skin)

beneath the [hand-] mill. (M, in art. Jā5.)
2 - of

.

A certain legal document : a pleading.

o:

,

-

* *

-

-

i. 7.

.

"…} 20-2 [He nas, or

See j-a-o.

Jºël

became, meaning he found himself, came to be,
or chanced to be, in a desert, or neaterless, land];
(Msb:) and ãº es: [in a meadon, or garden j:
(T, S, in art. J-31:) [or he lighted upon, &c.;

Casual.

. of

4. Jass' : see -ā-25".
* *

*

35-5 cº, es: &–33

Jº

?, a

Jelš3 : see 2, and Jū3.
1.

2.2% cº

and

**

[He fulfilled, per from the lighting of a bird]. –

& followed by

formed, kept, or neas faithful to, the compact, Jºe, often signifies It (a garment, &c., or a
portion thereof,) lies against or upon a certain
G-32
or covenant, and the promise]: act. part. n.
part of the body, &c. – 2. & and
W
* , of
.
,
1. oºl J, 33 His affair, or case, nas right, pl. Kºi. (Mºb) — it is signifies The being
He made much slaughter among them : (Msb:)
agreeable with n-hat was wished, or desired. (A, faithful to an engagement, or promise : see 1,
or he fought them vehemently: (K:) or he fell

&

2. &#3;

TA.)

last sentence, in art. Use). —º He paid it : upon them in fight: (PS:) both mean the same:
2. 5 o 3
£ o 2 oz.
* 2:
($:) he made an onslaught upon them : &#3
see
an
ex.
(4:3)
cy!
Lº!
Jº Jº) voce *9-.
2. ºol J, ; [He accomodated, adapted, or dis
3-ºxº he made an assault, or a sudden assault,
posed, his affair to its object; directed
it to a right
•*
> ….
2. i-º, and '3s, and 'ºu, and '36, upon the enemy (MA) – 4:3 8%, inf. n. iº,
issue;] prospered it. (TK.) – 3-2 a5.53 He dis and W sus- He paid, or rendered, to him fully,
* . of

,

º,

saw

posed him, or adapted him, to a thing ; he disposed
or completely, his right, or due. (K. [In the
*2 a 2.
him, or made him fit, for a thing—alſº God
CK, º is erroneously put for $3%.])
accommodated him, adapted him, or disposed
3. * Jº He brought it : see a verse cited
him, or directed him, to the right course; syn.
$33. . (Msb:) God made him to take, or in art. J.-. – See 2.
follow, a right way, course, or direction, [in an
4. 2.1.
He looked upon it, looked upon
affair] : or directed him by inspiration to that
which was good, or to prosperity. (TA.) — it from above, looked down upon it; got a view
slºw *i; [He accommodated, adapted, dis of it ; or saw it; syn. º –5%, (S, Msb, K,
and * Jºs' [likewise] signifies
posed, or directed him, to that which was right]. TA,) and
º

a

-

He spoke evil of him, behind his back, or in his
absence, or othermise, saying of him what would
grieve him if he heard it; ($ ;) slandered him. –

He reviled, vilified, or rituperated, him; charged
him with a vice, fault, or the like; defamed him;
or detracted from his reputation. (Msb.) —
aße &: º &#3, [and *º-le- &c. (see K,

Jº

&lt;

(K, art. 2'-'.) —

cº

Jº-º

Jºs He effected -ºl. (T.A.) – See 2.

an agreement, a harmony, a reconciliation, an

art. 253,)] It supplied,
or sufficed for, his
2 of
2

---

.. .

signifies

jº, in
and º,

It stood in stead, or in some stead : see

the K ; and see Bl, and Jel, ix. 60:
2.

-

\ºlāe, in great stead. —

• *-* > * > .

o' .

need; syn. As Ussel. (Mºb.) laš3-2 &#2

-

tº. * * : [It

5. aul obs; God took his soul, (S, K,) [either
accommodation, or an adjustment, between the

did not stand with him in any stead]. (S, K,
voce as 5, end of art. las--.) [You say]
-

at death, or in sleep.

two things. (MA) And 2: &# is, [I

or caused him to die.

See the Kur-án, vi. 60]:
(Msb.) – See 2 and 10.

2-w^ -

effected an agreement, a harmony, &c., between
10. &l and * {i,j He [exacted, took, or
the people, or party; made peace between them].
(Msb, in art. tº &c.)
received, it fully, or wholly. (Mgh.) See an
ex. Voce Jº. — See 2. — Jº [He com
3. &#3 He, or it, was conformable, or did
pleted] so many years of his age. (A, O, in TA,
conformably, to him, or it ; was as he, or it,
voce Jäe-l.)
was, or did as he, or it, did : coincided with

him, or it : it suited him, or it : it matched it ;
-

-

* ... • *

>0 =

-

O

* - -

&#3 The thing

sion be allowable) in evil stead]; syn. &

<3.

(TA) — as-tº-1 & us;. 8% [It supplied, or
sufficed for, nellat was needed]. (Bd, ix. 60)
< *ś*ś, and 9.3 cº-àis see

*-i

& “J.--- * (a ſºlº,

- - -

6 - e.

2 . .

stood neith him [in good stead, or (if the expres

Ji,

• *w

tallied with it. — ;, Jº 3% i.g. 44% "Jä

£

tº-5' U-- Laš92 Jºy! a-2

performer, o: Åeeper, of the compact, or covenant.

lie Jº & It (a word) applies to such a thing.

-

a.Ac, He agreed with him, or nas of one mind (TA, voce

or opinion with him, upon, or respecting, a thing,
or an affair. (T.A.) — [aas's is best rendered

J. .)

2. ~tº Jºãº, (MA, TA) inf n. 33.3,
(KL, TA,) [as commonly used in the present

&#3

day,) He signed the writing [for the purpose ºf

IIe agreed, consented, accorded, or nas of one
giving effect to it, either beneath, or by endorsing
mind or opinion, with him ; and he complied
it]: (MA, KL :) [but as generally used in
with him, or it (see **): and he coincided happened; took place ; came to pass; became earlier, though post-classical, times, he annered

1.29 & The thing, or affair, Iſl, ºftii,j

nith him, suited him, or it; it matched it, &c.] [executed, performed, or] realized; syn. Jºa to the writing, after it had been finished, for the

30.58

[SUPPLEMENT.

&#9 – Jº

** * ~*
&:
5. 4.5; and **śl He expected it; looked Bd, vi. 27 and 30. – 4:3 Jºe ari 55 I made
Sultán or the administrator of affairs, to whom
it had been submitted, something [for the purpose for its coming to pass, or being. (S, K.)
him acquainted nith, or made him to knon, his
of giving effect thereto]; as, for instance, when
crime, sin, fault, or the like : (S, K :) and so
10: see 5.
a complaint is submitted to the Sultán or to the
aſſe Y 4:35, q.v. (Mgh.) — -āş, aor. : ,
administrator, and one nºrites beneath the writing
inf. Il. -ºš, He withstood, resisted: governing
or on the back thereof, “Let the affair, or case,
&#3: see 8, in art. 53-.
by &=
& 53 and W 4.33 and **ś [He
of this person be looked into, and let his right,
ãº, An onslaught ; a shock in battle : (S:) bequeathed it, or gave it, unalienably:] the first
or due, be fully eracted for this person :” or,
or
such as is repeatedly made. (K.)
of these is the most chaste : the last is dis
accord. to Az, he myrote, upon the writing, a con
cise abstract, omitting redundances, of the objects
approved and rare. (TA, art. J-e-.) See
The nºisp of nool, &c., nith which one ** > *
ãº
from
[petitioned
therein]:
for
of want
*5-0.
2--" jº 23, [“the gall's, or sore's, marking tars a mangy camel ; see 3-ºx.
Jº 4:5; [He made him to pause, or
2.
the back of the camel”]; as though the
[app., One who is n'ont to make wait, at the thing, or affair]. (K, TA, in art.
º
upon the writing marked, upon the case respect
others fall into evil, or mischief]. (K, voce la:3.) See the quasi-pass. -ijº ; and see <º.
that
-

©. -

6

-

* . . o.

-

-

-

&;

-

5 - O

-

;:S

&.

£5.

3:

ing which the writing was written,

which

9

- d -

4.33, inf. n. -is: He taught him the places
confirmed it, and rendered its execution obliga Jolº, q.v., in art. Jax.)
a
writing
such
signifies
also
tory: (TA :)
&ls Actually occurring. – An event; a fact; of pausing, in reading. (Mgh.) And hence,* >He
*>
-

33;

º

itself (-tie Jº #: @: S K, TA) and its

.

Cl CdS6. -

gºſ Jº In fact;

made him to know a thing. (Mgh.) — a 5-53

in reality.

* ** >

pl. is &l=3; : (TA) it is said to be an Islámic

term; not old Arabic. (TA) [Also He made

º Jº,
*

... O

cadence.

4. &.
2.

sº

aş, c, He made him

-

**! , in music, A

an entry of a note or postil or the like, or entries
An occasion (lit., a place) of falling
of notes, &c., in the nºriting, or book : see an ex.
in three places:
He blamed him; reproved into sin. —[[x;3-2 &” : See
V Oce -**-*. – 4:
lit., It fell in a place of falling, or nºhere it
him angrily, or severely. (TA.) – See 4.
should fall : sometimes app, meaning it had an
3. 29 §§ + He thren, himself [or plunged] effect.] — It is said of a half of a date given
into the affair : he fell into the affair : he fell as alms, tº:- &-º- Jº
44 &º º
into the affair, subjecting himself to difficulty. àeſ [3]
Jº • * ~ 2. º [app., There
O

meaning

-

2

o .

- - -

3%,

&

acquainted with the thing; informed him of it;
Aim, notice of it; though often occurring,

gave
for

4-Me as 52, seems to be post-classical. It

is used in this sense, or as meaning He (God)
revealed to him the thing, in many places in the
Mz, 1st

&:

as, for ex., in the

following

in

--

&#.

gº:

stance, cited from IF, \º Le Use 237 ºf J.
o #
• * * > wou! *** cy! [God taught, or revealed to, Adam
>

-iº, (K,) He explained the tra

art. 31-5, for an instance of this, as well as a &c.]. (O, in art. &#3, in explanation of a trad. dition ; syn. 4. (JK, K.”) —
35%, inf. n. ãº. mentioned there and in the MSb.) See
similar, meaning.
legal term : see ū. 34 Jº- Jº.
WOce
Jºë.
assº,
or
expe
to
doing,
near
app., He was
and

—5.3%

-ā;

what He pleased to teach him]. - <-22-1

U-º-º-º-º:
(M.A.) And t He fell to the thing ; such as
eating, and drinking, and the like: see 3 in appears not, of it, any effect upon the hungry, (JK,) inf. n.

&#3

-ºš,
-

as

a

sº 1.

gº,

3.

riencing, the affairs, or events; syn. Usus. (TA.)
—tº 23% also means He experienced the occur
rence of a thing; he met with a thing; i.e., some
thing occurred. – tº: 33% same as :Us: Us.” &#3
He fell into a thing. (Kur, xviii. 51, and Expos.
of the Jeláleyn.) – tººls He compressed her.
33% [He engaged with them in
(M.A.) —
-- -

-i 33

He stood with another in a com

petition ; was a partner in a match, &c.:

3. An efficient.

6

6 *~ *

6 & 2 a.

&” Tried, experienced ; see

**.

See

-

Jºy.
4 : see 1. –

3%

• *

> * ~ of

Usºs añ35. He acquainted
o-

-

-

-> --> -->

him with a thing. — 495 Lºc axiºs! : see aº,
-#53

which is the expression commonly known.

2.

1. – #3 He was, or became, still, or stationary;
Jº -ā; : He paused, or naited,
5.
(Msb;) [he stood still ; ] he continued standing: at the thing; syn. JºJ. (I Drd, K, TA.)
, (with which (K.) and [simply] he stood; contr. of J.-. (Accord. to some copies of the K, <ā] You
, inf. n.
2.9
is syn., as is shown in the TA,) He made (TA) – º – 3, inf n. -iñº, He made say, 28 & Jº < *ś ! I paused, or waited,

º

fight, or conflict]. (S.)
4.

gui-

&

"33;

the thing, or affair, to happen, to take place, to the beast to be, or become, still, or motionless. at this thing, or affair. (T.A.) And Jº -ā;
come to pass, or to become executed or performed (Msb.) – •º -āş, He stopped, or paused,
42be ~'3- f [He paused, or n’aited, at the
or realized. – assº He caused him to fall into upon coming to him, or it; he stopped, or
paused, at it ; or where he, or it, was. – reply to his speech]. (TA.) And hence, -á,
a snare, or the like; he ºared him. —
Jº He limited, or restricted, himself
- #3 IIe pauſed al, and paid atten
see 1. — !º ovº &#3 He caused evil to º Jºe
_ow”
to n-hat had been heard [from the Arabs,
befall them ; occasioned them evil. – 4: &#2 tion to, a thing. — asks -ā-59 He compre with respect to a construction, &c.] ; did not
hended it, namely, a meaning : he understood
a 3-2.2
[He punished him]. (A, art. Jºãc.) – See 1.
transgress it, or overstep it. See Că-33-2. –

&

& .

alsº

• 2 o

-- ot

-

4.3 * & ſº !

*—º

Jºe:

war,

Ot

&#3', (L, art.

º

Or

sitive.

-ºš,

for it is there

altered.]) - He met with it : namely, a word 43 —#; + He paused upon it ; he hesitated,
or the like, in reading ; often occurring in or deliberated, respecting it. Of very frequent
art.) i, q. Jºy!. (L, this sense. – º -ºš He saw it: and he was OCCUll'Tell CC. - 2S] º -ā; + He held, re

&#3' (TA, in ºut
TA, in that art.) – &#3 He
j-) ovº

it. (TA. [Or, correctly,

into his

made a verb tran

introduced into it, and knew what n'as in it. frained, or abstained, from the thing, or affair.
(TA.) He was made to know it surely. See (Msb.) – 134- Jº -čº It (for instance, an

SUPPLEMENT.]

-ā35 – J-5

3059

&: Cautious, guarding himself from sin, &c.:
&#.

opinion or a judgment, and the truth of an
evidence or a demonstration, and the result of

See

an inquiry or investigation) rested, neas founded
or grounded, depended, or nas dependent, upon
23. --

such a thing. You say, of knowledge, Căş3-2
134 Jºe als-a- Its origination rests upon such
• *

* *

*

*

… nº ...

-

•

(TA.) – 4:23 J affles [I left him to his
religion, not interfering with him therein].
a woºd.

(S, Msb, K, voce arºx.)

is, Property by means of n!hich one preserves
himself; pl. 3.33. (TA) See a verse cited
WOce

ð e

- a. s. .

2. Jº º He appointed him, or intrusted
him, as his commissioned agent, factor, or deputy,

J.-.

with the management, or disposal, of a thing. —
ătă2 Excess of preserving or guarding. (Ksh, º st-Jé-3 I associated a Jºes [or factor,
-is An entailed, or unalienable, legacy or
Bd in ii. 1.) — A preservative.
&c.] with such a one. (T in art. J.)

a thing ; as, for instance, speculation.

•

*

Jº

c &

2.

-

g

•

gift ; a mortmain. See

2 of

** *

-3. – “tº

.*

> .)

3333))

Jú A saddle that does not gall the back. (S. K.)

The halting of the pilgrims at Mount Arafit.
.*

--

o .

*

6*

>

Cºal ºs-e Jaz- The horse's belly was in

-

43,

(Msb:)

.

p. 136. – 4313 as meaning one preserver : see

flated : see **.

* * Jº, and ... 'Jó, He relia

2 *... •

a 515 used as an inf. n., like agº . see Har, upon him ; ($, Msb;) and confided in him :

-

6.

-

he submitted himself to him. (K.) –

29, Jé He became

responsible to him for

an ex. voce à:30.

Aé 3- Jº -ºš.
2

Brought to the verge of

3.

-

sa

&

“s o

ãº! An ounce: see Uley, in two places.

infidelity: see Je-.

the management of the affair. (TA) — Jā;
* a He became responsible to him for it. (T.A.)
— 2») **.
: -3 Jean, became Jº-3 in an affair.
2, .
o E

• *

~ *

-

-

-

3 * > . .” - ºf

. .

l-kº Jº Câ35-e ū) [I am pausing, or hesitating,

*- Jºe Jé-55 He became administrator

-

495

respecting this ;] I do not form, or give, a decided
a 2-

•*

of one's property.

>
º,

opinion (ºl, Jºel S) respecting this. (TA.)

º 2

a

•

&.

493 ele and Les Lºs : see art. Me.

6 *š IIe deserted him, or it; i. º. aze,; ;
*

.

See two exs. voce J.A.

Jäe 3

Jºx
3

1.

evil.

2 : ad

* 23° .

Jº Bel; and ke, i. q. &B's and
*::: Attending assiduously to such a thing;
134,

p - e.

º

aúl ot;3 God preserved him from
(M3b.) See a verse cited voce Jºš.

-

223-4 Jé & Juá, God preserve
thee from
•.
6

-

x

0

intent upon it. (Lh, in TA, art. …Jes.)

5 .

2 : 2, 2

.

3: 2.2

-

Je; and "āle; and Yāśi An impotent
nan, ($, K,) who commits his affair to another. (S.)
22

•

.2

9:

*- -

.

See

all ſear: see 253-c. – 3, or 43, and J33,
are imperatives [meaning ise thou cautious].

Jés

3 . . .”
--

&=>
g

(J.K.) – 4xiſ, Jº 5: see &B.
Šiš, and
W Stål both signify He was cautious of it; syn.

22

-

-

-

ax=3 pl. of

&és, like as i.e. is of <+.
•

,

o 5

Base: see a verse cited voce J2a-1.

-

-

Jº's A witness; syn. 3.3. (Jel, ii. 66;
and iv. 169) — A commissioned agent ; a
factor; a deputy.

$3- (K)

3.

*

>

•

*

-

* .

...”

-

-

âles, for alles' 23, A factory; pl. Jjtě3.

§§

(and, accord. to a usage in the K,
art. jra-, also &. Jºsi) He guarded against it ;
5.

- - -

-

8; see 5. — J& is used as an inf. m. of Jö1.

... • * 0.

1. – 4-3 said of water from the

•* ~ *

was cautious of it; syn. azo jº-1 and are jjaj.
ow > 2.

• **3

c 3.2

eyes: see

Jé-5

a verse cited voce …). One of its inf. ns, is
5 ... o

(S, K," art, jj-.) – 43553 as j : see 4 in art.

5

- *

a

-

-

-

:

*

Jºã=3.

ãº's certainly means, sometimes, A bird's

(K, voce Je-.)

Jº.

nest, wherever it be : see an ex. in the first

2.5:1. Jé -áē [It was made to drip upon

paragraph of art, 5.As.

8. Jé. He preserved, or guarded, himself
bread]; said of fat melting and dripping. (TA
exceedingly, or extraordinarily : (Ksh, Bd in
in art. Jº-)— —#3 and " -áēi; see Jºi
Jºë3
ii. 1:) he put a thing between him and another
and
Jičí.
to preserve him, or guard him. (Ham, p. 359.)
:=3 A tie : see an ex. voce <!, in art. ar.
— In the conventional language of the law,
4 : see 2.
– The tie, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) which is a cord,
He preserved, or guarded, himself eacceedingly,
-ā=3: See an ex. in a verse cited voce alaes-. (Msb) of the head (S, Msb) of the ajs, (S,
or extraordinarily, (Ksh, Bd, ubi supra,) from
Mgh, Msb, K,) &c. (K.)
sin, of commission or of omission, (Ksh,) [or]
-i.e.,
inf.
n.
of
1
:
see
e-j.
from m'hat would harm him in the world to
come. (Bd, who describes three degrees.) It may
J2
often be rendered He was pious; or careful of his
Jé-3
R. Q. 1. sº She (a woman) nailed, or
religious duties. –33-3 Jºſé Jià [He guarded
himself against them in an extraordinary degree,
raised her voice with weeping. (Har, p. 395.)
and was cautious, or n’ary]. (JK, TA, in art. left him to his opinion, or judgment. (TA.)
& d

-

5 - d -

* **

•

.

o

0.

1 ºff G is, if nº and Jºe, H.

Ust-.) See 1. — Jº, for Jº : see art. Lºfts:
and see

a

verse of

Khuff

And

*-*. J. &=3,

aOr.

Ibn-Nudbeh, [I left him to himself';] I

Jº,

inf. n.

Jºës,
J-5

dia not manage his

(quoted
in the S, in art. Jºs,) cited voce
Ji.
oa •
6 w ś, ź

affair, nor aid him. (Msb) And J. Jºſé

– Jº for Jºe : see a verse cited voce -sto.

|Jºe Leave thou me to manage such a thing.

3.

J-5

He acted perfidiously, or practised

fraud; see J's.
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2 *

º o,

mother.

J-5 Treachery: see J-92.

(T.A.)

And

<! a 3 is app. syn. with

<! Ji, q.V.
3 *

5*>

&:

alº Distraction in love : see --~.

*

or affairs; he made a successive conneacion, or
no interruption. (K.) And oS13 He made it
consecutive, successive, or uninterrupted, in its
progressions, or gradations, or the like; syn.

4-4-5 [which see).
...)

2. a 4.5% (i. 4. a 4-ſºil: (K, art ºf ) He

(Ms) — $53, (MA)

º, [Berſ of the beloved:] i.a. Jet. (TA, inf. m. Sº, (§, KL, TA) He befriended him,

See

made him to be desirous, or fond, of it.

art. -j-le.)

And Distracted.

or was friendly to him. (S, MA, KL, TA.) See
… • *

• ‘ºil.

,

asº.

4. 13& & He, or it, rendered him eagerly
desirous. of
such a thing; or fond of it. 2 (M.A.)
. . of
:

º

(K.) — *

8-|3|

IIe

and he made near.

(K.L.)

tºº. §§ He did to him, or conferred upon
the him, a benefit, or favour; syn. 34. •ºi; as
-

-> .e :

— 4 ax);" i. 7. * oys".

Jº He gave :

4.

1. 493, (S, Msh, K) and & Jº, (Mºb, K.)
inf. n.

āş, (S, Msb, K,) and ãº, (K,) or

became attached to it, or fond of it; [was former is a simple subst., (TA,) and signifies
though he made it cleave to him, being newt to
devoted, or addicted, to it; was eagerly desirous the office, and authority, (K,) He held command him : or he put him in possession of it. (TA.)
of it;] he adhered, clung, or clare, to it; or or authority over it ; had charge of it; presided You say also, §§ sº [He brought upon him
lored it; (Mº)- of i.a. a. s.l. (S.) See over it, or superintended it, (namely a thing,
•

S, Msb, K, and a country, province, town, or abasement, or ignominy], (S, K, in art. Ji-á-,)
the like, S, Msb,) as a prefect, commander, and Ö303 J31. (Msb in that art., voce
governor, lord, prince, king, administrator, or -ā-e-, q.v.)
manager; (K, TA ;) i. 7. **śī. (Msb.) —

*i.

this last, and 4.

º, o

§ Lying :
**

see

Jºº.

[...* for

Eager desire

a thing] ; syn. 134-

J- (Har, p. 607:) fondness [for it]; attach

&; He performed the act or office of doing

Jº

5.

He turned himself, Ji towards.

(Jel, ii. 139.)

He turned anay (Idem, xix. 50;

such a thing ; he did such a thing himself.

ºf . ,"

-

–

and S. Ms) ºfton him, or it. (S) — Jº

ment [to it]: (L, MSb, TA:) i. q. Alps. ($, K,

J.

He caused to turn anay, or back. He turned the back to another: see a verse in
in art. Ajš.)
(Kur-án, ch. ii. v. 136.) — He caused to turn
art. J-3, conj. 1. — º J; He took upon
&º and as 3 of the
see 4-3.
toniards, with acc. (Idem, ch. ii. v. 139.) —
himself an affair. – &= J; He took upon
He turned anay, or departed. (T.A.)— 4. J.
the main part thereof; syn.
>
Marked, in oblong shapes, with black He turned away from, avoided, shunned, and himself, or• * undertook,
2.

all

*

* ... • O

and white : (S:) or, with other colours. (A$, $.)

&º.

See also

near declined]. (A, K, in art. A-.) —

&'s

in

Jº-i. Gel, ºxiv. ii) — sº see

left, him or it. (Mºb) — 4,-] sº [The

9 & 2 º'

9% J.

* ~

*

a;9.

He went back, or retreated, fleeing. ($.) —
10. * Jº He mastered, or gained the
mastery
over, him or it; (Msb;) he got it in his
Jº *::: I placed him behind me, and betook
myself to defending him. (TA in art. Cº.) — hand, possession, or power. (TA.) – sº-Jº-1
More commonly I turned my back upon him, Or ā- º [The argument, allegation, or plea,
© .6 - e.

1. § He (a dog) lapped
6

*

o

(§, Mºb, K.)

.

See an ex. Voce A5->e.
it :

Jān J.

see Har, p. 564. – -*34

The

night [declined, i. e.] retreated to depart; syn.
-#/5
, -5 -

-č,

2

×

.

jºi. (T in art,”) — tº J. The

The common cyclamen ; see wºo j9s—e. case of the people, or party, declined, or became
º,”
reduced to a bad state ; synºi. (M in art.
* ~ *

*

:

-

—º, for sºlº see ań.

22)—[y* J.

and

J.

alone, both of

frequent occurrence in the lexicons, &c., He
2'>

became in a declining state by reason of age.]
• *~

ãº A

repast prepared on the occasion of a

J. said of a man is syn. with 3.3

as also

•

*

redding : (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K.) or, on any (S in art. 3-5.) See also two exs., p. 75, col. 3.
occasion.

(M, Mgh, K.)

-

ãº,

like

jº, properly

signifies IRetro

gression; and hence, like this English word,
tropically, declension. —

a/3
•

º $5,

He set him.

overcame him]. (L in art. J-re.)

&;

The manager of a thing, or of the affairs
of another: (Msb:) the guardian, or manager
of the affairs, and maintainer, of an orphan :
the guardian of a woman, who affiances her,
and independently of n-hom marriage cannot be
contracted by her. (TA.) The executor of a
deceased person: (Bd, xvii. 35:) the heir of a
deceased person. (Bd, Jel, ibid.) The heir
[or next-of-kin] of a slain person, (Bd, Jel,
xvii. 35,) who has the management of the affairs
after the death of that person. (Bd, ibid.) And
the slayer's next-of-kin, n-ho is answerable for
•2

over the thing; appointed him superintendent of — iſ

-

1. as His reason departed, or he became it ; or set him to do it; as also §§ W Ši.
bereft of his reason or intellect, in consequence of
*222
- 32
grief; (K;) or of joy, or grief; (Msb;) or *> us"> and ºx o')5 ; see Jºs, and see three
of intense grief; (S, Mgh ;) or of the loss of phrases voce --~5.
the beloved : (TA :) or he grieved, or sorrowed :
(K.) and he became confounded, or perplewed, 3. *Sº It was next, or adjacent, to it. Said
J-

6 p.

º

-

º; , .

*

> *

-

-

&s

*

-

J. ...x P

&

2

o .

. .

.

him. — ºve J3 and ºwe 42'); : see art. Jºe.
may be rendered The friend of

3: .

God: or Jº has the meaning of an act, part. n.,

i.e. the constant obeyer [of God]: or that of a pass.
part. n., i.e. [the favourite of God;] the object
of the constant
beneficence and3 favours
of God.
3 * >
2
(TA.) See 2-we. — 9-) J3 ài signifies
o

-

2&
2 o'
22
.
3 .
and unable to see his right course, (S, K, TA,) of one place or tract with respect to another. –
both
i-º,
and
4-us.
(Ibrſ).)
—
J2
pl.
ly reason of intense grief: (S, TA :) and he J% He made a consecution, or succession, of . c. 8
" * feared. (K.) See also
in two places. – one to the other ; (S, K ;) \ºver between them it.) 5. A saint, &c. – Lºs The rain after the
-

-

• * ~ 6.

Ji,

o. of

sº Cº. %

...

O-

as

o ºr

He (an infant) yearned for his tno ; ($ ;) or cº-cº! Jar between the two things U53-5. (TA in art. 3-c.)

-
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J2 – Jºs
• 2 -9.

§ Relationship: so in the phrase ß (...,

Jº

6.

He meas, or became, languid, remiss,

2 : see 4.

[Between them two is relationship].

* . . of
(J.M.) — neak, feeble, or faint, (T, S, M, MA, Msb, K,")
4.
assºl
He made him to think [or imagine
Also used for $3 --- : see a verse cited voce in actions, and affairs, (T,) in respect of an
-- of
a thing]; as also "4:3. (S, K.) 1.je 4.x:
2. $3 The right to the inheritance of the object of his want, (S,) or in an affair. (MA,
Msb.) — 2.9 e' Jº He flagged, or neas He made him to think, or suspect, such a thing.
property left by an emancipated slave.
(M.A.) – See 8. —23. : see.”. – 4:3_c^3|
-

. . of

9,

remiss, in the dffairs (Msh;) i, 4, 23. (S.)

3 .

e.

also signifies He doubted respecting it. (Mgh.)

ãº); : see J3.

#53

A woman languid, or gentle, or grave in

-J- -

-

* > *

5. Lºº is properly rendered He presumed,
surmised, fancied, or supposed a thing : and
judge, magistrate, &c. See a 3-2.
fü. A port : see an ex. in a verse cited voce *33, upon presumption, surmise, or supposition ;
13& Jº 3% Such a one is more, or most, J3-3 : it is masc.; its being a substitute for and suppositively : see 23; and Ji- and
2. He thought : (S, K;) he ima
entitled to such a thing; has a better, or the Us: or it is an ancient Egyptian word in origin. J-.

J% A préfect, governor, ruler, king, regent, deportment, &c.; see 391.
2.

* ~

* *

2 * > .

..y

J.

-

-

-

-

best, right, or title, or claim, to it : is more, or
most, deserving, or northy, of it; is more, or
most, competent to it; is more, or most, fit for it;
syn. *
(Mº.) But see J-i. See also

gined a thing : (TA:) he doubted : see an ex.,
ºw 2.2

in a verse of 'Antarah, cited voce 23, ...
J*9

3-i,

40

yo.

º

8. as “3. (Mºb, K) and a “... (AZ, K)
**4.3 (K) He made him an object of

Jo –

23rº, originally j9423 see wº

an ex. voce 22, from the Kur, viii., last verse,
and xxxiii. 6. —

º J;

and

More worthy, or

deserving, of a thing. More fit, apt, or proper,
..for a thing. —

Jº Jºkº

imputation, or suspected him, of such a thing ;
he imputed to him such a thing. (Msb, K, TA.)

-āA3

: 2 of , ~ * *
JA81 U2 Jºs- Take what is easily attainable; See art. ovº. — 3& “d, as also 138, &#,
what offers itself without difficulty. (AA, in and J.K. W. <º, He suspected him of such a

A fortiori : see

º

Jºlº.

TA, voce ºrº-51.)

syn. 3. (TA in the
addenda.) – The son of a paternal uncle :
(S, Msb :) or a relation, (K,) such as a son of

thing ; i.e., of a thing that was attributed to

J. A lord, or chief;

him. (Marg. note in K.) [This is the sig
nification commonly obtaining. See an ex.
in the TA, voee -\s- . — Also, the second,
He accused him of such a thing.]

Jes

a paternal uncle (IAar, K) and the like, (K,)
6.

[i. e.] and such as a son of a sister. (IAar,
T.A.) – And A freedman : (S, Msb, K ;) so

ºuti <-issi.

&

See

The lasso. –

#2.

Jºss) $$$... :

See

§§2,

called because he is in the condition of the

art. 548.
son of a paternal uncle ; being one [under the
patronage of his emancipator, i.e.,] mºhom the
emancipator is bound to aid, and n:hose property
he inherits if he dies having no [natural or other
legal] heir. (TA.) And (K) a slave : (M, K:)
fem. with 3. (M.)

of the two extremes [or different opinions or
ideas] betnceen which one navers, that which is
Jºs

outneighed [in probability]. (K.) An [indecisive]
alsº Jºl arº) I met him the first thing : see opinion or idea out neighed in probability [or
formed from evidence outweighed in probability;
* -

-

... ººz

- -

*

#3.

Úsº, vulg. Jº. (not tºº.) A kind of short
poem, generally of five lines, of which all but -

a presumption; a surmise; a fancy; a supposi

$5.

q.v. (Kull, p. 376.)
— Also Doubt, or suspicion: but for this I have
found no authority; though it is well known,
tion]: opposed to

loº

the penultimate end with the same rhyme: see

note 5 to ch. xxvi. of my “1001 Nights.”

28, A thought, or an idea, occurring in the
mind: (Mgh, Mºb, K.") pl. 2'ssis (Msbº) or

1. --> J 23, ($, Mgh, Mºb, K.) aor.

and plainly indicated in the Msb, in art. Ues. ;

_s^22, inf. n. 23, (S, Msb,) He committed an VOCe J.- , q.v. in this Lex. — Also The object
error, or a mistake, in the reckoning, or cal of a thought, or of an idea, occurring in the mind.
2 - of

J”5
2.

Jº and "Jºli see tes.

(Mgh.) And The mind itself, or intellect; syn.

culation; ($, Mgh, Mºb, K.) as also as "...sºſ:
(Mgh, Msb:) and committed an inadvertene. Jie. (MF, TA.) In modern Arabic it signi
fies An imagination, a fancy, a chimera, and a
therein. (S.) [And in like manner,
Jº in conjecture.
his saying.] It is said in a trad. of ’Alee,

aſ:

10 : see 2.

Alsº, Lands wherein is nothing. (A’Obeyd, 3. 3suº º * Gº cºst: Jú or tº:
Cº.) The pl., when indeterminate, accord. to different readings [The tro mimeº

JA5

TA, in art.

J.'”.

See a verse in art. Us, c, said, We have committed a mistake, or mis
conj. 12. [This is a correction of art. Axe, to conception : the thief is only this]. (Mgh.) —
•
which this word, and also the verb, belong : for º <ss, (Mgh, Msb,”) acr. 2, inf. n.
there is no such root as J-5.]
283, (Mgh,) [I thought of the thing;] the thing
occurred in my mind. (Mgh, Msb.") And 3.3,
...:
Cº. (S, K,) or º &l, (Msb,) aor, as
Jº
is thus, not

-

1. as;

and &

1.

&s: He was, or became, neak, or infirm,

in an affair, and in operation, and in body;
(Msb:) and so said of a bone : (Bd, and Jel in

xix. 3 :) and he ras, or became, languid, languid

d ... •

(S, Mºb, K.) and so the inf. n., (S, Msh,)
Jº He entered upon a thing languidly; above,
I thought of the thing, (S, Msb, K,) while
He passed from it: see 34.
desiring to think of another thing. (S, Msh.)

and faint, or law in the joints ; (TA, Bd in iii.

140;) enervated, unnerved, or broken in energy;
(Bd, ubi supra;) concardly. (TA, Jel in iii. 140.)
– See also 4.
2 : see 4.
387
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2

*

3-?:

*

-

*... o

&
him languid, languid and faint, or law in the £34.
4.

&

He, or it, weakened him : [rendered

Weak, languid, unable to rise : see – UA's : see an ex, voce a ki; and see 21, in
art. 25", in two places.

joints; enervated him, unnerved him, or broke
J22

Ls”5

his energy; rendered him consardly: (see &s, :)]

(S, Msh, K) and "...sº, (S, Mgh, Mºb, K.) but

was, or became, much slit, or rent.
ãº and %5% and 4 Jºs Woe to him 1 [See
the former is the better, (Msb,) and * &. (Msb.) — It was, or became, laar, flaccid, or &]. Perdition befall him 1 Punishment befall
flabby: (Msb:) or weak; said of a rope, (Mgh,)
(S, K.)
him 1 (Kull, p. 377.) See voce º-s, and voce
or other thing: or it fell. (Msb.) See 23.
or became, uncompact, unsound, or
& The period about midnight; ($, K;) or Jºs It neas,
* of
1.

Jº It

-

-

- -

-

-

zºo.

the time after an hour, or a short period, (ael...) weah. — »,«l Jax [His affair, or case, was, or
tº [an imperative verbal noun, which may
of the night: (JK, K, TA:) or when the night became, in a neak, or an unsound, state]. (TA, be rendered On!] a word of incitement. (S. K.)
art. Jaiº, &c.)
is departing. (S.) See Cº.
One also says to a man, and to a horse, sº ū

alsº é- The cephalic vein : see &4.
5,

,-0 .

&\xas I.Q.

šč, q. v.;

and see #37.

olº Lar; weak ; frail; wanting in strength, [Ho! On ſ]. (A’Obeyd in TA in art al.) See
* See Jº in art. az!. I have not
compactness, firmness, or toughness; unsubstan aft.
tial ; unsound. See an ex. in the S, voce found this anywhere but in that art, in the K,
ãº, where it is applied to love, or affection. and doubt its correctness.
-

responding expression in Hebrew, in Ps. lxiii. 11,
Jer. xviii. 21, and Ezek. xxxv. 5, in the phrase
[He made him fatherless]. (TA in “to pour out (the blood of) a person by means

º

Ayº

→ ... , 6

4.

&:

3.22

3.29%
c

-

art. •21.) See an ex. in art.…", conj. 2.

of the sword.” –

ić, & Zºº l,íð S,

£o:

-

Jºjº', applied to a spear: see Jºj,

jº and
in art. Jj.

(Kur, ii. 191): see - (used redundantly). – )

23, º º and 2–2. 34, I mill not come to him,

Jºe

u: 33% She brought

him forth feet foremost.

(M.) In Fresnel's three copies of the Aghānee,
(see his “Seconde lettre sur l’Histoire des Arabes
avant l'Islamisme,” Journal Asiatique, 3rd Series,

no. 16,) erroneously written Lºj.

or do it, ever; I will never do it. (IAar, in L,
WOCG 3-4.)
See 3. and 13-. — sº Jº

&

_o-º:
2 - 2 of

,

4. a6+! Lo Horv unlucky! a vulgarism : see
º

4 in art. Alº.

cº's 2:-1:
}*. * 12. & :
jºu. — You say, also, * º &ū, the two
nouns being only thus nºi, as a denotative of
See

See

-

&#.

state, I contracted a sale with him for ready
money; i. 4.

*

2 tº J-ºu.

(Mgh.) –

Loº!
J

2 .

-

•z#:

32-

ăsă: :

see & ū

* & & uſ [or &&. Jºe is like Jº

•.”

_ººl and sº [for sº) and wºul: see ºl.

|Je J583 cyl J. (Aboo-Sahl El-Harawee,
in art. J-e-.) –
* Jº
See

TA

3.

º

&u

and W. iss.

A boy grown up, (Msb, TA,)

Jºl. — cº-º: Cºș J5' and cº-º: sºls: see art. grown tall; (Ham, p. 354 et seq., Har, p. 189;)

*:

The arm, from the shoulder-joint to the 35. – º: s:-- Under his authority. —
extremities of the fingers. (Msb.) – [The fore f Generosity. (A, voce 3:3)
leg of a horse, &c.] – Raº 3. See Jº,
3
o'.

2.

as also

3.

'ºu, and '34. (Ham, ibid.)
*- and &tº and 3:44.

ex. VOCe

isiºn 3%
in two places, near the end of the para
graph. — 3. A sleeve : see R. Q. 1 in art.
~5. — J-si 4. See
in two places. –

See an

[The offspring of fornication, or

adultery].

Jº,

2-8 Jº- for (s-sº

See

igº.

Jºãº
-

sui zi

&r.
&

* &% as occurring in the Kur, ix., 29, He

gave it in acknowledgement of the superiority of

* ...--

-

-

1. & (S, Mºb, K) and 4, &#5 (Mºb;)

Jºjº jº-J) : see Jºãº Jº-º-J), in art.
and
*

* †, ($, K.) and a W ciel; (K;) and

*

U-ºf

the receiver; that the power

(3%)

"...ij; and "…iº, (S, Mºb, K) and 'cº

of the latter

was superior to that of the giver: or, because
of favour received; or, from subjection and
abasement: (M:) or, from compulsion : (A
'Obeyd, T :) or, obediently: or, walking with
it; not riding, nor sending it: or, in ready
money. (TA.) – cº (sº Jé tº He
became a Muslim by 'the advice and persuasion

4; ; (K;) all signify the same : (S;) He knew

&

it; he was, or became, certain, or sure, or he
made sure, of it ; syn.
(Msb, K;)

£5. A firefly: see J.--.

intuitively, and inferentially; (Msb;) (see 1 in
art. Ae;] and aii. i. (K.)

3r:

Öğ Åaffron.

-

-

*:

(sgh, in TA, art …)—

4:

of such a one. (Marg. note in a copy of the
©

-

5:

See &üí.

Jámi'
es-Sagheer, on 3a trad,
commencing Jºe
• 2 of
- f
2 .

.

. o.

L.A.!.) – lº. 92-8 ºs

X see 1.

10:

See art. Jé-1. –

-

5 *

o

• *

A}:

*

Jº Jºe cy)* I owe such a one a benefit. –
•

*

=

-

3

32, Jºe By his agency, or means. See the cor

2.

3

-ef

-

Jºe and Jºel A sign-stone: see 2.

...

.

*

.

.

Jºãº is of the measure Jºsé in the sense of
the measure Jºſé, signifying Sure, or certain,
s

-

3064
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&#2 - Jº
a.

and manifest.

Qº)

6. & tº see * — lsº

– And knowledge, or

see 3 in

a 22-

J.

:

U-3 for U-29 : see 4-ol.

certainty; [see cºls;] instinctive and inferen art. J-3.

º &#:
&: (latter
part). —- &#3) 3- and cº 3&e=

tial.

(Msb.) –

&:

See

See

Prosperity; good fortune; good luck;

auspiciousness; (T, S, M, K;) contr. of 23%,
2 - ~~

where the two words are said to have the same

(M) and of J.-, (L, art. ---.)

meaning : and Bd and Jel in Ivi. 95; in the

3-4.

its pl. seems to be

& The location
&- also, The south.

said to be an epithet: see also Ham, p. 335.
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9. o.º.
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º 3- is expressly

latter of which, tººl in

4-o-º: See

See 2).
A33

that is on the right. —

See

3-.

&-

also

2: A time, nºnether night or day; (Msb;)
time
absolutely, whether night or not, little or
signifies A covenant (Bd, and Jel in lxviii. 39)
Lo:
not : this is the proper signification; (Kull,
2 ºf
•**
confirmed by an oath. (Bd, ibid.)
2. ~2 : see …". And Jaejº'ſ sº and
p. 390:) and day, meaning the period from the
The oath by attestation of God: see
rising
of the sun to its setting; (Lth, TA;) the
<-2 : see Mgh in art, i.
! ~ * * >
<-i- [I swore, or have time mºhen the sun is above the earth : this is the
and a VJ ºve. —
:
5. Lovej : see ---> and art. Al. — ovº sworn, an oath]. (T, S, M., voce Jºel, which common conventional acceptation : (Kull, ubi
#
J - supra :) and the period from the second [or true]
alolº i. q. ..A. as A-as. (TA in art. Al.)
see. You say, Jaš ) 49, Jºsé (as in some
danºn to sunset : (Msb, Kull .) this is the legal
!- - - eº –
ãºg ãajal; See ãeſ-ºl.
copies of the S [meaning, a J. Jºse sº-º-]); or acceptation : (Kull:) and a civil day; the period
! -o
of the revolution of the greatest firmament. (Kull.)
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a Jº Jºº (as in other copies [meaning, Jºº — Also, An accident, or event; syn. &=
1
Jº-3 aïſſi). See a similar form of oath voce

- -

Alºe; see Alo~.
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*. Ex, tº Jº (; 223 J & § 2,

o.

-

\º : see **i.

Eaccellent is the brother, such a one, in the case

J-o-º:

of the accident, when it befalls us.

(T.) –

tº: He comes

to us day

JUs: A garment of Yemen : see a verse voce

*% The male of the J.

[or mountain goat:

See

* * **

2:--

not J,1]. (M, TT.)

jºi. —23. 2,

after day, i.e., every day: (Sharh esh-Shudhoor:)
s
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and A32 A32. (In a verse cited by IJ, in Mz,

U23'-' and cºve see Jºº.
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sect. on the āāsā- and jºs-e.) – 292 A day

.

Jºlº : see 2-\, .
journey, or day's journey. — A day, as in our
phrase
“he won the day;” meaning contest, fight,
• 2 of
was prosperous ; fortunate; lucky. (T, M., K.)
xix. 53, xx. 82, and xxviii. 30;] contr. of 2-3" or battle : I render it a day [of conflict]. —
3. &.2% see 3 in art. At in two places.
and [in like manner) Väiº is contr. of 3~~~. -j-" Ali The [days, (agreeably with an
English, as well as Arabian, usage,) meaning]
4. a.s.l. He made it to incline towards the (S.) — &#, contr. of Zü, as signifying The

1. Cº. (T, M., K.) and & 4 (M, K.) He

& [The right, as opposed to the lºft; see Kur,
*3, ... o.

6.- ... o.

*> - c:

s
w

right : see an ex. voce Jº (near the end of the right, opposed to the left ; and as signifying
•

2.É 2 # .

2 of

Lucky, or auspicious ; pl.

paragraph). — cº-ºº! : see Aus' in two places.
2 o

&º.
6

See

2.Éi.

-

conflicts (83.5%) of the Arabs. (ISk, T.) —
*:: & He nºſo thinks [only of the present

2: y :

o z

of

in TA,
It is also used in the sense of Jº : see A.V. — day, not of the morrow. (Er-Răghib,
3.
a*
— Jºel -ºº! ; see ex-el.
art.
J”.)
–
e'–0)
A32
:
see
Jº.
—
AºS)
&
Also More, and most, lucky, or auspicious, or
• 3-2
and
& tº: : Sce $33, in two places.
5. Jºj He was placed on his right side in happy : see 8 in art. J3.
the grave. (TA, voce Jº) — 4 & i. 4.
gº o –
J-ºl, used only in swearing, is a sing. noun,
42-993 A day's neages.
not a particle, nor pl. of Jºse : and is derived
22 * & (T,) app. One is fortunate in, or from cº-º. (Mughnee.)
iº94
from 2,2' is like ãº. from
derives a blessing from, his counsel. – He
2:
& GS) : see an ex. of this word, voce 245. and 3, - from jº, &c. (TA, in art. &”.)
augured good by it, or from it ; or looked for
w

&

2 o –

º:
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* ... [4 × 6)—ºft & 3% is
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Jº,

-

~ *

*

good fortune, or a blessing, from it; syn. 9:
* : (Mgh, Msb, &c.) opposed to a stº, in

*

6 -2 o –

a.º.º. The right wing of an army.

~ *

o J

.

. of

See

ass

*

See J-21.

-

Cº. Fortunate; happy; (T, M, MA, KL;)
the K, art. Jºel, ; and in Bd, xvii. 14, and well
known. — 4.4% &: [He augured good from blest. (T.) See an ex. voce *...*.

CS'
2

the word], (Har, p. 488) and 2%. (Mºb in
art.

Ju)

&:

The having [or receiving] a blessing.

(K.L.)

2. a-- *

*:::

(TA, in art. Us-.)

END OF THE SUPPLEMENT.

[I wrote a beautiful Us].
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